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Opening of the Session-New Members-Privileges of Parliament Bill- Congratulatory Address to the GovernorThe Governor's Speech-Address in Reply.

The Third Session of the Fifth Victorian
Parliament was opened this day.
THE PRESIDENT (Sir J. F. Palmer) took
the chair at five minutes to two o'clock.
THE CLERK (Mr. G. W. Rusden) read
the following Proclamation, appointing the
time for holding the Third Session of the
Fifth Parliament : " PROCLAMATION.
"By His Excellency the Honorable SIR
JOHN HENRY THOMAS MANNERS
SUTTON, Knight" Commander of the
Most Honorable Order of the Bath,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief
in and over the Colony of Victoria,
&c., &c., &c.
" WHEREAS by the Constitution Act it
is amongst other things enacted that it
shall be lawful for the Governor to fix
such places within Victoria and, subject
to the limitation therein contained, such
times for holding the first and every other
Session of the Council and Assembly, and
to vary and alter the same respectively in
such manner as he may think fit; and also
from time to time to prorogue the sa.id
Council and Assembly, and to dissolve the
said Assembly, by Proclamation or otherwise, whenever he shall deem it expedient:
And whereas it is expedient to prorogue
the said Council and Assembly called the
Parliament of Victoria, and to fix a time
for holding the next Session thereof: Now
therefore I, the Governor of Victoria, in
VOL. IIf.-B

exercise of the power conferred by the
said Act, do by this my Proclamation prorogue the said Council and Assembly or
Parliament of Victoria fi'om Friday, the
twenty-first day of December instant,
until Thursday, the seventeenth day of
January, in the ensuing year; and I do
hel'eby fix Thursday, the seventeent.h day
of January aforesaid, as the time for the
commence~ent and holding of the next
Session thereof for the despatch of business,
at two o'clock in the afternoon, in the Parliament Houses, situate in Parliament
Place, Spl'ing stl'eet, in the City of
Melbourne; and the Honorable the Members of the Le!!islative Council and the
Members of the Legislative Assembly are
hereby required to give their attendance
at the said time and place accordingly.
" Given under my Hand and the Seal of
t.he Colony, at Melbourne, this seventeenth
day of December, in the year of our Lord
One thousand eight hundred and sixty-six,
and in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
"J. H. T. MANNERS SUTTON.
" By His Excellency's Command,
"JAMES McOULLOCH,
"Chief Secretary.
"GOD SAVE THE QUEEN."
At three minutes to two o'clock the
Usher announced that His Excellency the
Governor was approaching the building.
Immediately afterwards His Excellency
entered the Chamber, accompanied by
Brigadier-Geneml Carey, C.B., and attended by his Aide-de-Camp, Private
Secretary, ahd a number of officers.
The members of the Legislative Assembly having been summoned,
His EXCELLENCY read the following
speech : -
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AND

HONORABLE

THE

LEGISLATIVE

COUNCIL:
" MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEl\IEN OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:

Speech.

"The genero1)s help given us by the
other Australasian colonies and New
Caledonia and Java in this great industrial
undertaking, will be productive of that
increase of knowledge and intercourse so
essential to mutual progress.
" During the recess I appointed a Royal
Commission to consider and report on the
working of the Common Schools Act. The
Commissioners have assiduously prosecuted
their labours, and have collected much
valuable evidence. Their Report will be
laid before you, and YOIl will be invited to
consider an amendment of the Law with
reference to Public Instruction.
" An inquiry has also been instituted by
means of a Royal Commission into the
working of the V\Tine and Spirits Act, and
the result of their labours will be submitted
to you.
"Measures so immediately connected
with the social and material condition of
the people will no doubt receive from you
the fullest consideration.

" I have called you together to deal
with the legislative requirements of the
year, and to consider measures of importance to the country, which are ready to
be submitted to you.
" On this the occasion of my first meeting Parliament, it is highly satisfactory to
me to be able to congrfttulate you on the
abundance of our harvest, and the general
prosperity of the country.
" You will be glad to learn that the
mission to Her Majesty's Imperial Government, with which the Treasurer was
charged, has been successful. A report
of lVIr. Verdon's proceedings will be
immediately submitted to you.
"The sale of the Victorian debentures
in London has facilitated the progress of
the water-works already undertaken; and
our financial cI'edit, and the high position "GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE
ASSEl\1BLY:
of our securities, together with the con"The
Estimates have been prepared
tinued prosperity of our railways, will, at
no distant period, justify an extended with as much economy as the efficiency of
railway system, und the further extension the public service will admit.
of water supply. With that view the " MR. PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE
GENTLEMEN· OF THE LEGISLATIVE
necessary preliminary surveys will be continued.
COUNCIL:
" I am happy to inform you that repre- " MR. SPI~AKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
sentatives of the Government of New
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:
South Wales and of my' Government, in
" I am happy to inform you that under
conference assembled, have agreed to an the Amending Land Act a large amount
arrangement on the border duties, effectu- of settlement has taken place throughout
ally removing those serious hindrances to the country during the past year. A
internal communication which have so report on the working of the Act will be
long been a just cause of compla.int. The immediately laid before you, and a measure
result of these negotiations will be laid will be propo'3ed for the purpose of making
before you.
the land more accessible to the bona fide
"The success which has attended the applicant.
" Your attention will be directed to the
Intercolonial Exhibition has exceeded expectation, and we are entitled to believe subject of mining on private property and
that the increased knowledge which we public reserves, with a view to legislation
have acquired of our productive powers thereon.
"My attention has been directed to
will be scarcely less valuable than the
proof of our gl'eat industrial capabi lities various questions connected with the adwhich our contributions to the Paris Ex- ministration of justice, and a Bill will be
submitted for amending the law of, insolhibition will make manifest to the world.

New Members.

[JANUARY

veney. Bills will also be introduced for
the amendment of the law relating to
public health, the treatment of lunatics and
the management of their estates, the collection of court fees, and duties on legacies
and succession, also for amending the laws
relating to banking, to the police force, and
to mining companies.
"Experience has suggested some amendments in the Municipal and Local Government Acts, and Bills will be submitted to
you on these subjects; also, a Bill to
improve the law in reference to fencing
and impounding.
"I trust that, with the blessing of
Divine Providence, your deliberations will
conduce to the prosperity and the happiness of the people.

"J. H. T. MANNERS SUTTON."
Copies of the speech were handed by
the Pri,-ate Secretary to the President and
the Speaker. The members of the Legislative Assembly then withdrew. His
Excellency and suite also left the Chamber.
After the usual form of prayer,
The PRESIDENT read His Excellency's speech delivered to Parliament.
NEW MEMBERS.
The PRESIDENT intimated that writs
for election of Members of the Legislative
Council had been returned to His Excellency the Governor, and had been transmitted to the custody of the Clerk of the
Council, showing the election ofThe Honorable James Ford Strachan,
for the Western Province (in room of the
Honorable Henry Miller).
The Honorable James Graham, for the
Central Province (in room of the Honorable William Hull, retired by rotation).
The Honorable John Sherwin, for the
South Province (in room of the Honorable
William Taylor, retired by rotation).
The Honorable George Rolfe, for the
South-Western Province (in room of the
HonorableJ ames Ford Strachan, resigned).
The Honorable Stephen George Henty,
for the Western Province (re-elected after
retirement by rotation).
The Honorahle Alexander Fraser, for
th~ North - Western Province (re-~lected
after retirement by rotation).
The Honorable Robert Stirling Anderson, for the Eastern Province (re-elected
after retirement by rotation).
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The following members then took the
oaths and their seatsThe Honorables J. Graham, J. Sherwin, G. Rolfe, S. G. Henty, R. S. Anderson, and A. Fraser.
PRIVILEGES OF PARLIAMENT
BILL.
The Hon. G. W. COLE obtained the
leave of the House to introduce without
notice a Bill to protect the privileges of
Parliament.
The Bill was brought in and read a first
time.
THE GOVERNOR.
The Hon. G. W. COLE moved, without notice"That an address be presented to His Excellency the Honorable Sir John Henry Thomas
Manners Sutton, KC.B., on his appointment as
Governor of Victoria, and that a Committee be
appointed to prepare such address, to consist of
the Honorables A. Fraser, R. Turnbull, C. J.
Jenner, C. Sladen, and the mover."

The motion was agreed to. .
The House adjourned during pleasure,
in order that the Committee 11light prepare
the address. On resuming,
Mr. COLE brought up the following
Address : " To His Excellency the Honorable Sm JOHN
HENRY THOlllAS MANNERS SUTTON, Knight
Commander of' the Most Honorable Order
qftlte Bath, Governor and Commander-in-.
Chief in and over the Colony of Victoria,
~c., ~c., ~c.
"MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:

" We, Her Majesty's faithful and loyal subjects,
the Members of the Legislative Assembly of
Victoria, in Parliament assembled, desire to
convey to Your Excellency the expression of
our loyalty to Her Majesty's Throne, our
affection for her person, and our regard for the
high office Her Majesty has been pleased to
confer upon Your Excellency.
" We beg that Your Excellency will receive
our assurance that we shall at all times readily
co-operate with Your Excellency in advancing
the welfare of this part of Her Majesty's
dominions, and in preserving the union which
exists with the mother country."

The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER suggested
that the Council should take until the next
day to consider the address.
Mr. COLE pointed out to the honorable
member that the document had nothing
to do with politics. It simply contained
the congratulations of the Council. The
address and reply to the speech would
be moved bye-and-bye.
The address was agreed to, and was
ordered to be presented to the Governor

.
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by the President and honorable members, at
such time as His Excellencymight appoint.
THE GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS IN REPLY.
The Hon. G. ROLFE rose to move the
appointment of a committee to prepare an
address in reply to the Governor's speech.
The PRESIDENT said that it was
usual to give notice of such a motion. It
would be for the Council, however, to
decide whether they would receive the
motion without notice.
Mr. ROLFE gave notice for the following day.
The Hon. T. H. FELLOWS also gave
notice that he would move an amendment,
in reply to the fifth paragraph of the
speech.
The House adjourned at a quarter to
three o'clock, until Friday, January 18.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Address in Reply.

Rodney, and Ballarat West, in consequence of the acceptance by the following.
gentlemen of office as Ministers of the
Crown, viz.: Mr. S. H. Bindon, Minister
of Justice; Mr. J. Macgregor, Minister
of. Mines; and Mr. W. M. K. Vale,
Minister of Public Works; that all these
gentlemen had been re-elected; that he
had also issued a writ for a member to
serve for Richmond, vice Mr. A. B.
Wardrop, resigned, and that Mr. Ambrose
Kyte. had been elected.
Messrs. Bindon, Vale, Macgregor, and
Kyte were then introduced and sworn, and
took their seats as members of the Assembly.
MINING COMPANIES LAW
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. McCULLOCH, having obtained
leave, brought up a Bill to amend the law
relating to mining companies, and moved
that it be read a first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.

GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS IN REPLY.
The SPEAKER intimated that, purOpening of the Session-New Members-Mining Companies
Act Amendment Bill-The Governor's Speech-Address
suant to the Governor's summons, the memin reply-Congratulatory Address to the Governor.
bers of the House had attended in the
chamber of the Legislative Council that
The SPEAKER (Sir Francis Murphy) afternoon, when His Excellency delivered
took the chair at four minutes to two his Speech on opening the Session.
o'clock.
The Speech having been read,
The CLERK (Mr. J. Barker) read the
Mr. KYTE rose and said-I believe,
Proclamation convoking Parliament.
sir,
it is customary on an occasion such as
Immediately afterwards the Sergeant-atarms announced that a mesf5enger from this, for a junior memher of the House to
His Excellency the Governor was in move a series of resolutions with a view to
the framing of an address in reply to the
attendance.
The Usher of the Legislative Council speech of the Governor. I wish this duty
was then introduced. He informed the had fallen into abler hands than mine; but,
Speaker that His Excellency the Governor as I am in for the duty, I suppose I must
requested the attendance of members of discharge it the best way I can. I conthe Legislative Assembly in the chamber' gratulate myself on getting back to this
House, and on finding myself again among
of the Legislative Council.
The SPEAKER, accompanied by the so many well-tried colleagues-men who
members present, and attended by the fought the battles which brought the colony
Clerk, Clerk Assistant, and Sergeant-at- to its present state of prosperity, men with
arms, proceeded to the chamber of the whom I hope tp stand shoulder to shoulder
for many a long year-the worthy and
Legislati ve Council.
Business was afterwards suspended until indefatigable representatives of the people,
eighteen minutes past four o'clock, when ever at their post, ready to keep the word
plighted by them to the public on the platthe Speaker again took the Chair.
form -a word which with them is as sacred
NEW MEMBERS.
as any that can be uttered in this House.
The SPEAKER announced that, during With these few prefatory remarks, I beg,
the recess, he had issued writs for the with the permission of the House, to move
election of members for Castlemaine, the following resolutions : -
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"That this House do resolve that a r~spectful
Wine and Spirits Act, and that the result of their
address be presented to His Excellency the Golabours will be submitted to us.
vernor, expressive of our loyalty to our Most
"Assuring His Excellency that measures so
Gracious Sovereign,and to thank His Excellency
immediately connected with the social and mafor having called us together to deal with the
terial condition of the people will recei \'e from
legislati ve requirements of the year, and to conus the fullest consideration.
sider measures of importance to the country
,. Thanking His Excellency for informing us
which are ready to be submitted to us.
that the Estimates have been prepared with as
much economy as the efficiency of the public
" Assuring His Excellency that we learn with
service will admit.
much satisfaction that His Excellency. is able to
" Informing His Excellency that we are happy
congratulate us on the abundance of our harvest
to learn that, under the Amending Land Act, a
and the general prosperity of the country.
large
amount of settlement has taken place
" Assuring His Excellency that we are glad to
throughout the country during the past year;
learn that the mission to Her Majesty's Imperial
that we shall be glad to receive. the report on
Government with which the Treasurer was
the working of the Act; and that the measure
charged has been su~cessful, and informing His
to be proposed for the purpose of making the
Excellency that we await with interest the report of Mr. Verdon's proceedings which is to be' land more a.ccessible to the bona fide applicant
will have our careful consideration.
submitted to us.
"Informing His Excellency that our best
" Assuring His Excellency that we are glad to
attention will be given to the subject of mining
learn that the sale of the Victorian debentures
on private property and public reserves, with a
in London has facilitated the progress of the
view to legislation t,hereon.
water-works already undertaken· that our
"Assuring His Excellency that we shall
financial credit and the high position of our
devote ourselves to the consideration of the
~ecurities, together wit.h the continued prosperBills to be submitted to us for amending the law
Ity of our railways, w11l, at no distant period
of insolvency. for the amendment of the law rejustify an extended railway system, and th~
lating to public health, the treatment of lunatics
further extension of water' supply; and that
and the mana.gement of their estates, the collecwith this view the necessary preliminary surtion of court fees and duties on legades and
veys wiiI be continued.
succession; also for amending the laws relating
"Assuring His Excellency that it affords us
to banking, to the police force, and to mining
much satisfaction to be informed that reprecompanies.
sentatives of the Government of New South
" Informing His Excellency that we shall give
Wales and of His Excellency's Government, in
our
careful consideration to the Bills to be subconference assembled, have agreed to an arrangement on the border duties, effectually removing mitted to us for amendments in the Municipal
and Local Government Acts which experience
those serious hindrances to internal communication which have so long been a just cause of has suggested; also to the Bill to improve the
law in reference to fencing and impounding;
complaint; and thanking His Excellency for informing us that the result of these n(~gotiations and
,. Expressing our trust that, with the blessing
will be laid before Ufl.
of Divine Providence, our deliberations will
" Assuring His Excellency that we learn with
conduce to the prosperity and the happiness of
much satisfaction that the success which has
attended the Intercolonial Exhibition has ex- the people."
ceeded expectation; and expressing our conHaving read these resolutions, I will procurrence with His Excellency, that we are
ceed to offer a few remarks upon them.
ent~tled to believe t~at ~he increased knowledge
My task on this occasion, Mr. ~peaker, is
WhICh we have acqmred of 0111' productive powers
a happy .and an easy one.
When the
will be scarcely less valuable than the proof of
present Government came into office, now
our great indnstrial capabilities which our
contributions to the Paris Exhibition will make
between three and foul' years ago, I gave
manifest to the world.
them credit for honesty of purpose, and
"Expressing our full concurrence in the
determined to render them the independent
opinion expressed by His Excellency that the
support which I deemed called for from
generous help given us by the other Austhe representat.ive of an important contralasian colonies and New Caledonia and .Tava
in this great industrial undertaking, will be
stituency; and I have only to appeal to
productive of that increase of knowledge and
the records of this House to show on which
intercourse so essential to mutual progress.
side my votes have been given. The con" Thanking Hi~ Excellency for huving, during
duct of the Government throughout has
the recess, appomted a Royal Commission to
been marked by one everlasting care for
consider and report on the working of the Common ~chools Act, and for informing us that the
the general welfare of the community. In
Commissioners have assiduously prosecuted their
support.
of what I say, I need only draw
labours and have collected much valuable evidence. Thanking His Excellency for informing attention to the state of trade and the
state of the labour market at the period to
us that their report will be laid before us and
informing His Excellency that we shall cheerwlJich I have referred, and the state of
fully consider an amendment of the law with
trade and the state of the labour market
l'efel ence to public instructions.
at the present day.
It is wit.hin the
"Th!l;nki~g His Excellency for acquainting us
memory of the oldest inhabitant-and prothat an mqUlry has also been instituted by means
bably I am first cousin to the oldest inhaof a Royal Commission into the working of the
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bit:mt, having been for twenty-seven years
a colonist-that there has not been a time
when the labouring classes of this community have been so happily situated as
at present. As the Speech states, the
Almighty has blessed us this year in an
extraordinary degree; and simultaneously
with this comes news of a most pleasing
and important nature from the country
which we regard as a parent. In the
matter of financial credit we have been
honoured and prizeEl above all other
colonies. But, I need scarcely say, it is
not chance that has done this. It is not a
mere accident that the honorable the
'Treasurer has been successful in his mission to the home country. Notwithstanding the animus, the untruths, the injurious
comments of a small section of this community-men who would drag down their
heritage, I mean the colony, as well as
themselves into the dust-notwithstanding
all these evils and drawbacks, it is the fact
that, in this year of our Lord 1867, the
colony of Victoria stands on the very
pinnacle of English credit, and, I may
add, of affection. But the manner in
which we have been honoured lately has
more than a money value. There is a
disposition on the part of the home Government to take us by the hand, and
recognize the colony as it should be
recognized. And on whose account is
that, but on account of the whole body of
the people? Probably, Mr. Speaker, my
tongue may be sharper than it ought to be
on some subjects; probably it may be
silent on subjects on which it ought to be
outspoken; but this I hope-that the past
will be forgot.ten and sunk into oblivion.
I hope the honorable gentlemen on my·
right, many of them personal friends of
mine, will see that it is for the good of
the colony, as well as for the good of their
own names and credit, that they should
refrain from the personal hostility they
have hitherto manifested merely to carry
out certain unmeaning and senseless
tactics. With regard to the Governor's
speech-His Excellency's first speech to
the Legislature of Victoria-I may congratulate His Excellency that he has
fallen on pleasant times indeed. I hope it
will be a long while before we shall have
the opportunity of offering congratulations
to another Governor on assuming office.
I hope the honorable gentleman who now
represents Her Majesty here will be permitted to fulfil the period of office generally
allotted to Governors. On this question I
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can only repeat, that His Excellency has
fallen upon happy times in having to
deliver his first speech when the country
is overflowing with all that the bappiness
of humanity can desire, and is favoured in
a peculiar and extraordinary degree.
With regard to the fourth paragraph in
the speech-that relating to water supply
and railways - I am pleased that the
Government have taken into consideration
the subject of the extension of both these
valuable elements in the progress of our
national industry. It ,will be a surprise
to English capitalists to discover that, by
the economical working of our railways
at present and for some time past-notwithstanding the high cost of construction,
a cost something like 250 per cent. more
than they could be constructed for nowthose public works are now producing a'J
income equivalent to four and a half per
cent. on their outlay. In other words, had
those railways been constructed at the
prices of the present day, I have no
hesitation in saying that the revenue
forthcoming from them might have been
nine per cent. over all chal'ge3 and incumbrances. Were the railways paying
six per cent. the Government might
place the property in the English market, and, by means of a joint stock company, receive for it sufficient to allow,
without creating a second debt, the COllstruction of some 500 additional miles of
railway in the colony. This is not a
Government idea; it is one of my own
hatching; and I hope, when the railways
pay six per cent., the Government will
adopt this plan, so that railway intercommunication may be extended, and Victoria
enabled to become one of the best paying
colonies of the British Crown with regard
to railway systems. TlIe fifth paragraph
refers to the abolition of what I consider
one of the most wilfully stupid and selfish
matters of dispute that could exist between
any two countries. I am glad that this
vexed question has at last been settled,
and that free trade, as regards New South
Wales and Victoria, may be happily established in the future. By thi::; free trade
we have reciprocity, which is not the case
with the free trade advocated by honorable
gentlemen in opposition. Another subject
alluded to in the speech, to which I desire
to call special attention, is the announcement of the intention of the Government
to propose an amendment of the laws relating to banking. On this point I would
ask, where can institutions be found so
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well conducted as the banking institutions
of Victoria? Every possible check that
ingenuity can devise for t.he purpose of
protecting the public is adopted in those
institutions. Theil' managers and directors,
as I have reason to know, stand first
among commercial men. Theil' paid up
capital amounts to £5,000,000.
Their
depositors have the fullest confinence in
the institutions. And yet if, in the months
extending from t1 uly to October last, a
note of one of the banks had been refused
by a costermonger, there would have been
a rush for withdrawals, and the banking
interest would have been materially injured
for years to come. I speak thus as one
knowing how the deplorable accounts·
with regard to banking institutions in
Europe were calculated to awaken foolish
fears of people here. I never rose
any morning during the months I have
named without thanking my Maker that
nothing had occurred to interfere with the
even flow of the banking arrangements of
the city. If there had been a rush, would
one bank have hel ped another on the occasion? No, it would have been a case of
everyone for itself. The banks, although
they have a paid-up capital of so many
millions, and proprietaries standing before
those of other colonies, have no resources,
like the banks of Great Britain, to fall
back upon when the evil day comes. I
dwell upon this subject in order to suggest
to the Government that, in the Bill relating to banking which they propose to
introduce, power should be given to the
Governor in Council, in consideration of
security lodged, to grant a certain amount
of assistance to banks, should occasion demand. Occasion, I venture to say, will never
demand, because, in money matters, all you
want is confidence. Once people out of
doors understand there is something~to fall
back upon, there will be no possible occasion for requiring that something. Let
the Government arm themselves with
power to issue legal security tf) the amount
of £2,000,000, in exchange for deposits
given to them, as occasion may require,
to meet such an emergency as might have
arisen any morning during the three
months I have named. It will probably
be remarked that the Govemor in Council
might. be too apt to make use of such large
powers, but the exercise of those powers
must be according to the views of the
Legislature, as expressed in the Bill. I
should be glad to make legal the tender of
debentures to meet such emergencies; but
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seeing that they are in so many handsthat debentures are held in London, Paris,
and New Zealnn<1, and thaL there would
be no possible cert.aillty of reaching the
necessary amount - I do not urge that
upon the Government. With regard to
tile prosperity of the ('.ountry, I beg to call
attention to the pre<1ictions made in
the last Parliament., by the honorable
member for the W immera and other gentlemen on the opposition benches, that the
colony was going to ruin, and stating, in
support of their prediction~, that the
shipping trade was injured; that a dozen
or two of steamers were laid up in the
Saltwater, their bottoms all being eaten
by barnacles, and other nonsense of
that kind. The occasion that called for
such an amount of nonsense has passed
away. The fiscal question that gave rise
to such· alarms has been disposed of. And
what is the result? Not only have we
kept our own, but every allegation made
by honorable gentlemen on my right, at
that time, has absolutely been disproved.
I have n few figures which deserve the
cogitation of those honorable gentlemen,
and may cause them to be more chary in
their assertions for the future. In 1865,
the vessels whieh arrived in Victoria numbered i,367, having a tonnage of 324,000
tons; and the vessels outwards were 1,520,
with a tonnn.ge of 369,000 tons. In 1866,
there were 1,625 vessels inwards, with an
increase of nearly 40,000 tOllS on the
previous year; and there was an increase
outwards of some 300 vessels, and some
80,000 tons. And taking the st.at.istics of
the colony year by year~ you will find that
the shipping trade of 1866 h3.s been the
largest in any olle year since 1852, which
year was marked by such a great influx of
population. Turning to the shipping trade
of the neighbouring colonies, I find that
that of Sydney has increased some twent.y
per cent. on the year before, owing, as I
believe, to the fiscal alterations which the
Legislature were compelled to make for
revenue purposes. But while the other
colonies show an advance, South Australia, singular to relate, shows a deficiency
in the shipping trade of something like
twenty per cent. as compared with the year
before. How can we account for this?
In all other respects South Australia, is the
model colony. She possesses unbounded
funds- half a million of Goyernment
money is lying in her coffers-her export
of cereals is something remarkable, and yet
there is an absolute declension in her ship-
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ing trade to the extent I have named.
Now why is this? Simply because she,
a young colony, has endeavoured to ape
what some of her legislators and wiseacres
call free trade. I observe that, in the
sixth paragraph of the speech, allusion is
made to the Intercolonial Exhibition, and
the benefits likely to be derived by this
colony from the competitive show to be
made this year in the mart of the world
at Paris. On this question I have not
much to say. I have only to remark
that the wondel'ful and gigantic gathering of the products of the ingenuity
of Australia under the roof of that
Exhibition redounds to the credit of
the colony. Let any thinking man, any
man disposed to cavil at our progress, go
through the court.s of that building, and
examine the handiwork of mechanics and
artizans to be found there, and he will
find a collection of products of which no
country, no matter how old in civilization,
need be ashamed. And yet we a,re told
that the men who have assisted in accomplishing so valuable a result-who have
contributed to the rearing up of such a
monument of intelligence and thoughtand that within a few years, are forsooth a
mob, a rabble, a class of people who ought
not to be looked upon as fellow creatUr0S
should be looked upon. Honorable members
may sha,ke their heads, but I cannot help
making these assertions; and even if they
are not disposed to listen, I must din my
views into their ears. With regard to the
land question, the Governor has intimated
that it will be necessary to submit another
Bill to the Legislature. I should have
been glad if the Government had been more
explicit on this question. While the Government do what they ought to do, they
may reckon upon me not simply as a
" thick-and-thin" supporter, but as a
"red-hot" supporter. And yet I submit
that this clause in the Governor's speech
with regard to the Land Act is not sufficiently intelligible. No one can accuse me
of being a squatter's advocate. I have only
to refer to the battles fought in this House
when, side. by side with the honorable
member for Maldon, I voted against
every clause that could by possibility enable the squatter unduly to interfere with,
or grasp t.he land. I would do the same
thing again under similar circumstances.
The squatters have ever been a grasping
class; hut, whether a grasping class or not,
we must do justice to them. I do not
believe that the promise given them by the
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Government will not be rarried out. I
grant that the promise was not contained
in the Act, but there was a distinct understanding that, until the termination of the
Act" not more than one-halfof each squatter's run should be taken from him. Under
those circumstances, feeling that the Government would carry out their promise,
and that, by so doing, the public welfare
would not be injured, I went in con amore,
and would do so again, for stripping the
squa.tters of the power which they held
over the lands of the country. True,
the squatters may have exhibit.ed lax
morality, but it is not the province
of the Legislature to take advantage
of them for that. A legislature ought to
be above such things. It should distributo
justice to all. To the vigorous and honest
administration of the land law by the
honorable gentleman who presides over
the Lands Department, we are entirely
indebted for the recent settlement that has
taken place-the greatest prosperity that
any country could ever experience in so
short a time. But this prosperity might
and would have been secured, and may be
continued, by adhering to the compact
determined upon in passing the Amending
Land Act. I don't stand up here to allege
any mal-administration; I say that there
has been no mal-administration to my
knowledge. I know that the honorable
gentleman who presides over the Lands
Department would not be guilty of maladministration. This is not "soft sawder." At the same time I say that,
in framing a new Land Bill, the
Government should resolve that, as far
as in them lies, nothing like wilful
uest,ruction of property should be committed.
I have now gone over the
principal items in the Speech. I have
done so shortly, and without any desire to
intl'ude myself too long on the House. I
do not wish to prevent honorable members
"letting off the steam." I see by the
nervous quiver of their lips, and the extraordinary dangling of their limbs, that
certain honorable members are only waiting for the opportunity to move an amendment to my series of resolutions. I must,
however, beg to call the attention of Her
Majesty's Opposition to the fad that, notwithstanding all they have done to bring
the colony and the Government into contempt, their efforts have signaliy and enThey intended evil, but
tirely failed.
::;cripture was fulfilled, and coals of fire
were heaped on their heads. The lesson
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they have received during the last six his successful mission, he has returned
months is sufficient to teach them that in good health to assist us in our legisthere is only one road, and that not a lative duties, and also my belief that
royal road, to a seat on the Treasury his assistance has always been, and will
benches. Let them properly estimate hereafter be, most valuable in our deliberathe value of the people they represent, let tions. No doubt, it is matter for congrathem shape their public course for the tulation that the state of the money market
benefit of the community at large, let in England was so advantageous to us as
them fulfil the promises and asseverations to allow the Government debentures to
which they made on the hustings simply be sat~sfactorily disposed of. The fact
in order to win the voices of the people, assures us of the probability that, at no
and then they may fairly put forward a distant day, we shall have an extended
claim for place and power. With these system of railways. I trust that before
remarks I beg to thank honorable members long the trunk lines will permeate the
for the patient hearing which they have western district, and that some portion of
given me on this my first night in the Gipps Land will be placed in immediate
communication with the metropolis. It is
present Parliament.
Mr. MACPHERSON.-Mr. Speaker, I likewise a matter of great satisfaction that
rise to second the motion of the honorable the Government schemes for water supply
member for Richmond, that an address to the to the colony may now be proceeded with;
Governor be prepared, setting forth the and I trust that the Government will use
satisfaction we feel that His Excellency all due exertion to press these matters to
has called Parliament together, and thank- a conclusion, That the question of the
ing him for the intimation that, under the Border Duties should have been effectually,
advice of his l\iinisters, many measures or at all events satisfactorily, arranged
have been prepared for our consideration, between the gentlemen who represented
and for the other information conveyed in the Sydney Government and those who
the Speech. I must begin by congratu- represented our own Government is, no
lating the honorable member for Rich- doubt, also a matter for congratulation.
mond on returning to the scene of his \Ve do not yet know on what terms this
former exploits with renewed vigour, arrangement has been made, and, until
and by stating that he has displayed we do know, we must conclude that it is
such ability in the way of speech-making beneficial to Victoria as well as to New
that he has left me very little to do. The South Wales. The success of the Interfact shows that the hon. member has not colonial Exhibition has been manifest,
suffered by the liberal holiday which he and I presume every member of this
has taken since last he appeared on the House has promenaded the different
floor of this House. Notwithstanding he courts of that building. I think the
has entered so widely and fully into all the Minister of Justice deserves credit for
matters contained in the Speech-that he having, in the first instance, proposed the
has left little to be said from his point of scheme, and having right through lent his
view-I cannot contellt myself with simply assistance in making the Exhibition the
seconding the motion, because I may not success it is. Royal commissions have sat
fully concur in all the statements which the for a considerable time during the recess
honorable member has made. No doubt, on the question of education, and also on
sir, it is matter for congratulation that we the working of the Wine and Spirits Act.
have had an abundant harvest, and that the These are both matters of considerable
country is in a generally prosperous state; satisfaction. It is well known throughout
but for that we owe thanks to a higher the country that the Act recently passed
power than any we have here. As to the relating to the sale of wines and spirits has
success of the honorable the Treasurer in his not at all answered the purposes it was
mission to England, that, I believe, is too expected to answer; and, also, that there
well known and appreciated by hon. mem- have been serious complaints in connection
bers on both sides of the House. antI also with it. There can be no doubt that some
by the people of the country ge,;erally, to remedy must be applied to the land law,
call for any comments on the subject which has proved to some extent a failure.
from me or any other honorable member. I don't express dissatisfa.ction with the
But I cannot let the opportunity pass with- Government for not being more explicit
out expressing personally to the honorable on this matter. When the Bills are before
gentleman my great satisfaction that, after Parliament it will be time to express
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approbation or disapprobation of the land
administration; in the meantime we must
take it for granted that the Government
will deal justly with all classes. I consider
that it is absolutely nece~sary for our attention to be directed to the suhject of
mining on private property and on public
reserves, because I believe that in a very
short time, if affairs remain as they now
are, there will be such a multiplicity of
disarrangements in the larger mining
districts, that the gretlter portion of the
gold which may be obtained will find its
way into the hands of the legal profession.
His Excellency the Governor has told
us that many other Bills will be submitted
to us. It will not be necessary for me to
enumerate them. No doubt they are such
as the necessities of the colony require.
I do trust that these measures will be
beneficial to the whole I:ommunity, not excepting the lega.l profession, to which I
have the honou r now to belong. No doubt
there is a marked absence from the Speech
, of some topics-topics of great interest to
some honorable members; but I can only
express my perfect satisfaction at the absence of those topics. It would appear
that the Government have employed the
long recess in preparing a goodly number
of measures to submit to us. I give them
credit for honesty of purpose in preparing
those measures. If the measures are such
as meet my approval, I shall be happy to
lend my assistance in making them law.
But I must add that I consider myself a
thoroughly independent member. If any
measure comes before this House to which,
or any portion of which, I object, I shall
certainly. exercise my right of voting
against it. As to the long interval which
has exiflted between the sessions of Parliament, I don't think honorable members can
well complaJn. It was an underst.ood thing
that the House would not meet again until
the beginning of this year. I know I was
led to expect as long a recess as that which
has elapsed. But I do say that, if these
measures are not well matured, the Government have not spen!' their time in the
way which I hoped, and the country expected, they would spend it. At the same
time, I believe that these measures will be
found beneficial to the country, and such
as this House, with a little alteration, will
be anxious to see made law.
The resolutions in favour of adopting an
address were a.greed to.
Mr. KYTE moved" That a committee be appointed to draw up
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an Address, to be presented to His Excellency
the Governor, upon the said resolution, such
committee to consist of-Mr. Macpherson, Mr.

Cope, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Halfey, Mr. Wilson,
1\lr. Connor, Mr. Riddell, Mr. McCulloch. and
the mover, three to form a quorum; and that
they do retire immediately."
Dr. Embling and five other members
of the Assembly having demanded t.hat the
committee should be appointed by ballot,
A motion for the appointment of a
committee was adopted, and the House
proceeded to ballot for the members to
form the committee, Mr. Kyte and Dr.
Embling being appointed scrutineers by
the Speaker.
The ballot resulted in the appointment
of the following members :-Mr. Kyte,
Mr. Longmore, Mr. Edwards, Dr: Embling,
Mr. Love, Mr. G. V. Smith, Mr. Davies,
Mr. Ramsay, and Mr. Richardson.
The committee immediately retired to
consider the address.
After the lapse of about half-an-hour
the committee returned; and
Mr. KYTE said-I have the honour to
report that the committee have appointed
me their chairman, and that we have adjourned until to-morrow, at three o'clock.
The SPEAKER-The committee cannot adjourn without the permission of the
House.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The Government
is desirous that this question should be
discussed and disposed of to-night, if possible. All extraordinary course has been
taken by honorable members opposite.
(Mr. McLellan - "By ministerial supporters.") Well, I say that an extraordinary course has been tal\en in asking for
a ballot, in order to conceal an expression
of opinion, which honorable members are
afraid to put before the country. Butwhatever the decision of the committee may be,
whatever may be its report, the Government can, at all events, do this-they can
compel honorable members sitting opposite
to give expression to their opinion as to
payment of members. (" Oh," and cheers.)
Yes, that is the point attempted to be
carried in this concealed way; a way not
at all creditable to many honorable gentlemen I see opposite me.
Dr. EMBLING.-I rise to order. I
am in the habit of supporting the Government.
The SPEAKER.-It would be better
to proceed with this matter according to
the rules of the House. At present there
is no question before the chair. The
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usual course is for the chairman of the
committee to bring up a report from the
committee. Of course if the committee
is unable to prepare a report in a reasonable time, the chairman would report that
circumstance to the House, and the House
would give leave to adjourn. Do I understand that the honorable member asks the
House to adjourn in order to give the committee time to prepare their report?
Mr. KYTE.-I report the words put
into my mouth by the committee, namely,
that the committee have adjourned until
three o'clock to-morrow, in order to report
to-morrow afternoon. As the question is
a public one, I do not think it expedient to
keep it in the dark ; I may as well state,
the1'eforl:', the feature which induced the
committee to adjourn.
Mr. EDWAH,DS. - I rise to a point
of order. I am sorry to interfere with the
right of the chairman of the committee
to address the House, but what good can
arise from a discussion now? I do not
think it correct that we should divulge at
the present stage what occurred in the
committee-room.
The committee has
brought up a progress report, and the
. question is, can the House upset that?
We were appointed to bring up an address.
We are not prepared to do that this afternoon. We ask for time, and we are
unanimous in asking. The chairman
agreed with the other members that we
should do so.
The SPEAKER.-I would remind the
honorable member that there is no quesI have already
tion before the House.
asked the chairman of the committee
whether he wishes to moyo the adjournment of the House until to-morrow afternoon, in order that the committee may
then report. If such a motion be submitted, the discussion will be in order.
Mr. KYTE.-I am simply the mouthpiece of the committee, and all J have to
say is, that the committee has adjourned
in order to give Mini!:;ters time to consider
a certain proposition which is to be submitted to them. It is not for me to move
the adjournment of the House; it is for
the House to take action on my statement.
If the House wishes to ,decide at once as
to what matter shall be incorporated in
the reply to the Speech, let it direct the
committee to go back. If it cannot do
this, the commi ttee are masters of' the
situation, and the House must adjourn
until to-morrow.
Mr. ED WARDS.-To put myself in
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order I will move that the House at
its rising do adjourn until to-morrow, to
enable the committee to bring up its
report. I deny that the House can now
appoint a fresh committee. 'We have
been elected: we have exercised our power
by adjourning, and now the House is
bound to wait our time. Weare askeu to
consider the Governor's Speech, which is
really the programme of the session, like
the playbill is for an evening at a theatre.
'tV e have to prepare a reply which may be
unpalatable to one side or the other, and
unless the matter is one of mere forma silly piece of nonsense-it is absurd
to ask us to do this in ten or fifteen
minutes. To allay the apprehensions of
the gentlemen who have recently joined
the Ministry, I may.tell them that the
point involved is not hostile to them.
They laugh at my colleague being a
Government supporter, but let them not
fall into a mistake on the subject. The
question we require time to consider is one
that six members of the G()vernment have
pledged themselves to over and over again,
and only two are pledged against it. We
want this question decisively settled now •
We want to see if these gentleman, DOW
that they hold the reins of power, are ill
earnest, or whether they mean to humbug
the country. . I am sorry a word has been
said on the subject. I was in hopes that
the chairman of the committee would have
communicated with the Government, and
that the difficulty would have been settled
at once. I wou ld now ask if the House
can depose an elected committee, and if
we were not perfectly .in order in adjourning.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member will perceive that a committee appointed to consider matters during the
sitting of the House is in a very different
position to one which meets when the
House is not sitt.ing. The committee was
appointed to prepare an address during the
sitting of the House, and it has no power
to adjourn or to postpone the consideration of the question submitted to it unless
leave is afforded by the House itself. A
motion is necessary for that purpose, and
that the House do adjourn to enable the
committee to report.
Mr. ED"V ARDS. - I have already
proposed a motion to that effect.
Dr. EMBLING seconded the motion.
Mr. ASPINALL. - The committee
have at all events an opportunity of
taking as long as they consider necessary
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to consider their determination, so that it
makes very litt.le difference whether their
power is called one of adjonrnment or one
of protracted delib~ration. The committee
could claim to deliberate until three o'clock
to-morrow, and are we to wait here till
that time?
Mr. McCULLOCI-I.-As it now appears that the committee cannot agree on
this point-Mr. ED\VARDS.-The honorable gentleman is mistaken.
He misrepresents
what I said.
Mr. McCULLOCH. - I was about
saying that as the committee cannot agree,
the Government will not raise any objection to the adjournment of the House.
The chairman of the committee states,
however, that time is desired to submit
the decision of the committee to the
Government. Now that is impossible.
The committee must bring up their report
to the House, and the House will decide
upon it then and there. The honorable
member for Collingwood says that nothing
llOstile is intended. Honorable members
opposite know very well, however, that any
alteration in the reply to the Governor's
Speech is a direct vote of want of confidence.
No doubt the honorable member is quite
justified in his course, but he cannot
disclaim hostility when he moves an
amendment in the address.
Mr. ED\VARDS. - W'ho moves an
amendment?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-At all events
new matter is to be introduced into the
address, and if that is done I have no
hesitation in saying that the Government
will regard it as a direct vote of want of
confiJenc~
.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I must confess
that the appointment of this committee
has taken honorable members on this side
of the House by surprise. I was still
more surprised when I saw the honorable
members walk out of the House, because,
as it has been said, they are supporters of
the Government-supporters of the type
of the two honorable members for Collingwood. These supporters of the Government, in their own estimation, come forward, after negativing the appointment of
one committee and electing another one,
to force on the Government an amendment
in the address. It is fairly to be inferred
that the committee disagree with the
address, that they wish to introduce something into it, or why this delay, why is
not the address adopted? The fact is, that
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these gentlemen have not the courage of
their position. Their hearts quailed when
they left the House.
Mr. RICHARDSON.-Is it in order
that the members of a committee, selected
by ballot, should be charged with not
having the courage to carry out their
position?
The SPEAKER.-The proceedings of
the committee are not before the House,
and any reflections on the motives of the
members or their proceedings are out of
order.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I submit that it implies no discredit to say that an honorable
member is deficient in courage-in the
courage of his position. I am warranted
also in inferring the committee's course of
conductfl'om the statements of the members
of the committee made after their return
to the House. We are told that a proposition is to be submitted to the Government, and that six Ministers are pledged
to it. What are six Ministers pledged to?
Why, to payment of members.
The
committee desire to know if the Government intend to humbug the people or not,
that is, whether or not the Government
intend to pay us. J apprehend, however,
that the Government have sufficient
courage to resist any attempt, by any
section of their supporters, to carry
out an important principle in this
manner. I am opposed to the principle
myself; I am opposed also to the
repeal of the Officials in Parliament
Act.
When the committee were appointed, I saw that they were the dupes
of the honorable gentlemen opposite methe dupes of the honorable members for
vVest Melbourne and Sandridge. Will
those honorable members vote for any
proposition, in the reply to the Vice-regal
Speech, in favour of payment of members?
If not, then they have misled certain
honorable members into a position of
hostility against the Governmenp-into a
position which places them very awkwardly
before their constituents. It is fortunate
that, if the committee's report be brought
up as proposed, open voting will be
required. Honorable members will not
then be masked. . I am sure the Government will not be misled by any attempt to
act on their declared principles, or on the
exigencies of their position. Should an
amendment be carried they have two
courses before them-either to resign, as
the Chief Secretary stated, or to dissolve
this House, and bring the honorable mem-
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bel's of the committee face to face with
their constituents.
Mr. RICHARDSON.-I must say that
I did not think the proposition for an
adjournment would be met with a single
objection. I find that my own name and
that of Mr. Kyte are on the committee
originally proposed for the Government;
so that it is not only for gentlemen opposite
that the adjournment is proposed, but for
acknowledged ministerial members. Such
remarks as those the honorable member for
South Bourke has indulged in are scarcely
called for on the first night of the session.
We are not to be dictated to by any junior
member. Some of us who do not speak
much know as much about Parliamentary forms, and have as much interest in
the welfare of the Ministry, as any of the
younger members have. I trust the
Ministry will consent to the adjournment;
if not, I for one will be prepared to sit
until to-morrow.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I think any
discussion upon the report of the committee may be postponed until the report
has been brought up. I hope that the
report, when it is presented, will give sufficient grounds for adopting a course
'Qnusual on such occasions-namely, asking time to consider a question which,
though it mayor may not cause considerable
difference of opinion in the committee, is
still a question which must be considered
and discussed in the House, and which
might therefore have been disposed of by
the committee at once, with a view of
saving delay in the progress of public
business. At the same time, as the committee desire a .longer, time, and as the
question can only be postponed for the
consideration of the committee themselves,
no doubt the House will be disposed to
accede to the req uest.
Mr. KYTE.-I do not wish the proceedings of the committee to be shrouded
in a dark room. I may say at once, therefore, that the committee have nothing
whatever to import into the resolutions
which I had the honour to submit, except
one paragraph.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is not in order.
The motion that the House at its rising
do adjourn until the following day, to
enable the committee to bring up its
report, was then agreed to.
THE GOVERNOR.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved"That an address be presented to His Excel-
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leney Sir John Henry Thomas Manners Sutton,
K.C.B., on his appoilltment as Governor of Victoria, and that a committee be appointed to
prepare such address, and to consist of Captain
MacMahon, Mr Balfour, Mr. Bunny, Mr. Reeves,
and the mover."
The motion was agreed to.
The committee retired, and immediately
afterwards brought up the following address : "To His Excellency the Honorable Sir John
Henr:,! Thomas Manners Sutton, Knight Commander of the Most Honorable Order of the
Bath, Governor and Commander-in-Chief in
and over the Colony of Victoria, ~c., ~c., ~c.
"MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:

"We, Her Majesty's faithful and loyal subjects, the Members of the Legislative Assembly
of Victoria, in Parliament assembled, desire to
convey to Your Excellency the expression of
our loyalty to Her Majesty's Throne, our affection for her person, and our regard for the high
office Her Majesty has been pleased to confer
upon Your Excellency.
" We beg that Your Excellency will receive our
assurance that we shall at all times readily cooperate with Your Excellency in advancing the
welfare of this part of lier Majesty's dominions,
and in preserving the union which exists with
the mother country."
On the motion of Mr. McCULLOCH,
seconded by Mr. IRELAND, the address
was adopted, and was ordered to be presented to His Excellency by the Speaker
and the House.
.
The House adjourned at eighteen minutes
past seven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
F1'iday, January 18, 1867.
The late Hon. J. Lowe.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at five
minutes past foul' o'clo.ck, and read the
usual form of prayer.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-In consequence of the death of an honorable
member of this House-our late friend,
the lamented Mr. Lowe-I beg to move
that the House do now adjourn until
Wednesday next.
The Hon. C. J. JENNER seconded
the motion.
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-I do but
express the feelings of honorable members
on this side the House in saying that we
fully concur with the honorable member
in desiring to show our respect for the
very worthy man who has passed away
from us-one whose only desire, as Jean
testify myself, was to promote the welfare
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The Land Act.

of the colony, and to do good amongst his
fellow creatures.
The motion was carried, and the House

impossible that the agreement between this
colony and New South "Vales might render an amendment of the law, to provide

then adjourned until Wednesday, January

for the establishment of inland. bonding

23.

warehouses, expedient. Personally, he
was strongly of opinion that the privilege
of bonding warehouses might, at all events,
be granted to inland towns having communication by railway with the metropolis;
and possibly it might be extended to other
places, though it would be necessary, in
any case, that proper precautions should
be adopted for the protection of the revenue
during the transit of the goods.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Friday, January 18, 1867.
Inland Bonding Warehouses-Operation of the Land ActSessional Arrangements-Hours of Sitting-Transhipment of Goods-The Governor's Speech-Address in
Reply-Payment of Members.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.

INLAND 'BONDING W'AREHOUSES.
Mr. KERFERD asked the Commissioner of Customs if the Government
intended to introduce a Bill this session
for the' establishment of inland bonding
warehouses?
The honorable member
remarked that this was a matter of considerable importance to the principal
inland towns of the colony. The privilege of having goods lying in bond was a
question of great consideration to persons
engaged in trade. The duty and carriage
charged upon many articles, such as
tobacco and spirits, formed a large item in
the cost of the goods, so that a considerable
portion of the amount of credit given by
the tradesmen who dealt in those goods
was represented by hard cash. He was
anxious that the boon afforded by bonding warehouses should be conferred on
such places as Ballarat, Sandhurst, Castlemaine, Beechworth, and other large
centres of population, w here a considerable
trade was carried on in duty-paying commodities. There seemed to be no reason
why the privilege of bonding warehouses
should not be extended to such places, as
it would always be in the power of the
Commissioner of Customs to require sufficient bonds to be taken to secure to the
revenue the amount of the duties to which
any goods sent from Melbourne to the
inland bonding towns might be liable.
He hoped the honorable gentleman would
be prepared to give a favorable answer to
the question.
Mr. FRANCIS said he was happy to
inform the honorable member and the
House that this matter had recently been
under consideration, and it was not at all

OPERATION OF THE LAND ACT.
Mr. WHEELER asked the Minister of
Lands, without notice, when he would be
able to lay on the table of the House the
returns relating to the operation of the
Amending Land Act?
MI'. GRANT said he believed that it
wou Id not be possible to lay on the table
a full report of the working of the Act for
some days, as a considerable number of the
returns had Dot yet been received. It
might, however, be interesting to honorable members to know the results shown
by some of the returns which had been
sent in. Returns of the results of the
operation of the selection clauses ha.d been
received from five land offices, showing,
as the result of the selection clauses, that
there were 991 persons, occupying 179,000
acres of land, on which 2,600 people were
resident. The value of the improvements
was £177,000; and there were about 1,640
horses, 17,000 head of horned cattle, and
70,000 sheep on the land. From these
statistics it was estimated that, when the
whole of the returns were received, it
would be seen that upwards of £500,000
had been spent on improvements under
the selection clauses of the Act during the
last eighteen months. Unner the 42nd
section, returns had been received from
thirty-one districts, leaving the returns
from seven of the largest districts still
unfurnished. From the returns sent in it
appeared that 145,000 acres of land had
been occupied under the 42nd section, by
5,160 persons, who had spent about
£159,3HO on improvements. The ap~
proximate value of materials, crops, &c.,
was £74,189, making the total value of
the improvements £223,569. Judging
by these returns he expected that at least
£300,000 had been expended under the
42nd section during the last twelve
months.

Sessional Arrangements.
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SESSIONAL ARRANGE:\1:ENTS·.
The fo1lowing resolutions were adopted,
on the motion of MI'. McCULLOCH:"That Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday, in each week during the present
session, be the days on which the Assembly
shall meet for the despatch of business, and that
four. o'clock be the hour of meeting on each
day .
.. That on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, in each week during the present session,
the transaction of Government business shall
take precedence of all other business.
•. That private Bill business have prececence
on vVednesdays over all other business. from
half-past four o'clock to half-past six o'clock."

STANDING COMMITTEES.
On the mot.ion of Mr. l\fcCCLLOCH,
the Standing Committees were constituted
as follows:LIBRARY COMl\:IITTEE.-With power to
confer with the Committee of the Legisla.tive Council :-Mr. Speaker, Mr. Casey,
Mr. Edwards, Mr. Vale, Mr. Ireland.
PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS COl\Il\:IITTEE.With power to confer with the Committee
of the Legislative Council :-Mr. Speaker,
Mr. Bayles, Mr. Harbison, Mr. Frazer,
Mr. Blackwood.
REFRESHl\:IENT ROOl\:IS CO:\ll\IITTEE.With power to confer with the Committee
of the Legislative Council :-Mr. J. T.
Smith, Mr. Snodgrass, Mr. Aspinall, Mr.
Sands, Mr. Tucker.
STANDING ORDERS COl\Il\IlTTEE.-Three
to form a quorum :-Mr. Speaker, Mr.
Lalor, Mr. Macgregor, Mr. Snodgrass, Mr.
Ireland, Mr. Higinbotham, Mr. Hindon,
Mr. Gillies, Mr. McCulloch.
PRIN1'lNG COl\:Il\IITTEE.-Three to form
a quorum :-Mr. Speaker, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Lalor, Mr. Moore, Mr. Jones,
Mr. Hal fey, Mr. O'Grady, Mr. Davies,
Mr. Ramsay.
THE LIBRARY.
Mr. RAMSAY mentioned that during
the last few months magazines and newspapers had frequently been removed from
the library within two or three days after
they had been received, and that on several
occasions he had observed strangers sitting
in the library. He desired to direct the
attention of the Library Committee to
these irregularities, in the hope that the
committee would take steps to prevent
their recurrence.
BATHS.
Mr. LEVEY suggested that the Parliament Buildings Committee should consider
the propriety of having some baths fitted
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up for the accommodation of honorable
members, whose duties, he remarked, frequently required their attendance within
the Parliament buildings during the
greater portion of the day and night.
HOURS OF SITTING.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved"That during the present session no fresh
business (excepting the postponement of business on the paper) be called on after ele.ven
o'clock."

The honorable member observed that in
1861 a similar resolution was adopted, and
it worked exceedingly well. A large
amount of business was transacted; the
rule was generally adhered to; and on no
occasion, he believed, did the House sit
after about half-past eleven o'clock.
The business was got through quite as
well as when the sittings were protracted
until midnight, or until one or two o'clock
in the morning. The honorable member
for South Bourke (Mr. G. P. Smith) had
given notice of a motion to the effect that
the sittings of the .House should termin~te
at eleven o'clock, except 011 the occaSIOn
of a discussion affecting the position of
the Government; but that rule, he thought,
would be too rigid, and would be found to
work inconveniently. It would be unwise,
for instance, to stop a member in the
middle of his speech.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM seconded the
motion.
Mr. G. P. SMITH suggested that the
Chief Secretary Rhould postpone the
motion, as it was likely to give rise to
considerable discussion. He could not
concur with the honorable gentleman that
the arrangement which was in operation
in 1861 worked exceedingly well. Though
he was not a member of the House at
that time, he was well acquainted with
the mode in which the business was
conducted. and he was aware that, notwithstanding the existence of the rule
referred to, honorable mem bel'S still
managed to carryon discussions till a
very late hour. In fact, generally speaking, the protracted discussions ensued
without any fresh business being called on
after eleven o'clock. He hoped that the
House would see the propriety of adopting
his motion, at all events in such an
amended form as to declare that the
Speaker should call the notice-paper at
eleven o'clock, with a view to the -postponement of all further business. He did
not see that it could be any greater hard-
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ship to a speaker to be interrupted at
eleven o'clock than to be interrupted at
half-past six o'clock; and yet the practice
of adjourning for refreshments at half-past
six o'clock, whether an honorable member
was in the midst of his speech or not, had
been found to work well. One reason
why he had placed the motion standing in
his name on the notice-paper was, because
he was aware, from having been connected
with the press for many years, that a very
large amount of injury and injustice was
occasioned to gentlemen connected with
the press, and a very large expense was
entailed on the proprietors of the newspapers by the protracted sittings of the
House. It was a fact that the House
kept between 200 and 300 individuals at
work every night, to the inj ury of their
health, and for no beneficial purpose whatever. He should be sorry, under any
circumstances, to do anything which
could be considered a contempt of the
House; but-unless the House prevented him-he should certainly, on
occasions when there was a deliberate design to protract the discussions until a late hour, call attention to the
fact that there were strangers in the
gallery, so that honorable members who
chose to carryon the debate should not
have the benefit of having their speeches
reported, he believed not even in Hansard.
He would again ask the Chief Secretary to
postpone the motion, in order that the
question might be fully discussed.
Mr. LEVEY trusted that the House would
pay no attention to the threats held out by
the honorable member for South Bourke.
Honorable members generally had no
desire to sit until a late hour, except there
was businesH of importance to transact.
The motion of the Chief Secretary, however, would not have the effect of curtailing the length of the sittings. It would'
be found to be practically inoperative, as
was the case with the resolution adopted
in the session of 1861. He (Mr. Levey)
recollected that during that session, whenever there was an exciting debate, the
House generally sat till a late hour, without any fresh business being called on after
eleven o'clock. As it had just been agreed
to devote three nights a week to Government business-which virtually meant that
there would be no House on Friday nights
except on special occasions-it would certainly be unfair to private members to
determine that no fresh business should be
taken after eleven o'clock. Frequently
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more business, and business of a more
important character, was disposed of after
eleven o'clock than was transacted during
the whole of the previous portion of the
sitting. The matter was one which he
thought might be fairly left to the good
sense of the House to decide, as the
occasion might require. He hoped that
the Chief Secretary would not persevere
with his motion.
Captain MAC MAHON suggested that
the motion should be amended so as to
provide that no division should take place
after eleven 0' clock-An HON. MEl\IBER.-That no opposed
business should be called on after eleveu
o'clock.
Captain MACl\1AHON.-Yes. If that
course were adopted, he believed that, so
far from impeding public business, it would
expedite it. 'Vith few exceptions, the
whole of the time which the I-louse sat
after that hour was wasted. If no opposed
business was taken after eleven o'clock.
the business of the country would be better
performed, and the convenience and comfort of members would be promoted.
Another reason, greater than all, in favnur
of the adoption of such a course was that,
if the sittings of the House were not
prolonged until a very late hour, gentlemen would come forward as candidat.es for
parliamentary honours who at present
declined to do so, because, as they said,
they were not willing" to sit up all night."
Mr. RICHARDSON remarked that the
resolution adopted in 1861 was to the
effect that no fresh business should be
taken after eleven o'clock, if any member
objected.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he had no
objection to amend the motion to the effect
that no fresh" opposed" business should be
taken after eleven o'clock.
After some further discussion, the debate
was adjourned, until Tuesday, January 22.
TRANSHIPMENT OF GOODS.
Mr. LANG TON movecl"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the value of all goods transhipped in e\'ery port of the colony, and not
included in the list of imports and exports, during the years 1863-4-5 and 6."

The honorable member said that a large
quantity of' goods which entered the port
of Melbourne were either transhipped
direct from one vessel to another, or
placed on the wharf for a few days and
then transhipped. He was informed that
the goods so transhipped were not enterecl
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in the list of imports or exports, and
therefore the commercial statistics of the
colony were not complete so long as there
was not a complete account of all the commerce transacted within the port. At the
present time there was a remarkable
anomaly, for whereas it was stated on
authority that the tonnage of vessels engaged in the intercolonial trade had increased during the past year, the exports
to the neighbouring colonies had materially
decreased. Possibly the explanation of
this diminution of the exports coincident
with the increase of tonnage might be explained by the return for which he asked.
He believed that the records were kept in
the Custom-house, and that the preparation of the return would not involve a
great deal of trouble.
Mr. MOORE seconded the motion.
Mr. FRANCIS said that perhaps the
honorable member for East Melbourne
was better acquainted with the internal
arrang'ements of the Custom-house than
he was; but certainly, as f~lr as he was
aware, the return could not be furnished.
He held in his hand a memorandum
signed by the Inspectpr of Customs-and
which he knew to be consistent with the
fact-which stated that it was neither the
rule nor the practice at this or any other
port to take account of the value of goods
transhipped. Such goods, being in transitu,
were altogether exempted from the imports
and exports; and, indeed, it would be
practically impossible in such cases to take
a note of their value, as the only record
accompanying them was merely a bill of
lading to the forwarding agent, unaccompanied by invoices.
He regretted
that he could not give the information
desired, but he had not the slightest doubt
that the honorable member was quite correct in stat.ing that the decrease in the
exports to the neighbouring colonies last
year, while there was an increase in the
tonnage of the vessels engaged in the
intercolonial trade, was to be attributed to
the fact of an increased quantity of goods
having been transhipped, or passed from
one vessel to another, without coming under
the cognizance of the Custom-house officers.
Mr. LANGTON said that, as it appeared the return could not be furnished,
he would withdraw the motion.
The motion was accordingly withdl'awn.
ADDRESS IN REPLY TO THE
GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
PAYMENT OF MEMBERS.

Mr. KYTE, as chairman of the comVOL. III.-C
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mittee appointed on the previous day to
prepare an address to the Governot' in
reply to His Excellency's Speech, now
brought up the report of the committee.
In doing so, the honorable member stated
that the last paragraph of the report had
none of his sympathy whatever.
The CLERK read the address, which
was founded upon the resolution adopted
by the House on the previous day, with
the addition of the following paragraph : "But we most respectfully express our regret
that no allusion has been made by your Excellency to the principle of compensation to members of the Legislature, a proposition to which
the Assembly has already assented, and which
therefore should be definitely dealt with by your
advisers."
The SPEAKER.-I feel bound to call
the atten t.ion of the House to a paragraph
which has been inserted in the address,
and which has no reference to the Speech
of the Governor. It appears to me to be
beyond the power of the committee to
make any amendment of that nature.
They must frame an address upon the
resolution adopted by the House, but
beyond that I believe it is not in their
power to go.
Mr..McCULLOCH said he hoped that
the House would waive the Standing
Orders, to allow this matter to be disposed
of at once. A certain course of action of
a very important character had been taken,
and in a most extraordinary manner; and
he trusted that all sides of the House
would allow this question to come up now,
and be fully discussed at once.
The SPEAKER.-I understand it is
the wish of the House that the select committee should do what they have not the
power to do. No commi ttee can go beyond
the instructions given to them. If it is
the wish of the House that this paragraph
should be discussed, of course I have no
further objection to offer.
Captain MAC MAHON asked whether
a committee appointed to prepare an
address in reply to the Governor's ~peech
could allude to any subjects which had not
been referred to them, or whether they were
obliged merely to prepare a counterpart
to the Speech itseIf~ or rather to the resolution of the House? If there was any
subject referred to t.hem, had they a right,
in preparing the address, to expatiate upon
it to a greater extent than the resolution
itself required?
The ~PEAKER.-The committee have
no power to make any substantial amendment upon the resolution. They are in a
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similar position to that of a committee on to take. The committee was appointed by
a Bill, who have no right to introduce any ballot, and not only were new clauses
matter foreign to the Bill itself, without introduced into the address, but likewise a
instructions from the House.
paragraph reflecting both upon the memMI'. FRAZER said he was not aware bers of the Government and also, to some
that there was any precedent to show that extent, upon the members of the Assembly.
the committee were pl;ecluded from making This was a precedent which ought not
any alteration on the resolution in pre- to be lost sight of. They ought to conparing the address. May was silent upon sider whether the Speaker's ruling upon
the subject; and he could not find any this occasion was in accordance with the
authority to show that the committee were precedent in the Upper House.
bound simply to re-echo the terms of the
The SPEAKER.-I understand that
resolution of the House. Although it was the House wishes this paragraph to be
the usual practice to appoint a committee considered upon its merits.
to prepare the address, yet there were
Mr. RAMSAY said that the honorable
instances in the records of the House of
member
for Ararat had not correctly reCommons in which the address had been
proposed direct from the House, without ported the case to which he had referred.
any reference to a committee. He sub- On reference to the records of the Council
mitted that the House might authorise an ·it would be found that no resolution was
alteration in the address from the terms of adopted by the House previous to the
their own resolution; or, at all events, appointment of the committee, but that
that, while upholding the decision of the the committee were simply appointed to
Speaker, it would be quite competent for bring up a report on the Speech. The
the House to have a discussion on this present case was very different, as, in the
matter direct. If the committee had no first instance, a resolution had been unanipower to introduce the paragraph which mously agreed to by the House, and the
they had introduced, any member might committee had been appointed to prepare
move the insertion of it as an amendment the address.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
to the address. He should like to have
the course taken by a gentleman in another
the opinion of the speaker on this point?
The SPEAKER.-Ihave already stated House of Parliament would form no ground
my opinion with regard to the power of for the practice of this House. This
the committee to make the amendment House was quite competent to act for
itself. Any amendment may be made by itself, and no doubt it would maintain its
the House. It may be made before the own practice, according to its own sense
Speech goes to the committee, or it may be and understanding of its own orders. He
made after the address returns from the would submit further that, inasmuch as
committee. I have already said that I there seemed to be no desire on the part
think it is beyond the power of the com- of any member to take advantage of the
mittee to make this amendment, or any question of order, it was hardly necessary
substantial amendment upon the resolution, to raise a debate upon a question of this
because the resolution of the House was nature. His honorable friend the Chief
that the committee should draw up an Secretary had stated that it was the
address in accordance with the terms of desire of the Government that this
that resolution.
question. should be considered upon
Mr. FRASER.-Based upon the reso- the paragraph which the committee had
inserted in the address ; if no honorable
lution.
The SPEAKER.-Yes, based upon the member objected to that course he appreresolution. In the journals of the House hended that it was unnecessary to consider
of Commons there is no instance of a whether the committee had acted strictly
substantial amendment upon the resolution within their powers or not, and that the
of the House having been made by a com- House might at once proceed to consider
mittee in an address.
the paragraph itself upon its merits, and
Mr. McLELLAN remarked that when likewise the question of its insertion in
the speech made by the Governor during the address. It was no doubt competent
the time that the Heales' Ministry were in for the House to give the committee power,
office was taken into consideration, a retrospectively, to insert the paragraph,
similar course was adopted by the Upper and, if all the members of the House agreed
House to that which it was now proposed to consider that the committee had the
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power, it was unnecessary to raise any
question about the matter.
Mr. IRELAND submitted that the
committee had the power to insert this
paragraph in the address, unle::ls they were
regarded simply as clerks appointed to
draw up a mere echo to the resolution of
the House. One portion of the resolution
thanked His Excellency for having informed the House that "the Estimates
have been prepared with as much economy
as the efficiency of the public service will
admit," and the committee had simply
added an observation of their own, which,
he apprehended, arose naturally out of this
portion of the resolution. He admitted
that the committee had no right to go
outside the resolution, and bring up an
address involving foreign matter; but he
submitted, with the greatest possible respect for the Speaker's decision, that the
paragraph which had been added came
within the scope of the authority given to
the committee.
It having been tacitly agreed that the
address should be considered as brought
up by the committee, a formal resolution
was submitted to the effect that the House
should agree with the committee in their
report, whereupon
Mr. McCULLOCH moved the omission
of the following words : " But we most respectfully express our regret
that no allusion has been made by your Excellency to the principle of compensation to
members of the Legislature, a proposition to
which the Assembly has already assented, and
which, therefore, should be definitely dealt with
by your advisers."

He said-Sir, as I stated yesterday, any
alteration in, or any addition to, the
address is admittedly a vote of want of
confidence in the Government. The Government can have no objection whatever
to members bringing forward an addition
to the address, having in view that it is a
vote of want of confidence; but, sir, I
have been given to understand that this
has been brought forward in the extraordinary manner in which it has been
brought forward with a view of entrapping
certain honorable members, 'and also with
a view of allowing other honorable members to gain their object in a secret, unexplained, and concealed manner. It is evident, from the result of the labours of the
committee appointed by ballot yesterday,
that the intention of those g-entlemen who
voted for that committee was to introduce
a clause in the address with regard to the
payment of members. It has been so
c2
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framed that members sitting on both sides
of the House might unite upon it. There
are certain gentlemen sitting on this side
of the House, a.nd certain gentlemen sitting
on the other side, who have always been
favorable to the payment of members;
and, if they looked upon this as more
important than the other important questions which the Government has before
the country; if they looked upon this as
more important than the Government
remaining in office, they were perfectly
justified-nay, perfectly right-in adopting this particular course. But when I
look opposite ·and see certain gentlemen,
and when I remember the strong stand
they have taken in the past with regard to
the payment of members-having denounced it in this House as the most
unfair and ruinous act that could be
adopted in this country-I say that it is
scarcely creditable to them, under any
circumstances, to come. forward and be
parties to such a motion as this, even for
the purpose of ousting the present Government. I am aware that an effort has
been made within the last· two or three
days to cement parties on this particular
question. We know that an honorable and
learned member in another place has been
very active in this matter; we know that
he has even been promising, and holding
out as an inducement to members to pass
this measure, that he would get it carried
in that other place, providing certain other
conditions were attached to it. Now, sir,
I would ask honorable members-even
those who are favorable to payment of
members-whether they are wise, or whether they are justified before the country
(even for the sake of gaining an object
such as this), in making a union of the
kind that they have been doing during the
past few days, a union of the kind that
they are making to-night-a coalition of n.
kind which, I am sure, they themselves
know could not last any longer if they
carried the measure which they seek to
carry through this House, and the other
branch of the Legislature? I say it is not
justified, and it is not creditable before the
eyes of the people of this country. I am
sure that the people will not give their
approval to such a course of action. It is
not the intention of the Government now
to discuss this question of the payment of
members. It has been an open question
with this Government, and I believe it
will be an open question with any Government that may come into office for a. con ..
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sidel'able time to come. I repeat thai it
is not the intention of the Government to
discuss the question now. If honorable
members had wished to have it brought
forward, and to have it discussed properly,
as impor1ant measures should be, they
ought to have given notice of their intention to have introduced a Bill on the subject, and to have had it fully and
fairly discussed on its merits. That,
however, would not have answered the
purpose of gentlemen opposite-they
. would not have united with the advocates of payment of members simply
to pass a Bill to carry out that object.
Now, sir, while I do not desire to enter
upon the merits of the question of payment of members, I may observe that my
own views on the question are well known.
I have always been opposed, and I am still
opposed, to payment of members. If the
House desire to oust the Government, on
this question it is competent for the House
to do so ; but let it be fairly and distinctly
understood that the Government will accept the motion, if carried, as a vote of
want of confidence.
Mr. MACGREGOR seconded the
amendment for the omission of the words.
After a pause,
Mr. G. V. SMITH rose and said-Mr.
Speaker, I was in hopes that some other
member would have addressed the House,
but as I have been very much identified
with the question, I cannot allow the
observations of the Chief Secretary to
pass wit.hout notice. Sir, when ~ first
came before the public, I came not as the
representative or the candidate of a party,
but as the representative of the principle
of payment of members. Therefore my
first allegiance is due to payment of members, and my second to party. I believe
there may be a few other members of' this
House in similar circumstances. At aU
events, those were the circumstances in
which I was placed. I stated plainly"As you accept or reject this principle
you accept or reject me." I made it a test
question. It may not appear an important
question to the Chief Secretary and
others in his circumstances, but it is
an important question to those who have
been urged forward by the public-who
have suffered privation and mortification
while endeavouring to "do the State some
service." Surely every honorable member
knows well that payment of members is
but the complement of representative institutions in such a community. Represen-
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tative institutions cannot be carried on
without it. No civilized country in
Europe or America can be mentioned
where payment of members is not the law
of the land. Will honorable members
take Spain, Russia, or Turkey to be
civilized lands? If not, they must admit
that, in every civilized country except
Australia, payment of members is the law
of the land. I have often been accused of
a departure from the English constitution;
but 1 can sincerely say that no man more
sincerely admires the English constitution
than I do. I believe it to be a masterpiece of human ingenuity - the most
beneficent political light that ever guided
the steps of statesmen. I believe, with
Alexander Hamilton, that within its compass there is ample scope for the working
of the most liberal democracy; and for
that reason I prefer it to the constitution of America. NO\y, I would
remind honorable members that when
representative im;titutions were in their
infancy in England it was found necessary
to have payment of members-that without payment of members representative
institutions could not be carried out.
English legislation has always been practical, and has always recognised practical
necessities-indeed, so much so as often
to cause the sacrifice of principle to
expediency; and English legislation
re.cognised the principle of payment of
members so long as payment of members
was necessary.
When the necessity
ceased the practice dropped; bu t still
payment of members is the letter and
spirit of English law. Therefore, sir, it
is payment of members, and payment of
members only, that I have desired in making the alliance which the Chief Secretary
seems to think an improper one. It is
not for me to say how that may be. But
we know that, in politics, men whose views
cannot easily be reconciled are frequently
found voting together. We must occasionally give and take a little. Coa1ition,.
or rather compromise, is the very spirit of
political existence. Sir, I should very
much prefer that this matter could have
come before us simply by itself, unconnected with any other. I quite disapprove
of the means by which it is now brought
forward; but it is a means to an end, that
end being payment of members, which I
consider more important than the existence of any ministry. While I say that,
I mean not the slightest insult, nor anything approaching it, to the present
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Ministry, whom I thoroughly respect,
who have raised this country, as I believe,
more than any previous administration, in
the estimation not simply of England but
of Europe. I believe that no ministry
ever enjoyed so much the confidence and
respect of the country as the present, and
it would be with a great deal of' regret
that I should see them go out of office
even for this principle. Therefore, when
I allied myself with the gentlemen to whom
reference has been made, whatever their
o~jects might be, mine and those of the
gentlemen with whom I had the honour of
acting were to have payment of memberssafely, beyond any degree or chance of
doubt. vVe were prepared for the event.
We knew what the result would be. But
I have now to state, on the part of those
gentlemen, that we find we cannot get
payment of members in this manner, and
that, therefore, we shall support the
Ministry on this occasion. If I could
have obtained payment of members by
putting out the present Ministry, I would
have gladly done so-or rather, I will say,
not gladly, because we owe too much to
them. However, it is not to be. We
have been unable to do what we expected
we could have done, and therefore I am
glad to say we shall be able to pay
the Treasurer a compliment-instead
of giving him the vote of thanks he
deserves for his splendid services, we shall
reward him with a majority for the
Ministry to-night.
Dr. EMBLING.-As one of the members of the committee, I stand here to
support the addition made to the address
in reply to the Governor's Speech. I feel
that many honorable members of this
House are entitled to such consideration
at the hands of the Government. I feel
that it is not worthy of the Government
that they did not. insert such a paragraph
themsel ves. Six members of the Cabinet
have been long pledged to the principle of
payment of members. I regard the question as one of vital importance, as a question affecting materially the constitution of
the country, as one that ought to be taken
in hand by the Government themselves,
and therefore as one that should have been
mentioned in the Governor's Speech. But
that speech, instead of dealing with large
questions of public policy, is filled with
the merest trash. All the great matters
affecting the welfare of the country are
unnoticed. Knowing that a large majority
of the members of this House were in
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favour of payment of members, I thought
it but right that the sincerity of the Go·
vernrnent should be tested on this one
question at least. At the same time, I
must say that I expected nothing better
from the Governmen t, after the manner in
which they treated the district that I
represent, and after the attitude they took
up with regard to protection. I supported
the Government all through the discussions on the tarifl'-I accepted that tariff
as the instalment of a protective policy;
but I find nothing in the Speech
about that tariff, or the probability
of further protection. Again, is there
anything in the Speech affecting the
crown lands of the colony ? Were we
not told, through a deputation a short
time ago, by the Minister of Lands that he
would not utterly destroy the squatters,
but that there should be free selection before survey over the entire colony? And
when the mild and gentle question, "Are
you quite sure you have the power to do
this?" was put by a member of the farming interest, was not the reply, "Oh!
yes I have, and, in a few days, the regulations shall be issued." If such a statement had come from a young member of a
new Cabinet, I should have been prepared to
make large allowances; but when I was
told by a member of that deputation-a
gentleman accustomed to attend upon
deputations -that the Minister of Lands
made this announcement with as much
gravity and solemnity as if he were delivering a sermon from a pulpit, and that
it seemed evident that he had thought well
on the subject, I came to the conclusion
that there must be some ground of confidence on the part of the honorable gentleman that he had power to issue and carry
out these regulations to which he referred.
But has the honorable member given to
us one of those regulations? On the
contrary, do not the publications of the
day attest this-that at the time these regulations were being held out as a bait
that at last we should have free grass, the
honorable member was prepared to hand
over 200,000 acres of territory to the
squatters by sale by auction. A number
of honorable members who always supported the Government determined upon
going as a deputation to the honorable
gentleman, and pointing out how utterly
inconsistent it was to sell 200,000
acres by auction, with his declaration a
few days before as to free selection before
survey. The honorable gentleman then
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. stated that he was compelled by the
pressure of circumstances to do this, that
he had had so many applications from
gentlemen for the purchase of this land
that he could not resist. For instance,
one gentleman, a squatter, had come to
him-and he was only one of a numberin the greatest possible trepidation, because
a shepherd had saved up £7,000 or £8,000,
and was going to purchase his master's
run. "And am I," said the Minister, "to
refuse this poor man a horne for h.is
family ?" We have waited for the regulations, and we have waited in vain. Then,
I repeat, I can find nothing in the Speech
about protection to native industry, which
I regard as the chief of all questions.
The Cabinet have been in office some
three years and a half, and what have
they done for protection? ·When the
Reales Ministry brought forward a tariff,
the present Chief Secretary said-" Here
we have a protectionist Ministry bringing
forward a free trade tariff." And what
can we say,now but that, H Here we have
a mongrel Government bringing forward
a mongrel tariff." In this matter the
Government seem
"To keep the word of promise to the ear,
And break it to the hope."

Last night we received a very remarkable
warning as to the result to ourselves if we
endeavoured to force on this question of
payment of members. We are to be
threatened with an appeal to our constituencies, and, as on former occasions,
we have been hounded down by a venal
portion of the press. I would suggest that
the Attorney-General, who is so careful
in protecting virtue and morality at
bazaars, should compel these venal writers
to attach their names to their offensive
articles. I am prepared to meet my constituency, although some small portions of
it may be influenced against me, fully
satisfied that if a man does right, although
evil may be said, he is sure to find himself
right at last. The Chief Secretary has
referred to some coalition with an honorable gentleman in another place. I think
it hardly fair to bring in the name of a
gentleman who is not here to defend himself, though no doubt the gentleman
referred to is fully competent to hurl back
the charge which has been levelled against
him. I have formed no coalition of the
kind alleged, nor do I intend to form one.
The only coalition I have formed is a
coalition to carry this addendum to the
address, and I believe we shall carry it
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to-night. I say, if the Government for
three years and a half have been holding
out payment of members to members of
this House, to hark back now, when they
are able to carry the measure, will be to
give the lie to everyone of their professions. The Government know very well
that a Bill for the purpose, if brought
forward by a private member, would. pass
this House, but that, unless the measure
were supported by the weight and
authority of the Government, it would be
futile to seek to carry it through the
other House. I say, if the question is
worth fighting for, it is worth fighting for
to the death. I find that the Government
have adopted, in a small degree, the principle of payment of members, by providing
that mail carts shall convey members to
the Houses of Parliament. But is this
privilege to be limited to country members?
I admit, with regard to the question of
payment of members, that my views have
changed. I have argued in times past that
if payment of members were granted, it
should be granted to the country and not to
the town members; but I have always
found that the town members objected to
the country members getting it unless they
also got it themselves. These views I
freely advocated on the hustings at the
last election for Collingwood. Since then
a former colleague in the House (Mr. Don)
has been removed by death. During his
illness I· saw him frequently, and, in the
course of conversation, politics fi'equently
came up. On many points we were
opposed, but on one-that of payment of
members-I was led to adopt his opinion.
"Here," said he, "am I,"a dying man.
When the property qualification was
abolished, Collingwood elected me as one
of its representatives in the Legislature;
but I was no sooner in the House than I
found I had no business there unless there
was some provision for relieving me from
that daily toil which prevented me giving
the thought and study necessary to the
proper discussion of public subjects, and
which I was compelled to pursue for my
daily bread. In this dilemma I was forced
upon a course of life deleterious to my
health to enable me to perform my dutie~
in the House; and I am dying because I
was a member of Parliament, and had to
maintain myself by daily labour." I came
to the conclusion that, on this question,
Mr. Don was right, and that I was wrong;
and that either we must change the constitution, and prohibit the admission of
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such men, or we must have payment of
members. I believe that payment of
members will be a conservative measure,
rather than a measure of a destructive
character and ruinous to the constitution.
I trust that the House will decide on this
occasion whether the Government can fly
from their principles when they please. I
have no wish to· prolong my remarks. I
desired simply to explain my views fully,
and to show why I had changed my
opinions.
After another pause,
Mr. GILLIES rose and said-I desire
to say a word or two before this question
is put. I was under the impression that
some observations might be made by
other members of the House who for many
years have taken a very decided part on
this question.
I had also hopes that
observations would have been made by
some members of the Government who
llave, for many years, made this question
a very prominent topic-a topic nearly as
prominent as any that have corne under
the attention of the public. \'Vhether the
Government decline to make any observations on the subject at all in consequence
of the manner and mode in which the
question has been brought forward, or
whether they desire to allow this question
to be shelved altogether, I do not know;
but I think either course hardly fair to
many honorable members who were
originally induced to corne into the House
by the belief that the principle of payment
of members would be conceded, and that
ultimately members of Parliament would
receive some compensation for the loss
which they had to sustain in attending
to their public duties. During the time I
have been in Parliament-a period extending over six years-several members
of the present Government have been
strong in their advocacy of this principle;·
and I nolV ask them on public groundsI don't ask them as a member of the Opposition, or through any motive of party
politics-whether, as public men, occupying the position of Ministers of the
Crown, they believe in the principle or
not? If they believe in the principle, I
ask whether it is their intention to make
the slightest effort to carry out the principle
in which they have expressed the most unbounded faith and confidence? Are members of the Government who have expressed
convictions on this subject to be silent
now? Are they to tell us that, simply
because it has been introduced in this way,
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they are going to shelve it altogether?
Do they intend to give the House any
intimation as to whether there has been
any retractation in their opinions, or
whether they intend to carry those
opinions into effect? I believe that if
something is not done~now-if the question is settled in the way the Government
propose now to settle it-it is not likely to
be taken up again. Now I want to know
if this is fair? I may mention that one
member of the Government (the Minister
of Lands), when a member of a former
administration, induced many gentlemen,
honorable members of this House, to enter
Parliament to support his Government by
the promise of payment of members. I
would ask that honorable member what he
has done to carry out his promise? I
would ask colleagues of the honorable
member, who were also members of a
former Government, what they have done
to carry out their promises? It is true
that they undertook to have a sum placed
on the Estimates for the payment of members, with what hope of the item passing
they themselves must very well know. I
am aware that they have supported a Bill
for the payment of members on various
occasions. Of course this was no great
stretch of courtesy, because no doubt they
had a pretty good notion that such a Bill
had not the slightest chance of being
successfully carried through another place.
I ask, is this question ever to be finally
settled at all? Is anything to be done,
either to set it at rest or to carry it successfully? I think the proceeding of the
Government is unfair to many of their
supporters, who, I am aware, did not intend
that the proposition submitted in this way
should be looked upon as a vote of want
of confidence. There are honorable members who Lave supported the Government
during a term of office unprecedented in
this country, and all these honorable members, for the support they have given and
the courtesy they have uniformly shown
to the Government, are now to be quietly
snubbed. They are to be told, forsooth,
" We will consider the subject when the
proper time arrives, and if you attempt to
make a single movement in any direction
which may have the appearance of opposition, we will brand you as traitors to the
liberal cause." I should like to know
whether the Government are justfied in
taking this course? If the movement had
really originated with the Opposition, I
could understand the course which the
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Government have taken. The Chief Secretary insinuated that the movement did
origin::tte with the Opposition. I can tell
the Chief Secretary that, so far as I know,
the movement did not originate with the
Opposition. I acknowledge that, personally, I had some part in the movement. I have been a supporter of payment
of members ever since I have been in
Parliament. I do not see, because I
happen to be an opponent of the Government, that I am thereby precluded
from attending a meeting of members of
this chamber who desire to further that
object. I was asked by a gentleman who
has been a Rtrong supporter of the Government, who has never wavered in his
support to the Government, to attend a
meeting to consider what would be the
best way of carrying payment of members.
I attended the meeting, and I expressed my
opinions on the subject. One opinion I
expressed was that, unless the Government took np the matter, there was no
hope. I don't hesitate to avow the opinion
now, that unless the Government take up
this question and make it a Government
question, there is not the most distant
hope that it will be successfully carried
through. I was considerably surprised to
heal' some of the views expressed by the
honorable member for the Ovens (Mr. G.
V. Smith). The honorable gentleman expressed the hope that the House would pay
to the honorable the Treasurer a, compliment which would involve the destl'Uction
of a public principle which he has believed
in ever since he has been before the public.
I think that no compliment should be paid
to a member of a Government, whether
deserving or undeserving, at the expense
and sacrifice of a public principle. I
expected that the honorable member for
the Ovens, even if he believed that he
would be defeated, would have been prepared to support his convictions, and to
express the hope that those convictions
would be carried to a successful issue.
The honorable member, it appears, has a
divided opinion on the subject. While
believing that this principle is one of
more importance than the existence of
any Government, he is prepared to sacrifice that pl'inci pIe in order to pay a compliment to the Treasurer. But really
there is more than one way of paying
members of Parliament. I am sorry to
say the conviction has been forced upon
me that there are ways of paying members
of Parliament which I conceive to be
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grossly improper. One gentleman, in
touching upon the question yesterday
evening, thought proper to make some
sort of general denunciation of gentlemen
in this chamber, and probably elsewhere,
who supported the principle of payment
of members, and, curiously enough, while
he did this, he intimated that he did not
support the repeal of the Officials ill
Parliament Act. Now what connexion
the repeal of the Officials in Parliament
Act had with the subject under consideration I am at a loss to conceive. It
appears that there are some members who
favour neither payment of members nor
the repeal of the Officials in Parliament
Act, and while they declare this, curiously
enough, they take a course calculated to
bring about the result to which, as they
state, they are opposed. They go about
to their friends, advocating most sedulously the repeal of the Act which' I have
named, and assigning various reasons why
it should be repealed. Some of these
are young banisters; some are ill other
professions and employments; and all
probably expect some little attention on
the part of the Government in office in
reward for services, whether those services
may be rendered in Parliament or by means
of the public press. All I will say about
gentlemen of this kind is, that it
appears to me that they themselves give a
pretty good indication of what is called
absence of courage. They say that they
do not think it an improper thing for a
person to want courage. Now I have
always thought that, in public life, it is a
highly improper thing for a man not to
have the courage of his opinions-not to
be able to express his views here without
favour or affection, without the counte·
nance of the Government of the day or of
a public organ outside. I am sorry to say
that the course pursued in Parliament for
some time has led me to believe that many
honorable friends have been prevented
from as freely expressing their opinions
as they would sometimes do, in consequence of influences-whether proper or
neit it is not for me to say-brought to
bear upon them by the Government and by
Government organs. I believe, from what
I know of the opinions of members of this
chamber, that, if they were to exercise
those opinions freely and independently,
payment of members of Parliament would
be carried by an overwhelming majority.
How is it that it cannot be carried?
Members withdraw. Members say they
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do not desire to obstruct the Government.
But I should like to know why those
members of Parliament, who believe that
payment of members is an indispensable
principle to be recognised so long as we
are able to conduct our free institutions in
the way we desire to conduct them, do not
endeavour to give force to their opinions.
They allow one Government after another
to stand in the way. I remember that,
during the last Parliament, a meeting was
held on-thit:! subject, and some members of
the Government were then prepared to go
so far as to place a sum for this purpose
on the Estimates. Now I should like to
know, if they were prepared to go so far,
why they were not prepared to take the
responsibility of introducing a Bill? "Vill
the Government promise to introduce a
Bill? I am told that two members of the
Government are opposed to the question;
but surely those two members are not so
strongly· opposed to the question as to
feel bound, if it were entertained, to leave
the Government, especially as six of.
their number are strongly in favour of the
measure. The Government have been in
office for upwards of three years; they
have drawn large salaries during that
period; throughout a crisis, when many
of the views entertained by the Govern:..
ment were not at all shared by their
adherents, they were strongly supported
by a large number of gentlemen; and
now, when those gentlemen seek to c!ll'ry
. a principle which they believe to be indispensable in the work of Parliament, the
Government render them no aid whatever.
Now I tbink this bad treatment. Suppose the sittings of Parliament were transferred from Melbourne to Echuca, how
many honorable members would waste
their time in attending at that place?
Very few.
Well, I say that members
from country districts are now expected to
be at trouble and expense which town
members would not subject themselves to.
I believe the result will be that, in a few
years, unless this principle be conceded, the
entire representation of the country districts
will be confided to residents of Melbourne.
Let honorable members look around this
chamber, and see how many country
districts are alr~ady represented by Melbourne men. The Minister of Justice
represents a mining constituency; and
why is this, but because many local men,
who would make eligible representatives,
cannot afford to perform a duty which
renders necessary a neglect of business,
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and residence in Melbourne for eight or
ten or perhaps more months in the year I
and this without any consideration or
compensation whatever? Country constituencies are therefore compelled perforce
frequently to limit themselves to such
gentlemen as the Minister of Justice. I
am forced to the conclusion, from my observation of what has taken place during
the last six years, that if the present
system goes on much longer, many gentlemen who at present represent country
constituencies in Parliament-who represent them satisfactorily, from the fact
that they have resided in the districts and
know their wants-will be obliged to
resign their seats for the reasons I have
named. Then, I say, if the Government
believe that this principle is a proper one,
let them do something in the way of helping to carry it. Let them not seek to
throw the responsibility of introducing a
Bill on a private member.
If the
Government will not take some responsibility, they had better tell us so right off,
and then we shall know what to expect.
MI'. HIGINBOTHAM.-The honorable member who has just spoken, when
he claimed the right to take a part in the
deliberations on the question before the
House, claimed a right which, I am sure,
no member of the House is disposed to deny
-a right certainly not denied to him,
either expressly or impliedly, by anything
which fell from my honorable colleague
the Chief· Secretary. But when the
honorable member proceeded to charge
the Government with a .failure of duty
towards members of this House, in omitting to bring forward some measure with
the view of establishing payment of members, I think the honorable member was,
in point of fact, denying the Government
the right which he claimed for himself.
The honorable member well knows-every
member of this House knows-that this
Government have never professed to have
a common policy on this question-that,
from the veI'y first, the members of the
Government have been divided on this
question; and, although I admit entirely
the J?erfect right of the House to pass, if
it please, a vote of want of confidence in
the Government, I absolutely deny that
the Government as a body is under any
obligation whatsoever to introduce a measure in the principles of which all its
members cannot concur. Now I am told
that the honorable member has asked that
members of the Government who approve
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of payment of members should show that
they are unshaken in their belief in that
principle.
I deny the right of the
honorable member to make that appeal; but, speaking for myself, I can
say that, although comparatively I am
a recent convert "to the principle, the
experience and observation of every day
tends to confirm my opinion of the expediency of such a measnre; and I certainlYJ
for one, will be prepared to co-operate,
not with the Government-because, I say,
the Government, as a whole, cannot introduce a measure on the subject-but with
all those members who honestly and really
believe in payment of members, in endeavouring to secure it. " But I must tell the
honorable member for Ballarat West that
I look with very grave distrust on an
opinion on this subject when expressed as
it was expressed in the vote of last nightan opinion expressed under the shelter of
the ballot, coming, if I may venture to
utter the suspicion, in many cases from
members who have repeatedly avowed an
opinion hostile to payment of members.
Passing from those who may not really
believe in payment of members to those
who do believe in the principle, I may say
that a question of this kind deserves to be
considered with the greatest caution and
care before this House takes any practical
step in the matter-a care that, I am
sorry to say, must be increased by the
conduct, among others, of the honorable
member who has last spoken. Payment
of members may be effected in two ways.
It may be effected by a Bill passed through
both Houses of Parliament; and, although
a Rill of the kind would be a money
measure, and therefore a measure which
it is the exclusive right of this House
to deal with, still precedent can certainly
suggest if not enjoin that the opinion of
another House, on a question involving
political policy, should in the first instance
be ascertained. But if a Bill should not
be passed into law by that, the ordinary
means, there are other means, to which the
honorable member has referred, by which
payment of members may be securedmeans within the competency of. this
House to adopt at any time, means which
cannot be challenged or resisted if this
House should resolutely determine to adopt
them, but, at the same time, means which may
involve consequences and results of lasting
difficulty and opposition, and which, therefore, should not be resorted to unless this
House is clearly satisfied that the country
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will support it in any measure it may
take for the purpose of enforcing its
That is the sole consideration
will.
which should guide the conduct of honorable members in dealing with this question.
Will the country support us in the steps
which we may find it needful to take in
order to carry payment of members? If
not, let us pause before we pledge ourselves to any course which may involve
difficulty or obstruction. If it will, I am
prepared to resort to those expedients,
after the usual courtesy has been observed,
and a Bill passed through this House may
have been rejected elsewhere. Now I must
say, although my own opinion on this
subject is becoming stronger and stronger
every day, I am not satisfied that there is
a strong or deep feeling yet created in the
mind of the country on the question. I
do not observe on this question that the
opinion of the country has been expressed
by those modes in which the opinion of
the country on constitutional questions is
usually expressed.
Mr. GILLIES.-How is that?
Mr. lUG INBOTHAM. - There are
various ways in which the opinion of the
country is expressed.
" Mr. GILLIES.-Through members of
Parliament?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Members of
Parliament express the prevailing opinion
of the country at the time of a general
election. But the honorable member very
well knows-none knows better than hethat at a general election large and varied
subjects come before constituencies, and a
large variety of considerations,. independent of abstract questions, are submittfld
to affect the minds of the voters. There
is, however, a method by which public
opinion expresses itself uniformly in the
mother country-a means by which public
opinion can be more distinctly expressed
than by any other, and yet a means rarely
resorted to in this colony. That means is
petition. I don't know whether the honOI'able member considers petition an unconstitutional mode of expressing opinion.
He seems to think very lightly of it. But
I venture to believe that if the constituencies really had a desire to effect a
particular object, that is the most legitimate, most direct, and most immediate
means of expressing their views. Now,
on this subject, no petitions, as I am aware,
have been presented. If petitions are not
presented, the next best means-indeed
the only other means-by which opinion
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can be elicited, will be at a general election. No doubt it is extremely desirable
that public opinion on this subject should
be elicited in that or some other way.
As soon as that opinion is so elicited, I
for one will be prepared to co··operate with
all the members of this House in favour of
payment of members, towards securing
that object. But, until we are satisfied
that we are thoroughly, heartily, and
warmly supported by the country, I say,
-although we may introduce a Bill,
and pass it through this House and submit
it to another place-let us pause, at all
events, before committing ourselves to a
position from which we cannot, and must
not, and-notwithstanding all we have
heard-we will not, once we t9.ke it, retreat.
At present it is enough to say that,
according to constitutional precedent, any
amendment or alteration in an address to
His Excellency, on the assembling of Parliament, is a vote of want of confidence in
the Government, on whose behalf the
address is proposed. For that reason
alone the Government, as a whole, are
bound to resh;t the motion, although many
individual Ministers are heartily in favour
of its object.
.
Mr. LEVEY.-The remarks of the
Chief Secretary and the Attorney-General
are so far from giving a correct idea of
what has taken place during the last few
days, that I consider it my duty, as one
who took part in the negotiations which
have been referred to, to state what really
did occur. There appears to be an
attempt on the part of the Ministry to
convince the public that this effort to
obtain payment of members is merely an
intrigue on the part of the Opposition.
Now, to disprove this, I intend to state all
I know of the subject, and in doing so I
trust that I shall violate no private confidence; for, after all, meetings convened
by circulars, and held in a committee-room
of this House, and of which minutes are
kept, are matters our constituents have a
right to know of. On Wednesday last,
immediately after my arrival from an
adjacent colony, I received a circular
signed by Mr. G. V. Smith, the
honorable member for the Ovens, who
took so extraordinary a part in the uebate
this evening, inviting me to be present at
a meeting of members favorable to the
principle of payment of members. I hesitated for some time. I remembered that
my presence, and that of one or two
members of the Opposition, at a similar
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meeting last session, was attributed to a
su btle intrigue. The Treasurer and one
or two other Ministers were there, and, out
of deference to their opinion that the time
was most inopportune, the matter was
postponed to a 'Subsequent session. The
honorable gentleman will recolleet that he
pointed out how hopeless It Bill would be,
and how undesirable it was to create
another conflict with the Council by
placing a sum on the Estimates.
Mr. VERDON.-I did say that a Bill
was hopeless. I also asked the honorable
member for Ballarat West (Mr. Gillies)
whether he would support a vote on the
Estimates, and he raplied that he would
not. I then pointed out the difficulties that
course would lead to, and many honorable
members were doubtful whether the House
would support them in it.
Mr. LEVEY.-The honorable gentleman is perfectly correct. I was merely
mentioning the fact of the negotiations, to
show that they were postponed in deference to the opinions of the Ministry. I
doubted whether any good would follow
an attempt to obtain payment of members
now; but ultimately I did attend the
meeting. I found some twenty members
present; three opposition members, and
seventeen gentlemen who, ever since Ministers have held office, and especially during
the late constitutional discussions, have
given the Government an unflinching and a
loyal su pport. Among all these gentlemen
there was a strong feeling that a final effort
should be made. It was felt also that,
unless the Ministry took up the question
as one on which they perilled t.heir existence, payment of members was hopeless.
Putting a sum on the Estimates was found
to be very obnoxious. The Dpposition,
almost to a man, would go against it, and
probably a majority of Ministerial supporters; for though the Attorney-General
states, with sincerity, that the course taken
last year was correct and legitimate, still
few would wish the relations between the
two Houses to be one of chronic antagonism. Firm action by the Government
was felt to be indispensable. Some negotiation, I believe, therefore, took place
between Ministers and one or two of their
supporters; and the result was, that the
Ministry declined to have anything to do
with the question. As to the understanding with an honorable member of the
Upper House, tha-t I, for one, know
Not only were the
nothing about.
members of the Opposition in an infilli-
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tesimal minority at the meeting, but they
took up an express position. They said,
" We do not wish this question mixed up
with our party politics; we hold ourselves
free to take whatever action we may deem
our duty, or which the Governor's Speech
may render advisable." The ministerial
supporters said, " We have confidence in
the present Government; we do not think
other men so worthy of support could be
obtained in the present Parliament, and
we are desirous that they should continue
in office; but we consider this question to
be far more important than the existence
of any ministry. We are determined to have
payment of members with the McCulloch
Government, if possible; but under
any circumstances payment of members."
That was the position these honorable
members took; if I am misquoting they
can correct me. The result was that,
after much deliberation, the course taken
yesterday was decided upon. 'What these
honorable gentlemen think fit to do this
evening is a different matter. If, like the
honorable member for the Ovens, they
choose to recede from their position; if they
state inside the House exactly the opposite to that they stated outside it; if, after
declaring that the existence of the McCulloch Ministry was as nothing to payment
of members, they find that payment of
members is as nothing to the existence of
the McCulloch Ministry, that is a matter
between themselves, their consciflOce, and
their constituencies. They may justify
themselves on the ground that they owe
an allegiance to Ministers. lowe none. I
hold my seat as their opponent. I believe
them to be tricksters, destitute of political
faith, and only anxious to retain office;
and I consider myself also fully justified
in the course which I have taken. Still,
I never had the slightest idea that the
meeting would lead to the resignation of
the Ministry. I did not suppose that
honorable gentlemen who had shown
themselves prepared to eat any quantity of
dirt at the solicitation of the McCulloch
Government, prepared to vote black was
whi te, and to pass, not to discuss, measures, would, at the eleventh hour, wake
up to political courage. So long as the
present Parliament exists the Ministry are
likely, to remain in office. The AttorneyGeneral may even extend his prophecy to
1871. That honorable gentleman says
that there is no strong public feeling on
this matter, no petitions, and no public
meetings. I admit it, but payment of
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members differs from most other questions
in this, that the necessity for it is only
seen after an apprenticeship in this chamber. I came to the House an opponent of
the principle, prejudiced against it as a low,
vulgar, democratic idea, likely to encourage political adventurers; but I have seen
since, as others must have done also, that
it is impossible to work the constitution of
this country without it. Our case is very
different to that of England, for here the
office of member confers neither social
position nor public patronage, while it
involve,s long hours of attendance in
the House and in the comIT\ittee rooms;
it requires a man to play the flunkey
to his constituents in introducing them
to Ministers and hanging about lobbies,
with deputations, concerning local affairs;
it undei'illines his health, and destroys his
domestic life completely. Unless we have
payment of members this House is likely
to degenerate into the hands of Melbourne
men who have a little time to spare, or
professional politicians eager to obtain
seats on the Treasury benches, and
careless whether they get there honorably
or dishonorably.
Feeling in this way,
I wa'J justified in going all the lengths I
could, with honour, to secure the principle.
And if a large majority of Ministers are
desirous of seeing payment of members
carried, what reason have they to complain
of the gentle violence which was to compel
them to do something they desired should
be done? Is there to be another general
election before this question is settled?
The Attorney-General says that the constituencies have not spoken out clearly and
fully upon it. I do not go so far as that.
When the Heales Ministry appealed to the
country they were but a minority of
eighteen or nineteen. Their position was
hopeless unless there was a strong reaction in their favour. And what did
they do? Why, they induced men in all
parts of the country to fight -their battles,
telling them that they intended to bring
forward payment of members; and I remember very well that an item of "£20,000
compensation to members of Parliament,"
appeared in a financial scheme handed
round with the Governor's speech, and
signed "G. Verdon,'Treasurer." Thehonorable member for Williamstown having thus
committed himself, I certainly did not
think that when he came into office again
we should be worse off than we were
under Mr. Heales. Whatever may be
the power and influence of this Adminis-
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tration, they possess it because they are try to regard any alteration.in the address
regarded as the legitimate successors of in that light. I proposed that action should
the Heales Ministry. Surely then they be taken by Bill, but it was decided otherare bound by the action of that Adminis- wise. A deputation waited upon the Gotration. At all events those Ministers vernment, and the Attorney-General then
who were also members of the Heales explained, as he has done this evening,
Government are RO bound, knowing, as that he thought there ought to be some
they do, how many gentlemen were in- further expression of opinion on the part
duced to enter Parliament on the faith of of the House and the country before the
their declaration. Reference has been question was made a Government meamade to Mr. Don, and I can corroborate sure. I dissented personally from that
the statement that Mr. Don believed his view, but I reported it to the meeting, and
death to have been hastened by the fact I suggested that the course pointed out
that he was drawn into Parliament, should be adopted. The other course,
believing that he would obtain payment however, was agreed to, but on the underof members, and that he was forced to standing that there should be an explicit exretain his seat without it. I do not wish, planation that there was no wish to pres~
however, to enter upon private affairs, to a vote of want of confidence. It is absurd
point out what miseries men of all classes indeed to suppose that gentlemen who
have suffered from the want of remunera- have manifested such strong faith in the
tion, and the ruin incurred by country present Ministry should seek to displace
merchants and storekeepers who have them at the present moment of all others.
sacrificed their business prospects to I agree with the honorable member for
gratify a laudable ambition for a seat Normanby, that nothing was more unforin Parliament. I am only anxious to tunate than the action taken by the
learn from the past a lesson for the future. Reales Ministry in promising payment
We do not know but what the land ques- by the Estimates. Some twelve to sixtion, or some other matter, may bring teen members came here in simple
about a ministerial crisis in a month. I dependence on that promise, and, as
hear that a general election was not so far I told one of those ministers, I held
from the notions of the Government and him responsible for every desertion of
their supporters this very morning; and it principle on the part of the men who,
is most important, before gentlemen are during the next three months, were forced
again invited to make the sacrifices conse- to sell themselves, simply because they
quent on becoming members of Parliament, were unprovided for; because they were
that this question of remuneration should here in the garb of gentlemen, but with
be settled once and for all. I, for one, am empty pockets. The result was a material
careless about the result. I am as inde- loss to the colony-the confiscation of
pendent as the majority of members, but I millions of acres of the public lands. Not
believe the principle is essential to the only that, but public faith was destroyed;
proper working of our constitution, and public men could no longer place dependthat it is the logical consequence of the ence on their leaders. I am strongly of
abolition of the property qualification .. It opinion that, unless this principle be
was for this reason I joined in the nego- carried out, Parliament will lapse into a
tiations. Though, as a member of the mere embodiment of Melbourne interests.
Opposition, I shall always do my best to In my own district, not a single man could
displace the present Administration, I can be found to come down to Melbourne, and
assure honorable members that there was I am bere at a considerable sacrifice mynot the slightest idea of any party object self. Day by day, and month by month,
in the movement. The meeting believed I have been expecting the Ministry to take
that it was important to carry out the up this question. Last session several of
principle, and that it would be impossible them told us that the time was inopportune. We said we would give way, and
to do so unless the Government upheld it.
Mr. RAMSA Y.-Although the honor- stand behind them, and did ever an opable member for Normanby may not have pressed and a struggling body of men
believed that the proposition which has stand to their posts more steadily
been made would be taken as a vote of want and gal\antly? We are prepared to do
of confidence, he cannot plead ignorance of -still, if the occasion requires it; I am
the fact that I, for one, asserted that Par- am only sorry that the Ministry think it
liamentary precedent would lead the Minis- does. I trust that the doubts of one or
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two members of the Government will be honorable member deny that? Will he
speedily remo;ed, and that the Chief deny that in conjunctiop. with other MinisSecretary will then pledge the Ministry, terial members he seduced members of the
not only to a Bill, but also to all the con- Opposition into the painful position they
sequences involved in carrying through a now occupy? I am ashamed that any
measure. There must be no retreating a member of this Assembly should put his
second time. Believing, as I do, that name to such a document, and should then
a measure of the kind is required to make betray the men who joined him. I feel
our constitution a reality, yet I do not see called upon to relate how the movement
my way to eject the Ministry on this originated, and I will do so, without
question. What gentlemen of equal re- divulging private conversations, though I
spectability and talent are to take their may state facts calculated to reflect displaces? What is to become of the water credit upon certain honorable members.
supply scheme they have initiated, and the I was accosted in the library one morning
important Bills they have prepared? And by the honorable member for the Ovens
would· a ministry selected from the Oppo- and several other gentlemen, and was
sition give us payment of members? It asked if I would join in a movement to
would be a delusion. Carrying a Bill give effect to payment of members? I rethrough this House is nothing; the other plied that efforts had been made over and
House is the difficulty. True, it has been over again in this direction, and had
asserted that gentlemen of the Upper failed, owing to the duplicity of the gentleHouse, so oblivious to arguments from men originating the movement in the first
this Administration, would listen very instance, and I added that I had sacrificed
graciously to suggestions from another; time enough over that question. I said
nay, would make the passage of the at the commencement that I had no conBill a certainty.
But promises are fidence that honorable members would stick
like piecrusts, made to be broken. I was to the movement. I knew that influences
not so young as to be caught by chaff of , would be brought to bear, and that they
that kind. I might perhaps be prepared would be induced, if not coerced, to return
to sacrifice any Ministry, if I were sure to their allegiance to the Government, and
that they refused to assist the principle, I told them that in that case the Opposition
and that their successors would carry it would be blamed for the movement.
out; but when it is a dead loss of personal However, on this point, the document I
respectability and important measures, for have alluded to speaks for itself. Only
a new Ministry, which, after fooling us to three members of the Opposition signed
the top of our bent, would desert and it, MI'. Gillies, Mr. Levey, and myself.
laugh at us, I am not to be caught. The honorable member for the Ovens in
Having done all I could to prevent the fact commenced and carried on the moveproposition coming before the House in ment, but as :Ministers would make it.
the shape it has, I hold myself perfectly appear otherwise, as they assert that the
justified in adopting the course I intend to Opposition originated it, the document
take regarding it.
shall be published, that is if I have my
Mr. McLELLAN. - The honorable way in connexion with it. As to the
member for Maldon may be perfectly cor- principle itself, I feel convinced that the
rect in his conclusions, but it is a pity that country districts will never be fairly reprehe did not arrive at them two or three sented until members are compensated for
days earlier. Had the honorable member, their services. Will it be said that honorand the other Ministerial members co- able members are never compensated now,
operating with him, dealt honorably with and that no prospect of compensation is
the section of the Opposition which joined ever held out to them? Look at the serthem in the movement, we should not vile members of former Houses, who sat
have been placed in our present most as faithfully behind the Government as
painful position. What are the facts? the honorable members for Maldon and the
There is a document in existence, signed Ovens at present do. Now they are placed
by that honorable member, and by the in positions for which they have no qualifihonorable member for the Ovens (Mr. G. cations whatever, and are drawing salaries
V. Smith), pledging themselves at all from £500 down to £f50 per annum. Is.
consequences and all hazards to use their not that payment in a dishonest way?
influence and support in .carrying pay- Would it not be better to establish payment
ment of members into law. Will the by law at once, so that every member
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would have fair play in the matter? formation might have been given as to
I am sure there is a 'majority here whether Ministers really intended to do
in favour of the principle. There anything in the matter. I know certain
never has been a Parliament, since I Ministers used to be anxious to have paywas first returned, in which there was ment of members put upon the Estimates;
not a large majority in its favour, and but circumstances alter cases.
ImmeMinisters have always had a like majority diately Ministers obtain office, and draw
in their Cabinets. The honorable member £1,600 or £1,800 per annum, they forget
for Williamstown and many other gentle- all others; but this time we are determined to
men have advocated the adoption of the be remembered, whether they will or not.
princi pIe at all hazards, but so soon as I think, sir, that the question of the paythey are seated on the Treasury benches ment of members has been systematically
they always discover that the time is ignored. Honorable gentlemen, like the
inopportune. And why? Why, because Chief Secretary, have declared that they
they are receiving handsome salaries were always against the payment of memthemselves, and they do not believe in bers; but they have not ventured to give
disturbing the political atmosphere to suit any reason in support of their opinion.
others. If Ministers went out of office We know very well that they want
to-morrow they would be as clamorous on wealthy gentlemen in the House; they
the point as ever. It reflects little credit want to centralize the representation of
on us that the question should be trifled the country, by having all the constituwith in this way. As to the Attorney- encies represented by Melbourne men.
General saying that the country should be No other reason can be gi ven for the
consulted, the country has pronounced in course they have taken. Other honorable
favour of the principle at every general gentlemen on the Treasury benches are
election, and were there a gene~'al election always professing themselves willing that
to-morrow a majority would be returned a Bill for the payment of members shall
for it. But even then it would not be be introduced; they will vote for it, they
cal:ried into effect; honorable members say, only it must not be made a Ministerial
would find it inconvenient to press the measure. I don't think it is very ingeGovernment to make it law. I do not nuous for the Ministry to tell us they will
much care myself. I have stood so much . individually support a Bill for the payin this House that nothing can disturb me ment of members, because they know that
in that respect, but I can assure some a Bill has already been brought in and
honorable members that they will not find carried by large majorities five or six
it a very easy matter· to contest as many times. I think that the Ministry might
elections as I have done without re- have given their supporters who have
ceiving a shilling from any Ministry in moved in this matter a little credit for
the colony. I should not have spoken, but their support during the reading of the
to expose the treacherous and ungenerous meaningless address which we have had
conduct of the honorable members for before us. I do not agree with it in many
Maldon and the Ovens. The honorable important particulars, yet I never said "No,"
members who have not spoken I have no when it was read. I never said a single
right to reflect upon; they may vote as word that could embarrass the Ministry.
they please, but the two instances I have Certain paragraphs in the address-and,
mentioned were too glaring to be. over- perhaps, this will be proved ere long-do not
looked by anyone knowing the facts of the state things just as they are. I have had
a good deal to do in connexion with the
case.
Mr. LONGMORE.-A great deal has land question, and I am here to state fearbeen said this evening regarding a certain lessly t.hat the Land Act has been violated
document. I signed that paper, and I in every possible manner against the inintend to adhere to it. I did think, when terests of the people of this colony. I am
the question was agitated, that my presence here to state that the Land Act has not
and that of several other gentlemen would been carried out according to the wishes
be a sufficient guarantee that no ~ction of this Parliament. I am here to state
hostile to the Ministry was intended, for tliat the honorable member who adminis.we have not been accustomed to act ters the Lands department has not done
against the Government; and I certainly his duty to t~e country-has not helped
thought that when the committee sent two the honest, industrious people to settle on
Government supporters some little in- the land-but has, by his action, helped
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rogues, constantly, continually. I intend tary has talked ~bout the "unholy alliance"
to prove, moreover, that he has done it between honorable members who support
with his eyes open. I speak advisedly. the Government and the Opposition.
He has done things in direct yiolation of The honorable gentleman may recollect
the Act, constantly, with his eyes open. I that about two years and a half ago, when
say that I had very great difficulty in this very Land Act was under considerasitting here, as a supporter of the Ministry, tion, there were several gentlemen repreand not saying "No" when that paragraph senting squatting interests in the House
of the address relating to the Land Act who are not members now, and that
was read. I say, without fear of contra- upon every attempt to improve the Land
diction, that the quantity of land that was Act in the interests of the people, those
to have been brought in has not been honorable gentlemen were found crossing
brought in, nor anything like it; that bad the floor of the House and joining the
lands have been brought in, and that good Opposition. The Chief Secretary must
lands have been kept out, to my certain recollect that he himself walked across
knowledge. I give no credit to the when the clause for giving three years.
Ministry for their administration of the occupation was forced upon him by the
Land Act. They have extended the 42nd very gentlemen who are moving for payclause to some extent; but let me tell ment of members to-night. He may also
honorable members that they have shut be aware that he crossed the floor when
up the real selection clauses of the Act. several other important amendments were
They have not brought land into the proposed; and that he stated that, if
market-they have not done their duty another amendment was carried against the
with respect to the Land Act. They have Government, they would resign. That I
shut out the people who wish to get take to he the explanation of the reason why
larger areas in close proximity to the the Land Act has not been administered
diggings; and I venture to say that as it ought to have been. The Act is not
hundreds of those persons wish they had what the Ministry wished it to be, and
never seen the 42nd clause. I know this they are making it what they wished
for a fact. They are limited to producing it to be. That is the reason why the
one class of articles, and I say that they people cannot get land. That is the
cannot turn their allotments to any valu- reason why the Minister of Land holds
able account. The land has not been open up "free selection before survey," and
to them in accordance with the intention allows 200,000 acres of land to be sold by
of the Act. I hailed with delight the fa~t auction. I never gave him credit for
that two or three of our most liberal land sincerity in that matter; and I shall rereformers joined the Ministry lately, but I quire a little more proof before I do so.
have seen no alteration in the policy of 1 never thought that it was really inthe Government. They have not done tended to gi ve free selection before survey;
their duty, inasmuch as they have not and, let me say, I was glad that it was
brought land into the market as the Land not given at the time, for reasons which
Act designed that t4ey should; neither will come out hereafter. I should like to
have they fulfilled the wishes of the people. ask the Attorney-General one question, if
There are hundreds of honest industrious he will answer me. Will the honorable
people in the country who cannot get a bit gentleman tell the House that the Governof land, though they have tried year after ment unanimously agree to every measure
year. The rogues have got all the lands, which they bring forward? The honorand they have been helped to them as able gentleman knows well that they do
against the honest man. Perhaps honor- not; and I say, that the argument of the
able members will think that I am honorable gentlem~tn against the Governrather warm upon the subject; but I tell ment bringing forward a bill for the
them that these are facts which they payment of members, which was based on
will, before long, hear expressed by the the fact that two of the Ministry cannot
country with trumpet-tongues. If honor- vote for such a measure, was rather disable members on the Treasury benches ingenuous. If the House is to wait for a
send us to the country, which they profess bill for payment of members until all th~
to be so anxious to do, they may possibly members of a MinisLl'y agree to support
find that the administration of the Land it, we might as well at once say, " FareAct has not done them so much good as well to payment of members." It is not
they expect. The honorable the Chief8ecre .. very comforting for the Attorney-General
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to state that he will vote for the payment
of members, when he knows that the
object cannot be obtained in the way he
speaks of. It is like a man asking for
bread, and getting a stone from the
Attorney - General. Certain honorable
gentlemen" on the Treasury benches,
are very comfortable with their own
little sala.ries; and they forget the important principle which they advocated
when they were not in the Ministry. That
has been almost universally the case. I
regret that it has been so; but, under the
circumstances, I see no chance whatever
of a bill for the payment of members
being introduced by any Government,
unless the members of the House who are
in favour of the principle, and who are
strong enough to carry a measure, carry
it against the Government, time after time,
until they are compelled to go out of
office.
An Hon. MEl\IBER.-Form a Government.
Mr. LONGMORE. - An honorable
member says "Form a Governmen t."
Well, even such things as that may be
done. The important principle of payment of members, which I consider
to be next to a good Land Act,
well administered, is wanted in the
country; and it will be forced on
members of this House, by what? By
the centralization of all the representation of the colony in Melbourne. I was
a member of the Liberal Reform Association at the time of the last general election,
and I know the extreme difficulty there
was to get suitable gentlemen to come
forward as candidates for the representation of country districts, and I
know how impossible it is to find
local candidates who can afford to sacrifice
the time and money which being a member
of the House involves. We talk about the
opposition of the other branch of the
Legislature, but I say that the want of
the payment of members of this branch
will have the effect of filling it with
gentlemen whose sympathies will be in
accord with the members of the other
chamber, who will do anything to help
their own wealthy class and keep the people down. How can a gentleman residing
in Melbourne represent the wants and interests of a constituency in a remote part
of the colony? How can he know anything of them? His whole interests are
probably opposed to the interests of the
people he represents; it is only as an act
VOL. III.-D
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of courtesy that he does certain little things
to meet their local requirements, while on
more important questions his votes in
reality go against them. We know-and
the country is alive to the fact-that for a
man of moderate means to be a member of
this House is ruin to him. The AttorneyGeneral says, "Why don't the people petition in favour of payment of members ?"but I will ask the honorable gentleman if
a candidate was ever rejected at any election because he advocated payment of
members? How are many thousands of
the people-how are laboring men to be
represented by one of their own class if
they cannot find a man who is able to
sacrifice £300 a year while ,he is a member
of this House ? Because they have not
wealth in their favour they are shut out of
the House, and the consequence is that,
from want of suitable representatives, some
districts do not get their fair share of the
public expenditure, and they are injured
in many other ways. "Vhole districts may
be ruined by legislation. Legislation can
raise a place, or can depress it. I look
upon payment of members as one of the
most democratic measures that can be
brought to bear upon our representative
system.
U ni versal suffrage is worth
nothing without it. John Stuart Mill says,
that the moneyed classes don't care about
universal suffrage so long as they can
make elections expensive, and keep poor
men out of Parliament; and he is right.
Elections should be made cheap, and
members of the House should be compensated for the pecuniary sacrifices which
they make, so as to enable them to represent their districts without loss to themselves. The Government are very mild
on this subject, but why do they not turn
their own salaries into the consolidated
revenue? I think that the honour of
being Ministers of the Crown ought to be
sufficient compensation for them. There
really ought to be a little consistency displayed by the Government on this
question of the payment of members. I
will conclude by stating that I am altogether in favour of the principle of the
payment of members. The existence of
this or any other Ministry ought not to
stand in the way of the adoption of the
principle. The question will be brought
forward on every suitable occasion, and I
will co-operate with honorable members
until it is carried. "Ve can carry it, and
we shall carry it. That is the spirit in
which the document which has been re-
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ferred to was signed, and it will be adhered
to.
Mr. GRANT.-I scarcely think that it
is necessary that I should occupy the time
of the House with answering the personal
attack made upon me by the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden. It is
the first time in my political life that I
have been charged with helping rogues to
any position. Does any honorable member
believe the charge? . Does the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden himself
believe it?
Mr. LONGMORE.-Yes.
Mr. JONES.-Yes.
Mr. GRANT.-There are two honorable
members believe it. Will either of those
honorable members bring any charge of
this kind before this House, and prove it
to the satisfaction of any half-dozen· members of the House?
Mr. LONGMORE.-Yes, I will.
:Mr. GRANT.-I shall only be too glad,
if the honorable member will. My personal character need not be discussed tonight. I am here at all times to defend it.
It is the first time that I have heard the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden
make such a charge, although up to the
present time he has been on the most
friendly terms with me, and has been as
frequently at the Lands department as any
other member. I appeal to all members
whether, in the administration of the
Land Act, I have shown the slightest
favoritism to one member or another,
whether he belonged to this side of the
House or the other? I have acted
upon this principle -that, as far as
political patronage is concerned, you
ought to give it to your friends; but in
dealing out the lands you are dealing out
so much money belonging to the people,
and you ought not to favour any individuals. I ask the members of this
House whether I have not always acted
upon this principle? It is possible that I
may have made mistakes. When honorable members consider that the Lands
department has to administer a territory as
large as England, stretching' from the
Omeo on one hand to the South
Australian border on the other, and from
the Murray to the sea, and that there are
all sorts of questions relating to land of
every variety of size, from a quarter of an
acre up to 100,000 acres, coming daily
before us, they will see that it is possible
that mistakes may have occurred; but I
am astonished that any member should
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make such a charge against even a subordinate officer of the department, much
less myself, as the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden has done. I am
amazed at the effrontery of the position
taken by the honorable membe),. I
believe that he is an enthusiast upon this
subject; I believe he thinks no person is
honest, no person is sincere on the land
question but himself. I give him credit
for the best intentions, but I believe that
the fact is as I have stated.
If the
Government had accepted the proposition
of the committee, which is composed, I
believe, llOt of gentlemen like himself,
who up to this hour have been supporters
of the Government, but of members on
both sides of the HOUEeMr. GILLIES.-No.
Mr. GRANT.-That question, however,
is immaterial. Assuming the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden to be
sincere, I ask what is his position in this
matter? He says that he allowed one
paragraph of the address to pass unchallenged, although he does not believe it is
true. He was a member of the committee
who prepared the address, and one paragraph of that address says, " We beg to
inform Your Excellency that we are
happy to learn that, under the Amending
Land Act, a large amount of settlement has
taken place throughout the country during
the past year." Either that is true or it
is false. The honorable member says that
it is false. The paragraph thus continues :-" That we shall be glad to
receive the report on the working of the
Act; and that the measure to be proposed for making the land more accessible
to the bonafide applicant will have our.
careful consideration." If the honorable
member .was sincere in believing that I
had helped rogues to obtain possession of
land-that I had violated the Act, and
kept the land back from settlement by the
people-he ought immediately to have
embodied his views in a resolution, and
submitted it to the House. Any man
who claimed to be sincere in the matter
would have done so. I scorn to say anything further on the subject.
Mr. KYTE.-It is hardly worth while
to corroborate the assertions of the
Minister of Lands; but I know from my
own personal knowledge, and to my own
great inconvenience, how anxious that
gentleman has been to promote bontt fide
settlement. He has worried me to no
inconsiderable extent by the number
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of inquiries which he has made of
me as to the bona fide character
of different persons who have sought to
become selectors under the Act. The
honorable gentleman is aware that I have
a large acquaintance with the farming and
labouring classes throughout the colony, and
he could not apply to anyone who was
more likely to give him information as to
the bona fide character of the applicants
for land. I believe that no other department is administered as well and as
honestly as the Lands department; and the
administration of the Act by the head of
that department has my entire approval.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-If the mode
adopted by the honorable members who
initiated these proceedings was a matter
of surprise, it must be a matter of greater
surprise to learn the secret negotiations
which have been carried on amongst them.
We commenced the sitting this evening
with a belief that there was on the other
side of the House a number of gentlemen
who were prepared to oust the present
Government and obtain possession of the
Treasury benches in order to secure payment of members; but much t.o our surprise, when we thought ourselves in a
minority, there turns out to have been a
split in the camp; there are charges
bandied about of breach of faith; there,
are explanations and recriminations; and
the whole affair ends in smoke.
Mr. McLELLAN.-No.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-Well, it ends in
smoke as far as the honorable member for
Ararat is concerned, because he informs
us that he has been seven years in the
House, and has not succeeded in getting
paid yet. I have heard a great many allegations regarding my personal character
and my relations to the Government; but
I unhesitatingly say, that any member of
this House who dares, indirectly or by
implication, to charge me with any other
connexion with the Government, save that
of an honest political connexion, is guilty
of cowardice. lowe no Government anything. I challenge anyone to inquire
into the character of my relations with
the Government. If there is any obligation, I say fearlessl], that it is the 'Government who are indebted to me. It is something new for me to be told that I should
not express my opinion in this House upon
the question of payment of members, because I happen to be a new member. But
if I am new to this House, I am not new
to t.he course of politics in this country for
D
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the last ten or twelve years. There are
very few who know the ways of this
House better than I do, and the ways of
honorable members who have sat in it,
and who still sit in it. I have derived my
opinions with regard to this question of
the payment of members ii'om very
close observation, extending over a
very long period. I shall now attempt
to deal, not only with that question
itself, but with the mode in which
it has been brought forward. We 'are told
by certain honorable members-amongst
them the honorable member for the Ovens
-that, if payment of members could have
been obtained, they were prepared to substitute any other Government which
would give it them for the present
Government. Is not that a very palpable
explanation of their political morality?
They would take pay from any other
Government that would give it them!
What becomes of the policy of the country?
What becomes of those questions on which
they have professed so much concern?
What becomes of the liberal land policy
which is so much the concern of the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden? What becomes of protection, which
is so much the concern of the honorable
member for Collingwood? What becomes
of the constitutional question, and various
other questions :which have agitated this
House, if the sole consideration of those
honorable members is to set upon the
Treasury benches any Government that
will give them pay? If that be the
object and purpose of those honorable
members, it occurs to me thnt the country
will form a. very clear opinion upon the
subject. I can only say for myself that,
when contesting the constituency of South
Bourke, I avowed myself upon every occasion an opponent of payment of members,
and, therefore, should an election come at
any time, I have nothing to fear on this
question. I am an opponent of payment
of members-and why? Because I believe that, as far as anything we have
seen in the political progress of this
country enables us to judge, it, is
totally unnecessary.
We have now
,carried on a legislative system for ten
or eleven years, and in my opinion the
legislative business of this country has
been conducted creditably.
We have
established a constitution; we have formed
a code of laws; we have carried the colony
successfully through various difficulties;
and at the present time an era of pros-
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perity has opened such as probably we few since that day have possessed, and it
have not witnessed before. Moreover- was when he was earning his bread honestly
and this I regard as a most important by day, and discharging his duties here
aspect of the question-we find our by night, that he really did possess
financial credit in London, and the esti- influence in this House and public
mation in which this colony is held, very confidence. I lIm at a loss to know why
much better at this moment than it was honorable members cannot attend to their
at any previous time. C" No, no.") I ordinary duties as well as to their Parliasay there are expressions of good-will mentary labours. I am referring now
indulged in towards this colony such as more particularly to the case of honorable
we have heaTd at no previous time. That, members who are resident in town. I
in my opinion, should teach honorable think there is a very great distinction
members to pause before they attempt, by 'between them and honorable members
a coercive measure, to help themselves who reside in the country. I cannot see
from the Treasury. Is it to be said that why members who reside in town cannot
the first act of members of this House, attend to their professional duties and to
after the completion of the negotiation for their business in this House. Am I to
the new loan, was to force a Government understand that if either or both the
into paying them, whether they would or honorable members for Collingwood were
no ? What woul<] be thought in that paid for their services here, they would
country which some members boast as consider it at all necessary that they
possessing the best constitution in the should relinquish, in the smallest degree,
world if such a thing occurred? \Ve their professional practice, or that they
know that there are enemies of free would give one moment's more time to
institutions in that country; we know their parliamentary duties than they do
that there are, individuals there who now? No; payment of members to them
have used their influence at various would simply be an addition to their
times to misrepresent us; and I strongly private means. The difficulty which I
suspect that honorable members sitting have always felt in dealing with this
opposite have some design in inciting the question is, the position of the country
advocates of pa.yment of members to take members. It is a great hardship that
the course which has been taken. The gentlemen should be compelled to remove
year 1870 is approaching, and we recollect from the localities in which they usually
what occurred before 1860. We know reside to Melbourne, and abaudon profitthat then the cry of payment of members able occupations. But these are the natural
was raised, and we know what sort of a consequences of the position; and if
House followed on that cry. We know gentlemen, knowing the terms on which
that the public interests were grossly they become members, and what they
betrayed by a House which was elected on must suffer if they do become members,
the principle of payment of members. choose to accept the position, then, I say,
I can quite understand that if the prin- they must take the consequences. It may
ciple of placing in office any Government be an evil-and undoubtedly it is an
that will pay honorable members is adopted, evil-that those honorable members should
we shall see 'a similar state of things lose so much, but there is no compulagain. Adverting to the opinion which I sion; if they do not choose to become
have expressed, that the political institu- members, there are other gentlemen ready
tions of this colony have worked very well, to represent the country. I do not believe
I want to know why we should burden that any set of political opinions in
the Treasury to pay honorable members? this country require to be bolstered up by
In what respect would they be better than paid advocates. Any measures, intrin- ,
gentlemen who have come into the House sically true, and recommenued by plain
unpaid, and wherefore should they seek to common sense, will find acceptance amidst
cast themselves as burdens upon the the struggle of political parties. One
Treasury? I am at a loss to know why reason why I object very strongly to
any gentleman could not be a member of payment of members is, because I believe
this House, and at the same time earn his it would have the effect of creating a class
own livelihood. Allusion has been made of professional, politicians. Of all classes
to an honorable member, now deceased. of men, I believe that the most despi.cable
That honorable member at one time pos- is a class of professional politicians-a
sessed a power in this House which very class of men who trade on politics, and
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live by politics. ''IV e know that there is on the public lands. The honorable mem
a proneness on the part of constituents, at bel' for Ripon and Hampden has asserted
all times, to convert their representatives his willingness to prove it, and he ought
into delegates-to make them commission to be called upon to do so. With all
agents in Melbourne, to perform small respect to the Minister of Lands, I say
jobs for them. We know that the Land that it is degrading to himself and his
Office, and all the other Government offices, colleagues that he should quietly sit under
are at all times thronged with members that charge. Honorable members would
performing some small jobs for their con- do well, if, in discussing matters of this
stituents. I know that this is forced on sort, they would content themselves with
members, that they are obliged to do it to dealing with broad principles, and not
a greater or less extent; but if all the indulge in personal charges; or, at least
constituencies knew that they had paid make them with such distinctness as would
agents in Melbourne, earning an income enable the member against whom they are
from the State, they would impose duties brought to bring the matter before the
on members which would be utterly incon- House, and either clear his character from
sistent with their duties as representatives. the imputation, or be debarred from sitting
They would be cOIlverted into delegates; in the House in future. I have been
they would be employed in offices, in con- alluded to as a candidate for a crown
nexion with the Government, which would prosecutorship and all sorts of offices. I
render them dependent upon the Govern- should like to ask the honorable member
ment on occasions when they ought to exer- who made the charge, if a man, with his
cise their political independence. It occurs energies about him, with health, and with
to me that those honorable gentlemen who youth on his side, is to shelve himself
are now clamouring for payment of mem- in a public office for the sake of a salary
bers have been guilty, with respect to one of £600 a year? (Mr. Gillies, "Oh.")
matter which is before the House, of a Is that the ambition of the honorable
very great inconsistency. I am at a loss member? Is it his ambition to quarter
to know upon what principle these gentle- himself on the public revenue? There is
men ask to be paid for their services in a couplet, once applied by a poet to a
the House, when they voted for the statesman, which I often think of when I
abolition of that provision of the Consti- see that honorable membertution Act which provided pensions for
" Pert, prim prater of a northern race,
Guilt in his heart, and famine in his face."
gentlemen who had held office in the
State for a certain period, and who had I seldom hear the remarks of that honorfallen into decay.
able member butI am reminded of this cou~
AN HON. MEMBER.-Because they were plet. There is al ways such amanifest desire
paid while they were in office.
on his part to quarter himself on the public
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I can quite con- revenue; but I see further that, after many
ceive that it might have been desirable to years of disappointment, he still finds himhave extended the period of service neces- self in the cold shades of opposition. Let
sary to entitle them to a pension; but I me tell the honorable member that he finds
do believe that it would have been desira- himself there, because in the pursuit of
ble to have preserved that provision in personal objects, I mean political objectsthe Constitution Act, under certain re- in the pursuit of his personal advancement
strictions. At all events, honorable mem- in this House-he has shifted from side to
bers who abolished those pensions are side, and betrayed every principle with
guilty of a strange inconsistency in now which he entered the House. He is not
asking for payment of members. There alone. There is the honorable member for
is one other point upon which I wish to Ararat, who bandies these charges of coraddress the House, namely, the personal ruption without proof. Have I not a discharge of encouraging fraud and corrup- tinct recollection that when he sat on this
tion. This is bandied about with an side of the House he made similar charges
indistinctness which makes it difficult to against members sitting on that side, and
reply to it; but it is degrading to the with whom he now associates? This corcharacter of the HOUE:le, and must be dealt ruption with him is a monomania, like the
with properly. I was rather surprised land with the honorable member for Ripon
that the Minister of Lands should have and Hampden. He seems to think that it
taken so quietly the assertion, that he is quite impossible for any man to exist
had helped the people to commit fraud without being dirty or corrupt in some way.
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MR. EDWARDS.-Fl'om what the last other at that time about the Victorian
member who addressed the House has said Association; but I may mention that it was
one would imagine that the question before notorious that two or three members were
the House was the payment of candidates insolvent, and equally notorious that they
instead of the payment of members. The were paid, but not publicly. Now, is it
honorable and learned gentlemen must not more honorable for men to say-" We
have been taught, in the course of his give our services to the country, our
legal studies, that a suppr essio veri was time, our trouble, and our intelligence-if
worse than a suggestio falsi; and I now we have any-and we ask for a mere
accuse him of having been guilty of a compensation in return." The Minister
suppressio ",'eri this evening. When he , of Lands has asked with reference to the
said that he received no money from the complaint of the honorable member for
Government during his candidature I be- Ripon, in reference to land administration,
lieve that he was right; but did he not "Why not put that in the address?" The
receive £100 from the Liberal Reform reason is that the committee desired to
Association, and ask for more? I pause for confine the debate, as far as they could, to
a reply. I am willing to apologise to the payment of members. From the 'expehonorable member if I am not correct. rience we have had we thought it better
to narrow the question to the inquiry
Does silence give consent?
whether the Ministry were men of their
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-No.
Mr. EDWARDS.-Did not the honor- 'Word or not; whether they would carry
ahle member receive £100, and, did he not, that which they had promised, or give it
like Oliver Twist, ask for more? The up altogether? In fact, to compel them, as
honorable member will remember being if they were in the witness-box, to say,
connected with a journal which has been "Yes," or "No." I may, perhaps. be
supposed to be the mouthpiece of the allowed to call the attention of the House
present Government. Do not let it be to the history of the struggle for payment
supposed that I am going to say one word of members, as I find it recorded in
against that paper or against the Govern- Hansard. The first motion on the subject
ment; but I will just ask the honorable was brought forward by the late Dr.
member, whether that paper, of which he Owens. And here let me ask the House to
had the control, must not have been hold- join withme in paying tribute to the memory
ing out fallacious hopes unless it was of one of the truest and most honest public
honest in its advocacy of the payment of men we have had in this colony. The
members? For years past, Mr. Gray, loftiness of his opinions, and the manner in
the late Mr. Don, and others who had which he devoted himself to public affairs,
seats in this House before I had the at the same time that he pnt all honour
honour to sit here, worked for pay- and pecuniary advantage ~n one side, must
ment of members: and what did that be familiar to every 'one who was acjournal say to them? Surely the honor- quainted with Dr. Owens. Well, at the
able member must have been mistaken- time that gentleman commenced his agitanot to use an unparliamentary expression- tion, payment of members was considered
in now saying that he was alway~ opposed as a most blackguard thing; and a man
to that principle. The honorable member who broached the subject was looked upon
said that the squatting tenure will cease as something more than audacious, and as
in 1870, and that if payment of members likely to file his schedule the next week.
is adopted, men may be sent here who Yet the present Minister of Lands, and
may vote against the interests of those the honorable member for Kilmore (Mr.
persons whom we wish to settle on the Ireland), voted for the motion. Honorable
land; but does he not recollect, that mem bel'S may recollect that, at that time,
if payment of members had been in force the property qualification had been
in 1860, we should not subsequently abolished, and it was proposed to increase
have had that obnoxious land law the number of members of this House from
which we were obliged to stick to? 60 to 78. During the debate on that
Does he know members were paid then? occasion, the following remarks were made
'Not by ,the country-as the Ministers of by Mr. Myles, who then represented South
the Crown, and you, sir, are paid-but by Grant : the enemies of the country. I need
"He believed that if the principle contained
hardly cal1 attention to the acrimonious in the motion were adopted, better men even
assertions used by members towards each than he was might be found among the people to
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enter that House as representatives. They were
merely mocking country districts by extending
the number of representatives without at the
same time extending their range of selection, for
at present suitable men could not be found to
represent the districts of the colony."

Notwithstanding that the Government are
opposed to the insertion in the address of a
paragraph about payment of members, yet
it appears that they are disposed to be
liberal in this direction. For e~rample,
in addition to rail way passes, country
members may have coach and cab hire.
But how is this granted? I don't
go to the Minister and ask for my pass,
but I must make a formal requisition.
And I may have this minute placed upon
the requisition-" Is the honorable member
engaged on legislative duties?" I may be
insulted, at all events I may be put to
delay. I say this thing is a farce. I say
that it is calculated to lower the dignity
of' the House. Don't pay members in this
ridiculous, absurd, washerwomanly way; if
you pay them at all pay them direct.
Again, in this matter of cab hire, why
should the privilege be limited to
country members? Why should a difference be drawn between the member for
Gipps Land and a member for Collingwood? Why should the latter have to
payout of his own poc1~et the threepenny
fare, or more when the House sits late,
while the former can be brought to the
House free? Resuming the history of the
parliamentary st.ruggle on the question, I
may observe that the second debate took
place in December, 1859. A motion was
brought forward by Mr. Barton, and two
members of the present Ministry (Mr.
Grant and Mr. Verdon) voted in its
favour. 'rhe Heales Ministry were deposed from office before they could bring
forward the question as they intended.
In February, 1865, the question was
debated in the House for the third time.
A motion was brought forward by Mr.
Harker, and seconded by Mr. Kyte, the
chairman of the committee on the present
address. It was opposed by the Chief
Secretary, but supported by Mr. Sullivan,
a member of the present Ministry, who,
in the course of his remarks, said"Honorable members had stated that this
question had not been submitted to the country,
but they must have been oblivious to facts
which were patent to all. He maintained that
it had been submitted to the people, and ratified
by them. It was submitted to the country by
the Goverument which preceded the last; but
it was not carried into effect, because, from the
strong and well-organized Opposition they had
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to contend against, they were engaged in a constant fight to maintain their seats."

Further OD, the honorable member observed : " There were various ways of paying members, and he remembered a certain instance in
which a Government rewarded one of their
ardent supporters by a grant towards developing a valuable coal-field. It had been said that
the principles of democracy were injurious; but
if payment of members and democracy were
considered to be synonymous terms, he denied
that the principle under discussion was injurious."

The Attorney-General, who followed Mr.
Sulli van in the debate, remarked : "He thought his honorable colleague was in
error in supposing that this question would be
regarded as having necessarily a connexion with
democracy."
.
'

Well, I believe it has. The property
qualification having been abolished, I
think you should have payment of members. The honorable and learned gentleman thus proceeded : " He believed that it would be looked at apart
from any feeling of that kind, although there
was no doubt a tendency in most men's minds to
hesitate in considering the merits of a proposition which would introduce a system with
which the colony had hitherto been unacquainted,
and which was foreign to the system in force in
England. The experience of the past few years
had somewhat altered his own views on the
subject, and, under certain circumstances, he
would not be opposed to the payment of Members of Parliament, that was to say, the payment
of members of both branches of the Legislature.
Those who had studied the history of the colony
for some years back must have come to the
conclusion that the representatives of the people
were not as amenable to the views of their
constituents as they should be. He would like
to see the Government more subordinate to the
Legislature, and the Legislature in turn more
subordinate to the people than was the case at
present; and probably payment of members
wo.uld conduce to the bringing about of that
result. It would at all events make the con·
stituencies more watchful of the actions of their
representatives, and the latter would be less
able or likely to disregard pledges which might
have been made."

In March, 1865, I find Mr. Houston (in
the absence of Mr. Harker) proposing a
motion for payment of members, and Mr.
Macgregor, a member of the present
Ministry, seconding the motion. I find
from subsequent discussions that altogether
six members of the Ministry (namely, Mr.
Bindon, Mr. Verdon, Mr. Sullivan, Mr.
Grant, Mr. Macgregor, and Mr. Vale)
have voted from time to time in favour of
payment of members. Well, if the question is to be decided at all, it ought to be
decided now. It is said that the alliance
formed on this occasion, with the view of
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carrying payment of members, is an unholy alliance: But should we not in this
matter expect assistance from our friends?
Why, when we have a large majority of
the Ministry favorable to the principle,
should we be compelled to seek the support of the Opposition? I am told that
when certain members of this House
(members who support the insertion of
this paragraph in the address) waited on
some of the leading members of the
Ministry last session, with reference to
this subject, the reply was-" We are now
embarrassed by the contest with the
·Upper House; the time is inopportune
for bringing it forward; leave it until next
session, and then it shall be dealt with."
The members I refer to thereupon said" We will not assist the Opposition
in putting out the' Ministry, and
we will wait for the settlement
of this question until the time is more
opportune.;' But, it appears they have
waited in vain. I ask, are we to have
the subject again and again postponed,
with the poor satisfaction of knowing that
some of our brightest political lights are
leaving Parliament, through disgust at
the delay? It is supposed by some, that
members of Parliameut are paid for their
attendance on commi ttees and commissions.
I know a large number of people who
believe that the moment an honorable
mem ber is placed on a commission or a
committee, he receives so many pounds
a day. But the law is, that if he takes
sixpence he forfeits his seat. I believe
that some supporters of the Government
have received money for their services as
commission-men. But, would it not be
better to pay them openly? I hold that
payment as commission-men is demoralizing, both on the part of the Ministry
who make it, and the member who receives it. The supporters of the proposition now under discussion may be called
conspirators. I care not what we are
called, so long as we do our duty faithfully, and in accordance with the forms of
this House. I voted with the majority
of the committee for forcing the Ministry
to keep their word to members of this
House. We might have met the Ministry
on other points in the Governor's Speech.
We might have said, "After years of
fighting, after the discussions which have
taken place, after the deputations that
have waited upon Ministers on the subject, we find the Government coming down
to the House without saying whether they
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will or will not give protection to the farmer;
and the country is only congratulated, in
the Governor's Speech, on the abundance
of our harvest!" Again, we are told that
the mission of Mr. Verdon to England
has been successful, and that a report of
that gentleman'S proceedings shall be laid
before Parliament. But why was not the
report submitted at once? Why was not
the House informed of what the honorable
gentleman had done, so that he might have
been received with a cheer on entering
Parliament,-so that honorable members
could have the opportunity of paying
honour where honour is due ? Was it
because some people thought, as has been
reported out of doors, that Mr. McCulloch
ought to have had the C.B. instead of the
Treasurer? The negotiations with reference to the Border Duties are referred to,
and the Speech says-"The result of these
negotiations will be laid before you." (An
honorable member-" It has.") But it
should have been given in the Speech.
'With regard to protection, I may observe
that in a speech delivered by the Minister
of Customs at Richmond-a speech which
was the means of carrying many seats for
the Government-that honorable gentleman urged that the measure of protection
adopted last year was not intended as a
final measure. This being so, one would
have imagined that the Speech would
have been full of protection; that, if the
tariff of last year has worked well, the fact
would have been reported; or, if it required
amendment, that the necessary changes
would have been suggested. But the only
allusion to protection that I can find is
that somebody has sent something to the
colony from Java. Now I maintain that
there are several sufficiently weak places in
the Speech to warrant mention in the address, but we refused to be the dupes which
we were accused of being last night. "No,"
we said, "we will narrow this question to
the simple issue-' Shall we have payment
of members or not ?'" It has been said,
that payment of members is a system calculated to bring professional legislators
into the House. I trust the honorable the
Treasurer will not be offended when I say
that. I look upon him as a professional
legislator. He has given his entire time
and attention to politics ever since he has
been a member of this House. I congratulate the honorable gentleman on the
success which he has achieved, and I
trust he may long continue a member of
the House; and I say, that if payment of
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members will conduce to the introduction
to the Legislature of a number of gentlemen as sing leminded and as disposed to
serve the country as the Treasurer, no one
should venture to oppose it. Now we Ilre
told by the Attorney-General that it is
not possible for a Ministry to vote for a
part.icular thing unless they are all agreed.
But I would ask the Treasurer whether he
ever knew a Ministry entirely unanimous
-whether some members of a Ministry
have not frequently to give way on certain
questions? When the Nicholson Land
Bill was under discussion, Mr. Wood, the
Attorney-General of the day-who was
regarded as Mr. Nicholson's right-hand
man-sought to introduce an amendment
which would have interfered with the
main princi pIe of the measure. Mr. Nicholson at once stated that, rather than adopt
such an amendment, he would "put the
Bill in the fire, and go no further with it."
Now we don't want the Government to
take an extreme step. We don't ask the
Government to retire at all. It is all very
well for young and inexperienced members
to be caught by such a cry, but that is
not the thing desired. All we want is
the assurance that payment of members
will be made a Ministerial measure. If
this be done, I feel certain we shall be
able to carry it. At any rate, if we fail,
we shall be able to thank Ministers for
their co-operation. Honorable members
have bet!n threatened with an appeal to
their constituencies. Such threats have
little influence upon me. I am as willing
to meet my constituents as any honorable
member, and I shall not ask the Liberal
Reform Association for any assistance.
When I am compelled to ask for assistance
I shall decline to stand as a candidate.
The honorable member for South Bourke
has declined to answer my ·question
whether he received £100 from the
Liberal Reform Association towards his
election expenses.
Mr. G. P. SMITH said he was only
waiting until the honorable member had
finished.
Mr. EDWARDS.-I am told that there
are other honorable members whose election
expenses have been paid, or, at all events,
contributed to, who are now honest enough
to come forward and say-"I am against
payment of members; it looks low." As
to the danger of inferior men being selected
as parliamentary representatives, if payment of members is once adopted, I need
only refer to Belgium and Switzerland.
VOL. lII.-E
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There Demos exhibits great Jealousy in the
matter of selection; the rule is, the best
man that cn.n be had for the money. There
a man ha.s not to run after either Ministry
or Opposition; his expenses are paid, and
he can speak his mind. Under these circumstances constituencies are very careful
as to their choice. As to professional
legislators, what are members of the House
of Commons but professional legislators?
They are brought up to it from their infancy.
They are educated and trained for political
life. They know when they are sent to
Eton, Harrow, or Rugby, and thence to
one of the universities, that, when the
proper time arrives, they will be nominated as members of Parliament. They
look forward to this with as much
certainty as they do to being created
county magistrates. They speak of becoming members of Parliament as a matter
of course, because their grandfathers and
fathers were members of Parliament before
them. True, payment of members is not
in force; and a poor man cannot possibly
get into the House of Commons unless as
the tool of some large landed proprietor,
or as the nominee of a party; but to
urge that because payment of members is
not in force in the mother country it
should not be adopted here, is as reasonable as to expect that the directions in the
Gardener's Manual, relating to the month
of December in England, should apply to
the same month in Australia. There is as
great a difference of circumstances in the
one case as in the othel·. I say that the
sooner we meet this question in the
face the better. Seeing that some forty
or fifty members of the House promised
their constituents to yote for payment
of members, and seeing that all the
Ministers but two are in favour of the
proceeding, I say, " Now is your time; if
we cannot get it from our friends in the
Ministry, we cannot expect to get it from
the gentlemen on the Opposition benches."
At the same time, it is not because the
Opposition vote with us, that those who
have been working hard for years past for
payment of members should give up the
question. I trust that the childish threats
useu to intimidate new memLers will be
found, when the division takes place, to
have had no weight. It is said, "Oh, if
you choose to be a member of Parliament,
you ought to be satisfied with the honourlook at the position." But if there is so
much honour in being a member with
nothing, how much more honour will there
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be in being a member with something?
If we cannot have payment of members,
we had better do away with universal
suffrage. Don't say that you can send
anyone into Parliament, when you know
that everyone cannot afford to be in Parliament. How can you ask a man who is
earning but a few shillings a day to come
into Parliament, and perform a duty which
occupies from 4 p.m. until late at night,
and sometimes to an advanced hour in the
morning, to say nothing of attendance on
committees in the day time, and this
without any remuneration whatever? I
have heard to-night a rumour that the
Opposition want to curtail the suffrage,
but it seems to me that the Ministry
want to curtail the suffrage, because
when they refuse payment of members,
they restrict selection. It is also said
that members, if paid at all, should be
paid by their constituents, but I say,
that payment in that way would be an
insult to them. They would be looked
upon as delegates bound to carry out the
views of those who paid most. Brown,
who subscribed £5, might be offended at
the member paying' too much attention to
Jones, who gave only Is.; and the member
might be insulted with the announcement
"I withdraw my subscription." As I
have said before, either pay them publicly
and properly, or not at all. In conclusion,
allow me to observe that I think it
improper for the Ministry to regard our
action in this case as an attempt to pass
a vote of want of confidence.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I declined to
answer the honorable member who has
just sat down when he addressed me so
categorically, but I have no objection to
do so now, because I have nothing to conceal as regards my entrance into this
House, or any other part of my conduct,
public or private. It is quite true that
the Liberal Reform Association did pay
part of my election expenses, and, with
the leave of the House, I will state how
they came to do so. I had no ambition to
enter Parliament; I was not desirous of
doing so; but during the last general
election I was en treated three or four
times-and there are gentlemen present
who know the circumstances-to become
n. candidate for North Melbourne.
I
agreed on one condition-that I should be
put to no expense. I put it this way : cr I have considerable practice as a Parliamentary counsel; I derive a large income
fr . . m that source; if I become a member
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of Parliament I must sacrifice that, and
I shall also be precluded from taking
briefs from the Crown; I am prepared to
surrender any emoluments derived from
those sources, but I am not prepared to
injure either my own position, or that of
my family, by incurring ruinous expenses
in contesting an election." Three or four
negotiation s took place between myself
and the gen tlemen from North Melbourne,
ana one significant circumstance occurred.
I was told that I had not the slightest
chance of succeeding for North Melbourne
unless I went in as an advocate of
payment of members. When the deputation finally waited upon me, I told
them that I was opposed to payment
of members. I was then assured that
that would be no obstacle, and that the
constituency were also opposed to payment
of members. After having agreed, but
not through the medium of the Liberal
Reform Association, to become a candidate
for North Melbourne, I was invited by
that association, as a long resident in South
Bourke, to become a candidate for that
district; because it was believed that from
my connexion with the district, I was the
best fitted to oust the sitting member,
Mr. L. L. Smith. I said, "Why give up a
constituency that will return me without
expense, to contest a constituency at a
large expense and with a doubtful result ?"
I have no reason for disavowing that the
Liberal Reform Association co~tributed
towards my expenses, a considerable portion of which I had to payout of my own
pocket; and, I say that if it ever costs as
much to contest South Bourke again, or any
other constituency, it will be at the cost of
some other candidate, and not at mine.
Mr. JONES.-I think, sir, as my
friend, the honorable member for Ripon
and Hampden, was accused of exhibiting
a want of conscience, in that he did not
move or suggest, in committee, an amendment on the address with reference to the
matter of the Land Bill, I should like to
see whether my friend has shown any
such want of conscience as to deserve the
rebuke which the Minister of Lands
endeavoured to apply so scathingly. I
find that the Governor is made to say:"I am happy to inform you that, under the
Amending Land Act, a large amount of settlement has taken place throughout the country
during the past year. A report on the working
of the Act will be immediately laid before you,
and a measure will be proposed for the purpose
of making the land more accessible to the bona
fide applicant."
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Now, His Excellency is made here to state
that the administration of the lands has
produced certain consequences, and that the
report which, it may be assumed, will bear
out His Excellency's statement, will be
submitted to Parliament. We find that the
committee, in preparing the reply to the
Governor's speech, have exhibited so
little conscience as that they have not
flatly contradicted His Excellency. They'
say:" We beg to inform Your Excellency that we
are happy to learn that, under the Amending
Land Act, a large amount of settlement has
taken place throughout the country during the
past year; that we shall be glad to receive the
report on the working of the Act; and that the
measure to be proposed for the purpose of
making the land more accessible will have our
careful consideration."
I think, sir, if the committee had not
accepted the statement of the Governor,
and waited for the proof, they would have
shown some want of eourtesy to His
Excellency.
It was met'ely common
courtesy for the committee to accept that
statement, and avoid contradicting His
Excellency until the report came before
them, the. more especially as the
report is promised shortly. Now, sir,
it has been said that honorable members of
this House, desirous of carrying payment
of members, have entered into a coalition
with the Opposition. I would like to
know if there is anything so terrible in
this assumed monstrosity-a coalition with
the Opposition. I would like to. ask this
Ministry whether or not they have ever
coalesced with the Opposition-whether
they did not as much coalesce with the
Opposition in order to coerce the popular
party to submit to the provisions of the
Land Act, as they coalesced with the
" Corner," in order to coerce the mercantile portion of this community in the
matter of the Tariff? If the Ministry
have, when it suited their convenience,
coalesced with the Opposition, is it to be
endured that men who h~ye supported
them in such a manner as that Ministers
have felt bound to compliment them for
their fidelity-for having sacrificed their
own interests to what they conceived to
be the interests of their country-is it to
be endured that now those supporters,
who have stood by the Ministry so well,
should be accused of being mercenary,
after giving every possihle opportunity to
the Government to do them some amount
of justice in the matter of compensation
to members? The honorable member for
E 2
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Collingwood (Mr. Edwards) has given to
this House a brief history of the struggle
for payment of members. It is well known
that many members of the Ministry are
strongly in favour of payment of members.
I think the mere fact of an honorable member of this House being a Minister is some
sort of proof that he does not strongly
object to payment of members. But honorable members want something more than the
abstract concession of the right of members
to compensation. While they are giving
to the country something more than abstract views; while they give their personal, physical, and mental services-such
services as they can-they have a right to
expect that they shall receive some consideration for the sacrifices which they
make. The honorable member for South
Bourke (Mr. G. P. Smith) has told us that
in coming into this House he was obliged
to sacrifice a portion of his practice, and
therein, I think, he has given the House
and the country a very good reason indeed
why payment of members should be conceded. I do not think there is anything
dishonorable in an honorable member of
this House having his expenses paid.
I think the practice is adopted in almost
every civilized country where representative institutions have taken root, and have
arrived at any degree of forwardness.
I think we have a right to complain that
the Governor's Speech has not given to
the country some assurance that the Tariff
is likely to be amended. I think it will
be admitted that the Tariff now in operation,
and reported to have been unsuccessfully
in operation, was never looked upon as a
thoroughly protectionist measure. I think
that the Attorney-General did not treat
of the Tariff as a matter, in itself, worth
struggling for. The honorable member
said, "he did not ask the approval of his
constituents to any commercial policy, but
he put it to them, as the main issue, that
this Tariff, whether it contained a wise or
an unwise commercial policy, was identified
with the right of the Legislative Assembly
to an absolute control of taxation." It was
well understood by honorable members
on this side of the House that the Tariff
was contended for by those who worked
hardest for it, not as a fiscal measure that
was worth the struggle, but as an enunciation of another and a greater principle,
which it was felt essential for representative institutions to have carried into effect.
One of the most ardent supporters ,of the
Tariff, in its latter stages, the honorable
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member for Ballarat West (Mr. Vale),
stated that "fifteen months ago he
endeavored to prevent the protectionist
party accepting a Tariff which he did not
think to be sufficiently protective in its
character to meet the wishes of the community." In another part of the same
speech he says that" he would have been
glad if the shape of the Tariff Bill could
have been altered to meet the protectionist
view, but he was not going to be a party to
the little arrangement to shift the fight.
The protectionists did not accept the Tariff
as a permanent measure. He had never
lauded it to the skies as being likely to
produce vast results. On the contrary, he
thought it was not the wisest introduction
of a protective policy." I believe that
when the honorable member made that
statement he declared the sentiments of
the great majority of this House, that is
to say the great majority concerned in
carrying the Tariff into law; and I have
no doubt but that the honorable member
would not hesitate to repeat the statement
this evening. It was to be assumed, therefore, that a Government which includes the
Minister of Customs, who claims to be a
sort of parent of protection, and which
has just been reinforced by one
of the most vigorous members of
the protection party, in the person
of the Minister of Public Works, would
have inserted in the Governor's Speech
some reference to the fiscal policy which
they intended to bring before the House
during the session. If we look back also,
it is not so very long since the Minister of
Lands delivered his famous utterance, that
he was prepared in a few days to carry
out free selection before survey over the
whole breadth of the colony, adding that
he was responsible to the Supreme Court
for his law, and to Parliament for his
policy. 'While Mr. Grant was making
this announcement to one enthusiastic
deputation, the Chief Secretary was telling
another' that he would reserve his statement of the fiscal policy of the Government, as regards the farming interest, for
a larger deputation which had been
appointed to meet him; and, when that
deputation came from all parts of the
colony to receive the statement actually
promised to them, they were told-" Oh,
the fiscal policy of the Government cannot
be revealed until Parliament meet.s." Is
it not strange then, that the Speech contains not the slightest reference to the
subject; that it does not allude in the
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least to that Tariff which the protectionists
accepted, not because they believed in it,
but because it contained a principle they
were resolved to push to a very much
larger issue?
Mr. BURROWES.-I do not wish to
give a silent vote on this occasion. I
came to the House pledged to support
payment of members, and so soon as any
measure giving effect to that pl'inciple
comes before us, it shall have my strong
support; but I must decline to vote for the
proposition now submitted to the House.
Mr. FRAZER.-My object in rising is
simply to refer to a few of the statements
of the honorable member for South Bourke,
(Mr. G. P. Smith.) He stated last night,
and repeated this evening, that this movement originated with the Opposition, whose
dupes the Ministerial supporters acting
with them were. Now, that assertion has
been distinctly denied by honorable gentlemen whose words would be taken by the
House as soon as his own. That the
honorable member should still reiterate
the charge is only worthy of a gentleman
who thinks it no discredit to be accused
of having neither moral nor physical
courage.
The honorable member endeavours to make it appear that the
movement is a mere trick to oust the
Government. My experience, which is
that of all, disproves this. I was invited
to take part in the movement, and I promised to do so, as I was assured that the
promoters were in earnest in desiring to
give effect to the principle without embarrassing the Government. On attending
the meeting, I found that those sentiments
did prevail, both among the Opposition
and the Ministerial members present.
The discussion was continued during two
different meetings. It was not as to tIle
principle itself~ but as to the best means of
giving effect to it without doing anything
offensive to the Administration. All that
was intended, was to bring a sufficient
pressure to bear; it was never intended to
force the Ministry to resign. The honorable member accuses us of bringing forward the proposition in a sneaking manner,
of being afraid to give our votes openly,
but there were men at that meeting who
will vote openly when he will be glad
to walk out of the House. It was felt
th'at the longer we delayed, the more likely
the question was to become a party one;
for as sessions go 011, so does party
feeling run high. A direct amendment
on the Address was mooted, but it was
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pointed out that that was usually accepted
as a vote of want of confidence, and the
course since taken was then adopted with
the intention, as there would necessarily be
a little delay of explaining to the Government that no vote of want of confidence
was intended, and perhaps of arriving fLt
some compromise. The honorable member for the Ovens certainly declared again
and again that the going out of a Ministry
should not be put into consideration with
a principle of primary importance for the
success of representati ve institutions. The
honorable member for South Bourke
misinterprets this. He affects to regard
it as a statement that we will support
any Ministry which will give us payment of members, and he exclaims"What a melancholy piece of political
morality!" All that was really intended
was, that we could not cordially support
any Government which did not make the
principle one of primary consideration;
not as the honorable member puts it, that
we would support any Government which
did. The honorable member thought it
necessary to ·te11 us that his connexion
with the Government was an honest
one; he had a shrewd guess that we
should never have known it if he had
not told us. As to his honesty, I believe that during the absence from the
colony of the proprietors of certain ~1el
bourne journals some very doubtful expressions crept into those papers regarding
the propriety of the ministerial appointments. Just afterwards, however, the
Hon. H. Miller was ejected from his
seat. I do not know what hints were
thrown out that Mr. Miller's office must be
filled by some one else, but a great change
took place in the tone of the journals in
question. The Ministry was declared to
be a noble one, nothing could excuse
. apostacy-especially such apostacy as that
of the member for Creswick, who had ventured to give an independent vote. That
is what the honorable member means by
the Gove-rnment being indebted to him,
namely, his reviling others and praising
himself in these journals. Perhaps it will
be as well for the proprietor, now that he
has returned, to see that his journals are
not prostituted by any man for personal'
purposes. The honorable member fears
that the principle we contend for would
in troduce professional poli ticians. Sheridan,
Fox, and Burke are contemptible men in
the eyes of the honorable member, for they
made politics their profession. I much regret
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the action taken by the honorable member
for the Ovens. After inducing so many
members to take part in the movement, he
should certainly have consulted with them
before he, a junior member, stood up in
bis place and stated his intention to desert
from the line of action resolved upon.
The honorable member might have told
the House also that, though we were not
such snobs as to say that we would not
necessarily take the money ourselves, yet we
were prepared, as a compromise, to agree
that payments shonld not be made until
after a general election. Does that look
like self-seeking? Will it help to clear us
from the imputations of the honorable
mem bel' for South Bourke? That honorable gentleman need not have been so very
hard. Before he came to the House he
was pretty well patronised by the Government, and he was not slow to take advantage of his opportunities. I do not blame
him for this, excepting in so far as the
cases entrusted to him were badly
managed; but I do blame hi.f1l for claiming
so much virtue, when his hand finds its
way into the Treasury as often as that of
anyone else when he gets the chance. As
to the opinion of the country, the question
has been brought up at every election. I
never attended a meeting at which questions were pu t at all without being asked
my views on this subject. The Heales
Administration put the issue fairly before
the country. Mr. Heales's address contained this passage:"We believe that, in order to secure the proper representation of the people in Parliament,
members of the Assembly should be paid. We
propose, therefore, to place a sum for that purpose on the Estimates of 1862."

Further, I find that Mr. Heales, in reply
to Mr. Loader's question whether the
Officials in Parliament Act would be re··
pealed, declared that though there was
no such present intention, yet the Governmen t were prepared to do everything
necessary to legally secure the object in
view, namely, payment of members. The
Beales Ministry were prepared to go
beyond a Bill, and place a sum on the
Estimates, and their policy sent them back
to the House with a majority. They sent
a candidate to Brighton, and the AttorneyGeneral, who was then opposed to pay. ment of members, was defeated. The
honoraLle gentleman changed his opinion
afterwards, and, from what I can
learn, the change secured him many
votes. Besides, is it necessary that :we
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should go back and ascertain whether
every particular measure which comes
before us is popular or not ? Was not the
Tariff itself founded upon a few vague
assertions made by the Minister of Customs at Richmond? Weare threatened
with a dissolution.
Well, when the
Ministry thought it necessary to go to the
country once before, their supporters
acquiesced. I, for one, would have no
hesitation in appealing to my constituents
on this point. The member for South
Bourke is afraid of his election expenses.
How much more difficult must a country
member find it then, when he has to pay
his town expenses as well. Honorable
members must all know that among their
working friends, miners, &c., there are men
who would stand the test of comparison
with the best members of this House, and
why should not these men have a chance?
Besides, the history of the House itself
shows the need of a system of compensation. We have seen men retire on the one
hand because they were ruin ing themsel ves,
and on the other hand we have seen them
obliged to live altogether in Melbourne,
and so alienate themselves from their districts in a most undesirable manner.
The views of some honorable members are,
however, really astonishing. The proposition would not be received in the
British Parliament with so much hostility,
acrimony, and bitterness as it is here.
Why, payment of members was actually
inserted in a Reform Bill introduced just
before the Bill of 1832, and nearly identical with it in principle, and the Opposition was not nearly so violent as that
manifested here. The principle would
have been adopted in England long ago
but for the desire to keep the representation in as few hands as possible. 'rhe
aristocracy naturally wish to put their sons
in power for the sake of the influence and
patronage involved. But are we to be
bound by these customs and prej udices ?
We have nearly the whole civilized world
in favour of the principle, and yet we are
asked to set our faces against it, in order
that we may ape the British aristocracy.
Mr. WHEELER.-I desire this evening
to state that I have changed my opinion
on the question of payment of members.
When I was before my constituents, in
1864, I avowed myself an opponent of the
principle, but I had had no experience
then of political life. I knew nothing of
the expenses and the sacrifices of time and
business required from country members.
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The representatives of a large district,
such as the one I sit for, have, I find, to
give fully two-thirds uf their time to the
service of their constituency. That being
the case, I have decided that, whenever a
measure is submitted to the House in a
proper way, I will support it. I did not
attend the late meetings, but I sympathise with the object of the movement.
However, as you, Mr. Speaker, have ruled
the addition to the address out of order, I
am surprised that it has not been withdrawn. At all events, the discussion has
done this good, it has elicited an amount
of information, and a declaration of opinion,
~ufficient to justify the Government in
introducing a measure on the subject. The
excuse that the Cabinet is not unanimous
is very absurd. I remember on many
occasions during the last two years the
Government have been uivided, more
especially as regards the question of
State-aid.
Surely, when there is a
difference of opinion in the Ministry, the
majority should carry the vote as in
the House. I am convinced that, without
payment of members, the country districts
will never be represented properly. The
honorable member for Ballarat West asked
how many Melbourne men would attend
Parliament if it were removed to Echuca ;
but how many would there attend, if in
addition to the railway journey, they had to
travel across country as many country
members have. Men of course know the
responsibilities the office of a representative entails, but a man's circumstances
may change after he has assumed those
responsibilities; and besiues, it does not
follow that a person living in the country
should not have the same laudable ambition
of serving the colony as a person living in
town. Under all the circumstances, I
think the Government are bound to introduce a Bill, and do all they can to ensure
its becoming law.
Mr. McCulloch's motion, to omit the
paragraph in the reply l'eferring to payment of members, was then agreed to
without a division.
The Address as amended was adopted,
and was ordered to be presented to His
Excellency by the Speaker and members
of the House.
THE GOYERNOR'SSPEECH.
On the motion of Mr. YERDON, the
Governor's Speech was ordered to be
taken into consideration on Tuesday,
January 22.
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MAIN ROADS.
Mr. VALE presented a return to an
order of' the Assembly, dated April 25,
1866, showing the number of miles of
proclaimed main roads, and the number
made and unmade, in the different shires
and road districts in the colony.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
past eleven o'clock until Tuesday, January
22.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, January 22, '1867.
Replies to Addresses-The Laws relating to Lunacy, Public
Health, Local Government, Municipal Institutions, and
Insolvency - Border Duties - Prince's Park -SupplyHours of Sitting-The Yan Yean.

The SPEAKER took the chair at four
o'clock.
ADDRESSES TO THE GOVERNOR.
The SPEAKER announced his intention forthwith to wait upon· the Governor,
at the Government offices, for the purpose
of presenting to His Excellency the
addresses adopted by the House; and he
invited the members present to accompany
him.
The Speaker, accompanied by the members present, and attended by the officers
of the House, left the chamber for the
purpose named.
On members re-assembling,
The SPEAKER intimated that he had
presented the address congratulating the
Governor on his assumption of office, and
also the address in answer to His Excellency'S ~peech, and that to the former
His Excellency was pleased to make the
following reply : "MR.

SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY,

"I thank you cordially for this address. The
expression of your undoubted loyalty to our
Queen affords me sincere satisfaction, and it is
most gratifying to me, entering on the duties of
the high office which Her Majesty has been
pleased to confer upon me, to receive the
assurance ·of your ready co-operation for the
advancement of the welfare of this part of HI~r
Majesty's dominions, and for the maintenance
of the union with the mother country."

The SPEAKER added that the following was the reply of His Excellency to
the address on the Speech : "MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSElIfBL Y,

"I thank you sincerely for this address. The
assurance that your earnest attention will be
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given to the various measures which will be
submitted to you is received by me with much
satisfaction, and I rely with confidence on your
desire to promote the general prosperity of the
people."

LUNACY LAWS AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. McCULLOCH brought down the
following message from His Excellency
the Governor : "In accordance with the provisions of the
57th section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends to the Legislative
Assembly that the laws relating to Lunacy be
amended, and that a Bill be introduced for
that purpose; and also that the fees and other
moneys specified in such Bill be appropriated
in accordance with the provisions thereof."

The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration the following day.
TRANSFER OF REAL ESTATE
ACT.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM laid on the
table, pursuant to an order of the House,
dated May .29, 1866, a return of the
business transacted in the Lands Titles
Office during the years 1863, 1864, and
1865.
PUBLIC HEALTH BILL.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM brought down
the following message from His Excellency
the Governor : " In accordance with the requirements of the
57th section of the Constitution A<:t, the Governor recommends that an appropria~ion be made
from the consolidated revenue for the purposes
of a Bill to provide for the Public Health; and
also that the rates and other moneys specified in
such Bill be appropriated in accordance with the
provisions thereof."

The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration the following day.
BORDER DUTIES.
Mr. RICHARDSON asked the Chief
Secretary: without notice, whether the
Government intended to cany out the
memorandum of agreement made with
New South Wales, in reference to the
Border Duties, without first giving Parliament the opportunity of expressing an
opinion on the subject?
Mr. McCULLOCH said the Government intended to carry out the agreement
made with the Government of New South
Wales. At the same time, they desired
that the House should have the fullest
opportunity of discussing the question.
Mr. McCulloch added that the agreement
would not come in force until the 1st
February.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM brought down
a message from His Excellency the
Governor, recommending the appropriation
of a portion of the consolidated revenue,
and certain other moneys specified in a
Bill relating to Local Government, in
accordance with the provisions of the said
Bill. At the same time, Mr. Higinbotham
presented a similar message with regard to
a Bill relating to Municipal Institutions.
Both messages were ordered to be considered on Thursday, January 24.
INSOLVENCY LAWS AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM presented the
following message from His Excellency
the Governor : "In accordance with the 57th section of the
Constitution Act, the Governor recommends to
the Legislative Assembly that the laws relating
to Insolvency be amended, and that a Rill be
introduced for that purpose; and also, that the
fees or imposts provided for in such Bill be
appropriated in accordance with the provisions
thereof."
The message was ordered to be taken into
consideration on Tuesday, January 29.
NIGHT-SOIL IN PRINCE'S PARK.
Mr. MOORE asked the Chief Secretary
if he had received any communication from
the Centl'al Board of Health, in reference
to the practice of depositing night-soil in
Prince's park? The honorable member
observed that the question was necessitated by considerations for the public
health, and the convenience and comfort
of those who travelled in the locality.
The manure depot at Hotbam having
been closed, the Corporation of Melbourne
had converted a public reserve into a
place for the deposit of night-soil. The
deposits were made in shallow trenches,
prepared for the purpose, and were then
covered, but in a very superficial manner.
The arrangement was likely to prove very
detrimental to the public health, because,
with the first heavy rains, the matter
would be diffused over a large area, and,
the slight covering once saturated, most
offensive exhalations would arise. Already
the health of Brunswick-a place a mile
distant-had been affected; and he hoped
his question would elicit from the Chief
Secretary an assurance that something
was being done towards abating so intolerable and dangerous a nuisance.
Mr. McCULLOCH, in reply, read a
letter from the Secretary to the Central
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Board of Health, stating that the locality
had been inspected; that the inspection
showed that the deposits of night-soil had
proved a great nuisance to the neighbourhood; and that the central board had called
upon the local board at once to put a stop
to the _practice.
Mr. BURTT confirmed Mr. Moore's
statemen t as to the chara.cter of the
nuisance.
Mr. MOORE thanked the Chief Secretary for his information, and expressed
the hope that he would press upon the
Central Board of Health the necessity of
insisting on the abatement of the nuisance.
Mr. McCULLOCH pl'omised to do so.
ELECTION EXPENSES.
Mr. EDWARDS called attention to an
innuendo contained in a paragraph which
appeared in the Age newspaper on Saturday, the 19th January, that his election
expenses had been paid. He begged to
state that he had been six years in Parliament, and that not one single farthing had
been contributed by any Ministry, private
individual, society, or reform association
towards the expenses of any of the elections which he had contested. On the
contrary, when first he entered Parliament,
he contributed towards the election expenses of others.
THE GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
SUPPLY.

The passage in the Governor's Speech
relating to Finance having been read by
the Clerk at the table,
Mr. VERDUN moved"That a supply be granted to Her Majesty;
and that this House will, to-morrow, resolve
itself into a committee to consider the motion."
The proposition was agreed to.
HOURS OF SITTING.
ADJOURNED DEBATE.

The debate on Mr. McCuLLocn"s
motion-" That during the present session
no fresh business (excepting the postponement of business on the paper) be called
on after eleven o'clock"-adjourned from
Friday, January IS, was resumed by
Mr. LEVEY, who observed that he.
moved the adjournment of the debate the
previous Friday, in order that he might be
aule to ascertain whetller the passage in
1861 of a similar motion to that now
before the House had the effect of shortening the sittings. He found that that
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resolution did not have the effect of short- sides of the house would be met by a rule
ening the sittings. Indeed, some of the that no fresh business which might be
longest sittings on record took place in objected to should be taken after eleven
1861.
His expp.rience was, that the o'clock, and by a general under::;tanding
length of the sitting depended mainly on that the debate which might occupy the
the exciting or unexciting nature of the House at that hour should be continued or
topic under discussion. The limiting of not, as circumstances might seem to dethe business after eleven o'clock to post- mand. Sometimes there was business on
ponements would he productive of no good the paper to which no members of the
at all, because no private member ever House objected, and it might be important
thought of bringing on business late at to dispose of that at once, instead of postnight, for the reason that it was so difficult poning it, and particularly as the House
to keep a House then, unless the suhject was sometimes in a better mood for deproved to be one of great importance. If spatching business at the close of the
honorable members were of opinion that it evening than at an earlier hour.
Mr. J. T. SMITH thought honorable
would be better to have a session extending over a considerable number of days, mem bers were differing about a very small
so long as each sitting closed at a tolerably matter. If they endeavoured to bring the
early hour, than a short session which session within reasonable limits-to conwould involve occasional late sittings-if, fine its duration to four, five, or, at the
in short, the interests of the town mem- outside, six months of the year-they
bers were to be considered, rather than might do some good; but the effect of
the interests of the country members-the making it imperative that the House
better course would be to adopt the propo- shouid rise each evening at a certain hour
sition tabled by the honorable member for would probably be to lengthen the session,
South Rourke, namely, that every sitting to the great inconvenience of country
should terminate at eleven p.m., except on members. This arrangement might be all
the occasion of a discussion affecting the very comfortable and pleasant for honorable members residing in the vicinity of
position of the Government.
Mr. G. P. SMITH said he thought the Melbourne; but it was a serious matter
object of honorable members might be to those members who came from the
secured by the adoption of the following country, and who would have, for so many
words, whieh he begged to move (in sub- months in the year, to neglect their own
stitution of the motion that he had al ..eadv . private affairs. He held that to shorten
tablerl), as an addition to the motion befor~ the duration of the sittings, and thereby
to prolong the session, would be to furnish
the House:a great argument in favour of payment of
" That as soon as the honorable member who
may be addressing the House at eleven p.m.
members.
shall have concluded, if any other honorable
Mr. SNODGRASS supported the
member rise to speak. the debate shall stand
original
motion. He called attention to
adj.mrned until the following day, and Mr.
Speaker shall proceed to call the notice-paper the fact that the only day for pl'ivnte
for the postponement of the remaining busibusiness was Friday, and there was
ness."
frequently no House on that day, simply
By the adoption of thp.se words (said Mr. beca.use of the late sittings on other
G. P. Smith) a division could be taken evenings.
after eleven o'clock, if it was not desired
Dr. EMBLING advocated early sittings.
to prolong the debate.
He believed that the greater portion of
Mr. RICHARDSON hoped the House the real business was transacted between
would pause before adopting the amend- half-past five and ten o'clock, after which
ment. His experience showed that great hour the tendency was to talk against
inconvenience would result if the House time, and indulge in angry discussions.
did not sit late on some occasions. The He thought it would be well if the House
arrangement might be all very well for met at three punctually, and sat not later
town members, but it would work incon- than eleven. There would then be eight
veniently for country members.
He hours-ample time-for the disposal of
thought the propriety of having a day business.
But he was certain that,
sitting once each week was a subject whatever arrangement might be made,
worth consideration.
whenever any important debate arose,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM considered that honorable members would not consent,
the views of honorable members on all in the heat of discussion, to go home
VQL.III.-F
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at eleven o'clock, the rules of the House
notwithstanding.
MI'. EDWARDS observed that the suggestion of his honorable colleague could
not be adopted without a call of the House,
because it had already been agreed that
the sittings should commence at four p.m.
Moreover, the question was 110t as to when
they should meet, but as to when they
should separate. He feared that to adopt
the proposals before the House would be
to imperle the progress of public business.
That evening a large number of notices
of motion had been given. The proper
discussion of those motions, if opposed,
might occupy nearly two months. Now,
with the exception of Friday night, and
two hours on vVednesday, Government
business took precedence on all occasions;
and if a small minority desired to delay
the passage of a particular measure or
motion, they had only to put up honorable
members, towards the close of the evenin/!,
to speak against time. Well, eleven o'clock
would come, and the remaining business
on the paper would have to be postponed;
and this was not the worst thing in connexion with the matter, because the first
item of the business postponed was rarely
first in the business paper for the following
day. On the contrary, by some means or
other, it frequently found its way to the
bottom.
Mr. McCULLOCH suggested that'
unopposed business should be disposed of
before the rising of the House. When
this could be done it was better that it
should be done, than that the business
should be postponed until the following
day.
The original motion was amended by
the insertion of the word "opposed" after
" fresh."
Mr. GILLIES said that, when a similar
rule was in existence a few years ago, it
was found to work very inconveniently.
He believed that it would not only be
found very inconvenient, out also injurious,
to decide absolutely that every debate
shou ld be adjourned the 'moment eleven
o'clock arrived. On many occasions it
would be found to be desirable to continue
the debate longer than that hour. If any
arbitrary rule upon the subject was fixed
at the beginning of the session, it might
be found very troublesome during some
portion of the session, and render it necessary to rescind a sessional order, which
it was not desirable to do if it could be
avoidtld.

Adjourned Dehate.

With the leave of the House, Mr. G.
P. SMITH withdrew his amendment.
Mr. ASPINALL said he objected to
the proposition before the House, because,
in the first place, it was impossible for the
House to know what was opposed business
unless the notice-paper was previously
gone through, as the cause-list in the
County Court was gone through to ascertain what causes were defended. In
the next place, he objected to it because
in many cases such a rule would work
injuriously, as it would enable even
one obstinate member to talk until eleven
o'clock for the purpose of getting a debate
thrown over till the following evening, or
it would compel a member to postpone the
speech which he intended to make,
and which he might make wilh much
greater force and efficacy the same evening. As for arriving at any understanding as to the hour at which the House
should adjourn, it was impossible that there
could be any understanding on the subject which would not be liable to be
violated, or give rise to disputes as to the
extent to which the understanding really
went. They must trust to the good taste
and judgment of the House on each particu lar occasion to decide whether they
would force on a debate to a prolonged
hour, or whether they would allow it to be
postponed, or to conclude at a reasonable
hour. There werA many occasions on
which an honorable member, either on one
side of the House or the other, might rise
with the most perfect propriety to address
the House, whether the clock was one
minute before eleven or one minute after;
and he might comment upon the speeches
which had preceded his in quite a different tone to what he could do if four and
twenty hours were allowed to elapse before he had the opportunity of making
his remarks. It would be disastrous to
debating in the House if they attempted
to methodise' business in this kind
of way.
He could understand the
transaction of mere routine business
being confined to certain hours; but there
were occasions in Parliamentary debate
when unless a member's reply was instant-unless it followed immediately upon
what had preceded it-all he had to say
would be lost. He had heard members
on both sides of the House speak with the
greate!3t effect when what they had to say
was the necessary, immediate, and instantaneous result of' what had preceded: the
want of preparation, though it might have
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been regretted for some reasons, yet, inasmuch as it gave the character of sincerity.
brev.ity, and straightforwardness to their
remarks, added to the effect of their
speech in that respect. His impression
was that they might very well endeavour
to curtail the sittings of the House, and
endeavour to conclude them at the hour
named in the resolution; but it would be
unwise to attempt to do so by a fixed
rule. If such a rule were established, an
unscrupulous member, with the power of
speaking, might talk until eleven o'clock
and get the last word, perhaps on the night
before the departure of the English mail ;
or when, perhaps, great consequences
might result from the last word-when
the last word might be calumnious to the
colony and injurious in many ways. If
they bound themselves down by a rule
requiring the debate absolutely to cease at
eleven o'clock, honorable members would
find on some occasions that they had done
what they would regret having done.
Honorable members might agree that the
ordinary business of the House should
always be concluded by eleven o'clock,
but it was undesirable to lay down a fixed
rule as to when debates should terminate.
It ~night be very undesiraUe to prevent
the possibility of any reply to the honorable member who happened to be speaking at eleven o'clock, and whose remarks,
if such a rule were adopted, would go
forth unanswered not only to the House,
but to the country, and, on some occasions,
it might be to the world.
The ~PEAKER reminded the honorable
member that the amendment had been
withdrawn.
Mr. ASPINALL contended that the
original motion would lead to exactly the
same results. It would be far better to
leave it to the good taste of the House to
decide on each occasion when the adjoumment should take place; but to lay down
a fixed rule would be injurious, and no
less unfair to the Ministry than to the
Opposition.
. The House then divided on the original
motion.
The SPEAKER, on receiving the
division lists from the tellers, said-I
obsery'e that' there is a discrepancy between
the two lists. In one list the honorable
member for South Gippsland (Mr. Snodgrass) is recorded as voting with the
"ayes," and in the other as voting with
the "noes."
Mr. EDWARDS (one of the tellers)
F
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stated that he saw the honorable member
sitting with the "noes," and therefore
recorded his name as voting on that side
of the House; but the honorable member
afterwards crossed 'over and sat with the
"ayes."
The SPEAKER.-If the honorable
member wa'S crossing before the tellers
commenced, I must ask him on which side
he gave his voice?
Mr. SNODG RASS.-I gave my voice
with the" ayes."
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member's vote must be counted with the" ayes."
The result of the division, therefore, is
Ayes
24
Noes
30
The motion was accordingly negatived
by a majority of six.
The following is the division list : AYES.

Mr. Baillie,
" Bindon,
" Byrne,
" ]i'arrell,
" Francis,
" Grant,
" Hanna,
" Harbison,
" H. Henty,
" Higinbotham,
" King,
" Kyte,
" McCulloch,

Mr. McKean,
" Macpherson,
" Reeves,
" G. P. Smith,
" J. T. Sillith,
" J!'. L. Smyth,
" Snodgrass,
" Vale,
" Verdon.
Tellers.

Mr. Bowman,
" Macgregor.
NOES.

Mr. Aspinall,
Mr. MacBain,
" Balfour,
" McCann,
" Blackwood,
" McCaw,
" McLellan,
" Burtt, '"
" Connor,
" Moore,
" O'Grady,
" Cope,
Dr. Embling,
" Plummer,
Mr. Gillies,
" Ramsay,
,. Richardson,
" Halfey,
Dr. Heath,
" Watkins,
Mr. Hopkins,
" Wheeler,
" Whiteman.
" Jones,
" Kerferd,
Tellers.
" Langton,
Mr. Edwards,
" Levey,
" Longmore,
" Sands.
YAN YEAN WATER SUPPLY.
Mr. BUNNY moved"That a select committee be appointed to
inquire into and report on the causes of the
numerous complaints respecting the supply of
water from the Yan Yean reservoir, and whether it is not desirable that a ch!tDnel, dir~ct
from the source of the Plenty river, should be
substituted as the means of supplying the reservoir at Yan Yean, instead of the present cut
from that river below Willis's Swamp; such
committee to consist of Mr. Langton. Mr. J. T.
Smith, Mr. Levey. Mr. Kerferd, Mr. Moore,
Mr. Macpherson, Mr. G. P. Smith, Mr. Watkins,
and the mover; three to form a quorum, and
with power to send for persons and papers."
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After observing that he had not brough t alluded was every now and then suddenly
fO('ward the motion with any intention of deprived of water f,'om the Ya.n Yean
embarrassing' the Government, or from pipes. The fault, however, must lie someany party feeling whatever, the honorable where, and he had b~ought forward his
membel' proceeded to state that he would, motion with the view of ascert<lilling
in the first place, confine his remarks to where it did lie. Since he had given
the fil"st portion of the motion, which notice of his motion he had ascertaiued
affirmed the desimbleness of appointing a upon good authority that the Yan Yean
committee" to inquire into and report on was brim-full of water, so that the dethe causes of the numerous complaints ficiency in the supply could not be attrirespecting the supply of water from buted to any deficiency in the quantity in
Well, if there was a
the Yan Yenn reservoil'." A large sum the reservoit'.
of money had been expended on the Yan sufficient quantity of water, whose fault
Yean waterworks, and the ramifications of was it that a large district, which was
the works stretched over a most extensive supposed to be furnished with water, and
distl'ict, comprising (in addition to the which was compelled to pay water-rates,
northern portion of Melbourne and the should continually have its supply cut
suburbs) Toorak, Prahran, South Yarra, off? Was it fair or just that, after exWindsor, St. Kilda, and a portion of the torting water-rates from the people, and
road towards Brighton. The rates col- after inducing them to put aside tanks,
lected for the use of the water amounted tubs, and other means and appliances for
to a very largl3 sum of money; the levying catching and preserving rain water, in the
of the rates was compulsory on all house- belief that they would be well supplied
holders residing in the districts to which from the Yan Yean, they should be dethe water-pipes were carried; and the prived of water for a day, or sometimes
ratepayers, of course, were supposed to for four or five days at a time? In his
derive some benefit from the waterworks. own district (St. Kilda) so great was the
Numet'ous complaints had been made by inconvenience arising from the want of
inhabitants of various portions of the water, that the residents who were fortulocality to which he referred-namely, nate enough to possess tanks of tain
Prahran, South Yarra, St. Kilda, &c.- water continually supplied their poorer
that during the summer months, when the neighbours with water out of their priwater wac:; most required, they were fre- vate tanks, during the recent hot weather,
quently deprived of it altogether, for or they would not have had water for
periods varying in length from hours to domestic use. It was actually the fact
days. In that very extensive district, that poor women could not obtain
both on high ground and low ground, water from the Yan Yean pipes to make
there was often no water to be had from tea, or for any other domestic purpose;
the Yan Yean for any purpose. Com- and yet the answer which was received
plaints had been made in the press, and by a deputation, who complained to the
a deputation from the residents of the Commissioner of Public Works of the
district had waited l.lpon the Commissioner deficiency of water supply, was, that the
of Public Works (who was the head of people of St. Kilda got no water because
the Watet'works Department) on the sub- some of them allowed it to run to waste.
ject, but no satisfactory~ explanation had Could anything be mot'e absurd or parabeen given why there should be such a doxical than to say that the very people
deficiency in the supply of water. In who were complaining of want of water
answer to a remonstrance by the Borough were wasting the water? How could
Council of St. Kilda, the only reply was, they waste what they had not got? This
" The want of' water i8 no~ attl'ibutable to was merely throwing further dust in the
faulty arrangements of the department;" eyes of the public. Moreover, the Comand in a special report which was read missioner had treated a very respectable
by the Commissioner of Public Works, to heneh of magistrates at St., Kilda with the
a deputation that waited upon him the greatest obloquy, saying that they had not
other day, all that was said was, "That carried out his behests,'because they had
no main in the town or suburbs has been fined certain persons 2s. or 5s., instead of
cut off this season;" so that the public £5, for allowing water to run to waste,
were still in the dark as to the cause of this He (Mr. Bunny) would like to knoW'
wonderful deficit, or as to how it was that whether, if Mr. Liddle had been fined
a large portion of the district to which he £5 instead of 5s., on the 14th of December,
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for allowing water to run to waste, that
would have caused a sufficient supply of
water to be in the pipes to put out the fire
which took place on the 1st of J anua .. y?
It was endeavoured to blind the public by
telling them, that because some gentlemen
watered three or foul' acres of lc~wn adjoining their residenees, or watered some
valuable shrubs to prevent them dying, or
used water for two or three baths f01'
themselves and their children, that that
would aCf!Ount for the want of water
in the pipes during the violent fire
which took place at St. Kilda on the 1st
of January. The 216th section of the
29th Viet., No. 2~9 (the Public WOl'ks
Statute) said : "In all the pipes to which any fire plug is
fixed, the board shall provide and keep con·
stantly laid on for use without charge, unless
prevented by unusual drought or other unavoidable accident, or during nec3ssary repairs. a
sufficient supply of water for the following
purposes (that is to say):-for cleansing the
sewers and drains, for cleansing and watering
the streets, and for supplying any pllblic
hospitals or charitable institutions, &c."

This was the undertaking entered into on
the part of the board, and on the faith of
which the public were compelled to pay
water-rates.
Again, the 221st section
provided that(, The board shall at all times keep charged
,vith water all their pipes to which fire plugs
shall be fixed, unless prevented by unusual
drought or other unavoidable cause or accident
or during necessary repairs; and shall allow all
persons at all times to take and use such water
for extinguishing fire."

Now, if persons residing in the 1arge district which he had mentioned were sometimes for two, three, four, or even fi\re
days 1eft without sufficient water to fill a
bath or a kettle, how did the board carry
out its contract? On the 1st of' January
a great fire took place at St. Ki Ida, destroying eight or nine houses. The extent
of that conflagration might have been
considerably limited if the board had
fulfilled the portion of its contract COUlprised in the 221 st section of' the Act.
What was the answer to that?
The
answer was, that the magistrates had not
inflicted a sufficiently high penalty upon
persons who had been fined for wasting
water-that they ought to have been fined
£5 instead of Is. From a return which
he held in his hand he found that there
had been thirty fines inflicted, during
the past year, by the St. Kilda bench of
magistrates, for wasting the Yan Yean
water. There was one fine of 3s.; three
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of 5s.; twenty-two, 2s. 6d.; one, 2s.; and
three, Is. The ma.gistrates whose names
were attached to the several convictions
were gentlemen who had for a long time
held a high and respectable position, and
he would take their opinion against that
of any recently-made Minister in the
country. The Commissioner of Public
Works had shown his animus against
them by censuring them as if they had
not done their duty, and by saying that if
he found any person convicted twice of
wasting water he would cut off his supply
altogether. This was almoRt as bad as
Russian tyranny. Sume of those magistrates were gentlemen who were not likely
to sit quietly when a gentleman who happened to be a Minister of the Crown spoke
of them in the terms he did. The magistrates were fully aware that the offences
were of the most trivial nature, and that,
as to some of the cases, it was almost a
disgrace that they should be brought before
the court. In the case of Mr. Liddle,
it appeared that a policeman had found the
water-tap running during that gentleman's
absence from his residence, but whether it
had been running two hours or only ten
minutes there was no evidence to show.
Because of the negligence of a servant or
a child, was a gentleman to be punished by
being totally deprived of water-supply,
simply to satisfy the vindictive feelings of
the Commissioner of Public Works? In
the other cases, also, the waste of water
had arisen under similar circumstances;
in some instances, actually, the taps had
been turned on to try if any water could
be obtained when there was none, and
had, from accident, not been turned off
again. The magistrates inflicted a small
fine because the waste of water was
illegal, and they were bound to carry
out the law.
The vindictive animus
which actuated the board or the head
of the departmen t was shown when
it was said that the want of water was in
consequence of the magistrates not inflicting heavier fines.
Again, it was complained that gentlemen used the water for
watering their gardens. It might be said,
no doubt, that the water was intended for
domestic purposes, and not for purposes of
irrigation on a large scale. One might
fancy, from the complaints of the board,
that the water had been used for irrigating
Bacchus Marsh or Keilor plains, instead
of simply the gardens attached to the
residences of gentlemen living in the
district already refened to. The board
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could not fairly object to its being used
for watering these gardens, because,
in levying the water-rates, they adopted
the assessments of the municipal authorities, which were made upon the value
of the rateable propel'ty, that was to say,
not simply upon the value of the houses
themselves, but upon the value of the
houses and the gardens and grounds
attached to them. Moreover, if one person
used a little water to water his garden or
fill his bath, that could not cause such a
scarcity of water as to prevent another
person obtaining sufficient to fill a kettle.
With reference to the second part of
this motion, he might state that, in the
course of his inquiries, it occurred to
him to ascertain whether there was a
sufficient supply of water to the Yan
Yean for all public requirements, and
whether it might not be desirable H that
a channt;}, direct from the source of the
Plenty river, should be substituted as the
means of supplying the reservoir at Yan
Yean, instead of the present cut from that
river below Willis's Swamp." He was
informed that the head of the Plenty, from
which the supply of water was derived,
was some considerable distancetothenorthwest of the Y an Yean reservoir. It was
formed by the confluence of five different
streams. Instead of the water being carried direct from that point to the Yan
Yean, it was taken in a south-westerly
direction to a place called Willis's Swamp,
thence through the swamp for some considerable distance, and thence by an artificial channel, running almost at a right
angle with the Plenty, to the Y an Yean
reservoir. It had occurred to him and
others who had talked over the matterindeed, he believed it was considered when
the original plans were discussedwhether, instead of having an artificial
channel from the low portion of the
Plenty, after it had passed through the
swamp and gathered all its impurities, it
would nour be desirable to construct a
channel direct from the head of the
Plenty, where the water was .freshest.
By so doing the channel would commence at a level four feet higher
than at present, and the water area would
be considerably enlarged and the supply
consequently increased. However, since.
tabling the motion, he had heard, on very
good authority, that there was no necessity
to have any further supply. ProbablY,
the great panacea of the grievances of
which he had complained would be to
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have an additional main laid down; and
the Commis8ioner of Public Works, he
understood, had promiseJ that this should
be done as soon as he could get the necessary power to do it. In the meantime,
however, the population of the district
which he had spoken of were suffering all
sorts of inconveniences from the deficient
supply of water. Many of them frequently could not get water to wash their
children, make their tea, or for any other
domestic' purpose. He hoped, therefore,
that the Ministry would not oppose the
motion, and that some means would be at
once adopted to remedy the evil complained of.
Mr. MOORE seconded the motion.
lVir. V ALE observed that the honorable
member for St. Kilda had proposed a
somewhat curious resolution in a somewhat curious fashion, and he had proposed
his committee in a still more curious
fashion, inasmuch as he had omitted
from the list of names any member
of the Government. He supposed that
the reason of that was the fact, which the
honorable member had narrated for the
benefit of the House, that he (Mr. Vale)
was a recent member of the Government.
The hon01;able and learned member seemed
to be most anxious for t he day when he
himself might be congratulated on being a
recent member of a Government. The
honorable and learned member had also
rushed into' the resolution without at all
inquiring into the necessities of the case.
He had, in the first instance, assumed that
there was a scarcity in the supply of water,
and he then found that there was an abundant
supply. The Yan Yean was a scheme of
water supply for Melbourne originally concei ved some thirteen years ago; and the
major portion of the arrangements in connexion with that scheme were certainly
not in accord with the present growth
and expansion 01 Melbourne and its
suburbs. At present it involved a supply
of water for 150,000 people, as against a
supply for 75,000, the population when
the works were first proposed. At that
time the laying down of one large main
to bring the water to Melbourne was ample.
The Y an Yean scheme, if it did not bear
the palm, at all events went a long way
towards bearing the palm amongst all the
schemes of water supply in the world. At
the present ti.me Melbourne stood in a
most creditable position compared with any
other city in the world as regarded its
water supply, notwithstanding the. vast
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improvements which had recently been
made in New York and Aberdeen. The
capital of Victoria was far better off in
this respect than the metropolis of Great
Britain, for there the water was only laid
on for a few hours on certain days in the
week; but in Melbourne there was a continuous supply of water to every tenement
as far as practicable.
The Yan Yean,
however, was extended to many of the
suburbs, with the distinct understanding
that the department would not be answerable for a full supply of water every day
during the warm season, which generally
occurred about Christmas. The honorable and learned member for St. Kilda
apparently came into the House, supplied with a brief, to complain that
the Yan Yean department bad not
furnished what they could not fm'nish-that water was not supplied beyond the capacity of the mains, and to
encourage those who were wasting the
water to continue doing so. He came
there, in fact, to encourage the· wealthy
portion of his constitl1ellts to defy the law,
and to shield themselves under the favoritism of the St. Kilda bench of magistrates;
and he came· also ·to denounce him (Mr.
Vale). because he said t.hat, if the bench
would not do justice, he would see that
justice was done. The Act provided that
there should be no penalty unless the
waste was "wanton and wilful ;" therefore the bench, by levying any fine at all,
at once acknowledged that the waste was
wilful and wanton, and shut out the
plea raised by the honorable member on
their behalf. He did not wish in
any way to impugn their respectability, but he could only regret that
they had not more strictly carried out the
law. He would never instruct the officers
of the department to proceed against those
who paid a small amount of rates, while
those who were in a much better position
were wilfully and wantonly wasting the
water. The honorable member had said
that, if one person turned on the water 'to
fill a tea-kettle, that would not cause such
a scarcity of water as to prevent another
person being able to fill his bath; but if
10,000 ot' 20,000 people, scattererl over the
various districts supplied wit.h Yan Yean,
turned on their baths about the same hour
in the morning, it was reasonable to
imagine that the result would be a
short supply of water in some' districts;
and it was notori6us that, if there was
an excessive demand for water on
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some days, there must be a scarcity
of supply in some localities. It came
to his knowledge that the supply for
the district to which reference had been
made was conveyed by one main, running
along Church-street, after having supplied
Richmond; and he arrived at the conclusion that it was necessary that St.Kilda
should be supplied by a distinct main,
running from one of the two mains which
it was proposed ultimately to have. The
honorable member had complained in a
tone as though he (Mr. Vale) desired
that St. Kilda should be short of water;
and yet he came to that House to encourage the wealthy inhabitants to go
on defiant.ly wasting water. The honOI'able member told them in distinct,
defiant language, that if they paid waterrates on the basis of the municipal
rating, they had an equitable right to use
sufficient water for the irrigation of all
the ground attached to their residences.
Because they paid rates on five or ten
acres, the honorable member justified their
acts in defying the law and wasting water
needed . for more useful purposes. The
honorable member stated that they were
respectable citizens, and that the bench
were justified in not fining them more than
from one to five shillings. The honorable
member deemed it Russian tyranny for him
to say that, in the event of an offender
being fined again, he would cut off
his water, with a view of preserving the
greatest advantages possible with one
main to the bulk of the people, both
in the city and in the district the
honorable member represented.
(Mr.
Bunny-" Five days without water.")
The honorable member would make it
fifteen days by his advice to his constituents of the richer class. After careful
consideration, he found that to meet the
case effectually involved the adoption of
one of two alternatives. On the one
hand, every person might be compelled
to use a meter. Now that arrangement was most undesirable, because the
charge for the meter would be a heavy
addition to the water rate itself. In many
instances in country towns the charge for
gas meters amounted to fifty per cent. on
the consumption of .gas, and the same
thing would happen in connexion with the
water supply. As, moreover, a very large
expenditure would be required for meters,
it appeared to him better to take the ot.her
and more liberal course, that of advising
his colleagues to obtain the consent of the
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House to the purchase of a new main,
which would double the present water
supply. The present twenty-four inch
main brought ten or eleven million gallons
to the city each four and twenty hours,
and the honorable member might readily
understand how, with an hourly supply
Dot exceeding 450,000 gallons, there was
likely to be a deficiency when everyone
simultaneously had his bath, and everyone
simultaneously watered his garden; for it
must not be overlooked that the liberal provisions of the Act, and the spirit in which
the Act was administered by the department, allowed the Y an Yean to be used for
watering gardens, provided manual labour
was employed for the purpose. The two
mains, he was aware, would be ra.ther in
excess of the one large main beyond
Preston, but, by storing the full complement in the Preston reservoil', twenty-two
million gallons per day could be supplied,
or 150 gallons {or each person of the population resident ,,,ithin ten miles of the Post
Office. This appeared the most reasonable
way ofmeetillg the difficulty, and, desirous
as he was that Melbourne should still
occupy its hi~h position with reference
to water supply, he had lost no time in
recommending its ndoption. He had dealt
with one or two little matters in connexion
with this subject, not mentioned by the
honorable member. The city of Melbourne had an accrued right of watering
its streets.
Mr. BUNNY.-By Act of Parliament?
Mr. VALE.-Ye~s, by Act of Parliament. But if an Act conferred on a great
corporation a right which was a positive
injury to the surrounding population, it
was only reasonable to suppose that that
great corporation would exercise a wise
and judicious liberality, by saying they
would waive their right for a time-would
cease to use the water until the supply
was ample to permit them to retul'll to
their privilege. He had not thought it
reasonable to interfere with the supply to
the public gardens, but when the Melbourne Corporation applied. for forty-two
additional fire-plugs, he refused them until
he had a guarantee that they should be
used only in case of fire, and not for
watering' the streets. In every way he had
endeavoured to remove t.he difficulties
which interfered with a full supply to the
suburbs, and he trusted that, in future,
the residents of the districts alluded to
would be the conservators of 'their own
and their neighbours' interests. One other
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matter he would make a passing reference
to. It was said that a compulsory rate
for the Y an Yean was levied on every
property in the city and suburbs. Now
he admitted that. this led to an apparent
inj ustice when a full supply was not
given. Sfill, it was but an apparent injustice, for there was not a tenement on
which more was not saved in lessened fire
insurance than the rate amounted to. This
was one return,· but he was anxious that
every possible return should be given.
While he opposed the resolution, he could
assure honorable members that everything
would be done to hasten the laying down
ot the second main, and to gi ve Melbourne
the full benefit of the water supply.
Mr. LEVEY expressed his opinion that
if a double supply of water were brought
to Melbourne, the Government ought, pari
passu, to introduce a system of sewerage.
The public healt.h had lately been most
lamentable, the death rate had been double
the average, and he was afraid that even
this largp, mort,ality would be increased if
more water was to be supplied without the
means of carrying off the waste being provided. It might be paradoxical, but it was
rio less true, that water without sewel'age
was detrimental to the public health. The
hot winds and the dry atmosphere of the
colony were powerful ehecks; but as it was,
the constant waste of the Yan Yean had
made the climat.e of Melbourne exceptionally humid, and the result had been
far from beneficial. He would not pronounce off-hand whether the Govel'1lment
or the Corpol'ation should unuertake the
sewerage of the city, but he did say that
the Government, charged as they were
with the control of the lives and properties
of the people, would be wanting in their
duty if they did not either initiate or compel the Corporation to initiate a proper
and comprehensive sewerage scheme.
Mr. J. T. SMITH referred to the remnrks of the last speaker, as to the evils
occasioned by a redundant supply of water.
He was sure that, if inquiries were made
with a view of checking the practice of
using the water for hospit.al purposes, and
for cleansing cesspools before it was turned
into the open street channels, one great
cause of this mischief would be removed.
As the honorable member for St. Kilda
would perceive that the Minister of Public
Works proposed to meet his principal
object, it would be better to withdraw the
motion.
Mr. BUNNY remarked that the time
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of the House had not been unnecessarily
occupied by the discussion. He repudiated
the idea that he appeared· there as a barrister, briefed by the wealthy portion of
his constituents. He was bound to say
that he had not learned how a four days'
deficiency could be occasioned by people
wasting the water which they failed to
get; but as the Minister of Public Works
had given the grievance his consideration,
and had undertaken to remedy it as early
as possible, he would withdraw the motion.
With the leaye of the House, the motion
was withdrawn.
CIVIL SERVICE REGULATIONS.
Mr. LEVEY moved"That there be laid on the table of the House
a copy of the new Civil Service Regulations,"

The honorable member was proceeding to
mention that he desired to call attention to
some most extraordinary provisions contained in the regulations, when
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that he had
no objection to present the paper.
The motion was seconded by. Mr.
O'GRADY, and was agreed to.
Mr. McCULLOCH then laid on the
table a copy of the regulations.
The Honse adjourned at a quarter to
seven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, January 23, 1867.
Elections and Qualliications-Transfer of Real Estate ActVolunteer Law Amendment Bill-Sessional Arrangements
-Governor's Speeoh-Address in Reply-Chairman of
Committees,

The PRESIDENT took the chair at ten
minutes past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
SOUTH-WESTERN PROVINCE
ELECTION.
The PRESIDENT intimated that a
communication had been received from
the Privat'e Secretary of the Governor,
intimating that His Excellency had issued
a wl'it, returnable on the 20th February,
for the election of a member for the SouthWestern Province, in the room of the
Hon. J. Lowe, deceased.
ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE.
. The PRESIDENT laid on the table
his warrant appointing the Honorables R.
VOL lII.-G
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S. Anderson, J. P. Bear, N. Fitzgerald,
A. Fraser, J. Graham, J. Sherwin, and C.
Sladen to be members of the Elections and
Qualifications Committee.
TRANSFER OF REAL ESTATE
ACT.
The PRESIDENT informed the Council that he had received a letter from the
Clerk of the Parliaments, reporting that in
the Transfer of Real Estate Bill, which
received the Royal assent last session, a
mistake occurred in the 32nd clause, 7th
line, by the inclusion of the word" shall "
for the word "may." The Clerk had
expressed his regret for the mistake, the
occurrence of which he was notable to
account for. He believed he was correct
in saying that the el:ror had been pointed
out to the law officers of the Crown, in
order that, if it were one of importance,
they might take such steps as the case
might require.
TARIFF ACTIONS ..
The Hon. G. W. COLE presented a
return to an order of the House, dated
March 15, 1866, showing the taxed costs
of the petitioners in the Tariff actions
against the Crown.
VOLVNTEER LAW AMENDMENT
BILL.
The Hon. G. W. COLE moved for leave
to bring in a Bill to amend the law relating
to volunteers.
Leave was given, and the Bill was
brought in and read a first time.
SESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS.
On the motion of the Hon. G. W.
COLE, the following 'resolution was
adopted.
"That Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
be the days on which the Council shall meet for
the despatch of business during the present '
session, and that four o'clock be the hour of
meeting on each day ; and that on Wednesday
in each week during the present session the
transaction of Government business take precedence of. all other business,"
STANDI~G COMMITTEES.
On the motion of the Hon. G. W.
COLE, the Standing Committees were
constituted as follows : STANDING ORDERS COl\Il\HTTEE.-The
Honorables the President, T. H. Fellows,
C. Sladen, J. F. Strachan, and A. Fraser.
LIBI~ARY ( JOINT) COl\1l\UTTEE.- The
Honorables the President, J. Henty, C.
Sladen, J. Graham, and J. P. Bear.
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PRINTING COMMITTEE.-The Honorables J. P. Fawkner, W. Campbell~ C. J.
Jenner, J. McCrae, and T. 1'. a'Beckett.
REF.RESHMENT

ROOMS

(JOINT)

COl\!-

MITTEE.-The H.on.orables W. Highett,
N. Fitzgerald, A. Fraser, W. H. Pettett,
and J. Sherwin.
PARLIAMENTARY BUILDINGS (JOINT)
COMMITTEE.-The H.on.oJ'ables the President, W. Degraves, R. S. Anderson, G.
W. C.ole, and R. Turnbull.
THE GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS IN REPLY.
The H.on. G. ROLFE moved"That a select committee be appointed to
prepare an address to His EKcellency the Govern.or, in reply t.o his Speech delivered t.o the
Parliament; and that such committee c.onsist.of
the Honorables A. Fraser, C. Sladen, T. T.
a'Beckett. J. McCrae, W. Campbell, and the
m.over."

In moving for the committee, the hon.orable member said-I deem it my duty to
.offer a few observations on the topics
alluded t.o in the Speech. And first, I
would remark that it is a matter for real
c.ongratulation that .our harvest is as
abundant, and our prosperity as solid and
as manifest as it is. From returns published in a public journal, I .observe that
.our imports during 1866 were £31,838 in
excess of the year 1866, while our exports
for 1866 were £72,834 in excess of those
.of the previous year. This progress is
gratifying in itself, and still more s.o
because .of the assertions made to the contrary a few months ago. The successful
missi.on of the honorable the Treasurer is
als.o a matter for congratulation, for it
appears to me that such close and cordial
bonds .of friendship and reJationship have
never existed between the colonial and the
I am
imperial GoverQ-ments bef.ore.
sure we cann.ot d.o .otherwise than
commend the honorable gentleman wh.o
has placed the c.olony in s.o proud
a position, and I am equally sure that the
c.ouptry will endorse our commendation.
His Excellency alludes to the subject
.of railway e;xtensiop. N ow this is a
matter for serious considerati.on; for,
while it is .obvionsly.of importance that the
present system should be extended, it is
als.o a questi.on whether the intr.oducti.on
.of tramways int.o sparsely populated districts would not be better than an extravagant expenditure .on .ordinary lines.
Reference is made by His Excellency
t.o the commission appointed to c.onsider
the w.orking .of the Common Schools
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Act, passed some two .or three years
ago. I am aware' that the members of
that commission have been indefatigable
in their lab.ours ; that they have met fifty
times during the three months they have
been in existence, many of their sittings
extending over more than six hours time;
and that they have collected a mass .of
valuable evidence bearing.on the subject.
I am quite satisfied, from the way in which
the subject has been handled, that the
commission will bring up a report
which will result in a Bill satisfactory t.o all classes .of the community.
Another topic touched upon in the Speech
is the amendment of the Land Act. I am
sure that it is the desire of all honorable
members t.o pr.omote the settlement.of an
industrious population, capable of earning
their livings and of working up the
resources .of the country. I trust that any
amendment .of the present Act having that
.object in view will be readily acquiesced
in. It is said by some that we require
people here, but we als.o require opportunities for those pe.ople t.o obtain livings in
plenty and comfort; and I kn.ow .of n.o
better means of providing homes for .our
present population and .offering attractions
t.o .others than a g.ood land law. It is
asserted that farming does not pay. I
differ in .opinion, for I believe it does.
Plenty 'of capital is said to be required to
make farming answer. N .ow, I think bone
and sinew are more needed than money;
that mell are required who will depend on
themselves m.ore than on hired lab.our.
Instead of large holdings, therefore, I
would rather encourage such small .ones
as can be managed by families. It is
needless for me t.o refer to the vari.ous
measures mentioned in the Speech. So far
as I can judge they will all tend to the
well-being .of the c.ommunity, and I am
sure that, l.ooking at the manner in which
the Government has been carried .on, we
can but believe that the object the Ministry
have in view in pr.oposing them is the
benefit of the country.
The Hon. A. FRASER.-In sec.onding
the motion, I trust that I may be allowed
t.o express a hope that the h.onorable member (Mr. Fellows) will see the propriety
.of withdrawing his amendment. Referring
t.o the various points set forth in His Excellency'S Speech, and looking at the importance .of the measures to be submitted
to us, I think it will be acknowledged
that Parliament has n.ot been called
together any to.o s.oon. His Excellency
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refers to the harvest; 'and it ought to be
a matter for sincere thanksgiving that the
providence of God has sent us so great
and bountiful a harvest, whereby our coin
is saved from being sent to· foreign lands
for breadstuffs. As we shall know more
about the success of the Treasurer in his
mission to the Home Government from
his report, I will only say that he appears
to; have been the man the Queen delighted
to honour, and that in honoring him
she has also complimented the colony.
I do not know that the Treasurer
had much to do with the sale of
the debentures, but it is satisfactory to
find that En~lish capitalists will advance
us so large a sum without much inquiry.
The freedom with which our debentures
were taken up is a proof of our vitality.
The mercantile community also will be
gratified by the announcement that the
Border Duties-so long a bone of contention-ha,ve been abolished. I hope that
for the future there will always be free
trade across the Murray. The Intercolonial Exhibition is a pleasing fact to
all colonists. Even those who saw the
London Exhibition of 1862,' as I did,
must pronounce our own effort a great
success. With reference to the -Royal
Educational Commission, I believe that
their labours have been abundant, and
that their report will be of such a character
as the country will heartily concur in.
There has also been a commission on the
vVine and Spirits Act. I know nothing
about the subject of their inquiries, but it is
very eviden t, from the daily report of the proceedings in the police courts, that something
requires to be done to put down many of
the present licensed hovels. As to the
Land Act, that question always starts up.
It seems to be Land Act after Land Act
every year.
The present measure, I
believe, has been beneficial in promoting
bona fide sattlement; but, on the other
hand, it has interfered with vested rights,
and in that respect we ought to consider
We
how far it may need amendment.
must protect the pastoral tenant, as well
"Vhile we
as encourage agriculture.
settle the farmer on the lands, we must be
careful not to destroy the great pastoral
interest. An amendment of the Insolvency
law is promised us. I fear that the del.ay
which has already taken place has been
injurious to our commercial progress, and
I trust that the new measure, when it
comes befure us, will receive earnest
attention, particularly from the members
G
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of the House who are learned in the law.
An amendment of the law relating to
public health is also required, and I do
trust that provision will be made in connexion with it for the drainage of the city
of Melbourne. The laW's relating to
banking are likewise to be amended; but
if there is anything proposed to disturb
the progress of the banks, or their customers, I shall certainly oppose the Bill.
In this, and in other instances, while
seconding the motion, I reserve to myself
the right of independent action~of either
opposing or supporting, at any stage, the
Bills which lIlay be brought before us.
The Hon. T. H. FELLOWS.-It is
not my intention to press the amendment
I have given notice of, namely, to move
the insertion in the address of a clause in
l'eply to the fifth paragraph of His Excellency'!:! Speech, expressing "the regret of
the Council that His' Excellency has not
been advised to mal(e any allusion to the
duties of customs which are still due
upon certain goods entered for home consumption in the yea.r 1865; submitting
that the laws and constitution of this
country imperatively demand that taxes
of all kinds must be collected by the
Executive, unless remitted by the legislative authority;' and, praying his Excellency to take such measures as may seem
fit for securing. the enforcement of the
law, and the collection of the duties ref'erred. to}' 'Vhen I tabled the amendment
I was informed, by one of the commissioners
appointed to inq.uire into the subject of the
uncollected duties, that it was not likely
that the commission would be able to
agree upon a report at all; but it appears
that they have since sufficiently agreed to
make one, and, though I am personally
aware of the nature of that report, I do
not think it necessary or advisable to proceed with the matter until the Government
have had an opportunity of dealing with it.
Honorable members will recollect that a
committee of the Legislative Assembly
was appointed last year to investigate the
subject, but through the termination of the
ses'sion, before they had arrived at any
conclusion, their labours fell to the ground.
In order, however, that the matter should
not be allowed to slumber, the members
of the committee were appointed as a
They were thus
roya.l commission.
enabled to proceed with their inquiries
though in another character, and the report
just tabled is the result of their labours.
There were nine commissioners, and I
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believe I am correct in stating that five of
them have agt'eed to the report and four
have protested against it. The majority,
I believe, recommend not only that the
uncollected duties of customs, for which no
security was taken, should not be collected,
but that the moneys paid for duties of
customs, where securities were taken,
should be refunded. The minority concur
so far as to say that the unpaid duties, for
which no security was taken, should not
be collected, but they contend that the
omission to collect should be the act
not of the Executive but of the
Legislature, and that therefore an Act
should be passed to remit those duties.
It is to see whether or not the
Government intend to introduce such a
measure that I intend to postpone my
amendment. The Act should not be the
one genernlly alluded, to-namely, an Act
of Indemnity. I submit that such an Act
would not meet the case. Acts of Indemnity are passed when it is admitted
that the Government have violated the
law, but have done so for praiseworthy
moti ves, and to talk about such an Act in
this instance is a mere farce. What is,
wanted is an Act which will release or
discharge these debtors from their obligation to pay without being an indemnity to
those who have brought about the nonpayment. I do not think fit to press my
amendment this evening, because I wish
to see if the course I have pointed out
will be taken. When a sufficient time has
elapsed for the Government to c~nsider
and to deal with the report, I shall feel
called upon to bring the question before
the House again. In the meantime, I do
not desire to obstruct in any way the conduct of Government business. The other
subjects referred to in 'His Excellency's
Speech are alluded to in vague generalities,
which scarcely call for remark.
The
mover of the address in reply has, however, fallen into one inconsistency. The
honorable member replied to the question,
"Does farming pay?" in the affirmative;
and he stated the circumstances under
which that pursuit is profitable. How
then is it possible for anyone to
support the proposition-though, after
what this House has said, I 'suppose
it will not oppose it-of placing a protective duty on corn? Is it to make farming
pay to a greater extent? The honorable
member who seconded the motion spoke of
,amendin'g Land Acts as interminable.
There is one aspect, however, I would like
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the Attorney-General to view the present
Act in before he introduces the Dew
measure. Everyone knows that the chief
mode of disposing of the lands now is by
the lottery box. N ow, I cannot under·
stand why the lottery is to be tolerated,
and even valued, in the disposal of the
public estate, while people who use it to
aid a charitable cause are considered
worthy of prosecution. I hope that tlfat
part of the system will be got rid of. If
lotteries are of the character they are said
to be, I see no reason why they should be
maintained in one instance more than any
other. In the mother cou'ntry, where at
one time they were establishe<t for revenue
purposes, they have long been suppressed.
There is one fact in connexion with the
working of this Land Act which I desire'
to mention. Afler one of the late land
scrambles, the names of a large number of
persons were published in the Government
Gazette as selectors. The shire council
anticipated a rich harvest of rates, and
quietly put down these names in their
books, without waiting to see if the men
would take possession, but when their col·
lector went round not a selector wa~ to be
seen. They then proposed that, as the
selectors could not be found, the squatter
on whose run the selections were made
should be requested to pay, and it was on
the question of this gentleman's liability
that I was called on to give an opinion.
Of course there was not much difficulty in
my doing that. It was statell that there
were hundreds of selectors, and yet, on
walking over the run, there was no difference to be seen between its present and
its former state of occupation. It does
seem: therefore, as if something should be
done to secure the bona fide settlement of
those who enter on these gambling speculations. With reference to the Treasurer,
no one approves more heartily than I do of
the distinction conferred on him. I join
in the general congratulations, though, if
rumOUl' speaks truly, his colleagues and his
supporters do not. What the reason for this
is, it is not verj easy to imagine. Possibly,
some of these gentlemen, shudder at the
mere mention of the Bath. Whether they
are envious of the honour, or whet.her it
conveys an idea of political cleanliness
they are unaccustomed to, I am not able
to say. However, I, for one, do not share
their feelings. I heartily congratulate
the honorable gentlemen both on the
success of his mission and on the honour
bestowed on him.
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Mr. ROLFE.-I may inform the honorable member that I condemn the land
lotteries in toto. I shall decidedly oppose
any proposition to continue the system.
In the case the honorable member has
mentioned, the selectors were, doubtless, a
lot of dummies. I desire to see dummyism
and the lottery system both abolished.
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-I do not wish
to take exception to the' general tenor of
the Speech, but I must qualify my assent
by objecting to some of the expressions it
contains. I am by no means prepared to
subscribe to the paragraph which refers
to the" general prosperity of the country."
A great m~ny surrounding circumstances
induce me to hesitate. The last return of
revenue and expenditure for 1866 shows
that the first six items of revenue have
yielded £107,845 less than was estima.ted.
Surely there is no great sign of prosperity
in that. Of course the Treasurer, when
he framed his Estimates, thought that it
was only consistent with the prosperity of
the colony that the amounts he set down
would be realized. Again, on comparing
these six items-wine, spirits, ale, tobacco,
sugar, and tea-with the amounts received
in 1865, we find a falling off of £146,955;
and making allowance for the reduction
in the tea duty, the deficiency still equals
some £100,000.. Again, railway income
is a very good indication of prosperity;
and I find that the amount received from
the national railways is £31,000 less than
was estimated.
Certainly, the income
received was £5,000 in excess of the
income for 1865; but, as a very large
traffic has been opened during the last
eighteen months, the increase should have
been"much more. The territorial revenue,
however, is perhaps a surer indication
than any other of the prosperity of the
country; and I perceive that the rentsand leases under this new Act are
£100,000 less than was estimated. In
the teeth of all these things I cannot give
my assent to the statement that the
country is in a state of general prosperity.
There are other portions of the address I
take equal exception to. The high position
of our securities is alluded to. Now I do
not think that they do stand so very high.
Certainly, the loan raised by the honorable
the Treasurer does not justify the statement. Although apparently taken up at
3 per cent. above par, it really scarcely
realized par, for it must be remembered
that something like four months interest
had accrued upon it.
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The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON.-The
rate is above par, though. There is not
more than 2~ per cent. to be deducted.
Mr. SLAD EN. - I desire to offer
no opposition to an address in reply,
but I was unwilling to be a party to it
without qualifying my assent to the extent
I have done. Before sitting down, I may
say that I am very glad that the amendment on the notice paper - has not been
pressed. I· am glad, not but that the
amendment was right and proper in every
respect, but it might have been supposed
that this House was throwing -down the
gauntlet of defiance, by following up the
unhappy dispute of last year. On that
account I rejoice that an element of discord has been removed, for sorry would I
be for this House to give anything like an
indication of a desire to renew that unfortunate quarrel; a quarrel which I hope
is buried in oblivion, or which will only
be thought of as a warning for the future.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I must congratulate the honorable and learned memher on his removing his amendment from
the notice paper. It could have done no
good, but, on the contrary, would have led
to mischief. I do not believe we have
anything to do with money matters, and
my authority is the honorable and learned
member himself. I wish the House would
proceed coolly and calmly to ascertain
what its rights and privileges are. If this
were done, I would not give up one atom;
but I do object to our asserting this thing
and that upon the mere ipse dixit of one
or two clever men.
The motion was agreed to, and the
committee retired. On their return,
Mr. ROLFE moved the adoption of the
following address : "To His Excellency the Honorable Sir John
Henry Thomas Manners Sutton, Knight
Command~r of the Most Honorable Order of
the Bath, Governor and Commander-in-Chiej
in and over the Colony of Victoria, ~c., ~c.,
~c.
"MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY,

"We, Her Majesty's most dutiful and loyal
subjects, the Legislative Council of Victoria, in
Parliament assembled, assure Your Excellency
that we learn with much satisfaction that Your
Excellency is able to congratulate ·us on the
abundance of our harvest and the general prosperity of the country.
" Weare glad to learn that the mission to Her
Majesty's Imperial Government with which the
Treasurer was charged has been successful, and
inform Your Excellenry that we shall peruse
with interest the report of Mr. Verdon's proceedings which has just been submitted to us.
" Weare glad to learn that the sale of the
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the progress of the waterworks already undertaken, and that our financial credit and the high
position of our securities. together with the continued prosperity of our rail ways, will, at no
distant period, justify an extended railway
system and the further extension of water
supply; and that with this view the necessary
preliminary surveys will be continued.
"It affords us much satisfaction to be informed that representatives of the Government of New South Wales and of Your Excellency's Government, in conference assembled.
have agreed to an arrangement on the border
duties, effectually removing those· serious hindrances to internal communication which have
so long been a just cause of complaint; and we
are glad to learn thfl.t the result of these negotiations will be laid before us.
"We feel that the success which has attended
the Intercolonial Exhibition has exceeded expectation; and we concur with Your Excellency
in believing that the increased knowledge which
we have acquired of our productive powers will
be scarcely less valuable than the proof of our
great industrial capabilities which our contributions to the Paris Exhibition will make manifest
to the world.
"We express our full concurrence in the
opinion of Your Excellency, that the generous
help given us by the other Australian Colonies
and New Caledonia and Java in this great industrial undertaking, will be productive of that
increase of knowledge and intercourse so essential to mutual progress.
"We thank Your Excellency for having,
during the recess, appointed a Hoyal Commission to consider and report on the working of
the Common Schools· Act, and for informing us
that the Commissioners have assiduously prosecuted their labors, and have collected much
valuable evidence. We are glad to learn that
their report will be laid before us, and assure
Your Excellency that we shall carefully consider
the proposed amendment of the law with reference to public instruction.
" We thank Your Excellency for acquainting
us that an inquiry has also been instituted by
means of a Royal Commission into the working
of the Wine and Spirits Act, and that the result
of their labors will be submitted to us.
"We assure your Excellency that measures
so immediately connected with the social and
material condition of the people will receive
from us the fulles·t consideration.
"We are happy to learn that under the
Amending Land Act a large amount of settlement has taken place throughout the country
during the past year ;. we shall be glad to recei ve
the report on the working of the Act; and the
measure to be proposed for the purpose of
making the land more accessible to the bona fide
applicant will have our careful consideration.
"Our best attention will be given to the
subject of mining on private property and public
reserves, with a view to legislation thereon.
':We shall devote ourselves to the consideraof the Bills to be submitted to us for amending
the law of insolvency, for the amendment of the
law relating to public health, the treatment of
lunatics and the management of their estates,
the collection of court fees, and duties on
legacies and. succession; also for amending the
laws relating to banking, to the police force, and
to mining companies.
"We shall give our careful consideration to
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the Bills to be submitted to us for amendments
in the Municipal and Local Governillent Acts
which experience has suggested; also to the
Bill to improve the law in refel'ence to fencing
and impounding; and we trust that, with the
blessing of Divine Providence, our deliberations
will conduce to the prosperity and happiness of
the people."

The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT seconded
the motion.
The motion was agreed to, and it was
arranged that the address should be presented to His Excellency the following
day.
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL.With the leave of the House I will move,
without notice, that the Honorable Dr.
Wilkie be re-appointed chairman of committees. Although the motion may be a
formal one, I am sure I only express the
general opinion of honorable members in
saying that we are perfectly satisfied with
the manner in which Dr. Wilkie has discharged the duties entrusted to him.
The Hon. 'IV. J. T. CLARKE seconded
the motion, which was agreed to.
. Dr. WILKIE returned thanks for the
honour conferred upon him.
'fhe House adjourned at twenty minutes
to six o'clock, until Tuesday, January 29.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, January 23, 1867.
Melbourne and Hobson's Bay Railway Company-Uncollected Customs Duties-Employment of Detective
Officers-Insolvency Law-Bordt:r Customs DutiesCountry Lands Sales-Lunacy Laws-Public HealthSupply-Waterworks-J..apsed Votes-Electoral Returns
-Administration of the Land Act.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
MELBOURNE AND HOBSON'S BAY
RAILWAY COMPANY.
Mr. WHITEMAN asked the Treasurer
whether the £5,000 paid by the Melbourne
and Hobson's Bay United Railway Company into the Treasury, in accordance with
the 4th section of "The Melbourne and
Hobson's Bay Railway Act Amendment
Act," had been invested in the manner
provided by that Act; if not, what
measures had or would be t~ken for
securing the interest accruing from the
above sum for the purpose~ specified
therein? The honorable member said he
understood that the money had been paid
into the Treasury, but that it had not
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been invested in Government securities as
the Act required.
Mr. VERDON.-Government debentures are held against the amount of the
deposit, and the interest will be credited
to the account.
CUSTOMS DUTIES BONDS.
Mr. JUNES asked the Treasurer whether the Government had collected the sum
of £35,071; represented by bonds for customs duties uncollected at the close of last
session; and if not, whether the statements of amounts uncollected, with such
particulars as could be furnished regarding
them, could be laid upon the table?
Mr. VERDON.-In reply to the honorable member's question, I may inform him
that the total amount secured by bonds
was £35,545 17s. Sd., and that the amount
collected is £33,247 16s. ld., leaving the
sum yet unpaid £2,298 Is. 7d., against
which there is a set-off, consisting of drawbacks and repayment ofduties, to the amount
of £517 3s. 9d., leaving a net balance to
be recovered of £ 1,780 17 s. 1Od.; and I
am informed by the Customs depa.rtment
that this sum is in course of collection.
DETECTIVES IN THE POST
OFFICE.
Mr. JONES asked the Chief Secretary
whether it was true that detective officers
had been employed as clerks, and in other
capacities, in the General Post Office
recently; and if so, whether they were
summarily withdrawn from the department after their presence had been found
to be necessary for the protection of the
interests of the public?
Mr. 1\1 cCULLOCH.-I regret to say
that I found it necessary to appoint detective officers in the Post Office department, in consequence of its being suspected
that many letters had been abstracted from
the Post Office by persons employed in that
branch of the Government service. The
detectives were placed there under the
charge of the head of the department, and
they were removed from time to time as
he thought necessary, in order that their
duties might be carried out efficiently.
GEELONG INSOLVENCY
PROCEEDINGS.
Mr. DYTE asked the Attorney-General,
without notice, whether it was his intention to introduce a Bill to legalize the
proceedings which had taken place in the
Geelong Insolvency Court in connexion
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with insolvencies in the Ballarat insolvency district?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM. - It is my
intention to submit a measure to legalize
those proceedings. I am still uncertain
whether it will be sufficient to ask the
House to auopt a provision for that
purpose in a general Bill for the amendment of the insolvency laws, or whether
it will be necessary to introduce a separate
Bill, as a measure of urgency, for the
purpose of at once putting a stop to any
proceedings which have been taken; or
may be taken, in consequence of a recent
decision of the Supreme Court.
BORDER DUTIES.
Mr. McCANN directed the attention
of "the Speaker to the fact that he had
given notice of his intention to ask a question relative to the agreement made between the Governments of Victoria and
New South 'Wales as to the Border Customs Duties, but that the question did not
appear on the notice-paper. He understood that it did not appear in consequence
of some slight informality in the form in
which the notice was given. He would,
therefore, give a fresh notice; and, in
doing so, he would observe that it was
desirable that in such cases the Clerk
should show honorable members the courtesy of apprising them of the fa.ct that
their notices were informal, in order that
they mig'ht be amended, and appear on
the notice-paper without any delay.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is, of course, aware that if the Clerk
finds a notice of question is informal, it is
his duty not to let it appear on the noticepaper. The Clerk would have consulted
the honorable member on the subject if
there had been an opportunity of doing so.
After some remarks from Mr. FRANCIS,
Mr. McCANN said he would give
notice of a motion, in order that the agreement as to the Border Customs Duties
might be fully discussed.
SALES OF COUNTRY LANDS.
Mr. LANGTON moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the country lands offered for
sale by auction in Melbourne on the 18th, 20th,
21st, 24th, 27th, 28th, and 31st of December last,
showing the number of acres offered in each
parish, the number of acres sold, the prices
realized, and the names of the purchasers."

Mr. BLACKWOOD seconded
motion.
The motion was agreed to.

the
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MR. JOHN USHER'S CLAIM.
Mr.•JONES (in the absence of Mr.
Davies) moved"That there be laid upon the table of the
House the report of the arbitrators recently appointed to enquire into the claim for compensation made to the Mining department by Mr.
John Usher, junr., together with the minutes of

evidence, documents, letters, papers, and the
maps and plans sent to the department, for
which payment and compensation are claimed
by Mr. Usher."
.

Mr. McLELLAN seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
LUNACY LAWS AMENDMENT
BILL.
The House went into committee to consider the Governor's message relating to
~his Bill.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved" That the laws relating to lunacy be amended,
and that the fees and other moneys necessary
for the purpose of a Bill to carry out that
object be appropriated in accordance with the
provisions of such Bill; and that a Bill be brought
in accordingly."

The resolution was adopted and reported.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The House having gone into committee
to consider the Governor's message regarding this Bill,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM moved"That an appropriation be made from the
consolidated revenue fund, for the purposes of a
Bill to provide for the public health, and that
the rates and other moneys specified in such
Bill be appropriated in accordance with the
provisions thereof; and that a Bill be brought in
to carry out the above resolution."

In proposing the motion, the honorable
member said it would be in the recollection of the committee that two Bills on
the subject of ~he public health were
introduced, but not passed into law,
during the last two sessions. The first
was a Bill relating to the law of cemeteries. It contained several amendments
on the existing law, providing for the
closing of over-crowded cemeteries, for
making regulations for the management of
cemeteries, and introducing several other
improvements in the law. Those amendments were introduced in a Bill containing a re-enactment of the whole of
the consolidated law relating to cemeteries. There was a clause in that
Bill re-enacting the previous clause relating to the mode In which the burial
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services should be read over bodies taken
to be buried at a cemetery. There was a
division of opinion in the House on that
subject,r and the effect of that difference
of opinion was that the Bill was lost on
the third reading.
It would also be
remembered that a Bill was introduced
last session for the purpose of amending
the Public Health Statute. It contained
various alterations in the existing law,
the general effect of which was to give
increased powers to the local boards
of health, and also to give increased
powers to the central board to compel
the local boards to carry out their regulations. This was contained in a Bill
re-enacting the whole of the public health
law, in which were certnin clauses relating
to the pollution of the Yarra. Those clauses
gave rise to a difference of opinion, the
result of which was that the Bill failed to
become law. The Bill which he intended
to introduce this session would contain all
the amendments in the cemet€'ries law,
and also in the public health law, which
received the approval of the House last
'session. He proposed to omit those parts
of each Bill which created dissension last
session, and which caused the loss of
amendments in the law in which both
sides of the House approved. Experience
had shown that it was not' practicable to
obtain a consolidated law, re-enacting in
one Bill the whole of the existing
law on' one subject if they. contained
provisions which were likely to create
He proposed,
difference of opinion.
therefore, to introduce a Bill containing
those portions of the Cemeteries Bill
which were adopted last session without
very much discussion, and with the unanimous approval of the House, omitting
other portions which might ere ate differences of opinion, and also containing the
first part only of the Public Health
Statute, omi tting those portions relating
to the pollution of the Yarra, and other
portions in respect of wh~ch it was not
proposed to introduce any amendment.
He trusted that the House would agree to
make certain amendments which were
very urgently needed in the law relating
. to public health, without insisting upon
calling attention to questions about which
great differences of opinion would exist.
He might mention that, in the last session
of the English Parliament, a Bill was
passed into law called the Sanatory Statute
of 1866, which comprised many of the
same' amendments as were contained
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in the Health Bill submitted here last
session; and the general effect of that Act
was precisely the same as the effect of the
Healt.h Bill of last session would be,
namely, to increase the power of the local
boards, and to increase the power of the
central board over the local boards. He
hoped that honorable members would be
enabled, without delay, to pass into Jaw a
measure which was urgently required, and
about which he believed there would be no
substantial difference of opinion in either
House of Parliament.
Dr. EMBLING suggested that the
Attorney-General should introduce one or
two provisions which were considered of
paramount importance in the old country.
The first was, that the health officers all
over the colony should be paid officers.
He entertained a strong opinion that it
was necessary that the health officer should
be a paid officer, and not an honorary one,
to ensure the effectual discharge of his
duties; and upon the efficiency of the
health officer the successful working of the
Act in a great measure depended. A great
difference of opinion existed between the
powers conferred on local boards in this
colony and at home. In England they had
the power to break through windows and
pull down doors, and walls, and even
houses, if they deemed it necessary for the
preservation of health.
In Melbourne
and the suburbs there was a large number
of houses essentially rotten; t.he walls
reeked with poison, from pools of stagnant
water beneath the floor, and there was no
proper vent.ilation. He knew that there
were thousands of persons living in dwellings which were not fit for human beings.
He spoke from positive authority when he
said that he had known whole families of
g-ood constitution swept away, as by a
blast of death passing over them, whose
death could be traced to a rotten wall, or a
rotten floor, or stagnant water underneath
the floor. He hoped that the AttorneyGeneral would see his way to give the proper authorities such arbitrary powers as
would compel the alteration of dwellings
which were unfit for human beings to live
in. He could point out dwellings in some
of the leading streets of the city, in which
a gentleman would not put a favorite dog,
and yet people Ii ved in them, because the
ren ts were low.
Mr. LEVEY urged the Government
to bring in a comprehensive measure. To
conserve the public health of Melbourne,
he was certain that it was absolutely
VOL.lIl.-H
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necessary
pass a measure conferl'i ng far'
greater power upon the Central Board of
Health than the Bill which the honorable
the Attorney-General intended to introduce. He could corroborate all that the
honorable member for East CoHingwood
had said. The condition of the lower
levels of Melbourne was a perfect disgrace. If an honorable member walked
down even Bourke-street or Collinsstreet, he could see the foundation!:! of
some houses built on a stratum of
eighteen inches or two feet of black,
filthy, . decomposed mud. These were
houses in the leading thoroughfares of the
city.
Nothing but the extraordinary
salubrity of the climate prevented Melbourne being devastated by some alarming
epidemic. Unless within the next few
months an altogether different system of
sewerage was adopteu, and a different
system of building houses, he believed
that, notwithstanding the fine climate~ the
city would be visited by some fdghtful
pestilence. When any person called att.ention to sanatory defects, and blamed the
Central Board of Health, he was told that
it was not the central board but the local
board who were to blame, so that between
the two bodies, and the unwillingness of
the Legislature to interfere with vested
interests, nothing was done. To conserve
the public health, it was necessary that
there should be a little wholesome despotism. Some arbitrary power must be
vested somewhere, either ill tho Chief
Secretary, the Chief Medical Officer, or
some other officer or public body. With··
out some very strong and arbitral'y power
to enforce pl'oper sanatory regulations, a
Bill to amend the Public Health law was
merely a solemn farce. At North Melbourne t.here was a filthy manure depot,
to the existence of which disease and
death could be traced. Gl'ettt exertioDS
were made to get rid of it. A deputation
wa.ited upon the Chief Secretary, but the
Chief Secretary had no power to intelofere ;
and the City Council cared more for the
revenue which they derived from the filthy
abomination than for the lives of the
people just outside their district, anu so it
was allowed to remain until recently,
when it was simply removed a few
hundred yarus, and covered with a slight
layer of earth. Unless some arbitraloy
power was vested somewhere-unless some
board or minister had the power of acting
very differently from what any board 01'
ministry had hitherto had the power to
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ac·-all legislation would be useless. He
trusted that the House would not allow a
sul~ect of such primary importance to fall
throu~h this session, merely because
honorable members entertained different
opinions 3S to the mode of burying the
dead, or as to whether manufactories
should be established on the banks of the
Yarra.
Mr. J. T. SMITH explained thai, so
far from the manure depot at North Melbourne being a source of revenue to the
City Corporation, it involved an expense of
£200 or £300 a year; and that the reason
why it remained there so long was, because
the GOH'rnment were unable to give the
COl'poration any other suitable site for it.
The depot having been removed, down
rushed the honorable member for Sandridge (.Mr. Moore) to the House, and
complained that a terrible nuisanee was
created in the neighbourhood to which it
had been carried, although it was a fact
that there were no houses in the immediate
vicinity of it Again, when the COI'poration
were now adopting the principle recommenoed by the Central Board of Health,
of deodorizing the manure, all sorts of
complaints were made about it, and the
Chief ~ecretary's attention was called to the
"terrible nuisance" which it caused, although an officer sent by the board of
health to inspect the depot and make a
special report had declared that there was
DO smell within fifty yards of it, and the
health officer of the City Corporation-who
was a paid officer receiving a salary of £250
a year-had reported" that the system
adopted was an admirable one. In justice
to he City Corporation, of which he had
the honour to be a member, he felt bound
to make these observations; but he could
assure'the committee that any measure for
the promotion of the public health would
have his heart.y support.
Captain MAC MAHO~ asked the
Attorney-General whether the Bill would
contain any provision dealing with the
"". est Melbourne Cemetery? Burials still
took place there, although it was very
undesirable that they should be continued
any longer.
MI'. HIGINBOTHAM said that bis
attention had been called to "the West
Melbourne Cemetery, and a provision had
been introduced in the Bill enabling
regulations to be made for the :1bsolute
closing of that cemetery. In reference to
the remarks of the honorable member for
Normanby, he thought it would be found
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that sufficiently large powers were taken
in the Bill; "but jf the honorable member
could point out any particular in which
either the local boards or the central board
had not sufficient powers, he should be .
glad to have his assistance in making the
Bill amply sufficient for the double purpose
of enabling the local bodies to put down
nuisances in their own localities, and of
giving the central board authority over the"
local boards to compel the carrying out of
t!leir regulCltions~
Mr. EDWARDS intimated that he
should feel it his duty, when the Bill came
before the House, to endeavour to obtain
the repeal of the clauses preventing the
establishment of manufactories on the
Yarra.
The motion was then agreed to and was
reported to the House.
"
SUPPLY.
The House having gone into committee
to consider the motion agreed to on the
pl'eyious day on this subject,
Mr. YEH,DON moved" That a supply be granted to Her Majesty."
The motion was agreed to and re"
ported.
GRANT TO LADY DARLING.
The SPEAKER intimated that the following motion, of which the honorable
member for Ballarat East (Mr. Jones) had
gi ven notice, was out of order, and would
require to be initiated by an address to
the Governor:"That there be laid upon the table of this House
copies of all despatches received from the Home
Government having reference to the proposed
grant of £20,000 to Lady Darling."
WATER SUPPLY CONTRACTS.
Mr. KERFERD moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the contracts entered into for
water supply, and the estimated amount required
to complete such works in addition to these contracts."
Mr. LANGTON seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
LAPSED YOTES.
Mr. KERFERD moved" That there be laid upon the table of this House
a return showing the denomination and amount
of all votes lapsed under the Appropriatiqn Act
of 1866,"
I have been induced, said the honorable
member, to place this motion on the paper,
because last year considerable difficulty
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was met by honorable mAmbers, in dealing
with the Estimates, to know what votes'
under the previous Appropriation Act had
lapsed. Without the information, which
this motion will give, it will be impossible
for honorable members to know what
votes sanctioned by the Appropriation Act
of 1866 have lapsed.
.
Mr. LANGTON seconded the motion.
Mr. VERDON.-I should be very glad
to give the honorable member the information, if it were in my power; but, if the
honorable member.will refer to the Audit
Act, he will find that no votes for 1866
can lapse till the end of 1867. If the
honorable member will substitute " 1~65"
for" 1866," I shall be glad to give him
the information; but it is impossible to
give a return of the lapsed votes fOl' 1866,
because a great many of the sums voted
in 1~6t> are being expended this year.
Mr. KERFlj:RD.-I was under the impression that all votes for which contracts
were entered into before the 31st of
December lapsed.
.
Mr. VERDO~.-Yes; if there be no
contracts; but there is scarcely a public
work which is not contracted for in part
in the year for which the vote for it is
given. There is scarcely a public work
c'arried out till the second year, during
which the vote is continued by the
contract entered into in the year the vote
is granted.
, Mr. KERFERD.-I will withdraw the
motion, and bring it forward again in an
amended form.
The motion was accordingly withdrawn.
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Ballyrogan, and selected by Mr. A. Nicholson;
such committe~ to consist of ten members-to be
elected by ballot-five to form a quorum, with
power to send for persons and papers."

In proposing the motion (said the' honorable member), I may remark that it is
with extreme regret that I find this position forced upon me. When I commented
on Friday evening upon the administration
of the Land Act, I, p~rltaps, spoke rather
warmly, but I could not speak otherwise.
Up to that time I had been on the best
terms with the 1\1 inister of Lands. I may
state, also, that I have known the honorable
gentleman for. t~e last twenty years. At
the time I first knew him he was in a hiO'h
and honorable position, and honored by ~I,
although he was not then mixed up with
politics. Though I regret extremely that
I am forced into the position in whieh I
am now placed, I feel that" under the cir.cumstances, even private friendshi'p must
give way to public duty. The Mini:,ter or
Lands, in his answer to me on Friday
evening, stated that I had been more frequently at the Lands-office than any ot.ber
honorable member of this House. The
statement created a laugh at the time, and
the intention was, I have no doubt, to
raise a laugh at my expense.
Mr. GRANT.-No.
Mr. LONGMORE.-At all events the
effect of it was to raise a laugh, for the
simple reason that reports of a bad character sometimes go about in connexion
with gentlemen who attend at the Landsoffice. I can only say that when..I have
been at the Lands-office, I have been discharging my duty as a representative of
ELECTORAL RETURNS. .
the people, in seeing that the people get
their rights. No doubt I shall be often
Mr. LANGTON movedthere again, if I continue a member of this
"That there be laid upon the table of this
House. I defy any man, either in
House a return of the numMr of electors who
votl'd in each electoral district in which there the House or out of it, to say that I ever
was a poll, at the last general election, the names went there to get threepenny worth of
of t~e several candidates, and the number of
votes polled by each candidate, and the number obligation for myself ~personally. Under
the circumstances I do not feel ashamed
of electors on the rolls."
Captain MAC MAHON seconded the of having been at the Lands-office. I
went there in the interests ~f the people,
motion.
who
are looking out for homes; and, I am
The motion was agre~d to.
glad to say, on their behalf, that I have been
ADMINISTRATION OF THE LAND very often successful at the Lands-office.
ACT.
The reason why I have been compellt,d to
be so often at the Lands-office is, that
Mr. LONGMORE moved"That a select committee be appointed to gen tIemen, who are not anxious to see
inquire into and report upon all circumstances the country settled, but to get the country
connected with the actioq of the department of all into. their own hands, are very often in
~ands and ~~r.vey, in corinexion w.ith the grantmg of subdl vlslOnalleases of certam lands, being the Lands-office making many represenlots 89, 90, 97, 98, area of 'l'atyoon, and selected tations which, if not contradicted, may act
by Mr. Peddie; also of lots 276 and 277, area of very 'prejudicially upon the se~tlement of
H 2
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.
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the country. Sir, I am here to say that
in very many instances gentlemen who
have tried to get a little piece of land
have failed. The law has been defeated
on many occasions by representations
made at the Lands-office by gentlenien
who are anxious to get land, but to prevent
settlement; and if there was no one to
speak for those who have gone to the
trouble of making applications, to the
expense of advertising notice of their
applications in the newspapers, and to
the expense of making surveys-I
say, if there was no one to speak on their
behalf, they would very often go to the
wall. I have found, in the course of
my proceedings at the Lands-office,
that, unfortunately, truth is not adhered
to on the part of gentlemen who
try to keep the people off the land.
I am in a position to say that. And perhaps what I have said will- be ample justification for my appearance at the Lands
Office very much oftener than I wished.
'W hen I made the charges the other nigh t. in
this House, the Minister of Lands spoke of
my effrontery. I think the honorable gentleman should have considered before he
made use of that expression. The Minister
of' Lands will recollect that last session I
withdrew a motion for a select committee;
and perhaps, before he again accuses me
of effrontery, he will state what occurred
on the occasion of the withdrawal of that
motion. The subject has yet to come
before the House, and it certainly will
come. Sir, I have lost confidence in the
1\1 inister of Lands; and for that reason I
don't think anything that I said last week
should be considered as effrontery. I then
stated that the department of Lands and
Survey had offered very inferior land for
selection throughout the country. I am in
a position to prove this, not only from personal observation, but also by extracts from
the public press-even from that portion
of the public press which was very favorable 10 the Ministry. With regard to the
question befoJ'~ the House, I am in a position to prove that the Minister of Lands
had information direct fi'om me that the
selections were sold prior to the subdivisions being granted. I know the little
point which it is thought will upset my
case. I kn0w tl13.t my information did
not reach .the Miniflter of Lands until
the subdivisions had been approved
by the Govemor in Council. But I am
in a position to say that many things which
have occurred in the Lands-office have
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been approved by the Governor in Council f
and then have been withdrawn, on {mother
information, for re-consideration. I am
. prepared with letters and other evidence
to prove my statement. I can show that
the information was given to the Minister
of Lands; that the information was taken
down in his presence; that the subdivision
of the land was protested against by me in
time to have kept back the leases ; and
that the leases were not kept back. If I
prove these things before a select committee, I shall prove. all that I have
charged the Minister of Lands with. I
may eay that, although I have selected
these two cases, they are not by any means
the only charges I have to bring against
'the Minister of Lands. I intend to go
hereafter into a number of other cases, if
the House will permit me to do so; but I
content myself now with seeking to substantiate a statement made the other night,
apparCiltly in heat. It may have been an
errol' of judgment, but the administration
of the Land Act, in reference to the subdivisions, has been such as to create a perfect host of mediums and speculators. I
know that gentlemen who scorn to be
parties' to the breaking of the Land Act
have not the smallest chance of getting
land under that .Act. Under these circumstances, I feel that I am fully justified
in bringing this matter forward. If the
Government ,?ppose and defeat my motion
for a select committee, it is certain they
will not be able to prevent me publishing
what I know to the country. I don't care
whetber I am defeated or not. I simply
ask for justice to be done. But, if the
Minister of Lands is satisfied that what I
state is simply untrue, he will come out or
the inquiry with all the more honour. Why
should he be afraid of a select committee if he
has done his duty? And if he has not done
his duty, I think this House ought to take
cognizance of the matter. The honorable
gentleman fills a most important positionone in which the prosperity of the country
is very much bou'1d up-and therefore I
hold that charges like those which I prefer
should be fully investigat.ed.
DI·. EMBLI~G seconded the motion.
Mr. GRANT.-Ml'. Speaker, if I gather
aright the purport of the observations
addressed to the House by the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden, his
charge against me amounts to this-that I
gl'anted these subdivisions after that
honorable member told me that the
selectors had sold their' interest in the
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land. I have to inform the House that
this is not the fact; and I have the very
best evidence in support of my statement,
namely, the minutes taken down by the
Surveyor-General. With regard to the
"granting of subdivisional leases of certain lands, being lots 89, 90, 97, and 98,
al'ea of '1'atyoon, and selected by lVIr.
Peddie," I may state that the information
came just in time to stop this subdivision,
and it was stopped accordingly. The
following is the memorandum made by the
Surveyor-General on the occasion : "To refuse subdivision in the case of Mr.
Nicholson in the area of Ballyrogan. between
Nicholson and Pettett, as it is stated to be a sale
for £350. Ditto to Peddie, of Clunes, which is
also stated to be a sale.-0. W. LIGAR. 3/10/66."

The date of this memorandum was the 3rd
October. Unfortunately the subdivision
" of lots 276 and 277, area of Ballyrogan,
selected by Mr. A. Nicholson," was
approved of by the Board of Land and
Works on the 14th of the previous month.
It was a very proper subdivision.
Nicholson himself retained forty acres;
and Pettett, jun., with whom the land
. was subdivided, took 597 acres. I have
.sought to ascertain in every case of subdivision whether the subdividee was acting honestly anc} bona fide, and intended
to carry out the provisions of the Act.
The honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden knows that my constant and
anxious desire has been, in every instance,
to see the int.entions of the Legislature
carried out-those intentions being the
securing of bona fide settlement.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Honestly.
Mr. GRANT.-I say honestly. It is
not for the honorable member to impute
dishonesty to me. He did so the other
night, and that was the reason I used the
word "effrontery." I hold that I was
perfectly justified in using the term. He
declared that I encouraged rogues to settle
upon the land. The imputation that I
was the associate of rogues was never
cast upon me before. Any honorable
member would have been justified in
characterizing the use of such language as
"effrontery." At the same time, I told
the honorable member that he was an
enthusiast; and that is the worst I have
to say of him. I never imputed to him
what he has imputed to me. I am
willing to endorse the statement which
he made to-night, that he bas not benefited by the proceedings· under the
Land Act. At the same time, I say that
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the honorable member, before he brings
charges of this description against another
honorable member of this House, ought to
weigh well the facts in his possession.
As to the appointment of a committee, I
cannot understand of what use it will be.
Here are all the papers relating to the
matter for the information of honorable members. The honorable member
for Ripon does not disapprove of the principle of subdivision. It is in the Act;
and I repeat that, in every instance, I
institute inquiries as to the bona fides of
the parties for whom the subdivisions are
desired. I have sought information from
members of this House, and from other
sources, and I hold that in doing so I was
only discharging my duty. I shall oppose
the motion. I object to be brought to
trial before a select committee. I regard
the motion as a vote of want of confidence
in me personally, and, whatever the result
may be, I shall abide by it.
Mr. LEVEY.-I for one will not support
the motion. The motion is simply a vote
of want of confidence in the honorable
gentleman who administers the Land Act•
Now I believe the House has every confidence, and wi th reason, in the way in
which the honorable member for the Avoca
has administered the Land Act. I believe
that he has administered it ably, energetically, and faithfully. But, while I
have confidence in his administration of
the Act, I have not the same confidence
in his public policy with regard to that
measure. I thought the honorable member for Ripon was going into the whole
question, including' the extraordinary promises made by the Minister of Lands
during the recess to a deputation from
the Mount Moriac farmers. This matter,
as well as the action of the honorable gentleman in offering some 200,0; 10 acres of
land for sale, by public auction, will,
I am sure, be discussed in the House
before long. I would much rather that
the whole subject should come on for
discm:~ion at once than that there should
be a series of little fruitless skirmishes.
Seeing that an Amended Land .Act is
promised in the Governor's speech, we
may expect that the intentions of the
Government with regard to the land
question will be disclosed at an early
period of the session. In that event, any
discussion on the land policy of the
Government during the last three months
had better be deferred until the time for
discussing the Bill.
But unless the
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Minister of Lands intends speedily to
introduce the Bill, it will be my duty, or
the duty of some honorable member, to
interrogate hi~ as to his intentions. J
trust that the present motion will be with·,
drawn.
Dr. EMBLING also expressed the hope
that the motion would be withdrawn. He
felt that there had been many mistakes in
connexion with the administration of'
the public lands, but 'he preferred that the
matter should be dealt 'with as a whole,
and not piecemeal.
Mr. SNODGRASS considered that,
in justice to the Minister of Lands, against
whom such serious charges had been
levelled by the honorable mem bel' for
Ripon, the House ought not to allow the
withdrawal of the motion.
Mr. LONGMORE expressed his willingness to withdi-aw the motion, and was
proceeding to offer some remarks, when
The SPEAKER observed that the
honorable member, if he withdrew .the
motion, could not address the House.
Mr. LONGMORE then. claimed his
right to reply, stating that he reserved to
himself the right of deciding, after he had
replied, whether he should or should not
withdraw the motion. He said that the
Minister of Lands well knew that the
lease to which reference had been made,
althoue-h it had passed the Board of Land
and Works, was not issued when he (Mr.
Longmore) gave private information that
could be relied upon. The Minister of
Lands knew that it was the custom of'the
department to reconsider any decision upon
good information. The fact of a matter
having passed the Board a length of time
He
before, meant absolutely nothing.
challenged the Minister of' Lands to deny
'
this.
Mr. GRANT remarked that the honorable member was quite mistaken. The
lease passed the Board of Land and Works
on the 14th September, and the parties
concerned were informed of the fact.
There was, therefore, a contract between
the Board on the one hand and the
parties on the other, which could not be
avoided by the information supplied by
the honorable mem ber.
Mr. LONGMORE said, under the circumstances, he wOllld withdraw the
motion. (Cries of' " Divide.")
The SPEAKER was about to put the
question, when
Captain MAC MAHON asked whether
a division on the question would preclude
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honorable members from moving, at a
future time, for inquiry into the administration of' the Lands department-(Mr.
Grant-" No.")-in which case he should
have been prepared to urge upon the
House the propriety of allowing the withdrawal of the motion, rather than dividing
on the subject?
Mr. KING considered that when such
wholesale charges were brought against
the Minister of Lands, tbe House ought
to have an opport,unity of expressing an
opinion upon them. Therefore he was
opposed to the withdrawal of the motion.
The question was one on which the House
ought to divide; and his opinion was the
stronger on this point, because of the
virulent feeling manifested by the honorable member for Ripon towards' the
Minister of' Lands, and also because he
declined to withdraw the motion when
the opportunity was offered him. Besides,
a division now would not prevent a full
discussion of the general question on Some
future day.
Mr. BURTT remarked that the honorable member for Ripon had made a
mistake in anticipating the report of the
Millister of Lands on the operation of the
Lalld Act; but as the honorable member
was willing to withdraw the motion, and
as that course was recommended by honorable members on both sides of t.he House,
it would be unwise to provoke a division.
The question was then put and negatived without a division.
The House adjourned at four minutes
to six o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, January 24, 1867.
Electoral Boundaries-Commission of the Peace-Yan Yean
Water Works-Land Certificates for Volunteers-Local
Government-Municipal Institutions-Lunacy LawsPublic Health-Supply -Public Offices-Imports and Ex·
ports-Mining Companies-Judgments against Govern·
ment-Border Duties.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
WATER SUPPLY CONTRACTS.
Mr. MACGREGOR laid on the table,
pursuant to an orner of the House, dated
the previous day, a 'return of the contracts
entered into for water supply, and the
estimated amount required 10 complete
such works in addition to these contracts.
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SALES OF COUNTRY LANDS.
Mr. GRANT presented a return to an
order of the House, dated the previous
day, of the country lands offered for· sale
Ly auction in Melbourne, on the 18th,
20th, 21st, 24th, 27th, 28th, and 31st of
Decem ber last, the prices ~ealized, and the
names of the purchasers.
ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES.
Mr. SANDS asked the Chief Secretary
if the Government intended to bring in a
Bill to amend the Electoral Act, with a
view to a re-distribution of the electoral
boundaries?
Mr. McCULLOCH said he was disposed to introduce such a Bill if the state
of public business would allow him to do
so, but he could give no promise on the
subject.
COMMISSION OF THE PEACE.
Mr. JONES called attention to the fact
that a return ordered by the House, on the
motion of the honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr. Bindon), on the 20th FebI'uary last, showing the names and dates
of aPP9intment of territorial magistrates.
in V ictoria, had not yet been furnished.
~1he necessity of the return, he said, would
be seen by the circumstance that the honorable mover of the resolution called
attention at the time to the fact that"There was an impressio'iI that gentlemen
were placed in the· commission of the peace in
this country rather for their political services,
than because they possessed the necessary quaJi:"
fications for magistrates; He did not say that
such an impression was well founded, but it
prevailed amongst the public, and it was desirable that every caution, and' precaution, should
be observed to prevent the existence of any
grounds for such an impression.
•
•
•
Those persons, however, who were the loudest
in finding fault with the new roll, remained
silent when they came into power, and nothing
had been done to remedy the evil."

He was sure that something would be done
to remedy the evil, and he begged to ask
the Minister of Justice that the order of
the House might be complied with.
Mr. BINDO~, in reply, said that the
order had not been complied with, as it
lapsed in consequence of the prorogation
of Parliament. But he might remark,
that as soon as he came, into office he
ca~sed a roll to be prepared, not strictly
in accordance with the order of the House,
but giving the names of the magistrates in
alphabetical order, and showing their attendance at courts of petty sessions during the
ye~r ending June, 1866. If the honorable
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member desired that the roll so prepared
should be laid on the table, this could be
done. With respect to the latter portion
of the honorable member's remarks, he
had only to state that the information
which he desired as member for Castlemaine he obtained on entering office as
Minister of Justice.
Mr. DYTE inquired whether orders
made by the House, for returns in the last
session, lapsed, if not complied wi th before
the close of that session?
The SPEAKER.-Usually speaking,
the rules of the House have force only for
the session in which they are made; but
the practice of the public departments is
that returns, if not made during the
session in which they are ordered, are
furnished in the following session.
Mr. McCULLOCH intimated that that
practice would still be carried out.
YAN YEAN WATER WORKS.
Mr. DYTE asked the Minister of Public
Works when the Government intended to
take steps for the disposal of the ¥ an
Yean Water Works, in accordance with a
resolution agreed to by the House, so that
the country districts might derive some
benefit therefrom ?
Mr. VALE.-In answer to the q 11estion
of the honorable member for Ballarat
East, I may say that, at the time of the
passing of the W ater ~Torks Bill and the
Public Works Statute, it was fully anticipated that the Government would dispose
of the Yan Y ean Works, in order that
they might have sufficient funds for the
prosecution of similar works in country
districts having an immediate necessity for
them. At present there appears no intention on the part of the Corporation of
Melbourne and the neighbouring boroughs
to come to an arrangement with a view to
the purchase of the works which furnish
them wi th water, and this although eigh teen
months have elapsed. It may, therefore,
be necessary for the Government to look
out with a view to negotiations with some
other parties-perhaps a public companyfor the purchase of the works, so that funds
may be available for the carrying on of
works to meet the necessities which are
daily being brought before the Water
Works department. These necessities may
be understood, when I state that the works
already in progress, and the works applied
for, are in excess of the amount of' the
portion of the loan set apart for water
works.
I can say for myself, and, I
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believe, for the Ministry generally, that
we are anxious that the Melbourne Corporation and the councils of the neighbouring boroughs should have the control
of their own water supply; but, if they
fail to put themselves in communication
with the Government, they must not complain if the Government are forced to deal
with other parties. I may add that this
desire to carry out the provisions of the
Public Works Statute will not interfere
with the disposition of the Government to
make provision for the new main.
LAND CERTIFICATES FOR
VOLUNTEERS.
Dr. HEATH.-I beg to ask the horiorable the Treasurer when the land certificates will be issued to those members of
the volunteer force who have qua.lified by
the necessary five years servitude? I put
this question in order to satisfy a number
of my constituents who are volunteers. It
was promised SOIlle months ago-how
many I am not prepared to say-that they
shoald receive, as an acknowledgment for
a. service of five years, fifty acres of land;
but, up to the present time, no notice has
been given to them as to when, how, or
where that promise will be fulfilled. There
are members of the volunteer force who
have been in the service now more than
ten years; and I believe many of them
were induced to continue their services by
the promise to which I have referred. I
have reason to believe that, if this promise
be not fulfilled, a great number of the
most efficient members of the force will
leaye the service.
Mr. VEl{DON.-Mr. Speaker, I am
sorry that the honorable member has not
had an opportunity of looking at the Act,
becauEle he would have found that it is
there required that, before the certificates
are issued, certain regulations should be
framed and submitted to this House. The
regulations are in course of preparation,
and will be submitted as soon as they are
ready, which will be in a very short time.
I think the honorable member is in error
in supposing that selections will be made
by the holders of these certificates in the
ordinary way. Each certificate will really
be equivalent to an advance of £50, with
which a volunteer will be credited at any
sale where he may purchase lan'd. I
think the honorable member is mistaken
in saying that but for this consideration
volunteers would leave the service. I
venture to. say that, altbough this privilege
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is highly valued for more reasons than the
simple £50, if there were no inducement
of the sort there would still be a volunteer force in Victoria.
Dr. HEATH.-When I spoke of volunteers serving for more than ten years, and
holding on with a view to get this recognition of their services, I did not for one
moment mean it to be inferred that they
would leave the service even if the
pron)ise which had been made should not
be fulfilled; but I have reason to believe
that therA are many volunteers who have
held on because they believed this recognition would be carried out. I am pleased
to hear from the Treasurer that the
Government intend to carry it out. Never
for one moment did I doubt but that it was
the intention of the Government to do so.
But I thought it desirable that the volunteers of the colony should know that there
was a probability of the promise of the
Government being fulfilled, and when. As
the Treasurer has remarked that a cert.ificate will amount only to a gift of £50
towards the purchase of land, I may say
that if the volunteers are to go to these
land scrambles with simply the chance of
making their selections, I question very
much whether the certificates will be
worth their acceptance.
The SPEAKER ruled that the honOI'able member was out of order in making
any further remarks.
PETITION.
Mr. LALOR presented a petition from
James Stott and Edward Fmncome, praying that their case might be further
inquired into, before the House confirmed
the. recommendation of the committee
appointed to consider applications for
rewards to discoverers of the Steiglitz and
other gold fields.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
The House having resolved inself into
committee, for the pUl'pose of considering
the Governor's message on this subject,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM sa;d-In calling
t.he attention of the committee to the
necessity for the introduction of a
Local Government Bill, I beg to st.ate
that my observations will apply also
to the order of the day which stands next
on the paper, namely, the Governor's
message with reference to a Municipal
Bill. The committee will remember that;
in the year following the enactment of the
existing Local Government and Municipal
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Acts, special difficulties arose in the working of those measures, and several suggestions were made by the different local bodies
for the improvement of the law. At the
end of 1864, a series of bye-laws was prepared, and a copy forwarded to each shire
council, district road board, and borough
council; those bodies being requested to
furnish suggestions with a view to the
improvement, not merely of the proposed
bye-laws, but of the Acts with which it
was intend~d to incorporate them. In
reply to this invitation, the Government
received a very large number of valuable
suggestions from the local bodies. Bills
embodying a large number of those suggestions were prepared and laid on the
table of this House, about the middle of
the year 1865; but, in consequence of the
political questions which occupied the
entire time of Parliament, the Government
have been unable to ask Parliament to
consider those measures. Since that time,
deliberations have taken place in different parts of the country, by the local
bodies themselves, on the merits of those
Bills.
A conference of the representatives of various municipal bouieswas
held in Melbourne, at the end of the year,
and this was followed by a conference of
the representatives of shire councils and
road boards.
These conferences have·
suggested further amendments, many of
which appear to be well deserving
of consideration. I would submit that
it may be the most expedient aud convenient course if these Bills should be
read a second time and referred to a
committee of this House, consisting of
members having a practical acquaintance
with municipal and local questions, with
the view of obtaining their opinions on the
suggestions made by these conferences.
I found it better not to alter the framework of the Bills laid on the table of the
House, in order that the committees might
consider them in the same form in which
they were considered by the members of
the conferences. I think that, after all
the consideration which these measures
have undergone, we may now expect to
pass Bills which will really embody a
useful and practical scheme of local
government in boroughs, and also in road
districts and shires. I trust that this may
be done without a great expenditure of
time and trouble on the part of the House;
and I believe it may be done if honorable
members practically acquainted with the
subjects can agree in the suggestions
VOL. III.-1
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which they make to the House. Although
the Bills are long, still perhaps the House
may be content to receive the suggestions
of the committee, and pass the Bills into
law without delay. I now beg to move"That an appropriation be made from the
consolidated revenue fund and of certain other
moneys, specified in a Bill relating to Local
Government, in accordance with the provisions
of such Bill; and that a Bill be brought in
accordingly."

Mr. RICHARDSON.-Without wishing to disagree with what the AttorneyGeneral has said, I must state that I
cannot forget the discussions which took
place in the House some four years ago,
when the measures which are now law
were first introduced. Those measures
involved several novel principles, which a
large minority of this House warmly and
consistently opposed; and it was a great
disappointment to feel that, after we believed we had achieved our object in
taking steps to prevent the measures
becoming law, the Bills yet became law.
I now take the opportunity of stating that,
when the proper time arrives, I shall
bring forward my views again; and I
hope that honorable members who then
objected to plurality of votes, if they have
remained consistent to their principles,
will be ready to support me.
Mr. O'GRADY.-With respect to the
Local Government Bill, there are three
main principles, without the recognition of
which the reference of this measure to a
committee will be sheer waste of time.
The first is that of endowment. The
unanimous opinion expressed by the
different conferences that have considered
this subject is, that the amount of money
granted by the State for local government
purposes has not been equal to the emergencies of the case. The next principle is
the amount which the State ought to
contribute towards the construction of
main roads. The amount granted for
se veral years past (£210 per mile) has
been found utterly inadequate. The other
principle involved is that of giving to road
boards the same powers and the same
amount of license fees that are enjoyed by
shire councils. These are three questions
of vital importance, and should receive
the attention of the Government before
the measure is referred to a committee.
The other defects are merely matters of
detail which can really be dealt with by
the House, without subjecting them to the
ordeal of a select committee. I am refer-
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ring solely to the Local Government Act,
and I may call the attention of the honorable gentleman who has the administration
of that Act (Mr. Vale) to the fact that the
requirements of the measure have not been
carried out in his department. The report of the proceedings under the Local
Government Act has not been furnished
to the House each year, as the law requires. For two years there has been no
such report from the department. These
reports, coming from an authoritative
source, must be a great guidance to honorable members of the Assembly; and I
hope the Minister of Public Works
will see that they are submitted to
honorable members before the Bill is referred to any committee. I trust that
honorable members who come from the
country districts, and who are aware that
those districts receive much less than they
are entitled to at the hands of the House,
will unite in endeavouring to secure a
just recognition of their claims.
Mr. McCANN.-I think there is no
measure passed by the House on which
we have reason to congratulate ourselves
more than on the Local Government Act.
No one can go through the country districts of this colony without being struck
with the large amount of good that has resulted from the working of that measure.
I am glad that the Attorney-General proposes to refer this Bill to a select committee.
I am aware that suggestions have been
made by more than one conference on this
subject, and that these suggestions are
somewhat conflicting. If ali of them were
laid on the table, and discussed in this
House, there would bt!! a large waste of
time; and the result would, perhaps, not
be so acceptable as the decision of a select
committee. The honorable member for
South Bourke (Mr. O'Grady) has touched
upon a point which, perhaps, the Attorney-General has taken into consideration
in submitting this proposition to the
House. No discussion can take place in
this House with reference to local government, at the present time, that does not
largely embrace the question of endowment. I trust the country districts will
never have again to encounter the
difficulty which arose during the last year.
By the Local Government Act, local
bodies expect to receive from the State £2
for every £1 raised locally. But the total
amount of endowment is not sufficient to
allow of this arrangement being carried
out, and a pro rata reductio~ has to be
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made. The inconvenience which local
bodies sustain in consequence is incalculable. Many road boards adopt the
practice of anticipating their revenue, and
getting ad vances from local banks, in order
to make roads at the particular season of
the year when labour in their districts is
most plentiful. They anticipate their
rates, and, when they make up their returns, they find that the Government are
unable to pay them the full amount of endowment. I repeat that great inconvenience has resulted from this state of
things. I trust the Attorney-General
will remember this circumstance, and introduce into the Bill a provision which, for
the future, will enable local bodies to rely
as a matter of certainty on the receipt
from' the State of £2 for every £ 1 raised
locally.
Mr. RIDDELL suggested that the
amendments proposed by the different
local bodies should be licked into shape by
one and the same draftsman.
Mr. RAMSAY.-When the existing
Act was under discussion in this House,
we of the then Opposition protested against
the limitation of the total endowment to
£] 60,000. We said it would not meet
the emergencies of the case. The Chief
Secretary (Mr. O'Shanassy) then stated
that, from all the information recei ved by
his department, he was convinced that the
sum named would be far in excess of what
would be required; and when pressed
again and again on the subject, he replied,
" Well, if it should not be sufficient, there
is nothing to prevent the House increasing
the sum and making it sufficient."
I
therefore hope it will not now be urged by
the Ministry that they are tied down by
that sum. Another matter which requires
attention is the power of voting. I was
surprised and grieved to find, at the
conference of delegates from local bodies,
that parties who claimed plurality of votes
were opposed to votes being given to others
at all. They actually insisted that no
person should be entitled to vote unless he
was rated at £10. And when I and
others urged that the very fact of a man
being a ratepayer ought to entitle him to
vote, we were overruled, and it was
decided· that the minimum should be
£10, although at a previous conference
it was fixed at £5. This, I hope, will
show the necessity for investigating the
matter.
The resolution was then agreed to, and
l'epol'ted.
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MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
Tlie House again resolved itself into
committee, for the purpose of considering
the Governor's message on this subject.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM moved-,"That an appropriation be made from the
consolidated revenue fund, and of certain other
moneys specified in a Bill relating to Municipal
Institutions, in accordance with the provisions
of such Bill; and that a Bill be brought in
accordingly."

Mr. O'GRADY inquired whether this
Bill would be referred to a select committee, distinct from the select committee
on the Local Government Bill ?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM replied in fhe
affirmati ve,
The motion was agreed to, and reported.
LUNACY LAWS AMENDMENT
BILL.
The resolution passed on this subject in
committee the previous day was considered
and adopted.
Mr. McCULLOCH then brought in a
Bill to consolidate and amend the laws
relating to lunatics, and moved that it be
read a first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT,BILL.
The resolution on this subject, agreed to
in committee the previous day, was considered and adopted.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM brought in a
Bill to amend the laws relating to or
affecting public health.
The Bill was read a first time.
SUPPLY.
The resolution passed in Committee of
Supply, the day previous, was considered
and adopted.
OFFICES RENTED BY THE
GOVERNMENT.
Mr. LANGTON (in the absence of Mr.
MOORE) moved"That there be laid upon the table of the
House a return of all buildings at present rented
by the Government for public offices or other
purposes, showing-the dates and duration of
leases and agreements or renewals of the same;
the parties from whom such buildings are
rented; the purposes for which such buildings
are now or are to be occupied; the amounts paid
or to be paid on purchase or transfer of lease, or
by way of rental for the occupation and use of
same; and the amount of expenditure by the
Government upon each or any of such rented
buildings, by way of al terations, additions, or
repairs."
I
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Captain MAC MAHON seconded the
motion, which was agreed to,
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
Mr. LANGTON moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the value of the imports and
exports from and to each of the neighbouring
colonies and foreign countries, during the year
1866."

The honorable member urged that this
information should be supplied before honorable members were called upon to discuss
the fiscal policy of the Government.
Captain MAC MAHON seconded the
motion.
Mr. FRANCIS expressed his regret
that it would not be in his power to produce the returns before the making of the
financial statement. Ife had been informed
by the Inspector-General of Customs that
a return of the imports and exports, if
limited to goods landed and shipped, could
be given as soon as the returns for the
last six months were completed; but such
returns would exclude the value of goods
passed under transhipping entries, and
which formed an important portion of the
trade. Inquiries would show the honorable member for East Melbourne that
these returns were rarely published until
the fourth or fifth month of the year; but
in consequence of the instructions which
he (Mr. Francis) gave recently, he hoped
to have them by the middle of next month.
The motion was !lgreed to.
MINING COMPANIES.
Mr. DYTE moved"That a return be Jaid upon the table of this
House, showing the number of mining com
panies that have been placed in the hands of the
official agent; the number of mining companies
that have been wound up by the official agent;
the mining district where the mine was situated;
the amount of liabilities of each company at
the time of the order being made by the Judge
of the Court of Mines; the amount of unpaid
calls in each claim at such time; the amount
received by the official agent in each case; and
the amount paid in each case."

The honorable member stated that he
moved for the returns because of facts
which had come under his knowledge
relative to the conduct of the official agents
of mining companies. He knew of one
company whose liabilities amounted to
only £14. This company was placed in
the hands of the official agent, and as
much as £300 drawn from the unfortunate shareholders, on which the
official agent obtained five per cent. This
was the allowance under the existing law,
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and also the allowance provided by the
Mining Companies Law Amendment Bill
now before the House. He also understood that several mllllllg companies,
placed in the hands of the official agent
soon after the passing of the existing law,
still remained in his hands. Sometimes a
very large expenditure was incurred by
the official agent merely for the sake of
the per centage. It appeared that ,the
official agent had no power to sue for a
less amount than the unpaid capital of a
company. Within a few days a member
of this House had been sued for a large
amount. He remonstrated and threatened
proceedings, and then a much smaller sum
than that originally applied for was taken,
and a receipt in full of all demands given.
Mr. Dyte added that, if these returns
could be furnished before the Mining
Companies Law Amendment Bill was
dealt with by the House, clauses from 35
to 43 would receive much greater consideration at the hands of honorable members.
Mr. BOWMAN seconded the motion.
Mr. BINDON suggested that the return
should show "the number of mining
companies that have been placed in the
hands of the official agent for each mining
district during 1865 and 1866." With
that amendment, there would be no objection to supply the information asked for
by the honorable member for Ballarat East.
The suggestion was accepted, and the
motion, as amended, was then agreed to.
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tention was to have called attention to the'
subject, and to have elicited such a discussion as would have induce£! the
Government to postpone any further action
relative to the Border Duties until the
financial statement had been considered.
However, as the general impression appeared to be that it was desirable to bring
the question before the House in some
marked form, I tabled a substantive resolution. I feel strongly with regard to this
matter. I look upon the arrangement
entered into with New South Wales as one
possessing no single point of advantage to
this colony. As a protectionist, I look upon
it in the st.rongest possible light as affecting
injuriously a very large and deserving
portion of my constituents. That being
my feeling, I should be wanting, both in
public spirit and in public duty, to allow
the matter t6 go unchallenged. Although
this is the case, there is no reason why the
discussion should not be conducted in the
most friendly manner. I have no desire
whatever to be hostile to the Government
with respect to it. I object to the arrangement entered into with New South Wales
on two grounds. First, because I believe
-subject to the correction of the legal
members of this House-that the aO'reement entered into is utterly illegal. I say
that the contracting parties had no power
to enter into such an arrangement. The
Constitution Act, on this point, seems par:ticularly clear. There are two clauses in
that Act affecting such a measure as this.
The 42nd clause says : -

JUDGMENTS AGAINST GOVERN. "It shall not be lawful for the Legislature of
MENT.
Victoria to levy any duty on articles imported
Captain MAC MAHON movedbona fide for the supply of her Majesty's land
"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the judgments and awards
which have been given against the Government
during the year 1866, showing the amount of
each judgment and award, together with the
costs in each case,"-

Mr. KERFERD seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
BORDER DUTIES.
Mr. McCANN moved" That, in the opinion of this House, the agreement entered into between the two colonies on
the subject of the Border Duties is not satis~
factory."

When I originally gave notice (said Mr.
McCann) of my intention to call the attention of the Government to this subject,
it was not part of my desire to go into
80 large a matter as that embodied in the
motion now before the House. My in-

or sea forces, nor to levy any duty, impose
any prohibition or restriction, or grant any exemption, bounty, drawback, or other privilege
upon the importation or exportation of any
articles; nor to impose or enforce any dues or
charges upon shipping contrary to or at variance
with any treaty or treaties concluded by her
Majesty with any foreign power."

I have been at pains to look at the commercial treaty entered into between
England and France some two or three
years ago, at the instance of the late Mr.
Richard Cobden. Now in that treaty
there is an article which seems directly at
variance with any arrangement of this
kind. A.rticle 10 of the treaty says : "In all that relates to local treatment, the
dues and charges in the ports, basins, docks,
roadsteads, harbours, and rivers of the two
countries, the privileges, favours, or advantages
which are or shall be granted to national vessels
generally, or to the goods imported or exported
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in them, shall be equally granted to the vessels
of the other country, and to the goods imported
or exported in them."

It is clear that, under this arrangement,
wines coming across the Murray will not
be subject to the same duties as wines that
come from France. But I must rely upon
the proviso to the 43rd clause of the Constitution Act, which is as follows : "Provided always that no new duty shall be
so imposed upon the importation into Victoria
of any article the produce or manufacture of,
or imported from any particular country or
place which shall not be equally imposed on the
importation into Victoria of the like article, the
produce or manufacture of, or imported from all
other countries and places whatsoever."

Under this arrangement, there is no reason
why butter made on the other side of the
Murray may not be admitted duty free,
and brought down by railway, and sold in
Melbourne; and yet there is a duty on
butter imported from the United Kingdom.
The same may be said with regard to
corned beef.
But I say that this is
utterly inconsistent with the Constitution Act. I may be told that there
is a clause in the Customs Act cgiving
power to the Governor to enter into an
arrangement of this kind. Within the last
two or three days I have become aware
that there is such a clause in the Customs
Act. I am surprised that there should be
such a clause, because the Customs Act
did not pass without long discussions in
this House and in another place, and I
don't recollect a word being said on 'the
subject. Even if there is such a clause
in the Customs Act, I don't think the
At.torney-General will say that that clause
can override the Constitution Act. All
our laws must be subject to the Constitution
Act. Anything inconsistent with that Act
is not to override it. That being so, it
seems to me that the Government had no
power to enter into this arrangement with
New South Wales. But irrespective of
the legal view of the case, my objections
are of a stronger kind. If this matter
simply affected the law, I should not be
standing up in this House taking the
action I am now doing. It is for other
reasons that I am utterly opposed to
the arrangement being entered into.
I will ask the Minister of Customs to
show what single advantage this colony
gains by it. On the other hand, we give
up a very great deal. I am assured by
persons well acquainted with the subject
that, if the agreement is carried into effect,
it will result in the almost total annihila-
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tion of the Victorian wine trade. My constituents feel so strongly on this point that
they are already taking action on it. Now
why should an important and valued
interest like this be destroyed-at all
events without our gaining some compensating advantage? The Victorian wine
trade has been growing successfully during
the last two or three years, under difficulties
of no ordinary character. A very large
amount of capital has been invested in vineyards, many of which are just commencing
to pay their owners, and now the hopes of
all are to be dashed to the ground by this
extraordinary treaty. I do not think that
New South Wales, from the commencement of this agitation, has ever asked
more than the Ministry is now giving it.
According to its own commissioner, the
total amount New South Wales collected
in 1866, on the Murray, was something
under £60,000, and this amount we are
to pay back for the future without any
deduction for the cost of collection.
Why should we do that? This colony
has been at the expense of constructing a
line of rail way, for which we pay six per
cent. on our outlay receiving back considerably less, and now we are to give
up the advantages our superior enterprise has brought to us for no consideration
whatever. Why should we enter into this
treaty-for, as the first document of the
kind in existence, I think it is more
worthy the name of a treaty than of an
agreement-unless the advantages on both
sides are to be something like equal? As
it is, New South Wales in its most extravagant moments never asked for more. By
our enterprise we have secured a large
portion of the trade of the Riverine district, and that trade we can keep despite
any arrangement of the New South Wales
Government. What the Riverine people
complain of is nothing to us; if they cannot make their own arrangements with
their own Government it is no fault of
ours. As I have said before, I utterly object to this arrangement on protectionist
grounds. I have mentioned one Victorian
industry which will be injured by it, and
there are many others. For instance, there
is the beer trade. Every facility exists for
bringing colonial ale down from the other
side of the Murray to the detriment of a
most important Victorian trade. I am
not desirous of entering more fully into
this matter; I consider I have done my
duty in giving honorable members an opportunity of discussing it; and, as I
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believe honorable members are desirous
of considering more fully the many important points involved, I shall not object,
so far as I am concerned, to any proposition for a postponement of the debate.
Mr. FRANCIS.-In rising to reply to
the remarks of the honorable member for
South Grant, I must state, at the outset~
that the Government feel bound to carry
out the Border Duties arrangement, inasmuch as they entered upon that arrangment with a full knowledge of the responsibilities they were undertaking. I trust,
however, that I shall be able to show that
the treaty, as the honorable member has
termed it, is not so devoid of ad vantage as he
has sought to make it appear. The honorable member takes exception to the treaty
because it gives no advantage to the colony,
because it is objectionable from a protectionist point of view, and because it
injures in a special way certain of his
constituents. The last of these premises
is to my mind the only one which has any
considerable force. And I will at once
accept the position that, in dealing with a
question of a general character, for the
public good, a Government must necessarily run the risk of' damaging some
particular interest - perhaps a small,
perhaps a large one. They are not the
sole masters of the situation; they have to
deal with a proposition as a whole, and they
must accept or reject it with all its defects
and all its advantages. It would be idle to
take a preliminary view of the circumstances which have rendered an agreement
of this nature necessary. Border irritations and injuries have long existed, and a
wish that these obstacles should be swept
away has been generally expressed, both
in the press, in Parliament, and in every
other recognised channel of public opinion.
The present irritating system has been
severely condemned on all hands, and this
Ministry has from the first expressed a
desire to supersede it by some equitable
arrangement. The Government have also
admitted, from the fil'st, that every country
has a right to the duties it may think fit
to impose upon any articles imported into
its territory. Preceding Governments
have claimed free trade across the Murray,
retaining for the benefit of this colony the
duties levied on articles consumed in
another colony, because, as they have
urged, equivalent advantages have resulted to that other colony, or at least to
the Riverine district, more immediately
concerned. We, however, have from the
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first repudiated that principle, and have
expressed to our neighbours our sense of
the want of equity in such an arrangement. We did so in 1865, when, acting
on an invitation from New South Wales,
we sent a deputation to Sydney, and
entered into a contract which was afterwards rejected by the Legislature of the
sister colony. To revert to the present
agreement, I freely admit, as I have
always done, that my own predilections
are in favour of the theory of protection
in the government of young communities;
and I am surprised that the honorable
member should object to the arrangement
from a protectionist point of view. A
particular interest may be pressed upon;
but what are the facts of the case as
regards colonial industries generally ? Up
to the present time everything imported
into New South Wales has been subject
to a duty.
Mr. McCANN.-How much; a package rate?
Mr. FRANClS.-Much more than that.
As regards sugar, wine, spirits, tobacco,
&c., the New South "'. . ales Tariff is very
similar to what our own was some two
years ago, only on sugar the rate is higher;
then there is a package rate, and then a
five per cent. duty on all articles not
included in the first list. To these rates
all the manufactures protectionists have
been striving to establish here have been
liable; but under the treaty, while all
foreign goods will have to pay either the
Victorian or the New South Wales Tariff
cbarges, goods of our own production will
pass into Ri verina free. There is a special
bonus-a premium of from five to six per
cent.-offered in favour of Victorian productions, and I cannot see how any protectionist can object to this.
Winemaking is the exceptional interest which
may suffer. In making this arrangement
we did 110t feel justified in insisting on
levying duties on our neighbour'S wines.
With so imaginary a line of demarcation
as that between New South Wales and
Victoria, 110 customs could prevent the
smuggling of wine. A keg or a hogshead
could always be easily floated down the
river, and landed at any convenient place.
I am satisfied, and so is my department,
that we could not maintain an effectual
preventive system as regards that particular article. _ Further, it is within
the honorable member's knowledge, or at
least within his means of information, that
during the last year or two grapes have
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been sent across the Murray to be pressed
into wine on the Victorian side.
Mr. McCANN.-How many? Not a
cartload.
Mr. FRANCIS.-I do not know how
many, but I do know that, just at the time
the fruit is ripe-in the months of March
and April, after the hot season-the
dividing stream is no broader than the
Yarra at the Botanical gardens, and therefore it would be impossible to prevent
either wine or fruit from being crossed
over. The honorable member asks what
advantages this colony gains by the treaty?
Well, it is a great advantage to render
permanent our commercial and social
intercourse with a young and rapidly
increasing population like that of Riverina.
The returns furnished by the Treasurer
of New South "Vales show that the
customs receipts on the Murray, for 1866,
amounted to £33,515, to which a sum of
nearly :£7,000 collected by this Government has to be added. It is necessary
that I should explain why this latter account
has not been adj usted before. It will be
remembered that there was a difference in
the reading of the contract made between
Victoria and New South Wales in 1865.
The one side maintained that colonial products were included, and the other side that
they were excluded. We calculated-and
my honorable colleagues still adhere to
their view of the case-that only £5,000
was due to New South W aliso ~ ew
South Wales claimed much more, and
finally we agreed to an adjustment by
practically splitting the difference. frhe
total customs revenue for Riverina for
1865 was, therefore, £40,000, and in
1866 it had risen to £60,000. Now it
it is patent to all who have the means of
information, that there is no part of the
Australian continent in which settlement
is proceeding so rapidly as it is in
Riverina, and therefore J say that, if on
purchasing the revenue for the next five
years we fix the price at the receipts of
to-day, we do an exceedingly good discounting operation.
Mr. McCANN.-The Sydney Government will break their engagement before
the five years are up.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Well, if there is no
honour between Governments-no respect
for the equities of a treaty-then I acknow,.
ledge the agreement is a mistake. We
had better consider ourselves Algerines,
and behave accordingly. I am sure, however, that the two Governments have
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approached each other believing that what
was stated orally, and what was expressed
in writing, would be alike honestly adhered
to. It was necessary to reserve full power
to Parliament to deal with the question; we
could not absolutely bind future Governments and future legislation, but there is
an understanding that no unimportant
alteration shall lead to the setting aside of
the treaty. We, as a Government, have
no apprehensions that the Government of
New South Wales will ever seek to take
an unfair advantage of the terms of the
treaty, any more than we have an intention-and nothing is further from us
-of avoiding its legitimate construction.
The honorable member has said that the
treaty is illegal, and he refers to a
certain clause of the Constitution Act. I
presume that the honorable member is
aware that the ConstitlltionAct was passed
in 1855. Now in 1855 this question
was brought under the notice of the
colonial and imperial authorities by Sir
Wm. Denison, and a treaty was made very
similar in character to that just entered
upon, although differently termed. That
agreement not only had the force of law at
the time, but it received the distinct
approbation of the colonial and imperial
authorities, and that approbation was rendered more positively legal by the power
given in the Customs Act of 1857; a
power conferred by a Bill which was
deliberately passed, and not, as the honorable member would imply, by a clause in
some consolidating statute which the
Attorney-General failed to bring under
the notice of the House, This Act-the
Customs Act of 1857-received the imperial sanction subsequent to the Constitution Act, and it is by virtue of the 236th
clause of that measure that the Goyernment, acting under the advice of their law
officers, consider themselves justified in
making this agreement. The clause runs
as follows:"It shall be lawful for the Governor in
Council to make regulations and arrangements
with the Governors of New South Wales and
South Australia respectively, for the importation of goods by or across the river Murray,
and for the imposition of duties and the amount
thereof on such goods, or the exemption of the
same from duties, and the recovery of duties on
goods 80 imported into Victoria, and the repayment of such duties, and in other respects so to
regulate the trade on the said river as may be.
from time to time agreed upon by the said
Governors, or either of them; and also to determine, at not less than three months notice, any
such arrangement. Provided that no such
duties shall exceed the duties of customs law-
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fully collected and paid on goods otherwise
imported into Victoria."

This Act was specially brought under the
notice of the home authorities; it was
assented to with a full knowledge of the
consequences which might arise from it,
and it stands upon our statute book
unrepealed to this day. The honorable
member says that the representatives of
Victoria have been outwitted in this
agreement. Well, there is a difference of
opinion on this point. I happened to learn
yesterday that the Sydney newspapers are
attacking their representatives for being
outwitted by the Victorian Government,
and both the Opposition and the Ministerial
journals join in singing the same song.
The agreement is condemned, not merely
from a protectionist point of view, but by
a powerful free-trade organ such as the
Sydney Morning Herald is.
In the
Empire of the 19th of January I find it
stated"In all the subsidiary arrangements it is
obvious that the interests of Victoria have prevailed ovel' those of this colony. In the first
place, the third clause renders it necessary for
New South Wales to maintain a line of customhouse officers along the river. The expense of
this, far from being covered by the five per
cent. allowed, will probably absorb the whole
amount of duty collected. And if the Government of South Australia is willing to enter into
an agreement for abolishing the customs duties
on goods imported from that colony, so as to do
away with the expense of this system, the fifth
and eight clauses interfere with our power to
make such an arrangement as the interests of
these two colonies dictate. So that, to satisfy
Victoria, we allow our hands to be tied up in
dealing with South Australia. The annual sum
of £60,000 to be paid to this colony by Victoria,
in lieu of all customs duties payable on goods
imported by way of the Murray, is estimated
according to the amount received last year.
But it is certain that before five years the
annual importations will be largely increased
-they may be doubled. For not only is the
population sure to be greatly augmented, but
by the removal of the restriction hitherto imposed on the trade from Victoria by the double
duty, the extent of our territory over which that
trade can be profitably carried will also be much
enlarged. While the settlers on both sides of
the river Murray will derive great advantage
from the change, the .merchants of Melbourne
will gain additional outlets for their goods at the
expense of the merchants of Sydney. And as
the commercial advantage will be all in favour
of Victoria, it is rather too much for the financial arrangement to be so decidedly on the side
of that colony as it is. . . . . Altogether,
one cannot but wish that the able representatives
. of Victoria in the conference had been met by
some who were better prepared than Mr. Martin
-whose forte is certainly not the management
of commercial and financial questions-and Mr.
Eagar, to stand by the rightful interests of New
South Wales. The benefits which the second
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clause will confer are unquestionably great; but
there is no reason why New Sc.uth Wales should
be made to pay so dearly for them."

The same day I find the following passages in the Sydney Morning Herald : "During the whole of last year our present
Tariff was in operation, and the amount actually
collected for Murray River customs was within
a few hundreds of £60,000. As there was probably a little smuggling, the real amount due
was something over that. .•. Victoria is quite
on the safe side in concluding this bargain. With
the present Tariff, the duties will not be less at
any time than £60,000. Last year was rather a
dull year in Riverina, with its drought and its
financial difficulties, for many of the settlers; and.
with the annoyances of the border collection, and
the expectation that that collection would soon
cease, there was certainly no excess of imports
into Riverina. We fancy that, had the accounts
been accurately kept again for this year, the
revenue from this source would have been
higher. Every year, too, is likely to exhibit a
rapid advance in the occupation of the district,
in the number of its inhabitants, and in the
consumptbn of dutiable articles. We showed
yesterday, from a Parliamentary return, how
much of the Riverine territory had already
been applied for, and how little remained now
to be appropriated. All the country so applied
for must, as soon as it is leased, be occupied by
the minimum quantity of stock; and to do this,
together with the preparatory operations of
well sinking, will give employment to a considerable amount of well-paid labour, and experience shows that wherever there is a large
amount of well-paid labour there is a considerable consumption of dutiable articles. Before
the five years are over, we quite anticipate that
the border duties will be worth £100,000. There
is, therefore, a very handsome margin for profit
to our neighbourly commission agent. The five
per cent. will more than cover all expenses, .
because, strictly speaking, there is no expense
at all to cover. If the duties were actually
levied on the border, five per cent. would meet
the expenditure; but as the duties will really
be levied in Melbourne, there will be no additional expense at all. The existing Customs
staff does everything, and the Riverine import, being in no way specially distinguishf'd
from the general Victorian import, calls for
no special official treatment. In fact, Victoria
will save money by the new arrangement, and
be at less expense than formerly, for it has had
to maintain a bonded warehouse at Echuca, and
dispatch goods in bond by the railway up to
that point-all which has required official supervision, and all which will be unnecessary now.
The commission, therefore, may be considered a
clear gain of £3,000 a year. It was necessary,
however, to concede something to Victoria to
make it quite placable, and, as our Government
very properly refused to concede authority over
the Murray, or the territory to the north of it,
it was expedient not to be too nice about claiming every farthing that could be proved to be due,
and reducing the pecuniary gains of Victoria to
the finest proportion. We shall lose a little
revenue that we might have gained by still collecting the duties, but we shall gain what is far
more valuable than revenue. We shall gain a free
development for colonization in Riverina. We
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shall gain the contentment of our western
population, and we shall gain the abolition of
the border revenue cordon, with all its demoralising and irritating incidents. We may well
accept these advantages as a set-off against the
non-receipt of a few thousand pounds to which
we might be strictly entitled. The Hiverina
settlers will really be subject to the Victorian
Tariff, and at present that is more severe than
ours on miscellaneous articles. But they do not
mind that so long as there is free trade· across
the border. Any duty now levied, or likely to
be levied, is less than double duty, and less harrassing than a border customs. The Victorian
Government will also make a small margin of
profit on the difference between its Tariff and
ours. . . . This shows that the constitutional
difficulty of which so much was said. was made
to do duty for other more potent, but less presentable reasons. A request was sent to
England by the last mail for such a modification of the terms of the Act as were requisite
to meet the case. Compliance with this request
has been assumed, and very properly so, seeing
that it was well known that the Home Govern·
ment approved of intercolonial free trade, and
had, indeed, formally signified its assent years
ago to that free trade when established by Sir
William Denison. The wording of the Constitution Act has only been the formal difficulty.
The real difficulty has been intercolonial disagreements, growing out of pride and the passion
for power. As soon as the latter has been removed, the former has vanished. Pending the
existence of the arrangement now come to, it
seems that neither Tariff is to be altered without
the consent of both colonies. This requires
fuller explanation. for, as it stands, it wears very
much the aspect of a protectionist dodge to prevent the abolition of the ad valorem duties,
simply by a majority in either colony."

This shows that if the honorable member
adopts one view, there is another and an
exactly opposite one taken elsewhere, by
persons equally as intelligent as himself.
That the agreement may be unacceptable
to the wine producers of Gee-long and
Sunbury, who will be exposed to the
competition of the Albury producers, is
very likely; but let protectionists weigh,
against this isolated instance, the field
thrown open to the enterprise of our producers and manufacturers generally by the
five to six per cent. premium the treaty
secures to them. The honorable member
says that we shall have any quantity of
butter sent down from Riverina, but had
he ever seen that country in summer he
would not have indulged in such an anticipation.
Mr. McCANN.-I did not.
Mr. FRANCIS.-I am inclined to believe that, from the superiority of our
pastures, we are likely to be exporter~
rather than importers to Riverina. If
butter from ~outh Australia, Tasmania,
Cork, or Europe, finds its way into
VOL.lII.-K
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Riverina, it is burthened with a duty of a.
penny per pound; while butter of our own
production goes in free, and I firmly believe
that, before the close of the five years,
there will be a market of from 50,000 to
100,000 people to be supplied in Riverina.
The honorable member mentioned Victorian
ale as a trade likely to be injured; but I
think he has hit the wrong nail there. At
the present time Victorian ale imported
into New South Wales pays the same
duty as any other ale, viz., 3d. per gallon
in wood, and 6d. in bottle; and I know
that a brewer at Echuca complained that,
as his trade lay across the border, he was
completely shut up by the arrangement.
Now, however, the Victorian brewers
will have the advantage of an exemption
from duty; and I see that Mr. Disher,
the brewer in question, has given a cask
of. ale for the jollification of Echuca over
the event. The Riverine Herald contains a long account of the rejoicings at
Echuca, so that it appears t.hat though
Geelong and 'Sunbury may be in tears,
other parts of the colony bestow their
approval. Still I am prepared to admit
that there is some truth in the honorable
member's complaints. The Government
have not been unmindful of the disad v~n
tages of the treaty, and have endeavoured,
in every instance, to obtain an equivalent.
One of the evils is, that large quantities
of goods, previously sent in bond by rail
to Echuca, will now be conveyed by
carriers to Beechworth and other places;
and I am prepared, therefore, to see
our railway traffic interfered with to a.
greater or lesser extent. After all, however, this is a mere questi~n of rivalry
between rails and carts, and the local districts will gain some compensating advantages from the competition. Our real
object ought to be to compete against
supplies coming up the river from Adelaide. I see it stated in a Geelong periodical that, while we are paying £60,000
per annum, we shall still have to scramble
with South Australia for the Riverine
trade, and probably, in spite of all we can
do, South Australia will send as many
goods into Riverina as we shall. Now
the treaty has really this advantage, that
it adopts the principle of payment by
results. It establishes a sliding scale. If
Riverina is supplied by way of Adelaide,
then the duties levied on the South Aus-.
tralian goods come to Victoria in reduetion
of the £60,OOO~ If we do a large trade,
we shall pay £60,000; if we only get ten
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per cent. of the trade we shall only pay
Should it turn out that South
Australia can successfully compete with
us in the Riverine business, exactly in proportion to the extent she succeeds, shall
we be re-couped by South Australia.
We pay by resu Its; we cannot lose.
And, in purchasing the Riverine revenue, we ought, as I have said, to
be very glad to accept the measure of
1866 as the measure of the next five years.
I think I have said enough to show that
the Government, as the Sydney press
admits, have not neglected nor forgotten
the interests of Victoria. I apologise for,
or rather, I accept. t,he responsibility of
creating an importation into Victoria,
which, in the opinion of the Geelong wine
producers, will be prejudicial to their
interests. This importation may not be
wholly detrimental, for it is alleged that
the Alhury wines, being of a superior
character, will create that taste for
colonial wines generally which at present
is wanting. I do not say that this is the
protectionist view of the question, nor
that it is the ol~ect sought by the conference; but still it is an argument which
may be fairly used. Our wine producers
may perhaps complain as a special
interest, but the Government, in making a
treaty like this, have to deal primarily
with the community at large; they have
to consider the interests, not of particular
localities, but of the whole colony. It
will be adm:tted that we have not acted in
a self-&eeking nor personal spirit, for I am
interested, to at least an equal extent with
the honorable member, in protecting
colonial wine. We have sought, not a
local advantage, but a public good.
Mr. LEVI.-I think the time for bringing forward this motion is somewhat
inopportune, and that it would have been
better to have deferred it until after the
Treasurer's financial statement.
The
subject' is of considerable importance,
and I must confess that, though I
cannot follow exactly in the wake of
the honorable member for South Grant,
I am one of those who are dissatisfied with the treaty.
Numerous
complaints have been made to me during
the last few days by persons interested in
wine producing, and these complaints
appear to strike at the root of our protec.tive policy-to exemplify the objections
which free traders have expressed to that
policy. Wine making is one of the interests which have been propped up, and
£6,000.
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now, when people have been induced to
invest their capit.al in the trade, and when
they have brought their vineyards to a
state of perfection, they suddenly find
that the props are to be removed, and that
they are to be placed on an equality with
the neighbouring colony of New South
Wales. However, I will not argue that
point.
I look upon t.he treaty as
inflicting a great hardship, which I trust
honorable members professing protectionist principles will assist in removing.
I do not think that the clause of the
Consolidated Customs Act, to which
allusion has been made, can be deemed
sufficient to override the Constitution Act,
especially as the 43rd clause of the latter
Act especially provides that no different
duty shall be charged on the product of
one country as against the product of
another. At present it is certain that no
treaty has been made with South Australia,
and therefore the duty of 3s. per gallon,
levied on the wines of that colony, places
New South Wales in a more favorable
position. Now, this is a distinct violation
of the 43rd clause of the Constitution
Act; and if the Government do bring
the treaty into operation on the 1st of
February, they will be committing a
similar violation of the law to that they
were guilty of last year in connexion with
the Tariff. I listened with attention to
the statement of the Minister of Customs,
but I failed to discover what really were
the numerous advantages accruing to the
people of this country from the treaty. The
Murray customs duties for 1866 amounted
to £60,000; but there can be no gainsaying
that, though the duties were ,collected
by New Houth 'Vales, the goods were
snpplied by Victorian merchants. The
people of the Riverine district have found
it to their advantage to purchase goods in
Victoria, and in most instances these goods
have been forwarded in bond, and the duties
have not been paid twice over. Besides,
if the people choose to pay double duties,
well and good; if they object, let them
obtain an alteration in the laws of the
colony they are subject to. Taking up
the correspondence of 1864, I find that
the Chief Secretary pens this paragraph : " The intention of Her Majesty's Government
is thus conclusively shown. By what means it
was defeated, it is not now, as I have before observed, material to inquire; but that it was defeated. and the colony of Victoria deprived of
territory, which, geographically, commercially,
and politically, belonged to her, the Act subsequently passed sufficiently proves."
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Here we have the Chief Secretary himself
admitting that Riverina belongs "geogl'aphically, commercially, and politically" to
Victoria, and there is no doubt that, whatever duties we might impose, the people
there would still be obliged to draw their
supplies from us. The Minister of Customs referred to the likelihood of a falling
off in the railway revenue, as one consequence of the treaty. That question
touches materially upon the' interests of
the people of Victoria. We have constructed, at a large outlay, a railway
system, creditable not only for this colony,
but also for any .place in the world,
and our desire should be to bring
as much traffic to the lines as possible.
Now, both from the admissions of the
Minister of Customs and from facts which
have come under my own knowledge, I
am satisfied that the carrying out of this
treaty will result in a los8 of £50,000 or
£60,000 to the railway revenue in the
first twelve months. I know instances
all'eady, in which from fifty to sixty tons
o~ goods, originally intended to pass over
our railway line, have been transferred to
drays. Again, the Tariff of this colony
does not altogether assimilate with that
of New South Wales. The duties vary
from ten to eighteen per cent., and
this difference will be a sufficient inducement to divert a large amount of traffic ..
If one or two bonded warehouses were
established on the banks of the river, so
that goods could be readily passed over
on payment of the duties demanded by
New South Wales, commercial interests
would be studied, and the rail way traffic
would be preserverl. I am sure that, on
a fuller consideration of the subject, it will
be found that we are asked to absolutely
throw a sum of money away. We are told
that, even at present, wine producers can
bring their fruit to this side the Murray
and make their wine here. But surely
the Minister of Customs could find a means
of bringing this fruit within the terms of
his multifarious Tariff, and so could further
increase the revenue. If our hands are
to be tied up for five years, and if New
South Wales can break the treaty on the
most trivial pretext; we are paying very
dearly indeed for our whistle. Should
proper time be given for deliberation, I
do not believe that the country will accept
the treaty.
Mr. LOVE.-I rise tomove the adjol1rnment of the debate. I do this without
any feeling of hostility or antagonism
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towards the Government. It has been
agreed, however, that as honorable members are very much in the dark regarding
this treaty, and as the subject is one of
great importance, intimately connected as
it is with our tariff scheme, it ought not to
be rushed through the House. I for one,
as a protectionist member, am not prepared to support the Government, if they
decide upon pressing the question at once.
I trust, however, that as no hostility is intended, the Governmen t will accede to our
wishes; and I therefo1:'e move that the
debate be adjourned to Tuesday next.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Of course it is
my desire that every opportunity should
be afforded to honorable members of
discussing so important a question as this,
and if the House really wishes time to
consider it, after the statement which has
just been made by my honorable colleague
the Commissioner of Customs, I will not
object to the postponement. It must,
however, be distinctly understood that
this question must be finally disposed of
before the Budget is submitted by my
honorable colleague the Treasurer. It is
important that it should be dealt with as
soon as possible, in 'order that the Budget
may be brought in at the early part of
next week. On the understanding that
the motion will have precedence on
Tuesday night, and be disposed of then, I
have no. objection to the debate being
adjourned.
Mr. LANGTON.-I do not think that
the proposition which the honorable member for Crowlands has submitted to the
House is one which the House can possibly accept. If I understand the matter
right, there are two very important points
The first is,
involved in this treaty.
whether we are to sanction the exclusion
of South Australia from the same advanta.ges as those to be received by New
South Wales.
Mr. FRANCIS.-No.
Mr. LANGTON.-Then I have misunderstood the Commissioner of Customs
altogether, because I understood him to
say that, if at any time a larger trade
should take place up the Murray from
South Australia, that colony would have
to'pay accordingly-that South Aust.ralian
goods admitted into New South Wales
will have to pay New South Wales duties,
whilst Victorian produce is to be admitted
into New South Wales duty free.
Mr. FRANCIS.-No j we pay in another way.
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Mr. LANGTON.-Evidently there is
some point involved here, which it will be
necessary to have fully discussed. Then
there is another important point, which
concerns this colony far more directly, and
in a far greater degree, than the one to
which I have referred, namely, the question whether or not there is to be any
alteration proposed in our Tariff duties
during the present year, and before this
agreement comes into force. Until the
House is fully informed on this point, it is
utterly impossible for it to express any
decisive opinion upon this ngreement;
and, therefore, I submit that we must be
informed as to what are the intentions of
the Government in relation to the Tariff
before we can decide whether this agreement is one ~hich should be accepted.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The honorable
member will not be informed.
.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Perhaps I may be
allowed to say that it is pJoactically impossible to delay deciding upon this treaty
longer than Tuesday next, the 29th of
January, because, according to agreement
between the two Governments, on the
31st stock is to be taken at every
bonding place along the border, and
Gazette notices, issued on the authority
of the Governor in Council, declaring the existence of bonding ports along
the river, will be cancelled. Practically,
therefore, the agreement comes in to
active operation on the 31st of January; and everyone who knows the
distances of these places, and the difficulty of communicating with them, must
know that, unless the question is disposed
of before eight o'clock on Tuesday night,
it will be impossible to communicate with
them in time, even by telegraph. The
treaty must either be confirmed or set
aside altogether on Tuesday.
Mr. LEVEY.-I am sorry that the
Chief Secretary has taken the ground
which he has taken. I understood the
honorable member for Crow lands to move
the adjournment of the debate, in order
that this question might be discussed side
by side with the Tariff.
.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-No.
Mr. LEVEY.-I understood so; and
now the Chief Secretary declares that
he will afford us 110 information whatever with regard to the Tariff. If we
adopt this treaty we are precluded by the
8th clause from making any alteration in
the Tariff for five years. ("No, no.") It
seems to me that, if this House gives its
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sanction to the treaty entered into on its
behalf by the Chief Secretary and the
Commissioner of Customs, we are virtually
precluded from making any alteration in
the Tariff for five years.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Any reduction.
Mr. LEVEY.-Or, in other words, if
the House support the Government in this
treaty, they are precluded from altering
the financial scheme of the Government,
at any rate so far as a reduction of duties
is concerned.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Unless there be a
correspondillg abatement on the part of
New South Wales.
Mr. LEVEY. - 1t seems to me,
therefore, that by the adoption of this
treaty we are committed, by a side wind,
to the fiscal scheme of the Government,
whatever it may be. (" No, no.") The
8th clause of the agreement says"That while this agreement continues, the
Victoria and New South Wales customs and
excise duties respectively shall not be reduced
by either colony without the consent of the
other;"

Mr. FRANCIS.-Read on.
Mr. LEVEY.-The clause continues'and that if the Legislature of either colony
shall, notwithstanding this stipulation, without
the consent of the other colony reduce its
customs or excise duties, this agreement shall
thereupon cease and determine, unless a corresponding adjustment of the annual amount
payable by Victoria to New South Wales be
first mutually agreed upon."

Mr. FRANCIS.-" Unless a corresponding adjustment of the annual amount
payable by Victoria to New South Wales
be first mutually agreed upon."
Mr. LEVEY.-In other words, a new
treaty must be ent.ered into before any
alteration of the duties can take place. If
the word "mutually:' had not been
inserted, it would have been in the power
of the Government to alter its Tariff without a fresh treaty. My impression is very
decided that, if we agree to this treaty, we
in effect bind ourselves to the continuance
of the Tariff for five years. For that
reason, while I will support an adjournment of the debate till Tuesday, I think
it will be far more convenient to discuss
the treaty in connexion with the general
fiscal policy of the Government.
Captain MAC MAHON.-It appears to
me that we should accept the proposition
to adjourn till Tuesday, in order that we
may bave an opportunity of considering
the subject. As the Chief Secretary has
stated that the Government will not bring
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forward their financial scheme till the
treaty is disposed of, we are in this
position, that we must accept the adjournment or nothing at all. Of course there
can be no such understanding as that the
adoption of the treaty will bind us to
accept the financial scheme of the Government.
Dr. EMBLING.-I am very anxious
that the debate should be adjourned, but,
I am anxious that we should not be compelled to decide upon the treaty before we
have an opportunity of dealing with the
fiscal policy of the Government. That
course I cannot agree with.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was then agreed to, and the debate
was accordingly adjourned until Tuesday,
January 29.
The House adjourned at eighteen
minutes to seven o'clock, until Tuesday,
January 29.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, January 29, 1867.
Replies to Addresses-New Member-Uncollected Customs
Duties.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at a
quarter past foul' o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
ADDRESSES TO THE GOVERNOR.
The PRESIDENT intimat.ed that he
had presented the address congratulating
the Governor on his assumption of office,
and also the address in answer to His
Excellency's Speech; and that to the
former His Excellency was pleased to
make the following reply : " MR. PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE GENTLEMEN
OF THB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:

"I thank you cordially for this address. I rely
with complete confidence on your undoubted
loyalty to our Queen; and entering upon the
duties of the high office which Her Majesty has
been pleased to confer upon me, I rel!eive with
sincere gratification the assurance of your ready
co-operation for the advancement of the welfare
of this part of Her Majesty's dominions.The PRESIDENT also stated that the
following was the reply of His Excellency the Governor to the address on the
Speech : " MR. PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE GENTLEMEN

OF THE LEGISLA1'IVE COUNCIL:

(, I receive with much satisfaction this address.
VOL. III.-L
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"I rely with confidence on your careful consideration of the measures which will be submitted to you, and on your desire to promote
the general prosperity of the people."
NEW MEMBER.
The Hon. James F. Strachan, having
been introduced, took the oaths and his
·seat for the Western Province.
UNCOLLECTED CUSTOMS
DUTIES.
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY moved"That a return be laid upon the table of the
House, showing-( 1.) W hat proportion of the
£35,000 and over, due on account of unpaid duties
upon tea, sugar, opium, and gold. and secured
by bonds, has been collected; the amounts still
uncollected; the reasons thereof, and the names
of the non-paying principals and their garnishees.
(2.) The amount, if any, collected of the
£61,000 and over of unpaid duties upon tea,
sugar, opium, and gold, for which no bonds were
taken by the Customs authorities; the amount
still uncollected, and the steps taken to recover
the same."
The honorable member, having narrated
the circumstances attending the non-collection of the duties referred to in the
motion, said-I do not anticipate that this
motion will encounter any opposit.ion. I
feel assured that there is not'"a single member of the House who is not sincerely
desirous that this vexed question should
be settled, and should be settled in a sa.tisfactory manner; It is obvious that the
re~-enue has been, I was about to say
defrauded, but at any rate subjected to a
loss of £62,000; and I do not believe that
one of us will f!ive llis sanction to a proceeding of this sort" will allow any M inistel' to arrogate to himself a power which
it is peculiarly the function of Parliament
to exercise, and which has never been
claimed nor exercised by the Sovereign of
the realm. I shall very likely be told by one
honorable member that this House has no
right to ask for financial information; that,
no matter how vitally the interests of our
constituents may be affected, we should be
content to run in the narrow groove the
House of Dords is confined to. I would
remind that honorable gentleman, however,
that this is an elective chamber; that we
represent constituents upon whom the burthen of this money, which it is sought to
place in the pockets of the tea and
sugar importers, will fall.
I would
remind him that it is one of the most honOl'able and useful functions of a representative to protect the rights and interests
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of those whom he represents from spoliation and wrong; to see that they are not
the victims of any unjust, illegal, and
oppressive taxation, levied for the enrichment of some one section of the community.
It is not for me to criticise the British
constitution, but it is very evident that
the Lords represent no one but themselves.
Their chamber is the relic of a feudal and
barbaric age.
Its constitution is as
remotely diverse from that of this House
as the two Houses are themselves asunder.
The honorable member may also refer me
to the report of the Royal Commission.
I do not know whether any honorable
members have tested their powers of
endurance by wading through what I
regard as the greatest mass of rubbish
ever printed, but I cannot obtain the
slightest information ,from it. Confusion
is left worse confounded. It cost the
country £88, and I do not think it is
worth as many shilliugs, and that independent of the paramount absurdity and
mockery of appointing a Royal Commission
to consider and report whether or not an
Act of Parliament is to be carried out.
A commission to inquire whether the law
shall be respected! Did ever man hear
such nonsense? I do not now suggest
what course the House ought to take in
this matter; when, however, the facts are
fully before us, it will be for honorable
mem bers to decide.
The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER.-I rise to
second the motion. It appears to me that
once an Act of Parliament is passed levying
custom du ties, no mem bel' of the Government
has a right to interfere either to take off or
to remit any part of those duties.. If this
practice is allowed, any venal Ministry
which may wish to bribe votes or to bring
over any portion of the community to its
views has here an easy means of doing so.
I feel confident, after looking over the
list of names of members of Parliament
concerned in these uncollected duties, that
many have been bought over by a consideration of their own interests. It was a
strong argument against the Tariff that
the votes of many honorable mE!mbers were
influenced in this manner. We hear that
some of the bonds given for the £35,000
have been enforced, but we have no list of
the persons who have not paid, nor do we
know from whom the £62,000 is due. I
'trust that this House will send an address
to the Governor, requesting His Excellency to see that the full amount due is
collected.
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The Hon. A. FRASER.-I hope that,
for the present at all events, this motion
will be withdrawn. Honorable members
will have seen, from the proceedings in
another place, that already the amount due
on the bonds has been collected within
£1,700, which sum is now in course of
collection.
Mr. MURPHY.-I have seen no return~.

Mr. FAWKNER.-Who are the defaulters?
.
Mr. FRASER.-Any honorable member who reads his Parliamentary papers
will be aware that the case is as I have
stated. As to the £62,000, I do not think
that the non-collection of that sum is the
fault of the persons who did not pay, but
I'ather of the persons who did not apply
for the duties. It would be a bardship,
therefore, to press for the payment of the
duties now. I can readily show how innocent men would suffer. For instance, a
shipment of tea may have come here in
charge of a supercargo during the time the
half-duties were being taken, and may
have been placed in the hands of a mercantile firm for sale. In that case the
supercargo would leave the colony with
the money; and would it not be an injustice to compel the merchant to pay any
duties not levied at the time? (Mr.
Fawkner-" No.") I doubt, moreover,
whether the Government can legally compel the payment of these duties. I shall
oppose the motion, because I think it
uncalled for at this early period of the
session, more particularly as the honorable
member knows that some of the information was given last week.
Mr. MUUPHY.-I know of no information.
Mr. FRASER.-Then the honorable
member did not read his Parliamentary
papers.
Mr. MURPHY.-I read everyone.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I do not
oppose the motion, as I hold the. return
asked for in my hanu; but, at the same
time, Jt would request the honorable member to wait before proceeding further, and
see what steps are taken in the House
which really has the control of money
matters. The whole of this muddle, as I
may call it, has been caused by the interference of the Council in concerns which
a reference to the Imperial Hansard will
show we have no business with. Honor-
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able members should ascertain what their
rights are before they bring forward irri ..
tating questions. I do not think, also, that
such language is ever employed in the
other House as has been used here. At
all events, I do not think that any member
of this House who has the "gift of the
gab" should call Ministers names, and
allude to them as everything that is bad.
Honorable members should allow the
debate to proceed in 'a proper arid manly
manner. I now beg to present the return
the honorable member moves for.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN.-I must
inform the honorable member that my
experience has determined me not.to take
for granted, in future, any statements
which may be made in another place regarding the finances of the colony. I am
justified in t~is by the assertion made that
the £62,000 uncollected duties would bernet
by the units of entry, which amounted
to only £888. I have not read the return
just presented, and I am not aware whether
the names of the "non-paying principals
and their garnishees," referred to in the
first portion of the motion, are given. If
they are, that part of the motion is dealt
with; but the second part certainly requires
a specific reply-" yea" or "nay," whether
the Government intend to collect the unpaid duties or not. I do not desire to
abuse the Minh!try, but I hold that we
have a perfect right to supervise financial
matters, and to require information concerning the monetary position of the
colony. What are we here for?
Mr. COLE.-As a House of Lords.
Mr. STRACHAN.-We occupy a far
higher relative position than the House of
Lords does. If a property tax were imposed, I am sure honorable members would
deem it a duty to their constituents, on
whom that tax would fall, to say a little
about it.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON.-I find
that the return presented to us is a complete answer to the motion. The return
states that a sum of £1,780 l7s. lOde is
due on the bonds; it gives the names of
the persons interested, and a footnote states
that it is believed that nearly the whole of
the balance will be ultimately collected.
With regard to the £62,000, I see that a
list of the persons who took out the goods
is furnished, and that there is a statement
that no steps have been taken to recover
the money.
Now reference has been
made to the hardship which would be
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inflicted, were the persons who obtained
their goods, on payment of less than the
legal amount of duty, compelled to pay up
the remainder. I can iuform the honorable member, however, what to my knowledge has been the course adopted by the
Customs department. A quantity of furniture imported by Messrs. Wallach Brothers,
previous to the issue of the departmental
regulations, was allowed to pass without
payment of duty. Some time afterwards
application was made for £30, alleged to be
due on account of the furniture. The
firm replied, that they had sold the entire
pal~cel at' a rate at which they would not
have parted with it, had they known of
the duty; but the only satisfaction they
could obtain was a threat of proceedings
by the Crown Solicitor, and under this
pressure they were forced to pay the
money. The very course deprecated by the
honorable member (Mr. Fraser) has been
adopted by the department. Are we then
to be asked to leave the £62,000 in the
hands of the tea and sugar dealers, and
only compel furniture dealers to pay?
Mr. MURPHY.-I will take advantage
of my right to reply by referring to some
of the remarks of the honorable mem bel'
(Mr. Fraser.)
The honorable member
speaks of the hardship of compelling the
tea and sugar dealers to pay the uncollected
duties. Does he think of the hardship
which will be inflicted on his constituents,
if the country has to pay instead? The
honorahle member doubts the legal power
of the Government to ~nforce the payment
of these duties. To disabuse his mind I
will read three or four lines from the
Customs Act : "Such former duties shall be and continue
payable until such new dutics imposed in lieu
thereof shall become chargeable, save and except in cases where the Act or Acts imposing
such new dutil:!s shall otherwise provide; and all
moneys arising from any duties of customs or
any arl'~ars thereof • . • . . and whether
secured by bond or otherwise, shall be levied and
appropriated in the same manner as if the same
had been made payable by this Act."

If the honorable member considers this.
matter apart from any bias, he will have
no difficulty in coming to the conclusion
that these duties are payable, and ought
to be paid.
The motion was agreed to, and the
return presented' by Mr. Cole was
orde~d to lie on the table.
The House adjourned at five o'clock,
until Tuesday, February 5.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, January 29, 1867.
Visitnrs from the Neighbouring Colonies-ImmigrationMining on Private Property aud Public ReservesBorder Duties.

The SPEAKE R took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
PETITIONS.
Mr. BLACKWOOD presented a petition from a numoer of the merchants and
traders of the city of Melbourne, praying
the House to sanction the agreement
between the Governments of New South
Wales and Victoria relative to the Border
Customs Duties.
Mr. KYTE presented a petition from
the Australian Alliance Assurance Company, praying for leave to bring in a Bill
.to amenu the company's Act.
ELECTORAL RETURNS.
Mr. McCULLOCH presented, in compliance with an order of the House, dated
January 23, a return of the number of
electors who voted in each electoral district in which there was a poll at the last
general election ; the names of the several
candidates, and the number of votes polled
by each candidate; and the number of
electors on the rolls of each district.
ESTIMATES.
Mr. VERDON presented a message
from His Excellency the Governor, transmitting Supplementary Estimates for 1866,
and recommending an appropriation of the
consolidated revenue accordingly. The
message was ordered to be taken into consideration in Committee of Supply.
VISITORS.
Mr. IRELAND.-Mr. Speaker, I wish
to call attention to the fact that there are
now within the precincts of the House
several distinguished visitors from the
adjoining colonies, representing the Governments of the respective colonies. As
an act of courtesy, and in accordance with
precedents, I wish to move that these
gentlemen be accommodated with seats in
the House. The first precedent to which
I wish to refer is one which took place in
1857, when"Mr. O'Shanasc;y, by leave of the House,
moved that a chair be placed in the cha.ber at
the disposal of the Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly of New South Wales, during the
residence of that officer in this colony."
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Again, ther~ is another. precedent in 1860,
when,. Mr. Nicholson moved that the President of
the Legislative Council of South Australia,
who was present in the Speaker's gallery,
shollld be accommodated with a seat in the
House during his sojourn in the colony."

There is another precedent in the year
1860, which is thus reported : II Mr. Nicholson understood it was the intention of Sir Richard McDonnell to be present
that evening; and he moved, with the leave of
the Assembly, that a chair might be provided
for his accommodation in the body of the
House."

There is also a further precedent in 1861,
when.. Mr. Heales moved that a chair be provided
in the body of the House for the honorable the
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly of South
Australia."

r n conformity with the

practice as shown
by the instances cited, and in return for
the like courtesy uniformly extended to
members of our Legislature by the respective colonies represented by the gentlemen
to whom I refer, I have the honour, with
the leave of the House, to move-

" That seats be provided in the body of this
House for the use of the Hon. Mr. Eagar, Treasurer of New South Wales; the Hon. Mr. Blyth,
Chief Secretary of South Australia; the Hon.
Mr. Ayres, Treasurer of South Australia; the
Hou. Mr. Macallister, Chief Secretary of Queensland, during their stay in Victoria."

The motion was seconded by Mr.
McCULLOCH, and unanimously adopted.
IMMIGRATION.
Mr. LEVEY asked the Commissioner of
Customs when it was the intention of the
Government to inform the House as to the
sum of money they had expended during
the year 1866, and were prepared to
expend during 1867, for immigration?
In submitting his qnestion the honorable
member said-For years past the Government have systematically violated the
provisions of an Act of Parliament which
prescribes that a certain portion of the
Jand revenue is to be expendeu annually
on immigration.
For years past the
Government have been disobeying that
Act, and I wish to ask the Commissioner
of Customs whether they intend to do so
any longer? The result of our spending
no money on immigration has been felt most
disastrously during the recent harvest.
My constituents, and, I believe, the constituents of other honorable members
who represent agricultural districts, have
been subjected to most serious loss in
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consequence of the utter impossibility of
obtaining any labour during the harvest.
I have been assured upon good authority
that fully one-fourth of the wheat and
barley crops is entirely lost in consequence
of the impossibility of gett.ing labour to
reap those crops. In the face of these
facts, I feel it my duty to ask the honorable gentleman whether it is the intention
of the Government to persevere any longer
in their policy of systematically violating
the law?
Mr. FRANCIS.-I am surprised at the
coolness of the honorable member in
charging me, and the department which I
arlminister, with a determined and continued violation of the law with regard to
immigration. If he had studied the law
he certainly could not have made such a
reckless and unfounded assertion. The
law prescribes that the money expended
on immigration must be expended in
accordance with certain regulations to
be prepared by the Governor in Council
and laid before Parliament. Regulations
have been duly framed and laid before
Parliament; the immigratr fund has
been administel'ed in compliance thetewith;
and I can assure the honorable member
that not a single applicant has been denied
the ad vantages which the system was
designed to confer. It may be considered
a matter of policy that the law or the regu ..
lations should be amended, and if the
honorable member desires any amendment
he can bring the matter before the House
in the proper manner; but I can only inform
him that the existing law on the subject
has been carried out to the fullest extent.
The object of the regulations was to enable
immigrants from Great Britain or other
parts of Europe to reach Aust.ralia as
cheaply as they could reach America;
and, with that view, any pel'son in the
colony
can obtain passage-warrants
for intending immigrants on payment
of £5 for an adult male, £2 for an
adult female, or £1 for a child. I
repeat that the law has been carried out,
and that no person has been denied the
privileges which the regulations offer. I
therefore repudiate the honol'able member's assertion that the law has been
violated. I have further to state that, if
the honorable member means that the 38th
section of the Land Act of lR62-which
prescribes that one-fourth of the land
revenue shall be annually appropriated for
the purposes of immigration-has not been
carried out, I am prepared to say that it
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has. The money has been appropriated,
but not wasted.
Mr. LEVEY.-The honorable gentleman has indulged in a most extraordinary
quibble. He !:iays the money has been
"appropriated"-but has it been expended?
I charge him with violating the law.
The SPEAKER said the honorable
member was not in order in making any
remarks after his question had been answered.
Mr. LEVEY~-The honorable gentleman charges me with something like im"pudence, and expresses great indignation
at my saying that the Government have
violated the law. With the leave of the
House I must point out that they have
violated the Jaw. The law says distinctly
that certain officers shall be appointed in
England.
Mr. FRANCIS,-" May" be.
Mr. LEVEY.-The hunorable member
has held office four years, and has never
carried out the law relating to immigration.
MINING ON PRIVATE PROPERTY
AND PUBLIC RESERVES.
Mr. EV ANS asked the Minister of
Mines if the Government intended, during
the present session, to bring in a Bill to
regulate mining on private property; also,
if any decision had been arrived at respecting the present uncertain state of the law
with regard to mining on public re~erves ?
The honorable gentleman remarked-It is
a matter of great importance that the
question of mining on pri vate property
and on public reserves should be definitely
settled. At the present moment mining
enterprise is completely checked, in consequence of the Government not settling
the difficulty with regard to mining on
public reserves. The mining community
were led to believe that, after the Chief
Judge of the Court of Mines gave his
decision in the important case which was
before him some time ago, regulations
would be framed relative to mining on
public reserves; but, though nearly two
months have elapsed since the decision of
the learned judge was given, no steps have
yet been taken to frame regulations, in
consequence of which a large amount' both
of capi tal and labour is remaining unemployed in mining enterprise.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I beg to inform
the honorable member that it is the intention of the Government to introduce a Bill
to regulate mining on private property.
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In reply to the second question, I may say
that, as regards the reserves at Ballaratto which, no doubt, the honorable member
alludes-there were seven applications for
mining sent in, and the warden was instructed to make the fullest inquiries
respecting them. He has only yet reported on three, but as soon as he has
reported on the four remaining applications
the Government will be prepared to take
immediate action in the matter; and it is
their intention, as soon afterwards as possible, to introduce a Bill relative to mining
on public reserves.
PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS.
Mr. BAYLES asked the Speaker who
had charge of the Parliament Buildings?
Several of the apartments, said the honorable member, had been in a most dirty and
filthy state during the recess; and not
only during the recess, but even since the
session commenced. Some of the rooms
were not fit to go into, and several of the
articles for the toilette were quite unfit
for use.
The SPEAKER.-The rooms in connexion with the Legislative Assembly are
under the charge of the Serjeant-at-Arms ;
those in connexion with the library are
under the charge of the Librarian; and
there are some passages between the two
Houses the jurisdiction over which is
disputed.
BORDER DUTIES.
The debate on Mr. McCann's motion,
relative to the agreement between the
Governments of New South Wales and
Victoria as to the Border Customs Duties
-adjourned from January 24-was resumed by
Mr. LOVE; who said-In rising to
speak on this question, it is necessary that
I should state my reasons for the vote
which I intend to give. The debate was
adjourned the other evening to give honorable members an opportunity of making
themselves acquainted with the treaty. I
have taken the matter into consideration,
and the more I have done so the more I
am satisfied that this .arrangement should
not be carried out. I speak from a protectionist point of view. I am satisfied
that the treaty, in its results in a protectionist point of view, must be disastrous to
protection altogether. I am convinced,
however, that the protectionist members of
this House will be prepared, when the
division_ comes on, to record their votes in
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such a way as to show that they are real
protectionists in this matter. I may state
that this treaty entirely ignores the principles which have been initiated by the
present Ministry. The Government have
had my faithful support for the last twelve
months, and they have also had the support of a large section of this House, because
they had the moral courage to initiate a.
system of protection. In their laudable
endeavours to provide for the depressed
industries of the colony and to give employment to the distressed population, they
. barred the door of our sea-board by a
system of protection; but what is the case
now? Why, they have now opened the
back-door to a' free-trade system. I am
perfectly satisfied with the instalment of
protection contained in the present Ta.riff,
so far as it has gone, and considering the
time it has been in operation. It has been
a great advantage to the colony. It has
been the means of assisting our distressed
population, by giving employment to hundreds of people. Ii has given employment
to a large number of distressed women
who were liking out "a most unenviable
livelihbod. ~t has been the means of
giving employment to those women in the
making up of woollen clothes. It is well
known that woollen cloths, in the piece,
are admitted into the colony duty free,
and that the incidental protection given by
the Tariff, by the imposition of a duty on
im ported slop goods, has been the means
of enabling our large importing houses to
give employment to a considerable number
of persons in the making up of woollen
goods.
But now the Government are
opening the door to free trade at the
border.
It is well known to most
members of this House that the
manufacture of woollen cloths has been
established in New South Wales for a
considerable period; and they must be
aware that the railways in that colony are
gradually drawing nearer to our border.
What is to prevent the Legislature of
New South Wales hurrying on those railways to our very border, and manufacturing woollen goods to supply the centres
of our population-to compete with our
own manufacturers in our own market?
Is this a thing to be endured? Can we
be satisfied with seeing a Ministry who
brought forward protection a year ago,
now, in the short space of twelve months,
bringing forward the very opposite
system, free trade? Surely this is not
to be endured? I am perfectly satisfied
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that the agreement entered into between
the two Governments is not for the purpose of benefiting Victoria. It is framed
for the express purpose of benefiting the
mercantile fr~ternity of Melbourne. It is
a well-known fact that a Jarge number of
merchants in the city of Melbourne have
large pastoral properties in New South
Wales. I do not wish to enter into personal matters, because I believe it to be
beneath the duty and position of a legislature to enter into personalities on a subject
of this kind; but, if I wished to do so,
I am perfectly satisfied that I could
show what this treaty is intended for.
As I have already said, the treaty is entered into. for the purpose of allowing the
mercantile-cum-squatting fraternity of
Victoria to carry out their own personal
arrangements. There are even gentlemen
in this House who are known to have
large pastoral holdings in New South
Wales. They have been unable to stock
their large holdings in consequence of the
nature of the Scab Act of New South
Wales; but this treaty is endeavouring to
assimilate the Scab Acts of the two colonies, and will allow the surplus stock in
Victoria to go into New South Wales.
This is a very nice arrangement for the
persons to whom I refer; but is it an
arrangement which the members of this
House, and especially the protectionists,
are likely to allow to be carried out?
Certainly not. As to the treaty having
been entered into to secure to Victoria the
trade wi th Ri verina, we have got that
trade already, without the necessity of any
further legislation on the subject. It is'
wrong that we should legislate altogether
for the interests of another community;
and yet we are now doing that in the treaty
under discussion. We are entering into
an arrangement to allow the commodities
of New South Wales to come into our
market duty free. If this treaty be
adopted, we shall virtually allow stock sent
from Victoria into New South Wales to
return as fat stock; and compete with
the fat stock in our own markets, without being subject to any impost whatever.
I am perfectly satisfied that this is the
objict of the treaty. I"may mention that
the quantity of stock which came into
Victoria from New South Wales in the
year 1865 comprised 209,958 sheep,
52,329 head of cattle, and 1,542 horses.
Now if the Government saw the necessity
of imposing a duty on the stock imported
from New South Wales, what would be
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the result? Why, a duty of Is. per head
on sheep and 5s. per head on· horses and
cattle would raise a revenue of £23,965,
which might be expended in making
roads. This matter should not be lost
sight of. As I have already remarked,
the treaty is, no doubt, a very nice
arrangement for the pastoral tenants of
New South Wales, in conjunction with
the pastoral tenants of Victoria and the
mercantile classes of Melbourne; but I
trust that the protectionists in this House
will not be parties to the carrying out of
any such arrangement, which is altogether
a conglomeration of inconsistency. In
connexion with this treaty, another' great
interest is entirely ignored. The Minister
of Customs told us the other day, with
the greatest sang froid, that the vinegrowing interest of Victoria was a minor
interest, and must give way to more important ones. Perhaps honorable members may not be aware that the area
under vine-cultivation in this colony is not
less than about 5,000 acres. It is a fact
that the bringing of vines to perfection
occupies about six years, and that the cost
per acre is about £270. The writer of an
article in the Australasian, newspaper
shows that this is not too high an estimate
of the cost of establishing a vineyard and
bringing the vines to maturity in this
colony. That, he says, would not be considered too heavy a sum for a vineyard in
France, where the land would have to be
purchased at a high price, and, although
the land is obtainable at a nominal price
here, the difference in the price of labour
makes the total cost about the same in
both countries. The aggregate co~t of the
vineyards of Victoria may, therefore, be
reckoned at something like £1,000,000 or
£1,500,000. Is this a. minor interest and
one that ought to be ignored? Is it to be
cast aside to satisfy another section of the
community-another interest?
I may
further state that these vineyards afford
employment to ~me man for about every
acre, so that there are about 5,000 persons
employed in connexion with the vineyards
of the colony. According to the statistics
for 1861, there were only about 8,000 per"
sons, including males and females,
employed in connexion with pastoral
pursuits in Victoria in that year. That
number has been much decreased within
the Jast few years, in consequence of the
fencing in of runs; so that, I believe, the
labour employed in connexion with
pastoral pursuits is far less than even that
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employed in connexion with the cultivation
of the vine. Yet we are told that the
vine-growing interest is a minor interest,
and must give way to larger interests!
I have hitherto been a faithful supporter
of the Ministry, but I must confess that
I look with great suspicion upon a Government who, twelve short months -ago, had
the courage to initiate a system of protection on our sea-board, and now intend to
initiate a system of free trade on our
border. It may be said that there is only
a slight line-the river Murray-between
the two colonies; but what has that to do
with the question? Although the population of the two colonies al"e of the same
blood, we are under different legislation.
They will look after their own interests,
and it is our duty to look after ours.
Although we may agree to pay New South
Wales £60,000 a year to have our good"
admitted duty free into Riverina, I am
satisfied, from past experience, that that
will not bind them to the treaty. Have
they not broken treaties with this colony
twice at least? We must be guided by
past experience. I have no doubt that, if
the importation of goods into Riverina
increased beyond what it was last year,
the Government of New South Wales
would immediately lower their customs
duties. The Commissioner of Customs
said, on Thursday evening, that we ought
not to look upon them as Algerines; but
have they not acted the part of Algerines
already Oll two occasions? A nd what
right have we to believe that they will
not act as Algerines again, and break
this treaty? I will not be satisfied
with any treaty, unless we have heavy
fidelity bonds as a guarantee that it will be
carried out. That course ought to be insisted upon with a commuuity which has
broken its treaties twice already. I must
say that I look upon the Government with
- suspicion. I regret that I cannot support
this measure. It is with pain that I take the
stand I am taking, but I cannot be satisfied with the treaty. It has been statedand I am perfectly satisfied that the statement is correct-that the Ministry have
pandered to the Opposition and to the free
trade community in this matter. It has even
been stated that a member of the Ministry
told a member of the Opposition that the
Government expected their support in
this treaty, because it was a free trade
treaty. I challenge anyone to deny this fact.
Mr. FRANCIS.-I give the assertion
my most unqualified denial.
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Mr. LOVE.-I may state that the
"whip" of the Ministry actually made
overtures to a prominent member of the
Opposition-a proposition to the effect
that the Government expected the assistance of the Opposition, as it was a free
trade question.
I ask the honorable
member, the "whip" of the Ministry, to
explain his position as best he can.
An HON. MEMBER.-Who is he?
Mr. LOVE.-The honorable member for
Castlemaine, Mr. Farrell. Before resuming
my seat, I call upon all protectionist members to weigh well the vote they give 011
this occasion. I will remind them that
they will have to be answerable to their
constituents for their votes-that they will
have to give an account of theil" steward8hip; and I hope, therefore, that they will
be honest and faithful to the cause which
they have espoused, and give their votes
faithfully in accordance with the pledges
which they made on the hustings.
Mr. KYTE.-Sir, I am quite surprised,
being a new member, at what has occurred
in this House during the few months in
which I happened-against my will, I
must confess - to be excised from the
House. I have come back, and what do
I find? Nothing but rank rebellion. If
that rebellion were confined to new members, I would gi ve them the benefit of that
courtesy which new members should
receive at the hands of those who hear
their nonsense and their trash in this
House. But the rebellion, such as it is,
is not confined to new members; it is more
wide spread, it affects those who have had
the honour of a seat in the.House during
three Parliaments. Now, let us come to
the reason of this rebellion-this treachery
to those who placed them here.
. Mr. McCANN rose to order.
The SPEAKER.-I am not awarfl that
the honorable member has made use of an
unparliamentary expression.
Mr. McCANN.-The honorable member spoke of certain other honorable members as being guilty of treachery to those
who sent them to this House. Now, I
wish to ask whether such expressions are
in order?
The SPEAKER.-An expression must
have a personal meaning before it can be
considered unparliamentary.
Mr. KYTE.-I was about to observe
that during the last six days important
questions and- motions have been tabled in
the House, one and all of them for the
purpose of what? Of getting rid of a
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number of gentlemen who, according to
the tablers of the motions, have been too
long in office. The first of these motions
had reference to payment of members. I
do not hesitate to say that I am one of
those who advocate payment of members;
but that object must be obtained in a proper
way-by a Bill adopted by constitutional
means, and in no other way. I find that
payment of members, the land grievance,
the uncollected duties, and, last of all,
protection to native industry, have each
been made a stalking horse to oust the
Government. I ask those who vaunt and
prate about protection so much what they
have done for it, except prate? For years
before I had the honour of a seat in this
House I spent the best part of my time in
advocating protection to native industry;
I spent intelligence, such as it was, and I
spent money, both in season and out of
season. It is now said by the honorable
member for South Grant, and those who
support his motion, that the Government,
because they have done that which is wise
and prudent, are opposed to protection to
native industry. It is well known that
the honorable member for South Grant,
from the period when he was first
a supporter of the Heales Government
down to the present time, has always been
propounding all sorts of motions, and
introducing all sorts of acrimony into the
House, no matter what Government was
in office. I don't accuse him of designing
to be mischievous, but still he is mischievous. In my opinion the honorable member takes the course he does simply for
the purpose of advertising bimself. I
believe that, if there is one member of this
House who has got protection more at
heart than another, it is the honorable
member for South Grant; but, at the same
time, he takes a most left-handed way of
bringing it forward. I will refer to a
speech made by the honorable member at
Geelong. The honorable member there
stated that there are at least 5,000 acres
of vines in the Geelong district; but
according to Mr. Archer's statistics for
1865, the whole of the vineyards in the
colony only yielded 176,000 gallons of
wine in t.hat year, and the average yield
per acre is 300 gallons. Making every
reasonable allowance for an increase during
the year 1866, it must be apparent that
the honorable member's estimate of the
extent of vineyards in his district is greatly
overrated. The honorable member has
also .asked what this country will gain by
VOL. III.-1\1
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the treaty in reference to the Border
Custom Duties? I will tell the honorable
member what this country will gain. The
adoption of the treaty will do away at
once, and for ever, with the demoralization of the border population. The border
population at the present time are demoralized-they are becoming a set of
smugglers; and we know that indulgence
in one crime leads to the perpetration of
others. The treaty will do away with all
that, and it will give an outlet for the
employment of miners, blacksmiths,
workers in tin, harnessmakers, ironfounders, gardeners, boot and shoe makers,
and many other artizans. Have not the
industrial resources of this colony increased? Will they not find a vent, and
where should they find a vent better than
in a district which is a province of our
own, except in a geographical sense? It
is well known that all the inhabitants
of Riverina are customers of our tradespeople. Ask the hotelkeepers, ask the
bankers, ask in any direction, and you will
find what the answer will be. Because,
forsooth, there is an imaginary boundary
line between this colony and Ri verina-a
river which is dried up half the year-is
that to be made a reason for tabling
motions for the express purpose of introducing a schism amongst those who have
hitherto been loyal to the principles they
have advocated, and getting rid of the
gentlemen occupying the Ministerial
benches? . Let me ask the honorable
member for South Grant if there has
been any charmer whispering into his
ear, "What will you take? Will you
take the office of Commissioner of Customs
or Minister of Lands?" Let me ask the
honorable member for Crowlands (Mr.
Love), if he has had any serpent whispering into his ear, "My dear fellow, you
ought to have the Treasurership?" Let
me ask the honorable member for Qolling,vood (Dr. Embling) a question. During
that honorable member's election canvass,
I was foremost and hindmost in supporting him.
I went on the stump; I
preached up the honorable gentleman and
his protection principles and his loyal
views towards the Government; I voted
for him; I assisted him in every possible
way; and what do I see, within one short
month of that gentleman sitting on these
benches, but gross perjury to the objects
for which he came?
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is not in order.
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Mr. KYTE.-Has there been no one
whispering into the ear of the honorable
mem her for Collingwood - " My dear
fellow, you would make a good Minister
Justice?" It is patent to the world that
no honorable member could have descended
to the steps to which the honorable member for Collingwood descended one short
year ago for the purpose of getting
a seat in this House. He would have
done anything for the Ministry at that
time. But what do we find the honorable member doing after his election?
Within one short month of his taking
his seat in this House we find him in
communication with an honorable member
in another place, for the purpose of dispossessing the Government' which he
swore by all that was sacred to support.
I hold, and ever have held, that anyone
who stands upon the public platform, and
there gives a promise, is bound to regard
that promise with the same sacredness as
he would regard an oath given in the
witness-box. I need scarcely advert to
the two or three imbecile attempts which
have been made to dispossess the Government. This last attempt is as imbecile as
the others, and it will be found, when the
division takes place, that some honorable
members will be ready to faint with fear.
An emeute has arisell, but honorable members who are so anxious to sit on the
Treasury benches have, by a wise provision of the Constitution Act, to go before
their constituents before they can take their
seats there; and let them go if they dare.
Let the honorable member for Collingwood
remember that he has to go to his constituents. It is very .easy for one to
clothe oneself with an excuse if one does
not like to do one's duty. And, I say,
this is the fourth attempt, in the short
space of six days, made by backsliders to
excuse themselves for deserting the principle which they profess to have most at
heart, namely, protection to native industry.
,.
Dr. EMBLING.-Hear, hear.
Mr. KYTE.-Let me ask the honorable
member for Collingwood, who says" Hear,
bear," where he is to get protection from,
save from the gentlemen on the Ministerial
benches? Is he to get it from the Opposition-from gentlemen who have been
opposed to every eftbrt calculated to promote the development of our natural
resources, no matter by what section
made? At a celebrated meeting held
some time since at St. George's Hall, a
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prime mover in this emeute-the honorable membet: for Ballarat East (Mr. Jones),
who was then secretary to the Reform
League-made certain observations which
seem now to be very apropos. The
honorable member then said" His Excellency showed pluck by committing
himself to the struggle, and was fully up to the
requirements of the occasion. (Loud cheers.)
Before the Ministry resolved to ask His Excellency for a dissolution, they offered, like honorable men, to relieve their supporters by
tendering their resignation. They said, 'Let
us be sacrificed, so that the liberties of the
country shall be set for ever on a solid foundation.' . . . The Free Trade League, finding
they could not buy the people, were piling up
their money 'to buy theil' representatives at the
next election; but the country must elect men
who should say to the Conncil, 'The people
are determined you shall pass this Tariff; you
shall be reformed ; and the purse strings shall
never leave their hands.' "

Now I do not believe for a moment that
there is a member of this House who
would so degrade himself as to take money
from the Free Trade League. But let
honorable members beware how they vote
on this occasion, or the soil will be sure to
stick to their limbs. The words of the
honorable member for Ballarat East, on
the occasion to which I refer, had more
than a passing reference. He must have
been in the secret as to what was passing
in the Opposition ranks at the time, as he
was in the secret, to a certain extent, of
the Ministerial policy. His assertion that
the Government of the day had offered to
tender their resignation for the purpose of
relieving their supporters is quite true.
The Ministry did, on three, distinct occasions, make this appeal to their supporters;
their supporters had implicit confidence in
them; they intimated this to the Ministry;
and the Ministry stood their ground. And
honorable members, who only one short
year ago had the most implicit confidence
in Ministers, are now for ousting them
from office. How comes this? It is not
for me, Mr. Speaker, to give a hint or
suggestion as to the cause; but let the
honorable member for Ballarat East beware
that his constituents do not bring him to
account for the action which he has taken
since the commencement of this session,
for the purpose of ejecting the Ministry.
In accord with the honorable member for
Ballarat East, we have two of the members
for Collingwood, shoulder to shoulder and
arm to arm, disposed to carry into effect
an unholy alliance between the gentlemen
who sit on the Opposition benches and
certain of the protectionist members. I
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believe the secession will not include more
than half H, dozen members. I do not
believe that it will include those who have
really studied protection for the sake of the
principle. I will not allude to the movement set on foot to win these half dozen
weak minded men, to say the least, from
their allegiance. But I may remark, that
on more than one occasion have honorable
members of this House advocated a system
of federation. And I would ask, is not
this treaty with New South Wales the
first step towards a system of federation ?
No wonder that the Argus should utter
the sarcasms in which it has indulged
within the last few days-that protectionists will by-and-by band themselves together in order to set municipality against
municipality-the people on one side the
Yarra against the people on the other side
-every place having a tariff of its own.
Such proceedings are likely to bring incalculable harm upon protection. We all
knO\,v from experience what is likely to
result from the nullification of such a
treaty. Suppose we do not adopt the
treaty-suppose we still insist upon the
vignerons of New South Wales paying 3s.
per gallon-is it not in the power of New
South Wales to turn round upon us, and
inflict equal if not greater injury? And
what would be the result? Recrimination, probably bloodshed; at all events,
loss of trade to both sides, and no benefit
whatever to the protectionist party in
Melbourne-no advantage to the manufacturing industry expected to be raised
up here. I hope to live to see the day,
and I hope the day is not far distant, '
when through the length and breadth of
Australia, from the Indian Ocean to the
Pacific, there shall prevail one uniform
and fixed system of duties. Each division
of Australia depends for life upon the other;
it must ever be so; and why should we
seek to maintain arbitrary boundaries
when such an arrangement will only have
the effect of destroying the industries we
are about raising up here? I have not the
slightest doubt that in the course of a few
years we shall be shipping, in large quantities, the manufactures of our people to
the confines of Carpentaria.
Having
delivered myself thus, I appeal to those
honorable members who advocate the
principle of protection-not to those honorable gentleman who want office, not to
those gentlemen who have been disappointed in their expectations, but those
gentlemen who are protectionists, hon&-
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fide-to support a Government w.ho have
given the country a modicum of protection-indeed the only Government through
whom we can expect to obtain a second
instalment of protection. The Government
have placed us in an unparalleled position
of prosperity; within three or four years
they have raised us from the utmost
depression; when they came into office
workmen were obliged to fly the country,
and now there is an abundance of labour,
and that labour finds full employment.
All this being so, I appeal to the protectionist members-members who advocate
protection for the sake of the principleto stand by the Government on the present
occasion.
Mr. BALFOUR.-Mr. Speaker, I beg
leave to submit the following as an amendment to the motion proposed by the honorable member for South Grant : "That this House approves of the arrangement entered into between the two colonies, as
set forth in the memorandum presented to
both Houses of Parliament by His Excellency~s
command."

I do not think it is necessary that I should
say much in support of this proposition.
It has been pretty clearly shown, in the
earlier part of the discussion, that the
amount which the Government have agreed
to pay for five years to the Government of
New Sou th Wales is not more than has
hitherto been received by that colony in
customs duties; and as that amount will
be received at our own custom house upon
the goods we have to send to New Sonth
Wales, we shall not be paying anything
out of our own pockets. Of course there
will be this little difference-the difference
which may exist between our own Tariff
and that of New South Wales. There is
also another difference, which I commend
to the consideration of those honorable
members who style themselves protectionists, and are yet opposed to the treaty
-namely, that all goods manufactured or
produced here, as was well shown by the
Commissioner of Customs the other
night, will find their way into New
South Wales without having to pay at
the custom house that amount which
all imported goods have to pay~ and
the amount which all goods sent to New
South Wales previously to this treaty had
to pay to the Government of that colony.
A bonus will thus be given to goods of
local manufacture, inasmuch as those ~oods
will not have to pay customs duties either
to New South Wales or Victoria. But
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if the amount of money agreed to be paid factured in this colony. A gentleman had
to New South Wales were far more than purchased a buggy in Melbourne, and
what we have hitherto been paying-even drove it up to the Murray, with the
if it were more than we anticipated, we intention of crossing at Wahgunyah, but
should pay if no treaty such as this had there he had to stay until he paid a duty
been entered into-considering the amount of £20. These things are sufficient to
of vexation and annoyance which has make men desirous that some agreement
always attached to this question of Border should be entered into by which there
Customs, and considering the great facili- might be free trade 'across the river.
ties to business which will now be opened Well, we are told that by this agreement
up, I say the arrangement would be well we are giving undue facilities to the New
worth the outlay even if it were double. South Wales producers of wine, and
If the moneys collected by New South virtually imposing a tax on our own
Wales on the border, on goods entering vignerons. I hope, however, that it has
that colony, amounted last year to £60,000, not come to this-that protection, as we
it is quite clear that, owing to the increase are to understand it, means that we are
of population in Riverina, that amount to protect ourselves against the neighbourwould increase yearly; but, by the arrange- ing colonies; that we are going to set up
ment just entered into, the payment will a barrier to the interchange of commodities
remain at £60,000 for five years, and we with the colonies around us. Besides, it
shall not have to pay one penny beyond is well known that a large quantity of the
that amount.
wir,18 reputed to come from New South
Mr. LEVEY.-Unless they choose to Wales has been produced in this colony,
break the agreement.
the grapes having been brought across the
Mr. BALFOUR.-The vexations and Murray for the purpose of being crushed
annoyances attendant upon the collection on this side the border. This was done
of customs duties on the Murray are well in consequence of arrangements, both at
known to all who have been on the Albury and Corowa, for the purpose of
border, and who have had dealings with escaping the duty. It is also to be rememthe border.
Honorable members may bered that a great deal of the wine called
recollect that on one occasion a steamboat Murray River wine is the produce of the
going up the river was snagged close to vineyards at Tabilk, Barnawartha, and
the New South \Vales side. By dint of Redesdale, and therefore, after all, Vicexertion she was got on to the mud on the torian wine. Further, let ine observe that
New South 'Vales side; and for doing the introduction of wines-even such as
this and landing the goods, and taking care those that come from New South Wales,
of them until they could be forwarded to -a few years older than our own,
their proper destination, the customs instead of checking the production
authorities of New South Wales imposed of wine here, is calculated to encoura.ge
a penalty of £50; and although it was the taste for colonial wine, and to produce
shown that the case was one of necessity a wholesome competition, which will, no
and danger, and that the boat could not doubt, lead to our willes increasing in
have been run across to t.he other side, the value, importance, and consumption. I
demand was imperative· and was enforced. was rather surprised to hear the argument
Perhaps we have reason to thank our used by the honorable member for East
stars that we have the Chief Secretary Melbourne (Mr. Levi) the other night in
and the Attorney-General safe here to- favour of annulling this treaty-namely,
night, because the Cumberoona, which that the treaty would lead to the sending
had these gentlemen as passengers, got up of large quantities of goods, intended
snagged very near the New South Wales for New South Wales, by drays instead of
shore, and the steamboat proprietors, by railway. "We have constructed these
rather than be mulcted in another railways at great expense," urged the
penalty of £50, pushed her across to honorable member, "and here we enter
the Victorian shore, at the risk of the into an agreement whereby the goods that
lives of those two honorable gentlemen. ,have hitherto found their way to the
One vexation connected with the working Murray as bonded goods will, now they
of the Border Tariff is the trouble of are free, go up in all directions by drays,
getting over small packages and parcels. and thus we shall not be encouraging and
I may mention an instance which occurred feeding the railways 'Yhich were conrecently with regard to an article manu- struct~d at national expense." In other
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words, the honorable member is going in
for a far stronger system of protection
than any heard of on this side of the
House. It has been sought to make a
great deal out of the clause in the memorandum of agreement, that, in case either
colony should make a reduction in any
item of its Tariff, the agreement would be
immediately annulled. The agreement
would be annulled for the moment, unless
the reduction were made by mutual consent, or unless a certain sum less than
that agreed to be given by Victoria should
be accepted. But an agreement of the
kind could not be made without some such
clause as this. Suppose no clause of this
kind were in the agreement, and that
Sydney reduced her Tariff-say that she
abolished the duty on tea-immediately it
would be found that we should be paying
far too much if we continued to pay
£60,000 per annum; because, by the
reduction of the Sydney duty, there
would be such a premium offered for
the introduction of that article into
Riverina, by way of Sydney, that we
should lose the trade altogether, and find
that we were paying very dearly for our
whistle. On the other hand, if the reduction of duty were to be on our side, it
would be found that we were paying too
little; because not only would the quantity of goods which we sent to Riverina
be largely increased, but we might send
tea even further, perhaps to Sydney itself.
Therefore, it was necessary to provide
that neither colony should reduce the
duty on .any article, during the continuance of the agreement, without the consent of the other. I think it must be
quite clear to the dullest apprehension,
that such a treaty must be very beneficial
to the trade of the colony; and after looking for it for the last few years, after
earnestly desiring such an agreement,
surely it is the very last thing to put out
the present Government upon? There
are plenty of other questions on which
honorable members might seek with much
more reason to displace the Government.
According to the articles which have appeared in the Sydney newspapers, the
agreement is made quite in our interest.
Therefore I think it would be very unbecoming, and unwise, to upset it. It
will be long before we shall get another
Government to take upon themselves the
responsibility of entering into such a
treaty.
Mr. DYTE seconded the amendment.
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Mr. RICHARDSON. - Mr. Speaker,
as the seconder of the original motion, I
rise to state my reasons for taking that
course. I may say that I have never
risen with greater pain in this House
than I rise on this occasion; not that I
doubt the propriety of the step which I
am taking, but because I think that, as a
friendly supporter of the Government for
three years a half, I should not have been
placed in the position in which I now find
myself. I have not yet heard from any
member of the Government that this
question is regarded by them as a vote
of want of confidence. I am perfectly
aware of the "free lances" that are working about this House, ready to pick up
strayers and stragglers from the ranks.
It is fair for the Opposition to try and
unseat the Ministry; and I have yet to
learn that we come here simply to accept
the dictum of eight gentlemen, however
much we respect them, without having a
fair opportunity of discussing the question.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Hear, hear.
Mr. RICHARDSON.-I am glad the
Chief Secretary says "Hear, hear," because it will enable me to speak with a
great deal more freedom. I regret that
the Minister of Customs, in his remarks
in reply to the honorable member for
South Grant, on Thursday evening, should
have said-thinking he had made a very
good hit-that this was a Geelong question. It has np more to do with Geelong
than the rest of the colony. I have been
long enough in the House to know that a
smile is sometimes raised at the expense
of the place which I have the honour to
represent; but I don't think the proceeding is sympathized with by the majority
of the House. I have never advocated
unduly the interests of that district, or
made myself amenable to the charge,
which I remember was preferred some
years ago, that Geelong was a nuisance.
Therefore, I much regret that the Minister
of Customs took up that line of argument.
I do trust that the honorable member
will allow that there are other members
beside himself who can treat questions of
general policy apart from the predilections
of those whom they represent.
For
myself, I desire to treat this simply as a
national question. I protest against the
introduction of foreign matter into the
discussion. I will not attempt to follow
the honorable member for East Melbourne,
who boasts of what he has done for protection, into the charges which he has
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levelled against the supporters of the pledges on which they were elected last
motion before the House; bu t I would year, I believe the protectionist element is
ask-Are we to be debarred from still stronger in this Parliament. It is on
debating this question by the fear that this ground that I object to this memowe shall displace the gentlemen who randum of agreement. I know there is a
now sit on the Treasury bench? So great deal to be said against the citizens
far as I am concerned, those gentlemen of one nation, divided by an imaginary
may occupy that bench for twenty years, "line, legislating against each other. But
provided they bring forward measures that we do not come here to legislate against
I approve of. But I do think that, after each other. Our duty is to legislate for
an unusually protracted recess, for us to ourselves. It is in that spirit that I treat
be informed of a question of such great this agreement. Besides, let our friends
importance, and to bind us down to say on the other side of the border remember
"aye" or "no" to it within a fortnight- what has already been done by this colony
and this while knowing that several days for them. I do :not begrudge the railway
at the commencement of a session are to the Murray; but let it be remembered
al~ays lost in the disposal of formal busithat that work was carried out at the
ness-is almost too much of a good thing. expense of this colony. I never beAnd could action in this matter have been grudged the expense, borne by this colony
taken in a more considerate manner than and by private citizens, of the exploration
was done by the honorable member for of Australia, although not one acre of
South Grant? I asked the first question. territory has been added to Victoria. Nor
The Chief Secretary courted discussion. have I begrudged the amount spent in the
The honorable member for South Grant endeavour to clear the Murray. At the
then wished to bring forward the subject same time I must mention that this agreein the form of a question, not in the form ment says nothing about the control of
of a definite motion. That course was that river. I think that what we have
objected to, and a motion was therefore done shows that we have sympathy
brought forward, when my honorable with our friends across the border.
friend, as he did not approve of the treaty, If honorable members are prepared
simply stated as much. No ulterior object to revise the tariff of railway charges to
of an improper character was conceived. Echuca, I shall be happy to assist them in
With many other members of the House, doing so. I hope that, before many years,
I considered that the paragraph in ·the we shall have a line of railway extending
Governor~s Speech, relating to the Border
from Melbourne to Beechworth. I conDuties, should have been worded so as to ceive these to be legitimate ways of assistintimate that the Ministry of this colony ing our fellow countrymen in the adjacent
had come to an arrangement with the colony. With regard to the firs~ clause in
Government of New South Wales, con- the memorandum of agreement, for anything
ditionallyon the Parliament of each colony I know the £6,800 mentioned may be a fair
sanctioning it. I was met by several arrangement. With regard to the second
honorable members with the statement clause, I may say that we have been the
that that was what was intended; and why best customers of Riverina, for fat stock,
a question of this character should not for years past. But have they treated us
have been so brought forward, I cannot say, with equal courtesy? As long as the
without-what I hope I shall never do- Scab Act of New South Wales is in force
imputing unworthy motives. The legality we shall have no free trade in cattle, if
of the course I am not prepared to dispute; the practice of the sister colony for the
I leave that, of course, to the legal mem- last two or three years be continued. Oui'
bers of the House, although I know the squatters would have been glad enough to
clauses in the Customs Act and the Con- find a market in Riverina for their store
stitution Act which have been relied on. sheep, if they could have got them across
I object to the agreement simply on the the border; bu t they were stopped by the
ground that this colony has definitely New South Wales Government. I have
adopted the protectionist principle. At often thought, as the honorable member
the time of my first election, a protectionist for Crowlands (Mr. Love) has stated,
policy was the declared wish of my con- that a rate might legitimately have bee"n
stituency. In the next Parliament our charged on stock coming across the Murviews were more strongly expressed; and, ray. I believe that if this had been done
if honorable members are true to the Riverina would have dropped into our
Mr. Bickardson.
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mouths. And it is only a question of
time. I know that the Riverina people
don't much like our democratic institutions; I know that they are afraid of our
liberal land laws, though surely provision
could be made for giving them extended
leases; but I believe that, if the screw
had been put on a little tighter, Riverina
would by this time have belonged to us.
No reason has been given why, in
these matters, New South Wales should
be treated differently to South Australia.
We, as protectionists, believe that
the two colonies should be treated alike.
This adds to our objections. Whatever
treaty is come to with New South Wales
will, in a short time, be a treaty with
South Au 3tralia. As regards the fourth
paragraph of the agreement, J take exception to it on the ground tbat the
amount is manifestly in excess of what is
fair. I don't see any allowance for importations from New South Wales. I think
£60,000 is too much for us to have to pay.
And then, sir, with regard to the five
years' clause. When the Government
were asked to bring forward the Budget
before this was decided upon, the Chief
Secretary said that the Budget depended
on this agreement. Now, did it not strike
the Chief Secretary that consent to this
agreement might depend upon the Budget?
There are, in the House, honorable mem bel's
who are pledged to a revision of the Tariff.
We took what we have as the shadow of
protection; we thought we were approaching the substance; and I could not consistently support this agreement if I intended,
when the Budget was brought down, to
move an amendment in the direction which
the :Ministry do not intend to go. We are
in the dark as to the intentions of Ministers.
Still, I think, the two subjectR
cannot be disconnected. If the Ministry
intend to make this a vote of want of
confidence, I shall vote ill favour of the
motion of the honorable member for South
Grant, and on the Ministry I place the
responsibility. I have not thrown down
the challenge. I am a well-known protectionist in this House, and, as a consistent protectionist, I must do my duty. I
trust the Ministry will yet see their way
clear not to make this a question of going
out upon. We have important measures
shortly coming before us, and therefore I
have no desire to see a change; but, whatever the result may be, I shall vote as I
have indicated.
Dr. EMBLING.-It was not my in ten-
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tion to address the House at so early a
period of the debate, and I should not
have done so, but for the extraordinary
charge which has been levelled against me
by the honorable member for Richmond,
to which I desire to reply as frankly as
one man can reply to another.
The·
honorable member alleges that, during my
last election, he was "here, there, and
everywhere" on my behalf. Now, I was
"here, there, and everywhere," and I
know that the Government, on.my behalf,
were nowhere; and I am sure that the
honorable member for Richmond was
nowhere also. I know every part of Collingwood; I know almost every living
soul in it by name or sight; I never heard
the name of the honorable member for
Richmond mentioned once on my behalf;
but I heard several times that Mr. Kyte was
against me, and I believed it. I have
reasons of another kind for believing that
the honorable member was opposed to me,
and that his .statement to-night is not
based upon facts. With regard to the
other statement, that within one month
after I entered this House I committed an
offence for which I ought to be turned out
of this House-an offence no less grave
than perjury-I appeal to the AttorneyGeneral, whether, on such an alleg-ation
being made against me, he ought not to
call upon the honorable member for Richmond to prove it, and, on that proof being
afforded, to insist on my being turned out.
I speak thus seriously, because charges
made in this manner are published in the
newspapers, and so get abroad.
And
although allowance may be made for a
gentleman being rash, I will not permit
that sort of rubbish to creep into the newspapers as a serious charge at all. It is a
kind of Parliamentary nonsense' that
should not be introduced into a debate in
which, as I believe, the vital interests of
the colony are deeply involved.
The
honorable member also stated that within
one month of my coming into this House
I was in treaty with an honorable member
in another place for the purpose of putting
out the Government. That is false, and the
honorable member knows it. (" Qrder.")
When I am called upon in my ~lace to
defend my reputation I am bound to speak
plainly. I never entered into a communication with an honorable member in another
place, for the purpose of turning out the
present Cabinet; but when, by the action
of the Government, an honorable member
iIi another place was requested to undertake
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the formation of a Ministry, proposals
were made to me, which I communicated
to a member of the present Cabinet. I do
not choose to reveal his name. He is here
to-night. He knows that within twelve
hours after I received a communication
from the honorable gentleman in another
place I was in correspondence with him.
That honorable gentleman decided upon
taking no action, and within three minutes
afterwards I decided upon doing nothing
that was calculated to interfere with the
proceedings of the liberal party. I think it
exceedingly wrong of the honorable member for Richmond to get up and throw these
charges about, knowing perfectly well, as he
must, that charges so made will produce
mischief, more or less. The honorable member for Richmond talks of the difficulty of
preventing smuggling on the border; and
the Minister of Customs says that smuggling is going on steadily at the present
time. I belie'te it is perfectly impossible
to prevent smuggling, and I do not consider smuggling a sufficient 'reason for the
present treaty. I may tell the honorable
member that he is not a orotectionist after
all, because protection i; opposed to the
flooding of our markets with the produce
of the foreigner; and we are now asked
by the Government to allow the produce
of the foreigner to come here, and also to
give a bonus to another colony to allow
our surplus stock to go there. As to this
payment of £60,000, I have not heard
anything of the benefits to be derived
from it from the honorable gentleman
who has moved that extraordinary amendment-an amendment which, mereJy by
the shifting of words, seeks to negative
the motion. I have not heard one word
to justify the Minister of Public Works
sitting with the Government. I have
known the honorable gentleman as an
ardent friend of protection for fourteen
years-we have worked side by side
together-and yet we have not heard one
word as to how this comes to pass. But
we have heard a threat-such a threat as
a bully might throw at a child-that the
Ministry will resign if their supporters
dare to vote against them.. We were told
on a recent remarkable occasion-when,
there was a ballot for members of the committee on the address-that honorable
members had not the courage to vote
openly. I trust, however, that the proceedings initiated by the honorable member
for South Grant will show to the Government and the country that, if from a desire
Dr. Emblinfl.
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to secure protection we have borne for a
long time with this Government, we are,
nevertheless, prepared to vote according to our convictions, regardless of the
threats of any Government. It is clear to
me that the Government never meant us
to have the least opportunity of considering this question. "The Government feel
bound," says the Minister of Customs, "to
carry out the Border Duties arrangement,
because they have entered upon it with a
full sense of the responsibilities which they
have undertaken." The Government entertain that opinion; and honorable members
can understand now, that so long as the present Ministers sit on the Treasury bench
they are the masters, and we are simply the
voters. In other words, we are to be
told-" You are sent here, not to legislate, but to vote." For seventy-eight
gentlemen to be told that is something
beyond a joke. Coming to the treaty
itself, I may observe that the gentlemen
occupying the Treasury bench apparently
ignore the antecedents of the treaty, and
come before us as if they were the
patentees of the whole proceeding. But
they are endeavouring merely to bring to
a culminating point what the Sydney
Government has sought for ever since
1854. The Governor's speech, on the
opening of the session, in announcing the
arrangement with New South Wales,
states :-" The result of' these negotiations
will be laid before you." I think it is
usual, in the Queen's Speech to the Imperial Legislatllre, to say :-" The result of
these negotiations will be submitted to
the Parliament for its consideration." I
do not believe that any Cabinet in Great
Britain would venture to treat the whole
Legislat.ure as the fifth wheel of a coach.
And I want to know-cui bono? Why
has this extraordinary treaty been made?
I find that in 1863, when the Sydney
Government were pushing their propositions by every possible means, that f'arseeiug politician, Mr. O'Shanassy, who
has an interest in Riverina-a fact which
might have weighed with him-replied to
the Sydney Government in this manner:" Further, I would observe, that as no treaty
made under the New South Wales Act could be
in force for a longer period than three years,
whatever agreement might be entered into at
the present day would still leave the question
as much at sea as ever when that short period
had elapsed,"

I would ask the Attorney-General if there
is any clause in the New South Wales law
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altering that to five years?
I have
searched very carefully through the Acts
in' the Library, and I cannot find an Act
.of the Sydney Legislature which justifies
the Government of that col.ony in entering
int.o a treaty f.or m.ore than three years.
At the same time, Mr. O'Shanassy-and
this is the p.oint t.o which I desire t.o direct
attention-said"Viewing the great benefits which New
South Wales derives from the increased facilities afforded to her traffic by the Victorian
railway, the large consumption of her surplus
stock by the people of this colony, the prospec·
tive consumption of her wines from the Murray
bank vineyards, and her home-grown tobacco, I
consider it may fairly be contended that the
free passage of the Murray is not more than an
equivalent for the advantages reaped by New
South Wales from her proximity to Victoria."
Now, .our Cabinet appear to have entirely
ignored the whole questi.on as to .our
PQsition with relati.on to Ri verina and
New SQuth Wales. And what, I ask,
has Riverina dQne fQr us to deserve
this hasty cQnsideratiQn?
We have
allQwed tQ us fQr the cQnsiderati.on .of this
treaty .only fQurteen days, during which
the Treasurer makes his appearance in the
cQlony .on his return frQm England. I
want to know what New SQuth Wales has
dQne fQr us to justify the GQvernment (in
the absence of the Minister .of Finance)
in entering into this undertaking f.or
giving away £60,000 per annum without
first asking their c.olleague as t.o ways and
means? N.o d.oubt the Chief Secretary,
as an .old Treasurer, has his mind perfectly
easy .on this subject. The matter may be
perfectly clear t.o him; but if that be the
case, I would ask-what about the civil
servants? In a cQuple .of days the
salaries .of the civil servants will be due,
and the GQvernment have nQt power t.o
pay a shilling. Why did not the GQvernment call Parliament together befQre the
close .of the year, in .order that such a
state .of things might be av.oided. I find
that the 10th article .of the treaty states
that should any legislative sanction be
necessary tQ enable this agreemen t t.o be
carried into effect, such sanction shall be
applied for. But if the honorable member f.or South Grant had not, the .other
evening, pr.oPQsed t.o call attenti.on t.o this
subject, it w.ould probably have passed
sub silentio. Now.of all questions which
since the days .of Charles I. have occupied
the minds.of members of popular legislatures, that .of finance has been param.ount;
and I want to kn.ow why, this evening,
VOL.IIl.-N
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we are t.o be called upon t.o rush this
measure, with.out being made acquainted
with the fiscal and financial policy .of the
Cabinet. If the Cabinet propose a protective policy I will support them m.ost
heartily. I may here call attentiQn to a
circumstance that happened soon after the
Heales Ministry came into .office. I think
I may d.o s.o as s.ome justification for my
conduct to-night. The TreaEurer made a
fair statement of the financial policy .of his
G.overnment. It was not a full statement,
because the honorable member did not feel
justified in making that; and the question
.on the .occasi.on was not whether £60,000
per annum should be paid to another
colony f.or five years, but whether the
modest sum of £31 1] s. 11 d. should be voted
for a certain purpose. This followed:" Mr. McCuLLocH.-Is it the intention of the
Government to state this evening what are the
duties they intend to propose?
"Mr. VERDQN.-It is not.
"Mr. McCuLLocH.-Then I must say that it
is the most extraordinary course I have ever
known."
Now the Treasurer, in that instance, did
not ask the House t.o agree, blindfolded,
t.o a blunder .of paying away £60,000 for
five years; he merely asked for the
modest sum .of £31 lIs. lId. "Does the
hon.orable member for East Melb.ourne
want the financial statement?" says the
Chief Secretary now, "then he won't
get it." Let the Chief Secretary compare
his present PQsition with that taken by
Mr. Verdon, and let him remember that
courtesy ad.orns the Treasury benches mo~e
than any .other portion .of the House. Mr.
Verdon's reply was : "I have now simply to state that the resolutions will be brought down to the House immediately, but certainly not to-day. I have
endeavoured to show clearly what the policy of
the Government is, and the House can deal with
the resolutions just as it pleases. . . . . I
consider that I have stated as distinctly as possible what the policy of the Government is. I
have stated all that I am in a position to state
now.
" Mr. MCCULLOCH said that he was certainly
very much astonished at the concluding remarks
of the honorable the Treasure)'. Such an extraordinary statement as that just made he had
never heard, and he believed no member had
ever made to a Legislative Assembly. It was
but a short time since the Chancellor of the
Exchequer met the House of Commons with his
Budget. But had that gentleman met the House
in the same manner as the honorable member
had that evening; did he say that there was a
certain balance wanting, that the Government
meant to put on a certain amount of taxation,
but that in the meantime he would not state
what that taxation would be? . . . . Was
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it not right that the House 'should know before
voting away one penny of the Estimates where
the money was to come from?"

Our complaint this evening is identical
with that made by Mr. McCulloch on the
occasion I have referred to. We are asked
to pledge ourselves to an agreement which
will fetter us. in the matter of taxation for
five years, and we do not know what the
financial scheme of the Government may
be. Mr. McCulloch, in his remarks, proceeds to say that the Heales Ministry
were "groping for a policy." Now it
appears to me that the present Cabinet
have been groping for a policy a long time
past. Had the majority, however, declared
their views, there would have been no more
groping, inasmuch as the policy of the
Government is now, and has been for
some time past, that of the majority, ne
matter what that. policy may be. Mr.
McCulloch's address continues"He would ask, was it right that the House
should be placed in its present very anomalous
position? The Treasurer had said that he was
partially in favour of protection. and the Chief
Secretary was a thorough protectionist."

Really the story runs so pat that one
could almost fancy it was written for the
present occasion. Ministers are repeating
the old game of the Heales Cabinet, but
not with the same sincerity.
"No; it was against the wishes of the country,
and they would succumb, provided they were
allowed to get through the Estimates as quietly
as possible. That was not the way to deal with
the finances of the colony."

Well, the honorable gentleman may truthfully say, Tempora mutantur et nos
mutamur. in illis. Again, Mr. Francis,
in November, 1801, took an opportunity
of delicately and courteously criticising
his less experil3nced competitor. He
said:" He was glad of the opportunity of assisting
in ejecting the Ministry from office on the selfsame ground that they had ejected their predecessors from office-namely, of not developing
their policy."

Now, outside the great principle of protection, I ask, in the words of Mr. Francis
and Mr. McCulloch themselves, if we are
justified in keeping the Ministry in ~ffice
another night unless they consent to develope their policy, and enable us to see the
little game they are playing behind our
backs? In considering this question, I would
like to ask what has Riverina done for us,
that we should go out of our way to favour
it? A few years ago, in consequence of the
expenditure required on billibongs, dams,
IJr. EmblinfJ.
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and wells, runs could not be taken up there
as to be reasonably profitable, and
nothing but the gold of this .colony and
the labour of our artizans has enabled the
district to hold up its head. We have
given Riverina a seaboard, for goods can
be crossed over the Murray within five
bours of their being landed in the Bay.
We have given her this without cost to
herself; and now the Sydney Government, speaking through their mouthpieces
in this House, ask us to pay £60,000 per
annum towards relieving Riverina from
taxation. Protectionists here are quite
willing to see free trade established inside
the whole seaboard of New Holland,
provided that the other colonies will agree
to an honorable Tariff; but now we give
the advantage, and we are forced to inquire why should we do so-what have the
Riverina and Sydney people done for us? I
must say that I regard the Sydney Ministers
as a very shrewd lot. They know what
they are about; Victorians are very much
mistaken if they fancy they are dealing
with a party of noodles. All through
these negotiations· they have never lost an
atom of ground. When a similar treaty
to this one was proposed in 1863, the
Hon. R. S. Anderson, who was a member
of a Government which worked for our
own interests, careless of tbose outside our
borders, reminded the Sydney Ministers
that80

"In the years 1857 and 1858 the Government
of New South Wales received, under terms of
the agreement of October, 1855,sums amounting
to £16,184 lOs., as its share (being one-half) of
the customs duties collected on River Murray
borne goods, and although it was notorious that
nine-tenths of the dutiable goods so carried were
landed in Victoria, and consumed on the northern
gold fields of this colony, yet no attempt was
either made or threatened to be made by the
Victorian Government to re-establish the border
customs system, although on River Murray
borne goods it could have been done simply,
efficaciously, and inexpensively; whereas no
system could be adopted, save at an expense
utterly incommensurate with the oeject, to
collect, with any degree of efficiency, duties
payable on goods merely borne across the river."

Sydney was all for free trade across the
Murray when the balance was in her
favour, but when the time came for border
dues she did not even communicate with
our Government. She sent down her
officers and seized the goods in t1'ansitu.
Sydney does not care a rap for Riverina,
except in so far as she can draw money
from the district for her own roads and
bridges, and so plunder the district as she
used to plunder Port Phillip. Sydney will
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not help us even to clear the Murray.
And I would like to ask honorable
members if they have any idea of the
money Victoria is spending on that work ?
In 1864 alone the amount was £ 14,000.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-And how
much did Sydney spend?
Dr. EMBLING.-Not a penny. We
have created the Murray as a river; it
was nothing but a drain before. Then it
is said that we must consider the import
duties we shall receive from Sydney; but,
as we are also told that the Sydney du ties
are positively nil, I do not see where the
bargain lies, In fact, I believe that we
shall lose some thousand~ per annum on
our import duties in addition to the
£60,000 per annum. And why, when the
Government are not prepared to extend
a protective policy on the seaboard, should
they concede much greater privileges to a
people as far removed from us as the
Hebrews were from the Egyptians? The
Minister of Customs acknowledges that
one result of the treaty will be a loss to
our railway revenue, as goods will in
future be taken to all parts of the Murray
by carts and waggons. Is that an argument in' favour of the agreement? However, my objection is from a protectionist
point of view. This is a free trade
arrangement, and I trust that the country
will not forget the invitation given by the
Ministerial side to the Opposition, " Surely
you will join us in our free trade policy."
The wine growing interest has been described as a small one; and it is said that,
in order to create a lively competition, the
Murray wines ought to come in free. Yet
since 1859 I have continually heard that
wine is the production for which Providence specially adapted this colony. Does
the honorable member, Mr. Balfour, who
speaks so lightly of this interest, know
that two gentlemen have sunk £40,000 in
one vineyard, and that they are prepared
to go on developing the industry? Ministers having a majority can do any thingcan destroy this interest or that, can override Acts of Parliament, the other chamber and the Queen; but what real right
have they to ·confer an advantage on
Riverina, while they exclude South
Australia? Outside this House honorable
members have been told that the Tariff
will not be altered as regards South Australian wines; but no doubt, if a statement
were frankly made, it would be, "You
don't know the whole secret. Weare
considering now how we can relax the
N 2
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South Australian duties." Following the
example of the cuttle-fish, the Government
are endeavouring to escape by throwing
as much ink about as possible. As to the
alarming amount of excitement which the
Minister of Customs says' has been caused
by this question, I do not think that one
Victorian in five hundred ever thought
abom the Border Duties until now,
when, in consequence of the present
treaty, the larger principle of protection looms over the question. Some
few people may be interested in the
subject, but who are they? I should like
to see attached to the treaty a frank
avowal of the influences which inuuced
the Chief Secretary and the Minister of
Customs, to append their signatures to it.
Victoria does not care much about
Riverina, but so~e members of the Government do.
Riverina is essentially a
squatting district; and the Minister of
Customs, when he told us that no part of
Australia was going ahead so fast, might
also have mentioned that its population is
less than that of Collingwood. The people do not number 20,000, though they are
scattered over 120,000,000 acres of land.
When the cry for separation arose,
Ri verina should have asked for annexation
to Victoria, which had done so much for
her, ~ut the squatting interest repudiated
our advances. Now who are the Riverina
squatters? On turning over the list I
find that some members of this House have
shown their love for the district by taking
up large tracts in it. I find names I
would gladly not have found when I remember the recent action of the
Government. Messrs. McCulloch, Sellar,
and Co. have the Uraguinty station,
of' 62,000 acres; Messrs. McCulloch,
Sellar, and Co. have the Colingully
station, of 10,560 acres; Messrs. McCulloch,
Sellar, and Co. have the Muntawa station,
of 64,000 acres; they have the Mount
Gibbs station, of 128,000 acres; the
Malakoff, of 128,000 acres; the UlloIlie,
of 64,000 acres; the Inkerman, of 128,000
acres; and I am told that this is not half
the list. These are the gentlemen, Mr.
Speaker, who, to apply an expression
made use of before you by Mr. Justice
Chapman, "have the cheek" to ask that
their stores should be carried to Echuca
by our railways without paying a farthing
of duty. Their stations are to be supplied
free of all duty, except the £60,000 which
Victoria is to contribute. The proposition
savours of an amount Qf modesty which
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I did not think even a Scotchman possessed. A point arises, sir, whether
gentlemen who submit questions affecting
their own interests can be allowed to vote
on them. I repeat that I object to this
agreement as a protectionist.
I fully
expected that the Government would
develop a protectionist policy by placing
a tax on cattle and sheep coming across
the borders. We have induced thousands
of people to settle on the lands; and, as
honorable members are perfectly aware,
it is an absurdity to ask these men to
live by corn-growing alone. Our cry
for a long time past has been to give the
farmer enough land to grow his corn, and
to feed his sheep and cattle. These men
are the most valuable class a colony can
possess; and, while we take their golden
guineas for the holdings we give them,
shall we allow the Hentys, Balfours, and
McCullochs to compete against them with
cattle reared at a nominal expense adjacent
to our borders and brought over duty free?
Till there is a real free trade established
between the colonies, let us rp-member that
" Charity begins at home." Ministers do
not forget the aphorism at:! applied to
themsel ves, and, moreover, they appear to
have arrived at the conviction that their
home is on the Treasury benches. We
were told once that a small tax on cattle
coming across the borders would yield
£50,000 per annum; and why should we cut
ourselves off from raising a farthing from
this source for the next five years? The
Chief Secretary knows-he has admitted
that geographically Riverina is ours, that
commercially she is at our feet. The
Ri verina people cannot do without us. We
can impose any tariff we please, and they
will take our goods. They paid £60,000
last year, and they would have to go to the
extent of £100,000 if we wished it. The
Minister of Customs referred to the agreement as a very good discounting operation;
but I feel sure that if it were so, he would
do the discounting himself, for a public
company can just as well buy the revenue
as the Government can. The honorable
gentleman alluded to his own interest in the
wine trade, but I am not aware that that
is very large. Had he named the Tabilk
vineyard, it would have been different.
He says that, though Sunbury and Geelong
are in tears, Echuca rejoices; but surely we
are not to compare a miserable bush township like Echuca with a place like Geelong.
I am a Victorian. I would like to leave
the country better than I found it; but
Dr. Embling.
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the honorable gentleman, when he spoke
of the wine interest, reminded me of Nero
fiddling while Rome was burning. My
desire is to sustain the wine interest, and
I would not allow Murray wine to cross
the border, duty free, until a fair arrangemen t of Tariffs has been made. I think
I never listened to a more lame and
impotent defence than that made by the
Minister of Customs. The honorable
gentleman can speak out, but it appeared
as if he dared not do so on account
of his free trade colleagues. I think,
also, that the honorable the Treasurer-the ablest finance Minister this
colony has had - should have been
allowed to assist in preparing this treaty.
Moreover if, as it is said, we cannot
make a treaty for longer than a year,
if the Constitution Act forbids our giving
one country an advantage over another,
then it is folly to go on. The present
Government owe their existence to protection and protectionists, and yet, after
three years and a half tenure of office,
this is the miserable abortion they produce.
Fifty-seven members have been returned
to this House on protection principles, and
I do not believe that they will allow the
Ministry to say of them "sold again."
The country will not permit honorable
members to be hounded down, by the
Government. I remember a meeting
called at the Government expense, the
imprecations used at which I could hear
in my sitting room. Threats were communicated to me that if I did not "go in"
for the Government, I must look Gut for
the worst. Now this is a playing with
edged tools which Ministers may find will
lead to their own ruin and destruction.
Honorable members have been challenged
that they dare not vote against the
Government. Fifty-seven members, as I
have said, have been returned as protectionists, and we shall now see where the
wheat is and where the chaff. I trust
honorable members will be faithful to their
principles; and if they do go back on their
pledges, let them give substantial reasons
for their conduct. Let them vote not a!:l
delegates, but as honorable members of
this House.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I trust that this
question will be treated in a way very
different to that adopted by the honorable
members who have already addressed the
HOWie. We are dealing with a very important question as regards the interests
of this colony. The honorable member for
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Geelong (Mr. Richardson) stated that he
rose to oppose the Government with a
feeling of pain, as hitherto he had given
the Government a consistent and cordial
support. I take this opportunity ofacknow~
ledging the support which that honorable
member, and many other honorable members I see around me, have given to the
Government, though, on this occasion, they
will probably vote against us. The remarks or the honorable member for Collingwood (Dr. Embling) are of a different
character. As far as this House is concel'ned, they will have little effect, so well
are honorable members accustomed to the
trash which proceeds from the honorable
gentleman. He stated, sir, that honorable
members have been dared to vote against
the Government. Sir, the honorable
member made that statement without
having the slightest foundation for it, and
even knowing that it was not the case.
Neither on this occasion, nor on any former
occasion during their term of office, have
the Government dared any honorable
member to vote against them. We should
be unworthy of our position as members
of this House, and as Ministers of
the Crown, if we had not rested our
position on the pdnciples we have held
and the principles we have been able
to defend. I say, therefore, that it is
unworthy of any member of this House
to come forward and make such a statement without having the slightest reason
for it. The honorable gentleman, in the
course of a long rambling speech, which
had a good deal of a theatrical character
about it, charged the Government with
having done more to destroy the confidence of the people in public men than
any previous Government had done.
Sir, do the public know the honorable
member for Collingwood? Can the
honorable member deny the fact, that he
was obliged to give a bond to the people
of Collingwood to support the present
Government ?
Dr. EMBLING.-I rise to order. I
simply say that that statement is utterly
untrue.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-There is no point
of order. I say that, at the time the
honorable gentlemen was elected, the
public had not the slightest political confidence in him. They sent him to this
House because there was no other gentleman in the district representing the
Government views willing to come
forward. The honorable member says
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that the Government gave him no
support on that occasion.
I admit
it. I admit that I would willingly have
gone a long way to vote for any other
gentleman than the honorable member. I
have known the honorable gentleman
longer than most members of this House;
and I am sure there can be but one
estim:;tte of the position he occupies in the
minds of honorable members, whether
sitting on the Opposition benches or
around me. We entertain an utter and
entire distrust of the honorable gentleman.
Even those who do not know him must
perceive in his tone, his voice, and the
very manner in which he addresses the
House, indications that there is no trust to
be reposed in him. In reply to one of the
honorable member's statements, I admit
that I do possess some interest in Riverina.
I am not ashamed of it; there is no
reason why I should be. I dare say the
honorable member would not object to a
slight interest in t.hose stations also.
But, sir, what has this to do with the
question under the consideration of the
House? The fact of my having property
in Riverina has nothing to do with it; and
any property which I have there could not
in the slightest degree be benefited by the
treaty recommended by the Government.
Does the honorable member really believe
that I would come forward as a member
of the Government,· and recommend the
House to adopt any particular course of
policy for the purpose of benefiting my
own individual possessions? I believe
there is scarcely another memoer of the
House who would charge me with doing
anything of the kind. I can unhesitatingly state that. in this matter, as in all
my public matters, I have endeavoured
throughout to act conscientiously. I have
done what I believed would be for the
interests of this country, irrespective of
my own individual interests. We have
been wandering to a great extent from
the point more immediately under the
consideration of the House; but I will
proceed now to consider how the Riverine
question stnnds with regard to Victoria.
I admit that, when the separation of this
colony from New South Wales took place,
the boundaries of Victoria should have
been extended as far as the Murrumbidgee.
That was the intention, I believe, in the
first instance. It is what should have
been conceded to this colony; but another
decision was arrived at by the Imperial
Government, and we must abide by
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that decision.
The boundaries of' the
colony were fixed at the Murray; but,
notwithstanding that, Riverina, as has
been over and over again stated, commercially and geographically belongs to
Victoria. This being admitted on all
hands, what is to be done? The trade
with Riverina must be done either by
Victoria or by South Australia. Although
there are many advantages in favour of
that trade being done by Victoria, it is not
a necessity that it should be done by this
colony. Means may be taken by the
other colonies to supply Riverina with
goods from South Australia. That is at
the present moment being done. It has
been done during the past year to a very
considerable extent.
Mr. LOVE.-We snagged the river for
South Australia.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-We did nothing
of the kind.
Even if we have been
snagging the river for South Australia, I
think we have been doing a great national
work iri. opening up one of those natural
highways which I regret there are so few
of in this country. Well, in the year
1855, when Sir Wm. Denison urged upon
the Government of this colony the necessity of establishing free trade across
the border, because, as he then st.ated, and.
as everyone must feel to be the case, it is
impossible that anything but free trade can
be kept up between the coloniea with a
boundary line like that which separates
Victoria from New South Wales-at that
time, I say, the balance of trade - was
against this country. Victoria, however,
conceded the proposition that there should
be free trade across the border. As the
population of Riverina increased, the
demand for goods from this colony necessarily also increased. The New South
Wales Government then-claimed to be
entitled to the duties upon the' goods consumed in Riverina.
Mr. LOVE.-They made a seizure.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I desire to put
the position of matters before the House
as clearly as I can-how Riverina stood
and how it stands now; and, after I have
attempted to justify. the course we have
taken, it is for honorable members to
, decide whether the arrangement we have
made is, under all the circuinstances, a wise
one or not. Well, New South Wales
claimed the duties upon the goods consumed in Riverina. For some time that
right was denied to New South Wales.
We had been so long accustomed to supply
o
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that district and to receive the duties therefrom-although they really did not belong
to us-that when the demand was made
we positively denied the right of New
South Wales to receive the duties; at all
events, we would not negotiate with them
upon the basis that they were entitled to
the duties upon the goods con,sumed in
that particular district. I think everyone
must admit that the colony in which the
goods are consumed is entitled to receive
the duties upon them.
Mr. GILLIES.-What duties? Their
own duties?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The duties upon
the goods consumed in the colony. The
New South Wales Government insisting
upon having the duties, an arrangement
was afterwards made whereby they were
to collect the duties upon goods entering
Riverina by way of the Murray. This
colony then, in order to secure and retain
the trade with Riverina, was .necessitated
to allow the goods to go up there in bond.
The goods, in fact, merely passed through
Victoria, without leaving any benefit
whatever to this country.
Mr. LOVE.-No.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I say that there
were no duties whatever left in this
country upon goods passing through
into Riverina. The matter was placed
exactly in this position, that we felt, and
feel now-and every member of this community will feel; if not now, hereafterthat it was desirable we should retain the
trade with Riverina, but that it was impossible we could retain the duties, and
that we ought to allow them to go to New
South Wales. Well, we adopted the
system of allowing the New South Wales
Government to collect the duties on the
border; but was that desirable?
Mr. LEVI.-Yes.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Thehonorable
member says it is desirable, ~ecause he
knows that some parties have been benefited
by that system. He knows that there are
some parties interested in keeping up a
system of smuggling and demoralization
among the whole of the population along
the border. If it is impossible-and I
shall be able to show by-and-by that it is
impossible-to protect that boundary and
prevent smuggling, then it is our duty not
only to aid the Government of New South
Wales in getting those duties, but also to
attempt, as far as possible, to protect the
interests of the merchan ts and traders
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of Melbourne and the colony generally,
because the people of Riverina are
actually the customers of the people of
this colony. Well, the arrangement we
made is this-that we should pay the
Government of New South Wales annually
the amount of the duties upon the goods
which passed into Riverina during the
past year. Some gentlemen have put it to
the House, and some gentlemen have had
the effrontery to put it in the newspapers,
that this Government had agreed to pay
£60,000 per annum to the New South
Wales Government for the purpose of
securing the trade of Riverina. Now there
never was a greater mistake; and an attempt has been made to use this error
for the purpose of misleading honorable
members when dealing with the question.
If we pay £60,000 to New South Wales we
get customers for our goods to such an
extent that the duties chargeable upon the
goods would amount to £60,000. If we
do not get customers to that extent-if the
South Australian people are able successfully to compete with us, and they send a
larger quantity 9f their goods up the
l\iurray, we shall get the benefit, because
they will have to pay duty on all their
goods, and the duties so received will go
in reduction of the £60,000 which we
agree to pay New South Wales. The
whole thing is within a nuts~ell. We
propose to collect the duties on the goods
which Victoria sends into Riverina
at the custom-house in Melbourne, which
we can do without a shilling additional expenditure, and we hand over
the amount to New South Wales. We
thus save inconvenience to the people
resident on the other side of the Murray,
and we greatly advantage our own traders,
while it is of no disadvantage to ourselves
in any 'other respect. Now, sir, one of
the greattst obje9tions taken to this settlement of the Border Duties question is, that
we have arranged to allow the wines from
Albury to come into Victoria duty free,
and compete with certain of the wines
produced in this coLmy. I at once admit
the importance of an interest such as the
wine-growing interest in this country. I
would do nothing to destroy or injure that
interest if I could possibly avoid it. I desire
to see it go on and prosper, but I do not
agree exactly with the honorable member for
Collingwood, that Providence has designed
this country to be entirely a wine-growing
country. Can honorable members form
any opinion as to the quantity of wine
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that has heen imported into Victoria from
Albury during the last twelve months.
Mr. LOVE.-One hundred and twenty
thousand gallons.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I will give the
honorable member the exact figures, as
furnished by the custom-house authorities,
which will probably be more reliable than
his statistics. The duty paid upon wines
imported into this country from the other
. side of the Murray during the past year
was £147 48. Sd., which represents something like 1,000 gallons. I admit that
it is probable-nay, I think it is very
likely-that a very much larger quantity
of wine than 1,000 gallons was imported
from the 9ther side of the Murray during
the past year; but what does that prove?
It shows how utterly absurd it is to
attempt to protect the revenue along such
a long frontier as that of the Murray,
extending something like 1,000 miles.
I am sure that it is impossible to protect
any five miles of it without having a
cordon of custom-house officers, and
without the expenditure of a very large
sum of money; and even then it is impossible to protect it effectually. Will
honorable members bear in mind that
the people of Albury cannot send their
wines anywhere else than to this colony?
Are they likely to send them to Sydney?
Very unlikely. If the people of Albury
have been g'etting quit of their wines, they
have been sending them over into Victoria, and competing with the winegrowers of this colony.
An HON. MEMBER.-Then they have
been smuggled.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Well, even if
they have been smuggled, they have come
into competition with wines grown in this
country. Even admittipg that we are
going to allow these wines to come in free,
in what worse position will the winegrowers of this country be than they
were during the past year? But there is
another point in connexion with this
matter. Why should the wine-growers
in this colony be afraid of competition
with the wine-growers across the Murray?
I do not see how it is possible for them to'
object to that competition. I admit that,
where one country has peculiar advantages and facilities over this colony for
the production of certain articles, it is
reasonable, when revenue is required, that
the persons engaged in the production of
similar articles in this country should
come and ask for incidental protection. But
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where is the advantage possessed by the
people of Albury over the vignerons of
Geelong? I trust, sir, that the day is
not far distant when we shall have
a federation of all the Australian colonies. For the last ten or' eleven years the
people of this country have been talking
about it, but they have never yet had the
courage to take a step towards securing
that federation. I believe that the Government, by this treaty, have taken the first
step towards the federation of the Australian colonies; and I say that if the
House does anything to upset the arrangement which the Government has made, it
will throw back federation for years. I
say that if you do anything to upset the
RITangement which has been made by the
Government, this colony will lose entirely
and completely the trade of the Riverine
district. N ow what will the country
suffer by that? I may be told, as I have
been told over and over again, that it
merely affects the traders of Melbourne;
but such is not the case. If this Bouse
refuses its assent to the arrangement
which has been made with the Government of New South Wales, we shall lose
entirely the Riverine trade. I should
lament to see this colony, or any of the
colonies, guilty of such a barbarous act as
to do anything which would prevent the
expediting of what I am sure would be
for the interest of all the Australian
colonies, and what I am sure every
member of this House must desire to
see accomplished, namely, an entire
confederation of these colonies.
I trust
that we shall soon have what we are now
not far from-namely, a uniform Tariff in
these colonies. How far, in fact, are we
from having a uniform Tariff? A statement was made the other evening, that
there was a difference of fifteen to seventeen per cent. between the duties of this
colony and the duties of New South Wales.
If the Tariffs of New South Wales, Sou th
Australia, and Victoria be examined, it
will be seen that the difference in them is
very slight indeed. I shall always, whether
in the Government or out of the Government, endeavour to bring about an
assimilation of those Tariffs; and I shall
endeavour to bring about a thoroughly
good understanding amongst the three
colonies-indeed, amongst all the Australian colonies. Let us be united in our
Tariffs; let us be united upon postal
matters; upon defences, and upon similar
questions, and then I believe we shall see
Mr. McOulloch.
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the real starting point for the progress of
these Australasian colonies. Now, sir,
objection has been taken to the 8th clause
of the agreement, which is to the following
effect : "That while this agreement continues, the
Victoria and New South Wales customs and
excise duties respectively shall not be reduced
by either colony without the consent of the
other; and that if the Legislature of either colony
shall, notwithstanding this stipulation, without
the consent of the other colony, reduce its customs or excise duties, this agreement shall
thereupon cease and determine, unless a corresponding adjustment of the annual amount payable by Victoria to New South Wales be first
mutually agreed upon."

Objection has been taken to this clause by
gentlemen in this House, on the ground
that it favours the colony of New South
Wales. Why, this was a clause that we
insisted upon having inserted for the protection of our own revenue. If we had
not done that-and let honorable members
bear in mind that the clause contains no
objection to the imposition of increased
duties.....:..if, I say, we had left it optional
with the Government of New South
Wales to reduce the duties of that colony
-in what position should we have been
placed? I do not Aay that that Government would have acted in any way that
could for a moment be construed to be
dishonorable or unfair; and I must take
this opportunity of stating that the representatives of New South Wales acted in
as fair and proper a manner as it was
possible for any gentlemen to have acted.
They did not act in a mere I'etail-shop
system of doing business, but they treated
this question as a national question-as a
question which has been agitating the two
colonies for years past; but, if this clause
had not been inserted, and the Government of New South Wales should see fit
to reduce their duties, or to \fock off
duties altogether, in what position should
we be? Goods could be brought from
South Australia and sent into Riverina ;
and in what position would we be to recover
the £60,000? But they suw the reasonableness of our requiring that we should
have some protection for the £60,000 that
we have arranged to give them, and they
willingly conceded that no reduction of
duties should be' made without the
consent of this colony. And if honorable
members will only fairly and properly read
this clause, they will at once see that if a
reduction in the duties is made we can
claim a corresponding reduction in the
amount of our payment; so that we have
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obtained all that we can possibly demand.
Now some honorable members doubted
that it was impossible to protect such a
long frontier as that of the Murray. I
will read the statement of a gentleman
who is well informed on this question, and
which I am sure ought so carry weight
with this House. The Inspector-General
of Customs, writing to the Commissioner
of Customs, says : "In reply to your memorandum desiring to
know whether it would be practicable for this
department to prevent the introduction of New
South Wales wines into this colony by way of
the Murray, I beg to state that, considering the
extent of the river and the readiness with which
vignerons may devise means for crossing their
willes over into Victoria, there seems to be no
possibility, short of establishing a complete cordon of custom-house officers on the Murray, of
preventing such wines being brought into this
colony; and I need hardly say that the expense
of such an establishment would be enormous."

Mr. LEVEY.-How can the New South
Wales Government prevent Victorian
goods being smuggled into that colony?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I admit that there
is great difficulty in preventing it; but
this brings me to a point to which I am
glad that the honorable member has called
my attention. Notwithstanding the great
difficulties with which the New South
Wales Government were beset in collecting the duties on the Murray, yet still
they were enabled last year to collect
duties to the amount of £62,000.
Mr. LEVEY.-We are playing into
their hands.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The honorable
member may complain of our having to
pay £60,000 ; but I think that the arrangement which we have made is a liberal
arrangement for this Government, and not
an unfair arrangement for the Government
of New South Wales; for while I admit
that I was willing-I do not conceal the
fact-to give up something in order to secure
the great advantages connected with the
settlement of this border question, I am
quite sure that the gentlemen representing
New South Wales also conceded something
in order to gain what they believed would
be an advantage to Australia as a whole.
I trust that honorable members, in
dealing with this question, will deal
with it in no party spirit whatever.
It is. an important question; and I
quite agree with the remark of one of
the speakers to-night, that honorable members will do well to bear in mind, in dealing with this and all other questions, that
they may some day have to appear before
YOL,II1,-O
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their constituents, and give an account of
their stewardship. I do not throw out
this as a threat; but I say that, in dealing
with this question, honorable members
ought to discard from their minds everything like party spirit. If they think the
Government is wrong in this matter, let
them say so ; for I say the existence of
this Government is nothing as compared
with securing to this country free trade
across the Murray.
Mr. LANGTON.-I think, sir, that I
entertain a proper conception of the importance of the question which is involved
in this discussion. I can say honestly
that I am not at all disposed to sacrifice
the interests of these colonies. Looking
at the prospect which may be realized, and
which I, in common with the honorable
gentleman who has just addressed the
House, desire to see realized, namely, the
federation of the Australian colonies, I
am not disposed to risk the prospects
of such federat.ion, or to create any un
pleasant feeling between the Governments
and the people of the separate colonies, for
the purpose of gratifying party spirit 01'
promoting any party end. I look upon it
that, however much we may be governed
by party spirit in matters which affect
purely our local concerns, upon matters
which affect these colonies we ought to be
governed by a spirit above party-by that
kind of public spirit which animates the
statesmen of Great Britain when questions
not merely of British importance but of
European importance are before the House
of Commons. Therefore, sir, while I do
not hesitate to avow here to· night that I
have just as profound, or even a profounder,
distrust of the honorable gentleman who
occupy the Treasury benches as I had
when I first came into this House-although
I am perfectly free to confess that
my acquaintance with their proceedings
has not tended, in the least, to raise
them in my estimation, out, on the contrary, has tended to send them very much
lower-still, if they proposed a treaty
which I believed to be equitable to this
colony and not unequitable to either of our
neighbours, then (although it might have
the effect of enabling tho honorable the
Attorney-General and his colleagues to
fulfil his own prediction and to remain in
office till 1868) I should vote for that
treaty. Therefore, sir, I say I can heartily
reciprocate the wish which the Chief
Secretary has expressed, and I can declare
that I, for my part, will deal with this
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question in no party spirit. But, sir, I
cannot help calling to mind that, on the
evening when this debate was commenced,
I asked for what seemed to me to be some
reasonable and material information on the
various details of this arrangement, and I
was met by the very polite interjection
fro~ the Chief Secretary, "Then you
won't get it." That, sir, is the manner in
which the leader of the House, the Chief
Secretary of Victoria-who has lectured
the honorable member for Collingwood
this evening on courtesy, propriety, and
so forth-ventures to address another
member of the House who asks him for
information which I believe cannot be
refused on any grounds either of courtesy
or reason. Well, sir, this treaty is brought
befol'e us now as a treaty which will deal
entirely with the border difficulty. It is
supported by very many persons outside
this House on that ground. It has been
put forward by the Government on that
ground-as a treaty which will settle
entirely the nuisance from which the
people on both sides of the border have so
long suffered. Now, how can I possibly
accept this explanation of the measure
when I find that the treaty does not propose to us any settlement of the difficulty
beyond the New South Wales border,
that it does not deal with the South Australian border at all? As we are discussing this question-discussing it as the
Chief Secretary wishes us to discuss itin view of all the interests concerned, and
in view of its being the first step towards
the confederation of the Australian colonies-I want to know why the Chief
Secretary or one of his colleagues has not
deigned to favour this House with some
information as to the intentions of the
Government in reference to South Australia? It seems to me that the first
step towards federation should be a step
which would be calculated to conciliate
and secure the good feeling of all those
who were likely to be parties to any
attempt to form that federation. But
what do I find? I find that this is supported, both inside and outside the House,
because it will wrest from South Australia the Darling trade; and wrest
it, not by means of the legitimate competition of traders, but by exposing
the South Australian merchants to the
disadvantage of having to pay double
duties before they can get their goods into
the Darling district. Now I want to know
whether this is generous treatment of our
Mr. Langton.
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South Australian sister-whether this is
the proper way to commence to attempt to
bring about a federation? It seems to me
that we must necessarily, by this course of
conduct, create ill-feeling be_tween the colonies, and that, instead of promoting federation, we shall sow the seeds of discontent
and dissension, and make federation impossible. Before we are in a position to
enter upon the consideration of this treaty,
we ought to be informed of the whole of
the arrangement. The Ministry, in deciding to adopt this treaty, are in possession
of some information on the subject which
we do not possess-that is to say, they are
in possession of their own views and purposes with regard to South Australia; but
they ask us to accept the treaty without
being in possession of that information.
Why should we decide upon the treaty
when we are utterly in the dark as to the
intentions of the Government with regard
to South Australia? Why should we
blindly accept part of an arrangement with
the whole of which we are not acquainted?
Is it not, I ask, a perfectly reasonable request on the part of those who believe in
protection, that they should know whether
Albury wine alone is to come into
Victoria duty free, or whether South
Australian wine is to come in on the same
terms? That is information which I
think might reasonably be expected from
the Government before we attempt to
legislate on this border question; because,
while it may be perfectly true that the
quantity of Albury wine imported was so
small as only to realize £147 of duty last
year, yet there is every reason to believe
that we shall be supplied with a very much
larger quantity from South Australia if
it can come in duty free. In consequence
of the withholding of that information,
we have a right to put the worst possible
construction upon the intentions of the
Ministry with regard to South Australia,
because, if they intended to deal fairly and
generously with South Australia, there
would be no necessity for concealing their
intention-they would be prepared to say,
" We propose to deal with South Australia
on the same terms as New South Wales."
But we are led to infer that if we adopt
this treaty to-night we sanction this principle-that it is right for us to allow New
South Wales wines to come in duty free,
whilst we impose a duty of 100 per cent.
on South Australian wines. That really
is the duty on South Australian wines,
because I am informed by a gentleman
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from that colony that, if the duty were
abolished, they could send us good wines
at 3s. per gallon. Is this the beginning of
a system of federation? Is there any
one inside this House, or out of it, who can
regard this as a step likely to promote
federation? Why, of all the steps that
could be submitted to the House, this is
one most likely to defer federation, and
prevent its ever taking place. But this
is not the only point in regard to which
we have not information before us, and in
regard to which we are at a disadvantage
as compared with the Ministry. We are
to pay New South Wales £60,000 per
annum for five years, and we are perfectly
justified in contending that the other part
of the bargain-the maintenance of our
customs duties at no lower rate than at
present fixed-will have to be adhered to
for the five years. Well now, we are not
in possession of information necessary to
enable us to form an opinion as. to the expediency of that portion of the agreement.
A statement has been submitted to the
House, showing that during the year 1866
£52,510 was collected on goods going into
New South Wales from Victoria, and
£6,573 on goods going into New South
Wales from South Australia, making
together, in round numbers, about
£60,000.
Now are there no sets-off
against this? What are the amouuts of
the duties which have been collected at the
different crossing places on the Murray on
goods passing from New South Wales into
Victoria? Surely, sir, that should come
into the calculation. I quite agree with
the honorable member for Geelong, that
we ought to have had an account
presented to us of the amount so collected
last year and the year before. Perhaps
honorable members are under the impression that very few dutiable goods come
into Victoria from New South Wales.
Now, sil', I find that, during the past year,
goods to the value of £1,372,000 came
from the several ports of New South
Wales across the Murray, aud that all of
them, except about £ 150,000 worth, came
into Victoria. Therefore I am right in
concluding that upwards of £1,200,000
worth ot' goods was imported into Victoria
from New South Wales, across the Murray,
during the past year. Now did these
goods pay any duty or not?
An HON. MRMBER.-Customs duties?
Mr. LANGTON.-Customs duties are
not the only duties chargeable on goods
coming into Victoria; there are other
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duties besides. I don't know whether
the Government have pursued the same
course in regard to wharfage rates on the
Murray as they pursued rather more than
twel ve months ago in regard to the duties
on tea, sugar, opium, and gold. I don't
know whether they have taken upon themsel ves virtually to repeal one of the clauses
of the Passengers Act, which requires that
on all goods coming into Victoria certain
rates shall be levied; but I fiI;ld that there
were goods landed in Victori~, at Echuca
and other places on the Murray; during
the past year, amounting in value to upwards of £1,200,OOCl. Now what was the
amount of the wharfage rates levied on
those goods? If there was no amount
collected, then by whose authority were
those wharfage rates remitted? Is there
a power in this. colony beyond and above
the law, which can levy taxes at its will
and remit them at its pleasure? The
House is entitled to an answer to this
question. Weare entitled to be told
whether these duties were levied or
not. I am informed that wharfage
rates have not been collected at all
on the Murray-that, without any explanation from the Government, without
any authority from Parliament, wharfage
rates imposed in 1865 have never been
collected there at all. We ought to have
some little explanation on this point,
because it is important in calculating the
supposed advantages which Victoria will
derive from this treaty. Why goods
coming from Riverina should not be subject to the ordinary wharfage rate fixed
by law, and why goods coming from
other parts of New South Wales should
be subject to this wharfage rate on
landing at Sandridge, I do not understand; but we have before us the fact
that goods landed at Sandridge are subject to wharfage rates. We have had no
explanation of this matter which might
have helped us to form an opinion as to
the advantage or disadvantage of this
arrangement in regard to the payment of
£60,000. I think, before we were asked
to vote on this question, we ought to
have been informed how much duty was
levied on goods imported from New South
Wales into Victoria. There is another
point to which I wish to refer. According to the published statement of revenue
and expenditure, we c,ommence this year
with a deficiency of no less than £250,000;
that is to say, that, in spite of all the forced
sales of land-some of which belonged to
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the Government, and some of which this border arrangement-have always
they took from public bodies-we have endeavoured to avoid. In 1855, when an
before us the fact that the revenue realized arrangement about the Border Duties was
about £250,000 less than the Treasurer ex- first made, Mr. Labouchere, in a despatch,
pected. It seems to me that a deficiency of expressed his disapproval of it, on the
£250,000 will bring even the Legislature ground that it was a breach of the 43rd
of the opulent colony of Victoria to their clause of the Constitution Act. No doubt
senses, and that they ought to look their the 236th clause of our Customs and
position fairly in the face, especially when Excise Statute is relied upon as an
it is now proposed that they should pay the authority for entering into .the present
Government of New South Wales £60,000 treaty; but the power given there is not
a year. As I have before remarked, we to he used as an engine of oppression
have not been furnished with any particu- against one colony-it is not to be used to
lars as to how the Government propose create differential duties of a most offensive
to provide for this; and although they character between South Australia and New
ought ,to be glad to supply us with the South Wales. Is not this treaty a complete
information, before we are asked to decide perversion of the in tention of the Home Goupon the treaty, we are met only with the vernment in conferring upon us the power
remark, " You won't get it." There is a contained in the Constitution Act and in
further point on which we need informa- the 236th clause of the Customs and Excise
tion. The Government know what they Statute? We have had no justification of
intend to do between now and the 1st of the course which has been adopted, and no
February, when the treaty is to come into information on the points to which I have
operation-they know to what Tariff and referred. Seeing that there is a disposition
to what particular duties this agreement to discuss this tariff on its merits, we
refers, but the House does not. It seems ought to have had information on all those
to me that in this respect also the Govern- points; and until that information is
ment are in a more advantageous position afforded, the House ought not to express
than is the House. They may intend to any opinion upon the treaty. Although
reduce the duties before the 1st of the Attorney-General has such a very
February, or to increase them. They may poor opinion of those by whom he has
intend to place the traders of .Melbourne been so long faithfully served that he does
at a greater advantage tlum those of Sydney not scruple to tell them, whenever a crisis
or Adelaide, or they may intend, by in- like the present occurs, that they are here
creasing the duties, to place them at a still not to discuss measures but to pass them,
greater disadvantage than they already I think he will find, that that course of
are, in respeet to some of the articles which procedure cannot be repeated very many
are forwarded into New South "".ales. In times-that there nre gentlemen in this
negotiating this treaty I have no doubt House, be they protectionists or free
that the representatives of New South traders, who have minds of their own,
Wales believed that they were negotiating and who can express themselves freely on
on the basis of some specific Tariff-that this or any other question, whether it conthey knew the Tariff in regard to which the cerns the existence of the Government or
arrangement was being made. Now I not, and quite irrespective of the wishes
ask the members of the Government and behests of the Attorney-General. I
whether any hint was given to the repre- feel quite sure that there are gentlemen
sentatives of New South Wales that, who have hitherto supported the Governbefore the 1st of February, some change ment who will resist this attempt to comwould be made in the Tariff on which the pel them to adopt a measure in regard to
treaty was based? I should like to have the main provisions of which they are in
an answer on that point. This House i::l the dark. I do not believe that the conentirely in the dark as to the intentions of duct of the honorable member for the
the Government. I am informed that the Ovens (Mr. G. V. Smith) will be imitated
representatives of the other colonies were by many of those who have hitherto
led to believe that the treaty was based on supported the Government; I do not
the existing Tariff. One of the main believe that a majority of the supobjections, as it appears to me, to this porters of the Government are so
treaty is, that it virtually creates what cowardly and craven as to vote for
the Home Government-in so far as they a measure about which they are utterly
have interfered or concerned themselves in in the dark, simply because they are told
Mr. Langton.
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to vote for it. Whilst, therefore, I desire to £400,000 has been expended in buildings,
see this border nuisance definitely aUlI per- cellars, casks, and other materials necesmanently settled, and whilst I desire to sary for the conducting of a wine-making
see anything done which will tend to bring establishment. In addition, a large numabout an ultimate federation of the Aus- ber of paid labourers are employed in the
tralian colonies, I feel that on this occa- cultivation of the vine. If wine from
sion I have only one course before me. New South Wales is admitted into VicI am not here as a sort of Parliamentary toria duty free, I maintain that the wine
hack to register the will and decision of growers of this colony will be placed at a.
the Attorney-General, but I am here as an great disadvantage; and it is for this
independent member to exercise my own reason, and as a protectionist, that I enter
judgment and discretion. That I shall do my protest against this treaty. I regret
to-night, and I shall vote against our com- that we have not had an opportunity
mitt.ing ourselves to this treaty blindly.
of discussing the question at a. more
Dr. HEATH.-The question is one of opportune period.
I regret that it
so much importance to the well-being of has been agreed that the arrangement
the colony that I am glad to find honor- shall come into operation on the 1st
able members are discussing it freely. As of February. I think that the matter
a protectionist I came into this House, and might have been fairly and much more
as a protectionist I am still here. There profitably discussed if more time had
has been a great deal of recrimination in- been allowed for its discussion. In condulged in during this discussion, which I clusion, I will only remark that I am a.
regret, because I think it would have been protectionist, that I have been a consistent
much better avoided. Honorable members supporter of the Government, and that so
have been told that they have been threat- long as the present or any other Governened by the Governmen t that if they do ment propounds such a policy as I conceive
not vote in a certain way certain results to be for the interest of the colony it shall
will ensue. Now I can't help remem- have my support.
bering that on one or two occasions this
Mr. V ALE.-I candidly confess that I
session we have been told that, if we thought am not very much surprised at the course
proper to differ with the Government as to of proceeding which appears likely to
any measure they proposed, they would result from this discussion. I accept it as
look upon our conduct as a vote of want of p~rfectly fair and legitimate for the memo
confidence. I am quite satisfied that the bel'S of the Opposition to take advantage
supporters of the Government are not of the first opportunity which the session
actuated by any such motives. I certainly may afford of making an attempt to change
am not, and I shall vote upon this question the position of parties, and their own
purely as a matter of conscience and duty, places, in this Chamber. It is perfectly
irrespective of' this Government or any reasonable that they should do so; and the
other. I came here as a free and inde- mem bel'S of the Government expected
pendent member; and it does appear to nothing else from them. But I am
me that, by the arrangement which has astonished at some of the matters which
been entered into with the Government of have been introduced into this dabate. As
New South Wales, the very stool upon one advocating protectionist principles, I
which we have standing-protection-is am prepared to admit that the operation of
completely knocked from under our feet. the treaty upon the wine-growing interest
One large interest-the wine-growing in- is a difficulty in connexi{Jn with that
, terest-has been alluded to in the course treaty. I admit that without hesitation;
of the discussion. That is an interest of but I can hardly imagine any course of
the whole colony, and not an interest procedure in relation to public mattersof Geelong only, as has been said by and especially public matters of finance
some members. Year after year successive and revenue-in which some persons will
Governments have offered premiums and not be sufferers.
It will be for this
rewards for the best treatises on vine- Chamber, and especially for the protectionculture and wine-making. By so doing ists, to discuss fully and frankly the
they have held out inducements to many responsibility which may be involved in
persons to em bark their capital in these the adoption of this treaty. The protecindustries. The outlay in the establish- tionists are free to entertain the opinion
ment of vineyards may be reckoned at that the extent to which the principle
£400,000 at the least, and probably another of protection is ignored by this treaty
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in relation to the wine-growing interest,
is of sufficient importance to justify
them in taking a course which, if successful, will result in altering the position of
parties in this House. They are qui te jus tified in taking that course. I did not accept
the responsibility of being, to all intents
and purposes, a party to this treaty, without a full knowledge that this cry would
be raised; and that, in my opinion, it
would be used to an extent far beyond its
merits. far beyond its impOItance, far
beyond even the opinions of those who are
most deeply interested in the question of
wine-growing in this colony; in fact. I
knew that the question of the non-protection of Victorian wines, as against New
South Wales wines grown in the Riverine
district, would be the stalking-horse of
the political opposition the moment the
treaty was discussed in this House.
I accept the responsihility of that positiolJ.
I assert that, in accepting this treatyalthough it ignored protection to the winegrowing interest of this colony - the
Government took a course which was wise
and prudent for them to take; that they
acted rightly and truly in assuming the
responsibility of turning to a certain extent from the course which some honorable gentlemen would desire them to
pursue in this matter. It appears to me
that there is an endeavour to stretch,
beyond actual and correct measurement,
the value of the interests involved in wine
growing in this colony. We are told
that there are at present 4,000 acres of
land under vines; that this area represents
a capital of £400,000; and ·that the whole
of this interest is involved in the question
of the present treaty. Now it is notorious
that this value of £100 per acre is altogether beyond the average market value of
properties of this character in the colony
of Victoria. Another important consideration in connexion with this matter is, that
a large proportion of vineyard property in
the colony is cultivated, not for the purpose of wine making, but for the sale of
grapes in towns in the neighbourhood of
those vineyards. Now all these things are
ignored, and conveniently ignored-I do
not say unfairly ignored-by gentlemen
who have a case to make, and seek to
make the best of it. I trust they will be
able to make such a case as will justify
their conduct before those to whom they
are responsible. A great deal has been
said in reference to this agreement by the
honorable member for East Melbourne; and
Mr. Vale.
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something especially forcible, or intended
to be so, has been put forward in connexion
with the fact that on the articles produced in
Riverina, which cross the Murray, the ordinary wharfage rates have not been levied.
The honorable member complains of this,
and asks whether there is a power above
this chamber. The honorable member hasa
right to ask the question; but the honorable member should recollect that it is
within the province of this chamber to
delegate its power into the hands of the
Govel'llment. I say that this chamber
and the country have delegated to the
Government of the day the power to deal
with this question. The Government
have dealt with this question; and the
Government have announced their dealing
with the question through the proper
channel, the Government Gazette. The
honorable member for East Melbourne had
the whole of last session to bring forward
this matter, in addition to the many fanciful charges which his brain raised against
the Government. The honorable member
no doubt reads the Government Gazette.
Probably he is more familiar with what
appears in it than the Government printer.
And yet he overlooked the following notification:"GOODS IMFORTED INTO VICTORIAN PORTS ON
THE MURRAY.-It is hereby notified for general

information that, in accordance with the powers
conferred by the 236th clause of t,he Customs
Act 1857 (21st Vict., No. 13), His .Excellency
the Governor in Council has been pleased to
approve of goods imported into Victorian ports
on the river Murray being exempted from the
operation of the Acts of Parliament 25th Viet.,
No. 144, and 27th Viet., No. 209, so far as the
same relate to registration fees and wharfage
rates respeetively.-JAS. G. FUANCIS, Commissioner of Trade and Customs.-Department of
Trade and Customs, Melbourne, 7th December,
1865."

The honorable member overlooked this, no
doubt, because the excitement of a general
election, and the apprehensions of a probable defeat, fully occupied his attention at
the time.
Nevertheless the honorable .
member has had ·eighteen months to
slumber on this question. I may, perhaps,
call attention to another view of the COBduct of the Government in reference to the
collection of wharfage rates upon goods
crossing the Murray. It is notorious that
goods coming into Port Phillip Bay from
New South Wales, Tasmania, or South
Australia, according to the ordinary custom of mercantile countries, are allowed to
be transhipped without payment of wharfage rates. The wool, which forms the
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largest portion of the £1,200,000 worth
of goods that cross the Murray from
Riverina into Victoria, is actually a quantity of goods in the process of transhipment.
We are really carriers for the Riverina
squatters; and on that ground there should
be, legitimately, an exemption from those
duties. Well, it having been publicly
notified that the Government had taken
this course, in accordance with the powers
which they assert were given them by
Acts passed in the ordinary way, I say that
the honorable member for East Melbourne
has little foundation for his argument
in reference to this matter. Behind thisfar behind it in time, for it occurred some
ten or eleven years ago-we have this
fact. Governor Sir William Denison, a
gentleman of great experience, enjoying
the approbation of the Imperial authorities,
recommended to his own Government, and
also to the Government of Victoria, that
there should be an arrangement for the
free interchange of commodities, and a full
exercise of free relations between New
South Wales and Victoria; and it is
notorious that, up to some two years ago,
the trade between this colony and Rivel'ina
was carried on as though no duties were
collected by either party-as though there
existed in the business relations of the two
colonies absolute and entire free trade.
The honorable member states that, on
Thursday last, he expressed the desire
that the Government should lay before
this chamber, at one and the same time,
the Budget. and the treaty. This' was a
nice little legitimate political move from
his side of the House. The Government
don't complain of it; but the Government
met it with a counter-move. They told
the honorable member that the treaty
would affect the Budget, and therefore
must be dealt with before the Budget was
submitted to this chamber. Such is the
intention of the Government; and I say
that the intention is one which commends
itself to reason and prudence. No one
would have more thoroughly laughed in
his sleeve than the honorable member for
East Melbourne, had the Government consented to give him what he desired. But
the treaty will have to be settled, and then
it will devolve upon the present Government, or their successors, to bring in a
Budget according to the necessities of the
Stat.e and the public opinion of the colony.
The honorable member for East Melbourne
told us, throughout his speech, that he was
compelled to the course which he adopted.
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Now I don't think he was compelled. I
think it was rather an act of pleasure, than
the result of compulsion, to put the worst
.possible interpretation on the intentions of
Ministers. The honorable member has done
that both in and out of Parliament-in
the press, and also on the public platform.
Among the aboriginal cricketers who
played in the match the other day, on the
Melbourne ground, was one small darkey,
who probably, while on a station, was
fond of daubing all manner of things with
a tar-brush, whence he acquired the name
of Tarpot. Now I think that the honorable member for East Melbourne should
be known as the colonial political Tarpot.
He is always daubing his political opponents, and he is compelled this evening,
by the force of his nature, to put the
worst possible interpretation on the intentions of his political opponents. In that
he showed a fitting and truthful judgment
of his own political character; and I give
him the benefit of it. We are told that
the Government ought to have laid the
treaty before Pa.rliament, previous to entering upon any negotiations, or arriving at
any conclusion. I would ask honorable
members whether such is the course of
procedure adopted in such cases by states
and empires? When Richard Cobden
made his treaty on behalf of Great
Britain with the Emperor of the French,
was the basis of that treaty discussed in
the Imperial Parliament previous to any
arrangement being made? Nothing of
the sort. The treaty was definitely and
distinctly concluded, and in the fewest
and briefest words was referred to in the
Queen's Speech on opening Parliament.
Here is the reference : " The treaty 'of commerce which Her Majesty
concluded with the Emperor of the French has
already been productive of results highly advantageous to both the nations to which it applies."

I say, in reference to that matter, that
there was more ground for discussing the
results of that treaty than for discussing
the probable results of this arrangement
with New South Wales, which is calculated to allay and remove ill-feeling, and
promote the interchange of commodities
between the two colonies. Then it is said
we had no business to do this without letting South Australia in. The honorable
member for East Melbourne has talked a
great deal about showing good will to
South Australia; and yet all the time he
has endeavoured to create an impressionthat the people of Victoria, as .represented
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by the Government of the day, entertain
feelings inimical to the people of South
Australia. No such feeling exists; and
the honorable member knows it. The
honorable member also knows that there
is no such foolish way of entering into a
bargain as to publish all the pros and cons
in connexion with the negotiation. The
Government have proved their, desire
to deal with New South Wales in
a thoroughly friendly spirit. I have
always said, in reference to the question
of protection, that while I am anxious to
see that principle effecting results which I
believe it is calculated to effect, especially
in a new country, I am also anxious that
those results should accrue with the least
possible harm to our commercial relations.
In that spirit I accept the responsibility of
the present treaty. I believe that nothing
will be so calculated to damage the infiuence of a protective policy in this colony
as an un wise and imprudent repudiation,
by this Chamber, of the treaty which has
been entered into between the two Governments. Those who discuss this quest.ion
simply as one between the colony of Victoria and the wine growers, altogether
ignore the other question which affects
the country from a protective point of
view. It is perfectly true that, to a certain
extent, the treaty may have an unfavourable effect on the wine-growing interest
of the colony; but I say that protectionists who deal with this Tariff question
are bound to calculate the other results
which will accrue, because it is not
mere policy, not the mere discussion of
words, but the actual, tangible, and positive results which will accrue to the Victorian producing interest from this treaty,
that lead me to accept it as a wise and
statesmanlike realization of the principle
which, in common with a large number of
the members of this Chamber, I have
advocated. I will point ou t a few of them.
The honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
Kyte) has referred, as well as the Minister
of Customs, to the fact that, by this commutation of the rights of New South
Wales to taxation on goods passing
into her territory, we have secured to
our Victorian producers a free right
of entry for all our manufactures into
the Riverine district. I say that, however small may be the present population
of Riverina, it is sufficiently large to justify the payment of £60,000 for the New
South Wales revenue in that district; and
I also say that, by the process of introMr. Vale.
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ducing into Riverina our manufactures of
every sort-and how various those manufactures are is. best proved by the temple
of industry that stands behind the Public
Library-we accomplish a great thing,
because we spread them over an area comprising, according to the honorable member
for Collingwood, 112,000,000 acres. The
result of that proceeding will be to make
our goods the fashion in Riverina; and
once they are made the fashion in that
new country, I defy distant lands to enter
into any reasonable competition with them.
It is in view of the multitude of manufactures that have sprung up, and are springing up, in this colony that I felt I was
justified in ignoring, in some measure, my
own protective views in relation to this
treaty. I admit-and no one can admit it
with a feeling of greater regret-that there
was the necessity for ignoring the principle of protection in reference to the wine
interest. But there was the necessity;
and I believe that the benefit to be derived
from the proceeding will be far greater
than any loss which may be sustained. In
view of the ultimate formation of a federation, which shall involve a general and
uniform Tariff-which shall recognize for
all these colonies the wisdom of making
our custom-house a barrier to the import
of foreign manufactures of a character
which we ourselves can produce-I say in
that direction my protective inclinations
lead me to make the presen.t sacrifice with
a view to future benefits. We are told
that, instead of entering upon this
treaty in a spirit of fair play and -fairdealing towards South Australia, we have
endeavoured in the bargain to overreach
our neighbours and override their interests.
We have done nothing of the sort.
Statesmen on this side and on the northern
side of the Murray have seen great and
continually recurring annoyances arising
from the system of Border Customs; and,
after a long series of negotiations, a conclusion has been ·arrived at by which the
Government of Victoria consent to pay
£60,000 per annum in lieu of allowing
New South Wales to collect duties upon
her own border. New South Wales has
consented, in consideration of that payment, to give up all custom.houses, except
at that point on the Murray where the
South Australian traffic would reach
Riverina. We have not entered into any
treaty by which South Australia will be
in a worse position than she has been
hitherto. South Australia will pay just
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the same duties to New South Wales as
she did prior to this treaty; and whatever
sums may be collected by New South
Wales from South Australia will be a
rebate on the £60,000 which Victoria pays
to New South Wales; andjust in the measure
of the extent of our trade with Riverina,
will be the actual measure of the portion
of the £60,000 which we shall have to
pay. Accepting the £60,000 as a reasonable payment to-day, there is no question
that, in course of time, there will be a
profit to this colony. I am perfectly
aware that many honorable members are
disposed to treat this question as though
the Government were disposed to be
dishonest. I take it, as a politician
aspiring to be a public man in this
colony, that it is only wise policy on our
part to treat the public men of other
colonies as honorable and honest gentlemen, disposed to deal fairly with their
neighbours. I accept this treaty in that
spirit. I shall regard the public men
of the neighbouring colonies as honest
and truthful until, by any breach of
public faith, they prove themselves dishonorable and dishonest. New South
Wales has accepted her responsibilities
with the full intention of canying them
out to the uttermost. I have admitted
that, by the treaty, there may be a measure
of injury to the wine growers of this
colony. Possibly the reports of the interview to-day between a deputation from
the wine growers and the Chief Secretary
may show to how slight an extent the
wine-growing interest of this colony
imagines it is interfered with.
With
regard to the question of protection, I
believe there is a great and growing feeling
in this colony in relation to it; but I am
not so foolish, nor am I so blind to facts,
as to accept the statement made in this
Chamber to-night, that fifty-seven members were returned to this Parliament
pledged to protection. It is notorious that
so many were never returned; possibly
so many will not be returned for many
years to .come; and I say that those who
endeavour to strengthen their own coalitions for ulterior objects by such statements are doing that which cannot com ..
mend itself to their own judgment. It is
well known that the party which has
supported the present Government has
been a party of compromise; and probably
Governments in the colonies for many
years will be the results of compromises
and coalitions.. I maJre no complai.nt that
Y9 L.• III, -:p
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there is a coalition in reference to this
question of the treaty; but I say that
those who accept the position of rejecting this treaty must be prepared also
to accept the responsibility of seeking to
thwart a great onward movement of colonial
public opinion-a movement that, come
what will, must ultimately result in great
advantages to all these colonies. If the
narrow-mindedness which seems, I regret
to say, to have got hold of many of the
protection party, in relation to this treaty,
should accomplish its desires, no one will
regret more than I do that the principle of
protection to native industry should thus
be thwarted in its progress in the convictions and affections of the people of
Victoria.
Mr. BURTT.-Mr. Speaker, I am somewhat pained at the position in which I
find myself placed. For many years
I have been a consistent ad vocate of
protection; and, as I have more regard for the principles which I have
enunciated on the pubiic platform than
I have for a seat in this House, I
find myself on this oecasion occupying
a position hostile to the gentlemen on the
Treasury benches, to whom I bear not the
slightest disrespect. I think the Minister
of Public \Vorks should have paused
before charging those protectionists who
are opposed to this treaty with being weak
and narrow-minded. The honorable gentleman should recollect that the Tariff, as
it now stands-:-a Tariff about which such
strong feelings were shown-was regarded
by the protectionists only as an instalment.
It contained many items foreign to our
intentions-items which benefit protection
in no way, because they are taxes on
articles which cannot be produced in the
colony-but the protectionists accepted it
as a step in the right direction. We now
think the time has arrived when the Tariff
may be revised, when things of an extraneous
character may be excised from it, and the
duties thus remitted (amounting, say, to
about £130,000) placed so as to benefit
trades which are still unprotected. There
are about twenty cardinal trades which
need protection. Eight are already favoured
with nearly as much protection as they
desire; ·fou1' are partially protegted ; but
there are eight which are not protected in
the slightest degree. Is it not right that
protectionists should strive to complete
the work which they have begun; and
that they should raise an alarm when they
find t4e principLe to which' they are
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devoted in danger? This may be the
last speech which I shall make in this
House. I have been threatened by more
than one person to-night, but I care little
about that. I should be disposed to look
upon this memorandum of agreement in a
more friendly spirit if it had been submitted by Ministers to their supporters
before it came here. How is it, I would
ask, should we, who have supported
the Ministry, be now under their suspicion ? Has our conduct been such as to
warrant suspicion? If so, the sooner the
Ministry throw us off, and hold us up to
condemnation as a miserable sham, the
better. There was a time when the
Ministry could call their supporters together, and take counsel from them.
Why could not that course have been
pursued in this case? In the stand which
I take in this matter, I have nothing to
do with gentlemen on the Opposition
'benches. I have courted no man's alliance or sympathy; and yet I am constrained, in spite of myself, to vote in
such a way as may put the Ministry out
of their seats. But even if that be so, I
am not to be terrified into silence. I am
sorry to say that public questions are
now treated in such a manner as
necessarily to lead to the isolation
of the Government from their supporters.
Everything is now made a Ministerial
question. Payment of members, land administration, and this question of the
treaty, each is made a Ministerial question; and if honorable members do not'
vote as the Government direct, there is to
be a Ministerial resignation. Why, we
shall next hear of an acclimatisation Bill,
and a Bill, perhaps introduced by the
Minister of Public Works, to abolish
deputations, being made Ministerial questions, and involving Ministerial resignations. This aspect of the case may be
amusing, and yet, while I put the case
thus, I say that I should regret the removal of the Government from those
benches. But what can I do? Would'
they have me forswear my conscience?
I have struggled for thirty years to secure
the advance of democracy-the full and
free representation of the peopleprotection to the industry of the labouring classes, and I wish to remain
true to my principles. The Minister
of Public Works has charged me with
being unfaithful or even worse. But what
did that honorable gentleman, who aims at
becoming an eminent public man, say on
Mr. Burtt.
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the occasion of the Tariff being discussed
for the first time in this House? Out of
his own mouth must he be condemned.
The honorable gentleman then said : " The Government scheme was a mere hodgepodge; it was a perfect financial muddle, which
would reflect disgrace on the financier who proposed it. . . . The protection party would
have been well content with a scheme which
embraced the taxation of a few articles capable
of being produced in the colony. Taking the
Tariff on the very ground on which it was put
forward, he condemned it utterly."
The honorable gentleman then voted with
the extreme Opposition, to prevent the
gi ving of that instalment of protection to
the country. No doubt' his conscience
then told him that he was doing right;
but now it would appear that his conscience
is as elastic as gutta percha, and will
stretch to any extent. Is it strange that
I should be impelled to the conclusion that
political geography alters political convictions? If my action on this occasion
should prove offensive to my constituents,
I can only say that I am quite prepared
to resign my seat, if called upon to do so.
On one occasion I was requested by certain of- my constituents to show a greater
respect to the Ministry, by sitting behind
them. I spoke up like a hero, and scouted
the idea. I said "You mistake your
man; rather than become a mere de1egate
I would resign my seat." I have yet to
learn that a seat on one side of the
House proves the occupant to be a
Spartan, or that a seat on the other
side proves the occupant to be a traitor.
I hope that, when I relinquish my trust,
it will be found as clean as when it
was given to 'me. Whatever course I
may have taken in public life has been the
result of a warm sympathy for the working classes. I rose from an apprentice to
be a journeyman, and from a journeyman
to a master; and I have therefore a strong
affection for those who have to toil for
their living. I have made this country
my home; I have brought my family here;
and I am determined to do what I can
towards promoting the industry of the
colony. And strang.ely enough, when
seeking to carry out my principles, we Bre
to be threatened with an appeal to our
constituencies or a Ministerial resignation. Why, a change of Ministry must
come some day. I don't think even the
Attorney-General intends to make a freehold of the Treasury seats, although he may
have taken a lease of them. And seeing that
a cha.nge must come, what matter, I ask, if
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it should come to-night? No doubt some
of my constituents will say of me for
asking this, " Ah, you· wicked little
sinner." While I state all this, I believe
that I shall be in a minority on this question. If so, let the working men take
warning. Let them by monster meetings
and other legitimate proceedings show that
they are determined to be heard. Wages
in Sydney are not equal to the wages here.
A large number of men have been employed
in New. South Wales at a miserable
pittance on the roads of the colony. Well,
I say sanction this treaty, and manufactures
can be established on the other side of the
Murray, which will employ the surplus
labor of Sydney with this result-the
importation duty free, from places outside
Victoria, of articles which can be
manufactured here, and the bringing
down of the wages of our own mechanics and artizans. Why, after all,
this treaty is only the Sydney sprat put
forward to catch the Victorian mackerel.
In conclusion, I must ask is it wise, in a
matter of this kind, to legislate for another
Parliament? If the treaty were to last
during the existence of the present
Parliament, that might be tolerated; but
I object to the financial policy of the
country being bound up in this manner
for a period of five years.
Mr. ORR.-I must confess that I have
seldom listened to a discussion which is
likely to result so curiously as the present.
I have been a member of this House for
something like five years, and during
that time it has been generally under··
stood, throughout the length and breadth of
the country, that every Government were
some time or other to make an endeavour
to come to an arrangement with New
South Wales in reference to the Border
Customs. When Mr. O'Shanassy was at
the head of the Government he assumed
the position that this colony was not called
upon to pay to New South Wales anything
as compensation for customs duties collected along the border. That was the
view I took, and I hold it now. Still Mr.
O'Shanassy was met with the difficulty
that, if prepared to maintain the position
which he took up, he must adopt the
necessary steps to enforce it, or leave the'
whole trade of the district to the mercy of
New South Wales; that, in fact, unless
the Government were prepared to take
that position, and follow it up by imposing
retaliatory taxes, Riverina would practically be at the mercy of New South Wales as
p
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soon as custom-house officers were placed on
the border. I believe that Mr. O'~hanassy's
Government were not prepared to do that.
Well, sir, the matter has gone on from
year to year. I believe that, during the
last session of Parliament, questions were
asked, and statements were incidentally
made, which led members on both sides of
the House to believe that, as soon as the
proper opportunity arose, the Government
would be prepared to negotiate with New
South Wales and South Australia, in order
to come to some arrangement in reference
to this matter. Well, if this question were
so vitally bound up with protection or
free trade-if it were to decide whether
our policy should be in the direction of
protection or free trade-surely some honor ~
able member should have raised the question then, and not have acted on the idea
that, after the Government had accomplished
a settlement, it would be for Parliament
either to accept or reject it. The very
arrangement for carrying out the coUec. tion of the Border Customs proves that the
proceedings in connexion with this matter
have been, from the very commencement,
entirely of a temporary. nature. That
being so, it does astonish me, now that this
agreement has been arrived at, to find
honorable members on both sides of the
House trying to upset it. It is still more
extraordinary to find that, if the Government are defeated on this question, that
defeat will be contributed to by the free
trade party with whom I have been associated, and will be accompanied by the
defeat of a practical free trade policy. I
must confess that that position does
astonish me. I am afraid it will go far
towards injuring the interests of free trade
throughout the length and breadth of this
country. Now, I have lived in the districts affected by the Border Customs. I
have had a practical acquaintance with the
working of those duties, and. I have seen,
as much as any member of this House, the
evils reflulting from them to Victorian
trade. The Government would be undeserving the position they hold if they had
neglected their duty in so vital a manner,
ancl if they had not made this arrangement
with New South Wales. Well, sir, both
the free trade and protectionist objectors
to this arrangement say that it is illegal.
On that point I am not prepared to make
any remarks. It is quite sufficient to
leave the legality or illegality of the
matter to be tested in a proper way. But
the agreement has also been objected to by
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the protectionists on the ground that it
will inj ure the wine trade. We have had
a great many vague statements as to how
the Victorian wine trade will be injured;
but I have not heard a single speaker
attempt to show that it will be injured.
It seems to me that before they can prove
the position that this treaty, if carried
out, will injure the Victorian wine
growers, they must be prepared to show
one of two things. One is, that the wine
produced in Victoria is so much inferior
to that produced on the other side of the
Murray that it cannot command a market.
But if they are able to do this, am I to be
told that, because Geelong is not able to
sell its inferior wine, we are to be prohibited from having a glass of good wine?
If the theory is worth anything it must
go the length of prohiLition. It seems, if
the Geelong vignerons had their way-"Mr. LO VE.-The Victorian.
Mr. ORR.-Let me remind the honorable member for Crowlands of one very
valuable fact in connexion with this discussion. The Victorian wine growers
who are supposed to -be most injured
by this treaty, I presume it will be admitted, are the Victorian wine growers
on the Victorian bauks of the Murray.
They would be ten times more affected by
this treaty than persons residing at
Geelong, Sunbury, or anywhere else in
the colony. I hold in my hand, however,
'a document emanating from the Murray,
{)vens, ·and Goulburn Vine-growers Association, which I had the honour to present
to the Minister of Customs. Its whole
purport is this, that ;it is desirable that the
Governmen t shoula take steps for the
One
removal of the :Border Duties.
statement in it is 'Worthy of consideration.
It is that the hwge and increasing interest
of the Victorian wine growers has been
pioneered and fQstered by their brethren
in New South Wales, and that further
advantages in the preparation of the wine
for the Victorian and foreign markets will
follow the abolition of the Border Duties.
I think, therefore, that honorable members are going a little beyond the mark
when they assume to speak on behalf of
the Victorian wine producers as a body.
The wine producers in the most prosperous
vine district of the colony repudiate the
sentiments expressed on their behalf.
They are prepared to act with their
brethren on the other side of the
river, without any feeling of jealousy.
If it is necessary that the Geelong
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wine growers should be protected against
the Murray wines, it will be necessary
that the line should be drawn Bomew here about Benalla and the Crooked
Ri vel'; for, even at present, pretty nearly
as much wine is made on the Victorian side
of the Murray vaJley as on the New South
Wales side. I think sufficient has been
said about the impracticability of keeping
out Albury wines under any circumstances;
but I must add that, if any honorable
members had come into personal contact
with the Albury winegrowers and ascertained the feeling existing among them a
week before the result of the conference
was known, they would not oppose
the arrangement. It was supposed that
Messrs. Martin and Eagar's visit to Melbourne was a piece of' bunkum-a pleasure
trip-and the tone assumed in consequence
should make honorable members glad that
the supposition was without foundation.
Men stated openly and bravely at a public
meeting that they would take their wine
across the Murray, and would defy the
custom-house officers to touch it; and
when honest' and industrious men talk in
that way the end must be pretty near.
The other position that protectionists might
have taken is this, that the peculiar circumstances of the colony render the
establishment of a vineyard so costly as to
place Victorian vine growers at a disadvantage as compared with Albury growers.
But that position could not be maintained,
because it is notorious that every expense
attending a vineyard is greater at Albury
than at Melbourne. I am a free trader
myself, and I urge the abolition of the
Border Duties in accordance with the
principles I profess; but I will give the
protectionists one fact for their consideration, and that is, that at present an immense
quantity of tobacco grown on the New
South 'Vales side of the river is sent across
the border, and, having been manufactured
by Victorian labour, three-quarters of it is
sent back again. Surely this shows that
the arrangement is not altogether one-Eided,
even from an ultra-protectionist point of
view. I am very much astonished at the
views put forward, during the discussion
on Friday last, by the honorable member
for South Grant (Mr. McCann) and the
honorable member for East Melbourne
(Mr. Levi), that, after our wine growers
had been induced to invest their money,
all their hopes were to be dashed to the
ground by wine from New South Wales
being placed on an equality with their
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,own. Now I would ask honorable members if they can conscientiously say that
any individual has established a vineyard
on the strength of these Border Duties?
Why, there have not been a dozen established since these duties were collected.
I know that, while before the collection of
.the duties the formation of new vineyards
used to be a matter of weekly occurrence
on the Victorian side of the Murray, not one
has been established since.
Mr. LOVE.-The industrial clauses.
Mr. ORR.-The honorable member will
find that the industrial clauses were finished
with before the Border Duties were collected. The honorable member for East
Melbourne, I see, suggested that a duty
should be levied on grapes brought across
the Murray-certainly a very extraordinary suggestion to come from a free
trader.
The honorable member for
South Grant inteljected, "How many
came over-a cart load ?" But I can
tell the honorable gentleman that 3,000
gallons of wine were made in Victoria from the fruit of one vineyard, and
1,000 or 1,200 gallons from another.
These, let it be remembered, are only two
cases. In fact, last summer I came to
the conclusion that, even if the Border
Duties were not set aside by some arrangement, the wine question would be peaceably settled by all the wine growers taking
their fruit over the Murray. Sufficient
has been said on the other points of the
question. Honorable members have, however, fallen into one or two errors. The
honorable member for East Melbourne
(Mr. Langton) complains that South Australia will have to pay double duties. On
referring to clause 3 of the agreement he
will see that is not the case. Sou th Australian goods will merely pay the New
South Wales duties.
Then as to the
wharfage rate? Apart from the legal
question, the Echuca wharf is not a Government but a railway wharf, and the department would be quite justified in granting its gratuitous use in order to
"attract trade to it. Another honorable
member asked how it was possible for
New South Wales to prevent Victorian
goods being smuggled into Riverina? Had
the Chief ~ecretary had a practical knowledge of the trade, he could have replied
that there was no motive for a smuggling
of that character. Either duty must be
paid in Melbourne, or the goods must be
taken up in bond. If taken up in bond
there can be no smuggling, because the
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goods are followed up, and an accoun t of
them has to be given; and if duty has
been paid in Melbourne where is the
motive for smuggling? Wine, however,
is a different matter, because with it the
duty is often higher than the value of the
article itself.
I trust that honorable
members will consider the consequences
before taking the responsibility of setting
aside this treaty. This is a second time
that an agreement has been entered into;
and, without dwelling on past events, I do
hope that we shall not place ourselves in
the position the Sydney Government and
the Sydney Legislature occupied in the
rejection of the former agreement. I
trust honorable members have some
regard for the good name and for the
welfare of the colony. The Government
have the tacit authority of the House for
the agreement, and, unless there are grave
and serious objections, honorable members
are bound to endorse it. I do not think
it can be said that there are such objections, and therefore I am bound to support
the Government in carrying out the treaty
to its full effect.
Mr. EDWARDS.-I rise to give notice
that, when the amendment submitted by
the honorable member for East Bourke
(Mr. Balfour) has been disposed of, I shall
put the following resolution before the
House : "That, in the opinion of this House, the
agreement entered into between the colonies of
New South Wales and Victoria on the subject
of the Border Duties should not be carried into
effect until an opportunity has been afforded to
the Legislative Assembly to consider it in connexion with the financial position of the country."

Mr. LONGMORE. - The honorable
member who spoke last read from a docu;'
ment which he said he had presented to
the Minister of Customs. How then
comes it to be in his own possession now?
(Mr. Orr-" I can easilyexplnin.") The
Chief Secretary also stated that his
propel·ty in Riverina would not be
benefited by the present course of legislation ; but no one knows better than that
honorable gentleman that property is
readily depreciated by legislation, and
that if this House placed a tax on sheep
and cattle coming across the border the
value of stations in Riverina would
materially fall. The Minister of Public
Works says that wine growing is not the
only question. I admit that it is but a
small part of the question. No one condemned the Tariff on its first appearance
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more than the Minister of Public Works
did. He said that it must be amended at
the first opportunity, that it was not to be
accepted as a final measure. But, according to this treaty, it will be a breach of
honour to alter any tax without the consent of the Sydney Government.
Mr. FRANOIS.-No; it will be merely
a matter of adjustment.
Mr. LONGMORE. - An adjustment
means the upsetting of the treaty. We
are to keep to the treaty should the experiment be disastrous, and New South
Wales can demand a re-adj ustment when
it pleases her. The Minister of Customs
says that we should treat 'all men as
honest until we find that they are dishonest, meaning that we should keep the
treaty until New South Wales breaks
it. Well, in 1855 a free trade treaty
was in force, and it continued so long
as the advantage remained with New
South Wales; but immediately the rush
to the northern diggings took place,
and the Sydney Government found that
they would gain more by Border ·Duties,
they broke the treaty, and the first notice
they gave of their intentions was the
seizure of a team crossing the Murray.
On reference to the printed correspondence, ,
it will be seen that Mr. Vincent Pyke, the
Minister of Customs in 1860, sent a very
angry letter to Sydney on the subject, in
which these facts are detailed. May we
not expect, then, that this treaty will be
broken as the former one was? On our
part we shall be bound in honour to
respect its terms, and not to substitute any
new taxes for our present rates until we
have obtained the concurrence of the
Sydney Legislature. Now one point laid
down by the protectionists in the recent
struggle was that, at the first opportunity,
the duties should be entirely taken off tea
and sugar. But, under the treaty, we are
to be prevented from doing that, and
unless it is done protection cannot be
given to the farmer. The people are too
heavily burthened at present to permit us
entertaining the idea of protecting the
farming interest unless duties are remitted
from other articles: We shall be shut out
from dealing with this question for five
years, and I cannot consent to that.
There is no section of men whose wants
should be more considered than the
farmers. Let honorable members look at
the miserable hovels they Ii ve in, and
consider also their long hours of labour
and the many hardships they undergo.
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Let them remember that in eight months
our importations have been equal to 900,000
bushels of wheat, 200,000 bushels of oats,
200,000 bushels of barley, and f)OO,OOO
bushels of maize, the greater part of
which is now stored, and is exercising a
prejudicial effect on our farming interest;
for the lower prices are the sooner must
the farmer quit, and the greater will be
his distress. It is a sad thing to see this
colony at one time unable to support itself,
and at another obliged to ship breadstuffs
to England. Ministers have placed men
on the poorest lands of the colony; they
have done these men a grievous injury;
. and I for one will not consent to our being
deprived, for five years to· come, of the
power of studying their interests. It has .
been said that the Victorian and the New
South Wales Tariffs are alike; but I deny
this. Ten per cent. duty is payable on
silk at Melbourne, and silk is free at
Sydney, so that it will pay the Sydney
importer to send his goods across the
Murray, antI undersell our own traders.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Silk pays a five per
cent. ad valorem duty at Sydney.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I think also the
£6,800 we are to pay to Sydney, according
to the terms of the first article of the
treaty, needs a little looking into. As I
understand it, the Sydney Government
did not give us power to collect certain
dues, and yet we have now to pay these
dues. Another point ignored in the treaty
is the clearing of the Murray. 'Though
we have spent tens of thousands of
pounds in clearing the stream, our right
to navigate it has been lost sight of. We
have made the stream, and Sydney is to
have the full benefit of it. When this
question was brought before the Hon. John
O'Shanassy, in 1863, he said : "Viewing the great benefits which New South
Wales derives from the increased facilities afforded to her traffic by the Victorian railway,
the large consumption of her surplus stock by
the people of this colony, the prospective consumption of her wines from the Murray bank
vineyards, and her home-grown tobacco, I consider it may fairly be contended that the free
passage of the Murray is not more than an
equivalent for the advantages reaped by New
South Wales from her proximity to Victoria."

Mr. O'Shanassy never thought of giving
£60,000 to New South Wales-it has
remained for the presp.nt Government to
do that. I shall vote against the treaty,
as I regard it as an incu hus on protection;
and if it is carried I shall never feel bound
to stand by its provisions.
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Mr. JONES moved that the debate be
adjourned to the following day, which was
agreed to.
The House adjourned at seven minutes
past eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesda!J, January 30, 1867.
Imprisonment for Debt-Mining on Reserves-Mode of
Putting Questions-Water Supply-The Land QuestionGeelong Court House-Strangers-Benevolent Institutions
- Border Customs Duties - Insolvency ProceedingsBridges-Police Reward Fund-Government Contracts.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
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-whether an honorable member was
limited to putting the question as it appeared on the notice paper, or whether he
could make what observations he pleased?
He had endeavoured, as far as possible, to
follow the example set by honorable members who had been much longer in the
House than he had, and who were allowed,
when putting questions, to make such
statements as they thought fit.
The SPEAKER.-The rule on this
subject is pretty well known to honorable
members. In putting a question, an honorable member is not justified in doing more
than stating some facts to elucidate it. To
give reasons and arguments when putting
questions is to provoke discussion, and is,
therefore, exceedingly inconvenient, and
contrary to the rules of Parliament.
Mr. KING called attention to the fact
that certain honorable members always
spoke at length when putting questions;
and he submitted that it would be well for
every honorable member to feel bound by
the rule laid down by the Speaker.

IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT.
Mr. McKEAN asked the AttorneyGeneral if the Government intended,
during the present session, to bring in a
Bill to amend and re-enact the law relating to imprisonment for debt?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-The Act to
WATER SUPPLY.
abolish imprisonment for debt will expire
at the end of this session. The substance
Mr. LOVE asked the Minister of Mines
of the provisions of the Act is included what steps the Government intend to take
in the Insolvency Bill which is now all for the supply of water to the centres of
but complete, and will be brought before population within the electoral district of
the House in a very short time. Of Crowlands? The honorable member was
course, if the honorable member thinks proceeding to state why he put the questhis portion of the Bill requires amend- tion, when
ment, it will be open for him to propose
The SPEAKER said---The~e is no
amendments. when the Bill is before the
necessity for the honorable member to state
-House.
why he puts the question on the paper. If
. MINING ON RESERVES.
the question does not explain itself he is
Mr. DYTE inquired whether the Minis- permitted to explain it, so that it may be
ter of Mines, in arranging for the settle- understood.
ment of the disputes affecting the mining
Mr. MACGREGOR, in reply to the
on reserves at Ballarat, intended submitting question, observed that the survey for the
his opinion to Parliament prior to a final proposed scheme of water supply in the
settlement of the question? The honor- Crowlands district had not yet been comable member was proceeding to' state the pleted. When the surveys were finished,
reasons which induced him to put the the Government would take the matter into
question, when he was ruled out of order consideration ••
by the Hpeaker.
THE LAND QUESTION:
. Mr. MACGREGOR.-l\fr. Speaker, it
is the desire of the Government to afford
Mr. EVANS asked the Minister of
every information on this subject; and I Lands when the regulations for free seleccan only say that, before the matter is tion of 640 acres before survey would be
finally settled, the House shall have the op- issued by the department, in accordance
portunity of expressing an opinion upon it. . with the promise made to the farmers'
deputation from Mount Moriac ?
MODE OF 'PUTTING QUESTIONS.
Mr. GRANT.-Mr. Speaker, I must
Mr. DYTE appealed to the Speaker for inform my honorable friend t.hat I shall
information as to the rule to be observed not be able to answer that question until
by honorable members in putting questions Tuesday.
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GEELONG COURT-HOUSE.
Dr. HEATH called attention to the
condition of the Geelong Court-house,
and appealed to the Minister of Justice to
remedy the defects therein.
Mr. BINDON said his attention was
called to the state of the Gee10ng Courthouse as far back as last August. He
then caused considerable repairs to be
effected. Two or three days ago his
attention was directed to the necessity for
some further repairs, and these would be
made as soon a~ possible.
Mr. McCANN asked the Minister of
Justice whether he was aware that the
repairs made last year left the building in
a worse condition than it was before?
Mr. BINDON replied that, if the honorable member would give notice of his
question in the usual way, the attention of
the Department of Public Works would be
called to the matter.
STRANGERS.
Mr. LEVEY called attention to the fact
that, the previous evening, the whole of
the lobbies leading to the House~ including
the lobby behind the Speaker's chair, were
:filled by strangers-not by ex-members of
Parliament, officials, or persons whose
presence might not be wondered at, but by
persons who had no claim to be therepersons from the country, and iu no very
elevated position of society at all. So
great was the crowd, that members could
with difficulty get in and out of the House.
He also had to com plain that, on two or three
occasions, while talking to certain honorable members in the Library, he had heen
interrupted by strangers walking in and
out, to and from the refreshment room.
By these irregularities honorable members
were completely discommoded. He deired that every possible courtesy should
be afforded to strangers, but it should be
remembered that honorable members had
sometimes a great deal of business to do,
and that it could not all be done in the
chamber in which they deiiberated, and
therefore he held that honorable members should have a certain amount of
privacy. Ministers had their own room
to which they could retire, but other
honorable members, when they left the
House, had to resort to the Library
and the lobbies, and there, he submitted, they should not be interfered
with by strangers. He consiclered that
the parts of the building devoted to the
accommodation of strangers were quite
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large enough, and that the officers of the
House should take care that strangers were
confined to those parts. The facility with
which persons, who were not members,
obtained admission to the Library and the
refreshment room was highly indecorous,
and was likely to end in disastrous results.
It was most unpleasant, when a great deal
of outside feeling prevailed, for honorable
members to be in any way interfered with
by the presence of strangers, who actually
came canvassing in the lobbies of the
House.
, BENEVOLENT INSTITUTIONS.
Mr. McKEAN asked if the Government would introduce, during the present
session, a measure to provide for the
endowment of benevolent institutions, in
conjunction with hospitals or otherwise,
throughout the colony?
Mr. VERDON replied that, before he
left for England, he prepared aBiIL on the
subject, which he hoped to be able to
introduce in the course of the session.
BORDER DUTIES.
The debate on Mr. ~cCann's motion,
relative to the agreement between the
Governments of New South Wales and
Victoria as to the Border Customs Duties
-adjourned from the previous eveningwas then resumed.
Mr. JONES.-Mr. Speaker, in rising
to address myself to this important question, I feel, as I believe every other hon~
Ol'able member of this House must feel,
that it would have peen well if this
question could have been discussed much
more deliberately by this House than it is
possible it can be under present circumstances. The styles adopted by several
of the speakers who addreBsed the House
on the subject last evening show that they
were unacquainted with the facts on which
they thought it their duty to elaborate.
I think it must have been plain to every
honorable member, that when the honorable
member for Richmond (Mr. Kyte) diverted
himself, and .diverted this House, for
something like three-quarters of an hour,
in a tirade against honorable members
in general and against a few honorable
members in particular, garnished with
a great many irrelevant quotations,
and exhibiting generally the honorable
member's unacquaintance with the English
language-when the honorable member
told this House that he had done everything that was possible and everythiI)g
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that was impossible, that he had been
foremost and hindmost everywhere, and
that he had mounted the stump-and
when that honorable member went on
to tell us that he had exerted himself
in order to get honorable members into
this Assembly-I think it must have been
apparent that, if Richmond had been well
represented on that occasion, the honorable member would have been able to
speak to the question before the House,
and to give some few grains of that small
modicum of wisdom which usually serves
his purpose to the elucidation of the
difficulty with which this House has now
to deal. That honorable member went on
to advise honorable members to be careful
they did not soil themselves-that soil did
Dot stick to them.
I apprehend the
honorable member knows how very disagreeable it is to be soiled. I suppose,
when that honorable member was recently
made a convert to pollution in Richmond,
he discovered what it was to be soiled.
Every honorable member knows that, when
the honorable member for Richmond had
the honour of a seat in this House, as one
of the representatives for East Melbourne,
he declared himself against Yarra pollution.
Now that the honorable member sits as
the representative for Richmond, he completely turns round about; he is ready
to do everything which he formerly said
he would not do; and then he proceeds to
lecture all and sundry the members of
this House as if he were Sir Oracle. I
think that honorable gentleman has ' not
done as much for protection as he proCertainly he has not
mised to do.
done nearly as much for the cause
of protection as he pretends to have
done. The honorable member promised
years ago, when contesting East Melbourne, that he would start a paper mill ;
but the promise was given before the
election, and, being elected, he has done
nothing towards starting a paper mill.
The honorable member promised to do a
great deal for the working classes of this
country, and what do we find? Why,
when a motion is brought forward to
smother the cause of protection, the honorable member rises in his place in this
House to give his assistance to a Ministry
in ~ whom, if his words are to be
accepted, he has no faith as protectionists.
I do not think it desirable that the
time of the House should be occupied
in personal crimination and recrimination; but when honorable members,
VOL. III.-Q
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who are particularly peccable, think
proper to assail other honorable members,
they must be prepared to be "rolled into."
I don't think any honorable member who
can worse stand inquiry than the honorable member for Richmond is likely to
stand on the floor of this House. The
honorable member for East Bourke-I
-suppose one of the best members of this
House-a quiet, good young man-came
down to thi~ House last night to do a certain bidding, whether of his own conscience
or anyone else's I know not, to move an
amendment, which should be a substantive
motion coming from the Treasury benches,
in approval of the treaty into which the
Government have entered. That honorable gentleman spoke in praise of the treaty
and of Sydney, and of New South Wales
altogether ; and, with the most wonderful
inconsequence, he went on to say that, on
one occasion, a vessel being snagged on
the Murray, on the Sydney side, and
the people being obliged to go ashore
on the New South Wales bank, taking
their goods with them, were served just as
bad as if they had gone ashore years ago
on the coast of Cornwall, and been wrecked.
They were subjected to a penalty of £50,
or else their persons and cargo were to be
seized. This, sir, is the honorable member's idea of defending New South Wales.
I don't think New South Wales will be
much obliged to the honorable member for
his defence. Then the honorable member
went on to describe a still more terrific
fact-that two members of the Ministry
were going up the Murray, when their boat
was snagged, again, on the Sydney side;
that these two gentlemen had to be
paddled to the Victorian side and there
landed; that they were paddled across
the river at the imminent risk of their
valuable lives, fearing, I suppose, that
they would be seized as contraband,
and held until ransomed, in the e'vent of
landing in New South Wales. If that
is to be called a statesmanlike utterance,
I flatter myself that this House cannot
produce many statesmen. If that is the
way in which a great question is to be
handled-if a mere cock and bull story
about two or three snags and a buggy
shall be held to settle this question of the
Border Duties-then this House must fall
very low, indeed, in the estimation of those
gentlemen who have done us the honour, on
two consecutive days, oflistening to our way
of disposing of public business. Passing
from these two gentlemen, we come to the
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Chief Secretary, and we find that that Then, sir, we have already entered upon
honorable gentleman devoted himself last this era in which we cannot hope to have
night to speaking to this question with any change of our Tariff without appealing
certainly the largest development of to New South Wales. If we allow this
warmth that could possibly have been got treaty to pass unquestioned we shall have a
up on such a subject at so short a notice. treaty with South Australia, and we shall
It is difficult to understa,nd what reason require not only to convince our own
the honorable member could have for rising fellow-colonists that protection is the best
in his place, to follow the bad example system for the colony, but we shall have
of the honorable member for Richmond to send ad vocates of protection to
with so many exaggerations as he threw New South Wales and South Australia, to
into his speech. I think the honorable convince the people of those colonies,
the Chief Secretary, in his place in this before we may have the advantage of
House, should show an example of tem- living under the system which we believe
perance in discussing any question which to be best. Now, sir, I think we have not
may come before the House. But there yet arrived at such a stage as that we can
is this advantage about the warmth of the afford to confederate in that way. Let us
Chief Secretary, that it has produced some first be sure that we know how to manage
sort of explanation about that Tariff which our own affairs before we pretend to
has puzzled this colony for so long a time. manage the affairs of ou~ neighbours.
Protection to the agricultural interest is a There is not an honorable member here
matter which, for some months past, has present who entertains other than friendly
been agitating the popular mind; and,as we feelings towards New South Wales, South
well know, a deputation came from Moora- Australia, Queensland, or any other of
bool or Barrabool, to ask the Chief Secre- the, Australian colonies; but, before we
tary what was to be done in the way of ask them to confederate, we must establish
protection to the farmer? They were told our own system; we must be prepared
by t.he Chief Secretary, if the newspapers to say, "This is the basis on which we
are to be believed, that he would not can enter into a federation." Up to the
explain what were to be th~ details present time we have established no such
of the fiscal policy of the Government basis. We have a Tariff, which has been
until the 18th of December, when the other denounced by members of the Governdeputation - the great deputation from ment now sitting on the Treasury bench
the farmers' league, which had been as "a mongrel Tariff." Shall we ask
arranged for and got IIp at considerable other colonies to join us in a mongrel
expense-should come to listen to his Tariff? I think it will be far wiser for
words. And then, as we are well aware, us to try our experiment yet a little
on the 18th December the great deputation further, and ascertain if our Tariff is
did come, but the great explanation did something desirable-something which will
not. The deputation was merely played not disgrace us-before inviting other
with, and the country was told that the colonies to accept it. Let them do as they
utterances of the oracle could not be heard please in the way of amending their
until Parliament assembled. Now we are Tariffs; but we have repeatedly asserted
in the third week of the session, and still -it has been put forth in the loudest tones
the oracle has not spoken. Still we have and in the largest words-that this Chamnot the slightest idea as to what form this .ber has a right to settle the fiscal policy of
fiscal policy is to take, unless a few heated this colony. We have even scrupled to
words from the Chief Secretary last night allow another Chamber to express an
may be taken as an explanation. I find, opinion on our fiscal policy. We have said,
sir, that the Chief Secretary stated last "Their right is merely to accept or reject,
nightnot to debate." And, while these sounds
are yet ringing in our ears, we are told
"I trust that we shall soon have what we are
now not far from-namely, a uniform Tariff in that an agreement has been entered into,
these colonies. How far, in fact, are we from hav- without any concurrence asked or obtained
ing a uniform Tariff? . . . If the Tariffs of from us, by which we are to be bound for
New South Wales, South Australia, and Victoria five years not to change our Tariff without
be examined, it will be seen that the difference in the consent of New South Wales. It is
them is very slight indeed. I shall always,
whether in the Government or out of the simply absurd to have it said that we can
Government, endeavour to bring about an assi- change our Tariff whenever we are premilation of those Tariffs."
pared to pay the penalty-to go in for a
Mr. Jones.
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re-adjustment of the moneys to be paid.
If there is to be any penalty of the kind
exacted, we are not free agents. I do not
see that we get from New South Wales
any such advantage that we should be
prepared to allow New South Wales in
any degree to interfere with our fiscal
policy. The Chief Secretary called our
attention to the 8th clause of the agreement entered into with the sister colony,
and he said-
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such as to commend themselves to men
holding protectionist opinions; and it w~s
advised that the fiscal policy of New
South Wales should be amended in a protectionist direction. Weare now led to
hope that the Tariffs are to be made
uniform; and, from all we have learned
from the Chief Secretary, it may be that
our Tariff is to be amended in the direction
of that adopted by the New South Wales
Legislature. We have been told, and told
"Objection has been taken to this clause by I think with a great deal of truth, from the
gentlemen in this House on the ground that it Ministerial benches, that the vignerons
favours the colony of New South Wales. Why, are not of such importance as that there
this is a clause that we insisted upon having
inserted for the protection of our own revenue should be special legislation for them; but
• . . • The clause contains no objection to I say that before there is speciallegislathe imposition of increased duties."
tion, either for or against them, this House
The
And further on the Chief Secretary said should know something of it.
there was a provision that no reduction of vignerons have a right to complain that,
the duties should be made without the without any notice whatever, they have
consent of each of the colonies, and by been specially marked out, and specially
that provision Victoria had obtained all sacrificed in this arrangement of the
that we could possibly demand. Now I Border Duties. I cannot see that even
think it is pretty well understood that, in New South Wales has asked for this.
carrying on the business of this colony, According to the Minister of Customs, the
there shall not be a limitless system of practice of carting grapes across from
increased taxation; that if duties are to Riverina, and making wine on the Vicbe increased, or newly imposed on a gi ven torian side of the Murray, existed before
set of articles, duties on other articles now; and why might not that arrangemust be decreased or remitted. Now im- ment have gone on? That would not have
mediately that course be taken, this colony been any great injury to the Victorian
is liable to be twitted with a breach of labour market. If men were employed on
faith, and that simply because of a blunder this bank instead of the other bank of the
in diplomacy, by which we submitted Murray, this colony could not be the
or are prepared to submit, to our fiscal poorer for that operation; ,and if this
policy being governed by New South arrangement with New South Wales has
Wales. I don't think this House will been entered into merely to prevent men
now, or at any time, be prepared to place being employed on this side of the Murray,
that power of imposing or remitting taxa- we have a tolerably good notion of the
tion in the hands of any other dependency ideas of protection which exists in the
of the British Crown. This colony would brain of the Minister of Customs. That
begin to be a little restive if such a power honorable gentlem~n told his constituents
were exerted, or sought to be exerted, by of Richmond that he had done a great deal
the British Crown itself. Taxation and for protection; and, when pressed for some
representation should go together; and, information on that matter, it turned out
as we are not likely to be represented in that he had had something to do with the
the Sydney Legislature, we claim that the voting of bounties. I am told that the
taxation of this colony shall be decided by honorable gentleman has had something to
this House, where the people are repre- do with the distribution of bounties as
sented. We are told, however, that we well. It is a most singular fact that a
are to have a uniform Tariff. A little very large portion of the inventive skill
while since an inquiry was made into the and power which exists in this colony
working of the Tariff of New South should be found to have centered in RichWales, and, if I mistake not, a parlia- mond. The Minister of Customs told us,
mentary report was brought up, in on Thursday 1ast, that the agreement of
which it was stated that very much 1865, entered into between New South
of the distress, famine, and misery Wales and this country, was broken
notoriously existing in that colony was through mainly because of a clause
immediately traceable to the fact that the which had been introduced providing
fiscal regulations of that colony were not fo~ the interchange of native pl'oductB
Q 2
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of the two colonies without 'payment of duties.
Well, sir, it IS a
most singular and remarkable fact that
there was no such clause in the agreement
in question. I am quite sure that the
Minister of Customs believed that such a
clause was there-that it is merely a
lapse of memory on his part.
Mr. FRANCIS.-No.
Mr. JONES.-The Minister ot Customs
says he did not believe it; but I am loth
to understand that the honorable member
did not believe it, when he most certainly
said it.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Refer to the correspondence.
Mr. JONES.-I have read the correspondence, and from it I learn that the
Minister of Customs, quite unintentionally
of course, made a misstatement. The
minutes of the conference of 1865 are
now before me, and substantially-without
going into detail-they are as follows.
By the first article, New South Wales
abandons her claim to exclusive jurisdiction over the waters of the Murray. In
the recently-made agreement no such
clause has been inserted. The Chief Secretary stated, in the former correspondence on this matter, that he would not
waive that point; and that point has been
waived. So much, sir, for our very
capable ambassadors. I am sure that the
success of the Treasurer, as ambassador
from the colony to England, will not be
altogether outshone by what was done
during his absence by his venerable colleagues. I find that, by the second article,
Victoria admitted that New South Wales
had a right to the duties on goods consumed within her own territory.
I
suppose Victorians never doubted that
New South Wales had a right to her own
duties. I think Victorians will always be
prepared to say that a paramount duty of
New South Wales is' to look after and
collect her own duties. There is no reason
why this colony should become tax collector
for New South Wales. It was just at that
point that we bad New South Wales at
an advantage; and just that point has been
given up. The third article sets forth
that the two colonies admitted that freedom of trade on the Murray was initiated
by New South Wales, and conceded by
Victoria, in 1855. That seems to be a
strange matter for an article in an agreement. It is patent to everyone who has
taken the trouble to go over this voluminous correspondence, from the time of
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Separation until 1855, that a species of
smuggling was carried on among the sparse
population on both sides of the frontier;
that that population were becoming demoralized; that more harm was being done
in that way than would follow the mere
loss of duty; and that Mr. Colonial Secretary Riddell suggested that free trade
across the Murray would be the best cure
for that smuggling arrangement. It has
been stated by a former Minister of
Customs (Mr. Anderson) that New South
Wales, on that occasion, got a considerable
pull of this colony-I think something
ab.out £16,000 more than she was entitled
to, the balance of trade at that time being
decidedly in favour of Victoria. That
agreement was carried on without any
notice from New South Wales of an
intention to break it until 1860, when
suddenly, without any premonition-with...
out any communication from New South
Wales that there was an intention to depart
from an agreement suggested by New
South Wales and deliberately madea notice appeared in the Government
Gazette, stating that, on and after a
certain day, duties would be collected
on all goods crossing the Murray;
and, if any goods were found crossing
without paying duty-as most naturally
would occur, seeing that unitiat~d people
suppose that treaties,- until formally broken,
will be held sacred-those goods would be
seized and would be escheated to the
revenue. It was six days after that notice
appeared before any intimation was conveyed to this colony of the intention of
New South Wales to break through that
agreement. It was not until the 6th of
June that a formal communication was
niade to this colony of the intention of New
South Wales to levy duties over the
Murray border, and the arrangement came
into operation on the 1st June. Now,
sir, I think we have no right to assume
that New South Wales is altogether beyond
doubt when such a thing as this has oc·
curred. It is something of which that
colony ought to be ashamed-of which that
colony ought never to have been guilty.
It is something which ought never to have
been done. However, it was done. A
very vigorous protest was entered by Mr.
Vincent Pyke, who was then Commissioner
of Customs for Victoria; .and presently
the Government of New South Wales
denied any responsibility for certain
seizures which had been effected, notwithstanding that custom-house officers
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had been appointed expressly to make that it shall be at the option of either colony
those seizures, and that the protest of this to "declare off" the treaty until there
colony against any such action being shall be a re-adjustment of the amount of
taken had been answered by the state- money to be paid. Well, sir, it has been
ment, "The custom-house officers will a question whether this Government intend
not commence their operations until they or not to go in for protection to the farmer.
arri ve at their destination." A most kind I think that question should be answered
concession.
Until they reached the in the affirmative. I am quite sure that
Murray, they would not stop or seize the Minister of Justice is as wise now as
anything. Until they were able to com- when he submitted his motion in favour of
mence they would not begin. Presently the appointment of a minister of industry
one of the officers of customs, Mr. T. and instruction on the 10th of May, 1865.
D. Mackenzie, arrived at his destina- On that occasion the honorable gentleman
tion, and then goods were seized and saidescheated to the revenue of N ew So~th
" Some eight or ten years ago the valley of the
Wales. Then it was that Mr. Pyke made Plenty,in the months' of December and January,
his protest,_ in which he accused the Go- presented the most beautiful appearance, like
one of the plains of Prussia-miles in extent
vernment of New South Wales of delibe- bearing
corn; and we have seen that fertile
rately violating the agreement with Vic- tract, year after year, beneath the ravages of
toria; and - this was followed by that blight, go out of cultivation till not a particle of
Government repudiating the action taken Corn is to be seen. Was that a state of things
by their own officer. These are facts creditable to the country, and so near its capital
city? Take what occurred only three years
which should and must be understood in ago. We had arrived at such a stage of progress
dealing with this treaty between this in wheat growing that our merchants were comcolony and New South Wales. I know mencing to send home wheat to test our capacity
that where representative institutions to export. What was the condition of things
now? Statistics showed clearly that three
exist it may easily occur that a certain set loaves out of every four consumed are made
of gentlemen may occupy the Treasury from flour that comes from Valparaiso and
benches to-day and another set to-morrow, California and Adelaide. Had the honorable
and that it is very difficult to fasten per- gentleman who represents the war department
never considered wheat growing as a matter of
sonal responsibility on men under these national defence? If three or four hostile
circumstances. But we cannot get away Shenandoahs should come some day into Bass's
from the fact that this has occurred; and it straits, what condition should we be in for
has not been a single instance. According wheat? No more important subject could
occupy the attention of the rulers of a country
to the correspondence now before us, which assumes to be the commencement of a
we have had but two agreements with nation."
New South 'Vales, and both have ~een And considering that this colony assumes
broken. It would be difficult to break to be the commencement of a nation~
more. There cannot be another treaty considering that there has been a long
broken until another has been entered prorogation - and considering that the
into; and therefore it is well and proper Minister of Justice now sits at the council
that we should consider carefully, and not board, we must assume that this most
commit ourselves hurriedly to this agree- important question has occupied the attenment, which may be broken if it be found tion of the rulers of the people. The
to the interest of New South Wales, and only honorable gentleman who succeeded
which New South Wales, without any as a Ministerialist in procuring a seat in
breach of faith whatever, will have abun- another place, at the recent elections,
dant opportunities of breaking if she announced himself to the farming conpleases. Why, we only require to make stituency, to whom he had to appeal, as a
so slight an alteration in the Tariff as to man going in "thick and thin" for proremove that absurdity of a 10 per cent. tection to the farmer. We find the Hon.
ad valorem duty on silk goods-which is George Rolfe making this statement:an encouragement only for smuggling' and
"During 1863, articles that the farmers of this
the depletion of the Treasury-which is a colony
~ight produce under a fostering system
considerable incubus on the industry of a were imported to the amount of £~,556,954, and
large number of men and women in the in 1864 similar importations amounted to
colony-we have only to make an altera- £2,501,537. And this amount covered only a
few of the many articles that might be produced
tion of that character in our Tariff, and here,
and for which we now sent money out of
this treaty is null and void. The 8th the colony to sustain a foreign labouring populaclause of the treaty expressly provides tion. For the last six months ending 30th June
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we had imported foreign wheat to the extent of
945,028 bushels, and flour 9,325 tons. For the
same period the import of oats had been 332,564
bushels, and of barley 122,373 bushels. He had

calculated that the average produce of an acre
of wheat in this colony was 20 bushels, and of
oats 30 bushels. Thus, had this grain that had
been imported been produced in the colony, it
would have given employment in the tillage of
66,977 acres of land over and above that which
was under cultivation; and at the same time
it would have given the colony an opportunity
to circulate, in various channels of industry, a
Sum of not less than £849,474, which had gone
to enrich the population of other countries."

Alluding to the export of corn from South
Australia and from California, Mr. Rolfe
said"The exports of wheat alone from the latter
place were 700,000 bushels yearly, notwithstanding its history as a grain-growing country was
of little older date than our own."

This, sir, was the. utterance of the only
candidate during the recent elections for a
seat in the Legislative Council, who had
the express sanction of the Ministry.
From the honorable gentleman's remarks,
we may gather that the Ministry were
quite prepared to commit themselves,
tacitly, to protection to the agricultural
interest. It has never been presumed that
the present Tariff was to be considered a
final measure. If there i":! an honorable
member of this House, Mr. Speaker, who
may be taken to be. entirely a Ministerialist, that gentleman, I think, is your
honorable colleague, Mr. Henty. I am
sure that honorable member has never, on
any occasion, uttered one word, or given
one vote, otherwise than as the Ministry
could wish, and we find him addressing
the people of Grenville, previous to his
election for that constituency, in these
terms : " There are now distinct issues before the constituencies, and it is most desirable and necessary that the replies should he equally distinct
and emphatic. No doubt the introduction of
the question of protection or free trade has resulted in the present position of affairs, and
supporters of the Ministry must henceforth
submit to be called protectionists, their opponents arrogating to themselves the title of free
traders; but things have now gone so far
beyond this that the original question has
become of secondary importance to that of the
right of the people, through their representatives in the Assembly, to control anlt direct
taxation. Till this right is recognized we have
no security for the wishes of the people being
carried into effect, whether they eventually
decide upon a protective or free trade policy."

It was, sir, the misfortune of this House
and of the country that, at the time that
the present Tariff came last before the
Mr. Jones.
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country, it was completely overshadowed
by another and much more important
question; and, in consequence, this House
and the country have been obliged to
submit to what has been called a mongrel
tariff-a tariff which was thus ably
spoken of by the honorable member for
Ballarat West, the present Commissioner
of Public Works, when addressing his
constituents : "Mr. Vale, M.L.A., had expected to speak at
some length, and had come forward expecting a
very different reception, owing to a line of conduct which he deemed it his duty to pursue in
the place to which they had sent him. His
conduct had been misrepresented. He had been
one of the earliest advocates of plotection, and,
in acting as he had done, he had been actuated
by no personal motives. After three days of
careful consideration, he had come to the conclusion that the Government Tariff was not a
protective one, and not the one promised by
Mr. Francis, in his speech at Richmond. One
item of the Tariff-the reduction of the duty on
gold-had received his cordial support. The
Tariff was an unfortunate one, from being the
production of a coalition Ministry; but he was
prepared to support it at its third reading."

The present Tariff was thus forcibly
described by the Commissioner of Public
Works ; yet this House is now asked to
accept that Tariff-because no other
Tariff, and no explanation, has been set
before us-as the basis of a treaty with
the colony of New South Wales for five
years. I think, sir, that it must be only
intended as a joke. Ministers cannot
surely mean that this colony is to be
treated with such flagrant contempt; they
cannot intend that this House shall be
treated so contemptuously as to be bound
to this treaty with their eyes closed-surely
they cannot intend to ask the House to
bind the colony to such a treaty for five
years, without any. information being
afforded as to what their fiscal policy will
be during that time? Now there are
honorable gentlemen sitting behind the
Ministers, and I believe there are some of
the Ministers themselves, who do not care
about the Tariff being re-adjusted; I
believe that within the last few days
Ministers have been coquetting, through
an agent, with the leaders of the Opposition, and that they have claimed the support of the Opposition, on the ground that
the treaty made between the Governments
of New South Wales and Victoria was a
free trade treaty. I believe-and I am
sorry to have to say it-that the great
mass of the population of this colony,
being protectionists, are about to be
" sold," in order that the smiles of Collins-
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street may again visit certain counte- from his most important private affairs
nances from which those smiles have may be, can be considered enough
been averted for some time past. wisdom to be devoted to the developI think that the vignerons of this ment of the industries of this colony,
colony are not such a contemptible body then, sir, I think it is a fresh illustraof men as they have been represented to tion of the truth of the old aphorism,
be. I believe that there are something that "The world is governed with a very
like 5,000 acres of land under vine culti- small amount of wiadom." I think that
vation, and that it requires something like this colony has declared that its policy
5,000 men to keep them in order. I be- shall be protective. I think that, if inlieve, also, that something like £1,000,000 quiries were made, it would be found that
sterling has been invested in that pro- our custom-house has not been used as
perty; but whether the amount be a wisely as it might have been in fostering
million or half a million or a quarter the industries of the country. I believe
of a million, and whether the number that the amount of smuggling carried on
of persons employed be 5,000 or 500, during the past year on the seaboard of
and whether the number of acres under the colony-leaving out of consideration
vine cultivation be 5,000 or very much altogether that immense frontier line which,
less, it is of the essence of the argu- it is said cannot be protected-has been
ment that the wine-growing industry has something by no means creditable to the
been to a certain extent acclimatised, . Commissioner of Customs. I believe that
and that if the Government now deter- it might have been very considerably
mine on crushing it, not merely will the lessened. Rumours have been freely circuvignerons be very much disgusted with lated about men having made large sums
the Government-in which case, I suppose, of money by smuggling silks into the port
they will only be like a great many other of Melbourne. It has been stated openly,
people-but the effect will be to lessen the without any concealment, that these men
faith of persons who have an inclination to have offered to' supply merchants with
invest capital in other industries, and to silks free from duty; and we find that the
leave this country better than they found revenue derived from the duty upon silks
it. The Board of Trade in the grand old has fallen off most wonderfully. Either
mother country would not look down with the colony has become exceedingly econocontempt even upon such a trivial interest mical during the past year; either in conseas that of the vignerons of this colony. quence of this absurd tax upon luxuriesThe policy adopted by the Board of in consequence of these penalties inflicted
Trade succeeded in raising England from upon the rich for employing the poor-there
being dependent, as she was, upon foreign is no longer a large demand for silks, or else
supplies, to becoming the very work- there has been a great deal of silk smuggled
shop and emporium of the world. They into the colony. I think that the amenddid it by fostering and encouraging ment which the honorable member for
small industries, and by doing everything Collingwood (Mr. Edwards) has given
they cou ld to enable them to increase the notice of his intention to move, is an
national wealth. I think that if we had a amendment which will be accepted by both
Board of Trade in this colony, instead of sides of the House. It is not expressive
that self-constituted Board of Trade con- of any desire or intention on the part of
sisting of the Commissioner of Customs this House to slight the amicable desires
and the Chief Secretary, something better and intentions of our friends in Sydney.
would have been done than merely im- It simply asks that this treaty shall be
perilling the existence of that so-called considered concurrently with the Budget
small and comparatively unimportant in- -that we shall know what our fiscal policy
dustry which is carried on by the vigne~ is to be before the treaty is confirmed.
rons of Geelong and elsewhere. It is time There is no desire to offer any insult to
that the motion tabled some time ago by New South Wales, or to do anything
the Minister of Justice should be again that can be considered otherwise than
tabled-that we should begin to inquire friendly towards that colony. But, sir,
whether there is not a necessity for a this colony owes a duty to itself; this
Minister of Industry in this country. If House owes a duty to itself~ and it cannot
the hour or two hours per day given consistently accept this treaty without
by the Commissioner of Customs, or first knowing what it is bound to for the
. whatever the short time he can spare next five years. There is one matter
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which must be considered in conn ex ion
with this subject. During the year 1865
a conference was held at Sydney, at
which it was agreed that New Sou th Wales
should give Victoria power to farm her
revenue upon the Murray. Victoria was
to collect the duties upon all goods brought
up the Murray from South Australia and
this colony, and to pay over the amount
so collected to New South Wales, less five
per cent., I think. This operation commenced on the 1st of May, 1865, and on the
20th of May the Commissioner of Customs
instructed his subordinates that they were
not to collect those duties, that they were
not even to demand them; but that they
were simply to take an account of what
goods came up the Murray, with a view
to the subsequent adjustment of the
accounts between the two colonies. We
now find that this colony has to pay New
South Wales £6,800 for duties which
should have been collected between the
Ist of May and the 27th of June, 1865.
I should like to know whether it was
right, on the part of the Commissioner of
Customs, to issue an order that the duties
should "not be collected, or whether he
committed a blunder in not demanding
the duties during that period? I find
that, in reply to a communication from
the Chief Secretary of Victoria, containing a memorandum from the Commissioner of Customs directing that the
duties should not be collected, the
Treasurer of New South Wales (Mr.
Smart) said, "As I find you have resolved
against demanding the duties, it will be
necessary for you to pay those duties,
whether you collect them or not." This
pretty little procedure of not collecting
the duties has been so completely sheeted
home against the Government, that we
have been obliged to pay £6,800 merely
because we have a Commissioner of Customs who has got a great many private
affairs to attend to. Unless the Commissioner of Customs can give such an
explanation as will satisfy the House that
the £6,800 was collected between the 1st
of May and the 19th of May (for that is
the time within which the duties must
have been collected, if collected at all), I
think that he ought to rise in his place
and say that he has sinned-that he has
made a mistake, and mulcted the colony
in a loss of £6,800. When the honorable
gentleman elegantly and diplomatically
stated that he had "split the difference,"
I think that he was guilty of a suppressio
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veri. I think that this matter should be
debated free from" all party influences. I
should be very sorry to see this treaty
ignored, merely because the Commissioner
of Customs and his colleagues do not
possess as much of the confidence of the
people of this colony as they once did.
We must consider the treaty upon its own
merits; but, in order to do that, it is
necessary for us to know all the facts.
We must not be so foolish as to pronounce
our verdict before the evidence is before
us. I think that this colony will demand
that the evidence shall be before us-that
they will treat this matter not so much as
a question as to whether the agriculturalists shall be protected or whether the
vignerons shall be protected, but whether
or not the revenue of this colony shall he
protected from an arrangement which
cannot fail to be productive of bad consequences, which cannot fail to be a very bad
precedent indeed, unless the people who
are here demanded of conscience to do
their duty to the country insist upon all
such evidence being before them as to
enable them to understand whether or not
this treaty is an equitable one.
Capt. MAC MAHON.-I did not intend
to address the House on this subject, because all that was Rsked for by this side
the House, and all that was asked for by
some honorable members on the other side
was, that the Government, in fixing us to
a contribution of £60,000 per annum to
a neighbouring colony, should, at the same
time, be disclosing the financial position
of the country. The application appeared
to me to be such a reasonable and legitimate one, that I think it might have been
conceded at once. On the same day, I
believe, as this treaty was laid on the
table of the House, notice was given
that the Treasurer would make his
financial statement on an early dayyesterday was the day originally contemplated.
As no motion whatever
was submitted by the Government in
reference to the treaty, honorable members on both sides of the House who are
~t all conversant with Parliamentary proceedings naturally believed that it would be
taken into consideration in connexion with
the Treasurer's financial statement. It
was but reasonable to suppose either that
this course would be adopted, or that the
Government, in laying on the table a treaty
of which they themselves had been the
arbitrators, would come forward and, in a
bold and plain manner, submit a motion to
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the effect that the treaty should be confirmed by the House.
.
Mr. FRANCIS.-It was not necessary.
Captain MAC MAHON.-It may probably be shown that it was necessary. But
I will leave that point to be dealt with by
honorable members learned in the law,
who, I believe, will be able to show, notwithstanding the opinion of the Crown
law officers that the agreement is quite
lega1 and correct, that it does not stand
on such a good legal basis as is generally
imagined. When the 236th clause of the
Customs and Excise Act, giving power
to the Governor in Council to make
arrangements with the Governors of New
South Wales and South Australia, or of
either of those colonies, for the passing of
goods over the Murray, received the assent
of the home authorities, it was never contemplated to give power to adopt differential duties as between two colonies bordering on the same territory. Such a thing
is unknown in any other British colony;
or even in that. country where democracy
exists to the greatest extent-the' United
States of America. I venture to say that,
if the matter were referred to the home
authorities, they would state that they
never contemplated tha.t differential duties
would be imposed for the benefit of one
c010ny and to the detriment of another.
Although it may be thought that, by
straining the law, the Governor of this
colony can overthrow the Governor of
another colony (~ppointed by the same
power as he is appointed), in order to get
a temporary advantage, I think it will be
admitted that no such power exists, and
that no agreement having that effect can
be binding, but will require to be
embodied in ali Act of Parliament to
give it validity. Such an Act would
have to be sent home for approval, and
if South Australia took proper steps
to protect itse1f, by representing that it
would be a sufferer from the Act, the
Imperial Government would not assent to
a measure which is 'so totally repugnant
to all English legislation. When the
honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
Kyte), who, we must suppose, stands in
the position of confidential adviser to t.he
Ministry, made his speech in moving the
address in reply to the Governor's Speech,
he warned the members of the House
against an act of rebellion. Honorable members were cautioned by him that, if they
differed in opinion from the Government
whom he honored with his support, it
VOL.llI.-R
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was an act of rebellion on their part.
That was an expression which should not
have fallen from the honorable member. If
he has not respect for his own position
in the House, he ought to have sufficient
respect for other members to believe that
they are entitled to express their own
opinion without being taunted with being
guilty of an act of rebellion. If the Chief
Secretary, when ·the honorable member
for East Melbourne (Mr. Langton) urged
that the treaty should be discussed at the
same time as the Treasurer's financial
statement, had evinced any disposition to
comply with that reasonable request-if
he had shown any intention to have
the treaty fully discussed in connexion
with the financial statement-I believe
this debate would never have arisen. My
principal reason for addressing the House
on the question now is because, last night,
a petition was presented in favour of the
treaty, signed by a number of Melbourne
merchants, many of whom, being resident in
"Vest Melbourne, are amongst my constituents. I may ask the House if it is not a
rather curious circumstance that not very
long ago a petition emanating from those
gentlemen was looked upon with the
greatest contempt?
Then they were
regarded by the Government as merely
"hewers of wood and drawers of water"as gentlemen totally unworthy of credence, and who were prepared to sacrifice
everything for their own interests. But
now, when the Government find it necessary to make use of these gentlemen, they
are quite ready to send a petition round to
be signed by them.
Mr. FRANCIS.-No.
Captain MAC MARON.-An intimate
personal friend of the Chief Secretary was
concerned in getting up the petition.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I never heard of
the petition until it was presented in the
House.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I win prove,
if necessary, that it was worked by an
intimate supporter-I won't say personal
friend-of the Chief Secretary.
Mr. FRANCIS.-A supporter of yours,
perhaps.
Captain MAC MAHON.-No supporter
of mine. (" Name, name.") I will not
give the name without leave, but I will
ask leave to mention it, and I -don't think
there will be any difficulty in obtaining it.
It is not, however, a matter of much importance, because it is notorious that the
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Government were friendly parties to the
petition.
Mr. FRANCIS.-No.
Captain MAC MARON.-Although
the Government sneered at these gentlemen as "hewers of wood and drawers of
water," and as everything that was bad,
they are now glad of their assistance. The
Commissioner of Customs commenced his
speech, the other night, by saying it was
admitted that the Government of a
country was entitled to the customs
duties levied on the inhabitants of that
country; in other words, I presume, that
those who paid the taxes had a right to
expect the benefit of them. Now, the
Chief Secretary referred to the mode in
which the Border Customs Duties question
commenced, mentioning that Sir William
Denison originally opened the discussion
by urging upon the Government of this
colony that there should be free trade
across the Murray. The honorable gentleman stated that at that time the balance of
trade-I presume in consequence of the
importations oVflrthe Murray to the Ovens
diggings and other parts of the countrywas against Victoria, but that still this
colony, with its usualliherality, assented to
free trade over the river Murray. Subsequently, it appears, the balance of
trade turned the other way; but how
Was it
was that brought about?
not brought about by the capital of
this colony-by railways constructed by
this colony? Is it not a fact that the
majority of holders of property in Riverina
live in this country, and that the bulk of
the money which supports Riverina
belongs to the depositors in our banks?
Is it not the case that any prosperity
Riverina possesses is owing entirely to the
exertions of this colony, and the advantages of our geographical position? Is it
not the case that our railways are paying
nothing like the interest which we have to
pay for the money which we borrowed at
home to construct those railways? Is it
not the case that the residents of Riverina
have been able to effect a considerable
saving in the carriage of their wool and
other goods to market, entirely at the expense of this colony? If these things be
so, I say that, although the balance of
trade has turned ,round in favour of this
country, it is very sharp practice indeed
on the part of New South Wales to demand
that they should get every sixpence of the
duties on goods crossing the Murray into
Riverina. And what do the Government
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of New South Wales take as the basis
upon which they shall be paid for the next
five years? The amount of duties collected last year. It must be notorious
that, after the end of the year 1865, in
consequence of the action of the G overnment in remitting certain duties, goods such
as are consumed on squatters' stations were
taken out of bond and put into free stores
in Melbourne, and subsequently a large
quantity of those goods....:...larger than would
be used in one year-were sent into Rive!-ina, to supply the stations, while they could
be sent at an advantageous rate. This was
admitted in a conversation which I had
this morning with the owner of a large
station in Riverina. The Chief Secretary
urged. that one of the greatest reasons why
the treaty should be passed was the impossibility of preventing smuggling. I
admit that it is impossible ,to prevent
smuggling, but that is an argument which
applies quite as much against New South
Wales as against us. I unhesitatingly
say that, if facilities were not given
for sending goods up to the border in
bond, but if the duties were paid in
Melbourne, and free stores established on
the border, it would be utterly impossible
for New South Wales to collect duties on
goods entering Riverina under such circumstances. Therefore I say that the
argument, with regard to smuggling, will
apply to New South Walesjust as much as it
will apply to this colony. Nowsome of the
gentlemen who have signed the petition, to
which reference has been made, have since
stated, that, when they signed it, they did
not know the full bearing of the case.
They imagined that those who had heretofore represented the free trade interest
were not acting up to their views in opposing this treaty ; but they will probably be
-and many of them now are-of a different
opinion when they find what the effect of
the treaty will be. When they find that,
. by signing this petition, they were in effect
petitioning for a continuance for five
years longer of the Tariff introduced by
the Government about two years ago,
although by their active opposition to that
Tariff at the time'it was introduced, and
by the proceedings of the Government, the
country was brought to a state, I will not say
of rebellion, but to a state nearlyapproaching rioting-when they find that they were
petitioning for five years continuance of
that obnoxious Tariff, and of worse than a
continuance of it (because the treaty proposes that the duties shall not be reduced,
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but may be increased), when the gentlemen who signed the petition find that this
was what they were petitioning for, I
think there is every reason to believe
it will be admitted that they signed it
under a misconception as to the effects
which the treaty wiil have.
Mr. FRANCIS.-That does not say
much for the intelligence of your constituents.
Captain MAC MARON.-But it does
say a great deal for the sharpness anq
cunning of those who sent round !
cautiously-worded petition.
Of course,
when a petition of this sort was sent round,
they expected that it was sent round in good
faith, and that it contained what it was
represented to contain. I venture to say
that the gentlemen who signed it would
not have done so if they had been aware
that the effect of it was to petition the
House to confirm the presen t Tariff for
five years, with the option of increasing
the duties. I may remark that a practice
has grown up on the part of a gentleman
who has recently become a member of the
Government, of on all or.casions following
an honorable member on this side of the
House, with a view, if possible, of saying
something personally offensive to him.
Although that practice might have been
very well when the honorable gentleman
was touting for the Government, and endeavouring to earn his pmlition, it scarcely
becomes a Minister of the Crown to adopt
such tactics. Because the honorable mem bel'
for East Melbourne (Mr. Langton) doubted
whether the Government had legal power
to exempt goods corriing over the Murray
from the payment o( wharfage rates, the
Commissioner of Public Works expressed
an opinion that he was continually throwing dirt at the Government, and, playfully
311uding to the name of one of the aboriginal cricketers, he described the honorable member as being a sort of political
"Tarpot." Now, I have taken the trouble
of looking over the names of the aboriginal
cricketers to see if there was one applicable
to the honorable gentleman himself. Considering the gentle and philanthropic turn
of mind which he has always exhibited in
this House-not attempting to damage or
insinuate anything against anyone-the
beautiful demeanour and extreme courtesy
with which he always receives deputations, and the amiable smile that illumines
• his lovely countenance, I think that the
title of the political "Sugar" may be
appropriately applied to him.
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Mr. FRANCIS.-I think that I am
bound to refer to one or two observations
which have been made, with the view of
affording some additional information to
the House. I wish particularly to notice
the remarks of the last speaker, in which
he insinuated that the Government had
been instrumental in getting up the petition signed by a number of the merchants
of Melbourne. I can corroborate the
assertion of the Chief Secretary, that it
was not within his knowledge-and certainly it was not within mine-until yesterday that such a petition was either in
preparation or was to be presented
here. We are the only two mercantile
members of the Ministry, and therefore
the only members who were likely
to have instigated or encouraged such a
petition; and we certaiAly knew nothing
about it. If the honorable member's
assertions have never any more foundation
than the one he made in reference to the
petition, they are not worthy of much
consideration. Although the petition was
signed by a large number of members of
the mercantile community in Melbourne,
it has not been treated with any undue or
disproportionate. respect j neither. was the
other petition, to which the honorable
member referred, treated with disrespect.
If the petition had been read it would
have been seen that it is singularly clear
and, for the purpose, remarkably brief.
I cannot conceive how any person who
signed it could be mistaken as to its contents; and I think that those of the
honorable gentleman's constituents who
did sign it deserve some better compliment
to their merits than to say that they signed
a petition so short and so clear without the
capacity to understand it, especially as I
find that many gentlemen who have signed
that petition are conspicuous for their
opposition to the Government-that some
of them for the last two years have
even permitted political antagonism to
interfere with private relations towards
members of the Government, if not
with private respect. When an insinuation is made that they have been coerced
into signing the petition, not only is the
common sense of those gentlemen impugned, but almost their probity of
character. I find that the first signature
on one of the sheets of the petition is that
of Messrs.- Sargood, King, and Sargood.
N ow does the honorable member infer that
there is any accord between the Government and that firm which would have
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encouraged communication between the to the 22nd of December was £59,] 83
Government and those gentlemen? The 4s. 7d., and I am now in a position to
next signature is that of Messrs. James state that the comDlete accounts to the end
Service ana Co. ; the next that of Messrs. of the year show that the total amount of
Holmes, White, and Co. I will not go duty collected was £61,462 lIs. 4d. In
through the list, which contains the names other words, the customs duties collected
of some of the largest and most respectable by New South Wales on the Murray,
merchants in the city of Melbourne.
during 1866, upon goods both from VicMr. LOVE.-And the largest squatters toria and South Australia, amounted to
£6l,462 lIs. 4d. Now, sir, the per contra
in New South Wales.
Mr. FRANCIS. - And the largest account shows that the duties paid upon
squatters in New South Wales. But that ~he exports from New South Wales into
is no argument that the Government have \Tictoria across the Murray amounted to
induced them to sign this petition under a £1,280 3s. 3d., so that a sum of a little
misconception as to its objects. I think it over £60,000 is actually the balance of
is a much more feasible suggestion that customs duties in favour of New South
the petition emanated from the Free Trade Wales. The £1,280 3s. 3d. consisted of
League. ~ do not assert this as a fact-I the following sums :-Received at Bel voir,
This amount includes
merely throw it out as a conjecture much £718 17s. 5d.
more likely to be true than the allegation the £147 received as duty on wines,
of the honorable member. If we had not and the remainder of the sum was
entered into any treaty whatever with the chiefly on account of spirits taken out of
New South Wales Government, no doubt bond for our own consumption on this
the honorable member for East Melbourne side. At Echuca, our main port on the
(Mr. Langton) and the honorable member Murray, £28 7s. 3d. was received for
for West Melbourne (Capt. Mac Mahon) colonial wine and slops; at Cowana,
would have been the first to have declared, £61 9s. 7d. was taken for wine, sugar,
in no measured terms, that the reason of tobacco, and slops; at Wahgunyah, £464
there being no treaty was due to the absence 6s. 5d., principally for spirits, tea, and
of cordiality on the part of the representa- tobacc9 returned under bond; and at
tives of this Government, and to the want Narung, £7 2s. 7d. for spirits. It was
of a proper appreciation of their duty. said by the honol'able member for ERst
But what are the merits of this treaty? Melbourne, as a reason for not entering
There is an active if not a wide-spread into this treaty, that the Tariff of New
effort to create the impression that this South Wales is'13t per cent. less than
colony is giving £60,000 to New South that of Victoria.
Mr. LANGTON.-I never made such
Wales for the benefit of the trade with
Riverina. I say that we do not propose a statement. In an int.erjection which I
to pay one penny to New South Wales made while the Chief Secretary was
more than she has ever received. Some addressing the House, I said that on some
twel ve or fifteen months ago the prelimi- articles the duty in Victoria was 30 or 40
naries of a treaty were entered into be- per cent. higher than the duty in New
tween the two Governments, under which South Wales-on salt, for instance.
this colony was to collect the Border
Mr. FRANCIS.-I will give the honorDuties for New South Wales. If that able member the benefit of all the salt he
treaty had been in operation from the 1st can get. I am prepared to confirm the
of January to the 31st of December, 1866, remarks which the Chief Secretary made
we should actually have had in hand a the other evening respecting the Tariffs of
little over £60,000 on account of and to the two colonies. I challenge any honorthe credit of New South Wales, for im- able member to prove that the duties in
ports into that colony. Now the present New South Wales are not at least equally
treaty simply proposes to make that sum as severe as our own. I may explain
the measure of payment during, the next to those members who have not merfive years. The honorable member for cantile experience, that while the fixed
East Melbourne last night stated that it duties-for instance, the duties on such
was the duty of the Government to afford articles as spirits, tobacco, and tea,
information as to the contra account. It though there may be a slight difference
has already been shown, by an official on sugar-are almost identical in both
document, that the amount of duty col- colonies, yet upon everything else imlected by New South Wales last year up ported into New South Wales there is an
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ad valorem duty of 5 per cent., and officers along the river Murray, and one of
also a package duty of Is. per package. these instructions is, "With regard to
Against this we have a measurement or South Australia, and as to the importation
package duty equal to about 5 per cent. of goods from that colony into New South
on some particular articles, and on others Wales, and the collection of revenue
there is a duty of 10 per cent., but that therefrom, their position remains for
duty of 10 per cent. is not so heavy as the pre'sent unaltered." It would apthe New South Wales package duty of Is. pear from the statement made by the
Taking the general results, we find that honorable member for East Melbourne
the duties imposed on commerce by New yesterday evening, that South Australia.
South Wales are at least quite equal to can only carryon her former trade by the
our own duties. The main diftcrence .. payment of double duties.
Now this
between the Tariffs of the two countries would not be consistent with the wish of
is, that while New South Wales has an any of the colonies, and the fact is that,
indiscriminating duty upon certain articles, under the 3rd clause - the somewhat
we have a discriminating duty. I can unpleasant requirements of which I hope
quite corroborate the assertion of my to see set aside by mutual agreementhonorable colleague, the Chief ~ecretary, South Australia will enjoy the same comthat it would be difficult to find two mercial advantages as this colony does.
Tariffs which might be assimilated with We pay the value of the duties in a fixed
less difficulty than those of Victoria and compensation, and South Australia is asked
New South Wales. I may add that the 110 more and no less. I simply refer to
Tariff of South Australia approximates this matter to show how reckless have
very nearly to the Tariffs of her sister been the assertions made °by honorable
colonies, and that there is a desire on the members eager to disparage the Governpart of the Government of that colony to ment, and to overthrow the agreement.
confer with our Government and that of There will be a competition between South
New South Wales at the earliest possible Australia and Victoria; but it will be a.
period on this matter. If the present fair "competition of rail against river.
Ministry remain in office, it will be our This colony has expended large sums of
duty, and it will certainly be our desire, money on the construction of a great
to endeavour to bring about, as far as railway work, and we would be wantpossible, an approximation of the Tariffs ing in duty if we did not endeavour to
of the three colonies, which is so highly obtain the full advantage of our outlay.
desirable in our mutual relations. I may But the feelings of annoyance, chagrin,
here allude to the gross imputation made and disappoinLment, said to have been
by the honorable member for Collingwood caused by an attempt on our part to over(Dr. Embling), that the mercantile firm reach our neighbours, are not shared in by
to which the Chief Secretary belongs will the representatives of South Australia,
evade the payment of duty on goods sent a;nd certainly not by the representatives of
into Riverina under this treaty. Why, the New ~outh Wale~. Then, again, it is said
firm of McCulloch, Sellal', and Coo, will that this House has been called upon
have to pay the Victorian dut~es on all goons simply to register, and not to discuss the
which they may send across the border. treaty. Now, in justice to the GovernI feel it necessary to allude to the singular ment, I must declare that the most respectpicture of sympathy for South Australia ful attention has been manifested towards
displayed during this debate by the Oppo- this House. What are the facts of the
sition. I can state that the representatives case? It is not disputed that the Goverof South Australia have no idea that they nor in Council has power to make a treaty
have been discourteously or unhandsomely of this nature without reference to Parliatreated. On the contrary, they recognize ment; but though the present agreement
that all the advantages which South was signed on the 12th of January, its
Australia has hitherto derived from her contents were, at the instance of the Chief
command of the Murray will continue to Secretary, kept strictly private, both from
her still. In order that my statement the press and even, as regards the details,
may not appear apocryphal, I will refer to from the Sydney Government, until the
a document placed in my hands by the session commenced, and then the very first
hor.orable the Treasurer of New South paper presented to Parliament was a copy
Wales this morning. It is a copy of of the treaty. How far this bears out the
instructions issued to the custom-house statement that no respect has been paid to
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Parliament honorable members can decide.
The honorable member for Normanby
asked whether, if smuggling into Victoria
from New South Wales was as easy as it
was admitted to be, smuggling from Victoria into New South Wales could not
be carried on with equal facility. But
a little consideration will show the
honorable member that there can be no
earthly object in persons running the risk
of detection and forfeiture for the purpose
of evading a double duty, when they can
get their goods taken in bond for a single
duty. The department will still continue
bonds on both sides of the Murray
wherever rendered necessary by trade
requirements; and I am sure traders will
find that crossing their goods openlythough the honorable member's remarks
are an invitation. to do otherwise-will be
at once the most honest and the least
expensive course. I cannot see the necessity, which some honorable members insist
upon, of considering the treaty in connexion
with the Budget. Of course the two matters are related, but entire freedom of action
has been left to this House to deal both with
the Budget and the treaty itself. I should
like to know what the Opposition would
have said, had we refused to treat .with
New South Wales, and if w~ had not
brought our negotiations to a successful
issue. We would have been still more
culpable than now. Declamation would
have been as loud and censure as strong.
And if we had omitted the power which has
been so often commented on, of allowing
either party to do as they like with reg'ard
to Dew duties, in consideration of an
adjustment, should we not have been
equally open to blame? The impossibility
of our decreasing certain duties has been
alluded to; 'but giving New South Wales
credit for oruinary wisdom, she is Dever
likely to complain of any alteration which
will allow goods to go more cheaply into
Riverina than before.
The honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden (Mr.
Longmore) seems to anticipate that one
result of this treaty will be ruin to the
farmer, because our hands are so
tied, that no uuties can be placed on
cereals. I can give the honorable member my assurance that this statement is
inconsistent with the facts of the case.
I am not prepared to explain the intentions
of the Government in this matter, beyond
saying that it is fully in the 'power and
capacity of the Treasurer to put any proposition for a duty on corn before this
Mr. Francis.
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House. Opposition, I know, has been
aroused to this treaty, because it interferes
with certain charges now made by customhouse agents. I can inform honoraLle
members of an instance which will show
them how irksome and unprofitable these
charges have been. A gentleman desired
to take a small box of fruit over the
Murray as a present to some children.
The Victorian railway allowed the box to
go free, but it was stopped 011 the other
sille for payment of a package rate of Is.
The gentleman went to a custom-house
agent, who charged him 2s. 6d. for the
necessary forms for an export entry, and
then he had to pay 2s. 6d. for an import
entry on the other side, so that an
expense of 6s. was incurred on a box,
the value of which was barely 7s.
These agents are afraid that their profits
will be materially interfered with, and I
know that they have succeeded in bringing
one influence in this House to bear against
the treaty. Imaintain, however, that it is
not consistent with freedom of commerce
that these ridiculous charges should be
continued. I maintain, also, that though
the Opposition may have fe]t it their duty
to attack the Treasury benches at all hazarus
and all costs, they have Dot shown any
real strength in their arguments. I trust
that all the hostile assertions indulged in
will have no more foundation than that of
the honorable member for West Melbourne,
that the mercantile petition presented to
the House emanated from the Ministry.
Mr. MOORE.-I think it necessary
to explain the reasons why I, as a free
trader, feel compelled to vote against the
treaty now under the consiueration of the
House. In justice to the Government I
must, however, at the outset correct an
erroneous impression that the treaty proposes an absolute surrender of £60,000 per
annum for the acquirement of tbis Riverina trade. The arrangement is merely
this, that whereas New South Wales, at
some expense to herself in the way
of custom-houses, has collected taxes on
goods entering into Riverina amounting,
it is computed, to £60,000 per annum,
this colony now undertakes to collect the
taxes, and to pay over £60,000 per annum,
to New Sou th Wales, in order to establish
free trade on the borders. A misconception exists on this point which it would
not be right that I, as a mercantile man
knowing the exact bearings of the case,
should take advantage of. I may briefly
mention the state of affairs now existing.
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Instead of the inhabitants of Riverina
being compelled to pay double duties, a
partial solution of the difficulty has been
arrived at by the tardy concession of allowing goods to be taken to the borders in
bond. To transmit goods in bond is,
however, a tedious operation, involving
numerous forms not very easy and not
very unvoluminous in character. Disadvantages and inconveniences no doubt
arise under the system, and it has been a
matter of surprise and disappointment
to the commercial public that, notwithstanding the presence of two mercantile
gentlemen in the Cabinet, it has never
been found convenient to proceed
with a Bill for the amendment of the
customs regulations, and the removal of
certain vexatious and troublesome disabilities under which traders labour, as to
the amount and quantity of goods to which
they are compelled to limit their operations when transmitting merchandize in
bond. However, as the inha.bitants of
Riverina are not compelled to pay double
duties, these inconveniences become of
minor importance compared with the
larger issues at stake in this treaty. Of
course, if the trading community is asked
whether it is not desirable to free the
border trade from obstructive l'egulations,
t~ey will endorse the opinion that it is.
The mere presentation of a petition by
gentlemen who are anxious that their
trading operations should be facilitated, is
comparatively a little matter. On personal grounds, from a consideration of the
saving in trouble and in clerical outlay,
I would gladly see these obstructions
removed myself. I agree, also, with the
Chief Secretary, in the hope that these
negotiations are but the commencement
of a larger movement which will result in the federation of the colonies,
and the assimilation of their Tariffs. But
the question we have now to consider is
the character of the present Tariff. The
Ministry assume that, in purchasing the
Riverine duties for £60,000, we are
making a good bargain. Now that appears to me a very hasty conclusion. I
do not anticipate an increase of trade in
this direction. It is notorious that Riverina
will not attract any large agricultural or
other settled population; and looking at
the tendency of the pastoral tenants to
dispense with labour by running large
:Hocks and fencing in their runs-their
desire to minimize the cost of employment
in every way-we shall probably find that
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population will diminish 'rather than increase during the next five years. Moreover, I do not see what data we shall have
to a~certain whether the treaty is working
satisfactorily or not. To be assured of
this, we should require a return of all the
dutiable goods taken across the Murray;
and, as free trade is to be established,
this information cannot be obtained. It
must remain a matter of guesswork
whether we are repaid our £60,000 per
annum or not. As a free trader, I much
regret the exclusion of South Australia
from the treaty. I think that the conference might very well have been postposed for a short time, when it was known
that business engagements rendered it
quite impossible for the South Australian
Ministers to attend on the date fixed.
Mr. FRANCIS.-It was equally impossible for Mr. Martin, the Premier of New
South "ValeR, to wait. We had to go on.
Mr. ~OORE.-I must still regret that
the settlement was so precipitated as not
to allow South Australia a voice in the
matter. Ministers have justified their
action in proceeding with the treaty without consulting Parliament by a reference
to the treaty between England and France,
negotiated by Mr. Cobden in 1860. But
honorable members will find, on reference
to the Imperial Hansard, that grave
exception was ta~en to the fact that this
treaty was entered into during a Parliamentary recess, and it was asserted, during
a somewhat acrimonious debate, that it
would have been more in accordance with
the principles of responsible government
if a series of resolutions had been, in the
first instance, submitted to Parliament.
It is not our fault that the recess was protracted to such an interminable length
that the question had to be settled at a
wrong moment; it is not our fault that
we have not been able to criticize the
treaty until after its completion.
As
regards South Australia, however, we
have gathered pretty well from the
Minister of Customs under what circumstances that colony will be admitted
to the treaty. The honorable gentleman
says that it is open to the Treasurer
to propose a tax on breadstuffs. Is
it intended, then, to impose a duty on
South Australian corn? Ministers were
peculiarly reticent on this point to the
deputation they had pi'omised the information to; but if such is their intention,
why do they not announce it at once?
They will not do this in a manful manner,
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but they take care to hold out to their
supporters the prospect of a culmination
of their desires. Whatever the result of
this discussion may be, it bas had one
satisfactory effect-it has broken up that
system of bliud ·union and ministerial support which has prevailed during the last
eighteen months. The Government are.
now face to face with their difficulties.
They will no longer be able to do a little
bit of free trade to catch one section of the
House, and a little bit of protection to
catch another. They must· hang out the
one flag or the other. We cannot forget
that they have not even deigned to afford
us information as to how they, professedly a free trade Cabinet, have, since
last session, associated with themselves
no less than three out-and-out and
avowed protectionists. I cannot believe
that any proposition of a free trade
tendency will come from such a source.
As a free trader, I regard anything which
emanates from the Ministry with distrust
and suspicion. My vote will be honestly
given; I shall not be influenced by the
cry that I am opposing a first instalment
of free trade. I do not believe I am; I do
not believe that free trade is at all concerned in this movemant. Free trade will
never triumph so long as the Ministry can
rely on protectionist votes; but I do not
think they will have these votes much
longer. In connexion with this matter,
I must condemn the threats the Government are continually hanging over their
supporters, that the question, whatever it
may chance to be, will be made a
Ministerial one, and that a defeat will
entail the dreadful consequence of a
dissolution.
Now I think honorable
members ought to dismiss this bugbear
from their minds. Ministers obtained
this Parliament by an appeal to the
country, and if they cannot carry out their
arrangements in their own Parliament, it
is not at all likely that the gentleman
administering the affairs of this country
will grant them another dissolution. (" Order.") If I have alluded improperly in
any way to Her Majesty's representative,
I at once apologize; but I thought it was
highly necessary that honorable members
should be freed from the intimidation I
have described. I would remind the
House that, whatever confidence we may
have in the astuteness of the Minister of
Customs, yet we do not know wliether
his calculations regarding this payment of
£60,000 per annum are based on reliable
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figures; and I say that we are not justified
in entering upon any speculative scheme
until we are informed of our preiient financial position. The honorable member for
Richmond, when commenting on the Treasurer's visit to England, stated that the
colony had attained the highest pinnacle
of financial glory. I am afraid' that we
are becoming somewhat hysterical as to
Our representati ve was
this mission.
courteously received; he accomplished a
great deal, and he was honored when he
left; but, as regards the main object of
his mission, there is scarcely room for"
congratulation. The loan was launched
at an opportune period, when the money
market stood at 3~ per cent.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-No; 4~ per cent.
Mr. MOORE.-I do not think the rate
was so high. The average at which the
debentures were sold was £2 191;. premium; but when we allow for accrued
interest, the cost of launching the loan,
and the incidental expenses of the Treasurer, I think the colony will scarcely net
par by the transaction. The accrued interest was 50s. for five months.
Mr. V ALE.-Four months interest was
due.
Mr. MOORE.-The coupons are payable in January and July. The loan was
subscribed for on the 5th of November,
but the conditions only required a deposit
of 10 per cent., and the tenderers were
al1o~ed to the 30th of November to pay
the balance. The Minister of Customs
will be able to set his clever colleague
right on this point. I am afraid we shall
not find ourselves on such a summit of
financial glory as has been supposed; and
even in disposing of a few thousand
pounds, I think we ought to await the
Treasurer's statement, and see what retrenchments it may be necessary to make.
Ministers must remember that they have
to face a. state of things brought about by
their own concessions.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-What is that?
Mr. MOORE.-I am delighted to hear
that Ministers have managed to square
things nicely. Still I am afraid that the
remitted postal revenue and the remitted
gold export duty, which latter was a mere
. sop to a certain interest, will have to be
replaced by new imposts of a vexatious
character. I have no doubt, from the
cheers of the Chief Secretary and his
supporters, that we shall have a further
imposition of duties. Now I am not
without hopes that public opinion will yet
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declare for a return to our old system, of S0011 come back to a sense of the procollecting our revenue from a few articles priety of not imposing barriers of any
. of general use; and, as I see that this kind to trade and, commerce, except for .
treaty is likely to perpetuate our present purposes of revenue. If so, one advanmongrel Tariff for five years to come, tage will have arisen from this debate •
I feel bound to oppose it. I sacrifice .Mr. Speaker, entertaining as I do the
the abolition of inconveniences attending belief that this agreement is of a
the Ri verina trade, in the hope of a character that I cannot regard or recognize
more substantial gain a little later on. from a free trade point of' view, inasmuch
Even admitting that the present system as it perpetuates the existing system of
does occasion some inconvenience to the duties, which I fondly hoped, at no distant
inhabitants of Riverina, it cannot be period, to see undergoing some alteration;
denied that, despite it all, we command the and believing, also, that the agreement is
trade of that district. Even the imposi- of an unsuitable, unsatisfactory, and
tion of the double duties could not destroy inequitable .character as regards South
the traffic in mauyarticles. For instance, Australia, J am prepared to vote against
if sugar paid the Melbourne duty of £3 its recognition.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-Mr. Speaker,
per ton in addition to the Sydney rate, the
extra amount would be as nothing com- between the honorable gentleman who has
pared with the extra cost of carriage in- just sat down and the protectionist party
volved in sending the goods via Sydney. in this House there is this difference-that
The trade lay in our hands, and if the while the protectionists are prepared to
Riverina consumers felt aggrieved, we facilitate commerce across the border into
should have thrown upon them the onus New South Wales, and t.o encourage reci ..
of negotiating with the New South Wales procity between the colonies, the honorable
Government for relief. I state this to gentleman and the party whom he represhow that there was no absolute necessity sents would preserve those barriers which
for making this treaty at all. I think any . have tt'ammelled commerce, and have
l'emarks which may he made on the ques- given rise to a great deal of irritation.
tion by this side of the House are not in I believe this treaty may be regarded
any way unbecoming or unseemly. If as the commencement of that federathe amendment of the honorable member tive system which is essential to the
for East Bourke (Mr. Balfour) be carried, progress of these colonies, and which we
I presume that the Government will give so much desire. I believe that, in the
effect to the resolution by Bill. Surely discussion of this matter, a great deal of
they will not enter into an arrangement to the misunderstanding and acrimony that
give a large sum of money to a neighbour- has arisen, has arisen from the fact that
ing colony without having a ratification by there are honorable members in this
Bill duly passed by this House and in House, members more particularly from
another place?
Geelong, who would have this colony a
Mr. McCULLOCH.-We have power separate province of Australia, having its
under the Customs Act.
own Tariff and custom-house obstructions,
Mr. MOORE.-I think that measure being self-contained, refusing to avail
scarcely provides for the payment of a itself of the benefits which the other colosum of money of this kind. The honor- nies can confer, and, in short, separating
ahle member for East Bourke, when us, as far as possible, by fiscal barriers,
addressing the House last evening, said, from commercial intercourse with the
in reply to the argument that the Victo- neighbouring colonies. J do not share in
rian wine trade would suffer by the that view; and I feel that there are, in this
affording of undue facilities for the impor- House, a number of members who refuse to
tation of New South Wales wine, "I hope concur in it also. We hold that this
it has not come to this, that we are going treaty has begun a new system which shall
to protect ourselves by setting up barriers create that free trade so desirable among
against the interchange of commodities nations-a perfect system of reciprocity
with the neighbouring colonies." Now among ourselves-and close Australia to
I am glad to see a recognition, on the part the rest of the world. Taking that view,
of protectionist members, of the principle· I believe the Government, in entering into
that it is not proper to impose barriers to this treaty, have consulted the wishes of
the interchange of commodities between this House and the country. For years,
the respective colonies. I hope they will attempts have been made to effect an
VOL. I1I.-S
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arrangement. I believe this is the third
or fourth attempt on the part of our
. Government; and only after anxious consultation with the gentlemen who have
represented New South Wales here has
ihis arrangement been arrived at. For the
purpose of effecting this arrangement, the
Government were the agents of the House
and the people; and even though the
treaty should not be aU that is desired,
even though it ehoulrl contain provisions
in which a number of honorable members
of this House do not concur, I say it is incumbent upon us and the people of this
country, rather than commit. a breach of
faith, rather than perpetuate the matter
in the state it has been in for years, to
adopt the treaty, although it may be at the
penalty of the sacrifice of the gentlemen
who made it. I care less for the Government than for the treaty. I want to know
on what principle I am to be condemned to
drink Geelong vinegar-if it be vinegarwhen two degrees further north I can
obtain wholesome and generous wine? I
understand protection to mean protection
to labour, and if the wines of Geelong are
essentially bau-if they cannot be made
good by proper manipulation-the vignerons of Geelong have no claim whatever to be protected. If any other
doctrine be laid down, I say that
those honorable members who first introduced protectionist theories have really
sought to introduce a novel principle such
as I believe will not be supported by the
people of this country. Well, sir, we have
been told that the Tariff of this colony is
made dependent, by this treaty, on the
people of New South "Vales-that we
cannot alter our Tariff because of the
treaty. We can alter our Tariff and the
treaty is at end. If the Tariff be so bad
as some honorable members represent it,
let them, in this House, exercise that
power which they have, and alter the
Tariff, and there is an end to the treaty.
But I don't wish to put it on that ground.
I would remind the House of a remarkable circumstance in connexion with
the French and English treaty of 1861.
That treaty provides that Great Britain shall never impose an export
duty on coals-that coals shall be
exported frolD Great Britain always
duty free. I wonder whether Great
Britain is not the guardian of her own
interests; whether she does not understand the art of making treaties. I am
not aware, in the framing of that treaty,
Mr. G. P. Smith.
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that Mr. Cobden or the Imperial Government surrendered anything to France; and
yet the treaty contains an article providing
that the British Legislature shall not impose an export duty on coals. In the
present case, the objection is not to the
treaty, but it is to the Government. If'
the Government had acceded to the proposition/ made by some honorable members
a few nights ago, this treaty, had it been
much worse than it is even in their eyes
-had it proposed to hand over many of
the interests of this colony to New South
'Vales-I venture to say, and I say it
with all respect to those honorable members-would not have been criticized in the
spirit it has. We know that the tender of
power was made to certain honorable gentlemen on certain terms. I wonder whether, in making that tender, 1here were
any nice stipulations as to an alteration in
the Tariff-whether the duty on tea should
be 3d. or 6d. per lb.-when it was openly
avowed that if payment of members were
gi ven-t.hat which of all questions is the
most important-the Government that
should give it should have a place upon
the Treasury benches. We have heard
very much about a petition which has been
presented, and, with very great respect to
the honorable and gallant member for
West Melbourne, I must be permitted to
say that he acted ·unfairly when he suggested that the Chief Secretary I had been
instrumental in getting up this petition.
That statement received a broad contradiction; and the honorable and gallant member
diu not, with that frankness and that spirit
of honour which ought to belong to a
gentleman and a soldier, express his regret
that he made the statement and openly
retract it. He did not do that; but he
stated that a number of merchants, a long
list of whoEe names I see here, including
the leading merchants of Melbourne, signed
this petition not knowing its contents-a
cunningly and cautiously-worded petition
which they forsooth could not understand.
Many of the persons who signed this
petition approving of the. act of the Government may have been systematically
opposed to the Government; they may,
like the honorable and gallant member,
and other members of his party, be incapable of holding any relations with
the Government; they may be "hewers
of wood and drawers of water," even
in this very document; they may have
signed the petition believing that it
might help to further their own inte-
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rests; but I totally deny that they
appended their names without well-knowing the contents of the document. It
appears that the honorable and gallant
member took pains to communicate to
certain of the sub~cribers to the petition
his impressions as to the character of the
document. But if he pointed out that
the petition pledged the colony to a continuance of the present fiscal policy, he
misunderstood the contents of the petition,
and stated that which was not founded on
fact. Here is the first representation in
the petition : " That your petitioners are assured that, if the
arrangement agreed to is ratified and approved
by your honorable House, a large and yearly
increasing field will be opened to the trade of
this colony."

Is there any misrepresentation-is there
any cunningly-devised story in that? The
petitioners then state that the trade of the
Darling district, which is of an extensive
character, and has hitherto been monopolized by South Australia, will, by the
proposed arrangement, be diverted to this
colony.
The merchants of Melbourne
objer.t to South Australia participating in
this treaty. They then proceed to say:"That the collection of border duties on the
Murray. and the consequent opening of packages
of all description from this colony. has given
rise for years past to constant irritation and
annoyances, and has been seriously detrimental
to the interests of this colony in interfering with
the development of extensive commercial intercourse with the Riverine and other districts."

The honorable gentleman who last spoke
made a most remarkable admission-remarkable as coming from a gentleman
so closely identified with squatting interests, and who has endeavoured, as far
as he is able, to perpetuate the existence
of squatters in this colony. He tells us
that it is the tendency of the squatters to
"minimize" labour; and that, instead of
Riverina increasing in wealth and population, she will be, as this colony would
have been if the honorable gentleman and
his friends had their way-destitute of
wealth and population. It is singular
how gentlemen, when they come to discuss
matters without clear opinions and ideas,
fall into gross contradictions. I believe that
Riverina will grow in wealth and in population-that she will afford a very large field,
not only for the employment of our capital,
but also for the employment of our
mechanics :md artizans-and I would ask
the protectionists whether this is not protection? Such articles as we are able to
manufacture, Sydney refuses to hnport;
S
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on the other hand, the manufactures of
Victoria can cross the border without let
or hindrance. Is that protection, or is it
not? I don't know that I need trouble
the House at any greater length. The
matter has been discussed in all its bearings. What the result may be here I
don't know, but I am perfectly convinced
that, so far as the opinion of the country is
concerned, it is with the Government and
with the treaty. The honorable member for
Sandridge comforts honorable members on
this siueoftheHouse with the assurance that
there will be no dissolution; and he said
it in such sepulchral tones that I thought
he was approaching his own dissolution.
It appears that if honorable members on
this side the House will consent to such
an arrangement as-no matter how it may
be effected-wili eject the present Governmen t, they are safe in their seats, and will
not have the necessity of facing their constituents. As I have said, I am concerned
about the treaty much more than the
Government; because, with the state of
public opinion in this country, the knowledge before us of the state of parties in
this House, the combinations we see
nightly, it would be infinitely better for
the Government, and those who share the
opinions of the Government, that they did
surrender the Treasury benches. The
Opposition side of the House have already
made one attempt at forming a Government,
and a pretty mudule was made of it. I
have no objection to their attemptiog to
make another.
But I very strongly
believe that they will not attempt it, and
that we shall find some honorahle members
backing out when the division comes.
Other honorable members, under cover of
some subterfuge or some shufHe, may back
out of' the position they have taken up,
and cover their retreat as best they may.
Mr. IRELAND.-Mr. Speaker, I was
not present at the commencement of this
debate, but it appears to have arisen by
the Chief Secreta.ry laying on the table a
copy of the commercial treaty with New
South Wales, and by the honorable member for South Grant thereupon founding
a motion condemnatory of this treaty.
There is, at the end of the treaty, a suggestion calculated to create a doubt as to
the course which the Government intend
to· pursue for the purpose of carrying t.he
treaty into effect. The paragraph I refer
to says, "Should any legislative sanction
be necessary to enable this agreement to
be carried in to effect, such sanction shall
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be applied for." This, I say, is calculated South Wales Government claim the
to raise a doubt whether the Government right to levy duties on (!'oods which
intended to give effect to this treaty by pass into her territory fl:-om Victoria
virtue of regulations made by the Governor over that boundary. There is no doubt
in Council under the 236th section of the that the Riverine district was originally
Customs Act, or whether they would have designed by nature to be included in
recourse to the Legislature with a view to the territory of Victoria. The trade of
the passage of a Bill. To that circum- that district, I believe, must he carried
stance, I suppose, the discussion may be either through Victoria or South Auschiefly attributed. A great many topics, tralia, or both. However, the legal right
which might well have been spared, have to enforce duties upon articles passing
been introduced into the debate.. The from Victoria across the borller into Rivequestion before the House is one to the rina was asserted, and, in point of fact,
elucidation of which honorable members acquiesced in. A considerable trade was
are bound to contribute all the assistance ~arried on across the border ; as populathey can, quite irrespective of such things tion increased, the quantity of goolls conas displacing a Government or disin- sumed in that district increased; and the
tegrating parties. So far from desiring to great mass of the goods so consumed came
obstruct the settlement of the differences through the port of Melbourne. This
which have existed so long between Vic- being so, it became necessary, in the
toria and New South Wales in connexion opinion of the New South Wales Governwith the question of the Border Duties, ment some years ago, to make overtures
I would be prepared to 'render all the aid to the Government here. The long fronI could towards the completion of the tier line renderell it impossible to prevent
treaty. I don't wish to enter into any smuggling. We were open to the same
controversy between one side and the liability, but we felt it in a less degree,
other-or to discuss the differences which inasmuch as the goods sent from New
may exist between the Chief Secretary South Wales into this eolony was small as
and his quondam follower, the honorable , compared with the quantity of goods sent
member for Collingwood. Something has by us thither. The late Colonial Secretary
been said about a bond which the honor- of New South Wales (Mr. Cowper) malle
able member for Collingwood made with overtures on the part of the New South
his constituents to support the Govern- Wales Government, first to the late Mr.
ment. Certainly, it must be a novel sort Nicholson, then to the late Mr. Heales,
of compact, and I admit that I am curious and afterwards to my friend, Mr.
to see the document, in ordor to ascertain O'Shanassy, to the effect that we ought
how much the honorable member was to contribute something towards the New
bullied, and how many whips and kicks South Wales revenue, in consideration
he had to enllure before he completed his of the fact that a large quantity of our
servitude~ I repeat that I have not seen
dutiable goods were consumed over the
the document, but if I thought it was under border. These propositions were rejected
the control of the Government I should by three successive Governments. At'the
be inclined to move for its production. time I speak of, goods were supplied to
Bl:lt, coming to the subject immediately Riverina from Melbourne; these goods
before the House, I must express the wish paid customs duties at Melbourne; they
that this question had arisen in some more were taken out of bond here, no drawback
tangible shape than it has; becauae a being allowed; and it was quite immadebate on such a question is one of the terial to the customs authorities where
last that should arise on a motion founded they were consumed. ' But in order to
merely upon the laying of a document on form an estimate of the desirableness of
the table-a document with reference to this proposed treaty, we should go a step
which no action is taken by the Govern- behind the point from which the Chief
ment in the House. On looking at the Secretary started. The Chief Secretary,
geographical features of these two colonies, as I understand, took the average of the
it is perfectly manifest that the river lluties receivable for five years as the
Murray is, after all, only an artificial measure of the pecuniary contribution to be
boundary between this colony and New made to New South Wales by this colony.
South Wales. There is no doubt in the
Mr. McCULLOCH.-N 0, last year.
world that it is not the natural boundary.
Mr. IRELAN D.-I wish to call attenHowever, according to law, the New tion to our original position. Our original
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position was this-that all the goods that
went over there were goods on which
duty was paid at our custom-house. I am
not practically conversant with these subjects, but, having regard to the amount of
duty payable to the Government of New
South Wales for duties leviable on goods
going into that colony from Victoria-in
i'ound numbers some £60,000,-it appears
to me that a proportionate sum, say some':
thing like £30,000, should come to this
colony, in consideration of duties on goods
brought from New South Wales here. It
seems strange if goods going to New South
Wales are to yield the one sum, that half
that sum should not find its way to our
own custom-house. I apprehend that if
the original proceedings had been persevered in, we should be receiving a considerable amount of duty at our own
custom-house.
Well, the New South
Wales Government made these abortive
applications to three successive Governm~nts.
Our railways were then progressing, and we were obtaining facilities
for the transmission of goods from the
seaboard to Riverina, which gave us an
immense superiority in that regard over
South Australia. On an application being
made subsequently by the New South
Wales Government, it Was thought advisable to altel' the former system, and to
transmit goods from the custom-house at
Melbourne to certain bonded warehouses
on the Murray, which the Government were empowereu. by the Customs
Act to establish Thus goods were removed from the custom-house at Melbourne, and, as I understand, passed
through this territory without the colony
deriving any revenue from the proceeding.
Now, I think we have a right,. when we
come to consider the quid pro quo of this
treaty, to go behind the state of affairs
which existed when these bonded warehouses were established, in order to
ascertain what we gave up when we
adopted this system to facilitate the collection of duties by the New South "Vales
Government.
There must have been
received, at our custom-house, a considerable amount, which we abandoned on
the establishment of these bonded warehouses. The goods left our custom-house
free, going to the bonded warehouses on
certain portions of the Murray, on which
the officers of New South Wales, of
course, kept their eye. In point of fact,
whereas there originally existed a double
duty, one payable at the custom house at
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Melbourne, and another payable by consumers in Riverina to the New South
Wales Governmen t - Mr. FRANCIS.-No.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-There was no
double duty; New South Wales at that
time did not collect duties.
Mr. IRELAND. - They. certainly
claimed the right to do so. We received a
certain duty-it must have been something
considerable-and the New South Wales
Government claimed the right to levy a
second duty. Whether they enforced the
right which they claimed I am not prepared
to say. That they did not do so systemR.tically I am aware. However, suffice
it to say that, under the new system of
bonded warehouses, we abandoned the
duties leviable here, and the goods reaching the Murray, New South Wales commenced levying her duties. Now when
we come to consider this arrangement
which has been entered into, with every
desire to make every reasonable concession,
we ought to ask ourselves this question:
seeing' that the New South 'Vales Government pressed for facilities to enable them
to collect revenue, seeing that we had an
advantage over them in our facilit.ies of
transit, and seeing that Riverina could not
be so well supplied elsewhere, if we contemplated coming to this arrangement, of paying
them a fixed annual sum in substitution of
duties, would· it not have been well for us
to have had some better understanding
before we consented to enlarge the basis of
their revenue? In point of fact, if we
had not gi ven the bonded warehouses they
could not possibly have protected that
frontier.
They did not collect duties
before the bonded warehouses were
established. If then we had stood on
our rights, without assuming a hostile
attitude, we could have insisted on the
duty remitted at our custom-house being
taken as a set-off against what we might
have to pay. That I con_sider the point
at which we should have commenced. By
consenting to send goods into bond on the
Murray, and allowing them to be taken
out on payment of the New South Wales
duty, we made a loss at starting; and now
comes the question whether the treaty now
proposed will be advantageous or not to
this colony. The basis of it is this. We
take the returns of revenue, and we give
New South Wales that amount of revenue
annually over a period of five years, subject, of course, to certain conditions and
stipulations; but this is at a sacrifice
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which we ourselves created. If we had
not given to New South Wales
the facilities to which I have already
referred for the collection of duties,
the amount of revenue might have
been estimated at £25,000 instead of
£60,000, because it was perfectly hopeless
to recover customs duties along that extent
of frontier wit,hout the assistance which
our system afforded. So that, after all, wo
have cut a roa with which to whip ourselves. I do not mean to say that annoyance has not been saved to the mercantile
community by the arrangement; but we
must see that we do not pay too dearly for
our whistle. Now, in the first place, I
should have expected that whatevel'
revenue might have been abandoned in
this colony by the bonded warehouse arrangement would be taken by way of setoff in this treaty with New South ·Wales.
Moreover. we should have acted but prudently if we had eithr,r witheld from New
South "Vales the facilities which increased
their revenue-and particularly as that increased revenue is the basis of calcula.tion
for the proposed payments-or have forced
them into some reciprocity. The revenue
on goods imported into Victoria across the
Murray should also have formed the subject of a set-off. No doubt the amount
set down as received is small, but that
should not be taken as the true basis ;
because, while on the one hand we
established bonded warehouses to facilitate
the collection of the New South Wales
revenue, we received 110 facilities from
them; so that in fact if we made a set-off
we should have to found our estimate on
the frontier not protected from smuggling,
whereas their basis was on a frontier protected from smuggling.
There is, for
instance, a duty on wine abandoned under
this arrangemen t. A paltry £ 140 is
mentioned. But that is no criterion of
what the revenue from that source might
be. I am informed that the wharfage
dues upon wool coming across the Murray
would amount to between £3,000 and
£4,000 per annum; and I say that whatever
revenue we gave up in this direction, as
also whatever revenue we gave up under
the bonded warehouse system, might fairly
be put down as a set-off against the
£60,000; of course it is all a question of
mere degree. It has been urged by several
honorable members that, in point of fact,
our goods go into New South Wales free.
These gentlemen say, "We collect £60,000
for New South Wales; what we collect
Mr. Ireland.
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we hand over; and it costs us nothing."
But to say that goods go in free, when we
are to pay £60,000 a-year for their going
in, is a contradiction. What does the
treaty say? ,Why, that it is made" for
the purpose of enabling each of the colonies
of Victoria and New South Wales to
receive the duties of customs to which it
is entitled, on goods imported from the
other acrOllS or by way of the river Murray,
without the actual collection of such duties
by customs officers on the occasion of each
act of im portation, and for the settlement of
all claims between the two colonies in respect
of importations into either from the other."
The colonies are relieved from the collection of duties on every commodity as it
pas3es over the border, but only in consiueration of this payment of £60,000 by
Victoria to New South Wales. The 2nd
article of the treaty says;"That for a period of five years from the first
day of February next, goods of all kinds, in·
eluding live stock, shall be imported from Victoria into .New South Wales, and from New
South Wales into Victoria, across or by way of
the River Murray, without any payment of
customs duties or charges of any kind for or
upon any such importation."

"Goods of all kinds" may go to New
South Wales, and for that we are to pay
£60,000 per annum; and "goous of all
kinds" may come into Victoria, but for
that we are not to be paid anything whatever. Now I don't see reciprocity in that.
I would ask the gentlemen over the way,
who are so very anxious for protection,
who are disposed to look upon a great
influx of fat sheep and wool as a great
national calamity, what they have to say
to the New South "Vales people being
allowed to send into Victoria all their
produce duty free? I ask this without desiring to throw nny firebrand
among them. I am not to be mistaken as
for a moment identifying myself with the
views of those gentlemen. The fact that
these things will como in free is to me
one of the recommendations of the treaty.
I would desire to see perfect free trade
established; and I was glad to hear the
Chief Secretary say, in a very impassioned
manner, that he was determined, at all
events, to see free trade "over that
border." If the honorable gentleman
only progresses from border to border, he
may ultimately be restored to his right
mind, and become a genuine and thorough
free trader. I don't contend for a moment
that because New South Wales insists
upon duties on our goods, therefore we are
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precluded from taking her commodities
duty free. That policy has been often
agitated. England has thrown open her
ports, not only to those who do not put
restrictions on her commerce, but to
everybody. And if people don't choose
to deal with us on a free trade
Tariff, I don't object. I simply hold
that we should take in their commodities on the free trade principle. I say,
with reg-ard to the compact with New
South Wales, this position should have
been taken, "If you insist on taxing all
our goods which cross the border, we
insist on taxing yours." I say that, with
the view of getting the best bargain, we
should insist uponNew South \Valesmaking
similar concessions to those which we
make. I am not talk ing of the soundness
of the political economy of the proceeding.
While I say this, I cannot at all subscribe
to the doctrine that because anybody happens to have property in Riverina, if he
brings in a measure which he believes will
be for the general prosperity, that measure
must p.ecessarily be looked upon with suspicion. I heard the Chief Secretary taunt
his former friend, supporter and apprentice,
with a desire for a slice of his run.
I would have responded to that had it been
said to me, for I cannot picture to my own
mind a more delightful position than lying
in the long meadow gmss of Riverina,
feeling that there are all the facilities for
sending mutton and wool into Victoria
duty free, at a cost of £20,000 given up
by this colony, and gazing along a vista
of gum trees at a bluestone warehouse
whence the tea and sugar which come up
to supply the neighbourhood are dispensed.
Therefore, I do not sympathize with any
observations of that description. Having
dwelt on the financial objections, I must
now refer to what I consider the legal and
constitutional objections to the treaty.
These are objections which cannot be
determined by the votes of gentlemen
in this House. The 43rd clause of the
Constitution Act authorizes the Parliament
of Victoria to impose customs duties. It
says-"Subject to the provisions of this Act, and
notwithstanding any Act of Parliament now in
force to the contrary, it shall be lawful for the
Legislature to impose and levy such duties of
customs as to them may seem fit on the exportation fIOm or importation into Victoria, of any
goods, wares, and merchandise whatsoever, w hether the produce of or imported from the United
Kingdom or any of the colonies or dependencies
of the United Kingdom or any foreign country.
Provided always that no new duty shall be so
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imposed upon the importation into Victoria of
any article, the produce or manufacture of, or
imported from any particular country or place,
which shall not be equally imposed on the importation into Victoria of t.he like article, thl3
produce or manufacture of, or imported from all
other countries and places whatsoever."

i

The policy of England is indicated in this
clause. That policy is, that customs duties
imposed by a colony must be equally imposed. In point of fact, this is necessary
to prevent the mother country from being
drawn into difficulties as to treaties and
amicable relations with other nations. It
was therefore desirable to extend that
policy to this country. Rut the language
of the clause is limited to the imposition of
duties. It does not apply to the remission
of duties. Looking at the treaty constitutionally, it would make little difference
with regard to the latter. But I apprehend it is of consequence to prevent any
course of l~gislation in respect to differential duties, which are as likely to cause
jealousies and heart-burnings among communities living on the same continent as
among foreign nations. But there is
another Act to which I must refer-l
mean the Customs Act. The 236th section of that Act says : "It shall be lawful for the Governor in
Council to make regulations and arrangements
with the Governors of New South Wales and
South Australia respectively, for the importation
of goods by or across the River Murray, and for
the imposition·of duties and the amount thereof
on such goods, or the exemption of the same
from duties, and the recovery of duties on goods
so imported into Victoria, and the repayment of
such duties, and in other respects so to regulate
the trade on the said river as may be from time
to time agreed upon by the said Governors, or
either of them, and also to determine at not less
than three months' notice any such arrangements. Provided that no such duties shall exceed
the duties of customs lawfully collected and paid
on goods otherwise imported into Victoria."

N ow the treaty does not purport to be
made expressly under any Act of Parliament. It may be referable to this; but
the paragraph which I have already
quoted seems to indicate a doubt in the
mind of the Government as to whether a
Bill on the subject ought not to be passed.
It appears to me-and I wish to call the
attention of the Attorney General to this
point-that if we attempt to make a commercial treaty, by which we hand over
duties which are collected by us on articles leaving this colony, we are going
beyond the law as given in the section
which I have read, because the duties
contemplated as being leviable under regulations in conformity with this section
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are duties on goods imported into Victoria, and not goods exported from Victoria. Then there is the three months'
notice necessary to determine the arrangement. It may not be necessary to incorporate that in the treaty; but whether
necessary or not, no mention is made of it.
And then there is the proviso "that no
such duties ~'-that is, duties on goods
brought across the MurraY-"shall exceed
the duties of customs lawfully collected
and paid on goods otherwise imported into
Victoria." However, one result of the
treaty will be a differential uuty;. because
while New South Wales will send in her wine
free, South Australia will be left to pay a
duty of 3s. per gallon. So that, if the
treaty remains in statu quo, the spirit of
the Constitution Act will be evaded. I
may say at once that .I cannot support the
motion of the honorable member for South
Grant. I cannot support it because it is
worded so generally. It may be so worded
in order to catch as many flies as possible
in the web. The honorable. member says
the treaty is "not satisfactory." It may
not be satisfactory to him for one reason,
and it may be very satisfactory to me for
the same. I think the sooner we are
winnowed of these elements in parties
that won't coalesce the better. I say this
with no disrespect to the honorable gentleman, but I am no follower of his; I
don't endorse his views in any shape or
form, and I have made up my mind not
to vote for his motion. We certainly
ought to have some information as
to the intentions of the Government
with regard to South Australia in connexion with this treaty. If we make any
change in legislation which benefits New
South Wales to the injury of South
Australia, even if it is not effected by the
imposition of new duties, but by the remission of old ones, it is contrary to the spirit
of the Constitution Act and of all sound
policy. If the Government have made up
their minds as to what they intend to do
with regard to South Australia, all I ask
is, that they should give us some information on the subject. As far as it appears
at present, we seem to have taken up a
position hostile to South Australia. I will
just call attention to the third clause of the
treaty, which, certainly, we, who have no
better light upon the subject than the
treaty affords, must suppose will be most
oppressive to South Australia : "That it shall .be the duty of the cusooms
officers of New South Wales to put a permanent
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distinguishing mark on all packages of goods
imported into New South "Vales from South
Australia by way of the River Murray, and that
it shall be lawful for Victoria, in all cases where
the New South Wales import duties on such
goods so marked are lower than the Victoria
import duties on the same goods, to demand or
receive, on the importation from New South
vVales into Victoria of such goods, a sum equal
to the difference between the duties imposed in
the two colonies; and that it shall be the duty
of the New South Wales customs officers to take
all proper steps to prevent any evasion of this
section."

Just imagine a vessel going up the
Murray with a quantity of lollipops,
handles for spades and shovels, and things
of that kind, and a man putting a brand
upon them! Not only is South Australia
to be subjected to this annoyance, but
goods sent from that colony are to be
subjected to duties, although the duties
are to be remitted on similar goods from
Victoria. In reference to the commercial
treaty between England and France, negotiated by Mr. Cobden, I see, by the
Annual Register for 1860, that"The Chancellor of the Exchequer had
appointed, in the first instance, a very early
day (February 6) for the financial statement,
on which public expectation was anxiously
fixed; and it was annonnced that the commercial treaty with France, which had been
recently signed, would at the same time be laid
before Parliament, in order that the two
matters, which were illtimately connected,
might be viewed as a whole, and considered
together."

It was also resolved, after the treaty had
been considered, to present a humble
address to Her Majesty, assuring Her
Majesty that the necessary steps would
be taken for gi ving effect to it. The
treaty was introduced with all the usunl
formalities. Lord John Russell appeared
at the bar, and, on being called by the
Speaker, brought up papers by comThe clerk at the table read
mand.
the title - " Treaty of Commerce between Her Majesty and the Emperor of
the French." The Chancellor of the Exchequer (Mr. Gladstone) said on that
occasion, that it was "a matter of propriety-almost of absolute necessityfor the Government to request the House
to deviate, under the peculiar circumstances
of the ca~e, from its usual, its salutary, its
constitutional practice of voting the principal charges of the year before they proceeded to consider the means of defrayin~
them," and that the Government hnd bee~
induced "to think they would best fulfil
their duty by im-iting attention on the
earliest practicable day to those financial
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arrangements of the year which are materially affected by the treaty with France."
Now, sir, in that case the Budget was
forthcoming a whole month before the resolution confirm~ng the treaty wns adopted,
and the House of Commons was in possession of all information on the subject.
The 14th clause of the French treaty
was"The present trf'aty shall be binding on the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
so soon as the necessary legislative sanction
shall be given by the Parliament."

N ow, sir, I ask if this House is to be left
in the dark as to the intentions of the
Government, in connection with the treaty
under discussion? There is not the
slightest hint thrown out in this" memorandum of agreement" that it is the intention of the Government to obtain the
authority of the Legislature to carry the
terms of the agreement into effect. I do
not know by what authority they can
carry out the treat.y, except by the
authority of an Act of Parliament, or by
regulat.ions which can only be issued by
the Governol' in Council.
I see it is
intended that the treaty shall come
into force on the 1st of February,
and I want to know how it is to
come into force then? It may be that
the Government intend to put the treaty
in force, and afterwards ask the House to
sa.nction and legalize it; but that is a very
objectionable course to pursue. If it is
necessary to have an Act of Parliament to
give effect to the treaty, it was premature
to say that it should come into force on
such an early day as the 1st of February.
If it will come within the scope of regulations, no doubt that will be a convenient
mode of carrying the treat.y into effect.
All that I desire is that the Government
should give us some information on the
matter. Compared with the desirableness
of getting rid of these bonding warehouses
on the Murray, and promoting amicable
relations' between the colonies, I apprehend
that the mere monetary consideration
involved in the treaty will be considered
of no great consequence. Above all
things it is desirable that we !:lhould not
create any ill~feeling between this colony
and South Australia. We do not know
what the intentions of the Government are
with regard to South Australia, and that
is what I strongly complain of. In conclusion, I will only say that I trust that
the gentlemen who have come here from
New South Wales for the purpose of
VOL.lII.-T
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entering into this treaty, ahd who, we are
informed by the Government, have acted
wit.h a spirit of liberality in the mat.ter,
will not go back wit.hout accomplishing
the object of their mission; but I must
say that, if the treat.y should Dot be
carried out in its integrity, either by
the Government withholding satisfactory
information as to what is to be done
in reference to South Australia or otherwise, it cannot be alleged that there is
any repudiation, because, as far as I am
aware, the treaty has had no legal effect
given to it. There is no authority to give
effect to it except by an Act of Parliament,
or by regulations issued by the Governor
in Council, jf it will come within the scope
of regulations. Without the authority of
either one or the ot.her, it is a contract
entered into ultra vires. I hope t.here will
be no difficulty in coming to some amicable
arrangement, and that this border question
will be set at rest for ever. There is a
clause in the agreement to the effect thlt
there shall be no decrea!:le in the duties
without the consent of New South Wales
and Victoria; but the duties may be increased, which would operate ngainst South
Australia. This is one feature of the
treaty which has a mandatory a!:lpect with
regard to South Australia. That colony
was no party to the contract, but I am
aware that that is in consr.quence of that
colony being unable to send representati ves at the time that the conference was
held. Possibly,' however, all the colonies
might enter into some arrangement which
would obviate all the difficulties which have
hitherto occurred in connexion with the
Border Duties. I should not, under any
circumstances, vote for the motion of' the
honorable member for South Grant (Mr.
McCann), but notice has been given 'of a
step to be taken, whioh will relieve me
from the awkward and unpleasant position
of leaving the House without voting, and
enable me to vote in support of the course
I have suggested-that we should have
some additional information from the
Government before deciding the matter.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.- The honorable and learned member who has last
addressed the House must be congratulated
on having introduced into this debate a.
fairness of spirit and a closeness of argument which so far as honorable members
on the opposite side of the House are
concerned, was absent from the debate
before he rose; and I only regret, sir, that
I did not feel myselfequal to following the

•
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honorable and learned member in the
earlier part of his address, in which he
seelJ1ed to have taken upon himself the
burthen of an argument which I should
llave expected would have been assumed
by honorable members, who previously
addressed the House on that side-the
burthen of the argument relating to the
supposed commercial disadvantages of this
treaty. I listened to the remarks of the
honorable member for Sandridge (Mr.
Moore) and the honorable member for
East Melbourne (Mr. Langton) with great
attention. I expected to have heard from
them-if from any members of this Hous~
opposed to the treaty-some distinct objection of a commercial and financial character
against the agreement. But the only
argument I have heard, after listening with
great attention, is fi'om an honorable and
learned member, and not from a commercial
member of the House. The honorable and
learned member, as far a::; I understand,
has taken the objection that, this arrangement cannot be considered io be an
anangement commercially and financially
satisfactory, because it deprives this country of n certain amount of revenue, which
in former years, he helieves, belonged
That I understand to be the
to it.
substance of his objection. I suppose, as
a matter of fact, that it cannot be denied
that tbis country will not derive so large a
revenue from goods consumed in Riverina
in future as it did before the bonding
system was introduced; but the honorable
member ought to recollect that the bonding
system was forced upon the government of
this country. There is no use in disguising
the fact-l see no reason for hiding itthat, so far as 1 understand this question,
the bonding system was rendered necessary
because New South "Vales had commenced
to carry into effect a design for the collection of duties on goods sent into Riverina
which she had never collected previously.
I ask how could bonding warehouses have
been avoided, after New South 'Vales had
carried that system into execution? If we
had collected duties on goods imported into
Riverina, and if New South Wales had
collected her duties in addition, it is
tolerably plain that this country would not
only have been deprived of those self-same
duties, but would also have been deprived of
the goods on which the duties would have
been paid, because if goods consumed in
Riverina had to pay a double duty-first
to this colony and afterwards to New
South Wales-I apprehend there can be
Mr. Higinbotltam.
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no doubt that, notwithstanding the- ad..
vantages of our railway communication,
the Adelaide merchants could, without
any difficulty, have completely excluded
Melbourne merchants from Riverina.
(" No.") Of course in matters of this
kind I can only depend on the authority
of persons better acquainted than myself
with the subject; but I am told this
is the general opinion, and it is one upon
which I should have been glad if the
honorable member for Sandridge had given
the House the benefit of his mercantile
experience. "Vell , if this be so-and I
merely put it, believing it to be the general
mercantile opinion on this subject-l think
it is quite apparent that it was' absolutely
necessary, for the purpose of retaining the
trade with Riverina in our hands, that the
bonding system should have been introduced. Then, of course, it is no argument
against the present arrangement that we
do not receive under it the same financial
advantages that we received before the
honding system was forced upon us. But,
sir, I will proceed with as little delay as
possible to refer to the portion of the subject upon which the honorable and learned
member laid more stress-namely, the legal
difficulty which he appears to think exists
in reference to this agreement.
The
honorable and leamed member first, as I
understand him, contended that this arrangement, by which ~oods can be
transhipped across the Murray in both
directions, is opposed to the spirit, if not
to the letter, of the proviso of the 43rd
section of the Constitution Act, prohibiting
differential duties. That, I understand, is
hisfirst objection. Well, sir, if that be so,
if it be inconsistent with the Constitution
Act that a duty imposed by law should not
be collected, and that by vil,tue of this proviso all powel' is taken from the Government
of this country to abstain from collecting
duties which are imposed by law, then I will
tell the honoi'able and learned mem bel' that
he and every member of every Government
which has been in office for the last nine
years has been guilty of a breach of the
law. I say this in no captious spirit, but
merely with the view of showing that the
liability which the honorable member
thinks we are now incurring is a liability
which really has lain upon the Government and upon the Legislative Assembly
of this -country for many year~ past. I
believe it is a fact that, from the year
1855 until the year 1864, no duties were
collected upon goods that were sent from
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this colony into New South Wales, or that
were received from New South WHoles into
this colony. If that be so, it has the same
effect as the honorable and learned mem ber
refet's to-the effect of a differential duty;
and, as this clause, relating to a differential
duty, is a clause to be found in the Constitution Acts of all these colonies, the
violation of the law-it~ indeed, it be a
violation of the law-is equally chargeable
against the Government of New South
Wales as against that of Victoria. I
apprehend, however, that this clause has a
totally different effect and purpose to that
which the honorable and learned member
has referred. I believe that the usual
meaning attached to the words "differential duties" is this-that they relate t.o
duties by which a difference is fixed by
law upon goods coming from different
countries, with a view of giving an
advantage to one country and imposing a disadvant.age upon another.
I think that is the sense in which
the words "differential duties" were
used during all those long discussions
during the time that the question of the
duty upon sugar received from extracolonial places, and from the colonies, was so
long under the consideration of the English
Parliament. But, sir, I apprehend that
it is a totally different case if, while the
duties remain the same in law, an arrangement i~ made between two neighbouring
Governments by which the duties are not
changed, nor a difference of duty imposed
by la.w, but by which a duty, still existing
by law, is not collected. It is a very different thing, I apprehend, to say that the
Legislature of this colony (because this
is a restriction imposed upon the Legislature, and not upon the Government) shall
not be empowered to impose a different
rate of duty upon flour imported from
Adelaide, and upon flour imported from
Ca.lifornia. It is one thing to sa.y that;
it is another thing to say that this law, or
any law exist.ing in this colony, prevents
the Government making an arrangement
by which it shall abstain from collecting,
with the sanction of the Legislature, any
existing duties, when circumstances of
public convenience render their noncollection desirable.
Mr. lRELAND.-Then the law can be
evaded.
. Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-The honorable and learned member says that the
law can be evaded. I believe that practically there are very few laws which cannot
T
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be evaded, if there is a desire to evade
them; but if there be an evasion of' this
law, it is an evasion which has not only
been permitted by this Government, but,
as I Selid before, by all GovernmentR in
this colony, and, as the honorable member
for East Melbourne (Mr. Langton) l'emin<!ed us last night, it is an evasion
known to and sanctioned by the English
Government, because the honorable member referred to a letter read from Mr.
Labouchere, showing that at that timethe year 1855-the English Government
had not only implied notice of our proceeding in ceasing to collect these duties,
but express notice. and expressly approved
of it, because of the necessity of preventing the inconvenience and disturbances
which would probably arise from the collection of duties by both colonies. The
fact that we ceased to collect duties, and
that the circumstance WM known to and
approved by the English Government is,
I think, a sufficient proof that the English
Government were not of opinion that this
practice was inconsistent with the fundamental law of our own constitution, otherwise, I venture to say that they would
have expressed disapproval of that practical violation of the law, if not evasion of
it. I submit, therefor~, with very great
confidence, that this arrangement, existing
as it has done for years, does not come
within either the meaning or the letter of
that clause of the Constitution Act to
which the honorable member refers. He
has also observed that it appears to be un
certain under what authority this agree·
ment has been made, or by what means it
can be properly or effectually carried into
effect, Now, sir, the honorable and
learned member has referred to a
clause in the Customs Act, by which
power is given to the Governor in
Council to make regulations, amongst
other things, for the recovery of duties
(and the repayment of such duties) on
goods imported into Victoria along the line
of the River Murray. It is true that this
agreement does not purport to have been
made under that clause. It is also true, I
think, that there is at least one clause
in this agreement which will make it
necessary that the agreement should be
adopted and converted into a regulation by
the Governor in Council-I refer to that
particular clause by which the payment of
money to a certain amount is autQvrized;
but I believe that, if it were not for this
particular stipulation, it would not be
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necessary to rely upon this clause in the
Customs Act as a justification or authority
for entering into an agreement of this kind.
I confess I am not able to see by what
process of reasoning the conc1usion can be
arri ved at that the Governments of two
neighbouring colonies, who are not prohibited by any express prohibition in their
constitution, have been prevented by any
other reason, or by any want of authority,
from entering into an agreement on a matter of common interest and importance,
Buhject, of course, to the approval of their
respective Legislatures. I believo that
ihis power, if it is not expressly taken
away by our Constitution Act, is one that
is inherent in the Government not merely
of every colony but of every community.
It is a power which, I think, may be
easily shown is exercised by the Government in England, because the Crown in
England, although by prerogative it is
empowered to make treaties with foreign
nations, is not empowered by prerogative
to enter into agreements by which the
pu blic money shall be appropriated or any
public burthens imposed. Therefore whenever any treaty is made with a foreign
country by which the money interests or
public burthens of Great Britain are
affected, it is always necessary for the
Crown to bring that treaty before Parliament and obtain its sanction. The honorable member wiH observe, in reference
to the treaty with France in 1861, that
although it was necessary for the Crown
to bring that treaty before Parliament and
to get it enacted in an Act of Parliament,
because it increased and remitted certain
duties, still the Crown assumed to itself
the power to enter into an agreement and
sign a treaty before the measure was
brought before Parliament. The treaty
was formally signed and executed before
it was submitted to Parliament, and
although properly and necessarily it was
submitted to Parliament, because it contained an a.greement respecting the remission of duties, still the Crown claimed
to exercise the right, which it certainly
had not by prerogative, to enter into a
treaty with a foreign nation, subject to
the approval of Parliament. Just to that
extent would I say that. even if this clause
in the Customs Act did not exist in our
statute book, the Government of this
country is not prevented by any positive
or implied law from entering into an
agreement with the Government of a
neighbouring colony.
Mr. Higinbotham.
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Mr. IRELAND.-Subject to the approval of Parliament.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Of course,
subject to the approval of Parliament. I
have no hesitation in saying that, notwithstanding this clause of the Customs Act,
this House has power at any time to
prevent effect being given to the treaty,
even if it is authorized by regulations
within the meaning of the clause,
because the treaty contains a clause
relating to money matters, which it is
always in the power of this House to overrule and withhold its sanction from. I
may remind the honorable and learned
member of a dictum of one of the judges
of the Queen's Bench, in a recent case, on
this very subject. It is a case in which
the authority of the Government to enter
into a contract binding on the Crown was
very fully discussed in England; and Mr.
Justice Shee, in the course of his judgment, called attention to the fact that not
merely a trifling contract, such as the Post
Office contract, about which the conditional power of the Crown was sometimes
called in question, but that in more important cases-in cases of treaties-this very
question often arose; and he proceeded to
call attention to a recent case, which is not
specified, but merely described in general
terms-a case in which England made a
treaty with a co-belligerent power, by
which a sum of money was granted to
that power. The learned judge stated
that, when that treaty came before the
House of Commons, it was only carried
into effect by a narrow majority of three.
He added his own opinion-which he gave
without the slightest hesitation-that the
exercise of that power was always conditional upon the ratification or-the Parliament of the country, which may be subsequent or precedent. This is all that we
have done in this case. So far as this
clause gives us authority, we have precedent authority as well; and now Parliament is asked to give its subsequent
authority, if it chooses to do so. Therefore,
I apprehend there can be no doubt that,
as soon as this agreement is made a regulation within the meaning of this clause,
if t.his House should not express it::; disapproval of the agreement, it will have the
force of law, and be binding on the good
faith of the country. Now, sir, I believe
that I have referred to the two legal points
raised by the honorable and learned member. He also has expressed some regret
that South Australia was not communi-
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cated with in such a way as to enable it
to take part in the conference.
Mr. IRELAN D.-What I said was,
that I believed South Australia had been
communicated with, but that its commissioners could not attend in time, and that
the Attorney-General of New South
Wales had to leave before they could
arrive in Melbourne.
.
Mr. HIG IN BOTHAM. - Well, the
honorable and learned member regrets
that South Australia was not a party to
this agreement. I believe that my colleague, the head of the Government,
equally regrets it. But what could the
Government do? The time of holding
the conference was fixed at the request of
the New South Wales Government, and I
believe that they named the time which
would be most convenient for their representatives to visit Melbourne. The South
Australian Government were communicated with, and they, although anxious to
be represented at the conference, stated
that their representatives would be unable
to come until a later period of the month.
What could this Government do under the
circumstances? At the present moment
the Government are perfectly willing to
enter into the most friendly consultation
and conference with South Australia, with
the view of effecting an arrangement satisfactory to all parties. That is information which the honorable member for
East Melbourne might have gathered last
night, if he had listened with less excitement of feeling and manner to the statement of my honorable colleague the Chief
Secretary. That honorable member asks
something more from this Government
than a willingness to negotiate with South
Au~tralia on equal terms-he asks that,
before we enter into consultation with
South Australia at all, we should state the
proposals ~e are prepared to make to
South Australia.
Mr. LANGTON.-I beg to give that
statement my most emphatic contradiction.
I never made such an absurd and unreasonable demand.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I apologize to
the honorable member, but I confess I so
understood him. If, however, the honorable member denies it, that is enough. I
can only then say that the honorable member's chief argument is now disposed of,
because the honorable member's chief
objection to this treaty was that South
Australia bad been no party to it, and that
it was not an agreement which would
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settle finally, and upon common terms, the
communications between the three colonies. Now when I tell the honorable
member that we are willing to meet South
Australia-if he did not hear it beforeand when he a.dmits, as he must admit,
that we had no power to compel South
A ustralia to come to the conference at a
time inconvenient to herself, I think he
will see that the fact that South Australia
is not a party to this agreement is really no
valid objection to the agreement, Then
what are the objections to it? Objections
to t.his agreement have come from both
sides of the House. I heard the honorable
member for Geelong (Mr. Richardson),
and the honorable member for North Melbourne (Mr. Burtt), express with great earnestness, and with perfect freedom from anything like a desire to import into this debate
any other arguments or proofs than those
which legitimately appeared on the surface, their views on the subject; and I give
credit to those honorable members, if I
may be permitted to say so, for the manner
in which they expressed their opinions,
even though they were ad verse to the
Government, I must say I cannot express
any respect for the manner in which this
debate has been conducted on that (the
Opposition) side of the House, up to the
time that the honorable and learned membel' who spoke last addressed the House.
Certainly, sir, the honorable member for
Sandridge (Mr. Moore), in his lengthened
address, did not deal with that part to
which he might have been expected to
address himself with success, namely, the
commercial portion of the treaty. Mr.
Verdon's mission to England appears to
have afforded him a more suitable subject
to dilate upon than the commercial part of
this treaty. The honorable member must
well know that this agreement, whatever
may be its effects in a protectionist point
of view, is, apart from the technical
meaning of free trade and protection, a
treaty which really tends to freedom of
trade-a treaty which tends to establish
friendly and free communication between
two colonies which al'e separated no further,
and not otherwise, from one another, than
the people on the north side of the Yarra are
separated from the people on the south side
of the Yarra. I ask, why should not this
treaty be received by every member
of the House who professes himself
to be, I will not say the advocate of the
interests of a partieular class of commercial monopolists, but a real, genuine
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friend of freedom of trade? In fact, the
honorable member for Sandridge, and the
honorable and gallant member for West
Melbourne, almost assumed a tone of indignation, because those persons who are most
intimately connected by interest with this
agreement~ namely, the traders of Melbourne, view it with approbation. Now
I will go with the honorable and gallant
m€'rnber to a certain extent. I do not
believe that the merchants of Melbourne
are the ~best, or most trustworthy, or most
satisfactory authorities upon this subject,
or upon any subject in which their interests
as traders are concerned. I do not believe
that his constituents, although they ought
to he heard on any matters affecting their
interests, are to be listened to as authorities
upon a political question in which their
interests are involved. They must be
heard as suppliants-they cannot be listened
to as authorities. But in the capacity of
persons who have a commercial interest in
this agreement, I really think that they ought
to be heard-I really think that we ought
to listen to them with the attention which
we gave to their petitions on former occasions. I do not think that the fact that
they have signed this petition ollght tomake
them incur the resentment or complaint
of the honorable and gallant member who
l'epresents them in this House. I would
ask members upon all sides of t.he I-louse
to cOllf'ider this-are we likely to induce
either South Australia or New South Wales
at any time to enter into agreements with
the Government of this colony if we do not
now endeavour to treat this subject upon
its merits, and without being influenced, or
appearing to be influenced, by the mere
fanaticism of faction, which leads some
members of this House to desire, above all
ot.her considerations, the ejection of the
Government from these benches? If this
agreement is to be, like the agreement of
last year, a failure, how will the Government of the other colony ever be again
induced to undertake the fruitless labour
of mak ing agreements which faction in
either Parliaments can afterwards get rid
of? Sir, this Government last year made an
endeavour to settle this troublesome and
discreditable difficulty. Some members of
it went to Sydney, and an arrangement
,,'as made between the Government of
New South Wales and the Government of
this colony, which it was believed would
work satisfactorily; but the Sydney Parliament refused to carry out that arrangement. I am not sufficiently acquainted
Mr. Higinbotham.
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wi th the history of that Parliament to say
whether the same influences which endanger this treaty proved the ruin of that;
but I venture to submit to this House that,
if agreements entered into by Governments
in good faith, after consultation together,
and with every desire to arrive at an
equitable settlement, are to be set aside
by Parliament in two successive years,
there is little hope of a satisfactory
arrangement ever being arrived at for
many years to come.
So far as this
Government is concerued, they feel bound
to cast the entire responsibilit.y of accepting or rejecting this agreement upon
honorable members opposite. The honorable member for Sandridge speaks of lha
course taken by the Government as being
sometimes a tht'eatening course. I am not
aware that this Government has at any
time put forward anything, either i~
language or in manner, that could be
designated by that offensive term; but I
say it is the duty of the Government to
enable the House clearly to understand
the position which tho Government claims
and is resolved to take upon any question
upon which the opinion of the House is
asked. On this occasion we feel it to be
our imperative dllty, not merely in good
faith to the members of the New South
Wales Government, with whom we entered
into this treaty, but also to the people of tbis
colony, to say that we shall risk our p.xistence as a Government upon the rejection
or acceptance of this treaty. J.;et it not
be supposed that I question the right of
this House to reject it. On the contrary,
I assert the right of the House to accept
or reject this or any other agreement; but
I do deny the right of honorable members
to discuss this question except upon its
merits.
Aud I venture to state here
that in this debate and upon the
division many elements
be imported
which are not connected with the question
discussed. I have only to say that this
Government stands or falls by this agreement. If it be rejected by those who
import into this discussion elements
foreign to the question, upon them let
the responsibility rest.
Mr. GILLIES.-I propose to deal with
this question as a public question, and to
take the same liberty as the AttorneyGeneral has done, in expressing my opinion
with freedom, apart from any consideration of faction whatever. I must
acknowledge that I have rarely heard the
Attorney-General make a less effective
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speech than he hus done on this important
question. In fact, the lwnorable and
learned gentleman has not attempted to
show the value of this agreement to the
people of this colony. He told us that he
fears very much lIIay be imported into the
debate which has nothing to do with it,
and that the opinion of honorable memhers
may to a large extent be influenced hy
factious opposition to the Government.
Now considering that a large number of
gentlemen who havo given a steady support to the Government for a considerable
time are unfavorable to this treat.y, the
honorable and learned gentleman ought to
have been more careful in attributing
any such motives to honorable members.
Although the Attorney-General has stated
that it is the intention of this treaty to give
the utmost possible freedom to trade, I
deny that it accomplishes that object,
because, while to some extent it proposes
to give freedom of trade across the
Murray, it proposes at the same time to
make a most unjust agreement, which is to
be binding on this colony for five years to
come. Every honorable member who has
paid any attention to the subject will be
aware that the border difficulty is an old
question. It has been before a number d'
Governments for anumberofyears. Every
principle upon which this treaty is based
has been submitted to several Goverments
for their approval, and hitherto it has been
by everyone of them rejected. The same
propo::.ition of settling the border difficulty was submitted to the Nicholson
Government, it was submitted .to the
Beales Government, it was submitted to
the O'Shanassy Government, and it bas
been on three different occasions submitted to this Government. On the first
occasion on which it was submitted to the
Nicholson Government, that Government
absolutely and positively ,refused to entertain the question in the way it was su bmitted by the ~ ew South Wales Government. I may call a£tention to t.he fact, that
two members of the present Government
were members of the Nicholson Government-the present Chief Secretary was
the Treasurer of that Government, and the
present Minister of Customs was the
Minister of Public Works. These two
gentlemen, while members of the Nicholson Government, refused to enter into
any such arrangement as that 'which they
have now been parties to. How is this?
Is it that the honorable gentlemen have
changed their opinion on the subject? Are
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the questions which have arisen greater, or
at e they more com plicated, or less con'!plicated? How can the honorable gentlemen
assign a reason for the extraorJinnry
change which lias taken place in their
opinion? I think it is incumuent upon
them to inform the House of the reasons
which have illduced them to change their
opinion. The Heales Government also
refused to entertain the same proposition
which the Nicholson GO"ernment 11:1'1 refused to entertain. The leading principles
contained in the pl'esent treaty were submitted to the O'Shanassy Government,
who absolutely and positively rejected
them. I will refer to one of tho three
propositions which was submitted to the
O'Shanassy Government as the foundation
upon which a t.reaty to remove the border
difficulty should be based, and it will be
seen that it is exactly the same as the
principle of the present treaty.
I will
reau it:"That after fully considering the probable
amount of revenue at present lost yearly by New
South Wales from the non-collection of the
duties upon goods imported across the i\lurmy
Hiver and consumed within her territory, a fixed
annual sum should be agreed to be paid in
satisfaction of the amoun t to which she is Jegally
entitled. It is submitted that no difficulty
whatever could be experienced in determining
such amount."

This is the very principle upon which the
present treaty is based. Now what was
the answer which the then ChiefSecretal'y
Mr. O'Shannassy sent to this pl"Oposal. In
his letter- in reply to this proposal, he
said"Viewing the great benefits which New South
Wales derives from the increaseu facilities
afforded to her traffic by the Vietorian railway,
the large consumption of her surplus stock by
the people of this colony, the prospective consumption of her wines from ·the Murray bank
vineyards, and her home-grown tobacco, I C'lnsider it may fairly be contenued that the free
passage of the Murray is not more than an
equivalent for the advantages reap!.!(l by New
South Wales from ht!r proximity to Victoria."

Now this was the opinion of Mr. O'Shanassy's Government, and, although the
papers on the subject were laid on the
table of the House, this opinion was not
gainsaid by Parliament. It was not contended that the opinion of the then Chief
Secretary of the colony was an improper
opinion; but, on the contrnry, Parliament,
by refusing to express n. different opinion,
absolutely gave its sanction to the doct.rine
laid down in this lettel'-thnt we pay
ample to the people of New South V{ales
and Riverina for any ad\'antage we derive
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by the facili ties we give them for obtaining
goods. It is only a fair equivalent to the
people of this colony for the expense which
they have been at in constructing railways
which enable the people of' Riverina to get
their goods cheaper than they previously
could, that we should be allowed to send
commodities into that district duty free.
In a letter, written in 1864, by Mr.
Forster, then Chief Secretary of New
South Wales, to the Chief Secretary of
Victoria, that gentleman candidly admits
that this colony possesses greater facilities
for supplying the people of Riverina than
New South Wales; that, in fact, we have
~ complete command of the whole of the
trade of that territory. Mr. Forster said" A large portion of our southern and southwestern territory is, as you are aware, supplied
by, and conducts all its business operations with
Melbourne. The shorter, easier, and cheaper
communication with your capital has rendered
the adoption of that channel almost a matter of
necessity."
He went on, in the latter portion of his
communication, to raise the question of the
jurisdiction of the River Murray. and assumed that New South Wales had the
entire jurisdiction over that river. Now
what reply was sent to that communiction
by the present Chief Secretary of this
colony. The honorable gentleman began
his reply by absolutely refusing to enter
into negotiations for the settlement of the
financial portion of the border difficulty,
until there was some satisfactory arrangement arrived at in reference to the control
of the Murray. He stated"In addressing myself to you in reply, I beg
to be permitted to express my regret, that. in
seeking the assistance of this Government in the
mattcr of custllms duties on goods crossing the
Murray into New South Wales, your Government should have embarrassed the consideration
of the subject by raising, for the first time, the
larger and more important question of the control of the river, and denying the right of Victoria to the free and unrestricted use of its
waters for her own commerce. Ever desirous to
foster amicable relations with those adjacent to
our own territory, and to co-operate in any
measure calculated to ensure the well- being of
the people of the Australian coloniej:!, the
Government of Victoria. will gladly usc their
best efforts for the set tlement of the financial
ditfkulty; but they feel that it is impossible to
approach the discussion with any hope of a
satisfactory result, until the far graver question
as to the na~igation of the river shall have been
finally set at rest."
.
The Chief Secretary, at that time, refused
to ~iscuss the financial question at all,
untIl the question of the control of the
river was set at rest.

Mr. Gillies.
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Mr. BINDON.-He changed his mind.
Mr. GILLIES.-I shall have something
to say directly upon the very facile mode
in which the honorable member thinks
public men ought to change their opinions.
The Government refused at that time to
enter upon the consideration of the question at ail, until what they considered to
be the larger and graver guestion was set
at rest. What was the result? I mmediately afterwards, a letter was forwarded
by the Chief Secretary of New ~outh
Wales, informing the (jovernment of this
colony that they had appointed collectors of
customs on the Murray, in order to prevent
the importation of goods from Victoria
into Riverina without the payment of
duties; so that they conceived it was no
use their discussing the question any further, when the Chief Secretary of this
colony urged that there was such a
difficulty in the way of the settlement of
the financial portion of the question.
They proceeded to appoint collectors of
customs without any reference to the
settlement of the border difficulty at all;
and it was not until twelve months afterwards, when a new Government had
assumed office in New South Wales, that
the question was re-opened again. What
was the result of that second opening?
Three Ministers went on behalf of this
Government to Sydney, and in our Parliamentary papers we find the result of
their labours. It is well that honorable
members shonld be aware what was the
question which these gentlemen considered
it absolutely necessary should be first
sett.led. It was that of the j urisJiction of
the Murray. The very first article of the
agreement was"The Government of New South Wales does
not contend for exclusive jurisdiction over the
waters of the River Murray."
Not only that, but there was another
important question settled which does not
appear in the present treaty at all. It is
contained in the 8th clause:" The duties on all goods entering New South
Wales and Victoria, by way of the Murray, shall
be collected and received by Victoria, according
to the Victorian Tariff."
The Government regarded that clause as
indispensable. To show their opinions, I
will call attention to the correspondence on
the subject. This first agreement having
been adopted, it was necessary that -the Government of New South Wales should obtain the consent of their Legis13.ture to it.
A short Act of Parliament was required to
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give to Victoria the power to collect the
duties.
Several communications were,
however,addressed to this Government,
by the Government of New South Wales,
intimating that this arrangement would not
be sanctioned by Parliament, and askingand, so far as it is possible for a Government to do so-beseeching the Victorian
What
Ministry to waive the clause.
answer did the Government make to the
request? What was their estimate of the
value of the provision? Mr. McCulloch
writes to the Chief Secretary of New
South WalesI'The second request contained in your telegram involves the loss to us of the advantage
Victorian trade gains by the agreement, and in
consideration of which we secure to New South
Wales the Murray duties, and relieve that district of a vexatious system of Border Customs.
This, therefore, we cannot give up, although
most desirous of meeting you to any extent COllsistent with the interests ofthis colony."

Mr. G RANT.-Circumstances have altered since then.
Mr. GILLIES.-Where has there been
any materia.l alteration?
Mr. GRANT.-In the New South
Wales Tariff.
Mr. GILLIES.-The honorable member, I think, is misinformed. There has
bef'n no material alteration. However, it
will be observed that two points previously
contended for, one of which was so impOl·tant as to be regarded as a preliminary
to any consideration of the Border Duties
question at all, have been given up in the
present agreement. I now come to the
absolute value of that agreement itself. I
must say at once that it appears to ~e to
be the most one-sided arrangement I have
ever met wit.h. If we had been told that,
a difficulty having arisen regarding the
collection of the Border Duties, each Government had been anxious to arrive at
a compromise, I should have been disposed
to take a lenient view of the treaty. But
I ask if the Government of New South
Wales has met this Government in a
fair and amicable spirit, with an idea
of making any earthly concession? Have
they given up a fraction of their
claims? Sir, I say that they have not,
and this agt'eement proves my assertion.
The Victoria.n Government has been
fixed upon to pay a money contribution,
in consideration of what? Of the Sydney Government ceasing to tax their
own people to a like extent. "If you
will give us £60,000 per annum," says
the Government of New South Wales,
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"we will not tax our people in Riverina."
Wluit concession is there in that? As a
member of this Legislature, I am as anxious
that an amicable compromise should be
arrived at as any individual can be; but
I am not asked to compromise, I am asked
to give up everything to New South
Wales, and receive nothing in return.
No concession has been made to us. It is
in vain, therefore, that honorable members
talk of the advantages we derive from this
treaty. Those advantages do not exist.
The Sydney Governmenthas acknowledged,
on various occasions, that the geographical
position of Riverina is such that her trade
is ours, and must be ours. Is it not well
known that all the monetary transactions of
Ri verina take place here-that the business
arrangements.of the settlers are commenced,
carried on, and concluded in Melbourne? .
Their wool and their live stock, in fact all
the articles they have to export, come to
this colony. It is inevitable, therefore,
that we should have their trade. Moreover, it is a reciprocal trade. If we were
obliged to pay in gold, the transaction
might cease to be profitable; but it is
mutually profitable, because we exchange
our produce for the articles the people of
Riverina desire to sell. To prove that it
is not in the power of New Sou th Wales
to cut us out of the Riverine trade, let us
look at the Riverine transactions of the
past year.· As the return was prepared
by New South Wales, it is likely to be as
much in favour of that colony as is consistent with truth. The duties collected on
goods imported from this colony into
Hi verina amounted to £52,610, and the
amount collected on goods imported from
South Australia was £6,573. This proves
that, in spite of nIl disadvantages, although
in many instances the Ri verine traders
were compelled to pay double duties,
Victoria has commanded nearly the whole
of the trade. Yet we are now asked to
pay £60,000 per annum for this trade.
The Chief Secretary says that we
shall get the whole of this money back
again; but it is absolutely unreasonable
to suppose that we shall. Honorable
mem bel's forget that a considerable
proportion of the goods imported into
Ri verina, and on which that return is
based had already paid the Victorian duties.
For instance, broken goods, that is selections made in Melbourne warehouses, are
not sent up under cover of bond, and of
course we shall receive no more on account
of these goods than we have hitherto done.
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On all transactions of that character there
will be a loss. Besides that, the arrangement is unsatisfactory from another poin t
of view. The New South ~Vales Government have estimated the amount they
receive from Riverine imports, and we are
to pay that amount to the last farthing.
The money mayor may not be recovered
through tha custom-house. Weare to
take aU the risk, while New South Wales
runs no risk whatever. A compromise is
a different thing altogether; both parties
are supposed to concede something, and
had Sydney done thus I should have been
much more favourably disposed towards
the treaty. As the agreemeut stands, I
would ask any honorable member representing a country district whether he can
see allY possible advantage to his constituents arising from the payment of this
£60,000 ?
Mr. B1NDON.-Yes.
Mr. GILLIES -1 would be glad to
learn what tlmt advantage is.
Mr. BINDON.-We avoid a duty on
meat.
Mr. GILLIES.-The honorable member should firat ascertain whether a small
duty on meat would increase the price
materially to tho consumer. But I will
not discuss that point. There has been
no proposition of the kind put forward.
Mr. BINDON.-Yes, there has, at
Sydney.
Mr. GJI.lLIES.-~"'elJ, the honorable
member may defend the agreement now,
but I doubt vel'y much whether his consent was ever asked to it. If he did not
like it., to use a homely but forcible expression, he might Jump it. I, for one,
can see no ad vantage in the preaty to my
constituents. Nor do I regard it very
cordially from a free trade point of view.
While 1 am anxious to see free trade
established,I lim not prepared to pay an
extravagant price for it, either to the
merchants of Melbourne or the inhabitants
of Riverina. At all events, I never proposed to pay a bonus for the Riverine
trade. If we cannot get it without that
I would allow events to work out their
own channel. When the shoe pinched,
those who were hurt would complain.
And what would be the result?
An HON. ME:\IBE·R.-Separation.
Mr. GILLIES. - The separation of
Riverina from New South Wales. "Vell,
it is admitted that Riverina belongs·
naturally to Victoria, and that hence we
have the benefit of her trade. That being
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so, why should we pay for it; why should
we throwaway our uaturai advantages?
More than that, why, with the question of
the river j urisdic Lion left unsettled, shOll ld
we pay to New South Wales the whole
amount of duty they could raise under
any circumstances, even if they placed
custom-houses along the whole extent of
the Murray? View ing the nnangement
in this light I cannot give my assent to
it
I can under$tand how honorable
rnem bel'S advocating protection princi pIes
object to the agreement from another
1 can understand how
point of view.
they can join in the objections I have
taken as well as have objections on other
grounds. Protectionists may very well
say to the Government-" While we have
been labouring' for years to obtain a recognition of our principle, the very first
step you take appears to throw that principle overboard altogether."
I can see
how the vine-growers who have only just
started their industry are likely to be
placed at a disadvantage by the introduction of' Al bury wines. The honol'able
member for the Murray (Mr. Orr) appears
to think that he gets ~ver this difficulty by
the statement that the greater portion of
the Murray valley wine comes from the
Victorian side of the river. The honorable member's speech was so highly spoken
of by the press that I looked to it for some
new light, and I found in it assertions
which are inconsistent with his argument
on this point. He says that prior to
this treaty the wine-growers of Albury
were so .enraged that they were prepared to carry their wine openly over
the border, to defy the custom-house
officers, and, perhaps, to proceed to
bloodshed. Now if that be true, I think
the trade which will induce men to break
the law and defy the authorities must be
both a large and an important one. I
believe myself that competition will not
injure the Victorian wine interest, that it
will lead to the production' of a better
article than that we have hitherto had; but
I can understand how protectionists object
to that interest receiving a blow at the
hands of the Government. J can understand their objecting to the treaty on public
grounds, as well as from a protectionist
point of view. They see, as I do, that
there is no all vantage to be gained by the
proposed payment. As regards this point,
I am told that the importations into
Ri ,'erina have been so heavy during the
last six months, that they will materially
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affect the trade for the next year, and that usually so vague in intimating their intenlll'obably the revenue for 1867 will be less tions. Why even the Chief Secretary was·
by £25,000 than the revenue of 1866. reticent on the point. It was not until late
The more this treaty is discusseu the more this evening that the Attorney-General
it will be disapproved of. I may tell the thought proper to be so eminently indeGovernment t.his: they talk of factious pendent. It is a pity that the Governopposition, but had they left their sup- ment are often not quite so independent at
porters free to vote according to their the beginning ns they nre at the close of a
judgments, three-fourths of the members of debate. On this occasion, had they allowed
the House would oppose the treaty. What the question to be put on its merits, they
has been going on under our own eyes? would have been defeated by two to one.
Mr. W ATKI~ S.-As the representa""Ve have seen the Government whip,
and even Min isters themsel ves at work; we tive of a wine-growing district., and also as
have seen men of influence outside the a protectionist, I feel called upon to state
House caging honorable memuers in the my reasons for the vote I am about to give
lobbies and pressing them not to vote in support of the Minist.ry. A great deal
against the Government, because, forsooth, of' extraneous matter has been introduced
I do not intend to
if defeated the Government would go out. into the debate.
The Attorney-General stated that honor- touch on those subjects, nor to dwell
able members ought to be left to express on the legal aspect of the question,
their independent opinion on the suuject. but rather to direct my attention to the
""Vhy then have the Government not business view how far this treat.y will
affect the colony, and the particular inallowed them to do so ?
tll'est more immediately concel'l1ed. The
Mr. BINDON.-They have.
Mr. GILLIES.-My own eyes have question is narrowed into the policy of the
told me to the contrary. Why, some honor- expenditure of the £60,000 per annum, the
able members who could not support the necessity for having a treaty at all, and the
Government have been asked to leave the propriety of allowing the Murray wines to
corne into Victoria free. I think the
House and not vote at all.
Mr. BINDON.-I challenge the honor- Chief Secretary has shown, that the payment of the £60,000 per annum will not
able mem ber to name.
Mr. GILLIES.-The honorable mem- put the colony t.o any expense at all, inasber knows very well that the conversations much as we shall receive the money before
which take place amongst honorable mem- we pay it away. Formerly goods intended
bers privately do not perrnit them to give for Riverina travelled through this counnames. Hut as the Attorney-General was try in bond; we received no duty, but
so forward in intimating that the opposi- Sydney did. Now the uuties will come
tion was prompted by factious motiveil, I to us, and will come without any outlay
will tell him that a great many other on our part. As regards the necessity for
motives will probably influence votes. It the treaty, there can be no doubt that it
has been continually urged upon honorable was urgently required, when we remember
members that if the vote is adverse Minis- the irritating tyranny which has been exters will resign. I must say, however, ercised over persons dwell ing on the borders.
that they did not announce this determina- People crossing the borders with the most
tion until they had count.ed heafls and triflll1g articles have been sul~ject to an
found that they were safe. The Minister inquisitorial examination, and then mulcted
of Customs who first spoke to the question in a few shillings for every article. Such.
wholly omitted to mention such an inten- a system disgmces the two colonies, and I
tion.
feel convinced that, if the House refuses
Mr. FRANCIS.-I must ask leave to its assent to the treaty, the old law cannot
set the honorable member right.
My now be enforced; people will not submit
first. observation was that the Government to it again. With reference to the wine
had accepted the treaty and would carry question, there does certainly seem to be
it out with a full knowledge of the obliga- some hardship. Still I think, on examinations they incurred, and that they would tion, some of the difficulties are removed.
stand by those obligations.
·A glance at the geographical position of
Mr. GILLIES.-That is a pretty way the country will show that it is impossible
indeed of telling the House that a certain t.o bring wine into Victoria fl'om the inte
resolution will be accepted as a vote of rior of New South Wales, so that, practiwant of confidence. Gover~ents are not cally, little more will be introduced over
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the Murray than has been already. A.nd
even supposing there should be more wine
. imported, what would be the effect upon
the wine trade? Experience shows us
that, in wine districts, wine is the only
beverage taken. Wine creates a taste for
wine. Should wine be more plentifully
supplied, it will be more largely consumed-'-there will be a greater demand
for it. I represent a wine-growing district; about 300 acres have been planted,
some £50,000 has been invested, and 200
people are employed on vineyards in the
locality. .My constituents have opened
wine shops, and have created a taste
for their wines. They now say, "We
started QUI' business under a protective
duty of 3s. per gallon, but, if it is for the
general good of the country that that duty
should be removed, we offer no opposition." "Place us," they say, "on equal
terms, and we do not fear competition.
You have made a rbilway to Echuca,
by which the Murray wines can be
conveyed to Melbourne, and now we ask
for good roads to convey our produce to
market." I will add that when we meet
with men of these enlightened 'views,
neither the Government nor the House
can refuse to gl'ant their reasonable requests. If we gi ve good roads. that will
be legitimate protection. As to the general
question of protection, it must be an
advantage to have a large district of growing importance like Riverina thrown open
to us, and into which articles of our own
manufacture will go duty free.
A.t
present, a purchaser of Victorian goods
has to give notice to the custom-house,
and has to pay unreasonable duties. This
is a state of things which should not be,
and the abolition of which cannot fail to
do good to our manufacturers. Had I
been in any doubt as to my vote, the
action taken by honorable members opposite
would have shown me the course I ought
to take. I cannot expect any encouragement to onr industries from that quarter.
I am sure that if we were to upset the
Government, and bring honorable gentlemen opposite into office, we should be acting
injuriously for the best interests of the
country.
Mr. BUNNY.-I rise to address myself
to one or two points which have not been
touched upon by previous speakers. I
shall confine myself to the agreement
itself, and not enter on the question of its
general policy. We have two accounts
given by members of the Government as
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to their authority for making this treaty.
The Attorney General says that the Government have the inherent power subject
to the sanction of Parliament.
The
Minister of Customs, however, points out
that the Customs Act received the Imperial sanction subsequent to the Constitution
Act, and he declares that it is by virtue
of the 236th clause of that Act that the
Government, acting under the advice of
their law officers, have concluded the
agreement. I accept this latter statement
rather than that of the Attorney General.
It is necessary therefore to look at the
clause, and ascertain whether it does authorize the entering into of such a treaty.
The clause reads : "It shall be lawful for the Governor in Council
to make regulations and arrangements with the
Governors of New South Wales and South
A ustralia respectively, for the importation of
goods by or across the river Murray, and for the
imposition of duties and the amount thereof on
such goods, or the exemption of the same from
duties, and the recovery of duties on goods so
imported into Victoria, and the repayment of
such duties, and in other respects so to regulate
the trade on the said river as may be from time
to time agreed upon by the said governors, or
either of them; and also to determine. at not less
than three months' notice, any such arrangements. Provided that no such duties shall
exceed the duties of customs lawfully collected
and paid on goods otherwise imported into Victoria."

Now I contend that the power given is
given to the Governor in Council, and not
to the Mr. James McCulloch and the Mr.
James G. Francis whose names are appended to the agreement. These gentlemen
claim to represent the colony of Victoria,
but they omit to state their authority.
I fail to see whence they derive
their authority. It is a maxim in law that
a delegated power cannot be delegated
again, and hence how the Governor in
Council could delegate his power to these
gentlemen I cannot tell. If the agreement
were based upon any authority, that authority would be set out in the recital, as is
the case in the French treaty. The
French treaty moreover is declared by
its 14th article to be conditional on
the sanction of Parliament, while the
approbation of the Legislature is not
required to this agreement at all. The
agreement binds the colony to pay New
South Wales a sum of £60,000 for five
years; but is there a single word in the
clause referred to which can be said to
authorize the payment of such a sum;
and out of what fund is the money to
come? Is it to come from the pockets
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of "James McCulloch" and" James G.
Francis," or out of the public revenue?'
Out of the public revenue, I apprehend;
and if so, then, according to the 44th clause
of the Constitution Act, the authority of an
Appropriation Act is required while Minii'!ters propose to do without the authority
of Parliament at all. If Ministers can pay
£60,000 away in the way they propose,
what check have we that they will not do
the like with other sums? I put this point
before the House, because, if the treaty is
not worth the paper it is written on,
why should we pledge ourselves to it?
It may be said that the treaty comes under
the term "arrangemen t" used in the
236th clause of the Customs Act. The
word is a vague one, it is not a legal term,
and, therefore, it may be contended that
the treaty is an "arrangement" under the
Act. But then the clause emphatically
limits these arrangments to the" importation of goods by or across the river Murray," and "the recovery of duties on
goods so imported into Victoria." It does
not apply to goods imported into New
South Wales. Now the goods imported
into Victoria have been treated as not
worth looking after, and the agreement
refers solely to goods imported into New
South Wales, which the Customs Act
does not pretend to deal with. On the
two points I have submitted, the necessity
of an Appropriation Act, and the nonapplication of the clause of the Customs
Act given as the authority for th"e arrangement, I contend, notwithstanding
the array of learned gentlemen on the
other side, that the agreement is ultra
'Vires. The power given to the Governor
in Council is
"To regulate the trade on the said river.
and also to determine, at not less than three
months' notice, any such arrangements."

Anyagreement made under this authority
ought, therefore, to contain a clause ren~er
ing it terminable at three months' notice.
Weare bound, however, by the quasi
penalty, that, if we make any arrangement
contrary to the agreement, the agreement
goes. The colony is bound for five years,
subject to a breach of the agreement. Of
course, every agreement is binding until
the parties break it. I should like to
know how this ngreement is to be enforced.
No court of equity will interfere to enforce
an agreement which either party can put
an end to when they choose, and here w~
have an agreement which is dependent
solely on. the good faith of the two parties
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to it. We put ourselves on the good
faith of the colony we agree with. I
say, sir, that this is in breach of the
law. The Attorney-General tells us that
the Government have power to make this
agreement, irrespective of any Customs
Act, provided it be submitted to Parliament; and I agree that the Parliament of
this country call, probably-subject to the
restrictions contained in the Constitution
Act and in Imperial Acts-make any
regulations they please. But was this
treaty ever produced, to ascertain whether
the House agreed with it or not? The
Governor, in his speech, refers directly to
this agreement as entered into by the
representatives of this Government and
the Government of New South Wales.
His Excellency says, "I am bappy to
inform you that reprflsentatives of the
Government of New South Wales and of
my Government, in conference assembled,
have agreed to an anangement on the
Border Duties;" and it is also said that "the
result of the negotiations will be laid before
you." And how are the papers laid hefore
us? But for the motion of the honorable
member for South Grant (Mr. McCann),
the whole thing would have passed without comment, without examination, witbout discussion, without opportunity to
ascertain whether it is beneficial, legal, and
binding. This agreement, signl;'d by Mr.
McCulloch and Mr. Francis, is looked
upon as an arrangement binding upon the
colony, although the Attorney-General
says that the only power of making an
agreement binding upon the country would
be an Act of Parliament. It is stated
that, "should any legislative sanction be
necessary to enable this agreement to be
carried into effect, it shall be applied for."
But how is the question to be raised?
How would it have been raised but
for the astuteness of the honorable member
for South Grant. I ask the Government
in what manner the sanction mentioned in
the agreement was intended to be applied
for? The treaty between France and
England was binding only with Parliamentary sanction.
That treaty was
" brought before the House of Commons by
the Government of the day, and sanction
was asked to the result of the negotiations.
This House, however, has not been asked
by the Government for any sanction to
the recent treaty. The subject would not
have been brought forward at all but for
the action of a private member, and the
discussion in which we are now engaged
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was au afterthought.
I hold that the
agreement is one that ought not to be
adopted. The same observation may be
made with regard to the amendment proposed by the honorable member f01' East
Bourke. I am surprised that, during this
lengthened debate, neither of the law
officers should have endeavoured to show
the legality of the agreement. I ask
whether we are to seek to benefit the
countl'y generally, or simply gentlemen
who live in Melbourne and trade between
the two colonies? I consider the House
entitled to ask, even upon the little information that we base, whether the
Government intend to base any financial
policy upon this agreement or not? If
any alteration in their policy be dependent,
in any degree, upon whether this agreement be sanctioned or not, they are bound
to tell us so. I came into this Parliament
as an objector to the existing Tariff, which
has been called by all sorts of opprobious
names, which puts duties on aU manner of
useful articles, and which has proved such
a discomfort and harass; and yet this
agreement pledges Victoria not to reduce
these duties in any way, although it leaves
us open to make it more onerous. This
agreement, therefore, cannot be beneficial
to anyone but a small party, who mayor
may not be immediate:y int.erested in the
proceeding. I do not impute motives or
suggest ideas, but there is the simple fact
that the two gentlemen who signed the
agreement on behalf of Victoria. are probably the only two members of the
Government tolerably conversant with
the ins and outs of commercial dealing.
These gentlemen, a:5 large merchants, are
deeply interested in importations; they
are also deeply interested in the matter of
the consumption of those goods. The
arrangement, therefore. appears to possess
the quality of mercy mentioned by Portia,
"It is twice bless'd." It blesset.h him that
gives-that is, it assists the man who has
goods to sell, and it cheapens the cost to
those who have goods to buy. I consider
the agreement should not be tolerated;
and I shall vote against the amendment.
Mr. CONNOR.-It is not my intention
to reply to the honorable and learned
gentleman who has just resumed his seat.
I think that anything he has said on this
question has already been fully answered
by the Attorney-General. I think that,
on this occasion, an unholy alliance has
been formed among honorable members to
upset the Government.
I don't think
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honorable members have considered this
question on its merits. I would ask
honorable members who have been so attentive this evening to the farming interest,
what amount of protection that interest is
likely to get from the honorable member
f~r East Melbourne; or whether any
liberal amendment of the Land Act at the
hands of the honorable member for Ki1more is at all probable? I don't think
this question of the agreement with New
South Wales is a question upon which the
Government ought to be upset. I don't
think there is in the agreement anything
injurious to the people of this countl'Y; on
the contrary I think it will be the means
of opening up a large trade for our own
manufactures. It may be iujurious to our
own wine-growing interest, but I question
whether it will be :;0. I believe it would
be better for the people of t.his country
if they drank more colonial wine than
they at present do.
I admit that the
Government might have come to a more
favorable arrang-ement; at the same time,
as I have said, I don't think the question
one of sufficient importance to justify us
in turning out the Government, and particularly when there are so many other
important questions awaiting discussionquestions far more important than this to
the people .of the country. I know there
are many people eager to get upon the
laud, who are anxious to know when the
Minister of Lands intends to proc2ed with
his amendment of the Land Act. These are
some of the reasons why I shall gh'e my
vote on this occasion with the Government.
The SPEAKER stated that the question
was, " That in the opinion of this House,
the agreement entered into between t.he
two colonies on the subject of the Border
Duties, is not satisfactory;" to which an
amendment had been moved, "That this
House approves of the arrangement entered
into between the two colonies, as set forth
in the memorandum presented to both
Houses of Parliament by His Excellency's
command."
The House divided on the question"That all the word3 after 'that,' in the
original motion, proposed to be omitted,
stand part of the question."
Ayes
Noes

24
42

Majori.tyagainstMr. McCann's} 18
motlon
...
"0
•••
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honorable members, before blindly entering
into this arrangement, should pau~e to see
what is intended to be the fiscal policy of
the Government. Much has been said
about coalitions.: We know perfectly well
that the present Government, when it was
formed, was a coalition. The Minister of
Customs went to Richmond and stated that
the Tariff was merely the thin end of the
Tellers.
wedge; it was not intende~ to be a final
Mr. Jones,
measure; it was merely a preliminary
" McCann.
measure, and further protection would
NOES.
follow. The very same week the AtMr. Baillie,
Mr. McCaw,
torney-General stated distinctly to his
" Balfour,
" McCulloch,
constituents at Brighton that, if his col" Bayles,
" McKean,
leagues attempted to have protection at all,
" Dindon,
" Macpherson,
he and they would .part company; and yet
" Burrowes,
" Orr,
" Pearson,
" Byrne,
the honorable and learned gentleman has
" Ramsay,
" Casey,
told us that he will be Attorney-General
" Connor,
" Reeves,
iu 1868. A great many protectionist
" Hiddell,
" Cope,
members who voted for the present Tariff
" Cunningham,
" G. P. Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" Davies,
did not believe it to be a proper measure.
" ]'arrell,
" F. L. ~myth,
A large proportion of them, including
" Snodgrass,
" Francis,
gentlemen who sit behind the Ministry,
,. '.rucker,
" Frazer,
vot.ed with the Ministry on the question
" Grant,
" Vale,
" Halfey,
" Watkins,
simply to assert the rights and privileges
" H. Henty,
" Wheeler,
of this House as against the other; and
" Higinbotham,
" Wilson.
with the firm conviction that, when we
" King,
had achieved our yictory, the Ministry
Tellers.
" Kyte,
Mr. Dyte,
" Lalor,
would come uown with a distinct propo" Macgregor,
" Sands.
sition as to whether we were to have free
The SPEAKER then announced that trade or protection. Now, has any Ministhe question before the House was-" That ter who has addressed the House told
the words proposed to be inserted in the us what the future Tariff is to he? Have
place of the words omitted be eo inserted." we been informed in the slightest degree
Mr. EDWARDS.-I rise for the pur- whetber we are to have protection or free
trade? As this matter of the Border
pose of moving this amendmentDuties must be subservient to the great
"That in the opinon of this House, the agree- principle- whether free trade or proment entered into between the colonies of New
tection-that shall rule us, I ask why go
South Wales and Victoria on the subject of the
Border Duties should not be carried into effect into this matter of detail before the prinuntil an opportunity has been afforded to the ciple has been submitted to the House? .
Legislative Assembly to consider it in connexion It is childish for men to be deterred from
with the financial position of the country."
expressing their thoughts and opinions
It is not my intention, after the lengthened . merely because the Ministry are disposed
debate we have had, and at this late period every moment to bristle np and say-" We
of the night, to address the House beyond will take this as a vote of want of confia minute or two. The reason I put this dence." Are we aski.ng an unreasonable
amendment before the House is that I thing when we ask that a decision on this
think it necessary, as the country has pro- quest.ion shall be postponed until the
nounced so distinctly in favour of protec- Ministry bi-jng down their financial and
tion-as the large majority of those persons fiscal policy? Next week we may have a
who exercise the right of the franchise are protecti ve Tariff, or we may not. I say
in favour of protection-and as a large that the protectionists in this House will
number of honorable members, no matter not do their duty to their constituents
how they may record their votes to-night, unless they insist. upon carrying the amendor at any other time, were pledged before ment which I have moved, or a similar
their constituents in the interests of pro- . proposition. Why was not the ministection, the country has a right to expect terial announcement of the result of the
protection from them. I say that those. negotiations with New South Wales
AYES.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Blackwood,
" Dunny,
.. Edwards,
Dr. Embling,
Mr. Evans,
., Gillie~,
Dr. Heath,
Mr. Hopkins,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
" Levey,
" Levi,

Mr. r. . ongmore,
" .Love,
" McLellan,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Moore,
" O'Grady,
" Plummer,
,. Richardson,
" Whiteman.
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brought down with the Treasurer's
financial statement?
I believe that
would have been only the ordinary
course. It would have been the course
in the mother country. What objection is
there to the Government now accepting
my amendment, and holding back the
treaty until the Treasurer has opened his
Budget? I am told that in a few days
the gentlemen occupying the seats near me
will he found support.ing the Gover/lment.
I don't know which side is going to have
the majority in the Cabinet-free trade
or protection. But protection being the
great question of the day, I invite the
House to join with me in the endeavour to
induce the Government to take the course
which I have indicated. If the Ministry
choose to frighten certain honorable members with the bogy of resignation, honorable members who are in earnest must
take the responsibility. We are now not
to be told that we are here" not to discuss
but to pass." The Ministry have had their
own way long enough; the privileges of
the House have been settled; and now we
must discuss before we pass. If the protectionist members let this chance go, they
throw power out of their hands, and they
ignore the fact that there is a numerical
majority in the country in favour of protection. I invite them calmly to consider
this, before being led away by personal or
other reasons to vote against my amendment. The passage of that amendment
will do no harm; its rejection may do a
great deal of harm. I want to know from
the Ministry whether we are to have a
protective Tariff or free trade? The
Opposition don't know. We don't know.
Do the delegates from the sister colony
(Mr. Martin and Mr. Eagar) know what
we don't know-what we have a right to
know as members of this House-or have
they made their agreement in the dark?
Is it likely that gentlemen representing a
colony that has broken agreements two or
three times over, have made this agreement in the dark? Is it not more likely
that they are in possession of facts which
no member of the House knows except the
Ministry? But should we not know as
well as members of the New South Wales
Government? I think that the Ministry,
in thus behaving, are not treating us even
with courtesy.
Mr. LONGMORE seconded the amendment.
The House divided on the question" That the words first proposed to be

Third
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inserted, in place of the words omitted,
stand part of the question."
Ayes
41
Noes
25
Majority against Mr. Edwards' } 16
amendment
•••
•..
AYES.

Mr. Baillie,
" Balfour.
" Bayles,
" Bindon,
" Burrowes,
" Byrne,
" Casey,
" Connor,
" Cope,
" Cunningham,
Davies,
" Farrell,
" Francis,
" Frazer,

Mr. McCulloch,
" McKean,
" Macpherson,
" Orr,
" Pearson,
" Ramsay,
" Reeves,
" Riddell,
" G. P. Smith.
" G. V. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Snodgrass,
" Tucker,
" Vale,
Watkins,
" Wheeler,
" Wilson,

;, Grant.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Halfey,
H. Henty,
Higinbotham,
King,
Kyte,
Macgregor,
McCaw,

Tellers
Mr. Sands,
,. Dyte,
NOES.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Blackwood,
" Bunny,
,. Embling,
" Evans,
" Gillies,
Dr. Heath,
Mr. Hopkins,
" Ireland.
" Kerferd,
" Langton~
" Levey,
" Levi,
" Longmore,

Mr. Love,
" McCann.
" McLellan,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Moore,
" O'Grady,
" Plummer,
., Richardson,
" Whiteman,
Tellers.
Mr. Edwards.
" Jones.

Mr. Balfour's amendment-" That this
House approves of the arrangement entered into between the two colonies, as set
forth in the memorandum presented t.o both
Houses of Parliament by His Excellency's
command"-having thus become a substantive motion, was then carried without
a division.
INSOLVENCY AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM moved for leave
to bring in a Bill to legalize and make
valid certain insolvencies and proceedings
in insolvency under the Insolvency Statute,
1865. The necessity for introducing this
measure (he observed) arose out of proceedings lately before the Supreme Court,
which had the effect of invalidating the
appointments of commissioner of in-
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solvency and official assignee for the
Geelong circuit district, so far as the
Ballarat portion of that district was concerned. The words ena.bling the Governor
in Council to appoint commissioners of
insolvency, used in the Insolvency Statute
of 1865, were the same words as those used
in the Act of 1854; but in consequence of an
Order in Council, made in 1856, the area
of the Geelong circuit district was altered;
and thus the Statute of 1865 excluded from
the Geelong district a portion of country
which was included in it in 1856. Consequently all the insolvencies and the
proceedings thereon in that portion of the
Geelong district since the passing of the
Statute of 1865 were held to be invalid.
It was intended to insert in the Bill to
amend the Insolvency Act, about to be
introduced, a clause which would rectify
this error; but in view of the circumstance
that that Bill would probably occupy
the attention of Parliament some time,
and also of the necessity for rectifying
this error with the least possible delay, he
had ventured to ask the House to give
him leave to introduce a Bill to deal specially with the matter. It would be quite
apparent to honorable members that the
error was purely technical, and that it
could be taken advantage of only by persons
who would dishonestly seek to set aside
a sequestration, or persons who sought to
recover moneys under the plea that the
insolvencies were not valid and binding.
He hoped the House would, on the .following day, allow the suspension of the standing orders, and pass the Bill through all
its stages.
Mr. McCULLOCH seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in and read
a first time.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
On the order of the day for the second
reading of this Bill,
Mr. EDWARDS intimated that he relinquished his intention to propose the
insertion in the Bill of clauses to repeal
the law which prevented the establishment
of manufactories on the Yarra. He took
this course because he did not wish to
endanger the passage of the Bill. He
would endeavour to accomplish his object
by a separate measure.
The order of the day was then postponed until the following day.
VOL.111.-U
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POLICE REWARD FUND.
Captain MAC MAHON moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the state of the l'olice
Reward Fund, showing the amount from time
to time invested in debentures, the amount at
present so invested, the income and expenditure
during the past year, and the total amount to
the credit of that fund."
Mr. LEVEY seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
VOTE FOR BRIDGES.
Mr. WHEELER moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the number of applications made for grants-in-aid out of the vote last
year of £50,000 for bridges; the names of the
local bodies who have appropriated the sums
granted them, respectively, in the sc.hedule; the
number of works complete and in progress;
and the total amount of the contracts that have
been entered into."
The motion was seconded by Mr.
TUCKER, and adopted.
UNEXPENDED VOTES.
Mr. KERFERD moved"That there be laid upon the table of the
House a return of all votes and portions of votes
under the Appropriation Act of 1866 for which
contracts have not been entered into in that
year."
Mr. ORR seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty-seven
minutes past twelve o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, January 31, 1867.
Bendigo Water Works Company-Border Duties 'freaty-Protection to .Mining Property-Inquests-Elections and
Qualifications Committee-Scab Act-Ovens Industrial
School-Address to the Queen -AdclIess to General
Carey-Insolvency Amendment Bill-Local Government
-Mining Companies Law Amendment Bill-Public.
Health Laws Amendment Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
BENDIGO WATER WORKS
COMPANY.
Mr. CASEY.-I rise to call the attention of the Attorney-General to the noncompliance of the Bendigo Water Works
Company with its Act of incorporation j
and to inquire whet.her it is his intention
to enforce the penalties prescribed by section 90 of Act No. 69. The Act of in
corporation, under which the Bendigo
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Water Works Company wns 'established,
came into force in 1859. The principal water shed the disttict possesses

has been granted to the company; no
other company has now the means of supplying the town; and for the past three
years Sandhurst has been suffering from
a water famine.
Seven reservoirs described in the Act were to have been
constructed within five years from the
date of the Act receiving the Governor's
assent, under a penalty of £5,000; but
though eight ye~rs have elapsed, only
one reservoir has been constructed. I
admire the desire of the present Government to see our laws enforced, and I think
it would be a blot to allow public companies to set aside the obligations of' their
charters of incorporation.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM. - Some considerable time back I received a communication from a pri vat.e person upon the
sulJjcct referred to by the honorable
member.
This gentleman complained
that the f!ompany were not carrying out
their obligatiuns, and he called upon me,
in the terms of the company's Act, to
enforce its plovisions against them. This
communication was made by a privnte
person, who did not appear to have the
sanction, approval, or support of any local
or semi-local body interested in the water
supply of Sandhurst. I forwarded the
substance of the statement to the company, and asked for any obsen'ations they
might have to make in reply. That reply
I forwarded to my colleague the honorable
the Minister of Mines, as his, I conceive, is
the department in which the merits of the
question can be most quickly settled. The
matter is still with that department,
and I think it will be taken into consideration with the scheme for the water supply
of the district. It will be a subject for
. consideration whether st.eps shall be taken
to enforce the obligations of the company,
or whether the company shall be invited
to co-operate with the Government in
supplying the district with water..
BORDER DUTIES TREATY.
Mr. EVA ~ S.-I beg to ask the AttorneyGeneral if the appropriation of money out
of the consolidated revenue of Victoria for
the service of the colony of New South
Wales is not repugnant to the 44th section
of the Constitution Act? I believe the
Customs Act gives the Government power
to. enter into an agreement regarding
Border Duties, but I am not aware that it

JJJining Property_

authorizes the payment of money out of
the consolidated revenue.
Mr. BIG Il"BOT HAM.-I apprehend
that the appropriation of money out of the
consolidated revenue of Victoria for the
service of the colony of New South Wales
would be repugnant to the 44th section of
the Constitution Act; but I am not aware
that any proposal to make such an appropriation has been either put before the
House or entertained by the Government.
PROTECTION TO MINING
PROPERTY.
Mr. KERFERD.-In calling the attention of the )oJ inister of Mines to the desirability of extending better protection to
mining property, and asking him if the
Government int~nd to introduce a measure for that purpose, I desire to mention
a few facts which will enable the honQrable
gentleman to fOIro an opinion on the merits
of the case. In the district wh ieh I
represent mining claims and mining sluices
are being robbed t) a very serious extent.
'Vith the Chinese especially the practice is
becoming a great evil. They carryon
this business at night, and they arm themselves with long knives for the purpose.
Mr. LOVE.-I rise to order. I was
informed yesterday that I was to ask the
question I had, given notice of without
making any comment.
The SPEAKER.-Tho honorable member will see that there is a difference
between the two cases. In this instance
the honorable member has given notice
that he will "call at.tention" to certain
circumstances as well as ask a question.
That is the mode usually adopted when an
honorable member wishes to Rtate some
facts in addition to putting a question. A
simple question cannot be accompanied by
a statement. Had the honorable member
adopt.ed the other form on the occasion he
refers to, he might have been permitted to
proceed.
Mr. KERFERD.-Only this very day
the Ovens and Murray Ad'oertiser contains an account of the trial of a man
charged with manslaughter for shooting a
Chinese, whom he had ('aught robbing a
sluice. These sluices are very important
claims. In many instances, the miners
wash up only once or twice during the
year; and, if the ground is at all rich, the
earth contained in the sluice-box will be
highly impregnated with gold. It iB cer~ainly an exasperating thing that a man,
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who has worked har(l for five or six without my giving notice of the question,
months, should find his property swept whether it is the intention of the Govern..
away by thieves in one night. I know ment to introduce a Bill to amend the
that the case presents difficulties; but I Scab Act duri ng the present session ?
trust that some way of dealing with it will
Mr. McCULLOCH.-It is the intention
be found. Permission might be given to of the Government to do so.
fence in the claims, so that a man found
PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS .
.trespassing might be prosecuted under the
Mr. BAYLES brought up a' report
Town and Country Police Act. I think,
also, that .the stealing of the earth itself from the Parliament Buildings Committee.
The report was ordered to be printed.
should be made a larceny. At present, to
prove the offence, it is necessary that the
OVENS
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.
gold should be extracted from the par-'
Mr~ ORR movedticular wash-dirt stolen, in order that the
value of the property may be sworn to ..
"That there be laid· upon the table of this
Now, I think that the stealing' of earth House, a, copy of the report of the professional
appointed to fix the site for the Industrial
from a sluice-box. should be· made a larceny board
School in the Ov:ens and Upper Murray district."
of itself.
Mr~. HANN A seconded the motion.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-The subject has
Mr. KERFERD.-There is some other
already come undet· the consideration of
the Government~ The practice the honor- information which it is desirable should
able member comp1ains of is a crying evil, be adduced. I will ask the honorable
and I bope that a measure dealing with member to move for all the 'papers in con..
it will be submitted to Parliament without nexion with the subject.
delay. Auriferous earth which it is inMr. McCULLOCH.-I have no objectended to wash should be protected as tion to place all the papers I have in my
much as any other property•.
possession before the House.
Mr. ORR.-I think it would be hardly
INQUESTS ..
fair for me to accept the suggestion~.
Captain MAC M.A.H0~.-In the ab- Certain one-sided representations bav-e
senceof the honorable member for East Mel- been made from Beechworth as to the
bourne (Mr. Langton), I will ask the ques- propriety of setting aside the report; of the
tion standing in his name :. w.hen a return to professional board, and I have no idea of
an order of the· House,. made·on the 4th May allowing those representations·to be placed:
last, of the number,· of inquests held in before the public without a reply to them ..
Victoria, and certain partic~lars relating If the honorable member wishes·any p.aper&
thereto, will be laid Oll the table of the he can move for them.,
House?
The motion was agreed' to~
Mr. BINDON.-The return asked for
WAYS 1\~D MEANS.
has been prepared, and I nGW lay it on the
table.
Mr. VERDON t;9pvedELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE.
The SPEAKER laid Gn the table his
warrant appointing Mr. Aspinall, Mr.
Langton, Mr. Reeves, Mr~ Burtt, Mr.
Dyte, Mr. J. T. Smith, and MF. Bindon
as the Committee of Elections and Qualifications.
PETITION.
Captain MAC MAHON presented a
petition from the mayor and corporation of
the city of MelboUJ'ne, praying for leave
to introduce a Bill for the removal of
nuisances within the city of Melbourne.
SCAB ACT.
Mr. MACBAIN.-The honorable the
Chief Secretary will, perhaps, inform me

u2

"That this House w·m, on Tuesday next, resolve itself into the Comm,ittee of Ways and
Means."

The motion was agreed'too'.
ADDRESS OF THANKS, '.EO, THE
QUEEN.
.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved"That a select committee be appointed
to prepare an Address to Her Most Gracious
Majesty, thanking Her Majesty for the
generous recognition by Her Majesty's
Government of the claims of this colony
in regard to its defences; such committee
to consist of Mr. G. V. Smith, Mr. Gillies,
Mr. Reeves, Capt. Mac Mahon, Mr. Evans, Mr.
Kerferd, Mr. Lalor, Mr. Snodgrass, Mr. Kyte,
Mr. Balfour, Mr. Vale, and the mover-three to
form a quorum."

I am sure (said the honorable member)
that all sides of the House will agree in
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tIle desirability of my moving such a
resolution as this. Last session, just
before its close, this House was quite
unanimous in its desire that the Home
Government should be invited to cooperate with this Government in rendering
our defences more efficient and putting
them in a better state than before. Vol e
had grounds for believing that we should
be met in a favorable spirit, and we
felt confident that the gentleman who
went home to represent the colony would
do full credit to us; and if it were possible to obtain a recognition of our
claims, we felt assured-I speak for all
sides of the House-that my honorable
colle::tgue was the person of' all others best
fitted to attain that object. It is not my
intention to say anything which would
tend to raise a discussion on this point;
but when we remember that the Imperial
Government has granted us something
like £100,000 for defence purposes, it will
be admitted that we have obtained that
recognition from the Imperial Government
which we have desired for some years
past. Our thanks are deserved also, not
only for this liberal grant of money, but
for the assistance afforded by the Imperial
Government to my honorable colleague in
obtaining information of importance to this
colony. Not, sir, that we require anything to increase our loyalty, but the
sympathy manifested and expressed by the
Imperial Govel'llment tends to cement that
feeling of attachment to the mother
country which animates us all, and which
we all desire to encourage.
Capte-in MAC MAHON.-I have great
pleasure in seconding the motion. I presume, however, that we are to regard it as
a formal motion, and to assume that we
shall have another opportunity, when the
subject of the maintenance of the vessels
proposed to be brought out may be discussed without party spirit, and without
any intention of reHecting upon the Home
Government or the honorable the Treasurer. I think that, in the preparation of
the address, some notice should be taken
of the compliment which the Imperial
Government has thought fit to pay to the
House and to the country by the distinction which has been conferred upon the
honorable the Treasurer. When the select
committee, of which I shall have the honour
to be a member, prepares its report, I shall
move that words be inserted recognizing
the compliment paid us in this manner.
Although opinions may differ on the point,
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I do not hesitate to say that, if such distinctions were liberally conferred upon
those colonies in which representative
institutions have reached such a stage that
they have public men entitled to them, it
would be a great inducement to men of all
classes not only to enter the arena of public life, but also to be guided by some better
motive than the mere scramble for office
and emolument which now attaches to too
many who take part in our political proceedings. I think that the time has arri ved
for the consideration of this question,
inasmuch as I learn that some of the leading men in England are perfectly willing
to recognize public men in the colonies,
who are fit to occupy the position, by conferring on them even higher marks of
distinction than that bestowed upon the
honorable the Treasurer.
The home
Government, I understand, is perfectly
willing to accept the views of the colonists
by bestowing distinctions to such an extent
as may meet our approval; and, therefore,
I think that the wishes of the country
should be stated in this address. I have
great pleasure in congratulating the
Treasurer on the compliment he has received. I can say unhesitatingly that,
though not much warmth was manifested
on this side of the House when he went
home, owing to the peculiar political circumstances of the time, yet we recognized
the fact that he was eminently adapted to
represent us in England; that his conduct
had been such, both in this House and out
of it, as to a.ssure us he would meet with
that encouragement and acknowledgement
he has since received. I feel certain that,
irrespective of the bargain he has made
and the expenditure thereby involvedwhich are questions we can consider at
some other time-the colony at large is
indebted to the honorable gentleman for
exertions which have done much credit to
us.
Mr. RIG INBOTH.AM.-With reference to the observations of the honorable
and gallant member for West Melbourne, I
would suggest that it is not advisable to
introduce into this address anything which
may be regarded as debateable matter. The
honorable member expressed an opinion
that we should suggest in this address an
extension of titles and honours in the
colony.
Captain MAC M.ARON.-No ; I would
merely return thanks for the distinction
confeI:red on the Treasurer.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM. - Then the
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honorable mem ber does not propose to
introduce into this address the opinion he
expressed, that it would be an inducement
or encouragement to public men, if marks
of honour were more liberally bestowed
upon them, than they have been hitherto.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I merely said
that, by returning thanks for the distinction conferred upon the Treasurer, we
should convey such an impression. If
that impression is contrary to the wishes
of the House, we should not return thanks
for the distinction. I certainly think we
should return thanks, as the distinction
was bestowed on the honorable gentleman not only on account of his position
as a Minister, but also as the representative of the colony.
Mr. HIGINBOTRAM.-I am sure
honorable members will not understand me
to raise the slightest objection to the proposition to acknowledge in due and grateful terms the distinction bestowed upon
my honorable colleague. I certainly understood the honorable member, it now
appears erroneously, to suggest that it
would be advisable to int.imate in this
address, directly or indirectly, that an
extension of titles and honours would be
an inducement to our public men to attend
more earnestly and faithfully to their
duties than they would otherwise be likely
to do. I think such an expression of
opinion, whether' direct or indirect, would
be sure to raise considerable discussion.
It would be found that a gl'eat number of
persons are not desirous of seeing a system
of titles and honours established in this
colony. I am glad to find, therefore, that
I rose under a misapprehension.
Captain MAC MAHON.-What I
wished to say, though I may have failed
to express myself clearly, was that if we
returned thanks for the distinction bestowed
upon the representative of Victoria, we
should convey the impression that we
were favorable to an extension of those
If the Attorney-General
distinctions.
desires that that impression should not be
conveyed, he must be opposed to returning
thanks.
Mr. RIGINBOTHAM.-No.
Captain MAC MARON.-The honorable gentleman must desire then that the
distinction should be confined to the one
isolated case.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member, having addressed the House before, is
scarcely in order in proceeding.
Captain MAC MAHON.-Then I will
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defer my remarks until another opportunity occurs.
Mr. McCANN.-I think, sir, that the
thanks of the members of this Rouse are
due to the Attorney-General for not
allowing the remarks of the honorable
member for West Melbourne to pass unnoticed. Those remarks may appear to
fall well from the leader of the Conservative party; but J am glad that, at the
threshold of the discus8ion, so prominent
a member of the Rouse as the AttorneyGeneral has taken exception to them. I
wonld not for one moment detract from
the eminent success of the Treasurer. I
am delighted with it. I have read his report with the greatest interest, and I
thoroughly endorse all that the honorable
member for West Melbourne has said in
his favour. The honorable gentleman will
not suppose I wish to disparage him for LL
moment. But, sir, I for one object, as a
member of the democratic party, to any
idea being thrown out that we desire
titles of distinction in this colony for
our public men. Weare determined
not to value overmuch distinctions of
this kind. Men will depend here on
indi vidual merit more than on titles of
honour. It would have redounded more
to the credit of the Treasurer if he had
recollected that the position which he
gained in England, and the position he
has acquired here, are alike owing to his
connexion with the democratic party. A
short time since, a distinguished American
did that which brought him under the
favorable notice of the Queen, and a
distinction very much higher than that
conferred upon the Treasurer was offered
him. 1'hat gentleman, however, realizing
his position in the country he hailed from,
respectfully but firmly declined the honour.
I say, without any acerbity of feeling, that
the Treasurer would have done more credit
to himself and to the party he represents,
had he simply declined the distinction
proffered to him. That is my feeling on
the subject. I must admit that I feel
somewhat strongly. I trust that we shall
never introduce class distinctions into this
colony, but that now and always our
public men will rely on their individual
merits, and not on flimsy titles of honour.
Mr. VERDO N.-Sir, I am very sorry
that the remarks of the honorable member
for West Melbourne have led to a discussion which would better have taken place
at another time. The observations which
have fallen from the honorable member
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for South Grant (Mr. McCann) compel
me, however, to say that which I should
never have said otherwise. It is this,
that when in the first instance Lord
Carnarvon spoke to me of the Sovereign's
desire that some mark of Her Majesty's
favour should be conferred upon me, I said
that I did not desire any honour of that
kind -that I considered t.he success of my
missiun a sufficient reward. Through this
interview I was afforded the opportunity
of saying that I should beg Bel' Majesty's
permission to decline the honour of knighthood. It was not until afterwards that
I was informed by Lord Carnarvon that
Her Majesty had given instructions,
without asking my consent, that I
should be appointed a Companion of tho
Bath. So far from this honour being one
that I should refuse, I considered that, as
the representative of tlie colony, I was
bound to accept it. I assure the House
that I specially desired Lord Carnarvon
to understand that I could not accept it
on account of any personal merit of
my own, but solely as the representative
of the colony; and Lurd Carnarvon,
at my suggestion, took care to IPf.l.ke
this plain at the banquet at which I
was present on the eve of my departure
from London. With reference to the
observations which fell from the honorable
and gallant member for 'Vest Melbourne,
I may say that Her Majesty's Government
did me the honour to consult me as to the
general question of creating honorary distinctions in the colonies. Although this
was a difficult matter to advise the
Government on, I ventured to say that
while the colonies remained part of the
British empire, any distinction between
them and the mother country was not
desirable. I am sure, indeed, that nothing
tends to create a worse feeling in the
colonies towards the mother country than
an idea that we are regarded as a little
below the parent state. I therefure ventured to say that, if done judiciously, an
excellent effect in consolidating the empire
might be obtained by conferring on the
public men of the colonies those honours
and rewards which, I may remark,
would be highly regarded even in
America, or any other democratic country.
I do not think that any discredit or any
dishonour attaches to my acceptance of
this distinction. I hope I shall never be
ashamed to confess that it is to the democratic or liberal party lowe any success
I may have achieved in political life, and
Mr. Verdon.

Address to General Carey.

I do not think that it was inconsistent with
my position, as a member of that party, to
receive the distinction Her Majesty was
pleased to confer upon me. This is not
a personal titJe of honour; it is conferred for services which Her Majesty was
pleased to consider I had rendered the
colony in the m:ssion entrusted to me. I
hope honorable members will not suppose
that I accepted the di'stinction in any improper spirit, or in order to minister to selfesteem or pride. I believe that I accepted
it merely as the representative of the
colony. I never for one moment allowed
anyone to overlook the fact that it was as
the representative of Victoria I was in
England; I never forgot the fact myself.
Everything I did was shaped by the desire
to make the colony appear as it ought to
appear in the eyes of the mother country.
Mr. G. V. SMITH.-I think some of
the observations of the honorable member
for South Grant (Mr. McCann) would not
have fallen from him had he given the
subject a little more consideration. It
deserves more consideration than even the
honorable and gallant member for 'Vest
Melbourne (Capt. Mac Mahon) appears to
have bestowed upon it. There is a great
difference between thanking the Crown for
an honour conferred and l:iu~gesting that
the Crown should confer other honours.
The latter may be said to be an interference with the Royal prerogative, and I
am sure the honorable and gallant member
would not willingly be accused of that.
The object of the Crown in giving this
distinction has been to preserve the Imperial connexion. I think it is a matter
of the greatest consideration that this COJlnexion should be preserved, for where else
than in the union of the Briti~h empire,
the co-partnership of British colonies encircling the world, are we to look for the
brotherhood of nations-that realization of
the great idea of all great statesmen?
The motion was agreed to
ADDRESS TO GENERAL CAREY.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved"That a select committee be appointed to
prepare an Address to the Honorable BrigadierGeneral George Jackson Carey. C.B., expressing
the sense entertained by this House of his administration of the affairs of the colony during
the period he held the high position of Officer
Administering the Government, and that such
committee consist of Capt. Mac Mahon. Mr.
McKean, Mr. Blackwood, Mr. l>yte, Mr Bunny,
Mr. Riddell, and the mover, three to form a
quorum; and that they do retire immediately."

I am sure, said the honorable member,
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that there will be no opposition to this
motion. We all feel indebted to General
Carey for the efficient manner in which he
discharged the duties of the high office he
was called to.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I have much
pleasure in seconding this motion. Great
credit is due to General Carey for his j udicious action in the very difficult position he
was placed in. The honorable and gallant
officer came here from New Zealand, where
he had been bravtly fighting his country's
battles, totally unprepared for that position, and yet he conducted the affairs of
the country, in a most intricate and involved period, to the satisfaction of all
pal·ties in this House and in the. country.
I would suggest that, as we are desirous
of conferring some real benefit on General
Carey, a copy of the address should be
8ent to His Royal 1-1 ighness the Commander-in-Chief, in ordel' that the heau of
the gallant officer's department may know
the estimation in which he is held in this
country.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. McCULLOCH subsequently brought
up the following address:" To the Honorable Brigadier-General George
Jackson Carey, C.B., ~c., ~c.

"We, the members of the Legislative Assembly of Victoria, desire to express to you the
high sense we entertain of your able and
judicious administration of the affairs of this
colony during the period you filled the high
positiun of Officer Administt!ring the Government.
"We trust you may long be spared to do
honour to the profession of which you are so
distinguished a member."
The address was adopted, and was
ordered to be transmitted to General
Carey.

Mr. McCULLOCH moved" That an address be presented to His Excellency the Governor, requesting His Excellency
to forward a copy of the address to BrigadierGeneral Carey to the Right Honorable the
Secretary of State for the Colonies, to be by
him laid before His Royal Highness the Duke
of' Cambridge, Commander-in-Chief of the
Forces."
The motion was agreed to.
G

INSO~VENCY

AMENDMENT BILL.

On the motion of Mr. H I G INBOTHAM
this Bill was read a second time.
On the motion of the Same honorable
member, the necess'ary standing orders
were suspended, and the Bill was passed
through its remaining stages.
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PROGRESS OF BUSINESS.
Mr. RICHARDSON . directed the attention of the Government ·to the inconvenience arising to private members from
not having sufficient notice of the day
when the various items of business on the
paper would come under the consideration
of the House.. He mentioned that the
Attorney-General, when a private member,
had made a similar complaint, and urged
that it was exceedingly desirable that
honorable members should have ample
opportunity of knowing when the measures
on the notice-paper would be discussed.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
Government were most desirolls that privltte members should have the opportunity
of knowillg' when any measul'e which appeared. on the notice-paper would come on
for discussion, but he belie\'ed it would
not always be possible to afford that information.
LOCAL. GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The resolution agreed to in committee,
on the 24th of January, on this subject,
was considered and adopted.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM then brought in
a Bill, entitled "A Bill to amend and
consolidate the law relating to road districts and shires," which was read a first
time.
MUNICIPAL ACT AMEND:\-IENT
BILL.
The resolution relating to this matter,
which was agreed to iu committee on the
24th of January, was considered and
adopted; and a Bill, entitled "A Bill to
amend and consolidate the laws relating to
municipal institut.ions" was brought in by
Mr. McCULLOCH, and read a first time.
MINING COMPANIES LAW
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. MACG RE.G.oR moved that this
Bill be read a second time.. The honorable member· said-I do not intend to.
enter very fully into the discussion of this
Bill, because I believe it will be necessary
to occupy considerable time in d:jseussing
it in committee. As honorable m:embet's
are aware, the Act known as "Frazer'·s
Act" was passed at the end of the session
of 1864, and was passed in very great
haste. A number of defects were permitted to creep into it, 3nd this Bill is to
correct such of those defects as have been
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brought under my attention. Some have
been brought under my notice since I prepared the Bill, which I will consider, with
a view, if necessary, of embodying them
in the Bill when it is in committee. One of
the objects of the Bill is to simplify the
registration of mining companies, and to
make it valid, notwithstanding that any
informality may occur as to the place of
registration. There is also a clause which
:provides that the accounts of the official
agents shall be passed by a judge of the
Court of Mines.
1t has often been
complained that a, great hardship is inflicted
upon shareholders by the official agents
being allowed to charge what they please,
and to make calls to a far greater exten t
than is necessary, and there is no doubt
that this provision will place a salutary
check upon them. It is proposed that a
judge of the Court of Mines shall have the
same authority over them as the Master in
Equity has over receivers and other
persons having the custody of estates.
There was a statement in the press to the
effect that under this Bill shareholders will
be liable to double the amount of capital
they have subscribed. That is an error.
The law in this respect will not be altered,
and shareholders will only be liable to the
amount of their shares. There are other
provisions in the Bill, and no doubt it may
be necessary to introduce a large number
of further amendments in committee. I
am informed that several of the mining
boards have suggestions to make, and
these suggestions shall receive every consideration from me. If the Bill is read a
second time, I intend that it shall merely
be committed pro forma, and that it shall
be diFicussed in committee this day week.
Mr. CASEY.-Very few Bills which
will be introduced into this House will
have to deal with such vast interests as
this Bill. I will therefore suggest that it
would not be unwise for the Minister of
Mines to offer no objection to the Bill being
referred to a select committee. We have
made several attempts to frame a Bill
relating to mining companies which would
hold water, and we find that we have failed
on every occasion. First there was the
measure known as "Haines's Act"; then
there was an Act introduced by the honorable member for Kilmore (Mr. Ireland) ;
then an Act brought in by Mr. Pyke ;
then the Trading Companies' Act; and
lastly the Act known as " Frazer's Act",
to amend which we have this new Bill introduced by the Minister of Mines.

Amendment Bill.

Having read the Bill, I think that some
amendments may be suggested, though no
doubt the honorable gentleman has givena
considerable amount of attention to the
preparation of the measure. Reference has
been made to the difficult.y of registration.
No doubt considerable difficulty has been
experienced in consequence of the existing
la.w rendering it necessary that a company
shall be registered at the Court of Mines
nearest to the place where it carries
on its operations.
It has often been
a matter of dispute which was the
nearest Court of Mines, and in some instances the dispute has been concerning a
distance of a few feet. The 10th section
of the present Bill says" Any company which may hereafter be formed
under the provisions of this Act shall lodge with
the clerk of the court of mines within the juris,
diction of which the operations, or proposed
operations, of such company are to be carried
on," &c.
Now, the jurisdiction of a court of mines
extends throughout the whole of the mining
district, and we know that there are several
courts of mines within the same district.
A question would, therefore, arise as to
which court of mines a company should
take cognizance of under this clause. Probablv it will be desirable to introduce an
ame~dment when the Bill is in committee,
to provide that the registration of a company shall be effected at the COUl't of mines
held at the place at which the mining
board for the district meets. There are
now, I believe, six mining districts in the
colony, and the mining boards meet at six
different places. Of course the difficulty
at present existing might be got over by
having a general registration office in
Melbourne, but that would, no doubt,
create an amount of local jealousy; so that
it will not be desirable to allow the companies to register outside their own
district. I would submit, however, that,
with the view of preventing technical
objections being raised to the validity of
registration, something more definite than
the words in section 10 should be adopted.
I will not weary the House with suggesting a number of amendments on the second
reading, but will reserve my suggestions
until the Bill is in committee, or referred
to a select committee.
I would earnestly
request the Minister of Mines to offer no
objection to the Bill being referred to a
select committee. At the proper time I
intend to move that it be so referred, as I
believe that will be the best course to
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obtain a measure which will give general of their own, property worth, it may be,
satisfaction and confidence.
thousands of pounds. The 27th clause,
Mr. LALOR.-I am in favour of the I perceive, provides that directors are
Bill being referred to a select committee, to be elected by the "majority in number
as the best and most convenient mode of and value" of the shareholders present at
dealing with a measure of this important a meeting called for the election of d.ireccharacter. There are one or two amend- tors. I think it is only fair that each share
ments necessary, which I consider im- should give a vote, and that, if a man
portant. I think that the 10th clause chooses to hold half the capital of the
requires amendment, because it will enable company, he may carry a majority of votes
dishonest persons to evade payment of their in his pockets as it were. I will only
just liabilities. It is the habit on the gold- again remark that I concur in the suggesfields for persons to hold a large number of tion of the honorable member for Mandushares in the names of "dummies." Those rang that the Bill should be referred to a
persons are dishonest men. If the mine select committe.
Mr. McKEAN.-I fully concur in the
turns out profitable, they pocket the dividends; but if it turns out badly, the suggestion that it is desirable to refer this
"dummies" are not worth a straw. By this Bill to a select committee. I have paid
clause the real holders of the shares will considerable attention to the Act which
evade their liability. It has been decided, this Bill proposes to amend, and I think
in several cases, that if it is proved that a that a more defective measure is not on
shareholder is "dummy" for another the our statute book. From the registration
principal is liable; and I object to this of a company to its winding up there is
clause because it will enable persons who not a single clause in the Act which
employ" dummies" to evade their liability. might not be amended with ad vanIt is very desirable that the "dummy" tage.
With reference to the regissystem should be put down, as it encou- tration of a company, the practice has
rages sharpers to cheat honest people. hitherto been for a memorial to be signed
Again, I think that too much power-a by the subscribers for the various shares;
power which is often very arbitrarily used but some companies have been in the habit
-is given to directors and managers of com- of only having a few shares subscribed
panies. I object to the 9th clause of the for, the manager taking the rest on trust
Bill, if it is intended that it shall give on behalf of the company, and thus perpower to the directors and legal manager sons have been induced to buy 8hares in a
of a company to bind the company by company when not a third of the capital
means of its common seal; it is a power has been subscribed. Again, there is no
vastly too great to· place in their hands. provision in the Act for enabling shareIt is virtually handing over property which holders to inspect the rules and regulamay be worth half a million of money to tions of a company. A person purchases
the entire control of a majority of the shares, and he goes to the office of the
directors. It is very common to insert a company, or to the office of the company's
clause in mining companies' deeds pro- solicit0r, to see the deed or articles of
viding that the holder of ten shares may association, and he is coolly told that he
be a director, so that in the ca,se of a cannot see the document. Even the vencompany whose capital was divided into a dor of shares has not a right to examine it.
thousand shares, four directors out of seven That right has been denied in several
(who might only possess forty shares instan~es, and I believe legal opinion has
amongst them) could use the common seal been obtained that it cannot be enforced.
of the company to destroy the property of Now, it is important that shareholders
the company. I think the Minister of Mines should be allowed to inspect the deeds.
will see that this is a power which ought The deeds frequently contain clauses
not to be given under any circumstances. contrary to the Statute. Some of them
Under the present law I believe that the impose forfeiture of shares. Every issue
directors cannot sell property of the com- of the Ballarat newspapers contains a long
pany (except gold) beyond a certain list of defaulting shareholders whose shares
amount. If that be not the law, I would are to be forfeited, although no company has
make it the law; because it is monstrous a right to forfeit shares for the non-payment
to enable any majority of a board of di- of calls. All that it can do is to sue for
rectors, in a community like this, to destroy, the calls. I believe that there is no Act
or perhaps hand over to some acquaintance . w much abused. I venture to suggest
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that the best course to adopt would be to
embody the lead.ing p:r:inciples of the Bill
DOW before the House in the Trad.i ng
Companies Statute. That is one of the
mOtit perfect measures on the statute-book.
It applies eq.ually to the formation of
mining companies as to other companies,
but it requires that all companies registered under it shall be registered in
Melboume, whereas Frazer's Act requires
that a mining' company shall be registered
at the Court of M.ines nearest to where the
~ompany carries· on its operations. The
honol'able member for Mandurang has
stated that there has sometimes been a
question of on.ly a few feet between registration in one court or in another.
It
has even been contended that the measurement should commence at some particular
part of the building; and some courts
have held that the distance must be
measured along a practical route, and
others have held that it must be reckoned
as the crow flies. I think that· some
better system for the sale and transfer of
shares should be adopted in this Bill,
because the present system is of the worst
possible character. Persons use pseudo-.
Dyms, and,' when th~y are wanted, they
cannot be found. Again, the jurisdiction
given to magistrates over mining property
is far too extensive. The majority of
the magisf,rates are probably unacquainted
with mining, and they know nothing
of the intricacies of the law relating to
the subject, yet they have t.he power to
make orders for the payment of sums
amounting, in some instances, to £3,000
or £4,000. I do not see why this large
jurisdiction should be vested in them,
especially as the jurisdiction of County
Court judges is limited to cases in
which the amount involvea does not
exceed £250. There is a power givp.n
by the Bill to directors and managers
of mining companies which I do not
think they ought to have, except by
the special sanction of the shareholders.
The 8th clause enables a mining manager
to contract debt to the amount of £5,000
or any greater sum, providing that he does
not incur a liability of m(lre than £."50
with anyone person. That is a power
which no mining manager should have.
~he intention of the Legislature was to
gIve power to contract debts to snpply the
immediate necessities of the company, but
it was never intended to give power to
contract debts in this wholesale manner.
There are many other matters to which I
Mr. McKean.
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might refer, but I think that a measure of
such importance ought to be referred to a
select committee. I. think also it might
be found desirable that some of the clauses
should be taken out of this Bill and embodied in the Trading Companies Act;
and when the Bill again comes before us,
I will urge that view of the case. The
machinery of the Trading Companies
Htatute is most complete. It provides for
everything necessary for the establishment
of mining companies, except registration
in the districts in which the companies
carryon their operations, and' one or two
minor points, which might easily be pro"
vided for by the addition of a few special
clauses to that Act.
Mr. RAMSAY.-I think it will be perfectly impossible to deal with this measure
pl"operly in a committee of the whole
House, and that it will be necessary, in the
first instance, to refer it to a select committee. The Bill has been introduced without any great pressure. We have time to
make it a practical and useful measure, and
I hope, therefore, that the best course will
be adopted to gain that object, namely, by
referring it to a select committee.
After some remarks from MR. F. L.
S:\iYTH in favour of referring the Bill
to a select commi ttee,
Mr. MACGREGOR said he had not the
slightest objection to adopt that course,
after the Bill was read a second time.
The Bill was then read a second time.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM moved that this
Bill be read a second time.
In reply to Captain MAC MAHON,
Mr. HIGINBOTHA!Vl said-The first
part of this Bill is the Cemeteries Bill of
the session before last, and the seconr!
part is the first part of the Public Health
Bill of last session, with the addition of
a clause taken from the Sanitary Act of
1860, which has recently come from England, providing tho.t it shall be the duty of
the local boards to inspect their districts
from time to time, to see what nuisances
exist~
Some of the clauses have also
been transpoaed, to make the arrangement
of them more convenient; and in one or
two clauses one or two unimportant words
have been ,introduced. For instance, in
the clause relating to the inspection of
public buildings, the word" ventilation"
has been introduced. With respect to the
clauses giving power to the local bodies to
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dirp.ct the compulsory use of earth-closets,
I shall be glad if, when the Bill is in committee, honorable members will give that
matter their attentive consideration. I
shall be perfectly satisfied with the decision of the committee, 'Y hatever it may be.
I shall regret very much if the Bill is
imperi1led or even delayed by a lengthy·
discussion over this provision of it. I
hope the Bill will be proceeded with in
committee this evening, as it is substantially the same as two measures which
passed this House last year; but if any
honorable member desires an opportunity
for the consideration of auy particular
clauses, I shall be glad to postpone them.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
On clause 6, which empowers the Governor in Council to make regulations for
cemeteries and burial-grounds,
Captain MAC MAHON called attention
to the case of persons who might have
family vaults in a cemetery ordered to be
closed, and asked whether there was any
provision for excepting the case of such
persons from the operation of the Act, or
for giving them the right of interment in
another cemetery without charge?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
the 5th clause preserved the rights of
such persons. '1 hat clause was copied
from the Imperial Act, which provided
for the closing of the London burial-yards,
and which was afterwards extended to the
whole of England. The English Acts
provided that a person who had acquired
the right of burial in a particular place
should retain that right, provided he registered his name and obtained a licence from
the Secretary of State. In this colony
such rights could be retained on application to the Chief Secretary within a certain time from the passing' of the Act.
.
Captain MAC MAHON urged that it
would be for the benefit of the community
at large if persons possessing vaults in a
cemetery ordered to b~ closed could be
induced to wah'e their rights in consideration of a piece of ground in a new cemetery.
Mr. RIG INBOTHAM said to do this
would be to interfere with the functions of
trustees in whom the burial-grounds were
vested. Moreover it would be difficult to
dete~mine the compensation. He thought
it would be better to follow the English
practice and preserve the rights of those
persons.
Mr. SNODGRASS directed attention
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to the state of the cemetery at Broadford,
which, owing to the breaking down of the
fences, had become a cattle ground. There
was no one in charge of the place, and
there were no funds for the re-erection of
the fence.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
trustees· for every public burial-ground
were appointed by the Governor in
Council. If there was a public burialground without trustees, trustees could be
appointed under this Bill. The measure
also provided for the punishment of trustees who neglected their duty, and for the
closing of a burial ground that was not
properly attended to.
Mr. RAMSAY said he was acquainted
with many cases of the kind alluded to by
the honorable member for South Gippsland. He complained of the numbel' of
small burial-grounds which were sometimes found within a limited area, as in
the case of several of the gold-fields.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 13, which provides for the appointment of a Central Hoard of Health,
:Mr. O'GRADY submitted that this board
should be const.ituted on some well recognized business principles. In the first place
it should be responsible. Most of the
members of the present board were Government officer:;, who had other important
duties to discharge, and it was hardly fair
to impose upon them such duties as were
specified in the Bill, especially after
the issue of the late civil service regulations. The chief business of the present
board was to send to the Government a
periodical report, which was prepared by
one gentleman, and signed by the others
as a matter of form. It would hardly be
fair to make those gentlemen responsible
for the statements contained in such re·
ports. If there must be such a board as
that provided for in the Bill, he thought
it would be advisable to pay the gentlemen
who composed it. This principle was recognized by the Royal Commission on
Education. Perhaps, also, it would be
well to have some Minister, who was not
overburthened with work, as the responsible head of the department.
Dr. EMBLING read from a "General
report on the sanitary condition of the
laboring popula.tion of Great Britain," the
following statement of the qualifications
required by the members of such a body
as the Central Board of Health:"To be really useful in the council, it is

necessary to have an extended knowledge of
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natural philosophy, of the constitution of the
soil, and of the geology of neighbouring countries.
It is necessary, above all, to know with exactness
the action which trades may have on the health
of those who exercise them, and the much more
important action of manufactories of every
species on plants, on men congregated in towns,
~nd on animals.
This knowledge, so important,
of the action of manufactories and trades, is not
to be acquired by ordillary study orin the silence
of the cabinet. It is nbt to be obtained without
positive notions on the arts and on the greater
part of the processes peculiar to each trade. It
requires habit and the frequenting of the places
of work. • . . . . From what has been
said, the neces!lity will be evident to introduce
into the council those physicians who have made
health-and particularly the public health-a
special study; and to join with them chemists,
and above all manufacturing chemists, because
what would many of those persons whose life
has been passed in hospitals and the exclusive
study of medicine be before a steam engine?
It is clear that they would often be deceived by
those adroit and skilful manufacturers who
would have an interest in concealing the truth."
Mr. KYTE.-Where are we to get such
a man?
An HON. MEMBER.-Import one.
Mr. BIG INBOTHAM considered that
the board, as at present constituted,
afforded a sufficient guarantee, both of
capacity and diligence, for the discharge
of the duties required by the Bill. No
doubt the board had hitherto had insufficient powers. He believed that to be the
real reason why they had not been more
effective than they might be expected to
be; but the Bill proposed to remedy that
defect. With respect to the proposal that
members of the board should be paid, he
was not aware that the present members
were unwilling to act gratuitously. He
believed that members of corresponding
boards at home were not paid. The chairman of the central board was the Chief
Medical Officer of the Government, and
his duties in the two positions were to a
large extent identified. He did not know
that the other members of the board
desired to be paid. They attended to their
duties as far as he could ascertain; and
unless it was found that men of capacity
were unwilling to undertake the duties
without payment, it seemed to him a
question of very doubtful expediency
whether the Legislature should introduce
the plan of paying members of a board of
this kind, a very small proportion of whose
time was occupied officially.
Mr. WATKINS said that, in order to
carry out effectually the provisions of the
Bill, competent men should' be employed.
He was of opinion that the central board
should consist of three members, all paid,
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and responsible to the Chief Secretary for
carrying out the Act.
Mr. LANGTON urged that the invidious
duty imposed upon the central board,ofkeeping the local boards in order, was one not
likely to be discharged in an efficient way
by unpaid officers. He recommended that
the board should consist of three personstwo good medical men, and a thoroughly
good analytical chemist-all of whom
would take great interest in the work they
had to perform; and that they should be
paid according to attendances, as it was
proposed to pay the new Board of Education. The Metropolitan Board of Works
was one of the most successful boards
established in England. It had carried out
and completed the largest works which
had probably been executed within the last
twenty years; it had expended many
millions of money in a most economical
way, to the great comfort and benefit of
London and the suburbs. The .members
of that board were all paid according to
their attendances, and the chairman received a handsome salary.
Mr. McKEAN suggested that powers
as recommended should be taken in the
Bill, to be exercif:ed if necessary.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM promised to submit the suggestions to the Chief Secretary,
in whose department the central board was.
He did not think it would be necessary
to change the language of the clause, because, if the Government deemed it advisable to pay the members of the board, the
proper way would be to bring down a sum
on the Estimates.
The clause was then agreed to.
On clause 14, relating to the appointment of officers of the central board,
Mr. McKEAN urged that the Governor
in Council should have the power of
removing the officers of local boards, and
moved an amendment to that effect. Many
cases, he said, might arise of a local board
appointing officers, and of those officers
exercising such an influence as to secure
for their views
majority at the local
board.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he was
afraid the adoption of such an amendment
would end in collisions between the central
and local boards, instead of that co-operation which he looked to as the only
effectual means of carrying out the Act.
The local boards must be allowed some
power in discharging the duties imposed
upon them by the Bill, and he feared that,
if they were deprived of the power of

a
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a.ppointing their officers, they might refuse
absolutely to pay them or to have anything
to do with them. He thought the object
of the honorable member for Maryborough
would be obtained by a subsequent clause,
which gave power to the Government to
compel local boards to do their duty, and
to fine them if they did not do their duty.
With that exception, he submitted, the
local boards should have full control over
their officers, and be responsible for the
carrying out of their duties.
Mr. WHITEMA~ considered that the
adoption of the amendment would frustrate
the very intentions of the Act. The
local boards should have flome power; and
the supervision of the central board would
be a sufficient check against the abuse of
that power.
Mr. WATKINS contended that the
duties of a health officer could not be
effectively performed unless the officer was
His
independent of local influence.
experience showed that councillors (who
would be the members of the local board)
and influential ratepayers could have
nuisances in their yards without any interferfmce from the health officer. If the
Attorney-General wanted the law carried
out effectively, these appointments must
not be dependent on the locnl bodies.
Dr. HEATH thought that a subsequent
clause-that to which the AttorneyGeneral had referred-would completely
meet the objections of the honorable
member for Evelyn; because, under that
clause, the local boards would be subject
to a penalty for not performing their
duties.
Mr. ORR submitted that it would be
better for the Governor in Council to have
power over local boards of health. The
next clause in the Bill stated that the local
corporations should be local boards of
health; but anybody who had paid atiention to the way in which these bodies
managed their respective districts must be
quite satisfied that they paid little attention to the sanitary requirements of those
districts. Take the case of the corporation of Melbourne. That body had just
created a second manure depot, close by
the University. He did not know another
civilized city in the world where such a
thing would be tolerated. Driving every
morning by the places, as he did, he could
say that it was becoming a worse nuisance
than the old manure depe)t. Deposits
of the filth of the city were made
in Prince's-park, and over them was
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scratched an inch or two of dirt. The
place looked as if a lot of hens had
been scratching over the surface of
the ground.
He mentioned this as a.
reason why he held that the Governor in
Council should have some effectual control
over the officers whose duty it would be
to enforce the provisions of the Bill.
True, the 20th clause provided for the enforcemen t of an order of the central board;
but seeing that the decision was to be
given by the Chief Secretary, that a
monetary penalty had to be inflicted, and
that the district in fault might return four
or five members to Parliament, he feared
that clause would prove little more than a.
dead letter. To make the measure work
effectually, some more stringent control
over the officers, both of the central board
and the local boards, was required by the
Government.
Mr. J. T. SMITH called attention to
the fact that the 17th clause provided that
the appointment of the local officers of
health "shall be subject to the approval
of the central board," and "shall perform .
such duties and in such manner as the
central board may from time to time,
by instructions issued by them, direct."
What more could the honorable member
for the Murray want? The honorable
member complained of the manure depot
at· Prince's-park; but it was a pity,
when disposed to stigmatize local
bodiAs, that the honorable member could
not bring forward a better case.
As
chairman of the health committee of the
city council, he (Mr. J. T. Smith) might
state that, last week, contracts were entered into for the excavations necessary in
Prince's-park, where the deposits now
complained of were made for the purpose of
being deodorized. The excavations were
twel ve inches deep. A considerable portion
of Prince's-park had been ploughed, preparatory to the laying down of English
grasses, and the corporation, in the process
they were adopting, were fertilizing this
The deposits consisted merely
land.
of the surface water which flowed into
cesspools and filled them up. The corporation had been thrust out of the
North Melbourne abomination, and now
they were endeavouring to get rid of
the nuisance in another way, hoping at
the same time to fertilize their reserves,
that those reserves might be cultivated and
improved. The corporation were doing
the best they could. On the one hand
they had the oitizens of Hotham begging
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and praying for a removal of the nuisa,nce,
and on the other there was the absolute
necessity for providing some place for the
deposit of the night soil. The corporation had adopted a temporary expedient;
and as to the fresh nuisance said to be .
occasioned, the officer specially appointed by
the Central Board of Health had declared
that he could not detect a smell fifty yards
from the place where the deposit was made.
Mr. ORR condemned the deposit of
night-soil in Prince's-park as a most
barbarous practice. The reserve the corporation was most likely to fertilize was
the cemetery. If the corporation had
applied to the. Government for a proper
site, the responsibility of course rested with
the Government.
Mr. J. T. SMITH.-They have applied,
over and over again.
Mr. 0 RR was afraid they had not
pressed their application very strongly.
It appeared to him that the object of honorable members would be met by the 17th
clause, which gave the central board power
to remove officers, a power they did not at
present possess.
Mr. RAMSAY denied that the corporation was giving the system of earth
deodorizing a fair tdal. Why, the trenches
used in Prince's-park were but twelve
Dr. Bowie tried the
inches deep.
experiment first, at the Yarra Bend, but
the trenches there were never less than
two feet six inches deep, so that there was
always a good eighteen inches of earth
over the deposit.
Mr. HARBISON was convinced that
the dislike manifested by honorable members to the city corporation was of the
Doctor Fell school, "The reason why
they could not tell." The corporation had
abolished the IluiRance which had occasioned so much outcry before, and were
now trying that deodorizing process which
had been actually recommended by the
House. The corporation wished to deal
effectively with the nuisance,- and they
asked the House to give them power to do
so. At present they were simply manuring their lands, and that every citizen
had a right to do. As to the proposed
infliction of fines, he was sure no one would
consent to be a member of a local board if
he was to be subject to such penalties.
Mr. McKEAN said that, after the explanation from the Attorney-General, he
would withdraw his amendment.
The clause was then agreed to.
On clause 15, providing that the local
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corporations, councils, and road boards
shall be the local boards of health,
Mr. LEVEY suggested that this provision should be withdra~n. He admitted
the general praise these municipal bodies
were entitled to, but everyone must know
that they were the very last to be entrusted
with the great powers conferred by the
B ill. It would be better to put those
powers into the hands of commissioners
appointed by the Government, who would
be free from petty local influences. The
duties of the municipal bodies were already
quite heavy enough, especially in the
country districts, where they had the sole
control of the road making-a work which
in a new country must always be enormous.
At present there was a great difficulty in
inducing men to come forward as members,
on account of the work and responsibility
invoh:ed; and what would it be if these
more arduous duties were added? BeRides,
members of shire councils, though most
efficient local men, were not, as a rule, the
class to be acquainted with the great facts
of deodorization and chemistry, or to keep
pace with the rapid progress of scientific
knowledge. The Government should vest
the appointment of the local boards in
tbemselves, just as they proposed to do
with reference to the central board. Corporations thought more of property than
of health. In the mother country, even
when an epidemic was threatening, there
was always great difficulty in inducing
them to take action. Cities governed by
corporations were always worse managed
in this respect than those in which the
opposite system prevailed. A stronger
instance could not be found than the contrast presented by London and Paris.
Without desiring to depreciate in any way
the policy of local self-government, he
considered that the care of the pu bUc
health should be entrusted to Govecnment
nominees, and he would therefore ask for
the postponement of the clause.
Mr. KYTE remarked that the honorable
member for Normanby had forgotten, when
he remarked upon the difficulty of obtaining men for municipal labours, that there
must be a still greater difficulty in obtaining commissioners to carry out the provisions of the Act. There could be no
more natural guardians of the public
health than the municipal bodies, and
besides, he Ret his face against creating
any additional Government patronage.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM admitted that
some of the criticisms of the honorable
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member for Normanby on municipal
government might be difficult to answer.
It did not follow, however, that the local
governing bodies should be relieved from
the duty of attending to the health of
their localities, because they had not shown
themsel res attentive to those duties
hitherto. The state policy of late years
had been to increase the powers and the
revenues of local bodies, and yet the honorable member would now relieve those
bodies from what he should rather seek to
fix on them, namely, the performance of
local dut.ies in return for great loca.l powers.
It might be, that the local bodies had not
been sufficiently active in the matter of
presel'ving the public health.
Mr. WHITEMAN.-They have not
bad the power.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM acknowledged
that that consideration ough t not to be
()verlooked. Moreover, Parliament should
-endeavour, in this and other matters, such
as education, to educate these bodies to
a knowledge of their duties, and should
insist on a performance of those duties.
Mr. LEVEY.-Yes, if you force them,
that is a different matter.
the
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said
honorable member would find that a
step in that direction w~s taken in a
subsequent clause. A similar provision
was included in the Bill of last session, and had since been inserted in an
Imperial Act. The honorable member's
suggestion would not only render a new
Bill necessary, but also an important change
in the existing law. For instance, how
did the honorable member propose to raise
funds for the performance of these duties
by a second body? The local bodies could
raise funds themselves; but in the other
case the expense must either be borne by
"the State, or powers of rating must be
given the one body, which would inevitably bring it into conflict with the others.
Again, where was the Government to find
competent men for the work? The qualifications of the members of the local
boards might not be of the highest class,
but still these gentlemen were the best to
be obtained in their districts.
Mr. LEVEY. - Employ professional
men-medical men, I mean.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM poipted out that
professional men could now be elected to
local bodies, and prob~bly many were. If
they were elected they could attend to these
matters; if not, perhaps they were not the
men to discharge duties in the perfop-
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mance of which they would be under no
supervision whatever.
Mr. "VILSON did not see how the selection of the local bodies for the discha:rge
of these duties could be improved upon.
Power might be given, however, for the
appointment of a paid chairman, who
would look after this particular 'questi()n
of puhlic health.
Mr. WHITEMAN maintained that no
men had discharged their duties more
zealously and efficiently than the 'members
of the various borough councils ·and other
local bodies. The appointment of commissioners would be superfluous, and also
highly unbecoming. The local bodies were
desirous of effecting thorough sanitary
reforms, but they had been checked by a
want. of' power. Greater power was required even than that given in .the Bill ;
as, for instance, a power to :take land for
drainage purposes. Again, if -the matter
was left in the hands of commissioners,
where would the expense end 'I And if
the ratepayers had to pay, would 'they not
object to taxation without representation?
Mr. RAMSAY agreed to a considerable
exten t wi th the views pu t forward by the
honorable member for Normanby. Members were now returned to ·shire coancils
for ridings. Consequently most of them
lived at so great a distance from -the town
the meetings were held at, that wheE. they
did attend their time was fully occupied
with the routine business of the' Council.
When it was remembered, also, ·that the
town members often had an interest in
some obnoxious mill, factollY, or 'other
nuisance, which consequently.noman dared
to grapple with, the feeble action of municipal bodies as local boards of health was
not to be wondered at. Perhaps the object
in view could be best attained by giving
power to the various municipal 'bodies to,
appoint sub-committees of medical men
and others who would be wilIing;to do the
work for a small remuneration. He was
unwilling to take the power from the local
bodies:; but at the same ·time he 'doubted
whether the members of those bodies,
admirably as they discharged their other
duties, were altogether qualified :.10 undertake this.
Mr. J. T. SMITH was sure:that, if the
member for Normanby could induce the
Government to undertake the responsibility
and cost of the works -spoken of in connexion with the public health of the city,
the corporation would present him with a
testimonial that would be.highly gratifying
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to his feelings. Why, the sewerage of
Melbourne alone would cost a million of
~oney.
The honorable member probably'
dId not contemplate that. If corporations
would adopt the view that the public
health was the first thing to be provided
for, or if Parliament passed a law that
one-fourth of their revenue should be devoted to the purpose, something might be
done. Even in Melbourne, however, the
means did not permit of the metalling of
all the streets, so that the corporation
could but progress by degrees. He confessed that the municipal bodies needed an
impetus in the matter. The city corporation would rather spend £1 000 on a
highway than £100 on the ;emoval of
some abominatio~ prejudicial to the public
health.
Mr. LEVEY maintained that the last
assertion of the honorable member for
West Bourke proved the truth of his own
argument, that municipal and other local
bodies ~onsidered that their duty lay in
conservmg property rather than the public
He instanced the neO'lect
of the
health.
•
0
CIty. corporation to provide ordinary convemences for the suppression of nuisances
in the streets. Should the colony ever be
visi~ed by a severe epidemic, these public
bodIes would prove themselves ludicrously
incompetent for the dischal'ge of their
duties. During the last three months the
death rate in Melbourne had been double
the ordinary average of the city, and yet
not one of the municipal bodies whose districts were affected had bestirred themselves in the slightest degree to get rid of
the abominable nuisances existinO'
o alllonO'
0
them. He had thrown out a suggestion,
but he had no desire to press the matter
to a division.
Mr. REEVES mentioned that, in the
district which he represented, the local
authorities were doing all their finances
woul,d. allow them to improve the sanitary
condItIon of the place. The situation of
the district being very disadvantageous, a
sum of £ 15,000 had been raised to drain
it properly. As yet the district had received no assi:::;tance whatever from the
State, but he did hope that sufficient aid
would now be granted to seCUl'e the completion of the work.
Dr. EMBLING dwelt upon the absolute
~ecessity of: cleanliness being insisted on
m towns, masmuch as fever and other
epid,emic diseases were brought on solely
by filth and neglect. On this point the
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report of the 13ri tish Poor Law Commissioners contained the following passage : "A conception may be formed of the aggregate
effect of the several causes of mortality from the
~act that, of the deaths caused during one year
ill England and Wales by epidemic, endemic,
and other contagious diseases, including fever,
typhus and scarletina, amounting to 56,461, the
greater proportion of which are proved to be
preventable. It may be said that the effect is
as if the whole county of Westmoreland, now
containing 56,469 souls, or the whole county of
H~ntingdonsbire, or any other equivalent distrIct, were entirely depopulated annually, and
were only occupied again by the growth of a
new and feeble population, living under the
fear of a similar visitation."
Great care ought to be taken to secure the
appointment of suitable men to the local
boards of health. If these boards did not
attend to their duties, the cholera or some
'other pest-ilence would, sooner or later,
desolate the colony.
Mr. LANGTON pointed out that the
city corporation had themselves applied
for powers to deal with the removal of
nuisances in their jurisdiction.
Mr. VALE remarked that very few of
the arguments which had been adduced
applied to shires, the scattered popu lation
of which freed them from many of the
dangers of large towns. The principle of
~ll British legislation was to place power
111 the hands of local bodies, and not to
centralize it, as was done on the continent
. commISSIOners.
. .
m
Our own experience of'
local government had been most satisfactory, when the difficulties of the case were
taken into consideration. If Parliament
now set the local bodies aside in favour of
commissioners, it must also undertake the
responsibility of such works as might be
required; and, considering the present
extent of the national obligations, no fresh
burthens ought to be thl'own on the central
Government without the most careful consideration. Besides, he was not aware
that there was much to complain of with
regard to the action of the local bodies in
this matter. Many of them had endea. voured to do all they oould with the limited
powers conferred upon them. At all events,
he would sooner place confidence in local
bodies than in the nominees of Government commissioners sitting in Melbourne.
It was fully within the power of the local
bodies to appoint a medical man, or some
oth~r scientific authority, to act as inspec.tor, and furnish the board with perIOdICal reports of the results of his
inspection. There was one thinO' to be
borne in mind, namely, that we had as yet
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but little reliable data as to the comparative
rates of mortality in different districts,
so that a spirit of ri vall'y had not been
excited amongst the different local boarns of
health; but as soon as it was clearly shown
that one suburb or one district was
healthier than another, that particular
district would attract population, and the
property in it would increase in value.
Mere self-interest would then induce the
local boards of health to attend to the
discharge of theil' duties. If they neglected their duties, there would be means
of bringing them to book before the Chief
Secretary, which he thought would practically meet the requirements of the case.
Mr. WHITEMAN remarked that the
local board of health of Emerald Hill paid
very carefu I attention to the l'etul'llS of the
Registrar-General, so far as they affected
the district under their control; and he
believed that other local bodies were
eq ually anxious that their districts shou ld
stand well in reference to the rate of mortality amongst the population.
Mr. RAMSAY defended the local
boards of health from some of the charges
which had been made against them.
The clause was then agreed to.
Some discussion arose on clause 17,
which was as follows : "The local boards of health of the city of
Melbourne. the town of Geelong, and of all
boroughs shall, and the local boards of health of
shires and districts may, if they think fit,
appoint, subject to the approval of the Central
Board of Health, a fit and proper person to be
called 'the officer of health,' who shall be
removable by the said local board, and shall
perform such duties and in such manner as the
central board may from time to time by instructions issued by them direct ; and the local
board may direct such remuneration to be paid
to such health officer as they may see fit out of
such moneys and in the same manner as herein
is directed in reference to other officers or servants."

Mr. LEVEY observed that the appointment of an officer by a local body was
generally" a corporation job," and, though
that might not be attended with any
serious consequences in respect to the
majority of officers, the appointment of
health officer was far too important to be
determined by the usual influences which
were brought to bear in the election of
corporation officers. He suggested either
that the hea.lth officer should be appointed
by the Governor in Council or by the
ratepayers of the district in which his
duties would be discharged.
Mr. HIGINBOTH~M said that the
vot.IlI.-X
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appointment of health officer was to be
subject to the approval of the Central
Board of Health, which he thought was
as far as the Legislature could safely
interfere with the discretion of the local
bodies. If they interfered with the local
bodies too much, they would make them
reluctant to administer the Act. Unless
the local bodies would willingly assist to
carry out the law, it would be impossible
to introduce a system to compel them to
do so. He thought that the election of
the health officer by the ratepayers would
at least be equal to the same objection as
vesting the appointment in the hands of
a body who were themselves elected by
the ratepayers.
Dr. EMBLING saw objections to making any alteration in the present system of
appointing health officers; but he thought
that the local boards' ought to appoint really
efficient men, remunerate them adequately,
and see that they fulfilled theil' duties properly. 'In a city like Melbourne, the
health officer ought to receive a salary of
£800 or £1,000 a year, and be a thoroughly
competent man, and a bona .fide officer of
the board. One portion of the duties of
the health officer would be to mark upon a
map of the city the localities which had
been visited, or were likely to be visited,
with epidemic diseases, and specify their
character, as was done by health officers in
England.
Mr. RAM SAY thoughtthat the existence
of the local boards would be a mere farce
if the health officers were simply to carry
out the instructious of the central board.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
central board, as a professional body, was
the best calculated to issue general directions for the health officers, which was
simply what the clause contemplated.
Mr. WATKINS suggested that the appointment of health officers should be
made compulsory on the local boards of
shires and districts as well as of boroughs.
Mr. HIG I~BOTHAM said this question was discussed last session, and it was
represented that in many shires and districts there were really no duties for a
health officer to perform, and that it would
impoae a useless expense on the local
boards in those places to compel them to
appoint health officers.
Dr. HEATH remarked that his experience as a member. of the Mount Moriac
Shire 'Council satisfied him that, in !:Iuch
districts as the one under the control of
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hat body, it was perfectly unnecessary to
appoint a health officer.
Mr. RAMSAY observed that the shire
of Mount Moriac could not be taken as a
criterion. Ballarat, for instance, formed
part of a shire, and so did MaId on.
Dr. HEATH explained that he did not
intend his objection to apply to populous
places, but only to sparsely populated districts.
The clause was then agreed to.
On clause 26, giving power to the Chief
Secretary to decide disputes arising between
the Central Board of Health and any local
board, as to the non-fulfilment of an order
of the central board, ·and to inflict a penalty not exceeding £50 for the refusal or
neglect to can'y out any such order,
Mr. SNOWBALL reminded the committee that last session the Upper House
substituted "a chairman of a court of
general sessions" for the Chief Secretary
in this clause.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
Sanitary Act passed in England last session provided that such matters should be
decided by one of Her Majesty's Principal
Secretaries of State. He thought it would
be better t1lat the power contained in the
clause should be in the hands of the Chief
Secretary, rather than that of the chairman of a court of general sessions. There
was no danger of its being abused, as it
was a function quite removed from the
sphere of politics.
Mr. LANG TON suggested that the
order of the Central Board of Health
should be final.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM pointed out that
in that case the central board would both
have the power of issuing directions and
inflicting a fine upon a local body for not
carrying them out, whether they were
reasonable dirp.ctions or not. In other
words, it would stand in the positioll of
both judge and jury.
Mr. ORR said that, although a similar
clause existed in the English Act, it
should not be forgotten that the circumstances of this country and of England
were very different. In his opinion, it
would be wrong to impose this duty on the
Chief Secretary. It would place him in
a very difficult pOlSition; because, in any
disputed case, a great amount of' pressure
and influence would be brought to bear
upon him by the district represented. He
suggested that the clause should be postponed for further consideration. At
present, he was inclined to favour the
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suggestion of referring these disputes to
the chairman of general sessions; but he
should like further time to consider the
subject. Perhaps it might be desirable
that they should be decided by the Supreme
Court.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM remarked that
if the matter were referred to the Supreme
Court, not only would great expense be
involved, but great delay would necessarily
take place in dealing with the practical
questions of whether a nuisance existed
or not, and whether the means of remedying it had been neglected. Serious results
He had,
might arise from such delay.
however, no objection to postpone the
clause.
After some further discussion, the clause
was postponed.
On clause 34, relating to the consumation of smoke,
Mr. COPE said that this clause would
seriously affect the interests of a very
industrious class of men-the bricklayers.
Many of' them had purchased property at
a high price for the purpose of carrying
on their trades, at a time when there
was no population in the vicinity of their
premises. As popUlation had followed
them, and not they population, it would
be unfair to interfere with their rights. The
honorable member moved an amendment
to exempt from the penalties imposed by
the clause any pursuit or manufacture
established previous to the passing of the
Act.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM s~ggested that
the clause should be postponed. It seemed
to him that the honorable member proposed to exempt certain existing nil isances
from being interfered with. If that princi pIe was asserted in one clause, it might
be asserted in .other clauses.
The clause was postponed.
On clause 47, which requires abg,ttoirs
and slaughter-houses to be paved or
flagged, and empowers local boards to inflict
penalties on persons neglecting to fulfil
this requirement,
Mr. J. T. SMITH called attention to the
fact that in some localities the abattoirs
belonged to the local bodies, and in such
cases, according to the present wording of
the clause, the local bodies would have to
take action against themselves.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM thanked the
honorable member for his suggestion, and
promised to deal with it.
The clause was agreed to.
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Mr. LANGTON mentioned that the
Pu blic Health Bill brought before Parliament last session contained a clause prohibiting the pollution of streams from
which water for domestic purposes was
obtained. There was a strong feeling in
favour of that clause, but it was rejected
by a small majority. He did not see how
anybody who desired to promote the public
health could object to such a provision, but
he did not find that clause in the Bill.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he remembered the discussion which took place last
session on the clause. It was asked,
" \Vhat are you to do with the rivers and
streams passing through gold-fields?" It
was sought to modify that objection by
excepting rivers in gold fields districts.
Again, it was objected by the honorable
members for Geelong that the clause
would put an end to a large manufactory
just established on the river near that
town, and in such a situation that the
town would not be inj ured by the
manufactory. Thede things had to be
considered; and, therefore, he thought
that, on the whole, it would be better to
omit the clause. Although a reasonable
clause, it was exposed to many difficulties
which were not easily got over.
The remaining clauses of the Bill (with
the exception of a few postponed) were
agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
CpUNTY COURTS.
Mr. KING (in the absence of Mr. F.
L. SMYTH) moved"That this House will, ou Tuesday next, resolve itself into a committee of the whole, to
consider the following resolutions :-1. That it
is desirable to amend the law relating to County
Courts. 2. That an address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor, requesting him to be
pleased to recommend tilat an appropriation be
made out of the consolidated revenue fund, for
the purpose of a Bill to carry out the above resolution."

Mr. WATKINS seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
DISCOVERERS OF GOLD FIELDS.
Mr. FARRELL moved"That this House will, on Thursday next,
resol ve itself into a committee of the whole, to
consider the propriety of presenting an add reps
to His Excellency the Governor, requesting His
Excellency to place upon the Estimates for
1867 a sum pot exceeding £750, as rewards to
be paid to the discoverers of the Alma,
Stringer's Creek, and Steiglitz gold fields, in
accordance with the recommendations contained
in a report from a committee of thi3 House
appointed during the last session."

Mr. McLELLAN seconded the motion.
x 2
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Mr. RAMSAY observed that at the
proper time he should have to call attention to the fact that a petition had been
presented to the House by persons who
were examined before the select committee,
and who compiained that the opportunity
was not then afforded them of establishing
their right as discoverers of one of' these
gold fields. They were now in a position
to give a large amount of evidence to
establish their claim, and they prayed
that the matter might be referred back to
the committee to deal with this fresh
evidence.
Mr. BURTT considered that the evidence given before the select committee
of last session was of a very conflicting
and contradictory character, and that,. if
the commi ttee were re-opened, some other
conclusion would be arrived at. He
begged to move the adjournment of the
debate.
Mr. McLELLAN desired to say a word
or two in reply to the honorable member
for Maldon. That honorable member was
a member of the committ.ee appointed last
session, but he did not discharge his duty
as he ought to have done: The gentlemen
who had presented a petition to the House
had every opportunity of bringing their
case fully before the committee; but they
failed in adducing a single fact that would
entitle them to reward. The honorable
member for Maldon did not attend the
committee until the report was taken into
consideration; and, after the committee
had endeavoured to do justice to all parties, he tried to upset the arrangement.
He (Mr. McLellan) was aware that the
gentlemen referred to had been for some
time' back getting up a petition to influence
honOl'able members. One of them came
to him, and held out an inducement to him
to present this very petition to the House,
but he refused to do so. He was instrumental in moving for this cO"1mittee in the
fil'st instance, and simply because he was
anxious that justice should be done to a
poor old man named Smith, of Castlemaine-a pensioner-who had been robbed
by his former mates of the sum of £200,
because they repredented that he was
dead. The present claimants had no
justification whatever for their claim. The
claim was simply based on the fact that,
when passing ~teiglitz on a certain occa,,:
sion, a man with a dray turned up what
he supposed to be a speck of gold. The
Steiglitz gold fields were not discovered at
that time, nor were they discovered by
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these persons. Mr. McLellan concluded
by stating that he was astonished at the
honora.hle member for Maldon taking such
a c~se in h'lnd.
MI'. RAMSAY declared that the cha.rge
brou.2:ht against him by the honorable
member for Ararat was unfounded. When
the committee sat, he was acting as chairm~n of the Cape Paterson Coal Fields
Commit.tee, and he could not at.tend two
meetings at the same time. The action
which he was now taking would not interfere with the rights of the old gent.leman
at Casllemaine, to whom the honorable
mem bel' for Ararat had referred.
Mr. WATKI~S supported the motion
for adjournment.
The dpbate was then adjourned until
Tue~day, February 5.
The House adjoul'llecl at seven minutes
to eleven o'clock, until Tuesday, February 5.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, February 5, 1867.
Lotteries-Water Supply <-'harges-Reform of Legislative
Council-Furniture Duties-Address to General CareyInsolvency Amendment Bill,

The PRESIDENT took the chair at ten
minutes pa.st four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
LOTTERIES.
The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER.-I desire
to call the attention of the House to the
circumstances connected with a theatrical
art union, or lottery, projected in 1866 by
Messrs. Hoskins and Simmonds, and announced by them as permitted by the
Attorney-General, and sanctioned by a
commit.tee which included five members
of Parliament. Advertisements were inserted in the newspapers, and handbills,
such as are on the table before me,
were circulated in all directions; and
on the faith of the representations I
11ave alluded to a large number of tickets
were sold in the adjacent colon ies. The
prizes were to be drawn on November 7,
1866, but on inquiry I find that. there has
been no distribut.ion up to the present
time. It will be a disgrace, I think, if,
after the public statement that the scheme
was sanctioned by the Attorney-General,
no lottery is held. Persons desiring to
benefit benevolent institutions have been

Lotteries.

proceeded against for establishing lotteries,
while play-actors have been able to boast
of the Attorney-General's permission. I
have now to ask the honorable member
representing the Government-Whether
there are any set rules fur licensing lotteries; if so, what are these rules? Whether
Messrs. Hoskins and Himmonds, or either
of them, applied for a licence or permission
to hold a lottery of pictures, a kind of (so
called) art union; if so, under what terms
or conrlitions did they advertise such
lottery? If a:lY conditions or propositions
were made in writing, what are they? If
these lottery holders fail in drawing the
tickets so as to awald the prizes, a.re they
punishable, or are the whole of the promoters of the lottery-the committeeanswerable for the money they have obt.ained from the persons taking shares in
the above lottery? Had the AttorneyGeneral any proof that the prizes announ ced
were ready for the drawing of the lottery,
or whether they were of the value set
down, namely,. £1,000 ?
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I have been
furnished with the following replieR to the
questions put by the honorable member:Question 1. Previously to a recent decision of the Supreme Court, it was the
practice of the Attorney-General to allow
all applications for lotteries of works
believed to be works of art. A.ll other
lotteries, not being raffies of a private
nature, were prohibited, and the police
had strict instructions to prosecute in
every case of a violation of the law. The
practice has been reversed since the decision of the Supreme Court, by which it
has been held that a person incurs no
liability under the section of the Police
Offences Statute, prohibiting lotteries, unless he be beneficially interested in the
lottery. The effect of this decision is to
render this law inoperative against any
offenders but those who are too ignorant
or incautious to adopt the obvious means of
evading it. The A.ttorney-General, believing that such a law should not be enforced against any, if it cannot be enforced
against all, and especially against educated
offenders, now declines to prohibit a lottery of any article when application is
made to him; and instructions have been
issued to the police not to ta,ke any steps
under the above section of the Police
Offences Statute against persons who gamble by means of lotteries only. While
the law remains as 3.t present, therefore,
Chinese gamblers, promoters of church and
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charity bazaars, and all other persons
addicted to this kind of criminal amusement, will enjoy practical impunity.
Questions 2 to 6-Messrs. Hoskins and
Simmonds applied by letter, dated March 5,
1866, to the Attorney-General, requesting
permission for the presentation to the
patrons of the Theatre Royal, tbe Haymarket, and the Princess's Theatres, Melbourne, of oil paintings and water-colour
sketches, the works of artists resident in
the Australian colonies, to the value of
£2,000. The conditions proposed in their
letter were, that the works of art were to
be distributed on the art union principle,
a free ticket being given to the purchaser of a dress-circle ticket of any
of the theatres mentioned, to witness
the performances of various actors and
actresses, the first prize being original
paintings of the value of £1,000, the
second of the value of £500, and 100
other prizes of water-colour sketches, the
works of Victorian artists, of the val ue of
£500, the drawing to take place about the
1st September then next. Upon this statement the lottery was allowed by the
Attorney-General. In the beginning of
October, in reply to inquiries by the police,
Messrs. Hoskins and Simmonds stated that
they were not then in a position to gi ve
the order to their artists; w hereu pon, on
October 12, the Attorney-General withdrew the leave previously gl'anted, and
prohibited the further sale of tickets for a
raffie of work$ of art which had not even
been ordered, and which, after the time
for distrihution had passed, was apparently
an evasion of the law. The AttorneyGeneral had no proof that the prizes
announced were ready for delivery at the
time the application for leave was made;
nor was there any evidence of the value
beyond the statement of Messrs. Hoskins
and Simmonds. The terms and conditions
under which those persons advertised the
lottery are not known to the AttorneyGeneral. Persons who took shares in the
lottery can cOfJsult their legal adviser.::!
respecting the liability of the promoters of
the lotterv.
Mr. FAWKNER.-A most unsatisfactory answer.
The main point is not
replied to. Are the public to be plundered
of their money?
WATER SUPPLY CHARGES.
The Hon. W. BIG HETT asked the
honorable member representing the Government by what authority ratepayers
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who are supplied with water by measure,
and who have not been able to get a
sufficient supply, are sometimes charged
in excess of the quantity shown by meter
to have been consumed?
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-The 4th
bye-law of the Board of Land and Works
provides that when water is used for
" domestic" and for" other than domestic
purposes," the minimum rate shall be the
amount of the assessed rate; the intention
being that all persons shall alike pay the
assessed rate for domestic supply. If
water is also required for irrigation and
for other purposes not domestic, a meter
iii affixed, and the assessed rate for
domestic supply charged. Any extra
quantity consumed beyond the amount of
the assessed rate is charged at the rate of
one shilling per thousand gallons.
REFORM OF THE COUNCIL.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL
moved"That the subject of altering Rnd amending
the constitution of this House be referred to a
select committee of ten members, with power to
call for willlesses and papl'rs, and that the committee have power to sit during adjournments
of the House."

Although the motion (saill the honorable
member) is a new one, it proposes merely
to continue the committee appointed last
year. That committee, I may remind
honol'able members, was not able to bring
its labours to a conclusion, owing to the
early prorogation of Parliament. It presented, however, a progress report, which
contained the following recommendations : "1st. Tha.t the qualifica.tion of electors should
be reduced one-half; and that, in determining
the value of an elector's property, it should be
shown that it was rated on the roll of a borough,
shire. or road board, at not less than £50 a year.
2nd. That any tenant rated at not less tlulll £50
a year should be entitled to vote. 3rd. That the
qllalification of members should be reduced to
£3,000 in lands and tenements; and that in determining the value of a member's qualification,
he should be required to show that it is unencumbered, and rated at not less than £300 a year;
and that a member no longer possessing a qualification -should vacate his seat. Your committee
regret that they have not been able to approach
the consideration of the important questions as
to increasing the number of members and redistributing the provinces; but they do not doubt
that these and other matters, as well as those to
which your committee have applied their recommendations in this report, will receive early attention in the next session of Parliament."

The committee I now propose would, as
a matter of course, go over the same
ground as the previous committee did,
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but it would also, I hope, consider the
important questions as to the increase in
the number of members of the Council,
and a redistribution of the seats.
The Hon. W. HIGHETT seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
Mr. MITCHELL then moved"That the select committee consist of the
Honorables T. T. a'Beckett, J. F. Strachan, C.
Sladen, A. Fraser, T. H. Fellows, \V. Degraves,
H. M. Murphy, J. P. Fawkner, W. Righett, and
the mover."

I may explain (said the honorable member) that the committee is the same as
that of last session, except that in stead of
the Hon. H. Miller I have substituted the
honorable member who sits in his place,
the Hon. J. F. Strachan; and instead of
the late Hon. J. Lowe I have substituted
the Hon. T. T. a' Beckett, a gentleman
whose views always receive attention and
respect.
The Hon. J. McCRAE.-Can the
honorable member say if the committee
will bring up a final report this session in
time for a Bill to be submitted to us?
Mr. MITCHELL.-The reason the committee did not deal with the whole question
last session was, that certain returns called
for were not presented until immediately
before the prorogation. I hope now to
see a Bill before the House very speedily.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL.-I cannot
help thinking that, to say the least of it,
this is a very gratuitous motion. I do not
observe any petitions from our constituents
demanding an alteration in the constitution
of this House, nor do I observe any
nllusions to the subject in the public press.
The count,·y appears to be well satisfied
with the constitution of this House as it
stands. We have been se~t to this House
under a certain constitution, that constitution is a trust committed to our charge,
and we have no right to alter it unless
at the expressed desire of our constituents. As the honorable member has
secured a majority, it would be folly on my
part to oppose the motion; but, at all
events, I think that the other House should
be consulted on this matter. Unless this
is done no practical result can be attained.
The Hon. T. T.A'BECKETT.-I should
be sorry to think that this House required
any severe pressure from without to induce
it to originate such a measure of reform
as reasonable men may think desirable,
even though that measure should affect
the position of honorable members them-

tke Council.

selves. Few will deny that there is an
admission on all hands that the altered
circumstances of the colony necessitate to
a certain extent an alteration in the constitution of this Chamber, leaving the question
still open as to what that alteration should
be. As to details, we Illay of course differ.
On previous occasions I have asserted my
belief that some change is necessary, and I
quite sympathize with the opinion of the
honorable member (Mr. Campbell), that it
would be desirable to obtain the co-operation of the other branch of the Legislature,
with a view perhaps to a general alteration
of our electoml law. I am not by any
means satisfied with the alterations which
have been made in the other branch of the
Legislature. I wish it to be distinctly
understood that I have no desire to go
back to a former state of things. I adopt
the principle-I believe it to be a true one
-that every man has a right to some voice
in the selection of the Legislature, but I feel
it to be a most pernicious doctrine that
every man' should have an equal voice.
It is a burlesque upon wh~t is called
liberalism that the veriest loafer, who disgraces the manhood which forms his
electoral qualification, should be placed on
the same footing of political power as the
man of the highest intelligence and the
noblest moral qualities. Yet such is the
state of things existing here at the present
time. A reform of our electoral law
would, I believe, be acceptable to the
colony at large. I do not wish to shadow
forth any details, but I feel that, over and
above the rights of manhood, there is something due to property. What is it that
our legislation aims at but the advancement of the material prosperity of the
colony ? No dou bt we should not measure
the moral worth of a man by his wealth,
but it ca.nnot be denied that good moral
qualities have a tendency to promote per
sonal welfare. It is a merciful dispensation of Providence that it should be so.
Property, therefore, is to be accepted as an
indication of a course of industry, and of
the possession of those qualities which
gain the owner both material ad vantages
and the respect of his fellow men. Consequently, J do not think it is right that
property should be altogether ignored.
We should also look more to intelligence.
We have a system of education which
enables us to discover and to mark the
more intelligent portion of the community,
and it would be very desirable if we
could give to persons who show special
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intelligence, some special privilege in the
way of exercising the franchise. Nor
would I confine plurality of votes-for
that is the principle I have in view-to
these two classes alone. The mere fact
of a man having supported himself by a
long life of industry in any particular
place should entitle him, even though he
could claim nothing beyond his manhood,
to an additional voting power. I will not
pursue this subject further. If we cannot
have a joint committee, we can at least
throw out some suggestions in our report
for an improvement of' the electoral system
of the colony. I agree in the propriety of
appointing this committee, and I shall
give to the subject we are to consider my
most serious attention, trusting that our
labours will eventuate in good.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.~My own
impression is that the committee will be
inoperative. We shall do no good unless
we go back to the intentions of the
framers of the constitution, and last
session that refel'ence was completely
ignored. It would be well to get the
debate on the second reading of the
Constitution Act printed in some handy
form. Then we should be able to see
fOl' ourselves what the intentions of the
framers of that measure were, and we
need not again appoint committees to
search for precedents. The committee
we appointed last session could bring up
precedents 100 years old, but they took
not the slightest notice of the debates
on the Imperial Customs Bill of 1861,
though those debates contained the opinion
of all the great statesmen of the day, on the
relative position of the Lords and Commons as to financial legislation. These
matters might very well be printed as a
supplement to Hansard. A work of that
descri ption would be better than a report
with half a dozen patched up lines fi'om
Mr. Gladstone, whose speech would tell
us everything. If the House would do
this, and would ascertain what its rights
and privileges really are, I would never
give up one iota of them.
Mr. MITCHELL.-In reply to the
remarks of the honorable member beside
me (Mr. Campbell), I would point out
that, in granting the committee, the House
does not pledge itself to anything. 'When
the report is brought up, honorable members can take such objections to it as they
may think proper.
The motion was agreed to.
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FURNITURE DUTIES.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON.-With
the permission of the House, I will move,
without notice- .
"That copies of all orders, memoranda, and
correspondence, regarding the payment of duty,
last year, upon certain cases of furniture, ex
Queen of the Mersey, by Messrs. Wallach
Brothers, be laid on the table of the House."

I submit this motion because a letter has
appeared in the Age newspaper from
Messrs. Beauchamp and Rocke, denying
that they were the purchasers of the
furniture on which, as I stated last week,
duty was claimed by the Customs department after its delivery to the importers,
and its sale by them. It matters nothing
to my argument who the purchasers were,
but 1 would like the House to have the
facts before it. It will be found that the
furniture was landed in May, 1866; that
Messrs. Wallach Brothers obtained delivery of it clear of duty; that they sold
it to different persons, and that afterwards,
the Customs department claimed £28 4s.
duty, which the importers found themselves compelled to pay.
The motion was agreed to.
ADDRESS TO GENERAL CAREY.
The Hon. G. W. COLE moved"That a select committee be appointed to
prepare an address to the H:morable BrigadierGeneral George Jackson Carey, C.B., expressing the sense entertained by this House of his
administration of the affairs of the colony
during the period he filled. the high position of
Officer Administering the Government; and that
such committee consist of the Honorables T, T.
a'13eckett, C. Sladen, G. Rolfe, W. Campbell,
W. H. F. Mitchell, C. J. Jenner, J. McCrae, J.
Graham, and the mover."

The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL
seconded the motion.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER expressed
his belief that the period during which
General Carey held office was too brief to
render an address of thanks necessary.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT stated
that it would ill become the House to
refuse an expression of the thanks which
all parties admitted to be due to General
Carey.
Mr. MITCHELL reminded honorable
members of the peculiar circumstances of
the colony when General Carey was called
upon to administer the Government.
Honorable members on both sides stated
at the time their satisfaction with the
manner in which General Carey discharged
his duties, and it would be most ungracious
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now to withhold the thanks such services
deserved.
The motion was carried. The committee retired, and subsequently brought
up the following address : "To the Honorable Brigadier-General George
Jackson Carey, C.B., ~c., ~c., ~c.

Railway Travelling.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE.
On the motion of the Hon. G. W. COLE,
it was resolved that the House at its rising
do adjourn until Tuesday, February 12.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN.-I
should like to ask the honorable member
representing the Government when the
civil servants are to be paid? As the
motion for adjournment is made on behalf
of the Government, I do not suppose that a.
Money Bill is expected from the Assembly;
but, if there is any likelihood of our
recei ving a measure of that descri ption,
honorable meulbers would willingly sit
to-morrow.
The PRESIDENT.-The motion for
adjournment until Tuesday has been
carried.
The House adjourned at a quarter past
five o'clock, until Tuesday, February 12.

" Sir,-We, the members of the Legislative
Council of Victoria, desire to express to you the
high sense we entertain of your able and
judicious administration of the affairs of this
colony during the period you filled the high
position of Officer Administering the Government.
" We trust that you may long be spared to do
honour to the profession of which you are so
distinguished a member."
Mr. COLE moved that the address be
adopted, and be presented by the President.
He remarked upon the arduous duties
General Carey had been called upon to
perform. During the gallant officer's term
of officE', a most unsatisfactory state of
affairs had been brought to a fair conclusion.
LEGISLATIVE· ASSEMBLY.
Mr. MITCHELL seconded the motion.
There was scarcely an horwrable member
Tuesday, February 5, 1867.
who did not agree with the sentiments
the address expressed.
Railway Travelling-Supply-Ways and Means-The Budget
The motion was adopted.
-Pt:tty Sessions BUSiness-Railway to Colac-Railway
On the motion of Mr. COLE it was also
Department Reductiolls-Parliament Buildings-County
Courts.
ordered"That a copy of the address be sent to His
The SPEAKER took the chair at halfExcellency the Governor, with an address praying that His Excellency will be pleased to trans- , past four o'clock.
mit it to the Hight Honorable the Secretary of
RAILWAY TRAVELLING.
State for the Colonies, with a view to its being
conveyed to the Commander-in-Chief."
Mr. BUNNY asked the Acting Minister
of Railways whether a passenger by the
INSOLVENCY AMENDMENT BILL.
railway was recently locked up at CastleThis Bill was received from the Legis- maine all nigltt, for travelling beyond the
lative Assembly, and was read a first time. station for which he paid his fare; and if
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I now move so, under what authority such passenger
that the Bill be read a second time, and I was so locked up ?
Mr. FRANCI S stated that, on the arrival
shall ask the House to pass the measme
through all its stages this evening. The of the evening down· train at Castlemaine
Bill is rendered necessary by a recent on Sunday, the 27th January, it was
decision of the Supreme Court that, under ascertained that a passenger, named Peter
the Insolvency Statute of 1865, a portion Murphy, had overtravelled his fare from
of the Geelong circuit district, including Malmsbury to that station, and, when
Ballarat, is no longer included for insol- asked to pay the excess, he stateu that
vency purposes in the Geelong circnit he had no money, and ueclined to give his
district; hence a large nnmber of insol- address. The man appeared to be under
vencies have been rendered invalid, and the influence of drink. The station-master
the Bill is needed to legalize the proceed- endeavoured to make him understand that,
ings which have taken place in these unless he paid the money or gave his
address, there was no alternative but to
instances.
The necessary standing orders having give him in charge of the police. He was
been suspended, the motion was agreed to, so given in charge; and, on the following
and the Hill was passed through its remain- morning, he was brought before the police
court, and ordered by the magistrate to
ing stages.
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pay the amount of fare deficient and a fine
of 5s.; or, in default, to be imprisoned for
twenty-four hours.
Mr. BU~NY.-Under what authority?
Mr. FRANCIS.-Under the authority
of law.
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to honorable members on this occasion.
I am glad to be able to say that we shall

emerge from the year 1866 without a
deficiency. I feel it due to my honorable
friend and colleague, the Chief Secretary,
to say that we are indebted to his administration of the Treasury department for
OVENS INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.
this result; for, although he had much to
Mr. McCULLOCH laid on the table. do in his own office-although his duties
pursuant to an order of the House, dated as chief of the Government were heavyJ anum'y 31, 1 ~66, a copy of the report of he, nevertheless, found time so to adthe professional board appointed to fix the mOinister the affairs of the Treasury in my
site for the industrial school in the Ovens absence, as to enable me, as otherwise I
should not be able, to announce that the
and Upper Murray district.
finances of the year 1866 are square, and
SUPPLY.
that I shall not have to ask the House to
The House resolved itself into Com- allow me to bring forward a deficiency
from that year to this. Now, sir, the first
mittee of Hupply.
The CLERK ASSISTANT having read the year with which we have to do to-night is
Governor's Mess3ge, which was brought 1865. Honorable members are aware that,
down on the 29th January with the under the provisions of the Audit Act, the
accounts of that year absolutely close at
Supplementary Estimates for 1866,
the end of the year 1866. I have, thereMr VERDON moved"That a sum not exceeding £45 Is. 7d. be fore, to commence my observations with
granted to Her Majesty towards defraying the the year 1865. When last I addressed the
Hotise on finan~ial subjects, I estimated
supplementary charge for the year IM6."
The motion was agreed to and reported. that the balance from the year 1864, to be
carried over to the year 1865 would be
THE BUDGET.
£132,727. It has actually proved to be
The House then went into Committee £ 132,458. Then, sir, the revenue for
1865 has exceeded the estimate which I
of Ways and Means.
Mr. VERDON said-In making the was able to give by £32,126. Honorable
financial statemetlt for the year 1867. I members will probably recollect that, on
feel t.hat the committee will probably be the occasion of the last financial statement,
disposed to agree with me that consider- I took credit for 1866 for the amount
able importance attaches to the observa- of bonds and cash deposits given and
tions which I shall have the honour to paid under the resolutions under which
submit. When last I addressed the com- the new Tariff was originated.
Now
mittee on this subject, it was considered although I thought it proper, bethat the financial statement which I then fore the amount was actually collected,
made was one of considerable importance, to consider it an asset on account of 186':>,
because it dealt with certain changes which it seems more properly to belong to the
for many years this country had been dis- finances of 1865, inasmuch as it is properly
cussing in its fiscal policy. Now, sir, I due to that year; and, therefore, as a
apprehend that the statement which I shall matter of account, I think it proper to
have to make to-night will not be so credit it accordingly. This, however, is a
important, because I am not in a position mere question of' account, and cannot
to state the effect of those changes, although affect the result. The effect of these
for the last year surmises have been, and changes nominally is that the baiance
I must say not unnaturally, indulged in from the year 1~65 to the year 1866 is
by honorable members and the press as to £225,898. The expenditure to the 31 st
the probable result of the financial trans- January, 1867, on account of the year 1866
actions of the last year. I say, sir, that is£2,837,2f:3. The receipts to the 31st of
this statement will not be of such import- January, 1867, on account of the year
ance as some future statements will be, 1866 amount to £3,046,097. There will
because I apprehend there has not been probably be a further receipt of £50,890,
sufficient time to ascertain what the effect against which must be placed a further
of the Tariff lately enacted has been. probable expenditure of £367,410, on
But I am glad to be able to say that account of votes already taken, and Supthis consideration will not be a difficulty plementary Estimates to the amount of
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£117,106, leaving the small balance of
£1,108 to be carried from the year 1866
to the credit of the year 1867. The total
receipts for the year 1866 amount to
£3,322,887. Now, sir, the committee will
expect that I should give detailed and
accurate information as to the revenue
received during that year. It will be remembered that, from the statement which
I made at the beginning of last year, I
omitted much of the detailed information
which I have been in the habit of giving,
because I was desirolls of directing more
of the attention of honorable members to
the policy of what I proposed to do.
Now, however, I think it my duty to
gi ve accurate informatiom in detail
as to the way in which the Estimates for the year 1866 have been
rea.lized. I propose to take, first, the ord inary heads of revenue, making for the
new duties a still more specific and
detailed statement. The first observation
which occurs to me, in considering the
recdpts for the year 1866, is that a most
extl"aordillary deficiency occurs under the
head of customs revenue, and particularly
under the heads of spirits, wine, beer,
cider, tobacco, cigars, and tea. I will now
read, as I have been in the habit of doing,
the differences, whether more or less,
between the amount estimated and the
amount actually received under the various
heads of customs revenue. It appears,
then, after taking into account, as perhaps
honorable members have not yet had the
opportunity of doing, the amounts received
in January of this year on account of last
year-in every case taking these sums into
consideration-that there will still be a
Det deficiency, under the head of spirits, of
£62,52'2; wine, £4,503; beer and cider,
£4,347; tobacco, £7,714; cigars, £4,144;
and tea, £23,431; and an increase, under
the head of sugar, of £1,494. Coffee
shows a reduction of £300; opium, of
£1,250; and rice, £2,035. In hops there
is an increase of £278 ; in malt, a decrease
of £885. Under the head of wharfage
and harbour rates, there is an increase of
£14,442. The export duty on gold also
shows an increase of £1,912. I now
come to the new duties. For the purposes
of a comparison I have prepared an estimate for the proportion of the year durin~
which these duties were collected. Of
course, as honorable members are aware,
the estimate was prepared for the whole
year; but to compare the estimate for the
whole year, with the receipts for a portion,
J1:fr. Verdon.
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would be manifestly incorrect. I have,
therefore, made a proportionate reduction
in the estimate-to make the estimate correspond, as to time, with the actual receipts
-and the result of the comparison I win
now supply to the committee.
(T nder
the first head, dried and preserved fruits,
the proportion of the amount estimated
was £28,274; the amount received was
£45,735; showing the large increase on
the estimate of £17,461. Under the head
of salt, there appears an increase of £508.
Vinegar has produced £845 more than we
expected; and there is an increase under
the head of varnish of £104 ; and salted
provisions, including fish, £1,516. The
item of doors and window sashes produced
£1,555; and plate of gold and silver, £1i4
less than we expected. Barley and oats, together, brought£3,486 in excess of the estimate. Millinery produced £1,791 ; apparel and slops, £ 12,357 ; and watches and
jewellery, £ 1,986 less than the estimate.
Adding up these various differences, we
find this result: that while the amount
rp.ceived on certain items has been in excess of the estimate by the sum of £25,165,
it has been less than the estimate on other
items by £20,469 ; and putting these sums
together, the result is a plus differencethat is, an amount in excess of the estimate-of £4,696.
So that although
these duties were en tirel y new, and although
the estimate was necessarily to a large
extent conjectural, we find, after taking
the deficiencies from the excess, that the
net amount received, beyond the estimate,
is £4,696. I will now, if honorable members will permit me, go back to the ordinary statement, and extend the comparison
of estimates with results to the other items
of revenue. Under the head of excise, the
fir~t item is spirits distilled in Victoria,
which shows an increase, as compared
with the estimate, of .£ 14, 171. Probably
in this fact we may find some explanation
-though not sufficient-for the large
reduction which appears in the amount
received on imported spirits. Licensed
publicans' fees produced £2,780 below
the estimate. That, of course, is to be
accounted for by the fact that, from time
to time, these fees are handed over to the
local bodies.
Auctioneers' licences realized £1,377 more, and all other licences
£206 more, than was expected. So that
the total, under the head of excise, shows
an excess on the estim::tte of £12,973.
Coming to the head territorial, we find
that the amount derived from land sold
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by auction is £80,569 in excess of the because mistakes are constantly made in
estimate.
Rents and selections bring estimates-still I think it ought to be
£20,853 more than the estimate, but the satisfactory to the committee to find that,
item of pastoral occupation is £5,792 on the whole, the estimated revenue for
below the estimate. Fees, leases, and the year 1866 has come out very nearly as
licences produce £19,075 more, and rents was expected. If honorable members
under the Amending Land Act bring attach importance to the correctness of
£73,868 less, than the estimate. There estimates-I know some newspapers do,
is an increase in the items of miners' perhaps more than is necessary-it may be
rights and business licenses, in the one useful to know how the Estimates of
case of £1,442, and in the other of £712 ; former years have come out. Now, I have
while the leases of auriferous land pro- taken the eleven year~ extending from
duced £6,215, and otlier leases and 1856 to 1866, and I find that the difference
licenses £936, less than the estimate. between the amount estimated and the
'.raking the increases and decreases as amount received was, in 1856, £233,000 ;
under the heads of customs and excise, 1857, £373,000; 1858, £224,000; 1859,
we find. as the net result., that the terri- £122,000; U~60,£67,000; 1861, £183,000;
torial revenue realized £35,~40 more than 1862, £L55,000; 1863, £liO,OOO; 1864,
was estimated. Under the head of public £ 17,000 ; 1~65, £18,000; and 1866,
works, I find that the sum received from £31,000. So that honorable members will
railways was £12,965 less than the esti- perceive that of late years we have been
mate, but I have every reason to believe able to make our estimates a little more
that this state of things will not be con- close than formerly. But, sir, far more
tinuous. The receipts from water supply important than any comparison between
were £8,180 less than was expected; the amount estimated and the amount re"
while the elect.ric telegraph brought £208 ceived, is the comparison between the
more than the estimate. There is thus, amount received the year before with the
under the head of public works, a defi- amount received in any year which may
ciency, as compared with the estimate, of . be in question. Therefore, I thought it
£20,937. Ports and harbours brought right to prepare an exact statement show£40 more, and postage £5,397 less, than ing comparatively the revenue received in
was estimated. The latter may be attri- the years 1805 and 1866 respectively ;
buted to the reduction in the rates of post- and, if these details a.re not too wearisome
age. Under the head of fees, £4,980 to honorable members, I will give the
was received .in excess of what was results of the comparisons. I find, under
estimated.
Under the head ·of fines the head of customs, that we received in
and forfeitures, the sum received was 1866, as compared with 1865, from
£10,173 below the estimate. Under spirits, £52,439 less; wine, £5,779 less;
the head of miscellaneous expenditure, beer, £4,216 less; tobacco and snuff,
which includes everything not already £9,829 less; cigars, £3,655 less; tea,
enumerated, the total sum received was £80,902 less. Of course, a portion of the
.£29,6~3 more than was estimated.
A last item must be considered as having
summary of these comparisons shows that been reducfld by law; and, therefore,
the total received under the head of cus- ought not to enter into this comparison·
toms was £88,309 less than the estimate; under like circumstances to other reducexcise, £12,973 more; territorial, £35,840 tions which cannot be accounted for in the
more; public works, £20,937 .less; ports same way. In sugar and molasses there
and harbours, £40 more; postage, £5,397 is a decrease on the previous year of
less; fees, £4,980 more; fines and for- £42,448. Of course these amounts will
feitures, £10,173 less; and miscellaneous, come into comparison, when honorable
£29,683 more than the estimate. It members understand that on the other side
shows further that, whereas we received I put the new rluties. We received for
£88,913 in excess of the estimate under coffee, £622 more; opium, £11,737 less;
certain heads, we received less than the rice, £2,076 less; hop·s, £919 more; malt,
estimate by £119,419 under other heads; £547 less; wharfage and harbour rat.es,
so that the net result is that we have less £8,715 more, than in 1865; and the new
than we estimated by £30,506. N ow I duties which go against the reduction I
believe that is a very close estimate. have referred to realized £123,979.
Although I don't think it desirable to take Under the head of excise the result apcredit for the correctness of the estimate- pears to be that, while we received
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£13,430 in excess of 1865 on certain
items, we received £5, l6l1ess upon others.
Under the head of territorial, we received
in 1866, as compared with 1865, for the
sale of land by auction; £33,655 more;
for rents and selections, £44,996 more;
for pastoral occupation, £13,407 less; for
fees, leases, and licences, £27,740 more ;
for rents under the Amending Land Act,
£34,901 more; export duty on gold,
£26,584 less; miners' rights, £12,0981ess;
business licences, £3,728 less; and leases
of auriferous land, £3,183 less; showing
that the amount of increase was, under
certain headings, £101,706 ; and that the
decrease under other headings was
£59,000. With regard to public works,
I find that, owing to a large sum of money
on account of water supply due in 1865
not having been paid until 1866, the
amount received under that head is
£29,267 more in 1866 than in 1865.
Ports and harbours also show an increase
of £] ,660 on 1865. Postage, of course,
produced £6,850 less, because of the reduction of rates. Under fees, there is a
deficiency of £7,:H3, with the exception of
the Hupreme Court, where there is an
increase of £945. The fines and forfeitures were less, and the miscellaneous
little more, in 1866 than in 1865. A
summary of all these figures show that we
have received in 1866, as compared with
1865, under the head of customs, £78,853
less; excise, £8,269 more; teniiorial,
£42,707 more; public works, £23,041
more; ports and harbours, £ 1.660 more;
postage, £6,850 less; fees, £6,398 less;
fines, £17,192 less; miscellaneous, £3,114
more. These figures show that in 1866
we received, under certain headings,
£78,791 more than in 1865, and under
other headings £110,013 less than in
1865, showing a net difference against us
of £31,000. I now invite honorable members to consider the expenditure of 1866.
The amount voted for that year was
£2,370,673 ; the special appropriations
for the same year were £1,120,000;
making a total of £3,490,673. The actual
expenditure, including £ 117,000 of Supplementary Estimates which will be submitted
to us as soon as the Est.imates arrive,
amounts to £3,321,779. This shows a
difference of £169,000 not spent. Now,
lest honorable members should be disposed
to form any exaggerated views on the
subject of savings, I propose to state very
briefly the amounts which have been
saved in other years, in the same way.
Mr. Verdon.
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The amount saved in 1856 was £366,000;
1857, £364,000; 1858, £453,000; 1t559,
£347,000; 18nO,£306,339; 1861,£277,000;
1862, £263,000; 1~63, £380,000; 1864,
£367,000; 1865,£511,000; 1866,£286,000.
The latter is the difference between the
original votes and the ordinary expenditure,
and is subject to the dedllction of£117,ClOO,
which, as I have mentioned, is the amount
of the Supplementary Estimates.
The
savings of 1~66 will therefore be £169,000;
the average for the last eleven years being
£355,~21.
Now, as honorable members
are entitled to know of what these savings
of £286,000 consist, I will read the information for the benefit of honorable members, and particularly for the benefit of the
honorable member opposite, (Mr. Kerferd),
who asked for a statement of this sort.
We shall not require, under the head of
salaries, £20,171; contingencies - which
honorable members know comprise a
very great 'number of things, chiefly the
varions stores for the Government service
-£24,115; miscellaneous expenditure,
which can scarcely be classified, £32,330 ;
special appropriations (mail sen-ice,
and public worship), £ 13,000; immigration-the amount ordinarily remitted
could not be spent under the reg Illations-£60,000; railways, £1,100; roadworks, and other public works, £135,284;
total, £2>i6,000. Now, I will say, in reference to this matter, that even if it were
necessary, far more stringently than was
actually done, to restrain the expenditure
during 1~66, in order to bring it within
the revenue ot the colony, if I had been
here I should have taken that course;
because I feel bound to say that very much
of our credit at home is dependent upon
our bringing out e'"ery year without a
deficiency. I venture to say that it is
more important to accomplish that result
than even to cany out the public works to
the full extent of the votes, if the 'effect
of that be to bring out the year with a
considerable deficiency. I believe, sir,
it is the duty of the Government to
carry out every vote which the House
sanctions, if the House will enable them
to do so; but if the House thinks fit-and
the House has a perfect right to do it-to
increase the expenditure proposed by the
Government by a very large sllm: notwithstanding that the House is informed that
there are no ways and means to meet this
additional expenditure, the House must
not be surprised if it be found impo!:isible
to carry out all the votes which the House
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may have thought proper to pass. Now
in the year 1~66 very large sums were
voted in opposition to the Government. I
don't say that all the additional votes were
proposed by honorable members - some
wel'e found necessary by the Government
-but the sums voted last year, in a.ddition
to the Estimates submitted by the Government, amount to £ 172,433. Now, sir, as
it seems to me, the time has come when
the House will have to consider whether
or not it will continue its present system
of expenditure, or whether it will make
radical changes; for I venture to say it
will be;utterly impossible to maintain the
expenditure to which the House has now
for some years been accustomed without
making changes on the other side of the
account. In order that the House may
understand the view which I desire to
submit as to this part of the subject, I wish
to give honorable members a notion of the
various kinds of expenditure which we are
called upon to incur. I also wish to
make a comparison between the expenditure under the various heads under which I
have classified it a few years back and
now. I have in my hand a statement
showing the expenditure during the years
extending from 1860 to 1866 inclusive,
under these various headings-salaries
and wages, contingencies, public works,
roads and bridges, municipalities, charitable institutions, railways, immigration,
miscellaneous and other expenditure, and
special appropriations. Without asking
honorable members to go with me through
every year, tracing the differences which
at last come out as between 1860 and
1867, I will at once compare, under some
of the heads I have mentioned, the amount
we had to spend in 1860 with the amount
we have to spend in 1867. Honorable
members will observe from the figures,
which I shall read, how it is that, under
some heads, our expenrliture has decreased,
while under others it has gradually but
surely increased; and they will thus see
the relation between the present time of
lR67 and the past time, as represented by
lS60, in these respects. The amount paid
for salaries and wages (exclusive of railways and special appropriations) amounted
in 1860 to £877,H79. The amount estimat.ed for the same service in 1867 is
£666,722. In other words, we are spending less in 1867 than we did in 1860,
for th is service-salaries and wages
- by £200,000. Under the head of
contingencies, we are spending more.
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The amount required in 1860 was
£274,000, and it has gone on steadily
increasing until 1867, when it is
£460,253. The contingencies amounted,
in 1860, to £274,000; H~6 I, £271,000;
1862, £287,000; 1863, £309,000; 1H64,
£337.000 ; ] 865, £357,000; 1866,
£48J,000; 1867, £460,000. Under the
head of public works, the same law of
increase does not appear. The amount
yoted in 1860 was exceptionally large for
the purpo~e-it was £438,000 ; in 1861
it was only £~83,000; 1862, £284,000;
1863, £256,000; 1864, £272,000; 1865,
£231,000; 1866, £295,000; and the
sum required in 1867 is £379,000.
The expenditure on roads and bridges
has fluctuated in the same way. Before,
the special appropriations were created,
it amounted to £476,000; afterwards
the minimum was £130,000; and now
in 1867, notwithstanding the special
appropriations, it has risen to £273,000.
Municipalities have been, of course,
specially provided for in a special Act,
and therefore they cannot well come into
comparison. Charita.ble institutions represent almost a uniform sum for maintenance,
averaging about £85,000 per annum.
Rail ways show a progressive increase.
The annual expenditure was, in 1860, only
£ 130,000; this year it is estimated at
£273,000. With regard to immigration,
nothing was spent in 1860, but the amount
on the estimates for 1867 is £70,000. The
miscellaneous expenditure amounted, in
1860, to £397,000 ; in 1867, to £337,000.
The last item-perhaps the most important
of all-is that of special appropriations,
which, in IH60, were only £462,200;
while in 1867 they amount to £795,711.
This, however, is inevitable, and therefore
must be provided for; it needs no explanation. The result shows that the total expenditure for all these purposes amounted
in 1860 to £3,315,307; 1861, £3,092,000;
1862, £3.039,000; 1863, £2,882,000;
1864-, £2,928,000; 1865, £2,983,000;
1866, £3,321,000; 1867, £3,379,944.
The committee will perc'eive from this
statement that while salaries and wages
have actually been reduced between the
years 1860 and 1867, by the sum of
£200,000, other large items-the special
appropriations being the greatest-have
steadily increased.
The question, as
I have already said, comes to this: Is
the country prepared to maintain the
present expenditure, or does it prefer
radically to change the whole system,
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striking
off some of these large
items for public works, roads and
bridges, charitable institutions, and yotes
of that nature? The special appropriations
cannot be touched. Salaries and wages
can scarcely be touched. I ask-Is the
House prepared to reduce the expenditure
so as to make it square with our means;
or is it prepared to make the means come
up to the expenditure? At present, I
confess, my colleagues have been unable
to see by what means they can bring the
expenditllre proposed for 1867 below
£3,379,000, because, if we do so, we can
do so only by reducing votes which this
House will be sure to restore if we strike
them off-votes fOl' public works, and roads
and bridges, which have been added by the
House itself on more than one occasion(An honorable member-" And not been
spent,")-and which, although the honorable member says they have not been
spent, have been spent, and I take it, will
have to be spent if the House will only
provide means for the purpose. I say it
comes to this: the Government can see
no means by which this expenditure can
be reduced without striking at those votes,
which seem to be the very best evidence
which we can give of our continued prosperity and vitality as a people. If we are
to go on opening up our roads; if we
are to continue the prosecution of our
public works; if we are still to provide for
our charitable institutions; if, in fact, we
are to do all those things which, as a rich
community, we have been accustomed to
do; knowing and believing that these
things are necessary in new countries, then
I say it behoves us to look at the other side
of the account, if we desire that these
works should be continued, and that all
the votes of the House should be carried
out as far as iL is possible to do so.
Another consideration which must force
itself upon the attention of honorable
members at this stage of the statement
is, that every year, until this year, a considerable balance has been realized from
the year before. This balance was from
1856 to 1867, £249,000; from 1857 to
18!i8, £609,000; from 1858 to 1859,
£490,000; from 1859 to 1860, £357,000;
.from 1860 to 1861, £124,000. There
was a debit balance of £15,000 carried
forward from 186L to 1862. But the
balance carried forward from 1862 to 1863,
was £214,000; 1863 to 1864, £106,000;
1864 to 1865, £132,000; 1865 to 1866,
£225,000; 1866 to 1867, £1,108. So that,
Mr. Verdon.
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if we desire to carry out the votes for
the year 1867, we must rely upon the
ordinary receipts for the year. We shall
have no assistance from former years.
It is not my intention to call the attention
of honorable members particularly to
indi vidual votes on the Estimates, partly
because the Estimates are not yet in the
hands of members, but cbiefly because
there is nothing in them which calls for
particular attention on this occasion. It
will be quite sufficient to discuss the
details of the Estimates when the committee is considering them in detail. I
will only repeat what I have already said,
namely, that we cannot see our Wily to a
less expenditure than the total I have
already mentioned. Now, sir, the next
consideration is, the ways and means out
of which this expenditure is to be met.
I will first invite honorable members'
attention to the eustoms, and I will read
the estimate of my honorable colleague
the Commissioner of Trade and Customs
of the revenue to be derived from that
source, under the various heads. It is
estimated by my honorable colleague that
we shall receive during 1867, under the
head of spirits, a sum of £500,000. With
reference to this, I will at once iDfol'm
honorable members that it is the intention
of the Government to propose an alteration
in the terms of the Act under which this
duty is collected. Honorable members
are aware that the duty is now paid upon
spirits whether they be over proof or
under proof, the difference of course being
taken into consideration. It is the intention
of my honorable colleague that, after the first
day of July next, duty shall be collected
upon all spirits as of proof. The financiul
advantage of this change is not greatwe shall get perhaps £20,000 more under
this new system of collection; but, when
the proper time comes, my honorable colleague will show commercial reasons why
this change should be made. I mention it
as first in order of the changes we propose. Now, sir, I will refer to the next
items. We hope to receive, from wine,
£40,000; from beer and cider, £32,000)
from tobacco and snuff, £134,000 ; from
cigars: £ 10,000; from tea, £70,000; from
sugar and molasses, £84,000; from coffee
and chicory, £15,000; from opium,
£18,000; from rice, £15,000; from hops,
£8,000; from malt, £8,000 ; from wharfage
and harbour rate~, £95,000; and from
the export duty on gold, £40,000. We
expect that dried and preserved fruits will
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produce £16,000; butter and cheese,
£9,500; candles, £18,500; bacon, lard,
and hams, £3,500; starch and soap,
'£2,000; confectionery, £2,000; macaroni and vermicelli, £600; preserved
meat and fish, £4,750; salt, £3,250;
vinegar, £2,650; varnish, £1,000; salted
provisions, £3,500; doors and window
sashes, £1,000; gold and silver plate,
.£400.
Then comes another item, in
this place which I shall mention specially. It is proposed to obtain from
gl'ain and pulse the sum of £ 18,750, by
charging 9d. per cwt. upon all grain, and
Is. per cwt. upon all manufactured grain.
I may menti0n that this it.em appears thus
distinctly because it has been decided by
the Government to exclude it from a
general charge of 5 per cent. ad valorem
which we propose to levy upon commodities which have heretofore come in free.
It seems, for many reasons, expedient to
withdraw this item from the list, but the
amount which will be obtained from it
will be as nearly as possible equivalent to
the per centage I have mentioned, and
this item might have been left with the
other things charged generally 5 per cent.,
if we had not thought it desirable to make
it fixed. It is desirable, in all cases, to
prefer fixed to ad valorem duties; and
there are other reasons why this ehould
be a fixed duty, which will be stated by
my honorable colleague. One of the reasons is this, that in so far as this dutywhich, I may say, is not proposed for protective purposes, and is not a protective
duty, but is one of several which we
are obliged to obtain strictly and
properly for revenue purposes-I say
that in so far as it can be regarded at all
as having any protective tendency, that
will be considerably affected by the difference, which I just now stated, between a
fixed duty and an ad valorem duty.
Honorable members will observe, without
the necessity of my pointing it out, that,
an ad '"alorem duty would, of course, rise
and fall with the value of the commodities
imported; and it might be that just when
the farming interest desired to have the'
largest amO!.lnt imposed on those commodities, the lowest amount would be imposed under an ad valorem duty. For
these reasons this item has been withdrawn
from all those things which have hitherto
been free goods, but which will now have
to bear, as they do in New Sou th Wales,
an ad valorem duty of 5 per cent. Now,
it must not be supposed that, in putting on
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this duty, as well as many others, for
revenue purposes, we desire to wage a war
of tariffs with ouI' neighbours in South
Australia. We have every reason to
believe that we shall be able to make a
satisfactory arrangement between this
colony and South Australia, the result of
which, perhaps, may be a uniform Tariff
between the two countries. At all, events,
I desire, at the very outset, to assure
honorable members that the Government
have been careful to consider the probable.
effect of this upon any negotiation which
we may make with South Australia, and
that the desire and intention of the Government is that no portion of this Tariff
should be an insurmountable barrier
to such an arrangement either with New
South "Vales or with South Australia. I
may, perhaps, conveniently mention here
the other general changes which the Government propose, before I proceed to read
a statement of the amount we expect to
receive under the various heads. Honorable members are aware that we are collecting, under the head of new duties
imposed last year, partly by a measurement duty, partly by an ad va.lorem duty.
My honorable colleague the Commissioner
of Trade and Customs has been forced to
the conclusion that it is expedient that this
inequality-this diffdrence-should be removed. We, therefore, propose to substitute for the measurement duties-which,
as nearly as possible, equal an average
of 5 per cent. on the value - an
ad valorem duty, not of 5 per cent.
equivalent, but of' 10 per cent. Another
addition which we propose is a duty on
oil, which we expect will realize £20,000.
One or two new items are also includedcarpeting is one of them-under the general
heading of soft goods, which have been
heretofore chargeable, and which will be
chargeable now under the new arrangement at the rate of 10 per cent. ~ow,
sir, having stated these cbanges in such a
way as will fix them on the attention of
honorable members, I will proceed to read
the estimated revenue, under the various
items, always, of course, assuming-and
honorable members will bear this in mind
-the increased per centage which we pro ..
pose to charge. Under the head of millinery, we expect to receive £10,000;
from apparel and slops, £56,000; boots
and shoes, £23,000; hosiery and gloves,
£13,500; hats, caps, and bonnets, £21,000;
saddles" harness, &c., £4,400; watches,
jewellery, &c., £5,500; silk, £35,QOO.
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And here I may mention that my honorable colleague, the Commissioner of Trade
and Customs, proposes to make a change
in the denomination under this head.
There has been great difficulty in collecting the duty on articles more or
less made up of silk. My honorable colleague proposes to include everything that
contains silk under this denomination, in
order to secure the revenue which ought
to be obtained from this item.. From
musical instruments we expect to receive
£3,000; from carriages, £1,000; glass
and glassware, £5,000; furniture, toys,
&c., £9,000; wickerware and brushware,
£2,500; earthenware, £5,000; oilmen's
stores, £14,000; woollens, blankets, &c.,
£3,000; carpeting, £4-,000. From oil.,
(which I have already mentioned) we
expect to receive £20,000; from flour,
£8,000; and a 5 per cent. ad valorem
duty upon all other free goods, with certain
usual exceptions, we expect will realize
£135,000. Now, sir, this will make up
the total of the customs revenue. I will
now go to the other items of revenue.
Mr. LEVEY.-What are the exceptions ?
Mr. VERDON.-It is a very long list.
It includes books and other printed matter,
• and-which perhaps the honorable member will be glad to learn-newspapers.
Of course the total amount of the customs revenue-£1,532,000-is subject to
a reduction, £60,000, the amount of duties
to be paid to New South Wales, making
the llet amount of £1,472,000. Under
the next head of revenue-that of excise
-we expect to receive the sum of
£25,000 from spirits distilled in Victoria;
from publicans' licenses, £5,000; auctioneers' licenses, £3,000; and all other
licenses, £5,000; making a total under
this heading of £38,000. Under the head
of sale of laud by auction, we expect to
receive £120,000; from rents and selections, £195,000; pastoral occupation,
~] 86,000; fees, leases, and licenses,
£134,000; leases under the Amending
Act, £245,000; miners' rights, £ 12,000 ;
business licenses, £3,500; leaEles of auriferous and mineral land, £20,600; water
rights, £1,100; making a total from these
sources of £80 I ,600. The income from
public works, we expect, will be as follows :-Railways, £620,000; water supply, £65,000; electric telegraph, £36,500.
Under the head of tonnage, we expect to receive £19,000. From fees
we hope to receive £67,808. Under
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the head of fines and forfeitures
the amount we hope to obtain is £9,855.
Under the head of miscellaneous we
expect to receive a larger sum than usual,
amounting to £124,260. because my honorable colleague the Chief Secretary has
decided to recommend to the House some
satisfactory and permanent provision for
the police force. Honorable members, I
dare say, will be aware that a great many
questions have been asked in the House,
and many discussions have taken place,
upon the subject of the police reward fund,
but it has never been possible hitherto
to make a satisfactory settlement of that
matter. It is proposed, therefore, to introduce It Bill making proper and equal
provision for the police force, chargeable
on the consolidated revenue in the ordinary way, like any other portion of the
public service. This will, of course, give
us £60,000 to go against the expenses,
whatever they will be, which will be
incurred in making satisfactory arrangement for this very importftnt part of our
service. The results of this will be that,
while we expect to receive £3,380,186 in
all on account of the year 1~67, bringing
forward £ 1,108 as the balance from 1866,
we shall have to expend-according to the
Estimates, £2,245,495; special appropriations, £ 1, 134,445, leaving a nominal
balance of £242 at the end of the year.
Now, sir, I think I have, with sufficient
clearness and plainness, informed honorable members of all the details of the
financial scheme which I have to submit.
I have endeavoured to show, in the first
instance, by what gradual means the
requirement3 of the year have been increased from year tv year, until they have
reached the amount which we now propose
to spend. I have also pointed out to
honorable members that the only course
open to the committee will be either, on
the one hand, to reduce the expenditure,
or on the other to increase the ways and
means. Now there are many ways of
increasing the ways and means. One of
them might have been direct taxation.' I
have no hesitation in saying, whatever the
ad vantages of direct taxation may be, that
in new countries it is a matter of great
difficulty-I might almost venture to say
even of impossibility - to impose direct
taxation of sufficient amount to obtain all
we require. I say that in a new country
there are difficulties in the way of collecting
an income-tax which you will find, when
you come to work at it, almost in super-
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able. Then if you come to stamps-as I
have been told we ought to have done-I
think you will find that the experience of
other neighbouring colonies is that, though
before they were tried stamps were regarded as a most convenient means of
raising revenue, the inconvenience and
annoyance which they caused to all who
had to do with commercial affairs were so
great that those who advocated them
would have actually preferred (although
they did not think so at first) customs
duties of any sort to stamp duties. Well,
then, sir, if, as I maintain, in new countries
the difficulties in the way of direct taxation
are too great to warrant the experiment
being tried at a time when we actually
want the money, I take it that we have no
alternative left but to come back to customs. When we consider the amount we
have to make up, which results partly from
the reduction of sources of revenue which
have been made recently-the reduction of
the postal revenue, the reduction which
has appeared in the customs revenue
under the head of spirits, which I
cannot venture to suppose will be made
up this year, especially as I find so large
an increase under the head of spirits distilled in Victoria-I say that to make up
for these reductions, for the reduction
caused by the remission of the duty on
gold, and especially to render it unnecessary
that we should unduly sell public lands by
auction (and from this source in 1867 there
will be a deficiency as compared with
former years of about £130,000). it has
been thought necessary by the Government
that fresh taxation should be imposed, and
it has neen decided to do that by means of
the custom-house. We have not thought
it well to disturb the duties which were
imposed last year, because we believe that
it is only right that they should have a
fair trial before they are disturbed, even
if it were not inexpedient to disturb them
unnecessarily for commereial, as well as for
financial reasons. But, in order to get
what we want, we have increased all those
duties practically to twice the amount
which we obtained from them last year;
and in addition to this-partly in order to
raise revenue, partly in order to assimilate
our Tariff to that of New Sou th Waleswe propose to obtain a good round sum
of money by the imposition of 5 per
cent. upon free goods which have not
yet been chargeable with any duty. Of'
course, I quite know that objections can be
raised to any scheme of taxation. I have
VOL. lII.-Y
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no doubt that great objections will be
raised to this. I hope that there will be,
because it will be well that it should be
thoroughly discussed. There can be no
doubt, I think, that the proposals of the
Government are sure to be thoroughly
well discussed. All I can say is that, after
anxious deliberation, after carefully considering what our duty required of us at
the commencement of this year, we have
decided upon the proposals which we have
submitted to honorable members. I don't
know, sir, that it will be necessary to add
anything to what I have already said in
relation to this subject. Indeed, perhaps
it may be better that I should not add to
the plain statement of facts and figures
which I have made any observations that
would have the effect of removing from
the minds of honorable members the precise statements they have to deal with.
Therefore I do not intend to occu py honorable members any further with the subject of the changes which we are led to
propose. And there are only one or two
matters~I think only one-with which I
need detain the committee. I propose to
refer to that, and then to conclude by moving
a formal resolution. Honorable members,
upon the last occasion that I adJressed the
House, expressed their anxiety to have
information upon a very useful change
which has been recently made in the law
relating to post office savings banks; and
I was requested by honorable members to
give information on this subject. I am
very glad to be able to give information
now upon the subject, which I think will
be satisfactory to honorable members. I
find that the balance on the 31 st January,
1866, to the credit of the post office
savings banks amounted to £18,000, and
going on month by month, from January,
1866, to January, 1867, a progressive increase is exhibited in the figures, which I
will read in round numbers :-1n January,
1866~ the amount was £18,000; in February, £22,000; March, £24,000; April,
£25,000; May, £30,000 ; June, £34,000;
July, £38,000; August, £46,000; September, £48,000; October, £51,000 ; November, £55,000; December, £57,000;
and January, 1867, £60,000-showing a
progressive, regular, steady increase in the
amount of business doue in these banks,
represented by the difference between
£18,000 in January, 1866, and £60,000
in January, 1867. ' It is not, sir, my intention to occupy the time of honorable
members by making any observations in
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relation to my recent negotiations on financial matteI's in England. I have already, in a
report wldeh has been presented to Par~
liament, said all I considered necessary in
relation to this matter, and, as I said
before. I think it better for every reason
-having stated plainly, and I assure the
committee with the most perfect frankness,
all that the Government propose, in detail
-to leave honorable members to consider
what I have said, and to discuss it whenever
it meets the convenience of honorable
members opposite. At present, I shall
condude by moving the following resolutions : "That, towards raising the supply granted
to Her Majesty, in lieu of the duties of Customs
now chargeable on the artic'les unilermentioned,
imported into Victoria, the following duties
shall he charged from and after the 1st of
July, 1867:Spirits or strong waters of any strength not
exceeding the strength of proof by Sykes's
hydrometer. and so in proportion for any
greater strength than the strength of proof
-lOs. per gallon.
"That, towards raising the Supply granted to
Her Majesty, ill lieu of the duties of Customs
. now chargeable on the articles undermentioned,
imported into Victoria, the following duties shall
be charged : ARTICLES IMPORTED BY LAND OR SEA.

Apparel and Slops, and all articles made up
wholly or in part from fabrics of Silk,
Wool, Cotton, Linen, or mixed materials,
exeepting Corn and Wool Bags; Boots and
Shoes. Doors and Window Sashes, Gloves,
Hats, Caps. and Bonnets, Hosiery, Leatherware. ~addles and Harness-lO per cent.
ad valorem."

"That the following duties of Customs be
charged on the articles undel'mentioned imported
into Victoria, viz.:Carpeting and Druggets, Tapioca, Sago, Arrowroot. Spices, Pepper, and Ginger, Ornamental Castings, all manufactures containing ::;ilk- \0 per cent. ad t'aiorem.
All imported goods (including Corn and Wool
Bags), not otherwise chargeable with duty,
nor included in the appended list of exemptions-5 per cent. ad valorem,
Oils of all kinds in bulk-6d. per gallon.
Grain and Pulse of every kind not otherwise
enumerated-9d, per cwt.
Grain and Pulse when ground, or in any way
prepared or manufactured- Is. cwt.
LIST OF .ARTICLES EXEMPTED FROM THE PAYMENT
OF IMPORT DUTY.

Animals (living), Printed Books and Newspapers, Spceimens of Natural History and
Cllriosities; Coal, Coke, and Fuel; Alkali,
Sulphur, Resin; Hemp, Flax.•Jute, Cocoanut Fihre, fresh Meat and Fish; Guano
and other' Manures, IJlants atld Seeds;
Wool, 'fallow, Hides and Skins, Horns and
Hoofs; Coin and Bullion; Timber in the
log; Shooks and Staves; Metals of all sorts
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in the ore, and in pig, bar, sheet, or plate;
Hoop Iron, Iron Pipes, and Rail way Iron
Rails; l)assen~ers' Luggag-e, Cabin and other
Furniture or Personal Effects, which have
been in use and are not imported for sale;
Carriages used in the conveyance of goods
or passengers across the frontier; and all
Packages in which goods are ordinarily imported-shall be exempt from duty."

Mr. VERDON again rose and said-I
will take this opportunity of remarking
that, so soon as the committee considers it
proper that I should ask it, I propose to
move a vote of credit of £500,000 (su bmitting also Supplementary Estimates for
1866) to enable the payments for January to
,be made~ and I fihall also submit a Bill for
that purpose. I did not think it right to
ask for this before the financial statement
was made. N ow that statement is made,
I will take the opportunity, if honorable
members opposite will allow me, to submit
a resolution which will enable me to bring
in a Bill to pay the salaries for the last
month, and send it up to the Upper House.·
I shall also have to ask honorable members
to allow the ordinary resolution to be taken
to protect the revenue, pending the' discussion of the changes in the Tariff.
Mr. LEVI.-I should like to ask the
Treasurer whether the whole of the correspondence between himself and the committee of the associated banks relative to
the new loan is contained in the report
laid on +he table?
Mr. VERDON. - All the correspondence which took place that can be regarded
as official correspondence between myself
and the committee in London. Most of' the
<!omrnunications between myself and the
committee took phice in the committeeroom, and, of course, no notes were taken
by ,me of what transpired there. The
ordinary correspondence between the
Government and the committee of the
associated banks has, of course, gone on
without interruption by anything I did or
said. This will appear in the ordinary
bank correspondpnce, whenever the honorable member desires to call for it.
Mr. LEVEY.-I beg to suggest that'
the honorable the Treasurer should submit
the necessary resolution to enable a Consolidated Revenue Bill to be introduced at
once.
Mr. VERDO~.-I am sorry to Jearn
that the Upper House has adjourned till
Tuesday next, so that it will be impossible
to get a Bill passed before then. I will,
however, submit a resolution, in' order to
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advance the matter as far-as I can. I beg
to move"That a sum not exceeding £117,100 be appropriated out of the consolidated re\'enue to the
service of the year 1866; and that a sum not
exceeding £500,000 be appropriated out of the
consolidated revenue to the service of the year
]867, for the payment of wages, salaries, and
contingencies."
Of cours~ these payments will be subject
to any alteration which the committee
may see fit to make.
Mr. LANGTON.-What is the usual
method of procedure in reference to the
resolutions imposing new duties?
Mr. VERDON.-Before they are discussed I shall be glad if honorable members
will agree to the resolution which I have
now submitted to enable payments to be
made.
Ml'. LEVEY.~I think it will be better
to confine the resolution to the appropriation of £500,000 on account of the year
1867, and postpone t.he other portion until
the Supplementary Estimates for I ~66 are
discussed in the usual way.
Mr. VERDON.-Thereal'e certain fees
req uired for jurymen on account of the
year 1866 which cannot be paid without
authority, and I should take the necessary
amount out of the £116,000 if that amount
were voted. However, I have no objection
to adopt the suggestion of the honorable
member for NorlOanby, and limit the resolution to the appropriation of £500,000 on
account of 1867.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I beg to call
the attention of the Treasurer to the fact
that we are now in Committee of Ways
and Means, and that it will be necessary
for this resolution to be submitted in Committee of Supply.
Mr. VERDON.-That is the case, and
t11e1'efore I will withdraw the resolution,
and submit it in Committee of Supply
to-morrow.
The resolution for the appropriation of
revenue was accordingly withdrawn.
Mr. VERDON.-I now beg to propose
the usual formal resolution for the protection of' the revenue, pending the discussion
of the proposed fiscal changes"That the Commissioner of Trade and Customs be authorised to take such measures as
may be necessary for the prote~tion of the
revenue with reference to the duties proposed to
the committee this day."
Captain MAC MAHON.-To what
day is it intended to postpone the discussion
on t.he financial statement?
y 2
'
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Mr. VERDON.-Till to-morrow, if that
is the wish of honorable members.
Mr. LANGTON.-I would submit that,
as the Government prop05e to make a
great many changes in the Tariff, many of
them of very serious moment, and the
actual effect of which it will take honorable members some time to consider, it
would be well if we had a longer adjour~
ment than till to-morrow. It is usual in
the 'H:>use of Commons, when Changes in
the Tariff are proposed, to have a Ion O'er
adjournment than one day. In 1861 the
Budget was not discussed until a week
after the financial statement was made.
I do not suggest so long an adjournment as
a week, but I think that eight and forty
hours is not too long to study . the figures
which have been submitted, and to form
an opinion of the merits of the new
scheme of taxation which has been propounded.
Mr. LEVEY.-I would remind the
honorable member that, even if the debate
commences to-morrow night., there is very
little probability of its being concluded
then. In justice, therefore, to country
members, I think that the sooner we com, mence the debate the better. I propose,
therefore, that the debate be adjourned
until to-morrow, on the understanding that
the Government do not intend to press the
division until honorable members have
had full opportunity of discussing the
Treasurer's statement.
The resolution for the protection of the
revenue was then agreed to, and was reported to the House Rnd adopted, leave
being given to the committee to sit again
next day, to which day the discussion on
the Tariff resolutions was adjourned.
ESTIMATES.
l\fr. VERDON brought ~own a message
from the Governor, transmitting the Estimates of revenue and expencliture for 1867
and Second Supplementary Estimates of
expenditure for 1866, and recommending
an appropriation of the consolidated revenue accordingly.
The message was referred to the Committee of Supply.
CO"GRTS OF PETTY SESSIONS~
Mr. DYTE moved" That there be laid on the table of this House
a return showing the number of cases that have
been tried at the various conrts of petty sessions
during the year 1866; the days on which the
court sat; the amount of fees paid into each
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court; the names of the police magistrates alloted to the various courts, and their attendance
during the same period."

The motion was agreed to.
RAILWAY TO COLAC.
Mr. CONNOR moved"That a select committee be appointed to
consider and report upon the desirability of extending railway communication to Colac; such
committee to consist of Mr. J. G. Francis, Mr.
Vale, Dr. Heath, Mr. Bayles, Mr. Kerferd, Mr.
McCann, Mr. Gillies, Mr. Hopkins, Mr. Dyte,
and the mover, with power to call for persons
and papers; three to form a quorum."

My object in moving for this committee
(said the honorable member) is to flScertain
which is the best route for a railway to
Colac, three routes having been suggested,
and to have the land which will be required for the line reserved.
Mr. DYTE seconded the motion.
Mr. FRANCIS.-I have no objection
to the appointment of a committee if the
House consents to it, on the understanding
that it involves no obligation on the part
of the Government or the House as to the
adoption of the report.
Mr. LEVEY.-I think that, until the
Government are in a position to submit to
the House a well-defined scheme of railway extension, it is a waste of time for
motions to be submitted session after
session for the appointment of committees
to report as to the desirability of constructing lines in particular districts. The
only result of such motions will be to
create ill-feeling between one district and
another, and to encourage other members
to bring forward similar motions, with a
view of increasing their popularity with
their constituents.
I think that such
motions are conceived in the worst possible taste, and assented to by the Government in the worst possible taste. Until
the Government is in a position to recommend the appointment of a select committee to consider the whole question of
railway extension, it would be far better
to oppose such motions, ·which involve a
great waste of time, and considerable
expense in preliminary surveys, without
any corresponding benefit. A large sum
has been expended on preliminary surveys
for a line to Beechworth, for one between
Melbourne and Sale, and for another
between Geelong and Colac; and all for
no good result.
Mr. RICHARDSON.-I trust that this
motion will not be opposed. Every member named on the committee has consented
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to act; and, as money for the survey was
voted la!:it year, and. the plans are now
nearly completed, the committee will be
able to submit practical information to the
House as to the traffic available for a line,
were one established.
Mr. KERFERD.-I must take exception to the remarks of the honorable member for N ormanby with regard to the
value of the report recommending a railway line to Beechworth. I think that
that report has demonstrated to the House
that the line in question would pay; and
whenever the Government undertake an
extension of our rail way system, no doubt
the Beech worth line will recei ve fair
consideration. I am satisfied that the
report has called the attention of the
House and of the country to the importance of the district, and that, sooner or
later, a railway will be constructed to it.
The object of the mover of the present
motion is, no doubt, similar to my ownnamely, to place before Parliament such
information regarding the prospect of the
proposed railway paying as will enable
the House to deal with the claim when it
considers the general question of railway
extension. I expected that the subject of
railway extension would receive some
acknowledgment at the hands of the
honorable the Treasurer this evening, and
I certainly do not think that the session
should be allowed to terminate without a
definite understanding being arrived at on
this question.
The motion was agreed to.
AUSTRALIAN ALLIANCE ASSURANCE COMPANY'S BILL.
Mr. KYTE moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to enable the shareholders of a
joint stock insurance company, established in the colony of Victoria, under the
name or style of" The Australian Alliance
Assurance Company," to sue and be sued
in the name of the chairman for the time
being of the directors of the company,
and for other purposes.
Mr. COPE seconded the motion.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was brought in and read a first time.
RAILWAY PAY REDUCTIONS.
Dr. HEATH moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
Hou'se a return, showing the net amount saved
to the Government by the reduction in pay of
6d. per diem of railway guard s and porters; and
whether the reduction applies to all those
servants, or only a part."
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As I was aware (said the honorable mem- rooms under the Library. Your committee also
ber) that a deficiency in the revenue was recommend, that the bluestone stairs at the
entrances to the chamber be covered with lead
expected, I saw at once that the object and painted."
of the Minister of Railways, in making
these reductions in the pay of a number of , Mr. BAYLES moved that the report be
adopted.
hard working men, was to effect a saving
Mr. McLELLAN remarked that some
to the State; but I would like to know how
thousands
of pounds had been spent since
far the reduction has gone towards making
up any small deficit now ascertained to he first became a member in ventilating the
chamber, and now matters were in a worse
exist?
position than ever. It would be folly for
Mr. RICHARDSON seconded the
honorable
members to pledge the country
motion.
to a further expenditure of £700, unless it
Mr. FRANCIS.-I beg to lay on the
table the return moved for. I am obliged could be shown that some real benefit
would accrue. As he wished for some
to the honorable member for the zeal he
better authority on this point than the
attributes to me in protecting the interests
of the State, but I must inform him that statement of the committee, he would
move that the chairman report progress.
the reduction he alludes to was not made
~r. BAYLES explained that, as the
during my connexion with the department.
It was found some time back that the pay engme now employed had worked well
having beneficially lowered the tempera~
of the guards and porters on the Governture
of the House, the committee proposed
ment line were in excess of the rates paid
to continue the present system, and to
?y the Melbourne Railway Company, and
It was con~idered that a reduction of 6d. purchase an engine, instead of paying from
£3 to £5 per week for hire, as was now
per day, to include unskilled labour would
done. The SUCCASS of the present system
still leave the wages at a fair rate: The
was shown by the fact that at that moment
reduction was, however, postponed until
the temperature of the chamber was not
the price of provisions and the warm
higher than 75°.
season should cause the change to be felt
~r. ~URTT asked what description of
as lightly as possible. Ticket collectol's,
engme It was proposed to purchase? He
watchmen, men in charge of junction
believed that not one-half the sum named
semaphores, and the labourers at Spencerneed be given.
street goods sheds were not red uced. The
Mr. VALE said there could be no doubt
men employed on the Williamstown pier
that the present system had worked
were reduced 6d. per diem, but as they
well. The average temperature inside the
had previously received 78. 6d. per diem,
House
was 14 per cent. below the temthey are still paid Is. per day more than
perature outside. The engine now used
the Rpencer-street labourers. Regard was
was rented at a cost of about £200 per
had, however, to the nature of their work,
annum, and in its present position it
and the exposure they are subject to. I
caused considerable annoyance in the
have satisfied myself that plenty of men
offices in its neighbourhood. It would be
can be obtained at the present rates,
an economy to purchase an engine.
which are still slightly in excess of those
Mr. McLELLAN maintained that if a
paid privately for similar duties. The
saving in the traffic branch, toO'ether with few practical men had been consulted as
the engineer's uranch, and ~thers the to the best mode of ventilating the
honorable member has not mentioned, will chamber, the work would have been
accomplished long since.
He did not
amount to £6,000 per annum.
regard the committee as an authority.
The motion was carried.
Let honorable members look at the exPARLIAMENT BUILDINGS.
pensive machinery erected at the top of
The House went into committee to con- the House, at the instance of committees
sider the following report from the select ,:hich machinery. was not worth a singl~
(joint) committee on the Parliament Build- SIxpence. PractIcal mechanics could, be
found in Melbourne who would vena'late
ings : the chamber for one-third the sum now
"That ~our c?mmi~tee, having again had
asked for. The employment of a steam
under theIr conslderatlOn the question of the
ventilation of the Assembly chamber are of engine was an absurdity.
opinion that provision should be made for the
Sir FRANCIS MURPHY observed that
purchase of a steam-engine, at a cost not to exceed the sum of £700, to be placed in one of the having been a member of the Parliament
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Buildings' Committee from the first, he
was cognizant of the various experiments
which had been made by employing water
power, and otherwise to ventilate the House.
Great expense had been incurred, and every
attempt had proved a failure until last session, when, on the recommendation of the
Inspector-General ofPu hlic Works, a steam
engine was employed to drive the heated
air out of the building and to force fresh
air in. The committee, gathering from
the opinions expressed by honorable members who could judge from their own feelings, and also from the observations of the
temperature inside and outsirle the House,
that the present experiment was a satisfactory one, recommended its continuance.
A number of inconveniences, however, were
att.ached to the existing arrangements. The
noise, the smell of grease, and the dirt of
the engine, occasioned considerable annoyance to the adjacent offices. By shutting
his eyes in the room which he occupied as
a private apartment, he could fancy himself on board a steamboat. The InspectorGeneral of Public Works now suggested
that, if the system itself had given satisfaction, an engine should be purchased instead
of hired ; that one should be obtained which
could be more economically worked; and
that it should be erected in a more convenient part of the premises. The committee brought the matter before the
House, to ascertain whether the system
was giving satisfaction or not. If not, it
should be discontinued; but if it was,
then it should be freed from its present
expense and annoyance.
Mr. EDWARDS suggested that progress should be reported, with a view to
the Min ister of Pu blic Works ascertaining
how much had been already spent in the
failures alluded to by the honorable the
Speaker. This information ought to be
available before a further expenditure of
£700 was blindly incurred.
Mr. HARBISON expressed his dissent
from the recommendation of the committee.
He had suggested that a reward should be
offered for the best scheme for ventilating
the building.
Mr. LEVEY said that the various ventilation schemes which had been propounded from time to time were more
worthy of professors in the isle of Laputa
than of sensible men. If two or three
panes of glaFis at the top of the chamber
were broken the problem might be solved.
It would be wise to sacrifice a little
architectural beauty in this matter.
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Mr. LANGTON complained that not
only was the ventilation of the House
deficient, but t.hat odours arose from the
kitchen, and that cleanline5s was sometimes too much disregarded in the general
arrangements of the I-louse.
Mr. VALE remarked that the In spectorGeneral of Public "Vorks had given his
ad vice because it was asked for. The Public
Works department was not responsible for
the plan suggested by the committee.
Mr. RAMSAY urged that the report
should be sent back to .the committee, with.
a recommendation that a premium be
offered for the best plan of ventilating the
chamber.
Progress was then reported, and leave
obtained to sit again.
COUNTY COURTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee to consider the following resolutions : "That it is desirable to amend the law relating to county courts.
" That an address be presented to His Excellency the Governor, requesting him to be pleased
to recommend that an appropriation be made
out of the consoliuateu revenue fund for the
purpose of a Bill to carry out the above resolution."

Mr. F. L. S MYTH, in moving that
the resolutions be adopted, said that the
existing statutes merely gave a common
law jurisdiction to the county courts.
By an Act of the Imperial Parliamentnamely, the 28th and 29th Victoria,
cap. 29-an equity jurisdiction had also
been conferred on British courts; and this
power he now sought to introduce here.
The reasons urged by the Lord Chancellor, in introducing the Bill he had
referred to, would apply equally well in
the colony; and, on the occasion of the
second reading, he would take an opportunity of submitting a full statement of those
reasons. Mr. IRELAND objected to an attempt
to push through a Bill of any nature
during the usual hour of adjournment.
Besides, on the merits of the case, he
would point out that the present jUl"isdiction of' the county courts-in cases up to
£250-was in excess of the jurisdiction
those courts enjoyed in England. If any
measure was to be introduced, it s40uld
come from the Government. He moved
that progt'ess be reported.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM trusted that the
honorable member would not press his
motion for reporting progress, inasmuch as
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the effect of that motion would be similar usual courtesy to honorable members on
to refusing leave to a member to introduce introducing a Bill; but the resolutions
a Bill. It was not usual for the House to ca.lled upon honorable members to act-to
take such a course as that, and he trusted affirm a principle which he for one could
that it would not be adopted in this in- not subscribe to. He considered tha,t the
stance, when a valuable and an important Government, instead of giving a leftmeasure was promised. He had not seen handed support to such a motion, shonld
the Bill, but he understood that it was a themselves bt'ing in a measure to deal
copy of the Imperial, Act, conferring an with the administration of just-ice, in
equity jurisdiction on county courts, and which case he (Mr. Irelnnd) would give
was identical with the meaSUl'e whieh the them every assistance in his power. But
honorable member for Villiers and Heytes- this kind of toying with the administmtion
bury had introduced last session, and of justice-this endeavour to get rid of
which was received with much favour by some grievance, and make things smooth
the II ouse, though, through the closing of for certain persons-was altogether ob
He belie\-ed amendments
jectionable.
the session, it did not become law.
Mr. EDWARDS said he understood were required in the law relating to county
that the consolidation of the existing laws courts, but perhaps in a very opposite
was attempted, in order that any future direction to that in which the honorable
amendment should come in a complete member for Villiers and Heytesbury
form from the Ministerial benches. At all thought they ought to be made. But
events, he did not think that the Bill under whatever they were, let them be proposed
consideration, dealing with the gigantic by some responsible authority. He did
interests it did, should emanate from a not like the Attorney-General to recomprivate member. He could not see why mend a sort of hocus-pocus about which
the honorable member should have the nobody knew anything.
privilege of proceediilg with his motion at
Mr. EDWARDS here called attention
a very unusual hour. Besides, honol'able to the fact that there was not a quorum
members ought to be afforded some further present.
information regarding the objects of the
The House baving resumed, the fact
measure. He denied that reporting pro- thnt there was not a quorum was reported
gress was tantamount to throwing out the by Mr. LALOR to the Speaker.
The SPEAKER counted the members
Bill.
Mr. ~rcKEAN expressed his regret present, and, finding there was not a
that a course of opposition to the Bill quorum, declared the House adjourned
should have been adopted. Such factious unt.it the next sitting day.
opposition was very discouraging to young
~ The adjournment took place at ten
members who desired to bring forward minutes past seven o'clock.
useful measures. It was very advisable
that an equity jurisdiction should be given
to the county courts; and certainly
honorable members were not justified in
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
objecting to the formal resolutions required
Wednesday, February 6, 1867.
to place the Pl'oposition fairly before the
House.
Mr. IRELAND considered that there Address to the Queen-Charge against a Clergyman-Civil
could be no more important subject than
Servants as Municipal Officers-Removal of Nuisances
Bill-Disputes on the Guld Fields-Education Commis
the administ.ration of justice in this
sion -Mining Companies Law Amendment Bill-Deba.te
country, and yet the honorable member
on the Budget.
for Villiers and Heytesbury had communicated nothing to the committee in
The SPEAKER took the chair at halfsupport of his motion beyond this-that past four o'clock.
he wanted to give an equitable jurisdiction
to the county courts. The strict common ADDRESS OF THANKS TO THE
QUEEN.
law rules were easily followed;- but to
Mr.
McCULLOCH
brought up the
give itinerant tribunals like the county
courts jurisdiction in intricate cases of report of the committee appointed on
equity would be to commit an egregious Thursday, January 31, to prepare an
mistake. It had been said that to oppose address to Her Most Gmcious Majesty,
the motion would be to withhold the thanking Her Majesty for the generous
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recognition by Her Majesty's Government
of the claims of this colony in regard to its
defences.
The CLERK read the address prepared by
the committee, which was as follows : To Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen.
MAY IT PLEASE YOUR MAJESTY-

"We, Your Majesty's faithful subjects, the
members of the Legislative Assembly of Victoria, in Parliament assembled, beg leave to
approach Your Majesty with renewed assurances
of our loyalty and affection.
"We desire humbly, but heartily, to express
to Your Majesty our thanks for the generous
recognition by Your Majesty's Government of
the claims of this colony in regard to its defences against foreign aggression, and for the
material assistance which Your Majesty has
been advised to grant in that behalf.
" We pray that God may long spare Your
Majesty to reign over a united and loving
people."
On the motion of Mr. McCULLOCH,
the address was adopted, and urdered to
be forwarded to His Excellency the
Governor, with an address requesting His
Excellency to transmit the same to Her
Majesty's Secretary of State for the
Colonies, for presentation to Her Most
Gracious Majest.y.
VOTE FOR BRIDGES.
Mr. VALE presented-pursuant to an
order of the House, dated January 31a return, showing the number of applications made for grants-in-aid out of the
vote last year of £50,000 for bridges, and
the total amount of the contracts that have
been entered into.
MR. JOHN USHER'S CLAIM.
Mr. MACGREGOR presented - pursmmt to an order of the House, dated
January 23 - the report of the arbitrators recently appointed to inquire into the
claim for compensation made to the Mining
department by Mr. John Usher, jun.
CHARGE AGAINST A CLERGYMAN.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH called the attention
of the Attorney-General to the matter of
the Rev. Charles Booth, of Wangaratta,
and asked whether any and what steps
had been or were intended to be taken by
him towards a criminal prosecutiun of Mr.
Booth; also, whether, if the Bishop of
Mel bourne should send in to Government a
recommendation that any portion of the
grunt-in-aid should be appropriated to or
paid to that gentleman, would the Govern-

Clergyman.

ment act on such recommendation? The
honorable member said-I will not' press
the latter question upon the attention
of the Attorney-General, as I understand the matter is one over which the
Government have no control; but as
regards the first question, as to whether
any steps have been or are to be taken
towards a criminal prosecution of Mr.
Booth, I am reluctantly obliged to bring
the facts of the case under the attention of the Attorney-General. According
to a recent ruling of the Speaker, an
honorable member, in asking a question,
ought to limit his remarks to a simple
statement of facts. I shall, therefore,
abstain from making any comments on the
matter, and confine myself strictly to a
statement of facts. The full facts of the
case will be found in a correspondence
between the trustees of the church at
Wangaratta and the Bishop of Melbourne,
which was published in the Age newspaper
of the 15th of December last. The occurrence to which I refer took place on Sunday
the ~8th of October, in the church at
Wangaratta, during the afternoon serdce.
A full congregation was assembled, and, in
the midst of the service, an unfortunate
animal-a dog-happened to go into the
church, and create some little commotion
and confusion.
Mr. Booth thet'eupon
came down from the reading-desk and
seized the dog. A Mr. Evans also took
hold of the dog for the purpose of' removing it out of the church, but the reverend gentleman, Mr. Booth, wilfully and
maliciously broke the animal's leg.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-I rise to order.
I wish to know if the honorable member
is justified in making a statement which
must seriously affect the character of the
gentleman referred to, when the statement
is not made on his own knowledge of what
occurred?
The SPEAKER.-I presume that the
honorable member is confining himself to
a statement of facts.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH..-I have already
explained that I state the facts upon the
authority of the published correspondence
between the Bishop of Melbourne and the
trustees of the church. 'I wish to direct
the attention of the Attorney-General to
the fact, that the 194t.h section of the
Criminal Law and Practice Statute enacts
that "whosoever shall unlawfully and
maliciously kill, maim, or wound any dog,
bird, beast, or other animal," shall, upon
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conviction before a justice of the peace,
be lia~le to be imprisoned for any period
not exceeding six months, or to pay a
penalty of not exceeding £20. There are
other facts to which I will draw attention,
namely, that there is likely to be a trial of
Mr. Booth, though not under this Act;
that the Bishop of Melbourne will be the
judge who will preside at that trial; that
the judge has, in one of the letters written
by himself, stated his impression of the
conduct of Mr. Booth; and that the jury
will consist of twelve persons, six of whom
are to be selected by that gentleman as his
particular friends. Under these circumstances, I feel perfectly justified in asking
whether any steps have been taken, or
will be taken, by the Government, towards
a criminal prosecution of Mr. Booth, and
in drawing the attention of the AttorneyGeneral to the 194th section of the
Criminal Law and Practice Statute.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-The honorM
able and learned member is under a misapprehension if he supposes that the
Government disclaim the power of interfering in any case, or under any circumstances, with the stipend proposed to be
granted to a clergyman out of the funds
provided by the State. By the regulations
under which state ai4 to religion is granted
the power does exist for the Gov~rnment to
intecfere with the stipend of any particular clergyman, though I certainly think
that it would be exceedingly unwise for
the Government to exercise that power,
except under very special and extraordinary circumstances. With reference to
the first question of the honorable member, I would remind him and the House
that the facts which he has brought under
the attention of the House are facts only
known by public rumour. Although they'
are facts which are known to me by the
same means as they are known to the
honorable and learned member, still they
are not sufficient, in my opinion, upon
which to base any action on the part
of the Crown law officers, with a view
of instituting criminal proceedings. The
circumstance to which the honorable member has referred took place
several months ago. It took place in
a church, in the presence of some of
the trustees or persons whose duty it
was to take care of the church-to take
care that the proceedings of the church
were conducted properly and decentlyand whose duty it would be, I apprehend,
under ordinary circumstances, to institute
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criminal proceedings against any person
who committed a criminal act within its
walls. I apprehend, therefore, tba:t it was
the duty of the trustees to act in the
first instance, if they intended to act at
all, against this gentleman. And then the
question arises whether, as they have not
taken action, the Crown ought, after
several months delay, to institute proceedings against Mr. Booth? I believe, sir,
that if we consider all the facts of the case
as they are known to us through the newspapers (and that is the only way in which
they are known to me), there will be very
few of us who will not be of opinion that
this gentleman, whatever his misconduct
is attributable to-whether it was occasioned by a temporary phrensy or by
deliberate cruelty-has been very considerably punished already. Considering
his position, and the terrible consequences
which must attach to him during his whole
life, I think he has suffered a more severe
punishment than any criminal law could
inflict, and that it would almost be pursuing
a spirit of vengeance if criminal proceedings were now taken against him. I beg
to say that it is not the intention of the
Government to take criminal proceedings
against Mr. Booth.
ILLICIT GROG-SELLING.
Mr. SNODGRASS asked the Chief
Secretary whether instructions had been
issued to the police, directing them not to
interfere with illicit grog-selling within
the boundaries of shires or road boards?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I may state that
such instructions have not been issued. I
dare say that the honorable member may
have tabled the question from the circumstance that the police were informed tha t
it was no part of their duty to enforce the
payment of publicans' licence fees, inasmuch as they belong to the municipalities,
road board districts, and shires.
MARYBOROUGH MINING BOARD.
Mr. BOWMAN asked the Treasurer if
it was true that the salaries due to the
members of the Maryborough Mining
Board could not be obtained?
Mr. VERDON said that the payment
under the first scheme of division had been
protested ag'ainst bya member of the board.
A fresh scheme had been subsequently
adopted, and the warrants for payment,
on that basis, were being issued in due
course.
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CIVIL SERVANTS AS MUNICIPAL
OFFICERS.
Mr. LEVEY asked the Chief Secretary
whether he had any objection to allow
members of the civil service who hold
office as mayors of boroughs, chairmen of
road boards, shire councils, or members of
such bodies, to retain office until the next
annual election? The honorable member
was proceeding to state why he had put
the question on the notice-paper, when
Ml'. DYTE rose to a point of order.
The Speaker, he said, had ruled the other
day that an honorable member, in asking a
question, was not entitled to express any
opinion in connexion with it-he· could
only state facts.
The SPEAKER expressed a hope that
honorable members would adhere to that
rule.
Mr. LEVEY said that he had no desire
to act contrary to the Speaker's ruling.
He was about to state, when he was interrupted by the honorable member for
Ballarat East (Mr. Dyte), that several
persons in the ci viI service held offices in
connexion with road boards, borough
councils, and shire councils. Without
wishing at present to discuss the policy of
the recent civil service regulations, he
thought that, if these persons were called
upon to resign their offices in connexion
with the local bodies immediately, considerable inconvenience would be caused
thereby.
.
Mr. KI~G insisted upon the honorable
member for Normanby obeying the
Speaker'S ruling.
The SPEAKER.-The ruling is not
~ine: but a standing order of the Assembly.
]Sohon?rable member, in putting a question,
has a rIght to state any reasons, but must
confine his remarks to a statement of
facts.
Mr. LEVEY concluded by simply submitting the question.
Mr. McCULLOCH, in reply, said it
was most objectionable that members of
the ci viI service should hold such offices as
those to which the honorable member
referred. Many of the gentlemen holding
such offices had already resigned, and it
was his intention, under the circumstances,
to carry out the rule strictly.
REMOVAL OF NUISANCES DILL.
Captain MAC MAHON, in moving for
leave to introduce a Bill for the removal of
nuisances from the city of Melbourne,
said-It is not intended to proceed with
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the Bill if the Public HeaHh Law Amendment Bill becomes law; but, at tl1e request of the Corporation of Melbourne, who
have incurred expense in connexion with
the Bill. I desire that the HOllse may be
in a position to consider it without delay,
in the event of the general meaSUl'e introduced by the Government not being
passed. The only material difference be ..
tween the two, as affecting the Corporation
of Melbourne, is that by this Bill the
corporation would have direct power to
order the removal of n9i!;ances; whereas,
by the Public Health Laws Amendment
Bill, the power will be given through the
Central Board of Health.
Mr. IRELAND seconded the motion.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I see no objection to the introduction of this Bill, on the
understanding stated by the honorable and
gallant member, that it will not be proceeded with until the fate of the Public
Health Bill is ascertained.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I am very glad to
hear that it is not the intention of .the
corporation to proceed with this Bill if the
Public Healt.h Bill becomes law. I have
looked carefully into the Bill, and I think
that pet'haps some portions of it might,
with ad vantage, be embodied in the general
measure.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was brought iu and read a first time.
COMPLAINTS BEFORE" WARDENS.
Mr. CASEY moved"That there be laid upon the table of the
House, a return of the number of complaints
made to and heard before each warden of the
gold fields during the year 1865 and 1866
respectively, the aggregate amonnt of damages
claimed and recovered, and the amount of costs
awarded."
It will be in the recollection of the House
(said the honorable member) that under
the old Gold Fields Act, litigation between
miners who had disputes with one another
was initiated in the warden's courts by
complaint being made by one of the
parties. The usual course of proceeding
then was, for the warden to visit the
locality of the dispute, and settle the
matter on the ground, in the presence of
the persons conc(\rned, no professional
gentlemen attending, and no costs being
incurred by either party. Under the
Mining Statute, the procedure is different.
All the proceedings before wardens must
be initiated by a summons, which is afterwards heard in the warden's court. Professional gentlemen attend on behalf of the
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litigants, and in many instances there is
great difficulty in getting at the real facts
of the case, owing to technical objections
being raised, and the summonses are dismissed, costs being given against the unsuccessful party. This has had the effect
on some of the gold fields of virtually
shutting the doors of the wardens' courts,
and preventing miners who have disputes
with other miners from obtaining the assistance which those courts were intended
to afford. In my own district, the effect
of this system has been that the wardens
in some cases have agreed, with the consent of the professional gentlemen on both
sides, not to allow costs to either party.
Indeed, to induce miner!; to avail themselves of the assistance of the wardens to
settle disputed questions, something like a
guarantee has had to be gi ven that no costs
would be allowed on either side. From all I
can learn, I believe that the new system
has had the effect of preventing miners
llaving their disputes settled as easily as
under the old system; and it is with the
view of ascertaining how far the new
system has operafed in that direction that
I have moved for this return, so that, if
necessary, legislation may be adopted in
order to restore the old system. I think
it will be the wish of honorable members
generally that fiteilities should be g'iven to
miners to get their disputes settled as
quickly and inexpensively as possible. I
would suggest that tha return should be
prepared so "as to show the number of
complaints made in each quarter of the
years mentioned in the motion, if that will
not entail mueh extra trouble.
Mr. BURROWES seconded the motion.
Mr. BI~DO~.-I agree with the honorable member for Mandurang, that it is extremely desirable that litigation concerning
disputes between miners should be conducted in as chen.p and inexpensive a
manner as possible. I may inform the
honorable member, however, that I am
not aware that any complaint has been
made to the Mining department that the
system of deciding those disputes in force
in 1866 is not so satisfactol'y as that in
force in 1865. This is the first time I
have heard any complaint in reference to
the matter. "I have no objection to the
retul'U asked for being supplied, and in
the form in which the honorable member
has suggested.
Mr. LALOR.-Various complaints have
been made on gold fields with which I am
acquainted, that the jurisdiction possessed
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by the wardens is too large. In a case
decided at Smythesdale some time ago,
the warden awarded damages to the
amount of £7,000. The general opinion
of intelligent miners is, that wardens
should not be vested with such large
powers as they at present possess.
The motion was then agreed to.
EDUCATION COMMISSION.
Mr. LEVEY moved"That there be laid upon the table of the
House copies of all correspondence between Mr.
Casey, M. P., Dr. Bt;ownless, and the Government, with reference to the appointment of
those gentlemen as members of the Education
" Commission,"

Mr. KERFERD seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
MINING COMPANIES LAW
AME:S-DMENT BILL.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-As a general
desire was expressed on the second reading of the Mining Companies Bill, that it
should be referred to a select committee,
I beg to move" That the Bill to limit the liability of mining
companies be referred to a select committee,
consisting of Mr. Bunny, Mr. Bindon, Mr. Uasey,
Mr. Frazer, Mr. Lalor, Mr. Dyte, Mr. McKean,
Mr. Ramsay, Mr. Smyth, Mr. Sullivan, and the
mover-three to form a quorum, with power to
call for persons and papers, to report to this
House, and to sit on days when the House does
not meet."

Mr. McCULLOCH seconded the motion.
Mr. DYTE suggested that the latter
portion of the motion, giving power to
the committee" to sit on days when the
House does not meet," should be omitted.
Mr. MACGREGOR acquiesced in this
suggestion, and the motion, as amended
by the omission of these words, was agreed
to.
SUPPLY.
The resolution agreed to in Committee
of Supply on the previous day was considered and adopted.
The House then" resolved itself into
Committee of Supply.
Mr. VERDON moved"That a sum not exceeding £ 117,100 be
granted to Her Majesty. for or towards certain
of the services for the year 1866, specified and
set forth in the Supplementary Estimates submitted to the Legislative Assembly on the 5th
day of February, 1867."

Mr. GILLIES suggested that, until the
committee had had an opportunity of considering the Supplementary Estimates in
detail, the Treasurer should simply take a
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vote for a sum sufficient to meet items
about which there was likely to be no
discussion, and for which money was required immediately.
Mr. VERDON intimated that he would
not object to that course, and substituted
£10,000 for £117,100.
.
The motion, as amended, was agreed to.
Mr. VERDON next moved"That a sum not exceeding £500,000 be
granted to Her Majesty for or towards the
services for the year 1867, set forth in the Estimates submitted to the Legislative Assembly
on the 5th day of February, 1867."
The resolution was agreed to..
The House resumed, and both resolutions were reported.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
The House having gone into Committee
of Ways and Means,
Mr. VERDON moved"That, towards raising the supply granted to
Her Majesty, in lieu of the duties of customs
now chargeable on the articles undermentioned,
imported into Victoria, the following duties
shall be charged from and after the 1st of
July,1867-Spirits or strong waters, of any
strength not exceeding the strength of proof
by Sykes's hydrometer, and so in proportion for
any greater strength than the strength of proof
-lOs. per gallon."
Mr. LEVEY said it had been suggested
to him by honorable members on the
Opposition side of the House that, as the
Budget proposed a complete change in the
fiscal system of the country, it was
desirable that an opportunity should be
afforded of ascertaining the opinion of the
public upon it, and that with that view,
and also to enable honorable members to
consider it more carefully than they had
yet been able to do, it was necessary that
there should be a longer adjournment of
the debate than was asked for on the
previous evening. He would remind the
Treasurer that it was not unusual to ask
for a few days adjournment under such
circumstances, and that, of course, the
Opposition had not had the same opportunity of forming an opinion upon the
proposed changes in the Tariff as the Government had had.
Mr. VERDON said he was somewhat
surprised at the suggestion of the honorable member, because he understood that
the committee would be prepared to go on
with the discussion that evening. He was
very loath to object to an application for
time to consider an important matter like
the Budget, although he felt it was desir-
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able, in order to prevent any undue disturbance of trade and for other reasons,
that the matter should be disposed of with
as little delay as possible. He, therefore,
left himself in the hands of the committee.
He could only repeat that, while the Government were most anxious to give
honorable members every opportunity of
obtaining information on the matter, they
were equally anxious that it should be
disposed of, one way or the other, as
quickly as possible.
Dr. EMBLING admitted that business
engagements had not permitted him to go
fully into the question. The fiscal policy
of the country was now to be changed for
good or ill, and he desired time for consideration.
Mr. BUNNY said that, without time
for consideration, he could not profess to
understand the subject, and therefore he
would not be able to represent the interests
of his constituents.
Mr. FRANCIS stated that, unless there
was unanimity in the request for an
adjournment, the Government were bound
to go on. They could not take their
policy from honorable gentlemen opposite.
The alterations proposed by the Government were summed up in the resolutions
before the committee, and these alterations
might very readily be discussed by commercial members that evening. Time
might be wanted by the Opposition for
other purposes than to consider these
matters. He doubted whether the patriotism
of those honorable gen tlemen did not cloak
something else.
Mr. KYTE called attention to the fact,
that all the troubles of last year were
traceable to the week's delay granted by
the House. It did not require a wiseacre
to see through the object honorable members had in asking for a similar delay on
the present o~casion.
Mr. DYTE commented upon the remarkable change which had come over the
spirit of the honorable member for N 01'manby, for the previous evening that
honorable member had declared that four
and twenty hours were sufficient for a
consideration of the question. 'lhe subject had been so long before t.he country,
that honorable members could form an
opinion on it, without appealing to their
cOBstituents.
Mr. GILLIES expressed his surprise
that honorable members should be in such
a hurry to saddle, not themselves, but their
constituents with a large amount of
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additional taxation. Whenever a proposition of this nature had been made before,
time h~d always been allowed, both here
and in England, for its consideration. No
evil could follow from a postponement for
a few days, inasmuch as a resolution for
the protection of the revenue had already
been agreed to. The constituencies ought
to be given an opportunity to speak out
on the subject.
Mr. G. V. SMITH said that he saw no
reason for an appeal to the constituencies,
nor did he believe that a postponement
would alter a single vote. At the same
time, if honorable members on the Opposition side real1y desired an adjournment,
the Government would do well to give
way and not to exercise their strength.
Mr. REEVES remarked that so many
of the proposed alterations in the Tariff
would lead to discussion, that he was
- decidedly in favour of proceeding with
business without delay.
Captain MAC MAHON pointed out
that there was a more important matter
than suiting the convenience of the Government, and that was, that time should be
allowed for an expression of opinion out of
doors. No doubt the proposal of the
Government would be carried into effect,
but persons outside ought to have the
opportunity of pointing out what amendments were required by the various interests that proposal affected.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that whatever
reasonable adjournment the Opposition
might have asked for the previous day would
have been willingly conceded. The proposition to proceed the next evening emanated,
however, from an Opposition member.
The Government were anxious to go on
with the business of the country, but if
honorable members were not prepared to
deal with the question, the Government
could only say that they placed themselves
in the hands of the House. As to any
expression of opinion out of doors, he was
satisfied that the more thoroughly the
Government scheme was examined, the
more thoroughly it would be approved of.
Mr. McKEAN urged that, if there was
an adjournment at all, it ought to be for a
sufficient time to allow the country
districts, as well as the Melbourne and
suburban constituencies, to express their
opinion on the Government policy. He
was sure, however, that a majority of
honorable mem bel'S were desirous of proceeding w~th the discussion.
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Mr. SANDS said that, to give the
country districts time to speak out, an
adjournment until Tuesday week would
be necessary.
He was convinced that
the Government would find their hands
strengthened by the measures they had
proposed. He knew that these measures
had been, most favorably received in his
own district.
Mr. DYTE also maintained that, if the
country districts were to express an
opinion, an adjournment until Tuesday
week would be necessary.
The committee divided on the motion
that progress be reportedAyes
24
Noes
32
Majority against reporting} 8
progress
••.
•••
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
Dr.
Mr.
"
Dr.
Mr.
"
"
"
"

Bayles,
Bunny,
Connor,
Dyte,
Embling,
Gillies,
Hanna,
Heath,
Hopkins,
Jones,
Kerferd,
Levey,
MacBain,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Baillie,
Balfour,
Bindon,
Burrowes,
Burtt,
Byrne,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Evans,
Farrell,
Francis,
Halfey,
Harbison,
H. Henty,
Higinbotham,
King,
Kyte,

Mr. McLellan,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Macpherson,
" Moore,
" O'Grady,
" • Orr,
" Snodgrass,
" Snowball,
" Watkins.

Tellers.
Mr. Langton~
" Longmore.
NOES.

"

"
"
"

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Love,
Macgregor,
McCaw,
McCulloch,
Plummer,
Reeves,
Sands,
G. P. Smith,
G. V. Smith,
J. T. Smith,
F. L. Smyth,
Vale,
Verdon.

Tellers.
Mr. McKean,
" Bowman.

Mr. LEVEY.-Since it is the wish of
honorable members that the debate should
continue, I will proceed with my observations on the statement made yesterday
evening by the honorable the Treasurer.
The honorable gentleman, in the course of
his address, went more fully than he has
been wont to do into a large number of
figures relating to the fiscal progress of
the colony during the last three or four
years, and to a comparison of the revenue
for a still longer period. It will be my
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duty to extract from the great quantity of
chaff in this statement the few grains of
wheat which really have reference to the
question before us. The honorable gentleman stated that we commenced the present
yenr with a balance from 1865 of
£225,898, or, in round numbers, a quarter
of a million of money; and we learn
that, owing to the financial system
adopted by the Government, owing
to the revision of the Tariff, and owing
to the general legislative hocus-pocus
indulged in, the year which commenced
with a credit balance of a quarter of a
million is to wind up with a credit
balance of £ I, 108. . And how does the
honorable gentleman arrive at this surplus, which is so near a deficit? He does
it by three operations, which I cannot find
language sufficiently strong to characterize. The first is by not spending a
sum of £60,000 which ought to have been
spent under the Immigration Act; the
second by not spending a sum of £130,000
voted for public works; and the third by
raising a sum of £80,000 by the sacrifice
of the public estate at the auction mart
without the authority of this House, and,
consequently, in express defiance of the
Land Act, the 68th section of which provides that no land shall be sold by auction
unless the President of the Board of Land
and Works lays a statement before this
House of the quantity he intends to sell,
and obtains permission to sell it. I
:find that the Treasurer-for though
the honorable gentleman was absent
the grenter part of the financial year, yet,
as he endorses the administration of the
Chief Secretary, I am justified in referring
to the Government policy as his-I find
that he took upon himself not to spend a
sum of £60,000, which should have been
devoted to immigration. The Land Act
of 1862, and the Amending Land Act of
1865, set aside a certain proportion of the
land revenue for immigration purposes,
and the Immigration Act states the way
in which that money shall be applied.
The honorable gentleman himself, in the
report he has presented to the House of
his proceedings in England, points out
the desirability of giving effect to this
Act. He says"Many of the misapprehensions most injurious to Australia only exist because is is impossible to obtain reliable information. Everyone knows, or at least can find out without
difficulty, where to go for information as to
America, Canada, and most of the Australian
colonies; but, save the obscure little office
Mr. Levell.
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occasiollal1y visited by Major Pasley, there is no
place in England where anything concerning
Victoria can be learned."

Every Victorian colonist who has visited
England makes the same complaint. The
Immigration Act was brought forward,
during the regime of the late Ministry, to
end this. stnte of things; and, together
with the Land Act, it took it out of
the power of this House to determine
the amount of the annual vote for immigration. It was felt that a constant stream
of immigration was of such importance,
that it ought not to be left to an aunual
vote. But since this Government came
into office,· they have treated these Acts
as though they were dead letters. An
Act of Parliament directs that certain
regulations shall be framed; but the
Minister of Customs says, "I will refuse
to carry out these regulations." What the
result has been I do not now care to say.
Whatever objections there may have been
to immigration when there was no access
to the public lands, there can be none now,
when every man desirous of settling in
th.e colony can do so. We have only to
look at other countries, notably the United
States, to ascertain the effects· of a constant stream of immigration. The United
~tates have passed triumphantly through ..
a crisis unexampled in the last century,
and have crushed a powerful rebellion,
because their liberal Homestead Act
attracted a' stream of immigration
which they utilized against their adversaries. Immigration would have saved
us from the depression in trade, and the
monetary crisis from which we are now
emerging. With it" endowed as the colony
is with every possible advantage, we
should become a nation; without it, we
must remain as we now are. One of the
most serious charges against this Ministry
is their systematic policy of stifling the
Immigration Act.
Mr. COPE.-They have prevented poorhouses.
Mr. LEVEY.-The honorable member
can know nothing ahout the question. If he
knew the struggle the farmers have had to
get their crops in this summer, he would not
talk of poor-housf's. I am informed that,
in the agricultural district I have the
honour to represent, one-fift.h of the corn
crop has been lost, owing to the impossibility of obtaining agricultural labour.
For months past the newspapers have
teemed with paragraphs regarding the
necessity of employing Chinese, and rela-
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ting how the European labourers have
congl'egatcd at public-houses, smoking and
drinking, and have stood out for higher
wages than the farmers could afford to pay.
In many instances the cost of reaping
has been a third, and even a half of the value
of the crop. The Government, which by
its stoppage of immigration for four years
past has induced this state of things, can
hardly regard the prospect with complacency. If they can only obtain their
enormous balance of £1,108 by such
means, it would be better, perhaps, to come
before the House with a deficiency. The
next thing the Government did to obtain
their balance was to deliberately repudiate
the votes of this House. Ministers, last
session, came down with a scheme for the
public works for the year. The House,
after a great deal of deliberation, voted
sums amounting to £379,000.
We are
told by the Treasurer that it is necessary
to make the public account balance in
order to maintain the credit of the colony,
and that it is owing
our having done
this in the past that the success of our
loan with the English public is greatly due.
Perhaps I should rather say our success
with the French public, who, may be,
knowing less of our affairs, were more
willing to lend their money. But if' this
painful necessity does exist, if the
Treasurer has to come down and acknowledge that his estimates were a blunder,
he should not do so in his jaunty and somewhat glib manner of yesterday, but rather
with a certain amount of contrition, and an
acknowledgment of the incompetence of
the gentleman by whom the finances were
administered during his own absence. The
third matter to which I have to allude is
the sacrifice of the public estate by auction.
We are all agreed that the greatest blunder
made in years past was the sale of our
lands to raise a revenue, without considering whether or not we settled a population
on the soil. -Much, if not aU, of the popularity of the present Ministry is 'due to the
belief that they were not the men to continue this system-that they would not
sell land unless set.tlement was to follow.
It was under this belief that they obtained
power to sell by auction, provided that
they laid upon the table of this House a
statement of their intentions, and provided
that that statement,was approved of. But
the Government have treated this provision
in the same way as they have the Immigration Act and the Land Acts of 1R62 and
1865. Finding tpat there was a deficit, they

to
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proceeded in the most profligate and wicked
manner to confiscate 250,000 acres in the
Wimmera district. They knew that none
of this enormous tract was at present
available for settlement; they knew that
it must fall into the hands of the
squatters; and yet, rather than meet
the House with a deficit, they sacrificed
the land. At the very snme time that this
was being done the Minister of Lands was
promising to a deputation of' Mount Moriac
farmers that he would introduce the
system of free selection before survey; that
in a few days, regulations would be promulgated which would allow any man to
take up 640 acres when he pleased and
w here he pleased. Whether the honorable
gentleman ascertained that he was too
rash in his promises, or whether he fell
into the evil company of the more nstute
Chief Secretary, I cannot say; but his whole
conduct this session-his unwillingness to
appear in the House when his presence is
not absolutely required by departmental
business-shows that he is not prepared to
carry out his proposition. And what has
been the effect of the honorable gentleman's statement? Why that, while the
industrious population has not been afforded
the promised facilities, a death blow has
been dealt to the poorer squatters; for, as
honorable members more behind the scenes
of banking policy than myself can inform
the House, that statement has rendered it
impossible for any pastoral tenant to obtain
an advance on the security of his run.
In short, the land policy of the Government, like their other policies, has been most
disastrous to the interests of the country.
The next subject to which I desire to
direct attention is the expenditure which
the Treasurer proposes for the present
year. The honorable gentleman pointed
out fairly enough that, although the expenditure for the year would probably
amount to nearly £3,400,~00, something
like £1,134,000 of this sum would consist of special appropJ.'iations under the
authority of various Acts of Parliament.
It appears that the sum of £697,000 is
for the salaries and wages of the civil
establishments; £700,000 is set apart for
departmental contingencies; and £907,000
is put down for "other expenditure." In
other words, if we deduct the sum which
we have to pay every year for our funded
debt-this year it will be £665,000
-the proposed expenditure for the
present year will amount to £2,650,000 ;
or nearly £5 per head for every
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man, woman, and child in the country.
Now I beg to point out that this expenditure is gradually working up to something
perfectly monstrous; and that, ifit goes on
increasing, it will ultimately bring us to
national insolvency. The expenditure is
on a scale unequalled by any other country
in the world, however prosperous or extravagant. It is at a rate four times that
of the mother country. Last year the
Imperial expenditure was £66,462,206,
of which £26,369,939 was devoted to the
management and interest of the funded
debt; so that, in England, the total expenditure on civil establishments, the army
and navy, embassies abroad, packet service,
&c., does not exceed £40,000,000; and
this for a population which, according to
the last census, numbers 29,346,000 souls.
In other words, in the mother country, the
annual public expenditure (excluding the
amount paid as interest' on the funded
debt) is at the rate of £ 1 6s. 8d. per head;
while here the public expenditure is at the
rate of £4 lOs. per head.
Mr. VERDON.-The comparison is not
fair.
Mr. LEVEY.-I am ready to admit
that we spend a much larger amount of
our revenue on public works than is done
in the mother country; but, on the other
band, it must not be forgotten that we are
entirely relieved of any expenditure for
an army and navy, like that borne by the
mother country. And what, after all, is
our expenditure on public works? I find
that it is proposed to spend, during the
present year, only £515,000 for the endowment of road districts and boroughs,
the construction of roads outside road
districts, and on public works. Well,
the civil expenditure of the mother
country is £15,000,000, while here
(excluding the expenditure for public
works) it is over £2,000,000. I am quite
prepared to admit that a country like this
should bear a larger amount of taxation
per head than the mother country; but
while I admit that our resources are very
elastic, I say that there is a limit to
elasticity, there is a limit to the tax-paying
powers of a people. I am quite willing to
admit the difficulties experienced by the
Government in their endeavours to effect
retrenchment; I admit that they have done
something in this direction; but I say that
their retrenchment has not gone far enough.
To lop sixpence a day from the wages of
a railway porter is a very cheese-paring
way of making retrenchment. I should
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like to see a less expensive and less
complicated system -of Government. I
should like to see wholesale reductions
made in the expenditure on the administration of justice, the civil service,
roads and bridges, and public works;
unless this be done we shall find before
long that the resources of this country are
unable to bear the pressure which has
been brought upon them. The Treasurer
has taken credit for having done much
towards reducing the annual expenditure;
but I find-on comparing the Estimates
for 1866 with those which we are now
called upon to discuss-that in every department of the State there is a considerable increase. The special appropriations
amounted last year to £1,120,000; this
year they amount to £1,134,000, showing
an increase of £14,000. The reason of
that may be that we have proposed to
somewhat increase our funded debt; but
we cannot go on increasing our funded
debt to an indefinite extent. I willingly
admit that the policy of spending a large
portion of our means every year in reproductive public works is a very wise one;
but our borrowing powers must sooner or
later be severely crippled, if it be found
that the interest on our national debt is
increasing at such a ratio. I find that
there is an increase under the head of
salaries and wages from £680,000 to
£697,000.
Mr. VERDON.-Caused by increments.
Mr. LEVEY.-I don't deny this; but I
say that a system like that sanctioned by
the Civil Service Act, which commits the
House to annual increments, may ultimately lead us to a position which I dare
not contemplate. I admit that Government officers should be able to feel something like certa~n of the tenure on which
they hold their situations; and I say
that a good civil servant, like a good
private servant, deserves 1;0 have his
But a private memsalary increased.
ber of this House cannot live beyond
his income; he must cut his coat according to his cloth. And the same
principle should apply to the Government.
If salaries increase in this way, by increments under the Ci vi! Service Act, the
time will come when the pressure on the
public finances will be harder than they
can bear; and although I should be the
last to propose a reduction of the salaries
of civil servants, yet I say that we ought
to look this difficulty fairly in the face. I
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find that the contingencies have increased
from £693,000 to £700,000 ; and that the
"other expendi ture" has increased' from
£823,000 to £907,000. In short, the
total increase to our expenditure this year
is something like £65,000. Now, I ask,
is this a time for increasing expenditure?
Is any private gentleman, merchant, director of a public company, squatter,
farmer, or any man in business prepared
to increase his annual expenditure at
the present time? I say that we ought
to take very good care, at the beginning
of a financial year, that the burthens
laid on the people of this country are
not more than they can bear - are
not more than they are likely, in future
years.' to be able to afford. The present
Government have been in office for four
years; this is the fourth or fifth Budget
which the Treasurer has brought down;
and I say that long ere this we ought to
have introduced a system of economy into
the public service. While we are indulging in this extravagant expenditure, I
would ask what is the condition of this
city? I would ask the Treasurer what he
thought of Melbourne on his return from
Europe? Is not the state of the public
buildings a positive disgrace to us? Before the existence of the present Government-when the Chief Secretary was only
the member for :Mornington-that honorable gentleman proposed that a sum of
money should be raised by loan, for the
purpose of finishing our public buildings.'
Whether those buildings were commenced
ona cheap or on an expensive plan, certainly
they ought to be finished. But the Houses
of Parliament, the Treasury, the Supreme
Court-indeed, nearly every public building we see-is in an unfinished and incomplete condition, creating the impression of
a bankrupt exchequer-of a community
with large desires and very small means.
No stranger arriving here would imagine,
from the appearance of our public buildings,
that this is one of the most expensively
governed countries in the whole world. I
do trust that the Government will look
fairly into this question of public expenditure. I am glad to find that the AttorneyGeneral has, in his department, applied
the principle of retrenchment pretty
vigorously; but I repeat that I object to mere cheese-paring reductions. I
regard our system of Government as
needlessly complicated and expensive. I
believe the Government to be split up into
far too many departments; and I think
VOL.m.-z
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that if there was a much smaller number
of Ministers, and a much smaller number
of heads of departments, the arrangement
would be far wiser, and the expenditure
of the country might be very much reduced. I have gone at this length into
the question of our extravagance, because,
although we have had the public estate to
fall back upon, although we have been in
the habit of drawing about one million
sterling per annum from the public lands,
yet, sooner or later-when that land fund
is materially diminished-we shall have
to adopt a system of retrenchment which
will be all the more painful because of
the extravagance to which for so many
years we have been accustomed. I do not
believe in giving such enormous powers
into the hands of any Government. I
believe that such a large revenue may
tend to smooth the difficulties of a Government "struggling fOl'-existence," but
it is quite unworthy of a Government like
the present. I am certain that there is
not a Minister who does not feel that the
amount of patronage placed at· his disposal
is excessively inconvenient and unpleasant
-and who would not be glad to see that
amount of patronage greatly diminished;
because, where there is one appointment
to be given away, with a dozen applicants for that appointment, you may
make one friend, and at the same time
eleven bitter enemies. For these and other
reasons-reasons not germane to the
existence of the present Ministry-I trust
that, even at the eleventh hour-at any
rate, before the next session, the Government will vigorously do what I maintain
every private individual, every firm, and
every public company, has had to do
during the last two or three yearsnamely, to set to work in reducing expenditure. I now come to the third branch
of the subject--namely, the taxation
which the present Government seek to introduce. The Government, as I understand, ask that they may bring in an
entirely new system of duties .. The duties
levied up to the present time may be
divided into two classes, first, the old
duties, which were levied under the
old Tariff - the Tariff which was in
existence prior to the year 1864and the new duties levied by this
House, after the very stormy political
crisis from which we emerged a few
months ago. It is proposed to retain all
the"old duties; and it is proposed, with
respect to the new duties, to make an
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enormous change. I confess that, considering the great exertions made by the
Ministry to carry the late or rather the
present Tariff-considering that they did
not scruple, in order to carry that Tariff, .
to keep this country in a state of political
turmoil for something over twelve months
-considering that they wished that Tariff
carried for three years, and that that
proposition was one of the causes of the
dispute with the other branch of the
Legislature-I am surprised that, at the
very first opportunity afforded them, they
should be prepared to throw over that
Tariff. What do we find? Last year
the Commissioner of Customs thought
that anything like an ad valorem Tat'iff
was the most wicked and monstrous thing
that could possibly be devised. When the
Tariff was first brought in, the Minister
of Customs, sp'eaking as a leading Melbourne merch:nt, made the following
remarks about ad valorem duties:" Had an ad valorem system been proposed, it
would have required skilled members of every
trade to protect the public interests against
fraud. . . . . An ad valorem scale would
necessarily have involved, in the first place, a
more inquisitorial system; and secondly, ~
more skilled class of customs officers-skilled
in the details of the various branches of trade.
• . . . The experience of the strong objections of all the principal officials of the customs
department were against ad valorem duties, on
the ground of their inquisitorial character, and
that the fair and honest trader had opposed to
him persons of the least conscientious scruples,
who did not hesitate to prostitute the law to
their own advantage; and that there would be
in all commercial communities, collecting revenue by means of ad valorem duties, so much of
what was called here custom-house oaths, and
general laxity of morals, that the least scrupulous would have the advantage."

It is strange that, without any reasouwithout any apparent pressure on the part
of the IQercantile community-these ad valorem duties which twelve months ago were,
in the opinion of the Minister of Customs
and his colleagues, so objectionable, are
now, above all others, the very kind of
duties that ought to be imposed. Does
not the experience of every merchant and
every man of business show that ad
valorem duties lead to the, making of false
entries, and the use of double sets of
invoices? What does McCulloch, the
political economist of all others who
appea.rs to enjoy the confidence of the
Treasurer, say on the subject ?"Even as respects imported commodities
(observes McCulloch) the obstacles in the
way of assessing ad valorem duties are not ea:sily
overcome. It is very difficult to learn either
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what most articles cost or what they are worth
at the present moment. If the determination
of such a point were left to the importer, he
might, to save the duty, undervalue the articles;
while, if it were left to the officer, he might
overvalue them. It is sometimes the practice,
when articles are entered at value and charged
with ad valorem duties, to authorize the officers,
if they suspect the articles are undervalued, to
take them on account of Government at the
price entered, adding a reasonable profit for the
merchant. But a plan of this sort is very liable
to abuse, and especially to collusion between
the importers and the officers. Probably no
ad valorem duty was ever so fairly assessed and
easily collected as that on tea previously to the
abolition of the East India Company's monopoly.
All sorts of tea were then exposed to public
sale in London ; a duty of 96 per cent. being
charged upon such as sold under 2s. per lb., and
of 100 per cent. on such as sold at 2s. per lb.
and upwards j so that there was no room for
fraud or favoritism. But after the abolition of
the company's monopoly, when everybody
might import teas into the outports as well
as into the metropolis, and dispose of them at
pleasure, the former system for the assessment
of the duties could no longer be acted upon."

Last year a measurement duty was carried
which, accorcling to the Minister of Customs, would produce on an average about
5 per cent. on the value of the goods. But
when it was urged that it would be a much
greater convenience to the mercantile community to have instead an ad 'l.'alorem duty
of 5 per cent., the Minister of Customs was
full of objections to the proposition. It
would require, he said, a large and expensive
staff of officers, whereas a measurement duty
would require only a simple scale of weights
and measures and a pair of calipers. At
very great difficulty, and at large expense,
the mercantile community have endeavoured
to adapt their arrangements to the mode of
charging duties adopted by this House,
and they have instructed their correspondents in various parts of the world to do
likewise; and now, at the mere pleasure of
the Minister of Customs-I see no other
reason-we are to imp,ose the ad valorem
duties which were so objectionable a few
months ago. The Government state that,
feeling it would be necessary very much
to increase their expenditure, they had
before them, first, a measure for imposing
direct taxation. The Treasurer has referred to the diffi'culties, of imposing direct
taxation in a new country. I believe that
both to direct and indirect taxation there
are many ~bjections. I believe it would
be utterly impossible to adopt any scheme
of taxation which did not press injuriously
on some interest.
" Who e'er expects a faultless tax to see,
Expects what neither is, nor was, nor
e'er shall be."
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But I think that in this country - a
country where, owing to the defective
land legislation of past years, we find
enormous tract.s in the possession of a few
individuals, who do not use those tracts
for the benefit of the people at large, who
give little or no employment to the peop1e,
and who, in many instances, spend the
produce of their large estates in other
countries-there is one tax which might
suggest itself to the Treasurer. That is a
land tax. I feel certain that a land tax
which would press more heavily upon the
rich than on the poor, which would be felt
mostly by men holding large estates, would
solve the problem which we have been,
for many years, endeavouring to solve in
this country-namely, a fiscal system
which would make the rich pay their
proper share of the burthens of the State.
In this country, men of wealth are not, as
a rule, men who spend a large sum of
money; they are men who spend almost
in an inverse ratio to their incomes. Some
of the' wealthiest men in this country live
penuriously-I may almost say miserly.
Our customs duties do not touch these
men in the slightest degree. Thesemenhave
princely incomes, and, as the Minister of
Justice has remarked, contribute neither
to the public revenue nor in the slightest
degree to the public charities. Is this a
state of things that ought to exist? Is it
right that men possessing thousands of
acres of land, and enjoying incomes of
£50,000 and more per annum, should contribute not so much to the revenue as an
ordinary middle-class family, with th6ir
humble consumption of tea, sugar, wine,
spirits, beer,· and tobacco? Our customs
duties have pressed hitherto on the middle
and humbler classes. The wealthier classes
have paid far less than their proper share
of taxation. Therefore, whatever objectiop.s the Treasurer may have to direct
taxation, the honorable gentleman might
have learned, from his recent visit to the
mother country, that the easiest system is
that adopted there of obtaining a certain
amount from direct, and a certain amount
from indirect, taxation. There the Chancellor of the Exchequer invites the House
of Commons to assent to the imposition of
certain customs and excise duties, and
also to the income tax, which, however
inquisitorial it may be, is one of the fairest
taxes in existence. But the Treasurer,
having abandoned the idea of a land tax,
made up his mind to raise the revenue
required from customs duties. Now' there
z2
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were several courses open to the honorable gentleman. He could have gone back
to the old Tariff, which, with all its faults,
gave the greatest possible facilities to the
trade of the port, inasmuch as the revenue
was raised from comparatively a small
number of articles, upon which comparatively large duties were charged; or
he could have raised the amount of revenue
required in such a way that luxu1'ies
rather than necessaries would be taxedthat the rich should pay a larger proportion of taxation than the poor; or be
could have looked upon the question from
. a protective point of view. For years
past there has been a strong party in the
country and in this House in favour of
protection; and I am sorry to say ,that
the protection party in this House seem to
have been like Samson in the hands of the
Ministerial Delilah. Th.ey seem prepared
to sacrifice every principle in order that
the Ministry may indulge in a variety of
fiscal experiments. I believe that the
protection party in this House is strong
enough to demand that the experiment of
protection-at any rate of incidental protection-shall be fairly tried. I have
always been of the opinion expressed by
the late Minister of Justice on the hustings at Colac, and also recently at the old
Exhibition building, that it is quite possible
so to distribute the customs taxation of
this country, as that it should press heavily
upon the industry of foreig-n countries, and
very lightly on the industry of our own.
I believe it is quite possible to introduce
a Tariff which-by raising a considerable
amount of revenue from twenty or thirty
articles that could be made in this country
-might give a bona fide stimulus to
certain industries, and not unduly interfere with trade. Although I believe
the introduction of. factories into this
country is far more important to us than
our intercolonial trade, yet I do not wish
to undervalue the impol·tance of that
trade. It seems, by the system which our
Government propose, that our intercolonial
trade will be altogether annihilated. We
cannot shut our eyes to the fact that the
direct trade between England and New
Zealand is far greater now than it was a
few years ago; that our trade with New
Zealand, South Australia, Queensland, and
Tasmania, bas, for t.he last two years, been
steadily declining; and that the number of
steamers employed in the intercolonial
trade is now not much more than one-half
what it was two years ago. We are told by'
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the Government that this is attrihutable to people to embark capital in various inall sorts of things, but that it is not in the dustries ; but, because the notions of the
slightest degree due to the Tariff. On the Minister of Customs have changed, there is
other hand, we are told by many of our to be no more protection; and protecleading merchan ts-prominent members of tionists are to be told by the Government,
the free trade party-that this falling .off " Weare very sorry for you, but to
in the intercolonial trade is almost entirely assist you is quite out of our line." Now
due to the Tariff. However it may be, it I may be told that this is a protective
cannot be denied that this trade has con- Tariff, because it imposes a duty of 5 per
siderably fallen off. Weare now called cent. ad valorem on everything. But for
upon to perpetuate this state of things. that same reason I may say that the Tariff
We are asked to put a tax of 10 per cent. is to all intents and purposes free trade.
ad valorem on a great number of articles, McCulloch remarks on this subjectand a tax of 5 per cent. ad valorem on all
"It has occasionally been objected to indirect
the rest. What effect will that have on taxes, or at least to customs duties, that they
the intercolonial trade?
A system of are inconsistent with the great principle of free
drawbacks will not work, because it trade. But there is hardly even a plausible,
much less a real, foundation for this statement.
will not be worth a merchant's trouble When
equal and moderate duties are laid on
to pass some twenty or thirty entries commodities, without respect to the countries
for the sake of a few shillings; and whence or the channels through which they
without a system of drawbacks, with the come to us, the trade in them is quite as free as
would be were the duties repealed. Suppose
strong competition that exists between it
that the existing dvty of Is. a quarter on foreign
Victoria and New South Wales as regards wheat were increased to 5s. or 7s. a quarter,
the intercolonial trade, I am certain that would not render the trade less free than it
that the imposition of a 5 per cent. duty is at this moment. Such increase would; under
certain circumstances, lessen importation, but
will altogether destroy that trade, so far as that
would be all. Freedom is not absolute but
we are concerned. And does any honor- relative. and consists in the absence of whatever
able gentleman imagine for a single mo- is partial, oppressive, or unjust. Trade·is quite
ment that any stimulus will be given to as free when there are duties on imports and
as when there are none, provided these
local industries by the alterations pro- exports
duties be moderate, press equally on all parties,
posed? According to the Minister of and involve no preferences. The fair and free
Customs, the measurement duty was equal, competition of horses in a race is not affected
taking the average, to 5 per cent. It by their being all made to carry the same
ranged from 2 per cent. on some articles weight."
to 15 and 20 per cent. on others. No Therefore, whatever may be the objections
dou bt those industries that were protected to this Tariff, it cannot be objected to on
to the extent of 15 or 20 per cent. have the ground that it is protective. I trust
taken root in this country. By the late that the protectionist members of this
Tariff, the hat trade was protected to the House-if an attempt has been made to
extent of something like 3s. or 4s. in the hoodwink them into the belief that this is
pound. The result was that a large num- a protectionist Tariff-will at once see the
ber of persons emLarked their capital and folly and fallacy of such a proposition.
industry in the manufacture of hats. At Let this Tariff be dealt with on its merits.
one fell swoop this protection is to be There is no protection in it,whatever protaken away; or at all events, by this ad tection there may be looming in the future.
valorem arrangement, it is to be cut down Do not let the common sense of the counto Is. Now let honorable members take try be stultified any longer. If the prothe industry of newspapers and b09ks. tectionist party believe that it is necessary
These things are to come in free; and the for the future good of this country that
local newspaper proprietor, bookseller, every possible stimulus ehould be given to
letter-press printer, engraver, and litho. persons to eIP.bl1rk capital in local indusgrapher, is to be exposed to the- free com. tries, let them not support the present Tariff.
petition of books and newspapers from For more than two years protection has
other countries, while the raw material- beeu virtually dead. Members who came
paper, printing materials, &c.-will have to this House pledged to protection, abanto pay 5 per cent. ad valorem. Is that doned their principles the very first time
protection to native industry? I say thl1t they were asked to do so by the present
native industry would be far better left Administration. I trust that, quite irrealone. By the promise of a certain spective of party politics, or the existence
amount of protection, you have induced of this or any other Ministry, the protec..
Mr. Levell.
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tionists will take up that position which
their importance in this House and in the
country demands.
Speaking for myself
personally, I have always been in favour
of incidental protection; but I was never
blinded by the clap-trap and sophistry of
the propositions of the present Ministry. I
trust that I shall be as wise in the future
as I have been in the past. Whoever the
Government may hoodwink, they will not
hoodwink me. With a view of gilding
the pill which they are called upon to
swallow, protectionists are told that there
is to be a duty of 4~d. or 5d. per bushel on
grain. That may be a wise policy; but I
do think that the Government, who the
other night staked their existence upon
the customs treaty which they have made
with New South Wales, should pause'
before they take a course which is sure to
bring upon them the most unrelenting
hostility of South Australia. South Australia has been till recently the granary of
the Australian colonies. We have been
accustomed for years past to get a large
portion of our wheat from there. Fortunately during the present year, owing to
the abundant harvest and the large increase
of land under cultivation, I believe that we
shall be, as nearly as possible, independent
of any other country for our supply of
wheat. Is this the time to throw down
the glove to South Australia? Is this the
time to make enemies of South Australia?
We have been in the habit of importing
wheat from South Australia, and of exporting potatoes to that colony. The people of
Sou th Australia find they can grow wheat to
greater advantage than we can, and we find
that we can grow potatoes better than they
can. Thousands of tons of potatoes have
been sent annually from this colony, chiefly
from the Western district, to South Australia, and in return we have taken a
large quantity of grain. Why should not
this interchange of commodities continue? It may be said that South Australia is not strong enough to resist us,
and is not like New South Wales in that
respect. I do not think that we ought to
take such a point into consideration. As
a question of policy, I would ask the
Government to consider what they are
doing. Some years ago, when the New
South 'Wales Government threatened to
impose border customs duties, the O'Shanassy Government said, " We look upon
a border customs duty as so unjust and
unfair, after the enormous expenditure we
have made for the benefit of Riverina by
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extending our rail way there, that if you
put a customs duty on your side the
border, we shall not hesitate to put a duty
on stock." If the present Government
had said to New South Wales, "If you
continue your customs duties, we shall
put a duty on stock," there would have
been no necessity for the payment of
£60,000, which we have agreed to make
to New South Wales under the recent
treaty. What is the difference between
putting a duty on meat and putting a duty
on grain? If there is a delicacy in putting
a duty on meat, why should there °not be
a delicacy in putting a duty on grain?
Is not the stock-rearing interest as
important as the grain-growing interest? Many farmers find that it is
impossible to make farming pay by merely
growing grain, and they are beginning to
combine the breeding of sheep and cattle
with that of grain-growing. Surely that
industry has ,as much right to be protected as mere wheat-growing? There is
another thing to be remembered-South
Australia might inflict upon us a most
deadly injury. I was in ~outh Australia
very recently, and I found a strong ffleling
prevailing in favour of free distillation.
With the large annual increase of grain in
Victoria and South Australia, the small
increase of the population, and the impossibility of shipping with profit to the great
markets of the world beyond New Zealand
and the Australian colo~ies, the farmers of
South Australia feel that the only way to get
quit of their surplus grain, and improve
the position of the farming interest, is by
going in to an enormous extent in favour
of free distillation. I would warn the
Government, before they exasperate South
Australia in the way they are now proposing to do, to reflect what would be the effect
if South Australia were to go in for
free distillation. Does anybody imagine
that, with a port within ten miles of our
boundary line, as Port Macdonnell is,
and with the navigation of the Murray
open to our border, it would be possible
to prevent the smuggling of spirits from
South Australia into this colony to an
extent which would seriously affect the
customs revenue? The Commissioner of
Customs imagines that during the present
year we shall raise a revenue of something
like £500,000 on spirits. I would ask
him whether, with a duty on spirits of lOs.
per gallon, or something like £25 per
hogshead, it would be possible to prevent
the smuggling of spirits if South Australia.
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adopted free distillation? I think that
The following is the di yision list:this consideration should make the GovernAYES.
ment pause. If the Government boldly
Mr. Bayles,
Mr. MacBain,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
said, "We believe in the necessity of proI, Edwards,
Dr. Embling,
Mr. Moore,
tection, we believe that in the present
Mr. Gillies,
" O'Grady,
state of affairs it is necessary to do all we
Dr. Heath,
" Plummer,
can to encourage new industries;" if they
Mr. Hopkins,
". G. V. Smith,
said, "We believe the farmers cannot make
" Snowball,
" Kerferd,
" Watkins.
" Langton,
both ends meet without some protection,"
" Levey,
at any rate their position would be a
Tellers.
" Levi,
logical one-they would have a good
Mr. Jones,
" Longmore,
argument to bring forward in favour of
" McLellan.
" Love,
the measure, and a good cry to go to the
NOES •
. country with, if they required to go to the
Mr. Balfour,
Mr. Kyte,
country; but to exasperate a neighbouring
" Macgregor,
" Bindon,
" McCaw,
" Burtt,
colony as they are about to do, to interfere
" McCulloch,
" Cope,
with trade, to establish the objectionable
" Davies,
" McKean,
system of ad valorem duties, and to do all
" Reeves,
" Evans,
this without the slightest advantage to any
" ]'arrell,
" J. T. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Francis,
principle or to any theory, and without giv" Grant,
" Vale,
ing to protection that fair trial which pro" Halfey,
" Verdon.
tection before long is bound tohave, whether
" Harbison,
it gets it from this or any other Ministry," H. Henty,
Tellers.
"Higinbotham,
Mr. Baillie,
to do all this, and to gain nothing, is more
" King,
" Bowman.
than I am prepared to assist the Ministry
Mr. EDWARDS urged the Ministry
in doing. If they will come down boldly
with a protective policy, and put such not to press on the discussion that evenduties upon certain articles which may ing, but to consent to an adjournment, in
be made in this colony as will materially order that the people might have an
assist persons in establishing new indus- opportunity of pronouncing· an opinion
tries, I am prepared to give this Ministry upon a measure which, if adopted, would
a fair trial, and I believe that a large probably control the financial destinies of
majority of the House is prepared to do the country, for good or for evil, for a
the same. But I do not believe in this considerable time to corne. When the
mongrel Tariff, which will do a great question of payment of members was
amount of mischief without being of any under consideration a few evenings ago,
advantage, except to. a few merchants and the Attorney-General stated that the best
other persons For the reasons I have way to show whether the country was in
stated, I shall vote against the proposition favour of the measure or not was by
Now· why should not the
of the Treasurer; but in doing so, I must petition.
not be understood as being opposed to a country have the opportunity of petitionduty of lOs. per gallon on spirits, but as ing for or against the fiscal policy of the
voting against the whole fiscal scheme as Government as propounded by the Trea..
surer? No such opportunity had been
propounded last night by the Treasurer.
afforded, because the Treasurer's statement
After a considerable pause,
Mr. JONES rose and said that, as the had not even yet reached the remote disadmirable speech of the honora,ble mem- tricts of the colony. . It was not unreaber for Normanby had apparently com- .sonable to ask the Ministry to. consent to
pletely staggered the Ministry, he would the adjournment of the debate for a few
move that progress be reported, in order days; and that, in the mean time, the
Commissioner of Customs should' give
~o give the occupants of the Treasury
benches an opportunity of preparing a de- honorable members some explanation of
the working of the present Tariff, and the
fence of their Tariff.
The committee divided on the question probable operation of the proposed Tariff.
Mr. VERDON assured the honora.bIe
that the Chairman report progress, when
member that there was not the slightest
there appeared:desire to press the discussion forward
Ayes
22
unduly; but the commi!tee had already
No~
26
decided that it was expedient to proceed
with it at once. The Government had
Majority against the motion 4
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voted against the adjournment, because it
was generally considered proper for a
Government to vote against the postponement of business. Honorable members
were quite entitled to hear the Commissioner of Customs, who would address the
committee later in the debate. His honorable colleague felt that it was due to the
committee, as well as to the Government,
that he should not be called. upon to reply
until a greater number of objections, and
more important objections, to the fiscal
scheme had been raised than any which
had yet been submitted.
Mr·. EDWARDS pointed out that, as
the discussion was in committee, the Com·missioner of Customs could speak as often
as he liked; so that if he addressed the
committee now, he could answer any
objections which might subsequently be
raised.
Captain MAC MAHON said that, a
year ago, the Ministry brought forward a
Tariff which it was supposed would last
for three years at least; but now, without
any external pressure, an entirely llew
Tariff had been introduced. This alone
was a sufficient reason why the committee
should receive from the Commissioner of
Customs an explanation of the reasons for
the change in the fis.cal policy of the Government.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that there
was no desire to keep back the Commissioner of Customs from expressing his
views fully on the proposed changes in
the Tariff, but as yet no tangible objections had been raised to them. When any
tangible objections were raised, the Government would be prepared to defend
their policy.
Mr. LEVI remarked that the question
before the committee was virtually a
measure for effecting certain changes in
the Tariff. Ordinary courtesy, therefore,
required that the Commissioner of Customs
should explain the reason why the changes
had been proposed. The Treasurer, in
introducing his Budget, simply stated that
the cl\anges were necessary for the purpose of raising additional revenue, and intimated that his colleague would explain
more fully the reasons which had induced
the Government to propose them.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM thought it was
n very unusual course to say to a member
.of the Government, "Stand and deliver a
defence of your policy." The Treasurer
.had stated that the changes in the Tariff
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were proposed for- the purpose of raising
more revenue; and if any arguments were
urged against the Treasury being' replenished by the mflans proposed, the
Commissioner of Trade and Customs
would be prepared to defend the policy of
the Government.
Mr. LONGMORE said that the Commissioner of Customs had estimated that
the last Tariff would produce £236,000,
and the Commissioner of Public 'IV orks
estimated that it would realize a great deal
more; but this amount had not been
realized, and the duties were now to be
doubled upon a great many articles. 'Why
was this process of doubling necessary?
This was a very important question;
and it was one reason why the country
should have the opportunity of considering
the new scheme of taxation, and why the
Commissioner of Customs should be called
upon to explain why it had been proposed.
Mr. EDWARDS contended that the
Commissioner of Customs ought to give
an explanation of the working of the
last changes which were made in the
Tariff.
It was impossible that the
Treasurer, who had been absent from
the colony for nearly eight months, could
give that information. It had Leen stated
that more money was wanted, but that
was not a sufficient explanation of the
new Tariff. When the last Tariff was
introduced it was said that it would give
incidental protection; and it was necessary
that its operation in that direction should
be fully explained by the Minister to
whose department the working of the
Tariff chiefly belonged, before honorable
members could form an opinion as to the
merits of the Tariff now proposed. He
begged to move that the chairman do
leave the chair.
Mr. FRANCIS said that he rose, not
for the purpose of entering generally into
the question, but to state that the quotation
which the honorable member for Normanby
had given from a speech which he (Mr.
Francis) made two years ago was incomplete. If he had read the context it would
have placed a different complexion on the
speech to the deductions which the honor..
able member had made. He had omitted
to read the portion of the speech of
January 24, 1865, which was to the following effect:"He (Mr. Francis) would admit that, when
this· question was first discussed, he had submi tted
to his colleagues a proposition, firstly, to estimate
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by weight in such cases as could be readily dealt
with by a weight system; but, where that would
be impossible, he proposed to adopt an ad valorem
system, and he absolutely went the length of
introducing to his colleagues-in fact, he was
almost driven to it-the system of ad valorem
duties on those very goods in respect to which
they had heard so much objection. But here he
was confronted by the experience and the strong
objections of all the principal officials of the
Customs department against ad valorem duties,
on the ground of their inquisitorial character,
and that the fair and honest trader had opposed
to him the persons of the least conscientious
scruples, who did not hesitate to prostitute the
law to their own advantage; and that there
would be in all commercial communities collecting revenue by means of ad valorem· duties so
much of what was called mere custom-house
oaths and general laxity of morals that the least
scrupulous would have the advantage. He next
made an attempt to propose a fixed duty. It
certainly avoided some of the objections to the
immorality of the other system, and the necessity
for a large increase of skilled officials, but many
serious, and indeed insuperable, difficulties were
opposed to it. Take, for instance, the article of
ribbon."
Mr. LEVEY.-Read on four lines further.
Mr. FRANCIS continued by stating
that in another part of the same speech
he made these remarks : "But if the course proposed should be unacceptable to the trade, and they would consent
to conditions to be incorporated in a Bill, and
would show how the Government could otherwise deal with jewellery than put it into the
scale, like tea and sugar, there would be every
disposition on the part of the Ministry to hear
what they had to say. He now came to the
question of manufactured silk, and he might say
at once that, if it could be shown that an ad
valorem duty would be more satisfactory to the
trade generally, and would yield an equal
revenue to the State, the Government would undoubtedly be open to conviction."
He might go on making quotations in the
same strain. His honorable colleague, the
Chief Secretary, in a speech on the 25th
of January, 1865, said : "Again, objection had been taken to the
system of charging per foot. His honorable
colleague, the Commissioner of Customs, had
taken considerable pains to ascertain what a tax
of that kind, at the rate of 10 per cent., would
llroduce, and he believed that in the main his
,",olleague was correct. At the same time, if it
were the desire of the trading community that
an ad valorem duty should be substituted, the
Government would not oppose the change.
But he would point out that the trading community had always opposed ad valorem duties
altogether. When they called upon him in reference to the wharfage rates, and with the view of
pointing out its incongruities, he asked if they
could get out of the difficulty by an ad valorem
,duty. They then said, 'Oh, no; we won't have
a system of ad valorem duties.' And yet the
gentlemen were now asking for such a system."
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He thought that he had now replied to the
only part of the speech of the honorable
member for Normanby which called for
any reply.
The rest of the honorable
member's speech consisted of attacks on
the land system and attacks generally on the
Budget of the Treasurer. In reply to the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden,
he would observe that the amount proposed last year to be raised by the new
duties then imposed was £200,450, and,
for the time that the duties were collected, the full proportion of that amount
had been realized.
In conclusion, he
begged to state that he objected to have
to meet both a raking and a flank fire
from the Opposition; but if any tangible objections were raised to the proposed Tariff he would be prepared to
rebut them.
·Mr. LEVEY said the Commissioner of
Customs had conveniently stopped short
at the word "ribbon" in one of the extracts
which he had read from his speech. If
the honorable member had continued the
extract a little further, it would have been
seen that he also made the following
remarks:- .
" One kind might not be worth more than 6d.
for a dozen yards,.while another was 3s. a yard.
A fixed duty could not apply with equity to both.
lie abandoned it, and came to the conclusion
that it was possible to make a compromise, to
avoid the immorality and the cost of the ad
valorem system, and, at the same time, succeed
in getting an approximation to the real value, by
basing calculations on returns from the actual
entries at the customs. . . . . By taking
a large number of articles from the various
commodities of our import trade-in no case
less than twenty-five entries-they arrived at
what they believed to be a fair estimate, thus
giving some of the advantages belonging to an
ad valorem system, and avoiding its defects."
As this was the honorable member's
opinion two years ago, it was not asking
too much to request him to give an
explanation of the reasons which had now
led him to take an entirely opposite view.
The Attorney-General had objected to
the Commissioner of Customs being called
upon to "stand and deliver". his defence
of the proposed changes in the Tarfff; but
the Government were. asking the people
to stand and deliver current coin to the
amount of £300,000 or £400,000 annually.
Before they were made to bleed to that
extent, it was but fair that their representatives should know the reason why.
He was surprised at the Government declining to give this information. The
Opposition, though numerically weak, re-
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presented constituencies, and they had a
right to receive this information.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the Government would not take advice from the
honorable member as to the course which
they ought to pursue to retain the support,
which they had hitherto possessed,. of a
majority of the House, and, as he beheved,
of a majority of the people of the country.
The Government would act independently,
and in the way which they believed would
be for the best interests of the country.
The speech of the honorable member for
Normanby was merely a string of vague
generalities from beginning to end. He
(Mr. McCulloch) never heard a weaker
speech delivered in making an attack on a
BudO'et.
The honorable
member had
o
. .
•
stated that the OpposItIOn were numerIcally weak, but he was afraid that. they
were something else besides numerIcally
weak. If any objections were made which
required to be grappled with, the Commissioner of Customs would be prepared
to reply to them. He was astonished that
some of the other members of the Opposition had not led the attack-the honorable member for Sandridge, for instance,
who was a mercantile man.
Mr. MOORE, referring to the remark of
the Chief Secretary, that, as a mercantile
man it would have become him to lead the
atta~k on the Government policy, asked if
. it was not the invariable practice for the
honorable member who introduced a measure to give the House a complete exposition of its character and its objects, and
to challenge discussion? Who ever heard
of an honorable member waiting for objections to be raised to his measure? The
Treasurer could know nothing of the
working of the Customs department, and,
moreover, the honorable gentleman had
promised that the Minister of Customs
should furnish the committee with the
desired information regarding the operation
of the new duties. Honorable members
wished to .know whether the customs
estimates would be more reliable this year
than .they were last, and how it was that
the Ministry, by introducing a purely
revenue measure, were throwing overboard
their protectionist friends? When he had
received this information-when the proper
time came-he would not be found unwilling to debate the question.
Mr. G. V. SMITH said that it was
evident that the Opposition had either not
been able to master the details of the Go-
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vernment scheme, or they needed a fuller
explanation from the Minister of Customs.
He confessed that, as he was very much in
the dark as to the details of the proposed
new taxation, he would like to hear that
explanation himself. Either the explanation should be given, or Ministers should
concede an adj ournment.
Mr. McKEAN contended that the
silence of the Opposition showed that they
had no valid objection to the Tariff. If
they had, why had not the hOlJorable memfor Normanby adduced them; and why had
that honorable gentleman been put up,
when commercial members, like the honorable member for St. Kilda (Mr. Snowball),
the honorable member for the Wimmera,
the honorable member for Sandridge, and
the honorable member for East Melbourne
(Mr. Langton), could have debated the
question so much better. The proposed
Tariff appeared to be an improvement on
the old one, for several reasons. A
tax upon the real value of mercha~~ise
was a more legitimate way of ralsmg
revenue than measurement charges, under
which inferior goods paid more tll.an
superior articles, the coarser fa?rlCS
occupying the most space. A paIr of
blucher boots, for instance, would pay
more than half a dozen pair of bronzed
boots. Again, the action of the exist~ng
Tariff occasioned a great deal of Immorality. All sorts of tricks and devices
had been resorted tOf in order to evade
the duties, such as packing dut~able
articles in the centre of non-dutIable
packages, and making out duplicate invoices. It was well known that two or
three retail houses disposed of as many
silks as wouta represent the whole of the
duty received from that item. Now,
under the ad valorem system, the customs
officers could take the goods at the declared valuation, and sell them for the
benefit of the revenue, so as to completely
checkmate the swindles heretofore perpetrated. Another effect of the proposed
duties would be to more clearly assimilate
the Victorian Tariff to that of New
South Wales, and thus a step would
be taken towards that federation which
honorable members opposite him advocated so stronO'ly.
Although he could
not go so fully into matters of detail as
the commercial members of the House
might do, he was prepared to give reasons
for his vote. He trusted honorable members on the other side would also do so,
and would likewise have the courtesy to
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reply to him. His only regret was that
those honorable members had given him
no subject matter to analyze and speak
upon.
Mr. EDWARDS ridiculed the idea
that there was any design in "putting
up" the honorable member for Normanby.
What part had the Government in "putting up" the last speaker? The Minister
of Lands was compelled by law to lay
on the table an annual. statement of
the working of his department; and how
much more necessary was it that the
Minister of Customs should submit an
explanation of the working of the new
Tariff, and the circumstances which re']dered its revision necessary? The
country demanded that explanation, and
the Government were wrong in refusing
it, merely because it had been asked for
from the Opposition side of the House.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the
Government had from the first expressed
their desire to afford the House and the
country every opportunity of considering
the proposed financial policy. It had now
become evident, from the tone of the de.:
bate, that an adjournment was necessary.
His experience of the past convinced him
that no good would be done by continuing
the discussion that evening.
On the
honorable member for Collingwood withdrawing his motion, he would move that
progress be reported, wi th a view of
obtaining leave to sit again on Tuesday.
It would be understood that on that day
the debate must be gone on with.
Mr. ED WARDS withdrew his motion.
Mr. FRANCIS desired to explain, before the question was put, that he had
adopted the usual and constitutional course
of refraining from rising until some
recognized leader of the Opposition had
replied to the address of the honorable
the Treasurer.
At the request of his
colleagues he had withheld his explanation
until this should be done, but that explanation was ready at any time. The honorable member for N ormanby assumed the
right to a prominent seat on ~he Opposition
benches, but the House might not be disposed to admit the honorable gentleman's
claim to a leadership in the Opposition.
Mr. RAMSAY regretted that the Opposition had failed in their duty of making
such an attack on the Government policy
as would have forced a full and complete
explanation from the Minister of Customs.
He was afraid that, without that explana-
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tion, honorable members would find themsel ves in no better a position on Tuesday
than they were in now.
Mr. BURTT commented on the vacillation exhibited by the honorable member
for Normanby (Mr. Levey), and expressed
his surprise at that honorable member's
treatment of his friend and supporter, the
honorable member for East Melbourne
(Mr. Langton), whose motion for an adjournment of forty-eight hours the honorable member had opposed, and whose place
in the debate he had thereby taken.
Mr. LEVEY said he would admit that
he was in error when he stated that the
debate could be proceeded with that day.
He thanked the preceding speakers for the
homily they had taken upon themselves to
read him.
.Mr. REEVES again urged the desirability of adjourning the debate to Tuesday
week, if it was to be adjourned at all.
Progress was then reported, and leave
obtained to sit again on Tuesday, February
12.
COUNTY COURTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
The discussion in committee on the resolutions for bringing in this Bill-continued from Tuesday, February 5-was
resumed by
Mr. F. L. SMYTH, who repeated his
statement, that the one important alteration he proposed to make'in the existing
law-together with a few trivial amBndments in the common law jurisdiction of
county courts-was to confer on county
courts a jurisdiction in equity. This was
no new experiment. It had been tried in
England by an Act, in introducing which
the Lord Chancellor said"Your lordships are aware that there is at
present a great and marked difference between
the subjects that are properly within the jurisdiction of the courts of equity, and those which
come under that of the courts of common law.
A great number of matters, in which the poorer
classes are materially interested, do not come
within the range of the jurisdiction of the
county courts as at present established, and,
therefore, frequently there is a denial of jus,tice
in such cases."
At the second reading of the Bill he would
be prepared to show that the existing law
occasioned a like denial of justice here.
The resolutions were agreed to, and
were reported to the House.
The House adjourned at four minutes
past ten o'clock.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thu'J'sday, Feb'J'uary 7, 1867.
The Land Question-Kettle v, The Queen-Supply-Publio
Health Laws Amendment Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
PENSIONS.
Mr. VERDON laid on the table, pursuant to an order' of the House, dated
May 23, 1866, a return of the llames of
persons entitled to share in the sum set
apart by the Act No. 235, as compensation in lieu of pensions, together with the
amounts allocated to each, and the names
of those who have applied for the same.
THE LAND QUESTION.
Mr. EVANS asked the Minister of
Lands when the regulations for free selection 'before survey of 640 acres would be
issued by the department, in accordance
with the promise made to the deputation
from the farmers at Mount Moriac?
Mr. GRANT.-Mr. Speaker, a deputation from the farmers of Mount Moriac
waited upon me some short time ago,
asking for an extension of the 42nd clause
of the Land Act to the entire territory.
I then thought that we could ,accomplish
that object by regulations. It appears
that there is some doubt as to the legal
authority of the department to frame
those regulations; and, as Parliament is
now sitting, it is my intention, as soon as
possible after the Budget is disposed of, to
introduce a Bill to extend the operation of
the 42nd clause.
LAND CERTIFICATES.
KETTLE V. THE QUEEN.
Mr. TUCKER inquired whether any
proposition had been made to the Government for the settlement of the appeal case,
Kettle v. The Queen?
Mr. GRANT.-In reply to the question
of the honorable member, I may stltte
that a proposition was made to the Government by the parties interested in the
case of Kettle v. The Queen, and one 01'
two others. The Government felt that
they could. not accept that proposition; they
also felt that they could not deal with
isolated cases; but they intimated that, if
the whole body of certificate holders, and
the third parties interested in the selections under certificates, were to make a
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proposition to the Government, it would
be my duty to consider it, and, if such
proposition was entertained by the Government, to submit it for the consideration
and approval of this House.
POLICE REWARD FUND.
Mr. VERDON presented a return to an
order of the House, made on the 31 st of
January, 1867, showing the state of the
police reward fund.
JUDGMENTS AGAINST GOVERNMENT.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM laid on the
table a return to an order of the House,
made on the 24th January, 1867, showing
the judgments and awards given against
the Government during the year 1866.
SUPPLY.
The resolutions passed in Committee of
Supply, the day previous, were considered
and adopted.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee on this
Bill.
On clause 26, which empowers the Chief
Secretary to heltr complaints against local
boards, and inflict a penalty not exceeding
£50 for non-compliance with the directions
of the central board.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM stated that the
clause had been postponed in order to afford
time for considering whether the proceedings contemplated by the clause ought not
to be judicial, and, as suggested by an
honorable member, be referred to the court
of general sessions. He was of opinion
that it would be much better for the
matter to be left in the hands of the Chief
Secretary. This was in accordance with
the provisions of the English Act, by
which a question of this kind was referred
to a Secretary of State. The clause provided a very necessary and salutary power,
but the operation of that power would be
very much embarrassed, if it were to be
attended by the expense, delay, and uncertainty of a judicial proceeding.
Mr. ASPINALL considered that the
clause went rather too much in the direction of centralization. The clause empowered the Chief Secretary "to inquire
into the matter of such complaint, and also
into the reasonableness of the said direction, and the reasonableness of the time
allowed for compliance with or enforce-
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ment of the same, and to order payment
by way of penalty." He submitted that
these powers were such as the Chief
Secretary-without the slightest disrespect to the present holder of the
office-would find it very troublesome
to exercise, and were such as would
be very improper for him to exercise.
The honorable gentleman would have
to decide whether, according to his views,
certain local boards had complied with the
requirements of the Act; and it was quite
possible that he might be led to inquire
who were the gentlemen representing the
locality in Parliament, and whether they
were amenable to the directions of the
Government or not. It would be putting
the Chief Secretary, in many cases, into
the position of a partizan, and, in all cases,
it would be subjecting him to the liability
of a wrong interpretation being placed on
his conduct. The Chief Secretary might
be the greatest statesman, and the best
man in the colony; but how he should
necessarily understand the particular business referred. to in this clause, it was
difficult to say. The court of general
sessions, or a board with some kind of
responsibility, might be appointed to perform this duty; but the business was quite
beneath the dignity of a Chief Secretary.
He (Mr. Aspinall) thought the Chief
Secretary would feel himself degraded at
being placed in such a position.
Mr. KERFERD urged that some local
knowledge would be required to settle a
dispute which might arise between the
central board in Melbourne and a local
board perhaps some 200 miles away.
The inquiry, if it had to' be settled by
the Chief Secretary, would have to be
carried on by means of correspondence.
If the matter could be referred to the
chairman of the court of general sessions
or some other local court, local knowledge
could be brought to bear in the investigation as to the reasonableness of the order,
and the matter could be satisfactorily
settled. Mr. Kerferd added, that to give
this power to the Chief Secretary would
be to place that honorable gentleman in an
unfair position, and would not further the
object in view.
Mr. J. T. SMITH suggested that the
power should be vested, not in the court
of general sessions, but in the local police
magistrate.
Mr. ASPINALL objected to police
magistrates occupying this position, because those officers could be dismissed
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by the Chief Secretary. He was for
placing the power in the hands of persons
perfectly independent.
Mr. WATKINS thought the clause, as
it stood, would place the Chief Secretary
in an invidious position.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said the whole
su bj ect deserved the full consideration of
honorable members. He feared that, if an
efficient power for dealing with local boards
were not provided, the Act would not be
carried into effect. The honorable and
learned member for Portland objected
to the Chief. Secretary being vested
with the powers provided by the
clause, but the whole course of the honorable and learned member's reasoning
was of a very invidious character. The
honorable and learned member suggested
that, before giving a decision, the Chief
Secretary would, perhaps, consider who
were the members for the district in
which the local board was; and he also
suggested that the duty was beneath the
dignity of a Chief Secretary. The duty
was not considered beneath the digq.i ty of
a Secretary of State in England; and he
(Mr. Higinbotham) apprehended that the
perfol"mance of a public and important
duty, involving an exercise of judgment,
could not be beneath the dignity of the
Chief Secretary of the colony. The duty
was not of a political character; it did
not involve political considerations. Was
it to be assumed, because the Chief Secretary held a political office, that therefore he
was unfit to perform this particular duty?
It was objectionable for these things to be
imported into a discussion of a non-political
character. The duties would be nonpolitical; and if it were to be assumed
that the Chief Secretary, because he was
Chief Secretary, could not perform nonpolitical duties except with political
motives, considerations altogether foreign
were imported into the discussion of the
question. By the Sanitary Statute, passed
by the Imperial Legislature last year, the
decision of similar questions was left to the
decision of the Secretary of State for the
Home Department. If such a provision
were not found unadvisable in England,
why should this colony be afraid to try
it? There would be just the same means of
ascertaining if the order of the central
board had been complied with, whether
the inquiry were conducted by the Chief
Secretary or by the chairman of general
sessi~ns.
The honorable member for
the Ovens (Mr. Rerferd) well knew that
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the chairman of general sessions sat in his teach Mr. Cunningham'S constituents how
court, and could decide only upon evidence. grateful they ought to be.
Although living perhaps within half a mile
Mr. RAMSAY contended that there
of the locality of the nuisance, the non- would be a great advantage in having an
removal of which might be the subject appeal to the Chief Secretary, because
of complaint, the chairman of general ses- that gentleman was responsible to the
sions would no more be able to perform House.
his duty by personal inspection than the
Mr. BINDON stated, in reply to Mr.
Chief Secretary; and to refer such Aspinal1, that Mr. Cunningham's appointquestions to a court of general sessions ment as a magistrate was made on the
would involve counsel, attorneys, witnesses, Monday before the division to which
rules of evidence, and costs. Would any reference had been made took place. At
honorable member, practically acquainted the time of his appointment, Mr. Cunningwith the necessity for an immediate de- ham knew nothing at all about it. With recision in these cases, consider it advisable ference to the removal of the police magisto institute a system which would put the trate from Portland, the matter was decided,
central board to all these inconveniences pursuant to a wish expressed in Parliament,
whenever that body sought to enforce its for a reduction in the number of police
The magistrates, before he (Mr. Bindon) joined
authority over a local board?
honorable member for West Bourke (Mr. the Government, and, as he believed,
J. T. Smith) had proposed that the before Portland returned its present reprequestion should be referred to a police sentative.
The appointment of Mr.
magistrate. But a police magistrate might Cunningham as a magietrate was promised
not have greater means for deciding by by a member of the Cabinet a long time
personal inspection, as to the question ago, but :Mr. Cunningham never asked
of fact, than the Chief Secretary; and him (Mr. Bindon) for the appointment.
there might also be the disadvantage of
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said, although
having different standards of judgment
set up; whereas, if all these questions his honorable and learned colleague had
were referred to the judgment. of one thought fit to refer to the strictures of the
mind acquainted with all the requirements honorable and learned member for Portof the. statute, constantly in communica- land, he should decline to encourage such
tion with the central board, and awake insinuations; but he would invite the
to the necessities of the public health honorable and le~rned gentleman, if he had
throughout the country, there would be any complaint to make, to bring it formally
much greater probability of a uniform under the consideration of the House.
Mr. ASPINALL observed that the
and effectual system being created. Mr.
Higinbotham concluded by expressing the Attorney-General had perfect liberty to
. hope that the committee would adopt the decline if he pleased; and if the honorable
precedent laid down in the Imperial Act and learned geatleman intended that in
any offensive sense, he (Mr. Aspinall) must
of last session.
.
Mr. ASPINALL said it was idle to·talk accept it as he accepted the other responof non-political offices. There were none sibilities of public life. Why, the previous
such when the offices were created by the night, the whole Government declined to
Government, and that Government was answer unless they had speeches from exthe dominant power in the country. Was Ministers of the Crown. He was not
not Mr. 'Cunningham gazetted as a J.P. going to allow any honorable member, no
directly after the vote of last week? And matte~ who he might be, or whatever
since the last general election, when he views he might hold, to talk to him
{Mr. Aspinall) was returned as member in that kind of manner without entering
for Portland, had not the police magistrate his instant protest against it. It was a
been removed from that place, and had not most singular thing that, with all the
the circuit court been removed to Belfast, justice of the Minister of Justice and of
which was represented in Parliament by a the Attorney-General-who, only yesterGovernment supporter? Here were three day, was slighting the judges, and alluding
non·political offices. Two of them had to "Chinese gamblers and the promoters of
been used by the Government to teach the church and charity bazaars "electors of Portland how much they ought
An HON. MEMBER.-This has nothing
to regret returning an opponent of the to do with the question before the comGovernment; arid the third was used to mittee.
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Mr. ASPINALL.-It has a great deal quired to do this-but that was merely in
to do with it, because I have a personal name. The work had to be done by substatus in this House quite as much as the ordinates, and the Secretary of State knew
Attorney-General; and I insist on telling nothing of it beyond appending his signathat honorable gentleman, who chooses ture to a Government document. He was
to flout the whole religious community of satisfied that these appeals against orders
this place, and assume that his colleagues of the central board would frequently
live entirely on the credit of his being a arise, and he held that they should be
sort of colonial Aristides, that, in the sud" dealt with by a responsible officer. For
den discovery that Portland no longer re- these reasons he should support the amendquired a court, there is quite enough to ment.
Mr. RAMSAY contended that if a
require an immediate answer. The court
was taken from a place where there was a similar duty could be performed in the
gaol, and where there was a court, to a mother country by a Secretary of State,
place where there was no gaol and no through the instrumentality of subordicourt, but which was represented by a nates, it could be performed here in the
gentleman who had nothing in the world same manner by the Chief Secretary.
to say for himself at his election, than that
Dr.'EMBLING said he wanted a rehe was a Government supporter.
sponsible officer, who would be responsible
The CHAIRMAN intimated that Mr. to the Government and the' House for carAspinall was wandering from the ques- rying this clause into active operation.
tion.
Mr. LEVEY objected to adtlitional
Mr. ASPINALL contended that what duties being imposed on county court
he was saying was perfectly relevant to judges and chairmen of courts of general
the question. It was said that the office sessions. He thought that the power conprovided fo·r in this Bill was non-political, ferred by the clause, though nominally in
but he held that it might be used for the hands of the Chief Secretary, would
political purposes. He believed it was really be in the hands of the Chief Medical
because the Hon. Mr. Grant's brother-in- Officer; and he thought it would be better
law was not elected that Portland had been to place the responsibility on the Chief
treated as he had described.
Medical Officer than leave it, as the clause
Mr. McCANN said he understood the stood, on the Chief Secretary. He did not
Minister of Justice to say that he gave exactly understand how the clause was inthe member for Geelong East (Mr. Cun- tended to work. Suppose that the central
ningham) the appointment of magistrate in board insisted upon a work which would
compliance with a promise made by a entail the expenditure of a large sum of
colleague some time previously. The money, and that the local board objected
member for Geelong East had, however, to this large expenditure, how was the
told him (Mr. McCann) that he was Chief Secretary to decide? If the Chief
greatly surprised when h~ saw his name Secretary decided that the work should be
in the Gazette, and that he could not done, would it· be carried out by the
understand what had induced the Govern- Central Government, or how?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said the clause
ment to create him a magistrate; he had
not applied for the appointment, and had simply provided a court of appeal in the
no reason to expect it.
case of a difference between the central
Mr. BINDON.-I did not sav that a board and a local board. The central
promise was given to Mr. Cunningham. board were empowered by another clause
I said that a promise was made to. make to order the local boards to do a particular
Mr. Cunningham a magistrate.
work with a view to carry out the provil\ir. ASPINALL moved, as an amend- sions of the Act. It was only in the case
ment, that the words "court of general of such an order being disobeyed, that the
sessions" should be substituted, in the central board could appeal to the Chief'
clause, for the words "Chief Secretary."
Secretary for the purpose of enforcing the
Dr. EMBLING submitted that the Chief order. The Chief Medical Officer had
Secretary would have more to do than he hitherto peen a principal member of the
could possibly attend to if he had to hear central board, and probably it was most
all complaints and rectify all abuses in advisable that he should continue to be a
connexion with the carrying out of an· member of that board. But if the sugextended health-of-towns system. In Eng- gestion of the honorable member for N 01'land, a Secretary of State might be re- manby were adopted, and 'the Chief Medi-
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cal Officer substituted for the Chief Secretary in the clause, the practical effect
would be, that the central board would
have to appeal to a single member of that
boara. There must be some central authority from which no appeal could Le
made. There would not be a large quantity
of work for the Chief Secretary to do
under the clause, if the clause were
made sufficiently stringent. It would
be rare for a local board to disobey an
order of the central board; and it was
only in those exceptional cases where a
-distinct order was disobeyed, that the
Chief Secretary would be called upon to
exercise his authority. (An honorable
member-" As to the fun~s?") There
was a clause by which all expenses incurred by the central board, by the
authority of the Governor in Council,
were to be paid out of any sum
that might be voted by Parliament. The
local board was empowered to defray its
expenses out of the local rates. One of
the objects of this clause was to avoid
costs in this particular proceeding. The
Chief Secretary had no power to award
costs. He would be able only to order the
payment of a distinct sum, in consequence
of a local board disobeying to do distinct
acts; the highest fine that could be imposed was £50, and this could be recovered by resort_ to the Supreme Court.
Mr. McLELLAN thought that it would
be much better to let the appeal be to the
county courts. By that arrangement the
law would be more impartially administered than it could be by the head of
any department in the colony. He was
satisfied that, if disputes of this sort came
under the notice of the Chief Secretary,
there would be any number of deputations
of members of Parliament waiting upon
the honorable gentleman ; and, under those
circumstances, it would be impossible for
any honorable gentleman to discharge his
duties conscientiously, and in accordance
with what he supposed to be right.
Honorable members could not hide from
themselves the fact that there were a
certain number of professional politicians
ever ready to take such matters in hand,
and to make, to some extent, a business
of the proceeding. Any man sent down
by a country constituency to represent
them in that House could not waste
his time by going into these small transactions, unless he was dishonest enough to
put out his hand and receive something
for .it. The thing was impossible. It
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would be much better to leave questions
like this to an impartial juQge. He believed that every honorable member would
have confidence in the count.y court judges.
With regard to what had been said about
Mr. Cunningham's appointment as a magistrate, he would ask whether the Minister
of Justice had begun his reformation of
the bench by appointing as magistrates
gentlemen who could not read an Act of
Parliament, and could not comprehe·nd a
single clause in it? Talk of' political
influences, they had been at work at all
times; and they were at work now, to the
disgrace not only of the Minister of
Justice, but of the entire colony. If this
downward course were pursued much
further, there would be found not one
honorable gentleman, not one gentleman of
educatio'n, not one gentleman of any feeling,
to sit upon the bench.
Mr. MACPHERSON considered that
the discussion which had taken place was
more applicable to a Political Purity Bill
than to a Public Health Bill. He was not
prepared to say whether the power provided for by the clause should reRt with
the Chief Secretary or the chairman of
general sessions. He thought it should
lie between the two. No doubt the Chief
Secretary, in taking action in any case,
would be advised by the Chief Medical
Officer, who would be the chairman of the
central board. Therefore, in the practical
working of the clause, the central board
would be advising the Chief Secretary to
direct their orders to be ca.rried out, no
matter whether the local boards thought
them wise or unwise. With regard to the
courts of gene~al sessions, the only objec·tion that he could see to their being made
the appellate tribunal was ·the length of
time which elapsed betweell the holding of
the courts.
Mr. KYTE reminded the honorable
mem bel' for Norman by that there was
an old proverb which affirmed fair play
to be a jewel. Now that the 26th clause
was under discussion, the Government
were charged with a desire to create
political pensioners, while, when the 15th
clause was debated, nothing would satisfy
the honorable member but the creation of
an enormous amount of Government
patronage, by the appointment of commissioners throughout the colony. It was
really pitiable to see honorable- members
wasting their time throwing filth at the
Government.
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proceed on evidence, and according to the
rules of court?
Mr. HIG1NBOTHAM said the inquiry
would be made as a matter of business.
Doubtless the case made out by the central board would be submitted to the local
board, and, .from their reply, the Chief
Secretary could form a decision totally
independent of evidence.
Mr. EDWARDS observed that it was
because the Chief Secretary could decide
irrespective of evidence that he condemned
the proposition. The power was too
absolute to leave to the caprice of any
one man. Besides, why not carry out the
principle: repeal the clauses of the Municipal Act which gave appeals in many
similar cases to the law courts, and make
the Chief Secretary an amateur chief
justice? Cases might arise in which the
votes of members for a district like Collingwood would decide the fate of a
Ministry, and was it right that the Chief
Secretary should have the power of conciliating these votes by an unjust decision?
Mr. ASPINALL contended that the
proposition was part of an attempt to reduce the judges to the position of officers
of the law department. He cared little or
Majority against Mr.}
7
nothing about the immediate point at issue;
Aspinall's amendment
but if a subservient majority would allow
AYES.
the Chief Secretary to be judge and jury,
Mr. Bindon,
Mr~ Plummer,
if a subservient majority would order the
" Ramsay,
" Burtt,
judges to do the Chief Secretary's behests,
" Reeves,
" Byrne,
" ·Sands,
where was the system to end? Would
" Cope,
" G. V. Smith,
" Davies,
the Chief Secretary try people also for life
" J. T. Smith,
" Francis,
and death? The Chief Secretary was to
"
F.
L.
Smyth,
(
" Frazer,
have the power of inflicting a fine of £50.
" Grant,
" Vale,
" Harbison,
" Verdon,
Was it not only reasonable to suppose
" H.Henty,
" Watkins,
that a muuicipality which stood ill with
" Higinbotham,
" Wilson.
the Government of the day, would be very
" King,
Tellers
likely to have this fine inflicted? At all
" Kyte,
Mr. McKean,
" Macgregor,
events, however justly decisions might be
" McCulloch,
" Farrell.
given, they would not be free from that
NOES.
imputation.' But the most iniquitous part
Mr. McLellan,
Mr. Aspinall,
of the proposal was that the decision
" Macpherson,
" Blackwood,
should be final. Dou btless the Chief Sec" Edwards,
" Moore,
retary would consult the law officers, and,
Dr. Embling,
" O'Grady,
as the system extended, life, property, and
Mr. Gillies,
" Orr,
" Snowball,
" Hanna,
everything men held dear, would be at the
" Whiteman.
" Jones,
disposal of Ministers, one of whom was
" Kerferd,
as arbitrary a gentleman as the world had
" Langton,
Tellers.
ever known.
" J,evey,
" Love,
Mr. Longmore,
Mr. MAOPHERSON expressed his
" MacBain,
" McCann.
regret that inopportune tirades against
Mr. McKEAN referred to _the provi- the Government should be indulged in.
sion of the clause empowering the Chief The result was, that honorable members,
Secretary to inquire into the facts of the without knowing much about the question,
case. In what mode was the inquiry to felt themselves compelled to vote with
be made ? Was the Chief Secretary to the Government. As to the political

Mr. GILLIES commented on the habit
indulged by the honorable member for
Richmond (Mr. Kyte), of lecturing other
honorable members instead of addressing
himself to the question before the House.
As to the point at issue, he thought that
the public would be better satisfied were
the decision left to the' general sessions
rather than to the Chief Secretary, who
might or might not be influenced by
political considerations.
Mr. JONES pointed out that, if the
decisions were based on evidence as they
ought to be, the evidence must be submitted in writing, and what with the
onerous character of the duty, and what
with departmental routine, the Chief
Secretary would never be able to act at the
proper moment. Such questions would
be better left to some court which could
inquire into the facts of the case and
decide upon them immediately.
The committee divided on the question
"that the words proposed to be omitted
stand part of the question"Ayes
28
21
Noes
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power which the clause, if carried, would
give the Chief Eiecretary, why it was a
mere bagatelle compared to the powers he
already exercised. What he regarded as
objectionable was, that the Chief Secretary
should be constituted a court of appeal in
defiance of the principle that the courts of
law were open to every man.' The only
argument in favour of an appeal to the
Chief Secretary was, that there would be
no expense attencling it. The difference
of expense would, however, be comparatively trifling. At all events, the
question did not stand out from other
matters, in which a legal appeal was
allowed, and which it was just as desirable
should be burthened with as little expense
as possible.
.
Mr. (JRR expressed his belief that any
Chief Secretary would be too glad to get
rid of this municipal busiuess, which would
occupy more of his time, and cause him
more annoyance than any other portion
of his duties. A more feasible suggestion was, that the decisions of the central
board should be made orders of court
without any reference to the Chief Secretary. After all, this was not too great a
power to place in the hands of gentlemen
who would be responsible to Government,
who would always make a full investigation into the case, and who would be
entirely disinterested.
In England the
case was different. Local influences could
not be brought to bear on the Home
Secretary; but, very possibly, this might
be done with the Chief Secretary here.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM agreed thatEnglish precedent should not be too slavishly
followed. We often did so to too great
an exteut. But, in this instance, where
did the circumstances differ?
The
honorable member (Mr. Orr) said that the
Home Secretary was not subject to local
influences. Was not the honorable member, by throwing out this imputation,
helping on that great task to which many
persons appeared to have devoted themselves, namely, the task of degrading our
political position, and lowering the status
of our political men? He was sure the
honorable member would not do so intentionally, but his supposition had that
effect. For his part, he did not think
that such a supposition should be entertained. He did not think that, in a matter
relating merely to the public health, any
Chief Secretary-not even anyone of
the honorable members opposite him who
threw out these imputations-would allow
VOL. 111.-2 A
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himself to be influenced by local considerations. The question was one of the
removal of nuisances; and was it to be
supposed that Parliamentary representatives would be deputed to influence the
Chief Secretary on behalf of a, nuisance,
or that they would be successful if they
did attempt to do so? If su'ch things were
possible, it was better to Shut our eyes to
them. Pursuing this train of political
speculation to its full extent could but
end in the total and complete degradation of both Government and Parliament.
The suggestion that the decision of the
central board should be final, would not be
acquiesced in by the local boards, who
might condemn the orderR given as harsh
and arbitrary. Some appeal there should
be, and the question was, whether it should
be to the Chief Secretary or to the law
courts? In many cases the decision of the
Chief Secretary had been made final
already. For instance, the distribution
of large sums to the local bodies had been
left to the Governor in Council, and no
inconvenience had resulted. By making
the appeal a legal question, the door would
be opened to expenses and to impediments
which bodies like local boards would be
sure to avail themselves of in order to
defeat and delay the execution of the
duties required nt their hauds. The Scab
Act was a standing instance of the danger
of proceeJing too far in this direction. A
provision inserted in another place enabled
the higher court, not only to decide
whether a conviction was good or bad,
but also to reduce the amount of the
penalty. The consequence was that the
Act was virtually a dead letter. The scab
disease was in the country, and until the
Act was amended it would never be got
out.
Mr. ASPINA.LL stated that, after the
explanation of the Attorney-General, he
regarded the clause, more than before, as a
distinct attempt to set the Chief Secretary
above the judges. This might be done in
a small matter to-day, but the ohject was
that it should be done in everything tomorrow.
Dr. EMBLING said that, were the appeal left to the Chief Secretary, it would
follow, in the natural order of things, that
that Minister would endorse the recommendation of the central board, the members of which were officers of his department. As to political influences being
brought to bear, it would be only natural
that the local boards should call upon the
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members for their district to aid them, if
the central board declared that a nuisance
which was not a nuisance, or the removal
of which would involve too great an expenditure for them to undertake. The
Attorney-General did not believe that
honorable members would defend nuisances; but had not the honorable member for Richmond (Mr. Kyte) afforded a
case in point?
Mr. MACPHERSON questioned the correctness of the Attorney-General's statement regarding the failure of the Scab
Act. When scab was proved to exist in
a flock, the Act rendered it compulsory
on the magistrafes to inflict a fine of 3s.
per head, so that, though the disease
might have broken out accidentally,
the owner was subjected to a punishment
which amounted to a confiscation of half
his stock. When it was seen that in
nearly every instance the county court
judge reduced the fine to one-half,· it was
evident that where the Act was defective
was in not giving the magistrates more
discretionary power. Besides, as the fines
received last year amounted to £12,000
after paying all expenses, the Act could
hardly be considered a failure.
Mr. EDWARDS contended that the
conduct of the honorable member for
Richmond ought to convince the AttorneyGeneral that honorable members were
not above acting as ,delegates for local
boards. One session that honorable member opposed the pollution of the Yarra in
the strongest manner on behalf of the
Ci ty Corporation, and now, acting for the
Richmond Borough Council, he wa's ready
to take a directly opposite course. The
Attorney-General must be aware that
these questions of putt.ing down nuisances
involved the most difficult points of law,
and often, also, the existence of great and
important enterprises. Street tramways,
for instance, had been condemned in Liverpool as nuisances. Eminent barristers
devoted their whole attention to these
points in England, and it was not right
that a layman, as the Chief Secretary
generally was, should be called upon to
decide them here.
Mr. LANGTON expressed an opinion
that, if the Central Board of Health consisted of a few competent gentlemen,
remunerated for their services, it was
very improbable that there would be
many appf:!als against their decisions. It
would only be in cases in which large
interests were affected, and in which the
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local authorities firmly believed themselves to be in the right, that there would
be any disposition to dispute the decision
of the central board. He thought that, in
such cases, both parties would prefer to
have the matter det~rmined by a legal
tribunal, which would be independent, unbiassed, and competent to determine the
questions brought before it, rather than by
a tribunal which might not be so competent, and which might be biassed by snch
considera~ions as had already been referred
to. Though he shared ill the wholesome
horror which the Attorney-General seemed
to have of going to law, he thought that
the costs and the delay which might be
involved in having recourse to legal proceedings to settle disputes between the
central and the local boards in the very
exceptional cases in which it might be
necessary to do so, would be as nothing in
comparison with the satisfaction of having
the dispute determined in the way which
the wisdom of our ancestors, and the experience of all British Governments, had
determined to be the best.
Mr. J. T. SMITH cited some instances
which had come under his own observation,
to show the necessity of having some power
to settle disputes between the central and
local boards, and to compel the carrying
out of the directions of the central board
if necessary. In one case, which occurred
a few months ago, ill a borough in the
neighbourhoou of Melbourne, some of the
members of the local board were interested
in a manufactory which was conducted in
such a way as to be a nuisance to the
inhabitants of the neighbourhood, and the
central board directed that the nuisance
should be· removed ; but the local board
refused to obey the order. It was absolu tely. necessary that there should be
some umpire to decide such disputes. As
-far as the Corporation of the city of
Melbourne were concerned, ~hey were
perfectly willing to accept the arbitration
of the Chief Secretary. They believed
that, if the appeal were made to the
Chief Secretary, the desired end would be
secured. He certainly thought it was
objectionable that the appeal should be
made to a court of" law. If that course
were adopted, local boards might spend
the ratepayers' money in contesting the
justness of directions issued by the
central board, simply because some of the
members were personall, and pecuniarily
interested in the mamtenance of the
nuisances which the central board had
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ordered to be removed. Moreover, it was
very important that disputes between the
central board and local boards should be
decided promptly. A district might be
decimated by disease while legal proceedillgs
were being taken to decide as to whether analleged nuisance really was a nuisance or
Dot. They might have to wait for the
decision of a court of law perhaps for
months.
In a matter which concerned
the public health, it was imperative that
there should be some authority to say, if
necessary, "This must be done." If it
was considered objectionable that this
power should be gi ven to the Chief Secretary, it might be given to the Chief
Justice, or to one of the judges of the
Supreme Court; but it was absolutely
necessary to avoid the delay which legal
proceedings involved. He regretted that
any political feeling should be imported
into an important social question of this
character, which so materially concerned
the public health. Honorable members of
aU shades of politics ought to unite in
endeavouring to pass such a law as would,
at all events, enable an effort to be made
to rid the city of Melbourne, and some
of the boroughs and other districts of
the colony, of the abominations existing
in their midst, and which caused so much
death and destruction, especially amongst
the infantile portion of the population.
Captain MAC MAHON remarked that
the Central Board of Health was appointed
by the Governor in Council, which virtually meant that it was appointed by the
Chief Secretary and his colleagues. The
board consisted principally of Government
officials, who were under the control of
the Chief Secretary for the time being.
Was it right, on ordinary principles of
equity, that the appeal from decisions of
the board should be to the very authority
which had called the board into existence?
He thought not. It would be far better
that the appeal should be made to some
official who would be entirely unconnected
with the politics of the day. If the final
au thority was placed in the hands of the
Chief Secretary, or of any political officer,
political influence was sure to be brought
to bear upon him in every case in which a
local body objected to obey the instructions
of the central board. He would suggest
that the power should be placed in the
hands of a judge of the Supreme Court
or a county court judge, or some one
totally unconnected with politics.
Mr. RIG INBOTHAM observed that
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the honorable member for West Mel
bourne, who had been absent during the
previous portion of the discussion, was
probably not aware that it had been decided by a majority of twenty-eight to
twenty-one that the words" Chief Secretary" should be retained. The question
now, therefore, was simply whether the
clause should be adopted or reject~d. If
it were struck out, one of the main purposes of the Bill would be defeated, and
the whole measure might as well be rejected.
The CHAIRMAN said the committee
could now only affil'm or reject the clause.
Of course, if the clause were rejected, a
new clause could be subsequently introduced.
Mr. ASPINALL asked the committee
to vote against the clause, because it would
make the Chief Secretary the despot of
the country. It was in the power of the
Government to introduce a clause which
would answer all the purposes required,
and remove the objections which were
entertained to the clause as it at present
stood.
Mr. MACGREGOR pointed out that,
by the English Act, a precisely analogous
powel' was conferred upon Her Majesty's
principal Secretary of State to that which
this clause would confer upon the Chief
·Secretary of this colony. Every order
issued under th~ Act by the Secretary of
State could be made a rule of one of the
superior courts of law. If that was not
considered a degradation to the superior
courts of law in England, why should it
be considered a degradation to the judges
here to allow an order of the Chief SeCl'etary to be made a rule of the Supreme
Court? He thought that the objection to
making the Chief Secretary the arbitrator
in disputes between the central board and
-local boards was untenable. The Parliament of the colony possessed the same
power of restraining the Chief Secretary
from exercising his power improperly as
the Parliament at home had of preventing
the Secretary of I::)tate abusing bis power.
Mr. LEVEY contended that, in all
disputes which arose,such an amount of
locai and Parliamentary influence would
be brought to bear upon the Chief Secretary by the local body interested in the
matter, that it would be almost impossible
for the honorable gentleman to give an impartial decision. Members of Parliament
were little more than mere delegates upon
matters purely affecting the local interests
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of their constituents. He could not refer
to a better illustration of the truth of this
observation than the course adopted by
the Commissioner of Customs in reference
to the law for preventing the establishment
of manufactories on the banks of the river
Yarra. Wherever there was a dispute
between the central board and the local
board, the local board would, as a matter of
course, expect the representative of their
district to use his Parliamentary influence
in their favour and against the central
board. It was unfair to place the Chief
Secretary in a position in which a large
amount of influence and pressure would
be brought to bear upon him to induce him
to lean towards the local board. I t would
be far better to vest the power of deciding
disputes in some other al)thority than the
Chief Secretary. The Minister of Mines
had stated that an analogous power was
exercised by the Secretary of State in
England; but the circumstances of the two
countries were very different. In England,
no doubt, this duty was not performed by
the Secretary of Htat.e personally, but by
some officer of his department. Moreover,
members of Parliament occupied a very
different position in England from what
they did in this country; and local feeling
and local influence were not brought to
bear in that country to influence the decisions of a Minister of the Crown to
anything like the extent that th~y were
here.
Mr. VALE said tllat the discussion
reminded him of the time when noxious
trades were carried on in the most central
portions of the city of London because
the local boards of health had no power
to put them down without having recourse
to legal proceedings. It was not until the
recent Act was passed, vesting the Secre-"
tary of State with arbitrary power to
compel the removal of nuisances, that this
state of things was remedied. It had
been objected to give the Chief Secretary
the power of deciding disputes between the
central board and local boards because the
members of the central board were appointed by the Government; but that
objection could only apply to the Chief
Secretary of' the Government by whom
they were appointed, and not to any future
Chief Secretary. Supposing that a court
oflaw were constituted a court of appeal , the
Governor in Council, he presumed, would
have the power of remitting any fine
inflicted by a court of law, so that the
power of dealing tenderly with a local board
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would still be open to the influences which
it had been been urged would be brought to
bear upon the Chief Secretary. The delay
and expense which would be entailed
by having recourse to a court of law
rendered that tribunal decidedly objectionable in such cases. To remove a nuisance
detrimental to public health, prompt action
was required-delay might be destructive
of life. If questions of this character were
taken to the Supreme Court to decide, they
would give rise to constant litigation and
delay; indeed, there would be nothing to
prevent an appeal being carried to England
against the decision of a court of law as to
the existence of a nuisance. With reference to the remarks of the honorable
member for Normanby as to members of
Parliament being influenced by local boards,
he begged to say that there were members
independent of such influences, and who
dare act in opposition to local bodies if
they believed them to be in the wrong.
Some honorable members had talked about
being guided by good old practices; but
he thought that the Legislature would do
well to take a lesson from recent legislation in England, which had appointed a
strong power to deal practically and
energetically with matters affecting the
public health.
Dr. EMBLING considered that the
appeal against the decision of the central
board should be to some other power than
that which created the board. But if there
was a responsible board, consisting of two
or three able men, his objections against
the appeal to the Chief Secretary would
be to a great extent removed.
Mr. BINDON expressed his satisfaction
at the improvement which had taken place
in the temper of the committee, and which
enabled them to discuss this subject with
the calmness that its importance demanded.
If any subject required thought and consideration it was one like this, in which the
interests of the poor were so deeply ,involved. This waR a subject which should
at all events be free from the acrimony
which characterized the discussion earlier
in the evening. The honorable member
for Normanby, for want of ,a better
argument to support his view, sought to
degrade the relations which ~ should exist
between members of this House and their
constituents. It was to be hoped that the
picture which the honorable member drew
was recognized by but few-that, in local
matters, the representatives in that Chamber were merely sent there as advocates.
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He (Mr. Bindon) did not want to occupy
the House with personal allusions to himself; but he might say that, although
there were several local bodies in the
district which he represented, in local
matters he had repeatedly differed from
his constit,uents, and they never once
asked him' to swerve from his opinions,
or to take any action which he did
not thoroughly agree with.
The honorable members for West Melbourne
and N ormanby, in their remarks on the
clause, appeared to have answered each
other. At all events they did not appear
to be acting in the same boat. The one
gentleman argued that the Chief Secretary
would be a bad tribunal to leave this
matter to, because the central board were
appointed by the Governor in Council,
which for this purpose w::!s the Eame as
the Chief Secretary.
The honorable
member for Normallby contended, on the
other hand, that, owing to the Parliamentary influence which local bodies could
bring to bear, the decision of the Chief
Secretary would invariably be with the
local board. The two honorable gentlemen, in thus completely answering each
other, had proved the case for the clause as
it stood. During this discussion, he had
for the first time heard an appeal to law
advocated in the House. He had been
under. the impression that there was a
wholesome dread, on the part of the
House, of law. He once endeavoured to
carry' a provision for an appeal from
magistrates in £20 cases ; but the proposition was rejected almost immediately.
Honorable members were determined to
make the magistrate omnipotent-to have,
at all events, some finality in law-and
they scouted the idea of an appeal. But
coming to a thing that no question of law
should be allowed to encumber-a mere
matter of discipline-the relations between
two contending bodies, a central board
and a local board-leading members of the
House desired to hamper it with all the
technicalities of the law. Now suppose
the question were to be left to a judicial
court-to a tribunal that must decide
according to the principles of law-it
would be in the power of a barrister to obtain a nonsuit on a technical point, and so de1:ltroy absolute
justice.
While modern jurists were
sighing after arbitration, and courting
conciliation, there were members of the
Legislative Assembly who preferred law
to either. Now what position did the
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clause propose that the Chief Secretary
should occupy in this matter? He would
stand as a conciliating power between two
opposing bodies, trying to arbitrate between them. The Chief Secretary would
receive a statement of facts from the
central board. That he would send to
the local board for their answer. That
would come up. It might not be satisfactory; and then, perhaps, the subject would
be referred back to the local board, and
then, perhaps, the central board would be
communicated with; and thus there would
be a species of answering, cross-answering, and explaining, which might go on
for two or three months.
Now how
was that to be dealt with in a court of
law? The only way to settle such differences was by adopting the course
indicated in the clause, which had the
benefi t of imperial precedent. The honorable member for Normanby appeared to be
remarkably conversant with the duties of
a Secretary of State; but was he (Mr.
Bindon) to be told that a Secretary of
St:1te was so forgetful of his responsibilities
as not to perform a duty imposed upon
him by statute - that a Secretary of State
would not look into these matters? He
believed that Secretaries of State did look
into the1:le matters. Some honorable gentleman had stated that the clanse woulJ. make
the Chief Secretary a despot. -Perhaps
this word was spoken in the heat of temper
-perhaps it was not intended to press it
to the utmost meaning. Did the honorable
member mean that the Chief Secretary
would be irresponsible? There was an
appeal from the Chief Secretary to a higher
tribunal even than the Supreme Court;
there was an appeal to that House.
Whenever a Chief Secretary acted improperly, his conduct could be opened up
by the House, and debated wi th or without
good temper to any length that honorable
mem bers might desire. He claimed for
the House, as the representatives of the
people, to be the last tribunal-higher
than any other court of appeal could be.
This being so, was it to be supposed for a
moment that the Chief Secretary would
act any other than a prudent, fair, and
honorable part? He would not value his
position if he did otherwise. He (Mr.
Bindon) believed that some honorable
member3 opposite would not have pressed
their views so pertinaciously as they
had done if they had any practical
knowledge of the way in which appeals
of this kind were encumbered in courts
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of law. If after all the Chief Secretary should be found so corrupt as to
decide one day with his nominees and
another with the local boards, without reference to the merits of the particular case
brought before him, the law could be
amended; but for the present let the committee follow precedents, and adopt the
English plan. If there was any terror in
the English mind about this matter of the
public health being left to the Secretary
of State, it would have manifested itself
long a.go, because the subject of the public
health occupied considerable attention in
the mother country. It was studied by
eminent men, it was discussed at the
Social Science congress~s. The provision
had passed the test of criticism; and,
therefore, honorable members might fairly
be asked, in the interests of public health,
to give the clause now before the committee a fair trial.
Mr. WHITEMAN said he should be
sorry to see the Bill jeopardized; but he
considered that the clause gave the Chief
Secretary for the time being despotic and
arbitrary powers over the health. of the
whole colony. The local bodies were often
placed iu peculiar difficulties with regard
to the removal of nuisances. He would
mention one which had come before the
E~erald Hill Board of Health. A number of persons had built their houses at
the bottom of a right of way from which
there was neither drainage into the street,
nor drainage in any other direction. To
remove the nuisance which had accumulated, the local board required almost unlimited powers with regard to the taking of
property. The removal of the nuisance
would cost some £400 or £500, and the
question arose who was to pay for it-the
people who built their houses in this lowlying place, and caused an accumulation of
filth from their dwellings, or the ratepayers
generally? Questions of this kind were
constantly arising before local boards; they
would form the subject of controversy between local boards and the central board;
and then, according to the clause, the
Chief Secretary would be called upon to
decide. He considered that the powers
proposed to be placed in the hands of the
Chief Secretary were more than should be
conferred on anyone gentleman, and that
the better course would be to have a board
of appeal superior to the central board.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
the suggestion of the honorable member
for Emerald Hill could not be carried
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out. In appointing the central board, it
was to be presumed that the best men
would be selected; and where could better
men be obtained to form a board to control
the central board? Honorable members
were, no doubt, aware of. the delays attending legal proceedings, owing to the
power of appeal from one court to another.
But if an indefini te chain of appeal were
to be allowed in matters affecting the
public health, the greatest inconvenience
and the most disastrous consequences
might follow.
Mr. RAMSAY thought the committee
had not taken into consideration the necessity for expedition.
Suppose a vessel
were to enter Port Phillip Heads from
Mauritius or elsewhere, having cholera on
board, would it not be necessary to take
prompt and active measures to prevent
the spread of this fearful disease? But
how could that be done if local boards had
the power of litigation, which might prevent action for six months?
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 33, prohibiting offensive or
noxious trades,
Mr. MACPHERSON proposed that the
clause should be made to apply to places
"for the deposit of night-soil, offal, or
blood."
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said the amendment could not be introduced in the clause,
because the clause applied only to places
of trade or business; but he would take a
note of the amendment in order to see
whether it could be introduced elsewhere.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. LANGTON called attention to the
nuisance arising from the pollution of
streams. The House was alSked to pass
a law which would press heavily on
manufactories that polluted the atmosphere,
and yet allowed manufactories to pollute
streams from which the people derived
their supply of water. He could not
understand the principle on which this
was done. It was admitted that the pollutiQn of streams was more dangerous than
the pollution of the atmosphere. The
last visit of the cholera to England pretty
clearly established that fact.
Mr. LEVEY observed that this opened
a very large question. To prohibit the
pollution of streams might interfere to a
large exte'?t with mining operations. He
knew many streams which, once full of
fish, were now mere sludge channels.
Mr. VALE said the use of streams for
mining operations was not productive of
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disease, although it rendered the water
unfit for domestic purposes. But the
mining interest was of too great importance
to have its operations interfered with by
prohibitions as to the use of streams.
People in such localities must obtain their
supply of water'for drinking purposes by
other means.
Mr. LANGTON proposed the insertion
in the clause of words to the effect that
the refuse of manufactories, &c., "shall
not be suffered to fall or be emptied into
any stream."
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM objected to the
amendment. He did not see his way
to neal with the subject of river pollution
in this Bill at all.
Mr. VALE suggested that the honorable member for East Melbourne should
propose the imposition of a penalty 011
those persons who destroyed fish, and
poisoned localities, by washing their sheep
with arsenic.
Mr. LANG TON saiel the clause did
not apply to such cases.
Mr. REEVES contended that the amendment would interfere with all manufactories established on the banks of streams.
It was understood that this question of
water pollution would not be introduced
into the Bill, and on that understanding
his honorable colleague (Mr. Edwards) had
stated that he would not move the insertion
of provisions doing away with the existing
Yarra pollution clauses.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
objection taken by the honorable mem ber
for Collingwood, inade it incumbent on the
Government to resist this amendment.
Personally he did not see any objection
to it.
Mr. J. T. SMITH pointed out that the
amendment would prevent the City Corporation using the Saltwater river in connexion with their abattoirs, although the
water was useless for domestic purposes.
Mr. LANGTON said he would limit
11is proposal to fresh water streams. He
could not understand why poisoning the
atmo~phere should be made punishable, at
the same time that streams were allowed
to be poisoned with impunity.
Mr. KYTE urged that the question was
one of degree. Why, a man might take a
reasonable amount of poison without injuring himself. According to the amendment the smallest impurity running into a
stream would be sufficient to cause the
stoppage of a manufactory.
Mr. VALE maintained that, in the face
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of the distinct understanding arrived at
that the water question should not be
touched upon in the Bill, it would be most
unfair to press the amendment.. On the
faith of that understanding the Geelong
members had left the House; and yet the
amendment would close the new woollen
manufactory recently established on the
Barwon.
Mr. LANGTON said that honorable
members generally were no parties to the
arrangement alluded to. The AttorneyGeneral .did not refer to it on the second
reading of the Bill.
Mr. BINDON was afraid the honorable
member scarcely realized the difficulties
which ,attended the subject of legislation
on water pollution. He, for one, was not
prepared to deal with it without notice;
nor did he think that it could be grappled
with by the introduction of a few lines
into a clause foreign to the subject itself.
The general ,question of pollution of rivers
was about to be brought forward, and all
discussion had better be postponed until
then.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM admitted that,
when introducing the Bill, he had omitted
to state that it did not contain the river
pollution clauses of the Bill of last year.
Nevertheless, the honol'able members most
interested had left the House on the understanding that this subject should be absolutely omitted.
Mr. MACGREGOR expressed his sympathy with the o'Qject the honorable
member for East Melbourne had in view,
and he suggested that, if the honorable
member were to introduce a Bill, he would
be very likely to carry it.
Mr. J. T. SMITH said he must snpport
the amendment on principle, but he was
afraid that, if it were pressed, it would involve the loss of the Bill. He therefore
advised that it should be withdrawn.
Mr. LANG TON pointed out that if he
introduced a Bill, as suggested, he would
be met by the mining difficulty. Now the
clause as he proposed to amend it would be
free from this difficulty. It would not
prohibit the use of streams, but it would
merely provide that the pools and reservoirs which, according to the Bill, must
be constructed for the collection of blood
and refuse, should not be deliberately
emptied into the adjacent rivers. The
proposition was so reasonable, that he felt
bound to press it to a division.
Mr. BURTT expressed his belief that,
were the amendment carried, a great deal
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of unpleasantness would be occasioned 'in
consequence of the absence of the honorable members most interested in the question. Moreover, the provision would be
sure to be expunged on a future occasion.
The wording of the clau se, that each
reservoir should be "periodically emptied
of its contents, and kept in a cleanly and
inoffensive condition," proved that it was
not intended that these reservoirs should
be drained into a stream.
The committee divided on Mr. Langton's amendment, when there appearedAyes
3
Noes
31
Majorityagaint the amend-} 28
ment •••
•••
...
AYES.

Mr. J. T. Smith.

Telle1's.

Mr. Langton,
" Macpherson.
NOES.

Mr. McCulloch,
Mr. Balfour,
" McKean,
" Bindon,
" MeLellan,
" Burtt,
" Plummer,
" Byrne,
" Ramsay,
" Cope,
Dr. Embling,
" Reeves,
Mr. Farrell,
" G. V. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Francis,
" Grant,
" Vale,
" Verdon,
" Harbison,
" Watkins,
" H. Henty,
" Higinbotham,
" Wilson.
" King,
" Kyte,
Tellers.
" Longmore,
" I,ove,
Mr. Bowman.
" Macgregor,
" Jones. .
On clause 34, providing for the consumption of smoke at manufactories,
MI'. MACPHERSON suggested nn
amendment, to rendet: it competent for local
boards to exempt any factory or industry
for a certain time. He did not think it
necessary that in all cases mills and factories
should be made to consume their smoke.
In Melbourne and other centres of population the large amount of smoke evolved
rendered it a nuisance; but in country
districts the smoke of a mill might not
require to be dealt with for years to come.
Mr. HIG INBOT HA~ said that if the
amendment were adopted the clause would
commence with a general prohibition, and
would conclude with a provision enabling
the local boards to set prohibition aside
in every instance. This would be very
strange legislation. Perhaps the honorable
member's object could be attained in
another way. The other evening exception had been taken to the clause, that
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it would press hardly on brick burners
and others, whose case was that they bad
not gone to population, but population had
come to them. To remedy this, he would
propose an amendment enabling the local
boards to exempt certain processes named
in the clause, in fact to compel them to
exempt these processes for a period not
exceeding ten years, unless the health
officer should report that they were
nuisances. If such a. report were given,
of course no honorable member would
desire to see the nuisance continued.
Dr. EMBLING suggested that words
should be introduced to exempt blacksmiths' forges.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM adopted this
suggestion.
The clause was then agreed to, the provision in question having been amended to
read thus:"Provided that certain processes (that is to
say)-the coking of coal, the calcining of ironstone or limestone, the making or burning of
bricks, earthenware, quarries, tiles, or pipes,
the raising of any mines or minerals, the smelting, ot iron ores, the refining, puddling, shingling,
heating, or rolling of iron or other metals, the
melting or casting of iron into castings, and
the manufacture of glass, may, and unless such
process shall be deemed by the officers of health
to be a nuisance to the neighbourhood. shall be
so exempted by the local boards of health from
penalties for not consuming all smoke for any
time to be specified by the local board not exceeding ten years, as may be resol vcd by them."
On clause 42, providing that the local
boards may order that all houses and
premises within their jurisdiction shall be
provided with earth·closets under the
penalty of certain fines,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM remarked that
this clause was contained in the Bill of
last session, and that an addition was
made to it in another place to the effect
that the penalties should not be imposed
unless the existing water-closets or privies
were nuisances.
He now proposed to
insert these words, with a slight alteration, namely, "unless the water-closets or
privies for the use of the occupiers thereof
shall be deemed by the offieer of heal th to
be a nuisance." This would be a sufficient
protection to those who were opposed to
the compulsory use of earth-closets to
enable a compromise to be arrived at.
The subject was considered last session by
a select committee, which reported in
favour of the project. One of the witnesses was the Chief Medical Officer, who
had always entertained a strong opinion
in favour of the use of earth·closets.
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During the interval since then that gentleman had directed his attention to the
subject, and had prepared a report, from
which it would be seen that he was not
now so decidedly in favour of the system,
but was inclined to aJlow t.he local boards
to test the v.alue of these contrivances by
experience befor.e absolutely directing their
use.
The report (which the honorable member
read) described the successful operation
of various self-acting closets at many large
establishments in Melbourne, and also
the equal success in other instances of
the bucket and scoop principle. At
some institutions, however, including the
Melbourne Hospital, the earth system
had been tried and .abandoned. The
simplest form of the closet was that of
the bucket and scoop; but at the Exhibition building, and at other places, it was
found that, notwithstanding printed notiqes
conspicuously posted, the people _were so
careless or indolent that they neglected
the use of the scoop altogether. Some
self-acting apparatus was, therefore, necessary. The self-acting closets at· present
in ·use worked well, in instances in which
they were, attended to with care, but in
other cases complaints were made of their
getting out of Ol'der. From the improvements recently introduced, it seemed
likely that a simple and economical
plan would soon be arrived at. At present the charge for removing the old
earth and supplying fresh was high,
but were the use of the .closets made
compulsory in Melbourne the work coul<l
be contracted for at the rate of ten
shillings per closet 'per ·annum. The report stated, in conclusion .:"The greatest difficl'Jties to the compulsory
adoption of the use of earth-closets will be
encountered in the premises.of the lower classes
of the popUlation, :who .arealrea~y very insufficiently supplied with privy accommodation;
and th~re is one considerable drawback to their
use in private houses which must not be
ignored. -that is, the disposal .of the chamber
slops, If these are emptied into the earth-closets
a vast quantity of earth will be required to
absorb them, and if they are allowed to flow
into the street channel they will occasion a
serious and very offellsive nuisance, which obtains to a much greater extent than it ought to
do, even at present, and .the smell from which is
only covered by a pl~ntiful supply of Yan Yean
to wash it away. Though the earth-closet
system ds as yet in its infancy, and very far
from perfect, .the great majority of those who
use them look upon them as a decided improvement on the old privy system.; and there is no
doubt that, if generally adopted, they would
prevent one of the greatest sanitary evils we are
VOL. 111.-2 B
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subject to, that of the soil (especially that of
the city of Melbourne) being saturated. as it is
at present, with the sewage which is constantly percolating through leaky privies. On
account of the impediments before named it
might be d,jfficult to get the lower cIa'sses into
the way of using earth .closets effectively, bllt it
must be borne in mind that nothing could be
worse than the present state of things under
the privy system. the stench, and filth, and unwholesomeness of which is every day becoming
Plore and more manifest and more intolerable."

The chief medical officer practically recommended the modification which he
(Mr. Higinbotham) had mentioned, namely,
that wherever the health officer certified
that the existing system was a nuisance,
the local bOlliI'd should be empQwered to
order the use of an earth. closet. If that
course were adopted, it would enable local
boards to experiment on the use of earthclosets, It was only by experiment that
it could be ascertained which was the
best description of earth-closet, and
how far it was expedient to adopt
the system. There were a great many
competing patents for earth-closets, and
some deodor.izing processes were brought
into dil'eo.t competition and rivalry with
the earth-oloset system.
Some public
meetings, whi.ch had been convened to
con8ider the Public Health Bill, 9,ppeared
to have been meetin.gs to recommend particular processes to the attention of the
public rather than to discuss any o( the
provisions of lthis Bill. Honorable members, in dealing with this subject., ought
not to allow themselves to' be influenced
by these competing processes, but simply
to give to the central board and to the
local boards such reasonable powers for
making experiments as would enable the
best system ultimately to find its way iuto
general use.
Mr. LEVEY thought tha-tit would be
better not to legislate on this question at
all, but to leave the people themselves to
adopt such methods as were best calculated
to prevent nuisances. Public attention
was strongly directed to the subject,;
owners of property were fully ali ve to its
importance; and, from the experiments
being made by scientific and ingenious
men, he oelieved . . that, before long, an
earth-closet system or some other system
would be introduced much superior to any
yet invented. To stereotype any system
in an Act of Parliament would really be
injurious.
Mr. KYTE stated that some months
ago he fitted up eal~th-closets for the use
of about half .his tenants, but experience
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proved that they were obliged to go back the names of the persons who have been allowed
transfer such allotments; the names of those
to the old system. However well adapted to
persons to whom such allotments have been
earth-closets might be for large establish- transferred."
ments or for private houses, when carefully
Mr. JONES seconded the motion, which
attended to, he was quite sure that, if they was agreed to.
were generally adopted, the result would
be a failure in a sanitary point of view. REAL PROPERTY CERTIFICATES.
In his opinion no sanitary system was so
Mr. FARRELL (in the absence of Mr.
perfect as the old sewerage system. He BYRNE) movedsuggested that the Government should
"That there be laid upon the table of this
co~sider the propriety of introducing a
House a return showing the average time occumeasure for constructing underground pied in the issue of transfer certificates under
drainflge for the city of Melbourne, half the Real Property Act during the quarters
respecti vply the 30th September and the
the cost to fall on the owners of property. . ending
31st December, 1866."
He believed that property-owners would
The motion was agreed to.
be willing to bear half.the cost of carrying
out such a system.
COUNTY COURTS LAW AMENDOn the motion of Mr. HIG I~BOTHAM,
MENT BILL.
the ·clause was postponed, and progress was
The resolutions agreed to in committee
reported.
on this subject on the previous day were
considered and adopted ..
LAND SELECTIONS.
The House adjourned at five minutes to
Mr. LONGMORE movedeleven
o'clock, until Tuesday, February 12.
"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the names of selectors
of land who have asked for and obtained subdivisions; the number of acres retained, in
each case, by original selector; the length of
times, in each case, the land was held by selector
be~e a subdivision was asked for; the dates on
which rents were paid by selectors both before
and after subdivision."

Mr. JONES seconded the motion, which
was llgree'd to.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT FEES.
Mr. LEVEY moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return uf the fees rec.ei ved by the
officials of the Vice-Admiralty Court for the
years 1865 and 1866, specifyiog whether such
fees were paid into the consolidated revenue or
not."

Mr. WHJTEMAN seconded the motion.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
judge of the Vice-Admiralty Court was
appointed by the Admiralty at home, and
was not responsible either to this Government or to this Parliament. The return
asked for was therefore not within the
order of the House; but, if the motion
was adopted, he would communicate. the
request of the House to the judge and
officials of the court.
The motion was adopted,
TRANbFERS OF LAND.
Mr. LONGMORE moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the number of transfers
of allotments of land taken up under the 42nd
section of the Land Act 1865 that have been
sanctioned by the Board of· Lands and Survey;

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, February 12, 1867.
South-Western Province Election-T.JOtteries-Addresl'l to
the Queen-Consolidated Revenue (£510,000) Bill-Assent
to Billa.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twentyseven minutes pnst four o'clock, and read
the usual form of prayer.
SOUTH-WESTERN PROVINCE
ELECTION.
The PRESIDENT announced that the
writ for the election of a member of the
Legislative Council for the South- Western
Province had been returned, showing that
Mr. Thomas Learmonth was duly elected.
FURNITURE DUTIES.
The Hon. G. W. COLE, in co~p1iance
with an order of the House, dat.ed February 5, laid on t.he table a return relating
to duty paid by Messrs. Wallach Brothers
on certain cases of furniture.
LOTTERIES.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER asked the
honorable member representing the Government whether the Attorney-General
-who, by his answer to a question put in
the House on the 5th instant, on the permission given to Messrs. Hoskins and
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Simmonds, declared that he did grant leave
to receive moneys for lottery tickets, from
March, 1866, to October, ] 866-would
compel those lottery office-keeper.s to refund the money thus obtained under the
cover of that officer's authority, not only
from the colonists of Victoria, but also of
the sister colonies?
The Hon. G. W. COLE read the
following reply to the question :-" The
permission given to Messrs. Hoskins and
Simmonds, under the Police Offences
Statute, had no other effect than to legalize
a lottery which, if forbidden, would have
been illegal. It was not a guarantee of
the honesty.of the project or of the projectors. It is not the intention of the
Attorney-General to take proceedings
against Messrs. Hoskins and Simmonds;
and if anyone has been defrauded by
those persons he must seek his remedy."
ADDRESS OF THANKS TO THE
QUEEN.
The Hon. G. W. COLE moved"That a Elelect committee be appointed to prepare an address to Her Most Gracious Majesty,
thanking Her Majesty for the generous recognition by Her Majesty's Government of the
claims of this colony in regard to its defences;
and that such committee consist of the Honorables A. Fraser, R. S. Anderson, G. Rolfe, W.
Highett, C. J. Jenner, T. T. a'Beckett, W. H. F.
Mitchell, and the mover."

The Hon. G. ROLFE seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
The committee retired to prepare the
address, and on their return, after the lapse
of a few minutes, Mr. COLE presented the
I'eport of the commi ttee.
The CLERK read the draft copy of the
address as prepared by the committee,
which was as follows:" To Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen.
"MAY IT PLEASE'YOUR MAJESTY,

"We, Your Majesty's faithful subjects, the
Members of the Legislative Council of Victoria,
in Parliament assembled, beg leave to approach
Your Majesty with renewed assurances of our
loyalty and affection.
"We desire humbly, but heartily, to express
to Your Majesty our thanks for the generous
recognition by Your Majesty's Government of
the daims of this colony in regard to its defences
against foreign aggression, and for the material
assistance which Your Majesty has been advised
to grant in that behalf.
" We pray th,at God may long spare Your
Majesty to reign over a united and loving
people."

The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER asked if
this address had been prepared by the
committee, or if it was a printed copy of
an address prepared by some one else?
2B2

The PRESIDENT.-We cannot go
behind the report which has been brought
up by the committee.
On the motion of Mr. COLE, the
address was adopted; and ordered to be
forwarded to His Excellency the Governor,
with an address requesting His Excellency
to transmit the same to Her Majesty's
Principal Secretary of State for' the
Colonies, for presentation to Her Majesty.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE
(£510,000) BILL.
A Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly appropriating £10,000 on
account of the service of the year 1866,
and £500,000 on account of the service of
the year 1867.
On the motion of the Hon. G. W. COLE,
the Bill was read'a first time.
Mr. COLE then moved that the Bill be
read a second time.
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-I do not
intend to offer any opposition to the Bill
being read a second time and disposed of
this evening, but I think that we ought to
act according to precedent, and that the
honorable member who. is in charge of
the Bill should move the suspension
of the standing orders to allow the measure to pass through all its stages this
evening. If we do not adopt that course,
we shall get into a lax system of passing
Money Bills, which we may find unwise
at some future time. Last session a case
arose in which it was not considered desirable to pass a Bill of this character
through all its stages in one evening. If
we get into a habit of allowing these Bills
to pass as a matter of course, we shall be
depar ting from rules laid down for our
'own guidance and protection in matters of
great importance.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT.-I am
rather surprised that the honorable member did not move the suspension of the
standing orders, as there would be no
opposition to the motion. 1 quite coincide
with Mr. Sladen's views.
Mr. COLE.-I would have moved the
suspension of the standing orders, but I
understood that it was not necessary in the
case of a Money Bill.
The PRESIDENT.-I am not A.ware
that there is any standing order which requires to be suspended to enable a Bill of
this description to pass through all its
stages on the same evening.
The motion was' agreed to, and the Bill
was read a second time, and was after-
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wards passed through its remaining stages
without discussion.

"My warmest acknowledgments are ~lso ~ue
to the Legislative Assembly for theIr kmd
wishes for my future welfare.
"I have the honour to be, sir.

ASSENT TO BILLS.
"Your most obedient servant,
"GEORGE .JACKSON CAREY.
The PRERIDENT announced that he
"Brigadier-General Commanding Troops
had received information that it was the
"Australian Colonies."
intention of His Excellency the Governor
to visit the Council Cbambet' that day, for
PETITIONS.
the purpose of giving his assent to certain
Mr. BLACKWOOD presented apetiBills.
tion from the committee of the Melbourne
At twenty minutes past five o'clock the
Chamber of Commerce, praying the House
Usher announced that the Governor was
to reject the Tariff.
approaching the building. Immediately
Mr. HANDS presented a petition from
afterwards His Excellency entered the'
the Seymour Road B.oard, pray~g that
Chamber, accompanied by his Aide-detheir case, in reference to tolls, mIght be
Camp and Private Secretary.
taken into consideration.
The membel's of the Legislative Assembly having been summoned,
MINING COMPANIES.
His EXCELLENCY gave his assent to the
Mr. DYTE asked the Minister of Jusfollowing- Bills:tice when the return, ordered on the 24th
1. Insol venqy .( Geelong District) January, 'of mining companies placed ~n
Amendment Bill.
the hands of official agents, would be laId
2. Consolidated Revenue (£510,000) on the table? The honorable member
Bill.
stated that the return would be of little
The members of the Legislative Assem- value, unless furnished before the select
bly then withdrew. His Excellency and committee on the Mining Companies Law
suite also left the Chamber.
Amendment Bill submitted their report.
The House adjourned at llalf-past five
Mr. BINDON stated that the several
o'clock, until Tuesday, February 19.
mining agents had b~en duly. instruc!ed
to supply the informatIOn reqUIred, WhIC?
would be hid on the table as soon as It
came to hand.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, "February 12, 1867..
Brlga.dier-Genera.l Carey - The Mining Depa.lltment - Mr.
Morris Lee's Case-Consolidated Revenue Bill-Assent
to Bills - Ways ana Means-Adjourned Deba.te on the
Budget.

REFRESHMENT ROOMS.
Mr. J. T4 SMITH brought up the first
report from the Refreshment-rooms Committee.
MINING DEPARTMENT.
Mr. RAMSAY moved"That there be laid upon the table of this

a return, showing the cost of all alteraThe SPEAKER took the chair at half-· House
tions an.d additions made in the offices of' the
past four o'clock.
Mining department during the two years ending

BRIGADIER-GENERAL CAREY.
The SPEAKER announced the receipt
of the foIJowing letter from BrigadierGeneral Carey, in reply to the complimentary address voted him by the House.:"Brigade Head Quarters,
"Melbourne, 11th February, 1867.
c'S IR -I have the honour to acknowledge the
receipt 'of your letter of the .6.th i~st., transmitting an address from the LegIslatIve Assembly
of Vi('toria.
.
c'I beg to express my sincere thanks for the
honour which the Legislativ.e Assembly has ·b~en
pleased to confer upon me, in thus recording its
sense of the manner in which I condueted the
duties of the high office which devolved upon
me as Officer Administering the Government of
this important colony.

31st December, 1866."

Mr. LONGMORE seconded the motion.
Mr. VALE said he had no objection to
furnish the return; but he. hoped the
honorable member for Maldon would
recollect that the building was erected
originally as a sort of curiosity-shop ~or the
exhibition of various building materIals.
The motion was agreed to.
CASE OF MR. MORRIS LEE.
Mr. RAMSAY moved"That there be laid on the table of this
House copies of the papers connected with Mr.
Morris Lee's case."

Mr. LONGMORE seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE
(£510,000) BILL.
The House having resolved itself into
Committee of Ways and Means,
Mr. VERDON moved" That out of the consolidated revenue there
be issued and applied from time to time any
sum or sums of money not exceeding £ I0,000,
for or towa.rds certain of the services specified
and set forth ill the Supplementary Estimates
submitted to the Legislative Assembly on the
5th day of February, 1867."
"That out of the consolidated revenue
there be issued and applied from time to time,
for the service of the year 1867, any sum or
sums of money not exceeding £500,000, for or
towards the services set forth in the Estimates
submitted to the Legislative Assembly on the
5th day of February, 1867."

The resolutions were agreed to.
The House having resumed,
Mr. VERDON, by leave of the House,
moved"That the standing orders and practice of
this House, relating to the receh'ing a report
from the Committee of Ways and Means the
same day resolutions are agreed to, be suspended to allow the report to be received this
day."

The motion was carried, and the resolutions were reported accordingly, and
adopted.
Mr. VERDON then brought up a Bill
in accordance with the resolutions, and,
the standing orders having been suspended,
the measure was read a first and second
time, .and pai'sed through committee.
On the motion that the Bill be read a
thiI'd time,
Captain MAC MAHON called attention to the ~act that copies of the Bill
had not been distributed to honorable
members. He mentioned the matter, not
~ith the view of placing any impediment
lD the way, but in order that the proceeding should not be regarrled as a precedent.
Mr. VERDON admitted the justice of
the honorable and gallant member's remark, but explained that it was not usual
to distribute a Bill until after it had been
read a first time, and that this took place
only a minute or two before.
The Bill was read a third time and
passed.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
On the order of the day for the House
resolving itself into Committee of Ways
and Means,
. Mr. RICHARDSON moved" That, in the opinion of this House, the proposed alterations in the Tariff are not satis-
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factory, as they neither tend to the encouragement of colonial industries, nor to the extension
of commerce."

The honorable member observed :-Mr.
Speaker, I have consulted you, and you
have told me that I am strictly in order in
moving this amendment at the present
time. (Hear, hear.) Some members of
the Ministry say" Hear, hear." Whether
they approve of the amendment I am no\v
submitting I don't know; but, as I said
on a recent occasion, for the position I am
about to take they are responsible, and not
me. I came here as a pl'otectionist member, advocating protectionist principles;
I have always endeavo.ured, consistently,
to advocate those principles; and this
being so, I feel myself fully justified in
moving this amendment. I think tllere is
an advantage, as was stated on a similar
occasion some years ago,. in moving the
amendment at this stage. I don't know
what action the Ministry will take with
regard to the amendment., but I think it
better to decide this question of the Tariff
on its merits at once. I think I shall not
be exceeding the bounds of order if: at the
present time, I allude to the financial statement submitted by the Treasurer.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member cannot do that without being out of
order. The financial statement was made
in committee, and any de'bate in the
House on speeches made in committee is
not warranted by the rules of Parliament.
Mr. RICHARDSON.-I thought I
might be allowed to allude to the financial
statement, in order to justify the course I
am now taking. Your ruling, Mr. Speaker,
will, of course, have the effect of shortening my remarks, but not of altering the
position I take or the opinions I hold.
Am I to understand that I am not to
allude to anything in the Tariff itself?
The SPEAKER.-I have la.id down
the ruJe of Parliament on this subject:
Speeches made in committee cannot be
referred to in the House.
Captain MAC MAHON.-Perhaps the
House will allow me to refer to a similar
The
case which occurred in 1861.
Treasurer (who was then the Treasurer of
the Heales Administllation) made his
statement that year, as usual, in Committee of Ways and Means; and on a
subsequent evening, on the Treasurer
moving that the House do go into committee, the then leader of the Opposit,ion
submitted a similar amendment to that now
before the House, and, in doing so, was
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permitted to refer to the speech made in although the Government are unwilling to
committee, and indeed to go into the whole take advantage of the rules of debate to
question as laid down by the Treasurer. check discussion-although, on that ground,
Not only was Mr. O'Shanassy permitted they frequently ahstained, during the earlier
to do that, but the step which he took on part of this session, from objecting to the
that occasion actually resulted in the course which a debate had taken-yet I say
ejection from office of the Government. it is hardly fair, when this objection comes
Under these circumstances, with such a from the Speaker and not from the Goconspicuous precedent, it appears to me vernment, that the Speaker should he met
that it would be rather inconvenient for a with the statement of an alleged departure
from rules which, no doubt, is capable of
new rule to he laid down.
The SPEAKER.-I have only called explanation. We don't know the whole
attention to the rule of Parliament, which of the circumstances of that case, and I
is clear enough, and which is maintained am not prepared to debate them. But
by all the authorities - namely, that even assuming there was justification for
speeches made in committee cannot be re- a departure from the rules of the House
then, there is no justification for such a
ferred to in the House.
Mr. MoCULLOCH.-There is no ob- departure now. The honorable member
jection on the part of the Government to who moves this resolution is, no doubt,
the fullest opportunity being given for the well aware that the Government have no
discussion of the whole of their financial desire to check his remarks. The objecpolicy.. At the same time there is this tion comes not from the Government, but
point to be considered: if the acknowledged from the Speaker; and I apprehend that,
rules of Parliament are waived on this and when the Speaker calls attention to the
other occasions, we may as well dispense rules of the House, it is the desire of
with rules altogether. J trust honorable honorable members on both sides cheermem bers will not consent to the rules of fully to abide by the decision, and insist
the House being waived, unless for some on the rules being complied with.
Mr. JONES.-The Chief Secretary
good and well-defined reason. I consider
that we should adhere as far as possible has said that the rules should not be
to our rules.
departed from except on some wellMr. LEVEY.-0n the 5th November, defined occasion. I am at a loss to know
1861, on the order of the day for the what better defined occasion we can find
House resolving itself into Committee of than this, when a pseudo-protectionist
Ways and Means, Mr. O'Shanassy rose in Ministry brings forward a Tariff, and it is
his place and moved a resolution, which proposed to condemn their conduct in dewas tantamount to a vote of want of con- parting from their announced policy. I
fidence in the Government of the day, think it ill-becomes the Ministry to shelter
which was accepted by the Government themselves, on this occasion, behind the
8S such, and upon which, after a long
forms of the House.
According to
debate, they resigned.
Mr. MoCULLOCH.-There is no desire
the report in H ansm'd, it does Dot on the part of the Ministry to do anything
seem that you, Mr. Speaker, raised any of the kind. A full opportunity will be
objection to the course then taken, DOl' given honorable members to discuss this
did the Treasurer, who followed Mr. question in committee; or if it is necessary
O'Shanassy, take exception to the cOlirse to debate the Elubject now, in full House,
of action then pursued. The debate went . let a motion for the suspension of the
on in the ordinary way, as if quite in standing orders be made in a regular and
order,
proper manner.
.
Mr. RIG INBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
The SPEAKER.-There is no occasion
I am sure the House will see that it would for a suspension of the standing orders.
be inconvenient to attempt to found any If it be the wish of the House that an
departure from our rules on this occasion honorable .member should be allowed, in
upon a departure from rules, whether to a his remarks, to go outside the rules, the
greater or less ex tent, on any. former House can permit it.
occasion, and especially a dist.ant occasion
Mr. RICHARDSON. - "Tith all due
like that mentioned. I must say that I deference to your ruling, Mr. Speaker, by
think for some time past there has been w bich I will endeavour to abide, I accept
an increasing laxity in the observance of the remarks of the two Ministers who
the rules of debate in this House; and have spoken in. the spirit in which they
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were made.' I perfectly understand that
they do not wish in any manner to shirk
discussion. As I said before, I have taken
this step, as a protectionist member of the
House, because I believe that the Tariff, if
passed in its present form, will bring the
principles that I have consistently maintained, along wit.h many members of this
House, and many gentlemen who are not
now members of this House~ into perfect
contempt. We, as protectionists, would
be told, " You have had a trial of your
policy; it has failed, and therefore we
will try it no more." The proposed Tariff
will be a mere mockery of what I have
always advocated as protection; and on
that ground, and that ground alone, I
have taken this early opportunity of
opposing it. But if I am to be confined,
in my remarks, to the Tariff alone, am I
Dot to be allowed to comment on the justification which the Treasurer presented to
the House with the Tariff? That honorable gentleman, in his opening remarks,
stated that he intended to confine himself
simply to facts and figures; but more
than once he told us that this and that
was not a protectionist measure at all
-that it was not associated with protectionist intentions.
N ow was that
fair to their supporters? Who put the
Ministry into office, who have kept them
in office, and who were prepared to
keep them in office, but the protectionist
members? I was prepared to do that;
but I am not to be taunted with the mention that the Government propose to tax
certain articles, and that there will be no
protection in the proceeding. What did
we hope this session ? We expected to
be enabled to introduce a Tariff of a discriminating character.
Here we have an
indiscriminate one. I have advocated
nothing more than this-to select certain
articles that we know can be manufactured in this colony with advantage, by a
little fostering aid on the part of the State,
afforded by means of the custom-house.
Is this Tariff going to effect that object?
No. By it the raw material and the
manufactured article will be indiscriminately taxed; and protectionist members
will be forgetful of their principles if they
are parties to it. The Treasurer proposes, by this indiscriminate Tariff, to
raise it revenue which, by just economy
in the Estimates, might have been obviated. I do not see that we are bound
to impose this general taxation for the
legitimate necessities of the State. I
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for one intend-and I hope bonorable
members will support me-to scrutinize
closely the items in that expenditure, so as
to reduce the Estimates far below what
the Treasurer expects to raise. I mean
purposely to avoid one question which is
now exciting public attention -'- namely,
whether it is wise or unwise to tax our
cereals. On a late occasion, I took the
opportunity of raising my voice against
the State paying a certain amount for five
years to the New South Wales Government. I and other protectionist members
were not supported on that occasion
as we expected to be. I now appeal,
not to those who call themselves the
wine-grower's friends, but to those who
call themselves the farmer's friends,
whether they are satisfied with the protection proposed to be given to the farmer?
If the Treasurer had stated, in the course
of his remarks, what course the Government intended to take, my action might
have been' different. But we are left
entirely in the dark. We may vote for
the first item, and the vote may be taken
as substantially carrying the whole Tariff;
or, on the other haud, we may vote for
that and be at perfect'liberty to alter and
amend the Tariff as we propose. What
would be the result if honorable member~
were at perfect liberty. to amend and.alter
the Tariff as they pleased, I am not prepared to say; but my impression is, that
when it came out of committee the Tariff
would hardly be known by the Treasurer.
Are we to have that liberty of choice?
Are we to be met, as I was met on a recent
occasion-that in the action we took we
were influenced by a desire for payment
of members; and that to secure this we
were ready to upset the Ministry, and
to form an unholy alliance for the accomplishment of our object? What are
we to come to if this is still to be considered a deliberative assembly? I have
only to repeat what I have said on former
occasions, that there are three years and a
half to show what my feelings are with
regard to the Ministry as originally formed,
and as now constituted. My actions shall
speak for themselves. Brit if I have no
opportunity of gi ving expression to my
opinions as I feel them in my own heart
without being subjected to such reflections,
I would rather go out of the House altogether. Whether agreeable or not to the
House, I have stated my views as I-feel
them. Certainly, in moving so important
anamendment,I have to ask the forbearance
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of the House, because my remarks are not
of a more extended character; but I could
have made them much more lengthy if the
rules of the HOlJse would have allowed me.
Dr. HEATH seconded the amendment.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Mr. Speaker, in rising
to deal with the subject to which the amendment has reference, I beg distinctly to say
that my action is in no way the result of
that amendment. If I did not address
myself to the su~iect the other night, it
was simply because it was expected, on
the part of my colleagues, that an attack
on the general policy of the Government
. would as usual have followed the expression of the Government policy, at the
hands of the Minister of Finance. I am
prepared to admit that, if my first intention
had been carried out, I should, although
perhaps technically wrong, have been
politically right.
However the House
may think fit to· vote on the question submitted to it to-night, I think it right, at
this stage, to make some :remarks which,
under the circumstances I have explained,
I regret should not have been made earlier.
Certainly, it was out of no disrespect to
the House, but simply under the belief
that the course usually pursued would
have been followed on this occasion, that
I declined to reply the other evening.
Taking local precedent for our guidance, I
may call attention to what took place
when the Tariff of 1865 was submitted to
the House. The Treasurer made his
financial statement. This statement was
followed by some remarks from the honorable member for East Melbourne (Mr.
Levi\; but no reply was given by any
member of the GovernmC'nt to those remarks. The honorable member for East
Melbourne was followed by the late
honorable member for Kilmore (Mr.
O'Shanaesy), who made a perfectly legitimate attack on the policy of the GoThe debate was then convernment.
sidered to be formally opened; and that
course of proceeding is more in accord
with Imperial practice. However, under
present circumstances, and in the absence
of what may be considered a general
attack on the policy of the Government
beyond that contain~J in the remarks of
the honorable mem bel' for Geelong East,
I will proceed with the observations which
I have to make. I propose, in the first
place, to give my experience of the working of the Tariff of 1~66, as observed in
the cuetom'-house, and then to afford an
.explanation of the cause of the alterations
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which have been recommended by the'
Government. I may remark that, had it
not been for the necessities of the Government, and the dIfficulty of raising further
taxation in other directions, probably no
alteration would have been made in the
Tariff of 1866. My honorable colleague,
the Treasurer-, when considering the
financial prospects for the· year, informed
me that it would be necessary to raise
some £300,000 or £350,000 frolO Customs.
Of course it is competent for the House to
review this decision, and comment upon the
necessity for any increase at all. It was
open to honorable members last week to
have shown other means by which such a
necessity could have been obviated. But
as this has not been done, I will proceed
to explain, as regards the Tariff of 1866,
what has proved unsatisfactory in its
working. I have to deal largely with
ngures, and, if my statement exhibits any
short-comings, I must throw myself on
the indulgence of the House. The first
item in the estimates of revenue for 1866
was £515,000; but the receipts for the
year from that source amounted only to
£4.")2,000, showing an apparent deficiency
of £62,000. Without explanation, that is
at least unsatisfactory.
ASSENT TO BILLS.
At this juncture, the Serjeant-at-Arms
announced that a messenger from His Ex·
cellency the Governor was in attendance.
The Usher of the Legislative Council
was then introducerl with the customary
formalities. He informed the House that
His Excellency the Governor requested
the attendance of members of the Legislative Assembly in the Chamber of' the
Legi!'olative Council.
The SPEAKER, accompanied by the
meml;>ers present, and attended by the
officers of the House, at once proceeded
to the Chamber of the Legislative Council.
Returning in a few minutes,
The SPEAKER notified that the
Governor had, in the presence of both
Houses, given assent to the Consolidated
Revenue (£510,000) Bill, and the Insolvency (Geelong district) Amendment Bill.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
Mr. FRANCIS (resuming his speech)_
said-I have pointed out that a discrepancy
of £62,000 occurred last year in the item
of spirits, between the amount estimated
by the Treasurer, from information derived
from the Customs department, and the
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amount received. So large a deficiency
as this, constituting in the gross nearly the
whole amount of the deficiency in the
customs revenue itself, requires explanation. The falling off, as I tuke it, is not
altogether unsatisfactol'Y, a conclusion
which two or three of its causes will go to
prove. The original e.stimate was based
on the receipts fOl' the four or five preceding years; and I will read a statement of
those receipts to show that all the premises
open to us in forming our estimate were
properly used. In 1863 the income from
spirits was £494,46~; in 1864 it was
£520,6'15; in 1865 it was £505,06 t . It
will be seen that we were justified by the
experience of past years in placing on
the Estimates the sum we did, namely,
£515,000. The fiest cause of t.he decline
is connected with that principle with
which the honorable member for Geelong
(Mr. Richardson) is so closely allied,
namely, protection. There can be no
doubt that a large increase occurred in the
manufacture of' colonial spirits during
1866. There has been, in fact, an increase
of revenue under the head of excise, and
a decrease under the head of customs.
Under the head of excise, it was estimated
that £15,000 would be received, while the
receipts have amounted to £22,350, showing an increase of £7,350. That amount,
however, does not fully represent the real
deficiency, inasmuch as, under the Distillation Act, colonial spirits are only chargeable with a duty of 6s. per gallon if made
from grain, and 8s. per gallon if made
from sugar. At the full rates, I find that
the revenue would have been supplemented
by a sum of £10,500. The free trade
wh ich existed with Ri verina, during the
major part of 1864 and 1865, also increased our receipts, as at that time our
revenue received a very large proportion
of the duties on the spirits consumed in
that district. This is best shown by a return
which I received from the representatives
of New Sonth Wales at the late conference. New South Wales collected on the
Murray, during 1866, a sum of £20,604 on
spirits alone, the major part of the goods
coming, of course, from Victoria. Adding
to this sum the £10,500 I have already
mentioned, we have a total of £30,000,
which is one-half the actual deficiency. The
remainder or the falling off I attribute, and
I attribute with satisfa.ction, to the' gr~w
ing practice of drinking colonial beer and
colonial wine in preference to the nobblers
of former days. On l'eferring to some
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estimates I made when in office in 1860,
I find the item of spirits set down at
£760,000, and of ale and cider £95,000,
while in IH67 the amount estimated is for
spirits £495,000 or £265,000 less, and for
beer and cider £32,000 or £63,000 less,
showing that beer and dder to the extent
of two-thirds and spirits to the extent of
one-third have been superseded by the
colonial-made article. From the protectionist point of view, from the moral point
of view, and, in fact, from 8111 points save
that of revenue, this fact is no matter for
regl'et. The next importan.t item which
exhibits a falling off is that ()f tea. It
was estimated that £65,000 would be
The receipts amounted to
received.
£42,000, showing a deficiency of £23,000.
Every commercial man will see how this
is. During the last quarter of 1865
nearly as much tea was taken out of bond
as had been during the preceding three
quarters; and much of this large quantity
went into consumption during 1~66. The
reason was this. The importers did not
believe that the present Tariff would pass,
and they availed themselves of the opportunity affOl'ded them of taking tea out at
the reduced rat.e, in the belief that recourse
would ultimately be had to the old Tariff,
under which higher duties were payable.
As it proved, these gentlemen were disappointed. They had much better have
left their tea in bond, for, to my knowledge, some of it has even yet not gone
into consumption. The quantity of tea
on which duty was paid in 1864 was
4,014,063 Ibs. During the first quarter
of 1~65, duty was paid on 1,466,000 Ibs.;
during the second quarter, duty was paid
on 1,13.9,000 lbs.; dLlring the third,
on 992,000 Ibs.; and during the last
quarter, on 2,994,000 lbs. The quantity taken out of bond during the whole
of 1866 was 3,118,000 lbs.; so that
nearly as much tea was taken out in
the last quarter of 1865 as there was in
the whole of the following year. Practically, the consumption of 1866 has been
largely supplemented from the excess of
1865. The revenue itself loses nothing,
inasmuch as it gains in the one year what
it is deficient in the other. The circumstance is an exceptional one, for the same
marked effect is not exhibited by the
kindred article of sugar. In 1864, the
total taken out of bond was 316,000 cwt.;
in 1865, the total was 460,000 cwt.; and
in 1866, it was 436,000 cwt. Instead of
there being a decrease, it is evident that
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the operation of the Tariff has led to a
surprisin~ increase in the consumption of
sugar. The increase is beyond anything
which can be accounted for by domestic
consumption, and shows that a great deal
has been used for confectionery and other
manufacturing purposes.
Otherwise I
cannot account for the increase, for I am
not prepared to believe that there has been
any extension of illicit distillation. Of
course there always has been, and probably, so long as the temptation of a
high duty exists, there always will be
illicit distillation; but all the information I can obtain from the revenue
police and otherwise leads to the belief
that the practice is not carried on to the
same extent as it has been before. The
next item I will refer to-and as I do not
miss any item for the purpose of avoidance, I shall be happy to give whatever
information honorable members may ask
for-is that of doors and windows. The
estimate was £2,500, and not more than
£200 was received. This resnlt, I may
say without hesitation, is solely attributable to information concerning the
duty reaching the United States. The
trade was absolutely extinguished. Imported doors and windows were at once
superseded by-colonial-made articles, while
at the same time no material increase in
price took place. An attempt will, I
think, be made to resume importations;
but I do not fear for the colonial manufacture. The next item i~ that of millinery.
It will be remembered that my honorable
colleague the Treasurer, in his Budget
speech last year, explained, as I afterwards
stated myself, that we had exerted oursel ves to produce a Tariff altogether devoid
of ad valorem duties. We succeeded so
far that the new Tariff, when first sub~
mitted, did not contain a single ad valorem
rate. In common with every commercial
man in Melbourne, in common with the
Chamber of Commerce, and in common
with the mercantile class everywhere,
I entertained, and do still entertain,
objections to the ad 'l,'alorem system.
I found that the officers of the Customs
department, whom I was bound to consult, shared those objections, and, t!terefore, we decided not to adopt the duties
in question. In passing the Tariff through
this House, however, the ad valorem
system was inserted under :pressure. The
Tariff of 1866 was left in this position:
we start with fixed duties, and go on to
measurement dutied, then to duties by
Mr. Francis.
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weight, and end with ad valorem duties.
Whether the scheme fil'st presented would
have resulted more satisfactorily I am Dot
prepared to say. It had not a trial. But
the inconsistencies I have mentioned result
from the changes made by this Assembly.
At this stage I may refer to the answer
given by the Treasurer to the assertion,
that the Tariff of °llj66 has been a failure
as regards revenue. My honorable colleague showed that, during the period
they were levied-that is, from the 11 th
of April to the 31st of December-the
new duties realized £4,696 more than was
ant.icipated. I will admit that the taIling
off in some items was unreasonable, but
the deficiency was compensated by gains
on others. The estimate was £141,680,
o and the receipts were £146,376. The
Treasurer's statement, I may explain, was
made from documents and receipt.s in his
own department; and through a difference
in the system of book-keeping, through
accounts not being closed the same day,
his figures are not and cannot be exactly
identical with the returns furnished by
the custom-house. I hold in my hand
an "estimate of the receipts under the
new duties, on the assumption that the
Tariff had been in force from the 1st of
January to the 31st December, 1866," and
I am prepared to state that, while the
estimate was £200,450, the receipts were
at the rate of £202,582, or nearly as possible within 1 per cent. of the estimate,
showing that there is no founda.tion for
the assertion that the general re~mlt has
been inaccurate. I do not desire to be
unduly congratulatory-I will admit that
there have been decreases on the one
hand and increases on the other; but I
am sure that any commercial man, taking
the blue book of 1863-the only data
available to us-and looking at the loose
manner in which goods were grouped
together, and the loose regulations regarding declared values, will see that an
estimate realized considerably within 2
per cent. proves that our materials were
Dot badly worked up. In dealing with
this article of millinery last year, it was
stated by the Treasurer, the AttorneyGeneral, and myself~o °that the rates varied
from 3 to 12t per cent., the mean being
from 5 to 10 per cent. I am now prepared
to state that the ou t-turn has been in strict
conformity with the custom-house calculation~. We assumed that the duty would
be 8olo per cent. Now, a document printed
in February, 1866, and showing the opera0
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tion of the Tariff during 1865, shows that
the- 5s. per cubic foot duty on millinery
and silks realized 7i per cent. on the value
of those goods. Our calculations were
based on the average of a large number
of invoices, which we strictly investigated, and the result proves us to
have been correct as nearly as possible.
The returns for the first six months I have
said were equal to 7:1 per cent. But experience teaches all melle The wholesale
drapers profited by their experience, and
by excluding bulky articles, and by a careful selection and packing of their goods,
they lessened the bulk of these goods, and
so considerably reduced the per centage.
If a fair average of the whole of the
articles were taken, however, it would be
found that the first estimate of the department was nearly correct. For nicely
frilled goods put into boxes, which constituted a large item in the first instance,
articles like silk handkerchiefs and neckties have been substituted. By just putting
the scissors through them, and running a
machine stitch 011 the one side, this class
of goods has been converted into millinery;
and thus, by the manipulation of skilful
traders, the 8 per cent. we expected has
been reduced to 3 per cent. My statements . on this point are not speculative,
but are based on the returns of the declared
value of goods made by the importers
themselves, and furnished to me by the
Inspector-General of Customs. Besides
the articles I have mentioned, silk dresses
have been loosely tacked, and the body stuff
thrown in ready to be hemmed together,
and duty has then been paid on millinery
instead of silk. The moment the House
decided that silks should pay an ad valorem duty, and millinery a measurement
duty, it became the interest of importers
to adopt these practices. The definition
'.lnder which silks became chargeable as such
was, that they should be in the condition
in which they left the loom. Now we
could not ca,ll the articles I have ment.ioned
silks, because the material was not in the
condition in which it left the 100m, and
thus the department has had to accept
goods as millinery, wf.ll knowing t.hat the
higher and more legitimate duty was being
evaded. It is in this manner that the deficiencyof £3,535 under the head of millinery is to be explained, The deficiency
is really, however, only £2,500, becs,use, as
honorable members are aware, the Tariff
did not come into operation until the
middle of April, and consequently a de-
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duction of three months and ten days has
to be made from the estimates for the year.
I next come to the item of silk, and the
explanation I have given as to millinery
will naturally lead to the expectation of a
deficiency under this head. Instead of
receiving at the rate of £12,000 per annum, we have only £6,348 fOl··three parts
of the year. We have here another
instance of the embarrassments which may
be occasioned by honorable members dealing with questions of this kind without
having given them sufficient consideration.
The original proposi Lion was to place a
duty on silk in the piece; but it was put
to the House that a great many materials
could not be defined from silk, inasmuch
as modern skill, it was said, had achieved
its greatest successes in making inferior
materials assimilate to superior materials
Under some pressure, and
like silk.
mainly at the instance of the then honorable member for Kilmore (Mr. O'Shanassy),
who was advised by gentlemen in the
trade, the House introduced into the Tariff
the term "man~factures of silk, or of
mixed materials of which the greater part
is silk." This heading has given rise to
a large amount of difficulty, and has practically compelled -us to resort to the ad
valorem system in dealing with the articles
concerned. Goods are made with silk
faces and cotton backs, and how can
it be decided which is the greater or
which the lesser part? In selling to
our wives, the tradesmen dwell on ,the
silk; but with the Customs department they
are more scrupulous, they show the cotton
side and forget the other. In many instances I have acquired a bad name for
irritability and dogmatism; but if I had
dealt rigidly with this question, there
would have been one scene of turmoil.
Instead of there being hard dealing to
complain of, the wonder is that we have
got through under these difficulties, together with the impositions practised by the
commercial community. I do not hesitate to
say that, if a return of the small fines which
have been inflicted is moved for, it will be
found that, instead of there having been
any arbitrary exercise of power on the part
of the Customs department, the greatest
delinquents have been those persons who
have been most dogmatic and blatant outside t.he House. As regards these measurement duties, we find that, in p-ractice, the
most expensive articles bave paid the
least duty, and the least expensive have
paid the most. This, I think, is an argu-
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ment in favour of ad valorem duties. (Mr.
Langton-" Hear hear.") Well, sir, the
honorable member is completely at issue.
with the gentlemen he is co-operating with.
From 1854 to 1864, when my connexion
with the Chamber of Commerce ceased,
there was not one gentleman in a hundred
who did not join with me in condemning
ad valorem duties. It is now certain,
however, that thel'e are circumstances
under which a resort to some such system
is a necessity. Taking the year 1866, I
find that the lowest rate paid under the
head I am dealing with was £1 7s.2d.
per cent. on gloves, (lr not half a farthing
per pair; and that the highest was £8
11s. 6d. per c~nt. on hats and caps (iueluding widows' caps). I do not desire to
make capital out of this result; but honorable members will recollect that, while
not more than 7~ per cent. was realized
even in the first instance,· and while the
department estimated that the duty would
be equal to 8-10 per cent., a communication
appeared in the leading journal stating
that the impost on millinery would average
72 per cent. Comparing this statement
with the 3 per cent. realized during 1866,
thel'e appears a wonderful difference.
Mr. LANGTON.-Seventy-two per
cent. on some goods.
Mr. FRANCIS.-No. The statement
was that that would be the average. The
Argus of the 2-1th of February, ~866,
contains a tabulated statement under the
sign manual of L. Stevenson and Sons,
Sargood, King, and Sargood, Banks Bros.,
Bell and Co., Paterson, Hay, Palmer, and
Co., and William Watson and Sons, showing that, on given statements, the duty
ranged from 3 to 190 per cent.; and there
is an accompanying memorial to the Legis.
lative Council, stating this as a fact.
Moreover, in the same paper there is a
statement, " From sources, perfectly reliable, I learn that the duties on these
articles average as follows-millinery, 72
per cent."
Mr. LANGTON.-On the average of
the shipments.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Then could it be that
those shipments were specially selected to
order for the purpose? The experience of
the year has been this, that while the Customs show a deficiency of £81,000, there
is no deficiency whatever attributable to
the new duties. The falling off has been
in spirits, wines, beer, tobacco, and cigars,
and I am not snre that this falling off,
under the circumstances I have explained,
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is a matter for regret. W ~ now come to
the Tariff at present under the consideration of the House. The rrreasurer stated
that, in consequence of his absence
from the colony, he would not be able
to go fully into this subject, but would
leave the explanation to me. Now I
certainly expected that, in the first
instance, some attack would have been
made on the grand total figures of revenue
and expenditure-on the general policy of
the Budget, in which case, either the Chief
SecI'etaJ'y or some other membet' of the
Government would have replied. I thought
some gentleman on the Opposition side
would have suggested a general reduction
of the civil service, at a specific per centage. for there is much to be said on the
subject; and not only has the House the
power to do this (at all events anterior to
the first vote being taken), but the Opposition includes men of infol'mation, and also
members of the very Ministry by whom
the Civil Service Act, which gives the
House this peculiar power, was passed.
This would have been a legitimate suggestion, and the Government would not have
been unwilling to explain their reasons for
not adopting it. But the Government
found, on going through the departments,
trying to reduce wherever they possibly
could, that they could not avoid a large
deficiency. The question arose. how thia
deficiency was to be. met? In the absence
of any general attack on the Budget, I
will not say more than that the adoption
of the present scheme was not the result
of any want of discuRsing and considering
the various merits of stamp duties, of
a property tax, of an income tax, or of
an increase in the Tariff then existing.
We considered, also, the various remissions
in the postal rates, &c., which have been
made, and the result was, that I was instructed to raise an additional £300,000 to
£350,000 through the Customs. I do
not say that that was an agreeable task.
Any scheme of taxation will be sure to
me2t with general condemnation .. Even
if you unduly favour some particular
section, that section is not always grateful,
while every other portion of the community is discontented. For the information
of my colleagues I had a return prepared
of the value of the imports for 1865 -the
returns for 1866, of course, not being
available. This return, a few copies of
which I have reeerved for the use of
honorable members, distinguishes the goods
dutiable under the old Tariff and those
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dutiable under the Tariff of 1866, and
those at that time coming in free. I have
also available a subsidiary list, giving the
net value of the iInports of the articles on
which it is now proposed to levy a 5
per cent. ad valorem duty.
On going
through these lists it will be found that,
after deducting exports, the balance of
dutiable goods under the old Tariff was
£1,888,649, and under the Tariff of 1866
£3,138,264. The iteme remaining to be
dealt with amount to £4,684,682, and a
list of exemptions tots up to £ 1,686,000,
leaving £2,531,564 to be dealt with. It
will be seen that I hav'El omitted one item
of £500,000, and that is the item of
drapery. Before 1865, wearing appa,rel
of every possible kind was included indiscriminately under this head, so that it represented a sum varying fi'om £2,000,000
to £4,000,000. But by a gradual distribution of the goods und.er their proper
heads, drapery was reduced in 1~66 to
£278,000, and in 1867 it will necessarily
disappear from the list. Had I allowed
the item to remain, I should have been
misleading the House. Its absence will
account for the appareut discrepancy
in the figures I have given.
Now
it has been said, that any alteratiol'l (If
or interference with the existing Tariff
is inconsistent with the pledge given by
the Government, that the present Tariff
should have a duration of at least three
years. Bllt the Government made no such
pledge. It was urged by the Opposition,
and also by the Upper Honse, that, as the
Tariff was an experimental one, it ought to
have a certain fixed existence given to it,
and a clause was accordingly introduced
into the Tariff Bill-though greatly to my
surprise-which proposed that the Tariff
should continue in operation for three
years. The Government, however, argued
that the existence of any scheme of taxation ought to depend upon its suitabilit.y
to meet the exigencies of the country,
and that it should be continued only
80 long as it was found to work satisfactorily. The Government, therefore, cannot be accused of any breach of faith if,
after twelve months' working of an experimental Tariff, they propose an alteration
in it. I admit that however defective
the Tariff might have been in one or two
particulars, that would not have justified
an 1nterference with the whole system of
fiscal legislation through the custom-house.
But other and superior considerations have
influenced the Government. I hal"e,already
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explained that the measurement charge has
been a failure-that an unforeseen ndvantagehas been takenofthatmodeof imposing
a duty; and that, in this respect at any rate,
it is desirable that the Ta.riff should be
altered. As further taxation was necessary, other alterations were determined
upon. I scarcely think that the gentlemen·
who urged that the duty of 4s. or 5s. per
cnbic foot imposed upon certain articles
by the present Tariff was equivalent to a.
duty rangin.g from 3 to 190 per cent., and
that it would be utterly destructive of
commerce, can now object to the substitution of a 10 per cent. ad valorem duty for
a measurement duty.
Mr. McCANN.-That is free trade.
Mr. FRANCIS.-I do not hesit~te to
say that it is protection to the extent of
10 per cent. in favour of many articles
which ran be produced in this colony.
Some gentlemen, I know, argued that the
measurement duty on millinery would be
equivalent to 72 per cent., and that it
would be a disastrous blow to commerce.
They, then, cannot consj.der 10 per cent.
to bean infliction; and therefore I claim
the support of those gentlemen for this
altel'ati·on of the Tal'iff:at all events. I will
now 'Call attention to the table comparing the
duties realized last year un~er the present
Turiff with the dutieR f\xpected this year
from the proposed new Tariff. The fil'st
item is spirits, the duty on which we expect
will realize a sum of £495,000 this year.
Last year we received£-152,000. We expect
that there will be a gain to the revenue of
£20,000 or £25,000 per -annum on this
item if the proposition of the Go¥€rnment is
adopt.ed, that in future, in levying the duty,
all spirits shall be consiclered as proofthat no abatement shall be allowed in COBsequence of any being under proof. The
object of this alteration is also to check a
growing imposition on the public-an imposition which is almost solely confined to
the Australian tr·ade. For the last ten
years the strength of imported spirits has
been growing "small by degrees and
beautifully less." Instead of being proof,
as the public generally suppose, they are
nearly one-third under proo£-; at all events,
the average is nearly 20 per cent. under
proof. So universally is this ,alter.ati<m
considered desirable, that I have sea-reely
met with a single merchant who does not
think that to reckon all spirits as proof
would be an improvement on the existing
mode of assessing the duty. In connexion
with .this.,anot.her alteration has ,bee.1il
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suggested to me, which, although the
Government do not propose its adoption,
it is competent for the House to adopt if it
see fit. Not only bas the strength of
imported spirits been gradually diminishing, but the measurement has also been
decreasing. In 1860, a case of gin, which
purported to contain four gallons, really
contained, on an average, 3H gallons; in
1862, it contained 3-!g. gallons; in 1864, 3~;
and in 1866, 21-t. In 1860 the half-case,
which purported to contain two gallons,
really contained I·H gallons; in 1862,
l}t; in 1864, lit; and in 1866, 1M.
It may be objected that it is useless to try
to make people"honest by Act of Parliament; but it will be remembered that
last year, in imposing a duty of 1d. per lb.
on dried fruits, the House adopted the
principle of adding the words "or package
of that reputed weight," and when a duty
of 6d. per gallon was imposed on imported
beer, the words "or for six reputed quart
bottles or for twelve reputed pint bottles"
were added, showing that it was the
intention of the Legislature to ensure
some approximation to fidelity in the
quantity represented.
While I have
felt warranted in proposing to my
colleagues that no allowance should be
made for spirits under proof, I have not
considered it pru'dent, or perhaps altogether
correct, to suggest the analogous amendment of making it peremptory that a case
of spirits purpol'ting to contain four gallons, 01' two gallons, should actually contain that quantity. 'If, however, the
House desires to make this amendment, I
believe' that the Government would not
strongly object to it. I will read a statement of' the average strength of spirits
imported :-Brandy is, on the average,
16'6 under proof; geneva, 19'2 under
proof; rum, 22'9 over proof; and whisky,
17 under proof. If to the £452,000 which
we received from spirits last year, is added
£20,000 or £25,00 increase which will be
obtained by making no allowance for
spirits under proof, and if to that again is
added the supplementary amount which
will be received into the revenue of 1867,
sequential upon the arrangement with
New South Wales for the collection at our
custom-house of the duties upon spirits
consumed in the border districts of New
South Wales (from which source the Government of that colony obtained the sum
of £20,000 in 1866), it will be seen that
I am justified in leading my colleagues to
expect that £495,000 or £500,000 will be
Mr. Francis.
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received from the duty on spirits in 1867.
From tea, although only £42,000 was
realized in 1866, I feel justified in assuming
that £70:000 will be obtained in 1867.
1_ take as the basis of my estimate the
average consumption of tea for a number
of years, which I find has been as
follows : - In 1862, with a population
of 541,000, the duty was paid on
4,400,000 lbs. of tea; in 1863, on
3,748,000Ibs. ; in 1864, on 4,014,000 Ibs.;
in 1865 (which was an exceptional year),
on 6,500,000 lbs.; and in 1866, on
3,119,000 lbs. During the last few years
there has been an average consumption of
7 or 8 Ibs. of tea per adult head of the
population, and, with the decreased duty,
I think we may expect the average to
increase to 8 or 9 lbs. An increase of
duty will also be obtained from our collecting the duty on tea sent into Riverina, so
that I think I am justified in assuming that
the duty on tea will realize £70,000 this
year. One of the results of decreasing the
duty upon any particular article is to
increase the consumption of that article;
and I believe I am correct in stating, also,
that one ad vantage of the reduction of
the duty on tea has been a marked improvement in the character of the tea
imported into this colony, and consumed
by our population, without any increase
of the price. The description of tea sent
here some time ago is, in fact, unsaleable
and alinost unknown. I have no hesitation ill saying that the same remark
applies to sugar. The low classes of
sugar which used to form the bulk of' the
importations of that article have DOW,
generally speaking-except, perhaps, for
manufacturing pOl'poses-gone entirely
out of consumption. One effect of the
reduced duties on tea and sugar, therefore, has been an improvement in the.
quality of the importations of both
articles.
This is a step in the right
direction. I have felt justified in leading
my colleagues to expect £84,000 from the
duty on sugar this year, which is a considerable increase on the amount obtained
in 1866, which was only £i6,900, because
we may fairly anticipate an increase of 10
per cent. by the collection of the duty on
the sugar consumed in Riverina. I may
mention that one result of the reduction
of the duty on sugar has been to afford
protection to the colonial manufacturer of
confectionery. Now in reference to the
duty on millinery, it is proposed by the
Government to substitute, for the 5s. per
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foot measurement, a 1 per cent. ad
valorem duty. I have not the slightest
doubt 1hat will bring in a very much
larger revenue. During the nine months
of 1866 that the duty of 5s. per foot on
millinery was collected, it realized only
£2,500; but I have not the slightest
doubt that during this year, with a 10 per
cent. ad valorem duty, we shall obtain
a revenue ot £10,000•. I next come to
the list of articles described as "apparel
and slops, and all articles made up wholly
or in part from fabrics of wool, cotton,
linen, or mixed materials." U pOll all this
gro~p of articles, including silk, we propose to impose a duty of 10 per cent. ad
valorem. All goods consisting wholly or
in part of silk will therefore have to pay
duty according to their value. The practice
of the trade has been to exclude from the
duty paying list as many goods containing
silk as possible; but under the proposed
amendment in the mode of assessing the
duty everything will be dealt with according to its value, presuming that the
machinel'y of the custom-house will enable
us to perfect a system of collecting ad
'lJalorem duties. Though I am not in
favour of the ad valorem system flS a
rule, this alteration will remove objections
which existed under the old system. Cnder
the ad valorem system, if a material is all
silk it will have to pay duty accordingly;
and, in whatever degree the silk exists,
. the duty will be assessed according to
the value of the material contained in each
particular in voice of goods. In placing
a duty upon the group of articles comprised under the head of "apparel and
slops," one object-which I, at any rate,
had in view-was to afford incidental protection to colonial industries. If it can
be shown-as it can be-that the duty
hitherto has not averaged 5 per cent, then
the substitution of a distinct duty of 10
per cent. will not only deal more equitably
with the various articles, but will bring
under the operation of the Tariff articles
which have heretofore paid little or no
duty whatever. On the item of salt, I
anticipate that a revenue of £3,250 will be
realized. We were told that our former
estimate of the revenue to be derived from
salt was absurdly undervalued, yet the
fact is that our estimate for 1865 and 1866
has not been nearly realized. I only
mention this to show that exaggerated
statements and clamour were raised
against the Tariff with 11 view to prevent
its adoption and to embarrass the Govern-
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ment. I am compelled to say that, in
many instances, some of the largest importers in the colony did everything in
their power to embarrass the Government
and to mislead the public, and prevent
them from really understanding what
would be the effect of the operation of
the Tariff proposed last year. It has been
said that the duty on salt is a most
villainous and objectionable impost. Now
the duty on salt is 20s. a ton, or Is. per cwt.
The quantity of salt used in a cask of salt
beef, weighing 300 lbs., would be about
a hundredweight, and the tax on the salt,of course, would only be Is. Again, supposing salt butter to be worth Is. 6d. a
pound, the tax on the salt contained in it
would be about half a farthing. Yet the
tax on salt is called a mischievous and
terrible impost! 'With respect to this
duty being a tax Oil the preparation of
hides, the fact is that the s31t used for
hides exported from the colony is simply
removed from one ship to another, in which
case it pays no duty whatever. As to the
duty on salt having checked the exportation of salt beef, honorable members will
find, on reference to the prices current,
that beef was very dear during the past
year, and that the supply was scarcely
enough for our own consumption.
Mr. RAMSAY.-It was 9d. per lb.
Mr. FRANCIS.-It was 9d. per lb.,
and yet some persons think that we ought
to have exported salt beef at 3d. per lb.
This only shows what false deductions
are sometimes drawn from a very simple
matter in order to meet a foregone conclusion. Coming to the ilem of silks,
although only £6,048 was realized during
the last half of 1866 on t.his item, I have
led my colleagues to expect that it will
yield £35,000 this year. Now what do
these two OL' three large alterations in the
Tariff, and the increase of revenue expected
from them, show? In the first place they
show that the measurement duty has Leen
a failure; in the next place, they show
that protection will be more real and more
substantial than it was under the late
Tariff.
Mr. McCANN.-Protection to what?
Mr. FRANCIS.-Protection to native
industry. There have been added to the
list of articles on which .we propose to
charge a duty of 10 per cent., two articles
which were not included in the former
Tariff-namely, carpeting and druggets,
and ornamental castings. To the group
described as oilmen's stores, we have added,
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to be suhject to a 10 per cent. duty, the
comparatively unimporta.nt items of spices,
pepper, arrowroot, tapioca, sago, and
ginger. It may be suggested that these
articles should be placed under the list of
articles which al'e subject to a duty of ld.
per lb. There is a considerable difference
in the price of some of the articles; for
instance, between the price of pepper and
the prices of some kinds of spices. If,
however, the House thinks that these
articles should be placed under the list
subject to a duty of ld. per lb., the Government will not ohject to that alteration. I
will refer, next, to the proposed daty on
"grain and pulse of every kind not otherwise enumerated." There is nothing very
original in the substitution of a du.ty of
9d. per cwt. for a duty of 4~d. per bushel;
but for the convenience of all parties, and
the avoidance of disputes with the Custombouse officers, it is better that the duty
should be assessed by the cwt. than by the
bushel. The cwt. has a legal and commercial definition-112lbs; but there is a great
variety of opinion as to what constitu-tes a
bushel. The bushel varies in different
places, and also with the character of the
article to which it is appHed. A bushel
of wheat is 64lbs. in Tasmania, and 60lbs.
in Melbourne. A bushel of Cape barley
is 48Ibs., and a bushel of English barley is
541bs. A bushel of maize at one place is
54Ibs., and at anether 56113s. A bushel of
oats is 40lbs. at one place, and 421bs. at
another. If any dispute arises as to the
duty to be paid on a quantity of grain
reckoned by the cwt., i,t can be settled at
once by t,aking it to the weigh-bridge on
the wharf. A similar practice in connexion with the whwrfage Irate has been
found to work so well that it has been
considered desirable to adopt it in connexion wit.h the duty on grain. If,
however, the balance of opinion in this
House is in favour of having a different rate of duty on different kinds
grain, and of having the duty levied
by the bushel, with an express and
acknowledged definition of what shall
constitute the bushel, there can be no
objection on the part of the Government
to that coursE', so long as the result approaches nearly to what we anticipate
from the proposition which we have submi tted. After all, the precise mode in
which the du,ty -shall be levied is a mere
The object
departmental al'rangement.
of the Government in proposing a duty
IOn grain is, in the first place, to raise
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revenue. Looking at it in a protE!ctionist
point of view, I have no hesitation in
saying that, individually, I ohject and have
always objected to taxing what I consider
to be one of the necessaries of life. Except
for the necessities of revenue, I consider
this tax to be an objectionable one. But
. an addition to the revenue of ;£300,000 or
£350,000 is required, and, if necessary,
we should tax even raw material in order
to get that addi Lion to the revenue. The
duty on grain has, at the same time, this
advantage -that it responds to the demand
which a very large section of our population required, and will require, at the
hands of this or any other Government.
There can also be no mistake that authorities in high places have indicated, and
indicated pretty loudly, that protection
ought not to be exceptional-that we ought
not merely to impose a tax for the benefit
of one par.ticular elass, and to the inj U1'y
ef aU the rest, vut that protection, to be
beneficial, ought to be diffused. No tax,
so far 11.'8 my experience goes, can be made
uni"TersaIly acceptable; bat, as far as my
ewn i:ndividLtal vi.ew as rega·rds protection is
concerned, I certainly should not put a duty
on breadstuffs. The revenue which we expect to obtain from this source is £26.750.
In deciding to have a duty on breadRtuffs,
we had to consider whether to adopt a
sliding-scale or to have a fixed price, or
whether to have a rate removable at the
discretion of the Governor in Council,
when the price of grain and flour waS
such that the colonial producer no longer
reqait-ed protection.
I went carefully
through. the figures from J 860 to 1866,
and I find this result~-The average
yearly imports of flour W3JS 19,4-19 tons;
of wheat, 681,000 bushels·; of barley,
78,000 bushels; of maize, 477,000
bushels; and of oats, 459,000 bushels.
Although it has been urged by some persons that the supply of gra.in in Victoria
this year will enable the colony to be selfsupporting, from inquiries in my business,
and which it has been my duty to make, I
have no reason to believe that we sh.all be
by any means independe.nt .of imports.
To show how unreliable is the data furnished, by even the mest ·reliable statistical
authority, to enable honorable members to
form an opinion on this question, I will
refer to page 25 of .the Agric.ultural
Statistics for H3fl5. I find there that the
quantity of whea.t produced in the colony
for the y.ear end·ing March, 1866, was
3,514,227 bushels, which is nearly six
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bushels per head for everyone of our
population. That quantity would have
been as nearly as possible sufficient to meet
our requirements in 1866; but how far
these-figures were accurate may be judged
from the fact that the importations of
grain and flour in 1866 were un precedently large. Had merchants and others
relied upon these statistical returns instead
of upon their own knowledge, we should
have had, before the end of 1~66, corn and
flour at ruinous and famine pl'ices. The
amount obtained by the dut.y on breadstuffs
may be a little over £26,750, but I prefer
my estimates to be rather under than over
the mark. The average quantity of flour
impcrted during the last ten years was
19,000 tons, the actual imports for 1866
being 14,000 tons. I have assumed that
we sllall only import 8,000 tons this yAar,
and that we shall only import half a
million bushels of wheat., alt.hough in
1866 we imported one million and a half.
I estimate that the whole import.s of
wheat this yeal' will be 8,000 tons, and
the whole imports of cereals, including
wheat, 1,300,000 tons, If we had decided
to place an ad valorem duty on wheat,
it is quite clear that, when the price of
wheat was extremely low, no duty would
have afforded anything like protection to
the farmer. As an abundance of grain lessened the price, the duty would have to be
increased if it was to be of any benefit
to the farmer in a protective point of view.
With wheat at 2s. 6d. per bushel, a duty
of 5 per cent" or lid. per bushel, would
afford no pl'otection to the farmer; and when
wheat went up to lOs. or 12s. a bushel he
would not want protection, while, on the
other hand, it would be undesirable for
the sake of the consumers that the taxatioll
should be increased. The object of the
Government was, therefore, to find out a
medium system. Taking the returns from
1856 to 1865, I find the average price of
wheat during those ten years to have been
8s. and 2~ths of a shilling, and the average
price of flour £ 19 15s. A d u t.y of 4id. per
bushel on wheat-taking the average price
of wheat at 7s. 6d. per bushel-would be 5
per cent. In dear years it would be less,
and in low-priced years it would be more.
Thisis the basis upon whicb the Government
determined to fix this duty. The. next
item on which new duties have been imposed is "oils of all kinds in bulk." As
I have already" said, the reason of these
new taxes is, in the first place, because
there is a necessity. for increased taxation.
VOL. 111.-2 C
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It may be asked why there is a necessity
for increased taxation ? Nothing is more
easy to explain. On referring to the
Estimates for 1860, at which time I was
the Commissioner of Public WOI'ks, I find
that we received in that year £760,000
from spirits. The estimate of the amout:lt
to be received from spirits this year is
only £495,000, showing a fa.lIillg off in the
duty on that article alone of more than
a quarter of a million of money. From
wine we received £60,000 in 1860, and
we estimate that we shall receive £40,000
in 1867. From beer, the amount in Hl60
was £95,000, and the estimate for 1867 is
£35,000; from tobacco, £160,000 in 1860
against £130,000 estimated fOl' 1867;
fi'om tea, £ l20,000 against £65,000;
from cigars, £30,000 against £ 1-l,OOO ;
fl'om coffee, £~2,000 against £15,000;
and from sugar and molas8es, £ 130,000
against £84,000, the estimate for t.his year.
Finally and materially, we have this large
alteration-that wh(~reas, in 1~60, we
received £300,000 from the gold duty, we
expect to get from that source, in 11367,
no more than £40,000. It thus appears
that as much as £1,692,000 has disappeared from the estimates of revenue; and
yet we are asked, "Why do you want
new taxation?" In fact, the old milch
cow has gone, and we have now to look
out for new sources of supply. A.gain, in
1860, we had the following SOUl'ces of
income: Business licences, £ 18,000; publicans' licences, £60,000; spirit merchants'
liceJl(~es, £ l5,OOO; auctioneers' Jieences,
£3,000. All these have been handed over
to municipalities, and other local bodies,
on the understanding that, by certain local
economical arl'Rngements, the State should
be relieved of the burthens which those
districts had imposed upon it.
'V ell,
the income has gone, but pract.ically
the principle of local self-dependence
has not been realized.
No doubt it
has been a most agreeable task to preceding Governments-and a good way
of creating aud maintaining p(lpularityto take off duties one after the other, and
confer generous gifts on corporations and
municipalities, leaving to their successors
the malodorous task of imposing new
duties. Then I find it said that the position of this colony, as the richest in the
Australian group, ought to enable us to
deal lightly in making fiscal armngements
of this kind. In refereu('e to this view of
the question, I may refer to the New
South Wales Estimates for 1867. I find,
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from this document, that the Government duty. The value of these articles is
of New South Wales estimate to receive, estimated at £2,531,564; but the item of
during the present yeal', from land sales, drapel'y is not included in the list, for
£226,000; from licences, £79,000; from reasons which I have explained. The impastOl'nl rents, £273,000 ; and tolls and fer- • ports under the denomination of drapery
ries, £25,000; making together £603,000. wel'e, in 1865, £979,450, and the exports
On the 01 her hand, Victoria hopes to get that year were £401,279, Showing-notfrom licellces, £) 5,000; land sales, withstanding all the apprehensions which,
were then excited as to the future of the
£120,000; and pastoral rents: £200,000.'
intercolonial trade-that that trade took
Mr. l\~cCANN.-Increase that.
Mr. FRANCIH.-It is within the know- nearly a moiety of the whole. The term
ledge of the honorable member for South drapery is, however, in course of extincGrant that, without any decrease in the tion so far as customs arrangements are
amount of the pafltorall'ents, there will be concerned. It was found too general.
a very large increase under the occupation Anything between boots and shoes and
system. The sum of £200,000 is Rtill a hat was drapery, and was treated
collected from rents aud selections; and it accordingly.
Now, however, a more
is also estimated that the revenue from precise system prevails. In 1865, the
leases under the Amending Land Act will articles passed under the head of
he £245,000. This shows that ollr public drapery were (for nine months) of the
'lands have been made, as far as possible, value of £279,000; and in 1867 the item
profitable sources of income. At the same will disappear altogether, because cloth
time I say that, if we had the advantages of goods will be placed under the head of
our neighbours in a more extended pastoral "cloths;" cotton goods under the head of
country, and that if sources of income "cottons," and so on. It has been asked,
had not been given up in order merely " Why put a duty on stationery?" Now,
to retain popularity, we should not have although paper is imported by itself in
the unpleasant task of seeking to guard \'ery large quantities, yet assorted invoices
against a deficit by imposing minule taxa- of stationery generally include paper more
tion. I repeat tha.t among the items which or less, and it is difficult to fix the proporwe propose to make dutiabll3 is oil. Two tion. Moreover it was found that, if we
years ago, when the matter was discussed, took the larger items out of this list of
one argument used in favour of putting articles and placed them among the
a duty on oil was that it was easily col- exemptions, we should have reduced the
lected. The duty had also the recom- value of the articles on which we had to
mendation of forming one of the short operate from £2,500,000 to £1,500,000.
list of duties selected at the Intercolonial For instance, the value of the stationery
conference as the basis of future Tariffs. imported is £178,000; cottons! £275,000;
I stated, in 1865, that I expected a duty fruit, £95,000; haberdashery, £ 153,000 ;
of 6d. per gallon on oil would realize hardware and ironmongery, £268,000;
£12,000 per year. I was upbraided for machinery, £~2,000. If we had excluded
miscalculating; I was told that it would these large items from the list, our only
bring in £40,000 a year. This year I resource would have been to place an
estimate the amount at £20,000. In fact, additional duty on the remainder, which
the consumption of kerosene has caused a would have been highly objectionable. I
great increase in the imports of oil. Bya am free to admit that a proposition in that
return which I have prepared, it appears direction would be more consonant with
that the net quantity of oil imported my personal views and feelings; but I am
(after deducting the quantity exported not prepared to insist that those personal
to the neighbouring colonies) was-in views and feelings should dominate, either
1862, 546,000 gallons; 1863, 517,000 in the Cabinet or elsewhere. At the same
gallons; 1864, 51Q,000 gallons; 1865, time I consider that I have secured a sub930,000 gallol1S; arid in -nine months of stantial advantage for the protectionist
1~66, 566,000 gallons.
Therefore I principle, in having obtained the change
think I am justified -in assuming that the of the duty on certain articles from 5 to
importation during 1867 will be something 10 per cent. With regard to hats, I have
like 800,000 gallons, and I have increased laid on the table a return which shows that
the estimate accordingly. I next come to the average duty on hats, and articles of a
the items on which the GO"ernment pro- similar description, is 8k per cent. A depu~
pose to impose a 5 per cent. ad valore,m tation from the hat tz:ade, as it is called,.
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waited on me to-day, and that deputation
was absolutely ddven to admit that the hat
upon which a duty of 47~ per cent.
was charged was the black silk hat"
which is known as the "bell-topper."
According to the press, and certain luxu,rious free tradel's, that same "bell-topper"
was a black spot in the Ministerial programme-the shocking example of the
Tariff. On the one hand, it was said,
widows' caps were to pay 170 and hats
75 pel' cent.. , while, on the other hand, a
pair of gloves could come in at 1 'pel' cent,
Now I admit that, taking that particular
article alone, the duty may have been 75
per cent, But take another hat-what I
may call a free trade hat. (Mr. Fmncis
here prouuced a cloth cap.) That is an
article fairly dutiable under this Tariff,
and it is proved that tHe duty on it is
not one penny. That eminent firm, Messrs.
Leader Cox Stevenson and Sons, found it
their duty, 01' . their interest, to write last
week to the press about the extraordinary
proceedings of that extraordinary man the
Minister of Customs. The burthen of
their complaint was that, by the last mail
steamer, they imported a case of "pullails," value £ I [j0, which consisted merely
of pieces of felt, used in the manufacture
of hats, and that upon this they had to pay
duty at the measurement rate. Well, I
caused inquiries to be made, and I find
that the duty on a case of £ 150 worth of
hats, containing more than a hundred
dozen hats, was £[j 16s. or less than one
penny each. I have no objection to there
being a substantial difference between a
hat which you can put in your waistcoat
pocket, and a hat which you can wear
only on your head; but you cannot have
a better illustration of the necessity which
exists for an alteration from the measurement rate than this shocking example of the
hats. I say that if protectionists are for the
continuance of that which turns protection
into an absurdity, I am no protectionist.
With respect to the article of paper, the
Government were disposed at fil'st to place
that among the list of exemptions; but,
on consideration, it wa.s felt that paper
had no stronger daim for e~emption than
other heavy items in the list~ except thatit has a louder tongue. There are many
reasons why paper should be placed among
the exemptions; the Government are not
indifferent to those reasons; and certainly,
if it should be the will of the House tha.1
paper should be exempted, they would
accept that decision.
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Captain MAC MAHO~.-Hear, hear.
Mr. FRANCIS. - Whatever may be
the dogmatic intentions of the honomble
member, the Government say that, in introducing a Tariff coutaining some 20001' 300
different articles, they are not prepared, if
the House chooses to alter a single it~rn to
the extent of crossing a "t" or dotting an
"i," to accept that as a vote of want of
confiuence. If the honorable mernLer
reHes upon the Government taking up
any other position, I am afraid that his
prospects will be blighted. In the Tariff
of the year before last, we accepted many
amendments; and we al'e not prepared to
say that this long list of articles will not
admit of the slightest alteration. The
main featUl'es of our proposition being accepted by the majority of this House, we
shall not be, as regards details, as hypercritical as some honorable members may
desire. (" Oh, oh.") I can affol'd to say
that, so far as I am individually concerned,
the sooner I receive "the happy dispatch"
the better; but I am not going to abandon
the principles which I advocate nor
the party to which I belong, simply
because it may be the wish of the House
to include paper in the list of exemptions.
There are reasons both for and against
the placing of paper among the exemptions; and these were adduced in an interview which I had with a deputation from
the pl'inting trade yesterday. One reason
for not exempting paper from duty is, that
it would almost necessarily discourage the
establishment of a paper manufactory ·in
the colony; and a reason for exempting it
is that it will be difficult to distinguish
between fine and coarse paper, and to impose duty on the latter would be to
interfere with the manufacture in the
colony of paper bags, which gives employment to a large number of boys and girls.
One of the strongest arguments in favour
of exemption is that which was put before
me yesterday by Mr. Olarson: - ".You
admit the minor horne periodicals £t'ee," he
said, "and yet you place a duty on the
Australian Journal." I have communicated to the deputation of hatters that I
shall advocate that the silk plush forming
the raw material for hats shall corne in
free. I am not prepared to argue, on
logical grounds, why the raw material for
a hat should come in free, and the raw
material for a dress should not. All I
have to say ou that head is, that we cannot
form a country to suit a policy, but that
we must·form a policy to suit the country."
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There is an item among the exemptionsbar and rod iron-about which there may
be the same contrariety of opinion as prevails with regard to paper. It is said
that if we don't place a duty on that
article we prejudice, more or less, a local
industry; but the representations of deputations. aud the information con veyed to
me by correspondence, lead me to the conclusion that it is better to let in free what
may be considered raw material for the
purposes of trade, than that bar aud
rod iron of an inferiol' character should
be produced here. I shall, therefore, encourage the admif'sion free of bar and rod
iron, iron ore, galvanized iron, hoop and
pig iron, iron pipes, and sheet iron not
galvanized. With respect to iron pipes, I
may mention a case which affords a strong
proof that we are not yet in a position to
produce iron pipes to compete with the
mother country. The Government called
for tenders for a large quantity of iron
pipes for use in carrying out the water
supply schemes. The Minister of Mines,
as an old protectionist, was ready to
do what he could towards encouraging
native industry; but, although tenders
were invited, no tender was sent in by
a local manufacturer. The contract price
for these pi pes is between £8 and £9
per ton; and I learn, from persons well
informed on the subject, that pipes of
a similar character cannot be made in
the colony under £11 lOs. or £12 per
ton. Here, then, is a difference of 50
per cent. Although in favour of protection, I am not prepared to advocate the
taxing of public improvements and public
works to that extent. Anyone who has
travelled inthe north of Great Britain must
be aware that the iron workers there have,
at hand, all the raw material they require
in their manufact.ure, and that that manufacture is carl'ied on under circumstances
which it is impossible for us, at the present
time, to compete with. Profitable competition could not be secu'red, even with a
protective duty of 20 per cent. A deputation, introduced to me by Mr. Jenner, proposed that we should admit hoop, bar, and
galvanized iron duty free, and place a dut.y
of 15 per cent. on iron castings. I also
propose that quicksilver, of which about
£6,000 is imported annually, shall be
placed in the list of exemptions. These
are all t.he exemp~ions I am prepared to
recommend to the House. If any other
suggestions are made, they will be received
with respect by the Government, and also,
Mr. Francis.
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I hope, by the House. For the Government to say that a proposit.ion, including
the whole of the undescribed undutiable
articles, must be accepted in its in'tegrity,
would be to put themselves in a defiant
position, certainly not deserved by the large
number of members who have hitherto
generously supported the Government. I
know of no instance of a Chancellor of the
Excheque~ - however talent.ed, influential, and well supported-coming down to
the House of Commons, with a proposition
of a general chal'actcr affecting taxation,
and saying, "You must take this pure
and simple; we will not consent to
the slighteHt alteration." All that the
Government have to uo is to maintain
the general outline of their proposition; to take care not to accept anything which may exhibit their incompetence on the one hand, and the absence of
confidence in their integrity and ability on
the other. With respect to iron, I may
mention that I requested the Collector of
Customs to go round to the different
foundries with the view of ascertaining
the character of the bar and rod iron
made in the colony. His report on the
subject is to this effect :-" The best information I am able to obtain leads me to
report that the colonial iron, bar and rod,
is considered inferior in quality to that
imported." Under these circum~tances,
while I admit that I am compelled to do
violence to my feelings in proposing the
admission of these articles duty free, I
must say that no other course is open to
me after fairly balancing the advantages
and disadvantages of the proposition.
Having now occupied the time of the
House, as I think, at sufficient length with
the details of the work ing of the late Tariff,
and the reasons which have induced the
Government to propose an alteration, I
will now proceed to point out-as a reason
for the necessity of fresh taxation-what
the Government have done within the last
half-dozen years in the way of reductions.
I hold that, so long as the Ministry contains two or three mercantile men, it is the
duty of that Ministry to see that the
commercial Roundness of the colony is
maintained.
Last year, my honorable
colleague, the Treasurer, in submitting his
Budget, proposed that the total expenditure of the year should be £3,186,265.
That waR the extreme amount of revenue
which he expected to raise, and he proposed to dispose of it almost to the
uttermost farthing. And yet, before the
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Estimates passed through this House,
the expenditure was raised, under the
authority of this House, and under influenced brought to bear on the Government, to £3,651,000.
Mr. McCANN.-How much was spent?
Mr. FRANCIS.-Until the honorable
member for South Gnnt can show me or
any business man how to spend £3,600,000
out of £3,100,000, it is absurd to taunt
the Government with fiiching moneys
from the immigration vote, or of omitting
to calTY on a certain public work. Why,
you are asking us to make bricks without
straw. I admit that in my department
there was a deficiency of £140,000. In
. the first place, the Estimates were made
for the whole year, and we commenced
collecting the new duties only in April.
This was a loss of some £60,000. Again,
the duties on spirits, tobacco, and 'wine
fell below the est.imate to the extent of
£80,000. And yet the House incr'eased
the expenditure, and the Government are
to be told that they did not spend more
money than they had. On the one hand
we are met by protectionists, who say,
• " Create a deficipncy that we may fill it up
by increased taxation;" on the other
hand we are met in this House by adverse
influences, which would like to see the Government run recklessly int.o expenditure.
Now 111ave through my life entet'tained
a great 'respect for those countries and
persons who live within their income.
Our income is £3,180,000 and we are
forced by this House-(Mr. Levey~" No.")
-into an expenditure greatly in excess of
that amount. I say if that pract.ice be
continued this colony will soon become
eminent for its extravagance. I don't
hesitate to say that, if the Government
had arbitrary power, the Estimates are
capable of very material reduction; and
I wonder what the honorable member
for Normanby would say if we were
to propose to touch his friends the
civil servants. Years ago a Government had the temerity to deal with that
very question, and the proceeding was
made to operate-whether prpjudicially or
not I am not going to discuss-through
every channel of society. This forcing on
the Government to incur an expenditure
in excess of their income may commend
itself, first, to those who are inimical to the
Government, either ii'om one point or
another; and secondly, to those who are
determined at all hazards and all costs to
carry out the theory of protection to an
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extent which I am not prepared to go.
I don't believe in extreme changes; I
never advocated them. I say that a
duty of 10 per cent., superadded to
the charges which our geogr'aphical
situation causes to be placed on imports,
taken in conjllnctioll with our climatic and
other advantages, is sufficient to create
permanent industries in this colony. I
object to tax merely for the sake of a
minority. Of all the sections of the population of this colony, the preponderance
both in numbers and consideration is on
the side of the digging community. And
yet there is scarcely a digger on a gold
field who would wish to bring up his son
as a digger. The diggers are prepared'to
endorse the principle which I advocatenamely, a system of protection for the
purpose, not of increasing the cost of a
commodity to the consumer, but of making
our colony one great inciustdal school.
We lmve here from 150,000 to 170,000
children; and every year from 10,000 to
20,000 arrive at an age when they ought
to be in a position to earn their own livelihood, and to become valuable to the com- .
munity in which they live. Therefore I
hold that, while we may make fiscal
sacrifices for the sake of these children, to
do so is extremelv desirable in an economical, political, religious, social, and indeed
every point of view. While I say this, I
am not prepared to recommend duties to
the extent of 20, 30, or 50 per cent. merely
for the sake of a limited portion of the
population. The policy I ad vocate is the
policy of the United States, where extreme
protection is held to be impolitic and
undesirable.
The last address of the
American President shows that extreme
rates in all instances, and especialy extreme rates on anything approaching rMV
material, is unsatisfactory even to the
citizens of the United States. Therefore,
I am not prepareci to join with the honorable member for Collingwood (Dr. Embling)
in putting an extreme duty on tea for protective purposes.
Dr. EMBLING.,-I never said a word
about it.
Mr. FRANCIS.-In 1859 the honorable
member was for showing the advantage of
import.ing Chinamen to grow tea; and
that principle, I undertake to say, will be
found embodied in the voluminous report
for which he put the country to an expense that year. Well, sir, reverting to
the question of the reductions which haVe:)
been made from time to time in the re-
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venue, I say, in the presence of gold fields
members, that I always looked with regret
on the abolition of the gold duty. Formerly
that duty brought us £340,000 per annum.
Now it is utterly extinguished from our
sources of revenue; anel we have had no
D~W taxes.
In politics there is no theory
which can be carried out in every particular. "'tVe have now to make up a sum of
£340,000.
Mr. LEVEY.-Put on a land tax.
Mr. FRANCIS.-The honorable member suggests a policy which I may perhaps
find indicated in a certain local journal.
But does the honorable member know
upon whom this tax would principally
fall? Why, the Government would be
playing the part of the spidel'. "Walk
into my parlour, said the spider to the
fly." After seducing men to settle on the
lands; after giving each man a limited
quantity, which may be increased some
day; afler sacrificing to them land worth
from £4 to £5 per acre, and, by an implied
contract, promising them all the advantages which can be derived from the
transaction; after inducing them to spend
all the money they can raise in improvements; and after making them amenahle
to local rates of Is. or 28. in the pound,
the hononl.ble mem her says, "Oh, touch
them up with a land tax."
MI'. LEVEY.-Tax the large 'proprietors.
MI'. FRANCrS.-Has the honorable
member considered how much such a tax
would bring in were the Crown tpnants
excluded? If the honorable member had
studie~ the list of ratepayers before the
House as Ministers have done, he would
know that dealing with large properties
w~.lUld not bring in any considerahle
revenue. It is all very well for honorable
memhers to talk glibly and propose this
thing and that, bllt the Government have
already discussed all those propositions
and have adopted the best. We have
given up £150,000 to corporations and
municipalities, and I would ask whether
there has been any corresponding reduction in the expenditure on public works, or
whether the implied contract regarding
the support of charitable institutions has
been adhered to? Is the honorable membel' prepared to force the municipalities to
perform their share of the bargain?
Mr.IJEVEY.-Yes.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Then the honorable
member will find himself in a small
minority. When he gets into a Ministry
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he will not propound his views. We
have a reduction of £100,000 to make
up on tea and sugar alone. And, after
all, when I go back to 1860, I find that the
customs revenue was £1,692,000, and all
that is asked for in 1867 is £1,300,000.
It is said that we are an enormously taxed
community; that, unless it is in the
United States, our burthens have no
parallel. I will admit that, by our system
of 8:ccounts, our expenditure appears to be
£3,000,000 per annum; but what is the
real taxation included in thia sum? Why,
£1,200,000.
Mr. LEVEY.-More than that.
Mr. FRANCIS - I repeat that the custom-house is OUl' only source of taxation, and
not more than £ 1,200,000 is obtained there.
MI'. LEVEY.-Excise and fines.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Excise is received
through the Customs, and fines are not
taxes. Taking our population all round,
the taxation is on ly 40s. per he~d. Some
people purposely, or innocently, persist in
perverting the facts of the case. I must say
that this question has not been handled in a
stat.esmanlike mitnner by honorable members opposite. They should have addressed •
themselves, in the first instance, to the point
whether the additional £3f>O,OOO we seek to
raise from the Customs was requirf'd at all.
The mode in which it is to be raised is a
secondary matter.
My explanation, in
fact, ought not to have been required at
this stage, and it was this view, and not
any disrespect for the honorahle mem bel'
for Normanby. which induced me to refl'ain
from rising. earlier. HonoraLle members
have b2en sending round circulars to the
trades affected, and endeavouring to raise
a commotion that way. But this is abusing
details instead of attacking principles.
LAt honorable members show some other·
way of raising the money. Let them show
the utility of stamp duties, or of a tax on
bank notes. When I once advocated the
latter charge, the Bill was defeated in the
Council. I have no objection to return to
my 01d love; the only thing is that the
£25,000 which could be raised fl'om the
impost would not meet the deficiency, and
it seems more advisable to adopt one
system rather than propose half-a-dozen
measures, each of which would be liable
to strong opposition. In dealing with this
question,I trust I have shown thatwearenot
departing from the principle of the old Tariff,
and that the few alterations we propose are
improvements. With regard to the new
duties, I have not the slightest doubt that
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the estimates will be realized, and I feel
satisfied that they will prove beneficial
from a protectionist point of view. This
day I received a deputation of coachmakers, whose argumentwas, that although
they obtained a duty of 10 per cent. on
imports, yet the duty of 5 per cent. on
raw materials reduced their protection to
5 per cent. Now, I am prepare~ to say
that the imported material fOl' a 'vehicle
which would be worth £ 100 does not
amount to more than £20; for we can make
the axles, we can make the springs, and
we can make the leather, and varnish has
always been taxed. The reduction would
only be £1 in the £100, the remaining 9
And as
per cent. being protection.
£300,000 has to be raised for revenue
purposes, the coachmaker will not be
paying much more than the share he
would have to pay nnder any circumstances. Everyone, it is certain, should
contribute hi.s quota. In conclusion, I may
say that, if it can be shown that new taxation can be avoided, that the Estimates can
be reduced, the Government will have no
objection to make a corresponding reduction
in the duties they have proposed to the
House.
~1r. MOORE.-If we had great difficulty'in get.ting the Minister of Customs
up, we have had still greater difficulty in
getting him down again. For my part,
I shall endeavour, as briefly and as distinctly as I can, to express the reasons
which induce me to oppose the Government proposition. I have to thank the
Chief Secretary for the compliment he
bestowed on me in stating that he had
expected me to criticize the financial
scheme, though that compliment was
marred by a disingenuous attack on the
honorable member for Normanby, whose
clear and able address has not yet been
replied to. Even the Minister of Customs,
in his lengthy address, has not alluded to
the arguments urged from the Opposition
benches~ It is said that it was incumbent
on the Opposition to state their objections
to the financial scheme; but I have yet to
learn how such an extraordin~ry proposition as this can be sustained. The
Opposition were to object to a scheme
the particulars of which 'had never
been disclosed to them.
Why, it is
like call ing. on a defendant to defend
a case before the plaintiff has opened it.
The explanations which have now been
afforded . us all point to this proposition,
that notwithstanding the Treasurer com-
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menced the year with a surplus; that not-'
withstanding votes to the amount of
£ 169,000 were unexpended, though the
farce of bringing messages down from
His Excellency the Governor and of
placing sums on the Estimates was gone
throug4; that notwithstanding the nonexpenditure of £60,000, which ought to
have been made available under regulations for immigration purposes; that notwithstanding the sale of land to the extent
of £80,000 more than was intimated in
the financial scheme for the veal'; that notwithstanding the spoliatio~ of the City
Corporation by paying a sum of £60,000
from the water revenue into the general
revenue, instead of the money being devoted
to sewerage purposes; that notwithstanding
the sale of every available acre in the city,
even to breaking faith with the custodians
of public reserves; and notwithstanding
the existence of a harassing Tariff, which
has kept trade in a constant turmoil, we
come to the miserable and humiliating
conclusion th~t the available balance for
the year is but £ 1,108, and that with a
new scheme of taxation the Government
do not anticipate, even if the estimates
are fully realized, to terminate the present
year with a larger surplus than £202.
This is the proposition we have to deal
with. But do we know the extent of our
obligations? What are our liabilities in
connexion with the recent ill-judged litigation on the part of the Government?
What is there due under Evans and
Merry's, and under Cornish and Bruce's
contracts? What are we liable for in the
matter of the Kew Lunatic Asylum, the
consequence of a reprehensible system
under which a Government supporter
could intrude himself into a public office,
gain access to specifications, and then so
exercise his parliamentary influence that,
instead of some £500 worth of brickwork
being condemned, the contract was terminated, and arbitration, which always
tells against the Government, was resorted to,' and the country put to the
expense of another £30,000 or £·W,OUO.
Against a miserahle margin of £202 we
have to place all these liabilities, together
wi th the expenses of the barristers retained, one of whom was until very lately
a member of the Government. I hold in
my hand a list of an unexampled series
of judgments given during the past year
against the Government.
Through a.
want of administrative capacity, contracts
have been broken, and expensive litigation
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undertaken, and t.he colony has drifted
into a state of things unknown before.
In addi tion to the claims recovered
ag::tinst the Queen in the Tariff actions,
we have here John Young v. Board of
Land and Works, £10,877; George Ward
Cole v. do., £ 19, 100; Bank of Australasia
'V. do., £16,250; John Usher 'V. Minister
of Mines, £479; John Dwyer 'V. do.,
£5,962; Cornish and Bruce v. do.,
£155,261; Stevenson 'V. QUf'en, £3,324;
""Vat;-;on v. do., £3,645; Banks and Bell "'.
do., £4,6~3; Sal'good, King, and Co. v.
do., £2,905; Eel'oyd 'V. do, £409;
Campbell, McNaughton, and Love v. do"
£ 1,425; Dalgety and Co. v. do., £492;
MeArthur, :-;hen'ard, and Co. v. do.,
£2,367; Matthews and Tallerman 'V. do.,
£1,296; Bright Brothers v. do., £757;
London Chartered Bank 'V. do., £40,000 ;
sume v. same, £~O,OOO; Best, Overend,
and Robb v. do" £5.935; Glaister and
Co. v. do., £ I ,312 ; Charles Jardine Don
'l.'. do., £600; Linacre v. do., £4,450.
I do not know whether provision has been
made for these amounts, but I do say that,
with rf'gard to OUl' contingent liabilities
generally, the Government ought to have
explained how it was intended to Ineet
them. ()ur ren~llue wns made up, as I
have said, last year by the sale of public
lands to the amount of £~O,OOO above the
amount sanctioned; and this wns done
although the Treasul'er in 1865 laid down
a principle that he would never draw upon
the land fund to make up a deficiency.
But now the Treasurer has taken the
vel'y opposite course to this, and raises
£80,000 by the sale of land above his
estimate. The fact is, the difficulty
would have arisen before but that, in
consequence of the constitutional struggle
during 1865 and 1~66, and the nonpassing of the Estimates, there was no
money to spend during that period, and
the Treasurer had, practically, one year
of expenditure against two of revenue.
The Treasurer stated the other evening
that the savings for 1865 amounted to
half a million of money, so that while this
Government have been holding out to the
people the prospect of a millenium of
labour on public works they have duped
them out of an expenditure of £500,000.
I would like to know, also, the meaning of
the word "accrued" under the head of
territorial revenue. The phrase is " rents
and selections accrued." Accrued is an
amount due, or becoming due. Tlien has
this sum been collected? Is the money in
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hand, or is it only becoming due and still
has to be collected? The Treasurer states
that, in order to ensure the. confidence of
English capitalists, our revenue and ex ..
penditure must be made to meet. I subscribe to that principle, but I do not believe
in attaining it by means of lapsed votes
and increased taxation. A little bit of
misrepresentation. was practised by the
managers of the late loan, when they
assured the English public in their prospectus that the revenue of the colony
exceeded £3,000,000, which sum had
always been sufficient for the expenditure,
includinga large annual provision for public
works. Weare now asked to sanction an
expenditure of £3,390,000, and does that
agree with the prospectus?
Mr. VERDON.-The prospectus says
the revenue exceeds three millions.
Mr. MOORE.-Yes, exceeds three millions, but by how much? Only just on
half a million, a mere trifle I suppose. I
rather think there has been a suppressio
veri in this matter. The Govemment
were warned, in 1865, that the reductions
in the gold export duty and in miners'
licences, the reductions in the tea and sugar
duties,and, maiilly, the disturbing influence
of the Tariff, would result in an enormous
loss to the revenue and a consequent
deficiency.
This deficiency has now
arisen, and we are told that it must be
met by additio~al taxation-that. as a rich
colony, we can make no step towards
retrenchment. We cannot control our
public charities, we cannot reduce our
public works, and our special appropriations have absolutely become appalling.
We have gone on beautifully, borrowing
year after year, and now we have
to pay the piper; we have to face
the difficulty which has over and over
again been shadowed forth by those who
have set their face against any increase of
the public debt. And then as to the civil
service. Ministers have issued a code of
regulations worthy of Siberia, imposing
restrictions which I do not hesitate to condemn as degrading, and which I hope will
be duly discussed in this' House. But
while, on the one hand', they are prepared
to issue these offensive and arbitrary regulations, are they also prepared to adopt
the plan which has been suggested over
and over again, namely, the. remodelling
and consolidation of departments? Not
that I advocate the reduction of salaries.
Instead of taking 6d. per day off the pay
of some poor wretches, Ministers should
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pay liberal salaries to competent menthe working bees of the service-to the
exclusion of the drones and useless
creatures whom political patronage has
foisted on the public service.
But
will they do this? I am afraid not.
They have not the courage to face the
task. There is scarcely one department
which exhibits any saving as compared
with last year. On the contrary, the
Estimates exhibit a continuous and systematic increase caused, not by the increment of salaries, but by additions and
contingencies in every department. Turning to the Roads and Bridges department,
was it not stated that, in consequence of
the surrender of revenue to shire councils,
road boards, and other local bodies, so
large and expensive a staff would not be
required in f'utUl'e, and that if the House
voted six months' salary, the item would
not appear again? lnstead of this, we are
now asked to grant £13,540 for the year.
Is there any tendency towm:ds retrenchment in this direction? Under the head
of railways, provision is required for
£270,740, which is an increase of the vote
taken last year. Moreover, we do not see
all the expenditure of the department.
Why do not the salaries of the Engineerin-Chief and many other employes appear?
Is not the salary of the Engineer-in-Chief
a fair charge on the maintenance outlay?
Seven-tenths of that officer's work is
connected with made lines, and his expenses· ought, therefore, to be included in
the departmental estimate, and not to be
taken out of the loan for new works.
What bas become, also, of the larger
question as to leasing the lines? The
Government have admitted that political
patronage prevents the State working our
railways as economically as a private
company could work them; and the Treasurer stated, last year, that copies of the
regulations under which railways were
leased in all parts of the world had been
sent for, and that, at the proper time,
which was rapidly approaching, a scheme
for leasing our national lines would be
submitted to Parliament. The honorable
gentleman does not appear to have this
informa~ion yet, though he certainly might
have supplemented his knowledge during
his visiL to the mother country. A recent
accession. to the Cabinet considered, at one
time, that this leasing of our rail ways
was of the highest importance. I find
that, when the last loan was proposed,
" Mr. Rindon deprecated the spending of any
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more money than was absolutely necessary. The railways seemed to be conducted on the principle of spending as
much money as possible, and the accounts
were kept in a most extraordinary manner.
Sums that related to maintenance were
lugged into capital account. There could
be no hope of the railways paying so
long as this system of borrowing was
encouraged." These sentiments are perfectly in accordance with my own; it is
a pity that the honorable gentleman, as
a member of the Government, does not
seek to give effect to them. Again, how
comes it that a gentleman possessed of
the administrative ability evinced by the
Minister of Customs-a gentleman who,
as the discussion on millinery shows, can
grasp the smallest details-should voluntarily undertake the ballasting of vessels
at the Williamstown pier, thus interfering
with the unfortunate men who have ea1'lled
their Ii vings by ballasting vessels in the
ordinary way? I should like to know
how and to what extent this department is
supervised? I should like to have some
information rAgarding the extraordinary
auction sale of from 700 to 1,000 tons of
rail way stock at a minor station on the
Geelong line - on the occasion of the
celebrated "knock-out," with which one
of the employes of an honorable gentleman in another place was identified?
Certainly the Government manifested a.
very lax disposition to prosecute for this
evasion of the law, and I should like to
hear more about it. I can trace no disposition whatever to economize in the
Railway department.
It was suggested
that wood should be used as fuel; and, as
to the danger from sparks, it was pointed
out that wood was commonly employed in
the United States. Nothing, however, appears to have been done in this direction.
A statement was made to us in connexion
with the department of Lands and Survey,
that the establishment of the geodetic
system would result in a large quantity of
land being surveyed far in ad vance.of the
requirements of the service; but, after a
fair trial, I can see no reduction in the
department, either in salaries or numbers.
In the department of the Minister of
Justice, it is true that there is some indication of saving, but it is made in a most
objectionable form, which will not be conducive to public advantage. A reduction
is made in the number of police magistrates and wardens. A species of pressure
has been brought to bear to superannuate
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some of those gentlemen before they were
incapacitated from performing their duties.
There is also a material reduction in the
item for the payment of witnesses giving
evidence on criminal prosecutions, which
may hereafter be found to be a very undesirable retrenchment, as militating
against the administration of justice.
The estimate of the expenses of the
Customs-department shows a small saving.
As one. understanding the working of
this department, I can say that, of all
the departments in the service, it is the
most extravagant. The Commissioner of
Customs has with great adroitness endeavoured to gainsay the prediction that the
expenses of the department would be increased by the multiplication of officers
under the Tariff of last year. What has
be done? lIe has increased the staff of
officers, but the extra expense involved
does not appear on the Estimates, although
it will have to come out of the pockets of
the puLlic in another way. Under the
head of "military buildings, &c.," we have
a list showing what will probably be one
result of the Treasurer's warlike mission
to Eng~and. We are about to expend
something like £9,570 for additions, repairs, and other works at the Victoria
Barracks; but this is by no means all.
We are to present £15,000 to the Imperial
Government, and we are also to hand over
the proceeds of the sale of our own ship,
the Victoria. Now what return are we
to get for all this expenditure? Why, we
are to have a vessel for a training-ship, and
two years hence an iron-plated ship, on
the understanding that, after arming it,
manning it, and bringing it out at our own
expense-which will be no small feat,
seeing that the Imperial authorities find
it difficult to keep the Channel fleet
at sea for a month-we are to maintain
it in a thorough state of warlike efficiency,
and when England becomes embroiled
with a for_eign power, the vessel (which
will be under the control of the admiral of
the Allstralian station), is to be removed.
Mr. VERDON.-No.
Mr. MOORE.-Then the admiral is to
have the control of the ship for the Imperial service?
Mr. VERDON.-No.
Mr. MOORE.-I say yes, and I am not
singular in my interpretation of the conditions under which I believe the vessel to be
granted to us. But J will ask this question
-if we get the vessel, are the appointments
to it to be made by the Imperial authorities?
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Mr. VERDO~.-The honorable member has not read my report, or he would
not ask the question.
Mr. MOORE.-I have read it carefully,
and J have come to the conclusion, that, in
getting this iron-plated ship, we have got
a white elephant. For two years we are
to be without any defence, and when we
get ,it we are to maintain it in a state of
efficiency; but it is liable to be remoyed
,by the admiral of the station. One of the
letters written by direction of the Earl of ,
Carn1l.rvon, the Secretary of State for the
C~lonies,. contains this statement : . "It is clearly understood that this ship is
maintained for the protection of the important
British, as well as colonial, interests that require
naval defence in the waters of the colony. She
will, therefore, in time of war, be under the
command of the senior naval officer on the
station, who, in the event of any serious emergency, will not be precluded from withdrawing
her for a time from the immediate waters of the
colony, in case the general safety should, in his
judgment, make such a temporary withdrawal
absolutely necessary."
Mr. VERDON.-Read on.
Mr. MOORE.:-I will do so : "It is, of course, understood that such an
emergency should be a serious one. and that
, due regard should be' had to the wishes of the
colony."
How are the wishes of the colony to be
expressed? It is not stated. '1he wishes
of the admiral will, of course, be supreme.
Another objectionable quid pro quo which
we have to give is the exclusive use of
our costly graving-dock whenever it is
required by the admiral of the station, to
the exclusion of any other person who
may require its use ... While duly sensible
of the diplomacy which has been exercised
by our ambassador, I really think that we
have to give a very good compensation
for what we receive from the Imperial
Government, and that the substantial
advantages which we s1;1a11 derive will be
very small. To come next to the expenditure of the various public departments, I
find that there is no disposition on the
part of the Government to make any retrenchment in that direction. J find under
the head of pro\'isions, forage, &c., for the
police department, the penal department,
gaols, reformatories, lunatic asylums, &c.,
there is noreduction proposed, although itis
notorious that the pl'ice of meat and bread
is from 25 to 30 per cent. less than it was
last year. Either the expenditure last year
must have been insufficient, or the proposed expenditure this year is enormously
excessive. The expense for horses and
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forage must also have been materially decreased by the abolition of certain escorts,
yet no reduction is made on the Estimates.
Perhaps the reason why the Government
made no reduction in the Estimates for
provisions used in various public departments was because they intended to
put a tax on breadstuffs. At all events
we ought to have some explanation.
The Government have adopted the
peculiar mode of compelling the Opposition to raise objections without first
informing them upon what data their
Estimates are based. Nothwithstanding
that the Treasurer always advocated a
system of decentralization, especially in his
earlier financial statements, and that it
was supposed we had commenced such a
system under the Local Government Act,
the national expenditure goes on increasing, instead of decreasing. Moreover, we
still seem to be going on adding to our
public buildings, and yet there is no diminution in the cost of renting buildings.
On the contrary, notwithstanding that we
have completed the Post Office (in which
provision might also be made for the
electric telegraph department), the items
undel' the head of rents of public offices
and buildings, &c., is increased from
£ 14,500 last year to £15,500 this year.
In connexion with this matter, I will just
mention that the Government have taken
from the late member for Richmond (Mr.
Wardl'op), at a very extravagant rate, the
transfer of a lease of certain most ineligible
premises in Collins street, for an Insolvent
Court. After expending abou t £900 in
altering the premises, they are still m08t
unsuitable for the purpose. When the
return for which I have asked is furnishE'$1, perhaps it will be seen that that
gentleman is not the only member of this
House who has profited by the transfer of a lease, and that there are more
ways than simply payment of members
by which a Government can secure
support. Altogether it is proposed to
spend something .like £54,000 for buildings this year. One of the items is
£10,000 towards a new Government
Printing-office. Over and over again, in
debates in this House, has the impropriety
been urged of· having a Government
Printing-office to perform work which
can be more economically performed in
private printing offices. It is notorious,
also, that a vast amount of the work
executed at the Government Printingoffice is utterly useless. I confess that,
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after being in Parliament for many years,
I bave got a waggon load of books
and other documents which are of no use
to me whatever. I may here observe
that the Government are credi tors, to the
tune of something like .£400, of a tradesman in this city, who recently collapsed.
It appears that he owes tbat amount for
Government Gazettes. I never heard of
credit being given at the Government
Printing-office. I never got credit for a
single sixpence from any Government
department,. and why peculiar facilities for
credit should have been given in this
instance I cannot understand. Is the
gentleman a Government supporter?
There is another objectionable feature in
connexion with the Estimates. Whenever
any individual conceived that be had a
claim against the Crown, it has hitherto
been the practice for him to endea\'our to
obtain compensation by the orthodox and
constitutional mode of getting some member of the Assem bly to move for the appoi ntment of a committee to take his case into
consideration; anrl. if good and sufficient
reasons were adduced the House granted a
committee, the case was inquired into, and
if the House was satisfied of the merits of
it a sum of money was placed on the
Estimates to satisfy the claim.
The
Government have now reversed this order
of things; and we find sums of money
placed on the Estimates, as compensation to
individuals for fancy claims made against
the Government, without the knowledge
or authority of this House. A sum of
£600 is placed on the Estimates as compensation to a gentleman in the district of
East Bourke for diverting his mill stream,
by the construction of the Yan Yean waterworks. Now the Yan Yean waterworks
have been completed for eleven years, and
during the two years I was bead of the department, having charge of those works, I
never heard of this claim. It is somewhat·
singular that this item is put on the Estimates on the recommendation of a board
of inquiry, appointed during the recess, of
which two Ministerial supporters were
members-the honorable member for East
Bourke (Mr. Balfour) and tbe honorable
membei· for Evelyn. I strongly object to
this system of placing sums of money on
the Estimates as compensation to private
individuals. The proposed compensation
to the prop.rietors of Cole's and Raleigh's
wharfs will, no doubt, be fully discussed - when it comes under the consideration of honorable members. The
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Estimates still include that costly toy
the steam-sloop Victor·ia.
The expenditure in connexion with it is still to
be kept up on the same e.xtravagant
scale as heretofore. In addition to the
salaries of something like 69 officers and
men, there is also about £655 for the
salaries of 25 boys, at a rate varying fl'om
Is. to 2s. 6d. per day according to classification. Notwithstanding the great expense incurred in maintaining our reformatory training ship, it appears that, as
soon as the lads there attain al}y degree of
usefulness, they are to be employed at good
wages. In England, boys who have been
honestly and industriously brought up by
their parents, are often glad to get employment without remuneration, and even have
premi urns paid for them; but we, after taking
boys from the streets, keeping them at the
public expense, and training them to habits
of usefulness, are also to fumish them with
well-remunerated employment as soon as
they are capaule of being useful. I think
that an alteration ought to be made in this
respect. Now what do the Government
propose to do towards a very important
work-namely, the prevention of damage
by the flooding of' the river Yarra? Nothing
whatever. Last year t.he Treasurer placed
a sum of money on the Estimates for the
removal of the Falls. That was regarded
as a mere temporary provision, and
it was understood that it would - be
supplemented by a larger outlay; bu t
during the absence of the Treasurer
in England, his colleague, the Commissioner of Public Works, absolutely ignored
the principle that the carryin)! out of some
scheme for the prevention of damage by
floods in the Yarra ought to be regarded
as a national undertaking. The provision
for public wharfs and jetties-so necessary
for the promotion of trade and commerce
-is most insufficient. The proposed ex'penditure on these works in my own district is especially limi ted. The Minister
of Customs, in justification of a new scale
of taxation, stated that, as compared with
1860, large sources of revenue were nearly
dried up in 1867. I find that while this
year we propose to expend £665,000 for
public works, and grants in aid to municipalities, road districts and shires,
in lR60 we spent £1,147,060. I should
like to be informed whether there is any
prospect of revenue being derived fl'om
those districts which have recently been
supplied with waterworks. It was said
that in no instance would water supply be
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extended to any district unless there was a
reasonable prospect of the locality repa.ying
the interest on the expenditure made by the
State for that purpose. As we shall have a
large addition to our special appropriations
for interest on new loans, we ought to receive
some information as to what prospect there
is of the various waterworks being reproductive. A.gain, no disposition has been
manifested by the Government to extend
our postal communication, although it is
well known that overtures have been made
to the Government for the establishment of
bi-monthly communication with England.
The Government say, a We must have fresh
taxation; we must revise the Tariff." In
the n~me of common sense, are we to be for
ever revising the Tariff? Are we to be in a
chronic state of revising the Tariff? As
a mercantile community, we shall make
ourselves the laughing stock of the whole
world. Surely it must be repuguant to
the mercantile instincts of two members
of the Cabinet, that we should be in 8 perpetual state of bewilderment and confusion
as to the Tariff. Without expecting that
the Tariff should be as fixed 8S the laws
of the Medes and Persians, it is most
unreasonable that we should not have
a Tariff which will endure for longer
than a year. After going through the
solemn farce twel ve months ago of fighting
what was called a "constitutional battle"
for the Tariff which we then'determined
to have, we are now proposing to change
that Tariff. Are these constant changes
likely to promote our commercial relations
with foreign countries? On the contrary,
is it not an injusti(:e to traders in foreign
countries. having commercial relations with
us, to be continually changing our Tariff?
I appeal to the mercantile members of the
Cabinet, whether it is not unreasonable and
unjust that thA mercantile community
should have continually to be writing to
their foreign correspondents to inform
them that we are altering the Tariff? In
departing from what has hitherto been
conceived to be the best system of taxation,
and imposing anew system, the Government.
IJave avC\wed that they do so for revenue
purposes; but I warn them that when they
first departed from the system of levying
duties for revenue purposes which is recommended by all political economistswhen they first departed from a simple
Tariff embracing a few articles, the duty
on which was easy of collection, and not
acting as an appreciable burthen upon the
consumers-their troubles commenced. I·
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will here refer to the remarks made by the
present Minister of Customs in 1861, when
discussing the Budget introduced that year
by the Heales Administration, of which
the Treasurer of the present Government
was also Treasurer. I find from Hansard,
November 7, IB61, that-

vantage; and that there would be, in all commercial communities collt!cting revenue by means
of ad valorem duties, so much of what was called
mere custom-house oaths and general laxity of
morals, that the least scrupulous would have the
advantage."

"Mr. Francis then mentioned several of the
items which he recommended in a Tariff, and
went on to observe that, had he any sympathy
with the present Government, he should have
advocated the reference of their propositions to
a committee, in the hope that such modifications
might be made as would meet his views. Bllt,
from the first, he had heen an avowed and consistent opponent to the Government. He
pledged himself to his constituents to oppose
the Government nt all hazards, and under all
circumstances. He had so little confidence in
them that he would not entrust them with the
administration of the Ten Commandments."

"I have now to mention those additional
items of customs duties which the Government
propose. . . . . It has been the desire of
the Government, as far a!! possible-and I think
we have succeeded-to avoid the difficulty, the
confusion, and perhaps the immorality, of ad
valorem duties."

The honorable gentleman, in the same
speech, went on to say., He would state, with regard to the article
of silks. that there were certain houses in Melbourne doing business to such an extent. that
there was II. profit marie by the colony they
could not afford to lose. How would an ad
valorem duty affect them? This colony had
attained the position of being the depot for
trade in the southern hemisphere; Ilnd while
they could get goods in bulk, they were enabled
. to disperse them, on the same principle on
which warehouses in London carried on a large
trade."

The Treasurer, in introducing the Budget
of 1865, said-

Now here we have our own Victorian
political economists - the Minister of
Customs and the Treasurer-agreeing with
what has ever been the opinion of the
highest aud greatest political economists.
The four canons of taxation laid down by
Adam Smith are-l st. Taxation should
possess equality; 2nd. There should be
no uncertainty with regard to the amount
to be levied; 3rd. The tax should be levied
at the most convenient time, and in the
most convenient manner; 4th. The State
ought 'to obtain as much as possible of the
whole amount which is really levied from
the taxpayer. Referring to these canons
of tnxation, Henry Fawcett, in his Manual
of Political Economy, says-

"Let us next inquire to what extent taxes or
commodities can be made consistent with Adam
Smith's second rule, which states • that the
amount which each individual contributes to a tax
ought to be certain and not arbitrary.' In one
" There was another objection, namely, that. sense almost all taxes on commodities strictly obey
whilst duty wa!l paid on cases in globo, the this rule or principle of taxation. The procustom-house officers could not identify the ducer or importer of a taxed commodity can
goods again, and therefore the warehousemen always know the exact amount which the parwould lose the drawback. The great principle ticular tax will levy from him. If the duty on
was to have fixed duties, and to extinguish ad tea is Is. 5d. per pound, the merchant who imvalorem duties altogether."
ports a cargo of tea can of course calculate with
This was the language of the Commissioner strict accuracy the amount of duty which the
of Customs in 1861; and when the Tariff tea must pay; the same remark applies to the
of a taxed commodity such as malt.
of 1865 was introduced, we find the ho- producer
The only case in which uncertainty can arise is
norable gentleman repeating .his objections when a tax is made ad vaid'rem, because then the
to ad valorem duties. On that occasion test which the Government may apply to
ascertain the value of any commodity. may be
he said"He would admit that, when this question uncertain and imperfect in its operation."
was first discussed, he had submitted to his colHe goes on to observeleagues a proposition, firstly, to estimate by weight
" The expense of collecting a certain amount
in such cases as could be readily dealt with by a of revenue by taxes on commodities is very
weight system; but where that would be impos- much diminished if the taxes are confined to a
sible, he proposed to adopt an ad valorem system, few articles of general consumption, for when a
and he absolutely went the length of introducing tax is imposed upon some article of limited use,
to his colleagues-in fact, he was almost driven the cost of collecting the tax is al ways enormous
to it-the svstem of ad lJalorem duties on those in proportion to the amount which the tax
very goods ~in respect to which they had heard so yields to the State."
much objection. But here he was confronted by
the experience and strong objections of all the These remarks fully bear out the proprincipal officials of the Customs department position that. the best mode of raising
against ad vall/rem duties, on the ground of their revenue through the custom-house is by
inquisitorial character, and that the fair and placing a duty upon a few articles of
honest trader had opposed to him the persons of
the least conscientious scruples, who did not general consumption, which would be
hesitate to prostitute the law to their own ad- easy of collection, and which would be

After speaking of the inconvenience of ad
valorem dutie/! on such goods, the honorable gentleman went on to observe-
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a comparatively unappreciable tax. I
repeat that, by departing from that
principle, the Government have got into
all the trouble which has come upon them.
But I will ask the protectionist members
of the Huuse if they are satisfied with
the Tariff submitted by the Government?
Notwithstanding the laboured explanations of the Minister of Customs, it
appears that, instead of the protectionists
having got what they expected from the
Government, the measure of protection
afforded on several articles by the Tariff
of last year has been narrowed down to 10
per cent., and, in some inst.ances, to 5
per cent. Oh, ye protectionists who believed that the Government would give
you what you expected on this occasion!
It now turns out that the Government
are not protectionists. For a time they
were pl'otectionh;ts, when they found it
necessary to obtain the support of memb3rs under the guise of being protectionists; but now they turn round and say,
"It is not protection, but revenue, we
want."
And yet the Ministry are
willing to do anything to conciliate any
section of the House, if they can :only
retain possession of the Treasury benches.
They are willing to strike out Ol1e item, to
modify another, and to do anything, in
fact, to retain office. Instead of manifesting this disposition to mould and shape
their fiscal policy to the will of the House,
they ought, as bold and independent men,
to have carefully and deliberately prepared their scheme of taxation, and then
to have said, "By this we will stand
or fall." A most extraordinary portion of the conduct of the Government is their adoption of ad valorem
duties. Notwithstanding that the Minister
of Customs form~rly denounced the ad.
valorem system, he' now says that ,it is
necessary for various reasons. I quite
agree with what the honorable gentleman
said as to the imperfection of that system.
Its imperfection has been amply proved
during the working of the last Tariff. To
my certain knowledge one importer has
suffered considerably by the extraordinary,
captious, and autocratic mode in which the
Customs department has carried out the
Tariff. Has not the Minister of Customs
given the most extraordinary rulings-at
one time deciding that bellows came under
the category of ironmongery, and at
another that they came under that of
furniture? A most glaring instance of
the arbitrary mode in which departmental
Mr. Moore.
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regnlations have been made to overrule the intentions of the Honse as to
the Tariff has come under my knowledge, and I have no hesitation in
saying that the Minister of Customs has
acted ultra vires. The law provides that,
in the case of ad valorem duties, the invoices of the goods are to be taken as the
basi's of the amount on which the duty is
assessed, and where there are no invoic~s
the duty is to be assessed by valuation or
appraisement. To my knowledge, invoices
have not always been taken as the basis of
calculation, and in one case I know that
an invoice of silks, representing their
value at £1,186, was not ta.kell as the
basis of calculation, but the duty was
levied on a sum considerably below that
amount. The duty wa~ paid accordingly.
If the honorable gentleman is prepared to
gainsay what I alh.. ge, I am prepared to
name the ship, the importers, and the
quantity of silk. Now I say this is a
monstrous power to extend to any man.
An enormous trade is carried on in Manchester fabrics with the west coast of
South America, and, owing to the existence
of ad -valorem dnties, it is a common practice for the manufacturer to furnish two sets
of in voices-one for the consignee ar:td
the other for the custom-house. The law
is thus systematically evaded. The same
practice will no doubt follow the imposition
of ad valorem duties here; and the honest
fair trader will have no chance with
the unscrupulous trader.
I recollect,
when a lad in an office in Sydney, an
importer of Marsala wine was placed
at a disadvantage of £2 or £3 per
pipe, just by the pernicious operation
of ad valorem duties. With regard to
the character of the Tariff, the Minister
of Customs has not attempted to explain to us the circumstances under which
he seeks to impose such arbitrary taxation.
With regard to the article of timber, the
Minister of Customs proposes to exempt
log timber. According to a communication which the honorable gentleman
made to a deputation the other day, a
piece of timber 12 inches square, or of
larger dimensions, is to be considered a
log. But why should he fix on 12 inches
square? Because, in the reduction of this
log, not manual labour, but improved steam
machinery will have to be employed.
Where, then, is the protection? Why the
arrangement will confer no benefit whatever. Coming to the item of iron, we find
ihat iron castingd are to pay duty; but
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that iron pipes are to be exempt, because
it has been shown. that the English article
can be obtained at a less cost by one-third
than the pipes ·produced here. Why, a
better reason for exempting an article
could not be adduced by a free trader.
But, in connexion with this subject, I would
take leave to call attention to the action
of the Government in reference to a recent
contract for the supply of a quantity of
pipes. Several mercantile firms sent in
tenders.
Before the opening of the
tenders, a letter was addressed by the
department to one of the firms, asking if
they were prepared, in the event of their
tender being accepted, to bear all the
duties and wharfage rates that might be
imposed. The fil'm in question replied
that they were willing to abide by the
existing system of wharfage.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-No.
Mr. MOORE.-I have seen the communication. The firm in question said,
"We are prepared to supply these pipes,
and bear the existing wharfage rates."
Mr. :\fACGREGOR.-No.
Mr. MOORE.-H The rates now imposed by law."
Mr. MACGREGOR.-No.
Mr. MOO RE.-Then I do not interpret
correctly what my own eyes dwelt upon
to-day. But what was the fact? That
the tender was removed, and that another
firm-the next lowest-were asked whether
they would comply with the conditions. A
new clause was introduced into the condition~ of tender, which, by an implied understanding on the part of the department,
satisfied the firm that they were perfectly
s~fe in adopting it. It now turns out that
the item of iron pipes is exempted from
duties, under the Tariff. This is a significant and extraordinary coincidence;
and the country loses nearly £2,000 by
the transaction. The Treasurer, still
harping upon the necessity for additional revenue, has endeavoured to explain why ·the Government propose the·
imposition of duties on grain and flour;
but he has failed to convince me that such
duties are at all desirable; and that we
are not likely to have a year of drought
and famine succeeding to one of production.
I say unhesitatingly that, but for the
liberal supplies from South America and
California, we should have had corn and
breadstuffs, last year, at a very high price.
Now is it desirable to recognize this principle of imposing duties? Is it likely
that they will produce the amount repre-
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sen ted by the Treasurer? Already our
active neighbours on the border are taking
means to thwart our intention of excluding
theil' productions. Has this imposition of a
duty upon grain anything to do with the exclusion of South Aust~alia from the treaty
which was debated here the other night?
. During that debate Ministers were asked
whether they intended toputadutyon breadstuffs; and the Chief Secretary, in language
less polite than fordble, declined to give any
information on the subject. Is this the
secret of the reticence of the Government
on that occasion? Our active neighbours;
not being burthened by an oppressive
public debt, are in a position to make
reprisals which may rathel' startle us byand-by; and this, not only on the question
of corn, but also on the question of spirits,
In the first place, they have reduced· the
cost of carri!tge of cereals from the place
of growth to the seaboard something like
40 per cent., and they have only to make
contract shipments to places like Hokitika,
which hav~ hitherto been supplied by way
of Melbourne, to secure a considerable portion of the Melbourne trade. In a revenue
point of view, I believe the scheme will
utterly fail. I also object to the mode of
imposing the duty-at so much per cwt.
I am afraid that the calculations of the
Government, with respect to the revenue
from spirits, are likely to fail. The
Minister of Customs expects to get
£495,000 from that source. Is it Dot in
t.he power of South Australia, in return
for her exclusion from the Border Duties
treaty, to make fearful reprisals, by
establishing free distillation, and passing
her spirits over into our territory, in
defiance of all the custom-house officers
that we may employ? In connexion with
this subject, I desire to call attention to
the following passage, which I have taken
from the address issued by the Chiet
Secretary to his constituents, on the occasion of the general election of 1864 : "The question of Border Duties, which has
been raised by the action of the Government of
New South Wales, will, I believe, render a revision of the existing customs Tariff necessary;
and, while I maintain the soundness of the
principles of free trade, I can see no violation of
these principles in changing duties from one
item of import to another. So long as revenue has
to be deri ved from cllstoms, it is in strict accordance with the free trade doctrines to select those
articles for .taxation which will produce the
greatest revenue at the smallest cost of collection, having in view the general interests of the
colony."

Now will this proposed Tariff carry out
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the theory of the Chief Secretary? Instead of a few articles easy of collection,
is there not an infinity of articles, some of
which will not proliuce £50 per annum P
I believe that the estima.te of revenue
which the Treasur.er has given on t.his
occasion is likely to prove as unreliable
as his estimate for 1866; and that, if the
Tariff be carried, we shall have a still
further proof of the impolicy of departing
from the true principles of taxation. The
Minist.ry say that we, as an Opposition,
.ought to have shadowed forth our objections to the Tariff - that, in fact,
we should have usurped the functions of
the Government. All I have to say
in reply to this is, "Physician, cure
thyself; you, who have caused the deficiency, provide the remedy." The
Government scheme wants cauterizing,
but I protest against a dut.y of that
character being cast on the Opposition.
For aught I know, negotiations may have
taken place between the Government and
their supporters on this question, with a
view to the making of certain concessions.
But is it consistent, fair, manly, or honorable for a Govei'nment to propound a
scheme, and then invite applications from
their supporters for concessions? How is
it that the Government. are holding back
their Land Bill? Is anythin~ likely to
result from that proceeding? I must say
that the Government have a most peculiar system of conducting their affairs.
They propound this Tariff; they don't
believe it perfect, but they will endeavour to make it so, and with that
view they are ready to accept any suggestion, recommendation, or modification,
from the House, or from any section
of the House, or from people out of doors.
In fact, they are prepared to eat any
amount of dirt, and oe subjected to any
amount of degradation and indignity.
They invite suggestions from supporters
whom they ought to lead. Now I h.sk,
Mr. Speaker, after this experiment of ten
months, has anyone interest promised to
be benefited derived any advantage from
the Tariff?
Mr. BURTT.-Yes, half-a-dozen.
Mr. MOORE.-Only six; and these
six, I suppoSe, leading such a miserable
and sickly kind of existence that they
are liable to be ext.inguished by the
new Tariff. I predict that the protectionists will at last find that they
have been regularly befooled-that they
have been made instruments in assist-
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ing 'Ministers to violate the Constitution.
The protectionists were induced to declare
the Ministry "the people's friends," and
the Ministry will continue to humbug and
hoodwink them to the end of the chapter.
The address of the Minister of Customs
was remarkable for the extraordinary
manner in which he presented his reasons
fol' imposition and exemption apart from
the Cabinet. I always understood that,
under a sy:stem of responsible Government,
whatever differences there might be in the
Cabinet with regard to public measures,
an opinion, when once put forward,
was the opinion of the whole, unless
in the case of a perfectly open question.
With regard to the measure
which the Minister of Customs declares
to be necessitated for revenue pUI'poses,
I have only to say that it is a departure
from the well recognized principles of
taxation-that it imposes duties on an
infinite number of articles, duties small in
the yield of rev~nue and vel'y costly in
collection. I protest against it as a departure from the sound principles of
political economy; I declare it to be
unreliable as a sour~ of revenue; and,
for the reasons I have given, I think I am
fully justified in voting against the propositions of the Government.
Mr. MACGREGOR moved the adjournment of the debate, which was agreed
to.
The House adjourned at one minute
past twelve o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSE.MBLY.
Wednesday, Fehruary 13, 1867.
Imprisonment of Debtors-Grant to Lady Darling-Exhibition Prize Distribution-Yarra Clearing Vote-Military
Reserve-Fees to Jurors-Australian Alliance Assurance
Company's Bill-Debate on the Budget.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
IMPRISONMENT OF DEBTORS.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH called the attention
of the Attorney-General to the circumstance that all persons committed under
the 3rd sec., 29 Vic. No. 284, were confined on the felons' side of the gaol, and
asked by whose directions the persons so
committed were confined 011 the felons'
instead of the debtors' side of such gaol?
The honorable member mentioned that the
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section referred to, though commonly called
the fraud section, related really to the
imprisonmE'nt of debtors.
There was
nothing in the Act to show on which side
these debtors were to be imprisoned; but
the former Acts, of which this one was a
continuation, set apart a debtors' side.
Surely, therefore, the original practice
should not be superseded.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-The terms of
the Act are not so clear as could be desired
on the question whether persons committed
to gaol under this section of the Act are
committed as edminals or quasi criminals,
or whether they are merely imprisoned as
debtors. The Sheriff asked me for my
opinion on the subject, and I came to the
conclusion that the Act was passed for the
purpose of inflicting a punishment for the
offence of fraud or something amounting
to a fraud, and that the persons imprisoned
under the Act should be treated as
offenders, and not as debtors. A.t the
same time I called the Sheriff's attention
to the fact that, by the Jury Statute, the
Judges are empowered to make regulations
for debtors in gaols, and I suggested that
he should consult the Judges before issuing
any directions on the subject. I have not
heard whether the Sheriff did adopt that
course, but I have no rloubt that, if these
persons are imprisoned as offenders and
not as debtors, that mode of treatment is
known to and approved of by the Judges,
and I believe that it is consistent with the
terms of the ,clause.
GRANT TO LADY DARLING.
Mr. EVANS asked the Treasurer if the
GoV'ernment intended sending down a
supplementary estimate, in accordance
with ,the resolution of the Assembly of
last session, that the sum of £20,000 be
granted to Lady Da:rling, as recommended
by a select committee of this House?
Mr. VERDON.-In reply, I have to
state that, in accordance with the desire of
Sir Charles Darling, the Governmeut have
not taken any act.ion in this matter pen.ding thereceipt of communications from Her
Majesty's 'Government, by which we expect to he informed ,of Her Majesty's
pleasure on the subject.
INTERCOLONIAL EXHIBITION.
Mr. G. P. SMITH brought under the
notice of the House a circumstance connected with the ceremony at the Exhibition
Building that day. The circular issued
stated that the Governor, the Judges, and
VOL. III.-2 D
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Members of Parliament were to be present
in their official capacity; but honorable
mem bel's did not receive their cards of
invitation until that murning, although the
cards were 'issued in good time to nonofficial persons. Now this appea.red to be
'somewhat of a slight on the part of the
commissioners; and it was not to be forgotten that, at the opening of the Exhibition, honorable members suffered a great
wrong at the hands of these same gentlemen. As the administrative abilities of the
Minister of Justice, the supposed parent of
the Exhibition, were wdl known, he would
like to receive some explanation from the
honorable gentleman.
Mr. BINDON.-I am glad that this
matter has been brought before the House.
The conduct of the gentlemen intrusted
with sending out the invitations is perfectly
inexcusahle. The programme was adopted
on Monday morning, and the invitations
should have been l1isued without delay. I
regret that this was not done, and I can
assure the House that the fault is not that
of the commissioners.
YARRA CLEARING VOTE.
Mr. WHITEM AN asked the Commissioner of Public Works whether any,
and if any how much, of the £500 'voted
by this House during the last session of
Parliament for clearing the River Yarra
between the FaHs-bridge and Princesbridge 'had lapsed ,?
Mr. V ALE.-A sum of £300 has been
expended already, and a contract has been
entered into to the aHlount of the balance
of the vote.
MILITARY RESERVE.
Mr. WHITEMAN caUed the attention
of the Commissioner of Crown Lands and
Survey to some recent impoundings from
the military reserve at Emerald-hill. The
honorable memher ,said that he had reason
to helieve that the reserve was merely a
temporary'one for military purposes, and
that it was never intended 1'hat the military
authorities -should derive any pecuniary
advantage fi'om it by the grazing of horses
and catde. Despite t.his, however, any cattle
found in the reserve-the fences of which
were in a dilapidated condition-were now
impounded, and, in one instance, a hobbled
cow 'had been driven in a most unmerciful
manner. He would like to know in whom
t.he reserve was vested, and who had
authority to impound therefrom?
Mr. GRANT.-I have no doubt that
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the facts, as stated by the honorable member, are correct. I am not able, however,
to answer him the last question, as it is
strictly a legal one. As to the other, I
find that the reserve was gazetted on the
3rd of June, 1859, as a reserve for the
Dew military barracks; but it has not been
vested in any authority. I do not think
there is any authority to impound therefrom.
,JURORS' FEES.
Mr. DYTE asked the Attorney-General
whether he intended placing on the Estimates the necessary amount to pay the
jurors in the case of "smoking out"Police v. the Working Miners' and Albion
Companies, Ballarat? '
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I do not know
what the honorable member means by the
"necessary amount to pay the jurors." I
presume the jurors have received the
usual fees. Perhaps the honorable member refers to some amoun t beyond those
fees? If so, I must state that it is not the
intention of the Government to propose
any such addition. The practice of remunerating jut'ors was first adopted in the
pecq.1iar case of Cornish and Bruce v. the
Queen. That c.'tse lasted an extraordinary
time, and it wa~ agreed that the jurors
should receive some remuneration for the
services they were called upon to give.
I am afraid t.hat the arrangement was
somewhat hastily made, and, as a precedent,
I do not think that it should be followed.
I believe jurors must be asked to give
their attention wit-hout extra remuneration,
and I am not prepared to recommend that
additional fees should be given in any
future case.
Mr. GILLIES.-I would eall the attention of the Attorney-General to one evil
of the present system. In the very case
referred to certain gentlemen were summoned, but they preferred to pay the fine
of £5 rather than attend. The real hardship falls upon pel'SOnR who cannot afford
to pay the fine as these gentlemen could.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-The remedy
lies with the Judge, who can inflict any
fine. Cases not unfrequently occur in
which exemplary fines are needed. In
the instance which has been mentioned
one juror was actually in the precincts of
the court, and deliberately avoided coming
in order that he might escape service.
The J uoge, with perhaps an imperfect
acquaintance with the facts of the case,
inflicted an insufficient fine; but it is
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always in the power of the Judge to inflict
an exemplary fine, and in the next similar
case I hope this will be done.
Mr. ED\VARDS. - Perhaps, as the
Judges are officers of the honorable gentleman's department, he will issue instructions
on the point.
Mr. LEVEY.-The principle the Attorney-General has laid down is a good
one, but I trust he will see the necessity
of making exceptions to it. In such a.
case as that of the Kew Lunatic Asylum,
I am afraid that, if the jurors were not
paid, they would be disposed to shirk their
duty.
Mr. RUNNY.-Now that the subjectis
before the House, I have one 'remark to
make. L00king at all the circumstances
-the difficulty, for instance, of getting
jurors together-I would put it to the
Attorney-General whether the time has
not arrived for abolishing trial by jury in
the colony?
EDUCATION COMMISSION.
Mr. McCULLOCH presented a return
to an order of the Legislative Assembly,
dated 6th February, 1867, for copies of all
correspondence between Mr. Casey, M.P.,
Dr. Brownless, and the Government, with
reference to the appointment of those
gentlemen as members of the Education
Commission.
PETITIONS.
Petitions from workers in iron, praying
the House to consider their interests in
connexion with the Tariff, were presented
by Mr. KYTE, from the workers in Melbourne and its subur~s; by Mr. HALFEY,
from the workers in and around Sandhurst; and by Mr.' JONES, from the
workers in and around Bailarat.
A petition from the farmers of Carisbrook and the surrounding district, praying the House to impose a reasonable duty
on all importations of grain. flour, &c.,
was presented by Mr. McKEAN.
AUSTRALIAN ALLIANCE ASSURANCE COMPANY'S BILL.
Mr. KYTE moved the second reading
of this Bill. The honorable member stated
that -the object of this small and useful
measure was, as set forth in the preamble,
"To enable the shareholders of a joint
stock insurance company, established in
the colony of Victoria under the name or
style of 'The Australian Alliance Assurance Company' to sue and be sued in
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the name of the chairman for the time
being of the directors of the company, and
for other purposes."
Mr. LONGMORE seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
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which would impose duties purely for protective purposes, without any reference to
revenue. The views en tertained by the
majority in this House and in the country
are, that duties should be imposed, primarily, for revenue, hut, at the same time,
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
having regard as far as possible to the
THIRD NIGHT.
advancement of colonial interests. If a
The debate on the motion, that the revenue duty has the incidental effect of
Assembly resolve itself into Committee encouraging native industry, well and
of Ways and Means, and on Mr. Richard- good. That is the position the country
son's amendment, declaring that "the has taken up; I am not aware of any
proposed alterations in the Tariff are not demand for duties of a purely protective
.
satisfactory, as they neither tend to the character.
encouragement of colonial industries, nor
Mr. JONES.-Look at the petitions
to the extension of commerce," was re- presented this day.
sumed.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I understand the
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I think there petitioners to ask that, in .imposing new
can be no doubt that the amendment revenue duties, we should afford them
which has been submittpd is regarded incidental encouragement. They do not
by the House as a vote of want of ask for duties which shall be primarily
confidence. The honorable member for protective.
Sandridge, for one, does not limit the disMr. JONES.-Yes, they do.
cussion to the Tariff, but, in his address,
Mr. MACGREGOR.-Then it is the
he went into charges concerning the ad- first time this House has been so addressed.
ministration of both the financial and And I will add that, so far as I am conthe general affairs of the colony. The cerned, I will ever oppose the i~positiou
honorable member who submitted the of duties for purely protective purposes.
amendment has not stated why the Tariff I believe that the Tariff before us is in
was unsatisfactory to him. He states accordance with the principles by which
that it contravenes those principles of pro- we ought to be guided. I believe that
tection of which he is a strong advocate; legitimate free trade is perfectly consistent
but he has adduced no reasons in snpport with the proper encouragement of our
of his assertion. The honorable member home producers-that we can afford such
has been so long a consistent supporter of encouragement without violating any of
the Government, that I think he should the principles propounded by the most
have been prepared to adduce reasons for eminent political economists. This ensubmitting his amendment.
couragement I say the Tadff does give as
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-He was far as can be done with safety. Heavier
duties would be unjust to a great number of
prevented.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-He was pre- people. We must have a TarIff correct in
vented from animadverting on the speech principle as far as possible, and suited,
of the Treasurer, and I regret the fact; also, to the circumstances of the colony.
but the Tariffitself was before the House, This we have endeavoured to obtain. The
and it was quite competent for the honor- articles which were formerly subject to a
able member to have discussed it in the duty of 5 per cent. have been raised to 10
fullest manner possible, and to have shown per cent.; and can it be denied that, to
how it violates the principles he holds. that extent, an increased degree of enThere are two grounds on which it is couragement is afforded? I do not say
alleged in the amendment that the Tariff increased protection, for a meaning is now
is defective. The one is, that it will not applied to that term which I desire to
encourage colonial industries; the other, avoid. The country, I believe, is satisfied
that it will not tend to-meaning, of course, with the per centAge now proposed. Conthat it will prevent-the extension of com- sidering the distance we are from foreign
merce. Honorable members are aware that markets-the freight, insurance, and other
the Tariff has been introduced, primarily, charges to which commodities coming to
for revenue purposes. Revenue is the us are subject-I "think a duty of 10 per
main consideration. I do not believe there cent. affords as much encouragement as our
is any honorable member who desires a producers have a right to expect. If we
Tariff simply protective, that is, a Tariff go further, there is another thing to be
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considered, and that is that we should
have to increase anI' custom-house staff, for
above that point the danger of smuggling
arises. It is a well-known fact that, when
it was attempted to levy high duties in
England, companies were actually sta.rted
to insure smugglers from seizure. If the
same temptation were offered the same
thing would occur in this- colony, and
therefore I do not think that we should
go beyonlt the 10 per cent., which is
considered safe in the mother country.
McCulloch, in his wOl'k on taxation,
says:"Moderate duties on commodities in general
demand being invariably found to be more productive than when they are carried to a great
height, are more productive than high duties on
commodities used only by the rich. Besides
diminishing the revenue by diminishing consumption, too high duties diminish it by assisting
and encouraging the practice of smuggling. The
risk of being detected in smuggling transactions,
under any system of fiscal regulations, may
always be valued at a certain rate; and whenever the duties exceed that rate smuggling is
practised. Thus, if the duty on an article imported from abroad be 10, and the risk of smuggli ng be 10 or 12 per cent., it is clear that none
will be clandestinely imported. But if, while
the risk continu ... s the same, the duty be raised
to 15 or 20 per cent., smuggling will immediately
begin, and will very probably be carried to such
an extent as to make the high duty less productive than the lower. Now there are, it is
plain. only two ways of checking this practice,
either the temptation to smuggle must be diminisheil by lowering the duties, or the difficulties
in the way ofsnJuggling, or its risk, must be increased. The first is obviously the way of
dealing with the object in view."

If we go beyond 10 per cent. we saddle
the revenue with an increasing expense -of
collection, and we incur the risk of
smuggling. Under these circumstallces~
I think that the proposed duties should be
considc-red satisfactory. At any rate, I do
not see how the objection can be sustained
that the duties do not encourage colonial
industries. The other objection specified
in the amendment is, that. the Tariff does
not conduce to the extension of commerce,
or, in other words, that it tends to the
suppression of commerce. All I can say
is, that I do not see how the hunorable
membet' for Geelong East can make that
out. He certainly did not attempt to
argue the point. Whether the amendment originated with the honorable mem·
bel' or not I do not know, but his desire
appeared to be to get rid of it; he did not
attempt to do justice to it. The most
eminent political economists agree that the
imposition of duties fairly on a large
number of articles does not in the slightest
Mr. Macgregor.
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degree interfere with the freedom of commerce. The reverse is rat.her the case.
Concentrating dutie5 on a few articles is
much more opposed to freedom of commerce than spreading those duties over a
range of imports. If the duty is ad
valorem, where is the injustice? If you
equally tax all foreign commodities, where
is the violation of free trade?
Mr. JONES.-"Vhere is the protection?
Mr. MACGREGOR. - There is the
protective 10 per cent. Now, the imposition of du ty on a large num bel' of
articles is not at all to be considered injurious or detrimental to commerce. This
is what McCulloch says, in his work on
taxation : "This concentration of customs duties on a
few articles involves other considerations of the
greatest importance. Moderate duties, provided
tlll~y be generally imposeil, that is, provided
they equally affect all articles (except the raw
materials of manufacture), without regard to
their nature or origin, llave nothing that i~ in
any degree inconsistent with the most perfect
freedom of trade. But a system like that which
we have been considering" (that is, a system of
confining duties to a very few articles) "which
kceps up heavy, and sometimes exorbitant,
duties on certain articles of import, while it
admits a host of other articles duty free, or
under low duties, is altogether contradictory to,
and inconsistent with, anything like freedom.
It has, in truth, all the worst features of the old
protective policy, being a mere tissue of preferences and quasi prohibitions."

He concludes his remarks on this subject
by saying:" It may be doubted whether it be possible to
imagine a system more entirely destitute of that
liberality and equality, without which there can
he no freedom either in trade or anything else.
Its rise and dE'velopment would not at any time
have been an easily explained phenomenon. But
that it should have been introduced and grown
up consentaneously with that free trade policy
of which it is wholly subversive, is one of the
most striking contradictions of which we have
any account."

We want this system of raising revenue
on as large a number of articles as possible,
"excluding the raw materials of manufacture." That is the system which the Government have always supported, and the
system which we propose to carry out
now. Another objection to the Tariff has
been taken by the honorable member for
San~ridge, na.mely, that it is based on the
ad valorem principle. Now I will say at
once th~~t I am in favour of that principle.
When the former Tariff was inlroduced, I
opposed the proposition for charging goods
aecording to m8asllrement, and supported
the ad valore.m system. I considered that
to attempt to impose a duty on goods by
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a foot measurement, <:>1' any such arbitrary
rule, must be attended with a great
amount of injustice. Articles which are
100 per cent. cheaper than others may
have to pay precisely the same duty under
that system, and, therefore, I opposed its
adoption. I believe that the only way to
carry out the first principle of taxationnamely, that everyone should contribute to
the taxes in proportion to the revenue which
he enjoys under the protection of the State
-is by levying duties upon a large number
of articles. The honorable member for
Sandridge, when denouncing the reduction
of the duties on tea, sugar, and other
articles, led the House to believe that he
was in favour of the revenue being raised
on one or two articles. That would be a
most u nj ust sYl3tem of taxation, because it
would throw upon the poor man the same
amount of burthen as upon the rich. III
this colony, at aU events, every man, no
matter what his position in life may be,
consumes about the same quantity of tea
and sligar. 'rherefore, if the revenue was
levied solely upon such articles, the poor
man would contribute the same amount
of taxation as the rich man. That would
be manifestly unfair. It is fairer that
a moderate duty should be imposed on
articles of general consumption, and that
articles which are consumed chiefly by the
rich should be taxed in a higher degree.
This was the principle which guided the
Ministry in their last Tariff, and it is the
principle which guides them in the one now
undel' discussion. Whether we have succeeded in making this Tariff, in every respect and in evel'y item, conformable to that
principle may be a matter of question, but
we ha\'e endeavoured to do so to the best
of our power. There may be items in the
Tariff which appear objectionable to those
persons who are affected by tbem, and wh<1,
of course, see more clearly than anybody
else; but I say that the Tariff, as a whole,
is according to that great canon of taxation which says that every man should
pay taxes according to the revenue he
derives under the protection of the Stat.e,
and, at the same time, that duties should
be imposed in such a way as to afford,
if possible, encouragement to local industries. Another thing which I gather from
the speech of the honorable member for
Sandridge is, that he has a great objection to a corn tax. Now it may be au
objection in the honorable member's opinion that one of t.he prime necessaries
of life should be taxed, but all I can say
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is, that the principle is admitted in the
old country, wbe:'e there is a tax of Is.
per quarter on wheat.
The principle
being admitted, it is only a question of
degree as to what extent that tax may
be carried. It is admitted in Englanu.
that Is. per quarter is a propel', fair, and
reasonable tax; and to show that this is
not regarded as subversive of the principles of free trade 01', on the other hand, as
pressing injuriously upon the consumer,
I will quote the opinion of Adam Smith,
in his f-Vealtlt of Nations.
"A duty accompanied with a drawback, as
now stated, besides being an equitable arrangement, would have been highly for the advantage
of the farmers, without being injurious to anyone else. The radical defect, as already shown,
of the system followed from IS15 down to 1846,
in so far at least as respects agriculture, was,
that it forced up prices in years when the
harvest was deficient, while it left the market
to be glutted when it was abundant, But while
the influence of a constallt"duty of 5s., 6s., or 7s.
a quarter would have done nothing to stint the
market in bad years, it would, with the corresponding drawbaek, have assisted to relieve it,
and to maintain prices at a fair level in years
when the harvests were redundant. It is sur
prising the agriculturalists did not take this
view of the matter. If they were entitled to a
duty on foreign corn, on account of their being
more heavily taxed than the other classes (and
they had no title to it on any other ground),
they were also entitled to a corresponding drawback. And it admits of demonstration that
their interests, as well as those of the community, would have been better promoted by
such duty and drawback than they ever could
have been by any system of mere duties, how
high soever they might have been carried."
M

In his work 011 taxation McCulloch refers
to the same principle. He says : "Suppose that the existing duty of Is. a.
quarter on foreign wheat were increased to 58,
or 7s. a quarter, lhat would not render the trade
less free than it is at this moment. ~uch increase might lessen importation, but that would
be all. :Freedom is not absolute, but relative,
and consists in the absence of whatever is
partial, oppressive, or unjust. Trade is quite as
free when there are duties on imports and
exports as when there are none, provided these
duties be moderate, press llqually on all articles
and all parties, and involve no preferences."

Well, sir, this is what we have endeavoured
to do in the present Tariff. McCulloch
points out that a duty on corn will not
press heavily on a community in certain
cases. He says:"In thriving countries, where the population
is not in excess and there is a brisk and growing
demand for labour. moderate taxes on bread alld
other necessaries would. be but little, if at all,
injul'iolls, inasl1luch as the additiollal foresight,
illdustry, and economy they would bring along
with them would in 110 long time enable W~
labourers either to get an equivalent increase of
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wages, or to discharge the taxes by an increase . should be taxed according to the revenue
of industry and frugality, without their making which they derive under the protection of
any sensible encroachment on their comfort. But
in a declining society, or where the demand for the country in which they live. Do honorlabour is stationary or retrograde. taxes on able members deny' thaf that is a fair
necessaries would have different effects; and if principle of taxation? Should the conthey were heavy, or even considerable, they trary principle be adopted, namely, that a
would no doubt entail serious privations on the
man should be taxed the more the less
labouring class."
amount of revenue he derives under the
Now I will ask whether this colony comes protection of the State? I will read the
under these conditions? Is this colony principle laid down' by Adam Smith, and
thriving, or is it in a declining state? I which has been adopted by every political
think very few members will say that it is economist after him:in a declining state.
"The subjects of every State ought to conMr. LOVE.-It is.
tribute towards the support of the Government
Mr. JONES.-It is on the verge of a as nearly as possible in proportion to their
respective abilities; that is, in proportion to the
poor law.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I think that revenue which they respectively elljoy under
the protection of the State. The expense of
very few persons will agree with the the Government to the individuals of a great
honorable member for Crowlands. Then, nation is like the expense of management to the
joint tenants of a.. great estate, who are all
again, McCulloch says : obliged to contribute in proportion to their
"It is, however, much to be regretted that respective interests in the estate. In the obserthis duty was not made considerably higher than vation or neglect of this maxim consists wh~t is
the present merely nominal one of Is. a quarter. called the equality or inequality of taxation."
Though it had been raised to 2s. 6d. or 3s. a
quarter, its influence on the corn trade would Does equality of taxation consist in taxing
not have been perceptible. It would not have a few articles which are universally contaken a single bushel from the imports, nor sumed, and equally consumed by every
made any sensible addition to the price of bread. member of the population? Is it proper
That such would be the case is plain from the
fact that, supposing a quarter of wheat to yield that the poor should pay the same amount
4oolb. of flour, a duty of 3s. on the quarter would of taxation as the rich, and the rich the
not amount to more than about one-third of a same amount as the poor? I hope that
farthing per lb. on the bread made from it. But no members of the House will advocate
owing to the greatness of the importation, this
low duty would have made an important addi- such an opinion as that. If you adopt
tion to the public revenue. The nominal duty the principle of imposing duties upon a
of J s. yielded in the year ended 31 st Ma.rch, 1862, few articles, you adopt the very reverse of
no less than £800,846 net, and this sum might that doctrine which I have just read-you
have been doubled or trebled without sensible
injury to anyone. Sir Robert Peel, it is under- adopt the principle that every member of
stood, was inclined to raise the duty to 2s. or the community must pay precisely the
2s. 6d., but was deterred by a dislike to en- same amount of taxation. But by adoptcounter the clamour it would have occasioned. ing the principle of spreading the taxation
But that clamour being destitute of any good
foundation. would speedily have died away. The over a large number of articles, you make
duty would either have been forgotten, or it the rich pay, as far as possible, in prowould have been admitted tbat it was one of portion to the amount of his income,
the least objectional means of raising a revenue." because, as a general rule, men govern
Now the duty which the Government their expenditure by their income. In
propose to levy on grain is not levied on favour of extending the basis of taxation
the ground of protection, but for the pur- rather than restricting it, I will quote the
pose of raising revenue; while, at the words of one who must be regarded as a
same time, an injury is not done to the very high authority-namely, the late Sir
farmers by excluding them from any mea- George Cornewall Lewis, who, in introsure of protection which the Tal'iff may ducing his Budget in 1857, spoke as
confer. Another objection raised to the foUows:Tariff is, that too many articles are in" In dea.ling with the taxation of the current
cluded in it. I think what I have read year, I shall propose, therefore, to confine myself to those taxes which were imposed during
shows that the spreading of taxation over the
war, and I shall not make any modifications
a large number of articles, instead of a of any other portion of our taxation than that
small number, is to be approved rather which underwent revision during the war. In
than otherwise, as being a more equitable proposing the modifications which I am about
means of raising revenue. One of the to do, I would bear in mind the dictum of a
writer whose opinions I think should command
most important, indeed, the very first some authority in this House-a writer in no
principle of taxation is, that persons degree obnoxious to the charge of being a specu-
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lative theorist, but a. practical man, conversant
with various branches of economy, and particularly of agricultural economy-I mean Arthur
Young, whose Travels in England, Ireland, and
France are doubtless well known to members of
this House. After pointing out what are in his
opinion the principal attributes which a system
of taxation ought to possess, and dwelling especially upon the importance of equality, he
makes the following observations ;-' The mere
circumstance of taxes being very numerous, in
order to raise a given sunl, is a considerable step
towards equality in the burthen falling on the
people. If I were to define a good system of
taxation, it should be that of bearing lightly
on an infinite number of points, heavily on none.
In other words, that simplicity in taxation is
the greatest additional weight that can be given
to taxes, and ought in every country to be most
sedulously avoided.'''

That is the principle of confining taxation
to a few articles.
"Now, sir" (says Sir George Cornewall Lewis),
" that opinion, though contrary to much that we
hear at the present day, seems to me to be full
of wisdom, and to be a most useful practical
guide in the arrangement of a system of taxation."

No one, I think, will say that the late Sir
George Cornewall Lewis was an extreme
man. No man devoted a greater amount
of philosophical as well as practical attention to the subject of political economy
than he did. The principle of restricting
duties to a few articles of general consumption, such as tea and sugar, is, I
repeat, one which is utterly unjust and
uneven. I will now refer briefly to a few
observations which fell from the honorable
member for Sandridge. The honorable
member blamed the Government for not
expending sums of money which the House
had actually voted; but he seemed to forget that, if the House votes large sums of
money, it must supply the means, or the
money cannot be expended. To show that
the Government have endeavoured, to the
utmost of their power, to carry out the
votes of the House, I may state that they
have expended every farthing of the money
which they could spend, with the exception of £ 1,000. If the Government, instead of stopping, as they did, when their
revenue carne to an end, had obtained
advances from a bank for the purpose of
carrying out the votes of the House,
the first thing that the House would
have done would have been to have
passed a vote of censure upon us. Notwithstanding that the Opposition condemned the Ministry last year for obtaining
an advance from a bank for the purpose of
maintaining the actual existence of
Government, yet they now turn round and
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censure us because we have not procured
means to carry out. the votes of the House
for public wOl'ks. This is a most inconsistent argument. The honorable member
for Sandridge has made some remarks in
reference to the contract for the Rew
Asylum and some other Govemment contracts. He has blamed the honorable
member for East Bourke Boroughs (Mr.
C.ope) for interfering in the matter of the
Kew contract; but I mainta.in that it is
the duty of every member who sees any
public work carried on in a way in which
it ought not to be, to make a complaint
in the proper quarter. Notwithstanding
the insinuation of the honorable member
for Sandridge, the honorable member
for East Bourke Boroughs was perfectly
justified in calling the attention of the
Government, and of this House, to what
he conceived to be a flagrant violation of
a public contract. That the honorable
member was justified in the course he
took is proved by the fact that he was
supported by a large number of the most
respectable architects and builders in
the. city. The honorable member for
Sandridge also complained that a large
number of verdicts were obtained against
the Government in the Supreme Court.
He might have known that they were
obtained at a time when the other
branch of the Legislature, backed by the
honorable member and others, prevented an
arrangement with regard to the supplies.
During that time certain contrantors
brought actions against the Government
in the Supreme Court, and got judgments which the Government were bound
to satisfy. The honorable member also
alluded to the ci vii service regulations, which appear to be a sore point
with a number of members. As far
as I have been able to ascertain, those
civil servants who really deserve consideration, namely, those who are zealous
and anxious to discharge their duties
satisfactorily, are perfectly satisfied with
the regulations.
Those regulations do
not bear oppressively or unjustly upon any
member of the service, whose object is to
discharge his duties; and if there are
others who are not inclined to do so, they
are unworthy of consideration.
What
the Government had to do was simply to
pass regulations which would secure as
far as possible the efficiency uf the service,
and at the same time not bear harshly ,01'
unjustly upon any individual member o£
it. I believe that, as far as it is possible
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to do so by regulations, we have accomplished that object. Again, the honorable
member censured the Government for not
having taken steps to lease the railways.
Seeing that in England it is proposed that
the State should take the control of the
railways into its own hands, I think that
the Go,'ernment of this colony ought not
to part with our railways without very
great consideration. It is a matter in
which they ought not to act in haste, and
I think that they are justified in having
delayed entering into negotiations for disposing of the control of these great national
works. Another subject to which the honorable member referred was the" knock-out"
which occurred at the Geelong Junction,
on the occasion of the sale of some rail way
iron, and he blamed the Ministry'for not
having taken steps to prosecute the persons
who were alleged to have conspired to defraud the Government in connexion with
that matter. Proceedings, however, were
at once taken with the utmost vigour;
there was a prusecution before the Supreme
Court, and the Government did everything
in their power to bring the guilty parties
to justice. It was no fault of theirs if they
failed to accomplish that end. The honorable member has objected to the ironclad
placed at the disposal of the colony being
under the ordel's of the admiral of the
Australian stat.ion, and liable, in a case of
emergency, to be removed elsewhere. The
llOnorable member must be well aware
that in time of war the Imperial GO\Ter'nment can seize any vessel, even if it belongs
to a private individual; and if this power
exists with regard to vessels belonging to
private individuals, surely it is but reasonable that the same power should exist with
regard to a vessel placed at the disposal of
the colony by the Admiralty? I suppose
that the clause which the honorable member has read as to the conditions on which
this vessel is granted to us, was inserted to
prevent any misunderstanding on the subJect, though it merely expresses a power
which the Government would possess in
any case. In reference to the, statement
of the honorable member, that a case of
silk was sold for a large amount beyond
the value on which duty was paid, I am in
a position to assert that it is without foulJdation, as will be seen by the following
memorandum from the Inspector-General
of Customs:"Messrs. E, Cohen Rnd Co. received a consignment of two cases of silk per Solar, from London,
and they represented that the invoices were conMr. Macgregor.
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siderably 'salted,' and that they were desirous
of only paying duty according to the correct
value at the port of export, The consignees
were directed in the proper course, viz" to pass
a sight entry for the goods, which would enable
them to examine them, and place the value according to their estilllate. This was done; and
the proper officer, in order to fortify his decision,
obtained the opinion of a practical man from
three different houses, each of whom, without
communicating with the other, endorsed the
value as correet. The invoice value was £1,203
12s., the value for duty was £926 ISs., and the
duty paid amounted to £92 14s. I understand
that the silk was finally sold to Messrs. King
and Parsons, after considerable trouble, for £965
l!is It would thus seem that duty was charged
and paid on the full value."
If the honorable member was wrong in this
instance, it is fair to presume that he may
be. wrong in' other instances. As to the
charge made by the honorable member in
reference to the tenders for pipes for the
Coli ban water supply scheme, the lowest
tender was that of Messrs. Bright Brothers;
but as by some means Messrs. Bright had,
on a former occasion, evaded payment. of
wharfage rate on certain iron imported, it
was determined, to avoid disputes, to
annex a condition to the effect that the
acceptance of the tender should be subject
to their paying wharfage rat.es on the pipes
imported, or a duty equivHlent to the
present rate.
M,~ssrs. Bright Brothers
refused to take the contract on those terms,
and accordingly the tender of the next
lowest tenderers was accepted, the parties
undertaking- to pay duty to an amount
not exceeding the wharfage rate then
in force. I have a memorandum from
the Engineer-in-Chief for Water Supply,
which explains the circumstances more
fully, and I will lay it on the table
of the House for the information of
honorable members. I think that I have
now fully answered the charges which
the honorable member for Sandridge
has made against the Government. As to
the proposed Tariff, whatever defects it
may possess, the Government are quite
willing to have them pointed out. Any
suggestions which are fair and reasonable
will receive due attention at their hands,
and an effort will be made to make the
Tariff as perfect as possible. In preparing
the Tariff the Government were bound to
take into consideration the interests of a
large number' of persons, and it is quite
possible that it may not suit all members
who are even disposed to deal with it conscientiously and upon its merits. It is for
the House to consider whether the Tariff
is fair and just under the circumstances,
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and the Ministry are prepared to accept
the decision and to act upon it.
Mr. JONES.-I thought, sir, when
listening last night to the laboured and
lame attempt of the Minister of Customs
to defend this Tariff, that it was impossible
for any other Minister of the Crown to
make anything approaching to so lame a
defence. I regret that the Minister of
Mines has dispelled that illusion. However, we have a right to be grateful to
the Minister of Mines for having been so
far honest as to tell this House and the
country that the Ministry aim only at
revenue in the Tariff.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-Primarily.
Mr. JONES.-I accept that correction,
but I do not consider that it can properly
be called a correction. I suppose that the
primary object of the Ministry in this
Tariff is merely that it shall, if possible,
continue to divide part.ies in this House,
in order that they may continue to govern
the country. I think that some other
principle than this should be displayed in
what is intended to be a development of a
fiscal policy. I don't know whether this
Tariff may be considered an open question
with the Ministry. but certain I am that the
principles, or rather the principle, upon
which a Tariff has been built must be
an open question, because I find that the
Minister of Mines has distinctly contradicted the ground taken up by his colleague the Minister of Customs. The one
tells us that taxes should be levied on as
many articles as possible; and the other
gentleman tells us that taxation should be
confined to a limited group €)f articles.
Now either the Minister of Customs is
right, or the Minister of Mines is right;
both cannot be. It would be interesting
for the House to discover whether the
Tariff is built on the one principle or the
other, or whether it may be looked upon
as a sort of composite Tariff, got together
by every member of the Ministry throwing
in his own contribution without regard to
anything that was said, or thought, or
cared for by any other member. The
Minister of Mines has indicated that the
policy of the Government amounts to this
-that duties of more than 10 per cent.
will only lead to smuggling, and, therefore,
duties of more than 10 per cent. have not
been imposed. If this be the principle
which has guided the Government, I
should like to know how the Minister of
Customs can hope to raise half a million
of money from the duty on spirits? I
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suppose it will be admitted, even by the
Minister of Mines, that the duty upon
spirits is someth ing more than 10 per
cent. Half a million of revenue may not
be supposed to affect the principle upon
which this Tariff is based. Half a million
is so small a matter, that the Treasurer
simply refers to the proposed revenue
as exceeding three millions, when three
millions and a half, or something like that
amount, is intended. Now the Minister
of Mines told us that he is not aware that
any petition was ever presented to this
House asking for the imposition of duties
for protective purposes. Since 'when, sir,
has it been the custom for subjects of any
country to petition Parliament to impose
duties merely that they may have the
luxury of being taxed? If subjects apprvach Parliament in order to ask that
duties may be imposed, it must be primarily
with the view to protection being obtained.
But the Minister of Mines does not approve of the word "protection"- he
likes the wOFd "encouragement;" and I
should like to know what, besides the mere
word, the mere promise of encouragement,
will the artizans of this colony receive?
I should like to know where there is any
encouragement to Ol!lr artizans in the Tariff
now proposed to be BU bstituted for the
mongrel Tariff which last year ruled in
Victoria? We were told· by the Minister
of Customs that last year a limited amount
of revenue was obtained from the duty on
doors and window sashes, and the honorable geJ.ltleman went on to say he expected
that this year a larger amount would be
obtained; but he did not tell the House
that he was preparing the way for a larger
amount of revenue by reducing the duty
on those articles.
Mr. FRANCIS.-No.
Mr. JONES.-Last night the Minister
of Customs treated us to whole columns of
figures, which were just merely drawled
over for the purpose of tiring the House,
and sending members to sleep, and with
considerable effect. It is just possible
that the honorable gentleman'S figures
may be quoted to show that he has been
too hasty in saying that the Tariff does
not propose a reduction of the duty upon
doors and window sashes. The honorable
gentleman treated us last night to an essay
on etiquette. He came forward as a sort
of amateUl' Beau Nash-as a master of
ceremonies. The honorable gentleman
said he would not rise in his place to'
answer anybody less than an ex-Minister
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of the Crown, yet he did rise to answer
some one who was not an ex-Minister.
It must be admitted, howevEr, that the
honorable gentleman did not answer him.
Now the Minister of Customs is also one of
the representatives of Richmond, and upon
one occasion, to which I am about to refer,
the honorable gentleman, in a certain iron
pot at Richmond, held forth before his
constituents. He did not figure then as an
amateur Beau Nash-he cared not whether
a man was an ex-Minister of the Crown
-but was ready to answer everybody. On
that occasion the Minister of Customs
said"I come now to the duties upon salted provisions, including fish not otherwise enumerated,
and on doors and window sashes, which I find to
be 12~ and 15 per cent. respectively."
The honorable gentleman now says that it
is his intention to press through the House
a tariff which will give only 10 per cent.
duty on doors and window sashes; and
he has had the temerity to teU the House
that 10 per cent. is not less than 15.
We may accept many things from the
Minister of Customs, but, when we are
expected to receive from him new rules of
arithm~tic and lessons on etiquette, he is
trying the patience of the House rather
too far. It is quite clear that the Minister
of Customs calculates upon an increase in
the revenue from doors and window sashes,
because he has first of all determined to
legislate for that end, by reducing the
duty on doors and window sashes, in
order to reduce the encouragement for
colonial labour.
Mr. VALE.-The honorable member is
stating that which is not correct. It is
not proposed in this Tariff to alter the
duty on doors and window sashes.
Mr. JONES.-The Minister of Public
Works has, unintentionally, done violence
to the truth. As I think honorable members, and especially honorable members of
Ministry, should be acquainted with the
provisions of their own measure, I will
.quote from the Tariff certain of the
articles which are to be subjected to a 10
per cent. ad valorem duty. They are:"Apparel and slops and all articles made
up, wholly or in part, from fabrics of silk,
wool, cfJtton, linen, or mixed materials
(excepting corn and wool bags), boots and
shoes, doors and window sashes, gloves,
hats, caps and bonnets, hosiery, leatherware, saddles and harness." If the Minister of Customs had mere~y inteljected
" No," and if no other Minister had come
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to the rescue, I should not have troubled
about the proceeding; but, when another
member rises with the greatest possible
promptitude to back up the Minister of
Customs in his want of knowledge, I think
it but fair that the rebuttal should be made
clear and pointed. The Minister of Public
Works doubtless deserves considerable
credit for the pluck which he manifested
in coming to the rescue of his colleague;
but I think that, in the matter now under
consideration, as well as in the attempt to
sustain the mistake of the Minister of
Customs, and in the attempt to sustain the
still greater mistake of this miserable free
trade Tariff, the Minister of Public Works
will find, earlier or later, that he has loved
" not wisely, but too well." I know that
the Ministry are not wedded to the Tariff
now before the House. I know that the
Minister of Customs has been pursuing
protectionist members, endeavouring to
corner them, in order to obtain from them
a statement of the terms on which they
will allow the present Ministry to have a
new lease of office. The reason this House
was so scantily occupied last night was
not so much the dreariness of the speech
of the Minister of Customs - which,
goodness knows, was quite bad enough
-as that a certain humble addendum of
the Ministry had been endeavouring to
induce honorable members to inform the
Minister of Customs what he might do
to be saved. I believe that the Ministry
will accept the terms of the protectionist
members of this House; that they will
abandon the Tariff for a proposition of
nineteen or twenty articles, on which they
will put full protective duties; that all
raw materials will be exempted; and that
the Ministry will give God thanks ~or
another opportunity of misgoverning this
country. The Minister of Mines states
that it was very probable that the amendment moved by the honorable member
for Geelong East (Mr. Richardson), was
"flung" to him; that it was. not his own
amendment. I think the Minister of Mines
must know that, in former sessions of this
Parli~ment, much of the business of this
House was performed by a majority of the
House without the walls of this Chamber;
and that it was the good fortune of the
honorable gentleman to have two or three
amendments "flung" to him. The Minister of Mines has proved conclusively
that, if the present be a protectionist
Ministry, the Minister of Mines does not
know it. The honorable gentleman knows
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nothing of either free trade or protection.
He has treated us to-night to a jumbled
mass of extracts, taken from this, that,
and the other writer-every second extract
contradicting that which immediately preceded it-and he has been unable to ascertain the points of contradiction. The
Minister of Customs, in addressing his
constituents in December, 1865, said, "It
was not desirable to have such an extremely wide-spread Tariff as would make
it difficult of understanding." Here,
however, is a "wide-spread Tariff," a.nd
the Minister of Customs is himself an illustration of the ease with which that Tariff
may be misunderstood. He has prepared
a Tariff, and he does not understand it.
On the same occasion I find the Minister
of Customs stating : "It has been said of me, I believe, that I have
not changed my political opinions; but that, if
I have not, my colleagues have.
Without
replying to the first part of that remark, I may
say that I totally repudiate the second. It will
be understood that, in the Government departmental organization, acknowledged deference is
paid to the opinion of the officers of the departwent to which any matters might peeuliady
relate. Thus, in all matters of legality or of
constitutional or rhetorical practice, I should
be prepared to yield to my honorable colleagues
every precedence. But I believe I may claim
for myself, and for my honor!\-ble colleague the
Treasurer, that, where a business matter is to
be decided, the same deference should be paid to
us. Well, gentlemen. for the purpose ot' introducing to the country the financial scheme of
the Government, the question was remitted to
what I may be allowed to call a sub-committee
of the Ministry, which cons.isted of the Chief
Secretary, the Treasurer, and. myself. We came
to a conclusion, because we thought such a
conclusion desirable for many reasons, to reduce
the duty on tea, on sugar, on opium, and on
gold."

In those remarks, the Minister of Customs showed us how the first Tariff was
produced. I suppose that the sub-committee to whom the second Tariff was
referred consisted of the Minister of Customs, the Chief Secretary, and possibly
the Attorney-General, as I think that the
free trade proclivities of the Ministry
must have prevailed over the at one time
aruent protectionist principles of the Minister of Customs. If the Minister of Customs believed in the Tariff which he gave
to his cunstituents, as the result of the
united intellect of himself, the Treasurer,
and the Chief Secretary, it is difficult to
understand why there should be so radical
a change so soon. If the former Tariff
was, as it was believed to be, only the thin
end of the wedge to give protection to this
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country; if it was so mild an affair that a
certain honorable member, now a member
of the Ministry, felt bound to oppose it;
we might fairly have expected that any
further change in the Tariff would have
been in the direction of protection. The
Ministry, finding that tney had used protectionists as far as protectionists would be
used, went into the Border Customs treaty
with the full intention of catching the
votes of honorable members on the Opposition side of the House. Having failed in
their object, the Ministry offer this Tariff
as a further sop; and I believe that, if they
cannot obt.ain the votes of the Opposition
by that means, they will try baGk, and ask
once more to be taken into the confidence
of the protectionists, and in return they
will accept any other proposition, however
humiliating it may be, which the protectionist members of this House may desire.
Under the old Tariff, the hatters had a duty
of something like 33 per cent. I saw yesterday, by the papers, that the Minister of
Customs had entered into a kind of wordy
warfare with a deputation of hatters, and
that he succeeded in non-plussing some of
the members of that deputation. Now I believe it will be admitted that the protection
of the hat trade gave employment to a number of persons who, before that time, were
. not engaged in this colony in following
the trade which they had learned in the
mother country; but immediately the
hatters have attained to a certain degree
of strength in their business-immediately
after they have established their workshops and invested their capital-they are
to be served as the vignerons were served
a little while since. No doubt we shall be
told that the hatters, after all, are not a
very numerous class; but, whether they
be a numerous or a small anu insignificant
class, it is the duty of the Ministry and
the House to keep faith with them. If
the Government leave the hatters in the
lurch, other trades will fear to take the
woru of this Ministry for anything what-'
ever. I have been at the trouble to communicate with different hatters on this
subject, and, to one of my communications,
I have received the following reply:"Your note of the 8th instant came duly to
hand, and in reply I beg to say that no duty was
paid on hatters' material prior to the Tariff now
introduced. I think you are also quite correct
in stating that we are now liable to a duty of 10
per cent. on silk, and 5 per cent. on all other
material in connexion with our trade, so that
the proposed alterations will reduce the duty on
the ordinary' bell-topper' to, say, 6d. per hat;
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whereas by the late Tariff of 4s. per cubic foot, just as much as he pleases shall be flung
the rate was fully 3s. The cost of materials to to the representatives of the different
make a hat, such as would be charged 1 is. net
from England, would be about 8s. ; the wages tirades. But I think the meddling with
paid in the colony for the making up of the these duties must belong to this House
same is 6s., which makes 14s. in all; and as the and not to the Minister of Customs. I
expense of shipping the 11 s. hat from England, don't think this country should be governed
without duty, is as near as possible 3s., you can
see at a glance that the manufacturer can nearly by deputations. It is all very well that
'compete with what I might call legitimate im- deputations should occasional!y intervene.
porters. The uncertain and speculative con- For instance, when the Minister of Lands
signments are the greatest drawback. They proposed to alienate 200,000 acres by sale at
destroy the colonial producer, inasmuch as he, auction, in order to make up a certain dewithout warning, is brought into competition
with goods that must be sold at any price, and ficiency-and considering that Parliament
thus a stiff duty is required to keep these had not beeIl called together within a
people from swamping the market, and to reasonable time-it was quite fitting and
enable the colonial manufacturer to produce proper that the :\1inister of Lands should
his hats without a ruinous competition. This
can be accomplished without any increase of be informed by members of this House
price to the customer, as it is well known that, that he was overstepping the law; that
wherever manufactories are established, the he was evading a clause put into the
employers are sufficiently alive to their own Land Act by members of this House, exinterests to keep the price of their productions
within reasonable bounds. This, in my opinion, pressly for the purpose of giving the
should be the aim and end of all protective Legislative Assembly power to control
duties: to encourage native industry, to teach sales at auction. I know that there was
our children the art of manufacturing, and to a miserable pretence that the Minister of
keep our artizans employed. For this they are
quite ready and willing. Men left the remote Lands had not attended to the Land Act
region of Queensland, where they were quietly in that matter; that he was not aware he
tending sheep; others came from the neighbour- ought to have done a certain something
ing culonies of South Australia and New South . which certainly he did not do. There
Wales; more than one who left England with
a view to better their condition, and were com- was indeed a certain poetical bit of gossip
pelled to break stones for want of other em- about a certain Highland shepherd, ofa parployment; and also a number of men who have ticularly valuable character-of a character
been following uncertain mining occllpations- so valuable, indeed, as to warrant the Acall these found their way to Melbourne, and
were fully employed in the hat trade while the climatization Society in bagging. him, if
late Tariff was in operation. What are they to the Minister of Lands did not. This irredo now? Will you transfer the ad vantages pressible shepherd, having £3,000 or
derived by these people to others sixteen thou- £5,000 at his disposal, immediately ensand miles from hence? Surely there is a great
responsibility resting on the heads of those who, listed the sympathies of the Minister of
by false promises, led these poor people to Lands in his favour, to such an extent as
believe that they could follow their legitimate to induce that honorable gentleman to put
occupations in this their adopted country. I up certain lands for sale by auction. The
might inform yoll, in conclusion, that the sale took pla.ce, but the Highland shepherd
retail price of the black Paris hat was not indid not tUl'll up, and sOlllehow the ·Jand
creased during the late measurement duties."
went as the deputation told the Minister
This letter is from Mr. Mason, the hat- of Lands it would go-just so much as
maker, of Collins street-a person well was sold went at a miserable fraction over
qualified to give an opinion on the subject; £ 1 per acre, and the greater portion of
and with all respect to the Minister of the land, no thanks to the Minister, was
Customs, I rely as much upon the evidence not purchased at all. But the Minister of
which may be given by a tradesman as to Lands was at that time evading the 68th
his own business, as upon returns which clause of the Amending Land Act of
may.he brought up at any time for any 1865. I think under such circumstances
purpose from the custom-house. Now as it was perfectly allowable for members of
. far as the hatters are concerned, we find this House to constitute themselves a
that, instead of' a duty of something like deputation, to tell the Minister of Lands
33 per cent., they are to have a duty of 10 that they knew he was doing something
per cent., and their raw materials, accord. which was not exactly consistent with his
ing to the Tariff, will be taxed also 10 per professions in this House. Moreover, the
cent. for the silk plush, and 5 per cent. for proceeding came with a very bad grace
the other material. I know that the Mi- from an honorable gentleman who, two or
nister of Customs has been promising three days before, had been deluding the
deputations, in his autocratic style, that country with promises of free selection
Mr. Jones.
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before survey; who had been showing a
disposition to ruin the squatters, at the
same time telling the coun try that the
squntters should not Le utterly ruined. I
think the squatter class, the trading class,
and the manufaeturingclass in this co~ntry
deserve to be dealt with equitably, and
according to law; and should not be
ruined entirely, or even in part, by any
honorahle gentleman who may chance, by
accident or any other reason, to fill 01'1.
position in the Government. I think that
the squatters have been much injured,
and I cannot see that the country has beeR
benefited by the depreciation of squattingproperty consequent on that ill-judged and
boasting observation of the Minister of'
Lands. I' He was responsible to this HOllse
for the administration of the Land Act;
he was responsible to the Supreme Court
for his law." This was the way in which
the deputat.ion were lorded over. The
deputation did not come to ask for free
selection before survey. Bllt the speech
was a deliberately-planned affair. The
deputation was merely a theatrical trick,
to enable the Minister of Lands to let
off something with which to captivate the country. The Ministry have
endeavoured to govern by surprises, and
this announcement of the Minister of
Lands to the Mount Moriac deputation
was one grand coup. But I think it beneath the dignity of this House to let the
Tariff be settled by mere .deputations to
the Minister of Customs. I say that the
hatters, having been induced by the promises of the Government to invest capital,
and abandon other employments, in 'order
to pursue their original trade, and this
having been done without increasing the
price of the article they produce to the
consumer, they are entitled ~o be furnished
with some reason for this change in the
policy of the country. We have heard no
statement in justification of the change.
We have been told by the Tl'easurerwho, coming fresh from England, has
learned apparently some free trade notions,
or at all events has had his faith in protection weakened-that these duties are put
on, not fOt' protective purposes, but as a
mere matter of revenue. If we were told
anything by this Ministry, as -a Ministry
-if we were told anything by gentlemen
who are now members of the Ministry,
and who fought the battle of protection on
the floor of this House-it was that the
late Tariff was to be a step in the right
direction-the "thin end of the wedge"
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-and that it W{!,S not worth while for us
t-e fash ourselves about the provisions of
that measure, as it was merely overshadowed by the constitutional difficulty,
and therefore should be taken just as it
was. In fact we were to do as we were
bid, and accept what the Ministry chose
to give us. Now we find, without any
reason assigned to this House, without any
pretence of an excuse, because the Minister
of Customs has told us there has been no
failure in the new duties-that they have
produced quite as much as was expected
-there is to be a radical chnnge in the
fiscal policy of the country. It would be
absurd to suppose that we are to deal
with this Tariff merely as a matter of
detail. Either the Ministry believe there
is a principle in their Tariff or they are in
the wrong place. They should be prepared to teil us whether the Tari ff is
protective or free trade. If they do not
know, I think they might call in the assistance of some members of the mercantile
and trading public, and allow them an
opportunity of deciding the question for
them. I trust this debate will occupy yet
many days 0; and that the matter will be
so ventilated before arriving at any decision, that the country shall know the
mIserable sham which it ha~ supported,
believing it to be a protectionist Ministry.
I find that, as far as the Treasurer is concerned, it is very doubtful whether he
ever believed in the protectionist proclivities of this Ministry. I find that, on
the 22nd February, last year, the honorable
gentleman is made to say" Even if there were a protectionist Ministry
in office - such a Ministry as the honorable
member for St. Kilda professed to wish to seeand the Ministry desired to give the experiment
of protection a fair trial, they would not begin
with such a dose as the honorable member
desired to see tried."
That dose was, I think, protection to
some fifteen or sixteen articles; and the
Ministry, at the present time, are playing
with and endeavouring to hook the protectionis,t party in this House with the promise
of protection to some nineteen articles. I
shouM Eke to 'know what difference there
is between the two propositions-protection on fifteen or sixteen and protection
on nineteen articles. At that time the
Minister of Public ·Works knew that
the Tariff proposed by the Government.
was not such a Tariff as would suit the
country. On one occasion he explained
to his constituents, that, after three days
careful consideration, he had arrived at
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the conclusion that the Tariff was not a really know whether the primary design of
protectionist measure-that it was not the the Government is to obtain revenue
Tariff promised to the country by the merely, or whether t.hey desire to give
Minister of Customs in his speech at opportunities for teaching trades to the
Richmond on the 22nd February, 1866. children 'now growing up in this colony?
The Minister of Public Works stated in We were told last night by the Minister
of Customs, that this colony is to be a
this House"He voted against the Tariff, but for the great industrial school. This colony will
reason that he did not think it sufficiently be a great poor-house shortly, unless
protective. But when he found that the pro- proper means be used to give employment
tectionists took up the battle of this Tariff, he
had no question as to where he should range to the people. It was the inj unction of
himself, and accordingly he had since ranged kings and queens, from time to time, in
himself with the majority in favour of the the mother country, that means should be
Tariff of the last and present Parliaments."
devised by which "the poor should be set
The honorable member for Ballarat West on work;" but, in this colony, the unwise
had not at that time been created Minister descendants of that race tell us that duties
of Public Works. I think the statement shall be levied for revenue purposes chiefly,
which I have quoted might have warranted and whether the people be employed or
us in looking to that honorable gentleman whether they have to learn to be flunkeys,
for the exertion of his influence in the loafers, or idlers about .the streets, shall
Cabinet to obtain a further concession to depend merely on the chapter of acciprotectionist principles. But we find that dents.
We were told on one occasion
the duty on doors and window sashes is to by the Minister of Justice, that it was a
be reduced from 15 to 10 per cent., and most important thing for this country
that the hat trade is to be ruined. This is that we should protect, foster, and enthe further concession-the larger measure coura~e the growth of wheat as a means
of protection-for which we have waited. of national defence.
I believe that
The Minister of Public Works, in the the means of national defence will be
course of the same speech, went on to found altogether too much for this colony
saybefore we have done with them. I be" He had never sought to hide the fact that he lieve the colony might find its best defence
went beyond the majority of the Ministry in in proper commercial amity with the
reference to the character of the protection
afforded by the present Tariff; and that he nations of the world; and that the colony
could not accept the measure as any final and is more likely to be ruined by its defenders
distinct settlement of the question of pro- than by its assailants. The Government,
tection."
of which the Minister of Justice is now a.
It will be an interesting fact for this member, comes before the House with a
House when it has some evidence before proposition to give just as they ~ave on a
it that the Minister of Public V\T orks does former occasion-the very smallest posgo beyond his colleagues in opinion as to sible instalment of what is demanded by
what should be the protectionist character the country. They will not put upon
of the Tariff. That there could be no wheat a really protective duty, which
doubt in the mind of the honorable member might have the effect of stimulating the
that the country had spoken in favour of a production of wheat here, and inducing
protective policy will be shown by another our own farmers to supply our own wants.
extract : They propose to give, instead of 1s., some"Two general elections-those of 1861 and
1864-(said the Minister of Public Works), thing like 4!d. or 4td. per bushel, which
willed protection. The majority that carried cannot do the farmers much good, if any.
the Tariff in the As'sembly last session was as They propose to do this, at the same time
46 to 23."
informing the country that nothing COllThen, sir, I should like to know what tained in the Tariff shall prevent an
reason can be assigned for perhaps the arrangement with the farmers of South
only genuine protectionist in the Ministry ..Australia. The farmers are to have a
giving in his adhesion to the Tariff now duty of 4~d. per bushel on wheat,
before the House? No doubt we shall and at the same time be exposed to a
.hear again and again that everything is to ruinous competition with the agriculturists
be changed in committee.
Will such a of South Australia, whose farms have been
change be made in committee that the established for years; and this is done by
House will understand something about a Ministry who have promised to foster
the principle of the Tariff-that we shall and encourage the industries of this land.
Mr. Jones.
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I am glad the Minister of Mines does not
call himself a protectionist. I am glad
that, having abandoned the principie, he
has· had the goodness to declare himself
ashamed of the name. I think the Ministry, as a whole, might declare themselves
ashamed of the name. But, returning to
the Minister of Public Works, I find that
honorable gentleman on the 2nd March
last, during the debate on the third reading of the Supply Bill, stating" Fifteen months ago he endeavoured to prevent the prot ectionist party accepting a Tariff
which he did not think to be sufficiently protective in its charactep to meet the wishes of the
community."

If he did not consider that Tariff" sufficiently protective to meet the wishes of
the community," I should like to know how
he can find in this Ta'riff anything to meet
either its wishes or its wants? Will it
meet the wishes' of those men who this
day, by petition, from Ballarat and elsewhere, ask this House to consider the
desirability of fostering their industry?
Would it not be worth while for the
country to consider whether the acclimatisation of an industry might not be as
valuable to the colony at large, as the
acclimatisation of some rare and useless
animal? I believe the 'Colony has expended
large sums, and perhaps with very little
effect, in endeavouring to acclimatise the
salmon in our waters. Would it not
be as well to consider the means by
which Great Britain has raised herself to her present position? Do not
honorable members know enough of the
history of the mother land to be able to
look back to the time when kings and
queens, aided by wise counsellors, held out
inducements to mechanics, cunning men,
men learned in handicrafts and all the lore
of industry, to come from this 'and that
foreign country and sett1e in Great
Britain? Do they not know that privileges
were conceded and protection given to
these men, and that by this accretion of
industrial knowledge Great Britain carne
to be the wonder that Great Britain now
is in the world? Do they suppose that
by any sudden somersault, without laqour,
this colony will arrive at great mechanical
excellence? Let them look to the triumphs
of such men as Watt, Stephenson, Arkwright, and BruneI. Let them remember
that such men are the choicest products of
any civilized community-that one such
a man can do more to exalt a nation than
whole armies. This being the fact, shall
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we not legislate in such a way as to endeavour to acclimatise industries here, and to
enable our sons to learn profitable trades P
Is it to be supposed that Great Britain is
the land she is merely because she has somewhere about 30,000,000 of Anglo-Saxons
in her dominions? Is it to be supposed
that Great Britain owes her strength and
power to the mere number of her population ? Was not France almost ruined by
the fact that her trained men-not mere
people-but the right people-left her
when the Edict of Nantes was annulled?
England availed herself of that opportunity, and of many such opportunities ofattracting skilled artizans to her shores,
until now she has arrived at a point that,
with a population of about 30,000,000, her
me.chanical power is equal to 500,000,000.
It is by this steady advance in mechanical wealth that England has been able
to defy competition on the seas, and to
oppose a world in arms. And yet we,
the descendants <>f these men, are to treat
our artizans, the possessors of mechanical
skill who come to us, as hewers of wood
and drawers of water, to tell them that we
will deny them the privileges which our
forefathers gave their class in other days.
The honorable the Treasurer -on his recent
visit to England, when learning how to
govern the colony to suit the projects of
the mother country, delivered a lecture
at Black burn apologizing for democracy,
which I read with much pain. If there
is any man who should not apologize for
democracy, but should glory in it, it is the
honorable the Treasurer of this colony.
Democr.acy must have sh-own him that it
can give magnificent rewards for very
moderate services. This country stands
before the world an exam pIe that a
democmcy can be wise and calm even
under great provocation. The principle
of self-goverument has never been vindicated with greater force in the world
before. I think that a very poor return
for all that democracy and the colony
have done for the Treasurer is to be
found in the fact that, in his last utterance, he tells us that his new Tariff is
intended for revenue, and not for protection. I am aware that, at a meeting of
farmers got up by a Ministerial agent,
-certain sages agreed to three resolutions.
The first thanked Ministers for acknowledging the principle of' protection, which
they have denied; but there have been so
many instances of Ministerial insincerity,
that these f8irmers, it appears, do not even
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believe Ministers in their own denial. The
second resolu tion expr essed approv!tl of
the Government proposition, and the third
desired that the proposition should be
altered. If anything were needed to prove
that these rel'olutions had a Ministerial
foundation, it would be found in that, like
the Tariff itself, the one contradicts the
other. The Minister of Mines knows
nothing about the Tariff; consequently
I am not surprised at his supporting it.
But I should have been surprised if: understanding the Tariff, he had then supporteu
it. The Minister of Public Works went
.on in his address to say" He would have been glad if the shape of the
Tariff could· have been altered to meet the
protection view."

Well, the Tariff has been altered to m~et
some view, and is the honorable gentleman prepared to stand up in this House
and defend the alteration? The honorable
gentleman also said that" Protectionists did not accept the Tariff as a
permanent measure. He had never lauded it to
the skies as being likely to produce vast results. On the contrary, 'he did not think that
it was the wisest introductien of a protective
policy."

Is the present Tariff intended to be the
wisest introduction of a protective policy?
We had this apology for adopting the Tariff
we did adopt, that a great constitutional
question overshadowed it; but we have
no such apology now. Anyone who
fails to enter his protest against the
principle of this Tariff, or rather its
want of principle, cannot understand the
protectionist theory, but is coutent to
aHow that principle to be insulted, for
Ministers are not satisfied with abandoning the principle, they endeavour to kick
down the ladder by which they have risen ..
They have from time to time thrown out
hints to the squa.tters, they have ·sueceeded
in fooling all parties, and now I think it
is high time the country should understand what it is likely to obtain from the
McCulloch Administration. No possible
comp,'omise can be so ruinous as the policy
now introduced. More than that, if this
Tariff is to be modified by deputations, I
am afraid that those deputations which
are not well dressed and well introduced
will receive little courtesy and attention
from that master of etiquette, the Minister
of Customs. For instance, there were
some poor bellows-makers, who, earning
their living by raising the wind, naturally
thought that they might receive consider-:
ation from a Government which had been
Mr. Jones.
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at so many shifts to raise the wind itseir.
They appointed a deputation, not of the
smartest looking fellows I have seen in
the world, and this deputation waited
patiently, day after day, for the
troubling of the waters; but the
Minister of Customs-the angel who
was to do the work-came not. Knowing that the Minister of Customs-who
does the colony the honour of drawing a
handsome salary for very little exertion on
his part, and whose friends have a facility
for doing neat things in imports--entertains a great opinion of a certain figure in
arithmetic-number one-the deputation
resolved at last to call at the Minister's
private. office. They found him there, and
were gruffly told to go to the CustomTo the Custom-house they went
hquse.
again, and, after being rudely treated by
the honorable gentleman in the lobby, they
obtained an interview. Still they were
not allowed to speak. Everything was
anticip!tted, and everything refused. As
it was evident that the honorable gentleman had the power to make or unmake
taxes according to the digestibility or
indigestibility of his breakfast, they
asked if bellows could be called furniture; the answer was " No." " With
bated breath and whispering humbleness,"
they suggested woodenware.
,. No."
Leather-work? "No." Mixed materials?
" No." We may be told that so small an
industry as this one is not to be considered;
but is not national wealth made up of
small industries, and are no industries to
be fostered save those which are strong
enough to protect themselves?
When
this Assembly performs its duty and takes
upon itself to say what shall and what
shall not be taxed, even bellows-makers
will, I think, receive the consideration
whieh the Minister of the department
could not bestow on them. Proceeding a
little further with the address of the
Minister of Public Works, I find that the
honorable gentleman stated"If a fresh Tariff should be needed in the
next session there would be a fair field, during
the long prorogation, which would probably
take place, to mature plans."

Will the honorable gentleman tell this
House that he accepts the matured pIau
which his colleagues have forced upon him
as a fair development ofa protective policy?
I do not think so. I cannot believe that
the honorable gentleman's advocacy of protection during the many years when he was
the mainstay of the prindple 011 Ballarat
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means nothing. He told us that 'he had
as decide<l v iews with regard to a protective policy as honqrable members could
have. When the honorable member rises
we shall know how decided his views are.
If he does defend the Tariff, he will be the
first to speak in its favour. The Treasurer
gave us facts and figures, with a few
remarks by way of placebo to the free.
tradel's and of provocation to the protec.
tionists. The Minister of Customs wanted
somebody .biggpr, but surely not betterlooking, than the honorable member for
Normanby to reply to.
The ~PEAKER.-I must call the
honorable member to order. He cannot
discuss speeches which have been made in
committee.
1'11'. McCANN submitted thnt much
latit.ude had been allowed to the Minister
of Customs.
The SPEAKER.-I laid down the rule
when the debate commenced. It is one of
the rules of Parliament, and not of 'my
own.
It is not in order to refer to
speeches made in committee. The resolutions before the HouRe open up the whole
question sufficiently for discussion.
Mr. JONES.-I trust no time will be
wasted in discussing the point of order.
I will avoid reference to speeches in committee; but I think I may say .that no
member of the Ministry !Jas anywhel'e
attp,mpt.ed to defend this miserable Tariff,
Will the Minister of Public 'Yorks defend
it, or will he tell us that the Ministry will
accept I\nythillg rather than the something
which they have hitherto so skilfully
avoided? c, Only get into committee,"
some honorable members' have already
been told, "and we will concede everything." The honorable gentleman declared
in March last that"He dill not think protectionists would act
wisely in turning asicie from that to which they
bad distinctly and ·publicly pledged themselves."
I trust that the honorable gentleman will
not turn a.'iide. Surely his advocacy of
protect.ion has been of longer growt.h, and
should he of more value than any mushroom affection for the Ministry. A leaky
Ministry at first withheld information as
to tbeir intentions of taxing cereals.
Still the policy leaked out during the
discussion on the border treaty. Ministers would not tell their supporters; but a
certain honorable member who glorifies
another place could go about with a klJowing look, could shake his finger wisely, and
could tell exactly what duty would be
VOL. III.-2 E
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proposed. Then some leaky Minister gave
the informat.ion to the press, but not to
the Ministerial ol'gan. An illicit intercourse was established with allothel' papel',
and the Ministerial organ was found denouncing the policy it is now prepal'ed to
defend, The Minister of. Customs hns
told the public that newspapers do not
disseminate knowledge. I suppose that
he confines his reading to the Govel'llment
organ, and t,hat therefore he is a lamentable result of the perusal of such literature.
The honorable gentleman does not object
to a tax on knowledge, because he kllows
that he would be pretty well exempt
from its operation. I have quoted enough
£i'om the Minister of Pu olic Works to
show that he will have a difficult
task to defend a Tariff which the honorable the Treasurer declares is not introduced as a protection measure. If the
honorable gentleman doe!'; not occupy
his place as the representative of a large
section of the protection party, it is a
puzzle why he WaR ever sent into the
House at all. We ha.ve been told that
the honOl'able member who submitted the
amendment did not gi ve any lengthy
reasons in support of it. But surely it
speaks fOl' itself? Putting on taxes cannot
promote commerce._ nor is· pl'otection
afforded unless substantial duties are
placed on art.icles for the production of
which the colony is adapted. I am acquainted with one trade which deals with
an article of almost universal consumption,
and without being indebted to which few
honorable members would care to take
theil' places here. I refer to tailors. What
has been done for this useful and numerous, though humble, class? There is
to be a duty of 10 per ceut. on slops and
apparel, and also a dut.y of 5 per cent.
on all woollens, and t.hen, because the
custom-house is so gloriously managed
that it does not contain an expert who can
estimate the value of such goods, cloths
which contain ever so litt.le silk-just
enough to swear by-will be charged with
a 10 per cent. ad valorem duty. The
duty will be 11 per cent to the tailor,
who must discover his protection between
that rat.e and the amount ch~l'ged on
slops. Is that a development of a protective policy? When the McCu110ch Administration promised that they would
p:ive protection, the people of this country.
cheered t.hern to the echo. Now there is an
endeavour to resuscitate their popularit.y.
Some members of the protection party
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think that they should be further trusted.
I would myself be glad to accept a sound
protective policy from any party, but we
must have sufficient guarantees given
us. Weare warned against a coalition with the free traders. Judging
from the present Ministry, no doubt
coalitions are to be dreaded; but surely
some arrangement can be made for protectionists to obtain a recognition of
that principle, the Ministerial promise of
recognizing which has not been fulfilled.
What reason' is there that both parties
should not agree in condemning a Tariff
which is in violation of all sound policy?
The science of government is a compromise. Even the Minister of Justice agrees
with Mr. Mill in that. Besides, protectionists are not the enemies of importers.
Protectionists must be indebted to importers for the raw material of their several
industries; and until our industries become
established, the semi-manufactured article,
which it is proposed to tax from 5 to 10
per cent., is our raw material. The Minister of Customs, who talks about taxing
luxuries, proposes to raise an immense
amount on imported woollens. Possibly we
shall soon have a mill in operation, and shall
be producing tweeds, in which, from the
difficulty of procuring devil'a dust and
shoddy, the best wool will be used. When
that time comes I shall be prepared to
foster that industry. But is everything
to be taxed, is a whole trade to be ruined
because we have the prospect of producing
one kind of cloth? All the members of
the Ministry are now so far civilized as to
believe in breeks, and why should they
deny protection to the tailor? Weare not
likely to make calico yet awhile, nor muslin,
and even Ministers, I presume, believe in
muslin. The House is to be muzzled, and
the country is to be muzzled also. A tax
on calico cannot be defended on protective
principles. It encourages nothing, and it
will drive the shirt-makers and the slopmakers from their business. There never
was a' greater sham than this Tariff, and
,the worst thing about it is that it pretends
to do good to our industries. I am sorry
that matters have been introduced into
this debate which need not have been.
The honorable member for East Bourke
has been blamed for the loss the country has
sustained in the matter of the Kew Lunatic Asylum; but the fault clearly lies with
the Chief Secretary, who should have
called on Mr . Wardell to declare the contract void under its terms, instead of
Mr. Jones.
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taking upon himself to annul it. Howe,rer,
I do not think the colony will be ruined
by the costs.. If the colony could be
easily ruined," it would have been ruined
already by past years of misrule. It is
only necessary for the colony now to
understand what its Ministers are. The
colony should know that it has Ministers
who admit that reductions in the civil
service are possible, but who dare not
make them, who would rather throw the
onus of the "illodorous" task on others.
We have a measure of their calibre in the
attempt they have made to introduce administrative economy. They have matured their plans, and the glorious result
is, that sixpence per day is taken off the pay
of the railway porters. I could not have
believed that any Ministry would have
been guilty of so contemptible a meanness.
If these men, disgusted with such a.
reward for long years of servitude, should
throw up their situations, and give way
to cheaper and less competent men, what
might be the result? Perhaps a railway
accident, such as this colony has hitherto
been wonderfully clear from. If, as it is
said, certain things will not mend until a
bishop or a member of Parliament has
been sacrificed, I trust that the frightful
example in our case will be a responsible
Minister, and not a private member of
the House. Rumour has it that the £2,000
saved in this direction is to compensate
for the non-removal of a certain member
of the civil service, who was to have
been dismissed, and who was not. The
Opposition is taunted with not, suggesting
reductions, and with not bringing down a
better fiscal scheme. But honorable members have no opportunity of acquainting
themselves with the necessary figures.
Even if they move for returns which
would tell against the Government, those
returns are delayed. The Minister of
J llstice, when not Minister of Justice,
could ask for a return, and could condemn the appointment of magistrates
for political ends, and when his attention
is called to the fact that that return
is not presented, he makes a flippant
remark as to his being satisfied without it. I trust that honorable members
are not satisfied. I trust that they will
satisfy themselves, by an examination of
late appointments, whether or not the
present Minister of Justice is less likely
to degrade the bench than his far more
brilliant predecessor.
We are not, it
seems, to have the promised reduction of
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expenditure, although the cost of Government has reached five guineas per head.
Weare told that this amount is not all
taxation; but the fact of the expense is the
same, whether the money comes from the
custom-house or the public estate. Sooner
. or later it must come from the customhouse, if the Minister of Lands is allowed
to squander the public estate as he has
been doing, and as he will continue to do,
unless this House speaks out and insists
upon the observance of its Acts. I do not
believe the country has reason to be particularly grateful to that honorable gentleman.
Time after time.we have seen people induced to attend selections, only to find that
the best allotments have been' withdrawn,
to be eventually sold by auction. If there
is an overpraised man in Victoria it is the
Minister of Lands. He owes much of the
praise with which he has been beslavered
to the fact that he has a considerable sum
to disburse among the newspapers. Last
year the expenditure on advertisements
was somewhere about £5,000. This year
the Government tax paper and printing
materials; but they say there shall be
£12,000 expended in advertising, if the
newspapers severally and collectively
are good Ministerialists, This is the
way retrenchment is to be carried out.
£2,000 is to be saved from the miserably
underpaid railway porters, and an additional
£7,000 is to be given away in Government
advertisements. From all such retrenchment, and fJ;om the McCulloch Administration which can propose it, every
one here, except Ministers themselves, will
join me in saying, "Goodness deliver us."
But, sir, it will be well for us to consider
whether the Government ha ve actually
prepared for all the great liabilities which
are to come upon us. We have been told
that we are going to sell the little Victoria,
and that we are to have a wooden frigate.
Already that wooden frigate is being
equipped at the cost of the colony; and is
to be officered, manned, and armed at the
cost of the colony; and is to be brought
out here by a gentleman who is a
protege of the Treasurer, I suppose, and
who will be the commodore of this station.
Perhaps this ship will be called the Verdant.
I cannot find any provision on the Estimates for the cost of all this. The ,"white
elephant," the iron-clad-of which we are
first to have the pup in the shape of a
wooden frigate - is something merely
looming in the future, but which will
always be at our service till we want her.
2E2
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But, though I cannot find any preparation
on the Estimates for these things, I find
that Her Majesty's troops in this (1010ny are
to cost us £ 18,000; that our share of the
marine survey is to cost us £2,500; the
naval training ship, £5,000; the Volunteer
department, a little over £33,000; the
Victoria steam sloop, about £1.1,000. In
addition, we are to expend about £10,000
under the head of "military buildings, &c."
The total of these items is about £79,000.
But what is our little navy to cost?
Who is to feed the "white elephant?',
Who is to groom that tremendous animal? I should like to know what this
colony has a right to be grateful for in this
matter? I believe it is well understood
that a gentleman who recently departed
from these shores, and who was sympathized
with as a ruined man, because he had acted
on certain advice given him by his responsible advisers, was to be considered in the
mission undertaken by the Treasurer. It
was not one of the instructions from this
House to the Treasurer, but it was an instruction which went forth from every
generous heart. I cannot believe that Sir
Charles Darling is to be entirely lost sight
of; and yet this session has passed so far
without one word of recommendation from
the Government as to what course should
be adopted towards that man, who sacrificed so much for Victoria. I am sure
that a Ministry which has sacrificed all it
promised to the protectionists is prepared
to sacrifice everything that may stand in
its way, or be likely to interfere with the
carrying out of its own projects. I dare
say we shall have, from time to time, fitful
promises of protection from the Ministry;
but whenever it shall be necessary to stop
the complaining of the free trade partythe bona fide Opposition - they will
quietly sacrifice one interest and then
another; first the vigneron will be de-.
stroyed, presently they will swallow the
hatter, next eat the tailor, and so trade
after trade will be thrown to the Opposition as a placeho. Then Ministers will
say, "Have we not been consistent?"
Yes, sir, they have been consistent.
They have sought office at any price,
and they have kept office by any means.
The country has a right to know from those
members of the Ministry who have called
themselves protectionists how, without
formally renouncing the doctrine of protection, they can defend the policy of the
present Tariff, even in the tame and
miserable manner in which they have,
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enden.,\"ouTed to do so. The colony has a (" No.") I sn.y "yes "-that e~-ery 1'emark
right to be gO\'erued UpOll some recogn ized which fell Irolll the honorable member for
principle. I cannot. helreve that protec- Ballarat East in' displtragement of the
tionists will be toyed antI played with any Treasurer's mission to England was
. longer. There are members who have cheered by members 011 the Opposition
stood on the floor of this House year aftel' benches.
year in advocaey of protecl.ion, and who
Captain MAC lVlAHO~.-No.
Mr. VALE.-The honorable member
support.ed t.he Government in t.he constitutional struggle like men, believing that forWest Melbourne may have been silent,
the recognit.ion of the principle of pro- while, perhaps, he rejoiced at the cheers
tection by the Ministry would repay them and partizan feeling which were given
for nil t.he trou hIe they took. They now utterance to. I do not deny that the
find, as the result of nIl their labour and honorable member for Ballarat Ktst has
enthusiasm in defence of protection, that a perfect right to discuss whet.her the
tl1e Treasurer returns from his mission to Treasurer's mission has· been a success
The honorable member
England, 'where he apologized for demo- 01' a failure.
cracy, and that he pl'oceeds at once to made one charge so decidedly incorrect
recant till that he said about protection. It that I eannot refrain from calling attenmust be deeided before long what line of t.ion to it. He charged the Treasurer with
policy shall rule in this country. One apologizing for democracy. I will read
question to be considered is, what line of an extract from a report of the Treasupolicy will be likely to give the colony a fair rel"s lecture to decide whether the honorstart as a manufacturing nation? What able gentleman apologized for democracy
line of poliey will give employment to or not : our boys, lind provide occupations for our
c, He was not there to disguise the fact that
girls, so t.hat they shall not Le driven to the there were mauy people in England, or elsestreets, as hundreds must be if the Tariff where~ who thought that, while they" (that is'
the Australian colonies) "had everything necesbecomes law. There are hundreds, aye, sary to make a people, yet the people who had
I believe thousands of sewing-machines gone there had grossly mismanaged their atfairs.
now giving employment to more than They said, C You are a country far too demothousands of young women; but just as I!ratic to ge~ on; until you change your form
of Government you can never become what
these young women have at.tained suilicieJlt England has become.' He was bound to say
skill in the use of that beaut.iful machine that he could not take that position, and that in
to be able to turn theil' skill to account, to speaking of Australia, and of Victoria-that
increase t.heil' own wealth and the wealth part from which he came-he felt himself bound
to say that there was nothing there of which he
of the count.ry, they are to 'be deprived of ought to be ashamed. And although there
that IlssistHnce from protective duties mhrht be difficulties-and no one knew how
which would enable them to maintain a gl'eat they were better than those who had been
good, hOllt'st. and respectable position in concerned in the Government of the country
for some years-he still ventured to say that
society. They are told that the country those who railed at them because they supposed
is gon·rned by a Ministl'Y which con~ult:; they were too demoeratic did not know them,
only il.s own sHfely, and. that if they mllst anfl did not make allowance for the great diffiaballtlon their occupntions, if there is to culties in their way."
be an end of induslrial pursuits in this I do not see finy npology for democracy
colony, if every mnn must be a digger, a here, or any attempt on the part of my
loafer, or a shepherd, lEt t.hat be the case, honorable colleague to shirk the responbut live for ever the ;\1cCulluch i\o1inistl'Y.
sibility of having been the representative
Mr. VALE.-The honorable member ot~a. Government of a democrcLt.ic colony.
for Ballarat Ea~t, who is fully aware of The honorable member for Ba.llarat East
the posit.ion which lie is filling in the has paid me the per~onal compliment of
debate to night, has attempted to amuse reading largely from speeches which I
The·
the House by indulging largely in comic- h~t,"e made here and elsewhere.
alities. It is st.range wbat a fitful. and honorable membel' has aho paid me the
uncertain tone the dehate has assumed. It compliment of' making a carefully timed
is strange that menlbeJ's of t.he Opposition but most unfail' selection of quotat.ions.
cheered and appilluded every utterllllce I do not choose to accept his compliments.
from the mouth of the honorable member '1 am quile prepared to accept t.he responsibility of the speeches I have made, either
for Ballarat East tending to detract from
the character and success of the mission in tl~is House or elsewhere. But to come
of the honorable the Treasurer to England. to the amendment of the honorable mem-
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bel' for Geelong East, which is the suhject
matter of this debate.
Virt.ually that
amendment means that the Govt'rnment
have occupied the Treasury benches too
long, and tha,t the time has 'come when a
change ought to be made. It means more
than that-it means that honorable members who form the legitimate Opposition,
finding that they are utterly incompetent
and incapable of dislodging the present
Ministry, are prepared to make any !Sacrifice, and to enter into any compact, however discreditable or however much outside
the bounds of party warfare, in order to
accomplish that object. I do not complain
that an honorable member should move an
amendment after consulting wit.h other
members. It seems to me, l}owever. that
this amendment is a very peculiar one. Of
course it is intended to be peculiar; it is
intended to be such an amendmellt that
pro~ectionists and free traders may be
most loving in the COQrse of this debate,
and in the vote which is to follow, however much they may divide alld differ aftel'
achieving the success which they an~ici
pate.
Mr. McCANN.-That is the case in
the Cabinet.
Mr. V ALE.-I apprehend that the
honorable member is not much in the confidence of the Cabinet-not so much as he
desires. I am quite sure that I shall not
place him in the confidence of the Cabinet.
In reference to the staterr.eut of the honorable mpmbel' for Ballarat East as to doors
and window sashes, I admit that, as it
appeal's on the pl:'inted statement of the
Tariff ci'rculated in the House, the honorable membel' is correct, and that the
Minister of Customs and myself were
illC01'l'ect. But I may inrol'll; honorable
members that this printed sta.tement was
simply a re-arrangement of the old and t.he
present Tariff alphabetically, for convenience of discussion. I will call attention
to the fact'that in the Treasurer's speech
in introducing the Budget, there was a
distinct statement tha.t the duties fixed by
the previous Tariff, which it was proposed
to retain unaltered, would produce a certain amount of mOlv~y, and amongst them
were enumerated doors and window sa.shes,
est.imated to produce £ 1,000. I may also
reCer to the speech or the Milli~ter of
Customs, to show that there was no intention to alter the dut.y ou those articles,
and that they have simply crept into the
list which it is proposed to charge at 10
per cent. by accident, during the alpha-
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bet,jcal arrangement of the Ilrticlcs. I
thinl, tllis explanation ought to he regarded
as satisfacton'. I shali not deal with the
various plml~es which the honorable member for Ballarat East has chosen to npply
to the Ministry, in reference to whom his
tone was RO different 'in times past. 'Ve
have been told in the course of this debate
that we have had a long recess, during
which the }I inistry should have matured
theil' financial policy, and that I, of all the
membl'rs of the Cabinet, was bound to be a
party to a very distinct and decided alteration of' the Tariff in the present session.
The honorable member for Ballarat ·El'lst
has evidently conned with considerahle
attention the speech I delivered in March
last; but I challenge him to show that I
ever stated that public opinion was favorable to an advance towards the ext.reme
views which some are ad\·ocat.in:r now, and
which some members of this House are
encouraging them to advoeate, in the expect ation and desire that free trade
doctrines may again be paramount., and
the counsels of Collins-street rule supreme.
The honorable member forgot to quote
from my speech this distinct statement:"He saw no probability of a Government
likely to administer any of the great depart.
ments more for the interest of the country than
the present Government."

I frankly admit that I have greater reason
for saying this now than probably I had
in Murch last. I also added this remark
upon that occasion-" There was no possibility of allY better compl'olllise being
effected in this 01' the next session." We
have now nrrived at the next session, and
I don't think there is any chance of a.
better compromise.
MI', }lcCA~~.-The honorable member
prevents it.
Mr. VA LE.-I do not. I believe that
the country thinks wit.h me. The honorahle member Jlas had the recess to rouse
the count.ry, alld the country has not been
roused in the dit'ection which the honorahle member wished. I believe I express
the feeling of the Ministry when I say
that it is theil' wish that honorable mem..
bel'S should work up the count.ry as much
as they pleas!', and see whethel' the
country will re1'pond to their SOll~S with
a chorus. I say di:"t.inelly alld unllesitatingly that !.he Tariff now proposed
would, in 1~65, have had a far gl'l'ater
amount of sympathy from me than t.he
Tariff' which the Government pl'oposed
originally in that year. I gave that Tariff
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my support, after giving my first vote
against it, because I would not play into
the hands of the free trade party, for I
knew tbat tbat party could bave no sympathy with the protectionists and have no
sympathy with them now, although they
cheer every member who has .turned away
from the allegiance of tbe present Government, wbich brought them into Parliament. (" Dh.") I say that honorable
members who are now in the confidence
of the Opposition, who are doing their
work, their bidding, and their instruction,
caine into Parliament pledged to pass the
Tariff of 1865, pledged to its passage in
1866, and that they have never received the
slightest indication from their constituents
of any intention or wish on the part of
the majority of the country that this
Tariff should be altered to such an extent
as to make protection a by-word, a~d to
ensure the re-entrance into office of an
absolute free trade Ministry. I recollect
that, when this Tariff was first brought
before the consideration of Parliament, we
were told that it was a protection Tariff, and
that it would surely result in the destruction of our intercolonial trade. I recollect
that the honorable member for Sandridge,
who had previously given a support to the
Ministry, passed behind the Speaker to the
front ranks of the Opposition, because the
Tariff would be disastrous to the intercolonial
trade, which, the honorable member said,
employed an immense number of steamers
and largely increased the harbour dues. I
recollect that the Minister of Customs told
the honorable member that there were six
or seven steamers formerly employed in
the intercolonial trade which were then
rotting in the Saltwater river. If I am
correctly informed there are none now. I
do not say that free trade destroyed the
intercolonial trade prior to 1865 or 1866,
but I venture to say that the intercolonial
trade has not suffered from the Tariff
which was then introduced. It has suffered
from the legitimate action of commercial
changes and commercial progression in
New Zealand. The trade of New Zealand
has gradually been growing so large and
important, that some of the merchants
there have preferred to establish direct
trade with England; and hence the decrease of the shipments from this colony
to New Zealand. I do not think that we
should complain of this legitimate rivalry.
I should be very glad to see, instead of the
sort of carrying trade which has hitherto
been so much valued, and which is no
Mr. Vale.
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doubt very good in its way, an extension
of intercolonial trade by the various
colonies interchanging their productions
one witb the otber. It bas been stated, on
the authority of the honorable member
for East Melbourne (Mr. Langton), that
the average profits of the Melbourne merchants by the intercolonial trade-a very
large proportion of which is merely a
transhipment of goods from one vessel
to another-is 20 per cent. If that be the
way in which the Melbourne merchants
carryon their business, it is not surprising
that the New Zealand merchants should
prefer direct importations. The decrease
of our trade to New Zealand is due, perhaps, not only to the commercial prudence
of the mercantile firms of that country, but
also to the wisdom of the general body of
the settlers there. The honorable member for Sandridge has ratq.er surprised me
in one thing. He asked for information a
few evenings ago as to the sums spent by
the Government in the renting of buildings used for public purposes. He was
promised that information, but instead of
waiting until he obtained the return, which
might have removed his suspicions, and
prevented him making an unfounded assertion, he has ven tured to assert that a certain lease entered into by the Government
was a sort of bribe, equivalent to payment
of members. Is not this a fitting token of
how the free trade party are prepared to
deal with those whom they are endeavouring to·allure to their political destruction?
The honorable member belongs to a party
who have tried that game before, and
played it so successfully that this Chamber is almost weeded out of members who
were in it prior to 1861. They know that
if they can only get into their foils some
eight or nine members pledged to protection-if they can get members to prove
false to their constituents and their promises of support to the Government; those
members will be sure to find themselves
fooled to their destruction the next time
they face their constituents. The honorable member for Sandridge has also referred to the member of the Government
who has conducted the mission to England.
Does he know that an ambassador was"
determined upon on the report of a committee, and with the unanimous consent of
the House, and that the Treasurer was
appointed after the chieftain under whom
the honorable member for Sandridge enrolled himself two years ago declined, for
private reasons, to accept the office, and
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on the suggestion of that honorable gentleman (Mr. O'Shanassy) himself? When
the Treasurer took his departure for
England, it was distinctly understood that
the next session of Parliament would not
commence till his return, which would be
as early as possible. Where, then, is the
sincerity of those members who supported
the Government to the very close of last
session, but who now suddenly turn round
and say that the Government are unworthy of confidence or support any
longer? The honorable member for Sandridge has said that the protectionists have
been fooled, and that the protectjon experiment has failed to establish any fresh
industries; but none know better than the
honorable member that ten months is not
sufficient time to procure the machinery
necessary for the establishment of some of
the industries to which incidental protection has been given under the Tariff.
Mr. MOORE.-What about the candle'
manufactory ?
Mr. V ALE.-Di4 you try to ruin it?
What about the sugar factory, and how
was payment of the duties evaded? It
does not absolutely follow that every
industry tried under a protective policy
will succeed in this colony. I have never
ventured to say so. It is always difficult
to establish a manufacturing business or
a mercantile undertaking of any sort;
and ten months is far too short' a. time
to successfully carry out every idea
which fancy or fond expectation might
picture. With all the endeavours of
the free trade party to destroy any confidence in the Tariff, it is a wonder that
the Tariff has done so much. I have never
been so much surprised as I have been at
witnessing the progress of local manufactures, as manifested by the Intercolonial
Exhibition. I am astonished at the results
of the Tariff of 1866. I accept the present
Tariff. I acc"ept the responsibility of having
consented to its recommendation to this
House. I admit that one reason why I
accept it is because its success will retain
the present Government in office, which
is the strongest reason why some honorable members do not accept it. I have
been told that I stated that the Tariff of
1865 was not sufficiently protective. I
admit the charge. I rejoice in having
stated so ; and I am glad that the honorable member for Ballarat East has reminded me of the fact. Seeing that the
very moderate dose of protection enjoyed
under the Tariff of 1865 has produced
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results which, according to statements
made by the honorable member for Ballarat East a few months ago, far exceeded
his expectations-seeing that in every
place of business almost ther~ are indications that our local industries are becoming
of paramount importance-I am prepared
to advance gradually, as the convictions
of the country ripen in the direction of
protection, to a policy which shall be
more distinct in the direction of protection
than the present Tariff. I am prepared to
believe that the merchants and traders of
Melbourne who, have organized the Free
Trade League will, seeing the results of
this moderate dose of protection, become
protectionists themselves, and that we shall
see the soft-goods houses (known as driedgoods houses in the United States) become
as in the United States, on the one hand
jobbers in materials used for manufactures,
and also makers-up of those materials
for sale. This has been the operation
of the progress of industry in the United
States, and to a large extent, since the invention of the sewing machine, it has been
the course of events in France and England.
If this be the result of a gradual and j udicious advance in the line of a Tariff incidentally protective, but increasing in its
protective influence, we shall gradually rob
the free trade party, by the prudence of
our proceeding, of the very strength-the
financial strength-which they have had
to oppose the Tariff and to oppose this
Government. The honorable member for
Ballarat East quoted a speech of mine, in
which I stated that the elections of 1861
and 1864 were distinctly protective in their
indications. I am quite prepared to admit
that the statement is a correct one. I am
not particularly flattered by the honorable
member confirming my statement; but I
am confident that no honorable member
worked more laboriously and devotedly
during the election of 1866 to return a
Parliament pledged to a certain course in
reference to the Tariff of 1865 than did
the honorable member for Ballarat East.
The honorable member has said, that the
question upon which that election turned
was simply the constitutional question which
had been raised by the conflict between
the two Houses, and not the question of
the Tariff or of protection. While I admit
the importance of the constitutional question, I regret it ever assumed the importance it did, because I believe that circumstances, to a certain extent, deferred the
full development of public opinion in this
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Chamber in reference to protection-a de'velopment which public opinion will have
to revive in this Charnbel' at the next general election. The constitutional question
has now passed nnd gone; and 1 am still of
the opinion that I was twelve months HgO,
namely, that the' country accepted that
Tariff as, in the main, a settlement of the
question of protection for this Parliament.
However, for financial reasons, for the
necessities of revenue, it has been imperative on the Government to mako changes
in the taxation; and I rejoice that the
necessities of the public revenue have been
met by a proposition which most distinctly
and decidedly gives greater advantages in
the directioll of prot.ection than the previous Tariff, and which will be a proof to
the country that, as far as taxation shall
necessitate, this Government will not
shrink from giving incidental protection,
If there is to be in the future a CabinetoC
absolute protection, shol,t of prohibition, I
shall know my duty in reference to the
Tal'iff which they submit; but I shall require to see that Ministry a Cabinet backed
by public opinion, and supported by the
legitimate ut.terances of the- country, and
not· a Cabinet whose very birth would
be bastanly and hence disgrace. The quesiion of' Sout.h Austmlia has been dl'agged
into this mn.ttel'. I am prepared to state
that, if the Austl',alian colonies would agree
to a system of mutual interchange of
each other's commodities without let 01'
hindmnce, I would accept that, bdievinO'
"
0
It wou14 be' of great advantHge to the
colonies. But I would remind honorable
members who drag the question of South
Australia into the present discussion, that
thel'e is very little necessity for their
doing so, and that any reference to it at
present is yalueles~, because there can be
no treaty of commerce with South Australia of a character to affect our wheat
market, without the consent of the Imperial Government. The honorable member for Ballarat East also told us that the
country wishes to know when the Ministry
will corne to a conclusion on the qaestion
of pl'otect.ion. In my opillion the country
wishes to kllow when the honorable member's ineonsistency and practice of apostacy
will come to a conclusion. I regret that
the honorable member has led in his wake
other honorable members for whom I have
much respect, and whose political existence
and well-being I much desire. The desire
of the honorable member for the conclusion
of the' Ministry has assumed various
M1'. Vale.
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shapes during the brief stage which the
present session of Parliament has run.
There has already been the question of
payment of members.
I can honestly
say that that pl'inciple commands my
sympathy, and that it will command my
support in all legitimate ways; but I
nev~r will consent to thrust the question
upon any Government in such a way as to
make it a sort of political black-mail to be
paid out of t.he Treasury for the assistance
of the Ministry of the day. Adverting to
the question of the public expenditUl'e in
Victoria, I observe that continual re·
ference has been made to a mythical
£3,000,000 as the proper expenditure for
this colony. This idea of limiting the
annual expenditure to a fixed amount is
not an original one. ~ome twenty years
ago, soon after the success of the Anti·
Corn Law League, there was established
in Liverpool, under the pI'esidency, I
think, of Mr. Gladstone, brother of the
late Chancellor of the Exchequel', a financial and general l'ef\>I'm league, having
for one of its objects the reduction ot' the
nat,ional expenditure of Grent Bl'itain, in
18-16 or 18-1:, to the same amount as in
1~36, a proposition which could only have
been effected upon the supposition that
the population of the country was something like stationary. Now, to retu/'n to
the tuxation of t.his colony, or rather to
the expenditurp, bechuse a Jnrge portion
of' our expenditul'e cannot in any way be
called taxation, but is of a character
which other nations bear, not by the operation of the Government, but by private
offerings. The suggestion that the annual
expenditure of this colony should be fixed
at £3,000,000 was originally made in
1861. Our population then was 540,000;
our population now is 640,000, or an in·
crease of 15 per cent. Our expenditure
now, thel'efore, might legitimately be more
than £3,000,000, and yet be as moderate,
in proportion to the population, as the pro·
position made in 1861 by the then honor.
able member for Kilmore (Mr. O'~ha
nnssy), who wished to turn out the Heales
Government, but which proposition he
never carried into effect wl,len he was a
Minister himself. The proposition in 1861
was only a cunningly conceived device
for the purpose of political warfare, and
noW, after the lapse of six year:o:, it IS again
revived for the same purpose. Our population is increasing-even at its present
moderate expansion-at the rate of 20,000
per annum, and with that increase we' may
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naturally expect an increase of expenditure.
For many reasons our expenditure might
fairly be expected to be beyond the average
of formel' expenditure, because the further
our population extends, the more widely,
of necessity, will its local habitation become, and the more expensive the means
of communication to the outlying population. Jus t as freedom of settlement is
afful'ded, will there be a necessity for increased expenditure. But our expenditure
involves a lot of matters which never in
the slightest degree enter into the expenditure of other countries. Our railway
system involves an expenditure of £500,000
per Hnnum for interest. A very slight
portion of that was involved when it was
first proposed to limit the expenditure to
£3,000,000. I may remind honorable
members that our total expenditure for
railways inereases our so-called taxation
by something like £800,000 a year. That
sum may fairly be deducted from our
expendilUl'e. Then there is the cost of
water supply, which may fairly be considered a deduction. At present we are
deriving a revenue of £60,000 from that
source, which is being applied to the reducAgain, the
tion of the original loan.
Government are pledged to the payment of £ 10,000 per annum in liquidation of the Gabrielli loan, for the
making of the streets of Geelong, and
£2.5,000 per annum for a similar loan for
making the streets of Melbourne. These
things are not allowed to go into the calculatiun when honorable members, acknowledged to be capable of judging or figUl'es,
are considering our expenditure. Our real
expenditure, properly and fairly considered
-considered in relation to legitimate
national charges for national government,
-amounts to about 50s. per head; and considering the fact that salaries and wages
are here nearly double what they are in
England, it would be something like 25s.
per head there, whereas the Imperial expenditure is something like 458. per head.
We are t.old by the great organ ot the free
trade party, in reference to the disposition
which has manifested itself to increase our
indebtedue8s for the purpose of railway
extension and the con:5tl'uction of othel'
public works, that the public debt of
Canada amounts to only £4 per head of
the population. Hut in this calculation
the faet is forgotten that the whole railway system of Canada was un~ertaken by
foreign capitalists; that whereas the railway works of that colony cost £ 14,000,000,
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the value of the shares held by Canadians
amounted to only £500,000. Indeed, so
ut.terly ruinous was the speculation, that
there is no probability of British capitalists
undertaking the construction of further
railways in Canada. It is said that our
public debt is £15 per head; but it should
be remem bered that this ha~ been expended
in constructing railways which produce a
net income ofsomething like 4 per cent., and
waterworks which produce £60,000 per
annum, so that, really and truly, it is not
more than£7 per head. But these things fire
not fairly dealt with by certain honorable
members. They are not meant to be.
N ow I hold that it is not reasonable to
expect that the expenditure of a colony,
growing at the rate of' this colony, should
be kept down to a fixed absolute sum.
And here I would call attent.ion to a
strange inconsistency observable in this
debate on the part of the motley group
who purpose supporting the amendment
of the honorable member for East Geelong.
The honorable member for Ballarat East
(Mr. Jones) tells us that our country is
on the verge of ruin-t.hat we are on the
verge of a poor law. I presume we shall
always have poor with us. The very
operation of those customs in society which
brought us six or seven years ago such an
enormous income from spiritR, gives us at
the present time a larger amount of poor
than otherwise we should have had. We
must meet that amount of poverty. As a
communit.y, we cannot expect to be free
fl:om the ordinary amount of pauperismthe result of nge, decrepituJe, acc:ident, and
improvidence-which pertains to great
communities, and will pet·tain to them
unto the end of the wOlld. But what I
wish to observe is, that while, on the one
hand, there is the complaint of poverty,
and a doleful picture is drawn of the pauperism which is likely to follow the adoption of a Tariff that goes in the direction
of protection far beyond the Tariff of 1~66 ;
on the other hand, the Govel'llment are
denounced for not throwing away on immigration a portion of the revenue beyond
the requirement.s of regulat.ions which have
been sanctioned by Parliament-regulations from which Parliament has never
withdrawn its sanctiJn. While the honorable member for Ballarat. East tells us that
we are paupers, some of his co-worker3
condemn the Government for not having
increased the measure of this pauperism
by bringing into the country people who
are incapable of bringing themselves. I
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am anxious for population to increase, because I see in that arrangement sources of
comfort for myself and the communitysources of increased profit to our great
national works-sources of rejoicing, because places now desolate will become the
homes of happy multitudes. But I don't
believe that the way to get people of the
right sort is to bring them here at the expense of the country. The House is in
favour of the existing arrangement, and
therefore complaints on this head will be
as useless and ineffective as the wind. If
honorable members think it desirable to
alter these regulations, honorable members
had better try; and no doubt they will
materially increase the popularity of the
movement inaug~rated by the amendment
now before the House, particularly with
persons like those who have signed the
petitions presented this evening with respect to the iron trade. With reference to
the classification and description of duties,
I would call attention to one matter which
has not been noticed by honorable members
who have condemned the Tariff. Honorable members have had little to say, and
they have made the most of it. The hatmakers have been brought prominently
into notice. I acknowledge that any industry that h~s thriven in this colony,
without detriment to the population, without compelling them to pay a higher price
for the article which they consume, has a
fair claim for consideration in committee, in discussing this matter, because
it has thoroughly and distinctly brought
itself even behind the shield of Mr. Mill.
It has proved its absolute power to be an
industry in this colony. The honorable
members who have brought this matter
forward have made the best of a weak
case, and have acknowledged the weakness of their case by talking as long as possible about these little items, and abusing
the plaintiff. Now no one has attempted
to deny the truthfulness of the return presented under the authority of the customhouse. True, a sneering remark has been
made, to the effect that these returns can
be prepared to suit any purpose, or accomplish any result. I ·would fain believe
that civil servants-without any special
profession of admiration for them beyond
that to which they are fairly entitled-are
accustomed to speak the truth, and certainly are not disposed to use their official
position to frame false statistics to deceive
those who are really their employers. I
believe that the returns furnished by the
Mr. Vale.
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custom-house are truthful. I believe the
facts in connexion with those items, the
duty on which it is proposed to alter from
measurement to 10 per cent. ad t'alorem,
have been correctly stated in the customhouse returns, and have been correctly
elucidated in the speech of the Minister of
Customs. I did not intend to follow out
this matter at any length, but I would
cal1 the attention of the Assembly to
the fact that these 10 per c~nt. duties
on manufactured articles are ab~olutely
on the entire value represented by those
articles. A most palpable unfairness has
been resorted to in the discussion of this
question. For instance, a saddle worth £6
would pay 10 per cent., or 12s. ; and it has
been represented that, as 5 per cent. on the
raw material would be 6s., therefore the
duty would be reduced to something like
5 per cent. on the manufactured article.
Now it is notoriou.s that, although a manufactured article of this sort may be worth
£6, it does not contain probably more than
30s. worth of raw material, so that the
protection to the saddler, instead of being
5 per cent., or 6s., would be lOs. 6d., or
something like 8! or 9 per cent. Now if
it is legitimate and fair to pl~ce 10 per
cent. on saddlery made up-if incidental
protection is given to the saddler-is it
not also reasonable and wise to give incidental protection to the manufacturer of
leather, and other articles which, for
certain purposes, are called raw material?
In the case of other manufactures-coachbuilding, for example-the same principle
would apply. It might be true that some
of the items included in the 5 per cent.
might be wisely and prudently left out. If
good and sufficient reasons can be shown
in that direction, the honorable member
for Ballarat East, who two years ago consented to various modifications of the
Tariff then submitted, as the result of the
deliberations in committee, cannot object
on any other than factious grounds to a
like acceptance of the united experience of
the House when expressed, as it will be,
on the new Tariff in committee. The.
honorable member may say that the
Cabinet should have taken further advice;
but the honorable member well knows that,
in framing a Tariff, the whole of the operations for bringing that Tariff into a shape
fit for presentation to the Legislature should
be performed in utter secrecy; and that to
enter into any discussion, prior to a distinct
decision of the Cabinet as to the shape the
Tariff should assume, would be to do that
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which would render the Cabinet unworthy
of consideration. The Cabinet have bronght
down a Tariff involving considerable
changes, those changes being in the
direction of a wise and incidental protection. I believe the country is not
,prepared to go further in that direction
than this Tariff goes. I am quite confident that, except for designs not confessed, bu\ fully conceived, this Tariff
would be more publicly and more distinctly
condemned by the Opposition than it is
apparently going to be. There appears to
be in this case a coalition of silent voting
by the free traders, and open plain speaking on the part of those pl'otectionists who
have joined them. There may be in this
an astuteness in reference to the future,
but certainly a considerable lack of political
honesty. We have to deal with this question not entirely as affecting the existence
of the Government'; that is a question for
the country. The Government have their
duty to perform in laying a Tariff before
this Chamber, and they assume to themselves nothing beyond the position of being
the exponents of the legitimate will of the
majority. They are prepared to recommend that Tariff as the result of their
judgment in combination, in conference, and
in concession; and on that ground I support it. I say distinctly that I accept the
Tariff as the result of conference and
mutual concession. On no other principle
can Government in a community like this
be carried on, unless we are to be divided as
distinctly into parties as those parties that
laid under contribution of blood and
treasure the cities of old Europe, or
those parties that formerly ruled the
Parliament of the fatherland.
I don't
'think it desirable that this country
should be divided, at this stage of
its existence, into those diverse and
distinct and almost irreconcilable parties
that have divided the' old country. The
Government have presented a Tariff, by
the main principles of which they will
abide. At the same time they are ready
to accept all legitimate improvements in
the direction of public policy which may
be suggested by the wisdom of this House,
in committee. From this House, in committee, the Ministry have a right to expect
counsel; and such counsel it is their duty
to receive and consider; otherwise it
would only be necessary for Parliament to '
meet and nominate a Ministry, and send
that Ministry to the Cabinet Council to do
the work of governing the country. If
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the main policy of the Ministry in this
matter is distasteful to the majority of
this House and the country, the Ministry
are prepared to accept the result; but as
to minor matters of detail involved in this
classification of duties at 5 and 10 per
cent., they are as free as they were two
years ago-as free as all Cabinets are who
are disposed to avail themselves of the
wisdom and prudence of the majority in
Parliament.
I say there is nothing
unreasonable in this, although it may be
highly unsatisfactory to certain parties.
In reference to the question of the corn
duty, the honorable member for Ballarat
East has stated that the intention of the
Government with regard to that duty was
known long before it was announced to
this Chamber. I can tell that honorable
member-to his satisfaction or dissatisfaction, as the case may be-that, in making
that assertion, he stated that which was
absolutely and totally incorrect-which
was without a shadow of foundation,
except in his own distorted imagination, or his own vain-glorious anticipations. It was not intended that the
honorable member or any other person
should know what the Cabinet proposed
until the Cabinet had fairly come to a conclusion. And if people will make guesses,
with them be the consequences. There
has been a great deal of talk about "taxing
the children's bread." I have yet to learn
that honorable members who think that a
large duty on tea and sugar is a very good
thing-that tea and sugar should be the
special items for taxation in this or any
other country-have any right to talk
about" the children's bread." Sugar, tea,
and coffee are as essentially a part of the
necessaries of life as bread, and therefore
are no more legitimate Bubjects for taxation than bread. I support the duty on
corn because I believe that, in the long
run, it will not enhance the cost of living
to the community. I believe it will be an
indication that the public opinion of this
country is favorable to our being the producers of the staff of life. In the event of
a serious and long-continued general war,
we should not be able to fall back upon
the granaries of South America. We
should then have to rely almost entirely
upon ourselves. I am glad that the measurement duties have been abolished. :They
were imposed with the view of expediting
the commercial operations of this city;
but the very schemers who recommended
them most strongly have used that which
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was established as a convenience for
them to the damage and decrease of
the revenue, and to the retardation of
the effects of the Tariff of 1866 as
a protective measure. They so arranged
their operations as to reduce the results of
that Tariff, for the purposes both of revenue
and incidental protection. I am aware
that, during the original discussion on that
Tariff, I said that I believed the revenue
would be in excess of the estimate; and I
believe that, on the calculations entered
into as to measurement, it would have
been, but the very persons who suggested
these duties for their own mercantile convenience instructed theil' packers at home
so to act under that arrangement, that the
Government have had to choose only between two commercial immoralities -the
immorality of special and tricky packing,
or the immorality of invoicing below value.
Mr. LONGMORE.-There is no tricky
packing.
Mr. V ALE.-The honorable member is
not much.of a judge. Has not the honorable member seen, at market, loads of
potatoes so packed that the good are at
the top and the bad at the bottom? If
the honorable member were to be packed
tight., he would not take up so much room
as if his personal convenience were consulted. With regard to the new Tariff, I
hold it to be a step in the right directiona step likely to command the fair and
legitimate votes of this House, and a
judicious and careful consideration in commi ttee. With reference to the outside
public opinion, to which all of us are
responsible, I am quite prep~red to abide by
the judgment of that public opinion on the
statement which I have sought to make.
I believe that considerable good in the
direction of my opinions accrued from the
past Tariff. I believe that a much larger
amount of good will accrue from the
present Tariff. Allu as with the past, so
in reference to the" present Tariff, the
annoyance and vexation will be far below
what was prophesied, and the result will
be the strengthening of the protection
party, a.nd the COli version of many of those
mel'ClLlltile men who ha.ve hitherto been
the strongest opponcnts of protection, but
who! from the force of their own interest,
will join with those who have propounded
a policy in tlle direction of the wishes and
The
necessities of this community.
Government are fully alive to the wisdom
of encouraging all varieties of employment
in this country. They desire-in the very
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tone of the remarks of the Minister of
Customs, and not in any tone of contempt,
like ... that which an honorable member has
sought to throw upon the words-to see
this colony one great ind ustrial school. I
desire, with the rest of my colleagueswhether they are, with me, protectionists,
or whether they al'e professed free traders
-to see the population well employed,
becanse only by such an arrangement are
we likely to secure those greater advantages which we hope for in the future of
this country. We believe in the increase
of our population, in the development of
our resources, in making stable our employments, and in the legitimate encouragement of those who are willing to show their
capacity in founding and propagating
new industries. VV' e believe, as a Cabinet,
that the country are with us. If we fail,
by this indication of our policy, to command, as in time past, the confidence of
those whose interests are placed, by the
will of this House, under our control, we
are prepared to yield our position to
others. If the main principles of our
policy in reference to the financial necessities of the year are not thoroughly endorsed by the rejection of this amendment
-an amendment of dishonest compromises
and coalitions for purposes that Cllnnot
face'the day -I say, once for all, that the
Government, if they would, are unworthy
to retain office; and retain office unuer
such circumstances they will not.
Mr. LEVI proposed the a,ijournment of
the debate, which was agreed to.
The House adjourned at three minutes
past eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
TltUrsday, February 14, 1867.
Civil Service Regulations-Electoral Roll·StufIing-Debate
on the Budget.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.

CIVIL SERVICE REGULATIONS.
JYIr. HOPKIXS.-MI·. Speaker, no
doubt it. will be in -the recollection of
honorable members that some time since
the Chief Secretary com plained of the
number of mQtions for returns that were
tabled, and informed honorable members
that, if they desired information from any
pat,ticular Government department, on
applying to the officers of that department
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it would be their duty to furnish it.

In

consequence of t.his communication, I have
been in the habit of going to the different
Government departments for information
on matters connected with my district.
Yest.erday I attended at one of the
Government offices for the first time since
the issue of the new Ci vil Service Regulations. and, on ~ requesting an officer to
furnish me with certain information, my
attention was called to the twentieth regulation, which is as follows : "No information out of the strict course of
official duty shall be gi ven, directly 01' indirectly, by any officer, without the express direction or permission of the responsible
Minister."

I ,,,ish t.o ask the Chief Secretary if .that
prohibition is intended to apply to infOl'mation sought by Members of'Parliament?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-f may state that
this regulation does apply to Members of
Parliament as well as to all other persons.
The honorable member will percEive, if
he'reads the regulation carefully, that it
refers only to "information out of the
strict course of official duty." Surely the
honorable member cannot expect, from
any Government .officer, information not
strict.ly within the control of that oificer.
If he requires such information, he shoutd
apply to the Minister at the head of the
depat·tment, through whom, if the information desired can be supplied, it will be
afforded.
ELECTORAL ROLL·STUFFING.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I wish to call the
attention of the Attorney-General "to
the fact that there has been an audacious
attempt at roll-stuffing in the electoral
district of South Bourke," by two persons-the one named Robert Stirling
Anderson, the other named Andrew Sutherland-the latter being in the commission
of the peace -and I trust I shall be
able to make out such a prima facie
case as regards that att.empt as will induce
the House and the Government to take
some action in order to protect the electoral
privileges of the people. Beginning with
the first, I know. Mr. Anderson to be the
owner and occupier of a paddock, consisting of ten or twelve acres, upon the
Cotham-road. That paddock was pur·
~hased by Mr. Anderson not many mont.hs
ago. I am sure I am outsi-de the mflrk
when I say that he bought it at £50 per
acre. I llave had daily opportunities,
when passing, of knowing in whose oc-
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cupation that paddock is. To the hest of
my belief it has never ceased to be in
the possession of .Mr. Andet·son. He has
taken crops off it within a short time, and
he has had cattle grazing upon it within
the last day or two. I was informed,
being a resident in the distt'ict, that a
person named Alexander-a person who,
I believe, is very notorious in this city as
a person of not very reputahle character
-who has been found, I helieve, a more
fitting agent to occupy the position of
secretary to the Free Trade League than
the honorable gentleman who previously
occu pied that office-carried to the Kew
Borough Council a list of the names of
persons who, he asserted, had become the
lessees, at a yearly rental, of t.his paddock.
These names I have now before me. They
consist in all of some seventeen or eighteen.
Well, this paddock has been nominally
divided into half-acre lots, which are let
professedly for building purposes, and
these persons claim to be pllt on the rate·
payers' roll, at the minimum rating, in
order that they may acquire the municipal and electoral franchise. Perhaps I am
in error in saying that these persons
are parties to what this Mr. Alexander
has done on theil' behalf. At the meeting
of the Kew Council, as I am informed,
exception was taken to these names; and
the proceeding was denounced by members
of the council as a scandalous at.tempt to
invade the franchise of the borough, both
municipal and electoral. Mr. Andel'son
was referred to in order to know whether
he personally had sanctioned the attempt.
A messenger was sent to that gentleman,
with the inquiry whether it was correct
that these persons were in the occupation
of this paddock? The list was returned
with these words ..,written inside the
envelope by Mr. Anderson, and bearing
his initials :-" This is quite correct."
Mr. Andet'son has also another pad.
dock facing the Bark ly-road.
The
land is not at all suitable for building;
indeed it is of 110 more value than the
·other. The same practice has been followed in this case. I am not in a posit.ion
to state that the names were tendered
to the council or put on the list of
claimants by the individuals themselves.
I have reason to believe that some of these
persons are not parties to the proceeding;
that they know nothing of it; that it has all
been dono by -this agent of the Free Trade
League - this man Alexander - under
the sanction of Mr. Anderson, but without
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the cognizance of the persons named. The
names for the, land in the Cotham-road are
-James Hope, of Windsor; Stephen
Kentley Hobbs, confectioner, of South
Yarra; William Gilmour Murray, a
gentleman connected, I believe, with
the firm of Bright Brothers; Joseph
Hicks, of Windsor; Charles Lewis,
of Prahl' an ; Thomas Broadbent, of
Prahran; B. B. Nicholson, of St. Kilda;
William Creeth, of St. Kilda ; and Joseph
Lewis Clarke, of Brunswick. There is
another name, the name of a member of this
House-George B. Kerferd-but I believe
that, in quoting his name, J. may be doing
the honorable member an injustice, because
I believe there is a house upon the land,
and the claim in his case may therefore be
honafide. The names in respect to the land
on the Barkly-road are those of William
Farrage, of Melbourne; William Henderson Glen, of Collins street; William Law,
of Melbourne; Thomas Reed, of Melbourne, and Henry Youngman, of South
Yarra. This list was sent by the Kew
Council to Mr. R. S. Anderson, to ascertain if it was correct, and if these persons
were lessees of the land; and, if I ani
credibly informed, this list was returned
with the following words written inside
the envelope :-" This is quite correct.R. S. A." Now, no visible acts of ownership have been exercised upon this land;
there has been no survey, and there are no
partitioning fences-nothing, indeed, to
indicate but what it has hitherto been,
namely, a grazing paddock. With regard
to Mr. Andrew Sutherland, he is the occupier of a paddock worth £30, or at the outside £40, per acre, situate at the extreme
end of Kew, next to Hale's nursery. This
land I know, from actual purchase of land
contiguous. A document was transmitted
to the Kew Council in the same form, and
for the same purpose as the others, in the
writing of Mr. Alexander, and signed, I
am credibly informed, by Mr. Andrew
Sutherland himself.
The names are,
Andrew Sutherland, M. A. Alexander,
Frederick Peterson, Charles E. Brown,'
William Law, and, Thomas Reed. I am
glad that the Kew Council, impressed with
the fact that this was a deliberate fraud
perpetrated by certain parties for the purpose of stuffing the roll, were not disposed
to put these names on the roll. But the
point to which I desire to call the attention
of the Attorney General is the intention
of these parties, because I sayThe SPEAKER.-The honorable mem-
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bel' must not express an opinion when
putting a question of this kind.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-What I ask is
this-What are the powers possessed by
the Attorney-General for the prevention of
such attempts? The electoral law makes
the franchise of the people dependent, to a
great extent, on municipal councils; and if
a borough council chooses to put on the
roll the names of claimants of this sort,
unless the Attorney-General, as the custodian of the political privileges of the
country-(The Speaker-" The honorable
member is not in order")-and as a
Minister of the Crown, chooses to interfere,
I don't know what is to prevent the electoral roll of this country from being
swamped. I beg to ask the AttorneyGeneral what powers are possessed by him
for the prevention of such attempts, and
what course the Government intend pursuing in order to protect the electoral
pri vileges of the people? In conclusion,
I have to say that, if in the opinion of
this House, it is necessary that these facts
should be verified, I believe I am in a
position to prove them before a select committee, or in any other way that the
Attorney-General may think fit.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
I must observe, in the outset, that the
Government are not, by law, the custodians of the franchise of the people. Although undoubtedly, both as members
of this House and as administrators of
the law, it is their duty to take a very
warm interest-and they do feel a very
warm interest-in the preservation of those
privileges, I would inform the honorable
member for South Bourke, in answer to
'his question, that the powers of the Government for the purpose referred to by
him are by law but small. In the case of
the electoral roll, the Government have
indeed certain powers by virtue of the
authority they possess, over the electoral,
registrars. If a registrar be guilty either
of a violation of the law, or of conniving
at a violation of the law, the Government
have a certain power over him, and it
would be the duty of the Government to
enforce that power. In the case of the
ratepaying electors' roll, the law places
no power in the hands of the Government. The, roll of rate';'paying e~ectors
is prepared in this way. There is a ratebook; from that the town clerk makes'
out the burgess list, as it is called. This
burgess list is revised by a local court
consisting of t,he mayor and assessors, and,:
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after revision, the town clerk makes out a
roll of ratepaying electors by copying the
burgess roll. This being the process, I do
not clearly see how the matter referred to
by the honorable member can have come
under the cognizance of the borough
council at all. The borough council had
no power in the matter. It is the duty of
the town clerk to make out the burgess
list, and it is the duty of persons whose
names may be inserted or not on the list
to appeal, not to the borough council, but
to a court consisting of the mayor and
assessors, whose duty it is to revise the
burgess list, by striking out names that
have been improperly inserted, and inserting oames that have been improperly
omitted. And after the burgess list becomes converted by this process into the
burgess roll, it is not in the power of the
town clerk to make any alteration. His
simple and plain duty is to make out
from that roll a list of the names which
should be inserted in the roll of rate paying
electors; and if he wilfully commits a
breach of duty he is liable to the criminal
law. If the town clerk improperly omits
a name, it is in the power of the person
whose name is improperly omitted to
summon the town clerk and have his
name inserted ; and if the town . clerk is
proved guilty of any wilful act of omission,
or of gross misfeasance or nonfeasance, he
is subject to a penalty. But these are the
only powers which the Government
possess in the matter. In reference to the
latter part of the question of the honorable
member, I believe that legislation is
necessary for the purpose of protecting the
electoral privileges of the people.
Mr. G. P. SMITH. - Perhaps the
Attorney-General will allow me to remind
him that one of these gentlemen is in the
commission of the peace.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I will first
answer the general question. I believe a
change in the law is necessary for the
purpose of protecting electoral rights. . A
large number of cases have been reported
to me=--it is not for me to say whether they
are well or ill-founded-of gross attempts
to commit a fraud upon the electoral law,
and manufacture votes, within the last
year and a half. These attempts have
been in most cases, if not in all, in refere1ice to the roll of rate paying electors;
and in all the cases they have proceeded
from that class which is s~d, on its own
behalf, to represent the intelligence and
Some
respectability of the country.
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legislation is, I believe, necessary for this
purpose; but, in the present state of public
business, I cannot assure the honorable
member that the Government will be
enabled immediately to bring in a Bill for
the purpose. With reference to the facts
which the honorable member for South
Bourke has brought under the attention
of the House, I am bound to say that he
has stated them with sufficient minuteness
and particularity to entitle him to claim
attention and consideration, not merely at
the hands of the Government but at the
hands of the House. He has made a
public statement on his own responsibility
as an individual member of this House;
and I must say that, if the conclusions
which the honorable member seems to
draw, and which he states the municipal
council have drawn, on the facts mentioned by him be correct, it is a case in
which neither the Government nor the.
House should remain inactive. I understand the honorable member to have stated
that some of the persons on behalf of
whom these applications were made did
not authorize them?
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I am under that
impression.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-If that be so,
it certainly lends a strong colour to the
conclusion which it is stated the municipal
council have drawn, that this is an attempt
to evade the electoral law, and manuThe
facture votes for the borough.
Government have no power over this
electoral roll; but I will freely say that, if
a justice of the peace of this colony is
privy to an attempt of this kind, he is a
person who ought not to remain a justice
of the peace. And after the statement
publicly made by the honorable member
for South Bourke-made, too, with such
particularity-I shall certainly feel myself
called upon to submit his statement to
my honorable and learned colleague, the
Minister of Jsstice, and submit for his
consideration whether the magistrate, who
is stated to be one of the parties to this.
proceeding, should not be invited by my
colleague to offer an explanation of the
circumstances.
Mr. KERFERD.-Mr. Speaker, as I
have been personally alluded to by the
honorable member for South Bourke, perhaps you, sir, and the House will allow me
to make a short statement. I hope, for the
sake of the cause which the honorable member espouses, that he has better foundation
for his charges with regard to the other
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persons whose names have been mentioned
than he has with regard to myself. I am
the lessee of the house on tbe land referred
to. I have covenanted to pay the l'ntes,
and, having paid all rates accl'U:ng, I have
a perfect right, as I til ink the Attorney·
General will admit, to be placed on the
ratepayers' roll.
MI'. G. P. SMITH.-I made no charge
of fraud against the honorable member. I
expressly exempted him.
Mr. EDWARDS then called the attention of t.he Attorney-General" to an audacious attempt at roll-stuffing in lhe Brunswick division of the South Province. by
two persons, named respectively John
Macgregor, senior, and John Macgregor,
junior; and also to the fact that t.he latter
is a Minister of the Crown," with a view
to ask the honorable and learned gentleman "What powers are possessed by him
. for the prevention of such attempts, and
what course the Government intend pursuing in order to prote~t the electoral
privileges of the people?" The honorable
gentleman said-It may be apparent to
the Houset.hat I have fi'amed my question
in almost the identical lunguage used by
the honorable member for South Bourke
in putting his ql1estion.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is not in order in making a speech
when putting a question.
Mr. EDWARDS.-It appears that the
honorttble membfr for South Bourke was
in order in making a speech. If the
Speaker tells me that the honorable member can speak, and that I cannot-The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is at libertv to state facts.
Mr. EDV'{ ARDS.-I ask for no further
pridlege than that which has been accordeu to the honorable member for South
Bourke. If that is not granted to me, I
shall want to know the reason why. I
adopted the same phraseology to that used
by the honorabl~ member for South Bourke,
and I gave notice of the question in consequence of the action ta!{en by that honorable member. I thought it was not a
proper practice.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is certainly not in ordel'.
Mr. EDWARDS.--I will ask the House
to allow me to proceeu. I thought it most
improper to allow chnrges like those made
by the honorable member for South Bourke
to be embodied in a mere notice of question-charges against gentlemen who are
not members of this House, and cannot be
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here to defend themsel ves-charges which
must certainly attach to them for a. certain
time. It is not the propel' way to obtain
information, for a que~tion of this kind to be
put-and by a banister-to the Att.orneyGeneral. The Attorney - General must
admit that the infol'mation desired by the
honorable member could have been obtained
by means of a more courteously-worded
notice than this. I think it insulting.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-MI·. Speaker, I
object to the honorable member proceeding
with these renulrks.
The SPEAKER.-I have already stated
distinctly enough what is the rule of t.he
House. The honorable member should
confine himself to a statement of .facts.
But, if the HOl,tse choose to give the honorable member greater latitude, I cannot
interfere.
Mr. EDWARDS.-I say that a more
courteously-worded question would have
elicited the information desirell. . I also
say that it is an improper and one-sided
state of things for an honorable member
to take ad vantage of his position in this
House, and embody, in a mere question,
accusations against persons who are not
here to defend themselves. In fi'aming
the question I am now about to ask, I
adopted the language of the honorable
member for South Bourke, with a view of
expressing the hope that a litt.le more esp1'it
de corps will be exhibi t.ed by honorable
members of this House, whether they agree
on public matters or not. We should act
towards each other in as courteous and
proper a way as is consistent with the
discharge of our duties. These attacks do
no good. On the contrary, they serve to
create feelings of bitterness, feelings which
are not alloweu to prevail in ordinary
society. Men are allowed to say, in this
House, things for which they would be
kicked out of a gentleman's parlour if those
things were said there. I agree with the
A ttomey-General, that legislation is required on this question. It is admitted
by the whole country that the electoral
law is deficient; alld I shall he only too
happy to support any measure which may
be brought in by the Government for the
object of preventing imposture either on
the one side or the ot.hel'. With reference to the matter which I desire to bring
unller the notice of the Attorney-General,'
I beg to quote t.he following extract from
the Spectator of the 20th October lust : "The Honorable J. Ma('grC'gor, Minister of
Mines, and his father, Mr. Macgregor, had take~
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out rights for the Council, as owners of freehold
property in Brunswick. The rate collector has
never been able to find any property for which
he could claim rates from either of these gentlemen, and therefore both their votes were
objected to. Notices were duly served on them,
but neither of them put in an appearance. It
appears that some time ago they possessed some
sort of interest in twenty acres of land, which
might be worth £50~ £600 j but this interest
they parted with many months ago. Yet the
Minister and his relative took out renewed
rights for this property, which did not belong to
them, but a few weeks since, and -we are informed actually voted at the election for the
South Province, on the third of the present
month. Mr. Rucker, who did not, as has been
stated, appear for Messrs. Macgregor, bnt who
was subprened by the objector to prove that
the property did not belong to them, offered to
the court an excuse for the Minister of Mines.
He said tha.t Mr. Macgregor had properties in
other parts of the province, hut, in deference to
the opinion of the Attorney-General, would not
insist on his right to add these together in order
to make a sufficient qualification. Mr. Hucker
did not say that Mr. Macgregor had any property
in llrunswick j we do not, therefore, see how the
fact of his having some elsewhere could justify
him in taking out a right for a place where he
had none."
I do not mean to say that the Minister of
Mines has been guilty of any impropriety.
Goodness knows whether there has been
any impropriety on the part of the pp.ople
who have been accused by the honorable
member for South Bourke. I move in the
matter chiefiywith the view of showing how
improper it is to deal with these things ex
parte. I might have dealt with the name
of the honorable mem ber for South Bourke;
I might have called attention to the fact
that, whereas, on the 17th July, the honorable member sold his property at Hawthorn,
and gave up possession, he subsequently
claimed to hava his name put on the roll
in respect of that property; that the
mayor and aSflessors told him that the
occupier was the pp.rson en~itled to be
rated; and that the claim was disallowed.
I might have shown that the honorable
member has been guilty of doing the very
same thing of which he accuses others.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I beg to give a
1Iat denial to the statement of the honorable member.
Mr. EDW ARDS.-I may add that
calling the attention of the AttorneyGeneral will not settle the matter; and I
trust the House will agree not to tolerate
such accusations for the future.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-:Mr. Speaker,
I think the House must have learnt, with
extreme surprise, from the ,honorable member, that he has purposely followed an
VOL. m.-2 F
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example which he is of opinion is unfair,
one-sided, and improperMr. EDWARDS.-For the purpose of
speaking to the question.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-If for the
mere purpose of evading the rules and proceedings of this House, I think it aggravates the course pursued by the honorable
member. He has thought proper to comment in undue and severe terms on the
language of a previous question; and, entertaining that unfavorable opinion, he
deliberately follows not merely the spirit
but the very terms of a question, which he
states is a question that ought not to be
put in this House. But there is this
difference between the question I am now
called upon to onswer, and that which I
had to answer a few minutes ago. The
question previously asked. was founded on
a statement alleged to be known, so far
as inquiry had reached, to the honorable
member who put the question. The
present question is founded on a mere
statement which appeared in the newspapers several months ago, to the truth of
which the honorable member who puts the
question will not p1ed:re his own belief.
There is this further difference-that if an
honorable member thinks that a Minister
of the Crown has acted ei ther in his
public or private capacity in a manner unworthy of his position, it is always competent for him to bring the circumstances
under the notice of the House. But the
honorable member for Collingwood, instead
of doing that, asks a question which conveys an imputation upon a Minister of the
Crown, to which the honorable member
will not pledg-e himself even to a belief in
the truth. The answer I will give to the
hOllCJrable member is this, that until he is
prepared to rise in his place-which I
apprehend, from what he has already
stated, he is not prepared to do-to state
that the question which he has put on
paper is not known to him or believed by
him to be untrue and unfounded, I will
not answer the question.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I think, Mr.
Speaker, I have a right to offer a remark
or two on this subject. It is not correct,
as stated in the newspaper extract read by
the honorable member for Collingwood,
that I have ceased to hold property in
Brunswick. I have possessed property in
Brunswick for, I think, over six or seven
years, and I have not yet disposed of that
property• Under the former Electoral
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Act I deemed myself entitled to take qut
a right to vote for the Southern Province
for that property, in conjunction with
other property which I had in othe1' parts
of the same province. I diJ not take out
a. right in any other of the divisions of the
province. By virtue of that right I voted
at the last election for the . Upper House.
I had not the slightest idea that I had no
right to do so. However, I was served
with notice of objection.. I then looked
into the matter, and found that an
electoral registrar had no right to issue a
right in respect of property a portion of
which might be in another division. Being
unable to attend the court, I requested
Mr. Rucker, who had to attend, to state
the circumstances under which I had
become the holder of an elector's right.
At the time of the issue of the right the
electoral registrar was u~der the same
impression that I was, namely, that it was
competent for me to unite properties which
might be situate in different divisions of
the province, for the purpose of an elector's
right. I have here the eleetor's right
which was issued to me, and which states
that it was issued to me in respect of properties at Brunswick, Gardiner, and Cranbourne. I shall be happy to show this,
and to explain where the properties are
situate, to any honorable member who may
desire to be informed on the subject.
With regard to the other person alluded
to, I know that he is possessed of property
which is used as quarries, and for which
he receives a weekly rent of £2.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I desire to make
a persomi.l explanation. The honorable
member for Collingwood has charged me
with having done precisely that which I
charge other persons with doing. But
there is no foundation for this. Last year,
the Hawthorn Borough Council ventured
to strike from the burgess list of that
borough my n'ame and the names of forty
other ratepayers who had paid rates for
property in the borough, which, at the
time they paid the rates, they then occupied. I was in the occupation of. the
property, in respect to which my name
appeared on the burgess list, for several
months after I paid the rates, and those
rates did not expire until last month. I
bad removed to another part of the South
Bourke electoral district-namely, Kewbut I had no vote for that place; I claimed
no vote for myself, or on behalf of other
persons, before the revision court; but I
wanted to know whether the Hawthorn
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Borough Council were just.ified in striking
forty names from the municipal roll without coming to the revision court, and I
demanded that my name should be restored
-first, because, having paid rates, I waS
in legal occupation; and secondly, because,
if my name could properly be objected to,
the town clerk could ..,ve put it in the
burgess list, and then have raised the
objection, to be dea.lt with openly in the
revision court. I protested against the
mayor sitting in borough council and
striking out my name, and then sitting in
the revision court to confirm his own
decision.
The subject then dropped.
PETITION.
Mr. KYTE presented a petition from
certain working hatters of' Melbourne,
calling attention to the advisability of
retaining the measurement duty of 4s. per
foot upon hats.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
FOURTH ~IGHT.

The debate on the motion for the House
to resolve itself into Committee of Ways
and Means, and on Mr. Richardson's
amendment thereon, condemning the proposed alterations in the Tariff, was then
resumed.
Mr. LEVI.-Mr. Speaker, there is only
one point in the address delivered by the
Minister of Public Works to which I wish
to refer. Notwithstanding the assertions
made by my honorable friend, the member
for Sandridge, that, by the adoption of the
Tariff of last session, the intercolonial
trade bad been partially destroyed, the
Minister of Public Works stated last night,
in a rather hilarious manner, that at the
present time there was not such a thing
as an intercolonial steamer lying idle in
these waters. Now I have made it my
special business to ascertain whether that
statement 'was a truthful one. I find on
making inquiries that, in consequence of
the restrictions imposed on the commerce
of this port, five as fine, or almost as fine,
steamers as any that ha.ve traded between
the colonies are laid up at the present time.
These are the Havilah and the Edina, both
of which are laid up between Sandridge and
Williamstown; the South Australian,
which is in the Saltwater river; and the
Soucltays and the Barwon, which are at
the Queen's-wharf. Another ste~mer will
be here in a day or two, for which it is said
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there is not likely to be occupation. These
boats employ, on an average, from 35 to
50 hands each. The expenditure for the
whole of the provisions, and the bnlk of
the repairs and fittings, is made at this
port; and the interchange of commodities
with the various colonies naturally gives
employment to a number of labourinO'
people on the wharfs. All this trade i~ .
thoroughly destroyed. Therefore, either
the Minister of Public Works must have
been labouring under a gross mistake
when he made his statement last night, or
his knowledge of commercial matters, so
far as this colony is concerned, is unworthy
of credence, and undeserving the attention
of this House I now beg to call attention to a report published by one of the
wealthiest steam navigation companies in
an adjoining colony. That report is of an
unfavorable character, and this the directors attribute to "an unprecedented
depression of trade throughout the
colonies, and the passing of legislative
measures restrictive of commercial intercourse between this and the neiO'hbourinO'
communities I" I think with ~uch evf.
dence as that, with the apparent decline
in the prosperity of the country, with the
numerous complaints that we have had
from all quarters connected with the
shipping interest, there must be some
strong proof that a severe blow-a blow
from which it will take a tremendous 10nO'
time to recover-has been inflicted on ou~
intercolonial trade. Having made these
observations, Mr. Speaker, I shall now
apply myself as briefly as possible to the
question under the consideration of the
House-namely the amendment of the
honorable member for GeelonO' East on
the motion that you do leave the chair.
I shall have very little difficulty in makinO'
up my mind as to the view I ought to tak~
of this amendment, nor can any honorable
member, who has the interedt of the
country at heart, hesitate long if he acts
honestly, and as his conscience dictates.
After the struggle and turmoil which
attended the passing of the Tariff, all
sections of the community arrived at the
conclusi~n that, for three years at least,
peace nllght be amongst us. It seems,
however, that we are to haye a recurrence
to the strife of the past. When we refer
to the carefully prepared statements of the
Minister of Customs and the Treasurer
last year, condemnatory of ad valorem
duties, and remember that we are now
asked to adopt those duties, it must be'
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admitted that the Ministry are treating
~he country, through its representatives,
In a manner unparalleled in any other
British community. On January 19, 1865,
the honorable the Treasurer, alluding to
the measurement system, said~'I need not say that the object of proposing
thIS .system of applying the rate is to avoid, if
pOSSIble, ad valorem duties. One great objection
to ad valorem duties, in addition to those which
. I have mentioned, is the cost of collection.
The difference in the cost of collection would be
as much as 2! per cent. in favour of the system
of duties which the Government propose-that
is, whereas it will only cost Il! per cent. to
collect these rates, it would cost 5 per cent. if a
corresponding amount of revenue were to be
obtained by ad valorem duties."

In the long statement made-and involuntarily made-by the Minister of Customs,
I could not discover the slightest reason
for the Government abandoning the position they occupied in January, 1865.
What justification can there be? Is there
any to be found in the petitions which
have been presented to us, or in the appeals
which deputations from the trades which
have sprung up under the measurement
duties have been making? Indeed, I believe that Ministers are careless themsel ves
whet.her they revert back to measurement
duties or not. A conviction grows upon
me, as I read the replies given to the
various deputations, that item after item
will be yielded until the Tariff itself will
be absolutely withdrawn from this Chamber. There is one matter I would like to
touch upon as regards tl1e estimate of
revenue, and that is the large difference
between the revenue receipts, as given in
the return published in the Government
Gazette, and the receipts as stated by the
Treasurer in his Budget speech. The
Gazette return, which purports to be a stateme~t of the total net revenue for the year
endmg the 31st December, 1~66, and which
is signed by "James McCulloch, 'Acting
Treasurer," gives a total of £2,948,429 3s.
The estimated income was £3,186,265,
so that the deficiency is £137,836. But
in the statement made by the Treasurer
the deficiency was represented as £30,000
01'.£31,000.
Mr. VERDON.-The honorable member is taking a somewhat unusual course,
but I have no objection to give him the
information. The statement which the
honorable member refers to i~ the published statement of estimated receipts and
actual receipts to the end of the year
1866. Now that statement is quite correct.
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It is a statement required by the Audit
Act, and it sets forth, under the various
heads, the revenue received during the
year. But the honorable member must be
aware-and if not, I will now inform himthat during the first three months of every
year large sums are received under the
various heads of revenue on account of the
year preceding; and, in making a calculation of the deficiency or surplus in any
year, it has always been necessary, of
course, to take into consideration the
amounts received after the end of December on account of that year. The amount
so received in 1867, on account of 1866,
makes up the difference between the
statement which appears in the Gazette
and the statement which I made to honorable members in Committee of Ways and
Means.
Mr. LEVI.-If that is the system
hitherto adopted, it is a most extraordinary system. The Gazette is supposed
to contain a faithful record of the whole
amount of revenue received, with the
increase or decrease, from the original
estimate. A system has been endeavoured
to be carried out, of obtaining the
Treasurer's statement in Novemb/er, and if
that could be done the country would be
largely benefited.
Mr. VERDON.-If the statement were
made in November, it would be necessary
to substitute estimates for actual receipts,
and therefore the statement would not be
so correct as when it is made after the
termination of the year, when we know
actually what our receipts are.
Mr. LEVI.-Can the honorable gentleman state whether there are any items
still to be received on account of the year
1866 ?
Mr. VERDON. - No considerable
amount remains to be received.
Mr. LEVI.-There is one matter to
which I have still to call attention. It is
the £61,617 16s. 6d. mentioned in the
ninth annual report of the Audit Commissioners as duties uncollected. That
sum appears to have dropped out of the
Treasurer's statement, and out of the
Government Gazette. I am not aware
whet.her there is any official record that
the amount still stands to the credit of the
country os a debt to be collected, or
whether the Government have felt disposed to take a sponge al1dwipe it out.
Had the Treasurer had this item of
£61,000 to add to his little balance of
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£1,100, he would have been able to tell a far
more flattering tale. To the loss of it we
must in part attribute the grievous taxation with which it is now proposed to
oppress the people. It is a perfect disgrace
that no steps have been taken t.o collect so
large a sum. This House, it is true, has
taken a certain action in the matter, but I
have yet to learn that, in the absence of a
Bill of'Indemnity, the House by constituting a committee, or the Government by
appointing a commission, can forego the
collection of money due to the State. In
1863, a paltry amount of gold export duty
had to be remitted on the bridal gift to Her
Royal Highness the Princess of Wales, and
it was found necessary to place that paltry
amount on the Estimates, in order to obtain
the sanct.ion of both branches of the Legislature. But no notice whatever is taken of
the enormous sum of £61,000. That nice
little bonne bouche for one section of the
community is supposed to be forgotten by
the others. I do not desire to speak with
acerbity, but I feel strongly on this subject, and I maintain that, in the present
impoverished condition of our fimtnces,
it is imperative on Ministers to undertake
the task of collecting the money. 'Ye
have been informed that the amount due
on bonds is almost all collected, and perhaps, if the attempt were made, there might
be an equal degree of success in the
recovery of the larger sum. Referring
to the list which exhibits the different
articles under their respective heads,
and which enables us to judge of the
operation of the new Tariff, I find that
in twenty-eight ite.ms there has been
an increase of £276,000, and that in
twenty-one there has been a decrease 'of
£l66,000. I cannot shut my eyes to
the fact that some local industries must
have been slightly benefited by the
change which has taken place, and I am
sure that, if the Government had selected
those industries which the country is
desirous should receive incidental protection-if they had prvposed substantial
duties on some twenty articles -those
honorable members who advocate freedom
of commerce would have yielded with
more heartiness to such a proposal than
they can do to the proposition to tax from
800 to 1,000 articles. I have no hesitation
in declaring that I would far sooner support a thoroughly protectionist Ministry
which would tax from fifteen to twenty of
the articles we are capable of producing
here, than I would consent to the proposed
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Tariff. Possessing as I do firm and strong
free trade convictions, I consider that I
should be carrying out those convictions
by obtaining the admittance of 800 articles
free, while only twenty or five and twenty
would be protected. If a union is contemplated-and I may plead a certain amount
of ignorance on the subject - between
the two !3xtreme sections of the House,
the protectionists and the free t.raders,
that union will certainly not be more disgraceful than the co~lition which took place
on the formation of the present Ministry. At
that timea cry was sent forth, loud and long,
that the Minister-'of Lands, Mr. Duffy,
went in for repudiation. The machinery
of the Land Act had broken down, and,
in order to obtain the rent which the
pastoral tenants were originally required
to pay, it was proposed to fall back on the
old assessment system. When that proposal was made, what did we find? Why
that intrigues had taken place, and that
gentlemen who bad long been sitting sideby-side with me-the present Chief SeCl'etary and the present Minister of Customs
among them-were prepared to join the
Opposit.ion, and to do battle to the death
in order to avoid repudiation. And what
is proposed but repudiation now? A
Tariff which, according to its promoters,
was to bestow prosperity on the colony
was forced on us, and after an existence
of a few months it is to he repudiated.
Why, then, should honorable members on
the Opposition side not feel that they
will be acting judiciously in joining with
the protectionists in an amendment,
which, if carried, might cause the Ministry to resign? Not that I think such
a calamity would happen, even if three
motions of want of confidence were carried. I say this because the Minister
of Customs, in the earlier part of his
address, spoke of being tired of office, and
of resignation in the event of any alteration in the Tariff; but toward::; the conclusion a remarkable change came over
him, and he stated that the Government
would not resign, but would aecept both
alterations and modifications. The amendment has struck terror into the Minist.erial
ranks, and Ministers ,themselves are going
about promising honorable members on
every hand whatever concessions will
please their constituents. To show how
this Tariff will benefit the local manufacturer, I may mention that I have been
waited upon by the representative of a
firm engaged in the manufacture of paper
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bags. They have imported machinery
valued at £4,000; they employ from thirty
to forty hands, and they have secured, not
only the Victorian market, but also an
intercolonial trade to the extent of onethird of their operations. I was assured
that the ad valorem duty on paper, which
is equivalent to £2 per ton, would destroy
their intercolonial trade, and would otherwise so cripple them that they would have
to close their establishment. Many traders
have declared to me that it will be absolutely necessary for them to keep a special
custom-house clerk, so harrnssing are the
new regulations; and I am sure that, if
the choice were afforded them, our merchants would far rather pay a poll-tax of
from £200 to £500 per head than they
would accept the present scheme. I do
not think that the country is prepared to
accept the Government proposal; and I
would press upon protection members the
propriety of fixing the Government to a
definite proposal. Either let the Government state distinctly what alteration they
will make, or let those honorable members,
Mr. Speaker, vote for your not leaving the
chair. If, sir, honorable members are
cajoled into permitting you to leave the
chair, the debates in committee will extend so far into the session that at last
we shall have to yield almost everything.
It is said that the Opposition desire to
prolong this debate. I admit that it is
not desirable that so important a matter
should be permitted to pass with two
or three nights' discussion. In a few days
I believe a strong feeling will spring up
in all parts of' the country against the
Government scheme. The country will
demand that the industries which have
been called into existence shall not be
destl'oyed, that more encouragement shall
be afforded to some few industries to be
named, and that in other respects we shall
have a free port, I am anxious, however,
that trade should not be crippled during
the few weeks this measure may be under
consideration, and I would strongly urge
on the Minister of Customs to consider
whether drawbacks cannot be allowed, so
that business transactions with the adjacent
colon~es may not be prohibited, or even
restricted. If Ministers will not do this,
discredit will attach to them more readily
than they imagine. It is to our continued
fiscal changes that I attribute what I
consider the non-success of our loan
The country
on the English market.
does not yet understand the circumstances
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under which this loan has been placed.
I do not wish to det.ract from the merits

of the Treasurer, who has made every
endeavour to afford speedy information
ot' the result of his mission; but it
cannot be forgotten that, in 1859 and in
successive years, the people of England
paid this colony a premium of eight
sovereigns for every £lOO debenture.
There is an impression that we obtained
£102 lOs. for our waterworks debentures,
but the fact is that we got less than £100.
Moreover, the credit of this colony is so
much depreciated, that English capitalists
would not take up the loan at the minimum which was fixed, and French capital
took it up instead. Eight years ago, when
Europe was in a very disturbed state, and
money was scarce, our debentures sold at
from £110 to £111, which, deducting
accrued interest, netted £ L08, so that
since then our credit has declined at the
rate of 1 per cent. per annum. I do not
think that the decline has been so
gradual as this. I am rather inclined
to believe that English capitalists have
been paying attention to our fiscal proceedings of late. It is true that the
applications were about three times in
excess of the amount we required, but
the're is nothing. wonderful in that. At
the very same time the applications for
the New Zealand loan were ten times in
excess of the amount required.
Mr. VALE.-At what price.
Mr. LEVI.-At an equally remunerative price, considering that the New Zealand loan bore 5 per cent interest, and the
Victorian loan 6 per cent., and considering
that the New Zealand" loan had been once
rejected by the public. Besides, half the
applications for the' Victorian loan were
under par. The lowest and highest prices
are stated in the London commercial intelligence of the Argus to have been £88
and £104 lOs. As I have already mentioned, the loan did not realize par,
although the country believes it did. The
£2 lOs. which is regarded as a premium
really represents accrue4 interest. It does
not appear, therefore, that the administration of our public affairs has redounded
much to our commercial credit. No
doubt we shall always be able to obtain
money for reproductive works. The
banking institutions would have done as
well in this instance without the Treasurer,
and in all probability they will always be
able to secure' capital ii'om some one
part of the world to _take up our
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debentures at or slightly under par. I
find that, in a letter addressed to the
chairman of the associated banks in 1860,
and signed by Mr. James McCulloch it is,
stated that the price then obtained for
our debentures (£110) was not considered
sati sfactory.
At this stage Mr. LOVE called attention to the state of the House.
After wait.ing the usual time, 'it was
found that there was not a quorum present,
arid the Speaker, at eighteen minutes past
six o'clock, declared the House adjourned
until Tuesday, February 19.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, February 19, 1867.
Brigadier-General Carey-South-Western Province ElectionThistle Nuisance-Refreshment Rooms-Import Returns.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twelve
minutes past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
BRIGADIER-GE~ERAL

CAREY.

The PRESIDENT stated that he had
presented to Brigadier-General Carey the
address adopted by the Council, and that
General Carey had made the following
reply:"Brigade Head Quarters,
"Melbourne, 13th February, 1867.
" SIR,-It affords me great satisfaction to re.
ceive the address which you now present to me
from the Legislative Council of Victoria.
"I beg that you will do me the favour to
convey to the honorable members of that House
my grateful acknowledgments for the honour
which they have conferred upon me, tJ.nd for the
complimentary and kind expressions with which
they have been pleased to address me.
"1 have the honour to be, sir,
"Your most obedient humble servant,
"GEORGE JACKSON CAREY,

,. Brigadier-General, Commanding Troops,
.. Australian Colonies."
The Hon. G. W. COLE presented the
following message from His Excellency
the Governor : .. The Governor informs the Legislative Council that he will, with pleasure, transmit to the
::;ecretary of State, with a view of its being conveyed to His Royal Highness the Commanderin-Chief, a copy of the address from the Legislative Council to t.he Honorable Brigadier· General
Carey, C.B.
" Government Offices,
" Melbourne, February, 1867."

Thistle
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SOUTH-WESTERN PROVINCE
ELECTION.
The PRESIDENT intimated that, on
the 15th February, he received a petition
from one Robert Lewis, against the return
of the ~on. George Rolfe as a member for
the South-W·estern Province.
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY moved that
the p~tition be referred to the Elections·
and Qualifications Committee.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER seconded
the motion.
The Hon. G. ROLFE. -Is it not necessary that the petition should be read, in
order that the House may learn the
grounds of the objection?
.
The PRESIDENT.-The petition will
be printed in the Gazette.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-Is the petition to go to the committee, then, without
honorable members knowing anything
about it?
The CLERK read the petition.
The Hon. G. ROLFE called attention
to an irregularity in the setting forth of
the names mentioned.
The PRESIDENT.-The House cannot deal with the petition now. If there
is any irregularity in it, the honorable
member can take advantage of the fact in
committee.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-I do not know
whether there is any provision by which
my request can be met, but I would beg
to be excused from service on the Elections and Qualifications Committee, on the
abstract principle that no one should
adjudicate upon a matter in which he
is personally interested. I am interested
to the extent that I voted at the SouthWestern Province election, and, without
offence to either party, I may say that
I am interested in the result. On
this ground I would be glad, if it is
consistent with the practice of Parliament, to be· relieved from sitting on the
committee.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL.-1
do but express the personal belief of all of
us when I say that, whatever the position
of the honorable member (Mr. Sladen) may
be, he would prove. an unbiassed judge.
Still, though his wish may arise from a
feeling of over-delicacy, it is one which
should be respected. I, therefore, move.
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that the honorable member's name be
taken off the list of the committee.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL seconded
the motion.
The PRESIDENT.-1 find that it is
competent for the honorable member to
resign his seat on the committee, but the
resignation will, not take effect for three
days after his sending the letter to me,
"nor until the appointment of another
member" in place of the one so resigning.
As the committee cannot sit unless it is
fully constituted, and as the honorable
member cannot resign after the first sitting,
I would be glad to learn his intention
before calling the committee together.
Mr. SLADEN intimated that he would
forward his resignation to the President.
THISTLE NUISANCE.
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-In giving
notice of my questions-If the Government have had their attention drawn to
the thistles luxuriating in the reserve
round the Treasury-buildings and Printing
office, and in the adjacent streets?
whether the Government consider themselves responsible under the "Thistle
Prevention Statute, 1865?" and, if not,
to whom are the public to look for redress
against the nuisance ?-1 did not desire
that the application of those questions
should be confined to the reserves about
the Treasury-buildings. I only selected
the most palpable case-a case in which.
the thistles are growing under the V&ilY;
eye of the Government. I intended b.h~.
questions to apply equally to all reSil!"~S;';
because, if the Governm.ent allow ~is.tle~
to grow under their eyes, Q . .fprtil?.ri~.
thistles will not be removed. fil'i:>.n1... t~e,.
various reserves scattered tlw@.uiftou~ the,.
colony. Priva;te -persons m.eli it'. a. great~
hardship that th.ey sh~li1{c\~ b~., li;able to.
severe penalties if t~ fail' to: er~dicate,
thistles on thei·r proPEtl-ties, and that their:
expenditure should tll,~IhQe rendered uselesSi
by the growth of th.i~tl~s, ip the Government reserves.
Th~r~, ia. ~ ~l.ause under
which Gover~rnell;~ coql!l Q~. lj~uired to
remo.ve the thl stle~,. o~ nqtiGe 1?~i.ljl.g given,
but l~ would be. Llnpr~ctica.bl~ ~Q P'1;1;$ dl,Q
mUChlll€.ry in mQtiol}. so as to apply tQ
every l~ttle resel'\-;e in th~ colony. l
would lIke tu Know., ~herefore, what redress t~ose peJ;'so:J;l.s have w.ho keep theil;'
propertIes clear" wl,ti.\.e just outside thistles
are growing on Goverm:nel:l,t reserv-es ?
The Hon. Go. \V .. COLE.-l'o the ho~or.
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able member's first question I have to
reply, that the Public Works department
will destroy any thistles to be found in the
Pa.rliament House reserves. To the other
questions I have no answer, but I may
have by next meeting. The honorable
member has confirmed my belief that the
Thistle Prevention Act is a great nuisance.
It cannot be complied with, for a man
might just as well be called upon to
destroy all the weeds which infest his land.
:Moreover, as one honorable member told
us, thistles are of benefit to sheep and
cattle. All the sheep at the back of
Williamstown would have been lost lately
had they not had thistles to eat down.
The Thistle Act and the Scab Act are
,two great nuisances, and ought to be
repealed.
RATEPAYERS' RETURN.
The Hon. W. HIG HETT asked the
honorable member representing the Government when the ratepayers' return,
moved for during the previous session,
would be laid on the table of the House?
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I received
the return a long t.ime ago, and the impression was that it was presented in due
course. There has been a mistake somewhere. Inquiries have been made, and
no doubt the error will be rectified next
time the House sits.
REFRESHMENT ROOMS COMMITTEE.
The Hon. W. HIGHETT brought up
a report from the Refreshment Rooms
(Joint) Committee, recommending the
laying down of a ~-inch water pipe for
the exclusive use of the stables.
On the motion of the honorable member,
the report was adopted.
IMPORT RETURNS.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN, with the
leave of the House, moved, without
notice"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the value of the following
goods imported during the year 1866, the
package rate charged. and the amount collected
on the same respectively:-Boots and shoes,
saddlery and harness, leather and leatherware,
machinery, paper and stationery, drapery, carriages, hats and caps, musical instruments,
haberdashery, furniture, hosiery, apparel and
slops, jewellery, oilmen's sto,res, millinery."

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
to five o'clock, until Tuesday, February 26.

Grant to Lady Darling.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, February 19, 1867.
Proposed Grant to T..ady Darling-The Police Force-Local
Insolvency Courts-Importation of Green Fruits-Debate
on the Budget.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
MINING DEPARTMENT.
Mr. VALE, in compliance with an
order of the House, dated February 12,
presented a return, showing the cost of
alterations and additions in the offices of
the Mining departmen to
OFFICES RE~TED BY THE
GOVERNMENT.
Mr. VALE, pursuant to an order of the
House, made on the 24th of January, laid
on the table a return of all buildings
rented by the Government for public or
other purposes.
BRIGADIER-GENERAL CAREY.
Mr. McCULLOCH presented the following message from His Excellency the
Governol':"The Governor informs the Legislative Assembly that he will, with pleasure, transmit to
the Secreta:r:y of State, with a view of its being
conveyed to His Royal Highness the Commanderin-Chief, a copy of the address from the Legislative Assembly to the Honorable BrigadierGeneral Carey, C.B.
" Government Offices, Melbourne,
"19th February, 1867."

GRANT TO LADY DARLING.
Mr. McCULLOCH presented the following message from His Excellency the
Governor : "The Governor transmits to the r~egislative
Assembly the copy of II. dispatch received by
him by the last mail, from the Secretary of
State, in reply to the dispatch in which General
Carey, the Officer administering the Government, forwarded, for presentation to Her Majesty,
the address to Her Majesty, respecting the
proposed grant to Lady Darling, adopted by the
Legislative Assembly on the 8th May, 1866.
"The Legislative Assembly will observe that
the Secretary of State has been engaged in a
correspondence on the subject of that address
with Sir Charles Darling, which correspondence,
at the date of the dispatch. was not concluded.
" Government Offices, Melbourne,
" 19th February, 1867."

On the motion of Mr. McCULLOCH,
The CLERK read the despatch, which
was as follows : "Victoria, No. 47.
"Downing street, Dec. 8, 1866.
"Sir,-I have received General Carey's dispatch, No.7, of the 26th of May, in which he
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forwarded an address to the Queen from the
Legislative Assembly of Victoria, praying that
Her Majesty will be pleased to sanction the acceptance by Lady Darling of a sum of £20,000,
which a select committee of the Assembly have
recommended should be granted to her.
"I have hitherto delayed answering that dispatch, because I have been engaged in a correspondence on the subject with Sir Charles
Darling, which can hardly be said even now to
be concluded. I request that you will inform
the Speaker of the Assembly that the address
has been laid before the Queen, who was pleased
to receive it very graciously, but that I am unable to advise Her Majesty to accede to the
request which it conveys.
"The rule that a Governor should not receive
pecuniary or valuable presents from the inhabitants of the colony over which he presides,
either during the continuance of his office or on
leaving it, is expressly laid down in the colonial
regulations, and for obvious reasons it has
always been rigidly enforced. It is plain that
such a rule would be merely nugatory if it were
held that what the Governor was precluded from
receiving might properly be given to his wife.
"It is, under these circumstances, impossible
that Her Majesty should be advised to sanction
the literal or substantial violation of this rule
by any of her servants; or, on the other hand,
that the acceptance of the proposed gift should
be regarded otherwise than as a final relinquishment by Sir Charles Darling of that
service, and of all the emoluments or expectations attaching to it.
"I have, &c.,
(Signed)
"CARNARVON.
"Governor the Hon. SirJ. H. T.Manners Sutton."

Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker,
perhaps I may be allowed to say, with regard to this dispatch, that, as it appears
the correspondence between Sir Charles
Darling and the Imperial Government is
not yet concluded, the Government are
not in a position to know whether it is the
intention of Sir Charles Darling to continue his connexion with the Imperial
Government, or to relinquish that connexion. When the decision of Sir Charles
Darling is known, if it is his intention to
relinquish his connexion with the Imperial
Government, a message will be brought
down asking the House to reinstate the
vote of last year.
PETITIONS.
Mr. BOWMAN presented a petition
from W. R. Whitehorn, praying the
House to take his case, as set forth in the
petition, into consideration, and either
allow a drawback upon the raw material
entering into the manufacture of mining
and military fuse, or impose such duty on
the imported fuse as would place this
industry on a footing to compete with
foreign manufactures.
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Mr. DYTE presented a petition from
the officers and committee of the Ballarat
Central Farmers' League, praying the
House would increase the proposed duty
on imported grain, &c.
Similar petitions were presented by the
same honorable member, and by Mr.
WHEELER and Mr. FRAZER, from
certain farmers, agriculturists, and others.
THE POLICE FORCE.
Mr. BURROWES asked the AttorneyGeneral if it was the intention of the
Government to introduce a Bill this
session to amend the law relating to the
police force?
.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said it was the
intention of the Chief Secretary to introduce a Bill for that purpose.
LOCAL INSOLVENCY COURTS.
. In reply to Mr. BURROWES,
Mr. HIG INBOTHAM intimated that, in
a Bill relating to insolvency, which would
be introduced at as early a date as possible,
the question of establishing local insolvency
courts would be dealt with.
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
Mr. LANGTON asked the Minister of
Customs when certain returns connected
with the imports and exports for 1866,
which the House, some weeks ago, ordered
to be laid upon' the table, would be produced?
Mr. ~'RANCIS said he could only
repeat the substance of a remark which he
made on a former occasion, namely, that
the returns for the first three quarters of
the year were posted up, but that the laRt
quarter could not be posted up during the
present month, 8:t least without employing
an additional staff of officers.
IMPORTED GREEN FRUITS.
Mr. JONES (in the absence of Mr.
LOVE) asked the Minister of Customs what
duty he was charging on imported green
fruits, and if he had made any arrangements with importers of green fruits, and
what that arrangement was?
lVlr. FRANCIS said he had been furnished with the following reply from the
department : "A deputation from the importers of green
fruits represented the loss which they would
sustain if they were not allowed to take away
their fruit immediately upon the arrival of the
importing vessels, especially when they arrived
before or after customs hours, or on Saturday.
The following temporary arrangement was
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therefore agreed to, in order to afford the necessary facilities to the trade: - The proper
officer to grant permission for the removal of
fl'uit, upon the owners or agents of the vessel
undertaking to pay (during the summer only
and to the end of May) the undermentioned
duties on the following descriptions of green
fruit, the same being based upon the value
thereof as summer fruit at the port of shipment,
with the usual addition of 10 per cent. added:Tasmanian and Auelaide fruits, 2d. per bushel,
and 1d. per half-bushel, with the exception of
filberts, which shall be charged I s. 3d. Sydney
fruits, excepting bananas and pine apples, 6d.
per bushel or case, 3d. per half-bushel or case,
qd. per quarter-bushel or case. Exceptional
packages to be charged upon the basis of the
value thereof. Bananas and pine apples at 10
per cent. on invoices. In addition to the above,
there is a. charge of 3d., 6d., and 9d. per case for
harbour and wharfage dues."

DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
FIFTH NIGHT.

The debate on the Budget, and on Mr.
Richardson's amendment, condemning HIe
proposed alterations in the Tariff, w.as
lI.'esumed.
Mr. LEVI.-W:p.en the H<>use was
-counted out on Thursday evening last,
to give an opportunity, probably, to the
Ministerial supportf.rs to attend to their
:respective duties, I was referring to the
loan which had recently been placed on
the English market. I was anxious to
point out that the feeling of Great Britain
in reference to this country had considerably altered within the last seven or eight
years; that, whereas some years ago we
were enabled to place our debentures on
the English market at a net premium of
8 per cent., in the late negotiation we
scarcely have been able to dispose of them
at par. Without wishing in any respect
to detract from the merit due to the
Treasurer for the manper in which he
performed his mission to England, I mnst
say that the corre~pondence which has been
placed on the table in reference to this
subject, shows that we cannot express our
satisfaction at the result of the Treasurer's
mission in such. glowing terms as some
would have us to do. I find that, notwithstanding the large expense which the colony
must necessarily incur in maintaining the
monitor and the block-ship which we are
to receive from England, the- ships themselves will not be vested in the Government of this country, nor will they, in
reality, belong to the colony at all. I find
that the sum of £15,000, which we are
entitled to receive from the Imperial
. Government for the cost of coal and stores
consumed by the Victoria during the New
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Zealand war, and the estimated value of
that ship~ £10,000, making in all a sum of
£25,000, is to be considered our proportion of the payment towards the cost of
the two war-ships which are to be sent
out to us. I also find that, in the conditions upon which the ships are granted to
us, it is specifically stated that we are to
provide the armament for the vessels, and
no doubt, as jntimated by the Treasurer,
we shall procure guns of the very best
description which it is possible to obtain.
The terms are fully detailed in a letter
written by Mr. Adderley to Mr. Verdon.
After observing that the Imperial Government "fully appreciate the advantage
which Her Majesty's naval force on that
station will derive from the maintenance
in Australian waters of an additional
British ship of war, at the expense of the
colony," Mr. Adderley states"The cost of the ship is not to exceed £125,000,
of which the colony will furnish £25,000. The
cost of armament is to be borne by the colony.
The maintenance, manning, and command of the
ship is to be undertaken by the Colonial Government, receiving such occasional aid as heretofore in the selection of such officers and men
from' home as may be asked for. It is clearly
understood that this ship is maintained for the
protection of the important British as well as
colonial interests that require naval defence in
the waters of the colony. She will, therefore, in
time of war, be under the command of the
Senior Naval Officer on the station, who, in the
event of any serious emergency, will not be precluded from withdrawing her for a time from the
immediate waters of the colony, in case the
general safety should, in his judgment, make
such a temporary withdrawal absolutely necessary. The colony will bear the cost of fitting
out this vessel, of conveying her to Melbourne,
and when there, of manping and maintaining
her, and in time of peace of using her as a training ship for a local naval force. Steps will be
at once taken by the colony for raising such a
force. If either of these "essels shall cease to
be maintained and used for the purposes for
whieh it is given. the property in it will revert
to Her Majesty's Government, discharged of all
the above stipulations. The graving-dock, now
in progress of construction at Melbourne, will be
completed to the necessary depth, and with the
necessary approaches, so as to receive the largest
vessels of war now built, and will be at the command of Her Majesty for any of Her Majesty's
ships that may require repair; and with this
object, Lord Carnarvon understands that the
colony will be ready, on the requisition of the
naval officer in command, to move any other ship
out in order to allow Her Majesty's ships to go
into the dock."

I advert to this to show that we shall have
to expend a very large sum of money
annually, in addition to the amounts which
now appear on the Estimates, for defensive
purposes, and what benefit, I ask, shall we
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gain? The vessels which are to be sent
out here for our protection are not to be
the property of the colony, but are to be
withdrawn at any time on the authority
of the officer in command of the station.
In reality, we shall simply have a, temporary loan of the ships. I consider that it
would have been far better to have had
the vessels constructed at our own cost;
because, as it is, we shall have to arm,
equip, and maintain them at the expense
of the colony, and yet only have the temporary loan of them. I will now, sir,
refer to the results of some of the estimates
of revenue for the past year, to show how
unreliable they were, and how unreliable,
it may be presumed, are the estimates of
the same items for this year. It bas been
stated that the amount of revenue obtained,
compared with the estimate, showed a
decrease on twenty-eight items and an
increase on twenty-one, which seems to
prove conclusively that no reliance can be
placed on the Treasurer's estimates of
revenue for the present year. There is
the same likelihood-in fact, more likelihood-of there being differences between
the ainounts estimated and the amounts
realized this year than there w~s last year.
Coming first to the estimate of revenue
under the head of spirits,. I may remind
the House that the Minister of Customs
stated that the Government anticipated
that, by the alteration by which they propose to levy a uniform duty on spirits
as of proof, they would realize about
£20,000 per annum extra from that
source. If the Minister of Customs
had taken the trouble to reflect for a few
moments, he must have seen that he was
thoroughly wrong in his calculation. I
believe that many mercantile firms have
expressed a desire that packages of spirits
imported into this colony should be dealt
with as of uniform quantity-that is, that a
case purporting to contain two gallons of
spirits should be charged duty on that
quantity. But the proposal which the
Minister of Customs makes has nothing to
do with 'the quantity, it has simply reference to the strength of the spirits. All
spirits, it is proposed, shall pay a uniform
duty of lOs. per gallon. Now what will
be the result of that alteration? The
:Minister of Customs and his colleagues
can surely never for a moment think that
the exporters of spirits to this colony will
continue to send out spirits 10 or 20 per
cent. under proof, to be charged the same
rate of duty as proof spirits r How is it
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possible that the Minister of Customs
could come to the conclusion that an additional revenue of £20,000 per annum
would be obtained by the alteration in the
mode of levying the duty on Spil'itS?
The result of the alteration will simply be
that, while the consumption of spirits will .
not decrease, the quantity imported will
be less, and the strength of the spirits will
be reduced after they are imported. Very
few members, I think, will disagree with
me that this item of £20,000 will be
entirely cast to the wind. If the proposed
alteration were to come into operation immediately, I could understand that an
increase of revenue might result from it;
but, as· it is not to come into operation
until the 1st of July next, the importers
of spirit.s will have ample opportunity of
communicating with the exporters in the
meantime, and thus prevent the country
obtaining this extra £20,000 of revenue.
The next item is that of wine. The anticipation of the Minister of Customs of the
revenue to be derived from that item may,
in all probability, be realized. The esti·
mated revenue from beer, ciuer, tobacco,
and other items, may also approach to
correctness; but seeing that, in past years,
deficiencies on several items have been
made up in other directions, the House is
entitled to some more reliable data than
honorable members have hitherto had.
We find that in the Customs de...
pnrtment alone, notwithstanding that
there was an ,absolute deficiency last
year in the revenue on fifteen items,
amounting in the aggregate to something
like £20,469, yet there was an excess
on other items, which left a net ill crease
on the whole of £4,694. No explanation has been given of the cause of
these discrepancies.
The same remark
applies to the excise revenue.
I have
very little doubt that the revenue obtained
from excise duties ought to have been
much greater last year than it was. I
believe that there is a very large amount
of illicit distillation going on in the country. I do not wish to speak disrespectfully of any of the excise officers, but I
believe that if a stricter supervision was
maintained, and a larger number of officers
employed, if necessary, the revenue from
excise would be considerably increased.
The next head to which I will refer is that
of territorial revenue. I must express my
astonishment at the Government having
taken upon themselves last year to sell

lands in ex.cess of the estimate, to the
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extent of £80,569; and I believe that
neady the whole of that amount was
obtained within the last two 01' three
weeks of the year. I find that rents and
selections have realized £20,853 more than
was estimated; fees, leases, and licences
show an increase of £19,075 ; miners'
rights, an increase of £1,442; business
licences, an increase of £712. On the
other hand, the pastoral rents have realized
£5,192 less than the estimate, a:nd rents
under the Amending Land Act show
a deficieney of no less than £73,868.
I suppose that in a short time we
shall hear whether any portion of this
latter item is likely to be paid into
the Treasury, or whether the leases
have been absolutely forfeited, and the
lessees compelled to abandon the land
and lose the money which they may have
invested in it. I have referred to these
figures for the purpose of showing the
unreliable character of the Treasurer's
estimates. Nothing can be more startling
than to find Ministers miscalculating to
such an extent as upwards of £70,000 in
one item of revenue. The revenue derived
from public works might also be referred
to as showing a very large deficiency on
the estimate. Fines and forfeitures have
been less, and" miscellaneous" considerably
more than the amount estimated. A comparison of the revenue and Estimates for
the past year will, I think, show a greater
discrepancy than in any year s'ince I have
had the honour of being a member of the
House. Are the Estimates for this year,
then, reliable? Have they been prepared
with such care and sound judgment that
the people of the country will not have, at
the expiration of another financial year, to
be asked to consent to another change in
the Tariff in order to supply a deficiency
in the revenue? The scheme of taxation
which has been proposed this year has
been submitted because we want more
money.
We are told that a certain
sum of money must be raised, and that
to the Customs alone must we look to
obtain it. But the mode in which it is proposed to obtain the money, is one that is
inimical to the best interests of the country.
Certain industries, no doubt, have been a
little raised by the Tariff of 1865. I
alluded to one such industry on the last
occasion that I addressed the House;
and, though that may be called a trifling
industry, I would remind honorable members,that numerous small industries in the
aggregate give employment to a considerMr. Levi.
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able number of persons. A question was
asked this evening in reference to the
importation of green fruit. I have been
informed that, since the alteration made by
the last Tariff in the duties imposed on
imported jams, fruit has been imported
into this colony for the purpose of being
manufactured into jam. Jam manufactories
have been established, and certain fruits
which cannot be grown to advantage in
this colony have been imported in large
quantities, duty free, and have formed the
raw material for those manufactories,
which have been able to compete successfully with imported jams. J believe
that if the Tariff now contemplated
becomes law, it will destroy the interest
to which I have alluded, and the jam
manufacturers will be compelled to close
their establishments. Other members will
be able to point to other manufactories
which will have to be closed, simply
because no discrimination whatever has
been made in the proposed Tariff, and
that raw materials are to be taxed just
according to the view of the Minister of
Customs. There is one item in the proposed Tariff which calls for special attention, and, having alluded to that, I shall
leave other honorable members to deal
with other items. I refer to the duty
proposed to be levied upon wheat and
flour. ,I have listened to the petitions
presented by honorable members to-night,
requesting an additional duty to be placed
upon those articles.' I believe that no
class of the people of this country are more
entitled to consideration at the hands of
Parliament than the farmers. I do not
say that I am prepared to yield to a heavy
dut.y upon imported breadstuffs, ,but I am
prepared, as I have previously stated, to
support' a distinct policy that will tax
twenty or twenty-five articles which can
be produced in this count/'y, in preference
to giving my support to a scheme of
taxation extending over the numerous
articles that the proposed Tariff embraces.
And believing, as I do, that the farmer of
this country is incapable to a great extent
of relying upon the results of his labour;
that he is in an entirely different position
to that of the artizan, who completes his
labour and gets paid for it at regular intervals ; that his occupation is much more
uncertain, because it is in a great measure
dependent upon nature-believing this,
I say that, if protection is to be the policy
of the people of this country, the farmer
is the first who should receive considera-
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tion at the hands of Parliament. I am
informed that, in consequence of the proposed duty on grain and flour, millers have
already advanced the price of flour £2
per ton. The amount expected to be realized by the duty on flour is £8,000.
Now, I have made it my business to inquire what will be the effect of this duty
on the people of the colony. It may here
be not inappropriate for me to refer to the
statement made by the Minister of Public
Works, in which he represented that there
was not at present an intercolonial steamer
lying idle in our waters. I have already
named five steamers which are lying idle,
and I have since been informed that I might
have added one or two more. The Minister of Pu blic Works stated that the
population of the colony has increased
from 540,000 in 1861 to 640,000, and
that he considered that increase of population justified an increase in the national
expenditure from £3,000,000 in 1861 to
something like £3,500,000, or an increase of
about haIfa million. The Minister ofPubIic
Works is so well posted up in commercial
matters that he is at all times ready to
jump up and question the accuracy of the
figures of my honorable colleague (Mr.
Langton); but if, when alluding to the
increase of the population, he had taken
the trouble to refer to the statistics, he
would have found that during the five
years from 186 L to 1865 inclusive, there
were no less than 123,352 births in the
colony. During the same period there
were 49,452 deaths; and it also appears
from the Registrar-General's returns for
1866 that there were 24,943 births during
that year and 12,809 deaths. It would
appear, therefore, that out of the increase
of 100,000 in the population which has
taken place since 1861, 85,000 is accounted for by the number of children
which have been born in excess of the
deaths which have taken place. I cannot
Bee how the Minister of Public Works
can justify an increased expenditure of
half a million per annum on this ground.
Now, sir, I was about to observe that the
price of the 41b. loaf has been raised
ld., namely, from 6d. to 7d., within
the last day or two, and t.he reason of
this increase of price is attribu ted to
the fact that a duty of 20s. per ton
is to be placed on flour. Estimating that
700 loaves can be made out of a ton of
flour, an increase of Id. per loaf will give
a total increase of £2 18s. 4d. which the
customers will have to pay on every ton of
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:flour. A careful calculation has been
made by a gentleman connected with the
bread trade, who is well qualified to arrive
at .a correct conclusion, of the quantity of
bread consumed in the colony, and he esti.
mate3 it at five-eights of a lb. per day for
each man, woman, and child. Taking the
population a.t the figure given by the Minis·
ter of Public Works, namely, 640,000,
and allowing each person to consume on
an avera.ge five-eights of a lb. of bread
per day, and that 700 loaves can be made
out of a ton of :flour, the quantity of :flour
consumed in a year will be 74,185 tons,
and the proposed duty on :flour, by
increasing the price of the loaf ld.,
will put a total tax of £220,000 per
annum on the bread which the people eat.
Now, if this tax be put on for revenue
purposes-and I believe it is maintained
that it is proposed for revenue purposesJ am prepared to show that it must fail.
Even if it were 50s. per ton-or 2! times
what the Government propoee-it would
be a failure. I look upon the expectations
with regard to this item precisely as I look
upon the increase which the Government
contemplate obtaining from spirits. It is
anticipated that the wheat crop of the
present year will amount to upwards of'
4,000,000 bushels, from which will have
to be deducted 500,000 bushels for seed,
leaving a balance of 3,500,000 bushels,
which is equivalent to HO,OOO or 90,000
tons of flour. This calculation is founded
on the assumption that there are from
210,000 to 215,000 acres under crop, and
that the average yield per acre is 22
bushels. I believe that this year the
farmers have more reason than for many
years past to be satisfied with the result
of their labours. The estimated surplus
stock of flour in this country on the 1st
January was 30,000 tons. This added to
90,000 tons, the expected produce of the
present year, will make 120,000 tons, for a
population whose consumption of flour,
in the course of a year, does not exceed
74,000 tons. Does not this prove that
there is no likelihood of the revenue esti·
mated to result from the duty on flour
being realized? Then, again, with regard
to the proposed duty on oil, I believe that
some erroneous statements have crept in
with reference to the consumption of that
article. Oil is now used to a very large
extent in the various soap manufactories.
The price of soap ha.s been reduced
considerably, owing to 'the introduction
of cocoa-nut and palm oil into its manu-
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facture; but the taxing or oil will materially increase the price of soap, and will
. perhaps cripple the soap business in this
country, and again bring in the imported
article, after it has been driven out by the
local manufacture. I do not desire to go
seriatim through the various items of the
Tariff; but I submit that the course for
the Government is not so much to increase
taxation as to seek to limit the annual
expenditure to £3,000,000, and seek to
attract population to the country. I have
heard it stated that there are honorable
members who are disposed to look favorably on the initiation of a system of direct
taxation. I do not admit that it is the
duty of private members of the House to
point out the particular modes by which
revenue can be obtained. But there are
many modes by which that portion of the
community on whose behalf so many loud
professions are made-whether sincerely or
not I am not in a position to say-eould be
relieved of a large portion'of the burthen
of taxation. If the Ministry had come
down to the House and said, "Weare
going to put a tax on bread, but we will
abolish the balance of the duties on tea and
sugar," I could have understood their position. That would have been simply carrying out the idea propounded by the Chief
Secretary, to his const.ituents, in 1864,
of shifting taxation from one article to
another, so as to cheapen those commodities which, with the great mass of the
people, are the necessaries of life. I may
be expressing an opinion at variance with
the opinions of many honorable members
with whom I usually act, but I see no
reason why the duties on tea and s~gar
should not be entirely abolished. I don't
see why a step of that kind should not
be taken by an Administration who profess so much regard for the poor manwho desire that the poor should not be
made poorer, and possibly that the rich
should not be made richer.
If the
Government were disposed to come boldly
to the House and ask the House to affirm
a scheme of taxation easy of collection,
and at the same time not likely to operate
prejudicially against any class, they might
have proposed something like the policy
shadowed forth the other night by the
honorable member for Normanby with
reference to a property tax. According
to Mr. Archer's statistics for 1865, the
estimated value of the rateable property in
corporate towns and municipal boroughs
was, in that year, £20,476,266; and the
Mr. Levi.
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estimated value of the rateable property in
road districts and shires was £16,364,788,
making a total of £36,841,054. What a
large item is that for a Finance Minister
to operate upon! A tax of only 1 per
cent on such an amount-a matter of 2-!d.
in the pound-a mere trifle-would produce £368,400. But I presume it never
entered into the brains of Ministers to deal
with the question in such a way. I suppose it was too easy a task for them to
undertake-that there was not sufficient
in it to stir up the population to shout
"Hip, hip, hurrah" for the McCulloch
Administration. A tax of the kind would
not be felt by the owners of property, Dot
even if it were 2 per cent., which
I believe
would bring in £750,000.
that if these things were fully gone
into before the people of this countt'yif the operative and artizan classes
were to understand how lightly such a
tax as that which I suggest would affect
them as compared with the present
scheme of taxation, which will increase
the cost of a large number of commodities
by much more than the duties that will
be imposed on them-the country might
at last awa.ken to the fact that the McCulloch Administration are not everything
that could be desired, and that it might
be to the general advantage if they were
to be succeeded by a Government more
disposed to encourage local industry. I
now beg to call attention to a subject
which has been publicly mentioned before,
namely, the enormous amount which the
State is bound to find for the support of
the police force of this colony. I think
the time has atTi ved when this item of
expenditure, amounting to £217,559,
might fairly be borne by the various districts of the country that receive the protection of the police. I am Dot going to
underrate the value of the police force of
this colony. I believe there is no better
organized force in the world. But I
believe in the system adopted at Li verpool, Manchester, and throughout Great
Britain, of making each district pay for
the support of its own police. We still
might have a chief superintendent. The
principle which is sought to be carried out
in the case of the public health might be
applied to the police, and the police might
still be subjected to some central supervision. A small local rate, which could
not be looked upon as oppressive, would
be sufficient for the purpose; and the
arrangement would have this advantage,
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that the police would be under the control
of the local authorities. At present, the
corporation of Melbourne may make
by-laws, but they are without power
to carry out those by-laws, because
they have no control over the police.
Possibly every assistance is rendered on
proper representations being made to the
police authorities; but I think the power
of directing the police should be in the
hands of the local bodies. And if this
were so, the expense of several officers
employed as inspectors, and to perform
other duties, might be dispensed with.
Then there is the large sum which we
contribute annually towards the maintenance of charitable institutions. No
doubt, members of Parliament have always
been desirous of exhibiting liberality
towards the various benevolent institutions
of the country. But it is necessary for us to
be just before we are generous. We cannot
be just in distributing this money as we
have hitherto done, at the same time that
we put additional taxation on the people
of this country-taxation two or three
times heavier than necessary if a different
system were adopted. I think the subject
one that may fairly occupy the time and
attention of honorable members in connexion with any financial scheme that
may be submitted to them. Many public
works, which perhaps it is the duty of a
new country to perform, have been entered
upon in this colony; but in these matters
I hold that retrenchment is now necessary,
and that retrenchment can be effected
without exposing ourselves to the imputation of being parsimonious. I find that'
the estimates of expenditure in connexion
with the Government Printing-office
amount this year to £54,000. I do not
say that the work executed at that establishment is not properly done; but I
venture to assel't that any private establishment in Melbourne would undertake
to do the whole of the printing for the
colony of Victoria at a very considerable
reduction on the amount which we are now
called upon to pay. The amount of this
item has been brought year after year
under the attention of the House. Still no
reduction has beeu effected. The probability is, that if special attention were
directed to that and other departments,
such a careful "weeding out" could be
accomplished, that a considerable reduction
in expenditure would be the result. I
may here mention that a most extraordinary circumstance has been brought
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under my notice this day. It is quite
open for the accuracy of what I state to
be challenged by honorable members of the
Ministry. I have been told that an
individual who took a conspicuous and
prominent part in disturbing various
meetings at the last election for East
Melbourne has, within the last few days,
received a cheque for £78 or £87 from
the Postal department; and that this
individual was outside this building on
Thlll'sday night last, as he stated,
"waiting instructions" -whether these
instructions might be to go up country as
Crown lands ranger, or attend meetings
for certain purposes, I know not. Whatever his instructions may .have been, he
was at a meeting in a public room the
same night, brandishing a stick, marshalling people, and assisting in creating
a great disturbance. And this man a few
days previously was receiving Government
money. Now I helieve that money comes
out of a sum set down in almost every
department as "contingencies." I don't
know whether this is to be designated "secret payments" 01' "payments on account
of secret service." I saw in the newspapers
recently something about secret service
money, and spies being employed in different
departments. I may state that a large
sum is annually voted for" contingencies,"
but the manner in which this sum is appropriated is apparently unknown to members of this I-louse and the people of this
country. Now I do not desire to cast
reflections on any member of this House,
but I contend that when the people desire
to assemble in public meeting to discuss a
Tariff-to discuss proposals for taxationthey should be able to do so wit.hout
molestation or hindrance; at all events
molestation or hindrance ought not to be
paid for out of the moneys voted by Parliament for the public service. If people
want to create disturbances at public
meetings, let them find the means for the
proceeding out of their own incomes; let
it not even be thought that they derive
any aid in the transaction. from the
national revenue. I find that at every
public meeting which has been held within the last few days on the subject of the
proposed alterations in the Tariff, disturbances have taken place. and these disturbances many people attribute to the action
of partizans of the Government of the
day. I now come to the subject of our
railways. They have always been looked
upon as a great national undertaking; they

•
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are a credit to the country; but from
some cause or other-probably because the
• office of Minister of Railways has not
been continually filled by somebody who
has had no other duties to look afterthey do not yield as large an income as
with proper management I consider they
should do. The interest on the railway
loan is £513,100; and the working expenses of the railways amount to £273,240,
making together an annual expenditure of
something like £800,000; and yet our
railway income does not approach that
amount by nearly £200,000. Now I
think it our duty to see whether that
state of affairs cannot be altered. The
assertion which I made during the debate
on the Border Customs treaty, relative to
the probable falling off in the traffic on the
Echuca line, as a result of that treaty, I
am not prepared to withdmw. I believe
that we shall not send less goods to the
other side of the Murray, but I believe
that a different means of transit will be
found for those goods. Since the middle
of last month, there has been a considerable diminution in the traffic as compared
with the corresponding period of last year.
I think inquiry should be made into the
working of the Railway department, with
the view of ascertaining whether it is
possible to reduce the number of employes
-whether it is possible, by a reduction of
passenger fares and goods rates, to increase
the traffic. I do not altogether approve of
leasing the rail ways, and particularly at a
time when a scheme has been propounded
in England for 'placing the whole of the
railways in the mother country under the
control of the Imperial Government. But
I am sati!:!fied of one thing-namely,
that the existence of the Railway department affords facilities to the officer administering it to find occupation for those
faithful and ardent supporters who might
be supposed to be occasionally a little
changeable, to have a little doubt on their
minds in reference to public questions.
I don't say that it is wrong to give rewards in this way. All things being equal,
possibly these parties ought to receive the
favours of the Government. At the same
time, I submit that every means should be
taken for diminishing the expenses incurred in working these railways and increasing the revenue. The only way to
maintain our commercial position in the
mother country-bad as it may at present
be -is to make these public works reproducti vee 'Well, sir, allusion has been
Mr. Levi.
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made to the savings banks. I find among
the special appropriations for this year,
"Interest on savings banks' deposits,
£12,000." Now I suppose something
or other comes from that. I presume the
Government must save the amount from
the interest which they derive from the
banking institutions of the country. Certainly there should be something to show for
it on the other side of the account. But
we find nothing about it in the financial
statement. I say the accounts are not
brought before us in a way to command
our approval. In fact they are so jumbled
up that it is almost impo::!sible to understand them. If the documents had been
prepared avowedly for the purpose of
mystifying honorable members, the object
could not have been more effectually accomplished. With regard to the amendment
proposed by the honorable member for
East Geelong, I think it one that may
fairly be accepted by all honorable members who are not what are designated
thick-and-thin supporters of the Government. 'The amendment says that the
"proposed alterations in the Tariff tend
nei ther to the encouragement of colonial
industries, nor to the extension of commerce." Now I think it has been clearly
demonstrated that not a single item in the
alterations will benefit either local indust.ry
or commerce. On the contrary, I believe
the alterations proposed are such as will
be destructive of our various industries.
When the thin end of the wedge of protection, as it is called, was sought to be
inserted into the Tariff of this country, I,
with other honorable members, endeavoured to show that the freer we could
have commerce the more beneficial would
it be for the entire community. We failed
to a certain extent in carrying home conviction. We were out of season with our
views. I am bound to admit that the
country has willed a change in our fiscal
policy. It has demanded th30t certain
industries shall be encouraged. Those
industries are well known to a certain
section of members of this House, who, if
they are true to the principles which they
have avowed-if they are not prepared to
sell their consciences-if they are not prepared to forswear themselves-have now
the opportunity of stamping upon the
Statute-book of the country provisions
by which the protectionist policy may be
fairly tested, whether the period of duration be two, three, or five years. I Bay
that an alliance to accomplish such a result
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is perfectly warranted. If it were known
that our laws are to some extent fixeuthat they last for a certain period of timeand that the manufacture of a limited
Dum bel' of articles would be encouraged
by the State for such a period, the class of
population that we are so much in need of
would, no doubt, be attracted to the colony.
If ever it was necessary to appreciate the
effect of the saying, "Union is strength,"
now, sir, is the time. Those who are
interested on behalf of the farmers of the
colony must clearly perceive that the
paltry modicum of taxation proposed to
be afforded by the Tariff to that body will
be of no use whatever. Malt; to a very large
extent, is imported into this colony. But
bere there is a climate unsUl'passed in the
'world for the growth of barley; and malt
~an be made here, I believe, nine months
out of the twelve, as against six in England. J do not know why it is that those
who have been clamouring "loud and long"
for protection, should not have thought of
an article, the cost of which, for many a
long day past, has averaged something
like 9s. and 10s. per bushel, and yet which
can be grown here, with a handsome
profit to the grower, for something like 5s, 3d.
or 5s. 6d., and can be converted from barley
into malt at Is. tid. per bushel, making the
price at the outside 7s. per bushel. I
believe that a duty on that one item alone,
so long as the fal'mel's are Dot disposed to
grow barley, would yield a large amount
to the revenue of this country. As I
hav'e said, it is an article which can be
grown here with the greatest success. It
could be grown in sufficient quantities to
supply all the breweries of the colony,
and at once shut out the imported article.
There are a number of other things which
-could be treated in a similar manner;
which could furnish a test as to the advisability of adopting a policy which so
many consider will be of advantage to the
-community, inasmt:Jch as it will give occupations to the rising generation. Coming
back to the E.stimates of expenditure, I
should like to have some explanation from
the Treasu-rer as to the large increase in
the vote for educational purposes. Little
objection, I apprehend, will be raised by
bonorable members to the Stat.e dealing
liberally with the various sCHools throughout the country; but I think we should
guard agai nst the extension of our
liberality being the means of causing too
much reliance to be placed on the aid that
is to be obtained from the State. I
VOL. Iu.-2 G
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believe that when the two systems of
education were in existence, the sum
voted for educational purposes was less
than that required after the passing of
the Common Schools Act; but this year
a still further increase has taken place in
the item; and I think, in the general
statement made by the Treasurer, we
should have had some intimation as to
the reasons which induced the Government to ask for something like £40,000
in excess of what has been the stereotyped
sum for a number of years. Another
matter to which I desire to call attention is, that we have had no estimate of
the probable savings during ISo7. We
find that the savings of last year include
every variety of work that could be contemplated. Roads and bridges, which the
House determined should be constructed,
have not been made. We ltave not been
told, as in fOt'mer years, that the sums for
these purposes will be held over for the
purpose of being re-voted. Again, an
item of £60,000 or £70,000, intended by
Parliament to be voted to the introduction
of population, has not been spent. Other
votes have not been expended. By this
means the Treasurer is able to make his
deficiency very much less than otherwise
it would be. It may be that after we
have gone through the trouble of passing
the Estimates for 1867-after we have
assented to the means proposed by the
Government for raising the revenue-we
shall find, at the expiration of the year,
that we have not received £8,000 from
flour, nor an additional £20,000 from
spirits; that the unfortunate people who
have been induced to settle on the lands
have been incapacitated from paying their
rental; and that in consequence of the
income being, from these and othel' canses,
less than was expected, certain public
works for which moneys may be voted
have not been carried out. I say that the
Treasurer, in asking us to accept his
Estimates, should have informed us as to
the probable savings of 1867. There are
certain items of expenditure which I think
may very well be postponed. I don't
think the public need, at the present time,
the pUl'chaoe of Cole's and Raleigh's
wharfs so much as some provision against
the disastrous floods of the last two or
three years. There are other items of
expenditure which might well be deferred
if our income is not likely to reach t.he sum
required, without resorting to this new
system of taxation. I concei ve it will be.3
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false step if you, Mr. Speaker, are allowed
to leave the chair, in order that the House
may go into committee to deal with this
new system of taxation proposed by the
Government. I remember when a former
Ministry, to which some members of the
present Ministry belonged, were politely
requested to take back their Estimates
and remodel them, the request was complied with, and the result was that a new
8chp,me of finance, satisfactory to the
House, was submitted and adopted. I
hold that if honol'able members in the
Ministry, instead of being political chameleons, were to act a little more consistent.ly with t.heir past professions, it would
redound far more to their cl·edit. There
was no one who formerly declaimed more
loudly as to the small sum received from
the pastoral tenants of the Crown than
the Minister of Mines. I recollect when
some of the periodic9.ls of the day intimated
that it was a race as between the honorable
member for Rodney and the then honorable member fol' Maryborough, as to which
should be instrumental in securing a larger
amount of revenue from the 37,000,000
acres of land which were then in the occupation of the pastoral tenants. I should
like to know whether the honorable member for Rodney is now (If the same opinion,
or whether he desires that the pastoral
tenants should continue in their holding's
at a nominal rental? If the latter, I
should like to know what the honorable
member's constituents, the miners, think
of this change of opinion. I believe, sir,
that if you are permitted to leave the
chair, the various items of the Tariff will
be thoroughly discussed in committee, and
that these discussions will extend o.... el',
perhaps, six weeks or two montl;ts. This
action will be taken, not wi th the view of
retarding the pa'3snge of the Tariff, but
with the desire that any changes which
may now be made shall be in force for a
certain period of time, so that an impetus
may be given to the industries which may
be called into existence, that population
may be attracted to our shores, and that
Melbourne may continue the· great commercial entrep6t of Australia.
Mr. WILSON.-It appears that, on
such an important question as the prescnt,
honorable members generally are expected
to give some reasons for their vote. I
may candidly state that I did not approve of
the fiscal change as at first laid before us
by the Treasurer. As an incidental protectionist, I am prepared to go a long way
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in support of any industry we can establish "here. I am willing to raise our
customs revenue from articles we can produce ourselves; but a proposition to tax
all commodities was rather more than I
could agree to. However, when the
. Minister of Customs told the House that
the Government were prepared to accept
amend'ments, I considered that it would be
my duty to vote for the Tariff being dealt
with in committee, and to lend all the aid
Io could in committee to improve it for the
well-being of the community. Honorable
members 'opposite object that Ministers
ought to adhere to their Tariff as though
it were one of the laws of the Medes and
Persians, not to be altered one jot or tittle;
but surely that would be to deprive the
House of one of its first legislative functions-its right to consider and amend the
measures submitted to it. What Land
Bill, or other important measure, ia ever
carried through as originally laid on the
table of the House? 'What is the use of
legislators being sent here unless they are
to bring their collective wisdom to bear
upon a measure, to render it as perfect as
possible? Besides, all legislation is a compromise. What is good for Melbourne
might not be good for my constituents.
Protection, pure and simple, and as strong
as the honorable member for Collingwood (Dr. Embling) and the honorable
member for Ballarat East (Mr. Jones)
would administer, would not suit my
constituents.
Doubtless, those honorable members are doing their duty in
endeavouring to get as much protection as '
they can; but it is also my dut.y, as a
representative of a country district, to consider the interests of that district. While
I am willing-for charity sake, I may
say-to give a helping hand to new
industries, by means of incid~ntal protection, I must not see the country burthened
by a greater revenue being raised than
is legitimately required. Free-traders, I
consider, ought to sacrifice something to
encourage new industries which will give
employment to the young, and in this
view I am borne out by John Stuart Mill;
for the colony is one of those young rising
communities to which that writer's exFreeceptional clause fairly applies.
trader as Mill is, he states his readiness to
make snch sacrifices of his principles as
the circumst.ances of his country require.
He regards the navigation laws as particularly obnoxious; but he admits that if
it could be shown that seamen were
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l"equiredto man the British fleet, in order
to protect the country from invasion, and
that those laws provided a nursery for
seamen, he would in that case support
them. Unless we are prepared to make
similar sacrifices with a view of fostering
trades and industries here, we have no
depth of character in us.
There are
many items in the Tariff I object to. I
would certainly excise piece goods. The
duty on many articles which we can
manufacture here I would raise from 5 per
cent. to 10 per cent. In committee I will
propose these alterations, and will. endeavoul' to make the Tariff as perfect a
one as is possible under the circumstances.
Whatever may be got this way, I do not
see what better is to be obtained from a
combination of the extreme protection and
free-trade parties. As to the latter party,
I am reminded of Bishop Colenso, who,
instead of converting the Zulu Katfirs, was
converted by them. According to the
utterance of the honorable member for East
Melbourne (Mr. Levi), the extreme freetraders have themselves been converted,
and are ready to go in for protection to a
great extent. But how can protection be
possibly limited to some few articles, as
that honorable member suggests '? If you
protect one, you must protect all, and that,
to my mind, is the strongest objection
urged against the protectionist principle.
I do not see how you can protect some fi veand-twenty articles without protecting all
round.
Mr. LEVEY.-What are you then?
Mr. WILSON.-I am an incidental
protectionist. I am willing~ with my eyes
open, to violate free-trade principles in
order to foster native industries. I will consent to shift our duties on to articles we
can produce here. I am not ignorant of
the fact that fiscal changes are injurious to
commerce. I will take the consequence
of this in consideration of developing our
resources; but I will not consent to our
raising any more revenue than the circumstances of the case require.
.
Mr. McCANN.-Tea and sugar.
Mr. WILSON.-Tea and sugar are as
much consumed by the poorer classes as
any articles are.
Mr. McCANN.-Then why not remit
the duties altoget.her ?
Mr. WILSON.-Because each class
should bear its due proportion, and 3d.
per lb. on tea and £3 per ton on sugar are
but reasonable imposts. I shall do my
best in committee to amend the Tariff for
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the benefit of the country, and it will be
for Ministers to say whether the Tariff
which comes out of committee is the
original one or not. No doubt the freetrade oration the honorable member for
East Melbourne (Mr. Langton) is about
to favour us with, will demolish the protectionist views we have had propounded
to us, and no doubt the honorable member
for Collingwood (Dr. Embling) will in
turn demolish the theories of his new
ally, the honorable member for East
Melbourne. "Ve shall then have an excellent opportunity of judging what an
admirable Tariff the two extreme parties
in this House would be able to agree to.
I am sure of this, that had the free-traders
shown less factious Opposition, and a
firmer adherence to principle, they would
have been nlOl'e likely to have succeeded
in ousting the present Ministry. Whatever may be the politics of the country, it
approves of consistency. It certainly is a
pitable t.hing to see honorable members
lending themselves to all the tricks politicians are capable of, in order to compass
their party ends. Let the Opposition show
that they are prepared to cat'ry ou t a dis. tinct policy-and not subscribe to extreme
protectionist doctrines, because it suits the
stratagems of to-day-and they will be
more likely to strengthen their own position, as well as to advance the interests of
the country.
Dr. HEA TH.-I do not propose to
follow the last speaker in my remarks,
which will be on the question before the
House, and which will apply to the past,
the present, and the future. As to the
past, the honorable member fOl' Ararat
(Mr. Wilson) has told the Opposition that
they should advocate a policy definite and
distinct, and not the policy of a day.
Now, I think the policy this House pursued last session and the previous session
was of a distinctly protective character.
Honorable members returned on protection
principles sedulously advocated those
principles. and it is a matter of surprise
to me that honorable members who so
. vigorously exerted themselves in the protection cause should now be diElposed to
desert that cause. They have not the
excuse even of having given it a fair trial,
and moreover, so far as it has gone, it has
proved a signal success. According to
the glowing speeches made last session,
protection was to give us happy homes
filled with smiling faces, contentment was
to reign supreme, the workman was to be
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employed, and in fact, protection was to be does not afford sufficient encouragement to
the summum bonum of everything we native industry. If you start with 10 per
could desire. If such was the case then, cent., and then tax raw material 5 per
I do not see why the same policy is not cent., it looks very like giving only 5 per
good now. It is for that reason that I cent. ("No.") Well, as far as I can see, if
refer to the past. We have only tried this you take five from ten only five remain.
policy for ten months, and now, if we Is this new Tariff honest either to those
object to depart from it, we are told that who have invested capital in liew indusour only end is to oust the Ministry. For tries, or to those Rtaunch protectionists
my part, I have no wish to turn Ministers who gave the government their support
from the Treasury benches, which they last session? I do not think that it is.
so gracefully occupy. All that I desire is, After we have bolstered up the Governthat they should be as honest to me as I ment policy during two sessions, Ministers
have been to t.hem. I do not care who now turn round and say they will alter
sit on those benches, whether' the Opposi- that policy, whether it meets our views or
tion or themselves. Whoever may be not. Again, t.he Tariff is satisfactory
there shall have my hearty support so long neither to one party nor the other. It does
as they promulgate measures for the not satisfy the free-traders, and I am sure
benefit of the country. and no longer. My that it does not the protectionists. The
first defeetion from the Ministry was on a fnct is that Minister~, between the two
clause of the Health Bill last session. I parties, are like Capt. Macheath in the
felt that, 'if that clause stood, an our fig-ht "Beggar's Opera," w hen he sings-" How
for industries would prove a sham. My happy could I be with either, were t'other
second defection was concerning the Border dear charmer away." Last session it was
Duties ar-rangement. I thought some ar- said that the Tariff was the t.hin end of
rangement wit.h New South Wales was the wedge, and that the following session
necessary; but I also thought that we we were to drive it home, but the endeavour
shou ld conserve our own interests first. now is to pull the wedge out altogether.
The pledges given hy protection members I would ask honorable members seriously
to the country were of such a kind that to consider this question-are our artiI defy any man to believe that those zans to pay the penalty because there is a
honorable members can have altered their deficiency in the Treasury? Tightness of
views in twelve months. I have not the chest is a very unpleasant disease, as
altered my mind. I am to-day what I was many honorable members know besides
eigh t years ago. When I first came to the . myself; but surely some other remeny
colony, it appeared to me to be a great than taxing t,he working classes could
mistake to 'be employing the poor of other have been found. It is not the investors
countries instead of starting industries to of capital, 110r their employes, who have
employ our own. There must be a great occasioned the difficulty; and I. do not see
inconsistency either on the part of some why they should have to pay the penalty
honorable member!? -or myself, and I do -for the penalty they will have to pay,
not think that it rests with me. I dis- and that in a very marked degree if this
agree with the proposed fiscal policy in Tariff be carried. It shows a great want
toto, for by it thousands of' people will of moral courage on the part of Ministers
be thrown out of employmE:lnt, and I that they have not found another way.
would ask how are the hungry to be Had they carried out a systematic retrenchfed, and the naked clothed? The burthen ment-beginning with themselves, and not
must fall upon the State, and surely it is with taking sixpence per day from poor
better to establish industries than to build hard-worked men-I questiou if the defibenevolent asylums and industrial schools, ciency might not have been made up.
or to allow the youth of the colony to idle Attacks have been made upon honorabout the streets and become educated in able gentlemen who think fit to differ with
crime. I adhere to the present manner of the Government on this question. One
collecting our duties. I remember that honorable member says that we are in
many honorable members denounced the ad open rebellion. Another speaks of an
valO1'em system as immoral, and, if it were unholy alliance; and a third charges us
immoral ten months ago, I fail to see how with forswearing our allegiance. Butit can be virtuous liOW, merely because it
"Manv a shaft at random sent
Finds mark the archer little meant."
suits the Government policy of to-day. I
do not approve of that policy, because it And the shafts these honorable gentlemen
Dr. Heath.
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have thrown return to themselves. The
rebellion is not against the Government.
It is they who have rebelled against the
constituencies who have sent them here.
The unholy alliance is not on our part; it
lies in their endeavour to pass a Tat"iff
they would not have dared to consent to
twelve months back. They have forsworn
allegiance to their principles and their constituents ; but we maintain our allegiance.
I oppose the proposed Tariff, and I shall
continue to do so. If it be carried, I am
afraid thaf", instead of employment, of
smiling faces and of perfeet contentment,
we shall have misery, destitution, and
crime. Instead of happy homes, we shall
have blighted hearths. Moreover, we
shall destroy all confidence on the part of
inYestors. What confidence can be placed
in a Ministry which seeks to undo its own
work ten months afterwards? We were
told last session that protection would be
increased this. It is because the proposed
'fariff does not give that increase, but goes
l"ather in an opposite direction, that 1 have
seconded and shall support the amendment.
Mr. WATKINS.-I think honorable
members opposite must admit that, if they
have been consistent in their opposition,
now and for two years past, the Government must also have been consistent in their
policy. One thing the Government may
be sure of, that so long as they retain that
opposition, they will receive the sympathy
of the country, and perhaps be aLle to
realize the Attorney-General's idea of
meeting the countt"y as a Government in
1868. Every impartial man must admit
that, during the last eighteen months, the
Government have had to contend with great
difficu hies, created by honorable mem LeI'S
opposite. First of all, those honorable
members anticipated a deficiency at the
end of the year, and now they attack
Ministers for saving the country from that
calamity by not expending all the money
voted. If expensive litigation has prevented the Government undertaking all
the public works they should have done,
those honorable members who caused
that litigation must take the blame
to themselves. Had the foresight of
the Chief Secretary not prevented a
deficiency, would those honorable members have acquitted the Government from
blame? No, they would have said" This
shows what altering the Tariff will do."
-1 agree with the Treasurer, that a deficit
would have been a great disgrace at the
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present moment, when we have just horrowed flO much money on the faith of our
financial position. As to the proposed
Tariff, many of its items have been objected to; but I would like to know what
Tariff was ever introduced which was not
open to objection. Even in old countries
the objections are just as strong in the
first instance. It is only by the experience
of years that the wants and the circumstances of a country can be ascertained,
and a Tariff conformable to the requirements of the people can be adopted. This
must always be the case. As Fox says of
a kindred subject"If a number of the wisest and ablest men
that ever adorned and improved human bfe,
were collected together. and seated around a
table, to devise a Constitution for a State, it is
my pel"suasion, notwithstanding their ability
and virtue, they would not succeed in adopting
a system to the purpose required. but must
necessarily leave it to be fitted by great alteration in practice, and many deviations from their
original design."

'Ve cannot wonder that the Tariff should
have defects; ind~ed one of the greatest
objections I saw to the Border Duties
treaty was, that it might be supposed to
bind us to a particular Tariff for five years.
In forming a Tariff, the collective wisdom
of the House must be brought to bear;
and I think, therefore: that the honorable
mem bel' for Geelong (Mr. Richardson)
would have shown more of his usual spirit
of fair play had he allowed us to go into
committee, with a view of suggesting
those fair and reasonable amendments
which the Government have stated they
are willing to accept. Still I must confess
that I should have been better pleased had
the Treasurer, instead of proposing taxes
to meet an increased expenditure, endeavoured to make· the expenditure meet
the revenue. Retrenchment' and economy
seem the most difficult things statesmen
have to deal with. Taxing, it has been
said, "is an easy business; any projector
can contrive new impositions, any bungler
can add to the old, but the most singular
thing is, that amid all the schemes a
Minister devises, he never thinks of
economy." At the same time, I would not
call a reduction of public works economy.
Roads and bridges are not expenditure,
but investments. It is to our expensi"e
est.a.blishments that I think the pruning
knife should have been applied. I trust
that the Opposition will submit some
scheme of this nature during the discussion
Qf the Estimates, in order that the country
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may see their profession of a desire for
economy is not a sham. Although a protectionist, I must object to the proposed
duty on corn; and I do so because, as
the Treasurer stated, the duty is intended
for revenue, and not for protection.
Bread, of all things, should come in
free to a country which does not produce enough for its own wants.
If
such a tax had been imposed during the
last few years, we should have felt the
consequences very materially. Dur~ng
1864 the wheat and :flour we imported
amounted in valiN to £984,000, and in
1~65 to £921,261, so that, had the duty
been in force, we shou ld have paid
£ 17,039 the one year, and £ 19,842 the
other. So long as we do not grow suffi.·
cient for our wants, a tax on corn must
be injurious. I acknowledge that the
farmers require protection. They require
roads and bridges, and they require also
protection against low prices. I find that
in 1862 the price of wheat averaged from
4s. 9d. to 6s. 8d. per bushel; in 1864,
from 7s. 9d. to 12s. 6d.; and in 1865,
from 8s. to 9s. 9d.; showing, on the
whole, fairly remunerative prices. It is
notorious, however, that most of the
farmer.:3 are obi iged to send their corn to
market during three months of the year.
It is during these three months that low
rates invariably rule; and were we to
protect the farmers during 'that period, so
as to enable them to realize at a moderate
price, we should secure an increased
prod uction of corn and lower prices all the
yeflr round. We must not overlook the
importance of the farming interest. I find
from statistics that 47,000 persons are
employed in farming pursuits here, at an
expenditure in wages and rations of
£1,755,000 per annum. The total annual
expenditure, including rent, horses, cattle,
wear and t.ear, and 10 per cent. interest on
capital, amounts to £3,533,422; while
tbe total produce raised is estimatp.d at
£3,942,033; showing a profit of £408,000,
which I find, when divided amongst the
total number of farmers, gives an average
annual profit of £22 18s. 6n. each.
This is the great profit to reduce
which we are now inducing people
to settle on our lands. It caunot be denied
that a class in this position desenes protection. A fixed duty would, however, compel the farmers themselves to pay duty nine
mont.hs out of the twelve, as for three
months they are seUers of corn and for nine
they are buyers. What they require is aduty
Mr. Watkins.
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. on a sliding scale, which would secure
them from 5s. to 5s. 6d. per bushel. If
we give them that we shall enable them
to extend their operations, and we shall be
doing justice to those whom we are inducing to go on the lands at the present
time. I cO,nsider that in speaking out my
objections I am discharging my duty as an
independent supporter of' the Ministry.
I feel assured that in committee many
concessions will be made - that the
Government will feel pleasure in receiving reasonable suggestions. At the
proper time J shall state the alterations I
think necessary, not in a spirit of oppo~
sition, but with a desire to strengthen the
hands of the Government, and to assist in
establishing the credit and the prosperity
of the colony.
Mr. LANGTON.-The Bndget of the
present year, Mr. Speaker, will, I think,
be memorable, in the history of this colony
at least, on two accounts-on account of
the extraordinary circumstances under
which it was introduced, and also on
account of the curious propositions which
it contains. As to the curious circum ..
stances under which' it was introduced,
I need not remind the Honse that a fortnight ago to-night, the honorable the
Treasurer-in a speech not of very great
dUl'ation. not over-burthened with either
words or figures, and a speech, too, which
was clear and intelligible-explained to
the House part of the proposals of the
Government. He took a review of the
financial procedure of the present year,
and stated what were the proposals of
the Government for the year to come,
and at the same time indicated certain
changes in the Tariff which the Government propose at the present time. The
honorable gentleman did not then explain
all the proposals which the Government
have made.
Amongst other changelJ
which he indicated was an alteration of
the spirit duty. He told the House that
the Government propose a change in that
duty which would not take effect till the
1st of July, and at the same time he
informed the House that, when the proper
time came, his honorable colleague the
Minister of Customs would explain the'
reasons for this proposal. Further on in
his speech the honorable gentleman told us
thl1t the Governmen t proposed to change
the system of duty by measurement to ad
valorem duties; and the reasons for that
change also he gave the House to understand would be supplied, not by himself,
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but by his honorable col1eague. Now the
House, for some inscrutable reason, had to
wait a week before the second instalment
of the Budget speech was supplied, Not
until a hostile vote was tabled would the
Minister of Custows fulfil the promise
which his honorable colleague had made
on his behalf; and the honorable gentleman told the House that it was consistent
with Imperial precedent for him to delay this
second part-this supplement, as it were,
to the speech of his honorable colleaguefor a week; that it was quite right and
proper for the House to commence a discussion on the proposals of the Government before all the reasons and explanations which the Government had to afford
were before the House, Sir, I must confe!:>s
that I am at a loss to conceive to what
precedent of the Imperial Government the
honorable gentleman referred. Looking at
Imperial precedent, I fiud that there is one
startling distinction between the mode of
introducing the Budget on this occasion,
and the mode which always has prevailed
in the old country, The Chancellor of the
Exchequer ne\"er devolves the responsibility of unfolding to Parliament his financial and ~scal proposals upon anyone, but
takes thewhole responsibility upon himself,
nor is he scarcely ever assisted by a colleague, even in the course of the discussion, for I do not think that any colleague
of a Bl'itish Chancellor of the Exchequer
would venture to intrude into his special
department, and attempt to enlighten the
House on matters which belong peculiarly
and properly to that department. But,
Rir, the Minister of Customs gave us, as a
supplement to the Budget speech, a speech
longer, I think, in point of duration than
any to which this House has ever listened
-an harangue in which bad grammar
and worse logic, and almost unintelligible
figures, were so much mixed up together,
that I think it was something wonderful
that the House preserved its equanimity and
good temper as long as it did. The reference
of the honorable' gentleman to Imperial
precedent reminds me of one other mark
of distinction between the course of proceuure here-between the position of' the
Tl'easurer here and the position of a
similar functionary in the old country.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer not only
takes upon himself the sole responsilJility
of the Budget speech, but he is also the
sole head of the revenue department.
And this leads me to express to the
House an .opinion, which I have for a
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long time entertained, that it would be
a most excellent thing, that it would tend
to promote the business of the House, and
be for the interest of the revenue, as well
as for the convenience of the puLlic nt
large, if we adopted the same course;
that is, if the l'reasurer were the sole
head of the revenue department, and if
he had not, either as a colleague or a
subordinate, a political head of ~he Customs department. I think that the course
of events for the past two years will lead
many honorable members who may not
agree with my opin ions generally to endorse the view which I now express, for I
submit that really there is nothing for a.
Commissioner of Customs to do which
requires such a Minister to be appointed,
unless he be of the same mind as the
present occupant of the office, who deems
it his special function to meddle with and
annoy traders, and ruin, if possible, the
commerce of this port. I venture to say
that under the administration of the honorable gentleman the custom-house in this
country has become an unmitigated
nuisance, According to common notions
on the subject, that establishment should
be a temple sacred to revenue and to
business, where political influences and
poli tical consiuerations should be as much
out of pla~e as were the tables of' the
money-changers in the temple of Jerusalem.
But whenever disputes have arisen during
the past two years between merchants and
the custom-house authorities, whenever
there has been a diffei'ence in the reading
of the Tariff-and it is notorious that even
the Tariff which wo abandoned a fortnight
since was not particularly clear, and that
it was quite possible to place uifferent
constructions upon it-I say that whenever a difference of interpretation arose,
and merchants felt it necessary to go
to the custom-house, wItat did they
find?
Did they find there a plain,
bland official, having before him but
one aim and purpose, namely, to see
that the revenue, which he was specially·
appointed to protect and conserve, waf3
protected, and that that was done with ns
little annoyance to the community as possible? Not at all. Merchants, and particularly if they have had t.he misfortune
to be opponents of the present Govern ..
ment, have found a violent political partizan, who was not always very courteouli
in what he said, and who in almost every
case in which any difference of opinion
arose, and where there was any possibility
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of bringing in to play such petty powers
as the Act of last session enabled him
to do, brought those powers into play,
and merchants had to pay 5, or 10, or 20
per cent., as the case might be. It is
notorious that instances of this kind have
occurred not once or twice, but repeatedly.
Leok at the very case which was brought
before the House by the Commissioner
himself the other evening. The honorable gentleman submitted to the HOllse, to
the great merriment of honorable members,
what he persisted in calling a hat, but
which he afterwards admitted was only a
piece of felt used in making a hat, and on
that ground proposed that such articles
should be admitted duty free, or at a
low rate of duty. Now I am credibly informed that so long as these "pull-overs"
were imported by the trade, it was
never discovered that they were liable
to duty; but directly Messrs. L. Stevenson
and Sons and Messrs. Laing and Webster
imported cases of these" pull-overs.'" it was
found that they were liable to duty.
There wa3 another case mentioned the
other night, of which some sort of explanation was given by the Minister of
Mines, about some silks being charged at
a lower rate of duty than they ought to
Lave been, because the invoice was
"salted." I am afraid that plea would not
have had much influence with the Minister
of Customs if it had come from Messrs.
Stevenson or from any other merchants
who are known to be in opposition
to the Government. I see no reason
why the change which I have indicated
could not be made, namely, that the
Treasurer should be supreme in his own
department. The Customs department is
really the Treasurer's own department,
because the collection of the revenue is a
matter than which nothi,ng could be more
properly made over to two or three commis!o':ioners, non-political personages, who
should be directly responsible to the
Government, and who would not be influenced by political considerations. A
very strong reason for the adoption of that
cours..e at the present time is a circumstance which occurred at the end of 1865.
If there had been three customs commissioners in this colony, as there are five in
England, who manage the entire customs
revenue of the United Kingdom, would
notices ever have been posted on the
doors of the custom-house to say that
afteL' a certain day only half the duties
fixed by law would be collected? That
Mr. Langton.
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would not have been done; and none
of the scandal, disgrace, and unfairness
which that procedure created would ever
have arisen. All that is to be traced to
the fact that we have sanctioned a bad and
objectionable practice of handing oveL' the
administration of the custom-house-the
collection of the revenue there, and all the
opportunities of exercising favoritism,
tyranny, and oppression which that position gives-not to quasi-judicial persons,
but to one who is essentially, by virtue of
his position, a politicia.n, and who, in the
person of the present Minister of Customs,
is so far committed to the Tal'iff, of which
I believe he is the father, that he does not
care nt all what becomes of the trade of
the port, how much merchants are robbed,
what inconvenience they suffer, or what
permanent injury is inflicted upon the
country, if he can only succeed in getting
his pet scheme forced upon us and compel
tho country to be satisfied with this Tariff.
It may be said that, in making these remarks, I am doing an injustice to the
Treasurer. I don't think so. I was disposed to have waited till it suited the
Treasurer to make the statement which
the House required; and I venture to say
that anyone who list.ened to the long
statement of the Minister of Customs the
other night, will agree wit.h me that aU
the information which it contained might
have been mastered by the Treasurer
in one afternoon, and detailed clearly
and intelligibly to the House in twenty
minutes. But although the Budget has
been introduced in this curious way,
although an interval of a week has elapsed
between the two parts of it, it seems to
me that we have not yet had the whole of
the Budget statement. Up to the present
time we have no information as to the
reasons which led the Government to
propose that the change in the duty on
spirits should not take effect till the 1st of
July. The Government may have most
admirable reasons for that course, but the
House is completely iil the dark as to
what they are. For my own part I
cannot conceive what those reasons are.
If the change is based on the fact that the
rise in the duty on spirits will be very
great, and that time should be given for
an alteration to be made in the mode of
shipment, that argument will apply equally
to other duties which have citlJer been
raised or imposed for the first time. It
may be that the difference would not be as
great, but then the difference is only one
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of degree. The least that the House
could expect, after the statement of the
Treasurer that we should have this matter
fully explained, was, that we should have
been favoured with the explanation. I
have not met with anyone, either connected
with the trade or otherwise, who can
assign any reason to warrant the Government in coming- to the conclusion that
they will obtain £20,000 additional revenue
by the proposed alteration in the mode
of levying the duty. It seems to me, as
it does to everyone to whom I have
spoken on the subject, that, a certain quantity of spirits being reqnired, we shall not
import more than we require, whether
those spirits be mixcd with water or not.
We may presume that after the 1st of July
no more spirits under proof will be imported, because they would have to pay the
full rate of duty, and we may reasonably
conclude that the same amount of duty
will be realized as heretofore. There is
another feature in connexion with the
financial statement of a very curious
character. In the Estimates which were
submitted by the Treasurer, I find that the
full amount expected from Customs during
the present year is not carried into the
column of receipts, but that a sum of
£60,000 is deducted for "refunds of duties
to be made to New Sou th VtT ales, according to agreement." I believe that this is
altogether unprecedented, both in tbis
colony and in the old country. I know
of no money having been deducted from
the receipts of the Customs department, or
of any department, at home, except under
some special Act of Parliament. I don't
know on what authority this deduction
can be made; but it is very certain
that, up to the present time, we have
had no information, either from the
gentleman who delivered the first part
of' the Budget speech, or the gentleman
who delivered the last part. I want to
know why this sum is deducted from the
receipts? What is a "refund"? If I
turn to the Customs Act, although I cannot find the word "refund" there, I find
what the Audit Commissioners allow when,
in one of the columns of their accounts,
they sanction certain refunds to Parliament. In the 22nd clause of that Act I
find that in certain cases, where it is shown
"that the duty so demanded and deposited
was not the proper duty due and payable
upon such goods, but that a less duty was
payable thereon, then the difference between the sum so deposited and the duty
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so found to be due, or the whole sum so
deposited, as the case may require, shall
forthwith be returned to such importer,
with interest." Now that is the only
authority which I have been able to findand I have consulted several legal friends
-for refunding any portion of duties
collected. It cannot be said that this
authOl'ity applies to the case to which I
am referring, because it is not proposed to
refund these duties to the parties who pay
them into the Treasury, but it is proposed
to hand over £15,000 a quarter to a
neighbouring Government.
I want to
know how the collectors of customs are
to manage this? Either the sum is to
go into the puLlic account, or it is
not. If it is not, on what authority is it to
be kept out of it? I willjust call the attention of the House for a moment 01' two to
the provisions of one important Statute.
'N e have an Act for the audit of, public
accounts, and the prot,ection of public
moneys, which describes, in a most specific
way, what shall be done with the public
moneys when they come into the handR of
the various collectors and receivers of
revenue. The 11 th clause of the Audit
Act provides that"Every such collector and other person as
aforesaid shall pay all money which shall come
to his possession or control, for or on account of
the consolidated revenue, to the receiver of
revenue at such town or place, and in such
manner as the Governor in Council shall from
time to time appoint, and at such intervals as
the Treasurer shall from time to time direct;
and if any such collector or other person as
aforesaid shall fail to pay the same, as herein
before directed, he shall forfeit a sum not exceeding £ 100,"

The money, being collected, is to be paid,
under a penalty of £ 100, to a receiver of
revenue, and the 15th clause provides that
every receiver shall, pay the money to an
account in a bank, to be called "The
Public Account," under a penalty of not
exceeding £500. Under the 17 th clause,
every collector and receiver of revenue is
to send to the Audit Commissioners a
monthly return of all moneys he has recei ved, accompanied by a declaration in
the form set forth in one of the schedules
to the Act. Finally, the 43rd clause provides tbat,. If any person shall make and subscribe any
such declaration as het'einbefore mentioned,
knowing the same to be false, or if any person
in the course of his examination before any such
judge as aforesaid, or before the said commissioners, or anyone or more of them, shall
wilfully and corruptly give false evidence, such
person so offending shall incur the same penal-
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ties as are or may be provided against persons
convicted of wilful and corrupt perjury."

I apprehend that the terms of that Act
are sufficiently clear, and the penalties
attaching to any infraction of it are sufficiently onerous, to induce the Government (if they were dil!1po~ed to yield to
such considerations) to be very careful of
the feeling and reputation of their public
servants, especially when those gentlemen
stand high in the service. I want to know
whether the Government, in this particular instance, propose to imitate the
course which they adopted on a previous occasion-whether they intend to
treat the receiver and collector of customs
in the same way as those gentlemen were
treated before? I should like to know
whether the Government have so little
regard for the honorable feelings of
their employes as to place them in
such a position that they must either
make a declaration 'which they Jmow
to be false or tamper with the form of the
declaration? That is the position in which
the receiver, collector, and inspector of
customs were placed in 1865. Of that no
explanation has been given. The committee on the Uncollected Customs Duties, of
which I was a member, had before them two
gentlemen, and the Audit Commissioners
prouuced their declarations in the printed
form as set forth in the schedule to the
Act; but those declarations had been tampered with. I very much regret that the
Audit Commissioners did nOL deem it their
duty to report that fact to the House. I
regret to find that in the report of the
Audit Commissioners, presenteu about a
week ago, not one word is said about the
fact that the declarations for November
and December, 1865, were tampered with,
and were not in the form set forth in the
Act. What is the use of the Act if the
Government intend to evade it whenever
they think fit? Why is this £60,000
placed in this anomalous position, and why
is it taken out of the custom-house
receipts? I don't know who is responsible for this proceeding. I don't know
whether it is another of the dodges of the
Attorney-General-whether illegality has
such a charm for that honorable and
learned gentleman that even when there is
nothing to gain by it he will resort to it.
The Attorney-General reminds me of an
anecdote about a member of the profession to which he belongs, who was dining on one occasion with a number of
his brother lawyers. The learned genMr. Langton.
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tIeman, who was somewhat of an
epicure, remarked that he had a very
delicious dish before him, and, to make
his happiness complete, he only wanted
to be a Jew to have the satisfaction
of sinning at the same time that he
was enjoying the dish. The honorable
and learned Attorney-General, if he can
possibly violate the law, will go out of his
way to do it. He delights if he can in
any way show his disrespect for constituted authority; and if he can set up his
own will in defiance of the Statutes which
this House is called together to pass, he
does it. I suppose that, as he has succeeded so far with impunity in violating
the Audit Act, and in treating in such
a disgraceful way two officers high in
the public service, he will look with
such complacency upon the position in
which he has placed those two gentlemen, that he will be disposed to repeat
what he has done. However, we are in
the dark as to the reasons which led the
Government to deduct £60,000 from the
£1,532,05"5 which they expect to receive
from Customs. We are utterly in the dark
as to the way in which they intend to get
that £60,000 conveyed to New South
Wales, and how they mean to indemnify
their servants for an infraction of the
Audit Act. This is not the only point on
which we are in the dark. There is one
other matter to which I will call the
attention of the House. In the speech
which was delivered by His Excellency
the Governor at the opening of the
pl'esent session, there is one clause to this
effect : "Bills will also be introduced for the amendment of the law relating to public health, the
treatment of lunatics and the management of
their estates, the collection of court fees, and
,
duties on legacies and succession."

Now we have not heard one word about
duties on legacies and succession. We
don't know whether it is the intention of
the Government to carry out the promise
which they made by the lips of His Ex:cellency in reference to the collection of
duties on legacies and succession. We
don't know whether that is included in
the present Estimates or not. We are
utterly in the dark on this point also.
I find that the amount under the
head of miscellaneous estimates of revenue
is very much larger than in any previous
year. The last item under the head of
miscellaneous, "all other receipts," is
£110,000, but in previous years it has
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generally been estimated at about £30,000,
and the actual receipts in 1866 were
£51,000. Now whether this estimate is
swollen to the amount at which it appears
this year by the duties on legacies and
succession, we don't know . We are in
that position that we must endeavour to
find out the information for ourselves.
There is another matter on which we have
not been enlightened. A return was laid
on the table the other night of certain
. verdicts and awards which have been
given against the Government. I find
that some of these are provided for on the
Supplementary Estimates, but the unsatisfied or unprovided for portion amounts to
£258,000. What is going to be done in
the cases of Cornish and Bruce v. The
Queen, and Young v. The Board of Land
and Works?
Is the Attorney-General
going to attempt to jockey Mr. Young out
of his money, as he attempted to jockey
Mr. Ecroyd last year? If Mr. Young is
to be paid, then there is a liability of
£11,000 on account of the year 1866, and
the Treasurer's wonderful balance of
£1,108 is destroyed ten times over. We
have not heard a word from the Government on the subject. As the Government
entered into the arbitration, I suppose that
the award will have to be carried out,
unless the Attorney-General intends to
appeal.
The House is entirely in the
dark as to where the money is to come
from. Even if only this amount is to be
paid, the accounts for 1866 are not
"square," as the Treasurer said, but by
this item alone they will show a deficiency
of £10,000. The award in the case of
Cornish and Bruce amounted, I believe,
to £157,000, and there is also an award of
£70,000 given in the case of Williams v.
The Queen. In reference to none of these
three cases has the House received any
information. If these moneys are to be
paid, they are certainly liabilities on account
of the year 1866-they cannot come into the
accounts for this year. If that be the case,
instead of there being a balance brought
forward from 1866, there must be a large
deficiency on that year. In common with
most members of the House, I was a .little
startled when the Treasurer announced
that there was no deficiency on account of
the year 1866. I want to know what is a
deficiency? Is it a deficiency when the
Treasurer's revenue does not amount to
within a large sum of the amount which
he expected to receive when he submitted
his Estbnates? 1. submit that is a defi-
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ciency. If we test the financial statement
in that way, we shall find· that there is a
very large deficiency. Taking the Treasurer's own statement, and accepting his
own figures, I will refer to the customs
revenue, omitting fi'om the consideration
at present wharfage rates, new duties, and
the gold duty, because the gold duty has
only within the last year or two been included in the customs duties, the new
duties have not been long imposed, and the
wharfage rates do not properly belong to
the Customs department. But taking the
other items-the items on which the main
amount of revenue is derived-there is a
deficiency of £109,000 as compared with
the Estimates. Of that amount £62,000
was in spirits, which we have been assured
by the Minister of Customs is to be accounted for chiefly by the fact that a very
la.rge quantity of spirits have been pro·
duced in the colony during the past year.
But when we look to the fact that
£14,171 was received from spirits distilled
in the colony during the year, which at
6s. a gallon would only give a total produce
of 47,000 gallons, and that to make up the
deficiency of £62,000, 125,000 gallons
would be required, there is still a defi·
ciency of about 78,000 gallons to be ac·
counted for. So that, on the most reliable
and prolific portion of OUl' revenue-on
that part of it from which we have·
hit.herto derived the far larger portion of
our income-we find, as a matter of fact,
that there was a deficiency of £109,000
for the year, although the duties on tea.
sugar, and opium were collected for some
forty-nine days longer then the Treasurer
expected them to he when he submitted the
Estimates. The Treasurer has stated that
the new duties realized £4,696 in excess
of the estimate. I challenge the correctness of that statement. I will endeavour
to show that the House was not fully
informed of all the facts of the case when
that statement was made. The Estimates
were submitted on the 21st of February
last year, and it was expected that
£200,000 would be received during the
year from the new duti~s. There was a
delay of forty-nine days, namely, till
the 12th of April, before those duties
were finally adopted. If a proportionate
reduction is made for the forty-nine days
that the duties were not collected, the
sum of £31,000 will have to be de·
ducted, leaving a balance to be received
during the year of £169,000. There
was collected, according to the Treasurel"s
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own statement, £149,000, so that there
was a deficiency of £19,940, instead of an
increase of £4,696, 'as exhibited by the
Treasurer. I can easily understand how
this trick has been played on the House.
The Treasurer, although he submitted his
Budget on the 21 st February, has reckoned
as if he had collected the duties from the
1st of January; but, inasmuch as the
Tariff was not then passed, and as the
House itself was not in existence till
February, and inasmuch as the Treasurer
did not make his statement till the 21st
February, those duties could not be collected from the 1st January.
The
Treasurer expected to get £200,000 from
the new duties between the I st of February
and the end of the year; but when it was
necessary to put the best possible face
upon the matter, he calculates as if the
duties were to be reckoned from the beginning of the year. If this is not an
attempt to mislead the House on an
important matter, I do not know what is.
The Treasurer estimated that the revenue
for the year 1866 would be £3,186,265.
Now, allowing for the forty-nine days
during which the new duties were not collected, but taking no account of the fact that
during those forty-nine days full rates
were levied on tea and sugar, the net
revenue for the year should have been
£3,154,000. There has beeu actually
received £3,046,000, about £80,000 of
which has been obtained by selling lands
in excess of the quantity authorized by
this House to be sold. If we are to test
the accuracy of the Treasurer's Estimates,
we must bear in mind the basis on which
they were made and the circumstances
under which they were submitted. Deducting £SO,OOO odd from £3,046,000, we
find that the sources of revenue on which
the honorable gentleman relied have only
yielded £2,965,000, or a deficiency' of
£1~9,000 on the year. As to the policy
of selling lands in the way in which the
Government have done, I will not say
much on the present occasion. As a
matter of fact, it is notorious that large
blocks of land were put up for sale, and
that, on the average, every other allotment
was disposed of-that only those allotments were picked up of which the soil
was of superior quality.
Mr. GRANT.-No.
Mr. LA~ GTON.-Of course I speak
under the correction of the Minister of
Lands; but I am informed that all the
allotments of special value were selected
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at the upset price-that only in one or two
cases did they real ize over £ l per acre.
The result is that, for the present generation, at all events, some 160,000 acres
have been alienated at lOs. per acre; for
that is what it comes to.
Mr. GRANT.-It is not true. Eighty
thousand acres.
Mr. LANGTON.-What I want to explain to the House is, that this £80,000,
which the Treasurer obtained to supplement h is deficiency, was obtained by the
alienation, at least for the lifetime of the
present generation, of some 160,000 acres
of land.
Mr. GRANT.-No; 80,000 acres.
Mr. LANGTON.-I will not trouble
the House at any great length with
figures, as I have a lively recollection of
the infliction which was cast upon us hy
the Minister of Customs. But, turning to
the other side of the account, 'how is the
account for 1866 square, as the Treasurer
tells us it is? Ifrom the balance-sheet
which the honorable gentleman distributed, I find that there is a balance of
£225,000 brought forward from the year
1~65; but when I look at the balancesheet submitted twelve months ago, I find
that only £21,000 was the balance anticipated to be carried forward to 18()6. Now
how has this little difference arisen? It
is made up in the same way as the accounts
are at the enn of the year. £51,000 remains unexpeIJded on account of the year
1865, and, according to the statement of
the Treasurer, £169,000 is unexpended on
account of last year. These two items
make £220,000, which is unexpended for
works ordered to be done by the House;
£80,000 has been obtained by the sale of
land at lOs. an acre, in excess of the
quantity which the House authorized to
be sold; and there is £258,000 for verdicts and awards not provided for.
Mr. VERDON.-No.
Mr. LANGTON.-If I am wrong I
shall be glad if the honorable member will
correct. me.
Mr. VERDON.-I will correct the
honorable member on one point. The
honorable member is actually assuming
that the railway works are chnrgeable
against the annual revenue, forgetting
altogether that any money which may be
recovered by Messrs. Cornish and Bruce
is a charge on the railway loan.
Mr. LANGTON.-I, in common with
other honorable members, ought to be
obliged for this explanatioD. But inas-
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much as the 8um of £1 1,000, awarded in the
case of Young v. the Board of Land and
Works, must be a charge on the revenue
for 1866, it is not to be wondered that
honorable members should conclude that
the larger sum was also a charge on the
revenue for the year. Adding together
the sums awarded in the case of Cornish
and Bruce v. the Queen, Williams v. the
Queen, and Young v, the Board of Land
and Works, a total of £227,000 is shown,
which would make a deficiency on thil
year 1866 of £321,000 if the estimates of
expenditm.'e had been carried out. But
putting out of sight the liberties which
the Government have taken with the
estimates on both sides - the liberty o~
selling land they were not authorized to
seli, and of not expending money they
were instructed to expend, there are still
liabilities unprovided for at the end of
the year far in excess of the balance
which the Treasurer brin~s forward.
Accepting his explanation about the two
railway actions, there is still £11,000
arising out of the case of Young v. The
Board of Land and Works, which has to
be reckoned as a charge against the
revenue for the year, which destroys the
Treasurer's balance and mak-es it £10,000
on the wrong side of the account. The
House has had no explanation about this
matter. Then there is a deficiency of
£73,000 on rents for leases under the
Amending Land Act. I want to know
how much was due on account of rents
at the end of the year? As far as I can
make out from the annual report laid on
the table by the Minister of Lands, there
is something like £50,000 owing for rents
and leases under the Amending Land Act.
Mr. GRANT.-No.
Mr. LAN GTON.--I don't know whether
the amount has been reduced during the
month of January, but at any rate there
must be a large sum owing.
Mr. GRANT.-No.
Mr. LANGTON.-The account shows
there was a certain amount falling due
during the year, and that it was not
reached by £50,000.
Mr. GRANT.-No.
Mr. LANGTON.-However, some portion of this £50,000 must be for rents and
leases under 1his Act. I want to know
what portion of it, and how much is likely
to be realized on this account; because it
will be obseryed that, although the Treasurer laid great stress on the desirabili ty
of making our accounts square at the end
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of the year, ir there is only 10 per cent.
deficiency on the £50,000, our accounts
are not square, and we shall not only be
under the disadvantage of not making our
accounts square, but we shall be under
this further disadvantage-that we have
been attempting to cook our accounts, and
leading the public to believe that we were
in a better position than we really are. I
will make a few remarks, sir, in reference
to our expenditure. That expenditure has
been growing for many years past. Ever
since the present Government has been in
office the expenditure has been steadily
increasing. In 1864 the expenditure, according to the Treasurer's own figures, was
£3,000,000; and in 1865, £2,9t!3,000. In
1866, if the amount on the Supplementary
Estimates be expended, the expenditure will
amount to£3,32 1,000, and£3,379,OOO is the
estimated expenditure for 1867, showing an
increase of some £400,000 since 1864. I
think it would be a very excellent thing
for the House to pass a resolution somewhat in the form of a famous resolution
passed in England nearly a century ago,
declaring "that the expenditure of the
country has increased, is increasing, and
ought to be diminished." We have been
told that in 1860 something like threequarters of a million was derived from
spirits alone, but then we expended much
larger amounts on public works, and
upon the permanent improvement of the
country. I find t4at in 1860 the votes
for roads and bridges and the grants to
municipalities, road boards, &c., amounted
to £1,147,000. In 1867 it il:i pl'oposed to
expend on the same items only £665,000,
showing a sum of £482,000 less to be
expended on permanent reproductive
works than in 1860. If the increase of
our expenditure was owing to the increase
in the amount expended on public works,
there would be some excuse for it; but
when the far larger portion of it is under
the suspicious head, " contingencies,"
and spread ovel' the whole expenditure in
such a way that it is difficult to find under
which thimble the pea is, it is time that
the House took some decided step to cut
down the expenditure, and declare that
£3,000,000 was enough for all public
requirements. I may refer to two items
of expenditure to indicate the way in
which I think r.etrenchment may be made.
There was voted for the department of
Roads and Bridges in 1t!65 the sum of
£145,000, and in 1866, £103,000, making
together £248,000.
Of this amount
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£135,000 was unexpended, leaving a sent up to Melbourne only 50,000 tonsbalance of £113,000 expended. Now the less than one-sixth of the entire amount.
expenses of the department for the I have no means of ascertaining what
supervision and administration of this portion of this 50,000 tons wad sent over
£ 113,000 amounted to no less than the other lines, but certainly not a very
£26,000, or more than 23 per cent. large proportion. I do not suppose that
of the entire amount. I doubt whether more than 25,000 tons out of the 339,000
such a costly department is to be found in tons were carried over the Williamst.own
any other country. I find that on the rail way, as a link between the pier and the
Estiinates for 1867 there is £53,200 for trunk lines. Amongst other matters in
the department of Roads and Bridges, and connexion with the Williamstown railway,
that the expenses of the department will I find that 77i per cent. of the receipts
be £ 13,545, or 25 per cent. of the amount at the pier are actually swallowed up
expended. I cannot help thinking that a in expenses. I don't know how much
reduction might safely be made in this de- longer an enterprise like this is to be carried
partment, if, indeed, the department might on at the same cost. I don't think it
not be abolished altogether, seeing that so would be carried on in any other British
large a proportion of t.he public works possession; and only as long as we deem
which have heretofore been carried out by ourselves to be excessively opulent can
the State have been transferred to local it be carried on here. When we come
bodies. It would, perhaps, be safe, econo- to look at the passenger rates we find
mical, and ad vantageous to abolish the a remarkable discrepancy between the
department, and simpiy have one or two rates charged on the Williamstown railinspectors connected with the department way and the rates charged on the ot.her
of Public Works to supervise works lines. I think that the up-country folk
carried out by local bodies towards the have reasonable ground of complaint that
cost of which the State contributes. the Williamstown people should be allowed
Another item has occurred to me in which to travel at such low rates, while they have
I think that there is plenty of room for to pay more. According to all experience,
retrenchment. J don't wish to harass the the longer the line, the less the passenfeelings of' the Treasurer by referring to gers should have to pay, because there is a
it, but I find that t.he v\-~illiamstown rail- less number of servants required on a long
way has not in any year paid its working line in proportion to the number required
expenses. Without including the interest on a short one; and of course the expenses
on the cost of its construction, we are . in proportion are less. According to the
running the Williamstown line at a loss. last report, the average receipts per mile
The cost of that line; taking into account per passenger was 2*d. on the Murray
the proportionate expense of the Geelong line; on the Ballarat line, barely 2d; but
Junction and of the railway sheds, was on the Williamstown line, less than lIT of
about half a million of money, the interest 1d. If the rates on the Williamstown line
on which, at 6 per cent., amounts to were raised to the same level as the rates
£30,000 a year, so that the Williamstown on the Ballarat line, the receipts would be
rail way is run at an annual cost to the doubled, the loss on the current expenses
colony of considerably over £30,000. would be easily destroyed, and we should
What is the explanation of this? That have a large sum towards paying the
the fares charged over a railway nine interest of the cost of the construction of
miles long are about the same as the the line. The Government have not pro~
charges over the Hobson's Bay Rail- posed any reduction in the expenditure,
way, which is only three miles long. but, on the contrary, they propose to proThis is a ruinous competition, which vide for increased expenditure by new
no private company could incur for taxes. 'fhe country has already had a
a week, because the shareholders would taste of these new taxes. The 'freamrer
never be content to lose all interest on ·has told the House that there has not been
their capital, and be caUed upon for an sufficient time to ascertain the effects of
annual contribution to defl'ay the working the changes in the Tariff; but it is strange
expenses. I may be told that the goods that he should make such a statement when,.
traffic on this line is very large; but, from for all practical purposes, the Tariff of
the report for 1865, I find that the total last year was in operation for two years.
goods traffic for all the lines was 339,000 The country was subject to all the inconvetons. There was landed at the pier and nience and annoyance of the changes of the
Mr. Langton.
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Tariff in 1865, and trade was affected by
it to the same extent in 1865 as in 1866.
Now I ask the Treasurer whether that
'Tariff has improved our revenue? At the
present time it is proposed, not merely to
maintain the principle upon which the
Tariff of last year was based, but to extend
it. The House is entitled to inquire
whether it bas improved our revenue.
Although new and burthensome imposts
have been laid upon us, I find that,
since 1864, not only has our customs
revenue seriously declined, but our imports and exports have seriously fallen.
off. .And here I will just refer to the
relative trades of different colonies. I
find that the total amount of the imports
and exports to Victoria for the year 1864
was £28,~73,OOO. In 1865 the amount
fell at once to £26,408,000, showing' a
deficiency in our imports and exports
during the first year of the operation of
the Tariff of £2,465,000.
Mr. VERDO~.-No.
Mr. LANGTON.-These figures are
taken from Mr. Archer's blue-book, and I
challenge the honorable gentleman to contradict them. The imports and exports
had been steadily increasing from 1862 to
1864, and directly the Tariff is adopted
there is a falling off of two and a half
millions.
Mr. VERDON.-In the valuation.
Mr. LANGTON.-I have yet to learn
that there is any alteration in the mode of
valuing the goods. The amount derived
by ad valorem duties in 18G6 was, I think,
not above £30,000; and yet there has
been a reduction in the imports and exports
in the first year of nearly £2,500,000.
Now, I venture to say that the honorable
member cannot substantiate that position;
that he will not be able to satisfy the
House that to that fact is attributable this
enormous decrease in the foreign trade
of the country. I turn to New South
Wales, and I find that, while our trade has
fallen off, the trade of that colony has not
fallen off. The imports and exports of
New South Wales amounted in 1864before our experiments in finance were
made-to £17,9.53,000, and in 1865 to
£18,119,000. If we turn to tonnage, we
find the same result; and it is reasonable
to presume that, if there is a falling off in
imports co-existent with a falling off in
tonnage, there is an actual falling off in
trade. I admit that, according to the
partial statements with regard to 1866
which have issued from the Customs
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department, there appears a discrepancy
which may seem to warrant the conclusion
to which the Treasurer points; but how
does the honorable gentleman account for
the decrease to the extent of 81,000 tons
which took place in 1865 as compared
with 1~64? From 1861 to 1~64 there
was a progressive increase in tonnage; but
in 1865 there is the decrease I have named.
And where did. it go to? Our Sydney
neighbours seized nearly the whole of it.
Mr. VERDON.-New Zealand.
Mr. LANGTON .. -The increase in tonnage to New South Wales was, in 1865,
71,000 tons, as compared with 1864, or
wit.hin 10,000 tons of the entire amount
which we lost. Trade was so disturbed
that it would not pay to land goods here,
and therefore they were shipped on to
Sydney. I say that if our Government
had been in the interest of New South
Wales they could not have brought forward legislation better calculated to increase the trade of the port of Sydney,
at the expense of this community, than the
legislation of 1865. To show that there
was no cause applicable to other colonies
for the decline in our trade, I may mention
that in South Australia the tonnage increased in 1~65 to the extent of 36,000
tons. Then, as to the intercolonial trade,
I presume that is a trade in which all
honorable members, whatever their views,
take some interest, from the fact that it
is the means of employing a large number of persons about our wharfs, in the
Bay, and in houses in town-draymen,
storekeepers, carters, clerks, porters, and
stevedores-that it causes a large sum
of money to be spent in this community,
and that it leaves a good profit to the
merchants.
I apprehend there is no
protectionist so rabid on the subject of
protection, or so hostile to the mercantile
community, as t.o stand up here and
express the belief that it is to the int.erest
of this community that our merchants
should not make good profits. vVell, this
intercolonial trade has fallen off in a
larger proportion than has the entire trade.
The exports to the neighbouring colonies
-like the imports and exports, and also
the tonnage-steadily increased up to 1864.
In that yea~ the exports to the neighbouring colonies amounted to £4,213,000. In
1865, the first year of the Tariff, they
fell to £2,900,000, showing a decrease of
£1,300,000. We have not yet had the
statement for last year; but before the
promulgation of the civil service regula-
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tions, which prevent honorable members
and other people obt.aining the information which it is necessary for the
public convenience that they should derive
from official personages, I went to the
custom-house, and ascertained, not from
the Minister of Customs, but from a
respectable and civil gentleman in the
department, that the exports to the neighbouring colonies during the first half of
1866 amounted to £1,329,000, making for
the eighteen months ending June 30,
1866, £4,200,000, whereas if the trade
had continued according to the rate of
1864, they would have amounted to
£6,300,000, showing a decline of over
£2,000,000 in the eighteen months.
Honorable members ought to bear these
facts in mind in considering this subject:
because it cannot be in the interest of any
section of the community to drive away a
trade that has been steadily increasing.
If there is any explanation of this, let us
have it. Some honorable members have
stated that there are large transhipments,
and they have imputed to me the absurd
remark that the profit on these transhipments is 20 per cent.
Now, from the
answer gi ven to the question which I put
to the Minister of Customs at the beginning of the session, it is very clear that
there is no possibility of ascertaining the
extent of these transhipments, because, if
a return of them would tell in favour of
the Government-if they would mitigate
the ill-effect and the damaging influence
of the statement I have just submittedwe should have had them laid on the
table before the present time. I am disposed to admit that there have been large
transhipments ; but to tranship goods is
one thing - to carryon a fine export
trade is quite another. What is transhipment? It is merely shifting goods fi'om
one vessel to another without breaking
open the cases; and in most instances, as
I am assured by large mercantile firms in
Melbourne, this process goes on with very
small profit, and in many instances at a
loss. The chief reas~n for these transhipments was, that it did not pay to land the
goods, and therefore they were sent on to
Sydney or some other port, where there
was either a lower rate of duty or a
greater demand for the goods'. I venture
to say that the whole transhipping trade
leaves a very small proportion of profit to
the merchants of this colony. But the export trade is wholly different. Goods are
landed and brought into town; and buyers
Mr. Langto1f,.
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come from New South Wales, Tasmania,
South Australia, New Zealand, Queensland, and even from Western Australia.
These goods are opened up and sold, n
little from one case and a little from
another, to these buyers. Very few of
them can buy a whole case of one class of
goods; and many of them do not have in
their stores at one time as much as would
stock a small shop in Bourke-street.
Directly you put an embargo upon that,
you put an embnrgo on the intercolonial
trade; and you prevent the carrying on
of a trade which has been increasing, and
which has been a source of profit and
wealth to this community. At a very
moderate computation, the genuine export
trade, not touching transhipments, is worth
20 per cent. on the amount of it to this
colony; and this without any regard to
the fact that it leads to an import trade
also. Taking into account wharfage rates,
the cost of cartage, stallage, and other
charges, 20 per cent. is not nn exorbitant
amount, and that per centage on the
£2,000,000, which we lost in eighteen
rnonthfol, is £400,000, of which less than
£60,000 is lost to the merchants, the remaining £350,000 having gone out of the
pockets of the labouring class in and about
Melbourne. I also desire to point out that
there is no cause, outside the colony, for
this fnlling off in our intercolonial trade,
because, while our trade has fallen off,
that of our neighbours has not suffered.
On the contrary, the intercolonial trade of
New South Wales has increased. New
South Wales has been steadily creeping
in; and I say that, if the members of the
present Government had agreed for a con ..
sideration to do the best they possibly
could to promote the trade of Sydney at
the expense of the trade of Melbourne,
they could have done nothing better than
make the fiscal changes which cnme into
operation in 1865. Then there is another
feature of this intercolonial trade, to
which I must direct the attention of
the House. There has been springing up
for. years past, both hAre and in New
South \Vales, a very respectable trade in
articles of domestic production. I exclude
for the purposes of comparison articles
which are of pastoral production or the
production of the gold fields. The articles
of domestic production (exclusive of gold,
wool, and tallow) exported by Victoria
amounted, in J862, to £702,000; in 1863,
to £999,000; and in 1864, to £698,000;
but in 1865 they amounted to only
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£529,000, showing, as compared with the VISIOns which we exported in 1862 was
pre\ious year, a falling off to the extent £13,000; in 1863, £23,000; in 1864,
of £169,000. But, while this decline has £24,000; and in 1865, only £8,000.
taken· place with us, the trade of our
An HONORABLE MEl\1BER.-That may
neighbours in these commodities has been be accounted for by the drought.
steadily extending.
The export from
Mr. LANGTON. - Now, sir, the
New South Wales of articles produced drought to which the honorable member
ana manufactured in the colony-salted refers did not happen until the end of the
provisions, soap, carriages, and machinery year 1865. The immediate effect of that
-was, in 1864, £1,065,000, and in 1865, 'was to load our market with cattle just
£],183,000, showing an increase as against suited for curing at a lower price than they
our decrease. I find that the trade in were sold at for a considerable time before.
The number of cattle we imported across the
machineryMr. RAMSAY.-There is no duty on Murray in 1864 was 98,500 ; and in 1865,
105,000. The cause of this increase was
machinery.
Mr. LANGTON.-I don't dispute that. that, towards the close of l865, the feed
I am not speaking of duties. I say that, in Riverina became very scanty, and
in articles which duties do not directly in consequence a large number of cattle
touch, the trade has fallen off. I have . were pushed into the market, and were
always contended that one effect of im- offered at as low a figure as they had
posing duties of this kind is to destroy the been sold at any time during the pretrade, not only in the particular articles vious ten years, and this just at the
affected, but in other articles as well. time when the curers were reaely to sell
The machinists thought they would be their goods. On this subject I have not
benefited by protective duties, but the trusted to myself, as I have not had anymachinists' trade in Melbourne has never thing to do with the particular business
been so dull as at the present time, partly for some time; but I have had the assistbecause a large portion of it has gone to ance of a gentleman who has distinguished
Ballarat, and partly because the Sydney himself in the preparation of salted propeople have outstripped us in the New visions. I refer to Mr. Smith, the ham
Zealand trade. The exports of machinery curer, of Victoria-street, who has received
amounted in 1863 to £5,790, and
1864 a medal from the hands of the Exhibition
Commissioners. He tells me that, during
to £10,879.
Mr. RAMSAY.-That represents about 1862, 1863, and 1864, he exported salt
provisions to the value of from £.lO,OOO
.
two engines.
1\1:1'. LANGTON.- These. facts are to £ 15,000 per year. During the first
rather awkward for the Ministry and their year of the Tariff, owing to the duty on
supporters, or they would not interrupt me salt (£1 per ton), which cost him nearly
so much, or attempt to weaken the force £200, and which he could not recover
of what I have to say. Well, the exports from his customers, his exports of salted
of machinery fell in 1865 to £6,890, show- provisions fell to £2,000. This falling off
ing a decrease of £4,000 in the first year is undoubtedly attributable in part to the
of the Tariff. Was there any cause for this fact that there was not so large a demand
outside the colony? If so, why did it not in New Zealand for salted provisions as
affectN ew South Wales as well as Victoria? there was before. But it is attributIt did not affect the sister colony; but she able, also, to another fact. Mr. Smith
has seized on the trade which we have lost assures me that, directly this duty was
ever since the Minister of Customs has imposed, he was at a disadvantage. As
been the despot at the custom-house, and soon as steam communication was estabforced his crotchets down the throats of lished between Sydney and the various
the people of this colony. The exports ports of New Zealand which he had prefrom New South Wales of machinery pro- viously supplied, he was driven from port
duced in that colony were, in J 864, £8,600; to port until his trade was lost; and the
and in ] 865, £11,500, showing that what reason was that he could not comnete with
we lost our neighbours gained. There is th~ Sydney exporters. At th~ end of
one article which we have been exporting 1865 there were fresh gold discoveries at
for some years, and in which the falling Hokitika and Greymouth, on the western
off, under the Tariff, is more marked than coast of New Zealand.
Steamers were
perhaps in anything else. I refer to salted laid on, and Mr. Smith exported £8,000
provisions. The value of the salted pro- worth of salted provisions during the first
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two months of 1866 ; but. as soon as steam
communication was opened up between
Sydney and the western ports, he was
driven thence, and his trade was completely
done for, so far as New Zealand was
concerned, Mr. Smith is subjeet to a
duty of 62 per cent. on the salt he uses,
against a duty of 17~ per cent. in Sydney.
This is a disadvantage sufficient to crush
any industry, as anyone in the trade very
well knows. Mr. Smith further informs
me that, whereas formerly he cured as
many as 10,000 pigs in the course of the
year, last year he cured no more than
2,240; that he has no trade outside the
colony; that the internal market is glutted,
although scarcely any bacon, as compared
with previous years, w!ts imported. last
year; and that his trade, which up to the'
time of the creation of the Tariff was a
profitable trade, has ever since been a
10ding trade. Before the Tariff was imposed Mr. Smith employed fourteen men.
Now he is able to employ only seven men.
His ability to employ labour has therefore
declined one-half since the enforcement of
the Tariff. Now this' gentleman does not
come to this House as a mendicant. He
does not ask for a protective duty or a
bounty. He simply wants to carryon his
business, and to be let alone. But the
absurd decree has gone forth that there
shall be a dULy of 62 per cent. on salt-a
most absurd tax-and Mr. Smith's trade
has been completely ruined. Probably a
number of other persons may be in a
similar posit,ion. Now where has this
trade gone to? It has gone where all our
trade has gone to-namely, Sydney. While
our trade in salted provisions has fallen
off, the trade of New South Wales in the
same commodity has increased. The value
of the salted proyisions exported by New
South Wales was, in 1862, £18,000; 1863,
£25,000; 1864, £28,000; and 1865,
£35,000. The Sydney people have taken
nearly the whole of our intercolonial trade;
and, if this second and worst edition of
the Tariff be carried, the little left of
the intercolonial trade will disappear by
the end of the year.
But there are
other ways of testing the effects of a
change in our fiscal system. When
changes of this kind are made in England,
the Chancellor of the Exchequer usua)ly
entertains the House of Commoris with an
elaborate dissertation on the condition of
the people, showing how much money the
people have been able t.o lay by in the
course of the year, how much has been
Mr. Langton.

Fifth Night's Debate.

invested in savings banks, the amount of
dutiable goods consumed, and how many
paupers and criminals there are. These
tests are looked upon as tolerably safe
tests of the condition of the people of
England, and the success or otherwise of
the fiscal system in force. N ow it is
perfectly true that we are far away from
the old country-that we
" Walk by the long wash of Australasian seas,
Far off. and hold our heads to other stars,
And breathe in converse seasons."

But we are eminently British in our
habits. We don't deny ourselves any
luxuries which it is within our power to
procure; we don't curtaiL our expenditure
unless there is some cause for it; we
don't lessen our' savings unless we are
obliged; we don't become paupers unless
some pressure is brought to bear upon us;
and I am inclined, also, to think-although,
I dare say, some honorable members will
not agree with me-that, as in the old
country so here, when provisions and employment are scarce and wages low, there
is more crime in the community. Now I
say let us apply some of those tests to
this colony. We rer.eivedfl'om the customhouse (exclusive of the gold export duty,
the new duties, and the wharfage rates), in
1863, £1,020,000; in lR64, £1,039,000;
in 1865, £949,000 ; and in 1866, £832,000.
These figures show that there was a falling
otfbetween 1864 and 1866 of £207,000.
This may be accounted for to the extent
of £73,000 by the reduction of the
tea and sugar duties. Still the fact
remains that in the first year of the new
Tariff, with an increased population, there
is a falling off to the extent of £134,000
in the revenue derived from customs
duties. I say. then, that the first of the
ordinary tests which a British Chancellor
of the Exchequer would apply on an
occasion of this kind tells against the
Government. We have some means of
arriving at the amount of distress existing
in Melbourne, and we can see if that distress has increased since the Tariff came
into force. We have in Melbourne two
institutions which enable us to form a
tolerably correct idea as to whether there
are at the present time more persons in
indigent circumstances than there were
two or three years ago. The number of
persons relieved by the Immigrants' Aid
Society was, in 1864, 7,958; in 1865, the
first year of the Tariff, 16,375; and in
1866, 32,356. Certainly, if the effect of
the Tariff has been to open up fresh
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branches of industry, and provide increased the amounts deposited in savings banks.
employment for the population, it has not I find that the amount deposited in the
llad that effect in the neighbourhood of savings banks steadily increased up to
Melbourne, if we may judge by the number 1864, and that since then they have
of persons who have been relieved by declined. The amount deposited was,
the Immigrants' Aid Society. There is in 1861), £4~4,000; 1~61, £582,000;
another institution which is engaged in 1862, £634,000; 1863, £70 I ,000; 1~64,
relieving the destitute. I refer to the £769,000; 1865 (the first year of the
Ladies' Benevolent Society. I find that Tariff,), £719,000; 1866, £642,000.
the number of cases relieved by that
Mr. VERDON.-One result of the Land
society was, in 1863, 2,520; in 1864, Act.
3,278; in 1865, the first year of the Tariff,
Mr. LANGTON.-I fully anticipated
4,026; and in 1866,4,412. Now I put that objec~ion. The accounts of the
together the numbers relieved by the two savings banks are made up to the end of
societies, and I find that in 1864 the total June in each year. I see by one of the
number was 10,470; and that in 1866, or daily papers that the deposits on the 31st
the second year after the Tariff came into December last were only £601,000~ as
force, the number was 36,768. Certainly, against £769,000 on the 30th June, 1864.
if we are to judge of the condition of the Of course the sum of £57,000 in the Postpeople by the number of indigent persons office savings bunks has to be considered.
around Melbourne, we cannot conclude But even then there will be a difference in
that the condition of the population has the deposits, between the close of 1866 and
improved by this Tariff. I now come to the last year of the ol~ Tariff, of £ I 11,000.
another branch of the inquiry.
How The Treasurel' suggests that this decl ine in
about the criminals? Have.they increased? the amount of deposits is thp- result of the
Of course honorable members may have Land Act. But there was a land law in
their own theory on that subject; but I force before the famous Act of 1864, which
have a vivid recollection of a very able immortalized my honorable friend the
article in the Edinburgh Review, on the Minister of Lands; and under that law
intimate connexion between poverty and some settlement took place, some land was
crime; an article which forced me to the enclosed, and some land was cultivated.
conclusion, that whenever we raise the Between 1862 and 1864, when the Duffy
price of commodities, by so doing we not Land Act was in force, ] ,309,000 acres
only lower wages, and diminish employ- were enclosed, and 68,000 acres were"
ment, but, as the worst consequence of all, brought under cultivation. Between 1864
we drive more persons into the paths of and 1866, no more than 1,259,000 acres
crime. I find that from 1860 to 1~64 were enclosed, and only 22,400 a~res
there was a steady diminution in the were brought under cultivation. I gather
number of our criminals. . I regret that this from returns made up to the 31st
we cannot have some of these statistics in March in each year; and I quote from the
a bald shape, without being arranged so last statistics that I am able to obtain.
elaborately as we find them in the blue- The figures I have given show that, in the
book. We might get them more early in first period, three time~ as much fresh land
the year, when, on au occasion like. this, was brought under cultivation as compared
of discussing a policy which either has or with the other period ;, and yet i IT the first
has not had a disastrous effect on the period t.he savings banks deposits increased
community, they might be of service to us. .by £135,000, while in the latter they fell
The number of criminals convicted and of by £ III ,000. I may be told that the
sentenced was, in 1860, 755; 1861, 744 ; far larger port.ion of t.he land was enclosed
1~62, 688; 1863, 653; 1864, 620; IH65
and cultivated by squatters and specula(the first year of the Ta.riff), 697. Whether tors, and that, after all, this was no cultithere has been an increase or a decline vation. In reply to this, I will state"to the
during the past year, I cannot pretenp to House the number of acres in holdings of
say. We have not the figures. But I less than 100 acres which were enclosed
say that this fact of the increase in con- during the two periods. The extent of
victions in 1865-which if it stood alone . ~nclosed land embraced in holdings of less
I should not notice-standing beside the than 100 acres was, in 1862, 314,000
increase in the number of paupers, is one acres; in 1864 it had increased to 384,000
that deserves attention at the hands of the acres; and between 186-1 and 1866 it
House. Now, sir, there is another test in increased to 403,000 acres; so that. in the
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first period, when there was an increase sequences of submitting a Tariff which
in savings banks deposits to the extent of they cannot carry. I don't apprehend
£135,000, there was an increase, in the that will be the case, but I am assuming
holdings of less than 100 acres, of 69,000 that it will, because it is perfectly well
acres; and in the second period, when the known to every observer of politics in the
savings bank deposits fell of by £111,000, old country that there is scarcely a subject
the extent of the small holdings increased which a British Government can submit
by only 18,000 acres. I make the honor- to the House of Commons in regard to
able the Treasurer a presen t of the Lan d Act. which, and to alterations in which, they are
If that is the best excuse he can give for more jealous Hnd sensitive than the annual
the decrease in the savings bank deposits, fiscal and financial scheme.
By the
the case of the Government is utterly Government determining to impose duties
bopeless, One other feature in connexion on nearly every article imported into the
with this subject to which I desire to call colony-some at 10 pel' cent., and some at
attention is, that while the great increase 5 per cent.--certainly one objection to the
of pauperism has taken place in Melbourne, old Tariff will be to some extent removed.
and while unquestionably the greatest There cannot be the same inequality of
injury which the Tariff has inflicted has duties as under that system. Being subbeen felt in Melbourne, the main falling of jected to a duty of 10 per cent.-supposing
in the deposits in savings banks bas been there is anything like honesty in the transin Melbourne also. I have not the figures action-the goods must pay a rateable
with me,bnt I think the falling off in proportion of duty. But. it is proposed to
Melbourne is somet.hing like £43,000. return to a system-the ad valorem system
Now, if this decline had taken place in -which has once before been tried in this
counh:y districts where large allotments colony. It is rather strange that since
of land had been opened up for selec- this colony separated from New South
tion, the observation as to the Land Act Wales, we should, in fiscal arrangements,
might have applied; but statistics won't have gone all round the circle. We started
endorse that at all. We have also the with a Tar'iff of 160 articles, which we
other fact that, with a larger amount of inherited from our Sydney neighbours.
settlement between 1862 and 1864, the That was condemned by almost the entire
savings bank deposits largely increased. community, because of the great inconNow all these test.s, which are ordinarily venience which resulted from it. I have
applied by the British Chancellor of the here an extract from the speech of the
Exchequer to the condition of the people, present Chief Justice (then the AttorneyteU unfavorably against the present General), delivered in 1852, when moving
Tariff. I don't see any possibility of dis- the second reading of the Tariff Bill of
puting these facts. There they are. I that year-a measure which proposed the
challenge honorable members to test the levying of duties on only six articles in
facts for themselves from books within place of 160. After reciting Adam Smith's
their own reach. Whether those books canons of taxation, Mr. Stawell observed:are of the unreliable character of the
"By the present Tariff all these rules were
balance of £1,108 proposed to be brought set at defiance. In it there were 160 items of
the mode of collection was often
forward from 1866 to 1867, I am not taxation;
vexatious and invidious; and the revenue was
prepared to state. But I say that some much open to fraud from the system of ad
one is bound to give an answer to the facts valorem duties."
which I have submitted to the House, or Having had the experience of an ad valorem
else the fiscal system which has brought Tarifl~ the Government, no less than fifteen
such disaster on the colony must be aban- years ago, abandoned it. Then came into
doned. But instead of abandoning this force a Tariff which, for simplicity and
fiscal scheme, it is proposed by the Govern- economy of working, and at the same time
ment that we shall have a second, and, I for yielding a large amount of revenue, has
may say, an aggravated edition of it. seldom been exceeded, if ever equalled, in
Instead of having duties on a small num- a British colony. It answered our purber of articles, there
to be a dut.y on pose admirably. It afforded us a very
nearly every article that is imported into large revenue at a minimum of cost and
the colony.
I will assume that the inconvenience to the community. And
Government are disposed to act in this now it is proposed that we shall go back
matter as most British Governments act, to the ad 'lJalorem system. For that change,
that is to say, they will abide by the con- I must again complain, we have had no
Mr. Langton.
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very clear or satisfactory explanation. The
Minister of Customs did not treat the
House to any very precise explanation of
the reasons which led the Government to
adopt that system, nor did he meet
the objections which were urged upon
previous occasions by himself and other
members of the Governmen t to ad valorem
duties. I need not trouble the House
with quotations from a speech deli vered by
the Treasure\, only in 1865, in which he
stated that the Government had succeeded,
in the Tariff then submitted, "in avoiding
the difficulty, confusion, and perhaps the
immorality of ad valorem duties." Not
only did he object to those duties on the
ground of difficulty, confusion, and immorality, he objected to them also on the
ground of cost. He stated· that they
would cost twice as much to collect as the
dudes then submitted. Now, honorable
members must be acquainted with the fact
that the ad valorem system has been tried
in most countries, and in every case has
been found wanting. It has been found
that its operation is fraught wi th serious
difficulties; that it leads to the perpetration of frauds on the community, and the
demoralization of the whole mercantile
body. About a hundred years ago, a Tariff
of that kind was in force in England; and
one of our poets has left some traces of the
opinion then held regarding it. It led,
as under the present Customs A.ct, or
rather the Customs Act passed last session,
to the administration of oaths; and custom-house oaths became a by-word" And men were sworn on every slight pretence,
'I'ill perjuries were common as bad pence;
And thousands, careless of the damning sin,
Kiss'd the book outside that ne'er look'd in."

The ad valorem system has been in force
-as honorable members no doubt knowin the United States for some time. I
have here a work by no less a personage
than Daniel 'iN ebster, who, on this subject,
quotes President Buchanan, as follows:"Our ad val07'em system has produced great
frauds upon the revenue, whilst it has driven
the regular American merchant from the
business of importing, and placed it almost
exclusively in the hands of the agents of
British manufacturers.
The American importer produces bis invoice to the collector,
containing the actual price at which the
imports were purchased abroad, and he pays
the fair and regular duty upon this invoice. Not
so the British agent. The foreign manufacturer
in his invoice reduces the price of the articles
which he intends to import into our own country
to the lowest possible standard which be thinks
will enable them to pass through the customhouse without. being seized for fraud. And the
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business has been hitherto managed with so
much ingenuity as generally to escape detection.
The consequence is that the British agent passes
the goods of his employer througb the customhouse on the payment of a much lower duty
than the fair American merchant is compelled
to pay. In this manner he is undersold in the
market by the foreigner, and thlls is driven
from the competition, whilst the public revenue
is fraudulently reduced."

And then Mr. Webster himself says : "What is the great fact that makes ad valorem
duties unsafe as a general principle of finance?
I must confess my utter consternation when I
heard the other day the honorable chairman of
the Committee of Finance say that he did not
believe that a case of fraudulent under-valuation
had ever been made out. Why, it is the notoriety
of a thousand such cases occurring every year
in this Government, and in all Governments
where the system of ad valorem duties in any
degree prevails, and the value is ascertained
upon the invoices or proof from abroad."

Further on he goes into details, and gives
a specific instance how the revenue is
defrauded : "A highly respectable firm in Boston have
for many years been dealing in hard ware, and
in the habit of making importations of certain
articles from the north of Europe. In these
articles they found themselves constantly undersold by the dealers in New York. They could
not understand the reason of this for a long
time, but last spring the secret came to light.
They had ordered a small amount of hard ware
to be sent to them, and in due time the goods
came, and two invoices came with them. In one
invoice the cost was stated at 958 thalers, and
in the other at 1,402. And the letter accompanying these invoices says, 'You find herewith
duplicate invoices of the greatest part of your
order, &c.
The original I send by Havre
packet. You also find herewith an invoice milde
up in the manner like [that which] the most
importers of your country require, perhaps to
save some duty.'"

And when finally expressing his opinion,
Mr. Webster says, speaking of England : "What is the case with England? In her
notions favorable to free trade, has she rushed
madly into a scheme of ad valorem duties? A
system of ad 7Jalorem duties is not free trade, but
fraudulent trade."

That is the opinion of one of the most
eminent Americans of the present century,
after he had had ample opportunity of
observing the working of this ad valorem
system. And yet it is proposed to introduce that system here. I would ask
honorable members who have been long
in the colony, and who have had transactions with the other colonies during the
time the ad valorem system was in force
there, whether they cannot corroborate,
from their own experience, the statement
of Daniel Webster, that the ad valorem
system drives the honest trader, in many
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cases, out of the market, and leaves the
I have been
assured of this by persons who were
engaged in business in Tasmania at the
time the ad valorem system was in force
there. I should have thought that the
experience of the Minister of Customsunless he prefers handing over the trade
of the colony to the class I speak ofwould have Jed him to resort to any proposal rather than ad valorem duties. It
has been, and is, I understand, the practice
to forward duplicate invoices to Adelaide
and Sydney, merely in consequence of the
existence of ad valorem duties; and I am
told that but a slight difference is sufficient to turn business from one to another.
If this has been done in the United States
and in Great Britain, why should it not
be done here? I want to know whether
the Ministry wish to demoralize the entire
mercantile community of this plare?
Take the case of a man disposed to be
"indifferent honest, as this world goes."
On the whole, he would rather do right;
lle does not want to do wrong; but if he
does not do the same as his neighbours,
his trade is gone; and thus'he is impelled,
by mere force of circumstances, to a course
to which otherwise he would not resort.
I say the House ought not to sanction a
. system which leads to such consequences.
In the name of the morality of trade, J
protest against it. I call upon the House
to be no part.y to the revival of a system
which has demoralized traders and trade
wherever it has been in force. And not
only are we to have an ad 'l.·alorem
syst.em, we are also to have what may be
termed a universal system of taxation.
Very few things are to be exempted. It
must be a source of satisfaction to the Attorney-General to know that his Administration will be the first in this colony to
impose a tax upon light and knowledge.
The tax upon glass will diminish the
number of windows in the smaller houses
and among the poorer people, as a duty
on boots and shoes causes the larger number of children to go barefooted. I venture
to ask, with 36,000 persons in. need of
relief during the last twelve months, how
can the Government expect that state of
affairs to improve under the imposition of
this taxation? I say that the tax on glass
is a tax on light and air. Again, the imposition of a duty of 6d. per gallon on oil
has at once raised the price of kerosene to
the poor people of Collingwood Is. per gallon. I have always contended that duties of
Mr. Langton.
field entirely to the rogues?
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this kind raise the price to the consumer
in a far greater ratio than the duty itself.

One of the objections continually urged
against such duties is, that they cause the
consumer to pay a large tax, in order that
a small one may go to the Treasury. They
conflict with the fundamental principle of
Adam Smith-tl).at no tax should take any
more out of the pockets of the tax payer
than is paid into the coffers of the State.
These duties do so. Has not the duty of
9d. per cwt. on flour raised the price of the
4-lb. loaf a penny? Honorable members
cry out upon the bakers, that they are
imposing on the public. Now no class of
men work harder, or earn their money
more fairly, than the bakers; In comparison with them, the lot of the engineers
and the machinists, who have come before
this House as petitioners for assistance, is
far preferable. The bakers work a longer
number of hours; their trade is more
injurious to health; and their profits are
less in proportion. The position of the
masters is very little better than that of
the men; they, also, do more work for
smaller profits. I cannot concur with
the opinion which seems to have gone
abroad, that the bakers are imposing
on the public. They must raise their
prices. Have not millers raised the price
of flour? Has not flour gone up more
than lOs. per ton on account of the duty?
Honorable members well know that these
taxes augment as they go from hand to
hand. until the consumer has to pay an
increase of 200 per cent. on the amount
which goes into the Treasury. The Government tax light and knowledge. J do
not think that the Attorney-General, when
he comes to reflect on his career, will look
back with sati.,Htetion to this part of itto his being a party to the revival of the
most obnoxious of those taxes which it is
the boast of' all the moderate and enlightened statesmen of Great Britain to
have assisted in sweeping away-taxes on
light., on knowledge, on cleanliness, food,
clothing, and industry. We have wellnigh reached the condition which Sydney
Smith describes:"Taxes upon every artide which enters into
the mouth, or covers the back, or is placed
under the foot; taxes upon everything which it is
pleasant to see, hear. feel. smell, or tasle; taxes
upon warmth, light, and locomotion-taxes upon
everything on earth and the waters under the
earth-on everything that comes from abroad
or is grown at home -taxes on the raw material
-taxes on every fresh value that is added to it
by the industry of man-taxes on the sauce
which pampers man's appetite, and the drug that
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restores him to health-on the ermine which
decorates the judge and the rope which hangs
the criminal-on the poor man's salt" (which is
literally true in Victoria) "and the rich man's
spice-on the brass nails of the coffin and the
ribbons of the bride j at bed or board, couchant
or levant, we must pay. The schoolboy whips
his taxed top j the beax:dless youth manages his
taxed horse with a taxed bridle on a taxed road;
and the dying Englishman, pouring his medicine. which has paid 7 per cent., into a spoon
that has paid 15 per cent., flings himself back
upon his chintz bed, which has paid 2~ per cent.,
and expires in the arms of an apothecary who
has paid a licence of £100 for the privilege of
putting him to death. His whole property is
then taxed from 2 to 10 per cent." (which is not
literally true here). "Besides the probate, large
fees are demanded for burying him in the
chancel j his virtues are handed down to posterity on taxed marble, and he is then gathered
to his fathers-to be taxed no more."
Under the present Tariff that is the only
place in which people can escape taxation.
When they are safe in the grave-but not
till then-they will be beyond the reach
of the Minister of Customs. The Mini5ter
of Mines says that this is a more extended
system of taxation, and he quotes a paragraph from Arthur Young, in which
the writer expresses his approval of duties
on a large number of articles, because
they press lightly on a great number of
points, heavily on none. . But how will
this apply to the Tariff? The tea and
sugar duties, which pressed on the poorer
classes, have been reduced; but is it 'proposed to substitute taxes which press upon
auy other class? Will the labourer and
the artizan, who consumed the tea and
sugar, be exempted now? On what points
will the taxes on moleskins, slops, calico,
woollens, boots and shoes, and hardware
press? It is an utter fallacy to talk of
the shifting of the pressure of taxation.
You remove a duty the working man did
not feel, and you impose others which he
must feel every time he makes a purchase.
The pressure is alld will be, not on the
pockets of the wealthy class, but of the
numerous consumers, those who live
chiefly by the labour of their hands. If
Arthur Young's remark has any application at all, which [ doubt-for though
the honorable member who quoted it
may have a taste {or vague generalities,
I never could discover. any meaning
in this one-it certainly does not apply
to the Tariff. We do not shift the
pressure of taxation. The pressure remains in the same place, with this difference, that the people have to pay 1'ery
much more than before. This brings me
to the fundamental objection to any such
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scheme of taxation as this, namely, that it
is unfair and inequitable to levy duties on
articles of consumption. The poor are the
more numerous, and therefore, when we
levy taxation on articles of general censumption, the poor pay the' greater pal'~.
The Minister of Mines assumed that the
Tariff was a change from an unj ust to a.
more equitable system; that it would shift
the burthen from the labouring population
to 'the rich; but the honorable member
submitted nothing to warrant such a con-'
All political economists h~tve
clusion.
denounced taxes on consumption.
M.
Thiel'S, who is as staunch a protectionist
as any member of this House, says"Towards taxes on consumption the contribution of the poor is grt:!ater than that of the rich,
because the poor are the most numerous."
Another eminent Frenchman, Leon
Faucher, says of these duties.. They crush with their weight the workme~
and artizan in the towns. The sums which they
exact are levied in an inverse ratio to the means
of the contributors j it is but· too clear that the
owners of property have made the law, and that
they have made it in their own interests."
The same author also states that this
system of raising revenue by taxes on
consumption, is "founded on iniquity,"
and that it "impoverishes the poor and
starves the starving." These men, be it
remembered, are not speaking from theory,
but from practical experience. Another
eminent Frenchman, Coudillao, replies thus
to the objection that the poor can reduce
their consumption:"Those who only earn from day to day a bare
subsistence for themselves and families, how
can they reduce their consumption ?"
But I need not go so far as France. An
honorable member, no other than the
present Minister of Justice, submitted, on
the 13th July, 1865, a resolution, of which
I heartily approve, and which I will be
prepared to support if introduced again.
Mr. BINDON.-You did not say so at
the time.
Mr. LANGTON.-Because, not being
a member of this House, I could not. This
is the resolution:" That inasmuch as the owners of property in
this country' do not by the present system of
taxation contribute more than the working
classes towards the defences of the country ot
the protection of property, it is, in the opinion
of this House, expedient that some measure
should be introduced next flession of Parliament
. to abate this injustice, and make the amount of
taxation paid by each individual in some degree
proportionate to the amount of his wealth, and
the protection which it receives from the institutiollS of the country."
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Now that is a most unexceptionable proposition. The honorable member went on
to support it:"It was not for a private member of the
House to bring down a Budget, or to propound
financial schemes. His duty was simply to
submit resolutions, and leave the Ministry to
give them practical shape..... Nothing was
more important in a young country than to
establish right principles, especially in matters
of government, finance, and taxation. Was it
right that the whole onus of taxation for defences should be thrown equally on the poor and
the rich? Why the great bulk of the customs
duties were collected from the working classes,
and yet the working man was called upon to
contribute as much towards the £881,000, for
the national defences, as the richest man in the
community."
At the present time we have not only a
repetition of the evils which the honorable
member condemned, but an aggravation
of them.
I regret that the honorable
mem bel' has not had the courage and
manliness to try and give practical effect
to the opinion he submitted to the House.
At the end of a session, when a resolution
could have no other effect than trotting
out a hobby, the honorable gentleman
could speak eloquently on the subject;
but I have not heard his eloquent tones
denouncing the Tariff, nor do I see the
slightest indication that he has exercised
any influence to induce his colleagues
to adopt. the views he formerly insisted
upon. I will content myself with another
extract : "In conclusion. he contended that he only
asked that which was just and reasonable, viz.,
that the man with the greatest amount of
wealth should pay more in proportion than he
who had none at all."
Another remarkable circumstance is, that
the motion was seconded by the present
Minister of Public Works (Mr. Vale), who
expressed himself in as strong and as
decided terms as those employed by the
Minister of Justice, and yet his accession
appears to have had no influence, either.
wit.h the occupants of the Treasury
benches. At the close of the discussion,
when the motion was withdrawn-and the
honorable member never anticipated any
other fate for ii-I find that the Minister
of ,Justice remarked that honorable members appeared afraid of his motion. Is the
honorable gentleman afraid of it himself
now?
Mr. BINDON.-No.
Mr. LANGTON.-Then why does not'
the honorable member carry out his concluding promise, "that although he withdrew his resolution, he would next time,
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if the Ministry did not introduce it in a
practical form, take care that a Bill was
submitted to give it practical effect." I
have said enough to illustrate and explain
the fundamental objection I have taken to
this Tariff. If anything more is wanting,
I may refer to the first speech delivered
by Richard Cobden in the House of
Commons, in which he points out that the
then existing duty on bread amounted to
an income tax of 10 per cent. on the
labouring man who earned 158. per week,
the per centage getting less and less until,
in the case of the large landed proprietor
drawing £lOO,OOO per annum from his
estates, it amounted to but one halfpenny
per cent. U n]ess you have some tax on
property, which balances and equalizes
the others, it is clear that taxes on consumption can but plunder the poorer
classes for the benefit of their wealthy
neighbours. The truth of this principle
is supported by the experience of Great
Britain. What has been done there? Step
by step the system of duties on consumption has been abandoned, and the last
report of the British Commissioners of
Customs discloses a Tariff w bich is a
model of simplicity, as simple as the one
we abandoned in 1864. In IR65 they
raised, in Great Britain, no less a sum than
£21,770,000 fi'om ten articles. A sum of
£25,000 was raised on a few other items, but
these are retained only to counterbalance excise or custom dues on othei' articles. While
indirect taxation amounts to £42,000,000,
a sum of £21,000,000, the balance of the
revenue, exclusive of the proceeds of Crown
properties, &c., is raised by direct property taxation. Thus, even in aristocratic
England, said to be governed by the upper
classes, the principle has been recognized
that the entire revenue ought not to be
raised by means of duties on consumption
alone. In France, also, they have abandoned this system. Readers of history
will remember that one of the most potent
causes of the French revolution was the
gross inj ustice of the system of taxation,
a system under which the Clergy and the
nobility paid little or nothing. The owners
of property made the law, and they made
it in their own interests. The taxes fell
on the tiers-etat, and they rebelled against
it. It is to the credit of the present sagacious Emperor that, during the twenty
years of his ndministration, he has been
studiously engaged in increasing the duties
on prQperty, because he knows that a
throne based on universal suffrage must
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also he founded on justice. The United
States are abandoning, or rather they never
adopted the system in force here. The
year before the war the United States'
expenditure amounted to 76,000,000 dollars; but nearly all the expenditure which
we find on our Estimates was defrayed by
State taxation, which is direct taxation,
and which amounted to 40,000,000 dollars.
Although the general revenue is raised by
taxes on consumption, yet by the faet that
they do not include in the expenditure of
the central Government works for improving the value of property, nor the administration of justice, nor the maintenance of'
the police, nor the other multitudinous items
of our Estimates, there is not the injustice which is committed here. Property
in America has to pay its fair proportion.
In addition to the 40,000,000 dollars, there
is a large local expenditure in counties
and villages, and by these and other means
taxation is equalized. In Canada the same
thing obtains. A farge proportion of the
cost of education, and nearly all that of
public works, is defrayed by property.
To roads and bridges the central Government contributes very little, to municipal
endowments nothing, and one hospital
alone is recognized. . The system now
supported by the Government here has
been tried in Canada, and found
:wanting. Some time ago the late Minister of Justice, in a lecture which was
crowded with distorted facts, quoted the
Honorable Mr. Galt, Finance Minister of
Canada, to show that a similar policy had
been most beneficial in Canada. Unfortunately the honorable gentleman was not
aware that six months before Mr. Galt had
recanted those views, if he ever held them,
a circumstance which I take the liberty to
doubt. In his Budget speech of 1864, in
the Montreal Weekly He1'ald, Mr. Galt,
speaking of the fact that a larger revenue
was required, said" The great agricultural interest and population, the very stem and trunk of the prosperity
of the country, as the largest consumers now,
have the greatest weight of taxation."
Now I ask honorable members representing agricultural districts to look at their
side of the account, and see what their
·constituents have to pay under this system
of taxation. I think they also must come
to the conclusion that it falls upon the
great agricultural class and upon the
other working classes of the community.
Mr. Galt further said"It became imperative upon us, therefore, to
consider if we could so re-arrange our customs
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and excise as to yield us the largest amount of'
revenue with the least oppressive burLhens on the
great body of the people. . . . In any readjustment of our taxation we had to choose
between American and European systems. He
said European, because the principles of British
taxation were gradually spreading, and they
could no longer. avoid making the choice. If
they took the American system of protecting
every interest by high duties, he did not believe
the people of the country would approve of it.
If they adopted the European, as opposed to the
American, it was calculated to bring in people
from abroad with capital seeking homes and
employment in this new world. We could not
do better, in organizing a fiscal system for ourBel ves, than seek light from the great nations of
Europe, and so make this a better country,
governed by wiser financial principles. . . .
Looking to Britain for defence as we do, asking aid
of all her forces to protect our frontier, our
inland waters, and our fishermen on our coasts,
we may well consider whether we should not
make our fiscal policy more in accordance with
hers, and whether we are not able to do what
would be at once graceful towards her and beneficial to ourselves."
Mr. Galt did not propose to do away with
the whole of the duties on imported manufactures, but he reduced a great many, and
he said" He wished that the Government were in a
position now to abolish the customs duties on aU
these articles; and he hoped the day would
soon come when, if not he, the honorable gentleman opposite, or some one whom he could
support, would be able to make a clean sweep
of all duties on manufactured goods."
Before turning away, I would wish to
make one comparison. In Itl64 the entire
revenue of Canada was three dollars
seyenty-nine cents per head, and the custom dues were two dollars thirty cents. In
Victoria the revenue was twenty dollars
per head, or six times the Canadian average, and the Customs dues were six
dollars. In the United States the customs
dues were only one dollar thirty-six cents,
or one-fourth of the amouut levied by the
same means in this colony. On reference
to our Estimates I find that two-thirds of
the items which are contained therein are
defrayed in Canada, the Vnited States,
and Great Britain, by local bodies; so
that while we depend on duties on consuniption, other countries are absolutely
meeting two-thirds of our expenditure by
taxes on property. Looking through the departments, I find that the expenses defrayed
by local bodies in other countries amount
to £1,370,000, and with similar charges
included in the special appropriationf; they
amount to £2,225,000, out of an entire expenditure of £3,400,000. These facts are
sufficient to substantiate my position in
challenging the justice of the proposal
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the Government have submitted. The
present scheme aggravates the injustice.
One special fflature is, that a large propOl·tion of the proposed expenditure is
for roads and bridges and other public
works, the direct .effect of which is to
enhance the value of property in the
neighbourhood; so that we are taxing the
artizan and the labourer at the same rate
as the landowner himself, for the improvement of' the property of the latter. I cannot conceive anything more unjust than
that. Either abandon a large part of the
duties on consumption, or transfer these
expenses to local bodies. Whether this
Government or some other Government
undertake this change, sooner or later it
will have to be made. I do not believe
that the people will be content to remain
long under a system so unjust and indefensible as the one which now prevails,
and which it is proposed to continue and
extend. Weare told that the Tariff can
be changed in committee. No doubt the
Government will agree to anything, Virtually they have said, "Here is our
measure; you may treat it as waste paper
if you like, provided that you allow us to
keep our places." This may be consistent
with Ministerial ideas of government, but
it is altogether foreign to British practice
and preceuent. No British Government
would be cont.ent to have its financial
plans thus pulled to pieces; nor· is it held
that a committee of the House of Oommons is a competent tribunal to form a
Tariff or frame a fiscal policy. If this
House is to have the revision of financial
schemes, what is the use of a Government
at all? Even if you can change details in
committee, can you change principles? J
object to this Tariff on principle, and now
is the time for me to state my objections.
Before we are invited to consider deta.ils
which can only complicate the question,
I object to the Tariff as unjust, and I consider this to be a sufficient reason for the
Opposition declining to go into Committee
of Ways and Means to consider it at all.
The late Minister of Justice maintained,
in his lecture, that it would be wise to
gi ve incidental protection to local productions, and to allow other articles to
come in duty free. This, the honorable
gentleman urged, fell within the limits of
Mill's exceptional clause. Do th'e Ministry.
endorse that view, and if so, why do they
not give effect to it? Why not·ask the
House to endorse such a policy? Why
are they content to allow their followers
Mr. Langton.
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to alter the Tariff, and inaugurate a policy
they themselves are ashamed to own? I
will tell them why. It is because they
have no principle in fiscal or any other
matters. They have no policy. Instead
of leading their followers, they are content
to take their policy from them, and be
their most humble and obsequious servants.
Their sole object is the preservation of their
own worthless existence as a Ministry.
They care only for office. As a Government, they will submit to any humiliation
and degl·a.dation. Their principles cannot
be discovered; their policy it is impossible
to find.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-What would you
give for office?
Mr. LANGTON.-I can say wh!1t few
honorable members can say, that I was
content to suffer five defeats rather than
come into this House a traitor to my principles.
Mr. BURTT.-At whose cost?
Mr. LANGTON.-At the cost of those
who held the principles I advocated. Very
few honorable members on the Treasury
benches can say that they hold their seats
by an adherence to princi pIe. Does the
Chief Secretary adhere to the principles
with which he entered political life ? The
Chief Secretary was 'Once-it would be too
much to sayan admirer of mine, but he
did me an honour which he did very few.
As Treasurer of the Nicholson Administration he called upon me when I was
almost unknown, and urged me to stand
for Rodney, in the interests of the Nicholson
Administration, aga.inst Wilson Gray; and
afterwards the honorable gentleman repeated his visit and begged me to oppose
Mr. Heales. This is a fact which, but for the
taunt levelled at me I would never have
mentioned. Has the Chief Secretary adhered to the principles which we then held
in common? The honorable gentleman at
that time was a staunch free trader. He was
not committed to that struggle for existence
upon which he has lately been engaged-a.
stl'llggle which has led him to resort to
courses which he would then have revolted
at, and which I firmly believe, in some
future time, he will regret having ever
entered upon. I am sure that no honorable member, not ·even the AttorneyGeneral himself, can feel more humiliated
at the position he now occupies than the
Chief Secretary. Every step in his career
during the past two years has been a
downward step. Did not the honorable
gentleman obtain office by voting that the
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squatters' rents should not be increased,
and did h~ Dot increase them, the moment
he assumed power~ in an unfair and backhanded way? The honorable gentleman
haa deserted his party and betrayed his
principles. I have sustained five defea.ts,
and when I desert the principles which
ultimately returned me, the taunt of the
honorable member may carry some force
with it. At present, I can assure him it
does not. I was about referring to the
consistency of the present occupants of the
Treasury benches, and more especially to
that of the Attorney-General. Before
I entered this House, no member of the
community had a higher respect for the
abilities and the consistency of that
honorable gentleman than I had. That
respect has been almost destroyed. The
honorable gentleman has declared that he
is a free~trader, so strong a one that he
would not hold office in any Government
proposing protectionist measures; and yet
he supports a Tariff which is supported
by the majority here, because of its protectionist tendency. Why not distinctly
repudiate such assistance? The honorable
gentleman is not in a fog on the subject,
like his colleague the Minister of Customs.
He does not partake of the delusions of
Colonel Sibthorp, Mr. Chowler, and men
of that class. The honorable gentleman,
with his keen and cult.ivated intellect, sees
through all these fallacies, and recognizes,
perhaps more clearly than myself, that the
present system of taxation is unjust, and
opposed t~ all received canons on the
subject; and yet, for the purpose of fulfilling his prophecy that he will continue
in office until 1868, he is content to
endorse and uphold these fallacies. Sydney
Smith, who wa3 a wise man as well as a
witty man, advised a statesman once" Do what you believe to be right, and take
place and power as an accident. On any other
principle, office is a labour, a sorrow, and a
wrong."
How great a sorrow,. and how great a
labour, office on other terms is no one
could tell us better than the honorable
gentleman. But to turn from these personal matters. I will close my observations by saying that the facts and arguments to which I have called a.ttention
wa1'l'ant me in my conclusion, that the
present system of taxation is essentially
unjust; that the ad valorem system is
demoralizing; that the Tariff, so far as it
has been tried, has lessened our revenue,
increased our paupers and criminals,
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diminished our foreign and almost destroyed
our intercolonial trade. And then, after
all these things, instead of our being freed
from the necessity of further ta.xation, we
are to be SUbjected to heavier burthens
than, comidering the nature of our present
population, we have ever been called upon
to bear before. I believe that, in spite
of the present power of the Government, in spite of the influences at their
command, in spite of J.P.-ships, and in
spite of appointments for the sons of their
supporters, in spite of all these things, the
delusion regal'ding the present Ministry
will come to an end. I can do no more
now than enter my protest against a
system which I regard as unjust and
iniquitous; but I believe the time will
come when a policy which year by year
necessitates increased taxation, and which
impoverishes the community, will not
secure popular support; but that the
people will prize an Administration, not
because they impose taxes, but because
they strive to imitate her whose deed our
greatest poet has portrayed, that she
"Took the tax away,
And built herself an everlasting name."
Mr. G. V. SMITH.-I do not think
that I have ever heard the last speaker
address himself to the House without leaving a rancorous and venomous personality
behind. I cannot see what justification,
or even what provocation, there was
for the honorable member's attack on
the Attorney-General, nor can I conceive how such personalities are likely
to elevate the character or facilitate
the business of this Assembly. I regret
as much as anyone that the honorable
member should pursue this line of conduct, for I listened to much of his aduress
with pleasure. He has said much concerning taxation which honorable members
on this side of the House ought to hear,
and which it is time the country heard
also.
The honorable member talked
of principle. But what is the use of
arguing principles of political economy
here? It is no use evading the fact, tha.t
no principles of political economy exist in
this House. Protectionists and free traders
sit on this side, and protectionists and free
traders sit on the otller side. This side
deals out homooopathic doses of protection,
the other side would administer allopathic
doses, provided that thereby office could be
secured. There is no free trade party in
this House or in the conntt'y,
Why, a
free-trade Ministry were the initiators of
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protection here by establishing a system of
differential duties. The interests of the
poor, the undue pressure of taxation upon
them, were points never mentioned until
the wealthy class was attacked. The first
step ever taken to alleviate the taxes on
the poor was taken by the present Ministry, by reducing the tea and sugar duties;
and sorry I am to see Ministers now
adopting a retrograde policy, by proposing
a tax on grain.
At this stage the honorable member
remarked that, in consequence of the lateDess of the hour, it might .be convenient
to move the adjournment of the debate.
The SPEAKER said that in that case
the honorable member would not be able
to speak to the question again.
Mr. GILLIES suggested that a "count
out" would enable the honorable member to
proceed with his remarks the following
day.
Mr. BINDON called attention to the
state of the House. and
The SPEAKER, finding that a quorum
was not present, declared the House adjourned, at twenty-eight minutes past
eleven o'clock, until the following day.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, February 20, 1867.
County Courts-Land Selections-Australian Alliance Assurance Company - Printing Returns - Debate on the
Budget.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
COUNTY COURTS.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM brought down
the following message from His Excellency the Governor : " In accordance with the requirements of the
57th section of the Constitution Act, the Governor
recommends that an appropriation be madefrom
the Consolidated Revenue Fund for the purposes
of a Bill to amend the law relating to County
Courts."
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration on Friday, February 22.
LAND SELECTIONS.
Mr. GRANT presented a return to an
order of the Assembly dated 7th February,
1867, showing the transfers of allotments
takeIL up under the 42nd section of the
Land Act 1865.

Sixtl" .lVight's Debate.

In reply to Mr. LONGMORE,
Mr. GRANT stated that the other
information required by the honorable
member on this subject would be communicated the following day.
AUSTRALIAN ALLIANCE ASSURANCE COMPANY'S BILL.
Mr. KYTE moved"That the Australian Alliance Assurance
Company's Bill be now committed to a select
committee, to consist of. the following members,
namely, Mr. Bindon, Mr. Kerferd, Mr. Byrne,
Mr. Lalor, Mr. Whiteman, Mr. Cope, and the
mover; three to form a quorum; and that leave
be given to print the evidence taken before such
committee."
Mr. LONGMORE seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
PRINTING RETURNS.
Mr. LEVEY moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the various sums expended during the last two years for printing
by the various departments of the Government
outside the Government Printing-office."
The honorable member explained that he
desired a return showing the amount expended at private offices for Government
printing.
Mr. LANGTON seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
SIXTH NIGHT.
The debate on the Budget, and on Mr.
Richardson's amendment, condemning the
proposed alterations in the Tariff, was resumed.
Mr. G. V. SMITH.-I said last night
somewhat heedlessly and hastily, what I
must repeat now coolly and deliberately,
that there is no free-trade party in this
House. On the Treasury benches there
are two gentlemen whom their flatterers
are pleased to call free-traders-I mean
the Chief Secretary and the AttorneyGeneral; but to my thinking neither of
them can lay claim to that name. One of
them has been a tolerably consistent supporter of assisted immigration, and that is
scarcely free trade. The other has been
an equally consistent supporter of State aid
to religion, and I doubt if that is free trade
either. Both are the recognized advocates
of incidental protection, and both are allied
to gentlemen committed still further to
protection, if that be possible, for I cannot
see any difference in principle between
incidental protection and the most rabid
protection which ever' existed, and I
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shall be obliged to anyone who will
point out what the difference is. I have
been a long time in the United States,
wh.ere this question arose, and I am not
a little surprised that John Stuart Mill
labours under the serious mistake that
incidental protection is a lately risen idea
by which Americans have sought to relieve
themselves from a political dilemma. Incidental protection was the first idea of
protection in America. Incidental protection, it was contended, was constitutional;
but the moment protection ceased to be
the incident-,,':hen revenue became the
incident and protection the object-it
passed those bounds. It was under the
cover of that disguise that John C. Calhoun, afterwards the most eloquent opponent of the system, was at first inveigled
into supporting it. The same with Dalliel
Webster, one of the mightiest intellects of
the north. At first a free-trader, he
swerved from his principles, became an
incidental, and ultimately an ultra protectionist. It is hardly worth while for me
to say anything against incidental protection. We all know that, when it becomes
effective as protection, it ceases to be a
means of revenue, and that, when it is
efi'ecti ve as a means of revenue, it ceases to
be protective. Therefore the only question
for me, as a free~trader-for I still claim
that title, though I despair of the causeis the position of parties. Where are the
other free-traders? If they are not on
this side the House, are they on the
other? On the other side we find freetraders who believe also in assisted immigration and State aid to religion; freetraders who recorded their protest against
the principles they profess to advocate by
their votes on the Border Duties treaty;
free-traders who will give any dose of protection, provided that thereby they can
obtain office. What is any free-trader to
do under such circumstances? I can have
no faith in either party. There is but one
principle of political economy recognized
by them, and that is, how to obtain and
how to retain office. If there is any
political honesty in the House, it lies with
the protectionists, and I very much regret
to have to say so.
Mr. LONG MORE.-Hear hear.
Mr. G. V. SMITH.-But I do not
include the honorable member. It is
somewhat difficult to see how any person
in my position is to vote. On the last
occasion this question came before us I
discovered that, at the very time I thought
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that this Government were doing their best
for free trade, they were making overtures to
the protectionists. The same thing will
occur again. I do not say that there is
any political turpitude in this, for the
like happens in every country on the face
of the earth. Is there any country sufficiently enlightened to embrace and comprehend the principles of free trade? Is
England? Was not Sir Robert Peel convinced of the truth of the principles of
free trade long before he embraced them?
Did he not hesitate for ten years until he
was backed up by the millions, who adopted
free trade, not so much comprehending its
truths, as understanding the plain argument
of a cheap loaf? Do the people of France
desire a free-trade policy, or is it not
Napoleon, and Napoleon alone, who has introduced it there? In the United States
it is the same. At first all the ablest men
were opposed to protection; but gradually,
as their several states became committed
to that policy, they were obliged to go with
them.
Through the ignorance of the
masses-that same ignorance which impels us here-they were compelled to
yield to what they believed and knew
to be wrong. How, then, is a real freetrader to act? It is one of the misfortunes of politics, that it is almost
impossible to reconcile our objects with
our nctions. The object of the honorable
member for Geelong (Mr. Richardson),
who moved this amendment, is merely to
induce the Ministry to give a little more
protection. He does not mean to say that
he has no confidence in the Ministry, for
he cannot say so. The honorable member
stands in the same position as I do. He
has not much confidence in the financial
measures of the Ministry, but in every
other respect he has confidence in them.
The case just comes to this, that he has
more confidence in the present Ministry
where he trusts them least, than he has in
the Opposition where he trusts them most.
That is precisely the position the country
stands in, and in which I stand also. I
turn from both these parties to the protectionists, and I would ask them to look
back on all the able men who have advocated free trade, and to tell me if they
have amongst their ranks in any country
one single intellect they can oppose to
these men? Can they mention a single
Burke, Adam Smith, or Gladstone? The
only argument they have advanced is, that
new countries are differently situated to
old countries; but do they suppose that
0
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men like Adam Smith and Gladstone are so
narrow-minded as not to take the circumstances of a new country into consideration'?
We have Mr. Gladstone's own opinion,
plainly and deliberately expressed, to the
contrary. I wish to call attention to Mr.
Gladstone's remarks on this subject,
because the imputation is frequently made
that England grew rich by protection, and
that then she kicked down the ladder by
which she rose. There is one argument
against that view. Taking the decades
before and after the adoption of free trade
-from 1830 to 1840, and from 1850 to
1860-what was the position of England
during the first? Why, she was on the
very verge of bankruptcy. If the Whigs
had continued their policy, something of
the kind must have occurred. What was
the cause? Let honorable membel's compare the statistics of the two decades and
they will see; and, though I admit the
truth of Canning's saying, that there is
nothing more fallacious thttn figures, yet
these are figures which cannot be fallacious
and which cannot be controverted. Mr.
Gladstone's passage, to which I desire to
call attention, is this:"So long as the adoption of the principle of
free trade was confined to the British Legisla.ture, the language held by its opponents may be
summed up in these words. 'rhey said-' You
have mounted to wealth by the ladder of protection, and, having got there, you have kicked
it down, and now you want to prevent us from
treading in your path and attaining to the same
position that, by means of protection, you
attained.' That was totally untrue. Protection
did not lead us to wealth. Protection had impeded and deferred our progress on the way to
wealth; but although it was untrue, yet we
must admit it was also plausible. It was an
argument difficult for us to refute; but when
France in the very midst, in the very heyday of
her protective system, under the enlightened
manful guidance of her present ruler, and
through the great material influence of Mr.
Cobden-when France proclaimed herself, in
principle at least, and in great part in practice,
a convert from the ancient system-then, I say,
we are able to bring an unsuspected witness
into court; and I frankly own that it is to the
example of France that I confidently trust as
being able to draw after it in this beneficiaL
course one after another, more quickly ur more
slowly-and all the worse for those who are
slower- bllt still draw after her, by a certain
chain of cause and consequence, the final accession of every ci vilized Legislature and every
civilized people to the principle which consecrates freedom of intercourse between man and
man, between country and country."
Now, sir, if further evidence in support
of free trade were wanting, it would be
found in the fact that in France, so long
opposed to the policy, the people are
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beginning to acknowledge its henefits. In
America we tind arguments still stronger
against protective measures. I have heard
it stated that, in the opinion of Messrs.
Bright and Cobden, protection was not the
cause of the late war. I have asserted
before, and I repeat it now, that protection
was the cause, and protection alone. I
will take the opinion of one (Mr. Thos.
H. Benton) who was thirty years a member of the American Senate, and who was
a protectionist, though more from expediency than principle.
Mr. Benton
says:•
"The Tariff of 1828 is an era in our legislation, being the event from which the doctl'ine of
'nullification' takes its origin, and from which
a serious division dates between the North and
the South. It was the work of politicians and
manufacturers, and was commenced for the
benefit of the woollen interest, and upon a Bill
chiefly designed to favour that branch of manufacturing industry."
Here it is admitted that nullification was
the consequence of protection. Now nullification, and all its attendant circumstances, was the cause which drew together
the slave sections of the Union. They
sought that as a bond, a.s a means of opposing collectively the power which the
protectionists brought against them in the
North. Mr. Ben~on further says : " This Tariff of '28, besides being remarkable
for giving birth to 'nullification' and heartburning between the North and the Houth, was
also remarkable for a change of policy ill the
New England States in relation to the protective
system. . . . My personal position was that
of a great many others in the three protective
sections-opposed to the policy, but going with
it on aecount of the interest of the State in the
protection of some of its productions."
I find also Mr. McDnffie asserting" If the union of these states shall ever be
severed and their liberties subverted, the historian who records these disasters will have to
ascribe them to measures of this description. I
sincerely believe that no free Government can
exist for a quarter of a century under Buch a.
system of legislation."
Here is clear proof that the first cause of
dissension was protection. The popular
cry was not against slavery. The abolition
section was both small and weak. It was
not until the great manufacturing interest
joined the free-soil party that i \, became an
overwh~lming one. Again and again Calhoun warned the North against their policy.
" You miscall it protection," he said; "it is
a monstrous robbery enforced hy murder,
and enforce it by murder you must, for not
until Snuth Carolina has been laid waste
and desolate can you inflict such an injury
upon her." Well, this has now been
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done; South Carolina is laid waste and
desolate, and the injury is inflicted upon
her. Anyone who looks into American
history for 1832 and 1833, will see how
plainly the South spoke out, that if protection was forced upon her she would
secede. She gave way, but compromises
were constant until she was finally overwhelmed by brute force. The honorable
member for Mandurang (Mr. Sullivan) has
just returned from America. Let us have
his testimony whether the survivors in
the South are the noble and the brave
or the mean and the worthless. I spent
some time in the South; I was tolerably
welt acquainted with Lee, Beauregard,
and Johnstone, and I took deep note
of the feeling entertained by the generous
hearted men there of the insult put upon
them.
When it was mentioned, the
same blood rushed to their faces which
has since been poured out on their battlefields. If the honorable member for Mandurang gives us his opinion, he will say
that the South was conscious of a great
wrong, a great tyranny, of such an injustice as every member of this House must
be aware is contained in the taxes now
proposed to us. Can it be said that the
tax on brel'ld is just?
Mr. BURT1'.-Yes, with the contingencies.
Mr. G. V. SMITH.-I verily believe
that the honorable member honestly supports his opinion, but there are men
in this House who should not palter
with such flimsy falsehoods. It does
not become this Government to truckle to
the i~norance of the farmers by introducing a bread tax. If a child asked for
acetate of lead, ought it to be given him?
There may be some argument ill protecting
manufacturers; there can be none in taxing the necessities of life. The Treasurer
made one remark which I listened to with
a great deal of attention. He said it was
difficult to have direct taxation in this
country. In that case, I would like to ask
him how we are to cany out Adam Smith's
first canon of taxation? And if we do not
put the burthen of taxation on those best
able to bear it, how are we to look our constituents in the face? There is a generous
spir'it in the House, and throughout this·
country, towards the poor; but I think it
should be displayed in another form. We
should follow more the true spirit of that
loyal gentleman who, perishing at Zutphen,
passed the precious cup to his comrade
because "Thy necessities are greater than
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mine." We should endeavour to take one
pound from the burden of the poor, and,
if necessary, place five pounds on the rich,
remembering that what is lightly felt by the
one is a very heavy tax upon the other.
I do not say that the poor are too much
taxed at present; but some day they will
be, and we should not lose the opportunity
of opening other channels of taxation.
Take the state of Massachusetts as an
example. I have no means of obtaining
access to the statistics of that state, but I
remember that taxation there fell on the
rich, and how could that be unless there
was direct taxation? We must face this
difficulty. The Ministry might have included a house tax in this Budget. Of
course I shall be told that even now the
municipalities cannot collect their rates.
Without meeting this difficulty, I still
think that house property of the annual
value of £25 in the city, and £ 15 outside
it, might pay a small per centage, say 2!
per cent. Anything, in fact, to make a
beginning. And then, could not exports
be taxed? There would have been no
outcry against the gold duty had an export
duty been also placed on wool, and why
should not this be done? Surely, too, the
banks, the insurance companies, and companies of all kinds might pay a little. AU
these sources of revenue are availed of in
Massachusetts, and I fail to see why they
should not be made use of here. Hetrenchment, I am afraid, we shall not manage to
-any large extent. Honorable members
agree we should retrench, but the moment
any particular item or any particular
person is mentioned, a dozen members rise
to oppose the proposition. I presume this
Tariff will have to pass aftel' it has been
licked into shape in committee; but I
hope that in next year's financial scheme
the House will see that something is done
to place the burthen of taxation on the
shoulders which ought to bear it.
Mr. BUNNY.-I have a few reasons to
give why I shall vote for the amendment.
Two years ago, before the alteration in the
Tariff, this country had a revenue which
was sufficient to meet its expenditure,
while the taxes were of such a character
that they were paid without grumbling,
and collected without annoyance. A
change came over the scene-the voice of
protection was heard, and it is a strange
thing that those who echoed that voice
then cannot come forward to a.dvocate
their principles in a manly straightforward
manner now. I understood that fifty-
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eight members were returned on protectionist principles, but after the lecture, or
rather the homily, we have hea.rd from. the
honorable member for the Ovens (Mr. G.
V. Smith), I must reduce the number to
fifty-seven. These gentlemen were sent
here to advocate the cause of protection, and
they came into a House in which a popular
Ministry had rule. Here we have a principle advocated by the people; a principle on
which a majority of the Assembly was retUl'ned; a priq.ciple not opposed by the
Government. \Vhat excuse is there, then,
for these protectionists, if they are playing
an honest part, not insisting on their
policy being carried out? Is the protection cry a sham? Do the protectionists
think that no other Government could
distribute favours and appointments for
support than this Government? At aU
events, let the experiment be tried. If
protection is not a sham, honorable members who came to this House unuer its flag
cannot vote against an amendment which
declares that the Tariff before us is not
protection. Are honorable members only
protectionists on the hustings? Or is it
that they can only band together to cl'ush
some unfortunate prisoner like Hugh
George; to offer a useless grant to some
vicarious sufferer like Lady Darling; or
to carry through some unconstitutional
act on the part of the Attorney-General?
The present moment is one the protectionists ought not to let slip if they wish to
earn the honour and respect of the community. They ought not to support a
Ministry which is neither for free trade
nor for protection; nor ought they to vote
for a Tariff which simply doubles the
nuisances of the past year. It will be a
disgrace to the country if theprotectionists
do not come forward. They have an ovm'whelming majority. The free-trade prophets are but twenty-I suppose I must
include the honorable member for the
Ovens, and say twenty-one-the prophets
of Baal are fifty-seven. Is the AttorneyGeneral their Baal, and is he so· much
engaged in prosecuting charitable bazaars,
that he cannot pay heed to the cries of his
followers? Is the Chief Secretary too
much engaged in Riverina pursuits to
come to their assistance? Is the Minister
of Customs fast asleep, or is he so perfectly wide awake that he sees that the
cry is a sham, and that so long as pl'Otectionists receive appointments and favours
there is nothing to be feared from that
quarter? If protectionists are convinced
Mr. Bunny.
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that protection is necessary to serve the
industries of the colony, they should not be
satisfied with incidental advantages-they
should not be content with an instalment.
After the experience they have had, have
they etill confidence in the Government?
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Yes.
Mr. BUNNY.-Then, have they the
confidence of their constit!.lents? I am
afraid the two cannot exist together.
Protectionist members who vote against
the amendment can scarcely face their
constituents again, unless protection is a
sham with the constituencies also. I
believe that it is nothing but a sham, like
the cry for the repeal of the Irish Union.
To obtain pl'otection would be to kill the
goose which lays the golden eggs. If
protection were once established, the
popularity of some honorable members
would be gone. I do believe that there
are many conscientious men amongst the
protectionists, and I trust that they will
follow the example of those conscientious
men who have brought forward the amendment. The Minister of Customs told us
that he would not make any exposition of
the Government policy until that policy
was attacked. The Chief Secretary also,
at various public dinners, has stated that
the Government have formed a policy,
and will adhere to it. But what is this
policy; and where is it ? There is no
policy indicated in the Governor's speech,
and the Tariff is not worthy the name
of a policy; it is a mere shift. Does the
Government policy lie in the change
from measurement to ad valorem duties,
a change which the Minister of Customs
states is deprecated by his mercantile
friends, by the officers of his department, and by himself? The Minister
of Mines says that the increased duties
are imposed for revenue and not for protection; but how comes it that additional
revenue is required? Is it that the
Government schemes have so reduced the
revenue that it must be eked out by
double duties? If this is the Government
policy, it is like that of the spendthrift,
who doubles his rents and does not pay his
debts. The term policy cannot be applied
to anything so foreign to its meaning as
the Tariff, which is nothing better than an
ignominious shift. There was no reason
in the world for the alteration of our original Tariff. No petitions were presented
aga,inst it, and no public meetings were
held to complain of it. In its place we have
a Tariff which has lessened the revenue,
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which has driven away trade, which has
increased our expenses, and which has
caused endless annoyance in collection.
As to its productiveness, even though
£80,000 has been improperly realized by
the forced sale of land, and though £60,000
has not been spent on immigration, the
revenue for last year barely met the
expenditure, To meet this year's expenditure double taxes al'e to be imposed. We
are not merely to tax some selected articles,
but everytbing we eat, everything we weal',
everything we d.well in, is to pay dnty.
Can conscientious protectionists support
such a system as this? During many years
this country, with a small population, has
been able to meet all the claims upon it,
and to enjoy a larger amount of fl'eedom
than most countries possess; but now I am
afl'aid we are going back to that bygone
system described by Buckle in his History
of Civilization, and with wlJich I will conclude my remarks:"Every European Government which has legislated much respecting trade has legislated as if
its main object were to suppress the trade and
ruin the trader, Instead of leaving the national
industry to take its own course, it ha.s been
troubled by an interminab!e series of regulations,
all intended for its good, and all inflicting serious
harm, To such a height has this been carried,
that the commercial reforms which have distinguished Englar:.d during the last twenty years
have solely consisted in undoing this mischievous
and intrusive legislation. . . . Hut for smuggling. trade could not have been conducted, but
must have perished, in consequence of this incessant interference. . . . A system was organized
and strictly enforced ofinterference with markets,
interference with manufactories, interference
with mr..chinery, interference even with shops.
The towns were guarded by excisemen, and the
ports swarmed with tide-waiters, whose sole
business was to inspect e\'ery process of domestic
industry, peer into e\"ery package and tax every
article. While that absurdity might be carried
to its extreme height a large part of all this was
by way of protection j that is to say, the money
was avowedly raised and the inconvenience suffered, not for the use of the Government, but for
the benefit of the people j in other words, the
industrious classes were robbed, that industry
might thrive."

Mr. CASEY,-I was in hopes that the
honorable member who has resumed his
seat would have fulfilled his promise of
giving some reasons for his vote in support of the amendment, I failed, however,
to catch more from the honorable member
than that, if honorable members on this
side would turn the Government out of
office, the new Ministry would be prepared
to bestow favours and appointments-that,
in fact, they would be prepared for any
amount of corruption. That was the
VOL. 111.-2 1
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offer; and no doubt, if it were accepted,
the honorable member would be prepared
to carry out his part of the compact. I
feel considerable difficulty in deciding
what course I should adopt with regard to
the question now before the House. I am
asked to vote for a Tariff which I
thoroughly abominate and detest. I do
not believe that the Tariff will either
benefit the country, promote trade, assist
protection, or encourage the development
of our manufacturing resources. rrwo
years ago we were asked to depa!'t from
the exist.ing Tariff, and to infdnge on the
principles of free trade, in order to afford
encoul'agement to industries in the colony.
This policy was accepted by the House
and by the country, and I believe few
honorable members are sorry for the votes
they gave on that occasion. I should
much regret, however, if taking that step
necessarily committed me to the course
now pl'Oposed, At the same time, I cannot forget that voting for the amendment
would be also voting for the ejection of
t.he present Ministry. I am not prepared
to do that, and thel'ein lies my d.ifficulty.
1 do not wish to vote for the Turiff, and
still less am I inclined to vote for the
removal of the Ministry, The only course
I can see is that opened to me by the assurance honorable members have received
from the Government, that a fail' and
reasonable opportunit.y will be afforded in
committee of amending the objectionable
part.s of t.he Tariff.
Mr. LEVEY.-The Government have
not said so,
MI', CASEY.-I was not present; but,
if my information is wrong, some member
of the Government will doubtless COl'l'ect
me. I understand that the Minister of
Customs has consented to modifications
being made-that in committee honorahle
members may discriminate between raw
material and manufitctured articles, and
may secure the removal of many articles
from the 5 per cent, ad valorem list.
The majority will decide wl~at exemptions are to be made, and I shall vote
for as many as possible. I must confess
that I think the public expenditure has
attained an almost ruinous rate. For
several years the increase in our expenditure has necessitated new taxes,
while, I think, we should rat.her seek to
bring our expenditure within our means.
Steps should be taken for the reduction,
if not for the abolition, of departments
now well-nigh useless. No vast public
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works are being carried on; roads and
bridges are almost things of the past; and
yet the Roads and Bridges department is
as large now as it has been at any time.
Our civil service is quite as extensive,
and I believe more expensive than it ever
has been, although several large items
which were formerly expended for the
benefit of country districts are not now
expended. I rememheJ' that, eight or nine
years ago, half a million per annum was
Toted for mnking new roads, and a large
item was placed on the Estimates for the
endowment of municipalities. None of
these items appear on the Estimates this
year.
With the exception of a few
buildings in Melbourne and the vicinity,
. and an item of £50,000 for roads and
bridges, there are scarcely any public works
proposed to be carded out. I shall gladly
support a proposit.ion for a reduction of
expenditure, ihough I do not say that I
will support a proposition which will be
hostile to the present Government.
Although I am anxious that the expenditure should be reduced, still I am not
going to be entrapped into supporting a
proposition for the ejection of the Minist.ry.
I am not going to be made use of in that
way. But I should be glad to see the
Government submit some scheme for the
reduction of the expenditure, so as to bring
it fairly within the means and resources
of the colony.
MI'. LEVEY.-I think it would be
convenient if at this stage some member
of the Ministry wo~ ld state authoritatively
what alterations the Government intend to
make in the Tariff in commitLee, or what
alterations they will be disposed to accept.
I understand that they are willing to
abandon the duty on paper, and some
pOI·tion of' the duty on oils, and also some
other duties. The other night a public
meeting in reference to the Tariff was held,
at which a large number of Ministerial
supporters wel'e present; and one very
prominent supporter of the Ministry went
80 far as to state that the Governmen t did
not intend to impose a duty on the raw
materials for manufactures.
My experience in this House, and my reading of
constitutional histol'y, always taught me to
believe that the fiscal policy of a Government was the policy on which they should
stand or fall-that any hostile amendment
on that policy was equivalent to a vote of
want of confidence. Therefore I think
that honorable members who profess to be
so anxious for a reduction of expenditure,
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and yet will not accept economy from any
but the present Administration, ought not
to bring forward any amendments which
will imperil the existence of the Government. It is very easy for the Government to
state what alterations they intend to make.
The mercantile members of the Government muot admit that the present state of
uncertainly is paralyzing trade, and having
a most disastrous effect on the community.
If the Government intend to abandon the
proposed taxes on raw materials, if they
intend to adopt the suggestion which I,
in common with some other members, have
made, that they should impose some direct
taxation-if they intend to do this, or
\Yhatever they intend to do, I think thnt
at this period of the debate it would be
very convenient if they would state their
intentions. At present we are really
discussing in the dark. We are deba.ting
a Tariff which has no real existence,
because, although the Government have
not withdrawn it, they have practically
stated that t.hey do not intend to carry out
more than one-half of it.. The opposition
to the Tariff has ceased to be of the nature
of a vote of want of confidence; it has
become gentle criticism, and quiet, mild
discussion. The self-satisfied, complacent
appearance of the gentlemen on . the
Treasury benches shows that the peril fa
passed. I am therefore now merely
asking for information. The Government
must know pretty well the kind of alterations they are willing to submit to, and it
would be far more advantageous to the
country that they should state what they
are now than that all the discussion
should take place over again in committee.
Nothing is likely to have a worse effect than
our abandoning Parliamentary practice.
Though slight alterations in matters of
detail may be made in committee, the
principles of the Tariff should all be
settled by this debate. I trust that the
Ministl'Y wilt state what alterations they
intend to submit to. For my part, I do
not intend to offer any opposition to their
Tariff in committee, and I shall not be
disposed to vote at all.
Mr. RAMSAY.-Thevery gentle speech
which we have just heard from the honorable member for Normanby has taken the
stamina out of me altogether. I feel as
if I, also, .ought to play the sucking dove,
following the example of the honorable
member. The speech which he delivered
a few days ago breathed a very different
spirit. I am glad that he has been con-
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verted from the error of his ways, and
sees things in a different light now to
what he formerly did. I have no doubt
that the Government will be able to give
the honorable member the information
which he desires, at the proper time. I
think, however, we have had sufficient
information from the Minister of Customs
to show that it is in the power of honorable members, when the Tariff is in committee, to deal with it in "Such a way as
will be most likely to make it beneficial to
the best interests of the country. I am
perfectly satisfied that we shall be able to
strike out several of the articles, such as
piece-goods, which it is most objectionable to tax, and, as was the case last
year, make the Tariff more in accordance with the general feeling of the
House. I was amused at the honorable member for St. Kilda (Mr. Bunny)
taking such pains to rouse up the energy
and venom of the protectionists. It was
amusing to hear how he urged that they
should get the best bargain they could;
that they should not take 10 per cent.
because it was not sufficieut for them.
What was his object in all this? Was it
simply an anxiety that they should get
what they believe to be right; or was it
an attempt to sow dissension in the ranks
of the protectionists, to sever them from
the Ministerial party, and unite them to
the ranks of the free-traders, in order that
he might succeed in ejecting the Ministry?
I am surpris~d that a gentleman of his
-standing, intellect, education, and learning,
should lend himself to such a trap as to
'seek to unite such opposing elements as
the ultra protectionists and the ulLra freetraders. It was most disreputable on his
part. I was amused at the speech made
'last evening by the honorable member for
Geelong West (Dr. Heath), who said that
the Tariff was going backward; to prove
which he said, "You are g~ing to give a
protection of 10 per cent., but you place
5 per cent. on raw materials; take 5 from
10, and only 5 remains." Did the honorable member never think of the difference
between a yard of cloth c'ut from the piece,
·and a yard made into a garment? Is not
fully half the cost of an article of clothing
rep'resented by the labour bestowed upon
-it .? Divide 5 in half, and we find that
.the tax on the raw material is only a deduction of 2! per cent. from the protection
which a duty of 10 per cent. on manufactured materials will give to the local
maker. Under the last Tariff a few articles
2 I 2
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were taxed to the extent of 7, or perhaps
8 or 10 pel' cent., but the average duty
was 5 per ceut.; and now it will be increased to 7~. Yet we are told t.hat the
Ministry are retrograding. I was much
pleased at many of the remarks which feU
from the honorable member for East Melbourne (Mr. Langton) last night, although
I was as much grieved at the bad spirit
which he manifested. I am afraid that he
is determined to earn for himself the title
conferred upon him by the Minister of
Public Works. I thought he would have
cast that stigma from him; but every time
he addresses the House he talks with more
venom. Nothing will please him but
abusing other honorable members; and
the more those gentlemen are entitled to
our respect, the more they become subjects
for his shafts of venom. I am surprised
that a gentleman of such ability, acuteness,
and research, does not see that his arguments would be far more effective if they
were free from venom and bitterness of
feeling. The honorable member asked
why two members of the Ministry made
the Budget speech. ""Vas it not patent to
every honora.ble member that the reason
was, because the Treasurer, owing to his
absence in Europe and his recent return
to the colony, had not had an opportunity
of so mastering all the details of the Budget
as to enable him to submit them fully
to the House? I was amused at the
l,lonorabl<;; member's anxiety as to how
-the £60,000 was to be got over to
the Government of New South Wales.
I think he might very well have
left the legal point to have been discussed
by other members, and have applied his
remarks to the general policy involved in
the question. I was amused also at the
honorable member's tirade against the
Roads and Bridges dAparl.men t. If he
had as much to do with the country districts as I have, he would know that that
department has not only to expend the
amount voted for the qepartment, but to
superintend public WOI'KS carried out under
the direction of local bodies-to send its
officers to inspect every mile of main
road, and every bridge towards the erection of which the State contl'ibutes. The
honorable member also said a great deal
in reference' to the Williamstown Railway.
He must know that the loss in the working
expenseR was less last year than it has
hitherto been; that our trade is increasing,
and that it is considered a matter of
policy that we should have access to the
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sea from our main trunk line of railway,
It would never be tolerated that the only
access should be by the Melbourne and
Hobson's Bay Railway, The honorable
rnemhel' tried to show that the Tal'iff of
1865 has pl'oved a failure; but the Minister of Customs has clearly shown that, for
the time it has been in force, it has realized
fully as much as it was expected to do.
Moreover, the new duties were not, as the
honorahle member seemed to imply, imposed for protective purposes, but to raise
an amount of revenue equivalent to the
amount which would be lost by the reduction of other dut.ies, and no more.
The Tariff was to remove burthens
in one dil'()ction, and, while supplying
the deficiency in the revenlle which would
be caused thereby, it was intended also to
afford facilities for the establishment of
certain industries in the colony. If it has
attained that object-and I believe it has
to a certain extent-it has met the expressed views of its supporters.
The
honorable mem bel' fOI' East Mdboume was
very anxious to prove that the colony has
lost an immense portion of its intercolonial
trade. He forgot to tell us that the people
of New Zealand-canny Scotchmen-nre
not going to a.lIow their goods to be for
ev(;'r sent round by Melboul'lle, when they
can import them direct. At one time,
when the New Zealand "rushes" cornme'nced, we supplied that country with
everything-dried goods as well as soft
goods. For some years, however, our exPOl'ts have gradunlly become less and less,
until the people of' New Zealand no longer
import the bulk of their goods from Melbourne, and consequently there is no
longer full employmellt for the laloge fleet
of vessels which used to leave our port for
New Zealand. Thi:5 accounts for the fall~
ing off in the intereolonial trade. The
honol'a.ble member said that the Minister
of c'ustoms did all he could to obstruct
trade, but he ought ra.ther to have said
that everything possible was done to facilitate it. He did not tell us that, in order
to g-et rid of the evils of the bonding
system, every storeke€'per who chose to
apply for it has had the opportunity
of having a bonding room in his own
warehouse. The honorable member said
that the Tariff has taken £350,000 out of
the pockets of the working men of Melbou:'ne, by the falling off which it has
caused in the int.ercolonia.l trade. Does he
really believe the House can swallow such
8 statement?
\Yhy, this amount is double
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or treble all the wages paid in connexion
with t.hat trade dllring the whole time that
the Tariff was in operation. The honorable member also was quite wrong in supposing that the manufacture of ma..:hinery
in this colony is retrogmding. The fact
is that the demand for machinery for
quartz-crushing is so great that our own
manufacturers have not been able to supply
it, and we have been obliged to 'make importations from Sydney. The st;ttement
that the tax on salt has caused a falling off
in our expol'ts of salted beef is absurd, It
is well known that the high price of' beef
which prevailed last year, is the cause of
the falling off in that export. Why, it is
notorious that fOI' months steamers a.rrived
regularly in' Melbourne, from Sydney, with
carcasses of beef, because beef was so much
cheapel' in the neighboul'ing colony than it
was here. As to ad valorem duties, I
ha.ve long been of opinion that ad valorem
duties were not to be approved, if they
could be avoided. I have had twenty
years experience at home in connexion
with the shipment of goods to the West
Indies, and I know that two set.s of invoices were sent with evel'y shipment-the
con,:;ignment invoice and the warehouse
invoice. It was only by strict supervision
of the cargoes, and hy the power which the
cu~tom-honse authorities possessed of valuing goods andlevying the duty accordingly,
that the evilsofthe advalorem syst.em could
be kept ill check. I believe that the Minister
of Customs and his whole st.aff of officers
will have enough to do under the ad
valorem system; but I believe that the
evils at.tached to the mcasurp,ment system
are even worse than those atta.ched to the
ad valorem system. The honorable member for East Melbourne has att.acked the
Chief Secretary in most unmeasured terms,
and charged him with having forsaken his
principles, In deciding upon a Tariff we
form an opinion that a certain tax will be
the best under the existing circumstances;
to-morl'ow the circumstances change, and
we alter, not our principles, but our opinion
as to the wisdom of a partieu lar tax under
the altered circumstances which have
arisen. To say that aman,because he changes
his opinion as to the wisdom of a certain tax,
has changed his principles, and disgraced
himself, is absurd. If such a doctrine were
true, all the great English statesmen would
be liable to be charged with deserting their
principles. Sir Robert Peel changed his
opinions-indeed, there is not a man of
importance in the British Senate who has
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not seen fit to change his opinions on fiscal
policy-and instead of being a degradation
to him, it was a proof tbat his mind was
advancing along with the circnmstances of
the country. Thehonorable member for the
Ovens (Mr. G. V. Smith) considers that
protection in every case is wrong; that
it has never done good, and never wi II,
under any circumstances. It. is impossible
for him to justify that assel,tion. Cannot
England's ad vance and prosperity as a
manufacturing' nation be traced to protection in former days?
The honorable
membet' spoke of America; but what is the
fact with rep;ard to that country? Alnel'icn,
last year, aftet' meeting its entire expenditure, had a credit balance of 156,000,000
dollars-a saving of £36,000,000 over all
its expenditure. Would free trade ever
have done that for America? Every time
free trade was tried there it failed. Honol'able memhers ought to pause before they
assert that a system which has pl'oduced
such results in America must be vicious.
It has been said that the moment a tax
becomes pl·otect.i ve, even in the slightest
degref', it ceases to afford revenue. That
is a fallacy. Professor Colton, of' Americn,
-one of the most eminent and unprejudiced
p0litical economists-shows that a number
of al·ticles which, when slighlly taxed,
only yielded 2,500,000 dollars of revenue,
yieldetl 5,000,000 af tel' a tnx of 25 per
cent. was imposed. Now this is easily
accounted for. By the adoption of protection, native industl'ies are encoUl'agerJ,
and as the wealth of the people is increased thereby, they are able to purchase
luxuries in far greater quantities than previously. It is asserted that in evel'y instance
taxes add to the price of the article taxed
in proportion to the amount of the tax.
Professor Colton proves the error of' that
doctl'ine. He shows that of 31 different
articles, including cotton, linen, hardware,
and all the common necessaries of life, the
duty on which was raised from 7 and 10
per cent. to 25 and 30 per cent" in every
instance the average cost of the articles,
in the second year after the increase of
the tax, was 17! per cent. less. These are
figures taken from returns moved for by
Congress. In this colony we may do very
well with a less duty than 25 or 30 per
cent. I believe that our geographical position gi ves us a du ty of 1001' 15 per cent. on
bulky articles, and, wi,th a duty of 10 per
cent, added, we shall have a great encou·
ragement for the establishment of native
industries. Let us try it. If it succeeds,
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we can go fllrt.her; if not, we can retrogade.
At all events, free-traders have
done nothing to establish nat,ive industl'ies. They would keep the mllss of the
people as hewers of wood and dra\,'ers of
water; but we must teach'them Itnother
lesson-we mllst show them t.hat VicLOI·ia
is ,the birthright and pat.rimony of' Victorians, and that we will adopt such a
policy as will give our children honorable
and pl'ofitable employment. The only
ditficulty which I feel with regard to the
Tariffis ItS to the bread tax. I felt it. my duty
on the occasion of the last Tariff tQ vote
against the proposition for a duty of 3d.
per bushel on oats. I was ill favour of a
revisiol'l of the Tariff at that. time, but my
views were not so settled iu favour of protection ItS they have become since, and I
told mv constituents that the staff of life
would be the last al,ticle that I would make
an experiment upon. I have n. difficulty,
thel'ef'ore, in knowing what t.o do as to the
proposed dut.y on breadstuffs. I hM'e a
divided cOllstituency ; the mining portion,
no doubt, will be opposed to the tax, and
the struggling farmers in favour of it.
When the Tariff is in committee, I shall
endeavoul', to the best of' my judgment, to
deal with this portion cf it.
MI'. CO~.NOR.-I jntend to vote for
the odginal motion, l'eservin~ to myself the
right to vole for allY amf'ndments which
may be made in the Tariff in committee.
If' additional taxation is necessary, I think
that it ought to be raised f1'om articles of
import which we can man ufact.ul'e and
produce in the colony, so us to encourllge
andestablish new inuustries amongst liS, Hnd
make us less dependent on forei~n count.ries
for many of t.he necessaJ'ies ot life. I think
that in many of the public departments
there is ample room for retrenchment.,
and I hope that the Government will
very soon devise a scheme w hereby retrenchment may be effeetually carried
out. I don't think it can be done too
soon. The anxiety. evinced by the honorable member for St. Kilda (Mr. Bunny)
for the interests of the farmer has only
very recently been manifested; and it
appears to me that the honorable member
would profess himself to be a protectionist
merely for the purpose of substituting for
the present Government a Government
who, as far as I lmow anything of their
principles and past conduct, would give
no protection whatever. The honol'able
member for Ballarat East (;\11'. Jones) has
done his best to bring about disorguuiza...
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tion in the camp of the protectionists, but
he will find, when the division takes place,
that he has not succeeded. I do not see
the necessity of continuing this debate any
longer. During the discussion of the last
Tariff the country lost a large sum of
money, while the public had to pay double
duties. The sooner we come to a COllclusion on the subject the- better, in order
that the public may know what they will
have to pay.
Mr .. EVANS.-As a protectionist, I
should like to know if thA Minister of
Customs is prepared to accept the proposition to auolish the 5 per cent. ad valorem duties on raw materials, and place
15 per cent. duty on a number of articles
which can be manufactured in the colony.
A proposition to that effect was submitted
to the honorable member by a gentleman
representing a number of the protectionist
members of the House, and we expected a
a reply before now. I am at a loss to
know why we have not had a reply.
Cannot the Government say whether they
will accept the proposition or otherwise?
I don't think it is fair that we should be
kept in the dark as to the views of the
Government. In his financial statement,
the Treasurer almost cast a slur upon the
protectionist members of the House. He
said that the duty on grain, which the
Government intended to propose, was not
a protective measure, but merely for the
purpose of revenue. I think it was quite
unnecessary for the Treasurer to make
such an observation. The Minister of
:Mines, in a most able free-trade speecha speech worthy of the hOllorable member'
for East Melbourne (Mr. Langton )-told
us that any man who advocated
a 10 per cent. duty, as a protective
measure, must be a madman; and
then, afterwards, the Minister of Public
'\\' orks assured us that he has all along
been a protectionist, and does advocate
protectionist views. I should like to know
what the Government really intend to do?
It is very apparent that they are dividedthat they are not unanimoul:! as to whether
they in tend to ad vocate free-trade or protectionist measures. I think that they
ought to put some definite measure before
the country. I will not consent to be
dragged through this and that thing unless
the Government I::itate what they intend to
do. I wish to vote for the Government,
and not a.gainst them; but I am not prepared to have everything thrust down my
throat without my knowing what it is. As
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to the necessity for increased taxation, I
think that the expenditure might have been
reduced. Why don't the Government take
some steps to reduce the enormous expenditure for the ciyil service? I think that
half the servants now in the employ of the
State might be dispensed with-that they
are not necessary. Then we are incuning
great expenses by playing at defences, for
really it is nothing else. I do 110t wish to
detract from the able manner in which the
Treasurer performed his miss~on to England-but have the Government considered
what these two ships of war will cost the
country? It will cost about £100,000
per annum-£60,OOO for the iron-clad
and £4(1,000 for the block ship-to keep
them in a state of efficiency. Are
the Government prepared to incur an
additional expenditure of £100,000 a
year for the defences? It becomes a
question whether the country will submit
to such an enormous expenditure. The
cost of our volunteer force amounts to
£35,000 per annum, of which the expense
of the head-quarters staff is no less than
£17,000. I think that this and other
large items ought not to have escaped the
attent.ion of the Government, but that they
ought to have taken some steps to reduce
the expenditure. My object at present,
however, is simply to ask for a plain
answer from the l\linister of Customs, or
some other member of the Government,
as to whether the Ministry intend to
accept the alteration suggested by the
honorable member for Hichmond (Mr.
Kyte) the other evening, to abolish the 5
per cent. duty on all raw materials, and to
increase the duty on other articles to 15
per cent?
Mr. VERDON.-Mr. Speaker, I believe
I may safely say that every objection which
it is possible to urge against this Tariff,
from the other side of the House, has been
urged by honorable members who have
addressed themselves to the question
before the chair. Now I do not complain
that honorable members on t.he other side
of the House, in speaking on the question,
have thought fit to antiCipate the discussions in committee, not only of the Tariff
resolutions now before the House, but of
every item on the' Estimates on the other
side of the account. I say I do not complain of this, because I think the financial statement-the Budget-for the year
ought to be thoroughly discussed; and
that I ought to be the last person in this
House to object to any amount of criti-
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cism, no matter how minute. Rut I think
I may say, without inj ustice to the other
side, that it is utterly impossible for me to
be prepared beforehand to meet every conceivable question that might be put in
Commit.tee of Ways and Means, or in Committee of Supply. I think it is scarcely
fair that I should be attacked because I
}lRve not anticipated a number of questions
on matters of uetail, which I say are
usually put in Committee of Ways and
Means, or in Committee of Supply, as
the case may be. Now, sir, it is my
intention - seeing that nearly evel'ythillg that can be said has been said
by honorable members opposite-to take
the speeches which those honorable merna
bers have made, one by one, and see
if I cannot, to the satisfaction of the
House, allswer the objections and the
arguments which have been urged against
the proposals of the Government. The
first speech which I propose to notice is
thatof the honorable mem bel' for Sand ridge.
After carefully reading the report of that
speeCh-although I heard it delivered-I
find that, while many things were said,
the speech contains very few things that
Deeu an answer, Of the points which the
honorable member for Sandridge has
brought forward as objections to this'
Tariff-as objections, in fact, against the
whole financial scheme of the Government
-the first is one of detail, which I think
might have been better put on another
occasion! but which I will now proceed to
deal with. The honorable member accuses
me of h:tving c,harged to the loan, instead
of the consolidated revenue, the cost of
the Engineer-in-Chiefs department of t.he
Victorian Railways. Sir, I did not make
that arrangement; but if I had to do the
thing over again from the beginning, I
wou ld not do as the honorable member
recommends-I would not make the
Engineer-in-Chief's establishment a charge
on the annual revenue. But the late
Govel'l1ment decided that the course complained of hy the honorable member should
be taken; and if now we were to decide
that this amount !:lhould be charged upon
the consolidated revenue, and not upon the
loan, that decision would involve, in addition to all the money that has to be
provided, a sum not far short of £100,000
which would II ave to be repaid from the
loan to the general reven ue-that is to sa.y,
if we acted consistent.ly in the matter.
Another objection which the honorable
member raised in connexion with the
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railways was, that whereas for some time
past members of the Government and
members of the Opposition, and many
persons not in this House, have been of
opinion that it would be a desirable thing
for the railways to be leased, they have not
been. leased, and, therefore, we are open t.o
the objections which the honOl'able member
urged against the cOllrse we have taken in
Dot having leased the lines. Now if the
·honorable member had read the proceedings in the English House of Commons,
and if he had made himself acquainted,
as he usually does, with all that goes on
politically everywhere, I think the honorable membet' would have seen that Mr.
Gladstone-and I can name 110 higher
authority to the honorable member-has
expressed a delibel'ate opinion that all the
railways of the United Kingdom should
be purchasp,d by the St.ate.
Captain MAC MAHON.-And leased
again?
Mr. VERDON.-Well, I am not aware
that that formed part of the right honorable gentleman's prop0i;ition. But I know
this-that everywhere I went in England
I found complaints made of the management of the railways; and I fl'eely confess that the opinion which I formerly
held in favour of' the leasing \)f our railways was considerably modified by what
I saw of the management of rail ways in
the hands of pri vate companies in England.
The next point on which the honorable
member for Sanuridge criticised my statement-although it does Dot properly
belong to the statement-was the object
of my mission to England. I will say at
once that I regret the honorable member
has thought proper to introduce that subject into a debate on the Budget. I don't
complain of it, because the honorable
mem ber has a perfect right to take that
course; but I am sorry for it, because, up
to this time, we have always endeavoured,
and successfully, to keep this matter of
national importance altogether apart from
poli tical and secondary considerations. That
was the object of my honorable friend. the
late member for Kilmore-an object which
he persistently and successfully maintained in this House; an object in which I
entirely concurred with him in maintaining.. I say it is a matter which the House
seemed to regard as properly to be kept
out of the arena of party politics. I therefore regret that the honol'able member for
Sandridge, and several honorable members
who followed him, should have made this
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one of the subjects of attack against the
Go..-el'nment, and pa.rticularly against me,
as the member responsible for this depal·tment. Now the complaint of the honorable
Dl~mber divides itself into two or three
parts, each of which I will notice. First,
the honorable member says that the cost
of the maintenance of these ships will be
so tremendous-" £ I 00,000 a year," said
an honorable member just before dinnerthat the countl'y will never endure it,
This statement was made without giving
me an opportunity, without my being able
to ~et an opportunity, of explaining a~ain,
for it has been done once, the views of the
Government as to the maintenance of
tbese ships,
What are those views?
Some honorable members will recollect a
statement on the subject which I made in
this House, and which some honorable
members must have forgotten, or they
would not have offered the observations
they have. I will repeat what I said.
The maintenance of the iron-clad ship,
whenever she comes out, will not cost this
country more than £5,000 a year. I endeavoured to explain, when this subject
was pl'operly before the House, in what way
this end was to be accomplished. I informed honorable mem bers that there was a
large and well-trained body of men already
in the sen-ice of the country, men employed ill maritime affairs, many of them
Qld men-of -war't\ men, all well ddlled,
both as to service on hoard ship and in
batteries on the sea-coast, and that these
men, for a very trifling consideration,
would submit to a far severer discipline
and far more drill than the royal naval
reserve of Engla.nd has to undergo; and
that with these men, and a few others
sta.tioned permanently on board, we should
secure such a crew for that ship as would
enable us to have her always ready for sea
and action at a cost not exceeding £5,000
a year. The other ship is intended for a
~aval training ship, or, in other words, an
industrial school. She will certainly cost
us very little comparatively in the first
instance, and she ought not to cost us more
for maintenance than an industrial school
on shore. I therefore take it that when
honorable members speak in a large way
of the expense of these ships-when they
say it will be mOl'e than the country will
stand-they have forgotten what I have
stated previously in the House in relation
to this matter. I trust tlley will do me
the justice to believe that I have not
overlooked this most important considera·
Mr. Verdon.
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tion in doing the work which was given
me to do in England.
When it was
suggested to me that the Imperial Government should be concerned in the manning
of these ships, I said it was not necessary
they should, partly because it was not
necessary, but chiefly because I knew that,
jf a full complement of men from the
Imperial navy were placed on board the
iron-clad, the cost to us would be materially
increased without any corresponding advantage. Therefore, I say I have taken
care that the country will not be overburthened in maintaining these two shi ps.
An honorable member who followed the
honorable member for Sandridge com·
plained that the ownership of these ships
was not in this country. Now I venture
to say that the honorable member who
urged that is mistaken. The ships are
given to us as absolutely as anything
can be given und.:'!' the circumstances
of this case.
We aRked for the ships
partly because we wanted to defend our
own property, and partly because we
wished to defend Imperial property. For
that reason the request was made. It
was upon that ground that the Houso
justified its application for Imperial assista.nce. That being so, is it a matter for
surprise that the Imperial Government
shuuld have said, as all Governments say
when public property is entrusted to quasi
private custody, that if the purpose for
which that public property is conceded be
forgotten-if it be used for any other
purpose than that for whieh it is givenit then should revert. That is all the
Imperial Government have said. Then it
is urged that there is a powet' of removal,
and reference has been mada to the paragraph in the letter from the Colonial-office
on that subject. I dare say it lIas not
occurred to t.he honorable member that
once we get this ship out, and fit her for
her work in the Bay-the work of harbour
defence-it will scarcely be possible to
remove her. It is quite true that the
clause appears in the letter with my entire
consent, for I may say that, although that
letter' is drawn by the Imperial Government, it is founded upon memoranda furnished by myself, and written before I left
this country. There is not, in that letter,
a single provision which I would not have
proposed on behalf of this COUll try, as not
only just to the Imperial Guvernment,
but as just and beneficial to oUl'selves.
What does the clause as to removal mean?
It merely means that if it should appear
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necessary for thc defence of this colony,
and the property, Briti:5h and colonial, in
it, for the iron· clad to go outside the
Heads as far as it· can do with safetyperhaps to raise a blockade, or engage
some enemy's ship-the admiral on the
station has power to issue orders accordingly. It is ohjected that the admiral will
then have contl'ol over the ship. But what
is the volunteer law? Why that when
the troops of n colony under t.he command
of colonial offieers are brigaded with Imperial troops, the senior field officer in
Her Majesty's service takes the command
of both. It is necessary that somebody
should command, and it is only right t4at
the officer whose duty it is, on the part of
Her Majesty, specially to protect this
colony, should have the right to say-he
being the best judge-Lhat in thc interests
of this colony, and the defence of the
port, the ship shall go here or shall go
there, provided always that her going is
merely for the defence of our own harbour.
But if it really be the opinion of honorable
members that we have made a bad bargain
-that this £ 150,000 worth of pl'operty is,
as some honor:.l ble members declare, a
"white elephant "-1 urge the House,
while it is yet time, to refuse to receive the
"white elephant." Although it is conceded on all hands that we require such a
ship-that the port cannot be defended
without one -that if we do not get one from
the British Government we shall have to
buy one ourselves, let the honorable member fOL' Sandridge induce the House to say
that we have made a mistake, that we would
rather not have the ships, and that the
sooner we return them to the hands of the
Imperial Government the better. There
is time enough to do it yet. I hope, however, that the honorable member will be
satisfied-at all events as far as it is
pos~ible for an honorable member being
an opponent of the Government to be
satisfied -·with the reasons I have given
to show that the bargain has not been so
bad as honorable members have represented. Now when the honorable member
for Sandridge got back to the Budget,
the main burthen of his obsen-ations was
that we should practise more economy;
and yet, Sil', the honorable member came
to the end of his speech without succeeding in pointing out in wbat things this
economy should be pl'actised. The honorable member concluded by complaining
that enough money had not been provided
for wharfs, and that we have not pro-
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vided on the Estimates for fortnightly
ma.il communication with Europe. Now
I believe that a great many honorable
members who, like the honorable member
for Sandridge, urge economy somewhat
inconsiderately, will find that the Goyernment will be called upon, during the
session, to spend money out of nothing.
The next speech which came from the
opposite side of the House was that of the
honol'able member for East Melbourne
(~11'. Levi); and I must say that that is
the most hopeful speech which hOllOl'able
members ~itting on this side have heard
from the opposite side of the House, beca,nse it is quite obvious, from what the
honorable mel;nber says, that already he is
half converted to the prindples of proThis is what the honorable
tection.
mem bel' says : " I cannot shut my eyes to the fact that some
local industries must have been slightly benefited
by the change which has taken place, and I am
sure that, if the Government had selected those
industries which the country is desirous should
receive incidental protection-if they had proposed substantial duties on some twentyart.icles
-those honorable members who advocate
freedom of commerce would have yielded with
more heartiness to sUl'h a proposal than they
can do to the proposition to tax from 800 to
1,000 articles. I have no hesitation in declaring
that I would far sooner support a thoroughly
protectionist Ministry which would tax from
fifteen to twenty of the articles we are capable
of producing here, than I would consent to the
proposed Tariff."
.

Well, sir, how does the honorable member
propose to effect what he expresses his
willingness to support? His first proposi tion is, that the tea and sugar duties
should be altogether abolished. Then I
find that the honorable member proposes
that a land tax should be substituted for
the duties on tea and sugar; and that the
police should be handed over to tho care
and cost of the different localities. Now,
sir, what does this mean? Is this national
economy? Are we to understand by this
what honorable members mean when they
speak of reducing the national expendit.ure? Is it to be supposed that, merely
by striking off expenditure in one place
and putting it on in another, national
economy is to be effected? Do not the
same persons who, in the various localities,
pay local rates also pay general taxes? I
say to take off general taxes and put on
local taxes, in order to effect national
economy, is to propose a nostrum which
honorable members will hesitate, no
matter on which side of the House they
sit, to accept. It means something more
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than transferring a sum of money from police force, with which we have been
one ohject to another in a system of hitherto properly proud, will not be detaxation. It meallS adding very consider- creased by such a change. Then, sir, the
ably to the expenses of the Government honorable member for ~st Melbourne (Mr.
which is to be effected by such an in- Levi) came to another subject upon which
strumentality. I have always been, and am he attacked the Government. He said,
still, in favour of the local administration that because the debentures recently sold
of affairs; but I have never pretended to in London did not fetch as much as the
say that, by throwing. a portion of the ex- first debentures fetched when they were
penuiture from the shoulders of the central sold-1 think in I 859-therefore the credit
Government on to the localities, we could of the colony had gone down in a ratio
thereby reduce in the aggregate the national proportionate to the difference. Now, sir,
expenditure, or secure the economy which I should have thought that an honorable
the honorable member contends for. What member who is at the head of a banking
would be the effect of transferring the institution, and who never loses an opporpolice to the various localities? -of having tunity of reminding us, very properly, of
a municipal police in this country? I say his commercial experience) would not have
the answer is to be found in the neighbour- fallen into so grievous an eyror. I would
ing colonies and in Great Britain. We remind the House that the value of any
find that the municipal police of the neigh- security of this sort is relative; and that,
bom'iug colonies and of Great Britain are if you do not take into consideration the
not to be compared with a body of police value of money at the time, such a comsuch as our own, controlled from a central parison as that which the honorable
member for East Melbourne has made is
authority and properly organized.
Mr. LEVEY.-That is a question of absolutely worthless, and more, because it
is deceptive to those who know no better.
discipline.
Mr. VERDON.-It is a great deal Now what was the price of Consols in
more. You may have two or tlll'ee first- 1859, when those debentures were sold?
class office.rs. I believe we have a very They then stood at 96, as honorable
good officer now at the head of the police members will find from the banking
force. You may have two or three first- journals of the time. Now at what did
class officers capable of organizing the they stand when our debentures were
force as a whole, but will you have two or quoted in the London Times at 104?
three such· officers in every locality? If Consols were then down to 86 and 86t.
Mr. LONGMORE.-What is the cause
not, your municipal system of police breaks
of it?
down.
Mr. VERDON.-That is a question
Mr. LEVEY.-The force need not be
under the control of the local bodies.
which has puzzled a great many wiser men
Mr. VERDON.-If the honorable mem- than myself and the honorable member.
ber means that the municipal councils are One reason, no doubt, may be urged-that
merely to pay the police without having money is dear. At all event.s, it shows
authority over them, I venture to say that that our debentures have not gone down
he makes a proposition which will not be in proportion to the fall in Con801s.
acceptable tp honorable mem bel'S generally Therefore I say that the honorable memor to the local bodies, and which would be ber's argument is not worth a rush. Then,
utterly inconsistent with the development sir, the honorable member, following other
of local government. It would be a farce honorable members, went ou to complain
for the police to be merely paid for by the that the contingent vote of t.his year is
localities, and to be entirely controlled greatly in excess of the contingent vote sf
from Melbourne. Where, then, would be former years, and demanded an explanaThe honorable member is quite
the difference? What matter if we take tion.
the money for the police out of the con- entitled to that, and it is my duty to give
solidated revenue, to which all these people it. There are, under the head of contincontribute, or out of the local funds? gencies, several items which it is only
I say, sir, that this is a mel'e crude right I should mention in order that hosuggestion; and I am persuaded that, norable members may understand why this
before such a radical change can be difference appears. I find that, under the
made, honorable members will have to head of hospitals for the insane, there is
be satisfied, not only that it will result in an increase in the contingencies-which,
economy, but also that the efficiency of our in other words, are the provisions and
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necessaries for the maintenance of these satisfaction, and of course to the satisfacpersons-by the sum of £13,360. tion of those who sit with him, and perAnother item, which appears as :m in- haps of those who don't sit with him, but
crease, although it" is not so in reality, is who have not read the statistics, would
under the head of Botanic Gardens. It have been entirely disproved by his own
is a sum of £3,466, ~:hich my honorable facts and figures. I will take the objeccolleague the Chief Secretary thought fit, tions raised by the honorable member in
and very properly, to bring under the head the order in which they were made. At
of contingencieR, instead of letting it the commencement of his address the
form, M it formerly did, a part of the honorable member complained that it was
general vote. Another item, a llew one, an unfortunate thing that, in this country,
is £8,960 for industrial schools. I need we should have not only a Treasurer but
offer no explanation of that, seeing that the also a Minister of Trade and Customs.
institutions are new. Another item, which Well, I don't know how it would be if we
is not really, though apparently, an in- had only one person administering both
crease, is £ 16,000 for allowances to country those departments. I don't know that the
postmasters. This item was not under the present Government are responsible for the
head of contingencies last year, but it was distribution of the offices which various
thought more convenient to place it under Acts of Padiament following the Constithat head this year. The item of £4,000 tutioll Act have rendered necessnry. I
for occasional assistance in the postal de- don't know whether it is possible for
partmen t is treated in the same way. one person to administer all the departHere, then, is a large sum total arlditional ments" under my control at present, and
to the contingent vote of last year, which at the same time all the departments
I have explained to honorable members in under the Minister of "Customs; but I do
accordance with the request made to me. know that it is to the advantage of this
I now come to the principal speech de- country to have, in the honorable member
livered in the course of this debat.e from who now fills the position of Minister of
the other side of the House; the speech of Customs, u gentleman of great experience
the honorable member for East Melbourne in all commercial matters, and particularly
(Mr. Langton). I feel Lound to say that at a time when changes in the Tariff are
that honorable member is entitled to every being made and proposed. Having stated
credit for the care and the evident time this general object.ion, the honorable memwhich he has bestowed in the preparation ber for East Melbourne (Mr. Langton)
of a very lengthy, and, at the same time, proceeded to complain that a sum of
very able speech. I regret-I confess that £60,000 appears on the revenue side of
personally I heartily regret-that I should the Estimates as a refund to New South
be obliged to complain that the honorable Wales, and it was then that the honorable
member's speech was marred partly by mem bel' took the opportuni ty of making
personal attacks which I feel were unde- the attack on the Attorney-General, of
served, not against me,' but against my which I, in common I believe with many
honorable and learned frienu the Attor- members on all sides of the House! justly
ney-General, and chiefly by an endeavour complain. I will read the observations of
to convince this House that he is the honorable member as they appear in
righ t and that we are wrong, by the the Argus-the Hansard report not
production of a great number of figures, having yet been published-in order that
which I now charge the honorable mem- the House may know the particular pasber with having given to this House in sage of which I complain. The honoran imperfect and a mangled way. I will able member is rep0rted to have spoken
not add a dishonest way, because it would thus : be improper to use such an expression;
"He did not know who was responsible for
but what I do mean is this- that anybody " this proceeding-whether it was not another
device
of the honorable and learned Attorneyreading for himself the statistics which
General, for whom illegality had such a charm
the honorable member has placed before that
even when he had nothing to gain by its
the House, would find that if the honorable practice he would still resort to it. The honormember had read, in every case, all the able and learned gentleman, ifhe could possibly
figures that bore on the subject, whether violate the law, would go out of his way to do
so ; and"if he could show his disrespect to the
they were necessary to prove or disprove constituted
authorities. and set up his own will
his case, the honorable member's case, in defiance of the statute law, seemed determined
instead of having been proved to his own not to neglect the opportunity of displaying his
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perversity. And as he had succeeded so far in
breaking the Auuit Act with impunity, and
treating in such a disgraceful way two servants
high in the public service, he (Mr. Langton)
supposed that he was so satisfied with what he
had done, and looked back with such complacency upon the position in whkh he had placed
those two gentlemen, that he was disposed to
repeat the experiment upon the present occasion."

Mr.

Sixtlt It"Tight's Debate.
LANGTO~.-Is

that an a.ppro-

priat.ion clause?

Mr. VEHDON. - My honorable and
learned colleague is of opinion that the
money might be paid under the provisions
of that section.
Mr. LANGTON:-That fully warrants
what I said.
Mr. VERDON.-The honorable memNow, sir, if even there had been no ground
at all for the posit.ion which that amount ber is of course qualified to criticise the
occupies on the Estimates, I say that such le:ra1 opinion of my honorable and learned
language-addressed to my honorable and colleague. All I say is this-that even if
leal'1led colleague-would not have been there were a doubt on the matter-if it
were doubtful whether we had that power
merited.
-the honorable member would not be
Mr. LAXGTON.-I repeat it.
lVIr. VERDON.-The honorable mem- justified in using such language. The
ber repeats it. Then I fear we shall be amount appears in that place, b2cause I
compelled to believe that the honorable desired to show that the revenue was liable
member wilfully shut his eyes to informa- to this payment.
Mr. LANGTO~.-Why not put it on
tion which is open to him, and which is
open to every honorable member in this the othel' side of the account?
Mr. VERDON.-The honorable memHouse. The honorable member would
have found in the St.atute-books a justifi- ber is a bookkeeper. and asks why I did
cation fOI' the course taken on t.his occasion; not put it on the other side of the account.
le would have found, also, that it was a If I had not taken it off the revenue side,
I should have put it on the other; but
most unjust, a most improper, and a most t
·
k
'
uncalled-for attack on my honorable and HaVIng ta 'en it off that side, I venture to
necess~try
to
put
it
on
the
say
it
is
not
learned friend to accuse him at all of illegality, and especially to accuse him in other side. The next information sought
such language as that. I cannot think by the honorable Tllember for .East Melthat the honorable member has ever read bourne (Mr. Langton) was as to the
amount expected to be realized by the
the Customs Act.
lVIr. LANGTON.-I have never read legacy and succession duty promised in the
Governor's Speech. He wanted to know
it through.
Mr. VERDON.-It is not necessary to how it was that nothing appeared on the
read through an Act with somethillO" like Estimates as the result of that impost. I
300 clauses, in order to find one ~~ause tell the honorable member that it is imwhich the honorable member must know. possible to estimate how much such a duty
I refer to the clause which says that the would produce. I defy even the honorable
Governor may make arrangements with member to name the amount likely to be
respect to the Murray trade. Has the derived from this source if the law were
to be passed to-morrow. That beinO" so, I
honorable member never read that?
felt it would not be proper arbitra;ily to
Mr. LANGTON.-I have read it.
Mr. VERDON.-I am sorry to hear it; fix a sum, against the correctness of which
because I say that, with a knowledcre of the chances would be great, seeinO" tha.t a
that clause, his language was disgra~eful. Bill for the purpose has not bee~ introduced, and cannot be introduced for some
What is the language of the clause?time; and seeing, also, that if it were in"It shall be lawful for the Governor in troduced and passed, it would be imCouncil to make regulations and arrangements
possible to estimate the amount we should
with the Governors of New South Wales and
be likely to receive under it. I believe
South AU3tralia respectively for the importation
that, after a number of years, when we
of g?ods b'y.or across the River Murray, and for
the ImposItIOn of duties and the amount thereof have statistics recorded under such a law,
on such goods, or the exemption of the same
we shall be able roughly to approximate
from duties, and the recovery of duties on goods
the amount we shall receive; but for the
so imported into Victoria, and the repayment of
present I do not feel justified in recomsuch duties, and in other respects so to regulate
the ~rade on the said ri ver as may be from time
mending honorable mem bers to rely on the
t? tIme agreed upon by the said Governors, or
receipt of any sum under that head, and
eIther of them, and also to determine at not less
that IS the reason why no amount appears
than three months' notice any such arrangements."
on the revellue side for it. Then, sir, the
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honorable member proceeded to charge me truly as a very insignificant balance from
with having wilfully deceived this House the year IH66 to 1867, I ha.d omitted
by having calculated the revenue for 1866 altogether to take into consideration cerft'om the 21st of February to the end of tain liabilities. The honorable member
the year, Rnd mak ing it appear that I had sought to show that the amount of
calcula.ted it originally from the beginning £227,000, which he understood was the
of the year.
liabilitv on account of 1866 for the awards
\ to COl'~ish and Bruce and to Williams, was
Mr. LANGTON.-No.
Mr. VERl)O~.-Perhaps the honorable churged to the consolidated revenue. I
membet' will state what he did say.
explained to the honorable member t.hat it
Mr. LANGTON.-I stated that the was not, and it really sounded ludicrous
honorable gentleman, in submitting the to hear the honorable member's large
Estimates of last year, made his calcula- words applied to this supposed deficiency
tion as froll1 the 21st February-the very of over £:WO,OOO, obliged to be brought
first day of the Tariff coming into force; down to Young's case, rcpresenting
and that subsequent.ly, when he wished to £ 11,000. I confess that, in the course of
make the deficiency appear as small as pos- a year, a great many items of more or less
sible, he made his calculations apply to importance will appear on the Supplethe whole year.
mCIlt.ary Estimates as liabilities f01' any
What Treasurer has
Mr. VEH,DON.-That is precisely what particular year.
I said. Here is the repol't of the honor- there been in this count"y, or ever will be,
able member's remarks : who can tell to a shilling the amount of
"The Treasurer expected to get £200,OO(l the lia.bilities for any particular year-not
between the 21 st of. February and the end of only liabilities which have accrued, but
the year, but, when it was necessary to put the also those which ma.y accrue-considering
best possible face upon the matter, he calculated the expenditure is one of £3,000,000 a
as if the duties had been collectable from the
beginning of the year. If this was not an at- year? If the honorable member can find
tempt to mislead the House on an important no greater fault with our calculations than
matter, he (Mr. La.ngton) did not know what
a paltry sum of £11,000-assuming even
was."
that he was justified in urging that-I
N ow I give that statement an unqualified may faidy say, as the honomble member
denial.
said to me last night, that he must be in
Mr. LANGTON. - Show that my great straits for a good argument to supfigures are incorrect.
port the cause which he has espoused.
Mr. VERDOS.-I say that the facts,
Why, what is £ 11,000 after all? How
as stated by the honorable member, are not much is it on £3,000,000 by way of per
correct. The calculation originally made centage?
was from the beginning of the year. The
Mr.LANGTON.-It will destroy the
honorable member seems to suppose that balance.
the st.atement made on the 21 st February
Mr. VERDO~.-Well, the balance is
was prepared on the 20th Febt'ual'Y. But so very small that it does not much matter
honorable members must know very well whether it is destroyed or not. I must
that this statement takes more than a day say, after all the honorable membe1"s
or two to prepare. J t has al ways been the arguments to show that we ought to be
practice, in preparing Estimates, to calcu- extinguished becanse we ignored liabilities
late the estimated amount of duties for the to the extent of £250,000, it was certainly
whole year, and then to make a pro rala a wretched pull down to be obliged to use
reduction for any portion of the year the same reasoning in complaining of
during which the duties may not be col- £11,000.
lected. The estimate which the honorMr. LANGTON.-I do not admit the
able member for East Melbourne alleges honorable member's explanation as to the
was from the 21st February to the end other.
of the year, was really from the 1st
Mr. VERDON.-Does the honorable
January to the end of the year, and member mean to say that the rail ways are
therefore the pro rala reduction which to be constructed out of the consolidated
I made on that basis was perfectly true. revenue?
Then, sir, the honorable member, conMr, LANGTON.-Does the Treasurer
tinuing his criticism of the financial mean to say that there is sufficient of the
scheme, went on to argue that whereas I railway loa.n to pay these liabilities?
bad brought forward what he described
Mr. VERDON.-I don't say whether
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there is or not.
We are talking of the Roads and Bridges department, and
questions of liability, and I say that, if spent hours there in the endeavour to
there were not sixpence to the credit of ascertain whether it was possible to
the railway loan account, that would not abolish or reduce the department; and so
make the consolidated revenue liable for satisfied were we of the immense amount
an amount which is properly taken out of of work to be done under the Local
tbe loan. It is a liability, but not a Government Act by the officers of that
liability of that year. It is a liability of department, that, although it was proposed
the loan account. The money has not to at first to take a vote only [or six months,
be found out of the finances of 1866, and it was found that the department could
therefore the honorable member's objection neither be abolished nor reduced, and that
goes for nothing. Then, sir, the honorable we should be obligeci to maintain it.
member, having dealt with the revenue,
Mr. LEVE Y.- Why not consolidate it?
turns to the other side of the account, and
Mr. VERDON.-Well, sir, after discon'Jplains that the expenditure on public cussing the two sides of the account, the
works is not so great as it used to be. honorable member for East Melbourne
After honorable members on that side of (Mr. Langton) proceeded at great length
the House have urged that more economy to inform the House of the results of the
should be used, and that more public works Tariff enacted in 1865 and 1866. Now I
should be thrust upon municipalities, the intimated, at the beginning of my financial
honorable member fOL' East Melbourne statement, that there had not yet been time
(Mr. Langton) complains that a sufficient properly to ascertain what the results of
sum has not been expended on puhlic the Tariff might be. The honorable memworks, altogether ignoring-for he never ber considers there has been plenty of time,
mentioned it-the expenditure that takes and already he gives us the results of the
place under the two great loans-the working' of that Tariff.
railway loa.n and the waterworks loanMr. LANGTON.-A few of them.
and the public works throughout the
Mr. VERDON.-The honorable memlength and breadth of the country; alto- ber is so content with these results that he
gether ignoring the consideration that, is not disposed to wait for any more. He
while we are calculating what we are 'to would abolish the Tariff. The honorable
spend on the public works of this country, member is one of a party which is prepared
it is necessary we should consider, as a to give absolute protection upon a certain
portion of the expenditure, the interest we number of articles experimentally. Now
are paying on the principal invested in I would ask, if honorable members get
these railway works.
The comparison is their "protection on fifteen, twenty, or
not fair unless that amount be taken into twenty-five articles for a reasonab1e time,"
consideration. Then the honorable mem- how long that reasonable time will be?
ber went on. to complain that the ROll,ds One of the leaders of the party-I won't
and "Bridges department cost 23 per cent. say the leader, that would be invidiouson the money expended under the su- 'on this subject declares that he is content
pervision of tllat department. Did the with the im perfect experience of something
honorable member take into account any like eighteen months. (" No, no.")
portion of the money expended on main
Mr. LANGTON.-I am not content.
roads by the various road boards and shire
Mr. VERDON.-There is quite a chorus
councils?
of discontent on the other side. I wonder
whether the Tariff be the only cause? At
Mr. LANGTON.-No.
Mr. VERDON.-The honorable mem- all events, whether the honorable member
ber for Maldon has already shown that be content or not content, he ventured to
this department has a great deal more to give the results of the Tariff from his point
do than to spend the £40,000 or £50,000 of view; and it was in this part of the
that the House may vote. Although it was case that he used statistics and figures,
not the intention of the House, when the as I think, unfairly.
Mr. LANGTON.-Prove it.
Local Government Act passed, to continue
Mr. VERDON.-I will not, but the
that department, yet that Act requires a
number of things to bedone by the Governor figures will. The first charge which the
in Council-by some department-and it honorable member made aga.inst the Gois absolutely necessary that officers should vernment, as resulting from the Tariff, was
be employed to do the work. In 1865 the that it has reduced the trade of the port of
Minister of Customs and myself went to Melbourne. The honorable member, re-
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ferring to one or two tests to be applied to
ihis case, declared that, in the valuation of
the imports, there was a reduction. I met
the proposition, perhaps improperly, with
the interjection that the valuation had been
affected by the imposition of these duties,
and the honorable member thereupon
argued that only in the case of ad valorem
duties would the difference in the valuation appear. N ow I venture to think that
the loose system of valuing imports which
obtained before ad valorem duties ·were
imposed has been entirely changed by the
imposition of those duties on a portion of
the imports. I believe we may say fairly
that to a more correct valuation of all the
goods imported is to be attributed a portion,
at all events, of the apparent decrease, if
decrease there be. The honorable mem ber
then went on to say that, in tonnage, there
was a decrease in 1865 as compared with
1864. I ventured to in te:r:iect the words
" New Zealand," because it is notorious,
as the honorable member said before me,
that the trade of the port was largely
enhanced in 1863, by the shipment to
New Zealand of goods which first came
here; and that, when the New Zealand
merchants began to import direct, then of
course a proportionate decrease appeared
in our trade. Is the honorable member
quite sure that the trade of the port has
. decreased ?
Mr. LANGTON.-,-I have not a doubt
about it.
Mr. VERDON.-The honorable member referred to the statistics for 1865,
published by Mr. Archer. I suppose 1 am
bound to believe that the honorable member had no other means of information.
But I find that in the Age newspaper, of
lOth January, was published a statement
signed by Mr. Guthrie, thE:' InspectorGeneral of Customs, which, if the honorable member had seen, would haye satisfied
him that his statement as to a decrease in the
trade of the port was altogether erroneous.
The tonnage inwards in the year 1863
was 308,284 tons; in 1864, 346,265 tons;
in 1865, in which appears the decrease
alluded to by the honorable member,
324,857 tons; but in 1866 it was 356,690
tons. And then the outward tonnage in
1863 was 364,896 tons; and in 1864
381,376 tons. There is an apparen t reduction, as the honorable member says, in
1865, when the total was 369,733 tons;
but in 1866 what do we find?
Why,
that instead of 369,000 tons, as in 1865,
the total of 1866 was 441,000 tons. How,
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then, can the honorable member say that
one of the results of the Tariff has been to
reduce the trade of the port? Taking
the criteria he has himself selected, I have
shown that the declared value of imports
and exports is unreliable, and that the
tonnage has not fallen off.· Why should
the honorable member ignore 1866? Was.
he not fortunate enough to find the return
in the Age, or wi Il he not accept any thing
from that joumal? This is no anonymous
contribution; it is not a leader; but it is
a statement signed by the InspectorGeneral of Customs, as vouched for by
him.
Mr. LANGTON.-It might have been
furnished to the House.
Mr. VERDON.-The honorable member could have obtained it had he asked
for it. I dwell upon this point because I
know that a great deal has been made of
it out of doors. It has been asked, " How
are you to meet the arguments of the
honorable member for East Melbourne;
how get over the fact that the Tariff has
caused a reduction in the tonnage of the
port?" Well, sir, it now turns out tbat
the tonnage was not reduced at all in
1866, as compared either with ) 865 or
1864, and yet., if the Tariff had led to any
reduction, it would be greater in 1866
than in the. preceding year.
Even if
there had been a reduction, the members
of the Government and honorable members on this side would not have been
surprised, for although we believe it
wi Il take more than one or two years
before any legislative action can make
a great difference in our productions, yet
the course we have taken in Parliament
has been to encourage such productions.
All I desire to say now is, that the honorable member's declaration, that the effect
of the Tariff has been injurious, is
founded on ignorancfl of the fact that in
1866 a larger amount of tonnage came to
the port than in 1865. The honorable
member went on to say that in the matter
of machinery the Tariff had worked
mischief, and when it was s.uggested to
the honorable member that there is no
duty on machinery, the honorable member
asked the House to believe that, because
there are dut.ies on some articles, the nondutiable art.icles are equally affected. Then
the honorable member went to another
case, on which he had been consulted by
Mr. Smith-the case of salted provisions.
He declared that the duty on salt had
utterly annihilated the trade of Mr. Smith.
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Mr. I.JANGTON.-No. I said that it the number of paupers are the true cri.
had ruined his trade.
tel"ia we ought to takeMr. VERDON.-At all events the
Mr. LANGTON.-Two of the criteria.
trade was represented to have been
Mr. VERDON.-Two of the principal
grievously injured by the Tariff. The criteria, I thillk the honorable member
honol"ahle member referred to two causes said, which we ought to regard in estifor this injury-one, that the int.ercolonial mating t.he effect of the Tariff on the con'
trade had been destroyed; and the other, dilion of the people. In justifying his
that the duty 011 salt had pt'oved an insur- position, the honorable memper contended
mountable obstacle. Now, under' what tha.t in relation to this matter the same
circumstances did Mr. Smit,h make his principles applied in an old as in a new
profits in the intercolonial trade? In com" country. I join issue with t,he honorable
mon with othel" shippers, he made money mem ber upon that. You can make no
when the rush to Otago took place, when satisfactory compa.rison between pauperism
there were many steamers going there, in an old and ill a new country. The
and before there was much trade between honorable member cited two cases-the
New South Wales and that port. When Immigrants' Aid Society and tl:e Ladies
a trade was established between Sydney Benevolent Society. It haR been my busiand Otago, as it afterwards was, t.he ness to comn;lUnicate officially with the
Sydney producers competed successfully latter of these bodies, and I have learned
with :\'Ir. Smith; for this excellent reason, that the great majority of cases which the
that they can get the meat they cure at society is called upon to relieve are cases
far less cost than anyone in Melbourne can. , of women and children deserted by miners,
Mr. LANGTON. - An additional who have been drawn away to other places
reason for not putting a tax on salt.
in consequence of a want of oconstant emMr. VERDON.-Why, salt has been ployment here.
shipped from Melbourne at a freight of
Mr. LEVEY.-Want of employment ?
lOs. per ton to Sydney, there to be subject
MI". VERDON.-Yes, that employment
to whatever duties may be in force, and wllich I desire they should have. How
has then been used in salting meat for the can any comparison be drawn between a
New Zealand ports. Yet we are told that gold-producing country and a country
set.tled like England? To attempt to deterthi~ gentleman'S trade was absolutely tlestroyed by the stoppage of the intercolonial mine the condit.ion of the people from the
trade on the one hand, and the duty on number of deserted women and childt"en
salt on the other. What is the duty on to be found in Melbourne on any pnrticusalt? I believe t.hat it amounts to 7ld. lar day, would lead to all sorts of fallacies
per cask of sal ted provisions. Are we to and contradictions. The principle does not
understand t hat this trade will not bear a apply. But suppose, sir, it were to apply.
Then let us take the case of the crimicharge of 7 ~d. per cask?
Mr. LANGTO.N.-Provisions are not nals. The honorable member tells us that
sold by the cask.
we have a greater number of criminals now
Mr. VERDON.-The honorable mem- than we had before the Tariff was enacted.
ber knows how much goes to a cask, and By an extraordinary piece of logic, the
he knows t.hat a charge of i ld. on that honorable member wishes us to understand
quantity cannot have had the effect on that because, according to his showing,
Mr. Smith's trade which the honorable there was a greater number of criminals
member says it has had.
j'lst after than there was just before the
Mr. LANGTON.-Perhaps you will passing of the Tariff, we must attribute
persuade him that he has made his fortune. that circumstance to the operation of the
Mr. VERDON.-The honorable mem- Tariff.
ber's argument against the Tariff, founded
Mr. LANGTON.-I said in 18()5.
Mr. VERDON.-Well, if theoeffect of
upon its supposed results, was this. He
called upon us to respect the practice the Tariff was so bad in 1865, what would
which Chancellors of Exchequer always it be in 1866? Has the honorable member
observe in making their financial state- looked at the statistics for that year?
ment, of showing the public to what exMr. LANGTON.-I want to see them.
tent the population has been affected by
Mr. VERDON.-The honorable memthe imposition of any particular duties. ber could have found them in the blueThe honorable member called upon us to book.
observe that the criminal popUlation and
Mr. LANGTON.- What blue-book?
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M'r. VERDO~.-Even if it were true
that there is a great.er number of criminals
now than there was before the Tat'iff was
enacted, it would not follow that the criminals were the result of the Tal·iff. Did
not the honomble member say that what
we had lost in trade, New South Wales had
gained i.n exact proportion; ·and is it not a
wonderful thing. seeing that, as the honorable member shows, this increase of trade
oug-ht to lead to an absence of criminals,
that there should be a great many more
criminals in New South Wales than there
are in Victoria? How is it that this
difference in tl'ade, caused by the Tariff,
has not affected bushranging in l\" ew
South Wales? Taking the statistics for
the year mentioned by the honorable
member-I will not use those for 1866.
though they are to be got-what did the
honorable member tell us? He said that
there was an increase of seventy-seven
criminals convicted in 1865 as compared
with 1864, and that we were bound to
attribute this increase to the Tariff. I do
not know where the honorable member
obtained his figures from, but in page 117
of the Statistics for 1865 I find a summary
of the apprehensions, commitments, convictions, summary convictions, sentences,
and cases not prosecuted, for the seven
years ending 1865. Now, taking the
largest figures, those of apprehensions, as
affording the best comparisonMr. LANGTON.-No.
Mr. VERDON.- \Vell, as I have .said
before, it is a most extl'aordinary circumstance that the honorable membel' only
quotes precisely those yeal's, precisely those
figures, and pl'eci:5ely those items which
serve his case, and thus he does not tell
us the whole truth. It happens, however,
tha.t the Registrar-General has adopted the
plan of grouping these statistics in periods
of seven yea.rs, and in this instance the
period .end~ in 1865. And what was OUI'
criminal condition for this seven years?
In 1859 there were 30,357 persons taken
into custody; in 1860 there were 29.030
persons; in 1861,25,766 persons; in 1862,
24,006 persons; in 1863, 22,255 persons;
in 1~64, 23,493 persons; and in 1865,
25,499 persons,
The average for the
period is 25,000, or rather more. I find
therefore that, although the population has
considerahly increased during the period,
yet that the num bel' of persons tak~n into
custody during I865-and the same la.w
holds good in all other cases-was within
a. very few of the general average. How,
VOL. IIl.-2 K
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then, can the honorable member ask us to
believe that one of the results of the Tariff
has been to increase the cl'iminal population? The honorable membet' should have
read all the figures. He should have let
us see that in 11'159, when his favorite
Tal'iff of some half-dozen articles was in
operation. there was more crime than there
is now, with the double disadvantage of
an increased population and of new duties.
Notwithstanding the union of these two
evils, we find that there is a difference in
favour of 1865, as compared with 1~59, of
5,000 cases.
The honorable member,
following up his reasoning as to the con-'
dition of the population· under the Tariff,
referl'ed to the decrease in the consumption
of spil·its. Unquestionably there is a decrease in the receipts under the head of
spirits; but I am not disposed to at.tribute
the whole of that decrease to a falling off
in consumption. A large proportio"U is
due to the fact that we are now extensively
distilling in Victoria, and that the people
drink a larger quantity of coionial wine
and colonial beer.
Even supposing I
should be compelled to admit an act.ual
falling off, though for financial l:easons I
might regret the circumstance, yet for
social reasons I should heartily l'Pjoice.
In 1863 the consumption of spirits in Great
Britain averaged '77 of a gallon per
person, while in Victoria, during the same
period, the quantity was two gallons and a
half. Surely there is ahundant room fOl' a.
diminution in spirits without the consumption of luxuries by the ppople being unduly interfered with. I diffl'r from the
honorable member in this respect. Even
if it be at the expense of t.he re\'enue, I
thillk it a desirable thing that we should
see our population preferring colonial
spiri ts, colonial wine1 and colonial beer, to
the imported poison wltieh used to come
into Melbourne. The honorable member,
still further endeavouring to establish his
position of a great decrease in t he prosperity of the people, referred to the falling
off in tire deposits in tlte savings banks.
Of course. the Tariff was also the cause
of this. The Tariff, the 1I0norable member aJ'gued, had so decreased tlte pro:5perity
of the community, that they witltJre.w their
money from the savings banks in order to
support themselves. Now is t.hat quite a
fail' statement? I suggested to the honor-:
able member that a portion of these
withdrawals might be att.ributable to the
fact that the public at large have been invited to invest in land; but the honorable
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the amount of deposits- not bearing interest
was £4,293,000; in 1861, £4,251,000;
in 1862,£-l,126,000; in 1863, £3,473,000;
illlprovement in the savings bank deposits, in 1864, £3,430,000; and in 1865,
and he argued that therefore, in consider- £3,234,000. I understand what the
ing the present decrease, we were not honorable member means, but he must
entitled to consider the expenditure on take the two amounts together. I will add
improvements under the existing land law. the millions up and give him the totals.
Now I find from the report of the pro- I find that, for 186tl, the total will be
ceedings tnken under the Lnnd Act, that the £7,000,000; for 1861, £7,000,000; for
result has been this :-4,066 persons have 1862, £8,000,000; for 1863, over
become resident and improving tenants, £7,000,000; for 1864, under £8,000,000;
14,570 persons have been located on the and for 1865, over £8,000,000. Again, if
land, and 889,348 acres have been selected the honorable member had really desired
by tenants who have improved their hold- to ascertain the true condition of the
ings to the estimated value of no less a people, is it at all likely that he would
sum than £629,975. Now I say that it is have overlooked the difference between
perfectly fair to suppose that a portion of the deposits in the ordinary savings banks
the money withdrawn from the savings and the deposits in the Post-office savings
banks has been invested in these improve- banks? The honorable member simply
took the gross amounts. He conveniently
ments.
Mr. LANGTON.-Improvements were slurred over all the results which I gave
made during the former period.
in my financial statement regarding the
Mr. VERDON.-But to a very much working of the Post-office savings banks.
smaller extent. I have another answer to He wilfully omitted to state the increase
give the honorable member, based on a of the deposits in those institutions. The
fact which, if not aware of himself, the difference between the two classe8 of deposits
honorable member could easily have as- is a most significant one when considering
certained from his friend, the honorable the question the honorable member has
member for West Melbourne (Captain submitted. What sort of persons deposit
Mac Mabon), and that is the value of in the general savings banks as distinmoney. Had the honorable member argued guished from those who deposit in the
fairly, and not for party purposes-had he Post-office savings hanks? I venture to
. been really endeavouring to arrive at the say that the larger deposits go into the
position of the country-be would not former and the small deposits into the
have overlooked the fact that the banks latter; and when higher interest is to be
are now' paying a much higher interest obtained from banking companies than the
than they formerly were. The honorable Government institutions can give, is it not
member, at any rate, had tbe statistics for reasonable to suppose that the large de1865 at his disposal. I n page 41 he will positors will take their money to those
find the returns of the various banks, companies? These depositors have sums
showing the notes in circulation, the which the banking companies will accept;
general deposits, and the deposits bearing but with the Post-office depositors, whose
interest. If he has looked at these returns, sums are smaller, what do we find? Why
the honorable member will have seen that, that, in ,January, 1866, the deposits
in 1860, the deposits in banks, bearing amounted to £18,000, and that this sum
interest, amounted to £2,930,000; in went on steadily increasing', month by
1861, to £2,740,000; in 1862 to month, until, in January, 1867, a total of
£3,992,000; in 1863, to £3,873,000 ; in £60,000 was reached. Does the honorable
1864, to £4,588.000, and in 1865, to memher argue from that that the condition
£5,1"80,000. Is it a strange and forced of the people is worse under the Tariff?
conclusion. that some of the withdrawals
Mr. LANGTON.-There is the falling
from the Government savings banks off in the general sayings banks.
have found their way to the other banks,
Mr. VERDON.-The honorable memwhich give a hi~her rate of interest?
ber steadily ignores the reasons I have
M~ LANGTOR-Wh~ wu ilie
been compelled to supply him with, and
amount of the deposits not bearing which" he would have given last night, had
interest?
he desired to make an honest and comMr. VERDON.-I will read those plete statement. I say that we might,
figures also without hesitation. In 1860 with the most perfect safety, in considering
member read statistics to sbow that under
the Nicholson Land Act there had been
both settlement on the land, and also an
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this question as to the condition of the
people, have ignored the larger savings
hanks, and relied simply on the Post-office
savings banks, where the small and insignificant savings of the poor are placed.
In the one case there has been an increase; in the other the decrease which
bas taken place has been fully accounted
for. After this criticism, the honorable member asked us why we had
delibel'utdv abandoned the measurement
system and selected the ad 'valorem system,
which formerly we condemned. I thought
that the Minister of Customs had answered
that question by anticipation. I can only
repeat the reply my honorable colleague
gave. It was found, in. working the
measurement system, that the commoner
goods-those worn by the poorer peoplehad to pay fulll'ates, while the costlier goods,
which to all intents and purposes are luxuries, escaped with the payment of mere
fractions. That being the case, my honorable colleague, desiring to restore equality
in these imposts, has felt compelled to fall
back on the ad valorem system, preferdng
all its undesirable points to the irregularities of the measurement system-a system
which honorable members opposite condemned loudly last se.5sion, though now it
appears to have found favour in their eyes.
Sir, after asking that question, the honorable
member adopted a line of argument as unsuited to the honorable member and those
with whom he acts, as it certainly was inappropriate coming from him. The honorable member asked us to consider the poor
man. The honorable member tells us that
ten times more has to be paid by the poor
man under these duties than by the rich.
Mr. LA"NGTON.-No.
Mr. ·VERDON.-Well the' honorable
member says that, in consideration of
reducing the tea and sugar duties, we have
. imposed more upon the working man than
he paid under those dutiee. Speaking of
the Tariff of 1t:s65, to which the honorable
member was addressing himself, I say that
that cannot be, for the amount we took off
tea and sugar was only exactly covered by
the dut.ies we placed on other goods-goods,
I admit, consisting partly of necessities, but
consisting also of' luxuries, such as plate,
jewellery, and silk.
. An HONORABLE MEMBER.-How much
was received from luxuries?
Mr. VERDON.-Much less than there
should have been, because, hy the system of
packing auopted, the importers of luxuries
were able to evade the impost-I do not
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say improperly-it was their duty to do
the best they could for themselves; but the
fact remains that they paid less duty than
the House intended they should. The
honorable member went on to argue in
favour of relieving the poor man by direct
taxation. Now, sir, does the honorable
member believe that we can remove our
existing duties, and successfully distribut.e
the burthens of the State by means of direct
taxation in this country? I am glad io
find the honorable member hesitates to say
yes.
Mr. LANGTON.-I never proposed to
do so. I dirlnQt propose to remove the
existing duties.
Mr. VERDON.-Then does the honorable member propose to add direct taxation
to the existing dUlies? In that ~ase I do
not see how we economize. The honor
able member must surely contemplate an
expenditure far larger than is now proposed, and yet he desires rl'trenchrnent.
I may be dull, but 1 certainly do fuil to
see how the two statements are to be reconciled. But let it not be supposed that
the Government did not fully consider
this quest.ion of direct taxation. Even in
an old country the difficulties in the way
are sufficiently great. The income tax we
have heard so loudly praised illustrates
the strongest objections urged against ad
valorem duties. How can you be sure
that you get at the right amount of a
man's income? Have you not to be dependent on the personal declaration of the
man himself? How else can you find
out? I ask honorable members how,
living as we do in a country where fluctuations in trade and peJ:sonal circumstances
are so great, as they always must be undel'
similar circumstances, it would be possible
on the one hand to estimate the general
sum you would get from an income tax,
and how you would be able to arrive at
individual incomes on the other? In a
new country an income tax would be a
most difficult tax to collect. It would
lead to the main evil resulting from the
ad valorem system; and how anyone can
oppose ad valorem duties on account
of the immoralities they involve, and
at the same time support an income tax,
I am at a loss to understand. And
is there nothing to be· saiu in favour
of indirect taxation? Is it not a fact that,
by indirect ta~ation, by duties collected
at the custom-house, you obtain froin the
public their contribution towards the
expenses of the State in the manner and
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at the time most convenient to the people
who pay? The British people, wherever
they may be, have an invincible objection
to the rf'gulal' application of the taxgatherer, at stated periods, and for lrtl'ge
amounts. They would rather pay more
indirectly on the things they consllmepaying the duty when they enjoy the
goods-than they would submit to direct
taxation, even if it were possible.
I
admit that the burthen of taxation is borne
by the body of the population and not by
the richest portion of' the community.
That must be admitted, and must be
regretted by all; and if the total taxation
of the country were sufficiently great to
make this distribution a crying shame and
evil, then I am sure that, despite the
difficulties in the way of direct taxation,
this House would come to the front and
would remove some portion of the indirect
taxation which pressed ~o heavily on the
people. But I say that we are not inordinately taxed. Comparing our Lurthens
with the taxation of other countries, no
class of our community has much reason
to complain. If there are no complaint~,
if no one can say, "I am unj ustly burthened," we may well postpone the difficult
experiment of direct taxation, though no
doubt it will yet have to be tried. I have
been challenged, frequently, to listen to
the opinion of Mr. Gladstone. I see that
Mr. Gladstone, placed as he is in a practical
position, finds it necessary sometimes to
resist the conclusions of political econoSpeaking on one occasion, he
mists.
said:"Direct taxation, I admit, if we were to proceed upon abstract principles, is a sound principle; but, gentlemen, have some compassion upon
those whose first necessity, whose first duty, it
is to provide for the maintenance of the public
credit, to provide for the defences of the country,
to provide in every department for the full
efficiency of the public service. I wish I could
teach every political philosopher and every
financial reformer to extend some indulgence to
those who would ascend along with them, if
they could, into the seventh heaven of speculation, but who have weights and clogs tied to
their feet which bind them down to the earth.
Let no Government be induced, under the notion
of abstract, extensive, sudden, sweepin/!' reforms,
to endanger the vital principl~ of public credit,
or to risk throwing the finances of the country
into confusion."
I hope the time is far distant when it may
be necessary to try this experiment, when
we shall be compelled to reduce a portion of our customs imposts, and substitute direct taxation, the effect of which
can scarcely be gauged by any of us.

Mr. Verdon.
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So long as t.he country, if not as prosperous
as we might wish it, is still on the whole
contented, so long as it is not pnying too
much in the way of taxation, we had better
avoid unnecessarily trying an experiment
the result of which none of us can foresee.
There is another course to which the
House has been more or less directly invited. We have been invited, seeing that
a protective policy is the policy of the
majority of the people of this country, to
select fifteen or twenty articles a.nd impose
a high duty on them, leaving other things
to come in duty free. I say at once that
I do llOt believe that it would be possible
in practice to select these fifteen or twenty
articles before. we have had any experience
at all of the effect of duties on our local
manufact.ures.
Mr. McCAXN.-That is not the proposition.
Mr. VERDON. - I have not been
furnished with the full particulars, and
I should be glad to hear them from the
honorable member. I certainly understood from the honorable member for
East Melbourne (M r. Levi) that a proposal to select a number of articles, leaving
other things to come free, had been
made. That proposi tion, I believe, is still
open. It is by no means a new one, and it
is by no means free from difficulties. If
you attempt to take a limited number of
articles, you will in all probability make
mistakes in the selection; you will give
great dissatisfaction. You will enable the
enemies of the movement to say, after
an experience of eighteen months, "The
whole thing is a failure; you have chosen
the wrong articles; it is impossible to
choose the right." I maintain that, in
order to ascertain what this country is
able to produce, you must do as we have
done, and as moderate protectionists have
always argued· should be done: that is, .
when you require duties for revenue purposes, you should endeavour to impose them
on articles which compete with our ow n
manufactures )'ather than on those which
do not. I made that statement in 1861,
when the Honse laughed at the expression
of my serious belief that the time would
come when thnt policy would be solemnly
adopted by this country. You must take
that cou rse if you wish to try the experiment fairly. Those who are wisest among
the protection part,y see that this is a
much better course than that proposed by
honorable members, who desire to try protection simply to condemn it, and to con-
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demn it as soon as possible. While this
proposal is still open we hear the honorable
member fOl' East Melbourne conciude his
speech by a decla.ration ot' h is adherence
to principle. First of all, if the report in
the Argus be correct, the honorable member is dispoSE'd to listen with attention to
the proposition to select a number of
articles for high protective duties, and
then he is reported to have said:" Were the Government inclined to adopt in
practice Mill's exceptional case? And if they
were, why did they not say so, and ask that
House to endorse their policy? They had not
asked the House to do anything of the kind,
He wanted to know why; and he asked if they
were content to suffer their followers to inaugurate a policy which they themselves were
ashamed to own? He wanted an explanation.
He told them that they had no principle at all ;
and it was because they had no principle in fiscal
or other matters-because they had no policy of
their own-that they were content to take their
policy from their followers, and be the obseq uious
servants of their supporters. Their object was
the preservation of their own worthless existence
as It Ministry. They cared only for office. Any
humiliation or degradation would be submitted
to by the Government to effect that purpose.
Their principles could not be discovered; their
policy it was impossible to find."

Honorable members will appreciate the
taste of the honorable member who, after
hurling these epithets across the table,
made a violent declaration of his own
adherence to princi pIe. The honorable
member proved to dE.monstration that
~e, at all e\'ents, is possesseu of principle, seeing that he sustained five dcfeats
rather than abandon principle. Now,
sir, if the honorable member has any
charity at all-and he has none for the
Government-he will, perhaps, extend it
to his opponents in the constituencies
which rejected him. Is it to be supposed
that, in t.hese contest.s, all the principle
was on the side of t.he honorable member
-that. there was none on the part of the
majority who declined to accept him and
his principles? Had not the electors some
reason or principle for rejecting the honorable mem bel' ?
Mr. LANGTON.-No doubt they had.
Mr. VERDON.-I am glad to hear the
honorable membel" say so. No doubt they
had. They rejected the honorable member because he adhered to his principles as
a free trader . Was that the reason?
Mr. LANGTON.-I believe so.
Mr. VERDON.-That may have been
one; but as the honorable member admits
that principle did exist on the other side
as well as on his ownl is he sure that there.
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was no ot.her reason for his rejection?
Was it because the constituencies saw in
him the active agent of an association in
whose principles and objects they did not
believe?
Mr. LANG TO:N.-Before the association was in existence?
Mr. VERDON.-Before the association
was in existence! I would like to know
when the association, called by different
names at different ti mes, has not been in
existence during the past ten years?
Sometime it was the Victorian Association: it may be now the Registmtion
Society. At all events, it is notorious that
the constituencies rejected the honorahle
member as much for reasons of principle
on their part as because he was true to the
principles which he professed. Now, sir,
has the honorable member been true to
those principles? Is the honorable member
one of those who would concede payment
of members, if thereby the Government
could be dislodged? If that be correct,
here is a specimen of such true principle
as the Government can never hope to possess-a specimen of adherence to principle
such as we ought all to respect. The
honorable member is opposed to payment
of members.
Mr. LANGTON.-How do you know
that?
Mr. VERDON.-I will gladly abandon
my charge of breach of principle if I can
number the honorable member as a convert
to the principle of payment of members.
CE'rtainly it was not the general opinion
before this evening that the honorable member was a convert. And if the honorable
member has not had an opportunity of
showing to the worlu, in the matter of
payment of members, that his adhesion to
principle is not quite faultless, he has had
one in the matter of the treaty with New
South Wales.
The ho~orable member
approves of the treat.y;""the honorable
member's constituents approve of it. More
than that., the honorable member has
taunted us with being the obsequious sel'van ts of the majori ty. I say that the
honorable member's masters-those whose
obsequious servant he is-desired that he
should accept the treaty when he, false to
his fealty and false to his principles,
opposed it. And now, sir, we find that
this honorable member is not unwilling to
grant. protection, if g-ranting it. will remove
the Government. This, sir, is t.he honorable member who hurls all sorts of unjust
and opprobrious epithets against individual
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members, and against the Government as
a whole. The honorable member loudly
trumpets forth his adhesion to principle,
and yet he sits there silent while I tell
him that at least in two cases out of three
he can abandon principle.
Mr. LANGTO~.-You have asserted
it, but not proved it.
Mr. VEHDON.-Wel1, appearances are
greatlyngainstthe ~onorablemembel·. Ithas
been with astonishment mingled with pain
that honorable members on this side of the
House, and even some honorable members
on that side, have seen gentlemen sitting on
the front bench of the Opposition-the
honorable member for West Melbourne
(Captain Mac ~ahon) and others-almost
emhracing the honorablememberfor Balla- '
rat East (Mr. Jones) and the honora.ble member for Hipon and Hampden (Mr. Longmore), who were certainly not in the confidence of those honorable gentlemen until
very recently. In reference to the smallest
point-the adjournment of the House, or
any incident jn tile debate-we see th.e
honorable member (Captain Mac Mahon)
formally resol dng himself into a sort of
Siame~e twin with the honorable member
(Mr. Jones), and then, "changing rounds,"
attach himself to the honorable member
(Mr. Longmore), or some one of the other
honorable gentlemen equally distinguished
by their recent desertion of the Government. These appearances make those who
see them fancy that the line of principle is
a somewhat blurred one. Honorable members opposite, through their representative,
challenge the Government with being
devoid of principle; and it is strange that,
despite this~ they can show so much affection to honorable members whom they
would scarcely speak to a few days ago.
Of course it suits the purposes of the
Opposition to taunt the Government with
being the obsequious servants of the majority.
Mr. McLELLAN.-Hear, hear.
Mr. VERDON.-That growl which the
honomble member, I will not say favours,
but inflicts on the House, always reminds
me of a character depicted by the novelist
Capt. Marryatt -'- Snarley-yow, the dog
fiend.
Honorable members may taunt
. Ministers with obsequious obedience to
any section in the I-louse, but I think I
can appeal to the position we have al ways
occupied here as a sufficient refuta.tion
of that accusation.
What has been the
charge usually made by the Opposition?
. It is this. They have said, "You come
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here, not as Ministers of the Crown, to
propose measures for our consideration;
you come here to dictate to us. You tell
us we are to pass measures, not discuss
them." That, sir, has been the accusation.
I would ask how is it consistent with this
last charge, and which is the more likely
to be true? I do not know ho~ many
times Ministers have been charged with
exhibiting a spirit of dictation.
Mr. LEVEY.-Towards the Opposition.
Mr. VERDON.-Why, I have heard
the honorable member himself reproach
the supporters of the Government with
enduring dictation from the Government.
We have nothing to do with the Opposition,
except to receive their opposition. We do
not dictat.e to honorable members opposite,
and certainly we shall not accept dictation from them, nor yet from any part of
the House. The Government ha.ve been
accused of being willing to accept alterations in the Tariff merely t.o maintain their
places on the Treasury benches. That is
the opinion of honorable members now.
The honorable gentleman opposite me who
leads the Opposition, in conjunction with
other honomble gentlemen who also lead
the Opposition, concurs, I see, with the
honol'able member for South Gran,t (:\1r.
McCann) that such is the case-a happy
illustratil)n of the political Siamese twinship Illave alluded to. Well, the Government are indifferent to the views expressed
by these honorable members, seeing that
they entirely clash with the opinions these
same honol'able gentlemen expressed but
two or three days back. "Yith reference
to the observations of one honorable member (Mr. Gordon Evans), I have to state
that we shall go into committee determined to adhere to the main principles of
the Tariff we have submitted. Now, sir,
what are the main principles of the Tariff?
One of them is this-the recognition of
the Tariff of last year.
Mr. LEVEY.-By abolishing it.
Mr. VERDON.-Does the honorable
member suppose that substituting 10 per
cent. 'for 5 per cent. is abolition? We
are adhering to the principle of the Tariff
of 181"5, if we do nothing more than increase the duties levied under it. The
5 per cent. duties are an essential part of
our scheme. While we are prepared to
admit that some articles which are proposed to be taxed in the 5 per cp.nt. ad
valorem list should be exempted, and that
it may be necessary to add other articles
to the 10 per cent. list-while we admit
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this, we regard both the 5 per cent. and
the 10 per cent. duties as essential parts of
our scheme. Now sir, I have no furt.her
observations to address to honorable members. I have already occupied the time of
the House longer than I intended. I have
to thank hOllorable members for their atteu·
tion, while I have p-ndeavoured-without,
I hope, any loss of temper-to reply to the
observations of the honorable member for
East Melbourne (Mr. Langton) in the
principal speech made on the other side of
the House.
Mr. GILLIES.-If anything, sir, is
needed to convince this House of the value
of the speech delivered yesterday evening
by the honorable member for East Melbourne, it is that the speech just made by
the Treasurer has been devoted mainly, if
not ent.irely, to an attempt to confute it.
If the Treasurer had confined himself to
an attempt to answer the arguments of the
honorable member there would have been
nothing to complain of; but at the conclusion of his speech, I think that he
departed a little out of the line which he
might reasonably have been expected to
have adopted. The Treasurer charged·
the honorable member for East Melbourne
with making an attack upon the members
of the Government, in consequence of the
course which they thought proper to
pursue; and, in return, he attacked the
honorable member by asserting that the
honorable member was prepared, at any
moment, to desert his principles if he could
get any inducement to do so. "Yhen he
was asked to prove the allegation, the
honorable gentleman simply stated that
there was strong presumptive evidence of
the truth of it. I think that when a
member of the Government attacks an
honorable member in this way, and charges
him with a desertion of principle, he ought
to be prepared to show in what way the
honorable member has deserted his principles. The Treasurer has charged the
honorable m('mber with a desertion of
principle on the questions of payment of
members, and also on the Border Duties
question. In what way has he attempted to
prove either of those allegations? Ha.s he
attempt.ed to prove that the honorable
member has ueserted his principles on the
question of payment of members? As
far as I am aware, the honorable member
llas not expressed any opinion in this
House on the question, and I am not aware
of any expression of opinion 011 his part
which would in the slightest degree j ustHy
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the conclusion at which the Treasurer has
arrived. In what way has the honorable
member deserted his principles on the
Border Duties question? The Treasurer
has told us that he ought to be the obsequious follower of the persons whom he
has chosen to characterize as the honorable
member's masters; but if anything could
prove the honorable member's adherence
to principle, it is the fact that he has refused to desert his principles on that
question, even to oblige his friends who
assisted in returning him to Parliament.
On both questions on which the Treasurer
has attempted to show desertion of principle on the part of the honorable member,
he has lamentably failed. I do not think
it is necessary that I should detain the
House by travelling over the whole of the
ground taken up by the Treasurer. A
great portion of his speech might properly
be called a "catch" speech. It was composed principally of observations in reply to
interruptions; but as a reply to the speech
of the honorable member for East Melbourne, it did not come up to what might
reasonably have been expected from the
Treasurer of the Government. Indeed, the
honorable gentleman left many points of the
speeches both of the honorable member for
Sandridge and the honorable members for
East Melbour~e untouched, which he might
properly have dealt with, and he charged
those honorahlememberswith making some
statements which they did not make. He
charged the honorable member for East
Melbourne (Mr. Levi) with asserting that,
because the value of the Governmen t debentures has been reduced very considerably
since 1859, that fact was an abundant proof
that, in the opinion of capitaliEts at homf', the
colony was not in a prol:iperous condition.
Now this was not the observat.ion of the
honorable member for East Melbourne. The
gist of the honorable member's observation
was, that, though the Government had
boasted that they had obtained a large
sum by the recent sale of debentures in
England-that the debentures went off remarkably well-the fact was that the Government had not received par for them.
He proved that while the Government
stated that they sold the debentures for
l02!, they really did not get par for
them. The Treasurer made a great attack
upon the honorable member for East Melbourne (Mr. Langton), because, as he said,
the honurable member made a severe attack
upon the Atto1'lley-General. I am prepared to acknowledge that probably it
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may be desimble to a very great extent
to l.lllow by-gones to be by-gones. What
the Government Gid during the past session and the session preceding probably
might as wl'll be allowed to pass out of
pel'::,ons' minds; because there is no doubt
that the remembrance of it does not
tend to improve the debates. of this House,
nor does it tend to promote the mutual
good feeling which ought to exist amongst
honorable members. We all know that
there was a great difference of opinion
created by the course which the Government thou!:ht proper to pursue, and it is
highly desirable, for the best interests of
the country, that the matt.er should as
soon as possible be forgot.ten. At the
same time, I do not think that the
observations of the honorable member
for East Melbourne were taken in a
proper spirit. The honorable member was
drawing attention to what he conceived
to be another gross outrage of the law.
He contended that, if tile GO"ernment
handed over £60,OllO to the New ~outh
Wales Government without the authority
of an Act of Parliament, they would do
what was grossly illegal. He presumed,
also, that the Government did not think of
doing so without t.he :tdvice of the Attorney-General; and he stated that, if the
Attorney-General advised them to do so,
in his opinion the advice was contrary to
law - t.hat he could not conceive any
Attorney-General would give such advice,
unless he was utterly careless and indifferent as to what the law was, nnd that the
honorable gentleman had preferred to carry
thing~ in a high-handed way rather than
adhere strictly to the letter and spirit of
the law. What answer has the Treasurer
made this evening' to t.he charge? He
luts admitted the chnrge in its most important p3rticular. Be has admitted t.hat the
Attorney-General's opinion was takentlmt he gave-an opinion that, under It clause
of the Customs Act, the Government could
lland over £60,000 to the' New South
\V nles Govt'l'I1ment without any other
authority whatev{'r, Had the Trel1surer
listeneu to the shol,t speech which was
made by t.hr honora I,le and learned member fur St. Kilda plr. Bunny), during the
discus~ion 011 the Boreler Customs Treaty,
be could !Jave arrived nt no other conclusion than tllM, under the clause in questiun,
t!Je Go\"el'llment ha\'e not the slightt'st
power to pay over tiJis money to the
Go\'ernment of New South Wales. The
words used in the clause absolutely preMr. Gillie8,
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elude them from doing so, hecause they
retel' to imports and 'not to exports. I
think that the honorable membel' for Enst
Melboul'1le was almost justified in making
the statements he did, and the T,'easurer
has not attempted to answer his arguments.
I am obliged to confess that, after listening
to the arguments of the honorable and
learned member for St, KilJa, I could come
to no other conclusion than that, putting a
reasonable construction on the clause, the
Government have no power whatenr
under the clause to pay over the £60,000
to the Government of New ~outh Wales.
The Treasurer has endeavoured to ma~e a
great deal of c(tpital out of the statement
made by the honomble member for East
Melbourne in refen nce to the verdicts
obtained in the case of Cornish and Bruce
andinothercases. Thegi~tofthe honorable
member's argument was ..hat the Government appear to be making no provision
whatever for meeting those extraordinary
liabilities, and that whether the money is
to come out of the consolidated reyenue for
anyone year, or whether it is to be raised
by loan, is comparatively immaterial so long
as the Government have not', at present,
a sufficient sum of money to meet t.hose
claims, It is acknowledg-ed that the
Government have not a suffieient sum of
money to liquidate those claims out of the
railway loan, and it may be that., unless
provision is made by w""y of Joan or otherwise for making the payment, they will be
compelled, after the parties get judgment
siglwd, to pay the money out of the consolidated revenue. The gist of the honorable member's argument, therefore, was
quite apropos, and it was not :mswered
by the Treasurer. 1S ow the Treasurer
stated that while the honorable member
for East 1\1 elbourne on t.lle one hand asked
fOI' a reduction in the Roads and Bridges
department, on the other haud he complained that there was not a sufficient sum
expended on public works-not so large
an amount as some years ago. It is true
that the honorable member stated that
there was not so Jarge a sum Epent now
on public works as there was a few years
ago. He stated t.hat, however, not as a
complaint, but in nnswer to tile observation
of the Minister of' Customs, that there was
not so large an nmount of' revenue derived
fl'om various sources as there was in 1860.
The Minister of Customs stated, as a renson
why we were compelled to raise additional
1'e\'enue, that we were not now receiving
such large sums from various sources as
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in 1860. The answer of t.he honorable
member for East Melbourne was conclusive, namely, that we are not spending
as much on public works now as in lB60
by half a million of money. Another
stfltement was made by the Treasurer
which is not at all justified hy the facts, and
in support of which the honorable gentleman did not at.tempt to adduce any proof,
namely, that the Opposition were )lOW prepared to go in £'01' protection. I ~hould
like to know what just.ification t.he Treasurer had £t,l' making such a statement?
I am aware that un, honorable member of
the Opposition (Mr. Levi) gave it as his
opinion that that course would be pre·
ferable to the course which the Government are pUl'euing; but I apprehend that
that is quite a different thing from asserting that the Government are prepared to go in for protective duties. I
am not aware that the Opposition have expressed any opinion on the subject so far as
any proposal has been submitted to Parliament. When proposals are submitted
to Parliament, they will be prepared to
state what course they believe it to be their
duty to pursue. The Opposition are not
going to be driven to make any statement
to benefit the Government. \Vhen the
proper time comes, they will be in a position to declare their o,vn policy; but they
will not allow any Treasurer or any member of the Government to declare their
policy foi· them. I will not pursue the
statement of the Treasurel' any further,
but simply confine myself to the amendment, which is "That the proposed alterations in the Tariff are not satisfactory, as
they neither tend to the encouragement of
colonial industries, nor to the extension of
commerce." Now why is the Tariff submitted by the Government unsatisfactory?
In the first place, to me, it is unsatisfactory because it pJ'oposes an increase of
taxation. That is the first objection which
I have to the Government proposal. I
will draw the attention of honorable members to what our revenue for the past year
was, because when we properly ascertain
what are our pI'esent resources we may be
in a position to determille whether those
resources are not sufficienL to meet our
present wants. Our revenue for thfl past
yenr, exclusive of the balance derived from
1865, was, in round numbers, £3,100,000.
Is not that sum amply sufficient to carry
on the Government of the country? The
Government propose to expend this
year £3,380,000. For a number of
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years past a strong anxiety has been
expressed by many honorable memhers
that the expenditure of the colony should
be reduced. It has been stated that no
Government has attempted to cut down
the expenditure, hut, on the other hand,
it must be remembered that no Government has proposed to increase the taxation.
So long as they found that the resources
were sufficient to meet the expenditure,
Governments were not very anxious to cut
down the expenditure; but now that the
time has come when our resources are not
~ufficient to meet the expenditure, I think
this is the time to cut down the expenditure rather than adopt the alternative of
increasing the taxation. The Treasurer,
in his financial statemellt, took great credit
to the Govrrnment when he said that the
cost of the civil servi('e had been reduced
since It'60 to the ext.ent of £200,000 per
annum. No doubt that is a very good
reduction; but the Treasurer was compelled to admit that since 1860 the contingencies have increased to the very same
amount. Since 1860 the contingencies
have increased to the enormous amount of
£200,000 per annum. Now I wouid like
to know in what those contingencies consist. I think I cowld inform the House of
what some of them consist. A system has
been adopted for some time, especially by
the present Government, of cutting down
the staff of officers on the civil service list,
whenever they get an opportunity, and
filling their places by appointing other persons on the contingenc'y list. If an officer
leaves the civil service, or is dispensed
with, the Government, instead of appointing an0ther person at the same salary,
appoint a person on the contingency list
to do the very same work at double the
salary. Can such a proceeding be justified? I assert that the Ministry have
acted in this way not in one case o!Jly, but
in several; and I contend that it is a
gros!:,}y improper way of carrying on the
government of the country. If a member
of the civil service, who could do certain
work at a certain snlal'Y, chooses to leave
the service, some other per~on ought to be
obtained to do the same work at the same
salary. The Government ought not to
attempt to get rid of members of the
service in order that they may have so
many more billets at their disposal. J
would lil.;e to know how it is that the
amount for contingencies has been increasing year by year?
Persons are

employed} and get paid out of the con-
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tingency vote, for doing clerical work, and
that clerical work, in several of the departments, has been increasing year by year.
It is high time that this system was
brought to an end. Unless we know
exactly how the civil service stands
the House will never be in a position
to exercise proper economy in the service, because it will be constantly deceived by representations that the service costs a certain amount, while a large
additional sum is expended under the
head of "contingencies," fOl' work which
ought properly to be performed by
members of the service.
Honorable
members frequently imagine that the
contingencies go to pay other services
than clerical work, and it is high time
that the Governmeut were compelled to
bring down a proper return showing
how the contingencies are expended. A
report of tile Audit Commissioners shows
that upwads of £2,500 was expended in
the Customs department last year for
clerical and other assistance, in addition
to which there was a vote of £3,000
intended to be didded amongst different
departments, also for clerical assistance.
This is a practice which the Government ought not to ~ursue, because it
is misleading the House.
Honorable
members imagine that the civil service is
conducted for a certain amount, but when
they examine the matter they find. that a
large additional sum is spent for contingencies. I believe that a large portion of
these contingencies could be abolished,
without any impropriety, by the consolidation of the ci viI service. There is no
other colony, so far as I am aware, that is
haH so extrav:lgant in carrying on government as this colony. Look at the neighbouringcolony of New South Wales. With
a population of 430,000, its expenditure
barely amounts to £2,000,000 per annum.
This colony, with only a population of
upwards of 640,OCO, proposes to expend
£3,400,000. Canada, with a population
of 3,000,000, only expends £3,000,000 per
annum, which includes payment towards
a public debt amounting to upwards of
£12,000,000. Surely this House ought
not to permit the expenditure to go
beyond a reasonable amount? I contend
that the amount now proposed by the
Government is altogether unreasonable,
considering how t.he public services of
other colonies are carried ou t. The pu blie service of a colony very much larger
than this can be carried out without an
Mr. Gillies.
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expenditure anything like so large as_ this
Government propose.
The Treasurer
stated that one reason why the Government have not been in a position to cut
down the expenditure is, because when
they bring down certain propositions to
the House members constantly increase
the expenditure by putting additional votes
on the Estimates. Now has there been
any occasion, when the Government positively set its face against an increase of
the expenditure in that way, in which the
Government has not been successful? I
have noticed frequently, and with considerable disgust, that the Government
have sanctioned a system of log-rolling,
and yielded to the pressure brought to bear
by their supporters to add to the public
expenditure-that the Government in
many cases, while attempting feebly to offer
an opposition, tacitly permitted the public
Sums of
expenditure to be increased.
£10,000 or £50,000, as the case might be,
have been added to the Estimates which
never would have been added if the
Government had firmly resisted, as the
English Government always do, large
increases of expenditure beyond the
amount originally proposed by them. It
is in consequence of the fault of the
existing Government, and I am sorry to say
that previous Governments have sometimes been to blame-it is in consequence
of the want of determination and firmness to oppose the inCl'eases of expenditure that additional votes have frequently
beeri added to the Estimate~. Again, this
Government have promised, on several
occasions, to introduce a Bill in reference
to charitable institutions, so that, iustead
of the large sum of £80,000 or £100,000
a year being expended on those institutions, a large portion of the expend!ture
should be placed on the shoulders of the
country districts in which th08e charitable
institutions exist. Yet the Government
have done nothing of the kind, although
they have had ample opportunity, and
although 1hey have had before them the
report of a royal commission appointed to
inquire into the working of charitable
illstitutions. If the House insisted that
the Government should keep its expenditure within £3,100,000, I believe that
that could be safely done without in the
slightest degree impairing the efficiency
of the public service. The Government
say, let this side of the House point out
the way-bring down some scheme by
which this can be accomplished. It is
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not the duty of an Opposition or of
private members to point out to the
Government the way in which reductions
of the expenditure shall be made. The
House is only called upon to decide
the general principles upon which the
Government frame their measure-not to
suggest every detail. I believe a great
many members entertain the opinion that,
if the Government had been anxious not
to put unreasonable burthens upon the
shoulders of the people of the colony in
-the shape of additional taxation, they
could perfectly well have confined the expenditure within £3,100,000, the amount
of revenue received last year. I would
like to draw the attention of the Government and of the House to the circumstance
that the colony has at presen t a large
amount of public debt upon its shoulders,
and that it is not making the slightest
provision to meet that debt, which some
day it Illust meet. In 1862, when the
Duffy Land Aet was passing through the
House, the present M illister of Customs
submitted a proposition to devote annually
a large portion of the-land revenue to form
a sinking fund, which would ultimately
assist to payoff the public debt. I wonder
why that gentleman, during the years
he has been in office, has not though t of
something of the kind? I think it is high
time that the House made a firm stand
against the present tremendous expenditure, especially as it will ha.ve to raise
a large amount of money some day to pay
off the public debt, for which not the
slightest provision is made. Passing from
the question of increased taxation, I come
to another question which is immediately
connected with the Government proposal,
and which is involved in the amendmentit is another reason why the present proposalof the Government is unsatisfactory
- I refer to the proposition to aga.in change
the Tariff. It is very well known that
the Tariff has only been in operation
twelve months; yet the Government
who carried a proposition in this Cham1er which asserted that the Tariff was
to be in opera.tion three years, and opposed
a proposition to limit it to one year, ausolutely now, within twelve months of
its coming into operation, ask that it shall
be changed. On what grounds do the
Govemment ask that these constant alterations shall be made? They will not
assist the establishment of manufactures,
nor will they in any way assist our trade
and commerce, but quite the contrary. It
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is very evident, from the opinion expressed
by every member of this Chamber, that
the propositions of the Government are
eminently unsatisfactory. I have not
heard a single honoraule member, whether
he stated that he would support the
Government as against this amendment
or not, assert that he believed that the proposed Tariff is a good one, or that he
believes that the principles upon which it
is framed are correct principles. What
did the honorable member for Richmond
(Mr. Kyte) inform the public yery lately?
He told the public that the principal reason
why he would vote for the Tariff going
into committee was, because, when the
Tariff emerged from committee, its framel'S
would not know it. That is the reason
given by one -of the principal Ministerial
supporters for allowing the Tariff to go into
committee.
Other honorable members
have expressed a similar reason, and have
stated that they will require so many impOl-tant amendments to be made that, when
the measure emerges from commi ttee, they
will scarcely be able to recognize it. If,
therefore, the Government resist any impOl·tant amendments, any amendments
wldch will alter the principle of the
Tariff (as the Tr~asurer has stated they
will do), there is no more hope of
this Tariff being in operation longer than
twelve months than there was of the last
Tariff. The result will be that there will
be a const.ant fight, session after session,
for alterations in the Tariff. And why?
~imply because there is no principle-no
substantial, recognizable principle-contained in this Tariff. Honorable -members
will recollect that the principal reason
why the Tariff last year was carried was,
because protectionist members recognized
it as an instalment of protection. Do
they recognize this Tariff as an instalment
of protection? If I can understand the
statements of honorable members who
have been protectionists for years, this
~ariff, instead of being an additional step
in the direction of protection, is considered
to be a retrograde movement altogether,
because, while it proposes to increase certain duties from 5 to 10 per cent., it, at
the same time, proposes to put 5 per cent.
ad valorem duty upon nearly every other
article. Now, however much I might
have disagreed with the proposition, I
could have unuerstood the Government
framing a new Tariff which would go a
step further in the direction of protection,
because then it would have been a step in
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the direction of the opinion entertained by
a lal'ge number of members, and there
would have been a reasonable probability
of its being more permanent than the
present Tariff; but, inasmuch as this is not
the case, I say that this Tariff is not in
the slightest degree likely to be more
permanent than the other.
I believe
it is for the interest of the colony that new
Tal'iffs should not be proposed when t.here
is not the slightest possibility of their
permanency.
It is the worst possible
thin~ to have conRtant alterat.ions of the
Tariff, because, uudel' such circumstances,
there is no probahility of any parties accepting any proposition as a reasonable
solut.ion of existing- difficult.ies. There is
another reason why I think the proposed
Tariff is unsatisfact.ory. It was pointed
out by the honorable member for East
Melbourne (Mr. Langton) that the Tariff
is framed altogether upon unjust ,as well as
upon unsound principles. It proposes a
tax upon almost every article imported,
whether that article can be made in the
colony or not. I believe in the principle
which has been enunciated over and over
again-namely, that if it is necessary to
increase the taxation of the colony at all,
it ought t.o be increased in a propel' direction-that burthens ought to be taken off
the shoulders of those who can least bear
them, and placed on the shoulders of those
who can best bear them. The ve,'y opposite principle is laid down in this Tarif'.
I should like to know upon what principle
every man in the community shonld be
taxed to the same extent, whether he be
rich or poor? If it be necessary to increase
the taxation of the count"y, which I altogether deny, this is altogether an improper
principle upon which to base increased
taxation. If we place the slighteRt corlfidence or dependence in the principles advocated by public men, we ought to attempt
to carry them out. I should like to ask the
Minister of ,J ustice what justification he
can offer for advocating one opinion when
he was out of office, and a totally different
opinion when lle is in office?
The
honorable member advocated certain opinions with reference to the taxation of property before he was Minister of J ust,ice,
but now he is altogether silent upon the
subject; and instead of eveu attempt.ing to
go in the direction which he then contended
was right, lIe goes quite in the opposite
direction. I think that such inconsi:;tency
tends to lower the character of pu blic men
in the public mind. Another reason why

Mr. Gillie8.
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I object to the Tariff is, because it proposes
to adopt the syst.em which the Government themselves have acknowledged leads
to gross immoralities-namely, the ad
'1:alorem. system. In nearly every country
in which it has been tried, it has been
proved that that system leads to gross
immorality. I desh'e, while on t.his part
of the suhject, to make a reply to a stntement made by a member of the Go\'ernment
elsewhere in reference to myself. The
Minister of Public Works stated, a few
days ago, at a public meeting, that in 1865
I supported a motion of his for an ad
valorem. duty of ] 0 per cent. I positively
contradict that statement, and the honorable member will find a refutation of it if
he refers to the 'votes and proceedings of
the House. The proposition of the Government was, that a measurement duty
of' 4s. per cubic foot should be placed on
certain articles; and the honorable gentleman stated that I supported an amendment
of his which proposed that a 10 per cent.
ad valorem dut.y should be imposed instead
of a measurement duty. I altogether deny
that statement. It is incorrect.
Mr. BURTT.-Will you allow me to
read from your address?
Mr. G ILLIES.-The Minister of Public
Works did not refer to any address, but to
a vote which he asserted I gave in this
HOllse. When the proposal of the Government was submitted that a certain measurement duty should be imposed, the Minister
of Public Works proposed an amendment.
Of course, the only way in which the
proposition could be put to the vote was,
"that the words proposed to be left out
8tand pnrt of t.he question." As I did not
believe in the Government proposition, I
voted that the words proposed to be
omitted should not stand part of the
question. Of' course, I was 10und voting
on the same side as Mr, Ya!e, who voted
against the Government proposition with a
view of carrying his own amendment, but
I had no intention of voting for the amendment. Because I happened to vote for
striking out the Government proposition,
the Minister of Public Works assnmed
that I was going to vote for his proposition,
but I had not the slightest intention
of doing so.
Now the Treasurer has
this evening stated what the intentions
of the Government are with reference
to this Tariff, or, at least, he has stated
some of their intentions. If the honorable
gentleman had gone a little furthp.r, it certainly would have been useful to the House,
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and 110 doubt would have guided the votes
of ·many honorable members. I think that
the Treasurer ought to have given full
information. A great many members, I
believe, propo~e to support the motion for
going into committee on the Tariff simply
with a view of getting an increase in the
dut.ies proposed on n certain number of
articles, and, at the same time, of striking
off the duties proposed on a number of
ot.her articles. I should like to know from
the Government whether it is their intention to permit such an alterat.ion to be
made, because it will be remembered that
the Treasurer, when he made his financial
statement, informed the House that the
alterations in the Tariff proposed by tl:e
Government originated altogether from an
absolute necessi ty for increased taxationthat t.hey had no intention of introducing
a protect.ive policy? This announcement
was followed by a statement by the Minister
of Customs to the same effect, namely, that
he was simply instructed by his colleagues
that he must raise, by means of the cust.omhouse, an additional £350,000, and purely
for revenue purposes.
The Minister
of Mines made a similar observation.
Now I should like to know from the
Government whether it would not be
altogethel' an infraction of the principle
contained in the Tariff-if there be any
principle in it-if duties could be altogether changed in committee, and new ones
substituted in their place? It was never
intended that the House should be the
plltce in which the Budget should be
framed. The duty of framing a Tariff amI
a Burlget is peculiarly the province of the
Government. There are very important
and material circumstances to be taken
into consideration in performing that task,
and it would be impossible for a Government to consent to great alterations of
their Tariff, .wit.hout having t.he calculations on which it was based destroyed.
It has never been attempted to be made the
duty of the House, or of any committee,
to make any serious alterations in the
'financial proposals of the Government.
It has certa.in Iy happened that a Government has been compelled to take back its
Budget, and reconstruct it upon principles
which the House has contended it should
be constructed upon; but neither this
House nor the House of Commons has ever
attempted, ei ther in committee or otherwise,
to seriously alter a Budget. A Government
submittin~ important proposals, on which
the whole of the revenue for the year is
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hased, would occupy a mean 'and cont.emptible position if they were obliged to submit
to any serious alteration in their Budget.
It is supposed that every item of the Tnrifi
has been carefully calculated. If one item
is Etruck out, the Govel'l1ment cannot receive the amount which they anticipated.
If another item be increased by 5 or 10
per cent., are they able to tell what effect
that increase will have on the importation
of the article affecteu-whether the amount
of revenue anticipated will be seriously
interfered with or not by increasing the
duty? As far as I am aware, no Government has ever permitted any serious alterations to be made in their financial proposals. But I am aware, and the Government are aware, that there would not be
the slightest hope of theil' being able to
get the Tariff considered in committee,
unless they had said that they were prepared to make serious concessions. It is
notorious that they have been telling it in
Collins-street-that they have been telling
it to honorable membel's, who have circulated it amongst other members. Whatever might be the inconvenience to the
Government., it would be infinit.ely better
if they would consent to take their Budget
back and reconst.ruct it, if it be the
opinion of the House that it should be reconstructed, than to permit the Tariff to
go into committee, to be mangled to such
an extent th~Lt, as the honorable member
for Richmond (Mr. Kyte) ,,'ould say, when
it comes out it will not be known to
be the same measure. The views ,~hich
I have endeavoured to lay before the
House are, that there is not the slightest
occasion for an increase of taxation; that
if there be any occasion, the increase of
taxat.ion should not be in the direction
proposea. by the Government, hecause it
will place burthens on that portion of the
population which is least capable of bearing them; that the proposals of the
Government 00 not go either in one substantial direction or another-either in the
direct.ion of free trade or protection; that
the Tariff is therefore unsatisfactory to all
parties in the HOllse ; and, being thus unsatisfactory, there is not the slightest possibility, if it becomes law to-morrow, of' its
lasting for any length of time. Under all
the circumstances, I think it would be infinitely better if the proposals of the
Government were rejected, so that they
should be compelled to submit another
scheme al together. There would then he
an opportunity of reducing the expendi ..
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ture, or, if in the opinion of honorable
members that cannot be done, of taking
care that any alteration made in the taxation should be in such a direction as would
not be nnfair to any class of the community. Upon the grounds which I have
stated, I believe that the proposals of the
Government will not tend to the establishment of native industrim:, which some
members of the Ministry have advocated,
nor will they tend to the advancement of
commerce, to which some other members
have asserted thnt they are attached.
Mr. LONGMORE moved the adjournment of the debate, which-after some
remarks from Mr. McCULLOCH and Mr.
McLELLAN-was agreed to.
The House adjourned at nineteen
minutes to eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, February 21, 1867.
Defence of the Oolony-School Buildings at East Collingwood - Contract for Water Pipes - Deba.te on the
Budget.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
ADDRESS OF THANKS· TO THE
QUEEN.
Mr. McCULLOCH presented the following message from His Excellency the
Governor:The Governor informs the Legislative As6embly that he will, with pleasure, transmit to
the Secretary of State, for presentlltion to Her
Majesty, the address of the Legislative Assembly thanking Her IVflljesty for the material
assistance which Her Majesty has been advised
to grant to this colony in regard to the defences
of the colony.
c, Government Offices, Melbourne,
"21st February, 1867."
II

SCHOOL BUILDI~GS AT EAST
COLLINGWOOD.
Mr. REEVES asked the Chief Secretary
for some explanation as to the delay, on
the part of the Board of Education, in expending the proceeds of the sale of the
East Melbourne, school grounds in the purchase of another site and in the erection
of suitable school buildings in East Collingwood, for the benefit of which district
the land sold was originally granted as a
school site? The honorable member stated
that the East Melbourne site was granted
about fourteen years ago, and that a
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school-house was afterwards erected upon
it. When the property came into the
hands of the Board of Education, it was
found that there was not a sufficient number of pupils to warrant the continuance of
the school. Therefore it was determined
to sell the property, and wilh the proceeds
to erect a large and suitable school in a
central part o~f East Collingwood. The
property was sold and realized £3,000. A
school committee wa:3 formed, and a site in
Hoddle-street chosen, but, f01' some reason
or other, nothing else had been done, and
the Board of Education had failed to
furnish any explanation of the delay to the
corresponding member of the school committee.
Mr.' McCULLOCH, in reply, stated
that the matter was one which rested
entirely with the Board of Education. He
had received the following statement on
the Sll bject from the secretary to the
Board : "I have the honour to state that the committee appointl'd for the proposed school in .East
Collingwood selected a site which the Board of
Edu(~ation declined to purchase. the price being
deemed too high. The' committee having appealed to the Board against this decision, the
Boaro, after a reference of the subject to the
Inspector-General, confirmed their disapproval
of the site. The requirements of edueation in
the locality are still, however, under the consideration of the Board."

If any further information were desired
(said Mr. McCulloch) he would be glad to
obtain it from the Board.

WATER SUPPLY.
IRON PIPES.
Mr. LEVI moved"That there he laid upon the table of this
House copies (lfthe following documents relating
to the contract entered into in November last for
the supply.of iron pipes to the Public Works
department :-1. The specification as originally
supplied to tenderers; 2. The same as altered
before the signing of contract; 3. All letters
which have passed between the department and
the tenoerers in regard to the said contract;
4. The names of the tenderers and the amounts
of the respective tenders."

The honorable memher said that he moved
for these documents because of statements
which had appeared in the public journals.
It seemed that tenders were invited by
the Governmp.nt for the supply of a large
quantity of iron pipes; that, some days
after the tenders were opened, the lowest
tenderers received a communication from
the Government asking whether they were
prepared to pay any fresh duties that might
be imposed by the Government when the
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. pipes arrived in the colony; that the lowest
tenderers declined to do t.his; and that
subsequently a higher tender was accepted
on conditions different to those on which
the tenders were originally made. It was
just possible (said Mr. Levi) that, when the
documents were produced, it might be necessary to make some further observations
on the subject., and, if so, he should then
take the matter in hand.
Mr. BLACKWOOD seconded the
motion.
Mr. MACGREGOR expressed his surprise that the honorable member for Ea.st
Melbourne should have offered any r~
marks, because the motion was treated in
the notice-paper as "unopposed," and it
was a general understanding that unopposed motions should be agreed to without
discussion. There was no objection whatever to the production of the documents in
question, and honorable members would be
able to see, from a perusal of the documents, whether the complaint which had
been made against the Government on
this subject was well founded or not. He
might add that the Government, by accepting the lowest tender but one, had gained
nearly £ 100 by the transaction.
The motion was agreed to, and Mr.
Macgregor at once laid the papers on the
table.
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cent. as another principle of the Tariff,
and that these two principles they intended
to adhere to. I have to congratulate my
friends on the Ministerial side-the protectionists who support this mock protective
but reallv free-t.rade Tariff-on the Treasurer's ;tatement. The Treasurer. in the
course of his speech, endeavoured to show
that our debentures below par in 1867
were in a better position than our debentures very much above par in 1859. The
honorable member said this because British
Consols are lower in 1867 than they were
in 1859. Sir, we know that there are
European influences c(lnstantly at work to
affect the value of British securities; and
that the price of Cons~ls is no test of
the value of our debentures. The Treasurer referred to the money which had
been taken out of. savings banks, and
stated that he believed a great deal of that
money went in land selections. The honorable member might have stated another
view of the question. He might have
stated that thousands of pounds of that
money had gone to pay the expenses of people in their fruitless search for land-land
which has been withdrawn fl'om sale, at
the last moment, by the present Government. Whenever intenrling selectors have
thought land within their grasp, the very
best has been withdrawn, and on the most
fl'ivolous pretences.-(Mr. Grant-"No.")
DEBATE ON THE BCDGET.
It is also a fact-and the Minister of Lands
SEVENTH NIGHT.
knows it-that the worst land has been
The debate on the Budget, and on Mr. open for selection. There is an imperious
Richardson's amendment, condemning the necessity upon him not to put up the best
proposed alterations in the Tariff, was land. Perhaps there are ot.her reasons 'at
the bottom. The honorable member for
then resumed.
MI'. LONGMORE.- Mr. Speaker, I the Ovens (Mr. G. V. Smith) says that he
rise to oppose the present Tariff because it has no confirlence in either side of the
is not protective. Honorable members ou House. Perhaps each side of the House
the Treasury benches may find some pro- has the same sort of confidence in him.
tection in it, but although the Minister The honorable member told us a great deal
of Pu blie Works stated in another place about America, and read an extract from
that it was protective, the Minister of some almost unknown author to prove that
Mines stated that it was not. Perhaps protection, and not slavery, was the cause
between these extremes we may arrive at of the war. To that I must oppose the
the truth. In the first place, I should like view of the free-trader, Cobden. He came
to draw attention to some of the remarks back from America about that time, and
made last evening by the Treasurer. Most stated that slavery, and nothing else, was
of the subjects with which that honorable the cause of the war. It is a notorious
gentleman dealt were but slirrhtly con- fact that every statesman of the United
nected with the Tariff. In fact, the honor- . Stat.es was of opinion that slavery would
able gentlemen took particular care not. to produce the war. Protection had nothing
go near the Tariff. All that the honorable whatever to do with it. The honorable
gentleman said in connexion with the member for the Ovens talks of "pandering
Tariff might be summed up in these words: to parties," but the honorable gentleman
that the Govemment looked upon 10 per knows nothing at aU about the Bubject.
cent. as one principle, and upon 5 per If the honorable gentleman had to grow
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produce at a loss, to go with his dray to a on the Ministerial side th!tt the Government
dil'ltant market, and to endure some of would abandon the tax on all raw mateJ'ials.
the privations which farmers in this But the speech of the Treasurer, last night,
country must endure, he would know will, I t.hink, send that idea to the winds.
something of the reasonableness of the He said he looked upon the 10 per cent.
farmers' demand. The honorable membe.· and t.he 5 pel' cent. duties as principles that
speaks about the taxes on bread; but I he would abide by. I find. that carpeting
tell the House that if bread is not taxed, and drugget.s are to be taxeCl 10 pel' cent.;
if the farmers do not get. some securit.y but will any honorable member tell me
against the present ruinous prices, prices when we are likely to manufacture carpetwill be high enough for free-traders before ing and druggets in this colony? Somelong. There are many farmers who will time, I suppose, during the next century.
not be able to put in next year's crop, Tapioca, sago, arrowroot, spices, pepper,
unless they can get credit for ploughing anCl gingel', are 'also to be taxed 10 per cen t.
and seed. I oppose this Tariff because it Will any honorable member tell me when
imposes indiscriminate taxat.ion. It has we shall be able to grow these? All
neither an absolute free-trade tendency nor manufactures containing silk are likewise
yet an absolu te protecti ve tendency ;- and to be subject to a tax of 10 per cent. Now
by it many tl'ades which have been pro- honorable members may think that is a
tected alrea.dy, and many trades which very small affair; but I tell them that a
have been brought into existence by the great deal of the clothing worn by the poor of
operation of the late Tariff, will be abso- this colony is "a silk mixture." I say that
lutely ruined. Deputations from various a great quant.ity of the stuff made up as
trades have 1'3cently waited upon Ministers clothing for the poor has some pOl,tion of
to show the injurious tendencies of the silk in it, whereas woollen goods are the
new Tariff.
The arguments brought class of goods worn by the wealthy, and
forward by these deputations, Ministers those goo<ls are taxed only 5 pel' cent. I
have not attempted to answer. They have went to a house in Collins-street to aseel'tain
simply promised that they will look into how the new taxes would affect different
the matter. Has a single petition in favour articles, and I obtained some samples
of the new Tariff been presen ted to the which I think are well worth the con~
House? Not one. The recent action of sideration of honorable members before
the Government with reference to the they vote on the present Tariff. [Samples
Border Customs duties has, to a gl'eat produced. ] The one class of goods costs
extent, tied the hands of this House, 7~d. pel' yard; it contains a little silkUnder that treat.y, we cannot reduce any about one pennyworth in a dress, just to
duty all'eady ill fOI'ce; every tax we put take away from the sameness of the whole;
on must be a heavier burthen to the people, it is purch:lsed by working men's wives,
because we cannot take off a corresponding and it is taxed 10 per cent. The other
tax. The Chief ~ecretary laughs at t.his. class of goods is all wool; it costs from
He appears to ,enjoy it. Well, if he had 3s. to 5s. per yard; it is almost universally
not large stations across the Murray, he worn by the wealthier class, find it is
would not enjoy it. Let me tell the taxed only 5 pel' cent. So much for the
Chief Secretary that if his predecessor protection of t.his Tariff. I think there
in office, having 750,000 acres across nevel' was a greater sham in the world.
the Murray, had <lone the same thing, The facts I have stated ought to show all
he would have been hooted from end the protectionists in tho House that they
to end of the colony.
That night.'s . are not doing theil' duty to the country
work maCle the honorable gentleman's by supportillg the present Tariff. I should
stations £10,000 more valuable than they like to know why we are to be treated to
were before. I say that in this Tariff ad valorem dulies now. The only reason
there has been an indiscrimillate laying on appears to be that there was such roguery
of duties. 'We have laid on and laid on. in connexion with t.he last duties,
How long, I should like to know, will the
Mr. MACGREGUR.-Hear, hear.
country bear taxation at the rate we are
Mr. LONGMORE.-The speech of the
laying it on? I should also like to know Minister of Mines was the poorest I ever
who asked for an alteration of the late heard in this House. The honorable
Tariff? Did the country demand it ? No- member sought t.o defend the Tariff, and
the country nevel' demanded any alteration. yet his defence was a complete answer to
It has been stated by honorable gentlemen the speech of the Minister of Public
Mr. Longmore.
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Works. So far as this Tariff is concerned,
those two honorahle gentlemen ought to
be sit.ting on opposite sides of the House.
The Minister- of Customs was opposed to
ad valorem duties in 1865, and he has
taken the trouble to alter the Tariff of
1865, without any application from the
pu bHc for such a proceeding; and he has
altered it in the direction of' ad valorem.
Now the honorable member ought to tell
the House a little of his experiences; how
he came to be converted to the ad 'valorem
principle, which he held in 1865 to
be so decidedly unsound. ~he Minister
of Public Works, when the last Tariff was
before the House, did not think that it was
necessary for the House to go into committee to alter the Tariff, and make it what
it ought to be. That honorable gentleman
then stood alone-fa.ithful he among the
faithless-against allowing the Tariff to
go into committee to be amended. According to the honorable gentleman's account,
at that time, the last Tariff was "a hodgepodge-unworthy of any Government "and he would oppose it to the uttermost.
The present Tariff is not near so protecti ve
as the last, and yet the honorable gentleman is giving the present Tariff his
support, and asking me and other honorable
members to allow it to go into committee.
I think that that should not be allowed.,
If "the Ministry have not come down with
a Tariff that they are prepared to abide by,
they ought to take the consequences. It
is not fair to ask honorable members to
devote their time to the discussion of a
scheme of this kind, so crude and illdigested. I fear, however, that the Tariff
will pass almost in its present state. I
know that honorable gentlemen have been
wheedled into promising their support to
the measure. So much for the consistency
of protectionist members on the Ylinisterial
side of the House. The Minister of Mines
has taken upon himself to taunt t.he honorable member for Geelong East (Mr.
Richardson) for coming forward with a
motion without knowing what to say.
I think the Minister of Mines should have
been the last to throw such a taunt at any
honorable member. The Minister of Mines
took motion after motion, not his own,
last session, and brough t them before this
House. He spoke to order.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-That is untrue.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Why, I was at the
caucuses where the resolutions were
brought up. I think that piece of indelicacy might have been spared. The
VOL. 111.-2 L
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Minister of Mines knows well that the
honorable member who proposed the
amendment was so 'badgRred that it was
perhaps not altogether in his power to
collect his ideas; but the honorable gRntleman will have the right of reply, and,
when the time comes, he will not disappoint honorable gentlemen on the Treasury benches. The Minister of Mines
said he would never support any Tariff
that was for the purpose of advancing
protection; he would support a Tariff that
was for the purpose of raising a revenue,
and might give incidental protection. I
think the time has come when that mongrel
term, "incidental protection," should be
buried ali ve. We want ei ther protection
or free trade. Finding free trade does not
suit the colony, we look for protection, and
we will have it if our friends who sit on
the Ministerial side of the House are only
true to the promises which they made
when seeking those positions. There is
no doubt that the present occupants of the
Treasury bench are the chief obstacle to
the accomplishment of this object. I
believe that Ministers have done, and are
doing, more to injure protection in this
colony than any other body of men could
have done, 01' can do. They are going to
lay taxes upon everything, and they are
going to take away the protection that some
traders already have. Let the Minister of
Public Works ~hink again before going to
Ballarat, nnd declaring this to bb a protectionist Tariff. Since the passing of the
Tariff of 1865, a large inaustry has sprung
up in this colony. I refer to that of the
working hatters. The protection given to
that industry, under the late Tariff, led to
the making in the colony of better hats
than were imported, and, as I know of my
own knowledge, without any advance in
price to the public. The working hatters,
in their petition to this House, say:" Previous to the year 1866 there were twenty
journeymen only occasionally employed j but
since the Tariff of that year came into operation,
the number of men, women, and boys engaged
increased to 140. This will clearly prove the
benefit that thi~ branch of industry has derived
from the Tariff in a comparatively short space
of time. The trade in the provincial towns has
also proportionately increased.
"In consequence of the material having been
exempt from duty, the manufacturers were
enabled to successfully maintain the competition
with importers."

How is the case now?
further says : -

The petition

" Under the proposed ad 1Jalorern Tariff the
duty of 10 per cent. on silk plush, Persian and
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hat trimmings, and 5 per cent. on shellac, calico,
&c .. reduces the 10 per cent. on manufactured
articles to a mere nominal sum, and entirely
8huts out the colonial workman from any share
in this branch of industry, and disappoints the
hopes that were raised by the former Tariff; and
throws the said workman into a state of destitution, having to compete in a market already
overcrowded with unskilled labour.
"There has been already a large amount of
capital laid out in the purchase of plant, tools,
material, &c., which will become entirely useless,
and entail a great loss to employers and the
trade generally, if the proposed ad valorem duty
b.e adopted."

'the ironworkers have also presented to
this House a petition, in which they state
that they don't consider that less than·a
duty of from 15 to 20 per cent. will place
their trade ~pon a proper basis. We know
that protect.ion to other articles has caused
the demnnd fOl' those articles to be met by
the colonial workman. I ask is it better
to pay our own workmen, or to send cash
out of the country to pay the workmen of
England or France, or the prison labour
of the United States? Is it better to
have our own artizans well employed,
industrious, happy, and comfortable; or
wandering as vagabonds about the country, .
on the" wallaby track," with their swags
on their backs, going to houses in th$3 bush
for a meal and a night's lodg'ing? The
latter must be the fate of such men as the
work ing hatters, unless their trade is propedy protected. Skilled. as they are in
their own particular calling, they cannot
enter into competition with other labour,
whether skilled or unskilled. If unable to
pursue their own trade, they must descend
at once' to be among the very worst paid
people in the colony, and ultimately to
become inmates of our benevolent asylums
and gaols. A starving man has no law. If
he can't obtain victuals somehow, he must
die by the roadside. It is well known
to the Minister of Public Works that
men in this position have died by the
roadside-that their bones have been found
lying by their swags. I say that the
country demands from the Government a
better state of things than that. I say
it is not the fault of these men that
they are wandering over the country.
No doubt there are some who will
not take work when it is offered them; but
the vast majority want to labour and earn
an honest living. The present course of
taxation will, however, prevent these men
from earning their living: they will be
made to wander to and iro, and drag out a
precarious existence. Again, the proposed
duty on grain will not have the effect of
Mr. Longmore.
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assisting the farmer, as is anticipated by the
Government. These half-and-halfmeasures
are calculated to do more injury than good.
The proposal is made by men who have
persistently stated that they would not tax
breadst.uffs. The inadequacy of the tax
is therefore easily accounted for. Wheat
has been selling in the Ovens' district at
3s. and 3s. 3d. per bushel. Now, the
average number of bushels to an acre is,
as a rule, under twenty. The ploughing
and harrowing cost £1 per acre, and the
seed, last year, did cost £ I and over.
With these facts, it is not difficult to
ascertain how much, or rather how little,
profit is obtained by the farmer. The
Land Act has increased cultivation only in
the most infinitesimal degree. During the
two years which have elapsed since the
passing of that measure, the extent of new
land cultivated has not been more than
22,000 acres. No more condemning proof
of the way in which the Land Act has
been brought into operation can be found
than this. Farmers, immediately they get
their land, commence ploughing it. But
most of the land open to the farmers is not
worth ploughing. I can ~ay, from personal knowledge, that of the 4,500,000
acres now open for selection, 1,000,000 acres
are such that no man could make a living
. out of the land. It consists of land that
even squatters had to drop, although they
had it at 1!d. per acre. I beg to call the
attention of the House to what has transpired with reference to the land selections
in the district of Benalla. The Benalla
correspondent of the Wangaratta Dispatch
says : "At the land selections held on Friday only
1,200 acres were taken up by six selectors.
There was no desire whatever manifested by
farmers or other speculators to possess any of
this land. This indifference does not tell well
for an increase in our agricultural population.
The land offered for selection in this area, however, is very inferior, and not at all fit for agricultural pursuits. Farmers and others complain of
how the land is surveyed here. All the inferior
portions of the different runs are picked out and
put up for selection j and the good farming land
is reserved fer grazing purposes, to be sold to
the squatters by auction."

The Minister of Lands has been through
the country, and he has seen the result of
his system; a result which his contempti hIe report does not throw very
much light upon. Why, I myself have
heard the honorable gentleman declare to
a deputation that he would not throw
land of an exceptional value open for
selection. I was proceeding to state what
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expenses a farmer has to meet. Rent and interest amount to £ 1 per annum; the average
price of reaping this year was £ 1 lOs. per
acre, and threshing, stacking, &c., would
cost lOs. per acre, making, with the figures I
have already given, a total cost of £5 per
acre. We cannot take the average yield to
be more than 20 to 25 bushels per acre.
Mr. ORR.-Sixty bushels have been
obtained.
.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Let the honorable
member look at Mr. Archer's tables and
he will see that the yearly averages do
not exceed 18, 19, and 20 bushels, and
that they have heen as low as 9 bushels.
If the honorable member has found some
particular spot from which 60 bushels per
acre have been obtained, what have we to
do with that? The averaie this year
will not be over 25 bushels per acre. If
-there are instances of 60 bushels to the
acre, how poor other yields must be to
reduce the average to this point. Why, in
some places-Portarlington for inst.ancethe wheat has been set fire to this year
because it would not pay for the reaping.
Mr. ORR.-Protection.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Before protection
was talked of, I have seen two hundred
acre crops given to the flames. I have
trayelled with my reaping machine through
the Ballarat farming district, the best district in the colony, and I know that for
every crop which hus threshed out 25
bushels to the acre, there have been ten
under 20 bushels. The cost of wheatgrowing is, as I have shown, £5 per
acre, and, taking the price of wheat at
3s. 3d. per bushel, there is £3 5s. for the
farmer to pocket. This is no party argument, buta hard fact. Hundreds of farmers
will not be able to plough in their lands
next season. They will be found on the
roads amongst that numerous class which
some honorable members call the troublesome class. The free trade fi'om which so
much is expected will just have this effect,
that the land will be turned to grazing
purposes, and next year we shall be paying an enormous price for bread. If we
do not do something reasonable and just
for a body of men who, after all, are
the mainstay of a country, shall we be
discharging our duty? Even taking the
price of wheat at 4s. 6d., which it is near
the centres of population, that price will
not cover expenses, and the Melbourne
price of 5s. does not pay the additional carriage. Bread has certainly been brought
down to 6d. per 41b. loaf; but, on the other
2L2
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hand, if you do not protect the farmer
from the foreign breadstuffs the market is
flooded with, you will drive him out of the
country. This port is now made a sort of
rendezvous for all the breadstuffs coming
to the southern hemisphere. Some two or
three thousand tons are now being shipped
away after ruining our markets and compelling the country farmer to sell at 3s. or
4s. per bushel. This is the system now in
force, and assuredly it will bear its fruit.
The farmers require protection.
Mr. ORR.-How much?
Mr. LONGMORE.-That is a question
to be answered in committee. However, I
may tell the honorable member that Is. or
Is. 6d. per bushel would be protection.
As to the protection in this Tariff -the 4~d.
per bushel-it is a snare. The Tariff is
not what Ministers wish us to believe it is.
Finding that they have offended their
Collins-street friends, Ministers are harking
back again. The same has been the case
with the Land Act. The provisions of
that measure have never been carried out;
the Act has been smothered. How much
land has been thrown open for selection
during the last three months? The return,
if forfeited lands-lands so inferior in
quality that people' will not pay rent for
them-were excluded, would be a very
small one. As to the farmers, I maintain
that, under a protective duty, the average
price of flour for all the year would be
lower than it is under the present system.
Mr. 0 RR.-What about rust?
Mr. LONGMORE.- Other countries
besides this are subject to the visitations
of Providence. Besides, we should have
so much htnd under crop that even if one
part of the colony were affected by rust
we should still have a sufficient supply
from the other parts. Free trade, or 4~d.
per bushel, will not keep the farmer on the
lands; and if the Tariff passes, as I suppose
it will, it will do more injury to the country in this direction than any previous
legislation has ever done. The Minister
of Public Works, the other evening, repudiated the idea that the Treasurer had
said aught in England by way of apology
for our democratic institutions. The honorable gentleman selected a passage from the
Treasurer's address at Blackburn, and
founded an indignant argument upon it.
But he might have selected other passages.
He might have taken this one :" They could not build up at once a system of
aristocracy such as existed in old countries;
they could only do the best they could."
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Will anyone tell me the meaning of that
if it is not an apology for democracy? A
titled gentleman was in the chair, and the
Treasurer was evidently trying to keep
him in countenance. Further, the honorable gentleman said : "When the Constitution of Australia was
framed, they had the most conservative Government which the colony had had to deal with,
and they were obliged to make it what was
termed univ(:rsal suffrage."
Honorable members will observe the language-they were "obliged" to make it
universal suffrage. The Treasurer then
proceeded thus : "But if anybody said there was only one
meaning to be attached to universal suffrage,
he begged to differ, and said that universal
suffrage in a new country meant a very different
thing to what it did in an old country. Politicians made a great mistake in comparing the
two countries. In old countries you may have
dangerous classes-I am told so here. In new
countries, for the most part, nearly everyone is
prosperous. And when he said that they did
not wish to change the existing state of things,
he meant that they had too much to c\Jntend
with to get up revolutions; but when they felt
they were getting on in the country, they would
find it to their interest that the Government of
the country should be well administered. U niversal suffrage, in the early history of the
career of all new countries, meant universal
qualification."
Well, the qualification here is manhood
suffrage; but the honorable gentleman was
speaking in a place where manhood suffrage is disliked, and he pandered to the
taste of his audience.
"Dubius is such a scrupulous good many ei-you may catch him tripping if you can.
He would not, with a peremptory tone,
Assert the nose upon his face his own j
His evidence, if he were called by law
To swear to some enormity he saw,
For want of prominence and just relief.
Would hang an honest man and save a thief."
That is about the character the honorable gentleman gives our democratic
institutions. I make him a present of it.
No wonder tlat the class which is trying
to keep the people out of their rights at
home could heap honours upon one who
could apologize for democracy in this manner. The service democracy has done the
honorable gentleman was worthy of a better
retul'll than this. The Minister of Public
Works took upon himself the full responsibility of the Tariff. I am afraid, however,
that if he looked fairly into the Tariff he
would find the reponsibility more than he
dare assume. The honorable gentleman
spoke of his desire to advance in the cause
of protection, but his present ad vance is
backwards or rather to leeward, like a crab.
Mr. Longmore.
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The honorable gentleman also belie\es in
payment of members, but he will not take
it in the form of black-mail. Payment of
Ministers is what he now believes in. Before he became a Minister, the honorable
member attended a meeting similar to the
one recently held, and he refused to go on
because the meeting would not put payment of members on the Estimates and
run the risk of a collision with the Upper
House.
Mr. VALE.-The statement is simply
and absolutely false.
The SPEAKER.-The remark is quite
out of order. Moreover, honorable members certainly ou~ht not to interrupt an
honorable member during his address.
Mr. V ALE.-I will'qualify the expression by saying that the statement is in•
correct.
After a discussion, in which Mr.
McCANN,
Mr. JONES, and Mr.
McLELLAN insisted that a more absolute withdrawal was necessaryMr. VALE said-I had no intention of
imputing to the honorable member that he
stated what he knew to be false. I am
satisfied that the honorable member believes
his statement to be true. I desired to say
that, with reference to myself, the statement was incorrect.
I certainly used
harsher words, but I instantly withdrew
them.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I was present at
the meeting, and my statement, though perhaps it was not said in so many words, is
an exact representation of what occurred.
The honorable gentleman was quite willing
to have a sum placed on the Estimates.
Why, he told his constituents that he was
prepared to place a sum on the Estimates
and to force the vote through the Legislature.
Mr. VALE.-Yes.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Then how can the
honorable member talk about levying
black-mail? I will read an extract from
a speech the honorable member delivered
in this House on the subject : "When the question of payment of members
came before the House last session, he was in
favour of carrying it by Bill, because he thought
it would be indecent for honorable members to
vote money for themselves. But he learned from
experience that it was impossible to carry the
thing by Bill. Therefore, when he returned to
his constituents, in November last, he declaredalthough the declaration was unpalatable to
many of his friends-that he would support the
placing of a sum for payment of members on
the Estimates."
I attended the last meeting, and all that
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was determined upon was, that the
Government should be invited to make
the question a Ministerial one. Was that
an attempt to levy black-mail? If the
honorable member should sit here, on the
cross benches, again, he will advocate the
same course, and will not talk nambypamby nonsense about his opinions not
having changed, though he declines to
give effect to them. I believe in views
being carried out; I do not believe in six
Ministers giving way to two. The honorable gentleman also gave us a little hint
of wha.t is to be done with the South
Australian farmer-that we are to have
free trade on the borders. N ow, for my
part, I do not think we have a right to tax
goods coming in by the sea-board, while
we let the same class of goods cross the
borders free. Let us place our own
farmers in a proper position first, and
deal with those across our borders afterwards. The honorable gentleman says
that he accepts this Tariff a~ a mutual
arrangement. It seems to me that the
free-traders have got altogether the best of
it. Mutual arrangements of' this kind do
the country injury; we want a distinct line
of' policy carried out. The honorable
member also says that the country is not
yet ripe fOI' protection, but is satisfied with
the Tariff of IH65. Why, then, change
that Tariff, to the detriment of the working
classes, for one under which the country
will never ripen? He told us that a small
tax would not raise the price of bread, but·
that the duty now proposed will do so. At
present the farmers are obliged to sell soon
after their harvest is got in. The millers
run the prices down and then put them up
again. The farmer needs assistance to
enable him to hold back a month or two
in order that prices may be equalized, but
the Tariff gives him no assistance of' the
kind. The honorable member said there had
been v ill any under the measurement system, and he asked me if there was no such
thing as packing large potatoes at the top of
a sack and small ones at the bottom. But
does the honorable member suppose that
that would change the size of the package?
So long as they pack the actual goods they
pay duty on, importers have a right to pack
as closely as they can; and as the system has
otherwise worked well, the House could
meet the one difficulty by charging a
higher rate on the articles found to pack so
closely. Under the ad 'l-'alorem duties,
goods will be packed which will not be
mentioned in the invoice, and a system
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will be instituted which pays the rogue and
ruins the honest man. Look at silks this
year under an ad valorem duty. We use
silks to the amount of £600,000 or
£700,000 in the year, and yet the half
year's duties do not represent a greater
. value than £60,000. The remainder has
been smuggled in. I would like to know
what precautions the Minister of Customs
took to prevent this loss to the revenue.
Were goods unpacked and were experts
appointed? } In this instance, as in the
Land Act, I am afraid the Government
have never made an effort to give effect to
provisions insert.ed by the House. The
Minister of Pnblic Works was pleased to
express regret for the course I have taken.
He did not care so much abont several
others as myself. With regard to this
matter, I will undertake to prove, to the
satisfaction of the House, on a future occasion, that a system of wrong is being carried
out at the Land-office unparalleled in Victoria,-a system which gives to favorites
the lands other people cannot get.
Mr. GRANT.-Have not you been a
favorite, then?
Mr. LONGMORE.-I am not to be
insulted nor turned from the path of duty.
The honorable gentleman knows that I
never asked him a favour. On a former
occasion, when I made specific charges
in connexion with the subdivision of
certain allotments, I was met by statements
which were not correct, as I have now a
letter from one of the persons concerned
to prove.
The honorable member was
proceeding to read the letter, when
The SPEAKER ruled that this reference to a former debate was out of order.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I only desired to
show the Minister of Lands that, though
honorable members may be knocked down,
as it were, by incorrect statements, yet
that trnth in the long run may go further
than lies. When I bring the charge forward again, I will support it by this
documentary evidence. The Minister of
Public Works must be aware how these
things are carried on at the Land-office.
I Lelieve in his honesty and his uprightness, and I say that he should do his
duty lik.e a man, and leave the Ministry.
I think that I have said enough to prove
that I am in duty bound to vote against
the Tariff going into committee. Minister8
have secured votes by promising alterations
in committee, but it is well known that in
ap such cases they stick to their measures,
and amendments have to be dragged out
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of them. If I am now sitting in opposi.
tion to the Ministry, the fa.ult is theirs,
and not mine. It is the result. of their not
carrying out the Tariff, and of their depriving the people of their rights in reference
to settlement on the land. People have been
caged down on the poor lands about the·
gold fields, but they have not been settled
under the selection clauses of the Land Act.
Fonr million acres· were to have been
thrown open within three months, and only
4,500,000 acres have been opened up to the
present time. There were to have been
2,000,000 acres open for selection always,
but it has never been done. And for this
state of things, I say the Minister of Lands
is responsible.
.Mr. GRANT.-I rise to a personal explanation. I defy the honorable membel'
to support one of his accusations; and I am
amazed that he should have been so forgetful of himself and of his conscience as to
have made them. The honorable member
attacked me before, and, as the House
is aware, he utterly broke down. I am
ready to meet the honorable mem be1;"s
charges any time, and I will undertake to
prove their falsity.
Mr. LONGMORE.-The honorable'
member shall have an opportunity.
Mr. BURTT. - Personalities of no
ordinary kind have been indulged in during
this debate, and I very much regret that
so much acerbity of spirit and acrimony of
feeling shouM have been manifested. The
personalities commenced on the Opposition
, side and seem to continue there. If honorable members have a good cause, surely they
need no acerbity of feeling, no personal
invective to further it. I wish particularly that the speaker who occupied three
hours the evening before last, the honorable member for East Melbourne (Mr.
Langton), had displayed a better spirit.
He commenced by attacking the Minister
of Customs in a way that modesty, at all
events, should have restrained him from
doing. He st.ated that the speech of the
honorable gentleman was full of bad grammar; but there was no argument in making
an assertion of that character. It was in
bad taste, and there was no logic in it.
For the amount of personal feeling which
they display, I think that the honorable
member for East Melbourne and the honorable Ministerof Public Works may very
well be classed together. On a former
occasion they indulged in most inelegant
expressions about a "Tarpot" and a
"Sugarpot," which were lowering to the
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dignity of the Housa as a deliberative
chamber. The same lesson may very appropriately be taught both honorable gentlemen. Perhaps if they were treated in a
similar way to what such opposite animals.
as a dog and a cat, a hawk and a rat, a cat
and a mouse, and so on, are treated when
it is intended to unite them in one" happy
family," a very successful result might
follow. If the honorable gentlemen fed
together, perhaps they might in future
display less personality and acrimony of
feeling in their speeches. "rhy should the
honorable member for East Melbourne set
himself up as·the pedagogue of the House?
I hold in my hand letters written by Lord
Castlereagh and the Duke of Wellington,
in which there are innumerable blunders
of grammar; and if such men, as well as
other educated men, made blunders in
writing, is it anything wonderful that a
man should make errors in speaking? I
hope that the honorable member for East
Melbourne will in future confine himself
to the subject of debate, and omit personal
attacks altogether. I hope that he will
never attempt to play the schoolmaster in
this House again, and never challenge a
man's English. Coming now to the arguments of the honorable member for East
Melbourne, I must say that I wish the
honorable member had been the advocate
of a workshop rather than the ad vocate of
a warehouse. I gave the honorable member credit for more originality, but it
certainly seems to me that he seizes
conclusions by imagination, and draws
inferences by speculation. The honorable
member said that the Tariffoflast year at all
events afforded employment, as tailors and
tailoresses, to 2,000 or 3,000 persons, who
would be thrown out of employment by the
Tariff now proposed, and yet, forsooth, he
tells us that more crime prevailed during
the operation of the last Tariff than previously. That Tariff increased the employment of young persons of both sexes,
and yet, according to the honorable member, itwas a curse and a snare-it increased
the criminal population. If employment
increases our criminal population, what will
a state of things in which there is great
want of employment do? It seems to me
that those gentlemen who are so infatuated
with free trade are determined to put the
blinkers on their eyes, and therefore I
cannot help them. With reference to the
last Tariff, I can only say that in Melbourne, in the suburbs, and in other parts
of the colony, there is evidence that it gave
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employment to a large number of persons.
The honorable member also said that the
duty of Is. per cwt., or 20s. per ton, had
destroyed the trade of the meat-curers by
checking the exportation of salted beef.
But how is it that five additional firms
have embarked in that trade? No one
knows better than the honorable member
for East Melbourne that this trifling duty
on saLt could not interfere with the meat
trade. The honorable member knows that
the addition of saline water increases the
weight of the meat by about lIb. in twenty;
so that, if 20lbs. of cured meatsoLdfor Is. per
lb., Is. would be obtained by the use of salt,
the duty on which would not have cost
haLf a farthing. The honorable member
for East lVlelbourne might have been
honest to the extent of stating that sugar
is largely used in curing some descriptions of meat, and that the reduction of
the duty in sugar had probably caused it
to be more extensively employed for that
purpose. The honorable member toLd us
that the proposed duty on flour has already
had the effect of considerably increasing
the price of breau; but what is the fact?
The duty on flour is not more than about 1d.
on 9 lbs. As the honorable member well
knows, flour, when baked into bread, takes
up about its own weight in water; so that,
allowing for a loss in baking, the duty
would not amount to more than about half a
farthing on each 41b. loaf. During one of
his electioneering contests, the honorable
member for East Melbourne had a large
placard issued, on which were diagrams
of two loaves, one a large loaf, which
was called "The Free Trade Loaf,"
the other a small one, called "The Protection Loaf." This dodge did not succeed, but it might induce some people
to say, "What cruel men these protectionists must be, and what liberal men
the free-traders must be." At that time
California was growing enough wheat to
supply the whole of her population, yet the
price of wheat in protectionist Californ ia
was 12s. per cwt. or £12 per ton, while in
free-trade Melbourne it was £18 per ton,
or 18s. per cwt. If there had been a tax
on grain in this country in past years, as in
California, we also might now have been
growing sufficient for our own consumption,
while employment would have been giyen
to a large number of persons, and the
resources of the colony would have been
more developed. Mr. Smith, a celebrated
curer of hams, has been represented by the
honorable member for East Melbourne as
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being in a state of most painful suffering;
but, to my knowledge, he has rnade-I was
going to say, a princely fortune. This
melancholy story reminds me of an anecdote about a clergyman at Liverpool, who
met a man crying and weeping because he
had lost 2s. On inquiring how he had
lost it, the clergyman was informed that
some wheat which had cost him 4s. per
bushel he expected to llave sold for 8s.,
but he had only got 6s. for it; so that he
had lost 2s. The clergyman told the man
to buy another half-bushel with the 2s.
which he had made by the transaction, and
make another shilling profit. I admit t.hat
I feel myself at present placed in a sort of
political purgatory. There are members
whom I have laboured with, such as the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampuen,
and for whom I have a strong sympathy,
but against whom I must vote on this
occasion, because I believe it is fair and
just that this Tariff should go into committee. McCulloch says that it is idle to call
a duty of 10 or 12 per cent. protective.
Mr. l\1cCANN.-Hear, hear.
Mr. BURTT.-I say" hear, hear," too;
and. McCulloch winds up this part of
his subject by laying down the general
rule that in a country like this no article,
unless it be the raw material of a manufacture, should be allowed to be imported
under a duty of 10, 12, or 15 per cent.
John Stuart Mill says that the only case
in which, on mere principles of political
economy, protective duties can be defensible is when they al'e imposed temporarily,
especially in a young and rising nation, in
the hope of naturalizing a foreign industry.
The honorable member for East .Melbourne
(Mr. Langton) will say, "I agree with
that." W ill the honorable member tell
us what we can't produce here? Can
we manufacture jewellery? If so, then
he assents to the proposition for placing a
duty upon articles of jewellery. We can
make boots and shoes also, and we can
make clothes; and surely we have plenty
of the raw materials necessary lor these
various industries? Again, cannot we
manufacture furniture? When in England
I found this country so slandered, so
libelled, that I undertook to deliver sixty
lectures about it. I did deliver them, and
I have brought out more self-assisted
immigrants to this colony than any man in
it. At those lectureslexhibited twenty-five
samples of colonial woods. I have no hesitation in saying that we have woods fit to
make the choicest descriptions of furniture ;
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and I trust that the day is not far distant
when we shall make furniture equal, if not
B1lperio,", to that splendid bookcase in the
·Exhihition. It is absurd to think that·
gold-digging should be t.he onlyemployment in the colony. Did the honorable
member for East Melbourne ever know a
digger who wished his children to become
dig~ers? Now, what do we mean by pro·
tection ? We have the raw materials
for various industries, for bookbinding,
for boots and shoes, for coachmaking, for
furniture, for cloth, for paper, and for
various other things. Mill allows that it
is right to foster industries temporarily.
In England industries were fostered temporarily. For 400 years England adopted
a protective policy, and she struggled hard
to maintain protective duties. Artizans
dare not leave England's shores for foreign
lands, and the importation of certain
articles at any ('ost was forbidden under a
penalty. As long as she was in leadingstrings, England protected her industries;
but when she gathered strength like a
giant, when her manufacture!:! were firmly
established, and she could challenge the
world as a manufacturing nation, she
threw off protection. What is protection
but a means to a free-trade end? Is it a
principle? Nothing of the kind. There
is no principle in either protection or fl'ee
trade. As to the question of ad valorem
duties, I have never given expression to
any opinion in favour of measurement. I
do not know whether immorality follows
as a necessity under measurement or ad
valo1'em; but I do know that it is not just
that a pail' of moleskin trousers should pay
the same duty as a pair of superfine cloth
trousers.
It is a debatable question,
whether ad valorem or measurement duties
should be preferred. The greatest statesmen have differed in opinion upon the question. Some years ago in' England heavy
fines were inflicted for frauds under the
ad ""alorem system, one firm being fined
£50,000, another £ I 00,000, and another
£250,000. 'But similar fraud8 have been
committed under the measurement system.
I recollect a gl'eat distiller being fined
£100,000 fOl" fraud under the measurement
system. TIle honorable member for East
Melbourne has referred to my Tote on the
Border Dut.ies question. I can only say that
I do not regl'et the course I took on that
occasion, and that if tIle same circumstances
arose I should adopt the same course.
There are twenty absolute trades which I
should like to see benefited by this pa.r·
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ticular Tariff. The question is-" Shall
we let them in?" I know that the freetrade gentlemen are driven to playa desperate game. The present is a sort of
forlorn hope with them. They feel that, if
they can only make a breach in the outworks, t.hey will not have much difficulty
in capturing the citadel. I shall vote for
the Tariff going into committee. The
Minister of Mines stated, the other night,
that no one would ask for protection for
protection's sake. 'Why protection is asked
simply for that very object; and the
sooner the honorable gentleman learns
that the better, because there is no doubt
that the country will insist on an additional dose of protection. I suppose the
honorable member does not believe that
people tax themselves merely for the
pleasure of it? Protection means nothing
for the custom-house, and a full workshop
for the people; and yet there may be
absolute protection with a revenue. Protection pure means the difference to the
consumer hetween the cos't of an article
imported and one produced in the colony.
If the former is 4s. and the latter 5s., the
protection needed in that case is 1s. on the
article-no more and no less. I hold that
the present Tariff has a right to be tried,
subject to the process of refining that must
necessarily take place in commit.tee. I am
thankful for the protection that it gives to
the farmer. There are few occupations
which need more encouragement than
farming. Show me the workshop which
may be injured by the temperature, which
may be withered up with the blast of
the hot wind, which may be inundated
occasionally? These things have to be
endured by the farmer, and I say, if the
clothing of the farmer is to be taxed, let
the farmer also have fair play. I regret
the acerbity of feeling which has marked
the debate; and I trust that honorable
members will try to abstain from the
severe personal attacks which have been
so common in this House. I should be
glad to see the population increase. I
should not care if the population amounted
to 5,000,000, because I believe that we
only need population to improve the aspect
of the land, and make Victoria the choicest
spot of God's creation. But how are we
to get people here? Why by letting it be
known that here in this colony we have
remunerative employment, free selection
before survey, and the full recognition of
the political rights of democracy.
Mr. McCANN.-Mr. Speaker, I don't
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think it necessary for me to rise in my
place to answer the remarks of the honorable member who has just resumed his
seat. If one portion of the honorable
member's speech were placed beside
another portion, the one would answer the
other. Knowing the honorable member
as well as I do, I have no hesitation in
saying that his speech to-night is simply
intended as a counterblast to that which
he delivered the other night. The honorable gentlemau has referred to me as his
"young friend." I might retort in a
similar vein. I might call attention to the
appearance which he presented the other
night after receiving a castigation from
members of the Government and otherswhen with his grey hairs and trembling
limbs, and coming almost with tears in his
eyes, he seemed to say"Pity the sorrows of a poor old man,
Whose angry masters have brought him to
your doors."

But I will not follow the honorable member
in that course·of proceeding. I will rather
address myself diredly to the gentlemen
sitting on the opposite side of the House.
I think the time has come when we should
hear distinctly from members of the Government aHd especially from the AttorneyGeneral, who has not yet taken part in the
debate, to what subject we are addressing
ourselves. We have a Tariff laid on the
table, and every Minister who has yet
spoken has declared that that is not the
matter to be considered in committee.
Now what is it we are considering? What
is the private arrangement which the honorable member for North Melbourne (Mr.
Burtt) knows so much about? What is it
that the honorable member has this particular moment in his pocket? There is
in his pocket a list of twenty articlessomething like that which ha3 been prepared and submitted to the Government,
and which the honorable member and those
who have been acting with him during the
la:;t week have been led to believe that the
Government are prepared to swallow. But
before this matter is ended, before the
Tariff gets out of committee, the honorable
member will find that he has been miserably
"sold" and disappointed. I say we ought
to know what it is we are discussing. I
declare unhesitatingly, with all the force
of language I can command, that the
scheme now before the House is not, at
this moment, the financial scheme of the
Government; it is not the scheme that
they intend to pass through this House,
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ultimately and finally to become law. I tell
the Government, moreover, that by a semiprivate bargain, which they do not intend
to carry out, which they have not the
power to carry out, they will secure a
majority to-night. We are not here to
discmls the merits of this Tariff. Not a
single member of the Government has
defended the Tariff on its merits. With
regard to this question of Tariffs, I have
not come into this House-like so ale
honorable me~bers-without convictions
of my own. I heard one honorable member last night, when wishing to cover his
designs, describe himself as an "incidental
protectionist." The moment after he
st~ted, in his haste, that he accepted the
Tariff as a free trader. I did not come
here with notions of that sort. I did not
come here as an incidental protectionist,
nor as a free trader, but in accordance
with those principles which I have for
many years advocated, which I made
popular in my own constituency, and
which I didmy little best throughout the
country to make popular. I assisted in
making- those principles popular in the
constituency which the Minister of Customs
represents. Finding that the honorable
gentleman, in an emergency, had 'accepted
office, and was not too popular, I assisted
in forming a deputation, which squeezed
from the honorable gentleman a promise
that he would go in in favour of protection,
by means of which promise the honorable
gentleman secured his seat. I repeat that
I have not come here without convictions
on the subject; and I say that the conduct which the Government have pursued,
from time to time, towards independent
members, has almost driven me perforce,
in relation to this matter, to take action
somewhat further than my jl:1dgment
desires. I say that the action taken by
the Minister of Public Works is calculated
to drive every independent supporter of
the Government into opposition. I never
yet heard of a Minister of the Crown
going down to his constituents, during
the session, and taking the opportunity
to hold up members of this House to
personal ridicule.
That is what the
honorable member did with regard to
me, the other night, in Ballarat West.
There has been more than that. I
have heard the most offensive remarks
made with regard to honorable members;
I have seen a terrorism, which the honorable member for North Melbourne (Mr.
Burtt) well understands, exhibited by
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Ministers. It was not until that honorable
member wrote a certain small letter to the
Age, and came round again to the right
faith, that he was got out of the" political
purgatory" to which he has graphically
referred, and whipped again into the
M inisteria.l kennel. We have been shown
practically that what the Attorney-General
said last session is true-that honorable
members are met here "not to discuss but
to pass." In the last Parliament I did what
I could to support the Government and
the Tariff they then submitted; not that I
believed the Tariff suitable to the countt·y
-not that, I thought it would give proper
effect to the principles which I maintained
-but that I saw that, by the peculiarity of
the measurement duty, a certain number of
articles, by reason of their great bulk,
were sufficiently protected, and that, under
that arrangement, hats, the heavier kinds
of cloth, and heavy boots and shoes, could
be manufactured here with profit. Under
those circumstances, and seeing that the
free traders were arraying themselves
on the opposite side, I did what in me
lay to give that Government an honest,
faithful, and determined support. If they
choose to becandid toonewho is in some sort
a politica1 opponent, they are bound to
admit that. The honorable members for
Ararat and Crow lands, and other honorable members, know to what an extent I
went in various parts of the country, at
the last election, to obtain support for the
Government. I did not act like the Minister of Public Works, who would not cross
the street to help another Ministerialist.
I stuck to the Government nntil the late
Tariff was passed into law, on the clear
understanding that when it was passed
more complete effect would be given to the
protectionist principle. But when the Government fonnd they had a majority apart
from honest protectionists-a majority
consisting of men who in one breath
called themselves "incidental protectionists" and in another free tradersthey were determined that the Tariff
shonld not be interfered with for three
years. ~owever, a deficiency occurs in the
revenue, and in consequence the Govern. ment have gone into a further revision
of the Tariff-a revision which has been
aptly described as "advancing backwards."
There lIas been submitted to us an
arrangement, the principles of which have
not been defended here, and which before
now have been utterly condemned by every
honorable member sitting on the Treasury
Mr. McCann.
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benches. It is said that I and other members sitting in "the corner" have made
"an unholy alliance." So far as I am cOIicerned, I have no necessity for defending
th~t alliance. I am not in the position of
the Minister of Public Works, who has
formed an alliance without any guarantee
for the carrying out of his principles.
The honorable member's principles and
himself have parted company, in order
that he may take his seat on the
Treasury benches.
Whatever alliance I
may have formed, my principles are the
first consideration. The Treasurer, who
is not here to-night, talked a very great
deal last night about coalitions, and coupled
honorable members together in a somewhat
offensive way. He coupled the honorable
member for Ballarat East and the honorable member for East Melbourne as running
together. I was particularly described as
running with the honorable and gallant
member for West Melbourne. I should
not object to run in company wi th that
honorable member. I am sure that his
manner in this House is such as no honorable member need be ashamed of. Bu~
when we hear honorable members on the
other side talk of the company kept by
honorable members on this side, let us
know something more about the matter.
The Treasurer now sits in company with
the Minister of Cus toms, .and yet I recollect
the Minister of Customs, when sitting in
opposition, declare that he would not
trust the Treasurer with the administration of the Ten Commandments. This
expression came with a good grace from
the Minister of Customs, who is well
acquainted with the Commandments, especially the third. And now the Minister
of Customs and the Treasurer are sitting
cheek-by-jowl together. Last night the
MiIlister of Customs was belauded and
bcpraised by the Treasurer, as being such a
good judge in financial and commercial
affairs; and yet the Minister of Customs,
when he sat in opposition to the Treasurer,
declared that "Mr. Verdon had so humbugged the debentures that the colony would
sustain a loss of between £50,000 and
£70,000 by his mismanagement." Are these
the men that should talk of unholy alliances
and coalitions? Last night the Treasurer,
referring to the association with which
the honorable member for East Melbourne
(Mr. Langton) was supposed to be connected some time since, stated that it had
~xisted for many years past under one
denomination or another; that originally
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it was the Constitutional Association; that not hear again of these taunts with regard
afterwards it was the Victorian Associa- to coalitions. JUdging by their professions
tion; and that lastly it was the Free to their constituents, there are more
Trade League. One and all seemed to be extreme men, with regard to the quesequally objectionable to the Treasurer. tion of protection to native industry on
And yet two members of the present the Treasury benches, than are to be
Ministry were members of the Constitu- found in any other part of the House.
tional Association. The Chief Secretary Is there an honorable member who has
was the Treasurer, and one of the foremost given expression to more extreme views
men of that association. And these are on the subject of protection than the
the men to talk to Ud about unholy alli- :vIinister of Public Works? He was,
ances. Why they ought to recollect the until recently, a very Goliath of propast. They ought to recollect that they tection; but he has since dwindled down
have been as bitterly opposed, one to to a very small individual on that subject.
another, as any men could possibly be. The Attorney-General has always been
What do I recollect more? The Chief the free trader of the country. He was
Secretary and the Minister of Customs formerly the intelligent editor of that
were supporters, after their fashion, of the organ which represents, which has relast O'~hanassy Administration. "Yhat presented, and which is bound, from
would t.he Government say, nowadays, its position, to represent the free-trade
if they had supporters of the same kind. policy of this country; and, when the
"Yell, those two honorable gentlemen, Attorney~General filled that office, the
sitting behind the Ministry of the day, free trade of the organ I allude to was
joined in a coalition with honorable mem- more intelligent than it has ever been
bers sitting in opposition to turn out that since. That b~ing so, I ask where do we
Govemment-upon ,what ? Upon a prin- find, on this side of the House, men occuciple on which they agreed? No; upon a pying so prominent a position with regard
principle on which they did not agree-in to free trade, as the Attorney-General?
fact, on a factious v<'te. The O'~hanassy The coalition on the Treasury benches,
Government sought to obtain a larger it seems, was particularly happy. I fail
amount of rent from the squatters, and to see why another coalition, placed in
the Treasurer, although he had expressed equally happy circumstances, should not
himself repeatedly i~ favour of higher be as happy. But, before anything of that
rents, coalesced with honorable members kind can occur, I must do what the Minissitting opposite in ousting the O'Shanassy 'tel' of Public Works has not done-I must
Government, and by that means he enjoys have regard to the principles that have
his seat on the Treasury benches at this made me a public man. Well, sir, the
moment. We were told last night about Treasurer, last night, although in his
certain honorable members being willing speech he said not one single word in
to concede pa.yment of members in order favour of the merits of the Tariff, indulged
to eject the Government. The Treasurer, in some small criticisms on the speech
although pledged to payment of members- delivered by the honorable member for
although he has voted for it as a private East Melbourne (Mr. Langton). With one
member-is not willing to give payment of these I propose to deal. The honorable
of members, in accordance with his own member for ~ast Melbourne pointed out
views and the views of the majority of large items of expenditure, for some of
members sitti'ng on that side of the House, which, he said, there was not sufficient
because, in giving payment of members, provision. He pointed out that there must
a difficulty might arise which would be the paymen t of a very large sum of
possibly end in the present occupants of money, amounting in all to something like
the Treasu l'y bench being removed from £200,000, to Cornish and Bruce and to
their seats. I have heard members of the Williams. The Treasurer, with that disCabinet express very strong views with ingenuousness which he sometimes exhibits,
regard to payment of members-that con- declared that that was chargeable on tij,e
stitutional government and free institutions public loan. Now it might be SO chargecannot be carried ou t until the principle is able if there was a public loan to charge
recognized; ~nd, if that be so, with six it upon; but there is no balance of the
members of the Cabinet favorable to the railway loan to charge it upon.
The
proceeding, why is not an attempt made Government must know the circumstances
to give effect to the principle? Let us under which they are compelled to pay
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have not lessened during the year, though
I believe they have, where has been the
protection? If the Treasurer had not been
so particularly anxious to follow the honorable member for East Melbourne and
answer him in everything, I think he
might fairly and honestly have admitted
that there had been a reduction, and that
would have strengthened him in the protectionisL view which he has sometimes
H On receipt of such certificate it shall be
lawful for the Governor to cause to be paid out desired to take. But the Treasurer sought
of the consolidated revenue such damages as to addre8s himself, not to the protectionists
may, under the authority of this part of the Act,
be assessed to orin favour of any suc4 petitioner, but to the free traders; and therefore he
and also any costs which may be adjudged or made statements which, if properly sifted,
awarded to him by the said court."
will be found to be incorrect. If the stateThen out of the consolidated revenue ments are not incorrect they show that the
these verdicts must be paid. But where. Tariff, which was accepted as a modicum
is there, under the financial scheme sub- of protection, has resulted in giving no
mitted to this House, the means of paying protection whatever. Then, in reference
those verdicts? The Treasurer taunted to the Tariff which the honorable member
honorable members, last night, with not for North Melbourne has in his pocketreading Acts of Parliament. If the the proposition which the Government are
Treasurer says he did not know the state to have forced down their throats-Mr. BURTT.-I am sorry to say the
of affairs with regard to these verdicts, he
displayed extraordinary ignorance. If he honorable member has made a great misdid know, he wilfully withheld certain take.
Mr. McCANN.-The honorable meminformation which he ought to have submitted to the House. The honorable ber had it in his possession within three
gentleman was asked why he had not hours from this moment, to my certain
charged the expenses of the Engineer- knowledge.
in-Chief's department to the ordinary
Mr. BURTT.-I have never seen it; I
revenue. His answer was that it was have never had it; I have never had it
charged to the loan pursuant to the prac- whispered to me.
Mr. McCANN.-I am alluding to the
tice of his predecessors. But when his
predecessors were in office the railways Tariff which has been submitted to the
were in course of construction, and there- Government, and which, in its chief feafore the !:ialaries of the officers in the tures, the Government are to swallow.
Engineer-in-Chief's department, and others
Mr. BURTT.-I have not seen such a
who overlooked the work, were part and Tariff.
Mr. McCANN.- Has. the honorable
parcel of the cost of construction, and were
properly paid out of the loan. The,re was member hearel. of one?
no other way of paying them. The lines
Mr. BURTT.-Yes, but I have not
were not constructed, and therefore there seen it. I don't know the gentleman who
was no revenue; and these expenses were has it, nor can I give a description of the
fairly chargeable on the railway loan until things or the numper.
the lines were completed. But when the
Mr. McCANN.- I was paying the
lines were completed the expenses of the honorable gentleman the personal compliEngineer-in-Chiefs department were fairly ment of having seen the Tariff which he
chargeable, not on the construction account, is going to support.
Mr. BURTT.~I have not seen the
but on the revenue derived from the lines.
Therefore the Treasurer was dealing disin- Tariff.
genuously with the House when he enMr. McCANN.-The particular Tariff
deavoured to show that he was only acting I refer to is one the Attorney-General is
upon the precedent set by his predecessors. going to support, in order to keep his seat
Then, again, the Treasurer, addressing him- on the Treasury benches.
self especially to the free-trade section of
The SPEAKER called the honorable
the House, went" on to argue that, since member to order.
the late Tariff came into force, the imports
Mr. McCANN.-Then, in Parliamentary
had been larger, and that the exports had language, I will say that I am referring to
been proportionally large. If our imports the Tariff which will receive the cheerful
Mr. McCann.
this money. I presume that the action is
brought under the Crown Remedies and
Liabilities Act. That is the only Act I
am acquainted with under which a subject
can bring actions against the Crown; and
I presume it is under that Act that the
actions have been brought and the verdicts are recoverable. The 25th section
of that Act says-
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support of the honorable the AttorneyGeneral, and which will enable that honorable gentleman to remain Attorney-General
for a few years longer. The honorable
member for North Melbourne (Mr. Burtt),
and a certain honorable member of the
Upper House, have conned over a Tariff
together, but there is a split in the camp
with regard to two or three items which
the Minister of Customs is running his
head against. We have seen a continual
going through doors and a delivering of
messages.
The honorable member for
N ort.h Melbourne has been answered in
the most complaisant tones, and has returned beaming to his chiefs with the news,
" ~'rancis will give way on another point."
But I object to this kind of arrangement.
I say that such a mode of legislation is
unparalleled in the history of politics. It
is an insult to us and 1.0 our constituents.
Ministers in their wisdom-not in their
expediency-should frame a policy, and
should submit it to the representatives of
the people; and if they cannot frame a
policy satisfactory to the majority, then as
honorable men-I emphasize the wordsas honorable men they should give place to
those who are prepared to do so. They
should not submit a ~keleton for us to
clothe or do what we like with, so long' as
we leave them in office. I recollect the
Chief Secretary told us once, in tones
which only he can assume, that the constitu t.ion had failed. Sir, I never knew
the constitution nearer failure than when
. the Government informed us that their
financial policy could be twisted and distorted as the majority might pleaRe. I
will tell the honorable member for North
Melbourne-may I say the honorable and
excitable member-that his runnings in
and his runnings out will be futile. The
only way to obtain a Tariff is by open and
free discussion in this House. I, for one,
am not going to be dragged through the
mire. I am not going to play second
fiddle to these honorable message bearers.
I am here to discuss the merits and
demerits of any scheme submitted to us,
and. if we are beaten on a division, on the
shoulders of the majority be the. responsibility of amending the Tariff. I am not
going to sit in committee to frame a policy
which Ministers are paid for doing in
Cabinet council. If Ministers had come
down wi th such a Tariff as the one now
talked about they would have had no
warmer supporter than myself, but I like
to see things done in a constitutional and
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proper manner. The protectionists who
have joined with the Ministry will find
themselves altogether disappointed. There
is a duty protectionists would like to see
increased, and that is the duty on wheat.
But without being a prophet, I venture to
say that, when the Tariff comes out of
committee, even the miserable duty now
proposed will not be there. It can only
be kept there by the united action of the
Government supporters and the protectionists. But when it comes to the test,
the free traders and the incidental protectionists, the gentlemen who are "anything you please, my pretty dears," will
vote against the item. The protectionists
opposite me, representing agricultural districts, will vote on the main question to
save the Government; but in committee, the
gentlemen sitting behind the Government
will vote against the duty on corn, and
will sell the protectionists. I can point
the honorable members out. There is the
honorable member for Mandurang (Mr.
Casey), who declares the Tariff' an abomination. Fancy a man voting for an
abomination. In committee the honorable
member will declare against the corn duty.
The honorahle member for Maryborough
(Mr. McKean) will do the same. The
honorable member remains silent. Then
he will not vote at all. I could mention
many others who, by the sanction and
wish of the Government, will join the
free traders on this question. The protectionists will be "sold," and serve them
right. There is but one way of obtaining
an honest policy, and that is by open discussion and honest voting. Was ever such
a scene as the present witnessed beforehonorable members bitterly denouncing
the Tariff they are about to vote for? The
honorable member for Ararat (Mr. Wilson)
thinks the Tariff goes too far, and he intends to bring it back a little. The honorable member for Polwarth, who represents
a noble constituency, nine-tenths of whom
are farmers, located fifty miles from a
market, and paying more to reach that
market than the American farmers pay to
land their corn on our wharfs, also told us
that he objects to the Tariff, and that he
will vote for it.
Mr. CONNOR.-I do not vote for the
Tariff. I vote for its going into com ..
mittee.
Mr. McCANN.-That is what I say.
The one honorable member goes into committee to make the Tariff more protective,
the other to amend it in an opposite direc-
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tion. Which will succeed? Ou whose
assistance does the honorable member for
Pol warth rely?
Mr. CONNOR.-On yours, as you profess to be a protectionist.
Mr. McCANN.-But I am not going
to take my lead from honorable gentlemen
who learned from me all they know about
protection. I tell those honorable members they are being "sold." There is the
honorable the Minister of Justice.
Of
course he will vote for the corn duty, but
will he not give an Irishman's hint to his
honorable colleagues in the representation
of Castlemaine to vote against it. I
observe, sir, that one honol':able member,
the honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
Kyte), is so far ignorant of our standing
orders as to be reading a book during the
continuance of the debate.
Mr. KYTE.-I am reading the honorable member's last speeches.
The SPEAKER.-Books and newspapers are not allowed to be read, even if
the standing' order does not apply to
pamphlets as well.
Mr. McCANN.-The honorable member for Richmond is also about to vote for
the Tariff, though he once declared that
he would see the Ministry in a particularly
warm place, which it would be unparliamentary to designate, before he would
support it.
What did the honorable
member say at St. George's Hall?
Mr. KYTE.-I turned the tables there.
LVlr. McCANN.-Fancy the honorable
member turning tables, unless indeed
they were money tables to turn into his
own pocket. The honorable member, who
should have had more delicacy than to
interfere in a place which he has control
over, made a statement most insulting and
most degrading to the Ministry. He said
that, only let the Tariff get into committee, and the Government would be
willing that it should come out in such a
form that its own father would not know
it R,gain. I was curious to see how the
Minister of Customs, the father of the
Tariff, would receive the honorable gentleman after this episode. I expected that the
honorable member would have been saluted
with some of those elegant phrases the
Minister of Customs indulges in, but, on
the contrary, he was welcomed by the
Minister with a warm shake of the hands;
he was received as the friend of his bosom.
If the Minister of Customs had had one
spark of proper feeling he would have
charged the honorable member with
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grossly insulting bim in a public place
and before an excited meeting.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member will excuse my interrupting him, but
the debate is assumi~lg altogether too
personal a character. T!lere has been too
much liberty allowed throughout in making
personal attacks.
Honorable members
must be aware that in departing frorp. the
question before the House, for the purpose
of making personal attacks, they are
entir~ly out of order.
I must also aud
that, by continuing the reading of a book
during the debate, the honorable member
to whom attention has been called is not
paying that respect to the orders of the
House he ought to do.
Mr. JONES.-The honorable member
for South Grant is merely referring to the
action taken by the honorable member for
Richmond with regard to the Tariff. He
is not making a personal attack.
The SPEAKER.-The conduct and
speeches of honorable members in their
pri vate capacity out of doors cannot be
referred to.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Honorable members cannot forget that the Treasurer was
allowed to apply opprobrious epi thet8 last
night. That honorable gentleman was not
called to ordf'r.
The SPEAKER.-I have already said
that there has been too much latitude
taken in this debate. I trust, however,
that it will not be continued in the personal
tone it has now assumed. I think the
honorable member is out of order.
Mr. KYTE.-For my part, I am indifferent whether the honorable member
continues his attack or not.
The SPEAKER.-The question is not
one with respect to the feelings of any
honorable member. The character of the
House itself is concerned as to whether
these attacks should be indulged in.
Mr. McCANN.-I shall submit to your
ruling, as I always do, sir. The debate
has been more personal than I like to see.
Great allowances have been made to honorable members-the Treasurer was permitted yesterday to apply the term "disgraceful" to the honorable member for
East Melbourne-and I can only regret
that no one should have been checked
until myself at the close of the debate.
The SPEAKER.-I think the honorable member has had full freedom to-night.
The statement which has been referred to
as having been made last night was, as I
understood it, put hypothetically. It was,
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that if the honorable mem bel' had read and
understood the law of the case his assertion
would have been disgraceful; but it was
not said by that honorable member that
he understood there was any law bearing
on the case.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I referred to the
epithet ." dog-fiend" applied by the Treasurer to the honorable member for Ararat
(Mr. McLellan).
The SPEAKER.-I did not understand
that epithet to be applied by one honorable
member to another.
Mr. McCANN.-I would like it to be
understood, sir, that my personal observations, like the Treasurer's, are put in a
hypothetical form. I was merely dealing
with the honorable member for Richmond
(Mr. Kyte) in his public capacity. The
honorable member intends to vote for
what? Why for a Tariff the leading
principle of which is the imposition of
those ad valorem duties which the honorable gentleman last session declared would
give rise to nothing but swindling, salted
invoices, and wholesale robberies. The
honorable gentleman's words were that
these duties would lead to commercial
immoralities; that in Adelaide, where
there was an ad valorem duty of 5 per
cent., merchants were in the habit of
receiving two sets of invoices, and of paying duty on the smaller amount. Really,
sir, I tremble for the honorable member.
He mixes ·a great deal with commercial
men, and, as evil communications corrupt
good manners, I am afraid that his com11anions will in the end make him as immoral as themselves.
Mr. LANGTON called the Speaker's
attention to the fact that the honorable
member for Richmond persisted in reading
his book, despite the ruling just delivered.
Mr. KYTE.-I was not aware that the
Speaker had ruled reading a book to be
out of order. I thought his ruling was
otherwise.
The SP.EAKER. - Newspapers and
books are expressly mentioned in the
standing order.
Mr. KYTE.-Then I will of course
desist.
Mr. McCANN.-I will now leave the
would be ultra-protectionist member for
Richmond, and will turn to his companion,
the honorable member for East Bourke
Boroughs. That honorable gentleman objected to the ad valorem principle. The
honorable gentleman prides himself upon
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his special commercial knowledge, particularly with regard to iron hooping.
Mr. COPE.-I give the statement an
unq ualified contradiction.
Mr. McCANN was proceeding to allude
to the commercial relations of the honorable member, when
The SPEAKER ruled such references
to be out of order.
Mr. McCANN.-The other principle of
the Tariff is that of a fixed duty on corn.
Now I find that the honorable member for
East Bourke Boroughs declared that "a
fixed duty on corn would be the greatest
curse the colony could have." Yet the
honorable gentleman will vote for inflicting
this curse on the colony. I next arrive at
the Miuister of Justice. Before he became a Minister the honorable gentleman
sketched out a policy of direct tax ation, in order, as he declared in his resolution, to abate the injustice of the existing
system, under which owners of property
contributed no more to the state than the
working man did. The honorable gentleman pointed out that the bulk of the
customs duties were collected from the
working classes. He said"The Customs duties amounted to about
£1,000,000, of which about £600,000 was obtained from wine, spirits, and beer, and about
£ 147,000 from tea, sugar, and coffee.
The
latter articles-tea, sugar, and coffee-were all
articles consumed by the working classes-in
fact they were as essential to the working
classes as water."
Has the honorable member altered the
system?
Mr. BINDON.-Yes.
Mr. McCANN. - It would take the
honorable gentleman until to-morrow to
prove that he has. The honorable gentleman told the House-" That what was
wailting in colonial politics was truth
and reality." The touchstone of the
honorable member for Castle maine was
truth and reality, that of the Minister of Justice is obsequiousness and
subserviency. Our polit.icjans, the honorable gentleman stated, "ought to be
more real, more ready to act up to the
light within them."
Really these are
remarkable words. I trust that honorable
members will apply them; that, irrespective of the boo-hooing at public meetings, they will have the courage to act as
the Minister of Justice says, "up to
the light within them." Without being
personally offensive - I am speaking in
an argumentative sense - I would like
to know what is the light the honorable
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member for Polwarth has within him.
Is it that the protection, the duty on
corn, under the Tariff, is insufficient?
We are in this singu Jar position-that
every member of the House condemns the
Tariff, and yet. a majority are going to
vote for it. They will not act up to the
light which is within them, but will vote
for a system which will make men
immoral. The Minister of Justice would
have Jone more credit to himself if
he had acted up to the light which is
within him; but I will leave that honorable gentleman to his own reflections.
Members of the Ministry, I presume, are
bound to obey the orders of their chief,
and therefore the Minister of Justice must
keep silent, and cannot repeat t.hose truths
on the Treasury benches to which he gave
utterance as a private member. I will
now refer to the sentiments expressed by
another member of the Government-the
Minister of Public Works-when a private
member of the House. About two years
ago we had proposed to us a Tariff much
more protective than the Tariff now su bmitted; and, in reference to that Tariff,
the Minister of Public Works said, "he
was not so blind as to accept from nny
Ministry a Tariff which was not protective, and which was not intended to be
protective." According to the Treasurer,
who is the chief authority in the Cabinet
in financial affairs, not only is this Tariff
not protective, but it was never intended
to be protective. The Minister of Public
Works has become so blind as to accept a
Tariff which is not only not protective,
but which was never in tended to be. In
the speech to which I refer, the honorable gentleman objected to "a Tariff
that taxed cottages and left untouched the
mansions of St. Kilda and of' Collins·street."
At that time the honorable gentleman was
one of t.he most communicative members
of the House, but he has since become
dumb, in addition to becoming blind. The
protectionists long ago submitted to the
Government a scheme which they were
prepared to support, r.nd the Minister of
Public Works sai'd that the scheme had
his assent. Two years ago the honorable
gentleman urged upon those who are now
his colleagues that that scheme was very
little to ask from the Cabinet"The Government scheme" (said the honorable
gentleman) "was a mere bodge-podge. It was
a perfect financial muddle, which would reflect
disgrace upon the financier who proposed it.
The protection party had no desire to press
the Government into a thoroughly protective
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policy in the first instance. They maintained'
however, tbat the bad results of free trade
entitled tbem to ask for a trial of their
principles, and they would have been well
content with a scheme which embraced the
taxation of a few articles capable of being
produced in the colony," .
Two years have passed· away since then,
and the protectionists would still be content with such a scheme as that referred
to by the Minister of Public Works, but
they cannot get it. After the honorable
gent.leman made this speech, this occurred
in committee : "Mr. VALE asked the Commissioner of Customs what the rate of percentage would be ad
l.'alorem.

"Mr. FRANcls.-Ten per cent.
" Mr. VALl': would, in that case, move, as an
amendment, the omission of the words proposed,
and the insertion of the words 'an ad valorem
duty of ] 5 per cent.' His motion would be a
fair test as to whether they were to have a.
reasonable system of taxation or not."
The honorable gentleman at that time was
not satisfied with 10 per cent., but now,
two years afterwards, when we ought to
have made some progress towards protection, he is content with 10 per cent.
I can only say that I am not so blind
as to accept from him that which he would
not accept from others when he was not
a Minister of the Crown, and did not enjoy
the advantages which necesf:arily follow
upon acceptance of office. The honorable
gentleman has spoken very strongly about
coalition Ministries, but I venture to say
that, before he joined the Cabinet, he did
not attempt to insist upon any concessions
being made towards protection as a necessary condition upon his accepting office.
Re accepted office in a Cabinet the
leading members of which are free t.raders,
without troubling" himself as to whether
the principles which he professed would
be given effect to or not. Let him,
therefore, not taunt other honoraLle members. Had he refused to join the Ministry
unless some step was made towards
protecti0n, the honorable gentlemen would
have occupied a ha.ppier posit.ion than he
does a.t this moment. If we have a Tariff
which does us all the mischief of a tax
without doing any good, it is sure to be
speedily condemned. Rather than have
this proposed duty of 4~d. per bushel on
grain I would vote against it altogether,
because I believe that when we get protection it should be effective, and likely to
produce the result which protectionists
desire to promote. If we have a fair trial
of protection for a given number of years,
and if it fails, I for. one will submit; but
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if the present Tariff is carried into operation, neither the free traders nor the protectionists will allow that theil' principles
have failed. Will the Minister of Public
Works sa.y that his principles are given
effect to in this Tariff? If it fails to
create industries; will he abandon the
principle of protection as a failure? He
will not, neither will any other protectionist. This Tariff, therefore, will not
please anybody. If the principle of protection be applied to corn, as one article,
and if it be not found that, after a gi ven
period-say five years-we are producing
sufficien t for our own consumption, that
prices are more regular, and less on the
average, I will be prepared to say that
the principle has failed, and to go back
to free trade in corn in its most perfect
and legitimate shape. What is true with
regard to corn, is true with regard to
other things. Let us select a list of
say twenty articles, such as there is a
reasonable probability of our being able
to make in the colony, let them be
protected for a given period-say seven
years-and if at the end of that time those
industl'ies be not created, then protectionists will submit; but until something of
that kind is done they will not submit.
The Tariff now proposed, however, has
been introduced to make protection a byword and a reproach. Some duties were
imposed by the last Tariff to the extent
of 30 or 40 per cent.; but no sooner are
industries created by those duties than
the protection is to be knocked away, in a
great measure, by the Tariff now proposed.
For instance, by the last Tariff protection was given to the hat trade. A large
number of persons ha'\'e been employed
in making hats, machinery has been sent
for to extend the manufacture, but, at one
fell swoop, this industry is to be destroyed.
The Attorney-General does not believe in
protection at all. He believes it is rotten
at the COI'e, and he is inducing his colleagues and the protect.ionist members of
the I-louse to accept a Tariff which will
destroy the instalment of protection already
given. The only result of the success of
the honorable gentleman's efforts will be to
cause a revulsion of' public feeling against
protection. Within the last few days I have
seen evidence of his determination to do
this, and I very much regret it. If protectionists are not warned in time-if
they allow this Tariff to pass-they
may wake up to the fact that protection,
which it is admitted on all hands'has now
VOL. III.-2 M
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the sympathy and support of the country,
-no longer possesses that sympathy. I
hope that the protectio:list mem bers of the
Honse will not allow themselves to be influenced by a gentleman who controls his
own colleagues, because he Las more
ability than the majorit.y of them put
together. Having pointed out the danger
which is staring us in the face, I have
done my dut.y in regard to it. I have
now nearly arrived at the conclusion of
my remarks. I have spoken somewhat
warmly, but I think that there may be
some excuse for me, because long before
I became a member of the House I
spent my health, strength, and means in
the promotion of protec.tionist principles;
and during the six years I have been in
Parliament I have always advocated those
principles, through good report al1<.l evil
report. I believe that, if the principle of
protection to nati ve industry be fairly and
honestly given effect to, it will make this
colony great Rnd glorious in the future.
Nothing can come of this dribbling, this
miserable hodge-podge legislation. No industries can be created by this Tariff.
But unless we do establish industries, to
gi-ve employment to the rising generation,
in a few years that skill which artizans
and mechanics have brought with them
here from the old country will die out
altogether.
Protection to native industry can alone lead to the future
prosperity of this colony. In my intense love for this country, which is the
land of my birth, I have never failed
in doing my part to urge this principle.
Indeed I have spent more of my strength,
health, and means than, in honesty to
myself, I ought to have done, from the
sincerity of my convictions as to the importance of protection to native industry.
The time will probably come when all the
Australian colonies will be the homes of
large populations. We have abundance of
raw materials for manufactures, and we
have many advantages over the other
colonies. If, along with pI·otect.ion to
nati ve industJ'y, we promote immigration,
and get a fair start in the race with
other colonies, we shall be able in the
future to abandon protection, and to do for
the surrounding colonies what Great
Britain is doing f01' the nations of the
world. Great Britain, having by means
of protection' obtained the foremost posi t.ion
as a manufacturing nation, can now knock
aside the props which previously supported
her industries, and can send forth pro-
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pagandists to other nations, and preach
univel'sal free trane. It may be, and I
believe it will, that, by this colony pursuing
exactly the same policy, in a quarter of a
century we shall be able to knock aside
the prop of protection, and supply Tasmania, South Australia, New Zealand, and
the whole of the islands of the Pacific
with goods, and preach to them the
doctrine of universal free trade. By wise
legislation-by giving protection to native
industry-I believe that the land of my
birth may become to the nations of the
sunny south what England is to the colder
regions of thA north.
On the motion of Dr. EMBLING, the
debate was adjourned until Tuesday, February 26.
The House adjourned at ten minutes
past eleven o'clock, until Tuesday, February 26.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, February 26, 1867.
Elections and Qualifications Committee-Privilege-Import
Returns-Lotteries.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twelve
minutes past four o'clock.

P1·ivilege.

ber, but I think the following passage
applies the rule to such a case:"Every appointment to supply a vacancy in
the committee, by resignation or otherwise, shall
be made by the President or Speaker by warrant
under his hand . . . • and such warrant
shall be subject to the disapproval of the
Council or Assembly, in like manner as hereinbefore provided in the case of the appointment
of the first committee."
The disapproval of the Council, as I
have shown, is to be declared during the
three next sittings of the Hom~e. I think,
therefore, that, before this present appointment can take effect, the warrant must be
laid on the table for three consecutive
sitting days, and that until then the Elections and Qualifications Committee cannot
meet.
The Hon. G. W. COLE moved that the
House at its rising do adjourn until Tuesday, March 5.
The Hon. A. FRASER.-I would point
out that, if the Council adjourn for a
week at a time, it will be a month before
the Elections and Qualifieations Committee
can deal with the petition which has been
referred to them.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER.-And in
the meantime the honorable member whose
return is impugned still sits here.
The Hon. G. ROLFE.-I presume, Mr.
President, that I am justified in retaining
my seat until I am pronounced not a member of this House?
The PRESIDENT.-It is quite competent for the honorable member to take
his place in the House.
Mr. FA WKNER.-Yes; but there are
delicate positions in which gentlemen do
not like to place themselves.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON.-It is,
of course, competent for the honorable
member to sit -here, but it will be more
satisfactory to him and to others to have
the petition dealt with at a date as early
as possible. I would, therefore, suggestespecially as there is .a large committee
meeting in the afternoon-that the House
meet to-morrow.
The motion for adjournment until Tuesday was withdrawn, and it was agreed
that the House should meet the following
day at three o'clock.

ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE.
The PRESIDENT.-I have laid on the
table my warrant appointing the Hon.
H. M. Murphy a member of the Elections
and Quali~cations Committee, in place
of the Hon. C .. ~Haden, who has forwarded his resignation to me, under tbe
provisions of the statute.
A question
arises as to when this warrant will take
effect-whether it is sufficient for me to
name another honorable member in place
of the one resigning, or whether the rule
with reference to the original warrant
applies, namely, that it must be laid on the
table three consecutive sitting days. The
words of the Act are" And every such warrant shall be laid on the
table of the Council or Assembly, as the c;ase
may be, and if not disapproved of by the Council or the Assem bly in the course of the three next
BREACH OF PRIVILEGE.
following days on which the Council or AssemSELECT COMMITTEES.
bly shall meet for the despatch of business, shall
take effect as the appointment of such comThe Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL.-I
mittee."
desire to draw the attention of the House
There is no such express provision with , to the following paragraph in a local newsregard to the appointment of a new mem- paper:-
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"The present session of Parliament will not
be allowed to pass without an attempt being
made by the members of the Legislative Council
to agree to a scheme for the reform of that
House. It is not to be expected, of course, that
it will be sufficiently liberal to satisfy the other
branch of the Legislature, but neither party
should be too exacting. A small measure is
better than none. Among the moderate alterations, besides a reduction in the qualifications of
membprs and electors, likely to find favour with
the majority in the Council, is a proposition
which has been made for a re-adjustment of the
boundaries of the provinces, and the creation of
a new province, thus adding six new members
to the present. number. The University will
not improbably have a member allotted to it;
and the suggestion that the members of the
learned professions, at present absorbed in the
general mass of the electors, should form a constituency by themselves, will also find supporters."
I am not prepared to say whether or not
this is a correct report of what has taken
place beforeaselectcommitteeofthis House;
but the House is aware that any honorable
member making a communication of what
passes in a committee, before that committee
reports to the House, is guilty of a breach of
privilege. This paragraph assumes to be
a report of the proceedings of a committee,
and I draw attention to it, trusting that in
future no newspaper will assume to speak
authoritatively on this or any similar
Bubject.
ADDRESS OF THANKS TO THE
QUEEN.
The Hon. G. W. COLE presented the
following message from His Excellency the
Governor:"The Governor informs the Legislative Council that he will, with pleasure, transmit to the
Secretary of State, for presentation to Her
Majesty, the address of the Legislative Council,
thanking Her Majesty for the material assistance
which Her Majesty has been advised to grant to
this colony in regard to the defences of the
colony.
"Government Offices, Melbourne,
"21st February, 1867."
RATEPAYERS' RETURN.
The Hon. G. W. COLE presented a
return of ratepayers, pursuant to an order
of the House, dated 13th March, 1866.
IMPORT RETURNS.
The Hon. G. W. COLE presented a
return to an order of the House, dated
-19th February, 1867, showing the value
of certain classes of goods imported during
the year 1866, together wi th the package
rate charged and collected on the same.
2M2
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LOTTERIES.
The Hon. J. P. F.AWKNER asked the
honorable member representing the Government whether the Attorney-General
had authorized, by giving permission, a Mr.
T. Helme to advertise and hold a lottery
or art union; if so, whether any conditions had been imposed on Mr. Helme;
and if so, what were the conditions; were
they to secure the public or not? The
honorable member remarked that he somewhat regretted having given notice of the
question, as, on inquiry, he found that,
unlike the former sham, there really were
works of art to be disposed of in this
instance, and moreover, he himself had
long been a subscriber to the Art Union of
London. He would like to know, however, under what terms the lottery was
licensed?
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-On the 24th
of January last, Mr. T. Helme asked the
consent of the Attorney-General to hold an
art union, for the disposal of seven colonial
oil paintings, several chromo-lithographs,
and an a~SOl'tment of steel engravings. On
the 31 st of January, Mr. Helme was informed that the Attorney-General would
not prohibit the proposed disposal of the
works of art mentioned. No conditions
were imposed .
. The House adjourned at half-past four
o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, February 26, 1867.
Geelong Court House-Duty on Jewellery-Debate on the
Budget.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
LAND SELECTIONS.
Mr. GRANT laid on the table, pursuant
to an order of the House, dated February
7, a return showing the names of selectors
of land who have obtained subdivisions.
GEELONG COURT HOUSE.
Mr. HOPKJNS asked· the Minister of
Justice when the repairs needed to the
Court House at Geelong would be made?
Mr. BI~DON stated that an officer had
been directed to report on the suLject, and,
8S soon as the report was submitted, the
repairs would be effected.
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extent he execrates himself as the chief
and ~reatest of political impostures that
ever desecrated the floor of this Chamber?
The honorable gentleman, having trans"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the amount of duty received ferred himself from one bench to another,
has forgotten the protectionist views
per month on jewellf'TY imported. at 10 per cent.
Q,d valorem on the old Tariff, until 1st January,
which, in years long past, in conjunction
1867."
with myself and others, he persistently
Mr. DAVIES seconded the motion, urged. Now that that honorable gentleman
which was agreed to.
is transported to the Treasury benches,
Mr. FRANCIS subsequently laid the there is no Billings~ate too refined-no
return on the table.
abusive epithets too delicate-for him to
indulge in.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
The SPEAKER.- The honorable memEIGHTH NIGHT.
ber is out of order.
The debate on the Budget, and on Mr.
Dr. EM BLIN G.-I am imputing nothing
Richardson's amendment, condemning the to the honorable member that he has not
proposed alterations in the Tariff, was then imputed to others. "Traitors," "J udases,"
resumed.
"apostates," are the terms which he has
Dr. EMBLING.-Mr. Speaker, it was not hesitated to apply to honorable memnot my intention to have taken any part in bers of this House-gentlemen who hold
this debate. I would rather hear from the the opinions that he once held, and who
Government n complete deliverance of their hold t.hem now with fidelity-and yet you,
principles, purposes, and policy, if they sir, did not check the honorable gentleman.
have any, in relat.ion to the newly-proposed But, I ask, who is the Judas-the aposTariff. I have waited patiently week after tate-the renegade, but the Minister of
week in the hope of hearing 011e of the two Public Works, who, because of his aposleaders of the G-ovel'llment-the Attorney- tacy, sits on the Treasury benches. And
General or the Chief Secretary. I regard what has he apostatized for? Why for a
the Attorney·General as the head and miserable £ I ,600 a year.
chief, the soul and body, of this Cabinet;
The SPEAKER.-The honorable memand if he had vouchsafed to the House his ber is not in order in imputing motives to
opinion on the vexed question now before any honorable member.
.
us, he would have been listened to with
Dr. EMBLING. - I remember an anecprofound respect and profound attention. dote of a gentleman almost as indust.·ious
But we have heard neither the Attorney- as t.he Chief Secretary. It was a saying
General nor the Chief Secretary. True, of Philip of Macedon, that he could take
the junior members of the Cabinet have any city in the world whose gates were
spoken, but they have spoken in such a wide enough to admit an ass laden with
way as to leave the House and the country gold. The gates of Parliament-house, it
completely in the dark.
When the would appear, are large enough to admit
Govel'llment are perfectly aware that instrumentalities for the miraculous conthree-fourths of' the members of this version of many honorable members. Only
House have heen returned to uphold the the other evenin~, an honorable gentleman
views embodied, however feebly, in the was designating himself as a "wicked little
Tariff of 1866, it is no light matter for sinner" for speaking against the Governthem to come down and propound to us an ment, but since then the honorable mementire reven;al of that policy-in fact to ber has fully delivered himself in supgo back to first principles, or rather no port of the Minister of Customs and his
principles at all. This being so, I was views. I beg to ask whether there is
surprised to find the defence of the Tariff- ' one single tttread of principle running
the miserable abortion of which, according through this Tariff? Dare the Chief
to the Treasurer, the Chief Secretary is Secretary stand on the floor of th is House
the fathf>r-confided to the Minister of and explain the principle of the Tariff?
Public Works, who may be call the Don I bel ieve that, if a full explanation of the
Quixote of the Cahinet" inasmuch as he is Tariff were given by a Minister, it would
ready to run full tilt, like a bull in a china burst up the Cabinet like a bomhshell.
shop, at every principle that he formerly Is the Chief Secretary prepared or willing
held. I ask that honorable gentlemen- to give us protection or not? Protection
that hater of all political shams-to what is no new matter with me. The Chief
DUTY ON JEWELLERY.
Mr. DYTE (in the absence of Mr.
LOVE), moved-
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Secretary has ventured to impugn my
position and character in this House. Let
me read from the progress report of the
committee on the Tariff' (Session 1859-60)
the following words, as evidence of the
faith that is in me. I may state that, at
that time, I had only one confrere. The
late. Mr. Heales was the only man who
st.ood by me on that question of the revision of t.he Tariff. Well, the second
resolution to which that committee came
was:-
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the action of a Spanish-fly blister. And
my opinion on that point seemed confirmed
when the hOllorable and learned gentleman
jumped up suddenly, as though smarting
from pain, and rushed out of the Chamber,
thus following' his colleagues. But this
was not the case in fOl'mer years. 'When a
debate of a vit.al character was on the
tapis, every membet" of the Cabinet was
in his place. Each recognized his obligations to the House, the country, and the
Queen, and listened to every argument,
however
feeble it might be. A.nd no mat"That in order to the advantageous re-adjustment of the Tariff, and in connexion therewith, tel" how we might vituperate, when the dethe condition and interests of the indllstrial
bate terminated, all unkindly feeling passed
classes of the colony should receive primary away. Now, however, the policy appears to
consideration,"
be for most of the Ministers to leave lheir
I should never have thought of referring seats whenever an honorable member, supto the mere fact that years ago I ad vocated posed not to be favorable to them, rises
protection, but for what the Chief Secre- to address the House. I should like to
tary has said of me; neither should I
know what at'e the qualifications of the
have heeded what he has said, but for his Ministerof Public WOl~ks, that he should be
position in the present Government. I
select.ed to preside, over the. deliberations
now challenge that honorable gen tieman, of this Chamber in the absence of his
in his place in this House, if he can, to colleagues? The. Minister of Customs and
lay his finger on anyone single instance the Minister of' Finance have each spoken
in which I have forfeited the pledges I
on this question ;. but. I feel that, although
gave to my constituents and the country they said a. great deal, they did not enat that time. At every election which I
lighten the R~}Use at· all. Thet'e· has been
have contestE'd since 1~55 I have pledged a great ~irage of figures dttn c·iug before
myself to protection, and I challenge the the eyes: of honorable members, but the
Chief SeCI'etal'Y to show that I have in policy of· the Government has not bee·1'!\
any way departed from that pledge. But disclosed. Now I think that if the tw.O,
what are the principles of the Chief Se- chiefs..0f the Government were to sPeft,k-cretary? Are they limited to place and I refer to the A.ttorney-General an-d-, the..
pay? What is the Government policy? Chi.et' Secretary - "possibly scmething.
I have waited three yeal"S to ascertain what might be elicited fl" om them. }. want to
it is. I should also like to know how it is know why this fO'rm of Tariff' h.a-s been.
that when an honorable member, opposed so insolently o.ffe'i'ed to the Rro.tectionists
to the Go\'ernment, rises to address the tn this House? The smal] atoll).. of. RI:pb.a- ..
House, mem bet"s of the Cabinet rush out ble concession 'that appea..J;e.d, in. the· Tfl,riflir
of the Chamber as though that about to be disappeared on the iin'titnationl bi!' th~
said were as dangerous as the syren's song. Treasurer tb .at the prrn.op.p,1e.' of· protectfon
between Scylla and Charybdis? Are they was no.t inv olved-tlul:ttthere was no prodetermined not to listen to argument? tection in the Tariff 'at all.
But the
I must, hOWeVel", do the Attol'ney-Genep3I1 Govemm'ent know thM the colony h~~ ..
the justice of 8aying that, when oth.e·r ~po~en, not simply onc.e~t)viGe, .or. thrf~~."
members of the Cabinet forsook the 11,1 tavoI,lr of the carl'ying~Qut:of' a. prpte.cTreasury bench, he stood, or rather sat, his tlve pCIlicy. The Tariffrof' J 866 involved
ground Vel"y well. Hut looking at· the a modicum of protection:;; and I want
honol"ahle and learned gentleman with to know why, tell month&.aft~:r:w:ll'<ls. that
something of a professional eye, Ii ~Q.uld policy should be altered'?,' 'r.f;le BOI'd~r
not but discern, by the continued action. of Duties Treaty contained the shap:ow ~f a
the QccipilQ frontalis, which led to, a.n shade of protection, and, in. conseqllenc~
irregular movement of the honorable- and obt.ained the assent of a large n~;llber of
learned gentleman's hat, and also. by the protectionists, who are thankful if o,nly they
twist in his back, caused by the operation ca~l ~et :oo~-hold 101' tl.leir prinoi.pl~s.. Bu.t
of the lati$~imi d01'si, that the Attorney- th?s ~arlff IS, to Illy HllUd, the l'tnu.o:<i.il.l)eJ,:l;t
General was the very essence uf nDcom- of UIH versa 1 fl'ee trade. The coun.~I'y has
fortableness, as though he were exposed to never asked fOl' sllch a Tariff. Was the
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culated, I believe, very much to deceive
honorable members as to the thing itself.
We were told that the remarks upon the
Budget this year would not be so im..
portant in their nature as the remarks
made last year, because no important fiscal
policy was involved. Was there ever a
more egregious mistake, to use no harsher
term? Why, the fiscal policy of last year
was the fiscal policy of 1865 ; and yet the
Treasurer would lead honorable members
to believe that, last year, important fiscal
changes were carried out, and that this
year honorable members have only "to
shut their eyes and open their mouths"
and nothing of importance will be done.
The honorable gentleman, however, very
carefully, cleverly, and cunningly, took
care to limit his ohservations with regal'd
to the Tariff to half-a-dozen pleasant compliments, and to leave the burthell of
developing the fiscal scheme on his honorable colleague, the Minister of Customs.
I was very much struck with the statement
of the Treasurer, that we should be able to
emerge from 1866 with a balance of £1,108
to the credit of 1867. It seemed as if
great difflculties had been experienced by
the Government to keep the expendit.ure
within the income, and that at last the
happy discovery had been made that the
balance, though small, would be on the
right side. Now if the honorable gentleman had accompanied that statement with
the intimation that £51,000 voted for 1865
"No man will engage in any undertaking, or had not been spent, that £286,000 voted
exert either his bodily or mental powers. unless he for 1866 had also not been spent, that
£80,000 had been derived from land which
ha~ the conviction that he will be allowed to reap
whatever ad vantage may accrue from the exer- had been sold in excess of authoritytion of his labour. skill. or genius. Any doubt these sums making together £417,000-1
as to this is sure to paralyze his efforts."
scarcely think it would be admitted that the
I repeat that nothing can justify a change Government had much credit to take to
in the essential form of the Tariff. I themselves in the discovery that the balance
admit that the last Tariff C9ntained so from 1866 to 1867 would be £1,108. At
small an element of protection that I the same time the Treasurer managed, by
scarcely knew under what grade to class passing on to other matters, to evade
it ; but it contained a little leaven-suffi- the fact that the revenue for 1866 fell
cient to promise the leaven of the future short of the estimate by £220,000, and
fiscal policy of the country. Now, how- that it was only saved by the £80,000 from
ever, as I have already said, we have a lands from being still more. In other
Tariff as thoroughly free trade as possible. words, the statement made by the Treasurer
I, for one~ consider that the protectionists, was of such a nature as to deceive the
as a party, have been betrayed; we have country and mislead the House. There is
been trifled with, and played with. This one incident which I desire here to submit
new Tariff; I fear, will be the means of to the House. Honorable members have
casting gloom over hundreds of artizans' repeatedly referred to the conduct of the
homes round about Melbourne, and indeed Minister of Lands in putting up lands in
all over the colony. The flippant manner excessive quantities for sale by auction.
in which the fiscal policy of the Govern- I have not yet heard any questions put· to
ment was laiu before the House was cal- the Mihister of Lands as to the names of
D".. Embling.

late Tariff a failure? I was under the
impression that, small as was the concession made to protection, in so far
that Tariff was a success. We have been
assured by deputations that have waited
upon Ministers that that slight instalment
of protection was the means of finding
beneficial occu pations for thousands of men,
women, and childl~en. Then why is it
that, after an eight .months' recess, without
any call from the colony, without a single
petition in favour of the proceeding, and
with a great number of petitions against,
the Government should have brought this
new thing before us? If the late Tariff
did not fail, what cause can the Government show for abolishing it? The rule,
according to our system of Government,
is, that when a Ministry are defeated on a
great principle which they espouse they
retire.
But the great principle which
pervades the Treasury bench at the present
time is that em bodied in a line well known
to Englishmen, "Vicar of Bray I wasVicar of Bray I mean to be." The Chief
Secretary, as a commercial man, must
well know tha.t frequent changes in the
fiscal policy of a country are ruinous to
commerce. It may be proptlr for a Tariff
to be enla.rged or modified here and there;
but for a Tariff to be abolished. and a new
and opposite system establish~d, and this
in the course of a few months, is an unheard of proceeding. J. R. McCulloch
says:-
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up the Government rather than let such
things" slide through." I cannot but think
that things of this kind would not be
tolerated in a commercial house in Melbourne. Irregularities of such a character
in an establishment like the Provident
Institute would lead to the punishment of
the directors. I wish the Government
would endeavour to clear themselves from
the Ul~pleasant rebuke by which they
appear to be surrounded, and show us
frankly the real state of our accounts, and
make us thoroughly aware of the condition
of the colony, and the full extent of our
liabilities. I believe we know nothing
about the condition of the country. I believe that the saying that language is a
means for concealing our thoughts has
been verified on this occasion. We have
been asked, if honorable members insisted
upon voting large sums of money, what
could the Government do? I say the
duty of the Government is not to let
honorable members make fools of themsel ves by carrying money votes. The
duty of the Government is to tell the
House, "You have voted £300,000 beyond
our means, and we will not leave the House
until you make provision for this additional
expenditure." The Government should
resign rather than allow members to vote
£200,000 or £300,000 for public works
not contemplated in their financial scheme
for the year. I mus~ now call attention
to a case in which a vote was misappropriated. I refer to the sum of £7,500 voted
for the drainage of Collingwood, but which
three members of the Cabinet subsequently
agreed should be applied only in part to
the use originally intended. Those honorable gentlemen det-ermined that a portion
of the money should be expended in
another and distinct borough. If I were
not within the walls of this House, I
should not hesitate to call this a scandalous
conspiracy against the district which I
"My poverty, and not my will consents."
have the honour to represent-a poor
I think the Attorney-General is bound to artizan district-the working man's home,
make some explanation to the House -which has laid itself under serious
respecting the enormous expense to which financial obligations entirely on the faith
the country has been put by the extraor- of receiving this sum of £7,500 in full from
dinary trials into which the Government the Government. I believe that, five days
have rushed. How are these awards to be after the vote was passed, the Treasurer
paid? I am told that, in one instance, received a communication from the Ministhe costs exceed £10,000.
We ought ter of Customs, to the effect that he wanted
to know something about this; hut the £2,500 for the district which he reprepolicy of some honorable members appears sented, and accordingly that sum has been
to be to "let it slide." However, I am filched from Collingwood. Perhaps honorhappy to know that there are other honor- able members can scarcely appreciate the
able members who are determined to trip. character of this small offence. It is better

the persons who bought these lands. The
Minister of Lands has stated that so much
land was put up by auction to meet the
necessities of poor men, who wanted land
for themselves and their families. To meet
this want-the want of certain interesting
shepherds- 200,000 acres of land were
put up by auction. Of this land, 79,000
acres were bought, and bought in every
instance, I think, by squatters.
The
names of the purchasers are - R. B.
Ronald, W. McPherson, Simson and Ralston, James Gordon; Matheson, Thompson, and Taylor; W. Donald; Gibson,
Aitken, and Aitken; Thomas Guthrie,
Thomas Scott, W. and T. Armstrong,
J ames Gordon, R. B. Ronald, W. Laidlaw,
John Phillip, Samuel Wilson, Smith and
Wynne, Samuel Wilson, John Quarterman,
and Charles Wilson. I cut this information from the Government paper issued
from the Lands-office, which shows that
the lands were put into the market, not for
the advantage of any poor men, but that
they were put into the market and forced
upon the squatters because the Government wanted money. Honorable members
not acquainted with the squatters have
been under the impression that the squatters
are open mouthed and greedy for land.
But the squatters have been placed in this
position over and over again-either of
being compelled to buy their runs or lose
every atom of their land. I know of my
own knowledge of instances of squatters
having to borrow large sums of money for
the purchase of land which they ou~ht not
to have been compelled to buy, in order to
save themselves from being utterly ruined.
I make these. statements advisedly. If
they are not true, the Minister of Lands
can contradict me; but he knows they" are
perfectly true. The proceeding would not,
perhaps, be open to so much remark, if the
honorable gen tleman had come forward,
like the poor apothecary, and said-
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sometimes to be a great scoundrel than a
small sinner-to pass through the insolvent
court for a large than for a small sum.
But I think it a most atrocious thing for a
Government so rich as this-so well able
to spare the mODey voted by the House-to
rob my poor constituents of £2,500, which
they needed bitterly. They may think it
possible to wipe out the stain of this
one offence; but Collingwood will ever
remember the Governmen t that purloined
the moneys voted by Parliament for its use.
The Ministry, in managing the affail's of
the country, are bound to do what they
would do in regard to their own private
concerns-take care that they do not Jive a
shilling beyond their incomes. Unless the
necessities of the country imperatively
require it, the Government ought not to
make excessive demands upon the population, but, on the contra.ry, reduce their
expenditure, so as to keep it within their
income. If we cou Id only get behind the
portfolio of the Minister of FinanceI say behind it, because financial statements are as much salted as invoices-I
believe we should find that they have not
pursued that course. I trust t.hat the
House will affirm a resolution declaring
that the country is spendiug too much
money for its government, has spent too
much, and shall not spend so much in
future. Did the MiDister of Customs ever
study the Tariffs of Victoria? A careful
observation of the honorable gentleman
during the present seasion has Jed me to
the conclusion that he is in a condition of
the most perfect blind innocence as to
what Tnriffs have existed, on what principles they were based, why they were
altel'eil, and why the Tariff of 1~51 obtained till J865. Does the Minister of
Customs know thnt the principle of ad
valorem duties, which is now enunciated
with such extreme unction by the Government, was proposed by the Sydney
Go\'ernment., in 1837, for and on our
bl'half? Does he know that the ad
valorem system prevailed for four years,
when it was found necessary to change
it for fixed duties? I think that the
Minister of Customs cannot have read
the Tariffs which were in operation
in former years, or he would be utterly
without excuse for now proposing an ad
valorem syl'item.
The Tariff of 1837
failed because it was based on ad valorem
duties, and in 1841 fixed duties became
the rule. There were some elements of
the Tariff of that year which I should be
Dr. Embling.
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glad to see introduced in a Tariff now,
because I believe that the farming interest
is the great interest by which nations are
to be made and raised to eminence. In
that Tariff the duty on flour and meal was
2s. per cwt.; on grain or wheat, Is. per
bushel; and 4d. on all other grain. There
was wisdom in taxing the more precious
grain at a higher rate than the cheaper
grain; but the Government make no such
wise discrimination in the Tariff which
they have submitted. I would ask the
Minister of Customs to read that Tariff,
and see if it won't, make him ashamed of
the Tariff now proposed. The Tariff of
1841 lasted until 1847, when some very
small changes were made in it, which are
not worth mentioning. The Tariff then
continued in opemtion till 1851, without
any particular objection being raised to it,
and, as every old colonist knows, the
result of that Tariff was ,that the people
were contented, happy, occupied, prosperous. Instead of there being, as there
has been ever since 1851, an enor1110US
im purt beyond the export, up till 1851 the
exports ofthe colony-mainly our own produce-exceeded the imports by £20,000 a
year. I can make some excuse for honorable
members who did not know the colony
before 1851; but those members who were
in the colony before the gold era commenced are utterly without excuse, if they
are satisfied with free trade, or with the
miserable abortion, called a Tariff, which
is now submitted. Sir, before 1851 we
did not directly protect the people, but
virtually there was general protection to a
small extent, the result of which was the
increase of our exports by more than
£20,000 a year up to that period. I know
that many honorable members he.ve not
the least idea why the Tariff of 1851
underwent any change. If they would
read the evidence given before the Tariff
Committee in 1859 and 1860, they would
find that it was altered, not because of
dissatisfaction, not because the people
wanted free trade, not because the country
was not flourishing, but simply because,
during the height of' the gold fever, society
was so completely upset, and there was
such an npheaving of every branch of
industry, that it was impossible to find
persons to collect the duties under such an
extensive Tariff. Instructions were accordingly given to Mr. Guthrie, the Inspector-General of Customs, to prepare a
Tariff containing as few items as possible,
so that it might be easy of collection, and
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the result was a Tariff, of which Captain
Lonsdale, in a communication to the
Sydney Government, said, "We have now
provided ourselves with a Tariff embodying the most perfect free-trade policy the
world has ever wit.nessed." For four or five
years after the discovery of gold, scarcely
any pursuit was followed except gold seeking; and aftel'wa"rds, when the people
wantetl to follow other occupations, they
found that there were none to follow.
The labouring clas8es murmured, and the
dissatisfaction increased year by year, so
that since IH60 every Parliament which
has been elected has been elected on the
understanding that protection to native industry would form an importallt element
in its policy. The work ing classes found
that they had no occupations to followthey found that every ship which brought
immigrants brought also the clothing and
every necessity which those immigrants
would i'equire, and still further diminished
their chance of obtaining employmentand hence a change in the Tariff was
demanded. I am sorry that when that
change was demanded, and when the
time had arrived, in 1865, for it to be
consummated, we had not a man in the
colony equal to the emergency. I will refer to America, and contrast that country
with Victoria. In the United States of
America, with a population of 32,000,000,
there was a war extending over four years
-a war within the territory of that
country, amongst its own people, absorbing
its own wealth, and destroying its own
towns. To any other nation the American
war would have proved utterly ruinous.
It is not because the population of America
was better than the population of' other
countries, but because she had better men
to govern her, that she was able to survive
that war, and to bort'ow £600,000,000 for
carrying on the war, and in one year to pay
off 200,000,000 dollars towards the liquidation of' t.he debt. At the rate of progress
which she is making, America is indeed
likely to become the greatest nation upon
earth, as well as one of the most virtuous.
I f we had had such men here governing
our affairs as there are in America, how
much better oft' we should have been than
we are now! We have had a Government
who thoug'ht it expedient to change the
Tariff; and what have they done? Instead of advancing the country to a state
of prosperity, they have brought us, within
nine months, to a position in which we
have to choos~ between national insolvency
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or additional taxation to the tune of probably half a million of money. If we had
had men in Victoria who would have
developed a fiscal policy in the interests of
Victoria-a Tariff under which industrial
pursuits would have grown up in all directions-this colony might ere now have
been able to drive the foreigner out of its
market, and to command the markets of
the other Australian colonies. I have
known hundreds of husbands who have
been driven from this colony by sheer desperation, because they could not find employment, and have left their wives and
children destit.ute. If we had had a
Finance Minister equal t.o bis position this
state of things would not have existed, and
vagrancy, which is such a disgrace to this
community, would have been ullknown. Before 1851 the name of beggar was unknown
in this colony. Children, when taught in
the Sunday school about the beggar and
the rich man, have asked what a beggar
was, for they had never met with one.
(Laughter.) Honorable members may
laugh, but I am stating a fact.
One
child, indeed, once answered, "Oh, I remember, mother showed me a beggar on
the bridge at Hobart Town." There were
no beggars known in the colony before
1851. I do not say that there were no
poor-that there were none needing benevolence- but we took care of our poor
and did not allow them to be exhibited in
the streets. Atthe present time, however,
honorable members know that beggars
crowd our streets. I would almost go
down upon my knees to ask the AttorneyGeneral to devise some means to meet the
case of those women who go about the
streets with poor helpless children, from
two to five years of age, training them up
in all the arts of vagrancy and vice. There
are tllOusands of bright, intelligent boys
and girls taught to beg, where beg they
may, and to steal where they cannot beg.
So extensive is the pauperism, vagrancy,
and crime which exist in the colony, that
I believe a poor-law, under another name,
is in course of preparation, to be submitted
to the House. I regret that we should be
compelled to initiate such an institution,
which is only the discredit and shame of
long-settled lands, and which has not yet
disgraced the free states of' America. If
we had had a l!"'inanre Minister equal to
the emergency, we should have had no
deserted children, and no necessity for industrial schools, or block-ships in the Bay.
Long ere this manufactories would have
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studded the land in every direction, giving
employment to thousands who are now
digging for gold and cursing the day when
they left their native land and the skilled
trades which they pursued there. Not
only would these men have had emplorment provided for them, but a steady
demand for more labour would have been
created; and they would have been able
to teach their children their handicrafts,
and train up the rising generation to industrious and profitable occupations. The
Minister of Lands has cause to regret that
the colony has not had a proper Minister
of Finance.
I believe that honorable
gentleman's head is not yet crowned with
dishonour. I believe that he desires to do
his duty to the country; but he has been
forced by his colleagues to spoil the public
lands in order to balance a rotten exchequer. It is a disreputable thing that our
precious lands should be sold in this wholesale fashion-that we should sell our birthright for a mess of pottage. If we had had
such men at the head of our affairs as they
have in America, Melbourne would have
been the permanent entrepot and metropolis
of the entire Australian colonies. From
the want of such men, we are fast drifting
into the position of old-settled countries;
the poor man no longer feels that he is on
a footing of equality with the rich man;
and the barriers between capital and labour
are being increased. I hope that a purer
democratic spirit will prevail in this colony,
but, as long as bad financial legislation
continues, that cannot take place. If we,
in past years, had had a man to legislate
for the benefit of the people in a way in
which the necessities of the time required,
that man would have obtained for himself
a name and a fame which would have been
unequalled in the southern hemisphere for
ages to come. It would have been in the
power of such a man to realize the picture
which Macaulay gives in his Lays of
Ancient Rome:" Then none was for a party,
Then all were for the State;
Then the great man helped the poor,
And the poor man loved the great;
Then lands were fairly portioned,
Then spoils were fairly sold;
The Romans were like brothers,
In the brave days of old."
There has been an opportunity for the
Minister of Finance and the Minister of
Customs to achieve greatness and surround
themselves with a halo which they have
failed to obtain. All I can say of those
honorable gentlemen is, that they are misDr. Emblin9'
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takes in the political history of the colony.
How has the demand for a new Tariff been
met by the present Government? I will
refer to the opinion of the Minister of Public
Works as to the Tariff, and I hope that
the Government, in their zeal and respect
for their young colleague, will pay attention to that opinion. On the 25th of
January, 1865, the Minister of Public
Works said:"It was not very satisfactory to learn simply
that the Treasurer had been able to get a large
sum of money together from various sources
and spend it. If he had shown that a reform
had been effected in the expenditure, and the
burthens of the people reduced, the Treasurer
would have been entitled to receive the congratulations of the country; but such was not
the case. . . . . He was not so blind as to
accept from any Ministry a Tariff which was
not protective, and which was nut intended to be
protective; a Tariff that taxed the cottage and
left untouched the mansions of St. Kilda and of
Collins-street east. . . . He did not expect
the Ministry to rush into the protection race at
once, but he did think a start might have been
made. The Government scheme, however, was
a mere' hodge-podge; , it was a perfect financial
muddle, which would reflect disgrace upon the
financier who proposed it. The protection party
had no desire to press the Government into a
thoroughly protective policy in the first instance.
They maintained, however, that the bad results
of free trade entitled them to ask for a fair trial
of their principles, and they would have been
well content with a scheme which embraced the
taxation of a few articles capable of being produced in the colony. He did not attempt to
sketch such a policy in detail. That would be
usurping the duties of the Government; suffice
it that the policy submitted could please no
consistent member of the protection party.
Taking the Tariff on the very ground on which
it was put forward, he condemned it utterly.
. . . . He persistently denied that there
was any force in the argument that the
duties would be easily collected, and he repeated that he would feel it his duty to oppose
the Tariff, because, contrary to the arguments
of the Treasurer, it did not equalize the burthen
of taxation, it did not encourage native industry,
and it did injure the colonial trade.
..
As a consistent protectionist, he would vote
against the Tariff."
Sir, the Government, who have taken into
their confidence and to the bosom of their
affections this precious and ardent protectionist, have converted him from the errOl'
of his ways; and because we are steadfast
in our faith, because we refuse to listen to
the stories repeated from the Treasury
benches-because we do neither more nor
less than what Mr. Vale did in ] 865-the
Government hound down every protectionist who opposes them. But when the
Minister of Public Works refused to give
in his adhesion to the policy of the Government, the protectionists, a~ a party, deter-
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mined to accept that policy as a first instalment of protection. I will now show
the feeling of the Minister of Public Works
at a later day, respecting the identical
Tariff which he opposed in .January, lS65.
On the 2nd of March, 1866, the honorable
gen tleman said : "Fifteen months ago he endeavoured to prevent the protectionist party accepting a Tariff
which he did not think to be sufficiently protective in its character to meet the wishes of the
community. He found the free-trade party regarding it as very protective, and, in consequence,
sending their missionaries abroad to prevent the
passage of the measure. And when it appeared
that the question of protection or no protection
hinged on the Tariff he accepted it. . . He would
have been glad if the shape of the Tariff Bill
could have been altered to meet the protectionist
view; but he was not going to be a party to the
little arrangement to shift the fight. The fight
had taken place on one distinct issue, and so long
as the Government abided by that issue he
should feel it his duty to support them, and
particularly as he believed the country wished
the constitutional question to be settled. The
protectionists did not accept the Tariff as a permanellt measure. He had never lauded it to the
skie~ as being likely to produce vast results. On
the contrary, he thought it was not the wisest
introduction of a protective policy. . . . .
He had as decided views with regard to a protective policy as any honorable member eould
have, but he did not think protectionists would
act wisely in turning aside from that to which
they had distinctly and publicly pledged themselves. Not thaI, he had pledged himself so distinctlyas other honorable members. He refused
to pledge himself to staunch Ministerialists. He
came into the House to do the work of the session. When that was done, he should be free to
ad vocate the views he thought most beneficial
to the country."

This is the deliverance which the Minister
of Public 'vVorks made in March, 1866.
"Coming events cast their shadows before!" The honorable gentleman appeared
to have got on the right track for the
Treasury bench, and hence the only excuse
for his extraordinary conduct. One session
he abused the Tariff-the only protectionist
amongst us who did so; in the next session he supported it most thoroughly, and,
after the session closed, he was the only
protectionist amongst us who was selected
to adorn or disgrace, as the case might be,
the Treasury bench.
The Minister of
Customs, referring to the same Tariff in
1866, said:"The Tariff was a compromise. Its strength
lay in this, that it was accepted by the last
Assembly, it was endorsed by the country, and
now, with all its imperfections on its head, it
was the intention of the Government and of the
majority of the House to bring it into successful
operation."

This was the deliverance of the Minister
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of Customs in February, 1866. The
Tariff was brought into successful operation; but now, findi ng that it is in the
way, it is to be kicked on one side. If
anything could prove the incompetence of
the honorable gentleman to my satisfaction, it is the fact that, after bringing the
Tariff into successful operation, he is now,
within nine months, going to cast it on
one side. In the original Tariff Bill there
was a clause limiting the duration of the
measure for three years; and the Minister
of Customs, in referring to that clause a.
few evenings ago, made these remarks:" Now it has been said that any alteration of'
or interference with the existing Tariff, is inconsistent with the pledge given by the Government' that the present Tariff should have a
duration of at least three years. But th
Government made no such pledge.
It was
urged by the Opposition, and also by the Upper
House, that, as the Tariff was an experimental
one, it ought to have a certain fixed existence
given to it, and a clause was introduced into the
Tariff Bill-though greatly to my surprisewhich proposed that the Tariff should continue
in operation for three years. The Government,
however, argued that the existence of any
scheme of taxation ought to depend upon its
suitability to meet the exigencies of the country,
and that it should be continued only so long as
it was found to work satisfactorily."

I will ask the attention of the Minister of
Cu~toms to some observations made by
the honorable member for South Grant
(Mr. McCann), in moving an amendment
to strike out the three years' clause : "If the last clause of the Bill were adopted
without alteration, it would be said that, three
years being on the face of the Bill, the Tariff
was a finality for three years.-(Mr. Burtt'Not necessarily so.') It was almost necessarily
so ; and three years would hereafter be considered as the period for which the experiment
- was to be tried. He was told that the House
could alter the Tariff in the meantime, but he
wished to keep them in the best possible
position for doing so. If three years was adopted,
it left over the final settlement of the question
of protection to another Parliament; but if the
protectionist members were sincere and earnest,
they would not allow that to be the case. A
variety of circumstances at the late general
election had resulted in the return of a very
large number of protectionists to the House,
and it was their duty to avail themselves of the
power which they possessed. They had the
matter in their own keeping, and if they were
true to their principles they would not allow the
- present Parliament to expire without the question being settled."

Was not the late Mr. Lowe, and were not
other honorable members of the Upper
House canvassed, at the request of the
Government, to adopt the three years'
clause in the Tariff Bill? I myself heard
the proposition put thus-" Don't you
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know that., if we can succeed in carrying
this three years' clause in the Bill, we shall
have the Upper House at our feet-that
we can compel them to accept any Tariff
we like, because they will not dare to
interfere and stop the entire fiscal system
of the coulltry?" The Minister of Customs
surely cannot have intended to use the
words he used the other evening, when
he charged the Upper House and the
Opposition with being responsible for the
insertion of the three years' clause. We
have no right to have a Minister speaking
words which conceal the truth. Do not
the Government know that that clause
was in the first Tariff Bill? Do they not
know that, in the conference which took
place between the two Hou~es, the three
objections raised by the Upper House were
-the form of the preamble; the inclusion
of the repeal of the duty on the export of
gold in a Bill imposing duties of customs;
and the limitation of the duration of the
measure? It was one of the objections of
the Upper House to the Tariff Hill that it
contained the three years' clause; and I
myself told the Minister of Customs privately my objections to it. The clause was
afterwards abandoned, and in the second
Tariff Bill it was provided that the operation of the measure should be indefinitesubject, as it ought to be, to the will and
pleasure of this House. The responsibility
of introducing the three years' clause rests
upon the Government alone. Now what
did the country say at the last general
election about a Tariff? The country not
only called for protection, but distinctly
declared itself in favour of measurement
Quties. In my address to my constituents,
which contained the essence of all the
addresses issued throughout the colony-I
stated that " I am prepared to support the
Goverllment Tariff; and to CatTY it into
operation intact." I believe t.hat nineteen
out of every twenty of' the Ministerial
supporters were returned mainly, if not
entirely, on that principle, in ac('ordance
with the assertion of the principle of measurement duties. We are now told that
ad valorem duties are to be adopted to
prevent the immoralities of' measurement
duties. If the Minister of Customs had
read the history' of' the various Tariffs
which have been in existence in Victoria,
he would have known that ad valorem
duties have been tried here and have failed.
Hthe Govemrnent refer to Colton, the great
American writer, they will find that the
grosse&t and most infamous crimes in the
Dr. Embling.
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shape ofcomrnercial immoralities have been
perpetrated by means of salted invoices and
other nefarious schemes, by men holding
their heads high in society-regular, steady
church-going men-who, however, did not
hesitate to evade the customs laws for
their own pecuniary advantage. In 1865
the Government themselves objected to
ad valorem duties, because they led to
commercial immoralities; and at that
time the honorable member for Richmond
(Mr. Kyte) distinctly declared, "My
objection to the ad valorem system is
that it would lead to commercial immorality." Yet the honorable member, at
a memorable meeting held at St. George's
Hall, a few evening~ ago (which I think
ought to teach t.he Government that boohoo and rowdyism will not cowan intelligent people), stated"He was not there as an advocate of ad
valorem duties; but under the measurement
system the importers had been suecessful in
smuggling in a large amount of goods without
paying any duty. The objections to ad valorem
duties would be reduced to a minimum by
inflicting a penalty three times the value of the
goods, on all persons trying to cheat the customs."

It appears that the honorable member has
no opinions of his own, but that, being
put up to support the present Government,
he advocated measurpment duties in HS65,
and ad valorem duties in 1867. I believe
he is prepared to turn round to-morrow,
and advocate any duties or no duties, just
as he is told. I believe that the AttorneyGeneral meant that the Tariff of last year
should last for three years-that he meant
to use it as a fulcrum to carry out a little
game of his own by-and-by.
Within
nine months, however, his interesting
child is bundled out of the way, which
shows what may happen to a man, and
even to an Attorney-General, in Victoria.
The new Tariff, if carried into law, will
crush out the industries which have started
into existence under the Tariff of 1865.
Certainly that Tariff will have had a very
hard destiny, and God help the artizan
class if every twelve months is to witness
a change in our fiscal policy. The most
amusing part of the affair-if amu&ement
there can be in dealing with such serious
issues-is, that though the members of
the Government do not quite give each
other the lie direct, yet they cont.radict
each other in good round terms. Nothing
could be more opposed, noL even the statements of the free traders and the ultra
protectionists, than the statements of the
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Minister of Customs and the Minister of
Mines. "I will do my utmost to foster
native industry," says the one gentleman.
"I will not go beyond 10 per cent.-I
object to a protective policy," exclaims
the other. The M inist.er of Finance, as
usual, plays easily between the two parties,
and the Minister of Pu blic Works declares
that he accepts the Tariff as a protective
measure. The Attorney-General has not
spoken on this occasion, but both here and
elsewhere the honorable gentleman has
boldly and honorably declared himself a
free trader, and has said that he will not vote
for protective measures. The honorable
gentleman intends to vote for the Tariff, and
as he, being the most highly educated and
most talented member of the Government,
is best able to speak of their intentions,
I take it that the Tariff is intended to be
a fl'ePo-trade Tariff. It is a free-trade Tariff.
What protection does it give to the farmers ? We remem her that, at a certain
memorable interview, the farmers were promised nothing, and it seems they are to get
nothing. There is such an utter want of
consideration in the Tariff. Why is maize,
which we cannot grow as they c~n on the
Sydney side, to be taxed as much as any
other grain? And then we have a shilling
per cwt, on all meals, whether fit for men
or for pigs it matters not. In truth the
farmers have a wonderful boon-a duty
just sufficient to create the impression that
they are protected, and just sufficient to
ruin them, if they are such fools as to
believe in it. The duty is not 5 per cent.;
and if any good is to be done, 10 or 15
per cent. must be given. And true to the
instincts of a Government in want of
money, Min isters, while offering the farmers
5 per cent. on their corn, levy a duty
of 5 per cent. on their agricult ural i mplements. The crude farming of twent.y
yenrs ago is no use now; our farmers are
obliged to use patent implements, and
this Government, being so anxious to serve
them, not only puts a 10 per cent. dut,y on
the hosiery and the millinery their families
require, but also taxes their very implements. There would be some apology If
these articles were colonial made, if the
farmel' was asked to purchase the goods
made by the buyers of his corn; but 110,
the duty is chargE:Jd on articles produced
by the foreigner and not by home industry.
It is a curious fact that almost all the
things which farmers wear, instead of
being taxed 5 per cent., are in the 10 per
cent. list, while expensive articles of ladies'
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apparel come in the!) per cents. But the
best evidence of the friendghip the Ministry
have for the farmers was shown the other
evening when the Border Duties Treaty
was canied, and it was agreed that the
Riverine squatters, who are so well represented here, should be allowed to introduce
yearly into this colony, duty free, cattle to
the value of £322,000, and sheep and
other stock £2l1,000, all of' which could
be supplied by our own farmers and
graziers. I do not like to see large signs
of "Grazing Associations" in our streets,
when I know it means a combination of
squatters outside our borders to destroy
our small farmers and graziers. Had the
Government been honest, they would
have imposed a tax in this direction,
especially as they are in want of money.
Every member of the House is bitterly
disappointed that they have not done so.
A 10 per cent. duty would have raised
£50,000, a sum which would be a sensible
relief to our internal taxation, and would
be after all only a bonus paid by the
squatters for the privilege of sending down
their stock by the Victorian rllil ways.
Corn, wine, and everything the Riverine
people can grow to compete with ourselves,
is to come in free, and we are to pay them
£60,000 per annum-to relieve them from
taxation to that amount. Surely the
farmers must be thankful for small mercies
if they feel thankful to this Government.
Moreover we have looming at no great
distance a treaty with South Australia.
It is bruited abroad that the Murray is
to be altogether free, and that South
Australian wheat, South Australian wine,
and South Australian cattle are to compete across the borders, without let or
hindrance, with our own farming population. The Tariff affords a really interesting
study. As a medical point, I may be
allowed to point out how it affects such an
institution as the Melbourne Hospital.
'Why, in the first place, the vf.ry rags to
bind up the wounds of the maimed and
broken, are to be taxed. The rflgs which
Great Britain is thankful for, and on the
export of which the nations of Europe
levy high duties, so necessary are they
to the internal economy of a country,
are here to be taxed before admission.
Lint also has to pay a duty, though, were
Ministers not so utterly ignorant, they
would have known that this article is prepared by machinery at home such as could
not be established here. Then we have
splints. I have made splints in the bush
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out of palings; but if suffering humanity
is to be regarded, our hospitals must be
supplied with the most delicate instruments
known to art, and these also will have to
pay duty. Medicines are likewise to be
taxed. There are hundreds of invaluable
medicines which we cannot and dare not
make here, such as chlorodyne; and yet
these are to be taxed. Could anything be
more unreasonable? On going through
the items, I am convinced that the Hospital
will have to pay 5 and 10 per cent. duties
on from £700 to -£ 1,000 per annum, and
all because Minist.ers did not take the
trouble to think about the matter when
drawing up the Tariff. Perhaps the Chief
Secretary, when he gets an extra twist at
the dentist's, will not be so forgetful.
Scientific instruments are taxed. Whether
a gentleman's eye-glass will come under
this category I do not know, but
. common steel spectacles certainly will.
Cremona fiddles, which no one can make
here, because they are the product of a
special localit.y, are charged 5 per cent.,
and jews-harps, on which the Minister of
Customs has played such a pretty tune of
"salted silk invoices" lately, and which
can scarcely bring in anything, are in the
same position. Nothing in the heavens
above or in the earth beneath escapes.
The honorable member for North Melbourne referred to the tax on salt, and
said that the salt added increased the
weight of the meat, and was, of course,
sold at the same price. Now, so far from
this, salt contracts the meat, and, by drawing out the juices, renders it firm. Instead
of its being sold at a profit, it lessens the
actual weight of the meat. Were the
honorable member put into a pickle he
would come out a much smaller man.
Patent mangles, which are in use in every
large establishment, which cannot be made
here, are taxed; and so again is another
patent machine which gives employment
to hundreds of young women-I allude to
the sewing machine. Surely the Government would have. withdrawn this item had·
they given thesubjecta moment'sconsideration. Once this Tariffis passed they cannot
do so, because of three lines which- I will
read, "miscellaneous articles," "miscellaneous articles," and" hitherto undescribed
articles." Even the Minister of Customs
will not be able to go behind the articles
specially exempted, because, in the first
instance, any such article will come under
the head "miscellaneous," in the second also
under the head "miscellaneous," and in the
Dr. Embling.
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third under the head "hitherto undescribed." For instance, here is an umbrella
cover; I do not know whether it is cotton
or silk, whether it is to be classed as wool
or varnish, but at any rate it comes under
the head "miRcellaneous." For all these
things we shall require experts, and scientific experts too, and the extra cost, as I
have ascertained, will not be less than
£30,000 per annum. Moreover, there will
be extreme difficulty in ascertaining what
the articles coming in really are, because
every month new names crop out in
English invoices, and until the cases are
opened no one knows what they mean.
For instance, there are water twist:;, net
wires, multum in parvos, graniteR, royal
yachts, Britannias, Garibaldies, elephants,
whirlwinds, &c. These are interesting
names; what they refer to I do not know;
I read them to show what difficulties are a
part and parcel of the proposed taxation.
In every sense it will be a restriction on
trade. Surely the Government did not
contemplate this. Surely they did not
intend that ships should be kept day after
day waiting the opening of packages,
which merchants, acting in the most
honest spirit, cannot tell the contents of?
Had the Tariff been in the interests of protection, every protectionist would have
fought tooth and nail for it; but, because
placing duties on the items I have specified
is free trade, because the Tariffis free trade
joined to universal taxation, we are determined to oppose it. I have another proposition to submit to the House, to show
the incompetence of the Government. If.
they will read the British Tariff, or the
Tariff of any civilized country, whether
despotic or democratic, they will find the
one idea prevails, "spare the poor man."
For instance, let us take the sugar duties
in Britain. We find succades lid. per lb.,
refined sugar, 13s. 4d. per cwt., and then the
scale descends as the classes the poor man
consumes are reached, so that yellow 111UScovadoes pay lOs. 6d., brown muscovadoes
9s. 6d., and molasses 3s. 9d., per cwt.
Could not the Minister of Customs, who
k·nows all about sugar, have taken this
matter into consideration? I believe the
Government could have both derived a
better revenue from sugar by e:uch an
arraugement, apd have shown themselves
the friends of the working man. Then
they are taxing kerosene, which is essentially the light of the poorer districts.
Districts which it does not pay gas
companies to lay their mains through-
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some parts of Melbourne, and, I believe,
Geelong-are compelled to lighten their
darkness with kerosene; but now the poor
man, if he dare to ape the rich man, is to
pay a duty of from 15 to 20 per cent. The
Ministry have fallen into the impecuniosity
of Old King Cole. "Put on the taxes,"
said the Queen, "I know they will pay,"
but "We will be smothered" if we will,
said "they." The hurthen of the State is
to fall, not upon the man of £100,000, but
upon the poor working man -a part and
parcel of the policy, it appears, which
could reduce the rail way guards 6d. per
day and leave the salaries of the officers
drawing £700 or £800 per annum untouched. Cabinet makers, harness makers,
and hat makers are all to be taxed, but the
merchants and the squatters, the two
classes that can afford to pay, are to
escape. The raw and the manufactured
material is to be taxed alike, but the honorable member for Richmond (Mr. Kyte)
has promised that the raw material shall be
relieved-the people are not raw enough
for the first proposition. The elementary
principle of a fiscal policy should be to introduce everything to the country which
will benefit the people, and to distribute the
burthen of taxation as lightly as possible.
This is the example of Great Britain; but
honorable members do not seem to understand the relative position of Great Britain
and this colony. Great Britain is infinitely
our inferior in"wealth. Marvellous as her
resources are, her trade is but fourteen
times ours, while she has fifty times our
people. Her strength lies in the union of
her people power and of her wealth power;
and we ought to imitate the example she
sets us, by utilizing our people in every
possible direction, and by taxing those
things which interfere with us and not
taxing those things which do not. The
Government have taken great credit to
themselves for the saving of £200,000,
alleged to have been effected in the
annual payments· for salaries and wages
since 1860; but then the Treasurer has
himself admitted that many of these
items have mel'ely been shifted to other
accounts, and we have also learned that
the item of contingencies has been increased by the exact sum salaries have
he en reduced. The fact is, that instead of
the expenditure appearing openly and
honestly as salaries and wages, so that we
can see what is done with the money, we
have "contingencies," which are so ductihIe that they can be twisted into anything
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-applied to any purpose. If a man is
required to disturb a public meetingperhaps he will go escorted by one or two
members of Parliament-cannot £50 or
£200 appear under contingencies for an
extra clerk or messenger? This change of
accounts is one of the most fatal mistakes
the Government has ever made. After
three years aHd a half of independent
action the Government have brought the
country to the verge of insolvency, and
the only remedy they can point out is
universal taxation. This discovery of the
impecuniosity of the country cannot have
been suddenly made.
Ministers, when
they were trifling with the last Tariff, must
have known that their monetary throes were
accumulating, and why did they not say
then, "we are spending too much money,:we
must retrench." Instead of that they went
on recklessly, and now our position is disclosed, as it were, by a flash of lightning.
We even find the idea of workhouses,
which used to be scorned and scouted, discussed with gJ'ave anxiety. The Government policy is reducing the price of labour.
I remem ber that the Treasurer, when quoting
the statistics of English consumption, said,
" It will take some time for our people to
come down to that," his idea evidently
being that we were travelling downwards. We have no right to reduce
wages below the existing standard, because as you bring labour nearer to pauperism, so you deprive the working man
of his dignity and independence. Under
our present fiscal system children are
becoming a curse instead of a blessing,
and the result must he the adoption of the
Malthusian doctrine-that marriages are
not desirable, but that the great object of
life should be to keep population and
supply on a level. The Minister of
Customs told us that he was desirous of
receiving the "happy dispatch," but he
has cried "wolf" too often. Did the
Government desire anything of the kind
they would not consen"t to alterations in
committee, but they would adhere to their
policy. Their talk about resignation is
the veriest whine. Why there never was
such consternation exhibited as when the
other evening, at the instigation of the
honorable member for the Ovens, I proposed that a certain committee should be
appointed by ballot. Ministers lose all
semblance of dignity at the prospect of a
fall-to the l\1inister of Justice the possibility is agony. How long has the resignation of the Minister of Customs been
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talked about-how often have the news- try it if they like, but, oncl' in committee,
papers pointed out his successor, and yet they will find the Government turning
there the honorable gentleman sits. And rOIJnd and saying, "Although you may
why should Ministers go out?
Let interfere in the smltller items, yet in t.he
them avow themselves prepared to carry serious items, affecting the policy of the
out a protectionist policy, and the pro- measure, the Tariff must not be touched."
tectionists will rally round them. What I believe I have found the secret cause for
we object to is a free-trade Ministry, or a the desire to abrogate the Tariff of last
sham. The liberal prl)visions of the Land year. If that Tariff had gone on for
Act were forced upon the Government; another twelve months, it would have
payment of members is now further from shown so forcibly the advantage of proour grasp than at any time; and protection, moting native industry that there would
which has bee:1 dallied with so long and have been a unanimous demand for protecloved so little, is now thrown overboard. tion, pure and simple. But before it has
hardly been trien, that Tariff is to be got
And yet, at public meetings, "boo-hoo"
salutes the man who is supposed not to -be rid of, and a Tariff of a very opposite
friendly to the Ministry. The Govern- character is to be forced upon us. I think
ment do not like to hear us in the House, the Government had a very good role to
and they endeavour to limit our liberty play, had they been inclined to play an
of public speech outside it. In spite honest and consistent one. Instead of this
of the memorable civil service regula- " hodge-podge of a Tariff," to quote high
tions, we have seen an officer of the Go- authority, whydid notthe Government provernment endeavouring to incite the people pose a tax, a swinging tax, on land? A tax of
to shout down a member of this House, 6d. per acre on land wou Id cause the large
and his crime has been sufficiently great landowners of the country either to part
to justify his aqvance to a higher stage in with their land or to utilize it. Because
the service. Ministers have not pt'oved they have nothing to lose, these people
themselves true to any party or any leave their broad acres waste; they want
principle. They have paltered with the the tax-gatherer to wake them up. I
protectionists and the free-traders, and now believe that, from a tax on land and prothey have returned to their first love-the perty, the Government might realize more
free-trade policy. I willrcad the language than enough to render unnecessary any
used by the Minister of Public Works, and interference with the Tariff of j 866. Then
I will leave Ministers to make the appli- I think the squatters might fairly be called
cation themselves :-'1 They have shown upon to pay double the rental that they
the most unexampled turpitude, the pay at present. I believe the squatters
most shameful party tactics the political would gladly do this if they had assurance
history of this colony has ever known." that only certain pOl·tions of their runs
Whatever may betide this debate, however would be alienated for settlement. Then
honorable members may be induced to there is another tax which I think might
depart from their principles and profes- fairly he imposed in this country. .1 refer
sions, this fact will be evident to the to an absentee tax. Men rolling in riches,
country, that the Ministry are breaking receiving their £ I 0,000 a year and more
with the protection party and will be wil- from this colony, spend their incomes elseling to shake hands with any other party where, and contribute scarcely anything
that will assist them to retain office. It to the revenue of the country. I am
has been said that the Government, ifpel'- astonished that the Government have not
mitted to hold office any longer, will accept endeavoured to make this class contribute
any alterations that may be made in com- something like their fair share to the burmittee. Honorable members have been thens of t.he State. J can only account for
told, "Never mind, my dear fellow, if their omission to do so by the fact that the
you will support the motion for going into Government have a sympathy with this
committee, you may do what you like class, and prefer raising their revenue fl'o:n
with the Tariff afterwards." But let ho- any other source. I fear that that which
norable members be warned that, once in is the ambition of a Gladstone-namely,
committee, t.he principle of the Tariff can- '." to be remembered in the homes of the
not be altered. Honorable members may poor"-is no part of the ambition of memthink t.hey will be able, in committee, to bet·s of the present Cabinet. Their policy
make the Tariff protective, but they will I cannot describe better than as a helterbe mistaken. Honorable members may skelter policy.
They desire "to get
Dr. Embling.
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money-honestly if they can-but anyhow
to get money." I repeal, that the Govern-.
ment have deserted the protection party i
the protection part.y have Jlot deserted the
Government. In conclusion, I may say
that, if the policy initiated by the Government be persevered in, the country will he
brought to ruin.
Mr. BINDON.-Mr. Speaker, I must
apologize to you, if not to members of this
House, for rising to speak on this question,
which, I believe, is now exhausted. I
think that when the address of the honorable member for East Melbourne (Mr.
Langton), pregnant as it was with personalities, was thoroughly refuted by my
honorable colleague, the Treasurer, then
the spirit of the debate was broken. I
can assure the honora ble member for
Collingwood (Dr. Embling) that I have
no desire whatever to follow him through
his catalogue of millinery; but I think
that, as some persollal attacks have been
made on myself during the debate, I am
entitled to a reply; and that it is my duty,
as the repre~entat.i ve of a large constituency,
if not as a Cabinet Minister, to give
utterance to my opinions on the question
now before the House. I think I may
congratulat.e the honol'able member for
Geelong East (Mr. Richardson) on the
bitter personal attaeks which have been
made, on his invitation, by members of
the Opposition; and I must congratulate
the members of the Opposition upon the
handy and crafty manner in which the
honorable member for Geelong East has
assisted them in tho~e attacks.
Tile
honorable member has told us that he had
extended his patronage to the Ministry,
and that he had consistently voted with
them. I suppose the honorable member
voted honestly; and I don't see the necessity on the part of any man for boasting
because he does vote honestly. However,
the honorable gentleman speaks as a protectionist, and says that it is in the ·cause
of protection that he has t.aken the step
he has done. But he is not the only
honorable member of this Housewhothinks
a great deal more about protection than
about the country anu its people.
If
the honorabie gentleman thougllt ahout
protection as much as he represents,
he should have proposed a resolution
that would have met his own view of
the matter. Instead of that, the honorable member has proposed a resolution
so artfu I, that there is not a vote,
from east to .west, that he does not ·hope
VOL. III.-2 N
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to include. And then' the honorable gentleman assures us that it is only a word
of admonition-that there is nothing hostile about it. Thehonorable member speaks
of the thin end of the wedge of PI'Ot2Ction, and that he expect.ed, this ses8ion, to
see that wedge dri ven home. Rut what
the honorable gentleman has done has
been to prepare the wedge of dissension,
anu invite honorable members on the
opposite side to strike home. That is the
course the honorable gentleman has pursued, and yet he speaks of himself as a
consistent supporter of the Ministry. Now
I freely admit that any honorable member
of this House, no matt.er how long he has
been a supporter of the Ministry, has a
perfect right, at any time he pleases, to
dissent; but an honorable member, when
he does so, must have some grounds for the
proceeding. There must he something
consistent in his actions. If the honorable
member for Geelong East thinks the
country will support him in his attempt to
turn out my honorable colleague, the Chief
Secretary, he has a perfect right to make
the at tempt. I am sure the honorable
gentleman is labouring under the happy
belief that he is the coming man. The
honorable member proposes, in hiR act ion
in that respect., to join the honorable mem·
ber for East Melbourne (Mr. Lan~ton)
with the honorable member for Ballarllt
East. (Mr. Jones). If he intend8 coalitions
of that SOl't, and thinks he can accomplish
them, he has a perfect right to make the
attempt. The honorable gentleman may
tl'y to unit.e the honorable member for
Ballarat West (1\1 r. Gillies) with the
honorable member for South Grant (Mr.
McCann) - gentlemen who ha.ve been
hitherto so very friendly on matters of' a
fiscal character. Lastly, he may endeavour to unite the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden with the honorable
member for West Melbourne (Captain
Mac Mahon). Those gentlemen have so
many associations in common, and they
have acted so heartily together in reference to the land question, that probably
there will be no difficulty whatever in inducing them to unite harmoniously. But
I recollect the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden, when he used to
denounce the honorable member for West
Melbourne as being mixed up with t.he
purchase of electors' rights, and locking
them up in his desk until his election eame.
I heard the honorable mem bel' for Hi pon
and Hampden, on a platform at Castle-
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maine, tell the electors to beware of what
was comin~.
.
Mr. JONES.-Mr Speaker, I rise to
order. You have already ruled that it is
not in order for honorable members of this
House to refer to speecheR ma.de by other
honorable members in other places.
The SPEAKER. - The honorable
member will pardon me. I never ruled
anything of the kind. What I did say was,
that honorable members have no right to
refer to what honorable members may do
outside this House in their private capacity.
Mr. JONES.-Mr. Speaker, I rise to
correct your ruling, with all proper submission. On the occasion to which I
allude, the honorable member for South'
Grant (Mr. McCann) was referring to a
speech made by the honorable member for
Richmond (Mr. Kyte). That speech was
made as much in the private capacity of
the honorable member as was the speech
of the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden. Your ruling then, Mr. Speaker,
was exactly the reverse of that 'which you
have now given to the House.
The SPEAKER.-I beg the honorable
member's pardon. I referred to the allusion made to the honorable member for
Richmond as proprietor of a public room.
It is quite a common thing for the remarks
of an honorable member out-of-doors of a
public nature to be quoted in reference to
a matter immediately under discussion, and
it is by no means out of order. But to
refer to the conduct of an honorable member in a private capacity is quite out of
order.
Mr. BINDON.-I am surprised that
the honorable member for West Melbourne
should for a moment coalesce with the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden,
considering that the latter has, in my
presence, charged the former with being
implicated in these transactions.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I rise. to make an
explanation. I beg to give the statement
of the Minister of Justice a distinot denial.
Mr. BINDON.-I hope the honorable
member will also be able to give this a
"Mr. Longmore prodistinct denial.
ceeded to urge upon his hearers the necessity for securing electoral rights, as the
rolls were being stuffed; and adduced an
instance in which one member of Parliament had purchased 700.. For further
information on the subject he referred his
hearers to Captain Mac Mahon."
The SPEAKER.-I hope the honorable
a
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member will abstain from anything partaking of the character of a personal
attack. These personalities should be
avoided as far as possible; they tend to
disorder, and create animosity, as I have
already stated to the House.
Mr. BINDON.-I have no desire to
press personalities upon the House; I don't
think any honorable member has avoided
personality more than I do. But when
personalities are practised all rouml it is
hard to avoid them. I thought I was only
pursuing a course I am perfectly entitled
to pursue, in calling attention to the fact
that any coalition formed by the gentlemen I have named would be inconsistent; and this while such a charge was
on the lips of the one as against the
other. The honorable member for Ripon
and Hampden was formerly in the habit of
alluding to the honorable member for West
Melbourne as one of "the notorious twentytwo." Perhaps the honorable gentleman
himself is now "the notorious twentythird." I regret that I should have had
to speak thus plainly in allusion to the honorable member's speech, made when I was
standing by that honorable member's side.
If it had not been made by my side at
Castlemaine, I should not have alluded to
it. My only regret in ('onnexion with the
subject is, that the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden is not now of the
same mind with regard to political matters
as he was then. The honorable member
for Sandridge, in his speech the other
evening, was good enough to allude to
me. The honorable gentleman charged
me with inconsistency; but I think the
House will agree with me, that the charge
is one which recoils on the honorable gentleman. He referred to a speech which I
deli vered some time ago, on the necessity
for retrenchment and economy with reference to the railways. That was on the
occasion of the Government coming down
with a proposition to borrow a sum of
£500,000 for railway purposes. The
scheme included a large item for a new
station at Spencer-street: I opposed that.
I stated that we should not be exhausting,
on every occasion, our borrowing power ;
and that a more economical station would
suit our purpose. The division took place,
I think, on Mr. Berry'S motion. The
Ministry had a large majority; but nevertheless they withdrew their proposition for
£500,000, and took a vote of £250,000.
Now where was the honorable member for
Sandridge on that occasion? He was
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out of the House; he was absent from
all the divisions; and yet he charges me
with a desire to be extravagant in reference to railways, when I spoke and
voted with the economists. The honorable gentleman also charged me with
carrying on a system of economy with
refer'ence to the administration of justice,
of course in the wrong direction ; that I
wa,s exercising retrenchment by means of
a pressure on cel'tain gentlemen-police
magistrates-in the civil service. I ,should
like to know how retrenchment can be
effected without pressure. This retrenchment was proposed., not by me, but by
the Attorney-General, and agreed to by
the House last session. The honorable
member for Sandridge was in the House
at the time, but he never opened his lips
on the subject. The vote was that six
stipendiarymagistr'ates should be displaced;
and whatever I have had to do with the
matter has been simply to give effect to the
will of Parliament. The honorable gentletuan comptains further that I have reduced
the vote for witnesses, and that thereby the
administration of justice is imperilled. But
what are the facts? The sum allowed for
witnesses last year was not exhausted, and
therefore J did not think it right to ask
this year for as much as was voted last
year, We hear a great deal about the
morality of merchants. It would be well
for some of this morality to be brought into
this House, so that charges against Ministers might, be limited to what is honest
and fair, and not extend to trumped-up
cases without foundation in fact or anything else to support them. The honorable
member for East Melbourne ()Ir. Langton) commenced his speech with an attack
on my honorable colleague, the Minister of
Customs. I have no desire to follow that
honorable gentleman in the language which
he used, though I hope he will see, on reflection, that it was a little too strong. I
don't blame him for many of these personalities, because they appear to be a sort of'
oxygen to his political life. Most of his
speeches consist of scraps, figures, and,
extracts strung together by means of bitter
personalities; and if the honorable gentleman has accustomed himself to that sort
of thing, I really can't expect him all at
once to throw it off.
The honorable
gentleman also alluded to my honorable'
colleague, the Treasurer, and complained
that he had not delivered any remarks as
to the taxing part of the financial scheme.
I think my honorable colleague gave a
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sufficient answer to that complaint. But
there was one consideration to which my
honorable colleague did not allude; and I
think the honorable member for East Melbourne, if he had much of the feeling of
ordinary persons, must have known that
there was a reason which prevented my
honorable colleague from going at length
into that subject. The honorable member
for East Melbourne then endeavoured to
show that everything is completely done
at the custom-house in England, and. that
the customs arrangements of this colony
bear no comparison with those of the
mother country. He told us that the
Customs department in England is worked
in such a way that no inconvenience whatever can occur ;-in fact that things go on
as smoothly as clockwork, without any
exhibition of feelings. of partizanship
whatever. I know perfectly well that in
these matters the honorable member for'
East Melbourne assumes omniscience. But
we will see whether the honorable member
has a right to disparage this country, and
everything relating to the custom-houge
here, merely for party purposes of the
m.oment. I have here Sir Morton Peto's
book on taxation, which is familiar to
honorable members, and from which I will
show a picture drawn by an authority
quite as good as the honorable member
for East Melbourne. Sir Morton Peto
sayse. For want of well-considered plans, an immense proportion of our whole revenue and expenditure is wasted. It has been shown, in the
course of the preceding pages, that there are great
defects in the principles on which we levy our
taxation; that there is a most unnecessary
waste in the collection of the revenue; that we
spend vast sums upon our military establishments
which ought not to be spent at all ; that we pay
large amounts 'for military objects which ought
to be paid by other people ; that we keep up
establishments for naval purposes long after
they have been superseded, and when no objects
remain which those establishments can supply;
and that, generally, our expenditure is characterised by an almost reckless prodigality, All
this proceeds from the ill-considered, scattered,
and unbusiness-like manner in which the
finances of the country are administered, each
department doing pretty well as it pleases, one
very often quarrelling with another, and all conspiring to resist, not only a general control, but
even the operation of the law itself."

Here is the picture of law and order
which the honorable member for East
Melbourne sets up as an example worth
following by this country. Sir Morton
Peto also says" An acquaintance had a cask of wine sent to
him as a present from the south of France. It
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was ~eposited in the London-docks, where he
went and Raw it. and proposed to pay the dock
dues and wine duty, and take it away. The payment of the doek dues, though they comprehended several items, was an easy matter; but
not so the payment of the customs duty. To
make that payment, he was referred from the
dock office to the custom house; and ou going
there, and mentioning his desire to pay the duty
on his cask of wine, he was stared at with
astonishment. That which he had supposed to
be a simple matter of receipt and payment,
turned out to be a transaction of the utmost
complexity."
This is the perfect system existing in
England, which, according to the honorable member for East Melbourne, should
be adopted in this count.ry. The honorable
member next proceeded to deal with
a mat tel' personal to myself. He read
an extract fi'om a speech made by me a
year and a half ago, and he was good
enough to st,ate that he fully ap'proved of
it. I interrupted him with the question,
why he did not say so at the time. His
reply was, t.hat he was not in the House,
and that therefore he had no opportunity
of saying it. Hut the honorable member
had another opportunity of saying it,
through a newspaper of which he was
the reputed editor. (" Order.")
The SPEAKER.-Thehonorable member is not in order.
:\11'. BINDON.-An article which appeared in the newspaper I refer to treated
the subj(·ct with all possible bitterness.
The honol'able member for East Melbourne
talked about the purity of his pt'inciples.
He stated that he stood five elections, and
lost them all on account of his adherence
to principle. If the honorable member is
actuated by purity of principle, why should
he be ashamed about what he writes more
than about what he says?' I hope the
day is not far distant when the responsibilities of a journalist will be as well defined
as the responsibilities of a gentleman. I
hope the day is not far distant when a
man will be obliged to put his name to what
he writes; and that such men, having won
by their writings the ltffections and confidence of the people, may enter this House
and help its deliberations with their ability
and wisdom. Then, sir, men with pure principles will have no temptation for shirking
and avuiding responsibility. I can only say,
that whatever I stated in the speech which
I delivered on the occasion referred to, I
believe in yet. There was a tiIQ.e when
no man in this House had a greater respect for the honorable member for East
Melbourne than I had. Some five or
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six years ago, I had not the pleasure of
knowing him, but I read his speeches with
consider~tble interest. Although I differed
from the honorahle gentleman in many
respects, I could not help being pleased
with those speeches, because they appeared
to be pervaded with the desire to improve
the social condition of the people. That I
did not 'agree with the honorable member
in mueh that he advanced is easily proved
by a reference to my address to the electors
of Villiers and Heytesbury. I attended
a banquet in the city, given to the honorable memberMr. LEVEY.-That was the free-trade
banquet.
Mr. BINDON.-And I was very much
pleased to listen to the observations made
by the honorable member on that occasion.
Hut the improvement in the social condition of the people is not the honorable
mem ber's object now. A new chapter has
opened in his career; a new interest has
sprung up. Instead of being the advocat~
for the improvement of the social condition
of the people, the honorable gentleman'S
feelings are now with a set of respectable
merchants in Melbourne, who have a
special interest in the politics and fiscal
arrangement,s of the country, and in consequence personalities have been introduced.
Before the honorable memher became
connected with the soft-goods men, his
speeches were free from personalities; but
since then personalities have been the rule
with the honorable member-every batch
of figllres is strung to the preceding batch
with some bitter observation-and the consequence is that the honorable member
has lost power. The honorable member for
Ballarat West (Mr. Gillies) also made one
or two observations with regard to myself.
He commenced his speech in a strain of
affected mildness, and stated that he thought
it was time personalities should cease.
He forgot that personalities had been exhausted on his side of the House; and
that nothing more could be said in the
shape of personalities that had not been
said before. The honorable gentleman
also expressed his anxiety that bygones
should be bygones. I am glad to see the
honorable gentleman peaceful for.one night,
though I fear he will change his tactics on
the earliest possible occasion. Some honOI'able members may not be disposed
readily to respond to the appeal to "let
bygones be bygones," because many of
the speeche:; of the honorable member for
Ballarat West cannot easily be forgotten.
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The honorable member brought a very
serious charge against the Ministry - a
chllrge of getting rid of civil servants,
and then employing gentlemen, in their
stead, at dou ble their salaries. N ow if the
Ministry are capable of doing that, they
are capable of doing a very great wrong.
But I am here to meet the charge with a
flat denial, and to challenge the honorable
mem ber for Ballarat West -to bri ng forward
his charge distinctly and positively, and
sheet it home to the Ministry. I think it
unbecoming an honorable member to throw
out accusations of a broad character that
no one can take up. I t is not fair to
charge Ministers with corrupt acts without being specific. The honorable gentleman stated that he had no desire to pass
an opinion about law, but surely the honorable gentleman must have forgotten
his own lectures on ex post facto law.
He used to speak dogma~ically enough
then. The honorable member contended
that the legal propositions laid down
during this debate by the honorable and
learned member for St. Kilda could not be
disputed. Well, I have read the speech of
the honorable and learned mem bel' for St.
Kilda, and the only broad proposition that
I can find in the whole speech is one with
which I agree. This proposition is-and
the honorable member laid it down with
considerable emphasis and force oflanguage
-that "James McCulloch and James
Goodall Francis are not the Governor in
Council."
True there were one or two
technical points, motion points, which I
need not trouble the House with, but the
only broad proposition which the speech
contained is the one I have. stated. I
regret that the h0110rable and learned member for St. Kilda is not in his place tonight, because the honorable member,
when discussing the Border Duties Treaty,
was guilty, to my mind, of an extremely
ungracious and ungenerous act.
He
stated that the Ministerial benches were
full of legal gentlemen, aud at the
same time he charged the treaty with a
want of legality, with a want of all the
principles that constitute a legal document,
with, in fact, being scarcely worth the
paper that it was written upon. The
honorable and learned gentleman forgot
that there was, at the bottom of that paper,
the name of a gentleman who is as infinitely his superior in the profession as
any man can be. The name of the Attorney-General of New. South Walesthe leader of a bar which can boast of a
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Manning, a Darval, and a Robert Lowewas at the bottom of that paper; and yet
the honorable and learned mem bel' for St.
Kilda had the indecency to declare the
document utterly worthiess, although the
Attorney-General of New ~out.h Wales
was sitting in t.he Chamber at the time.
The SPEAKER pro!!ounced this langURge to be entirely out of order.
Mr. BINDO~.-I will say that the
honorable member for St. Kilda had the
impropriety to do this; and I really felt
ashamed of him for it. I now de~ire to
apply myself for a short time to t.he speech
of' the honorable memuer for South Grant
(Mr. McCann). That honorable member,
with considerable emphasis, alluded to the
speech which I delivered in this House
~ome eighteen months ago. The allusions
to that speech are far from displeasing to
me. There is nothing in that speech of
which I need be ashamed. I am only glad
to find that a speech which, when delivered
in this House, was coldly received, is now
found worthy of approval. Honorable
gentlemen, who then did not support me,
are now ready to praise that speech.
Mr. LEVEY.-Not to praise it.
Mr. BINDO~.-At all events they are
ready to say that the principles laid down
in that speech are true and correct. The
coldness manifested at the time of the
delivery of the speech may be excused on
the plea that, at the time, 1 was a partizan
of the Government. But the honorable
member for Normanby told me, during
the debate, that I was neutt'al; that it
was a pity such should be the case; and
that I ought to elect on which side of
the House I would sit.
And yet,
having made t.hat speech as an independent member, I was refused support.
I say now, what I said on the occasion to
which the honorable member referred, that
I believe the people of this country are
very disproportionately taxed. I believe
that the burthen of taxation is not sufficiently thrown upon the wealthier classes.
I never made a speech to my constituents
in which I did not express that view; and
I never had an opportunity of pressing
it upon the attention of the House in
which I failed to do so. But I never said
that I would support a land tax in this
countt'y, to be levied indiscriminately. I
never will support a tax of that sort. If I
had an opportunity of supporting a tax on
property above the annual value of £50, a
tax upon bank dividends and property or
that description, I would support such a tax.
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I will tell honorable members opposite that

when they submit a measure throwing the
burthen of taxation upon the rich instead of
on the poor, in tl;1e shape of a property tax,
it shall have my support. I will not evade
the principles laid down in the speech to
which reference has been made, but I will
stand by them as long as I am a member
of the House. But I will be no party to
the introduction of a tax which it would
be impossible to collect-a land taxlevied on
all. Even ifsuch a tax could be collected, in
many districts the cost of collection would
far exceed the amount collected. In the district of Longwood, for instance, the cost of
collection would be 300 per cent. To
attempt to levy such a tax indiscriminately
would cause great dissatisfaction, and probably lead to very serious consequences.
If a measure were passed by this House tomorrow for imposing a property tax, i8
there the smallest chance of its being carried in the Upper House? Will the Upper
House admit the principle that property
ought to be taxed as I have stated? I say
they wili not. I do not wish to see small
crises with the Upper House. If there is a
necessity to have a crisis and a difference,
I am ready to meet the Upper House ; but
I certainly have no desire to join issue
with the Upper House, unless I see an
absolute necessity for it, and a possihility
of carrying my measure. Will honorable
members tell me that, because I proposed
an abstract resolution, pointing out a certain system of taxation, it is incom,istent
for me to join a Ministry whose fiscal
policy I approved and supported on a
former occasion? Because I cannot carry
what has been called my own crotchet or
hobby, am I inconsistent in joining a
Minist'ry whose policy lays down principles
which I believe to be right? I am not
disposed to waste time by sending measures
to the Upper House which I believe there
is no chance of being carried. I think it
is the desire of every honorable member
of this House rather to endeavour to conciliate the Upper House, and to pass
measures upon which both branches of
the legislature can agree. It is my
desire to promote practical legislation as
far as I can. Possibly the time is not
far distant when it will require all the
peace and wisdom wh ich both this House
and the Upper House can command to
settle the land question. The year 1870
is rapidly approaching, and I do not see
the necessity of having small differences,
or small crises, when perhaps a larger one
Mr. Bindon.
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is approaching. I cnn only say that I believe now in every word I stated in the
speech referred to by the honorable member for South Grant, and I would give
practical effect to it if I could. I will next
allude to the question of retrenchment. I
do not yield to any member as to the
necessity for a wise and prudent retrenchment, but I must say that the question of
retrenchment is one which ought to be
dealt with by the House in no party spirit.
In my own small sphere, as the head of a.
department, I have lost no opportunity of
carrying out retrenchment as far as it was
in my power to do.
Several lucrative
appointments have become, vacant in my
department since I have been Minister of
Justice, and I have not filled up one of
them which I could avoid doing. An
appointment in the cityof Melbourne, worth
£600 a year, 'became vacant, and I did not
supply that vacancy. I acted upon my own
responsibility in the matter, but I have
since been informed by a gentleman who is
well qualified to be the best judge of what
I did that I acted perfectly right. I might
refer to three or four other instances to
show that whenever the question of retrenchment comes before the House I am
ready to deal with it. Now my honorable
colleague, the Treasurer, has been charged
with having a very wide margin between
his estimates of revenue and the amount
realized; but I think that if ever there
was a Finance Minister whose estimates
were close on the revenue it is my honorable colleague. I find that the revenue in
1865 exceeded the estimate by about
£30,000, and that the revenue in 1866 was
less than the estimate by £30,000. The
average difference between the revenue
and the estimate during the three years
my honorable colleague has been in office
was only £~2,000 per annum, while the
average in the eight preceding years was
£191,000. I have arranged some of the
estimates for the present year in. groups,
and I think honorable members will be
somewhat surprised at the results shown.
Under the three heads of charity, religion,
and education, we this year propose to
spend more than half a million of money.
The items include:-education, £161,000;
charitable institutions, £75,000; hospitals
for the insane, £61,000; industrial schools,
£36,000; protection of the aborigines,
£8,000; state-aid to religion, £50,000;
medical department, £9,000; university,
£9,000; lunatic asylums and school buildings, about £100,000. Is there a single
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item in this list which honorable members
are prepared to strike out? I ,venture to
say that, so far from any reduction being
made, an attempt will be made to increase
several of the items. I find also that out
of our revenue of £3,400,000 we have to
expend for roads and bridges about
£284,000; for docks and new wharfs,
£82,000; for works in connexion with
the Yan Yean, £25,000; towards the
reduction of debt, &c., more thau another
half million. When we are charged with
extravagance in our expenditure, I think
we may fairly point to the fact that we
expend in charity and education a sum far
larger, in proportion to our population,
than what England spends for the same
objects. I hope that we shall not be
parsimonious in these things.
I hope
that the provision which we make for the
poor, the needy, and the miserable will not
be stinted.
I trust, also, that we shall
always be able to speak more proudly of
the condition of the people of this colony
than England can speak of the condition of
her population. In England, with all its
boast of free trade, its liberality, and its
wealth, every twentieth man is a pauper.
e ought not to be blamed because we
have to raise large sums of money for such
purposes as those to which I have referred.
Again, if we take the amounts on the Estimates for roads and bridges, docks, wharfs,
&c., we shall find that we are going to
spend this year nearly half a million of
money in reproductive works. Now that
ought to be charged against construction,
rather than upon the general expense of the
country. I might arrange the whole of
the Estimates into groups, and honorable
members would find it an exceedingly difficult task to make any important retrenchment. I will now make a few relllarks in
reference to the principle of taxation upon
which the Tariff is based. When the Treasurer introduced the Tariff of 1866, he stated
that the principles which had guided him
were, the well-known principle laid down
by Lord Overstone, and endorsed by Sir
George Cornewall Lewis, namely, to take
the incidence of taxation off the few large
items and spread it over a number of items,
so as to equalize the burthens of taxat.ion,
and also the principle of making taxation
have a double function. The honorable
member for East Melbourne (Mr. Langton)
will not admit that taxation can have a
double function; but I maintain that it
can. I say that a tax can be protective
and be used for revenue purposes also. I
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laid down that proposition- to my constituents two years and a half ago, and I have
never swerved from it. I am here to
maintain it now. It may be said that the
last Tariff did not effect that object. I
maintain that it did. When, under the
old system of taxation, duties were confined
to such articles of general consumption as
tea and sugar, they affected all classes
pretty nearly alike-the poor as much as
the rich; but when the duties on tea and
sugar were reduced, and duties were imposed on luxuries, or such articles as are
consumed principally by the wealthier
classes, the burthens of taxation were more
equally distributed. I object to a system
of taxation which places heavy duties upon
articles which are purchased by the poor
equally as by the rich. (Hear, hear.)
Honorable members say" hear, hear."
I am free to admit that the necessaries
of life and raw materials for manufactures ought, if possible, to be exempt from
taxation. What is raw material? There
is often great difficulty in deciding. "Raw
material " is a relative term. ,\\rhat may
be raw material in this colony may not be
raw material in the old country. I admit
that. It would be utterly hopeless, however, for the Government to frame a Tariff
which would suit every taste. Therefore
it would be unbecoming in the last degree
if the Minister of Customs brought gown
a Tariff, laid it on the table, and dogmatically said, "I will have this, and nothing
else." The Government are bound to
stand by the principles of their Tariff, but
it is impossible for any Government to pre.
pare a Tariff perfect in every detail. I
may give a very simple illustration of this.
The other day a supporter of the Ministry
came to me, pointed out an item included
in the list of articles which it is proposed
to charge 5 per cent., and said, "This it:! a.
mistake; this article onght to be included amongst those to be charged. 10 per
cent." I agreed with that honorable member; but an hour or two afterwards another
supporter of the Ministry, pointing to the
same article, said that it ought not to be
taxed at all. Here were two supporters
of the general principle of the Tariff
both ditfering sincerely upon one particular
item. It is impossible for any man to
dogmatize upon every item, or to produce
a perfect Tariff. Now one of the principles laid down in the Tariff is that of ad
valorem duties. What is the meaning of
the words ad valorem? Simply proportionate. We want to establish a system
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of taxation which shall be in accordance
with the fir:;t canon laid down by Adam
Smith. When a wealthy man, who spends
£100 on goods which he buys in a
shop in Collins-street, pays £ I0 duty on
those good~, and the dip-gel', the mechanic,
or the small farmer, who spends £10, pays
lOs. duty, that is pl'oportionate. English
statesml:'n admit that the burthen of taxation should be thrown upon the rich rather
than upon the poor; but honorable members oppo!:;ite refer to the income tax. The
income t.ax in England, however, was an
accirlent; it was adopted to meet a tempOl'luy emergency, and was never intended
to be a permanent tax. When the Tariff
of 1866 was adopted, I stated that I did
not agree with the opinion then expressed
by the M iIlister of Customs as to ad
valorem duties. I said it was extremely
unjust that the poor man should pa.y 1II0re
taxation for his pea-jacket than the rich
man for his superfine cloth coat. Who
opposed that proposition? The late honorable member for Collingwood (Mr. Graham
Berry), and the Ministl'y yielded the point.
The Chief Secretary stated that it was
originally intended to have ad valorem
duties, but he was met by objections from
various quarters, and yielded to measurement duties. I think it was a mistake to
do so, because I do not believe it is right
to tax a pea-jacket more than a superfine
cloth coat. Honorable members on the
opposite side of the House now say that
they want 15 or 20 articles taxed. I
recollect when the late honorable member
for Kilmore (Mr. O'Shanassy) went about
the House with circulars in his pocket.
Mr. LEVEY,-No.
Mr. BINDON.-I saw him. It was a
proposition of MJ'. O'Shanassy that there
shou Id be a system of taxation of that
description. Mr. O'Shanast:y told me that
he had a list of articles which would suit
me to perfection. J told him-and I say
so now-that I would be no party to
taxing heavily fifteen or twenty art.icles,
but that the taxation ought to be universal.
If fifteen trades are pampered or created
by adopting such a system of taxation,
what is to prevent the sixteenth coming
in? And if' we let the sixteenth into the
magic ring, what is to prevent the seventeenth claiming admittance? Such a
syst.em of taxation would be unjust, unfair,
,and utterly impracticable. If there is such
a difference of opinion as I have mentioned
between two men as to one item, there
would be such a bone of contention, as to
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which should be the fifteen articles taxed,
that evel'y member would be wearied
about the Tariff and taxation. I will be
no party to a. system of that sort. I think
that the taxation ought to be, spread over
the surface, and I prefer ad valorem to
measurement duties, because I believe that
ad valorem duties throw the burthen of
ta.xation more upon the rich than upon the
poor.
The honorable member for East
Melhourne (Mr. Langton) has refelTed to
the falling off in the :-;pirit duties. I am
glad that there is such a falling off,
and I hope it will continue until the
consumption' of spirits is rerluced to the
level of the consumption in Engl:tnd-in
proportion to the population. In 1863,
Mr. Gladstone stated that he hoped the
day would come when the people of
England would have recourse to more
homely beverages than spirits; and I hope
the day will come when the people of Victoria will drink their own beer or wine
rather than imported spirits. It was unjust
for the honorable member to refer to the
falling off in the duty on spirits as any
sign of the decline of the prosperity of the
people. No class of property has fallen
more in value within the last few years
than public-house property. Public-houses
which formerly let for a rental of £500 a
year have been purchased for that sum. I
rejoice at such a sign of the decay of the
prosperity of t.he people of this country.
The honorable member has referred to the
duty on salt; but he ought to know that
Adam Smith says that salt is a proper
article for taxation. Instead of ascribing
the falling off in the export of salted beef
to the duty on salt, the honorable member
ought to have stated that during the
period mentioned we had to import a
Jarge quantity of meat fi'om Sydney. It
is ut.terly impossible that we can export
salt meat so long as we are obliged to import large quantities of fl'esh meat. I recollect that some years ago a company was
formed in Melbourne for the purpose of
curing meat on a large scale for exportation, but it was found that it would not
pay, in consequence of the great fluctuations in the price of meat in this colony.
I know something about the provision
trade in the south-west of Ireland. I
know that at the Ballinasloe fair, which
is perhaps the principal provision fair
in the world, the price of cattle varies
comparatively little from one year to
another. If the price went up ii'om £8
or £10 a head one year to £10 or £12
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'the next, the margin would be considered
something very great. But here I have
seen a margin of 50 per cent. within two
montlls. I have seen bullocks selling for
£12, and two months afterwards I have
seen as good bullocks for £6. We shall
never have such a provision trade in this
colony as we ought to have until the
market is better supplied by the small
farmers, as in the old country, and prices
are more steady. I ha;v'e occupied the
time of the House longer than I intended
to do, but I thought it was due to my
constituents that I should explain my
views on the Tari If. I believe that the
Tariff is based on right principles, and I
hope that honorable members will give the
GQvernment an honest, manly support, but
I do not wish it to be supposed that we
are craving votes.
I believe that no
Ministry ever received a more cordinl and
manly support, and that no Ministry ever
acted more honestly and truthfully toThe relations
'wards their su ppOl'ters.
which subsist between the Ministry and
their supporters do honour to both parties.
I hope they will long continue to subsist,
and that the Government will never act
otherwise towards their supporters than
honestly and independently.
Mr. McLELLAN. - I am somewhat
astonished at the honorable gentleman who
has just resumed his seat. 1 thought that
on a former occasion, Mr. Speaker, you
ruled that an honorable member was not
justified in referring to the Treasurer's
financial statement, or in speaking of matters not within the Tariff. The Minister
of.J ustice, however, has rambled from one
subject to another, but he has given us no
information. He began by att,acking the
honorable member for Geelong East (Mr.
Richardson), and taunting him with wishing to take the place of the Chief Secretary. I must say that the conduct of the
honorable member for Geelong East would
justify him in taking any position on the
Treasury bench. Although the honorable
mem bel' is not a lawyer, Ids intelligence is
fully equal to that of the Minister of J ustice. It ill-becomes that gentleman to
taunt the honorable member for Geelong
East.
I regret that such a gentleman
should occupy the position of Minister of
Justice-that he should be over the learned
judges and at the head of the bar. I expected some information from t.he honorable and lear?-ed gentleman wi th respect to
the Tarift; but he avoided that subject
altogether. In fact we have not had a
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single syllable of enlightenment upon
the subject.
I hope we shall have
some light upon it shortly - we have
been smelling the Ministerial gas long
enough. I hope the Government will tell
us now what they intend to do. At the
last general election the Attorney-General,
and other members of the ,Government,
stated that the Tariff which they had then
prepared was going to do evel'ything for the
working classes-that it was going to revolutionize the affairs of the country and
make them prosperous. The Government
staked their existence upon that Tariff,
and not only did they create confu~ion in
our affairs by so doing, but they brought
disgrace upon us in England. That the
measure must have been ill-considered and
ill-advised is proved by the fact that now,
after it has been in operation for only nine
months, they are going to abandon it.
What reason have the Government given
for this? None whatever. What are the
changes which they are going to make?
Since the Treasurer delivered his financial
statement, several deputations have waited
on the ;\,Jinister of Customs, and he has
assured them all, from the tailors to the
bellows-makers, that the Tariff would be
altered. The honorable member for Richmond (Mr. Kyte) stat.ed at a public meeting
that the Tariff would be completely revised,
and when it left the Assembly it would be
altogether different from what it was when
it was introduced. If such is the case,
what is the use of all the talk we have
had about it?
Is it a fact that. for
four long weeks honorable members have
been discussing a subject of which they
know nothing? Why do not the Government state boldly what they intend
to do?
I will nsk the AttorneyGeneral what is the result of all his
declamation
about the constitutional
question, and tacking the Tariff to the
A ppropriation Bill?
If that honorable
gentleman has the, conscience which the
inhabitants of this country attribute to
him, he ought to be heartily ashamed
of himself, because there never was a.
man in the House who caused more
confusion than he has done. The Tariff
was iutroduced for the benefit of the
working ch,sses, and how have the working classes been situated during the past
twelve months? Is it not a fact that
good mechanics have not been employed,
on the average, more than two days a week?
Is it not a fact that labourers cannot get
employment, and are worse off at the pre-
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sent time than ever they have been before P
I accuse the Attorney-General of causing
all the confusion which has been caused in
this country, and I accuse him of demoralizing the people. The time was when
the inhabitants of this colony could assemble in public meeting to discuss any subject
affecting their weifa,re, but that time has
gone by, and now we have a state of confusion. I was at a public meeting recently
where I saw an elder of the Scotch church,
much to his disgrace, hissing, and groaning, and interrupting the proceedings. If
ever the like occurs again, I will take an
opportunity of writing to the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church at
Edinburgh about it. If there is no public
opinion in this colony to check these things,
we must try if we can bring public opinion
to bear elsewhere. With respect to the
.Tariff now before the House, I say it will
merely create further confusion. Protectionists and free-traders, both in this House
and out of it, concur in opposing the Tariff;
and if it becomes law to-morrow, it will
not remain in force any longer than the
last Tariff. Is it right that we should
make an amendment in the Tariff simply
that we may make another amendment
at no distant day? Let the protectionists,
or let a majority of the House, concur in
a Tariff which shall be permanent, and I
will vote for it; but I will not vote for
any Tariff which is merely to be in operation for a few months, in order to satisfy
the ambition of the Government of the
day. How do the Governtnent treat the
working classes in this Tariff? They
give the coach builders, for instance, 10 pel'
cent. protection, but they place 5 per cent.
duty on all the raw materials used in the
manufacture of coaches, which virtually
destroys all the protection afforded by the
10 per cent. They do the same with the
tailors, and with every otper class. I am
glad that there is one honest man in the
Government, who has declared that it is
not the intention of the Government to
afford protection at all, but that theirs is a
free-trade policy. I was delighted to hear
the Minister of Mines speak so frankly. I
do not think that the working classes have
an eye to their own interests, or they
would have every item of the Tariff discussed in public meetings, and have the
whole subject laid bare. After all, it is
impossible to have the subject discussed,
either out of doors or in the House, because not a single member of the House
knows what the intentions of the GovernMr. McLella,n.
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ment are. As for discussing it out of
doors, the thing is utterly impossible. I
have been at public meetings, as a spectator only, and I have seen Government
servants and men hired by the Government to put down these meetings, and not
allow the Tariff to be discussed. I have
seen rotten eggs thrown about, and all
sorts of abuse indulged in. The people of
this colony will never be properly represented until rotten eggs are introduced into
this House. If this or any future Government should introduce them as an auxiliary to legislation, my first aim will be
. to split one on the nose of the Minister of
Justice. As the figures have been ably
dealt with by other honorable members, I
shall not attempt to refer to them; but I
have one great objection to this Tariff,
which I will state briefly.
Honorable
members know well that, in times past,
there have been some very discreditable
things done in connexion with our customs
duties. I refer particularly to opium. If
this Tariff is passed, it will be quite possible for anyone, and especially Chinese,
to smuggle opium into the colony free of
duty. This Tariff places a power in the
hands of the custom-house authorities
which is too great to be placed in the
hands of any man. If it is left to the
cURtom-house officers to valu~ goods-if it
is left to the Minister of Customs to say
this is worth ~o much, and that is worth
so much-of course there will be a chance
of favouring one person and doing an injustice to another. This is one objection
which I have to the Tariff, and it is one
which honorable members ought to consider. What is the case at present P It
is almost impossible for any member of the
House who is not a Government supporter
to obtain access into a Government office.
I have stood at the door of a Government
office myself, waiting to obtain access to
the Minister of the department, and I
have been compelled to wait, while Ministerial supporters have passed before me in
half-dozens. Not only so, but things have
taken place (1 do not say now, but in
times past), in connexion with the lands of
the country, which make me dread' the
passing of this Tariff into law. If it is
passed into law, it will not give satisfaction to the working classes; because,
although honorable members, in their
ignorance, believe that they are doing a
good thing in voting for this Tariff, and
although the Government, by the unfair
means they have adopted, have kept the
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Tariff from the working classes, as soon as
it is known that it cannot protect their
labour sufficiEmtly, the working classes will
cry out against it, and will cry for its
revision. Like the Minister of' Justice, I
am not going to say whether I am a protectionist or a free-trader; but I think the
Ministry will find out before long that, if
this Tariff had been discussed, and laid
before the people, there would not have
been a single member, except the Government sycophants, who would have recommended it. I am somewhat astonished at
the honorable member for the Ovens
(Mr. G. V. Smith), who quoted a great
many authorities, to prove that free
trade is the best policy for any country,
and concluded by stating that, as this
was not a free-trade Tariff, he would
vote for it, and support the Ministry.
What an absurd statement! I can only
account for the honorable member's conduct on the supposition that he is politically insane. I am also astonished at the
honorable member for North Melbourne
(Mr. Burtt), who denounced everybody
opposed to himself, and whose appearance
in the House, moving backwards and forwards, made him look like a lunatic in a
skating-rink. I have the best feeling
towards that honorable member; but I am
astonished that he, a staunch protectionist,
should support this Tariff, when he knows
that there is no protection in it, and that
he does not approve of it. I cannot
account for his conduct, except on the
supposition that he has been coerced to
abandon the views he held previously, and
compelled to vote for the Government.
Ever since the present Government came
into power, and during the present session
particularly, the galleries of the House
have been crowded night after night with
Ministerial supporters; and I have seen
an honorable member threatened, through
the bars separating the portion of the
Chamber in which members sit from the
portion appropriated to strangers, that, if
he did not do such and such a thing,
certain consequences would follow. This
is a state of tyranny which ought riot to
be tolerated. If the gentleman who made
that threat had threatened me in the same
way, 1 would have moved that he be
brought to the bar of the House, and I
would have seen whether the Government
would have dealt with the matter as a
breach of privilege. Now what necessity
is there for the increase of taxation which
the Tariff proposes? Weare the most
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heavily taxed people in the world; and
yet we go on increasing our civil service
and increasing our expenditure.
The
present Government have made more new
appointments in the Mining department
alone than were ever made in that depart~
ment before.
There is another very
expensive department - the department
of the Engineer-in-Chief of Railways.
I do not know why they pay that officer
so large a salary, except that his name is
Higinbotham. If that gentleman is kept
in his position much longer I shall table a
motion to ascertain what duties he dis~
charges, and what his services are worth
to the Government. In addition to that,
we are about to tax the people in order to
build up the defences of the colony. I
have not spoken on this subject before, bat
I now declare that the persons who com~
menced the defences, and who are carrying
them out, are incompetent, and that they
will squander the money about to be spent,
as they have squandel'ed money on the
works already constructed. Let honorable
members visit the batteries at Sandridge
and Williamstown, and what will they see?
Why, expensive mnle·hills, put up for the
protection of rats, moles, and mice. The
thing is absurd. Unless the pE'ople take
this mutter up the money will be squan~
dered, and future generations will laugh
at us. Can any honorable gentleman con ..
sider himself a naval authority after build..
ing such 11 thing for the defence of the
bay as the gun-raft-a few logs lashed
together-at a cost of £500 to £600. I
hope the Treasurer took a model of it home
with him, so as to show the authorities
there this triumph of his naval skill. Then
we have guns which may sell for old
lumber, but which are useless for any~
thing else.
Seeing what these futile
attempts at defence have cost the country,
I think the honorable the Treasurer had
better confine himself to playing at volun~
teering-the thing he is fit for. I do not
say these things without reasons. I have
visited the works with military authorities,
who have burst into laughter at the sight.
And how are we to proceed now with our
fortifications? Are naval and'military gen~
tlemen to be employed scudding about the
bay, taking soundings here and measure~
ments there, returning every night to the
Melbourne Club, and leaving at 12 o'clock
next morning for work? Is every sort of
extravagance still to be practised at the
expense of the country? Had the money
which has been squandered in this way
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been expended on reproductive works, quantity of land by auction, in order to
there would have been plenty of employ- make the Tl'easurer's financial statement
ment for the people now, and it would not show the balance it does; but the honorhave been necessary to tax them anew. able member has declared that he is
At some future day I will bring under the opposed to auction sales, and the House
notice of the House the way this money has also pronounced against it. But if
has Leen spent. When the Treasurer told the best lands are still to be sold by
us that the two ships he has bargained for auction, and only the inferior lands thrown
will not cost above £5,000 per annum, did open for selection, what is the use of the
he remember that the Victoria alone- a Land Act at all? In the spirit of Wilson
mere nutshell-costs £10,000 per annum. Gray, who taught the honorable gentleman
I prophesy that the new ships will cost not his policy, I hope that he will throw the
only £5,000 per annum, but three times best lands open to selectors in future.
that sum. The Victoria did when she Then as to the way in which the Governwas full manned, and when a sum ment propose to deal with the farmers,
of money was actually allowed for a horse the 4Ad. pel' bushel on wheat is no profor one of her officers, who was known tection-it is trifling with the subject.
here in consequence as t.he "horse If the Minister of Lands would take the
marine." As soon as the ships arrive, question into consideration, he would see
and the officers come, we shall have the the advisability of giving the men who
same system of tDadyism as we had h~ have taken up land under his Act some
fore. Besides the ships are quite un- real ad vantage, such as allowing the rent ,
necessary. An arrangement under which to be taken as part payment of the upset
the mother country would have sent price. Unless something of that kind is
out a few vessels in the event of war done, many of the selectors will be ruined.
would have been much more effectual, and The rent they have to pay, the price which
would not have cost one-third as much. they will have to give for the land itself,
But no, we must have ships and we must and the improvements they are required
have officers at the expense of the colony. to make, amount to too much money. A
Instead of harping on a Tariff, the working gentleman told me recently that he had
classes should seek relief from these bur- expended £ 1,600 on his section before he
thens. And yet, while all this expenditure had complied with the requirements of the
is going on, the Treasurer tells us that it Act; and is that an Act which gives
will be absolu tely necessary to stop public advantages to the poor man? Who ever
works, and to discontinue votes to chal'it- heard of a poor man with £1,600 in his
able institutions, in order to briug our pocket? I repeat that I am sorry to see
outlay within our expenditure. Is it not that we are increasing our expenditure
absurd that this should be the case? instead of retrenching it. As to the PubWhere did the £460,000 for contingencies lic Works department, I am at a loss to
go to last year? 'Ve have had no account understand how, with no public works
yet of how much it cost to take the Trea- going on outside the road boards and
surer home, and to bring him back with shire councils, the same staff should be
two letters of the alphabet str!lck on his required. I am aware that it is necessary
collar.
I observe that the Miniflter of the work executed by local bodies should
Public Works has put nothing down for be inspected by engineers, but how is it
public works in districts outside road that as many clerks should be employed
boards, and yet these works are the very as ever? The Government do not desire
things necessary to the existence of the to retrench; they have many friends in
people in the interior. The honorable the departments, and they mean to keep
gentleman has never been through tlJe them.
country, and he knows nothing about its
Mr. WHITEMAN moved that the derequirements. I admit that it is high time bate be now adjourned.
retrenchments were made, but they should
The House divided~ when there apbe made in a proper direction. There are
several officers in the service enjoying high pearedsalaries, and doing very little, who should
Ayes
20
be cut down. Men should not be drawing
Noes
42
£1,200 or £1,500 per annum because they
have friends in the cabinet. The MinisterMajority against the ad-} 22
journment
of Lands felt it his duty to sell a large
Mr. McLellan.
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AYES.

Mr. McCann,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. O'Grady,
" Richardson,
" Snodgrass,
" Snowball,
" Whiteman.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Gillies,
" Hanna,
Dr. Heath,
Mr. Hopkins,
" Jones,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
" Levey,
" Levi,
" Longmore,

Tellers.
Mr. Blackwood,
" McLellan.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Baillie,
Balfour,
Bindon,
Burrowes,
Burtt,
Cope,
Davies,
Dyte,
]'arrell,
Foott,
Francis,
Frazer,
Grant,
Halfey,
Harbison,
H.Henty,
Higinbotham,
King,
Kyte,
Macgregor,
McCaw,
McCulloch,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

McKean,
Pearson,
Plummer,
Ramsay,
Reeves,
Riddell,
Sands,
G. P. Smith,
G. V. Smith,
J. T. Smith,
F. L. Smyth,
Sullivan,
Tucker,
Vale,
Verdon,
Watkins.
Wheeler,
Wilson.

Tellers.
Mr. Casey,
" Bowman.

Mr. G. P. SMITH suggested that, after
the trial of strength which had taken place,
it would be better for the Ministry to give
way so far as to permit an adjournment
that evening, and for the Opposition to
consent that the debate should terminate
the following evening. He moved that
the House do now adjourn,
Captain MAC MAHON seconded the
motion. He would put it to the Chief
Secretary whether any impediments had
been thrown in the way of the Government, whether honorable members had
spoken against time, or whether the
debate had been unnecessarily prolonged.
Some of the leading members of the
Government had not yet spoken. They
had yet to learn from the Chief Secretary
what Tariff was really under discussion,
and from the Attorney-General whether
the Government were proposing a prot.ective or a free-trade measure.
Mr. McCULLOCH denied that the
Government had shirked discussing the
Tariff.
Captain MAC MAHON.-What Tariff?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The Tariff before
the House.
Captain MAC MAHON.-You dare not
discuss it.
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Mr. McCULLOCH expressed his surprise that such conduct should come from
a gentleman who claimed to be the leader
of the Opposition.
Captain MAC MAHON.-No.
MI'. McCULLOCH understood then
that the honorable member did not claim
to lead the Opposition?
Captain MAC MAHON.-No.
Mr. McCULLOCH could assure the
House that the Government did not wish
to force on a division prematurely; but, at
the same time, commercial interests were
suffering from the delay. He had intended to have expressed his own views
that evening, but had been prevented by
speeches, which, if not made against time,
had every appearance of being so.
The motion for the adjournment of the
House was negati ,oed.
Mr. WHITEMAN moved that the
debate be now adjourned.
Mr. Mc(iULLOCH said he desired it to
be understood that, as it was inconvenient
for country members to attend night after
night, the Government would insist on a
division the following evening.
Captain MAC MAHON denied the power
of any majority to force a division, and
declined to be placed in a position which
might lead to his being taunted with
a breach of agreement. The Opposition
were willing to consent to an adjournment
on the understanding that no speaking
against time nor any other pol itical tricks
should be resorted to to prevent a division
the following day, if a division should be
naturally arrived at.
After some remarks from Mr. McCANN,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM, and Mr. SNODGRASS, the motion was agreed to, and
the debate was adjourned until the following day.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
past eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, February 27, 1867.
The PRESIDENT took the chair at five
minutes past three o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
The PRESIDENT having 1aid on the
table, for the second time, his warrant
appointing the Hon. H. M. Murphy a
member of the Elections and Qualifimitions Committee, the House adjourned until
Tuesday, March 5.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, February 27, 1867.
Landlord and Tenant Law-Debate on the Budget-Tonnage
-Railway Loan-County Courts.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock.
LANDLORD AND TENANTS' LAW.
Mr. F. L. ~MYTH called the attention of the Attorney-General to the state
of the law relating to landlords and tenants,
with respect to the landlord's right to distrain. A landlord, the honorable member
remarked, possessed not only the power of
.distraining on the goods of his tenant, but
also on the effects of any person who might
happen to be on the premises, although
there was no privity of contract between
such person and himself. If a dozen lodgers were in a house, and rent became due,
the landlord was entitled to seize all their
property. Another case, affecting the
mercantile community, was that of a warehouse in which goods were stored. The
landlord could seize all the goods when
rent became due. Under the Insolvency
Statute the landlord obtained a priority
over general creditors in respect to six
months' rent, so that, while the law declared
a preference on the part of any insolvent
to be fraudulent, it legalized a preference
in the instance of landlords. These powers and privileges were not in accordance
with the spirit of modern legislation, but
arose so far back, that it was uncertain
whether they were institutions of the
baronial or the Saxon periods. He desired
to know whether the Government intended to introduce a Bill to deal with the
subject.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-The question
put by the honorable member relates to a
very large and important subject, and I
am not prepared to follow him in the particulars he has referred to, though I am
disposed to agree with him that there are
great anomalies in the existing law. I
believe that, as important modifications
have been made in the transfer of real
estate, it is both important, necessary, and
right, that an ancient law of this kind,
which was adopted at a period when landlords were the legislators, should receive
consideration, with a view to its modification. I must confess, however, that I do
not see the smallest prospect of so large and
important a question being dealt with

Ninth Night's Debate.

during the present session. It is not the
present intention of the Government to
introduce a Bill on the subject.

MR. JOHN USHER'S CLAIM.
Mr. JONES called the attention of the
Chief Secretary to the fact that the order
of the House, directing the production of
the papers connected with the case of Mr.
John Usher, mining surveyor, had only
been partly complied with, and requested
that the remainder of the papers might be
laid on the table.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
NINTH NIGHT.

The debate on the Budget, and on Mr.
Richardson's amendment condemning the
proposed alterations in the Tariff, was resumed.
Mr. WHITEMAN. - It would be
strange if, among the many honorable
members who have addressed the House
on this question, there should not be some
who have given expression to my own
views and opinions. I desire, however, to
speak a few words on the subject, and I
shall neither speak against time nor be
personal. Since I came to this House, I
have acted consistently with the pledges I
gave to my constituents, and I still intend
to do so. I came here to oppose the Tariff
of 1865, which a majority of the electors of
Emerald Hill agreed with me was neither
free trade nor protection, and I think
that, on the same grounds, I have still
stronger reasons to object to the Tariff
recently proposed to us, if, as the Chief
Secretary assured us last night, that Tariff
is still under discussion. What has been
the action of the Tariff of 1865? It is
said that that Tariff has benefited the
trade of the port, has found employment
for young women, and has afforded work
for all. Now I deny this. Walking
down Little Collins-street to-day, I found
ten anvils silent., and I am aware that at
Langlands', and about Ballarat, where the
blast of the forge and the clang of the
ponderous sledge were formerly heard,
there is now silence and solitude. Work
has been stopped, not because machinery
is coming in, for I am told by an eminent
firm that none has been imported of late,
and yet half of what is termed the black
gang are idle in Melbourne and Ballarat.
This may not be a result of the Tariff, but
any way it is a singular coincidence. As
to the trade of the port, I know that the
Tariff has interfered with it. When the
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Treasurer stated that, because a certain
number of ships of a certain amount of
tonnage had visited the port, the trade
could not have been affected, my common
sense told me still that it had been. I know
that some steamers have been running at a
ruinous loss, and that others have been laid
up. I know also that destitution stalks
rampant amongst us, and therefore I cannot look with any great degree of satisfaction on the operation of the Tariff. The
working man waR better off before the
passing of the Tariff than he is now; and
again, these continual changes ill our fiscal
policy do not tend to improve our position
in the commercial world. The tax on salt
I consider to be injurious to the interests
of the colony. The Treasurer was somewhat disingenuous when he criticised the
figures of the honorable member for East
Melbourne (Mr. Langton), with regard to
this matter. In one Melbourne estabiishment alone I find that 126 tons of salt
were used during 1866, the duty on which
would be £ 126. . On this ground alone I
would vote against the Tariff. I have
other reasons, however, and though they
may have been stated before, yet I shall
be putting them in a different form when I
say of the Tariff:" 'Twill tax us in eating, 'twill tax us in drinking,
'Twill tax us in sleeping, and tax us while
thinking,
Or walking, or riding; 'twill be all the same
With the man at his work or the boy at his
gameThe bat which he handles, the ball which he
kicksThe trowel that's used in the laying of bricks;
From the carpenter's saw to the costly
chronometer;
The mariner's compass, the seaman's barometer,
From the gardener's spade to Sir Francis's wig,
From the barrow or cart to the brough:tm and
gig,
From the matches that little boys hawk in
the street,
To the carpet that's spread at the wealthy
man's feet,
The child's penny trumpet, the lollies it sucks,
The ponderous steam locomotive and trucks;
The physic that's needful in life's many iIIsFrom cod-liver oil down to Holloway's pills;
The fruits for dessert, both bananas and figs,
Are arranged side by side with bandanas and
wigs;
The dishes we eat off, the spoons which we use,
The water-tight, hobnail'd, and white satin
shoes;
The chairs that we sit in, the bed we recline on,
The table round which we assemhle to dine on.
The moleskins and blankets the swagman
provides,
E're he ro!tms through the bush o'er the blue
mountain sides;
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The pick of the miner, the oil which he burns,
The lamp it's consumed in, the rope as it turns
Round the drum of his windlass-are all tax'd
their share;
And a curse on the Tariff resounds through
. the air.
But the worst phase of all ofthis barbarous tax
Is, the weight will press most on the poorest
men's backs."

Mr. McCULLOCH.-It has been stated
by one of my colleagues. that the question
before the House is one of the most important which can come under our consideration; and certainly, if honorable
members desire to give a full and free
expression of opinion on it, the Government cannot by any possibility take offence.
This Government, as I believe all governments ought to do, court inquiry, and
court investigation into the financial propositions they bring before the Legislature.
I have no desire to enter into the personalities which were introduced during the
early part of this debate, and I w'i\l refrain
from doing so. During the discussion
the Government have been charged with
mismanagement in everything.
The
Treasurer has been charged with mismanagement in treating with the Imperia.l
Government. We have been charged with
mismanagement in connexion with the
land question. We have been charged with
an abuse of patronage. The honorable member for "Ripon and Hampden has charged
us with being the cause of the rust in
wheat; and the last charge, I believe, is not
more without foundation than the others.
If honorable members had confined themselves to a consideration of the finances,
of the Tariff, and of the alterations proposed therein, instead of preferring vague
charges concerning the general government of the country, much time would
have been saved, and much good would
have been done, because attention would
have been concentrated on the points really
under discussion. One or two of the
assertions which were made I feel bound
to allude to. It is said that I have deserted the principles which I formerly
held. If, sir, it is meant by that that I
have changed my opinions-for it amounts
to no more-·then I unhesitatingly state
that I have done so. I have changed
my views on various subjects, and,
perhaps, on nothing more than on this
question of free-trade. When I came to
this country, like most meli fresh from
England, more especially since the agitation attending the abolition of the corn
laws, I came with free-trade views. When
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I arrived in the colony I held those to the fiscal policy of the country, are
views perha.ps as firmly arwl as conscien- those which he has always held.
Dr. EMBLING.-Since 1859.
tiouslyas any honorable member opposite
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I merely wish to
me does now; but a few years convinced me that there is a considerable refresh the honorable member's memory by
difference between the circumstances of a recalling certain statements which should
new and of an old country. When I ap- have made him very careful of wasting the
peared before the constituency of East Mel- time of the House, by charging honorable
bourne, in 1859, I took an opportunity of gentlemen with desertion of principle, when
stating, as clearly as I could, my particular they have merely changed their views, and
views on the free-trade question. I stated are willing to admit the fact. In 1855 the
then. that I was desirous that there should honorable gentleman was a candidate for
be a reduction of the duties on tea and the representation of North Bourke. The
sugar, which I regarded as necessaries of question of free trade was before the conlife, and which I considered were too stituency, and the honorable member exheavily taxed, looking at the original value pressed his views upon it. The report in
of the articles, and considering also that the Age says ; they enter so largely into the consumption
"He (Dr. Emhling) considered a bond fide proof the working classes.
Moreover, I perty tax the most legitimate mode of taxation,
and he could not agree with taxing imports.
desired that the revenue lost by the re- He
would abolish all taxes on imported gouds,
duction of the duty on these articles and would make commerce as free as the wind."
should be recovered by duties on articles The Argus report isimported into the colony, and which we
H Dr. Embling said he would support a bona
could manufacture here. These were my fide property tax as against import duties on
views in 1859, and they are stronger now. articles of food and other necessaries. He would
I state this, and I am not ashamed to do so, make commerce entirely free."
because, when I am convinced that any I do not object to the honorable member
views I have previously held are not having changed these views. I have
adapted to the circumstances of the colony, changed my own views; but then I did not
I feel bound to gi ve way, to change my come forward and twit other honorable
views and to act accordingly. It is with- gentlemen who had done the same with a.
out doubt the duty of every honest man desertion of principle. But for the honorso to act. Otherwise what is the use able gentleman's behaviour in this respect
of discussion? What is the use of our I should not havereferl'ed to him. The
meeting here night after night? What is real question before us is one which
the use of honorable members speaking, if deserves the earnest and attenti ve considnot to convince honorable members opposed eration of honorable members, apart from
to them? Honorable members talk of any personal or party feeling. We should
speaking to their constituents, but I con- regard a financial question of this kind
tend that that is not a part of their duty in merely as bearing on the general interests of
this House. They ought to come here to the country, whether as leading to a forward
deliberate and to discuss, with a view of or retrograde course. The points which
arriving at what is best for the general have been alluded to as bearing on the disinterests of the country. I have said that cussion may be stated as "reduction of exI do not wish to enter into the person- penditure" and "votes of last year unexalities which have been indulged in, and pended." Then, sir, it has been objected by
which, I regret to say, lower the cha· the Opposition that the Tariff does not go
racter and position of this House as a farenough in a free-trade direction-that it
deliberative body. I see no reason why I is more protecti ve than the Tariff of 1865 ;
should express a strong opinion with re- while honorable members sitting in "the
gard to gentlemen whose views are opposed corner," but supporting the Opposition,
to mine. However, the honorable member object to the Tariff that it is not protective
for Collingwood (Dr. Embling) dwelt for enough, but, in fact, is an entirely free-trade
nearly an hour on an alleged desertion of Tariff. I question whether any Governprinciple by the Minister of Public Works. ment has ever been assailed on a financial
He also charged me, and indeed almost or other important question in the extraevery member of the Government, with ordinary manner that this Government has
inconsistency, and with a like desertion of been-a manner exemplified by the fact that
principle; and he maintains stoutly that the Opposition, not hoping to oust the Gohis present views, especially with regard vernment, have, in order to effect that
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same purpose, allied themselves with gentlemen of the most extreme protecti ve
views. As to the first question, whether
a reduction in the expenditure can. be
effected, the matter is one which ought to
receive our earnest consideration. We
owe a duty to the country to make every
possible effort to lower our expenditure,
consist.ently with the efficient management
of our affairs, and consist.ently with the
expenditure hitherto so largely and liberally voted by the House towards developing the resources of the colony. The
amount proposed to be expended this year
is £3,379,940. In 1860 a resolution was
brought forward that the expenditure of
the country should not exceed £3,000,000.
No doubt a proposition of that kind takes
well at the. moment. It sounds well to
propose to reduce the expenditure by something like £350,000; but has any Government been prepared to keep down the
expendit.ure by so much, and has the HOllse
aided in the work? Besides, what particular
virtue is there in the sum of £3,000,000?
If our wants and necessities, if the work
of developing our resources, should require
a larger amount., I am sure that our people
would be willing to bear a still larger
amount of taxation than they have done
up to the present moment. Our expenditure has been contrasted with that of
England, and declared to be excessive.
But are the positions of the two countries
the same? l.s it not our duty here to
undertake works which it would be
unwise for the mother country to undertake? I will take some eight items
from the Est.imates, which amount to
£2,000,000. These are-police, £277,821;
lunatic asylums, £62,000; gaols and penal
establishmen ts, £80,000; ind ust-rial sehools
and reformatories, £36,000; education,
£161,000; charitable institutions, £75,000;
and railways, £273,240; making a total,
together with special appropriations, of
£2,099,359, or two-thirds of our proposed expenditure. N ow, are honorable members prepared to reduce these
amounts? Are they prepared to cut
down the pay of the police establishment?
Are they prepared to interfere with the
efficiency of the police force? If that is
their proposition, it shall meet with the
most unremitting opposition from me. I
shall also oppose a proposition referred
to several times in the debate, to charge
the police force upon the various localities. I would 'like to see any honorable
member come forward with a definite
VOL. III.-2 0
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plan to that effect. I belil3ve that the localities will by-and-by have to bear a larger
share of the expenditure of the country;
but I do not think it would be wise,
having regard either to economy or
to the efficiency of the police force,
to charge this sum of £27i,000 on the
localities. It is absolutely neces~ary, for
the best interests of the country, that
the police force should be maintained in its
present condition of efficiency. If there
is one thing more than another which
causes us to stand well in the estimat.ion
of people in England and elsewhere, it is
the contrast presented in this matter by
Victoria and a neighbouring colony. The
vote for lunatic asylums is £62,000. Can
it be reduced? I admit that the amount
is large; but in dealing with these unfortunates the country cannot act in a narrow
and niggardly manner. However, if it
be possible to bring this discussion to an
end, it is my intention to proceed with a
measure under which, I believe, the expenditure will be reduced to some extent;
but it is impossible for this reducticn to
take place unle.:is we obtain the consent of
the House-unless honorable members
will aid us to carry through a practical
and necessary measure. The next vote
is for industrial schools and reformatories. That I believe· cannot be reduced. The time will come, and I hope
very shortly, when these institutions will
be almost self-supporting; but in the til'St
instance, until they are thoroughly initiated, the country is bound to deal liberally
with the unfortunate children whom it is
endeavouring to save from ruin and vice.
So with the educational vote. I believe
that no member of the House grudges
this large vote; for if there is one
thing more creditable to Victoria than
another, looking at her position and her
age, it is her educational expenditure. It is
possible-I believe it is right-that this
charge for education should be thrown on
the local revenue, or at least a portion of
it. Honorable members who are so much
in love with direct taxati0Il will have an
opportunity of aiding the Government, and
of gi ving effect to their princi pIes, by a proposal to raise a portion of this money by a
local educational rate. Charitable institutions I need. not refer to. No honorable
member would think of reducing this vote;
the difficulty is to keep it within the
amount available. I know the charitable
feelings of honorable members, and of the
people of this country, and I know that the
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vote cannot be reduced. Then there is the not adding anything to the taxation of
railway vote, £272,240. . Properly speak- the people by the proposed Tariff. We
ing, this amount should not appear on the are doing nothing of the kind; but are
Estimates at all, because against our rail- only shifting the burthen from one class of
way expenditure we have our railway in- imports to another. There are certain
come. The expenditure should be deducted facts and figures which it would be
from the receipts, and, consequently, well for honorable members' to bear in
should not appear in the list of general mind, and which, if they will consider
charges on the country. The special apart from party feeling, will assist
appropriations amount to £1,134,444, in- them in coming to a better and a'
cluding the large sum of £558,000 for safer conclusion this evening than they
interest on the railway loan. Now, do woulrl otherwise do. In H:!61 the total exhonorable members grudge this annual penditure was £3,092,020; in 1867 it is
payment of interest on money borrowed estimatE::d at £3,37~,944. Honorable memfor carrying out our great railway works? bers, no doubt, require to kuow what
I believe that these rail ways have done the increase of £287,924, shown by the
more to open up the country than they expenditure of 1867, is made up of. In
have ever been credited with, and I think the first place, there is a decrease of salaries
that in a short time honorable members and wages of £62,000, and there is an inwill be urging on the Government-and, crease under the head of contingencies of
I trust, at no long-distant day-the expe- . £160,000. It is right that I should give
diency of borrowing more money for the the particulars of this increase, because
purpose of still further ueveloping the the Government has been referred to as
country. There are other parts of the using this vote for improper purposes.
country to be opened up by railways. . There is not the slightest foundation for
We are not to stand still; we are bound such a charge. Honorable members who
to advance; and if we do so it must be by know how the affa.irs of the count,·y are
borrowing money; and, if we borrow managed, know that it is impossible that
money, the country must undertake the money could be appropriated in the manner
liability of paying interest thereon. The suggested. In the first instance, there is
honorable member for Sandridge referred £6,000 for the police force; a decrease in
to our loans, and 'called the borrowing salaries, but an increa.se in contingencies.
system a wrong one. I agree with the For lunatic asylums there is £20,000, and
honorable gen tIeman, that it would be t have no hesitation in saying that it is
wrong to borrow money for carrying on impossible to reduce this amount, unless we
the general government of the colony, or are prepared to do an inj ury to the unforfor erecting our ordinary public buildings; tunate creatures in our charge. Ministers
but will any honorable member say that will meet with the approval of all honorit was wrong to carry out the railways able members in saying, that however much
to Ballarat, Geelong, Castlemaine, and we desire to economize aud save the public
Sandhurst?
money, we will not refuse the expenditure
Mr. MOORE.-They were constructed necessary for the comfort aud well-being
too expensively.
of the inmates of our lunatic asylums.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-That was a con- Then we have a new vote for industrial
sequence of the times in which they were schools, and an additional vote of £ 15,000
made. The honorable gentleman himself for the Government Printing-office.
carried out works at that time, and they Honorable members will permit me to
also were much more expf'nsive than they explain that it is absolutely necessary this
would be now. If the country is to be year to send for p:...per, the stock of which
further improved, our payments will has run out. We shall not use the whole
increase, and it will be absolutely neces- supply this year, but the sum named has to
sary that we should bear still further be put down. Then there is an increase of
£23,000 in the Crown Lands depart.ment,
taxatio~. We have not yet gone to the
full extent. The people will bear taxation, . a consequence of the more active working
and will gladly do so, if it is necessary of the land system. So it is in other defor opening up the country-for making partments. There is the Customs departthe country what honorable members desire ment, £9,000; and allowances to country
it should be made. Not that the Govem- postmasters, the mail service, opening new
ment is now proposing any further taxa- offices, &c., amount to £35,000. The Gotion. .I will be able to show that we are vernment. does not hesitate to spend money
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in opening up post-offices in every part of the
country, and I'am sure there is no honorable member but will admit that it is the
duty of any Government to extend postal
facilities to every township in the colony.
In the Roads department, in oj 861, a sum of
£406,660 was voted; in 1867 only a sum
of £53,200 is to be voted, but to this
must be added a special appropriation of
£220,000, making a total of £273,200,
which shows that a large amount is still
to be expended in connexion with roadmaking in this country. In 1861 the votes
for public works amounted to £319,600 ;
in 1867 the ~mount to be voted is
£379,130, showing an actual increase of
abou t £60,000 on the su m voted in 1861.
Honorable members may think it desirable
to reduce this amount; but I am SUl'e that,
when they come to consider the votes in
detail, it will be impossible for them to
reduce the amount, if we are to carry out
the' works necessary for this country.
Again, the railway expenditure, which in
1861 was £160,519, in 1867 will be
£273,240. It is a very easy matter for
honorable members sitting in opposition,
who have not the responsibility of Government, to say, "Reduce the amount; knock
off salaries, and make savings in other
ways;" but no Government, as far as I
know, ever came to this House to propose
reductions without having to fight their
way in order to carry their object. Honorable members, from some cause or othereither because they are interested in the
district in which it is proposed to make"
reductions,or because they know the wants
of the district better than the Government,
or for other reasons-almost invariably
oppose the Government in their at.tempt
to make reductions in the expenditure.
Now, sir, the Government cannot of itself
materially reduce the expenditure.
It
cannot do so unless it is assisted by this
House. I am sure that the House will
find this Government-as I believe all
Governments before us have been-anxious
to reduce the expenditure; and as we have
, heard so much lately about economy and a
l'eduction of' the expenditure, I trust honorable members, on whatever side of the
House they sit, will unite with the Government, in at all events preventing any
further amount of money being placed on
the Estjmates than what already appears
there, because all has been placed on the
Estimates which we can possibly have at
our disposal to expend Guring the year
1867. Now the Government have been
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charged with not expending the votes that
were made by the House during the year
1866.
Mr. KERFERD.-And in 1865.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I am now dealing
with 1866. Sir, I at once admit what has
been said in connexion with this subjectthat votes have been forced upon the Government after we have brought down our
proposed expenditure for the yeRr, and after
the revenue which we propos~d to raise has
been sanctioned by the House. My honorable colleague, the Treasurer, on more than
one oCCRsion, during last session, distinctly
informed the House that it would be impossible for the Government to expend a
larger amount of money than we had under
our control, even if the House did agree to
additional votes. Would honorable members
who complain of t.he course which we have
pursued, havejustified us jfwehad gone toa
bank and borrowed money, in order to carry
out votes passed by the House? The Government was censured very severely last
year for making an arrangement wit.h one
of' the banks, in order to carryon the
general affairs of the country. Is it likely
therefore that we should have been
justified in borrowing money to meet votes
beyond the amount which we actually
had under our control ? We had no power
to do so, except by a personal responsibility, and I would have been no party
to such a course. It is the duty of every
Government in this country-and I trUl:!t
that all Governments will bear this in
mind-not to do anything which will injure, or tarnish in any degree, the credit
which we possess in the mother country
and elsewhere. I admit that we ought-as
all previous Governments ought-probably
to have more steadily resisted the itHTease
of expenditure beyond the amount which we
had submitted to the House; but, when
honorable members charge us with this, they
ought to look back upon their own conduct
in the matter. They were told distinctly
by the Treasurer and myself, on more
than one occasion, that they might pass
additional votes, but that it was impossible
for us to meet such votes unless the House
gave us money to carry them out. I think
it is a question well worthy of the consideration of the Governmentand the House,
whether we should not more determinately
sot our faces against allowing any motions
for the increase of the expenditure to be
carried; or, even' if passed by the House,
whether the Government should not refuse
to bring down a message recommending the
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appropriation of the money required. So Legislature. We were willing to expend
convinced am I of the desirabilitv and the total amount, if it had bepn applied for
necessity of keeping our expe~diture and taken up under the conditions sancwithin our revenue, that I think we ought tiolled by the Legislature; but as £60,000
to sacrifice much to obt.ain that end; and was not taken up, that amount necessarily
I trust that honorable members will not be lapsed. Under the circumstances, I ques·
led away by any local or party interest, tion whether it has been of any great
to press votes merely for the purpose disadyantage to the country. Now, sir,
of putting the Goyernment in a diffi- it has been given out very generally that
culty. I state unhesitatingly that I the proposed alteration of the Tariff is for
believe it to be the duty of the House the purpose of raising additional revenue,
to support the Government in steadily and of imposing fresh taxation on the
resist.ing any of these claptrap motions, people. Have honorable members proved
for I have no hesitation in saying or attempted to prove this ass~rtion ?
that they are really nothing else. We
Mr. LEVEY.-The Treasurer said so.
have been told that votes to a large amount
. Another Hon. MEMBER.-The Goremain unexpended on account of t.he year vernment admits it.
1866. Complaint is made specially of the
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The Government
amount unexpended for public works. admits nothing of the kind.
Mr. JONE~;'-A certain amount must
The total amount unexpended, on account
of the year 1866, for public works, was be raised.
£2R~,()00; but from that is to be deducted
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Yes, a certain
£117,000, which appears on the Supple- amount must be raised; but what led
mentnry Estimates, towards mnking good to that amount being required? Honorvotes which have lapsed-which have not able members representing the gold fields
been expended.
A sum of £44,000 know very well that some two years ago
appears on the Supplementary Estimates the Legislature resolved to abandon the
for votes unexpended in connexion with export duty on gold. Last year that duty
roads. The Government, believing that it amounted to something like £88,000;
is desirable, if not absolutely necessary, to this year, by the action of the House,
carry out the votes repi'esented by the it is reduced to £40,000. On this item
latter amount, have placed the money upon alone it is necessary to make up £48,000
the Supplementary Estimates to be re- by alterations in the Tariff; but this
voted by the House. The reason why it does not imply fresh taxation-it is
was not expended in 1866 was solely shifting the taxation from the gold duty
because the road boards and shire councils to something else. Another item which
were not in a position to take it up. But has to be made up is the deficiency caused
there were some savings in 1866, which I by the non-realization of the amount exam quite sure honorable members will not pected from the sale of land.
The
ohject to. Of the salaries voted by the honorable member for Ripon and HampHouse £20,171 was unexpended, and of den, I am sure, will not object to that.
the amount for contingencies £24,145 was He desires to protect the lands from being
unexpended. Contingencies have always sold; and, of course, we cannot both have
been asked for to a larger amount than has our lands and the money too. If we won't
actually been expended. In 1860 I en- sen t.he lands, we must get the money from
deavoured, if possible, to prevent this, by some other source. I believe it is quite
proposing that the House should vote the right on the part of this House not to
contingencies in one sum. I believe that, force sales of land by auction at the
if the plan I proposed had been adopted, present time. I think we act wisely in
we should have saved money; but the not doing so, although by not selling lands
House objected to it, on the ground that we lose a certain amount of revenue. There
the amount was too large to vote in one is a deficiency of £74,000 from this source on
sum. Probably in that respect they were account. of last year. There is a reduction of
right. The money saved on contingencies £ 115,000 on the two items I have menthis year is £24,145 ; on special appropria- tioned. Again, there is a falIing off in
tions, £ 13,000; and the unexpended portion the spirit duty of £60,000. I am sure
of the Immigrat,ion vote, £60,000. (Hear, that the honorable member for Ripon and
hear.) This vote has been expended en- Hampden, and honorable members genetirely in accordance with the wishes of rally, do not object to a fulling off in the
this House and of the other branch of the . duty on spirits. This sum of £60,000 in ..
Mr. McCulloch.
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creases the deficiency to about £ 180,000.
So I could go on, and point out other
amounts which have to be made up by
transferring duties from one particular
article to other articles.
The finance
account submitted by the Treasurer shows
that the revenue raised in 1866 was
£3,338,467, and it was expended in this
way:-Estimated expenditure, as per Estimates, £2,198,240; special appropriat.ions,
£1,120,000; leaving a balance of £20,22;.
The amount to be expended th is year is
£3,379,000, or an increase of £42,000. I
think' it is scarcely fair to the people of
this country that we should be told, night
after night" that we are fast increasing the
taxes and increasing the expenditure, when,
as I have shown~ the amount proposed to
be expended this year is only about
£42,000 more than the amount proposed
last year. Now the que:;tion comes to be
considered, how is this money to be raised?
Mr. LEVEY. - Will t.he honorable
gentleman, at this stage, give the House
some information as to the expenditure in
two departments-the department of the
Engineet'-in-Chief fOl' Railways, and the
department of the Engineer-in-Chief for
Water Supply?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I am not in a
position to give the honorable member the
detailed intormation. The expenses of
those departments are paid out of loans.
It was decided by a former Government,
that the Engineer-in-Chief for Railways,
and his staff, should be paid out of the
loan for railway works.
Mr. McCANN.-After they were completed ?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-1t was decided by
a previous Government, after the railway
works were completed, that the expenses
of that department should be paid out of
the railway loan. It was explained clearly
by the Treasurer, the other evening, that it
would be impossible now to go back and
undo what has been done in this respect."
We are simply c:trrying out the practice
which was introduced by another Government and approved by this House. As to
the Engineel'-in-Chief for Watel' Supply,
that officer at present is merely engaged in
carrying out the various waterworks; and
he and his staff are paid out of the loan
for constructing those works. Of course,
if honorable members desire it, and if they
think it right to do so, the expenditure in
connexion with these two departments can
be made a charge upon the consolidated
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revenue. Coming to the question of the
Tariff, I must say that I think that question has been very lightly touched. Reference has been made as to the means of
raising money for ca.rrying on the affairs of
the country. No doubt there are many
means which might be adopted. A property tax has been suggested, an income
tax has also been suggested, and a tax
upon tanks and other institutions has been
referred to. I have no doubt that, ere long,
honorable members will have an opportunity of dealing with the question of a
property tax, and I think they will find
that it is a more dimcult question to dp.al
with, and that it is har del' to agree in
carrying out a system of property tax,
than merely sitting on those benches and
saying, "Put on a property tax." It is So
matter whic:h requires the very gravest
consideration, because the property tax:
in England works nnfairly. No doubt
it is a good tax, because I believe that,
in this countl'Y, as in all other countries, the rich ought to pay a very considerable amount of the revenue of the
country. In this country they ought to
pay very much more than they do. We are
about to give honorable memi)ers an opportunity of showing' theIr approval of the
principle of taxing property, by asking
them to adopt a proposal for imposing So
tax on property for education al purposes.
As to an income tax, I say it would be
impossible to work such a tax in this
country. It would be an unfair tax to place
on the people. It is one that works most
unfairly at home. At home it is a tax of
mere expediency; it is only continued
from year to year, and from time to
time, on the understanding that it is a
provisional tax-a tax which may be
swept away any day. No doubt a tax
upon banks and other 8imilar institutions
would be a very good tax. I hope that, ere
long, I shall see honorable members dealing
with a proposition of this kind. I am quite
sure that honorable members who believe
in the necessity of taxing those large institutions will give me their support when I
come down and ask them to pass a measure
for imposing such a tax. I am quite sure
that party spirit will not carry the Opposi tion so fal' as to prevent them voting wit.h
me on a matter of' this kind. Now, sir, it
was said that the Tariff of' 1865 would be
the ruin of the country-that protection
was going to be introduced, and we should
be ruined. We had ,to fight our way
through great difficulty. When persons
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become interested in a measure, they are
led to use means to carry it into effect, or
to defeat it, which are often improper.
Certainly, in the passing of the Tariff Bill
of 1865 we had to fight our way against a
small but united Opposition.
Mr. LEVEY.-Hear, hear.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-United at that
time, but not united now. I refer more
particularly to the opposition we had to
fight a.gainst out of doors-an opposition
uni ted, and wi th large means at their command. But, sir, the people of this country
were at our back, and we were enabled to
carry the Bill through the Legislature, as
I believe we shall be able to carry the
present measure. I believe that at the
present moment we are as well supported
by the people of Victoria as we were last
year. (" No," from the Opposition benches.)
That is my opinion, at all events, and I
am confident that I am right. When the
time comes that the people will be called
upon to give expression to their feelings,
I have no fear of the result. Against the
Tariff of 1866 arguments were used of
the most extreme and unfounded character.
It was said that it would impose taxe; of
something like 50 or 70 per cent. That has
been proved to be untrue by the result of
the working of the Tariff. I find that the
average rates of duty imposed by the Tariff
were as follows :-Ul'0n apparel and slops,
£4 16s. per cent.; upon boots and shoes,
£4 15s. 8d. per cent.; drapery, £4 13s.
per cent.; furs, £4 2s. 4d. per cent.;
gloves, £1 7s. 2d. per cent.; hats, caps,
&c., £8 lIs. 6d. per cent.; hosiery,
£4 16s. Id. per cent.; leatherware,
£4 lOs. 2d. per cent.; saddles and harness, £8 Os. lld. per cent. ; and millinery,
£3 Os. 8d. per cent. Well, sir, it was again
and again stated by these gentlemen, last
year-outside the House I mean-that no
objection would be taken to the Tariff if it
went only to the extent of something like
10 per cent. Gentlemen interested in this
question, outside the House, again and
again urged that, if the Tariff imposed a
tax of anything like 10 per cent., there
would be little objection to it; but inasmuch as it imposed a tax of something
like 70 per cent., it would be ruinous to
the country; that the trade of the port
would be gone, and that Sydney would
monopolise the whole of the commerce of
the southern seas. At that time the
Government proposed that there should be
a m~asurement duty rather than an ad
valorem duty. This measurement duty
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brought out the rates to which I have
referred, ranging from about £4 to about
£8 per cent., the average being £5 Os. 7d.
per cent. Well, what are the Government
going to do now? I appeal to those
gentlemen who are extreme protectionists.
We are charged first of all with making it
a protective Tariff, and the extreme protectionists state that we are making it
free trade. Well, we propose to alter these
measurement duties, averaging £5 Os. 7d.
per cent., to ad valorem duties of 10
per cent.; and where is the free trade in
that ? We are increasing the rate, by
doing away with measurement duties at £5
per cent., and substituting ad valorem
duties at £ 10 pel' cent. That must be
satisfactory to the honorable member for.
Ripon and Hampden. I will now refer to
the ad valorem duties. Grave objections
have been taken to ad valorem duties.
Mr. McCANN.-Your own colleague
objected to them.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-My own colleague
may have taken objection to them. I may
have taken objection to them myself. I
would not adopt that system if we could
have a better; but we must do the best
we can under the circumstances. Sir, ad
valorem duties are no more, or little more,
open to objection-not so much, I thinkthan measurement duties. We find that in
England they have ad valorem duties.
(" No.") They have their ad valorem
duties upon sugar.
Mr. LANG TON.-I beg the honorable
mem ber's pardon.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I will read the
duties upon sugar, for the information of
the honorable member. Sugar candy or
refined sugar, 13s. 4d.; white clayed,
lIs. 8d.; yellow muscovado, lOs. 6d.;
brown muscovado, 9s. 6d.; molasses,
3s.9d.
Mr. LANGTON.-Per cwt., not ad
valorem.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-It is a fixed
duty, varying according to the value of the
commodity. Mr. Gladstone, an extreme
free trader, long ago thought it would
be a very good thing if there ,could be
an ad valorem duty upon wines. He
thought it was unwise that the supe-rior
classes of wines should pay the same duty
as the very low classes of wines; and I
think it would be a good thing, if it could
be done, to tax tea upon the ad valorem
principle. Is it right that tea costing 6d.
per lb. should be charged the same duty
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as tea costing Is., or Is. 3d. per lb.? I
say that, in fairness and justice to the
people consuming goods in this country,
ad valorem is the best system of taxation.
There are difficulties in connexion with it,
in consequence of the swindling of many
gentlemen engaged in mercantile affairs.
That is really the only difficulty which
stands in the way of carrying out successfully a system of ad valorem duties.
But that system has, in fact, been carried
out already. It is carried out in New
South Wales, and also in South Australia.
I find, -from inquiries which I have made
with gentlemen who are thoroughly conversant with the subject, that it is working satisfactorily, and that there is
very little indeed of that system of cheating which it was supposed would be
created under ad valorem duties. If
duties existed, as in America, of 35, 40,
or 50 per cent., then, sir, there might be
some inducement for persons to risk a
considerable sacrifice in attempting to
evade the payment of duties, by sending a
wrong dass of invoices; but with a duty
of 10 per cent., there is not the same inducement to parties to send those invoices,
at the risk, be it remembered, of the loss
of the entire shipment of goods. Therefore,
I say, it is the wisest system which can
be adopted for this colony, under existing
circumstances. I believe it is the will of
the country that there should be a different
system of taxation adopted in regard to
the custom-house to what is adopted at
home. We may, many of us, have had freetrade views, and free-trade views may
exist where they like; but I am quite
satisfied that it is impossible for this
Government, or for any set of' men in this
country, to carry out those particular
views. And, sir, I do not think there
are such extreme free~trade views even
in England as is generally supposed.
Grave objections are taken to the proposal
t,o put a duty on grain; but in England
there is a duty on grain, and what does it
raise? It produces £800,000 a year. We
propose to raise £25,000 or £27,000 by
the duty on grain.
Mr. McUANN.-You won't get it.
Mr. McCULLOCH. - I should not
regret it. I should like to see this
country producing sufficient grain to
supply the entire wants of the population;
but if the imposition of a small duty on
grain has not the effect of raising the price
of bread to the people to any large extentand it will not have that effect-l say we
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are justified, in order to raise revenue, and
to give some assistance, if we possibly can,
towards bringing about a steadiness or
prices in grain irom year to year, in imposing such a duty as we propose. We
haveseen grain selling in this country at£30
or £40 a ton, and the following year it was
down to £1.1. I would be no party to
putting a duty on grain that would be the
means of raising to any large extent the
actual price ofbl'ead ; ~ut if we can, whilst
raising revenue to the country, give the
incidental protection, which has been 80 often
referred to, and afford a stimulus to the
agriculturalists of this colony, we shall be
promoting the interests of one of the
best classes in Victoria. Objection has
heen taken to including certain articles in
the list which we propose shall be taxed 5
per cent., on the ground that they are raw
materials which may be used in manufactures in this country. I admit freely that
I think it is our duty to yield to the objection with regard to the inclusion of certain
of those articles. From the time I got
information, or was bruught into communication with f;ome of the gentlemen connected with the particular trades affected,
I said it was my duty to listen to their
arguments, and, if they could convince me,
I would at once give way, and come to t.his
House and state so. In framing a Tariff of
this kind, even with all the experience of
last year, nei ther I nor my colleagues cou Id
possibly be in a position to frame such a
Tariff as we probably could have done if
we could have gone outside and got information from the particular trades.
It
would have been unwise if we had
breathed any of our intentions with regard
to the Tariff to anyone outside the Cabinet; and therefore, we were, of course,
obliged to act entirely on our own information, and on information derived fi'om
sources from which it would not get
to the public.
Now I will say at
once, that, with regard to certain of these
articles, we are bound to give way, and
it is the intention of the Government
to do so. We have been asked by the
honorable member for Ballarat Weat (Mr.
Gillies) to take back the Tariff and reconsider it. That may be a proper recommendation fl'om honorable membp,rs sitting
in opposition, and taking an active part
against the Government, but 1\ more humiliating thing the Government could nut
do.
Mr. McCANN.-Practically they do so.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The Govel'nment
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will not do it. They will stand by the
main pdnciples of the Tariff.
Mr. McCANN.-What alterations will
they make?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I will tell the
honorable member when we go into committee. We will tell the honorable member
then the general character of the concessions
we intend to make, based upon representations which have been made to us by those
who are competent to give information on
the matter. The Tariff, even as it was
b)'ought down by my honorable colleague,
was, as far as protection is concerned, better
for protectioni~ts than .the Tariff of 1~65.
Mr. McCANN.-No.
Mr. McCULLOCH. - I have shown
this conclusively by the returns. proving
that, under the last Tariff, goods which
we now Pt'opose to tax 10 per cent., were
only taxed, on an average, £5 Os. 7d. per
cent. Even if 5 per (~ent. is put upon
raw material entering into the manufacture of these articles, you must
make allowance for the fact that the
raw material does not constitute the
whole of the cost of the manufactured
article. I will allow 2~ per cent.
from the 10 per cent. imposed on the
manufactured art.icle, on account of the
duty on the raw rna.tel·ial. C" More.")
ell, then, I will allow 4 pel' cent.which I hope will satisfy honorable members-Rnd deducting 4 from 10, there is a
balance of 6 per cent. in fa\Tour of the
colunial manufacturer, which is 1 per cent.
more t.han under the last Tariff. Can any
honorable member professing protectionist
principles object to that proposal? Even
according to their own showing' there is
a gain of 1 per cent., and yet they object
to it. "Ve give the honorahle member who
mo\'ed the amendment (Mr. Richal'dson),
and who supported the Government thoroughly last year, an increase of protection.
("No.") Well, sir, I have
stated my arguments in support of that
conclusion, and it is impossible to refute
them. I can scarcely bring my mind to
believe that it is solely upon the ground
of protect.ion that honorable gentlemen
oppose the proposition which the Government now make. Now, sir, with regard
to an increase of the 10 per cent. duties, I
feel, while making these concessions, an
inclination to keep to 10 per cent. as
a maximum; and I think I can show
honorable members that a 10 per cent.
duty is equal, or about equal, to an 18
per cent. duty in America. By the extra,
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freight on goods coming here, compared with the freight on goods going
to America, and the extra insurance, we
gain about 2 per cent.; by the ext.ra time
required for bills to be sent home, and the
extra time occupied by the voyage out, we
gain about nine. months, or about 6 per
cent., which, added to the 2' per cent.
for insurance and freight, makes altogether, including the 10 per cent. duty,
a protection of 18 per cent. I believe that,
by the duties which we now propose, incidental protection will be afforded to this
country, and that an increased impetus
will be gi ven to the manufactures and
other industries encouraged by the Tariff
of last year. It was very satisfactory to
me, in dealing with this question, to find a
report from gentlemen who last year stout.ly
opposed the Tariff, to the effect that, since
the introduction of that measure, they
have been enabled to employ, profitably to
themselves, 500 additional people. This
is from one fit'm. I say that that should be
satisfactory to all protectionists and freetraders. I think it should besatisractory to all
c1asse8, if we can show that, since that Tariff
was introduced. therehas been an increase of
employment to the people of this country,
by one firm alone, to the extent of [)OO
people. I believe also that it could easily
be shown that, in doing this by the very
moderate duties which were imposed, the
price of goods has not actually increased
to the consumer. Instead of the trade of
this colony being ruined, instead of the
intercolonial trade being destroyed, as
alleged, we find that these firms, to one of
which I have referred, are actually supplying the neighbouring colonies with goods
manufacturp,d in this country. That is a.
fact which we ought to rejoice oV,er, and
it is a fact stated by people who were
opposed to the Tariff, but who have corne
forward and stated the result frankly. I
think that they act wisely for them~elves in doing so.
I am sorry that
1 have detained the' House so long.
I trust that the House, in dealing with
this question, will, as I have already
stated, deal with it altogether apart from
the Government. If you wish to get the
Government ousted, say so-unite in saying so, and turn the Government out.
Mr. LEVI.-What is the use?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-There may be no
use for the honorable member for East
Melbourne saying so. But if the House
will only say distinctly, ""Ve have no
confidence in this Government," and get
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quit of us, we shall not complain; but in
doing so, do not sacrifice a measure which
is for the interests of the country at large,
If we have lost the confidence of the
House, or rather if we have lost the confidenee of the people of this country, let
us retire in favour of gentlemen sitting
opposite-whether in favour of the gentlemen sitting immediately opposite, or in
"the corner," or of a combination of both,
I care not-but I say, in turning us from
the position which we have held during
the last four years, do not sacrifice a
measure which I believe will be for the
general interests of this country.
Captain MAO MAHON.-Mr. Speaker,
this subject has been discussed at such
lengt.h, that I feel certain I should earn
the gratitude of honorable members by
making the remarks that I have to offer
as brief as possible, more particularly as
it is now almost impossible to introduce
any novelty, the subject having been criticised from every point of view. It is,
however, necessary that I should offer one
or two remarks of a general character.
And first, I must refer to the tone adopted
in most instances by those members of the
Government who have taken part in this
debate. They have commenced by finding
fault with other honorable members for
using personalities. I ngree that it is
desimble, on occasions of this sort, for us
to endeavour to avoid personalities; but
the Chief ~ecretary and other members of
the Government know that it is extremely
difficult to do so always. I will take the
case of the Treasurer. That honorable
gentleman, when he commenced his speech,
deprecated the language which had been
used by the honorable member for East
Melbourne (Mr. Langton), in his criticisms
on the public conduct of the A ttorneyGeneral. I thought the honorable gentleman was going to show the example
which he had learned at home, and which
~ as particularly remarkable at the banquet
given to him in London-an entertainment
graced by the presence of gentlemen of different political opinions-of avoiding in this
House anything likely to bring about these
personal discussions. However, instead of
th!tt, I think the honorable gentleman was
more severe on the honoraule member for
East Melbourne than even the honorable
member for East Melbourne had been on
the' Attorney-General.
The Treasurer,
not content with replying to the speech of
the honorable member for East Melbourne,
and taxing him with want' of principle,
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thonght fit to introduce my name in the
matter, and to refer to the fact that he had
seen me occasionally speaking to honorable
members of this House. The honorable
gentleman said : "It has been with astonishment, mingled with
pain, that honorable members on this side of the
House, and even some honora.ble members on
that side, have seen gentlemen sitting on the
front bench of the Opposition-the honorable
member for West Melbourne (Capt. MacMahon)
and others-almost embracing the honorable
member for Ballarat east IMr. Jones) and the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampde~, who
were certainly not ip. the confidence of those
honorable gentlemen until very recently. In
reference to the smallest point-the adjournment
of the House, or any incideilt in the debate-we
see the honorable member (Capt. Mac Mahon)
formally resolving himself into a sort of Siamese
twin with the honorable member (Mr. Jones),
and then, • changing rounds,' attach himself to
the honorable merllber (Mr. Longmore), or some
one of the other honf)rable gentkmen equally
distinguished by their recent desertion of the
Government. . . . . It is strange t!lat they
can show so much affection to honorable members
whom they would scarcely speak to a few days
ago."

Now I do not know what necessity there
was for the Treasurer to single me out for
attack in this manner. I think one of the
worst modes of attack that can be adopted
in this HouRe is that system of spying on
the actions of honorable members. I have
yet to learn that I am not to speak to the
honorable member for Ballarat East, or
the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden, without my actions being
watched by the Treasurer or anyone else.
I have seen t.he honorable gentleman on
previous occasions, and particularly last
session, sitting in that l!orner-(pointing to
the Opposition seats below the gangway)with the honorable gentleman whom he
then believed to be the leader of the party
who sat in that part of the House. It
appears that his sitting there was not without an object, for he managed to take the
honorable gentleman to w'hom I re'rerthe Minister of Public Works-from that
corner and place him on the Government
bench. But I did not think of commenting on the Treasurer going to what part of
the House he pleased. Certainly we ought
to observe ordinary courtesy towards
each other, and an honorable member
should be able to speak to any other
honorable member without being suspected
of sinister designs. The Treasurer is surprised that I should show" so much affection" to honorable members whom I "would
scarcely speak to a few days ago." Now
I don't understand that what may be unob-
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jectionable if done by the Treasurer, shJuld
be objectionable if done by anyone else.
The honorable gentleman employed the
honorable member for Ballarat East as his
political agent in this House, and remunerated him for it. I don't see any great
objection to the system. I don't see that
there need be any reflection upon an
honorable member if he chooses to occupy
such a position. I don't see ·why he
should be tabooed in consequence. I don't
see why honorable members should be
prevented from speaking to him without
exposing themselves to the charge of doing
something improper.
But there is no
doubt the Treasurer said what is perfectly
true, that he and others on the Government side of the House had observed with
extreme pain the movement on this side
of the House. I have no doubt that, if
the movement were more extensive, the
feeling experienced by the honorable gentleman and his colleagues would then
amount to agony. Honorable gentlemen
in the Government are dreadfully frightened when they see any person connected
with the Opposition talking to a member
of the protectionist, party. They look
upon the proceeding as something altogether destitute of principle-as something
so immoral-in fact, as a design which
may have the effect of driving them from
their offices. The Government appear to
treat the members of the pl'otectionist
party in a manner similar to the American
lady, who, being engaged, found it necessary to advertise that, until she became a
widow, she must request that no further
addresses should be paid to her. The
Government regard the protectionists as
their own, and object to attentions being
paid to that party by anyone but themselves. But if the proceeding is good -for
the Government, it is good for u's. I will
now refer shortly to -some few remarks
which fell from the Chief Secretary; and,
in doing so, I will admit that his tone and
manner in the debate this evening was
such as could not give rise to any violent
feeling on the part of political opponents.
It is creditable to him, and it would he
creditable to the House if honorable members generally could control themselves in
the same manner. That honorable gentleman, however, does not always do this;
his remarks sometimes do give rise to angry
feelings. The only atom of pel'sobality in
the Chief Secretary's speech this evening
was when the honorable gentleman endeavoured to show not only the inconsistency
Oaptain Mac Mahon.
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but also the want of foresight exhibited by
the honorable member for Collingwood
(Dr. Embling), by quoting from a speech
made by that honorable member on a.
former occasion. The Chief Secretary
himself stated, and stated in a candid
manner-which, if he had not marred it
afterwards by an attempt to justify his
consistency, would have been a highly creditable manner-that he had changed his
opinions. I wonder whether the AttorneyGeneral will get up, before this debate is
over, and say, in the same penitent manner,
that he has been converted from free trade.
But the Chief Secretary was not content
with merely admitting that he had changed
his opinions. This he had every right to
do. Greater men than he have changed
their opinions; and the same thing will
occur again. The Chief Secretary, while
admitting his conversion from free trade
to protection, also stated that now he is
only advocating the adoption of' the same
system which he advocated when he stood
for East Melbourne against Mr. Wilson
Gray. But was not Mr. Wilson Gray
supposed to be altogether too democratic
for the honorable member; and was not
that one of the reasons why the Chief
Secretary was put forward for Ea.st· Melbourne? I will read a portion of the
honorable gentleman's address to the electors of East Melbourne in 1859:" I regret that an agitation for the imposition
of protective duties has been raised here. Such
a policy shall meet with my uncompromising
opposition. The repeal of the corn laws in
England has always a.pp~ared to me as the
death-blow of that system, which for so many
years hung as a deadweight upon the country;
and I thoroughly believe in the doctrine, that
the true policy for any country is to buy in the
cheapest and sell in the dearest markets."
I will now quote from a speech delivered
by the Chief Secretary, during the same
election, at the Protestant Hall:"I am in favour (said Mr. McCulloch) of a
tax on property, in preference to import duties
on goods."
What is the nature of the honorable
gentleman's argument this evening? It
is directly contrary to what he then expressed. He said further" I would tax manufactured articles of luxury, .
such as imported coaches and carriages; but I
would rather not go into any enumeration of
them. . . . But while I am prepared for a.
revision of the Tariff, I will not go in for
imposing duties on the staff of life-upon corn
imported into the country!'
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I did say so;
and J have told the House that I have
I)ince then changed my mind.
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Captain MAC MAHON. - I have admitted that the Chief becretary, in a frank
manner, has intimated that he has changed
his mind; and I have also stated that,
when the honorable gentleman made that
statement, he added that he still adhered
to the opinions which he expressed when
contesting East Melbourne. At the meeting to which I have alluded; the honorable
member also said" Arguments of a very specious character are
urged in favour of protection, such as the encoura~ement of the cultivation of our soil; but
if it should happen that we had a bad season, we
should have the old cry to get rid of the duty on
corn; but when once duties of this kind are imposed, it is a very difficult matter to get rid of
them."

Now perhaps this would be the proper
opportunity for reminding the AttorneyGeneral of the remarks made by him when
at Brighton, during the election befol'e last.
The honorable and learned gentleman
argued before his constituents that the introduction of a protective system would
be vicious, and not calculated to produce a
steady revenue in this country. In fact it
was apparent to everyone that the opinions
of the Attorney-General were those of an
extreme free-trader. Here is an extract
from a speech on the subject, delivered by
the honorable and learned gentleman in
this House : " He would ask honorable members to pause
before they endeavoured to force upon the people
of this country what, ifit were continued, would
impose burthens upon them, or, if it were not
continued, would only lead to disappointment
and disaster to those who were induced by that
mischievous system to initiate industries which
could not be maintained."

That, I feel perfectly certain, is the opinion
of the Attorney-General now, although he
may happen to be in a minority in the
Cabinet on the subject; but the honorable
and learned gentleman made a still more
striking remark, namely, that if any
attempt were made to introduce a protecth'e system, he should feel bound to part
company with his colleagues.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Hear, hear.
Captain MAC MAHON.-And yet in
this House the Treasurer has risen and
congratulated the honorable member for
East Melbourne (Mr. Levi) with having
approached so near to protectionist views;
the Chief Secretary has asserted that he
has become a convert from free trade to
protection; and the Minister of Public
Works has also argued in favour of protection.With all these facts staring him
in the face; with his own colleagues
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arguing in favour of the present fiscal
changes on the protective theory; the
Attorney-General has not yet parted company with his colIeagues.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Hear, hear.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I suppose
the honorable and learned gentleman will
get out of the difficulty· by arguing that
the system proposed is not protective. If I
am to presume that, the Attorney-General
will be placed in the somewhat unpleasant
position of having to argue that all that
his colleagues have said is untrue. Therefore, I think, although it may have been a
slip of the tongue at the time, the honorable and learned gentleman has not shown
that in this instance he has acted up to
his word. I believe a very grave responsibilitydevolves upon the Attorney-General
for the course he is adopting. There is no
question that wirth his great capacity and
ability, if he chose to take a different course,
the system of protection would not be
forced upon this country. If the honorable and learned gentleman is, as he gave
the electors of Bdghton to understand, a
thorough free-trader-and he generally adheres to the opinions which he expressesI say that in assisting and co-operating with
those who boast of introducing protection,
he is occupying a false position in this
House. N ow, sir, there are one or two
general points which it may be desirable
for me to refer to. First of all, I would
call attention to the extraordinary system
of Parliamentary practice which we are
now following. The Tariff is introduced
to this House, and, on the occasion of its
introduction, the Attorney-General starts
a theory that it does not rest with the
Government, when imposing fresh taxation, to explain their reasons for doing so,
and the probable effect of such taxation,
but that it rests with the Opposition to
bring forward arguments against it. Now
it appears to me that, if t.here is any justification whatever for a Government altering
the taxation of the country, they are
certainly bound to explain distinctly the
reason for such alteration, and the probable
effect it will have. But it would appear
that if the Government can only obtain
confidence in themselves as individualsno matter how the composition of the Governrnent may be altered-measures are of
no importance; they can be altered as the
Government may think fit. In other
words-and I believe this is to some
extent the theory of the Attorney-General
-the Government of the day is only a
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committee of this House appointed to carry
on the Government of the country. Now
I look upon the matter in an enth'ely different light. This House does not choose
the Government. The head of the Government and the other gentlemen associated
with him choose their colleagues. And I
hold it to be the duty of a Government, on
bringing down important measures, and
especially measures relating to taxation,
to be pl'epared-especially after a very
long recess-to give all. the information in
their power, to adhere to those measu res
whfn so brought down, and, in the event
of the measures not meeting with the
approval of a majority, to give place to
others who may be supposed able to frame
a policy in accordance with the wishes of
the House. Now, in the present case, one
very extraordinary fact has come under
my notice. I am not perfectly cel'tain
whether it is correct, but I am led to
believe that it is. On the Tariff being
first submitted, the usual.resolution for the
protection of the revenue was adopted
by this House. That resolution runs
thus : "That the Commissioner of Trade and Customs be authorized to take such measures as
may be necessary for the protection of the
revenue, with reference to the duties proposed
to the committee this day."

I presume the Minister of Customs had
only that authority for protecting the revenue; and for him to act beyond that
authority, I presume, would not be in
acco['dance either with custom or law.
The Tal'iff brought down included a list
of exemptions. Among those exemptions
were-" Metals of all sorts in the orc, and
in pig', bar, sheet, or plate." Now, I wish
to ask the Minister of' Customs whether it
is the case that a duty, not included in the
Tariff, has been imposed on sheet-lead?
Mr. FRANCHi-In reference to the
article of sheet-lead, the Collector of Customs has, by my instructions,' asked the
consignees of that article, either to decline
to pay duty while the Tariff is under discussion, or to pay deposit, with the distinct
understanding that it shall abide the action
of the House. I th ink two lots of sheetlead have been so treated.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I am making
no accusation. I am merely endeavouring
to ascertain whether it is the fact that, in
one instance, if not in more, duties have
been paid which were not contemplated by
the resolution which has passed this House.
If such is the case, it is only a repetition
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of proceedings which I had hoped would
not again occur. I cannot see any reason
whatever why the Minister of Customs
should be able to take any article which
may happen to suit him, and direct the
customs authorities to levy duties upon it,
when there is no law or resolution of the
House to enable him to do so. I don't
wish to argue whether the particular article
in question should escape taxation or not;
but probably the Attorney-General will
admit that it is not respectful to this Housethe House which the honorable and learned
gentleman has argued has full contl'ol over
all financial matters-that a course of
this kind should be adopted. I don't
think this House, even to oblige the
Government, will consent to retrospective
legislation, or pass resolutions having a
retrospective effect. But something more
is calcu lated upon even than t.hat. I
rather look upon the matter in the light
of a commercial trick; as a pl'oceeding
taken before the mail left, in order that
such information might be transmitted by
the mail as would have thE;l effect of
reducing consignments of this particular
article, so that one manufacturer here might
be benefited, and for no other purpose.
I don't wish to say anything further on
this subject; but I think it will be admitted that t.he matter is one worth calling
attention to, if only for the purpose of
preventing a repetition of such proceedings
in the future, by this or any other Government. I object to the Minister of Customs being able to say, on his own ipse
dixit, what articles shall or shall not be
taxed. There is anot.her point to which I
think some reference should be made.
According to the Treasurer's financial
statement, there will be a balance of something like £1,100 to be carried forward
from 1866 to the credit of the year 1867 ;
but, by the Treasurer's own admission subsequently, that halance will be swept away
by the award of the arbitrators on Mr.
Young's contract, and there will be a deficit
of some few thousand pounds.
There
was one portion of the Treasurer's statement which attracted no attention, much
to my surprise, considering the lengthened
speeches we have had. The Treasurer
alluded to it but slightly; aud the Chief
Secretary carefully avoided reference to it.
I allude to the proposals of the Governmen t with reference to the police reward
fund. I feel perfectly satisfied that, when
the matter is explained, the House will
never agree to the proposals of the Govern-
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ment. Both the Treasurer and the Chief
Secretary have spoken, vel'y properly, in
praise of the efficiency of the police force
of this colony. The Chief Secretary has
pointed to the difference which exists with
regard to the safety of personal property
in this colony as compared with New
South Wales. There can be no question
that such a difference existing between
two neighbouring colonies is highly creditable to the Government of t.his country.
But when the Treasurer, in defenning !Jis
financial scheme, was lauding the police
force, and showing how efficient it was,
and what a miserable economy it would
be to attempt to reduce the wages of an
innustrious and hard-working class of men,
such as the police force of this colony, the
honorable gentleman did not mal~e any
reference to one proposal of the Government. I will read what the honorable
gentleman said in his Budget speech:" A great many questions have been asked in
the House, and many discussions have taken
place upon the Rllbject of the poliee reward fund,
but it has ne,'er been possible hitherto to make a
satisfactory settlement of that matter. It is proposed, therefore, to introduce a bill making
proper and equal provision for the police force,
chargeable on the consolidated revenue, in the
ordinary way, like any other portion of the
publL: service. This will, of Cllurse, give us
£60,000 to go against the expenses, whatever
they will be, which will be incurred in making
satisfactory arrangement for this very important
part of our service."

Now it happened that, during the Parliamentary recess, certain debentUl"es were
placed on the market in Melbourne.
When they were offered for sale, those to
whom they were offered-connected, as
they were, with finanr.ial matters-naturally asked, "What debentures can these
be?" It was generally helieved that the
debentures belonged to some fund over
which the Government had control, but
which they were not authorized to deal
with. A few days ago I asked the Government for a return of the state of the
police reward fund. I find by that return
that the amount of that fund, which has
been invested from time to time in debentures, is £46,200, and that the amount
so invested at thA present time is £4,100.
Therefore it is very apparent where the
debentures came from. The Government
thought fit, during the recess, without
seeking the approval of this House, to
take possession of the debentures which
were held in trust for the police reward
fund. And the proposal which the Government now make, to escape a deficiency
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in the year 1867, is to make use of a sum
of £70,000, which is as much the private
property of the pol ice force as any money
belonging to the Chief Secretary is the
private property of that honorable gentleman. The Chief Secretary shakes his
heatl. Does the honorable gentleman mean
to say that this thing is not contemplated ?-that he is going to give some
quid pro quo? The subject has been inquired into by committees of this House,
and no conclusion was ever come to that
the money should be applied in the manner proposed. I should like to ask, if the
public servants of this country are entitled,
under the Civil Service Act, to the benefit.s of the superannuation system, why the
police force, who-I was going to say-are
more valuable than the majority of public
servants, should be excluded from the
benefits of that measure .. The proposition
of the Government at the present moment is simply this-" Here is a large
bony of the public servants, who wish to
enjoy the benefit of an Act which applies
to the wealthier class of the public servants; but we won't let them have this,
unless they are disposed to pay £70,000
for it." It may be attempted to be shown
that this money is not the property of the
police force. I think, however, it will be
very difficult to ar~ue in that manner.
This money, as is well known to honorable
members, is principally composed of the
moieties of penalties which the police are
entitled to, or a,ny individual in the community is entitled to, on informing against
persons who havA committed certain offences. Formerly the practice was for the
informant, whether a constable or not, to
receive from the clerk to the magistrates,
a moiety of the penalty inflicted. But in
order that the constabulary should have
no excuse for prosecuting people unnecessarily-with the object of obtaining reward-a cha.nge was made in the Jaw,
requiring this money to be paid into a fund
for the benp,fit of the police force. Subsequently, regulations were made by various
Governments, under which the fund was
invesled in Government debentures; and
although no formal trusts were entered
into, it has always been understood that
the head of the Police department, the
Paymaster of Police, and the Treasurer for
the time being, were the trustees of that
fund. The Government will probably
argue that this is a mere question of policy.
I say it is more. I say that it would have
been only respectful to this House, before
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taking such a step as the disposal of debentures which had been purchased for trust
purposes, that the House should have been
consulted on the subject. I say not only that,
but that the body immedia.tely interested
in the trust should have been asked their
opinion on the subject. Leaving all party
views out of the question, I ask honorable
members, is it right for one section of the
public seryice, because they happen to be
numerous and to be receiving low salaries,
to be charged a sum of £70,000 for partioipating in the advantages which the
Civil Service Act confers upon others?
I believe the officers and warders in the
penal department participate in the superannuation allowances conferred by the
Civil Service Act. I believe that, in that
department, there is some trifling sum,
consisting of fines imposed on the ward'ers
for misconduct, which is not disposed of.
The Government may say that they intend to deal with that in a similar manner.
But I affirm, most unhesitatingly, that it
is neither equitable nor right for one section of the public service to be charged a
large sum of money for enjoying benefits
which another and a richer class enjoy
without any such charge. Not only that,
but the officers and men in the particular
service to which I refer are exposed to
accidents and injuries to which employes
in other branches of the service are not
exposed. I say it is most desirable that a
fund like the police reward fund should be
maintained for the purpose of endeavouring
to meet such cases as will occur in any
large body exposed to the chances and
changes which a police force are exposed
to, more particularly in this colony. Probably it may be said that any remarks on
this subject would come more properly
when the Bill for amending the laws relating to the police force, p~omised in the
Governor's speech, is before the House.
At the same time I think the AttorneyGeneral will admit that, my attention
having been called to the subject, I
should have been liable to the charge
of being guilty of a grave omission,
in Dot alluding to it during the financial
discussion, Reeing that the appropriation of
the fund forms a portion of the financial
scheme for the year. Although these remarks come from a political opponent, I
trust they will be sufficient to induce the
Government to reconsider the matter before committing aD act which, I say, will
not reflect credit upou any Governmentwhich will be as gross an act of repudiation
Oaptain Mac Malum.
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as was ever committed-an act beside
which the selling of lands belonging to the
Corporation, anu other faults cbargeable
upon the Government, fall into insignificance. I notice that the Chief Secretary
and the Treasurer have announceu again
and again that it is not possible to make
any reductions in the proposed expenditure
of this country. The Chief Secretary went
even still further. I fancy he has fallen
into the belief that the protectionist party
in this country would like to see a deficiency
for the sake of further taxation. The
honorable gentleman asserted, with somewhat of a boast as I understood it, that
the people are willing for taxes, that they
could bear p~enty more taxes, and that
they would have to do so, if the honorable
gentleman is left in the position which he
now fills. The poor people, it appears,
don't know when they are well off; they
are not half-taxed already. At ODe time I
believe that was the policy of the protectionist party. They wished for a deficiency for the purpose of making protection necessary. Eut I am happy to say,
from the course which a number of them
are now adoptiug in this House, that they
don't agree with that view. The Chief
Secretary and the Treasurer have stated
that no Government has yet attempted to
make reductions. I will agree with him
so far, with the exception of one Government. The only very weak Government
we have had in this country was the only
one plucky enough tp attempt reductions. I refer to the Heales Government. That Government did make essential reductions in the expenditure,
which-although they might have been
felt at the time-l believe ultimately did
good. I understand the Chief Secretary
to assert that there can be no reductions.
I have no doubt that it is a difficult thing
for a Government that has to retain ita
position by endeavouring to propitiate a
majority of the community as represented
in this House, to commence making these
reductions. But I don't think the Treasurer can deny that, if we continue our
expenditure at the present rate. considering the large permanent sum which has to
be found for interest, in the course of three
or four years the country will be in serious
financial difficulties.
Mr. VERDON.-Hear, hear.
Captain MAC MAHON.-The Finance
Minister assents to that. Then I say we
are bound-both Government and Opposition-to throw party on one side, and see
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how reductions can be made. I am prepared, and I believe-though I have not
consulted them-that honorable members
behind me are prepared to assent to any
equitable proposition which, divested of
party feelings, will enable such reductions
to be made as will prevent us getting into
the difficulties which, the Treasurer agrees
with me, will sooner or later arrive. If the
Government thou~ht fit to move for a
committee of this House, impartially composed, to investigate the position of matters
in the public service and the possibility
of effecting reductions, the proceeding
would have a very good effect. If the
Government seriously believe that that
state of things is staring them in the faceand I think they are committed to it now,
from the admission of the Treasurer-they
are bound to commence such a movement
8S that to which I refer.
Although the
movement may create animosity against
the Government and myRelf, and those
members of the Opposition who join in
it, yet I am satisfied that, in the long run,
it will be something which the people of
this country will have reason to be thankful for. Before I sit down, I will just
refer to the position of the present Tariff.
The Attorney-General stated, a short time
ago, when the subject of payment of members was under discussion, that, when a
measure really is required by the country,
the usual way of informing the House of
the fact is by petition. 'Now I would ask
have any petitions ·been presented in favour
of this Tariff? Not one. Has one single
member of this House spoken in favour of
the Tariff as proposed by the Government?
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Not one.
Captain MAC MAHON.-Do we know
what.the Tal'iffis at the present moment?
I should like to have some definite idea as
to what we are doing. Are we to accept
the solemn statements of the AttorneyGeneral and the Treasurer, repeated this
evening by the Chief Secretary, that, although some alterations may be madesuch as including in the free list some
Hems that do not now appear there-the
Government are going to adhere to their
policy with ret:!pect to the 5 per cent. and
10 per cent. duties? I should like to know
from the Treasurer if that is the understanding?
Mr. VERDON.-I will repeat what
I have said already in the course of
this debate. I said that the Government would adhere to the duties of 5 per
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cent. on commodities, but that they were
prepared to add to the list of exemptions.
With reference to the 10 per cent. duties,
I said it might be necessary to promote
some of the articles from the 5 per cent.
to the 10 per cent. list, but that the 5 per
cent. duties and the 10 per cent. duties
would form part of the scheme of the Government. I further stated that this, being
in point of fact a sort of recognition, and
-more than recognition-au extension of
the Tariff adopted by the House and the
country, in a very marked way, last year,
we should feel ourselves bound to adhere
to it as the principle of the measure.
Captain MAC MAHON.-Now we
know definitely the position of the Government. Although certain alterations may
be allowed in committee, there is to be an
adherence to the system proposed, of 5 per
cent. duties on certain articles, and 10 per
cent. duties on others. That being so,
we shaH be in a position to judge whether
the Government adhere to the principles
which they have so loudly proclaimed in
this House. But when the measure leaves
committee, and is passed by this House,
do we not know that it will only lead to
another change next year? Does the
Attorney-General believe that it is desirable we should have changes every year in
the Tariff? The honorable and learned
gentleman must know very well that the
Tariff now proposed will have to be
altered next year, and "that all the disadvantages arising from the changes which
are now taking place will arise on that
occasion. Although certain alterations
may be made in committee, and although
certain articles proposed to be charged
with the higher rate of duty, may be
placed in the lower class, or altogether
exempted, it must be known to the Treasurer that, directly these uuties are imposed
by a resolution of this House, the consumel's are charged the increased rate for
their goods. Therefore I think it will be
admitted that, whatever Tariff may be now
arrived at, some attempt should be made
to make it tolerably permanent.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
I do not know that I ever rose to address
the House with greater reluctance than I
do on the present occasion, for this debate
has been not only unusually protracted in
length, hut so various in its character, so
purposeless in its object, and so discursive
in the topics which have been introduced
into it, that I really feel myself labouring
under a difficulty that I can hardly over-;
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come, in addressing myself to the subject
before the House. Almost every honorable
member who has risen to speak has commenced his remarks by the expression of a
desiJ'e to avoid personalities, followed by
an immediate plunge into personalities of
the most violent character. Personalities
not merely of the more offensive kind have
been imported into this discussion, but
personalities which even the honorable nnd
gallant member who has last addi'essed the
House-in a better tone than other members on the same side of the Househas adopted; personalities founded upon a
comparison of previous opinions of honorable members, based upon a study of that
most barren and mischievous publication,
the reports of the speeches of members
in this House. I can hardly conceive
subjects more destitute either of public
interest or of profit to members of this
House than an investigation of opinions
expressed in the course of debate by
honorable members at different stages of
their political careers. I can only express
my astonishment that honorable members
can find sufficient entertainment or pleasure to induce them to enter upon those
studies, which enable them to deliver such
speeches to the House; and my astonishment that the public tolerates the continuance of a debate in which personalities of
this kind form the principal item. But
inasmuch as the debate has taken that
turn, and as the honorable and gallant
member who last addressed the House has
made a somewhat direct personal appeal
to me of the same kind, I feel I should be
liable to rest under a misapprehension,
and that I might involve the Government
-though with respect to myself I confess
I am totally indifferent-in some misapprehensions, if I did not rise to answer the
appeal made to me by the honorable and
gallant member. Sir, there was one part
of the speech made by my honorable friend,
the Chief Secretary, to night, in which I
most cordially concur. My honorable
fdend stated that he had changed some
of his opinions during the course of
his career-that he had changed some
of his opinions on the question more
immediately referred to-that is, the
question of free trade and protection.
If I were conscious of the same change of
opinion, I would not hesitate to avow it.
I believe there is no more absurd or unfounded feelings in any man's mind than
that of shame for a genuine change of
opinion. Of course, if there is reason to
Mr. Higinbotham.
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suspect that the change arises from interested motives, or that the change professed is one the mind has really not
undergone, it is no wonder that others
should condemn, and that the man himself
should feel ashamed of his conduct. But
a real change of opinion is no cause for
shame. So far as I am concerned-though
I own I feel the discussion of such a subject repulsive-I will tell honorable members that I am not conscious of any change
of opinion on this question. The honorable member has been pleased-I think
unnecessarily, and certainly not agreeably
to myself-to refer to a speech which I
delivered -when I was a candidate for the
representation of a certain district. The
honorable member has referred to a pal'agraph in which I avowed myself a believer
in the doctrines of free trade, and in
which I stated that, if my colleagues
committed themselves to a course of
protective legislation, I would not continue
to be a member of their Ministry. I assert
that I adhere to that opinion. But I
claim to remind the honorable member,
and to inform the House, of the qualifications with which that statement was made.
In dealing with the subject of free trade
and protection, and especially when speaking in the presence of the honorable
member for East Melbourne, I confess that
I am dealing with a question which is
difficult to state, because its words are not
merely ambiguous, but are really reversed
in meaning. I believe. when I hear the
term free trade coming from the Ii ps of the
honorable member, that he means something which is not only not free trade,
according to my conception of it, but
somethingwhich is nearly akin to monopoly.
That is my impression, ~nd I feel great
difficulty in dealing with the subject
because, while both of us are using the
same words, we are talking of a totally
different and opposite thing. I will tell
the honorable member what I mean when I
use the term free trade. It is a subject I do
not profess to have given a very deep attention to, notsomuch as the honorable member
undoubtedly has given. J speak, therefore,
with all reserve, but the meaning I at.tach
to the term is this, that there should be as
much freedom of commercial interchange
between the traders of different countries
as is compatible with the imposition of
duties for the revenue necessary for the
country collecting those duties, and that
those duties should interfere as little as possible with the interests of the consumers-
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not with the interests of the dealers in the
commodities. Now I will tell the honorable member the sense in which he uses
the term, although he may not intend to
use it in that sense. He uses it in the
sense in which it is used also by traders in
commoditie8, and especially by that class
of traders who import commodities from
foreign countries.
Mr. LANGTON.-Not at all.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I think so,
and I will teU the honorable member why.
It was proved before a committee, moved
for a year or two ago by the honorable
member for Collingwood (Mr. Edwards)
-and it was a fact pl'eviously unknown
to me-that the effect of the imposition of
customs duties~ when kept within certain
limits, is not always injurious to the consumer. It was proved before that committee that the imposition of a duty of 6d.
per gallon on beer was followed-not
merely as a subsequent event, but, according to competent witnesses, as a natural
and necessary consequence-not by an increase in the price of the article, but by
a verv considerable diminution.
1\11:. LANGTON.-That is not the fact.
Mr. HIGINllOTHAM.-Well, sir, I
deri ved that impression from fhe evidence
given before the committee, and since then
I have seen statements in Amel'ican works,
and particularly in the speeches of Mr.
Clay, that the same effects were produced
by what were supposed to be protective
dutie!;, in their first and earliest stage, in
the United States of America. But the
statement in the report is not only made
with reference to beer, but also with regard
to mil way cal'l'iages and other articles
produced in this colony, and I have heard
a reason assigned for this effect-the
honorable member will be able to show
what weight should be attached to itthat, in a young country like this, far
removed from the market where goods are
produced, the importers have really a
monopoly; and although there may be a
keen competition among themselves, there
is a sufficient interest in common to keep
the market to themselves, by alternately
glutting it and laying it bare, and to
maintain an artificial price, which tbey
cannot maintain in the face of colonial
industries. If that be so-I may be
wrong- 1 tell the honorable member that
I shall not believe 1 have departed from
the principle of free trade until I find that
our customs duties begin to increase the
price artificially to the consumer. 1 will
VOL. 111.-2 P
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go further. I will remind the honorable
member that, in the speech to which he
has referred, 1 ventul'ed to state that my
views about free trade were largely
qualified by considerations relating to a
question which cannot be separated from
free trade in this country-the question
of immigration. We are supporting-at
present in a modified, and, to some extent,
an unexceptionable form - a system of
artificial and forced immigration to this
country.
Mr. LANGTON.-Not by taxation.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-'When I find
honorable members opposi te basing their
attacks against the Government on a
charge that Ministers have not forced immigration beyond its natural limits, I am
driven to the conclusion, which I had suspected before, that the advocates of free
trade, in the sense of the honorable member for East :Melbourne, are also the advocates of forced immigration. N ow I
believe that forced immigration is essentially opposed and hostile to free trade.
You desire freedom of trade in commodities; 1 ask why not freedom of trade in
labour too?
Why, if we abstain on
grounds of policy from artificially creating
industries, should we use artificial means
of increasing labour without creating the
industries b'y which that labour would
be employed? 1 can ~ee no reason, certainly no reason justified by free trade, in
favour of such a system. From a report of
a deput.ation which recently waited on the
Minister of Customs, 1 saw that much instructive information was given, I think,
by a representative of the tailors. He
stated that the average wages of a large
number of tailors in his employment were
£2 8s. 6d. per week, while the average
wages of a large number of females waswhat do honorable members think? Why,
16s. 9d. per week. And it is this class of
females we still import by an unnatural and
forced syst.em of immigration; it is this
class which the honorable member and his
friends would deny the means of obtaining,
by indu~try, in this colony, the subsistence
they were brought out to obtain. 1 venture
to believe that, if females had only the same
opportunities of expressing their opinions
and asserting their rights, and complaining
of their grievances, that the more noisy
members of the opposite sex are always
ready to make use of, this is a grievance
which would not be tolerated for a month
in the country. However, they are only
females, and they are still imported. But,
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as I told the electors of Brighton, so long
as this artificial immigration system exists,
I, for one, am prepared to depart from the
principle of free trade-which, in theory,
I still admire and adhere to-for the purpose of creating, if needs he, art.ificial employment for labour artificially imported.
For these reasons, I am not prepared to
dissent from my colleagues, nor to separate
myself from t.heir Government, so long as
they do not propose a policy which, whatever may be thought of it from various
aspects, by various minds, does not, in my
deliberate opinion, tend to unduly affect
the price of goods to the consumer. Whatever its effect may be on dealers in the
commodities I do not care. I do not
care if all the importers in Melbourne are
extinguished by the Tariff. So long as
the price of commodities is not artificially
increased to 1he consumer, I am not prepared to recognize this or any ot.her Tariff
as a protective Tariff-as a Tariff which
I would feel it my duty to resist. There
is one article to which reference has been
made, and on which I might be accused
of concealing my real opinions if I did not
refer to it-because it stands on special
grounds. I mean the tax on flour. Now
I am not a protectionist; but I will say,
that if what I believe to be the inj urious
and mischievous system of protection were
to be deliberately adopted in reference to
any article, from motives of public policy,
that article should be flour. Not from
economic reasons. No doubt it is said
that the necessaries of life ought not to be
taxed, and it is desirable that they should
not; but if the people of this or any other
country deliberately choose to accept
burthens for any public reasons, they will
find more reason for accepting a burthen
with reference to this article than any
other. There are reasons of a social and
of a political' character which make it
highly desirable, if not necessary, that in
this country the farming interest should
be maintained at all hazards. I do not
believe that it is desirable for the interests
of this country that the land should be
divided among a small number of holders.
The effect of such a system would be that
a great portion of the land would not be
occupied nor cultivated, and there would·
be the subsequent effect-the idea, I know,
is familiar to many-of the creation of a
territorial aristocracy, which I, for one,
do not desire to see established here.
Therefore, for my own part, I would accept
a tax on this particular article of food, in
Mr. Higinbotham.
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order to support the farming interest; but
I believe that that is the only interest for
which I would deliberately adopt what I
regard as the vicious system of protection.
I am not going fully into the det,ails of
this question, for I am not sufficiently
acquainted with them to discuss them with
pleasure to myself or profit to my hearers.
I am not going to refer to other questions
which have been alluded to, such as that
of the police, which, I think, may be
more conveniently discussed when the
votes are before us. I will, in conclusion,
merely call attention to the reduction in
expenditure which has been so much talked
of. I believe it is righ~, not only for
the Government, but for all members
of this House, without consideration of
party, to devote their serious attention
to the reduction of all unnecessary expenses in the government of the country.
Honorable members ought to address
themselves to this question, whenever they
can, in act as well as in profession. Still
I do not think we shall be able to effect a
very large reduction. It has been already
shown by my honorable colleague that
the fixed expenditure amounts to nearly
£2,000,000 per annum, and that the great
source to which honorable members look
for a reduction, namely the civil service,
does not admit of much reduction. It
may admit of some, but the task is attended
with great difficulti~s, and should be done
gradually and carefully. I am not addressing a single member who does not feel
persuaded of the difficulty of supporting,
or even of refusing to oppose, a reduction
in the civil service, when it comes to a
particular instance of reduction. Is a
single public officer proposed to be reduced, not merely are the members of the
Government beset by arguments, which it
is difficult and painful to resist, founded
upon the personal condition and relations
of the person affected, but members of
the House are also addressed, and feel
compelled in turn t.o address Ministers,
and use arguments and appeals which are
opposed to their own judgment, and which
they think themselves ought not to be
yielded to. But I wish to point out to
honorable m~mbers that, if they addressed
themselves calmly and without party feelin~ to the legislation brought before them,
by this and by other Governments, and
which is effect.ed so slowly~ much might be
done in this matter of reduction. There
is a Bill before the House-I do not know
when it will be considered, perhaps not at
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all, certainly not at all if the policy pursueu by honorable members opposite is
continued and proves successful-there is a
Bill which, if carried into law, would effect
a large reduction in one considerable
item of expenditure, the £60,000· which
appears on the Estimates for the care of
lunatics. Honorable members may not be
aware that there exists no machinery
for efficiently protecting the property of
lunatics-although the State assumes that
duty-or even of compelling the relatives
to contribute to their support. The cost
of maintaining from 900 to 1,000 lunatics
is wholly cast on the State. No man cares
for them; there is no one to protect their
property-no one to ask their relatives for
a contribution towards their support.
Mr.KERFERD.-Thereareexceptions.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM. - The honorable member will be surprised how few.
During the last .ten years there have been
only twenty-four commissions of lunacy
taken out in the Supreme Court, and in
only four of them has it been found possible to extract aecounts from the persons
who have become responsible. In only
four cases is the property of lunatics in
this colony duly taken care of. Even when
this means is resorted to, it is at an
enormous cost, a cost in no case less than
£300, and in one case, to my own knowledge, £700, without result. Is not this a
subiect to which honorable members, who
are really anxious for the reduction of the
public bUl'then-I will not add in the interests of the unfortunate beings themselvesought to address themselves calmly and
speedily? Will they do so? I hope
they will, but I doubt it. Certainly,
they cannot, if the course pursued by
honorable members opposite during the
last fortnight be still pursued. Other Bills
also supply us with means of reduction.
The Insolvency Bill and others. Let us
address ourselves to these. Let us not indulge in the vain hope that, hy cutting
down the civil service-one salary here,
and another there-and inflicting a great
amount of hardship, we can really effect
substantial savings.
Mr. LEVEY.-Amelld the Audit Act.
Mr. HIGI~BOTHAM.-I wish honorable members would assist me to amend
the law; but legislation is almost impossible in a House torn by faction .like
this. I hope that I have said nothing to
,increase the bitterness of this debate, I
hope that it will be brought to a conclusion
as soon as possible, that we may address
2p2
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ourselves to that which we have not yet
addressed ourselves to-the business of the
. country.
Mr. KERFERD.-I do not think that
this debate will have been altogether unprofitable if nothing more results than our
learning that the Chief Secretary is inclined to be a protectionist; and that we
can now call the Government policy by its
proper name. The Attorney-Ge.neral declares that he still continues to hold freetrade views, and that he will support duties
of customs only so long as the articles
taxed is not artificially enhanced in price
to the consumer. I accept t.he issue, and
I will point out to the honorable member
thnt the dnty of 6d. per gallon on oil, has
raised the price of kerosene 1s. per gallon
to the consumer.
Mr. COPE.-No.
Mr. KERFERD.-A negative will not
alter a fact, and the fact I have asserted
can be demonstrated at any shop about Melbourne. The Attorney-General referred
to beer, and stated that the duty of 6d. per
gallon had protected colonial beer, and
caused breweries to be established here.
I give that, statement a most unqualified
contradiction, and I can bring forward
respectable brewers to copfirm my statement. In considering this matter it must
be remembered that the raw material is
also taxed. Malt pays 6d. per bushel,
hops 2d. per lb., and sugar, formerly 6s.,
and now 3s. per cwt., so that it is absurd
to call the 6d. per gallon on imported beer
a protective duty. On the one hand, the
land carriage gives the country brewers all
the protection they require; while on the
other they feel the tax on their raw material
to be a positive drawback. These facts
are, I think, a conclusive answer to the
assumed protective and beneficial effects of
the duty on beer. Why, I was informed
last week by Mr. Wild, that, despite the
duty, English beer is coming in at so low
a price as to compete seriously wi th the
Melbourne brewers, who cannot do the
trade they consider they ought to do.
Therefore the duty has not had the effect
the Attorney-General stated.
Mr. WILSON.-He said that it had not
raised the price of beer.
Mr. KERFERD.-The Chief Secretary
told us that he came here a iree .. trader,
that colonial experience had caused him to
alter his views, and that the revision of·
the Tariff in 1865 was with a view of
shifting the burthen of taxation from the
·working classes. Now I deny that the re-
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duction of the tea and sugar duties was beneficial to the consumers. The remission on
sugar was 3s. pfor cwt., which is one-third
of a penny per lb., and how would it be
possible to give that to the consumer?
That remission cost this country £50,000.
The remission on tea also did not take
effect, because in the country we have no
copper cUl'l'ency, everything is 2s. 6d. or
3s. In order to make up these two remissions other duties were imposed, and it is
now admitted that these duties pressed very
heavily on the artizan class. In fact it
reminds me of the two travellers carrying
a burthen on a pole, for all our efforts seem
to result in shifting the load nearer ,to the
poor man's shoulder. This is what the
Ta.riff of 1~65 did, and what this Tariff
will do to a still greafer extent. Despite
what the Chief Secretary said, I apprehend
that it is a part of the duty. of honorable
members to talk to their constituents from
this House. And as to this debate h:tving
been prolonged, are not the forms of the
House constituted for the very object of
delay? The delay, I contend, has done
good. If we had allowed the Government
to rush t.he Tariff through in one night, as
they Pl'oposed, the country would not have
had time to consider the subject, and the
Chief Secretary and the Minister of
Customs would not have been so pressed
by deput:ttions as to consent ultimately
to alterations in committee, particularly
with reference to the non-taxing of
raw materials. The Chief Secretary
stated th:tt the Opposition condemned
the Tariff as a protectionist one, but
that is a mistake. I have heard no honorable member on this side deny that
the Tariff is to all effects and purposes
free trade. It is absurd to su ppose that if
raw material pays 5 per cent., and the
manufactured article 10 per cent., t.he 5 per
cent. difference is protection. In comparison
with the vast machinery, the appliances,
and the capital of the mother country, 5
per cent. is no protection at all. \Vith
regard to our charitable iUfltitutions, the
Government promised to introduce a
Bill to provide for the maintenance of
these institutions two or three years
ago, but they are still dependent on
an annual vote, and the Government
still find themselves unable to resist the
applications of members for increased subsidies. Had a policy been adopted of
endowing these institutions with grants of
land, they would now have been in the possession of considerable revenues. The preMr. Kerferd.
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sent system is not a satisfactory one. The
few who contribute bear no proportion to
the many who do not, and who yet receive
all the benefits of the institutions. I think
it right, therefore, that the cost should be
borne by the community, and that, instead
of depending on an annual subsidy, these
institutiolls should be placed on a fi.'m and
solid foundation. I will not follow the
Chief Secretary through his remarks; bat
I must certainly deny his charge that the
Opposition have exhibited a factious spirit,
though I admit that the speeches on both
sides have been far too long. How honorable gentlemen can talk four hours on a
subject which, it' they had mfl.stered, they
could deal with in one, surprises me. One
honorable member told us that there was
no free-trade party in this House. The
Opposition, he said, held opinions, with
regard to religion and immigration, inconsistent with free trade. I will do no
more than read Lord Overstone's definitio11 of free trade, and state that I, for
one, thoroughly endorse it : "It is important that the country should
clearly understand what is the true meaning of
free trade. It means trade freed, not from those
necessary duties which are raised only for purposes of revenue, but trade freed from all
c:harges or duties which arise, either from an
ignorant jealousy of other countries, or from an
equally foolish impression that it is our interest
to foster unnatural productions in our o,vn
country, rather than to receive them from other
countries, whence, being produced under more
favorable circumstances. they can be obtained in
larger quantities, of better quality, and at a
lower price. This I apprehend to be the true
meaning of free trade,"
All that free-traders desire is, that the
revenue raised at the custom-house should
restrict trade as Ii ttle as possible. We
are told that the protectionists distrust
the Government, but that they distrust
the Opposition more. Do those honorable
members think that free-traders would
have taxed raw material?
Mr. B~;RTT.-You said that the Government Tariff was a free-trade measure.
Mr. KERF ERD.- W e do not know
now what Tariff is before the House.
Another Tariff has been alluded to, but it
has not yet been disclosed.
Constant
reference has been made to a proposition
on the part of the Opposition to impose
protective duties on some fifteen articles.
Now, as there seems to be a disposition
never to let us hear the last of this
incident, I will just say that the freetradp,rs made no such proposition.
Mr. COPE.-I will prove it.
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Mr. KERFERD.-I do not think the
honorable member will dispute my statement of the facts. A gentleman, no longer
a member of the House, Mr. Cohen, who
was a Ministerial supporter, prepared a
list of fifteen articles. That proposition
was submitted to Mr. O'Shanassy, and to
us, and we accepted it on free-trade
grounds, believing that it was our duty to
accept a proposition which narrowed the
restrictions on commerce from a thousand
articles to fifteen.
Mr. BURTT.-Fifteen trades.
Mr. KERFERD.-And as to the offer
being still open I cel'tainly do say that, if
we are to have a protective policy, I would
rather see it tried that way than by taxing
every possible article of import. I take
my stand against the Tariff on this princi pie,
that it is our duty, before imposing fresh
burthens, to exhaust all the legiti mate
sources of revenue we have at our command.
When we remember that., besides the
general taxation, the people are called
upon to tax themselves through their local
bodies, I say that that is a proper position to
take-that we ought not tv seek to increase
their bm'thens. One source I am referring
to is a land tax. The Treasurer stated
that such a tax would produce little or
nothing from the large holdings, and the
Minister of Just-ice said that, as the great
majority of holdings were small ones, the
tax would be difficult to collect, and
would be vexatious in character. Now,
I have taken the trouble to ascertain
a few facts in connexion with this subject. I find that 4,000,000 acres of
alienated Crown lands are held in properties ranging fl'om 2,000 acre3 to 40,000
acres, so that a tax on properties ot' over
2,000 acres would realize £ 100,000 per
annum. It was stated before a select
committee the other day, that every acre
along a proposed line of railway is alienated from the Crown, and that a great part
is held by large owners, who for the last
twenty years have never dOlle anything to
it, but have allowed it to remain in the
state they bought it from the Crown.
Now it is only fair that these owners
should be taxed. A tax of 6d. per acre
on large properties would neither be unjust nor oppl'esive, and shouhl I think be
levied in 'preference to increasing the
burt,hens of the people. Then there is
another source of revenue. I find that
the available aJ'ea under pastoral occupation on the 1st of J anual'y, 1866, was
21,999,649 acres, for which a rent of
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£192,000 or 2'7d. per acre was paid. Now
the land is wort,h more than 2~d. per acre;
and we are not doing our duty if we do
not avail ourselves of such a source of income, while we tax everything which
comes into the colony. Supposing we
only increased the rent to 6d. per acre
we should relieve the colony from a
very considerable burthen. If we find
it so difficult to make both ends meet
now wit.hout constructing large public
works, how are we ever to constl'uct those
great works this countl'Y requires? The
first difficulty we are met wit.h in this
country is the want of an internal com·
munication; but if we have to increase the
bUI·thens of the people now, how can we saddle them with a loan of' ::;everill millions to
extend railway communication? My own
view is that the national debt ought to be
placed on a secure footing. Commissioners
should be appointed, and revenue should be
set aside for the payment of interest, and
ultimately for t.he tiquidation of the debt.
Nothing would tend more to enhance the
value of our secul'ities; it would enable us
to keep on bOl'l'owing money to construct
public works, and the power to construct
those works is the very life-blood of a
young country. Judging from the variolls
sources of information open to us, it is
evident to me that the Tariff of 1866 has
done considerable injury to the colony.
By the Customs returns I perceivo that,
since the passing of the Tariff, the people
have had a less purchasing power than
before-that they have been unable to ex·
pend so much on luxul'ies, as wine, tobacco,
and spirits. From the railway returns,
which show that thol1gh 70,000 more
passengers were carried dudng 1~66 than
there were in 1865, yet the receipts wel'e
less, it is evident that people who used to
travel first-cla.ss are now obliged to travel
~econd.
If we look also at the subscrip~
tion lists of our chal'itable institutions we
find a steady decline.
It is clear that
there h~ some cause for all this depression;
and if the Tariff is not the cause, it is very
singular that the depression should have
commenced with the initiation of that measure. I think it is our dut.y to endeavour to
reduce the expenditure as much as we can,
and, at the same time, to ex pend as large
a sum as possible on repl'oductive wOJ'ks.
I believe that nothing will do so much to
enhance the prosperity of the country as a
liberal expenditUl'e 011 public works.
Mr. McKEAX.-The commencement
and the close of the address of the hOl101'8-
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ble member who has just resumed his seat
are of so diverse a character, that it is difficult to determine whether he is a freetrader or a protectionist. The honorable
member commenced his remarks by defending the Opposition for throwing obstacles
in the way of a division being come to at
an earlier period of the debate. He said
that the delay had been productive of considerable benefit, by enabling the various
trades affected by the Tariff to appoint
deputations to wait upon the Government,
with a view of getting the raw materials
used in manufactures which can be carried
on in this country, admitted duty free.
Towards the close of his remarks the honorable member said, that he would be a
protectionist to the extent of putting a
heavy import duty on about fifteen articles,
to encourage native industry.
These
remarks would have led anyone to the
conclusion that he had protectionist sympathies at heart; but, to dispel any such
illusion, the honorable member quoted an
exposition of free trade, and adopted that
as his view. The honorable member is
one of those who incessantly taunt members on the Ministerial side of the House
with being here to support the Ministry
without discussing their measures; yet,
now that the Government are anxious
that we should go into committee to discuss
the various items of this Tariff, honorable
members of the Opposition-although
there will be a majority of twenty in
favour of going into committee-have prolonged this debate night after night, for
what purpose? Was it to arouse public
feeling about the Tariff? No doubt that
was the intention of some honorable members. I myself have seen a circular, a
copy of which has been addressed to
persons connected with various districts of
the colony, urging that demonstrations
should be got up against t.he Ministry by
the inhabitants of those districts. These
attempted demonstrations have recoiled
upon the heads of 'those who originated
them, and have shown that the country is
disposed to let the Tariff go into committee
and be amended, as the Ministry are disposed to amend it. I will ask those
honorable members of the Opposition who
profess free-tra.de principles, how it is that
they have coalesced with the ultra-protectionists? What has induced this unseemly
alliance, unless it be for the purpose of
ousting the Ministry? How is it that the
lions of free trade and the lambs of protection are now lying down together? It is
Hr. McKean.
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admitted on aU hands that a certain
amount of revenue is required for the exigencies of the state; and why, therefore, should that revenue not be raised
on articles which can be manufactured
here, and thereby give incidental protection
to our own productions? This would be
a benefit to the colonists, by enabling them
to be to some extent independen t of foreign
supplies; it would afford facilities for
bringing up the youth of the colony in
habits of industry; and it would afford
employment to many skilled artizans at
present engaged in unskilled employment.
What has been the effect of the incidental
protection afforded by the last Tar jff ?
We have evidence that it has afforded
employment to tailors, Crimean shirt
manufacturers, and persons engaged in
various other industries-that it has drawn
together a large number of skilled I\rtizans,
and afforded them protitable employment.
It has done so at no enhanced cost of the
goods manufactured. Hatters will supply
you with a hat as cheap as prior to the
introduction of that Tariff; and you can
get a suit of clothes equally as cheap'. I
am one of those who advocate the imposition of import duties upon those articles
which can be manufactured in the colony
rather than upon those which cannot be
llIanufactured here. Whatever taxes are
imposed, they ought to be distributed
wisely and judiciously, and they ought to
press-if at all-as little as possible upon
the absolute necessaries of life. I believe
that the voice of the country is in favour of
the Tariffnowproposed-that it is in favour
of admitting those goods which are necessary to a.ssist the local manufacturer with as
little duty as possible, and placing a larger
dut.y upon articles which can be manufactured in the colony. It has been suggested
that we should have an income tax, a
property tax, or some other kind of direct
taxation. As to a property tax, I think it
would be very unfair that a tax should be
imposed upon the small owners of property,
many of whom have purchased their land
for agricultural purposes; and, indeed, it
is very difficult to determine to what
extent direct taxation in any form would
be acceptable to the community. Political
economists are even not a~reed as to
whether direct or indirect taxation should
exist in a country like England. Public
feeling in Great Britain has changed from
time to time as to what should be the
character of taxation. When a tax was
first impostld on incomes, it was adopted
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as a matter of expediency, and was not
intended to be a permanent tax; but the
exigencies of the exchequer have hitherto
induced the British Government to retain
it. If it were proposed to adopt such a
tax here it would be strongly objected to.
In my opinion this country is not ripe for
direct taxation, except, perhaps, upon
landed property in large towns. The day,
no doubt, will come when we shall have
direct taxation to a considerable extent;
but Rome system of indirect taxation
must always exist, as every country finds
indirect taxation a desirable method of
raising revenue. Indirect taxation has this
advantage, that it takes money out of the
pockets of those who are liable to pay the
taxes in such a way that they do not feel
it. They do not think that upon every
pound of tea they consume they pay 3d. to
the national exchequer, and therefore they
do not grudge the payment. I allmit that
there are certain disadvantages in indirect
taxat.ion, if the poor man and the rich man
consume the dutiable articles in equal proportion, or to about the same extent,
because then the poor man is called upon
to pay as much taxation as the rich man.
I think that in indirect taxation we should
have mixed duties-specific duties upon
certain articles, and ad valorem duties
upon others. Under specific duties, no
dou.bt, there would be less liability to
smuggling; but smuggling existed under
the last Tariff. I saw a package of ironmongery opened in one of the largest
houses in Melbourne. and in the centre of
it there was a lot or" articles which were
liable to the payment of a higher duty than
ironmongery. That is one system of
smuggling, and it is one of the evils of the
measurement system. I think that under
an ad valorem system there will be less
of that smug~ling, because the Government will have power to value the
goods for the purpose of assessing the
duty, if they have reason to believe that
the invoice has been salted. On past
occasions ad valorem duties have been
advocated very strongly by several membel'S of the Opposition. I find that on
the 8th of August, 1861, the honorable
member for West Melbourne, (Captain Mac
Mahon), in addreRsing himself to the electors of V\r est Bourke, observed" On the subject of protection, he would say
they had rail ways here at an immense cost; they
had made wharves and lig'hthouses at an immense
cost; and now he would say this as a protectionist, that the large quantities of goods imported paid their quota. This idea had made him
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support an ad valorem duty to supply the deficiency now existing in the revenue."

The honorable member was cheered on
that occasion for the enunciation of these
popular views-protection and ad valorem
duties. This was in 1~61. TheJlOnorable
memher has twitted the Chief Secretary
with having changed his views since 1859,
although the honorable member has himself changed the views which he held two
years after that time; and he has done so
without the honesty of the Chief Secretary,
who boldly avowed that he has changed
his opinions The honorable member, I
suppose, expected that his speech would
lie in oblivion, and would never be brought
in judgment against him. There is another
aspect in which ad valorem duties may be
regarded. I admit that ad valorem duties
press unduly upon some goods. There
are some goods of which the raw material
may cost 20s., and the labour expended
upon them may cost 58.; and there are
others which may cost 20s. for labour,
and 5s. for the raw material.
Under
an ad '1.:alorem system those goods would
pay duty alike. 1 admit that this is a
disadvantage connected with the ad'l.'alorem system; but I think that the Tariff
should be allowed to go into committee,
with a view to its amendment there. if
desira.ble amendments can be made. The
honorable member for the Ovens (Mr.
Kerferd) is in favour of a tax of 6d. an
acre on pastoral lands. (Mr. Kerferd" Alienated.") If the honorable member
had informed the House whether he proposed that this tax should be uniform, or
only levied on valuable agricultural lands,
01' on lands used purely for pastoral purposes, he would have contributed to the
information of the House. His remarks
led me to conclude that he is in favour of
a uniform rate of' 6d. an acre on all lands,
irrespective of their quality. I think that
would have a very injurious effect upon
squatting, upon agriculture, and upon
other industries. If such a tax were
adopted, no doubt the next move of the
honorable member would be to try and get
fixity of tenure for the squatters. The
honorable member also complained that no
provision is made for. liquidating the existing liabilities of the eountry ; but if he
had taken the trou ble to look at the Estimates, he would have found that it is proposed to payoff £95,000 this year. In
conclusion, I will only remark that I hope
the Opposition will allow this debate to
close to-night,. and that the Tariff will go
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into committee, and be amended as the
majorit.y of honorable members may decide. I shall certainly vote for the motion
fOl' going into cominittee, and, in committee, I will consider the propriety of
placing many of the articles which now
appear under the 5 per cent. head in the
list of those which are to be admitted duty
free.
Mr. EDWARDS.-The honorable gentleman who has just sat down reminds me
of that peculiar animal, which is exhibited
by the American showman, described as
as half giraffe and half chimpanzee. He
has delivered a speech which appears
to be half free trade and half protection;
but, just as it was difficult to distinguish
which part of the animal I refer to was
giraffe and which was chimpanzee, I
cannot tell which part of the honorable
member's speech is free trade and which is
protection. The same observation applies
to many members who have addressed the
House. I am astonished to find gentlemen
who say that they have pledged themselves
to their constituents as protectionists, and
have been retumed to support a perfectly
protective Tariff, announce their intention
of voting for the one now proposed. I am
astonished that honorable members, who
merely accepted the last Tariff as the thin
edge of the wed~e-as an instalment of
protection-should refuse to carry out the
pledges which they have made to their
constituents. Honorablemembershavecondemned tIle proposed Tariff in the strongest
terms-one calling it abominable, another
calling it detestable, and another disapproving of it entirely-yet all joining in the
chorus " We will vote for it." I cannot understand their con~istency. Either they aJ'e
deeeiving their constituents, or they are
deceiving themsel ves. I did not intend
to trouble the House with a speech at this
stage, . but to allow the Tariff to go into
committee, and reserve any observations I
had to offer till it was brought out of
committee again. After what the AttorneyGeneral has said, however, I feel that it
is due to myself and my constituents to
make a few remarks. I will call attention
to an expression which I trust fell from
him hastily. The honorable and learned
gentleman expressed astonishment that
the public tolerated the length of this
debate. I cannot understand that remark
coming from any member of the House,
but much less can I under8tand it coming
from a learned and gifted member like the
Attomey-General. What does the honor-
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able and learned gentleman mean? Upon
the ooly occasion on which the public
attempted to rush this Chamber, some
persons were maimed, and several of the
police were wounded. A Bill was afterwards introduced by the law officers, and
passed by the Legisiature, prohibiting the
holding of any political meetings or demonstrations within a certain distance
of Parliament-house. [ therefore ask
what the Attorney-General meant when
he said .he was astonished that the
public tolerated the length of this
debate? Did he mean to invite the
public to do as they have done at
pu blic meetings? Did he mean to invite
them to come into the galleries of this
House and pelt the objects of their opprobrium with rotten eggs? Did he intend
that persons should come here to assault
any persons to whom they have a personal
dislike? I cannot underst.and the Attorney-General's language as anything but an
invitation to the hoi polloi to come here
and insult honorable members as they
enter and leave the Chamber, I hope that
the honorable and learned gentleman will
either be able to say that I haye misquoted
his words, or to give some satisfactory explanation of them.
Having alluded to
this matter, I cpngratulate the AttorneyGeneral upon one port~on of his speech, in
which he fo:aid that there was no disgrace
in a genuine change of opinion. I entirely
agree with that sentiment, but it appears
to have lately been very badly illustrated.
It seems to me that, in the opinion of the
Government, there is no shame attaching
to those who change their opinions in
order to occupy seats on the Treasury
bench and obtain the emoluments of office,
but there is shame attaching to those who
give up emoluments to change their opinions
and to carry out the pledges which they
made to their constituents. The Attol'lleyGeneral st.ated that he knew very little
about the question of free tl'ade, yet some
time ago he told the electors of Brighton
that if h is colleagues attempted to cany out
a protectionist policy he and they would part
company. He admits that he hasl'eadClay's
speeches, and the speeches of some of the
must eminent protectionists in America,
as well as the report of the Committee on
Manufactures. I moved the appointment
of that committeo. On the 2nd of December, 1864, I gave notice of a motion
to the effect "that a committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon
the progress and present conditioll of the
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manufacture in the colony of tobacco,
cigars, and spirits, under the operation of
differential duties, and of ale and porter
under an import duty;" and in order that
the report of the committee should not be
considered an emanation from either one
side of the House or the other, I endeavom'ed to select the committee as fairly as
possible, so as to represent all sections and
all views of opinion in the House. I will
read the names of the members of the
committee: Mr. Francis, Mr. Macgregor,
Mr. Dyte, Mr. Cope, Mr. Berry, Mr. Levey,
Mr. Halfey, Mr. Kyte, MI" O'Grady, Mr.
O'Shanassy, Mr. Harker, and the mover.
Half of them, I believe, were free-traders
and half protectionists. The committee
'took evidence, and brought up a report, in
which they said:
"That they have examined a number of witnesses in reference to the action of the differential duties on spirits and tobacco, and have
arrived at the conclusion that the imposition of
those duties has led largely to the investment
of capital, the employment of labour, and a decrease in the cost to consumers of the articles
manufactured."
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he and others opposed the motion for
the appointment of the committee. Nor
has the press, when it has quoted from it,
mentioned my name in connexion with the
matter. The Minister of Customs also
quoted largely from the report of the
committee in addressing his constituents
at Richmond; yet he never mentioned
my name. I have thought it due to
myself and my constituents to state these
facts publicly, especially as persons have
been going about calling every member
who does not agree with this Tariff a
traitor and a renegade. I will just read
a few extracts from the evidence taken
before the commi ttee, and will remind
honorable members that the differential
duties on the articles referred to were not
10 per cent., but duties varying from
25 to 50 per cent. The first witness
examined was Mr. Cornelius Loughnan,
tobacco man-ufacturer, who said that he
employed fifty-eight boys and seven men.
When asked the question, "Has the price
to the CODsumer been increased or decreased since the imposition of a differential duty?" he replied, "The article
we manufacture is cheaper than that imported." Mr. Julius Politz gave this evidence : -

This is the very thing which the AttorneyGeneral has told us' to-night for the first
time. The honorable and learned gentleman has only found out very lately, from
reading Clay'S speeches, that this is some" With how many hands did you commence?
times the result of diffel'ential duties. -From fifteen to twenty.
" How many hands have you been employing
If he had read Colton's Manual cif Poli?-About 250 boys.
tical Economy-a book quoted as freely lately
" How many men ?-From sixteen to twenty,
in America as the works of Adam Smith and about sixty besides, on the tobacco farm.
and .John Stuart Mill are in England-he'
" What has been the eift!ct in the price to the
would have seen how protection is appli- consumer ?-l can sell him a cheap cigar from
colonial leaf, and from the imported leaf very
cable to new countries, in contmdistinction cheap
too."
to old ones. He would have found that
This
was the result of the differential
the result mentioned in the report of the
Committee on Manufactures, agl'ees with duty. Again, Mr. John Owen said0. On the 25th of June, 1862, that was before
the opinion, as to the effect of differential
differential duty was imposed, we paid
duties, entertflined by men who investigated the
£7 lOs. a week wages. On the 25th of June,
the subject fully before he was born, and 1863, we paid £37 a week wages. In June,
that it is, at the present time, the opinion of 1864, we paid £50 a week wages. Before the
men as clever as himself. It is rat.her late duty we had one man and two youths employed.
The tirst year after the difft!rential duties,
in the day for the Attorney-General to twenty-five,
and we now employ sixty men and
read the speeches of those men now. I boys."
may mention, in justice to myself, that Mr. Thomas Aitken, brewer, said that
when I proposed the appointment of the the wages he paid were about £ 105 a
Committee on Manufactures, the Chief Sec- week, and in reply to a question by Mr.
retary hegged me to withdraw the motion, Harker as to whether he would be able to
and said it would do no good; and the late carryon his distillery if the differential
Minister of Justice (Mr. Michie) opposed duty were removed from spil'its, he said,
it, and ridiculed it in a manner which " I could not." Mr. Robert Dunn, of the
brought down laughter. But in spite of Warrenheip distillery, gave this eviopposition, I was able to carry the motion. dence:Mr. Michie, in his recent l~cture, quoted
"Did you commence in consequence of the
largely from the report of the committee,. imposition of those duties ?-Yes.
but he did not do me the justice to say that
" Solely in consequence ?-Entirely in conse-
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quence. The Distillation Act was passed previous to my commencing to build my premises.
"What capital have you invested in the
matter ?-Upon building and stock, close upon
£20,01)0.

" Has the effect of the differential duty been to
reduce the cost to the consumer? - Yes."
I will here quote the latter portion of
the report of the committee, which was
adopted principally owing to the action of
the honorable member for East Bourke
Boroughs (Mr. Cope) : "In consequence of th-e differential duty on
spirits, and the import duty on beer, a market
has been found for barley, the cultivation of
which is greatly on the increase; and your
committee believe, from the tenor of the evidence, that the production both of spirits and
beer would be further developed by a small additional duty upon malt, which would stimulate
the farmer to improve the quality of his barley
and increase its production."
A great deal of evidence was adduced in
support of this portion of the report.
One witness was asked, "lVould you advocate a further duty on malt?" He
replied, " I should, conscientiously, if it is
ever so little, to encourage the farmer. It
is useless to open the land to the farmer
unless you can encourage him to grow the
grain and find a market for it." I would
call the attention of the Minister of Lands
particularly to this. I might quote almost
from the beginning to the end of the evidence in support of the committee's report.
As far as we could possibly ascertain we
found, as every honorable member will
. find, if he traces the history of taxation in
America, that the imposition of really
protective duties not only tends to the
investment of capital and the employment
of labour; but, absurd as it may appear,
often reduces the cost of the articles protected to the consumer. Such mischievous
Tariffs as the last and the present Tariff
-not protective and certainly not free
trade--:do not induce the investment of
capital in industries. I would rather see
the old free-trade Tariff in force than a
Tariff like the present; because the old
free-trade Tariff bore pretty well alike
upon all classes; but, under a Tariff like
the present, the burthens of the workingclasses will be increased, while little or no
encouragement will be given to colonial
industries. Such would not be the case
under a really protectionist Tariff, and when
I address the House again on the subject,
I shall be prepared with statistics in reference to American Tariffs to show the
result of protection. "\tVe ought to have
either one thing or the other. It was understood after the last election that 57 or 58
Mr. Edwards.
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protectionists were returned to the House'
and we ought to ha.ve a really protective
Tariff, unless we are prepared t.o say that
we are too young for responsible Government. Unless we are going to revert to
the days when the Governor had a Council
who were responsible to him alone-unless
we are going to do away with responsible
Government and representative institutions
-wemustinsist upon theGovernmentsticking to the programme which they bring
down to the House. The Government,
however, say, "We have brought down a
Tariff, but you may alter it as you like."
Did honorable members ever hear of an
English Ministry tolerating the gentleman
in whom they placed such implicit confidence as to select him to be the mover of
the address in reply to the Speech at the
opening of the session, going to a pu blic
hall and declaring that the Tariff would be
so altered that its father would not know
it? Is not that derogatory to the Government? They ought to submit their policy,
and say, "We believe this is for the good
of the country, and we will stick to it."
However repulsive it might be, I believe
that a number of members would swallow
the dose.
The question which many
members ask is not, "What will be for
the good of the country?" or "Shall
we have protection or free trade?" but
" Shall we put out the McCulloch Ministry? They are frightened with the bugpear of the land question. That question
is not likely to arise for some time, and I
believe that there are a sufficient number
of members to prevent any other alteration
than such as will be of a liberal character
and give increased facilities to the bona
.fide selector. A number of weak-minded
persons, or rather inexperienced members,
are frightened with the idea that if the
Ministry are defeated there will be a dissolution of the House. How could there
possibly be a dissolution? Would the
Governor entertain such a proposition for
a moment? The Ministry would never
venture to ask His Excellency to grant
them a dissolution, because they have had
one dissolution, and the present House is
the result of the appeal which was made
to the country. I therefore' ask honorable
members to put aside these ridiculous
bugbears, which may frighten children and
new members, and ask yourselves seriously
what you are fighting for? Are you going
to adopt a protectionist policy, or are you
going' to take a hybrid Tariff, which will
give satisfaction to nobody? Now the
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Government say that the free traders are
going about making certain' offers to ·the
protectionists, and that the protectionists
will be very foolish to accept them. I
would rather have protection on a
certain number of articles than that
the Tariff should be amended sesssion
after session without giving us either
free trade. or protection. I shall be very
glad to accept the offer of the free-traders,
if such an offer as is stated was ever made.
My idea of protection is a system of handicapping, not prohibition. We ought to have
fair competition; not the competition of the
weak man against the strong, but a system
of handicappin~, in order that persons who
corne to colonize this country may be
enabled fairly to compete with persons at
horne, and to compete wi t.h the prison labour
of America. It is well known that some
of the States in America have adopted the
practice of making their gaols self-supporting, and all articles of prison labour are
exported in order that that labour may not
compete with the free labour of their own
population. This description of labour is
allowed to come into competition in this
colony with the labour of men who have
brought their wives and families here, and
who wish to earn an honest livelihood. Before concluding, I will call the attention of
honorable members to some remarks made
by Sir Archibald Alison, in his History of
Europe. He writes very stron.gly against
the view entertained by some authors that
the· colonies are a drain upon the mother
country, and he says : "Every indigent emigrant who is now landed
on the shores of Australia converts a pauper,
whose maintenance would have cost Great
Britain £14 a year, into a consumer who purchases £12 or ,£14 worth yearly of its manufactures."

In another place he says : "There is no idea more erroneous than that
which is entertained by many in this country,
that it is for the interest of the old State to
sever the connection with the colonies when
they have arrived at a certain degree of
strength; because, by so doing, as it is said, you
retain the advantages of mercantile intercQurse
and get quit of the burden of providing for
defence.
Experience. has proved that this
opinion is, of all others, the most fallacious,
because the very first thing which a colony does
when it becomes independent, is to levy heavy
import dutics on the manufactures of the
mother-country, in order to encourage its own;
and thus the benefit of its rising market is at
first abridged and at length lost to the parent
State."

These are the remarks of a free-trade
writer, writing in 1854. Sir Archibald
Alison also quotes some statistics from a
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parliamentary paper of the 27th November, 1852, to show that in 1851 the exports
from Great Britain to the United States of
America were only 12s. per head of the
population, while to South Africa they were
£ 1 15s.; to the West Indies, £2 lOs.; to
British North America, £1 lOs.; and to
Australia, £5 16s. I merely call attention
to this to show how ridiculous it is for us
to p"atch up our Tariff. If the Government are going to consent to accept this
Tariff. no matter what it may be made in
committee, let us make it thoroughly protective. Honorable members, I am sure,
will have no objection to allow the Ministry to remain in office if they will carry
out a protective Tariff. They may draw
their salaries as long as they like if they
will only carry out the views of the.
majority of the House. I declined, at the
last election, to give a blind support to this
or any other Government, but I said that
I wou ld go in for measures, not men. I
am elected on that basis. The majority of
the constituents who elected me are
thorough protectionists. I shall feel it my
duty to vote against the Ministry to-night,
but if the Tariff can be made a protective
Tariff in committee then I will support it.
Mr. RICHARDRO~ rose to reply.
The SPEAKER.-The honora.ble member is not entitled to reply.
Mr. RICHARDSON.-Mr. Speaker, I
was quite aware that I could not claim, as
a right, to speak a second time, but I did
think that as you met me, when I rose to
move the amendment, with the ruling that
I must confine myself to the Tariff, and
not go into the financial question generally,
as I wished to do; that as J bowed to
your ruling and confined my remarks to
the Tariff, and that as every honorable
member who has since spoken has been
permitted to go into every question, I did
think that the right of reply would have
been accorded to me without remark. I
believe it is the wish of the House that I
should make some observations; but I
will trespass on the attention of honorable members only for a few minutes. I
have listened to every speech that has
been delivered on this question; I have
read the .reports of those speeches; and,
after this protracted debate, I am more
than ever convinced that it was the duty
of some protectionist member of this
House to take the course I did. By
means of it, the House, the country, and
the trades that will be affected by the
Tariff, have had an opportunity of speak-
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ing out on the question. If the experience
of other honorable members has been
similar to mine-if they have had the
communir.ations and the correspondence
that I have had-they must be satisfied
that the alterations now proposed by the
Government in our fiscal system are too
important to be hurriedly adopted.
I
know that it is against the rules of the
House to allude to what has been said
and done in other places in connexion
with this discussion.
I don't envy
the taste which has been shown at
those other places; but if there is one
thing that r have learned in. my life, it is,
that there are always some persons ready
to impute to their fellow-men, as motivesprings for their actions, what in their
own hearts they feel would, under similar
circumstances, influence their own. With
regard to the debate, I may observe, that
honorable member after honorable member
has risen to speak against the Tariff.
Those honorable gentlemen have told me
privately that they approve of' the wording
of my amendment, but that nevertheless
they wont vote for it. One honorable
member, I regret to say, thought fit, in the
coul'se of his remarks, to endeavour to
creat.e a smile by parodying the Scriptures.
I think that objectionable. Another honorable member told me that he would vote
against my amendment, because, if the
amendment were not rejected, more protect.ion would be obtained from us and the
Opposition than the Government would
give. The protectionist members who are
in favour of the amendment, including
myself, have been taunted with being the
extreme protectionists of this House. I
deny that we are extreme protectionists.
There are, I believe, a few extreme protectionists, but they wilt be found on the
other side. The extreme protectionists,
as I understand, are the part.y who have
been busy in "caucuses" preparing another
Tariff, which some honorable members
thought would be acceptable to me. The
House will no doubt see, during the
next week, what the views of these extreme protectionists are. I think that if
the speeches by members of the Ministry
had been, fl'om the commencement of
this debate, of the same character as the
speeches of tl16 Chief Secretary and
the Attorney-General this evening, many
of the asperities which we have had to
deplore would have been avoided. The
Minister of Mines criticised the action
which I had taken with very ill grace. I
Mr. Richardson.
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have attended all the private" caucuses"
of Ministerial supporters held during the
last two years. I have )lever broached
confidence as to what took place there;
but this I will say, that if there is an honorable member of this House who should
have refrained from charging me with
moving an amendment that I had hardly
read-that was pitchforked into my hands,
to get rid of as quickly as possible-it
was the Minister of M ioes. That hooorable gentleman has moved amendments;
on one occasion he moved for a very
convenient committee, which, perhaps,
we shall hear something more about.
The Minister of Mines complained that I
did not state whether I intended the amendment as a vote of want of confidence or not.
I never gave the slightest ground fOI' supposing that I was hostile to the Government, and yet the Ministerial organ declares
me to be so. "Fair play is a jewel." and
I think it would be better'if a little more
fair play could be shown in these matters.
The Minister of Mines stated that he did
not believe there was a protectionist member of the House who would make use of
the custom-house for the purposes of protection, pure a.nd simple.
But many
members of this House have ad,·ocated on
the hustings-I have for many years-that
although revenue might not be required, if
colonial industries could be fostered and
strengthened by means of the customhouse, they would make use of the customhouse simply for protective purposes. The
impression left on my mind by tIle remarks
of the Minister of Mines was that the
honorable gen tleman did not esteem protectionist principles vel'y highly-that, in
fact, he was a free-trader.
I said just
now that I believed thel'e were a few
extreme protectionists in this House. I
must correct that. I believe there is onenamely, the Minister of Public Works.
The Minister of Justice stated that my
amendment was cunningly framed, with
a view to catch free-traders as well
as protectionists. I was not aware until
half an hour ago that the langul'lge of
the amendment was used in this House
by the Minister of Public Works during
the discussion on the Tariff in 1865. The
honorable member ohjected to that Taritf
because "it did not encourage native industry," and because it would" injure the
colonial trade." The Minister of Justice
said that I was responsible, as the mover of
the amendment, for all the personal attacks
which had been made upon the Ministry.
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I deny this in toto. I am not responsible
for anything that other honorable mem be!'s
may say; nor do I see,if honorable members of the Opposition-consistent freetraders-see fit to vote with me to-night,
that I am to refuse their votes. The Minister of .Tustice also said that it is a difficult
question to decide what is "raw material."
Well, I thought the Minister of Justice was
about a·s good a specimen of" raw material"
as could well be imagined. If there is
anything that I deplore more tha.n another
in connexion with our Parliamentary proceedings, it is the absence from this
Chamber of some of our old public men.
Some honorable members may glo,at over
the fact, but I have no sympathy with
that feeling. There are many men who
formerly distinguished themselves in th~
Legislature now leading private lives. I
only wish they were here to assist us on this
occasion. I agree with the remark made
by the Chief Secretary to··night, that it is of
the utmost importance that we should keep
our expenditure within ollr income; and
1 congt'atulate the Treasurer that he was
able to do that last yea.r. Still, as business men, I think some explanation should
be given to us, as to how this will be
accomplished during the current year. I
hope that the Minister of Lands 'Yill g-ive,
on a future occasion, some further information to justify the excessive sale of land.
By the withholding o( public votes, and
the excessive sale 01 our capital, it is
always possible to have a credit balance.
The Treasurer divided his proposed expenditure into three portions. One was that of
the special appropriations, which, of course,
we must meet. Another was the cost·
of carrying on the Government, which the
honorable gentleman stated, with due regard to efficiency, could not be reduced.
That,of course, weshall have an opportunity
of inquiring into when the Estimates are
before the House. I agree wi th the
l~norable and gallant member for West
Melbourne, and with the Chief Secretary,
that, to carry out a consistent and real
reduction in the expenditure of this
country, the reduction must proceed from
all parts of the House. I have no desire
to throw the odium of the proceeding on
this Ministry or any other Ministry. I
think it is our bounden duty, after what
has been stated by the Treasurer, to take
up that question warmly. Whether it is
possible to do so this session I am not
prepared to say; but this I will saythat when supporters of the Ministry
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come down with proposals such as were
adopted last session, and such as have
been already tabled this session, such as
a vote of £ 50,000 for roads and bridges,
and £20,000 for the drainage of Collingwood-if Ministers will say, "We will
resign if these propositions are pressed
to a division," they will have the support of this House, and there will be no
fear of the votes being carried.
The
Treasurer went on to say that the
total of what the Government considered
necessary as the expenditure of this
country was so much in excess of the probable income that new means of supply
must be found; and his colleagues recommended that it shoull be found by
means of increased customs duties. Well,
I am extremely sorry if our financial
position renders it necessary that we
should increase the burthens of the people.
But I am not prepared to say that it
is so. I believe the Treasurer expects
to get by these new duties something under
a quarter of a million of money. Now I
hold it possible, by a revision of the Estimates in committee, that that sum may be
saved. I don't see any immediate necessity for the purchase of Captain Cole's
wharf. I don't see why the building of
the new printing-office should not be put
off for another year. There are other
items which may be treated in the same
way; and if this expenditure can be
saved, the Government may fairly be expected to reconsider the necessity for this
increased taxation. The £60,000 per
annum that we are going to give to New
South Wales has certainly assisted to
create the necessity for fi'esh taxation.
I think, if the protectionist memhers of
the House had allowed this Tariff to go
into committee without protesting as
they have done, they would deserve to
be covered with ridicule and shame.
During the debate I heard, until I was
almost sick of hearing, taunts about
unholy and unnatural alliances. I know
nothing of such alliances. I did enter
into an alliance, at the end of the last
session, with two mem bel'S of this House.
The terms of that alliance were, that we
should call things, if possible, by their
right names, whether they were free trade
or protection; and that-taking a lesson
from the past-we should watch every step
that the Ministry to which we were
friendly might take us, in order that we
should not be committed to any false
step. I am keepirfg my agreement, what-
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ever the other gentlemen are doing. I
certainly declare that it was not with
the view of upsetting the present Ministry
that I moved my amendment. I hope the
remarks of the Minister of Just-ice will
not have such an effect upon me as they
might have upon some honorable members.
I was as good as told that I was an opponent of the Government, and that I might
go into opposition as soon as I liked. For
the present I shall retain the seat which I
have occupied for three years and a half.
If that taunt is thrown at me again I shall
certainly remove my seat to the opposite
Bide of the House. But if I go into opposition, the present Ministry will find that
I can be as honorable an opponent as I
have been a supporter.
The SPEAKER.-The question before
the House is, "That the Speaker do now
leave the chair," upon which an amendment has been moved that all the words
after "That" be left out, with the view
of inserting the following words-" in the
opinion of this House the proposed alterations in the Tariff are not satisfactory, as
they neither tend to the encouragement of
colonial industries nor to the extension of
commerce."
The House divided on the question·" That the words of t.he original motion
proposed to be omitted stand part of the
question."
Ayes
45
Noes
24
Majority against Mr. Richardson's} 21
amendment ...
•.•
• •.
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Baillie,
Balfour,
Bindon,
Bowman,
Burrowes,
Burtt,
Byrne,
Connor,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Davies,.
Farrell,
Foott.
Francis,
Frazer,
Grant,
Halfey,
Harbison,
H. Henty,
Higinbotham,
King,
Kyte,
Lalor,
Macgregor,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

McCaw,
McCulloch,
McKean,
Macpherson,
Pearson,
Plummer,
Reeves,
Riddell,
G. P. Smith,
G. V. Smith,
J. T. Smith,
F. L. Smyth,
Sullivan,
Tucker,
Vale,
Verdon,
Watkins,
Wheeler,
Wilson.

Tellers.
Mr. Dyte,
• " Sands.
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NOES.

Mr. Aspinall,
., Blackwood,
Dr. Embling,
Mr. Gillies,
" Hanna,
Dr. Heath,
Mr. Hopkins,
" Jones,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
" I,evey,
" Levi,
" Longmore,

Mr. McT.ellan,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Moore,
" O'Grady,
" Orr,
" Richardson,
" Snodgrass,
" Snowball.
" Whiteman.
Telfe1·s.
Mr. Edwards,
" Love.

The motion for the Speaker leaving the
chair was then agreed to, and the House
resolved itself into Committee of Ways
and Means pro fm·ma.
On the House resuming,
Mr. VERDON moved"That this House will, to-morrow, again resolve itRelf into the said committee."

(Cries of "Tuesday.")
The House dividedAyes
Noes

48
12

Majority for sitting next} 36
day...
...
AYES.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Balfour,
" Bindon,
" Blackwood,
" Connor,
" Cope,
" Edwards,
Dr. Embling,
Mr. Foott,
" Francis,
" Gillies,
" Grant,
" Hanna,
" Harbison,
Dr. Heath,
Mr. H. Henty,
" Higinbotham,
" Hopkins,
" Jones,
" Kyte,
" Lalor,
" Langto~
" Levey,
" Levi,
" Longmore,

Mr. McCaw,
" Mc( ;ulloch,
" MeLellan,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Macpherson,
" Moore,
" Orr,
" Pearson,
" Plummer,
" Richardson,
" Hiddell.
" G. V. Smith,
" Snod~rass,
" Snowball,
" Sullivan,
" Vale,
" Verdon,
" Watkins,
" Wheeler,
" Whiteman,
" Wilson.
Tellers.
Mr. Macgregor,
" Kerferd.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

Baillie,
Burrowes,
Cunningham,
Dyte,
Farrell,
King,
Reeves,

Mr. Sands,
" J. T. Smith,
" F. L. f:)myth.
Tellers.
Mr. McKean,
" Byrne.

TONNAGE.
Mr. LANGTON moved" That there be laid on the table of this House
a return of the number and tonnage of vessels
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entered inwards and cleared outwards to and
from the several ports of the colony during the
year 1866, and showing the several countries
from and to which the vessels were entered and
cleared, according to the classification employed
in the decennial returns in the annual volumes
of the statistics of Victoria."

Mr. GILLIES seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
RAILWAY LOAN.
Mr. LANGTON moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing what portion, if any, of
the Railway Loan of £250,000, n('gotiated in
November last, will be available for the liquidation of the claims of Cornish and Bruce and
Williams and Little."

Mr. GILLIES seconded the motion.
Mr. FHANCIS objected to the motion,
on the p:round that it was inexpedient for
the public interest to produce the return
asked for while the cases referred to were
under litigation.
Mr. GILLIES said, if he understood the
object of the motion, it was to ascertain
how much of the new rail way loan was
unexpended.
Mr. FRANCIS observed that the object
of' the motion appeared to be to ascertain
the Government measurement of the claims
referred to.
Mr.. HIGINBOTHAM remarked that
one of the cases mentioned in the motion
had not yet any existence. In the case of
Williams and Little, so far as he was
aware, no action had yet been commenced.
Mr. LANG TON said he would strike
out the names.
After some remarks from
Mr.
McCULLOCH and Mr. DYTE, the
debate was adjourned until Tuesday,
March 5.
THE CASE OF ONE "BRODIE."
Mr. JONES moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House all the papers bearinli upon the appointment, suspe,:sions, and removal from office of a
person named Brodie, recently a letter-carr'er
in the General Post-office; as also any papers
which may be obtainable to show whether the
same person has been recently appointed to any
office in or under the Crown Lands department."

Mr. LONGMORE seconded the motion.
Mr. McCULLOCH said there was no
'objection to the production of the papers
asked for; but he regretted to state that
one document-a letter from the honorable
member for Ballarat East (Mr. Jones), recommending the reinstatement of Mr.
Brodie in the Post-office - had gone
astray.
The motion was agreed to.

..
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COUNTY COURTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee to consider a message from His Excellency the
Governor, recommending an appropriation
for the purpose of a Bill to amend the law
relating to county courts.
On the motion of Mr. F. L. SMYTH,
the recommendation was adopted.
On the House resuming, the resolution
passed in committee was reported.
The House adjourned at twenty-seven
minutes to twelve o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, February 28, 1867.
Fencing and Impounding Acts-Border Customs TreatyPublic Health J"aws Amendment Bill-Debate on the
Tariff-Lunacy Laws Amendment Bill-Titles under
Certificates Bill-County Courts Law Amendment Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
PETITION.
Mr. KERFERD presented a petition
from certain farmers, agriculturists, and
others in the neighbourhood of Barnawarth a, praying the House would take
such steps as would ensure that imported
grain and flour should contribute a fair
proportion towards the expenditure of the
colony.
FENCING AND IMPOUNDING
ACTS.
In reply to Mr. LONGMORE,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM intimated that,
if the state of public business would
permit, it was the intention of the Government to introduce, this session, Bills to
amend the Fencing and Impounding Acts.
BORDER CUSTOMS TREATY.
Mr. IRELAND asked whether the sum
of £6,800, stipulated by the commercial
treaty lately entered into between the Governments of Victoria and New South
Wales to be paid by the former Government to the latter, on or before the 1st day
of February, had been paid accordingly;
and if so, from what fund? Also, if such
sum (if so paid) had been applied with the'
sanction of the Commissioners of Audit,
and by the authority of' the Governor's
warrant?
".
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Mr. VERDON.-The amount to which
the honorable and learned member refers
has not been paid, nor will it be paid until
the necessary authority has been obtained.
It was mentioned to the representatives of
New South Wales that, in all probability,
it would be necessary to take a vote for
the sum. The money will not be paid
until the proper authority is taken.
Mr. IRELAND.-May I ask whether it
is intended to pay the whole of the £60,000
this year, as it appears on the Estimates?
Mr. VERDON.-I have not yet recei ved the formal opinion of my honorable
colleague, the Attorney-General, on this
subject. As soon as I do, I will inform the
honorable and learned member.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The House then resolved itself into
committee for the cO:1sideration of the
postponed clauses of this Bill.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM moved the omission of the whole of that portion of the
42nd clause which proposed to give the
local boards of health power to compel
owners and occupiers of premises to adopt
earth-closets. The honorable member Raid
that, from the remarks which were made
when the clause was last under discussion,
taken in connexion with the report of the
Chief Medical Officer on the earth-closet
system, he thought it, would not be desirable to make the use of earth-closets
compulsOl'Y. The voluntary adoption of
them was provided for by another clause,
and that, he thought, was as far as legislation could safely be carried at present.
The amendment was adopted without
discussion, and the clause as amended was
agreed to.
The 41 st clause was passed. and the
Bill was then reported to the House with
amendments.
It was afterwards recommitted, and
verbal amendments were made in several
clauses.
On the 6th clause, giving the Governor
in Council power to make regulations as to
cemeteries,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
clause provided no penalty for a breach of
the regulations.
He moved that such
penalty should be imposed in each case as
. the Governor in Council might think fit.
Captain MAC MAHON urged that it
would be undesirable that the Governor in
Council should have an unlimited power to
impose penalties.

Amendment Bill.

Mr. HIGINBOTHAM suggested that
the penalty in each case should not exceed
£5.
With an alteration to this effect, the
amf'ndment was adopted.
Mr. HIGI~BOTHAM moved the insertion of words in clause 1::3, to the effect that
the Central Board of Health should perform its dutieR under the general administration of the Chief Secretary. Practically
the department was already under the
Chief Secretary, but he thought it might
be desirable to indicate this in the Act.
In reply to Mr. LANGTON,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
question of allowing the members of the
central board some small remuneration was
under the consideration of the Chief Secretary, and, if that course was considered
desirable, it could be adopted under the
clause as it stood.
After some remarks from Mr. KERFERD, Captain MAC MAHON, and Mr.
HARIHSON, the amendment was agreed
to.
Mr. LEVEY moved an addition to clause
41, to giye the local boards of health power
to make bye-laws to compel the deodorization of ni~ht-soil before its removal from
any premises.
The honorable member
remarked that a Mr. Woodward had discovered a system of deodorizing night-soil
which was stated to be very simple, very
cheap, and very efficacious. If the amendment was adopted, the local boards would
have an opportunity of testing the merits
of Mr. "Voodward's discovery, which he
thought it was desirable thnt they should
have. Some simple mode of deodorizing
night-soil woulrl be of great public advantage, as it would be impossible to carry out
an effective system of' drainage in Melbourne and the large towns of the colony
without an enormous expenditure.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
objections which had been urged to the
compulsory use of earlh-closets applied in
a great measure to the compulsory use of
a system of deodorization. One objection
to directing the compulsory use of earthclosets was, that, with the limited experience at present possessed, it was unwise
for the Legislature to commend that system
in preference to any other, and that objection would equally apply to a deodorizing
system. Surely it would be sufficient to
leave. the patentees to recommend their
different schemes to the public. Whichever system was eventually found to be
the best-whether it was an earth .. closet
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or a deodorizing process-the public, it
might be presumed, would adopt it. He
hoped the honorable member would not
press his amendment.
Mr. LEVEY said he would not press
the amendment to a division; but he regarded the subject as one of great imporLance, and suggested that the AttorneyGeneral should make inquiries, with the
view of ascertaining whether it was not
desirable that the local boards should have
the power of directing the compulsory use
of this or some other system.
After some discussion, in which Mr.
LEVI, Mr. J. T. SMITH, and Captain
MAC MAHON tOQk part,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he would
make inquiries, and if he obtained any
practical suggestions on the subject, he
would submit them to the consideration of
honorable members.
The amendment was then negatived.
The Bill was reported with further
amendments.
REVISION OF THE TARIFF.
The House then went into Committee
of Ways and Means.
Mr. VERDON moved" That. towards raising the supply granted to
Her Majesty, in lieu of the duties of customs
now chargeable on the article undermentioned,
imported into Victoria. the following duty shall
be charged from and after 1st July, 1867;Spirits or strong waters of any strength not
exceeding the strength of proof by Sykes's
hydrometer, and so in proportion for any
greater strength than the strength of proof
-IUs. per gallon."

Mr. MOORE called attention to the
shortness of the notice provided for in
the resolution, which, he said, w0uld
have the effect of overtak ing consignments on their way to this port of
spirits at the standard of proof, or rather
the per-centage under proof, which had
hitherto found favour with the bulk of
consumers in this colony. However desirable it might be to have a recognition of the principle that spiri ts
should be imported in proof state, rather
than in a diluted form, yet he thought it
was not the intention of the Government
or of the House that this new arrangement
should come into operation so quickly as
to overtake a large quantity of stuff which
had been prepared in accordance with the
requirements and the taste of this market.
It would be quite. impossible for spirit of
the character prescribed by the resolution
to be ordered and supplied from Europe
VOL. 111.-2 Q .
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by the 1st of July. He did not suggest
any modification in the system proposed
by the Government. He believed the
result of it would be that dilution of the
spirit to less than proof would be done
here instead of at Rotterdam and elsewhere; and that therefore the increase of
revenue from this source, anticipated by
the Minister of Customs, was not likely to
be derived.
Mr. FRANCIS said the day named in
the resolution was fixed in order to enable
purchasers of spiri ts of the strength refen'ed to retire the same from bond. He
admitted that there was some force in
the ohjection of the honorable member for
Sandridge; at the same time, it must be
within the knowledge of that honorable
member that a great many members of
the commercial class-some of the largest
owners of the under-proof article in bondwere advocates for this change coming into
operation at once. If, at the time of the
framing of the Tariff, he had been in possession of the information which he had
since received from the 'outside public, he
should have advocated immediate action, as
the more desirable course. He beliflved
that there was at present nearly a twelvemonths' supply of .under-proof spirit in
bond; that this would be taken out of
bond before the 1st July; alld that, in
consequence, there would be thrown into
. 1867 more revenue than naturally belonged
to it by £20,000 or £25,000. There
was a feeling in the House that the question of measurement should also be dealt
with; and possibly it would be desirable,
at a future time, to make it imperative that
goods of this kind should be what they
purport.ed to be.
Mr. MOORE remarked that, if the increase in the revenue from spirits took
place as the Minister of Customs indicated,
the result would be a falling off in the
revenue from that source in 1868. Notwi tbstanding all that the :\1 inister of Customs had said, he considered that, before
the resolution came into operation, the
mel'e course of post should be ~llowed, in
order that distillers in Holland and elsewhere might be apprized of the direction of
legislation in Victoria, and thus be cautioned against preparing an article for
which there would be no further demand
here. He begged to propose that the
resolution should not come into operation
until the 1st of September.
Mr. G. P. S:\llTH said, as chairman of
the Wine and Spirits Commission, he was

•
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in a posi tion to state that great complaints
were made by respectable publicans as to
the unfair competition to which they were
exposed at the h~nds of unprincipled
traders, by the importation of diluted
spirits in bottles below the standard size.
He did not think the Legislature should
bestow any consideration on those importers who were for increasing thequantity
of water to the spirit, and for diminishing
the size of the bottle; and therefore he
considered the time allowed by the resolutions sufficiently long.
Mr. LEVEY observed. that the effect of
the resolution would be to have the work
of dilution performed here instead of in
Europe. People would not be made virtuous by Act of Parliament. He was
afraid that the edicts of the Minister of
Customs would be as successful as the
decree of Jack Cade that the pint bott.le
should hold a quart, and that a sixpenny
loaf shuuld be sold for three pence. The
dilution of spirits had taken place to meet
a certain demand. At present, the thing
sought for was cheapness, not quality.
If people were willing to pay a proper
price for the article, there would be no
difficulty in always getting it good. With
regard to the amendment of the honorabl~
member for Sandridge, he considered that
the resolution must either come in force at
once, 01' its operation must be postponed to
allow of the proper course of post.
Mr. WILSON urged that the time
should be extended, or that the new
arrangement should come into force at
once. The quantity of geneva in bond
could not be consumed under seven months,
and further supplies were on the way from
Europe. If the propo~al of the Government were intended as a concession to the
mercantile body, let them have the full
benefit of it.
Mr. McKEAN proposed, as an amend~
ment, the insertion, after the word" gallon,"
of the words "or reputed gallon, or its
equivalent of six reputed quart bott~es, or
twelve reputed pint bottles." He remarked
that it was notorious that scarcely any spirits
came into the market in bottles of the standard size. The reputed quart held about a
pint and a h!tlf; and the reputed pint
about two-thirds of a pint; and thus, with
inferior quality, and deficient quantity, the
consumer was maue to suffer eonsiderably.
The reduction in the size of the bottles
had been gradual. The red-case Geneva,
reputed to hold four gallons, held in
1860, 3H- gallons; in 1862, the quantity
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was ~educed to 3i~; in 1864, to 3/2 ;
and, in 1866, to 2* ga.lIons. There was a
proportionate falling off in the green halfcases. The Legislature had thought fit to
guard against frauds on the pu blic wit~
regard to the weight of bread, and in
other respects; and he considered that
action in the same direction might fairly
be extended to the quality and quantity
of spirits.
Mr. HALFEY reminded the last speaker
that hollands was sold in bottles of a
peculiar shape and size, neither pints nor
quarts, and therefore the amendment would
not apply to that commodity, which was
the one alluded to particularly in the earlier
part of the discussion. He concurred with
the 110norable member for Sandridge as to
the necessity for postponing the operation
of the resolution. If there was to be a
concession at all, it should be so full as
not to interfere with the arrangements of
importers and shippers.
Mr. BYRNE characterized the diminution which had gradually taken pla~a in
the quantity and quality of imported spirits
as a dishonest proceeding. It was as dishonest as sending watches of 16 or 14
carat gold, and selling them under the
representation that they were of 18 carat
gold. These proceedings reminded him of
the falling off in the clothing trade which
existed for some years in England, and
which was only stopped by the attitude
taken in the matter by the retail trade,clothing spoken of as a yard wide being
only f of a yard wide, and t being represented by t of a yard. The same thing
was experienced in the early days of the
colony with regard to imported butter,
when although the retailers bought at
2s. 4d. and 2s. 8d. per lb., and sold at
3s. 6d. and 45., they found themselves
minus in the end, because the firkins
contained so many pounds less than the
reputed weight. He was for having
things called by their right names; he
was for proper and fair weight and measure-for 36 inches to the yard and for
4 quarts to the gallon. He should support the motion as submitted by the
Government.
Mr. LEVI considered that the last
speaker should have given the committee
some information on the subject of flourwhether there ought to be 2,21O Ibs. to the
ton. He was of opinion that the arrangement proposed by the Government with
regard to spirits might as well come into
operation forthwith. He saw no benefit
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that would accrue from the arrangement,
beyond the additional income which the
Treasurer would he able to obtain from
this source during the current year, because
the importation of spirits of increased
strength would be met by the admixture
of an extra quantity of water after its
arrival.
Mr. MOORE stated that he should press
his amendment in orJer to protect the
interests of those who were absent. Personally he was indifferent as to whether
the resolution came into operation at once
or on the 1st JUly.
Mr. VERDON concurred with honorable members that spirits should be sold
in accordance with what they were reputed to be; but he feared there might
be a difficulty in carrying out the amendment of the honorable member for Maryborough, because the consumer might still
be deceived, although the custom-house
might get the full amount of duty.
Taking into consideration the fact that
there were many other things besides
spirits in the sale of which, at present, the
question of measure arose, the better way,
perhaps, to remedy the evil would be, to
introduce a Bill of the character of the
Fraudulent Trade Marks Act, which
would cover every case of the sort. He
admitted that a great many reasons had
been given for deterring the operation of
the resolution until the 1st September.
Equally good reasons had been given for
the resolution coming into force at once;
and, if honorable members generally were
of that opinion, the Government would
offer no objection. .
Mr. FRANCIS stated that it was in
contemplation to make the alteration in the
arrangements heretofore existing apply to
measure as well as strength. Perhaps the
discussion would show which way the
opinion of the committee really tended in
regard to that matter. With respect to the
question whether the resolution should
come into operation at once or not until
the 1st September, he considered that the
former was the more equitable way of dealiJlg with the subject. It wa.s more than
probable that no iuterest would be prejudicially affected by the proceeding. No one
knew better than the honorable member
for Sandridge that the reports from this
market at the present time were not calculated to induce speculative operations.
¥r. REEVES intimated his approval of
the amendment submitted by the honorable member for Maryborough. There
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could be no doubt that the object of these
small measures was deception, and in the
interests of a growing colonial industryfor distillation was sure to increase in the
colony-the Legislature would do well to.
place the trade on a proper and equitable
footing.
'1'he committee divided on the question,
"that the words '1st July' proposed to
be omitted stand part of the question."
Ay~

28

Noes

16

Majority against Mr. Moore's}
•••
•••
amendment

12

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Bindon,
Bowman,
Durtt,
Byrne,
Cope,
Davies,
Francis,
Frazer,
Grant,
H. Henty,
Higinbotham,
King,
Kyte,
Love,
Macgregor,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Gillies,
Halfey,
Hanna,
Jones,
Kerierd,
Langton,
Levey,
Longmore,
McLellan,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

McCulloch,
Plummer,
Ramsay,
Reeves,
G. P. Smith,
G. V. Smith,
F. L. Smyth,
Tucker,
Vale,
Verdon,
Watkins.

Tellers.
Mr. Farrell,
" McKean.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

Moore,
O'Grady,
Snodgrass,
Snowball,
Whiteman.

Tellers.
Mr. Blackwood,
" Harbison.

Mr. McKEAN said that he would withdraw his amendment, with a view to introduce it at a future stage in a form better
adapted to carry out his intention.
Mr. VERDON intimated that, if the
amendment were adopted, he would deem it
right to concede an extension of time in
both instances - both as to gauge and
quality.
The resolution was agreed to as originally proposed.
Mr. VERDON then moved : " That, towards raising the supply granted to
Her Majesty, in lieu of the duties of customs
now chargeable on the articles un,icrmentioned,
imported into Victoria, the following duties shall
be charged : Apparel and slops, and all articles made up
wholly 01' in part from fabrics of silk, wool,
cotton, linen, or mixed materials, excepting
corn and wool bags, boots and shoes, gloves,
hats, caps, and bonnets, hosiery, leatherware, saddles and harness-lO per cent. ad
r·alorem."
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Mr. JONES asked whether it would
not be bettel' to take the items seriatim?
The CHAIRMAN said that amend.
ments could be proposed on any item.
Mr. .J ONES moved the following
amendment on the first item : "Apparel and slops, and all articles made up
wholly or in part from fabrics of silk, wool,
cotton, linen, or mixed materials, e~cept corn
and wool bags-I5 per cent. ad valorem."
Mr. VERDO~.-The G~vernment are
not in a position to accept that proposition.
The CHAIRMAN.--I will take this
opportunity of stating to the committee
that I do not think that, in Committee of
Ways and Means, duties can be increased,
except by consent of the Crown.
Mr. HALFEY.-Do I understand then
that it is impossible to alter the Tariff in
any way P
The CHAIRMAN.-When duties are
proposed in Committee of Ways and Means
it is not proper, and, in my opinion, not
possible, except with the sanction of the
Crown, to increase those ~uties. If they
were proposed in committee of the whole
House the duties might be increased.
Mr. RAMSAY.-Alterations, I presume, can still be made on the resolutions
being reported to the House.
The CHAIRMAN.-I am not in a
position to give a ruling on that question.
The committee divided on the motion : Ayes
30
Noes
10'
Majority for the motion

20

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Bindon,
Bowman,
Burtt,
Cope,
Davies,
Francis,
Frazer,
Grant,
Harbison,
H. Hentr,
Higinbotham,
King,
Kyte,
Macgregor,

Mr. Plummer,
" Ramsay,
" Ueeves,
G. P. Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Tucker,
" Vale,
" Verdon,
" Watkins,
" Wheeler,
" Wilson.

"
"
"
"
" M~Culloch,
" McKean,

Tellers.

Mr. Byrne,
" Farrell.
NOES.

Mr. Gillies,
" Halfey,
" lIanna,
" Jones,
" Love,
" McLellan,

Mr. O'Grady,
" Snodgrass.
Tellers.

Mr. Blackwood,
" Lo~gmore.
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Mr. VERDON stated that the most
convenient course of procedUl'e which the
committee could take would be to go
through the list, and then, on arriving at
the 5 per cent. duties, discuss what exemptions should be ma.de. The Minister
of Customs had had interviews with the
representatives of many trades, and some
increase of the list of exemptions appeared
desirable. When this increase had been
made, it would be neceesary to promote
many items from the 5 per cent. to the 10
per cent. li:;t. Having gone through the
whole list in that way, they would see
what the result was in the way of increase
or decrease of revenue, and, in the event
of a deficiency, it would be neeessary for·
the Government to propose whatever
might be necessary for providing for the
deficiency. He moved"That the following duties of Customs be
charged on the articles undermentioned imported
into Victoria, viz. :Carpeting and druggets, tapioca, sago, arrowroot, spices. pepper, and ginger, ornamental
castings, all manufactures containing silk10 per cent. ad valorem."

g

Mr. HALFEY asked if it would b e.n
accordance with the Chairman's ruling to
take articles from the 5 per cent. list and
add them to the 10 per cent. list?
The CHAIRMAN.-Duties can be in- t
creased with the sanction of the Crown or \
of a Minister of the Crown.
\
Mr. JONES asked if the mere a'ssent \
given by a Minister had the effect of a I
message from the Crown p i
The CHAIRMAN.-That is my interpretation of the rules, and such I understand to be the ruling in the House of
Commons. I hope honorable members will
draw the distinction between the Committee of Ways and Means and the committee I
of the whole House. In committee of
the whole House any honorable members ",.
may propose to increase dnties, but in
Committee of Ways and Means ldo not
. think they can.
Mr. JONES presumed then that the
increase to 15 per cent. could have been •
made if any Minister had assented to it ?
The CHAIRMAN.-Certainly if the
majority agreed to the proposition.
Mr. VERDON informed honorable
menbers that the Government were not
aware until then of the rule just laid down
by the Chairman of Committees.
The CHAIRMAN. - Heretofore the
distinction between the Committee of Ways

I

/!

I
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and Means and the committee of the whole
House may not have been drawn, and
hence the misapprehension of members of
the Government and other honorable memmembers.
Mr. LEVEY pointed out that the rule
amounted to this, that Ministers could
increase the duties, but other honorable
members could not.
Captain MAC MAHON said he had
understood that the Government intended
to adhere to the 5 per cent. and the 10 per
cent. duties. Did the Treasurer mean now
that he was prepared to increase the 10
per cent. to a higher .sum ?
Mr. VERDON replied that he had been
most careful in his statement, which was,
that the 6 per cent. and the 10 per cent.
duties were essential parts of the Government scheme. Moreover, he had stated
that it would be necessary to promote fI.ome
of the 5 per cent. articles to the 10 per
cent. Jist, in order to compensate for additions to the list of exemptions. He said
so still. If after these additions had been
made, the revenue should still' be beneath
the amount first proposed, it would be
necessal'y for the Government to consider
other proposals to submit to Parliament.
Mr. LANGTON remarked that many
honorable members had voted for going
into committee for the express purpose of
increasing the 10 per cent. duties to 15 per
cent. If the Government never intended
to allow these honorable members an
. opportunity of bringing forward their proposals, they should have stated so. It was
a matter of indifference to the Opposition,
who opposed the duties altogether, but he
sympathised with the gentlemen who had
been entrapped.
Mr. VEl{,DON asserted that the honorable member's accusation could not be justified. 'Whatever honorable members had
heard privately, not a member could say
that he had heen decei ved or en trapped by
any inducement of·15 per cent. duties being
granted. The statement was not consistent
with the remarks of the honorable member
for "Vest Melbourne (Captain MacMahon),
who insisted that the Government was
pledged to the 10 per cent. duties.
Mr. LANGTON explained that his
statement was, that honorable members
had voted under the impression that they
would have an opportunity of moving for
the increase of the duties, while they now
found that they had not.
Mr. VERDON said if honorable members desired to increase the duties, they
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could carry resolutions embodying their
views.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Against the Government?
MI'. VERDON pointed out that if the
Government were not willing to accede to
the proposi tion, it mattered very little
whether the refusal took place in Committee of Ways and Means or in committee
of the whole House. He would be very
sorry to think, and so also would his colleagues, that any honorable member had
been entrapped into voting for the Government by an erroneous supposition; but he
did not bdieve that any honorable member who voted with the Government did
complain. The honorable member who
submitted the proposal for an increase in
the duties voted against the Government.
Mr. KYTE admitted that no temptation
had been held out to the protectionist
members that the Government would increase a single item in the 10 per cent.
list. Still, if the Government could see
their way to an increase of 12t per cent.,
the protectionists would accept it as an
The gentlemen
agreeable concession.
with whom he had the honour to act declined the sympathy of the honorable
member for East Melbourne. They had
acted hitherto according to their own
lights-with an amount of common sense
scarcely to be found elsewhere in the Assembly-and they would continue to do so,
to the manifest ad vance of protection principles. The Tariff of 1866 gave an
average protective duty of 6 per cent.,
and the present increase to 10 per cent.
was not unsatisfactol"y to protectionists.
Pel"haps in a year or two they would obtain 15 per cen t.
.Mr~ COPE denied that he gave his vote
on any understanding that the 10 per cent.
duties were to be raised to 15 per cent.
He informed those honorable members who
attempted to dictate to him and other protectionist members, that he was responsible not to them, but to his constituents.
He should be very sorry to recall the vote.
Though he was a protectionist, he was not
a prohibitionist. He had no hesitation in
saying that a duty of 15 per cent. on
some articles would amount to prohibition.
On some kinds of apparel and slops, on
some kinds of boots and shoes, and on
other articles, a duty of 15 per cent. would
be prohibitivt>. He denied either that the
protectionists had coerced the Government,
or that the Government had become dictators to~ards the protectionists. But what
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had the Oppositibn tried to do? They had
tried every means in their power to bri be, to
coerce, or to persuade the protectionists, but
they had effected nothing. They had spent
their breath for nought. The Government
had acted fearlessly and honestly. He
thanked them also for expressing a willingness to permit certain articles to be added
to the 10 per cent. list, and also to allow
raw materials to be exempted from taxation.
He fearlessly asserted that if the Tariff
was amended in these respects-if articles
which were properly and legitimately' raw
materials for manufactures in this colony
were exempted, and if other articles, against
which it was necessary to give colonial
manufacturers protection, were added to
the 10 per cent. list-it would be a Tariff
which would do credit to the colony.
Mr. JONES remarked that, when the
honorable member for East Bourke
Boroughs spoke of a 15 per cent. import
duty as a prohibitive duty, he surely could
not have troubled himself much about the
facts of the case. He had not studied
the progress of protective legislation in
America, or he would have found that 15
pel' eent. was a long way from being considered a protective duty. If he had only
considered what had been the effect in this
colony in reference to the importation of
hats, he would have seen that much more
than a 15 per cent. duty on hats, under the
measurement duties, had not been prohibitive, and neither had it increased the price
to the consumer. The honorable member
bad spent a considerable portion of his time
for weeks past in some hole-and-corner meetings called" caucuses," and had been conducting a kind of negotiation which it had
been represented would result in the imposition of a 15 per cent. duty in favour of
certain trades-he (Mr. Jones) believed
that there were to be nineteen in all-and
that the duties on raw materials were to
be altogether removed. The honorable
member for Richmond (Mr. Kyte) stated
recently that the Government never intended to put a tax on raw materials. For
weekR past the cry had been-only let the
Government get into committee and they
would make the Tariff whatever honorable
members desired. No sooner were they in
committee, however, than they were met
by a ruling from the chairman which
prevented importan t alterations being
made - a ruling which was evidently
based on the standing orders; and the
Treasurer, who was great enough to be
sent as an ambassador to England, stated
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that he did not understa.nd the standing
orders. The country had been toyed with
by the Government in a shameless manner,
but the proceedings of that night would
yet have to be accounted for. Promises
could not be depended upon any longer,
and it was time that some sober progress
in legislation was made. If he was in
order, he would move an amendment to
this effect:"That piece goods in cotton, linen, and
woollen, together with kerosene and oils of all
kinds in bulk be added to the list of exemptions
from duty;"
•

The CHAIRMAN ruled that the amendment could not be put in the fQrm in which
the honorable member had submitted it.
He understood the honorable member to
wish to exempt certain articles from duty?
Mr. JONES.-Yes.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that when
the articles to be excepted from payment of
import duty were under consideration, the
honorable member should move that the
articles to which he referred should be
added to the list.
Mr. JONES remarked that amongst the
list of articles proposed to be charged 10
per cent. "all manufactures containing
silk" were included, which would comprise
goods extensively used by tailors, milliners,
and dressmakers. He did not wish aU
goods containing silk to be charged 10 per
cent., but if his ltmendment was reserved
as an addition to the list of exemptions, he
might then be met with the objection .that
the committee had already decided to tax
all man factures containing silk.
The CHAIRMA~.-Then the proper
way will be for the honorable member to
move that that item be omitted from the list
proposed to be charged 10 per cent.
Mr. VERDO~ objected to the omission
of that item. The proposed change from
a measurement to an ad valorem duty in
the case of silk goods was rendered necessary in consequence of the Government
not being able to collect the duties which
were intended to be collected on silk goods
during 1865 and 1866. The proposition
of the honorable member was more than
the Government could assent to. He suggested that the question should be discussed when the list of articles proposed
to be exempted was under consideration.
Mr. JONES said that" all manufa.ctures
containing silk" would include cloths
known as "silk mixtures" and other
goods, many of which contained less than
one-hundreth part of silk. It would be
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most unfair to tailors and other persons if
such goods were charged 10 per cent. It
seemed to him to be a piece of blundering
on the part of the gentleman who had
drawn up the Tariff to class all silk goods
together under this general head, or perhaps it had been done to save the trouble
or expense of employing an expert to
decide which should pay duty and which
should not.
Mr. LONGMORE observed that some
descriptions of dresses which were very
generally worn by the wives of the laboring qla~ses, costing perhaps 6d. or Sd. a
yard, contained silk, although in such a
small quantity as to amount to no more
than sixpenny or a shilling's worth in the
dress. It would be most unj ust to tax
such goods 10 per cent.
Mr. FR.ANCIS said that by the last
Tariff the duty was limited to "silk manufactures, or mixed materials of which the
greater part is silk," but that definition
was found liable to so much evasion that it
seriously affected the revenue. By adopting an ad valO1'em duty, however, goods
containing silk would only pay duty according to the quant.ity of silk which they
contained-according to their value. It
was proposed to add to the list of exemptions "manufactured articles of mixed or
undescribed materials used in the making
up of apparel," such as buttons and trimmings. He did not see· how it would be
possible to deal more equitably with the
matter and prevent disputes.
Mr. LEVEY contended that the custom-house officers, or experts, ought to
determine what goods should be considered
silk goods, and what should not be considered silk. It w(luld be unfair to tax
all goods which contained silk, whatever
the quantity might be, 10 per cent. ad
valorem. ~ome definition certainly ought
to be insisted upon. For instance, fabrics
not containing more than 25 per cent. of
silk might be considered as· not coming
under the category of silk goods. Why
should the tailor who made up silk waistcoatings have to pay a higher duty than
the tailor who made up Sydney tweeds?
Mr. RA;\1 SA Y knew, from his own
experience, having served an apprenticeof seven years to the trade, that it was
impossible for experts to determine the
exact per centage of silk which a material
contained. If it were determined not to
tax, as silk goods, goods containing 25
per cent. of silk, or less, it would be
impossible to determine whether the
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goods had 2 or 3 per cent. less than that
quantity of silk or 2 or 3 per cent.
more. The tax on silk was a very proper
tax, and he thought that if poor people
imitated the rich classes by wearing silk
dresses, they ought to pay for the luxury.
Mr. McLELLAN, as an advocate of the
fair sex, protested against a tax of ten per
cent. being levied on dresses worn by
working men's wives and daughters because they contained a slight mixture of
silk.
He believed that nearly all the
dresses worn by persons of that class,
except cotton dresses, contained a small
proportion of silk.
Mr. LONGMORE produced some samples of dresses worn by the wives and
daughters of the working classes, which
contained a slight admixture of silk. Such
goods, he submitted, ought to be altogether
free from the 10 per cent. duty. From a
protectionist point of view he regarded
the proposition of the Government as a
retrograde one.
Mr. BURTT expressed his concurrence
with the views of the honorable member
for Maldon, and stated, on the authority of
a gentleman conversant with the subject,
that very few dresses contained such small
quantities of silk as had been referred to
during the discussion.
Mr. JONES believed that if some of
the cloths containing silk were placed
before the Minister of Customs, the honorable gentleman would not be able to tell
whether they contained silk or not. If the
item was adopted, as it stood, it was probable that goods containing silk would be
allowed to pass the custom-house free for
months, until some busybody called attention to a certain shipment supposed to
contain silks, and then the question of determining whether the goods were silks or
not would be remitted to the not very
trustworthy judgment of the Minister
of Customs. The committee ought to
settle the question at once. He thought
if "all manufactures containing silk to an
extent exceeding 10 per cent.," was substituted for "all manufactures containing
silk," the justice of the case might be
met. He moved this as an amendment.
Any man of average business experience
in connexion with cloths, could determine
w heth er they contained that q uan ti ty of silk.
There were about 12,000 persons in the
colony earning their livelihood by making
up cloth, and he believed that fully one-sixth
of them were men quite competent to determine whether certain cloths contained
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more or less than 10 per cent. of silk. In of protection afforded. It was the extreme
the course of a very extensive experience, duties which gave protection, but now it
he had never met with a silk mixture was proposed to reduce all the duties to a
clot.h containing 10 pel' cent. of silk. In golden mean of 10 per cent. The consethe majority of cloths containing silk, . q uence of this, of course, would be that industhe quantity was not more than 1 per cent. tries which were promoted by a 30 per cent.
Mr. HALFEY said that he and the duty would be at once knocked. on the head.
honorable members for Richmond (Mr. Whatever might be said of the debate
Kyte), East Bourke Boroughs, North Mel- which ended in the division of the previous
bourne, and Belfast, and several other night, the present could not be regarded
members, along with one or two members as a· party fight. The concession asked
in another place, met in the north lobby of by the honorable member for Ballarat
the House on the night that the Minister East (Mr. Jones) was only fair and reasonof Customs made hiR statement in reference able. Certain industries connected with
to the Tariff, and determined that the Go- piece goods would be materially interfered
vernment should be asked to increase the with if goods containing the smallest pos10 per cent. duties to 15 per cent., and sible quantity of silk were treated in a
that raw materials for manufactures should different way to goods made of woollen,
be exempted from duty altogether. That linen, or cotton.
was agreed to unanimously.
Mr. V ALE observed that the 10 per
Mr. KYTE.-No.
cent. duty on silks was imposed as a
Mr. HALFEY believed that the honor- tax on luxury. In that spirit it appeared
able member for Richmond said that, if in the present Tariff. The tax would
they could not get 15 per cent duty, they affect the dress of a working man's wife
had better take twelve and a half. It was to the extent of something like 9d. or
understood that the Government would be Is.; while the extent to which the dress
prepared to modify the Tariff in committee, of a rich person would be affected by
and on that understanding, he (Mr. Halfey) it might range from 4s. to £1 ; and yet
voted for the Tariff going into committee. the committee were asked, for the purpose
He must confeas that he was disappointed of relieving the smaller item, altogether to
at the result. The honorable member for destroy the tendency of the tax. To relieve
East Bourke Boroughs had stated that a the class of articles mentioned by the
duty of 15 per cent would, on many honorable member for Ballarat East (Mr.
articles, amount to prohibition; but in Jones), would be virtually to destroy the
America, on apparel and slops, there was a operation of this item, as it was destroyed
duty of 30 per cent ad valorem; on boots, last year; and. yet the revenue from this
35 per cent ad valorem'; on saddlery, 35 source, the burthen of which would fall
per cent; on harness, 35 per cent.
He chiefly on the wealthier class, was estimated
was disappointed that honorable members at £35,000. He found that prior to the
were not able to alter the Tariff in the Anglo-French Commercial Treaty it was
direction of more protection, and that the neces!'ary, in carrying out the. English
Government had not initiated such an Tariff, to bring imported ~ilks under something like sixty different heads. And yet
amendment.
Mr. KYTE remarked that some protec- in the face of this-with all the experts
tionists, in their spleen against the Govern- necessary tl) be employed in the customs
ment, ignored the fact that the last Tariff department of the old country-the comgave employment to 2,000 persons in the mittee were told that this would, be an
city of Melbourne alone, and that the easy matter to deal with. The honorable
Tariff now proposed would give an extra member for Ballarat East proposed that all
5 per cent. of protection. ("No.")' He goods containing not more than 10 per
maintained that it would. The average cent. of silk should be free from duty.
protection afforded by the Tariff of 1865 But, in a dress containiri.g 10 per cent. of
was less than 6 per cent., but the new silk the per centage of silk might be equal
in value to the remaining nine-tenths of
Tariff gave 10 per cent.
Mr. LEVEY reminded the honorable raw material
member for Richmond that while the
Mr. WHEELER observed that the
average of the last Tariff was about 6 per slophouses of Melbourne had recently imcent., some trades were protected tv the ported a large quantity of "union" cloth,
extent of 30 per cent. and upwards. The which contained a portion of silk, and if
average had nothing to do with the amount this 10 per cent. duty extended to that
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article the very next mail would no doubt
take home orders for goods not containing
silk; so that from that direction nothing
would be gained. With regard to the 10
per cent. duty on cheap dresses containing
silk, he might observe that there were
cel'tain goods without any silk whatever,
such as alpacas, coburgs, merinos, orleans,
winseys, and muslins; but his experience
went to shew that the poorer classes, and
especially servant girls, were as a rule
anxious for dresses containing not simply
a pennyworth of silk, but as much silk as
possible. There was one thing which he
thought had escaped the attention of the
Ministry. They had omitted to place a
duty on reversible coats. Had a large duty
been placed on that garment it would have
been less worn in the Assembly. In (~on
elusion, he thought if the Government, after
the ruling of' the Chairman of Committees,
had selected those articles which they
intended to exempt from the 1 per cent.
duties, and those they intended to take
from the 5 per cent. and plaoe on the 10
per cent. list, and stated their intentions to
the committee, a great deal of inconvenience might have been saved.

°

Mr. FRANCIS said this could only
be done by resolution, in full House,
on receiving the report from the committee.
Mr. LONGMORE remarked that the
Minister of Public Works appeared to he
under the impression that the duty upon
silk under the last Tariff realized less than
was expected, in consequence of the cheap
material being exempt from duty. But
the reason was that silk was made up,sometimes perhaps by only two stitches in
a piece-and in consequence it was regarded at the Custom-house as clothing,
and paid duty only at the rate of 5s. per
cubic foot, instead of I per cent. ad
valorem. Another reason for the failure of
the duty was that the Minister of Customs
took upon himself-without any authority
from the House-to exempt many articles
of silk from the 1 per cent. tax. A third
reason was smuggling, which, a~cording to
report, was carried on openly. From these
circumstances, the sum obtained from the
duty on silk last year was no more than
£ 10,000, instead of £30,000 or £40,000,
as was anticipated.
The committee divided on Mr. Jones's
amendment for exempting from the 1 per
cent. dutitls all manufactures containing
less than 10 per cent. of silk.
VOL. lII.-2 R
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Ayes
Noes

10
30

Majority against th.•e.}
amendment

20

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"

Blackwood,
Edwards,
Gillies,
Jones,

Mr. McLellan,
" O'Grady.
Tellers.
Mr. Halfey,
" Longmore.

I~evey,

Love,
NOES.

Mr. Bindon, .
" Bowman.
" Burtt, .
" Byrne,

" Cope,
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Francis,
Grant,
Harbison,
H. Henty,
Higinbotham,
King,
Kyte,
Macgregor,
McCulloch,
McKean,
Macpherson,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Pearson,
Plummer,
Ramsay,
Reeves,
Sands,
G. P. Rmith,
G. V. Smith,
J. T. Smith,
Tucker,
Vale,
Verdon,
Wheeler.

Tellers.
Mr. Farrell,
" Wilson.

Mr. JONES said, as it was quite evident
that honorable members diel not understand
. this m~tter fully, and, as he was sure that,
when they made inquiries outside, they
would admit that they had been in error
in the votes which they had given, he
would move that the chairman report
progress.
Mr. VERDO~ observed that he was not
disposed to offer much opposition to this
proposition, not for the reason given by
the honorable member for Ballarat East,
but for the reason that the 5 per cent.
ad valorem duties would have next to
be considered, and that they wouln have
to be discussed in co:unexion with the
exemptions. He considel'ed that the committee should be in pos~ession of the result
of the communications which had taken
pl&ce between the Minister of Customs and
various deputations; and his honorable
colleague and himself would be prepared
by Tuesday with statements showing the
results arrived at, so that honorable members would be saved the trouble of putting
questions as to particular items. Therefore he was willing, after the present vote
was taken, to move that progress be reported. Of course the passing of the vote
on this occasion would not absolutely
determine the question: The resolutions
would have to be reported, and if in the
meanwhile honorable members should
change their minds with regard to the vote
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-if they found that they were able to
distinguish between the various sorts of
goods-such alterations as might be deemed
expedient could then be determined upon.
Mr. JONES intimated that he did not
desire to obstruct public business, and that
he would withdraw his motion for reporting progress on the understanding that
this matter of the silk mixture cloths, and
the matters mentioned by the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden, could be
re-opened at a future sitting.
.
The motion for reporting progress was
wi th dra wn .accordingIy.
After some remarks from Mr. SANDS,
the motion for imposing the second batch
of 10 per cent. ad valorem duties was
agreed to.
On the motion of Mr. VERDON, progress was then reported.
LUNACY LAWS CONSOLIDATION
AND AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, I
beg to move the second reading of the
Bill before the House to consolidate and
amend the laws relating to lunacy. The
want of an alteration in the law, in the
direction of providing a more complete
management and supervision of lunatic
asylums, has long been felt. The subject
has engaged the attention of successive
Governments, each of which has been impressed with the necessity for securing
improved treatment for the unfortunate
creatures who are the victims of lunacy,
but from some cause or other practical
legislation on the subject ha.s been deferred
from time to time. In the Bill before the
House, the Rystem pursued in England
with regard to the treatment of lunatics, is
adopted. The first portion of the measure
deals with the subject of the commitments
of the insane; and it is provided that the
commitments of lunatics, by justices of the
peace, shall be to lunatic asylums, and not,
as formerly, to gaols. It also provides
for the reception and visitation of lunatics,
for their transfer from one place to another,
and for their discharge. Another portion
of the Bill provides for commissions of
inquiry. A third portion refers to the
administration of the estates of lunatics.
Many persons afflicted with lunacy, committed to asylums, have sums of money,
or other property, belonging to them, with
no one to look after this property. The
Bill provides for. the management of this
property by the Master in Equity, who
will be created a Master in Lunacy, and

Amendment Bill.

whose business it will be to look after
the estates of persons of unsound mind.
There is also a provision, compelling the
relati ves of lunatics under the care of the
State, to contribute towards their support. At the present time, the Government
have no control whatever over private
lunatic asylums. The Bill provides for the
inspection and supervision of those establishments. These are the general features
of the measure. I am sure that it is the
desire of honorable members that the Bill
shall pass as speedily as possible, and
therefore I ask them to agree to the second
reading this evening, in order that the
several clauses may be considered at the
earliest possible opportunity.
Mr. EDW ARDS.-Mr. Speaker, any
one in the habit of attending the courts of
the colony must be aware that the law
relating to lunacy requires some al teraAs . the law at present stands
tion.
a lunatic cannot be placed under restraint unless the person who moves
in the matter is prepared to swear
that he is "a dangerous lunatic." A
few weeks ago, a person holding a good
position was brought by his friends before
a court not far from this House, with a
view to his committal to a lunatic asylum,
in order that he might be properly treated.
The bench hesitated for some time, and it
was not until his friends were told that
they had to swear that he was a dangerous
lunatic-which they WAre induced to do
only after a great deal of hesitation-that
he was committed. I apprehend that this
is one of the evils which the Government
seek to meet by this Bill. I trust that the
Bill will recei~e a full consideration; that
the experience of all the members of this
House may be brought to bear upon the
subject; and that our deliberations may
result in the passage of a permanent and
beneficial measure.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed pro forma.
TITLES UNDER CERTIFICATES
BILL.
Mr. TUCKER moved for leave to introduce a Bill to quiet the titles of selectors
of land under certificates of purchases
made prior to the coming into operation of
the Land Act of 1862. The object of
the measure (said the honorable member)
was to exempt holders of· certificates
under the clauses known as Cummins's
clauses, in the Land Acts of 1862 and
1865, from making the improvements-
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such as fencing, cultivating, and erecting
habitable dwellings-required of the ordinary selectors in the agricultural areas.
It was considered that the passing of the
Act of 1862 would bring down the price
of land, and that persons who had purchased land prior to that time, many of
them at a very high rate, should, as a compensation, be allowed to take out certificates for blocks of land of not more than
320 acres, nor less than forty acres, on
terms as advantageous as were accorded
to new selectors. He believed it was not
the intention of the Legislature at that
time that the improvement provisions of
the Land Act should be enforced against
the holders of certificates under Cummins's
clauses; but a doubt had arisen on the
subject, and it was to settle that doubt
that he sought to introduce his Bill.
Mr. KYTE seconded the motion.
Mr. GRANT said he should not oppose
the motion, as it was the practice of the
House to allow a Bill to be read a first
time; but he must inform the honorable
member for Kyneton that the title of the
measure was a mistake. There was no
question of "quieting titles" involved.
The Bill, to be discussed in the House,
must have a different title altogether. The
object of the measure, apparently, was to
relieve certain persons of their covenants
and obligations.
Leave was given, and the Bill was
brought in and read a first time.
INTERCOLONIAL EXHIBITION.
Mr. REEVES moved"That there be laid' upon the table of this
House a copy of the contract between the Commissioners of the Intercolonial Exhibition and
the parties keeping the Refreshment Rooms."

Mr. KING seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
COUNTY COURTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
Tho resolutions with regard to an
amendment of the law relating to county
courts, passed in committee the previous
evening, were considered and adopted.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH brought up a Bill,
founded on the resolutions, and moved that
it bA read a first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.
The House adjourned at twenty-eight
minutes past ten o'clock, until Tuesday,
March 5.
2R2
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, Marclt 5, 1867.
South-Western Province Election.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at ten
minutes past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
. SOUTH-WESTERN PROVINCE
ELECTION.
The PRESIDENT intimated that he had
received the following letter from the Hon.
G. Rolfe, declining to defend his seat:"To

THE HONORABLE THE PRESIDEN1' OF THE
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL OF VICTORIA.

"I do hereby declare and testify that I shall
not defend my return as member of t.he Legislative Council of Victoria for the South-Western
Province, and which said return has been petitioned against by one Robert Lewis, and I do
hereby decline to defend such return. And I
have the honour to request that you will give
due notice of this my declaration to the general
Committee of Elections, and whom also it may
concern, and that you will also cause notice
thereof to be inserted in the Victoria Government Gazette, and that you will communicate the
same to the honorable the Legislative Council.
"Feb. 28, 1867."
"GEORGE ROLFE.

The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL asked
what course the receipt of this letter
would require to be taken?
The PRESIDENT. - The ultimate
effect of the letter I am not quite clear
upon. The point will be one for the
lawyers to decide. In the first instance I
suppose that the whole matter will go before the Elections and Qualifications Committee, so that they may take cognizance of
the fact that the Hon. Mr. Rolfe declines
to defend the seat.
The Hon. T. 'r. A'BECKETT inquired
whether writing such a letter was not a
novel procedure?
The PRESIDENT replied in the negative.
Mr. A'BECKETT pointed out that the
honorable gentleman had not resigned his
seat; his statement that he would not
defend it amounted to nothing, as the petitioners must still prove their cal:1.e. It was
scarcely competent for the honorable gentleman to admit facts which were alleged, not
against him, but against other persons.
Mr. MITCHELL presumed that the
letter was an admission by the gentleman
petitioned against-the defendant in fact
-that the statements of the petition were
true, and that, therefore, the committee
would feel it their duty to declare that Mr.
Learmonth was the sitting member.
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Mr. A'BECKETT said the issue was
whether certain persons who had voted in
the election were qualified or not. The
real defendants were these persons.
The PRESIDENT.-In the Imperial
Parliament honorable members can only
resign by accepting the stewardship of the
Chiltern Hundreds; but when a petition is
presented, the honorable member can take
the course which has been adopted in the
present instance. May refers t<;> the subject thus : " Whenever the member whose return is complained of has given notice of his intention not
to defend his seat, he may not appear or act in
any proceedings as a party against the petition;
and he may not sit in the House of Commons,
nor vote on any question, until the petition has
been decided upon."

With the consent of honorable members,
I will, as the warrant for the appoin tment
of the Hon. H. M. Murphy has been duly
laid on the table, and the commi ttee is now
fully constituted, name a day for the first
meeting.
'
Mr. :MITCHELL pointed out t.hat the
committee could only meet on the sitting
days of the Council. He suggested that
the Council should adjourn until the followi ng day, and then, even if there should
not be a quonlm, Thursday would be a sitting day on which the committee could meet.
The Hon. G. V\'. COLE mentioned that
the Public Health Bill might be expected
from the Lower House the following day.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN trusted
that it would be understood that the meetings until the following week were formal
ones, for the purposes of the Elections and
Qualifications Committee, and that no important measures would be proceeded with
in this House.
The House adjourned at halfppast four
o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, Marck 5, 1867.
Customs Regulations-Melbourne and Hobson's Bay Railway
Company - Mining Companies - Strangers - Mr. John
Usher's Claim - Infanticide - Revision of the TariffPublic Health Laws Amendment Bill- Subdivisions of
Land-Supreme Oourt Judgments-Charge against a.
Member.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
PETITION.
Mr. McLELLAN presented a petition
from the inhabitants of Matlock, against
the deviation of the Yarra track.

Regulations.

TONNAGE.
Mr. FRANCIS laid on the table, pursuant to an order of the House, dated
February 27, a return showing the number
and tonnage of vessels entered inwards and
cleared outwards to and from the several
ports of the colony during 1866.
CUSTOMS REGULATIONS.
Mr. LEVI called attention to the fact
that the delivery of two shipments of malt,
amounting in all to something like 3,200
bushels, had been stopped at the Customs,
owing to the claim of duty on the bins in
which the malt was brought to this port.
He begged to ask the Minister of Cust.oms,
without any notice, whethe.r these bins did
not come under the head of "packages in
which goods are ordinarily imported," included among the articles exempted from
the payment of import duty under the new
Tariff ?
Mr. FRANCIS said the only question
which had been submitted to him was
whether the deals which formed a framework around the bins, and were collected
together and landed as timber after the
discharge of the malt, were not liable to
duty. Under the ad valorem system of
1H52, deals in similar circumstances were
dutiable; and, acting on that precedent,
duty had been demanded by the Collector
of Customs. He had also heard that duty
had been demanded on the bins or iron
tanks, but that fact had not been officially
communicated to him.
Mr. LEVI observed that the system of
importing malt in bins had been in force
many years, and he hoped that the Minister
of Customs would give his attention to the
matter.
MELBOURNE AND HOBSON'S BAY
RAILWAY COMPANY.
Mr. WHITEMAN remarked that on
the 23rd January he put a question to the
Treasurer relative to the £5,000 paid by
the Melbourne and Hobson's Bay United
Railway Company, to be invested in Government debentures. The answer of the
honorable gentleman was that Government
debentures were held against the amount
of the deposit, and that the interest would
be credited to the account. On the 5th
February a deputation waited upon the
Treasurer on the subject, and the honorable gentleman then intimated that the
interest had not been credited to the
account, and that he thought a proviso in
the Company's Act would preclude the
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payment of interest to the account, but
that he would consult the AttorneyGeneral on the subject. He (Mr. Whiteman) begged to ask whether the AttorneyGeneral had been consulted, and the result
of the consultation?
Mr. VERDON stated that he had been
advised by the Attorney-General that the
interest could be paid to the account.

ence having reference to Mr. Usher's appointment to a mining surveyorship in the Ballarat
district."
Ml'. SNODGRASS seconded the motion.
Mr. MACGREGOR said the papers
were very voluminous, but all the doc~
ments which were absolutely required
should be furnished.
The motion was agreed to.

MINING COMPANIES.
Mr. DYTE asked when the returns relating to mining companies placed in the
hands of official agents, ordered on the
2-1th January, would be laid upon the
table?
Mr. BINDON stated that several of the
returns had been received, and he hoped
the remainder would come to hand in the
course of the week, so that the information asked for might be laid on the table
the following Tuesday.

INFANTICIDE.
Mr. LEVEY moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the number of prosecutions for infanticide from the year 1857 to the
pr ... sent time; the number of convictions, either
for the capital offence or concealing of birth;
and the number of executions (if any)."
The honorable member stated that I.e
desired the information in reference to a
Bill to amend the law relating to capital
punishment, of which he had given notice.
Mr. O'G RAD Y seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
'

STRANGERS.
Mr. LANGTON inquired whether the
Chief Secretary had considered the propriety of moving that accommodation
should be provided in the chamber for the
delegates from the neighbouring colonies
to the Intercolonial Postal Conference?
Mr. McCULLOCH said the subject
had not escaped his attention; and he
proposed that a sufficient number of seats
should be reserved in the gallery appropriated to members of the Legislative
Council. The gentlemen referred to could
not be accommodated on the floor of the
House because of their number. Moreover, he objected to the presence of
strangers in the chamber. The course
was not followed in the Imperial, nor-so
far as he was aware-in any other legislature.
MR. JOHN USHER'S CLAIM.
Mr. MACGREGOR presented a further
return to an order of the House, dated
January 23, of papers relating to the claim
for compensation made to the mining
department by Mr. John Usher, jun.
Mr. GILLIES moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of all reports, papers, and correspondence relating to the performance by Mr.
Usher of his duties while filling the office of
mining surveyor and registrar for the Ara!at
district; all papers and correspondence havmg
reference to the performance by Mr. Usher of.
his duties while engaged on the Beechworth
Water, Supply; and all papers and correspond-

REVISION OF THE TARIFF.
The Honse then went into Committee
of Ways and Means.
Mr. VERDON stated that at the last
sitting of the committee it was understood
that, on this occasion, honorable members
would be invited to consider the list of
exemptions proposed by the GovernmentJ
and that the Ministel; of Customs would be
prepared to state the result of the interviews
which he had had with various deputations,
in order that honorable members might be
saved unnecessary trouble in discussing the
several items. He proposed, before asking
the committee to affirm the resolution in
favour of the 5 per cent. duties, that the
Minister of Customs should have the opportunity of making his statement, and; to
enable this to be done in order, he would
propose that the list of articles which
formed the last of the propositions comprising the new Tariff-to which the Government now proposed to make additions
-should be exempted from the payment
of import duties.
Mr. HALFEY appealed to the Chairman of Committees for a ruling ItS to
whether honorable members were correct
in dealing with the Tariff in Committee of
Ways and Means. He thought that, according to the practice of the House of
Commons, the matter was one that could
be dealt, with only in committee of the
whole House. . If they were acting in
.'
ld b b
r
h
erlor, It wou
e etter lor t em to go
,back and commence afresh.
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Ayes
The CHAIRMAN said it was in accord23
31
Noes
ance with the practice of the House of
Commons for duties of a permanent character to be dealt with in committee of the
Majority against reporting} •••
•••
8
progress
whole House, and duties of a temporary
character in Committee of Ways and
AYES.
Means.
Mr. Baillie,
Mr. McCann,
Mr. HALFEY observed that under
" Blackwood,
" McLellan,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
" Edwards,
these circumstances, and without any deMr. Moore,
" Gillies,
sire to embarrass the Government, he
" Halfey,
" O'Grady,
would move that the Chairman report pro" Hanna,
" Orr,
gress.
" Snodgrass,
" Hopkins,
" Kerferd,
" Snowball.
Ml'. VERDON said he scarcely saw the
" Langton,
necessity for that step at ~his stage, because
Tellers.
" Levey,
what honorable members were now invited
Mr. Jones,
" Levi,
" Longmore,
" Whiteman.
to consider was the list of exemptions from
" Love,
duty. Until that matter was disposed of,
NOES.
it would be impossible to consider satisfacMr. Bindon,
Mr. McKean,
torily what additions ·should be made to the
" Macpherson,
" Bowman,
5 per cent. and 10 per cent. duties.
" Plummer,
" Burtt,
" Byrne,
" Ramsay,
Mr. SNODGRASS suggested to the
" Connor,
" Reeves,
honorable member for Sandhurst (Mr.
" Cope,
" Sands,
Halfey) that the proper course would be to
" Cunningham,
" G. P. Smith,
report the point of order to the House.
"
G. V. Smith,
" Dyte,
" Francis,
" Vale,
The CHAIRMAN.-I am not aware
" Grant,
" Verdon,
that there is .any point of order.
" Harbison,
" Wheeler,
" Higinbotham,
" Wilson.
Mr. HALFEY said he desired to know
" King,
whether it was correct or not to consider
Tellers.
" Kyte,
a Tariff-to consider permanent duties-in
Mr. Casey,
" Macgregor,
Committee of Ways .and Means?
" McCa\v,'
" lj'arrell.
" McCulloch,
The CHAIRMAN.-It is -quite in
Mr. FRANCIS then proceeded to state
order ; because the House has so directed.
Mr. JONES thought that, if progress to the House the articles which the Gowere reported, the House would have the vernment proposed to add to the list of exopportunity of considering the proposition emptions from import duties. First there
of the Government on a very much broader were anchors and chain cables over threebasis than it could possibly have in Com- eights of an inch in diameter. It was
mittee of Ways and Means. There were well known to commercial men that anchors
some articles which the Government pro- were frequently landed and left ashore;
posed to admit at 10 per cent., and which, that they were required for the safety of
in justice to colonial manufactu rers, should shipping; and that it would be simply
inoperative to impose a duty upon them.
be subjected to a duty of 15 pefcent.
Mr. VERDON reminded honorable Moreover all ship's stores and requiremembers that they hadjust as much power ments were allowed, not only here but
to deal with the exemptions in Committee elsewhere, to he transhipped without duty.
of vVays and Means as in committee of the Then the articles of printing and wrapping
paper, cards and miHboard, were included
whole. This being so, why should an
entire evening be wasted, as might be the in the exemptions. This had been done
pursuant to the representations of a depucase if progress were reported?
tation which had waited upon the Chief
Mr. JONES inquired whether the Com- Secretary, and had shown that it was unmittee of vYays and Means had the same desirable to make dutiable the articles of
power as the committee of the whole printing and wrapping paper, and that
House, in dealing with exemptions?
cards and mill board formed the raw
The CHAIRMAN replied in the affir- material of a great many local manufacmative.
tures. Cottons, woollens, and canvas, in the
After'some further discussion, the com- piece, were likewise to be exempted. The
mittee divided on the motion for reporting representations of deputations with regard
to this subject had been somewhat conprogress.
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flicting. On the one hand the retention
of the duty on woollens was advocated,
while on the other hand it was clear
that the imposition of a duty of any kind
would have the immediate effect of
placing at a disadvantage certain local
manufactures, at present employing a
large number of the populati.on. Taking
this fact into consideration, and desiring to
secure the greatest good of the greatest
number, the Government had placed woollens among the exemptions. This they
haq done somewhat reluctantly, because
the proceeding might have the effect of
retarding, more or less, the progress of
woollen manufacture in the colony. In
compliance with the wishes of certain
deputations, and in order to retain industries in the colony, the Government
proposed to include, in the exemptions,
hatters' silk plush, and the" minor articles
of mixed or undescribed materials used in
the making-up of apparel." It was also
proposed that "iron, in ore, scrap, pig,
bal;, rod, hoop, pipes, and plain sheet,"
should be included in the exempt,ions;
though corrugated and galvanized iron
would have to pay duty. He now came
to the ai-ticles of " lead, in ore, pig, and
scrap," with respect to which he deRired
to offer a few observations. According
to Archer's Statistics, the value of the
imports, during 1865, under the general
denomination of lead, was £10,132 ; lead
pipes, £794; sheet lead, £6,028. The
exports of these articles during that year,
according to the same authority, werelead, £906; lead pipes, £2,000; sheet
lead. £2,376. But it was of course impossible for our export of lead pipes to be
£2,000 when the imports amounted to
only £794. He thought it better to take,
as a rough estimate, the imports at 6,000
tons, and the exports at 2,000 tons, leaving
4,000 tons to be operated upon; and the
Government proposed that while sheet
and pipe lead should be liable to a 1 per
cent. duty, "lead, in ore, pig, and
scrap," should be exempt. The contradictory state of things to which he had
referred-evidently the result of a clerical
mistake in the office-had been discovered
when the honorable memQer for Collingwood (Mr. Reeves) desired to introduce to
him a deputation from the lead workers of
the colony; but, in consequence of the
discovery of this mistake, he declined
to receive that deputation. Afterwards
Messrs. McEwan and Co., ironmongers,sent
a number of questions to the department
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in writing. Amongst other things, they
inquired whether galvanized iron and
corrugated iron were understood to come
under the head of sheet iron, and also
whether sheet lead was understood to be
amongst the exemptions. The InspectorGeneral of Customs was instructed to request Messrs. McEwan and Co. to delay
passing entries on any of those descriptions of goods, if possible, and to state
that if any payment was made on account
of them it would not be accepted as duty,
but simply as a deposit, until the House
had an opportunity of determining what
should be done in the matter. Another
firm-not Messrs. McEwan"':"'afterwards
passed an entry of some articles falling
under one of these descriptions, and they
insisted on paying duty, but the money
was accepted 'merely as a deposit, and not
as a duty. In conclusion, the honorable
member referred the committee to the
amended printed lists of the proposed
exemptions, and of the articles on which it
was proposed to levy a duty of 10 per
cent.
Mr. MOORE, referring to the item in
the list of exemptions of "timber in logs
12 inches square and upwards," said he
presumed that the object of the Government in 'placing this item amongst the
exemptions was to give protection to carpenters, cabinet-makers, andothers; but by
laying down an arbitrary rule that the
timber exempted from duty should be "in
logs 12 inches square and upwards," the
colonial workman would be placed at a.
disadvantage rather than otherwise, because, under this definition, architraves,
mouldings, skirting-boards, &c., which
could be made in the colony, would be admitted duty free. He would suggest to
the Minister of Customs that it would be
better to substitute "unplaned timber" or
"undressed timber" for "timber in logs 12
inches square and upwards."
Mr. FRANCIS explained that it was
proposed to impose a duty of 10 per cent.
on "building materials," which would include architraves, moulding~, mantelpieces,
and other articles to which the honorable
member for Sandridge referred. That being the case, the colonial manufacturer
WOllld not be benefited by the alteration
which the honorable member suggested,
especially as, taking the average, including
American lumber, the duty on undressed
timber would not exceed 6d. per 100
su perficial feet.
Mr. LEVEY urged that printing ma-
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terials ought to be added to the list of
exemptions. Printed books, newspapers,
and pamphlets were to be admitted duty
free, and it would therefore be most unjust
to colonial printers that the raw materials
used in printing should be taxed 5 per
cent.
Independently of that, taxes on
knowledge were generally considered to be
undesirable. The revenue which would
be obtained by taxing printing materials
5 per cent. would be very small, 1:10 that,
on pecuniary grounds, the Government
would not have much difficulty in dispensing with the duty.
Mr. FRANCIS thought that the fact
that the revenne realized by the duty on
printing materials was merely a nominal
sum was a reason why the duty should be
retained. Papei' for printing purposes was
exempted from duty, because it formed a
large portion of the cost of newspapers and
books printed in the colony; but printing
materials were a much smaller item in the
cost, and moreover, from representations
made to the department, he believed it was
probable that in a short time printing ink
and other printing materials would be successfully made in the colony. The gross
value of the printing materials imported in
1865 (deducting the exports) was £9,O!l5,
and the duty on that amount, spread over
the whole colony, could certainly not be
considered an oppressive tax.
Mr. LEVEY remarked that however
small might be the amount which was involved in the duty on printing materials,
the principle involved was a very important
one. It seemed to him that to tax the
raw materials used by the colonial printer,
could not be justified on the ground of
either principle or expediency. If printed
books were admitted free, at all events the
raw materials used by printers ought not
to be taxed.
Mr. JONES moved that printing materials should be added to the list of
exemptions.
Mr. LANGTON submitted that, after
the ruling given by the Chairman the other
evening, it would be better to report progress, in order' that the House might resolve itself into a committee of the whole,
instead of Committee of Ways and Means.
The honorable member quoted from Ma.1/s
Parliamentary Practice, to show that
duties of a permanent character should be
discussed in a committee of the whole
;House, and not i~ Committee of Ways and
Means.
After some discussion it was resolved,

the Tariff.

on the motion of Mr. LANGTON, that
the Chairman should report progress, in
order that the opinion of t.he Speaker
might be obtained on this point of order : "That inasmuch as the alterations of the
customs duties proposed by Government in
Committee of Ways and Means are designed
to be of a permanent character, they
should be considered in committee of the
whole House."
The House having resumed,
Mr. LALOR, addressing the Speaker,
said-Sir, I have the honour to repo1't that
a point of order has heen raised in com ..
mittee as to the propriety qf our proceeding in Committee of Ways and' Means
wit.h the present resolutions. It has heen
tlubmitt.ed by the honorable mem her for East
Melbourne that, ina8much as these resolutions propose customs duties of a permanent
character, they ough t to be considel'ed in a
committee of the whole House rather than
in Committee of Ways and Means. I concur in that opinion. On a former occasion,
when it was proposed to increase the taxation beyond the amount involved in these
resolutio:18, I said that, in accordance with
the practice of the House of Commons, no
motions to increase taxat.ion could be proposed in Committee of Ways and Means,
unless sancti{med by the Crown, directly
or indirectly, through its Ministers.
Mr. LANGTON.-Mr. Speaker, as I
was the member who raised the point of
order, perhaps I may be permitted to state
what the question is. It is this ~- That
inasmuch as the alterations of the customs
duties, proposed by the Government in
Committee of Ways and Means, are designed to be of a permanent C!haracter,
they should be considered in committee of
the whole House. I found this point upon
the following passage in May:" All annual and temporary duties and other
taxes, which are to take effect immediately, for
purposes of revenue, are obviously subjects
proper for the consideration of this committee"
(that is, the Committee of Ways and Means),
.. but the same rule is not always applicable to
taxes of a more permanent and general character.
The best illustration of this distinction will be
found in the course adopted by the House in
reference to the sugar duties, which, until in
1846. being annual duties, had always been voted
in the Committee of Ways and Means. In that
year they were revised in the Committee of
Ways and Means, but were then made permanent
instead of annual duties, in order to adjust
gradually the discriminating duties upon foreign
and colonial sugars. In 1848 a further revision
of the duties was proposed in committee of the
whole House, and not in the Committee of Ways
and Means, as on the former occasions, and it
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was stated in debate that this course was adopted
after full cousideration. because the duties were
now permanent. Every tax, indeed, whether it
be permanent or not, is practically for the service of the current year, so long as it continues
to be levied; but it may be desirable to alter it
for purposes unconnected with the actual condition of the revenue. This distinction is generally observed, and it is the prevailing custom
to confine the deliberations of the Committee of
Ways and Means to such taxes as are more distinctly applicable to the immediate exigencies
of the public income; and to consider, in other
committees of the whole House, all fiscal regulations, and alterations of permanent duties, not
having directly for their object the increase of
revenue. Thus general alterations of the duties
of customs, excise, stamps, and taxes have been
proposed in committees uf the whole House, but
additions to these duties, for the express purpose of supplying deficiencies in the annual
revenue, have been considered in the Committee
of Ways and ~\1eans."

It appears to me, Mr. Speaker, that this
passage in May is so clear upon the point
that it is perfectly unnecessary for me to
offer any remarks.
Mr. VERDON.-Sir, I do not feel it
necessary to read another line in addition
to what the honorable member has read,
because it seems to me that Mr. May lays
down clearly the distinction between the
two committees and their functions. I
understand the words which the honorable
member has read amount to this, that in
cases such as those quoted~ connected with
the adjustment of certain differential duties
on sugar, alterations should be proposed
in committee of the whole House; but
that in cases in which duties are imposed
in order to supply deficiencies in the public
revenue, or to meet the exigencies of the
public income, alterations are proposed in
Commi ttee of 'tVays and Means, as has
been al ways the case in this coimtl'y, I
confess that upon the pa~sage read by the
honorable member-without looking at
any other-I believe that the House is
perfectly in order in considering these
propositions in Committee of Ways and
Means, for the reasons given by Mr.
May.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Sir, although
my honorable colleague ha~ not thought it
necessary to refer to additional passages, I
think it desirable to call your attention to
a passage which immediately follows the
last one read by the honorable member for
East Melbourne. The honorable member
has read a passage in which it is stated
that "general alterations of the duties of
customs, excise, stamps, and taxes, have
been proposed in committees of the whole
House, but additions to these duties, for
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the express purpose of supplying deficiencies in the annual revenue, have been
considered in the Committee of Ways and
Means." The passage to which I will now
call attention immediately follows:"This practice" (that is, the practice of considering a proposition in committee of the whole
House), "though not without exceptions, has
been sufficiently observed to establish a genet'al
rule, that wherever the form of a motion points
to taxation as an immediate source of revenue,
it ought to be properly offered in the Committeeof 'Ways and Means."

I apprehend that the general rule, as laid
down by this passage in May, is that, where
revenue is the object of the resolutions,
the Committee of Ways and Means is
the proper committee in which they
should be considered.
I would also
respectfully submit that even if the
case were somewhat doubtful-even if it
were in accordance with the practice of
Parliament to consider a question of this
kind in committee" of the whole House, instead of in Committee of Ways and Means
-it might still be of doubtful expediency to
lay down a rule that it could not be considered in Committee of Ways and Means.
In the previous page of May, where the
functions of the Committee of Ways and
Means are discussed, it is stated that "all
annual or temporary duties, and other taxes
which are to take effect immediately, for
purposes of revenue, are obviously subjects
proper for the consideration of this committee" (that is, the Committee of Ways
and Means), "but," he goes on to say,
"~he same rule is not always applicable to
taxes of a more permanent and general
character"-that is, taxes the immediate
and direct object of which is not simply
revenue, but which involve a general question of policy. I would submit, therefore,
that as the object of these propositions is
revenue, and not the laying' down of a new
fiscal policy, they may properly be considered in Committee of Ways and Means.
And even if it were a doubtful point, I
submit that we should pause before laying
down a rule-which certainly is not established by this quotation from .LJIay-that
proposi tions of this nature cannot be considered in Committee of Ways and Means.
Mr. LALOR.-Sir, as I gave an opinion
in committee favorable to the view expressed by the honorable member for East
Melbourne, I feel bound to explain to you
why I hold that opinion. And here I may
say that I think it is desirable that, in
discussing points of practice, honorable
members should lay aside all party feel-
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ings. A decision which may be useful
for one side to-day may to-morrow,
perhaps, be useful for the other. It
appears to me that so far as the words
of' May are concerned they are as plain
as possible; that permanent duties which
involve questions of public policy-where
the main principle is public policy, and where
the duties proposed are of a permanent
character, and not the raising of revenue
for the service of the year-should be considered in committee of the whole House.
If we look back to the origin of these
committees, as well as we can, through the
dim records of Parliament, I think we
shall be able to trace that this view of the
case is borne out substantially as well as
in form. Originally the House of Commons maintained its power against the
Crown, not by Acts of Appropriationbecause there were no Acts of Appropriation in those early days-but by Acts
granting taxes to the King in order to fill
the public exchequer. Having granted
those taxes to the Crown, the Crown
expended them in most cases as the Crown
thought fit; but in order to keep an annual
control over the Crown, the House of
Commons decided, and always maintained,
that those taxes should be of an annual
character. This I think is laid down in
May's Constitutional History. The first
permanent tax was in the reign of Charles
II. We find that, according to the modern
practice, the House of Commons exercises
its control over the· Crown by its Appropriation Acts. Annual Estimates are now
brought forward on behalf of the Crown,
and it is by granting each year money for
salaries, wages, and public works, and for
carrying on the public service generally,
that the House of Commons exercises the
control which it formerly exercised by
granting taxes of only a temporary character. That is the case with regard to
the House of Commons, and in this colony
also taxation has ceased to be an annual
revenue, but has become permanent; and
hence the necessity for Committees of
Ways and Means has to a great extent
ceased to exist. There is scarcely now,
in fact, any necessity for a Committee
of W' ays and Means. These are the principal reasons which have induced me
to hold the opinion that taxes of a permanent character, involving matters of public
policy, ought to be voted in committee of
the whole House. In fact, if it were not
so, upon any question agitating the public
mind, it would be impossible for honorable
Mr. Lalor.
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members to propose any amendmoot or
alteration on the propositions of the Government, un]eRs with the consent of the
Government, because it is clearly laid down
that in Committee of Ways and Means
no increase of taxation can be proposed on
any single item, except with the sanction
of the Crown. If this be so, honorable
members are precluded from the possibility of carrying out their views with
regard to the resolutions now submitted by
the Government. It is evident-indeed,
it is a matter of common sense-that
if we impose duties for the purpose of
granting protection to certain industries,
those duties cannot be regarded as
for the service of this year, or of any
other year; because the imposition of
those duties will not tend to increase the
revenue derived from those articles. If
they be really protective, they cannot be
for revenue purposes. I think, sir, that
the language of May is sufficiently distinct; at all events it convinces me that
permanent taxes, involving questions of
policy, should be considered in committee
of the whole House. I think, though I
am not positive, that the Customs Act of
186l was introduced in committee of the
whole House; and I believe that, in the
House of Commons, general Acts for levying duties of customs are always introduced in committee of the whole House.
I believe it would be more convenient that
all proposals with reference to levying
duties of customs should be considered in
committee of the whole House, in order
that honorable members may propose any
amendments they think proper; and I do
not suppose the Government have any
desire to prevent this.
The SPEAKER.- I understand the
question raised by the honorable member
for East Melbourne to be this-" That
inasmuch as the alterations of the customs
duties proposed by Government in Committee of Ways and Means are designed to
be of a permanent character, they should
be considered in committee of the whole
House." The practice of the House of Commons undoubtedly is to consider in Committee of Ways and Means those matters
which have for their immediate object the
raising of revenue to meet the service of the
current year; but it is the custom of the
House of' Commons to consider in committee of the whole House those questions
relating to revenue which do not directly
refer to the ways and means of the yearto providing for the expenses of the year
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-but involve matters of policy, or other
consideration~ beyond revenue.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Sir, I should
like to ask you for further information,
which no doubt the House will be desirous
of having. I fear that unless you favour
the House with a further opinion we shall
hardly be relieved from the practical difficulty which rendered it necessary to ask
your ruling. I should like to ask your
ruling on this question - Whether the
proposition submitted by my honorable
colleague is a proposition for raising permanent revenue, or is not a proposition
substantially for raising revenue necessary
for the service of the year, although it is
not tem porary in form? The language of
May seems to say that wherever a tax is
to come into operation immediately, or is
simply required for necessary purposes of
revenue, it should be considered in Committee of Ways and Means. I think the
House may probably be desirous of ascertaining whether in your opinion, Mr.
Speaker, the present propositions come
within the one category or the other?
Mr. VERDON.-As this is a question
of some importance, I think it will be conceded on all sides of the House that it is
desirable that it should really be settled on
its merits; and, as it is perhaps only due
to you, Mr. Speaker, that you should have
an opportunity of considering what your
answer should be to an important question
which has been raised suddenly, I would
suggest that, as the hour of adjournment
for refreshment is close at hand, we should
give you an opportunity in the interval of
consulting the authorities, and framing a
formal decision, which you will then be
enabled to state to the House, and which
we shall all be prepared to abide by.
The SPEAKER.-I am not in a position to· give an opinion as to whether the
resolutions which have been submitted in
Committee of Ways and Means involve
any question of policy, they not being
reported; but I am quite prepared to state
to the House what is the distinction
between Committee of Ways and Means
and a committee of the whole House. This
appears to me to be the question raisednamely, what questions ought to be considered in Committee of Ways and
Means and what questions ought to
be considered in a committee of the
whole House? I have already said that
the Committee of "irYays and Meaus
is established for the purpose of con'sidering what moneys may be raised,
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by way of taxation or otherwise, for meeting the current expenditure of the year.
That is the primary object of the Committee of Ways and Means. It is not the
usual practice for the Cvommittee of "irYays
and Means to consider any other questions
than those relating to immediate taxation. '
As regards customs duties, although the~
may be of a permanent character, it is
difficult to say that t.hey are not als(7 voted
for the service of the particular year in
which they are submitted. The Chairma
of Committees has stated the case very
clearly and distinctly, and I think the
authorities bear him out in saying, that
revisions of the customs laws of a per·
manent character, and not bearing on immediate taxation, have been more generally
carried out in committees of the whole
House rather than in Committee of Ways
and Means.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Always.
The SPEAKER.-I don't think always,
but generally. I think the House it:5elf
ought to determine whether the measures
under consideration are simply to provide
revenue for the year, or whether they do
more than that, and involve questions of
policy which cannot be well discussed in
the committee.
Mr. VERDON.-Although the primary
object of the duties is to raise revenue, I
am prepared to say that they do involve
a policy; and I should be sorry tIvtt any
one sitting on my side of the House should
for a moment shirk that consideration.
It is quite true that the proposals which I
have made are made, in the first instance,
and primarily, for the purpose of supplying
a deficiency in the public revenue, but
conting'ently and incidentally they do
involve a policy. It would not be honest
not to admit that; but I confess I
thought, sir, it would be convenient to you
that you should have more time for making
a formal decision. If you are quite content
with the decision gi ven, and if you are
satisfied that it is a decision which ought
to be binding, I shall be prepared, on
behalf of the Government, to bow to it,
and to act upon it. I now avow that in
this Tariff is distinctly involved a policy;
but I also declare that the primary object
of the changes is to make up the deficiency
in the public revenue. I beg also, Mr.
Speaker, with great respect, to call your
attention to the fact that it has always
been the practice heretofore in this House
to make similar proposals in Committee of
Ways and Meaus. .I wish it to be dis·
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tinctly understood that, if we are not in
order in proceeding as we have been
doing, I am prepared to say, on behalf of
the Government, that we are ready to take
whatever course m~y be necessary in order
to bring us into harmony with the standing
orders of the House and the practice of the
House of Commons.
The SPEAKER.-I have only stated
my opillion as to what is the general rule
in reference to Committees of Ways and
Means and committees of the whole
House. As to whether the matter before
the committee involves merely the ways
and means for the year, or whether it
involves any policy, is a question on which
I submit no opinion, as it cannot now be
before the chair. I think that is a matter
for the House itself to decide. If the
honorable member asks me whether' I
think these resolutions are properly considered in Committee of Ways and Means,
I must say I have no hesitation in stating
that they are properly considered in Committee of "Vays and Means, as providing
for the service of the year. At the same
time, it might be open to discussion as to
whether they may not be considered in
committee of the whole House, as involving other considerations beyond revenue.
The usual adjournment for refreshment
took place at this stage, and on the House
re-assembling,
Captain MAC MAHON said-The
point at issue has been very clearly stated
y the Chairman of Committees. It is, that
in Committee of Ways and Means ind.iVidual
members have not the same right of effecting alterations which they have in committee of the whole House. I understood
he decision of the Speaker to be, that the
practice was right in either case.
The SPEAKER.-What I stated was,
that measures are introduced in Committee
of Ways and Means the direct or indirect
object of which is to provide for the expenditure of the year, while the measures
introduced in committee of the whole
House are those in which the point mainly
invol ved is some policy, or some question
of policy or principle. I do not think that
the quest.ion, whether the present measure
involves matters of policy or revenue, is
one for me to decide at the present time.
I have laid down the rule as to what questions ought to be considered in Committee
of Ways and Means and what in committee
of the whole House, and it remains for the
House to make the application. I will put
a 'case to illustrate the rule. Supposing
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that there was a deficiency in the Imperial
revenue, and that increased customs duties
were proposed with the view of meeting
that deficiency. Now, customs revenues
are permanent taxes; but I have no doubt
that the increased duties would be proposed in Committee of Ways and Means,
although such increases would be, as well
as the old duties, beyond the mere necessities of the year. But if the duties
involved the consideration of a new policy,
or some principle which it was desired
should be discussed, then the proposal
would be made in committee of the whole
House. Whether the present question is
one of revenue or one involving other
considerations, it is for the House itself to
say.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I submit,
sir, that, as the Treasurer has admitted
that the question before us is one of
policy, your decision is in favour of proceeding in committee of the whole House.
The question is not one of mere form, but
is whether honorable members shall have
an opportunity of giving effect to their
views when deciding, as it is desirable we
should now decide, our future fiscal policy.
I agree that it is not for the chair to say
whether the measure we are considering
involves permanent taxation and questions
of public policy; but, as the Treasurer
has admitted that it does-and, unless it
be the Attorney-General, no Minister will
contradict him-I contend that we are
bound to proceed in Committee of Ways
and Means.
Mr. VERDON.-If the House agrees
with the honorable member, it can manifest its desire by voting for the suspension
of the standing orders, so as to enable
the Committee of Ways and Means to
become a commi ttee of the whole House.
After the Speaker's ruling, and also in
accordance with my own desire that
no one shall be able to say that he has
been denied the opportunity of making
any proposal relating to the Tariff, I
am prepared to consent to the change,
in order that in committee of the whole
honorable members may move any alteration they like. When the Chairman of
Committees resumes his seat I shall be
prepared to submit the necessary motion.
Mr. McKEAN.-Before any motion is
agreed to. I will draw attention to a ruling
in the House of Commons on this very
point, reported in Hansard, March 14,
1844. An honorable member had proposed
a resolution for the substitution of probate
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duty on real estate for other t.axes, and the
Speaker said that the proposition-

The motion was agreed to, and the
House went into committee of the whole.

"Must be considered as a duty or tax to be
imposed for the service of the year. Now such
a duty ought to be voted in a Committee of
Ways and Means Rnd not in a committee of the
whole House, and it ought not to be proposed
unless it can be shown that the public exigencies require it."

In reply to Mr. JONES,
Mr. VERDON said that he had no
objection to the whole of the Tariff resolutions being put again, in order that
honorable members might propose whatever alterations they pleased. He would
begin with the first resolution-

Again, on May 2nd, 1851, a motion was
submitted"That the provisions of the said Property
Tax Bill, as far as regards the imposition of
that tax on the interest of the public debt,
salaries and emoluments of public officers, pensions and sinecures, be extended to Ireland."

The Speaker ruled"It is not competent for the honorable member to move his amendment on this occasion ;
it should have been brought forward in the
Commi.ttee of Ways and Means."

According to these rulings we should be
proceeding properly in Committee of Ways
and Means, because the question of policy
now involved is merely incidental to that
of taxation for the service of the year. I
am glad, however, that it is proposed to
proceed in committee of the whole House,
because this rule once laid down will no
doubt be adhered to.
Mr. LANGTON.-I think we ought
to have an express statement for future
guidance as to whether we proceed in
committee of the whole House because
a question of policy is involved, or because
taxation of a permanent character is proposed. Besides the instance I have already
given, I find that the Customs Act of 1854
and the Customs Act of ] 855, which wel;e
of a permanent character, were considered
in committee of the whole House. I could
show that, with one solitary except.ion,
such has been the custom with all measures
of a permanent character during the last
ten or fifteen years; so that, as this measure is designed to be more or less permanent, we shall only be following the practice
of the House of Commons by considering
't in committee of the whole House.
The House again went into Committee
of Ways and Means, and, on the motion of
Mr. VERDON, it was agreed that progress should be reported.
Progress was reported accordingly.
Mr. VERDON, with the leave of the
House, moved" That Mr. Speaker do now leave the chair;
and that the House resolve itself into a committee of the whole, to consider certain import
and export duties."

"That, towards raising the supply granted to
Her Majesty, in lieu of the duties of customs
now chargeable on the article undermentioned,
imported into Victuria, the following duty shall
be charged from and after 1st July, 1867:Spirits or strong waters of any strength not
exceeding the strength of proof by ~ykes's
hydrometer, and so in proportion for any
greater strength than the strength of proof,
lOs. per gallon."

Mr. LEVEY moved that the" 1st of
September," be substituted for the" 1st of
July."
The amendment was negatived, and the
original motion was agreed to.
Mr. VERDON then moved" That, towards raising the supply granted to
Her Majesty, in lieu of the duties of customs
now chargeable on the articles undermentioned,
imported into Victoria, the following duties
shall be charged : Apparel and slops, and all articles made up
wholly or in part from fabrics of silk, wool,
cottun, linen, or mixed materials, excepting
corn and wool bags; boots and shoes, gloves,
hats, caps, and bonnets, hosiery, leatherware, saddles and harness-lO per cent. ad
valorem."

Mr. JONES intimated his desire to
move that the duty on apparel and slops
and black silk hats be increased to 15 per
cent. ad valorem.
. A conversation ensued as to the manner in which the amendment should be
submitted. Ultimately the question was
put from the chair for the omission of the
items "apparel and slops" from the list,
Mr. JONES stating that he would move
their re-insertion at a higher duty.
Mr. VERDON said that it was important that honorable membE:rs should
vote on the real proposition. He therefore
suggested that the amendmen.t should take
the direct form of proposing the substitution of J 5 per cent. duty on the articles
named, instead of 10 per cent.
Mr. JONES said that he preferred to
accept the Chairman's mode of putting the
question to the Treasurer's. He therefore
moved the omission of the words "apparel
and slops."
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l\fr. VERDON pointed out that the
effect of the amendment would be to strike
the items named altogether out of the list
of taxation.
In reply to Mr. DYTE,
The CHAIRMAN said that if the
committee struck the items out they could
fix the duty afterwards at any sum the
majority pleased, except 10 per cent.
o
Mr. KYTE doubted if the honorable
member for Ballarat East (Mr. Jones)
knew the effect of his own motion. If the
honorable member succeeded in striking
out the items by the aid of free-trade
votes, what votes would he have to
increase the duty with? Ministerialists
could not be expected to support the honorable member, and would the free-trade
members vote for an increase? He disclaimed any sympathy with this ostensible
protection amendment, because he did not
believe that it was made bonafide towards
the protectionist cause. Hehadnoobjection
to vote for 15 per cent., but he had a
remarkably strong objection to be made a
tool of to oust the Government, more
especially after the handsome manner in
which the Government had proposed to
extend protection to a number of' articles
not hitherto dealt with.
Mr. JONES reminded the honorable
member for Richmond (Mr. Kyte) that the
other evening he made an almost lachrymose appeal to the Government to give
another 2k per cent. The honorable member was bound, therefore, to vote for a
motion which must result in a higher
rate than 10 per cent. being put on apparel
and slops. The honorable member need
be under no apprehension that the motion
would lead to a reduction of duty, because,
if the items were struck out in the first
instance, the Government would be bound
to follow out the protectionist principles
they professed to follow, and vote for an
increase of the duty. If protection was
to be given to Victorian cloth manufactories, it would be necessary to increase
the duty on slops and apparel.
Mr. VERDON trusted that the amendment would be received with the attention
it deserved. The mover argued that
striking out the items would lead to an
increase of the duty to i2k or 15 per cent.
But honorable members were not so
blind as to fail to see that the mover had
objected to the real question between 15
per cent. and 10 per cent. being fairly put.
The honorable member might obtain the
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free-trade vot~s to strike the items out, but
would he obtain those votes to increase the
duty?

Mr. JONES.-I shall get the Ministerial votes.
Mr. VERDON said the honorable
member knew that he would not obtain
the assistance of the free-trade members.
Therefore the committee would understand that the honorable member proposed
to strike out the items with a certain
knowledge that, if he succeeded, he struck
them ont altogether.
Mr. .TONES ridiculed the idea that
he should accept any suggestion from the
Treasurer the effect of which would be
to damage his amendment. However, he
would willingly accept the Treasurel"s
amendment if the honorable gentleman
would show his bonlt fides by promising to
support it. If the items were struck out,
any duty might be proposed except 10 per
cent.; and would the honorable gentlemnn
prefer to lower the duty, or to let the
articles go untaxed, rather than vote for
12~ per cent? Would the honorablemember for Richmond (Mr. Kyte), who was so
anxious for another 2~ per cent., do the
same? Honorable members would surely
see that they had th~ Government in a
cleft stick. If they were only true to
their principles they could compel Ministers to give something like a fair recogni-o
tion of those industries which required
protection.
Mr. RAMSAY maintained that the
honorable member for Ballarat East (Mr.
Jones) had taken an unwise course in
declining to adopt the Treasurer's sugO'estion. If a motion for a 15 pel' cent. duty
were put, the honorable member, if defeated, could fall back on a motion for 12,
per cent" and if that was lost, the Government would still be pledged to 10 per
cent. But now the honorable member
would have nothing to fall back upon.
He was wantonly casting away the 10
per cento duty rather than accept a suggestion offered in all good faith by the
Treasurer.
The committee divided on. the question,
" That the words' apparel and slops,' proposed to be omitted, stand part of the
resolution."
Ayes
36
Noes
21
Majority against Mr. Jones's} ...
15
amendment ...
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NOES.

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Baillie,
Balfour,
Bindon,
Bowman,
Burrowes,
Burtt,
Byrne,
Casey,
Connor,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Francis,
Harbison,
H. Henty,
Higinbotham,
King,
Kyte,
Macgregor,
McCaw,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
."

Blackwood,
Evans,
Halfey,
Hanna,
Ireland,
Jones,
Kerferd,
Langton,
Levey,
Longmore,
Love,
McLellan,

Mr. McCulloch,
" McKean,
" Plummer,
" Ramsay,
" Reeves,
" Sands,
" G. P. Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" J. T. Smith
" Tucker,
" Vale,
" Verdon,
" Watkins,
" Wheeler,
" Wilson.

Tellers.
Mr. Farrell.
" Dyte.
NOES.

Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Moore,
" O'Grady,
" Orr,
" Snodgrass,
" Snowball,
" Whiteman.

Tellers.
Mr. Edwards,
" Hopkins.

Mr. JONES said that, as honorable
members might have been sincere in desiring to have the 10 per cent. duty to fall
back upon, he would move that apparel
and slops and black silk hats be subject to
a 15 per cent. ad valorem duty.
The CHAIRMAN informed the honorable member that the committee having
just decided that the duty should be 10
per cent., could not also say that it should
be 15 per cent.
Mr. JONES said that at all events the
duty had not been fixed on black silk hats.
He would therefore press his amendment
as regarded that article.
The committee divided on the question,
that "black silk hat!', 15 per cent. ad
valorem," be added to the list.

9

Ayes
Noes

38

Majority against Mr. Jones's} 29
amendment . ..
. ..

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Baillie,
Balfour,
Bindon,
Bowman,
Burrowes,'
Burtt,
Byrne,
Casey,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Dyte,
Farrell,
Francis,
Grant,
Harbison,
H. Henty,
Higinbotham,
Hopkins,
King,
Kyte,

Edwards.
Evans,
Hanna,
Jones,
Love,
Plummer,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Macgregor,
McCaw,
McCulloch,
McKean,
Macpherson,
Ramsay,
Sands,
G. P. Smith,
G. V. Smith,
J. T. Smith,
Snodgrass,
Tucker,
Vale,
Verdon,
Watkins,
Wheeler.

Tellers.
Mr. Connor,
" Wilson.

Mr. JONES proposed that the duty on
saddles and harnes3 be 15 per cent. instead
of J 0 per cen t. ad valorem.
The amendment was negatived without
a division.
On the Chairman putting the question
for the adoption, in its entirety, of the
first batch of 10 per cent. ad valorem
duties,
Mr. HAL FEY ,proposed that 12i
should be substituted for 10 per cent.
The committee d.ivided on the question,
that the words proposed to be omitted
stand part of' the question.
Ayes
37
Noes
9
0

Majority against Mr. Halfey's } 28
.
amendment...
...
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Balfour,
Bindon,
Bowman,
Burrowes,
Burtt,
Byrne,
Connor,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Farrell,
Francis,
Grant,
Harbison,
H. Henty,
Higinbotham,
King,
" Kyte,
" Macgregor,
,,:McCaw,
.
" McCulloch,

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
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Mr. McKean,
" Macpherson,
" Plummer,
" Ramsay,
" Reeves,
" Sands,
" G. P. Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" J. T. Smith,
" Tucker,
" Vale,
" Verdon,
." Watkins,
" Wheeler,
" Wilson.

Tellers.
Mr. Casey,
" Dyte,
NOES.

Mr. Reeves.

Tellers.
Mr. Halfey,
" Longmore.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"

Edwards,
Halfey,
Hanna,
Hopkins,
Jones,
Longmore,

Mr. McLellan.

Tellers.
Mr. Evans,
" Love.
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The resolution for the adoption of the
first batch of 10 per cent. duties was then
agreed to.
Mr. VERDON next moved"That the following duties of customs be
charged on the articles undermentioned imported
into Victoria, yiz;Carpeting, druggeting, tapioca, sago. arrowroot,
spices, pepper, ginger, ornamental castings,
all manufactures containing silk, agricultural implements, building materials, oil and
floor cloth, mats and rugs, clocks, copper,
zinc, galvanized iron and brassware, cordage,
fancy goods, fuse, furs, glue, lead (sheet and
pipe), metal castings and all articles made
up therefrom, machinery and boilers, marble
(wrought), matches and vestas, perfumery,
plated and mixed metal wares, stationery,
stone (wrought), tents and tarpaulins, tinware (bright, lacquered, and japan), and tobacconists' ware-lO per cent. ad valorem."

Mr. JONES proposed that all woollen
and "union" piece goods containing a small
per-centage of silk, not exceeding 5 per
cent., be exempted from the payment of
duty. No substantial damage, he said,
would be done to the revenue by this alteration. He could not believe that it
was the intention of the committee to exempt from duty piece goods containing no
silk, and at the same time put on a duty
of 10 per cent. on other piece goods which
were the raw material of a certain trade.
The effect of such an arrangement would
be to strike from a large section of working
men in this colony a portion of the business on which they depended for their
liyelihood. He had submitted to the
Minister of Customs samples of the kind
of piece goods to which he referred. It
would be difficult for a person not an expert to decide whether or not those
samples contained silk. He had altogether
some forty different sarnples, and not one
contained silk to the extent of 1 per cent.
N ow these goods were worn as well by
the poor as by the wealthy, and, if they
were subjected to a duty of 10 per cent.,
colonial workmen would be thrown out of
employment, and slops-upon which only
the same duty was imposed-would be
imported instead. At an interview which
took place recently between the Minister
of Customs and a deputation from the slopmakers and tailors, Mr. Heymanson stated
that patterns were sent out by every mail
from England, and that if it were found
that any ad vantage could be obtained by
ordering from England slops, instead of
piece goods, importers would be sure to
avail themselves of the slight extra profit,
and order slops. He (Mr. J ones) did not
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think it was the desire of the committee to
inflict any injury on the working people
of this colony; and he submitted that it
would be better for the committee to decide
this question than that it should be left to
the autocratic will of the Minister of Customs to exempt what goods he pleased.
Mr. McKEAN said if the amendment
were carried it would be necessary for the
Customs department to employ skilled
hands of the highest possible characteranalytical chemists with microscopes-to
determine to what extent silk entered into
the composition of these articles. If the
honorable member for Ballarat East knew
anything of what were called silk mixtures,
he must be aware that the name was given
to .those cloths only because of a thread
which was finished in a peculiar manner;
and that there was not more t.han one of
these threads to every square inch of
material. Silk could be introduced into
the warp or woof in such a manner as to
defy even a skilled hand to tell within 5
pel' cent. whether there was eilk in the
mixture. He considered that the adoption
of the amendmpnt would give a loop-hole
to dishonesty of the most flagrant chara&ter. Clot.hs would be made with 10 per
cent. of silk, and importers would endeavour
to pass it as cloth with only 5 per cent.
of silk; and the most experienced workmen would be unable to tell. unless they
went to great tr01lble and expense, whether
the cloth contained 5 or 10 per cent. of
silk.
Mr. FRANCIS observed that he was
quite aware of the value of the suggestion
made by the honorable mem ber for Bal-'
larat East; but he feared t.hat the adoption
of the amendment would cause considerable embarrassment to the mercantile
community, and would lead to measureless
evasion at the custom-house, and this
without the colony deriving any commensurate advantage.
He admitted that it
looked vel'y much like a hardship to impose a duty on cloth, simply because it
contained a thread of silk; but, as the
honorable member for Creswick (Mr.
Wheeler) said the other evening, a duty
would simply result in a discontinuance of
orders for the particular fabric. In fact,
instead of cloth with a dash of silk, pure
woollen fabric would be imported.
Mr. JONES considered that if the
Minister of Customs were to consult mercantile men who dea.lt in these goods, he
would have no difficulty in drawing the
line at woollen goods containing so small
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a per-centage of silk as he had namedso small a per-centage that it could not be
detected. A duty of 10 per cent. on such
goods would be somet.hing near 7d. per
yard, Surely the Minist.er of Customs did
not desire to put so decided an em bargo
on any portion of the industry of this
colony.
Mr. LANGTON remarked that half the
entire cloth consumed in the colony consistl3d of silk mixtures; and if the Ministerial proposal passed as it stood, the
making up of such mat.erials would be
discontinued hert', and apparel and slops
would be imported instead, at the same
rate of duty. Most of the establishments
where these garments were manufactured
attained creditable dimensions before the
Government undertook to patronise them
at all.
Mr. KYTE. -Nonsense.
MI'. LANGTO~ challenged the honorable member for Richmond to disprove
the statement.
Mr. KYTE.-There was not one in
existence before 1865.
Mr. LANGTO~ thought it would be far
more creditable if the honorable member
for R.ichmond, inst.ead of indulging in
the~e inteljectiunal interruptions, would
bring fOl'ward some facts to show that the
statement now made was incolTect. He
repeated that several of the clothing factories were in existence befol'e 1~65; and
that, so far as the manufacture of clothing
was concerned, the last Tariff was bad
enongh, and this would be worse.
Mr. DYTE expressed his conviction
that the pal,ticular industry refened to by
the honorable member for East Melbourne
(Mr. Langton) could not be interfel'ed
with by the duty proposed. The price of
labour now had not the influence which it
formerly exercised on the importations of
made-up clothing, because machinery had
to so large an extent superseded manual
labour in the production of' this article
in the colony. At the same time he
objected t.o the amendment, because he
considered that the collection of customs duties should be made as easy as
possible. With regard to the four patterns
of manufactures containing silk, produced
on a previous evening by the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden, he
might mention that in three of them the
silk took the shape of embl'oidery, which
was added to the article by female labour.
Mr. KYTE, in reply to the honorable
member for East Melbourne (Mr. Langton),
VOL. 111.-2 8
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stated that he was a member of the Como
mittee on Manufactures appoint.ed at t.he
insta.nce of the honorable member for
Collingwood (Mr. Edwards) at the close
of HS(j4; that that committee searched
over Melbourne and found that the only
manufact.ories in existence were those for
the production of' malt, spirits, beer, and
tobacco; and that there were no clothing
manufactories, beyond the working of
three or four women in ladies' materials,
until the Government proposed the Tariff
of 1865.
~Ir. EDWARDS stated that. the committee allud~d to by t.he honorable memher
for Richmond (MI'. Kyte), alt.hou~h called
the ., Committee on Manufactures" was
appointed merely to "inquire into and
repOl·t upon the progress alld present condition of the manufactUl'e in the colony of
tobacco, cigars, and spirits, under the
operation of differential dutie~, a.nd of ale
and porter under an import duty."
Sevel'al people engaged in the manufacture
of boots, shoes, and clothing, wished to be
examined before that committee; but this
could not be done, as the committee wel'e
hound by the order of leave. It would
thus appear that the honorahle member
for Richmond had made a· grievous' mistake.
Mr. LEVEY cautionp.d the. honorable
member for Richmond against making rash
assertions, for which he ultimately had to
cry peccavi.
Mr. RAMSAY expressed his surprise
that the honorable membm' fOl' East Melbourne (Mr. Langton), who usually reasoned logically and closely, should be
under the apprehension that manufactures
which were in existence before the initiation of the protective policy of 1865,
should be destroyed by the imposition of
a duty of 10 per cent. on silk mixture
cloths.
Mr. BURTT objected to the taxing of
clothing materials beca1Jse t.hey contained
It mere figment of silk, and therefore he
trusted that the Government would be
able to see their way to some modification
of the item. At the same time he wou Id
remind honorable members that apparel
and slops would now have to pay twiCll as
much duty as they were liable to under
the late Tariff.
Mr. rJA~GTO~, in support of his
statement to the effect that clothing factories existed in the colony prior to
1865, quoted from the Registrar-General's
statistics, to show that in 1857 the im-
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portat.ions of apparel and slops amounted he had referred. The Minister of Customs
to £669,000, nnd in 1864 they were only stated that the statif:tics showed that in 1865
£186,000. This falling off must be at- £794 worlh of lead piping was imported,
tributed to the making in the colony of and that £2,000 was ex ported, w h ieh was an
slop goods to a large extent between the impossibility, and that therefore the statisyears IH57 and 1864.
tics were unreliable. If the honorable gentleMr. FRANCIS.-The statistics are un- man had directed his attention t.o the year
reliable.
before, and considered the probability of a
Mr. LANG TON said that the great la.rge stock of piping being on haud at the
difference which he had pointed out in the beginning of 1865, the whole of the diffivalue of the imports of slop goods in 1857 culty would have been removed. If the
and in 1864, could not be accounted for by exports of lead piping in 1864 and 1865
the unreliabilit.y of the statistics to which were added together, and if the imports
he had referred.
He" knew that Mr. for those years were added together, they
Heymanson's clothing factory was in ex- would just about balance each other. In
istence before the last Tariff was adopted. 1864, £1,98B worth was imported, and
That gentleman would prefer that no duty £914 exported. In 1865 the matter was
should be imposed on piece goods. It reversed-£794 was imported, and £2,000
should be remembered that the slop goods was exported. In the two years the immade in the colony had to compete with ports were £2,782, and the exports
slop goods imported from England, and £2,914; so that the statistics were a great
that the market for the Victorian goods deal more reliable than the Minister of
was not confined to this colony, but ex- Customs would wish honorable members
tended to the other Australian colonies. to believe.
The imposition of the proposed duty on
Mr. FRANCIS explained that the
piece goods would be quite sufficient to honorable member for East Melbourne had
destroy the exports from Victoria to the not correctly represented the opinion which
neighbouring colonies of apparel and slop he had expressed as to woat one of the
goods made in this colony. Another thing consequences of protection would be. He
to be considered was, that every additional stated that one of the results of free trade
duty tended to destroy the small manufac- was, that great injury"was done, not only
turer, in contradistinction to the large manu- to importers, but to consumers, by the unfacturer. That. was one of the fundamental wholesome speculation of persons without
objections to the Government scheme of capital, who conducted their business on
taxation. As a matter of faet., no less than unsound principles, and rushed their goods
five of the smaller houses in this trade into the market whenever they were in
had been shut up since the last Tariff wan t of cash. II e also stated that if pro~ame into operation.
It was a singular tection extinguished such persons, that
thing that the fiscal experiments of the would be a desirable consummation; but
Government, which were to be greatly to this was an entirely different thing from
the advantage of the small t.radesmen, saying that, under protection, the larger
should have the effect of not shutting up manufacturers and traders would extinguish
one large house, but of closing five small the smaller ones. As to the imports and exones. The tendency of the Tariff, like ports of' lead piping, he was not prepared to
the tendency of all legislation of the kind, say that, by classing the statistics for 1864
was to confine trade to fewer hands-t.o and 1865 together, to arrive at a foregone
give to the large capitalists in every trade conclusion, it could not be shown that the
a grf'aler advantage than they already imports and exports nearly balanced each
possessed. The Minister of Customs had, other; but he maintained that, by the
years ago, admitted, both publicly and irregularity of the descriptions given ill
privately, that the effect of protective passing entries of lead piping and other
duties would be to drive a number of small goods of that character, there was evidently
people out of trade-that it would confine a discrepancy in the official returns comtrade to a few large respectable houses, piled by the Inspector-General of Cusand do away with the smaller fry, who, toms.
the honorable gentleman said, were conMr. LEVEY said he altogether dissented
tinually rushing their goods into the mar- from the doctrine laid down by the Minisket to the injury of trade. He would ter of Customs, that small capitalists
mention another matter as to the reliability should be crushed. On the contrary, peror unreliability of the statistics to which sons of public spirit, energy, and knowledge
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of business, even though they did not
possess a large capital, should be encouraged
to go into business. At all events impediments should not be thrown in their way.
Mr. WHEELER expressed his cOll\,iction, derived from many years' experience,
that it was impossible for an expert to
distinguish between a silk mixture containing 5 per cent. and one containing
7 per cent. If the amendment was adopted,
it would open the door to the exercise
of favoritism. It would be better either
to strike out silk mixtures altogether, or to
include all silk mixt.ures amongst the list
of articles to be taxed 10 per cent. If the
latter course were adopted, he believed
that the importation of silk mixture cloths
would to a great extent cease.
, Mr. McKEAN asserted that not more
than about five out of forty samples of socalled silk mixtures really contained silk,
and that if the proposition of the Government to impose a duty of 10 per cent. on
"all silk manufactures" were adopted, it
would probably result in many articles
which were now improperly called silk mixtures being described as they ought to be, as
woollen goods. Although clothing factories
existed in this colony, to some extent, prior
to 1865, the effect of the last Tariff had been
to considerably increase the number of
such factories; and he. believed that the
result of the Tariff now proposed would
be to still further extend the important
branch of manufacturing industry carried
on in those establishments.
Mr.•TONES believed that the Minister
of Customs would find it better to exempt
silk mixtures from duty altogether.
Mr. BYRNE said that his experience
led him to the conclusion that silk was
generally mixed with a superior class of
goods, and rarely or never with sucl~
materials as were worn by working men.
Re would vote for the 10 per cent. duty,
011 the ground that it would affect the rich
man much more than the poor man; and
he hoped to see tbe day when the duty
would be inCl'eased. With reference to
an observation of the honorable member
for East Melbourne, he begged to say that
it was not the small, struggling traders
who every now and then glutted the market with goods, but the large importers
and the wealthy men who sent out bales
of goods to the colony.
Mr. VERDON said that the Government would be glad, if they could by any
means carry out the views of the honorable
member for Ballarat East (Mr. Jones), to
2 s2
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exempt silk mixtures, such as trouserings
and r.oatings, from duty; but, on inquiry,
they found it wonld be very difficult., if not
'impossible, to do so. The Minister of
Customs would, however, make further
inquiries, and, if it was found that the
exemption could be made without jeopardizillg the revenue, it should be done. He
would ask the honorable member to withdraw the amendment, and allow the item
to pass, on this understanding.
Mr. JONES said he would withdraw the
amendment, on the understanding that the
matter would again be brought under the
attention of honorable members.
The amendment was accordingly withdrawn, and the second batch of 10 per cent.
duties was agreed to.
The consideration of the proposed duties
on oil, grain, &c., was postponed until the
following evening.
Mr. VERDON next moved that the following list of articles should be exempted
from duty:" Anchors, - chain cables, and shackles, over
three-eighths of an inch in diameter; animals
and birds, printed books and newspapers, bristles
and hair, canvas and bagging, in the piece; coal,
coke, and kerosene shale; coin and bullion,
copper in ore and sheet, unserviceable cordage,
cottons in the piece; cotton-raw,·wick, waste;
curiosities, fresh fish, flax, guano and other
manures, hatters' silk plush, hemp, jute, and
cocoanut fibre, hides and skins, hogskins and
minor articles used in making saddlery, horns
and hoofs i iron in ore, scrap, 'Pig, bar, rod, hoop.
pipes, and plain sheet; lead in ore, pig, and
scrap; linens in the piece, fresh meat, unwrought
marble, mill-stones, pitch and tar, palm and
cocoanut oil, plants; paper-printing and wrapping, card and millboard; quartz, quicksilver,
rags, railway iron rails, resin, soda ash and
caustic soda, specimens of natural history, steel,
unwrought stone, sulphur and saltpetre, tallow',
telegraphic materials; timber, in logs twelve
inches square and upwards; timber-shooks and
staves; sheet tin. wool, woollens, in the piece;
yellow metal, nails. and sheating felt; sheet
zinc; minor articles of mixed or undescribed
matp.rials used in the making-up of apparel;
passengers' luggage, cabin and other furniture
or personal effects, which have been in use, and
are not imported for sale; carriages and other
vehicles used in the conveyance of passengers
and goods across the frontier; and all packages
in which goods are ordinarily imported."

Mr. MOORE remarked that the item
of" curiosities" was rather a comprehensive one.
Mr. FRANCIS said he had not the
slightest objection to its being erased.
Mr. LEVEY moved that the item of
flax be struck out. If there was a duty
on grain, he did not see why there should
not be a duty on flax. An attempt had
'already been made to grow flax· in this
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country, and no doubt it would be extensively grown before long.
Mr. FRANCIS said that one principle
which had guided the Government in'
framing the list of exemptions had been
to give incidental protection to colonial
industries. In deciding whether to exempt flax from duty, the question for
consideration was, whether more labour
was likely to be employed in the cultivation
of flax in the colony than in manufacturing imported flax into other articles. The
Government had arrived at the latter conclusion; and the same principle had guided
them in exempting woollens in the piece
from duty.
Mr. LEVEY remarked that flax was
used in the manufacture of linen, but he
was not aware that any attempt had been
made to make linen in this country. Flax
was, however, grown here to a considerable extent, the quantity was increasing,
and an attempt was being made to establish
scutchillg-mills, with a view to add flax
to the list of exports from the colony.
Mr. REEVES said that if a duty were
i~posed on flax it would materially interfere with the rope-works in the colony,
which were now becoming very extensive,
and afforded employment to a large
He was one of
number of persons.
the commissioners appointed to distribute
the premiums offered last year for new
industries, and he knew that no application was made for the premium offered for
colonial-grown flax, although additional
time was given for such applications to be
sent in.
Mr. LEVEY was in a position to state
that there would be a great many tons of
flax grown this year.
The amendment was negatived without
a division.
Mr. LONGMORE moved the omission
of "iron pipes," with a view to their
being added either to the 5 per cent. or
the 10 per cent. duties.
Mr. VERDON said that the reason
why iron pipes had been included in the
list of exemptions was, that they could
not be made in this country, nor were they
likely to be made here for some time to
come, at a price which would· enable the
makers to compete with imported pipes;
and, as large contracts for water supply
were in course of execution, it was not
considered desirable that the price of these
pipes should be increased.
Mr. LANGTON observed that the imposition of many other duties proposed
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by the Government would have precisely'
the same effect on private persons as a
duty on iron pipes would have on the
Government: it would prevent them from
executing works, because it would increase the cost of those works. If it was
unwise to impose a duty on iron pipes
because it would increase the cost of them,
nearly the whole list of duties might
be struck out on the same principle.
He did not believe that a single duty
would be imposed under this Tariff
which would not have the effect of increasing the price of the article taxed.
(" No.") What was the advantage of
putting on protective duties unless they
increased the price of goods? He was surprised that the Attorney-General should
talk about being in favour of protective
duties only if they did not raise the price
of the article protected to the consumer,
when he must have been very well aware
that the effect of the proposed duty on
flour had already been to raise the price
of the 4lb. loaf one penny.
Mr. VERDON said that the honorable
member for East Melbourne was incessantly falling into the fallacy of supposing
that one thing was caused by another
thing, simply because it happened to
follow after it. The honorable member
assumed that because the price of flour
had been raised at the time that it was
proposed to put a duty on it, therefore
the one thing was the cause of the other.
He (Mr. Verdon) was, however, informed
by those most capable of judging, that
the real reason why flour had gone up
in price was, because some time ago inferior flour, used by bakers for mixing
with the better kinds, was cheap, but now
it was dear and scarce. If the duty was
.the cause of the increase of price, it was
very unfair that the increased price should
be greatly in excess of the duty. He declined to believe that everyone connected
with the trade was disposed to be dishonest,
and preferred to accept the reasons for the
increased price of flour given by those who
were competent tojudge of the cause. The
honorable member contended that it was
impossible protective duties could be
adopted without increasing the price of
the articles protected; but he would ask
the honorable member whether the effect
of the duty on beer had not been to decrease
the price of that article to the consumer?
While import duties might, in the first
instance, increase the price of the articles
on which they were imposed, if the com-
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modities selected for taxation were such as
the country was fitted to produce, the
result would be that, when the industries
which it was intended to encourage were
fairly established, the price of the articles
would be reduced. It would be a great
mistake, however, to select iron pi pes for
taxation, with a view of giving incidental
protection to colonial industry, because
there was no immediate prospect of such
articles being made in the colony.
Mr. LANGTON said that at the
present time the price of imported ale was
dearer than it had been for years, and it
would be very difficult to connect the
price of colonial ale with the import duty
on English ale. He was assured by Mr.
Thunder, of Sandhurst, one of the most
successful brewers in the colony, that the
import duty had nothing to do with the
price of colonial ale-that he could produce a light ale which suited the palate of
those who preferred colonial ale, at a price
which would enable him to compete
against English ale, without duty, beC!ause
light ales would not stand the voyage out.
Other high m~thorities in the trade coincided with the opinion of Mr. Thunder,
that the duty on imported ale had nothing
to do with the price of colonial ale. With
reference to the Treasurer's statement as
to the effect of protective duties, the whole
history of protected manufactures in
America was against him. The iron
manufacturers had had a protective duty
of 30 or 40 per cent. ever since 1820, and
yet, at a convention recently held at
Philadelphia, they complained that they
would be completely crushed out unless the
duty was increased to 70 or 80 per cent.
This would be seen in a report from one
of Her Majesty's attaches to the legation
at Washington. The same thing was found
in connexion with other trades in America.
The cotton and woollen manufacturers of
Massachusetts were not satisfied with a
protection of 30 or 40 per cent., and
talked about being ruined unless the
duties were raised. As to the statement
made in reference to the rise in the price
of Hour, he had seen the explanation given
by one of the bakers, who said distinctly·
that the effect of the duty had been to
raise the price of flour above £12 per ton,
and that, although the difference in the
price was not sufficient. to warrant an
increase of Id. on the 41b. loaf, they were
compelled in self-defence to raise the price
to that extent. There was no protection
for the baker, though there was for the
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miller. Indeed, rumour had it that the
millers had been pretty well protected
whether the Tariff passed or not.
Mr. VALE said it was notorious that
iron pipes were simply raw material in a
cumbersome form. The same labour which
transformed the ironstone into pig iron was
equally applicable to its formation into
pipes. Whenever the colony became possessed of a coal and an iron field it would
be reasonable to consider what encouragement the incipient industry required. In
the meantime ironfounders admitted that
they could not manufacture these articles
here unless under a duty which would be
prohibitive, not only to foreign goods, but
also to the State waterworks. As to the
iron manufactures of Pennsylvania, it was
no doubt easy for attanhes to the Bri tish
embassy to write reports in the interests
of the South Staffordshire iron masters.
Mr. Carey, the eminent political economist
-an authority as much quoted in America
as John Stuart Mill was in England-had
shown, however, that, during the time
mentioned, those manufactures had often
suffered from the reverse of protection;
and that, all things considered, the Americans had received a cheaper and a better
article under the high duties than they
had when the low-priced and worthless
Staffordshire articles came in under the
low duties.
Mr. LEVEY denied that the Minister
of Public Works had quoted American
affairs correctly. In his last report, the
secretary to the Treasury department
pointed ou~ that the effect of the high import duty upon iron had been to reduce the
tonnage of ships built in the United States
more than 50 per cent. The trade had
been driven from Maine to Nova Scotia
and other British provinces. The carrying trade had also been so reduced that the
American commerce was likely to become
a thing of the past. The present American
cabinet was keenly alive to the mistake
which had been made in this direction.
His faith in the beneficial results of protection in the States had been rudely
shaken by the last official reports from the
secretaries of departments. It appeared
that a strong reaction was taking place,
not perhaps against moderate duties, such
as were now proposed here, or even the 1f)
per cent. rates he would like to see tried,
but against the excessive imposts of the
American Tariff.
Mr. JONES referred to a communication from the proprietor of the Carron
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iron rolling mills, submitting that the
Minister of Customs was in error in treat-

ing bar iron and rails as raw material,
inasmuch as 70 per cent. of the cost of
making those articles in the colony was
rep't'esented by labour. The cost of bar
iron and rails was £10 per ton, and the
gross cost of the labour expended in their
production was £7. The iron workers, in
fact, weI'e not being fairly dealt with under
the Tariff. With reference to certain of
the observations made by the Treasurer
and the honorable member for East Melbourne (Mr. Langton), he admitted, as all
protectionists must do, that the effect of a
protective Tariff' was to temporarily increase prices. It was only in this way
that home productions could be stimulated,
and that local competition introduced
which eventually resulted in a steady
supply and a greater economy of cost.
Mr. FRANCIS said that the next paragraph in the letter which had been quoted
stated that the principal material used in
the manufacture of bar iron here was scrap
iron, and it was very evident that the
quantity so made could not be at all equal
to the requirements of the colony.
On the item, "Paper-printing and
wrapping, card and millboard,"
Mr. LEVEY moved the addition of
" printing materials and printers' inks."
The amendment was adopted.
Mr. DYTE asked what papers would be
dutiable? It appeared that all but writing
pupers were exempt.
Mr. FRANCIS said that all the higher
class of papers and those included in
stat.ionery would be dutiable. The exemption applied to print.ing paper, wrapping
paper u:ied in shops, and paper for making
bags.'
.
On the item, "Timber, in logs 12 inches
square and upwards,"
Mr. WILSuN moved the addition of
the words "and deals not less than 7
inches by 3 inches." Weatherboards did
not go beyond this size, and hence importations of larger sizes would bring work to
the local mills.
Mr. FRANCIS reminded honorable
members that the object of the 5 per cent.
duties was revenue. Now, the value of
timber was dependent on the cost of
transport., and he was prepared to say that
the proposed I'ate was not equal to the
present wharfage rate. It would not
amount to 0S. pel· 1,000 superficial feet,
and it could not be said that such a duty
. would materially prejudice the door and

the Tariff.

sash makers. The timber duties altogether
covered imports to the value of from
£200,000 to £300,000.
But for this
revenue consideration he would willingly
have agreed to the proposal.
The amendment was negatived.
The schedule of exemptions, as amended,
was agreed to, and progress was then
reported.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was recommitted.
On the motion of Mr. HIG IN BOTH AM,
amendments were made in the 5th clause,
transferring the care and management of
cemeteries from the Chief Secretary to the
Board of Land and Works, on which body
the duty had previously devolved; in the
9th clause, providing that every justice of
the peace, before granting an order for gratuitous burial, "shall satisfy himself that
such person was a pauper, or that his
friends and relations are unable to pay
the charge;" and in the 49th clause, providing that the local boards may make
orders for disinfecting or deodorizing
night-soil, &c.
.
.
The Bill was then reported with further
amendments.
SUBDIVISIONS OF LANDS.
. Mr. LONGMORE moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the number of subdivisions granted by the Board of Lands and Survey under the Amending Land Act 1865; the
names of persons t.o whom suhdivisions have
been granted; the dates of such subdivisions;
the names of subdividees; and the quantities of
land in each case thus alienated from the
original selector."

Ml', JO~ES seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
SUPREME COURT JUDGMENTS.
Mr. BYRNE moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the cases tried in the Supreme
Court during the year 1866 wherein judgments
have been reserved, and not yet delivered, together with the date of the arguments in the
cases so reserved."

Mr. BAILLIE seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
REFRESHMENT ROOMS.
Mr. J. T. SMITH moved" That this House will, on Tuesday next, resolve itself into a committee of the whole to
consider the first report from the Select (Joint)
Committee on the Hefreshment Hooms."

Mr. SNODGRASS seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
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CHARGE AGAINST A MEMBER.
Mr. SANDS, with the leave of the
House, called attention to the following
motion, notice of which had been given
by the honorable member for Ballarat East
(Mr. Jones) that evening : "That n. select committee be appointed, consisting of nine members, to be elected by ballot,
to inquire into and report to this House upon
certain charges which ha \'e been made in public
meetings, and in the columns of the Kyneton
Guardian, against the honorable member for'
Dalhousie, Mr. Sands, J.P., in his character as a
member of this HOllse; with power to call for
persons and papers; three to form a quorum."

I have always understood (remarked the
honorable member) that some notice should
be given in cases like this to the honorable
member concerned, but I suppose that in
this instance the honorable gentleman has
acted in ignorance. I may state that I
am proceeding against the person who
has made these accusations by action at
law. The case is fairly before the public;
and, as the action of the committee might
be prejudicial to me, I trust that the honOI'able member will withdraw his motion.
Honorable members have the privilege of
bringing their libellers to the bar of the
House; but when this was done, in the
case of Mr. Dill, it was thought it would
have been better to have gone before a
jury. Doubtless, had I taken advantage
of my position, I should have had the
verdict of this House; but I might not
have had the verdict of the country, and
I have preferred taking the matter before
the country. The moment the newspaper
press said that it was necessa.ry for me to
take action in the matter, I took it. 'rhe
case is going on as rapidly as possible,
and it has arri ved at a shlge that it must
come before the public-at least it will
not be withdrawn by me.
.
Mr. JONE~.-'I'he honorable member
for Dalhousie must have been aware that
grave charges were made against him, and
were repeated in almost every newspaper
in the colony about the 1st of September
last. But the honorable member, notwithstanding that his character and the character of this House were both impugned,
did not think it necessary to take any
action until the newspapers told him that
he ought to do so. The honorable member was assailed on the 1st of September,
1866, and the trial, if it takes place at all,
will not be before June or July next. It
is evident, therefore, that the honomble
member has not displayed anything like a
proper alacrity in clearing his ch~racter as
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a member of this House. I have no desire
to go into the charges, but they are of a
very grave description. They accuse the
honorable member of using his position, as
a member of this House, for his private
advantage, and perhaps it may be said to
the detriment of' the pUblic. With such
charges hanging over him, I think that the
honorable member should have been more
quick to clear himself; but if the honorable mem bel' states that he is taking
the most rapid means for doing so, and
if the House is satisfied, I shall be most
happy to withdraw the motion. At the
same time I do think that some explanation shou ld be gi yen to the House for
the wonderful backwardness the honorable member has displayed in vindicating
himself. Though the Supreme Court is
sitting, and though there has been no
. action on the part of the defendant to
prevent the honorable mem bel' clearing
himself there, yet, for some reasons, the
township of Castlemaine and the month of
July have been appointed as the place and
time for the action. Parliament may have
risen before then, and therefore the House
may deem it advisable to afford the honorable member an earlier opportunity of
clearing himself.
Mr. SANDS.-There has been no delay
on my part. The delay is with the other
side. Time has been gained by affidavits
within the last fortnight. The honorable
member for Maryborough (Mr. McKean),
though he is on the other side, would
have borne me out in tbis statement, had
he been present. The charges were made
on the 30th of October last, and I immediately placed the matter in the hands of
a solicitor in town. Some time was taken
in obtaining the opinion of Mr. Fellows,
and then came the long vacation, during
which ueclarations could not be served,
and which extended to the 1st of February. The declarations were served on
the 2nd of February. I trust that the
House will permit the case to be decided
on its merits by the tribunal before which
I propose to take it.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-I may mention
that a copy of the libel was sent to me
as a former representative of Dalhousie.
The honorable member (Mr. Sands) then
informed me that it was his intention to
bring an action against the author. Several
times since then I have been informeu that
the action was going on, and I have also
heard that au apology has been tendered to
the }:lonorable member.
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Mr. SAXDS.-That is correct.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-I would cp-rtainly
Bugg<'st that the motion be withdrawn. It
is unjust that reflections should be cast on
nny honorable member whose case is
pending before the law courts.
Mr. McC;ULLOCH.-I trust that the
honorable member for Ballarat East will
see the impropriety of allowinO' this motion
'
0
t o remam on the pa.per for a single night.
The course the honorable member has
adopted is a ,-ery singu lar one. If any
ia raised aO'ainst
t.he character
question
'
.0
of an honorable member, it shoulJ be done
not by innuendo, but openly, so that th~
honorable member concerned may have an
opportunity of defeuding himself. As
the whole matter is now 'before the
courts of law, it would be un fa ii' and injudicious to pro\!eed with the motion,
which I trust the proposer will withdraw
this evening.
Mr. G. P. S:\HTH.-If the honorahle
member fOl' Ballarat East had really desil'ed to viudicate the honour of the House,
he woulJ have withdrawn the motion immediately he was informed that an action
at law wa~ pending. But, without consulting anyone, the honorable member
const.itutes himself the judge of t.he honour
and integrity of this House. I am at a
loss to understand what right the honorable member has to set himself up in that
position, and why he should doggedly
refuse to take t.he mod on off the notice
papeI'. Why, though the motion bears
the ~tamp of good faith, it may be intended
to fadlitate further delay 011 the purt of
the defendant. Who knows what effect
the appointment of a select committee to
take the case into its own hands may have
on the action at law? This is not the
first time that an endeavour has been
,made to extract an opinion from this
HOllse, and so to forestal an act.ion in the
law courts. As to the alleged delay,
there has been none. The action was to
have been heard at Castlemaine, the locus
in quo; but, not being ready for hearing
then, it stood adjourned until the uext
sitt.ings at Sandhurst, in April next.
The honorable member, in endeavouring
to make out gl'ounds for the proposal that
the House should take action iu the matter
has stated the case unfairly.
He ha~
assllmed that the charges were made in
Se~tember last, and that it will be July
beiore the case is heard. The charges
were really made at the beginning of
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November; and the long vacation, and the
fact t.hat the pleadings were not ready for
the Castlemaine sittings, fully account
for the delay until April. It is perhaps a
small matter whethet, the motion be with ..
drawn or not, becanse, if put, it is sure'to
be negatived.
Mr. J. T. SMITH.-If this proposition
be carried, we shall establish t.he principle
that libels published in the press must be
refuted. Why, I should have been almost
annihilated had I taken action whenever
an accusation was preferred against me.
I did not do so; and is it therefore to be
supposed that the charges were true? I
protest against the principle, that aecusatious which may be entil'ely without
foundation must necessarily be answered
because they are made. It should be left
to honorable members to take the course
.
tIme,
an d means, which to them may seem'
most fitting fOI' the vindication of their
private characters. I believe myself that
the man who takes no notice of these
t.hings, but ontlives them, stands best in
the estimation of the public.
Mr. JONES.-If the honorable memher for South Bourke (Mr. G. P. Smith)
had not spoken, I should have requested
that the motion might be withdrawn from
the notice paper, but the honorable member
has charged me with beinO' in collusion
wirh persons outside the Ho~se to damage
the honorable member for Dalhousie, and,
under these circumstances, I am bounu to
continue the notice of motion until I have
inq uired in to the sta.tements made by the
honorable mem bel' for Dalhousie. If t.hese
statements al'e sustained, 1 will withdl'aw
the motion and will apologize for not doing
so now. I do not assume that the honorable mem~er is ~uilty of the charges preferred agamst hlln. I assume that he is not
guilty, because they are so serious that ifhe
were guilty, it would be the duty ~f the
House to vote his expulsion; but I do say
that th~ charge.s made by Mr. Armstrong,
at publIc meetmgs and in the 'Kyneton
Guardian, were made with such circumstantiality as to entitle them to consideration. On Th ursday I shall be prepared
to ask leave to withdraw the motion, or to
go on and show that the honorable mem?er for Dalhousie has Leen very blameable
III not taking more rapid action for his
vindication.
The discussion then terminated.
The House Rdjourned at twenty-four
minutes past eleven o'clock.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, Marek 6, 1867.
Disease in Sheep-Ratepayers' Return-Election and Quallil.
cations Committee.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twelve
minutes past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
DISEASE IN SHEEP.
The Hon. C. SLADEN said that he
desired, without notice, to call the attention of the honorable member representing
the Government to an important statement
in the newspapers of the day, with reference to an alarming disease, which had
proved fatal to many sheep at AlbUl"Y.
He asked whet.her the Government had
recei ved any offi~ial notice of the circumstance, and, if so, whether they were prepal'ed t\.l take any action to prevent tho
introduction of the disease into Victoria?
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-The Government have no further informat.ion than
that given by the newspapers, and by the
receipt of a letter calling attention to a
newspaper extract. Immediately on hearing the rumour, the Chief Secretary telegraphed to the nearest scab inspector to
proceed to Albury, to inspect the sheep,
and to report on the outbreak immediately.
As soon as the report is received it will be
communicated to Parliament.
RATEPAYERS' RETURN.
The Hon. W. HIGHETT moved-
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the members of the committee had not been
able to meet that day. The President
would therefore still have to appoint the
first meeting.
The PRESIDENT appointed the following day, at eleven o'clock ..
The House adjourned at twenty-five
minutes past four o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, Marck 6, 1867.
Ovens and Murray Railway-Mining on Public ReservesDisease amongst Sheep-Thistles-Revision of the Ta.riffPublic Health Laws Amendment Bill-Local Govern.
ment Act Amer.dment Bill-Municipalities Act Amend.
mentBill-NavaJ Training Ship-Tobin Ya.llock Swa.mpYarra Pollution.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock.
PETITION.
Mr. KING presented a pet.ition from
certain citizens, householders, and residents
of the city of Melbourne, praying the
House to provide in the Bill for conserving
the public health, or otherwise, as the
House should deem fit, that the sales of
fish other than shell-fish shall not be
carried on in any shop or premises in the
city of Melbourne, except in the Fish
Market, or some other of the public markets of the said city.

The honorable member explained that the
return in question-which was that of
ratepayers, ordered by the House-was re·
quired by the Constitution Amendment
Committee, and that the Printing Committee, which should properly take action
in the matter, had not met.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON seconded
the motion, which was agreed to.

OVENS AND MURRAY RAILWAY.
Mr. KERFERD asked if -it was the
intention of the Government to place a
sum on the Estimates for further surveys,
in connexion with the proposed line to the'
Ovens and Murray districts?
Mr. FRANCIS (in the absence of the
Minister of Railways) stated that instructions had been given to make the necessary
preliminary surveys for a line somewhere
between W oodend and Kyneton, towards
Avenel, to see if the point of junction
might not be brought down further south.

ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE.
The Honorables R. S. Anderson, A.
Fraser, J. Graham, H. M. Murphy, N.
Fitzgerald, and J. Sherwin were sworn
in as members of this committee.
The Hon. A. FRASER mentioned that,
owing to their not being sworn in before,

MINING ON PUBLIC RESERVES.
Mr. BOWMAN asked the Minister of
Mines what had been done with a view to
equitably settle the dispute about mining
on public re~erves at Ballarat; and if he
had any objection to state the views of the
Government on the subject generally?
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I may state that

"That the return laid on the table of the
House on the 26th ultimo be printed."
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a number of· applications have been made Industrial School might be employed to
for leases of reserved lands at Ballarat, and eradicate the thistles.
a number of applications have also been
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that his
made, under the 15th section of the Mining attention was called some time ago to the
Statute, to mine upon those reserves. All thistles growing on the public reserves at
the applications are under consideration. Sunbury, and instructions were given that
SOllle of them were referred to the warden, the boys at the Industl'ial School should
who declined to recommend that leases be employed in cutting them down. He
should he issued; and, as the matter in- believed that they were now engaged in
volves the interests not only of the mining that occupation.
community but of the public at large,
REVISION OF THE TARIFF.
the Government have only thought it
The House then resolved itself into
right that it should receive the fullest investigation. It is therefore the intention committee for the further consideration of
of the Government to refer the matter to the proposed alterations in the Tariff. .
Mr. VERDON moved that a duty of
a board, to be composed of gentlemen in
whom, I believe, all parties will have con- 6d. per gallon be imposed on oils of all
fidence. ~ Most of the gentlemen who have kinds in bulk, except cocoanut and palm
been asked to be members of the board . oil.
Mr. LONGMORE moved that the item
have already signified their intention to
act, and I hope in a day or two to be in a be struck out. As a protectionist, he conposition to finally appoint the board, so sidered it undesirable that there should be
that they may at once enter upon their a duty on oil, which was largely used for
duties. They will be instructed to make lu bricating machinery and for other purthe inquiry as promptly as possible,' so poses.
Mr. FRANCIS reminded the committee
that there may be no unnecessary delay in
that one of the main considerations which
settling the matter.
the Government had had in view in framIn reply to Mr. HALFEY,
ing
the Tariff was to raise revenue. It
Mr. MACGREGOR stated that the
board would simply mnke an inquiry and was estimated that the proposed duty on
report to the Government, who would then oil would realize £20,000 per annum, and
deal with the matter to the best of their he had every reason to believe that that
amount would be the minimum. At the
judgment.
Intercolonial Conference, in April, 1863,
there was a unanimous feeling in favour
DISEASE IN SHEEP.
of such· a duty, and at present Victoria
Mr. KERFERD, without notice, asked was the only Australian colony to which
the Chief Secretary if he had seen a state- oils were allowed to be imported duty
ment in tl'\.e newspapers as to a disease free. He would point out that palm oil
having broken out amongst sheep on the and cocoanut oil had been added to the
bordeI'd of the 1\1 urray, and whether the list of exemptions since the Tariff was
Government intended to take any steps to first submitted. Kel'osene oil would no
'prevent animals affected with the disease doubt form the main source of revenue
coming in to Victoria?
under the head of oils. About two years
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The rumour re- ago he estimated that a duty of 6d. per
ferred to by the honorable member reached gallon on oils would only realize about
me some days ago. I at once telegraphed £12,000 per annum.
The difference
to the nearest scab inspector to make in- between that amount and the present
quiries into the matter, and report to me estimate was accounted for by the enoras soon as possible.
mous increase in the importation of
~erosene oil during the last eighteen
THISTLES AT HUNBURY.
months. In 1862, of oils of all kinds,
Mr. TUCKER called the attention of 546,000 gallons were imported; in ) ~63,
the Government to the fact that thistles 517,000 gallons; in 1864, 510,000 gallons;
were permitted to grow in great profusion and in 1865 the quantity increased to
on reserved lands at Sunbury. He com- 930,000 gallons. During nine months in
plained of this being sanctioned, while 1866 the importations of oil amounted to
farmers and others were fined for allowing 805,000, and allowing 239,000 gallons to
thistles to grow on private lands, and he have been exported, the net importation
suggested that the boys at the Sunbury was about 566,000 gallons for nine months,
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which justified the belief that 800,000
gallons would be imported this year, which
was t.he calculation upon which the estimated revenue of £20,QOO was based. In
America, where kerosene oil was produced in such large quantities as to be of
almost nominal value, it was subject to an
export duty of 6d. per gallon; so that it
might fairly be subject to an import duty
for revenue purposes. No other item
likely to be so productive for reve~ue
purposes could be substituted for oils. If
the list of exemptions were increased, it
would be necessary to increase the number
of promotions from 5 per cent. duties to 10
per cent. dut,ies, or to supply the deficiencies in the estimated revenue by some
other means.
Mr. RAMSAY remarked that when the
last Tariff was introduced it was proposed
to levy a tax on oils, but the proposition
was withdrawn. A duty of 6d. per gallon
on kerosene oil would be a very heavy tax
on the mining and labouring population.
If the tax was 10 per cent. it would be
bad enough, but it would actually be 20
per cent., as the price of common kerosene
did not exceed 2s. per gallon. He proposed, as a compromise, that the duty
should be 3d. per gallon.
Mr. McL~LLAN said that a duty on
oils would not only tax the miner, but
every class of the community. It would
fall heavier upon the coachbuilders than
any item in the Tariff, because they used
linseed oil extensively in their business.
Other articles used by coachbuilderR migh t
he taxed with more propriety, but linseed
oil should be allowed to come in duty free,
as it could not be produced with advantage
in the colony.
Mr. REEVES supported the proposition
to reduce the duty to 3d. per gallon. He
understood that in the United States oil
could be produced at a profit at 6d. per
gallon, and, as the average -price in this
colony had not been less than 3s. 6d., he
did not think that a duty of 3d. per gallon
ought seriously to affect the price. In
time, he believed, the colony would be
supplie'd with kerosene oil from its own
shale.
Mr. FRANCIS read the following letter,
which he had received from Mr. Patrick
Hayes, of the Victorian Chemical 'vY orks,
Footscray, in reference to the dut.y on oils
and theil' manufacture in this colony:"With reference to the conversation which I
had the honour to have with you, I beg to offer
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the following particulars respecting oils which
can be produced in the colony. Kerosene.-Of
t .. is oil, in the year 1866, the large quantity of
140,000 cases, of eight gallons each, or 1,120,000
gallons,was imported into the colony, all from the
United States of America, and the importation
is largely on the increase. Shale from which
this oil can be produced has been largely found
in Gipps Land, and no doubt will be also found
in other parts of the colony. I have, at my
own cost and at considerable outlay, erected at
Footscray a manufactory intended to produce
on a large scale oils of different qualities from
.shale-kerosene for burning, oil for painting,
and oil for lubricating. A duty of sixpence a
gallon on these oils would yield a large revenue,
and be a considerable stimulus to the manufactUl'e, as well as to the discover)' and working of
the mines where the shale is obtained. Rape
and Linseed Oils.-These oils could also be produced in this colony if encouragement were
gi ven, by the imposition of a protective duty, to
the growing of the rape and linseed. In England this is a most important branch of national
industry, both for: agriculture and commerce,
and it would be a valuable addition here to our
resources. With regard to kerosene shale, I
may remark that I have constant communications addressed to me by parties with reference
to discoveries made by them of this article in
different parts of the colony. If the price of the
oil were more fixed and less fluctuating than at
present-being sometimes very high, from the
absence of importations, and at others low, as at
present, in the face of large expected suppliesI believe capitalists would readily come forward
to work these mines, and lead to the establishment of the manufacture in the colony, and that
the public would be supplied at a uniform fair
rate. To effect this, there must be, however, a
moderate protective duty, and I think the
amount proposed by the Government not too
high to promote the manufacture."
It would be seen from this letter that Mr.
Hayes had succeeded in obtaining kerosene
oil f!'om shale imported from New South
Wales, and he was sanguine of obtaining
kerosene from shale found in this colony.
Mr. JO~ES said that if it could be
shown that a duty of 6ct. per gallon on oil •
would,be a protective duty, he could underotand the proposition of the Govern'ment; but he believed that the prospect
of creating anything like a large production
of kerosene oil in this colony, at all events
for some years to come, was altogether
visionary.
The tax on oil would be a
tax upon the homes of the poor-a tax
upon the workman, and a tax upon the
workwoman. It would he better to revert
to the old duties on tea and sugar than to
tax so many articles 'so vexatiously as the
Government were proposing to do. They
were merely putting a pressure on the poor
to make up a deficiency in the revenue,
arising from a reduction of the tea and
sugar duties, which it was well known had
gi ven no relief-or at any rate very little
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-to th~ P?orer classes. The advantage of
the remISSIOn of the tea and sugar duties
had gone into the pockets of some of the
large dealers in those commodities. He
opposed the duty on oil because it was not
protective, but rather a tax on ~ndustry.
Mr. KYTE said that he had been instrumental in having some of the New South
Wales kerosene shale tried at the Collingwood Gas Company's works, where it was
found that a ton of shale would yield
seventy or eighty gallons of oil. The cost
of delivering the shale at the wharf at
Sydney was about £4 a ton, and, allowing
for the charges for freight, &c., it could be
landed on the banks of the Saltwater river
at a price which would enable the Victorian manufacturer to manufacture oil from
it which could be sold at about 3s. per
gallon retail. He believed that if a duty
of 6d. per gallon was imposed on oil, there
would be half a dozen similar establish-'
ments to that of Mr. Hayes in existence
within a year or two, and that kerosene
oil made in the colony would be sold at
the price he had mentioned.
Mr. LANGTON referred to the soft
soap manufactory established in the colony
in 1863, by Mr. Hood, and stated that,
without any protection whatever, that
gentleman had been able to force Englii:h
soft soap out of the market, and also to
!nduce many persons to use soft soap
III preference to hard soap. This industry,
however, would be greatly interfered with,
and perhaps destroyed altogether, by the
present Tariff, which proposed to impose a
duty of about 15 per cent. on oil and 5 per
cent. on alkali, two of the principal articles
used in the manufacture of soft soap.
Mr. LONGMORE thought that no reliance could be placed on the assurance of
the honorable member for Richmond, that
kerosene could be manufactured in the
colony and sold at 3s. a gallon, when it
was remembered how the honorable member's 'promises about a reduction in the
price of' gas were fulfilled.
The question that the words "6d. per
gallon" be retained was put, and negatived
without a division.
The committee then divided on Mr.
Ramsay's amendment to impose a duty of
3d. per gallon, when there appeared:Ayes
30
Noes
20
Majority for Mr. Ramsay's } 10
amendment

AYES.

Mr. Macpherson,
" Plummer,
" Ramsay,

Mr. Bindon,
" Bowman,
" Burrowes,

" Byrne,

" Reeves,

"
.,
"
"
"

" Riddell,
" G. P. Smith,
" J. T. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,

Casey,
Cunningham,
Dyte,
Foott,
Francis,

" Tucker,

" Grant,
"
"
"
"
"
"

" Vale,
" Verdon,
" Wilson.

Higinbotham,
King,
Kyte
Macgregor,
McCulloch,
McKean,

Tellers.

Mr. Connor,
" Farrell.
NOES.

Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
"
"
Dr.
Mr.
"
"

Bunny,
Embling,

Hanna,
Harbison,
Heath,
Hopkins,
Kerferd,
Langton,

"

McCann,

Hal£ey,

" Love,

Mr. McLellan,
" Moore,
" O'Grady,
It
Orr,
., Richardson,
" Snodgrass,
" Snowball.
Telle1's.

Mr. Jones,
" Longmore.

The motion, as amendeu by the sub.
stitution of 3d. per gallon for, 6d., was
then passed.
Mr. VERDON next moved that a duty
of 9d. per cwt. be imposed on grain and
pulse of every kind not otherwise enumerated.
Mr. LONGMORE moved' that 9d. be
struck out, with a view to insert a higher
sum.
Mr. JONES said that if a duty was to
be placed on grain, it ought to be more
than 9d. per cwt. A duty of that amount
would fall on the consumer, and would not
be sufficient to give any protection to the
farmer. It would be better to allow grain
to be imported free of duty than to impose
a duty which would afford no protection to
agriculture.
Mr. FRANCIS considered that the protection which a duty of 4~d. per bushel
would afford to the local farmer would be
He assumed that the greatest
ample.
competition which the local farmer would
experience would be from South Australia.
Now the expense of bringing corn hither
from South Australia-to say nothing of
what might be called the intermediate commercial operations-the proceedings of the
buyer, the shipper, and. probably the speculator in this market, each of whom expected
to derive something out of every transaction
in which he was concerned-was itself a
considerable protection to the local farmer.
The export duty from Adelaide was 1d.
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per bushel; the freight and insurance
might fairly be computed at 6d. per bushel,
if not more; the Victorian duty he would
set down at 4bd., though it was nearer 4~d.
per bushel; and the wharfage rate at Melbourne was at least 1hd. per bushel. These
figures added together would make Is. ld.
per bushel, which, according to the present
price of corn in the market-ranging from
4s. 6d. to 5s. per bushel-would be a protection to the home producer of 25 per
cent. If the Victorian farmers were not
satisfied with that, he, for one, should decline
to give them any more protection. It had
not been urged by any member of the
House that the farmer should be protected
to such an extent as to cause any suffering
to the consumers of the staff of life-the
great hulk of the population. He candidly
confessed that ifhe were" master of the situation "-if he could dictate the policy which
he deemed best suited to the wants of the
country-he would obJ""ect to nny duty upon
corn. But, alive as he was to the obligations
imposed upon every mem ber of a Cabinet, he
was compelled to sacrifice personal feeling
to the exigencies of the occasion. At the
same time he admitted that there was
much weight in the argument that a slight
duty, added to the inevitable transit charge,
would constitute a wholesome protection,
and be the means of preserving the steadiness of the Victorian market - a most
desirable object, considering the extreme
prices which prevailed at one portion of
the year, and the unremunerative prices to
be obtained at another period. Impressed
with that view, he was not disposed to obj ect
to such an enlargement of the present
proposition as would allow grain, whenever
it reached a certain price in the market, to
come in duty free. This would benefit the
producers, and at the same time would
place the consumers beyond the risk of
imposition. However, it was not included
in the Government scheme. He was sure
that the majority of the House did not
wish a duty which would give the farmer
more protection than was sufficient to
prevent him experiencing the ruinous
loss which might result from too freely
opening our markets to the surplus products of the neighbouring colonies, of
California, and elsewhere. Taking the
average price of grain for the last ten
years at 8s. per bushel, he thought that
a duty of 5 per cent.-or about 4id. per
bushel-would be sufficient. Although
newspaper reports at the commencement
of the year encouraged the expectation
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that the home-grown supply this season
would be sufficient for the wants' of the
colony, yet the rust, blight, and other
causes had helped to interfere with the
realization of that expectation, and, in consequence, imports fully equivalent to the
quantity estimated by the Governmentnamely, 500,000 bushels of wheat, and
8,000 tons of ,:flour-would have to be
encouraged during the present year.
Mr. ORR feared that if a duty of 5
per cent. on corn could be converted, by
means of freight and charges, into one of
25 per cent., many of the articles proposed
to be subjected to a 10 per cent. ad valorem
duty might, after all, have to pay something
like 30 or 40 per cent. He submitted
that it would be waste of time to impose
this duty upon grain, if t.he Government
had any intention-as they indicated during
the debate on the Border Customs Treaty
-of coming to an arrangement with South
Australia by which the produce of that
colony would be admitted free into Victoria.
So far as his own experience went, this
year's harvest would result in a large surplus of grain. And if this were so,
what earthly advantage would the local
farmer derive fl'om the proposed duty?
He though t the better plan would be to
strike out the item altogether.
Dr. EMB LING said the sum and substance of the argument of the Minister
of Customs was-" The Government want
to carry this vote, and they don't care for
the farmer." He contended that the duty
proposed, which would, after all, amount to
only 5 per cent., was an insult to the
farmer. The Minister of Customs stated
that he would not lend himself to any proceedings which would enhance the price
of food; and yet this very duty was a
step which would enhance the price of
food to the consumer, and at the same
time be of no benefit to the farming class.
The protection needed was that which
would enable the local farmer to compete
with the foreign producer-with the seasons, the blight, and the rust. He considered that, if the Government would
not consent to increase the item, there
should be no tax at all on breadstuffs.
Mr. WATKINS expressed the hope
that the committee would consent to the
withdrawal of the item. He considered a
tax on bread the worst tax that could be
imposed. Such a tax, imposed merely for
revenue, would be contrary to the spirit of
the age, and would be. a disgrace to the
Statute-book of the country. But while
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he held that the necessaries of life should consists in the absence of what is partial,
go entirely free, he was of opinion that it oppressive, or unjust, and that is all. Trade is
quite as free when there are duties on imports
was necessary for the farming interest to and exports as when there are none, provided
be supported. A fixed duty upon corn these duties are moderate, press equally on all
w01lld be a tax on the country; but if a articles and all parties, and involve no preduty were imposed only when corn was ference."
below a certain price-say 6s. per bushel At the same time Mr. Plummer intimated
-the fa.rmer would get remunerative that he objected to the striking out of the
prices, and the country would be more or present item.
Mr. McCANN observed that the Minisless benefited. At present the farmer
was compelled by circumstances to bring ter .of Customs was remarkably good at
his corn to market within three months of assertion, as was evidenced by his stateharvest, and to sell it frequently at a sacri- ment that the proposed duty on wheat of
fice; and yet for the last three or four 4!d. per bushel would give protection to
years the average price had been high. the farmer to the extent of 25 per cent.
The reason was, that merchants, bankers, In saying that, the honorable gentleman
and speculators had bought the corn when made a statement which it would be very
it sold at the lowest prices-lower indeed difficult to prove. The honorable memthan it could be grown-and sold it at ber talked of the freight from Adelaide;
their pleasure. These proceedings would but in many cases in this colony the cost
be to some extent averted by the adoption of taking wheat from where it was grown
of a sliding scale.
to the nearest available market was fully
Mr. LONGMORE objected to what 6d. or 7d. per bush<!l. Only the other day
the Minister of Customs called " steadying a deputation waited upon the Minister of
the market." Wheat was selling in some Railways for South Australia to induce
parts of the country at 2s. 8d. per bushel; him to make such a promise with regard
foreign supplies were coming in; and to the reduction of railway charges as
therefore to think of imposing a duty of would compensate growers and dealers
only 4hd. per bushel was a perfect there for the amount of duty about to be
absurdity. Any duty to steady the price imposed· in Victoria. 'fo talk, then, of
of grain must be a protective duty. He this duty as a protection to the farmer
denied that a higher protective duty would was altogether beside the question. Some
have the effect of raising the price of curious anomalies had occurred in the Cabigrain, or increasing the price of the poor net with regard to protection. Hitherto
man's loaf. On the contrary, it would the Minister of Customs had been recogcause an immense breadth of acreage in nized as the protectionist, and the Attorney·
Victoria to be put under grain, and thus General as the free-trader, of the Oabinet.
the price of cereals would eventually be And yet the Attorney-General was going
lowered.
to vote for this duty because the farming
Mr. CONNOR agreed with the honor- class must be served at all hazards; while
able member for Ripon anll Hampden that the Minister of Customs, personally, was
it was desirable the duty shonld be in- altogether opposed to a duty on COl'll. He
creased to something rea30nable-say, Is. thought that, with so many members of
per cwt. But he was afraid that, if the the House returned pledged to protection,
item were struck out, the vote would be there need be no doubt as to what should
lost.
be proposed in the event of the item now
Mr. PLUMMER advocated the im- before the committee being struck out.
position of a duty of Is. per cwt. on grain, Let the blank be made, and the honorable
and Is. 4d. on flour, for the following member for Ripon and Hampden would
reasons, which were put forward by the submit a proposition for giving effective
protection to the farmer.
late .J. R. McCnlloch : Mr. VEH,DON considered that, if the
"When equal and moderate duties are laid on
commodities without respect to the countries ·honorable member for Ripon anll Hampden
whence, or the channels through which they
come to liS, the trade in them is quite as free as contemplated moving a further amendit would be were ,the duties repealed. No one ment in the event of the present amenddoubts that the trade in corn is at this moment ment being carried, it would be only
perfectly free; and can it be doubted that it courteous for the honorable member to
would be equally free were the duty of Is. per communicate the fact to the committee.
quarter, with which it is now charged, raised to
3s., 5s., or is. a quarter? Such increase might He (Mr. Verdon) would repeat what he
lessen importation, but that is all. Freedom said when he submitted his financial state-
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inent-namely, tha.t this proposition was
made primarily, and, so far as he was concerned, exclusively for revenue purposes.
He agreed with the Minister of Customs
that there was incidental protection in the
proposition, as there must be in every
proposition to impose or increase taxation.
He would add, that upon no question
involving.party considerations had there
been more division of opinion, not simply
between free-traders and protectionists,
but among protectionists themselyes.
What was the origin of the first protection
movement in this colony? Why, the feeling that it was not to be endured that a
country should be allowed to exist without
any chance of manufactures being established in it. It was upon that admission
and declarat.ion that there first arose a cry
for protective duties. Now if that were
so-and whether it were so or not, it
would not alter the fact-and if they
desired to establish manufactures here,
regard must be had to the imposition of
duties which would assist local manufactures, and which would not tax the raw
material that entered into those manufactures. He held that there was a certain
amount of inconsistency between the
desire of protectionists to create manufactures, and their professed desire to make
dear one of the necessaries of life-namely,
wheat, flour, and bread. These two things
were inconsistent one with another. For
his own part, he would never consent to a
duty upon breadstuffs to an extent that
would bring about that result. The honorable member for Ripon and Hampden
declined to inform the committee of the
nature of the amendment which he intended to. propose in the event of the
present amendment being carrieo. He
(Mr. Verdon) would not preserve the same
reticence. He begged to inform honorable
members that, if the vote were struck out,
the Government could not assist them to
restore it at a higher amount.
The
Government could not consent to the indefinite increase to which the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden invited
the committee to commit itself by striking
out this item.
Mr. McCANN denied that a duty on
the importation of foreign corn necessarily
made corn dearer. On the contrary,
evidence concuned that the effect of such
a duty was to cheapen the cost of the commodity to the consumer.. The Treasurer,
it appeared, would not tax corn because it
was a kind of raw material. Corn was
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necessary to produce bone and sinew, and
bone and sinew were necessary to produce
manufactures. This being so, t.he vote of
the Treasurer might fairly be claimed for
the amendment.
Mr. LANGTON said the amendment
would affOl'd him the opportunit.y of giving
a vote directly against the tax on bread.
The imposition of such a tax would redound to the eternal disgrace of' honorable
gentlemen opposite, and would, before
long, arouse the population to see who
were their true friends. How much, he
would ask, would such a tax filch from the
weekly earnings of a working man with a
wife and four children? Such a family
would probably consume two 41b. loaves
per day. The imposition of the duty had
already caused a rise in the price of bread
of ld. per loaf. Supposing the tax caused an
increase of only one halfpenny per loaf, the
increased cost of bread, to such a family
as that which he referred to, would be 30s.
per annum, which-supposing the man's
earnings to be 30s. per week-would be
equivalent to an income tax of two pounds
per cent. Now how would the tax affect
such a man as the honorable member for
Richmond (Mr. Kyte), who had stated
publicly that he was troubled with an income of £10,000 per annum? Why, the
duty would be to that honorable gentleman an income tax of somet.hing less than
one shilling per cent.
This was the
equitable arrangement of those who called
themselves the people's Ministry-the
people's friends. Could they forget the
noble struggle which took place in England on a question of this very kind;
how, under such a tax, the farmers did not
gain and the whole public lost; that a
duty did not equalize prices; that the
fluctuations were ne"er so great as when
that duty was in force; and that prices
had been steadier since 1846 than they
were during the previous fifty years?
When the sliding sr.ale was adopted, because it was conceived that it would have
an effect which other corn laws had failed
to produce, the fluctuations were just as
bad. Between 1832 and 1846, under a
sliding scale, the· price of grain varied
from 38s. to nearly 100s. per quarter.
Therefore he held that it was a delusion
to suppose that the price of grain would
be equalized by the imposition of this or
any duty. Turn to the colony, and it
would be seen that the years of low prices
had invariably been the years of good
harvests; that there had never been low
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prices in the years of largest importations.
If honorable members were disposed to
vote for the proposed duty, under the
belief that it would have the effect of
steadying prices, he begged to state that
the experience of England under a corn
law, and the experience of this colony
under free trade, struck directly against
such a conclusion. The Minister of Customs had adopted an altogether different
line of argument with regard to the
fal'mers to that which he had adopted
with regard to some manufacturers. The
honorable gentleman told the hatters that
already, in the freight and other costs of
transit, they had a protection of something
like 50 per cent., and that he proposed to
give them a duty of 10 per cent., making
the total pl'otection to that trade 60 per
cent. And yet the honorable gentleman
thought 25 per cent. too much protection
for the farmers. The Ministel' of Customs
might reconcile this inconsistency to his
own satisfactiun, but it was difficult to
understand how he would make it agree
with the doctrine propoundeu by the
Attorney-General the other evening.
That honorable and learned gent.leman
would violate his own free-trade convictions for the purpose of benefiting the
farmers. For their express advantage, the
Attorney-General would vote for a law
which the common sense of almost all the
enlightened communities of the present
day had universally condemned. The
occasion was a memorable one; it would
be remembered by ma.ny honorable members in after times; and he (Mr. Langton)
thought it ought to be distinguished by a
homily from the Attorney-Genel'al- the
advocate of tho Bmall farmers, and especially
the poor man's friend-on the benefits to
be deri ved from a tax on bread. That
would be an admirable text for a discourse
by the honorable and learned gentleman.
No doubt such a discourse would be
listened to with satisfaction and delight,
and would be read with intense interest by
posterity, in that "barren and mischievous publication" -- Hansard's debates.
Perhaps, however, the honorable and
learned gentleman would, after all, think
discretion the better part of valour, and
prefer to give a silent vote on the occasion.
Mr. JONES complained of a want of
ingenuousness on the part of the Treasurer,
who had endeavoured to mislead the committee by practically ignoring the fact that
the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden had stated that his intention was
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to move for an increase of the proposed
duty on corn. It was admitted by those
who spoke with authority on the subject
that protective duties did not increase
prices, but, by stimulating nati ve pro·
duetion, and thereby promoting competition, lowered the average rates. Now the
Minister of Customs had stated that the
Victorian farmer would enjoy an ltdvantage
of 25 per cent. over his South Australian
rival; but the honorable gentleman did not
take iuto account that So-uth Australia had
been an agricultural colony fOl' many
years past.; t.hat the farmers there owned
their land in fee simple, while the Victorian fal'IDers were compelled to b.'e!tk up
new lanrls und!:'r oppressive and unreliable
regulations; thn,t the wages paid in this
colony were higher than was the case in
South Australia. and that the sea passage
added very little to the cost of the imported
article.
W hen these things were considered, it was evident that a duty of 4ld.,
or, as the Minister of Customs put it, 4,id.
per bushel, would not be likely to give
effectual protection, and thel'euy st.imulate
native production.
It was the duty of
honorable members to consider whether or
not the farmer should be protected. They
had the statement of the Attol'Dey-Genel'al
that the agricultural interest must be pre·
served, and the assertion of the Minister
of Justice that corn-growing was a means
of national defence. Were those ends to be
attained by a duty of 4~d.? There were
honorable members sitting behind the
Government who would doubtless vote for
anything; but for his part he would rather
see no duty at all than one which, as it
would not afford protection, would mel'ely
increase the price of bread. It was strange
that the Government should propose a
duty on corn as a matter of revenue, while
they insisted that there should be no increase of duties on tea and sugar, because
those articles were necessaries of life.
Was not corn still more a necessary of
life, and if so, why was it taxed unless
such a duty was imposed as would protect
the agricultural interest? He trusted
that honorable members would ascertain
whether the Ministerial scheme was protective or not. If it was not, then there
ought not to be a duty on corn; and if it
was, then honorable members should vote
so as to make it an intelligible scheme.
It was not intelligible now, and therefore
he would certainly vote against it.
Mr. MACPHERSON said that if the
proposition to place a duty on corn ha.d
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emanated from the honorable member for
South Grant he could have understood it;
but why the Government should have put
forward such a pernicious proposal passed
his comprehension. So far as corn was
concerned, he took exception to the statement that a protective duty would steady
prices. Cereals stood upon a different
footing to manufactures. Under certain
conditions manufactures could be produced
at a cost which was simply a matter of
calculation; but under no conditions could
man regulate the growth of corn. For
instance, a farmer would obtain 40 bushels
of wheat per acre the one year, and only
15 bushels the next.
Mr. McCANN.-Then he wants protection.
Mr. MACPHERSON denied the assertion. When the farmer obtained 40
bushels to the acre he did not require protection, and when he only obtained 15
bushels protection was useless to him.
According to the statement of the honorable member for Ripon and Hampden, the
average production throughout the colony
did not exceed 20 bushels per acre; and
as, according to the honorable member,
the cost of production was £5 per acre,
no duty the committee could entertain
would make up the difference between
the outlay and the receipts, and afford
the farmer adequate remuneration for
his labours. The honorable mem bel'
said that under protective duties prices
would be equalized; but, in the first
instance, they must equalize the climate,
and get rid of the rust and other diseases.
Either the duty would enhance the price
of corn or it would not. The farmers
supported it because they believed it
would, and they would not thank honorable
members for their advocacy if it did not.
Now the honorable member stated that
corn had been sold at 2s. 8d. per bushel.
In that particular district, however, corn
would probably remain at the same price
if a duty of 2s. 6d. per bushel were imposed, because the reason that prices ruled
so low there wa$, that the local production
more than supplied the local consumption,
and there was no access to other markets.
A duty would doubtless increase the price
at Melbourne and the other seaports, but
it' would not affect the inland markets in
the slightest degre.e. He was aware that
many of his constituents held the pernicious doctrine he was n~w opposing. H;e
felt himself bound, however, to warn them
from being deluded to ruin by a will-o'-theVOL. 111.-2 T
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wisp. At any rate, he was sure that his
constituents would credit him with acting
on principle, and he would venture to
incur their displeasure in order to save
the country from a false and vicious system. The duty, as he had said, would
either enhance or it would not enhance
the price of corn. If it did not, it would
be of no benefit to the farmer, while, if it
did, it was a monstrous thing that, in
order to obtain a revenue of £20,000,
the people should be taxed more than
£100,000. He ignored Hamilton and
Beechworth and other inland towns, and
asserted that the burthen he had named
would fall upon the consumers at Melbourne, Geelong, Portland, and along the
seaboard generally. If no better system
could be pursued, it would be more advantageous to return to the old Tariff; but
he maintained that a better plan was possible. Either the amount of revenue expected could be provided otherwise, or
else the sum could be struck off the
Estimates. The Attorney-General's statement, that if any interest were protected
it should be the farming interest, had
surprised him. The English farmers
asserted that the repeal of the corn laws
would ruin them, but they were now in a
better position than before, because they
had studied farming, and had found that
there was a way of making it pay. He
denied that farming would not pay in
Victoria; wheat-growing, he admitted,
did not always do so. There was plenty
of land which would produce from 40 to
50 bushels of wheat to the acre, but there
was other land which would not give 15
bushels; and, in these latter cases, the
sooner the farmer turned his attention to
some other crop the better for himself, and
for the interests of the colony. The misfortune here was that, instead of pur~uing
a proper system of rotation of crops, the
farmers, if wheat was dear the one year,
sowed that, irrespective of any consideration of their land or of the competition
they might expect to be subject to. Instead of studying their real interests, the
farmers tried. to study the market, and
The consegrew haphazard to suit it.
quence was an irregular supply. No one
knew what his neighbour would grow.
So short-sighted were they, indeed, t.hat
the prospect of what the neighbouring
colonies or what Chili might do, appeared
never to be taken into account. An improvement in this respect was what the
farmer most required. He regretted the
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Attorney-General's remarks the more because they appeared to point to differential
duties. The honorable gentleman said a
great deal on the subject of immigration
-and for the most part he agreed with
the honorable gentleman's views- but
surely the honorable gentleman was
aware that the farmers suffered more
from the want of labour last harvest
than from anything else-from the absurd
rates the labourers demanded when they
found they had a monopoly of the market.·
The present was the first item on which
he had been called to declare whether or
not he would assist in initiating a system
of protection in the colony. Accepting
the Chief Secretary and the Minister of
Customs as commercial authorities, he had
regarded the fiscal changes hitherto made
as merely changing the duties from one
set of articles to another. He had now to
declare that, however far he was willing
to go in this direction, he was not prepared
to introduce a positive system of protection,
by which, to a smaller or greater extent,
one claRs would be benefited at the expense of the community. Had he believed
that such would have been the effect of
any of the other new taxes, he would have
opposed them. The fact was, howeveJ·,
that the former duties had not raised the
price of the colonial article. It was well
known that the price of the colonial article
bore no proportion to that of imported
goods. For instance, imported boots were
sold for 20:;., while a similar boot made
here cost 35s., and the consequence was,
that taxing the cheap did not affect the
higher priced goods. With corn it was
different. Any tax imposed on breadstuffs must, to some extent, raise the price
all round. The community at large would
suffer. Hence he could not give the proposition his approval. .
Mr. KYTE begged to call the attention
of the agricultural representatives to one
fact, and that was, that Her Majesty's Opposition had declared that most assuredly
they would vote for the abolition of the
proposed corn duty, and that Her Majesty's
Ministry would most assuredly vote against
its increase. Supposing, then, that the
Ministry were defeated, what would the
agricultural members do? Would they
go back to their constituents with the tale
that they had thrown away the 9d. per
bushel duty, because they wanted Is.?
Or did they suppose that the noble six
hundred, who charged out of the House
the previous evening, would vote for an
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increase? And if not, how could some
half-dozen members hope to carry their
pt:oposition against the Government? His
own opinion on the subject was well
known. He had declared it from every
stump, but always with a reservation· to
himself. His stump speeches would show
his opinions. One was, that in no matter
would he quarrel with the party he was
acting with, so long as they were honestly
and faithfully advocating the principles
they professed; but when some half-dozen
persons banded themselves together for
the contumacious purpof\e of obstructing
the Ministry, he was not to be caught
in their net. The Opposition were playing 'with those half-dozen members like
a kitten did with a mouse, and so
purblind were the honorable gentlemen
that they did not see it. He was afraid,
however, that the country would open the
eyes of his honorable friends in "the corner" more completely even than had been
done on a recent occasion.
Mr. McCANN said that" his friends in
the corner" repudiated the fdendshi p of the
honorable member for Richmond. They
would prefer that the honorable merhber
should take his legitimate position behind
the Government rather than play the
Government spy in "the corner."
The CHAIRMAN called the honorable
member to order.
Mr. McCANN contended that there
was but one course to be pursued in the
present matter. If honorable members
desired to replace the proposed duty on
corn by a higher one, they must first remove the proposed duty in order to substitute something else. Whether the protectionist members obtained a majority or
not, they were bound to assert their principles. They, at all events, had not had to
go to Richmond and bargain with the
Minister 'of' Customs for a seat, and therefore they could give legitimate and honest
effect to the views which had returned
them.
Mr. DYTE submitted that the real
choice lay between the Government duty
on corn or none. at all; because, if the
amendment were carried, it was idle to
suppose that the Opposition, who honestly
supported free-trade views, would vote for
an increased duty. He must confess that
he occupied a vei'·y awkward position, because he still held the opinion he had
professed to his constituents-an opinion
opposed to duties on the necessaries of life.
R e was as much opposed to such duties
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now as be was when, standing alone in that
House, he nd,-ocated the tot.al abolition of'
the tea and sugar duties. However, the
proposed duty on com required consideration, both as a quest.ion of revenue and as a
quef!tion of protection. Looking at it from
the protection point of view, he was averse
to it. He did not believe that the farmers
l'equired it.
,Mr. JO~ES.-Look at the pet.itions.
Mr. DYTE thought that the less said
about petitions, the better.
When the
honomhle member sat on the Government
side of tlae II ouse petitions in favour of the
Ministerial measures could always be proCUI'lJd in any quantity. They were giving
the farmers the best. possible protection by
introducing a p"oper description of immigrants, and so increasing the number of
consumer~, by establishing markets, and
by opl:'ning up roads to those markets.
Still, if other encouragement was to be
given to the farmer, he should cel'taiJlly
not vote for the anlf'ndment submitted by
the honorable mpmber for Ripon and
Hampden, nor would that honol'llble mem·
bel"s frienCls thank him for his proposal.
'fhey wonld rather have a low tax than
none. As the honorable member for
Ballarnt East (Mr. Jones) once pllt it to
the protectionists, half a loaf was better
than none. To adopt that honorable
gentleman's own words :-" He would like
10 ask the prot.ectionists who opposed the
Governlllent scheme what they expected
from following such a leadel' as the honorable member for ~andridge, whose scheme
was that of free trade run mad, alld
warned them that, as no one could expect
to cal'1'y out his own views exactly, they
would, by refusing to accept what was now
offered, only rellder theil' ol~ect more
distant." He denied the statement that
the duty was likely to increase the price
of bread. The impost amounted to only
ld. on the 41b. loaf, and however much the
Melbourne bakers might have conspired to
raise prices on the duty being imposed, yet
in his own district prices had not ad ,,-anced.
Probably, also, the duty would evoke so
much competition among the farmers that
no increase in price would take place. On
the other side he found that a revenue of
£26,000 was expected from this item.
Under these circumstances, and as the
duty was Dot likely to fall on the population, it was a matter for considl'rution
whether cereais should not be taxed in a
like proportion to tea and sugar. He gave
tbe Opposition credit for the sincerity they
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had displayed t.he previous e"ening, when,
though the"e was a chance of obt,aining a
majority a.gaillst the Government, they
had conscientiously left the House rather
than vote against theil' principII's; and he
foresaw that, jf the amendment w ... re
carded, they would do the same, that
evening, leaving the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden fairly in the lllreh.
POl' these reasons, little as he re~arded
the taxation of necessaries with favoll r,
'he would support the Government propo~ition.

1\h. BURTT said he suppOl't.ec1 pl'otec.
tion to the farmpr on the :rround th:l t what
was good for .Jack was good fOl' .Jill. As
seyenteen trades were to recei ve protection,
the farmer had a legitimate claim, lIe
endol'sed the statement made by the Minister of Customs that the Victorian farmer
would enjoy an ad,-antage of 25 pel' cent.
over the South Australian farmPl'. Freight,
whal-fa.ge rates, and t.he dut.y, amount.ed t.o
about t.hat pe,'-C'entage on the actuHI value
of the flollr in Sout.h A ust.l'Ill ia ; and if the
fal'mer" here had bad roads to tlwir mlll'ket, was there not the set.-off' that the
South Australian farmel's had I:'qually bad
roads to their ports? The object of protection was to give :reneral employment to
families; a!ld if families were generally
employed it was 110 hardship that thpy
should have to pay a little more to benefit
the farmer.
Every J 121bs, of' flour was
to be subject to a duty of Is. This WflS
1d, per 91bs.; and 9Ib". of 'flour would
make f'ou\' 41b. loaves; so that the lax:
was !d. per loaf.
Mr. LA~GTON.-Do they sell bread
by f:u,thingi\ ?
Mr. BURTT did not care how they
~01<1 bread.
The soft-goods men last year
raised t.he price of some goods 200 per
cent. above the duty on p,'et,ence of t.he
impost, and there might he rogue" in grain
as well as out of grain. He did not fear
the competition of South A u:;trali a, so
much as he did that of' Culifomia, with its
good roads, in the shape of i'i vers, its cheap
land, and its fertile soil. Chilifln competition was worse still, for in Chili wages
were never higher than 6d. pel' day.
It was not common justice tilat Victorian fa,'mers should be denie -I assistance
, when competing with 'n labour rate like
that. For these reasons he accept.ed the
Government proposition as an instalment,
He was not going to join t.he free-t,'aders
ill striking out the proposed duty; as soon
as they had done which the free-traders
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would retreat, and leave the protectionists
with no duty at all. He would ke~p what
be could get, and then, when the duty was
found to work well, he would get more.
His young and enthusiastic friend (Mr.
McCann) must wait patiently. In fact,
the protectionists only required to make
one other convert in the House-the
honorable member for East Melbourne
(Mr.Langton); and, remembering how the
honorable member for Ballarat East (Mr.
Jones) was once an equally zealous champion of free trade, he did not despair of
achieving that eminent success. It was
asked what good protection all round could
do. Well, on the one hand, protection
would give employment to the manufacturing classes; and, on the other, it would
lead to so much competition among the
farmers that high prices could not be
maintained, and he would rather see a
cheap loaf obtained this way than see a
cheap loaf under free trade with the people
asking for employment. The one class
would buy the farmer's wheat, and the
farmer with this money would buy what
he needed from that class again. Thus,
under protection, they could both have
their cake and eat it. He accepted the
Government proposal as an instalment, and
he much doubted whether his protectionist
friends could hit upon a better plan.
Mr. G. V. SMITH could not permit
this stigma on the Statute-hook-this
denial of our enlightenment-to become
history without protesting against the
proposed oppression of the poor. The
phrase might have a decidedly clap-trap
sound, but a few figures would show that,
in this instance, it was a reality. The
Government proposition amounted to this,
that, in order to benefit some 20,000 landowners, an annual charge of £120,000
was to be laid on the community. No
landed interest had ever received such
protection as that. He asserted that the
charge was £120,000; for, while only
£25,000 went into the Treasury, yet four
times the quantity of corn on which that
duty would be paid was raised in the
colony, and would be equally enhanced in
value to the consumer. What pr~cedent
did any new country, in any age, furnish
for that? In what new country, where
land could be had almost for nothing, had
agriculture needed protection? Turning
to America, as it seemed the colony must
do in all these questions, he found that
Colton declared that agriculture could
stand by itself; and stand by itself it did
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in America until the Tariff of 1842, when
New England had become a large manufacturing community, importing wheat,
while Canada was largely exporting it
across the border. Then, and not till
then, did they dream of a protective
duty on corn in America. Let honorable
members bear in mind that Massachusetts alone imported some £7,000,000 or
£8,000,000 worth of agricultural products
annually, while Canada exported to New
England 50,000,000 bushels of wheat per
annum, and they would then understand
why the farmers of New England demanded a portion of that protection
already extended to all other classes.
There was no such analogy in this country.
There was no great manufacturing interest
here; and every facility, every advantage,
existed for agriculture that could be desired.
He did not see what reason could be advanced in support of a duty on grain. He
had certainly heard none from the Treasury
bench, from whence he expected to hear
some reasons given in support of the proposed duty. McCulloch had been cited as
an authority upon this question. He should
be sorry to cite McCulloch as the best
authority on matters of political economy.
He believed that, if the poor man ever had
an able enemy, and the rich man an able
friend, it was McCulloch. If any political
economist had succeeded in contradicting
himself, it was McCulloch; and even in his
views in reference to the duty on wheat
there was something like a contradiction.
McCulloch, it had been stated, advocated an increase of the duty on wheat
from Is. to 3s.; but what did he say in
another part of his work ?"There can be no doubt, taking everything
into account, that the profits of farmers are
upon a level with those of parties engaged in
other businesses. The landlords did not really
gain anything by the restrictions imposed on the
importation of foreign corn previous to 1846; and
that their interests had been best promoted by
throwing the ports open to the importation of
corn has been proved incontestably 'by the
event. . . . . When the demand for labour
is stationary or retrograde, taxes on necessities,
such as bread, would fall wholly on the labouring
class."

What answer could be given by honorable
members to this argument? On the same
subject, Mill said"Even in England regret is sometimes expressed that a moderate fixed duty was not
preserved on corn, on account of the revenue
it would yield. Independently, however, of the
general impolicy of taxes on the necessaries of
life, this doctrine overlooks the fact that reyenue
is received only on the quantity imported, but
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the tax is paid on the whole quantity consumed.
. . . . . . If the wheat produced in a
country is 20,000,000 of quarters, and the consumption 21,000,000-a million being annually
imported-and if on this million a duty is laid
which raises the price lOs. per quarter, the price
which is raised is not that of the million only,
but of the whole 21,000,000. The State gains a
revenue of half a million, while the consumers
are taxed ten millions and a half, which goes as
protection to the landlord."

.

That protection, McCulloch had said, did
not prove in the slightest. degree beneficial to the landlords. Farmers in England were in a far better condition now
than they were when the corn laws were
in existence. At the commencement of
the last century, when the duty on corn
was merely nominal, England was
able to export corn, the farmers made
money, and the landed interest, growing
strong, demanded and received more protection. The result of this protection was
that England, which had previously been
exporting corn, was obliged to import corn,
and continued to do so in spite of all
protective duties. No proof could be
adduced that protection ever benefited the
farmer. It was never until 1842 contended by political economists in America,
that protection would benefit the farmer in
that country, and then only on behalf of
the old ma.nufacturing states. He hoped
that the Government would give way on
this question. The Minister of Cnstoms
had confessed that he, for one, was very
much opposed to a duty on grain. Would
not the proposed duty fall altogether on
the consumer P He wonld read what Adam
Smith said"Every system which endeavours,either by extraordinary encouragements, to draw towards a
particular species of industry a greater share of
the capital of the society than would naturally
go to it, or, by extraordinary restraints, to force
from a particular species of industry some share
of the capital which would otherwise be employed in it, is in reality subversive of the great
purpose which it means to promote. It retards,
instead of accelerating, the progress of the
society towards real wealth and greatness; and
diminishes, instead of increasing', the real value
of the annual produce of its land and labour."

He would just add to this one remark from
a work which he very much wished some
members of that House would study-a
work written by a genuine friend of the
poor-a thoughtful, earnest advocate of
the cause of the many- The People'S Blue-

Book"All articles which constitute a large and
necessary portion of the food of the community,
or minister to the profitable employment of the
people, are unfit objects of taXation, in any way
or degree."
..
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He did not think that these arguments
could be controverted. He was certain
that members of the Ministry who were
supporting the proposed duties on breadstuffs were doing so against their will, and
only because they felt bound to give some
protection to the farmer, because they had
given some to the manufacturer, forgetting
that the two interests were in an entirely
different position-that there might be some
reason for assisting the manufacturer, but
that there was none whatever for assisting
the agriculturist in a new country, where
land could be obtained by any who could
cultivate it.
Mr. G. P. SMITH said it was his inten tion to vote for the motion of the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden, and he felt considerable gratification that the motion had been brought
forward, because it would give him an
opportunity of assisting ill getting rid
of the proposed duty on grain altogether.
The motion would be very convenient
for those supporters of the Government
who, while not exactly agreeing with a
duty on grain, were disposed to accept it,
rather than place themselves in a position of
active opposition to the Government. He
thought that the Ministry could afford no
sufficient excuse for the imposition of the
proposed duty on grain. If it was merely
intended as a revenue tax-if it was proposed simply to raise between £20,000
and £30,000 a year more revenue--:it
would be better to revert to the old taxes
on tea and sugar rather than impose this
duty on grain. The Government had distinctly disavowed any intention of giving
protection to the farmer in imposing this
duty. Had they boldly proposed to give
specific protection to the farmer, upon certain conditions, he should have been more
disposed at one time to have voted for such
a proposition, because he could conceive
that farmers laboured under the same difficulties as manufacturers, by reason of the
market being liable to be glutted by foreign
importations, and, in consequence of those
difficulties, he was ready to concede them
a moderate measure of protection. He
thought it would ·have been a feasible
scheme if the Government had proposed to
place a temporary duty on grain, to last for
one year-or to be continued from year to
year-upon this condition, that the farmers
should always show themselves to be in a
position to supply the wants of the colony;
because he contended that, until the farmers

did_show that they were in a position to
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supply the want.s of the colony, they had
no claim whatever to prot.ection. That
point had never yet been reached.
l\'it'. LO~G~101{E. -Give them the
land.
Mr. G. P. SMITH said that they had
got and wel'a getlin.~ the land at nominal
prices, and great facilities were affuI'dt-'d
1'01' the prog'I'ess of agriculture; but the
farmrrs had never yet heen ahle to show
that they were in a posit.ion to supply the
wants of the colony, and, until that period
an'j ved, they were not in the same position as manufacturers. He had always
contended that only those manufactures
which were I'eally l-luitable to the colony,
and which could be (!~trried on here at a
pI'ofit, wel'e entitled to be prot.ect.ed, He
lI1ust say that there was something in the
proposition of the Govel'llrnent which struck
Jlirn as mther repul:;i\·e. He thought that,
if the Gm'el'nment had not desit'ed to conciliate certain honorable members wit,h
regard to the duty on gl'ain, they would
not have proposed this tax at all, because
th(·y could easily have increased the duty on
othel' commodities to supply the deficiency
in the 1'e\'enue, Hut it was thought that
this slnall duty would be a sop in the
pan to conciliate that "very fonnidable
protectiollist party." lIe was glad to find,
fl'om the progl'ess of the deLate, that that
part.y was p:.tl'ely mythi(,al-tlmt it <.lid Hot
exist in the House. He should tl\(-'l'efol'e
vote for the motion of the honorable memLeI' for Ripon and Hampden, with a view
of defeating the proposed tax on gl'ain
altogether.
There was Imother reason
why he would do so, which was thisthat though he was in favour of protective
duties, a~ against Europe and America, he
was in favour also of a federaL syst.em
amongst the Australian colonies, and. he
wa:o; not disposed to interpose any balTiel's
which would pI'e,·ent t.he consummatioll of
fedel'ation at some period or other. He
did not believe that the farmers of this
colony had any case whatever as against
the farmel's of the neighbouring colonies.
He was not aware that labour was dearer
here, but he wns aware that., on the average, the ('rops wel'e better in Victoria than
in t.he neighbouring colonies. On this
ground he was not disposed to put a tax
on gmin. He thought that the real proteetion to thA fal'mers in this coulltry
would he nffol'de(l t.y opening up means
of cornmuni('ation between the agricult.ul'Ul
di:striets and the populous districts of the
,colony. ~hell the tw~ Bills l'ela.ting to
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local government were under· consideration, he shol:11d be ready with a proposition which would very milch facilitate
farmers in obtaining It market fur their
produce. It was well known that this
country was infe:5ted with tolls-t.hat
whilst the ports of the colony were practically open to the admission of fOl'eign
pI'oduce, farmers were taxed to a fl'iglltful
ext.ent.. There was 1I0t a markel, gardener
within a few miles of Melbourne who was
not taxed vel'y heavily, fOl' the SUppOl't of
extravagant municipalities, before he could
bring his produce into the city. He hoped
that, when the Municipal and Local Government Bills were under consideration,
some means would be adopted for the
abolition of tolls altoget.her, by which a
very substnntial meaSUl'e of protection
would be given to a~riculturiRts. These
were his views, anu, acting upon t.hem, he
intended to vote for the vel'y convenient
loop-hole offel'ed by the honorctble member
for Ripon and Hampden, for striking out
t1le propm;ed ta.x on grain.
DI'. EM 13LI~G expressed his conviction
that the cause of protection was exposed
to more dangel' from such honorable members as the last speaker tha.n from ~1I1y
other sOllrce. The honorable membel' for
South Bourke, although he represented a
large number of farmel's, seemed to r(~oice
at finding a "convenient loop-hole" in
order t.o destroy protection to the fal'ming
interest, instead of nssisting the endeavour
to ma.ke the proposed protection to that
important interest such as would be in
some measme equal to the emergency.
The honorable member also said that the
protection party was supposed to be a
very· powerful party, but that., on looking
round the [-louse, he found it was
mythical-that it was gone. The party
was not gone. The protectionists were
still there; but many of them, having
corne into the House as protectionists, were
prepared, at any man's bidding, to throw
their pledges to the wind, and vote for
free trade or protection, just as they were
directed. If honorable members, i~stead
of reading. extracts from books, without
giving the context, would study the history
of this colony, they would find that the
farmers had protection previous to 1851,
and tbat they were enabled to produce
abundant breadstuffs, and were contented
and happy. For many years antecedent
to 185 L the expol'ts h~ld exceeded the imports year by year by the amollnt of

£200,000, thus proving the efficacy of a
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protective duty; but these ninepenny and
one-shilling duties would neither help the
farmer nor the population generally. Already the 41b. loaf was a penny more in
price, and the farmers, if they believed
these duties would give them pl'otection,
would find themselves egregiously mistaken. If such duties were imposed for
two or three years as would prevent the
market being glutted with foreign grain,
the farmeTs of this colony would then be
able to hold their own against the world.
The honorable member for the Ovens (Mr.
G. V. Smith) had read a number of quotations from the works of Adam Smith,
McCulloch, and others; but when it was
remembered that the British Government,
for the last hundred years, had had hiTeling
writers, to write free' trade one day and
protection another, just as it served their
own interests, those men should not be received too implicitly as authorities. The
. prosperity of the agricultural class and the
prosperity of the manufacturing class were
inseparably connected together-the one
could not prosper unle~s the other prospered. On this subject Adam Smith said" The greatest and most important branch of
the commerce of every nation is that w!Jich is
carried on between the inhabitants of the town
and those of the country. The inhabitants of
the town draw from the country the rude produce which constitutes the materials of their
work and the fund of their subsistence, and they
pay for this produce by sending back to the
country a certain portion of it manufactured
and prepared for immediate use. And whatever
tends to diminish in any country the number of
artificers and manufacturers, tends to diminish
the home market-the most important of all
markets for the produce of the land-and thereby
still further to discourage agriculture."
He hoped that honorable members would
not consider the question of protection to
the farmer from any narrow or circumscribed view. Would the protectionists
accept this sham, or wonld they boldly
strike out the duty proposed by the Government, and substitute something for it
which would be really protective? Every
honorable member who was in favour of
protection to the farming class ought at
least to increase the duty on grain from 9d.
to Is. per cwt. If 9d. was struck out, the
protection party were strong enough, if
honest, to carry a larger vote. If, by protection, the quantity of grain produced in
the colony was increased, a large amount
of money, which now went to pay for imported breadstuffs and foreign labour, would
be kept in the colony. On this point Adam
Smith said-
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"The inland or home trade .
affords
the greatest revenue and creates the greatest
employment to the people of the country. A
capital employed in the home trade will sometimes make twelve operations before a capital
employed in the foreign trade has made one.
If the capitalists are equal. therefore, the one
will give twenty-four times more encouragement
and support to the industry of the country than
the other."
If Adam Smith was an authority, honorable members were bound to demand that
a policy should be initiated which would
give certainty and security to the development of the home trade. The Government
said that, if the 9d. was struck out, they
would join the ultra free-trade party iii
preventing any protection being given to
the farmer. Such a statement ought surely
to open the eyes of the people, and prevent
them being duped any longer. His im·
pression was, that it would be better to
have no duty on grain at all than merely
to have a duty of 9d. per cwt. He hoped
that every member who was a protectionist
and a friend of the country would vote for
an increase of the duty.
Mr. B"GRROWES intimated that be
should vote for the amendment, and also
against any increase of the .duty.
Mr. HALFEY said he should be very
sorry to give any vote which would have
the effect of permanently increasing the
price of wheat. It was not with that
view that he was in favour of an import
duty on wheat. He believed it would
ha ve the effect of decreasing the price and
steadying the supply. When the Tariff
of 1865 was llnder consideration he proposed a motion to the following effect:"That the duty on imported wheat, oats,
barley, and other cereals shall be 6d. per bushel,
and on each ton of flour of 2,OOOlbs. it shall be
£ 1 per ton; but that the same shall be admitted
free when the market value of wheat is 6s. and
over; oats, 4s. and over; barley, 5s. and over;
and maize, 5s. and over; the market rate to be
declared weekly by the Commissioner of Trade
and Customs."
His object was to encourage the farmer,
by steadying the price of grain, and thus
secure the culti vation of a larger acreage
of grain and increase the home supply.
In 1859 there were 358,000 acres of land
under wheat cultivation in the colony,
and the price averaged from 8s. to 128.
per bushel; in 1860, the quantity
under cultivation was 419,000 acres,
and the average price from 7s. 9d. to
9s. 6d.; in 1861, 439:000 acres under
cultivation, and the average price 5s. 6d.
to 7s. 6d.; in 1862, 465,000 acres, and
the average price from 4s. 10d. to 6s. 3d.;
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in 1863, 507,000 acres, and the average
price 4s. 9d. to 6s. 8d. ; and in 1864 the
number of acres under cultivation had
fallen to 479,000. No doubt this decrease
was the result of the foreign competition
to which the farmers of this country were
exposed. Had the colonial farmer been
secured a fair amount of protection against
imported grain, the acreage under cultivation would have increased instead of
decreased. In 1850, 17,328 bushels of
grain were produced in California; in
1860-ten years afterwards-the quantity produced was 5,916,619 bushels. A
duty of 20 per cent. was charged on
imported grain in California, and, seeing
the immense increase whic4 had taken
place in the quantity produced in that
country under that duty, no one could
say that the duty had increased the
price of flour to the consumer. Moreover,
California, instead of being dependent on
foreign countries, exported breadstuffs to
the value of 3,583,700 dollars in that
year. If a protective duty would have a
similar effect in this country, it would be
greatly to the advantage of all classes.
The report of the Committee on Manufactures would bear him out in asserting
that the effect of the imposition of an import duty on an article which the colony
was adapted to produce, was to lead to the
eupply of an article better suited to the
tastes of the people and at a cheaper rate.
If, by giving protection to the farmer, the
colony could be made independent of other
countries for its supply of breadstuffs, it
was the duty of the Legislature to afford
that protection.
Mr. SNODGRASS remarked that the
duty was not proposed by the Government
either on protectionist or free-trade grounds,
but for revenue purposes. He asked honorable members to pause before imposing a
tax on breadstuffs, and consider whether
there was any necessity for such a tax for
the purpose of obtaining revenue. In his
opinion, the Government could not justify
the proposed tax-they had no justification
for compelling the people to pay dearer for
their bread. It was nonsense to say that
the effect of the duty would be to cheapen
the price of bread. Such a doctrine was
opposed to all reasoning. The avowal of
the Minister of Customs-who was one of
the leading protectionists in the Housethat he was opposed to a tax on corn,
ought to have considerable weight with
honorable members. If other members of
the Government were of the same opinion,
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they ought to declare their views; but
it appeared to him that the Ministry
were not sufficiently strong to resist
the agitation for protection to the farmer.
A tax on breadstuffs would certainly
not benefit the constituents of honorable members who represented gold-field or
manufacturing districts, nor any other class
except, perhaps, the farmers. As the members of the Government were divided as to
the propriety of imposing this tax, he hoped
that they would take courage and vote according to their consciences.
Mr. WHEELER observed that, if the
Government declared that they would not
assist in increasing the duty, he was prepared to accept the responsibility of voting
for the amount as it stood, and he believed
that his vote would meet with the approval
of his constituents. Perhaps one justification for voting for the duty proposed by the
Government was the fact that a considerable sum was to be voted this year
for making roads in the country districtsworks which would cheapen the transit of
agricultural produce to the centres of population. That alone would tend to prevent
this small tax increasing the price of
breadstuffs. He disputed the accuracy of
the calculation of the honorable member
for East Melbourne (Mr. Langton), that
the duty would make a difference of £1 lOs.
per year in the price of the bread consumed by a family of six persons. Estimating the population at 600,000, and
allowing every man, woman, and child in
the colony to consume, on an average, one
pound of bread per day-which was a
liberal estimate-he (Mr. Wheeler) estimated that the quantity of flour which
would be used for bread in a year would
be about 97,784 tons, the duty on which
would be equal to about 3s. 3d. per
head of the population, or rather less than
£ 1 for a family of six persons. He had
never been a very rabid protectionist,
nor a very strict free-trader. He was
in favour of taxes which would foster
colonial manufactures and other industries,
so long as they were not oppressive to the
people. The proposed tax on grain was
not a heavy one, and he believed it would
be attended with compensating' advantages,
inasmuch as it would tend to the steadying
of prices, and give an impetus to agricultural pursuits. At present, by importations
and speculations, wheat was at one time
2s. 9d. per bushel, and at another 11 s.
At the one price it would not pay the
colonial grower, and at the other it was
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almost at famine price for the poor. He
believed the working man would rather
pay a uniform rate for bis bread than
have it at one. time at a very low price
and at another at a famine price.
Mr. LEVI said he believed that the
duties on breadstuffs proposed by the Government would afford no protection to the
farmer, while, as he pointed out in his
speech on the Budget, they would impose
a burthen of £220,000 per annum on the
entire community. A family of six persons
would be called upon to pay far more than
the amount mentioned by the honorable
member for Creswick (Mr. Wheeler).
The duties proposed by tbe Government
could not be regarded as satisfactory
either to protectionists or to free-traders.
If any class was entitled to protection,
it was the farming class. The Chief
Secretary, in his address on the Budget, the other evening, stated that one
portion of the policy adopted by the
present Administration was to reduce
taxation upon the necessaries of lifealluding more particularly to the reduction in the duties on tea and sugar. Now
it was a positive fact that the people had
not been benefited, in the slightest degree
by the reduction in those duties. The
benefit of the reduction, whatever it might
be, had gone, not into the pockets of the
consumers, but into the pockets of the
firms who had imported the articles
named. The working classes had not
benefited one iota by. the reductions.
With regard to this proposed duty on
corn, it might fairly be predicted that the
only way in which it would affect the consuming class would be by making them pay
dearer for their bread. In fact, that increase took place as soon as the Government
intentions to propose this duty were announced. This being so, honorable members would act only judiciously by vot.ing
for the amendment. He could not understand how honorable members, animated
by any purity of feeling towards their
constituents, and knowing how difficult it
was for the working classes to obtain full
employment, could continue to support
those who were for imposing taxation
upon almost every article that came into
the colony. Taxes upon food had been
opposed to the policy of the most able
statesmen, and had been the precursors of
riots and misfortunes in all parts of the
world. He was sure that this measure of
placing a duty upon corn would recoil
upon those who were foremost in promot-
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ing it. He was for supporting a measure
of taxation that would yield some revenue
to the State, and would, at the same time,
give needful assistance to those who settled
upon and cultivated the lands of the country, without increasing the cost of the
staff of life to the consumer. But this
the piece of sham legislation now before
the committee would never accomplish.
Mr. McLELLAN thought the colony
had come to "a great stretch," indeed,
seeing that it was necessary to impose a
tax upon the food of the people in order
The
to carryon the Government.
working classes were now in a worse
position than they had been at any time
during his residence in the colony.
Instead of imposing heavy taxes on the
people, it was the duty of those in power
to see if the expenses of carrying on the
Government of the country could not in
some way be curtailed. In his opinion,
the whole system of Government in this
country was nothing more nor less than
a gigantic swindle upon the people.
With a population of only something
over 600,000, and with a revenue, in
proportion to the population, unequalled in
the world, why should not the expenses of
the Government be cut down in order that
the expenditure of the country might be
brought within its income? They were
going to tax the food of the people for the
purpose of constructing defences. But
what was there to defend? If the colony
continued in its present state, the working
classes would have to se~k for employment
elsewhere; and yet expenses were being
incurred altogether unwarranted by the
circumstances of the colony. The amount
of taxation proposed upon corn would be
a charge upon the working classes, but it
would be of no benefit to the farmers. Indeed, the farmers laughed at it. As soon
as it was known abroad that a certain
amount of taxation was here levied on
breadstuffs, merchants in other parts of the
world would cease to send flour to this
market. As a matter of course, prices would •
then increase far more in proportion than
the amount of taxation; and although the
proceeding might benefit the farmer to
some extent, would it benefit the miner or
the mechanic ?-would it benefit the great
proportion of the population? No. Give
to the farmers the advantages of commons,
which they had not been able to get; let
the money which those who had taken up
land under the Land Act had paid as rent
be regarded as a portion of the purchase
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money. That was the way to benefit the
farmer. To impose a duty of simply 4td.
per bushel upon grain, was merely to
insult him. But had the country come
to this extreme-that it was necessary to
levy a tax upon the food of the people to
keep up a sham? for he contended that the
Government of this country was nothing
but a delusion and a sham. It was rotten
in itself, and rotten to the very core. The
miners had to suffer from taxation on their
clothing, their candles, and their tools;
on everything that they wore and drank;
and now they had to endure taxation on
the food necessary for their subsistence.
He was aware that the duty would be
carried, simply, because the Government
were supported by men who came into
the House pledged only to support the
Government. He knew not what would
, be thought of this Parliament hereafter.
There was such an amount of dead ballast
in it, that it was hopeless for questions
really affecting the welfare of the country
to be decided upon the floor of the House.
Everything appeared to be decided elsewhere. He regretted the absence from
the House of many able and enlightened
men, who were always prepared to deal
with a case according to its merits. In
his opinion, nothing worse could befall a
country than to impose a tax upon the staff
of life merely to carryon the Government.
He believed that, if the fate of the Tariff
had to be decided in the Assembly by
ballot, not six members besides the Government would be found voting for it.
Then, was not this sham legislation?
What had Parliament come to, that honorable members were afraid of expressing
their views? He believed that, if the
Governmen t were to propose to expel the
working classes from the colony, a certain
number of gentlemen on the Treasury
benches would be found supporting them
in the proceeding. The working classes
had been deluded into the present state
of things by gross fraud. At public meet, ings and elsewhere every means had been
adopted to induce them to believe that
the Tariff would be of some advantage
to them. Let Ministers come down to
the House and propose an eq~it3,ble system of retrenchment, and he wC'Jld support them. But it was not the welfare of
the country that politicians who were to
be found on the Treasury bench usually
had at heart. It was all very well to
advocate the cause of the people when
sitting on the Opposition side of the
Mr. McLellan.

the Tariff.

House; but when sitting on the Treasury
bench, with £1,600 a year, it was quite a
different thing. He was not sure, if exposed to the temptation, whether he should
be able to bear up against such an influence as £1,600 a year. At the same
time he could not understand why the
expenditure of the country could not be
brought wHhin £3,300,000 per year.
There were fifty ways in which the expenditure could be curtailed. M any of
the civil servants, who did very little for
the money, received a far larger rate of
remuneration than was paid to civil servants in any other country under the sun.
He would sooner see the Parliament annihilated than that the present state of
things should continue. A revolution'in
the affairs of the country would come in
time, and his only wish was that it would
come speedily.
Mr. COPE remarked that he was not
prepared to say whether the prayers or
the curses of the last speaker preponderated,
but, judging by his personal appearance,
the honorable member had taken the first
step for his initiation into the priesthood.
The honorable member had made one of
his usual ~ttacks on the Government" and,
true as, the needle to the pole, he had
followed that up by an attack on Government supporters. As a supporter of
the Ministry, he (Mr. Cope) begged to
state that, when honorable gentlemen in
opposition could propose a policy better
suited to the interests of the country than
that proposed by the Ministry, he would
give them his support; but, until they did
this, he should act independently, and
give his support to the present Ministry.
Honorable members were told the other
night that the policy of the Government
was essentially vicious, and that it
would increase the price of every article
to which it was applied. Now he defied
the honorable member who made that
statement to show that the principle of
protection, as propounded by the protectionists of this country, had the effect
of raising the price of a single article.
If it could be shown, he, for one, would
renounce the principle of protection. The
general effect of protection, properly regulated, was to reduce the price of the
articles to which it applied. He was at a
loss to know what the honorable member
for Ripon and Hampden intended by his
amendment. If he thought that the freetraders, having assisted to expunge the
item, would assist him in carrying a higher
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duty on corn, the honorable member was
vel'y much mistaken. The free-trade members would again leave the Chamber, and
be seen no more until the principle of
protection was destroyed. The honorable
member for the Ovens (Mr. G. V. Smith)
had stated that the farmers of England
had been better off since the duty on COl'u
had been reduced to Is. per quarter than
evel' they were. Did the honorable member mean to say that this end had been
obtained by the farmer continuing to grow
corn undel' a free-trade Tariff? Had they
done so, they would have been almost
annihilated. But the farmers of England,
particulat'ly those of the midland counties,
took a \,'iser course. When they found that
they could not grow corn to an advantage,
becau:w they had no protection, they threw
theil' lands out of corn cultivation and
they Lecame stock breederd and feeders.
Thus it was that they became better off
and realized a large amount of profit. He
(MI', Cope) had nn objection toa fixed duty
on COl'll. He believed that a duty on corn
on a sliding scale would be highly beneficial
to the country. In times of scarcity, from
the smallness of the protection, the smallness of the yield, or other causes, prices
might go up to a serious extent-say to
lOs. or 125. per bushel. In that event, a
fixed duty would become vicious in its
action. The amendment of the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden offered
no way of getting out of the difficulty;
and therefore he intended, when the Bill
founded upon the Tariff resolutions was in
committ.ee, to move the insertion of a provision to the effect, that when and so often
as the market value of wheat in Melbourne
exceeded 6s. per bushel of 60lbs., and
when and so often as the market value of
flour exceeded £ 14 per ton of 2,OOOlbs.,
wheat and flour should, from time to time,
by order of the Go~ernor in Council, be
imported free of duty; and that when and
so often as the market value of wheat
and flour respectively should fall below
the prices named, the duties by the Act
imposed on wheat and flour should, by like
order, be levied until further orders made
in that behalf. He believed that such a
provision would have the effect of keeping
the price of corn' comparatively steady, and
of giving an impetus to a more extensive
culti vation of the soil, wi th the probability
of the colony being able to grow sufficient
corn for the wants of its people without
importing a single bushel.

vernment proposition, just mentioned by
the honorable member for East Bourke
Boroughs, could not be brought forward
and discussed at once?
Mr. COPE begged to state that the proposition waS his own, and that, if the
honorable member for Ballarat East desired
further information, it should be granted to
him, provided he would rise straightforwardly in his place, and put his question
like a man.
The committee divided on the question
that the words-" Ninepence per cwt."proposed to be left out, stand part of the
resolution.
36
Ayes
31
Noes

Mr. JONES asked whether the Go-

every kind not otherwise enumerated,

Majority against Mr. Lon g-} 5
more's amendment
•••
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Balfour,
Bindon,
Bowman,
Burtt,
Byrne,
Connor,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Davies,
Dyte,
Farrell,
Foott.
Francis,
Frazer,
Grant,
Harbison,
H. Henty,
Higinbotham,
King,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
Dr.
Mr.
"
"
Dr.
Mr.
"
"
"
"
"

,Aspinall,
Blackwood,
Bunny,
Burrowes,
Casey,
Edwards,
Embling,
Evans,
Halfey,
Hanna,
Heath,
Hopkins,
Jones,
Kerferd,
Langton!
Longmore,
Love,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Kyte,
Macgregor,
McCaw,
McCulloch,.
McKean,
Pearson,
Plummer,
Reeves,
Riddell,
J. T. Smith,
F. L. Smyth,
Tucker,
Vale,
Verdon,
Wheeler.

Tellers.
Mr. Baillie,
" Sands.
NOES.

Mr. McCann,

" McLellan,
" Macpherson,
" Moore,
" O'Grady,
" Orr,
" Richardson,
" G. P. Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" Snodgrass,
" Snowball,
., Wilson.
Tellers.
Mr. Levi,
" Whiteman.

The motion for imposing a duty of 9d.
per cwt. on "grain and pulse of every
kind, not otherwise enumerated,"· was then
agreed to.
On the motion of Mr. VERDON, a duty
of 1s. per cwt. on "grain and pulse of
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when ground or in any way prepared or
manufactured," was also agreed to.
Mr. VERDON then moved "that all
other imported goods, including corn and
wool-bags, which are not enumerated in
the foregoing list, nor included in the
appended schedule of exemptions, be
charged 5 per cent. ad valorem."
In reply to Mr. JONES,
Mr. VERDON promised that the Supply
Bill should not pass until honorable members had had an opportunity of considering
the question as to the exemptions of mixtures containing only °a small proportion of
silk. At present the Government had
come to no decision on the point.
Mr. LONGMORE reminded honorable
members of the danger which attended
leaving too large a discretionary power in
the hands of the Minister of the depart-·
mente He called attention to the indefinite
nature of the words, "minor articles of
mixed or undescribed materials used in
the making-up of apparel."
The CHAIRMAN said that the item
referred to had been already disposed of.
Mr. JONES remarked that at any rate
it was open for the honorable member to
move that sewing silk and silk twist be
included in the list of exemptions'. These
articles were, in fact, raw materials. By
exempting them, some 12,000 persons
would be benefited, and he did not think
that the revenue would be seriously injured.
Mr. VERDON stated that two deputations had waited on the Minister of Customs, and had undertaken to furnish lists
of articles used in the trades concerned
which ought. to be exempted. A proposition on the subject would be laid before
honorable members before the Tal'iff was
passed, and the honorable member could
then move the addition of any articles he
thought proper.
The motion was agreed to, and the
resolutions were then reported.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The report of the committee on this
Bill was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. HIGINBOTHAM,
the Bill was read a third time and passed.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Irise to move
the second reading of the Local Government Act Amendment Bill. The Govern-

Amendment Bill.

ment propose to refer both this measure
and the Municipalities Act Amendment
Bill to select committees, but I desire to
postpone the appointment of the committee
until the Minister in charge of the department under which the Act is worked is
present in the House, in order that I may
propose him as one of the members of the
committee. Moreover, I think it will be
better that the two committees should not
be sitting at one and the same time, as
some honorable members may be appointed
on both. Under these circumstances, I intend to proceed, in the first instance, with
the Municipalities Act Amendment Bill.
Mr. CASEY.-I would suggest that, as
a considerable number of the clauses in
the Bills referred to are precisely the
same-the provisions regarding the mode
of rating, the duty of officers, and the
powers as to borrowing money, being almost
identical-it would be advisable to consolidate the two measures. There would
then be a complete measure, 'one part
dealing exclusively with municipalities,
another portion dealing exclusively with
road boards and shires, and a third portion
common to both. The law would be infinitely more simple under this arrangement than it now is, and, moreover, in
most instances, legal decisions would affect
both classes of subjects more directly than
is the case at present.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I will undertake to inform the committee of the honorable member's suggestion; but I am
afraid the time required, and the difficulties
in the way, will render the consolidation
of the two measures almost impossible.
The Bill was then read a second time.
MUNICIPALITIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
On the motion of Mr. HIGINBOTHAM,
this Bill was read a second time. The
honorable member notified that the following day he would move that the Bill be
referred to a select committee.
COLLECTORS OF CUSTOMS.
Mr. LANGTON moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House copies of the following documents :-The
declarations made under the 17th section of the
Audit Act by the collectors of customs at Melbourne and Geelong in November and December, 1865; all correspondence and other communications which passed uetween the collectors,
the Government, and the Audit Commissioners
in relation to the said declarations."

Mr. LEVI seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.

Tohin Yallock
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CASE OF MR. G. J. FORSTER.
Mr. CASEY moved" That a select committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon the claims of Mr. G.
J. Forster against the late National Board of
Education, with power to send for persons and
papers; three to form a quorum; such committ.ee to consist of Mr. Riddell, Mr. Vale, Mr.
Snodgrass, Mr. McCann, Mr. Ramsay, Mr.
Halfey, Mr. Jones, Mr. Smyth, Dr. Embling, Mr.
G. V. Smith, and the mover."
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the matter should be investigated, I do
not desire to oppose the motion; but I
will ask the members of the committee to
weigh well the consequences of any report
they may bring up.
Mr. McCANN.-I desire to call the
attention of the House to one fact, and
that is that precisely similar claims have
already been investigated by a select committee, of which I was chairman, and
have been met by this House. The present claim was not put in at the proper
time, because legal proceedings were pending. Mr. Forster was wrongly advised to
resort to the law courts; but I do not
think that, on that account, he should be
deprived of rights which certainly would
have been recognized by the select committee.
The motion was agreed to.

It appears (said the honorable member)
that Mr. Forster was engaged as a teacher
under the National Board, at Taradale, in
1862, and the passing of the Common
Schools Act prevented his receiving certain payments which he would have
obtained had the National Board been in
existence. The matter was brought under
the' notice of the Chief Secretary, who
suggested a resort to the law courts.
This was done; but the principle that
NAVAL TRAINING SHIP.
one corporation cannot be made responMr.
SNODGRASS (in the absence of
sible for the debts of another, prevented
the plaintiff recovering. The Board of Mr. BUNNY) movedEducation was applied to; but, according
"That there be laid upon the table of this
to the opinion of the Attorney-General, House a copy of the report of the commission or
board, of which the Chief Harbour-master was
the Board cannot appropriate money to the
head, appointed for inquiring into the manthe payment of the debts of the National agement of the naval training ship."
Board. A sum of £1,026 was placed on
Mr. WHITEMAN seconded the motion,
the Estimates for 1865 to meet similar which was agreed to.
claims, so that the difficulty is not a new
TOBIN YALLOCK SWAMP.
one, but, in fact, has arisen, and has been
met before. I think that the fact that the
Mr. LONGMORE movedclaimant has no other appeal than to this
" That in the opinion of this House the lease
House j llstifies the application for a select of the Tobin Yallock swamp should not be
committee.
granted to Mr. Lyall."
Mr. McCANN seconded the motion.
I would point out (said the honorable
Mr. McCULLOCH. - I have always member) that when the regulations for
felt some difficulty in dealing with this the leasing of swamps were before the
case. The facts are these. Mr. and Mrs. - House they did not meet with general apForster were appointed by the National proval. It was thought that they did not
Board, were classified according to a cer- ensure that proper use should be made of
tain scale, and a fixed payment was to be the swamps. On this ground alone I
made to them, provided always that Par- think no more leases should be issued until
liament voted the necessary money. Par- new regulations have been framed. There
liament did notvote the money that year, and is another reason for the non-issue of this
consequently the Board could not meet the particular lease. When it was known that
claim. There may be a hardship in the swamps were to be leased Mr. Lyall put in
case, but that hardship was occasioned an application, which was thus noticed in
entirely by the action of Parliament; and the pressit is a matter for serious consideration
" Mr. W. Lyall applied for a lease of the Tarbwhether, when one Parliament decides murrack swamp,in the parcel of Yallock, county
that only a certain sum shall be available of Mornington, also to be devoted to agriculfor a particular purpose, a subsequent Par- tural purposes. There was no opposition. The
area of this swamp is some 4,000 acres, and the
liament ought to supplement the vote. If applicant stated that it would take some ten
we admit the principle, we shall have miles of drainage to carry the water off, at a
claims, not only for 1862, but for many cost of £1 per chain. He would not consent to
previous years. The case has been already accept a lease unless it was granted in per..
petuity, or a right of purchase at £1 per acre
before the civil courts, when the plaintiff was given him at the end of a fixed time. Mr.
was nonsuited. As it may be well that Ligar said that the board had no power to go
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beyond the terms of the Act; but, as it thought
that it would be a very desirable thing to have
the sort of country this swamp consisted of
reclaimed, if for sanitary purposes only, the
board would take his application into consideration, and see on what terms a lease could
be' granted to him, although it was doubtful if
one could be given for a longer period than
tWE!nty-one years."

Since then the shire council of the district
has made a road and a bridge across· a portion of the swamp, and has cut a drain
twenty feet wide and five feet deep, by
which the swamp has been completely reclaimed. I'am informed that though there
is one-third scrub, yet the remaintler is now
grass land of the very best quality, far
superior to that opened for selection in the
district. It would be a great boon, in fact,
if the land were surveyed and thrown open
in small sections.
Mr. GRANT.-The honorable member
will excuse my interrupting him, but his
statements are entirely new to me; and, if
he will postpone his motion, I will direct
an officer of the Lands department to inspect the swamp and report to me on its
present condition.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I have no objection, provided that the month during which
the lease has to lie on the table be not
allowed to expire before the matter is disposed of.
Mr. GRANT.-It is quite sufficient that
the lease should be objected to within the
month.
The motion was postponed accordingly.
YARRA POLLUTION BILL.
Mr. EDWARDS moved for leave to
bring in a Hill to repeal the clauses in the
Public Health Statute relating to the
pollution of the river Yarra.
Dr. EMBLING seconded the motion.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill,
having been brought in, was read a first
time.
The House adjourned at sixteen minutes
past eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Thursday, March 7, 1867.
The PRESIDENT took the chair at halfpast four O'clock, and, finding that there
was not a quorum present, declared the
House adjourned until Tuesday, March 12.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, March 7, 1867.
Batman's Hill Swamp-Civil Service Regulat.ions-Magisterial Appointments- Municipalities Act Amendment
Bill-Lunacy Laws Oonsolidation and Amendment BillDrainage of East Oollingwood.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four "'o'clock.
BATMAN'S HILL SWAMP.
Mr. MOORE called the attention of the
Minist.er of Lands to a proclamat.ion in
the Government Gazette. among the sales
by public auction, on the 26th March next,
of "Lot 11, allotment A3a, with improvements valued at £6,895, situated on the
Batman's Hill swamp, adjoining the Melbourne gas works, the site of Mr. "VilIiams' factory." The honorable member
observed that the land in question was in
area considerably in excess of the allotments usually offered within town boundaries. The size of town allotments was
ordinarily half an acre; whereas the land
to which he referred was three acres in
extent, and there were valuable improvements, wldch would effectually preclude
anything like competition. It seemed extraordinary that, while the Government
proposed to vote a sum of £35,000 for the
resumption of three or four aCI'es of land,
which was alienated from the Crown some
years since; while it had been the policy
of every Government to resist most persistently any and evel'y attempt to gain
possession of the freehold of any land in
the locality in question-so much so that
the Melbourne Gas Comp:;tny held their
premises, as he believed, merely on lease;
while the utmost which had. been granted
with reference to such land had been occupation merely for storage and other purposes, with the power of resumption on the
part of the Crown at any period whatever for public purposes; while it had
been over and over again decided that, in
the event of any great scheme of dock
construction, the land in this particular
locality must of necessity"be absorbed in
that work-it seemed extraordinary that
any step of the kind to which he referred
should be taken. He respectfully and
earnestly urged the Government, on no
consideration whatever, to allow the alienation of one single foot of land which
would in all probability-he might say in
all certainty-be required in any great
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scheme of dock construction; and he
hoped that the Minister of Lands would
be prepared to give his assurance that the
land to which attention had been called
would absolutely and positively be withdrawn from sale.
Mr. GRANT expressed 'his satisfaction
at the subject being brought before the
House, inasmuch as it afforded him the
opportunity of explaining the circumstances of the case. A lease of the land
in question-which was situate between
the gas works and the railway fence-was
granted by the last Government to Mr.
Williams, the coach manufacturer, who
had since spent from £10,000 to £15,000
in buildings and other works. Mr. Williams had been twice floo<.1ed out; the
water on the premises being, on the first
occasion, to the height of six feet, and, on
the second, to the height of four feet. It
was utterly impossible, unless there was
some sort of guarantee beyond the short
tenul'e of a, lease, to expect any man to
sink capital in anything like permanent
buildings. MI'. Williams made out a very
fair case to the Government for submitting
the land to public auction. Having first
ascertained that the sale of the allotment
would not interfere with the carrying
out of any of the schemes which had
been brought furward f['om time to time
in reference to dock accommodation,
he (Mr. Grant) proceeded to consider
what should be the upset price. He
ascertained that no land had been sold in
the same locality, and, considering all the
circumstances, he felt that £ 100 per acre
would be a fair sum to fix as the upset
price-that it was neither too high nor too
low. Since then-but before the honorable member for Sandridge gave notice of
his question-he had reconsidered the
whole matter, and he had decided that,
for the present at all events, the sale
should be postponed. Honorable members
would, no doubt, agree with him that, if
it was not absolutely necessary to retain
this land for public purposes, it was desirable so to deal with it that men might
have an opportunity of investing their
capital in an enterprise which would be
of great advantage to a large number of
the people of this country.
CIVIL SERVICE REGULATIONS.
Mr. LEVI asked the Chief Secretary
whether, by clause 6 in the regulations for
the civil service of Victoria, it was intended
that professional men employed under the
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Government, after having given the full
amount of time required of them in the
execution of their duties, were not to use
their after time in any matter or way connected with their professions in which
either a direct or future prospect of remuneration was expected?
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that he could
only refer the honorable member to the
clause itself, which set forth as plainly as
possible that" no professional officer shall
engage or continue in the private practice
of his profession, without the express permission in writing of the responsible Minister."
MAGISTERIAL APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. HOPKINS (in the absence of Mr.
MCCANN) called attention to the fact that
while magistrates had recently been created
in Geelong and other places which had
a sufficiency of magistrates alrea<.1y, repeated applications for the appointment
of magistrates in districts such as Meredith
and Winchelsea, where magistrates were
much needed to carry out the law, had
been made without success. The honorable member asked the Minister of Justice
upon what principle magistrates were appointed, and what steps were necessary
to be taken to have magistrates appointed
in the districts alluded to ?
Mr. BINDON e~tpressed his belief that
the honorable member for South Grant
was mistaken. The police magistrate at
Steiglitz attended at Meredith once a
month; and he could find in the department only one letter as to the way in which
magisterial business was transa.cted at that
place. With reference to Winchelsea,
some inconvenience had arisen in cons'equence of a change in the presidency of
the shire council. That fact having been
brought under his notice, the police magis"
trate at Geelong (Mr. Bonsey) had been
directed to attend at Winchelsea until
other e.rrangements were made. The
principle upon which the Government
acted, with regard to the appointment
of magistrates, was that, when they
found a district in need of a magistrate,
they endeavoured to fin<.1 the best person
and appointed him. As to the steps
necessary to be taken in order to have
magistrates appointed in the districts
alluded to, he did not know that any steps
were necessary.
His attention having
been called to the subject, he would make
further inquiries, and, if persons suitable
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for the position of magistrate could be
found in the localities, they would be
appointed.

MUNICIPALITIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM moved"That the Municipalities Act Amendment
Bill be referred to a select committee, to consist
of Mr. Plummer, Mr. Burrowes, Mr. Cunningham, Mr. Dyte, Mr. Harbison, Mr. Kerferd, Mr.
Reeves, Mr. Richardson, Mr. J. T. Smith, Mr.
Vale, Mr. Whiteman, and the mover; three to
form a quorum; with power to send for persons
and papers; and to report to this House."

Mr. McCULLOCH seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
LUNACY LAWS CONSOLIDATION
AND AMENDMENT BILL.
The House then went into committee
on this Bill.
On clause 4, which empowers justices
to commit to an "asylum, hospital, or
licensed house," any person "discovered
and apprehended under circumstances that
denote a derangement of mind and a purpose of. committing suicide, or some crime
for which, if committed, such person would
be liable to be informed against,"
Mr. EDWARDS proposed the insertion,
after the words "derangement of mind,"
and in substitution of the word" and," of
the words" with or without," so that the
phrase might read "derangement of mind
with or without a purpose of committing
suicide."
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM stated that the
clause applied only to dangerous lunatics.
Dr. EMBLING observed that all
lunatics were more or less dangerous.
According to authorities, there was no
security with them for a single moment.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM apprehended
that an idiot was not a dangerous lunatic,
and yet he would come within the definition of a lunatic as provided by the Bill
-namely, a person of" unsound mind, and
incapable of managing his own affairs."
The present clause, he repeated, applied
only to dangerous lunatics; but subsequent clauses applied to lunatics who were
not dangerous.
Mr. EDWARDS ·said he wanted to
provide for the case of a lunatic whom
justices might decline to commit to an
asylum unless his friends were prepared
to swear that he was a dangerous lunatic.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
subsequent clauses contained adequate provision for such a case as that mentioned by
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the honorable member for Collingwood.
He hoped the clause would not be deprived
of the special and specific meaning which
it had at present, and which it would not
have if altered as suggested by the honorable member. If the committee should be
of opinion, after going through the several
clauses, that there was not such a provision
as the honorable member for Collingwood
desired, the omission should be supplied.
On this understanding, the amendment
was withdrawn.
Mr. KERFERD remarked that the only
classification of lunatics made by medical
men was to distinguish the quiet from the
violent.
After some remarks by Mr"J. T. SMITH,
the clause was agreed to, with verbal amendments.
On clause 7, which provides for the
bringing, before justices, of lunatics wandering at large,
Dr. EMBLING suggested that the information on oath necessary before the
issue of the justices' order for the apprehension of the lunatics, should be given
by two persons, instead of one, as required
by the clause.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he did not
think the oath of two persons necessary in
such cases. The oath of two persons was
not required in much more serious charges.
Moreover, if a person gave false information, he would be liable to an action at
law.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 17, providing that any person
"addicted to the habitual excessive use of
intoxicating drinks" who may "declare
that he is willing or desirous to submit
himself to medical treatment, in order that
he may be cured of sucb habit," and " any
person who, within a period ofone year, shall
have had an attack of delirium tremens, or,
by and through the excessive use of into xieating drinks, shall have either squandered
his means and neglected to maintain and
support his family, or shall have habitually
or frequently threatened or used violence
towards any member of his family," may be
confined and subjected to medical treatm_ent
for any period not exceeding six months,
Dr. EMBLING expressed his pleasure
that such a clause should have been introduced. It was a grand step in advance.
He doubted, however, whether the period
named would prove sufficiently long in all
cases for cures to be effected. Medical
men would agree with him on this point;
the difficulty was to persuade members of
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Parliament and the public outside that a be sent to gao], that they might be saved
more lengthened detention might }:>e neces- from themselves.
sary. A man habituated to excessive
Mr. McCULLOCH reminded the hondrinking was as much under the control of Ql'able member that the clause was a
the passion for drink as a machine was novelty in legislation. It could scarcely
subject to its motive power. It was only be applied in the first instance to all
by degrees that the disease could be eradi- classes. Let experience he obtained first
cated and self-control restored. He would as to the working of the clause with regard
suggest that power should be given to to the persons who could afford to pay,
extend the period of detention to twelve and then, if it worked well, which he
months.
believed it would, it would be the duty of
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that if the the House to extend its operation. As to
committee saw no objection he would wil- the amendment suggested by the honorable
lingly make the alteration. It was felt member for Collingwood (Dr. EmbHng) if
that the clause was tentative legislation- power was left to the Master in Lunacy to
legislation which would awaken some discharge the patient before the twelve
jealousy, and therefore a limit had been months elapsed, he did not think that any
fixed not likely to provoke opposition. A evil could arise.
Scotch commission on lunacy in 1855 took
The amendment, extending the time of
the evidence, not only of medical men, but detention to "any period not exceeding
also of sheriffs, as to the necessity of legis- twelve months," was adopted, and the
lation of this kind. From the report, he clause was then agreed to.
found that Sir Archibald Alison, who was
On clause 25, authorising the establisha sheriff at the time, expressed an opinion ment of licensed houses for the reception
that authority should be given to confine of lunatics,
persons insane through drink for a period
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM proposed amendof three months, and Dr. Brown, who was ments providing that houses containing
said to be skilful in treating these cases, less than fifty patients should be visited
recommended a detention of from three to d-aily by a medical practitioner; that houses
six months. Other witnesses recommended containing more than fifty patients should
a longer period. Objections might be taken .have a medical practitioner resident therein;
to a longer period; but he confessed that he and that the said practitioner should not be
did not think those objections were well the licensee and proprietor of the house.
founded, and if the passage of the clause
Dr. HEATH took exception to the last
would not be imperilled thereby, he would
provision, which, he said, was opposed to
be very glad to consent to the amendment.
the practice prevailing in England.
Mr. BURTT was aware, from personal
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said the amendobservation in hundreds of' cases, how
ment
had been recommended to him by a
much longer the system took to recover in
some instances than in others. He was sure gentleman well qualified to give an opinion
that the increased period might be adopted on the subject. It was feared that allowing the proprietor to be the sole medical
to the advantage of all concerned.
Mr. J. T. SMITH pointed out that the practitioner might lead to abuse.
The amendments were agreed to.
clause, as it stood, applied only to people
The Bill, having been gone through,
whose maintenance could be paid for.
was
reported to the House.
Now, if the principle were good, it ought
to be applied to the class of unfortunates
EAST COLLINGWOOD DRAINAGE.
as well as to the wealthy classes. PoliceMr. REEVES movedcourt cases continually occurred in which
the offender had been convicted of drunk"That this House will, on Tuesday next, reenness fifty times before. These people solve itself into a committee of the whole to
were imprisoned at the present time; but, consider the propriety of presenting an.address
His Excellency the Governor requestmg that
instead of sending them to gaol for a few to
His Excellency will cause to be placed on an
hours to recruit their strength for another additional Estimate for 1867 the sum of £10,000
debauch, it would save the State money to as a grant-in-aid to assist the Borough Council
send them to a place where they would of East Collingwood in carrying out a proper
receive medical treatment, and be kept for system of drainage for sanitary purposes."
a time free from temptation. Many poor The honorable member said that he would
creatures would be thankful for the oppor-· accept a suggestion which had been given
tunity. Even now they often begged to him, and would submit the motion, with·
VOL. III.-2 U
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out remark, leaving the discussion to be
taken in committee.
Mr. EDWARDS seconded the motion.
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that, in the
absence of the Treasurer and the Minister
of Public Works, he would not express
any opinion on the motion. He would
consent to going into committee, on the
understanding that the Government would
then state the course they intended to
adopt.
Mr. JONES asked if the proposition
was to be regarded as a Government
scheme?
Mr. McCULLOCH declined to pledge
himself to any course. He desired to
leave the question open for discussion in
committee.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at two minutes
to seven o'clock until Tuesday, March 12.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, March 12, 1867.
South·Western Province Election-Public Health Laws
Amendment Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twenty
minutes past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
SOUTH-WESTERN PROVINCE
ELECTION.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON brought
up a report from the Elections and Qualifications Committee, to which committee had
been referred the petition against the return
of Mr. Rolfe for the South-Western Province. The report declared" That George Rolfe, Esq., who was returned
by the returning officer as duly elected for the
South-Western Province, on the 11th October,
1866, was not duly elected.
"That Thomas Learmonth, Esq. was duly
elected at the said election for the said province."
On the motion of the Hon. R. S.
ANDERSON, seconded by the Hon. H.
M. MURPHY, the report was received.
Mr. ANDERSON notified that at the
next sitting he would move that the report
be adopted.
The PRESIDENT.-I find that the
following is the provision made in the
Electoral Act to meet these cases : " Every such committee shall determine finally
on all questions referred to it: and if any such
committee shall determine and report to the
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Councilor Assembly that a person was not duly
elected, who was returned as duly elected by the
returning officer, any person so declared not to
be duly elected shall cease to be a member of the
said Council or Assembly, as the case may be ;
and if such committee shall determine and report
any person to have been duly elected, who was
not returned by the returning officer, the person
so declared shall be sworn a member of the said
Council or Assembly, as the case may be; and
shall, upon making the declaration required by
law as to his qualification, take his seat accordingly."
Mr. ANDERSON. - That being the
case, I will withdraw the motion I have
given notice of. I submitted it because I
thought it desirable that the evidence on
which the committee has proceeded should
be brought under the notice of honorable
members.
The PRESIDENT.-The practice of
the Imperial Parliament in dealing with
these cases is that the Clerk of the Crown
is ordered to attend the House and to
amend the return. We have no such
officer here, nor any such direction. I am
not aware what the practice of the other
House has been, but I think it would be
proper to direct the Clerk to the Parliaments to endorse the return, so that the
decision of the committee may appear on
the face of the writ.
Mr. ANDERSON. - A similar case
occurred in the Legislative Assembly
when Mr. Howard petitioned against Mr.
Casey. In the present instance the Elections and Qualifications Committee adopted
that case as a precedent. I do not think
that any further action is required. The
records of the House will be evidence that
the Elections and Qualifications Committee
have unseated the one gentleman, and
seated the other gentleman in his place.
If the name of the gentleman at first
declared to be returned is to be erased, it
should be done by the returning officer,
over whom this House has no control.
Still if any motion is thought necessary I
will make it.
The PRESIDENT.-My only reason
for the suggestion is the Imperial practice.
Mr. ANDERSON.-But we have no
provision of a kindred nature here. The
Electoral Act declares that the decision of
the committee shall be final.
The Hon. W. HIGHETT.-I would
point out that there might be danger in
submitting any motion on the subject. The
motion might be lost.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD.-The
idea, I apprehend, is not to erase one name
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from the return and to substitute another,
but to make a memorandum of the report
of the committee. That would not prevent the House acting on the report, but
it would be a record, pari passu, with the
endorsement by the returning officer.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL.-I am
decidedly of opinion that the House has
no power to alter the decision of the committee. If such is the case, what would
be t~e use of any discussion on our part P
The PRESIDENT.-It is simply a.
question whether the decision of the committee should be recorded or not.
The subject then dropped.
PETITIONS.
Petitions were presented by the Hon.
T. T. A'BECKETT from the Mayor and
Corporation of the city of Melbourne, and
from certain of the citizens of Melbourne,
praying for the insertion of a clause in the
Public Health Bill prohibiting the sale in
the city of fish, except shell-fish, save in the
fish market, 01' some other public place
appointed for the purpose; and petitions
against the insertion of any such clause
were presented by the Hon. R. S. ANDERSON from the fishmongers affected by the
proposal, and also from certain residents
in the neighbourhood of the existing fish
shops.
.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. G. W. COLE, was read a first time.
Mr. COLE asked permission to move
the second reading of the Bill, with a view
of passing it through all its stages that
sitting.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL said
that as the Bill proposed to give the
'Governor in Council-meaning the Ministry of the day-extraordinary powers with
regard to stock on the other side of the
Murray, and as this was a matter affecting
not only the public health, but also the
meat supply of the colony, and many other
large interests, honorable members ought
to have an opportunity afforded them of
considering these provisions. He suggested
that the second reading should be appointed
for the following day.
The suggestion was adopted.
The House adjourned at a quarter to
five o'clock.
2u2
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, March 12, 1867.
The Land Question-Revision of the Tariff-Public Expenditure-Supply-Public Works Department-Kew Lunatic
Asylum-Alteration of Salaries of Civil Servants-Titles
under Certificates Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
INTERCOLONIAL EXHIBITION.
Mr. FRANCIS, in compliance with an
order of the House, dated February 28,
laid on the table a copy of the refreshment
rooms contract, at the Intercolonial Exhibition.
THE LAND QUESTION.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I beg to call the
attention of the Minister of Lands to the
losses and embarrassments of squatters and
landowners, through the unsettled and unsatisfactory state of the Jaws relating to the
public lands, and also to the necessity that
exists for settling the terms of pastoral
occupancy in anticipation of 1870; and to
ask when the Government will be prepared
to make known their intentions in respect
to the terms on which agricultural and
pastoral lands shall be held in future? In
asking this question I am not actuated by
any unfriendly feelings towards the Government, nor by any hostility towards those
whose interests may be affected by the
course which the Government may adopt
in this matter. It appears to me, however,
that there has been a considerable amount
of unnecessary delay on the part of the
Government in making known their intentions in respect to the terms on which
agricultural and pastoral lands shall be held
in future. It will be in the recollection
of the Minister of Lands that a considera.ble time ago he announced to a deputation
which waited upon him· that it was the
intention of the Government to alter, very
speedily, the existing Land Act, and to
establish free selection over the whole
colony. This declaration, I believe, has
caused a great amount of ~njury to
the pastoral tenants; and, from the
embarrassment which at present exists,
it is impossible for many of the pastoral
tenants to obtain the necessary advances to enable them to carryon their
stations profitably. In some instances, I
believe, stations have been depreciated in
value to the extent of 50 per cent.-have,
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in fact, become totally unsaleable. Under
these circumstances, I ask the Government to make known, without any unnecessary delay, what they are prepared
to do with respect both to agricultural and
pastoral lands? It will be in the recollection of the House that, during the recess,
the Minister of Lands-no doubt with a
very laudable desire to fill the exchequer,
if not also to further the progress of the
country-adopted various schemes for the
sale of public lands which, I submit,
were hardly in accordance with the intentions of the Land Act. It is desirable
that we should know upon what principle
the public lands are to be disposed of in
future-if there is to be a return to auction, or if the declaration to the deputation
from the Mount Moriac farmers is to be
carried out. Considerable anxiety naturally
exists as to what is to be done with the
pastoral lands after the year 1870whether the Government are going to deal
with them in such a way as to secure a
fair rental to the State for the use of them,
and, at the same time, to do justice to conflicting interests, the agricultural as well
as the pastoral interest. I think it is time
that the opinion of the Government should
be known, and that the House should be
made acquainted with what is proposed to
be done.
Mr. GRANT.-Mr. Speaker, I am not
aware, sir, whether the pastoral lands
have depreciated in value or not, but, if
they have depreciated in value, it is not
from any statement I made, but simply
from the fact that the pastor~l tenants know
well that their tenure ends in 1870. It is
not at all likely that the pastoral lands
will be so valuable to them in 1870 as
they were five, or six, or teu years ago.
Possibly those lands will slightly depreciate in value until the House has deter··
mined what the future tenure of the pastoral tenants shall be. It is impossible for
the Government, or for this House, to
deal with that subject now; but the interests involved are so large, that I think
the subject should be dealt with at a very
early period next session, which .should
follow shortly after this session. I think
that we should not delay the settlement of
the question beyond the next session, so
that the pastoral tenants and the ,public
may be prepared for whatever changes
the Legislature may effect. Beyond this
I am not in a position to inform the honm'able member what the intentions of the
Government are. I have no doubt the
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Government and the Legislature will deal
with the pastoral tenants on a fair and
equitable basis, as they have always dealt
with all other interests.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-The honorable
gentleman has forgotten that part of the
question which refers to the agricultural
lands.
Mr. GRANT.-The Government have
already informed the House, through the
speech of His Excellency the Governor,
at the opening of the session, that a Bill
will be introduced "for the purpose of
making the land more accessible to the
bona fide applicant."
REVISION OF THE TARIFF.
CUSTOMS DUTIES BILL.

The resolutions agreed to in committee,
making various alterations in the Tariff,
were considered and adopted.
A Bill founded upon the resolutions was
then brought in, and, on the motion of
Mr. VERDON, was read a first time.
Mr. VERDON intimated that his honorable colleague, the Minister of Customs,
had made inquiries as to the practicability
of carrying out the suggestion of the honOI'able member for Ballarat East (Mr.
Jones), to exempt silk mixtures from duty,
and, although it would involve some difficultyand trouble to the department, it was
found that it would be possible to add to
the exemptions "silk mixture, doeskin or
tweed trouserings, and coatings not containing more than two per cent. of silk."
It was also the intention of the Government to propose that one or two small
i terns, including sewing machines, should
be added to the list of exemptions. With
reference to sewing silks, it had been ascertained that they were already included
in the list of exemptions.
PUBLIC EXPENDITURE.
On the order of the day for the House
resolving itself into Committee of Supply,
Mr. LEVEY proposed a motion, of
which he had given notice, to the effect
that the expenditure for the year 1867
ought not to exceed £3,179,944 4s. The
honorable member said-Mr. Speaker, I
will state, as shortly as possible, the reasons
which have induced me to submit this
motion. It has been contended by members of the Government that it is almost
impossible for us to do anything of a satisfactory nature in regard to a reduction
of the expenditure. It has been pointed
out that, although the expenditure pro ..
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posed for the present year is £3,379,078,
in reality there is only something like
£2,245,499 over which we have any control whatever, and that of that sum a
very large amount-the whole amount for
salaries and wages-has been decided for
us by the Civil Service Act; or, in other
words, that the whole expenditure for the
civil service is practically taken away
from the control of Parliament, in consequence of the existence of the Civil
Service Act. I venture to say that
such a doctrine was never propounded,
either by the Ministry who introduced the
Civil Service Act, or during any of the
debates which took place when that measure
was before the House. It was distinctly
stated that the object of that Act was not
to withdraw the expenditure on account of
the civil service from the control of this
branch of the Legislature, but to prevent
the salary of each individual officer being
the subject of discussion night after night,
as was the case prior to the passing of the
Act. The Government interpret one of
the clauses of the Act very differently to
what the clause itself warrants. The Government say that we may alter the number
of officers in any class of the civil service,
but that we cannot alter the salaries for
that class as fixed by the Civil Service Act.
Such a position is not at all justified by the
Act. The 7th section of the Civil Service
Act provides that, "before the transmission
of the message accompanying the Estimates
in any financial year, the Governor may
recommend by message to the .Legislati ve
A$sembly a rateable reduction or increase,
if any such be required, according to a
specified rate, in or to the salaries of the
first class, and also a maximum and a minimum limit of salary for each class, except
the first, in each division of the service."
Mr. VERDON.-"May" recommend.
Mr. LEVEY.-At all events the Government have the power of advising His
Excellency to send down a message recommending a reduction in the salaries of
each class of the civil service, but they
have never done so. This clause gives
the House power to reduce the salaries of
the first class from £600 to £300, to
reduce the salaries of the second class
from £500 to £200, or, in fact, to alter
the salaries of the various classes just as
we choose. But the Government have
never brought down such a message as
the clause contemplates. In the first ses:;.
sion after the Civil Service Act came into

commenced their existence, and ever since,
instead of adopting the straightforward
course laid down by that Act, they have
practically withdrawn the expenditure on
account of the civil service, which amounts
to about three-quarters of a million per
annum, from the control of this House.
In so doing they have set a· very bad example, and an example of great extravagance; because, although the scale of
salaries fixed at the time the Civil Service
Act was passed, was not too high, we
cannot altogether lose sight of the extraordinary effects which have resulted
from the system of increment established
by that Act. Take, for example, the
sub-division of police in the Chief Secretary's department. I find that, for a
certain number of officers, the same salary
is proposed in 1867 as they received
in 1862, when the Civil Service Act
was passed; but another officer, merely
because he has the good fortune to be
brought under the Civil Service Act
and the benefits of increment, is to
receive something like twice the amount
of salary which he received in 1862.
I find that the Chief Commissioner of
Police receives £900 a year, as he did
in 1862, and that the first-class superintendents receive £375 now, as they did
then, while the chief clerk in the Chief
Commissioner's office, who, I believe, received £400 in 1862, by this system of
increment now receives £583 6s. 10d.
This question of increment must come
before the Legislature sooner or later.
We find, sesRion after session, the salaries
of officers mount up in a way which was
never contemplated when the Civil Service
Act came into existence. Vv" e find that
every year the expense of the ci viI service
becomes greater instead of less, nothwithstanding that the general prosperity of the
country is not increasing, and that the
salaries of clerks and other private employes, as well as the employes of
public companies, and indeed the rate
of wages of all classes of labour, whether
skilled or unskilled, cannot be said
to be on the increase, but is, I believe, very decidedly on the decrease. I
have no desire to throw any factious
impediment in the way of the Government; I merely desire to test the opinion
of the House on a question relating to that
most important matter, the finances of the
country. I think that the Government,
instead of coming down session after ses-

force, the present Government, I believe,

sion, with this stereotyped expenditure on
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account of the civil service, ought really
to use the powers which they possess under
the Act to endeavour to effect a reduction.
It would have been much better if the
Attorney-General, instead of exercising
his legal acumen on those regulations to
which I shall call the attention of the
House on some future day, had advised the
Government to exercise the powers conferred upon them by the Civil Service Act,
by which very considerable economy might
have been effected in the service. The
expenditure, both for salaries and contingencies, might be very much diminished
without the slightest injury or injustice
being done to any gentleman in the Government service. It is a notorious fact
that the expenditure, in almost every department, might be advantageously diminished by an amalgamation of departments.
To . refer to the department of the
Treasurer, I would ask the honorable
gentleman if he does not consider that the
expenses of his own department are enormous? For receivers and paymasters there
is an expenditure of £14,838, nearly the
whole of which might be lopped off without the slightest injury to the efficiency of
the' public service. Is it not monstrous
that gentlemen paid, on an average, a salary
of £450 per annum, should be stationed in
small towns merely to receive payments
which are handed over to them by the
collectors of imposts, postmasters, clerks
of petty sessions, and land officers, where
there are any land officers? There is
nothing in the duties of the receivers and
paymasters which could not be done much
cheaper and quite as efficiently by the
local banks. This matter was brought
under the notice of the Government of
which the late Mr. Haines was Treasurer,
by the present Chief Secretary, but at that
time, I believe, there were some difficulties
in the way of carrying it into effect, some
of the local banks not being willing to undertake the collection of small amounts of
revenue, unless they received remuneration
for their trouble. If, however, the Government would press on the six contracting
banks with whom they do business the
necessity of also performing the duties at
present performed by the various receivers
and paymasters, I feel certain that some
arrangement might be made to have those
duties carried out for a very much less expenditure than £14,000 a year. I do not
intend to go very fully into the expenditure
for defences, because we are all very desirous
that this country should be placed in a really
Mr. Levey.
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efficient state of defence; but I cannot
avoid alluding to the amount which we are
called upon to vote for the troops in garrison. We are called upon to vote a lump
sum of £18,000 for those troops, and we
are not afforded the slightest information
as to how the money is to be expended.
With a mere handful of troops, and with
that handful very iITegularly stationed
here-because it must be in the memory
of honorable members that, a very few
weeks ago, all we had was one battery of
artillery-we are called upon to bear the
whole, or the greater portion, of the expense of the head-quarters staff, which
commands the imperial troops in the whole
of the Australian colonies. The Treasurer,
in whose department this expenditure is included, asks us to vote this £18,000 without
affording us the slightest information as to
how it is to be expended. Again, there is
an item of £47,900 for the Government
Printing-office, in addition to which a
sum of £10,000 is to be voted this year
for the purpose of adding a new wing to
that building. As one having some practical experience in the matter, I say that
the £57,000 proposed to be expended on
the Government Printing-office is at least
double the amount which ought to be
expended. I believe that the colony has
attained a position in which a Government
Printing-office is no longer necessary. I
can quite understand that, in the early
days of the colony, a Government Printing-office was necessary, but it is not
necessary now. In England there is no
such establishment as a Government
Printing-office. The House of Commons
has its printer, the House of Lords has it51
printer, and the Government distributes
its work amongst a large number of
printers. The result is that the printing
work is done much more economically
than it would be done if executed at a
Government Printing-office, with the expensive staff of officials which such an
establishment necessarily entails. In addition to effecting economy, one advantage
of having the printing required for the
Government service executed at private
printing offices, instead of at such an establishment as the Government Printingoffice, would be, that each department,
when it wanted to get printing done,
would know exactly what expense it
was about to incur.
There is not a
member of the House, who is in the
habit of looking at his Parliamentary
papersl but who must be of opinion that
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the amount of printing done by the Government is very much in excess of what
is required. There are those ponderous
blue-books, which no one reads, voluminous returns, which are thrown into the
waste-paper basket, and scientific works by
Dr. Mueller, which may interest the inhabitants of Berlin, but which are of very
little interest to the people of Victoria,
who have to pay for them. If the Government desired to be economical-if they
would exercise that control over their
printing expenses which the secretary of
any public company would exercise over
the printing expenses of the companythey might easily reduce this £57,000 to
something like £25,000. There are, I
believe, very few departments in which
the expe~diture might not be reduced,
either by greater economy or by an amalgamation of departments. To take, for
example, the department of the law officers.
In the old days there was an AttorneyGeneral and a Solicitor-General. The
Attorney-General was the officer administering the department, the business being
then conducted ):>y one Ministerial head
instead of two. The present division of
labour adds materially to the expense. If
the officer who is at the head of the
Supreme Court branch was likewise at
the head of the County Court branch,
instead of the two courts having separate
heads, a very considerable saving of expenditure might be effected. It is notorious that the sittings of the Circuit
Courts and of the County Courts clash continually, simply because there are two
beads - because the Attorney-General,
who is responsible for one department, has
nothing whatever to do with the other
department. I find that, in the country
districts, jnstead of three Circuit Court
sittings and three County Court sittings
in the year being so arranged as to have
one court sitting every two months, the
Circuit Court and the County Court sometimes sit within a fortnight of each other,
and then there is an interval of three or
four months without the sitting of either
court.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-The judges fix
the sittings of the Circuit Court.
Mr. LEVEY.-Then all I can say is
that, with all my respect for thejudges, I
think that this is a departmental matter,
which ought to be arranged by the Ministerial head of the law department, and not
by the judges. On a question of this
kind, the convenience of the public, and
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not the convenience of the judges, ought
to be considered.
An amalgamation
might very advantageously be effected
in some of the departments which are
supposed to be under the control of the
Board of Land and Works, the members of which board include the Minister
of Public Works, the Minister of Railways,
the Minister of Lands, and the Minister of
Mines. Is it not monstrous that, in this
colony, there should be one set of officials for
roads and bridges, another set for railways,
another for public works, and another for
water supply? The result of this system
is, that the amount of clerical labour is
enormously increased beyond what is
necessary.
If, instead of having four
heads of departments, all the departments
at present under the Board of Land and
Works were consolidated, and placed
under one head, with one secretary, and,
if necessary, a number of under-secretaries,
the present expenditure in connexion with
those departments might be reduced many
thousands of pounds per annum. If we
go through any department, we find a
number of useless officers, who have been
appointed for no other reason than the
political necessities of the Administration
of the day. There is scarcely a department in the Government service which
might not, and would pot, be reduced,
were it not for the pressure brought to
bear upon the Ministry by their FlUpporters
in this House. It is unfortunately a
matter of notoriety that no Ministry have
yet dared to look this difficulty fairly in
the face. Another matter to which I desire to direct the attention of the House is,
that we have not before us the whole of
the expenditure for the public service. At
the present moment money is being defrayed out of two loans. The Minister of
Railways has a large and expensive staff
under his control, who are paid out of one
loan, and the Minister of Public Works
has a staff, who are paid out of another
loan-the loan for water supply. Does
any honorable member know even what
is the salary at present received by the
Engineer-in-Chief for Railways? It may
be £800 or it may be £2,000. We are
just as much in the dark about the salary
of the Engineer-in-Chief for Water Supply.
We ought to have information on this
matter. The salaries of these officers,
whether they are paid out of loans or out
of the consolidated revenue, ought to be
under the control of this House. I, for
one, will never be satisfied until we see
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the whole of the expenditure for the year
included in the annual Estimates. I do
not wish to discuss the case of individual
officers, or the number of officers in any
department, because that can more legitimately be done when the Estimates are
being discussed in committee; but, in
passing, I will express a hope that the
Government will allow sufficient time
for the consideration of the Estimates in
committee. There is no necessity for the
display of any party feeling in the matter;
and if we discuss the Estimates fairly,
temperately, and honestly, I believe that we
may succeed in greatly reducing the expenditure. I will make a suggestion with
respect to the Audit Commissioners. I
believe that the system of audit adopted in
this colony adds enormously to the expense
of the public service, without affording the
slightest additional check against fraud. I
believe that under this system fraud is
sooner or later detected. Probably months
after the fraud has been committed, after
the defaulter has left the colony-after the
steed has been stolen-the Audit Commissioners step in, and, with great pomp and
ceremony, lock the_ stable door. But, for
preventing fraud, the audit system is
utterly ineffectual. No doubt, if a trifling
error has been made, the official who has
made it is surcharged with the amount of
the error; but I maintain that our system
of audit does not prevent fraud. While,
however, it is powerless to prevent fraud,
it adds enormously to the expense, not only
of clerical labour, but of stationery and
postage. I believe that in many departments-in all departments which have to
do with the collection of revenue-the
number of clerks could be very materially
diminished, if our system of audit were less
costly and cumbersome. While the Chief
Secretary was only a private member
of the House he was convinced of the
cumbersome nature of our system of audit;
but, although he has been in office nearly
four years, he has not done anything to
simplify that system. Whateve.r difficulty
there may be in the way of reducing our
expenditure, the necessity for reduction
must be admitted on all hands. At the
time that the Civil Service Act was passed
it was never imagined' that the population
aud wealth of the country were likely to
remain stationary. The same Ministry
who introduced the Civil Service Act likewise provided for a large sum of money
being expended annually on immigration;
but we have adopted a different line of
Mr. Le've:!l.
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policy. Whether wisely or unwisely, the
fact remains that, since this Government
have been in office, they have done all they
pos!ibly could to prevent any of the public
money being expended on immigration.
Mr. VERDON.-No.
Mr. LEVEY.-The honorable member
knows very well that the Land Act provides that a certain portion of the land
revenue shall be spent on immigration,
which the Government have not spent on
immigration. Why they have not done
so I do not care to inquire. Whether it
be a wise or an unwise policy, the fact
remains the same; and I say that either
we must increase our popUlation, or we
must reduce our expenditure.
It is
preposterous that a colony with a population of about 600,000 persons should
ha ve to raise every year something like
three millions and a quarter of revenue.
After deducting everything which may
be looked upon in the light of rent
or as income from public works, the
fact remains, that the population of this
colony are really taxed at the rate of something like £3 lOs. per head, and, under the
new Tariff, the taxation will be increased
to about £4 per head. In a new country
this is far too high a rate of taxation. If
we wish to make this country attractive to
immigrants, we must not only show that
there are sources of employment here, but
likewise that the people are lightly taxed.
No persons are likely to be attracted to a
new country when they find that the taxation is considerably higher than in the old
country. We find that, if reductions in
our expenditure are made at all, they are
not made in salaries or contingencies, but
in votes for public works. That is the
very worst economy. I believe that we
can do nothing more dangerous than
stop our expenditure upon re-productive
works. I will also take the opportunity
of alluding to the necessity of providing a
superannuation allowance for officers of
the civil service. I th.ink some provision ought to be made by which Government officials shall be entitled to
pensions for length of service, and that,
in the event of death, their widpws shall
be entitled to some allowance. The present system of dealing with the cases
of deceased civil servants who have left
widows is most unsatisfactory. Although,
under the Civil Service Act, no widow of.
a civil servant has the slightest claim to a
vote from the House, yet, session after
session, claims are submitted, influence is
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brought to bear, and honorable members
are placed in a very difficult positi~n in
dealing with such cases. It would not be
improper for the Government to require
the civil servants to insure their lives, or
to provide that, on contributing a certain
sum annually, they should be entitled to a
pension after so many years' service; or
that, in the event of their death, their
widows should be entitled to a certain
allowance. I am aware that a superannuation allowance is provided for civil
servants who attain the age of sixty years
and upwards, but that does not meet the
case of persons who become incapacitated
for work before attaining that age, or who
die and leave widows. I think that this
is a question which should be dealt with·
by the Government. .Again, what do the
Government intend doing with the Police
Reward Fund? Year after year a comprehensive scheme for dealing with that
matter has been promised, but nothing has
been done. "Ve ought to have some statement as to what the intentions of the
Government are as to this subject. In
conclusion, I will just observe that, if the
Government imagine that this country
can much longer stand an expenditure at
the rate which it is proposed to incur this
year, I, for one, fear that they will be
deceived. Our population is not increasing.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Yes.
Mr. LEVEY.-Our population is increasing by women and children, but it is
decreasing in able-bodied men. Every
year the emigration to New Zealand and
elsewhere is larger than the immigration
from England and other countries. Our
population is not increasing; our yield of
gold is not increasing; our yield of wool
is certainly not increasing; and I do not
believe that the country is likely to be so
prosperous during the next ten years as it
has been in the past. We find that all the
adjacent colonies are gradually coming to
the same state of affairs as existed before
the gold discovery. .Although I believe
this colony is likely to maintain its prosperous position longer than its neighbours,
it does not require any great amount of
foresight to see that it cannot very long
retain that exceptional state of prosperity
which it has enjoyed for the last ten years.
The Bill which was introduced a few
years ago to reduce the salary of the
Governor from £15,000 to £10,000 a
year was, I think, intended as the fore-

runner of a general reduction of our
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expenditure. I do not wish to reduce
the salaries of individual" officers, because
I do not think that they are larger than
the salaries paid to the employes of private
firms; but I do believe that there are too
With a proper
many civil servants.
system of administration we might very
much reduce the number, and reduce our
expenditure to considerably less than
£3,125,000. We might, I think, reduce
our expenditure to about £2,500,000,
which would be something like commensurate with the resources of the country.
Unless our expenditure is materially
diminished during the next two or three
years, either by the present or by some
succeeding Government, it is quite certain
that, when our land fund becomes exhausted, there is nothing before us but
national insolvency. I do not say that the
country is likely to become insolvent, but
I fear that the Government is likely to
become insolvent. We are increasing the
amount of our loans year by year, and,
pari passu, the amount of interest we
have to pay; and we are gradually selling
the public estate. I cannot seo, therefore,
from what source the Government can
continue to raise such a revenue as they
have raised in past years, without making
an enormous drain upon the people.
Mr. LEVI seconded the amendment.
Mr. VERDON.-The honorable member for Normanby proposes to reduce the
expenditure by some £200,000 per annum,
and he has told us by what means he proposes to effect that reduction. The honorable member concluded his speech by saying that it was not his desire to knock oft
any votes for public works, or to reduce
the salaries of individual officers, but to
effect a reduction of expenditure by means
of the amalgamation of departments. He
has also said that the Government have
deprived the House of the power of making a reduction, by omitting to bring
down resolutions in accordance with the
Civil Service .Act. I assure the honorable
member that he is entirely under a misapprehension in making that accusation.
The .Audit Commissioners and the law
officers concurred in advising the Government last year that, if resolutions proposing a maximum and minimum salary for
each class were brought down and accepted
by this branch of the Legislature, all the
salaries under the Civil Service .Act
would become special appropriations, and
would be withdrawn from further interference by. Parliament. The Government
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hesitated to take that course, because they
desired that this House should have the
utmost control over the expenditure. The
honorable member for N ormamby has
said that he does not desire to effect a
reduction of the expenditure by reducing
the salaries, but by reducing the number
of officers. I will show the honorable
member in a moment that, even if resolutions had been brought down, they could
not have affected this matter in the
slightest degree. If the honorable member looks at the Act, he will find that there
is nothing whatever in it to prevent the
House, in Committee of Supply, making
any reduction in the number of the civil
servants which it thinks fit. The resolutions contemplated by the Act are merely
to determine the maximum and minimum
salaries in the different classes, and have
nothing whatever to do with the sort of
reduction which the honorable member
proposes. N ow the honorable member
has, I think, somewhat anticipated the discussion which most likely will take place
in committee upon the various items of the
Estimates. The honorable member has
gone through each department, and has
complained of the expenditure in several
of them. The first item he referred to
was that of receivers and paymasters. It
is quite true that the late Mr. Haines endeavoured to make a reduction in the number of those officers, and we endeavoured
to carry out his intention, but we found
that, although the business of the receivers
and paymasters, as receivers and paymasters, has not increased, business of
other sorts has been committed to them,
which they alone can perform. The receivers and paymasters are just as much
land officers as receivers and paymasters.
On the coast they are collectors of customs; and we found that, under several
Acts recently passed, duties were thrust
upon Government officers in distant localities which made it necessary to preserve
the offices of receivers and paymasters. I
think the honorable member for Normanby
will agree with me that it would not do to
appoint inferior officers-officers who could
not be thoroughly trusted-to collect revenue, to issue licences, or to manage lands.
This work must be confided to responsible
officers, and, in consequence, it has been
found impossible to make the changes
which the late Mr. Haines contemplated.
The honorable member for N ormanby then
went on to complain of the military vote.
I shall be prepared to give every informaMr. Verdon.
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tion relating to that vote when the House,
in Committee of Supply, proceeds to discuss
,the Estimates in relation to it. The honorable member next complained of the printing vote. I venture to suggest that that
also is a question which can well' be considered in committee; but I may state
that, whatever objection may be raised to
the expenditure for printing, the honorable member is in error in supposing that
it will be extravagant to spend £10,000 in
the erection of a printing-office. The
honorable member is under the impression
that this money is required for an addition
to the present printing-office. That is not
the case. The present building, whether
constructed or not for the purpose of a
printing-office, is entirely unfit for that
purpose. The walls are not strong enough
to bear the machinery. The building
is of three or four' stories, and the
labour involved in running up and
down stairs, in doing the work which
printers have to do-I am informed by the
Gdvernment Printer-en tails a considerable annual cost. Moreover, the building
is so badly ventilated that many persons
employed there at night have, in consequence, not only suffered in health, but
ha.ve actually died. Now I have been of
opinion for more than two years that it
would be wise economy to build a suitable
printing-office on one floor-a building
that would contain all the persons and
machines necessary for carrying on the
Government printing business-and set
free the present printing-office for the use
of various departments, for whose accommodation we are now paying rents amounting
to somewhere about £12,000 a year. The
honorablo member proposes, in order to
carry out his views of economy, to strike
out the cost of printing the scientific books
edited by Dr. Mueller. I am sorry the
honorable member should have chosen that
item. In the first place, it does not amount
to much; and, in the second place, I am
persuaded-although there are many persons who, at present, do not perceive the
value of these publications-that there is
a closer connexion between these scientific
works and practical purposes than the
honorable member for Normanby seems
disposed to admit. The experiments
which Dr. Mueller has been able to make
in his botanic researches have led to the
discovery that very many valuable productions which will be useful in manufactures, and in the arts, are to be
found here; and these facts would not
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have been ae,certained but for Dr. Mueller's
inquiries. I am sorry that the honorable
member, who is generally favorable to
votes of the sort, should have thought fit
to object to this. The honorable member
has also objected to the increase in the
amount of salaries owing to the increments
which are provided for by the Civil Service Act. But the Government are not
responsible for those increments, and, unless the law be altered, the House cannot
prevent them accumulating. I believe
that, in attempting to adopt the English
system in this' respect, a great error was
made. The assumption was that the civil
service was an entirely new thing, that
young and inexperienced persons were
brought in at the lowest salaries, and that,
by means of increments, as they became
fitted for higher duties, their salaries
would increase. That system, applicable
to a new service, was applied to an oldestablished service, in which there were
officers as experienced as could well be
expected; and there will necessarily be
a number of officers receiving higher
salaries than were contemplated by the
Civil Service Act until the whole service
becomes changed, and young officers
gradually creep up to the higher salaries
by means of increments. Then the honorable member for Normanby objects to the
audit system, and maintains that, if that
were altered, a considerable reduction
could be made in the expenditure. I venture to say that that would be a very unwise piece of economy. The system of
audit observed in this country, under the
Audit Act, is very efficient. I admit that
cases of fraud have occurred, but I believe the cases are much fewer than there
would be if we had not an efficient system
of audit. Honorable members cannot
reckon up the amount of fraud prevented
by the existence of this audit system. But
no matter how perfect may be the audit
system, you cannot entirely prevent fraud.
In this respect institutions which are
sometimes brought into comparison with
t.he Government have not been so successful as the Government. Frauds have
occurred in banks, and in mercantile
houses. Frauds have also occurred in
Government departments, but, considering
the vast amount of business done, the
number has been few. The honorable
member for Normanby likewise complains
that we have prevented the expenditure
on immigration of the full amount provided by the Land ~t. The honorable
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member argues that, if we were to allow
that money to be expended in indiscriminate immigration, the result would be
such an increase of population as would
find employment for all the members of
the civil service. Now the regulations to
which the honorable member refers were
prepared by the late Government. They
were only slightly altered, in the direction
of giving still greater facilities for the
introduction of immigrants, by the present
Government. If the honorable member
thinks the regulations need amendment, it
is quite open to him to submit a motion to
that effect. But whatever regulations
may be framed, they cannot be enforcednot a single shilling more money can be expended-without the sanction of this Legislature. The honorable member also contends
that it is utterly impossible for the country
to endure much longer an expenditure
which involves the taxation of the people
to the extent of £2,000,000 per annum.
I cannot understand how the honorable
member makes that out. I look to the
Estimates, and I find that the total amount
receivable from customs-which is really
the item that ought to be referred to when
we speak of taxation-is £1,472,055.
The next item is Excise, which includes
the fees from publicans, auctioneers, and
all other licences.
Mr. LEVEY.-Licences are not taxes.
Mr. VERDON.-Clearly not; but,
whether they are or not, the total amount
of estimated revenue from the Excise is
£38,000, and of this £25,000 is from
spirits distilled in Victoria. Then there
is the territorial revenue, estimated at
£801,000, and the income from public
works, £721,500.
Let the honorable
member add these figures together, and
then say how he makes out that the
taxation of' the country amounts to
£2,000,000. I don't believe the honorable member can maintain his position.
Of course, when a person sees the totals
of revenue and expenditure, without
going any deeper, he may say that the
expenditure is great and that the revenue
is also great. But when it is considered
that much of our expenditure is for objects
which, in older countries, are not provided
for out of the general revenue, honorable
members must be of opinion that it will
be difficult for the honorable member for
N ormanby to maintain the position with
which he set out, namely, that the people
are being unduly taxed for an inordinate
and undue expenditul'e. The honorable
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member also spoke of the importance
of some compensation or allowance being
provided for the widows of ci vil servants. Now on this I quite agree with
the honorable member. But it is a very
difficult thing to do. Members of the civil
service can scarcely be coerced against
their will to contribute to a fund intended
for the benefit of their widows and children. If they choose to insure their lives
in private offices, I don't see how it can be
prevented. I have had the subject under
consideration some time, and should be
glad to see a system of allowances carried
out, but there are great difficulties in the
way, and these the honorable member for
Normanby does not appear to have sufficiently considered. The honorable member,
in short, has invited the House to vote
that the expenditure of the country be
reduced by some £200,000, and he has not
stated the means by which the reduction
can be accomplished. " You must not strike
anything from public works"-says the
honorable member-" you must not disturb
the salaries, but you must effect this reduction by a consolidation of departments."
Now I have no hesitation in saying that
the honorable member would find it impossible to make a reduction of £200,000
by any system of consolidating departments. There is nothing easier, there is
nothing more taking, than to declare that
the ~xpenditure of the country should be
reduced by £200,000. But an honorable
member has only to try in order to find
how. difficult it is to carry out such a
theory. If the honorable member for Normanby can show, in Committee of Supply,
that these reductions can be effected, let
him do so. I shall be glad to be convinced
that these reductions can be made. But to
say roughly that £200,000 can be struck off
the Estimates, by the consolidation of departments, is to ask the House to commit
itself to a course which there would be infinite difficulty in carrying out. The Government have no interest in keeping the
expenditure at an unnecessarily high
figure. We would be very glad to reduce
it if we could. But I think it scarcely fair
of the honorable member for Normanby to
ask the House to reduce the expenditure
by £200,000, without showing more clearly
than he has done how this economy can be
effected. To accomplish such an object
there must be reductions in other directions
than the amount of salaries and the number of officers. There must be extensive
reductions in public work~. I defy the
Mr. Verdon.

Public Works.

honorable member to say by what means
the reduction can be otherwise effected.
The honorable member not having succeeded in establishing his case, I think I
may safely ask honorable members not to
agree to the proposition, which is, in fact,
a further amendment on the Budget.
The SPEAKER.-If the debate proceeds, I shall have to remind the House
that, in a debate of this nature, it is not in
order for honorable members to discuss
items on the Estimates, and thus anticipate discussions properly belonging to the
Committee of Supply. This rule, I may
observe, has been somewhat infringed by
both the honorable members who have
addressed the House.
With the leave of the House, Mr.
Levey withdrew his amendment.
SUPPLY.
The House then went into Committee of
Supply.
Mr. VERDON requested the attention
of the committee to the Estimates for 1867,
commencing with those relating to public
works.
On the ~ vote of £13,984 3s. 4d. for
salaries and wages in the department of
Public Works,
Mr. LEVEY expressed the wish that
a statement of the salaries and wages
paid in connexion with the works for
supplying water to the country districts
(which did not appear on the Estimates)
should be laid on the table.
Mr. MACGREGOR promised that this
should be done.
Mr. McKEAN called attention to the
fact that the three travelling superintending inspectors of works ranked as thirdclass officers, while the superintendent of
dredging operations in the Yarra was recognized as a second-class officer.
Mr. VALE explained that the superintendent of dredging operations, an engineer
by profession, had been in the civil service
a considerable number of years, and that
the travelling superintending inspectors of
works had accepted their position at a
comparath-ely recent date. If, in the
course of events, these gentlemen showed
proper capacity for their duties, it would
no doubt be deemed desirable to promote
them to a superior class in the civil
service.
Mr. McLELLAN stated that the gentlemen referred to were in the service of
the Government long before the Minister
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of Public Works was a member of the
Mr. McLELLAN asked what had been
House.
the result of the large expenditure of
Mr. McKEAN observed that one of money in connexion with the lunatic
them had been in the Government service asylum at Kew?-what changes had been
for ten or eleven years.
made in the department ?-who had been
Mr. VALE admitted that this might be visited with the punishment deserved for
so, but the gentlemen had not occupied such a waste of public money? Last year
their present positions for more than several honorable members condemned the
eighteen months.
works, on the ground that they were not
Mr. WATKINS thought that the in accordance wif.h the specification, and
country would not lose much if the de- yet it appeared that the contractor was to
partment of Public Works were abolished be paid large damages for the loss of the
altogether. He desired to know whether contract. Surely this matter was not
the Inspector-General of Pu blic Works, going to be passed over without some
who was paid a salary of £1,200 a year, statement from the Minister of Public
was allowed to take private practice? He Works in reference to it. The committee
thought Ministers should have brought should be told how much the late Minister
forward some plan for securing depart- of Justice received for defending the
mental economy-a plan showing how Crown in this case, and how much the
much cheaper each department might be country had had, or would have, to pay
worked-rather than that honorable mem- in consequence of a blunder on the
bers should be placed in the invidious part of men who were paid high salaries
position of having to suggest individual by the State. Mr. McLellan added that
he had been given to understand that Mr.
reductions.
Mr. VALE replied that the question of Michie had received from the State, for
private practice had been dealt with by taking this Kew case in hand, a larger
him in a spirit which would commend amount than he would have received had
itself to the committee-in the spirit of he remained in office as Minister of J usthe regulations issued by the Government. tice. He did not say that Mr. Michie
It was perfectly true that the Inspector- threw up his high and honorable position
General raised the point that, when he in this country for the purpose of defendentered the service of the Government, ing the Kew case. But it really did apthere was an undertaking that he should pear to him-and, no doubt, it did to many
be allowed to continue his private prac- others - that . the honorable gentleman
tice, and that that undertaking was a must have had some motive in the matter.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM regretted that
barrier to the termination of his private
practice; but he (Mr. Vale) had intimated notice had not been given of the question
that seven years was ample time for the in reference to the fee paid to Mr. Michie
winding up of any private practice, and for conducting the Rew case, but stated
that, for a salary of £1,200 a year, the that he would take care to possess himself
Government might fairly expect from Mr. of the information necessary to enable him
Wardell the full devotion of his energies to answer the question on a future day.
and time to the public service.
With reference to the insinuations of the
Mr. McKEAN considered it scarcely fair honorable member for Ararat (Mr. McLelto other professional men for the Inspector- lan) as to the motive for Mr. Michie
Genera], while receiving a salary of £1',200 ceasing to be a member of the Governa year, to be allowed to take private prac- ment, he had only to say that he had no
tice. Even if, in a private way, his ser- information to give. He believed that no
vices were gratuitous, a great injury was honorable member of the House, except
inflicted upon men who had to live by the honorable member for Ararat, could
their profession. He (Mr. McKean) sub- entertain a suspicion as to the motives of
mitted that most of the officers of the the late Minister of Justice.
Public Works department might be disMr. McLELLAN.-Oh! yes there are.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he did not
pensed with, and that the plans for future
public works might be the subject of believe it; and, until honorable members
public competition. There was an ex- did themselves the dishonour of getting
ample of the value of competition in these up and stating that they entertained such
matters in the Post-office, which was the suspicions, he should continue to disbelieve
only public building in the country credit- it.
able to the Government.
Mr. McLELLAN observed that he did
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not think it any dishonour to ask for information connected with business conducted by the Attorney-General or his
late colleague, so long as his constituents
and the other people of the colony paid
for the transaction. No honorable gentleman connected with the House had cost
the country more than the AttorneyGeneral. Was it not It notorious fact
that, as soon as the honorable and learned
gentleman's late colleague threw up his
position as Minister of Justice, he was
hired by the Attorney-General as advocate
in the Kew case?
Mr. G. P. SMITH, having remarked
that Mr. Michie sacrificed a very large
portion of his annual income while holding
office as a Minister of the Crown, said he
did not think the explanation given with
regard to the Inspector-General of Public
Works was satisfactory. Here was a genIeman receiving £1,'200 a year, whilst the
salary of every other head of a department
ranged from £800 to £1,000. No other
officer that he knew of was receiving a
salary of £1,200 a year. (Mr.O'Grady."Yes, Mr. Higinbotham.") He should
like to know what really was the position
which Mr. Wardell occupied. Was he
the Government Architect, or was he the
Inspector-General of Public Works? During the discussions with respect to the Kew
asylum, Mr. Wardell expressly stated that
it was no part of his duty to inspect public
buildings. If he was the Government
Architect, let him be correctly described.
But let not a salary be voted for an
Inspector-General 'of Public Works who
stated that it was not his business to inspect public works; that, on the contrary,
his duties confined him to his office. No
doubt great blame was attachable to the
department in reference to the matter of
the Kew Lunatic Asylum. He considered
that, without making a victim of anyone,
the blame should have been sheeted home
to the person most deserving it. Mr.
Kawerau, upon whom a great deal of the
blame rested, tried to avail himself of a
twelve months' leave of absence at the time
the inquiry was going on, and, according
to report, there was a great deal of difficulty in inducing him to give his evidence;
at any rate his evidence was of a most unsatisfactory character. Some explanation
was due as to who was the real delinquent
in the case-:-as to who was responsibleand that person should be visited, if not
with severe penalties, at least with censure.
He (Mr. Smith) concurred with the hODor-
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able member for Maryborough, that the
designs for public buildings should be a
subject for public competition. He believed
it to be a fact that, when designs had been
obtained in this way, they had been so
altered by the Public Works department
that their authors did not know them. He
advocated the sweeping away of the Inspector-General and his staff, and the
adoption by the Government of the plan
pursued by private individuals-namely,
that when elaborate designs were required,
the competition of the profession should
be invited, and that the architect whose
designs were accepted should have charge
of the building" and be responsible to the
Government for its proper execution. If
such a course had been adopted with reference to the Kew lunatic asylum, the country
would have been saved the expense with
which it was now saddled.
Mr. LEVEY said he should like to know
the fee paid to the late Minister of Justice
in the Kew case. He did not say that the
learned gentleman did not earn his fee,
nor did he say that the Government did
not exercise a wise discretion in entrusting
the case to the hands of Mr. Michie. But
surely there. was no dishonour in putting a
question on the subject? The AttorneyGeneral, however, seemed to imagine that
he was above ordinary men, that he might
stalk about like a Colossus, and that other
honorable members were poor humble meD,
who must be content with walking beneath
his coat-tails. It was natural for people to
remark that, immediately after the late
Minister of Justice resigned office, he.
received two lucrative retainers-one in
the case of Cornisk and Bruce v. The
Queen; the other in the Kew asylum.
arbitration case. The question put by
the honorable member for Ararat (Mr.
McLellan) ought to have been treated
in a very different way by the AttorneyGeneral. He (Mr. Levey) believed that
the mistakes in connexion with the Kew
contract arose from the incompetence of
the persons placed in charge by the late
Minister of Public Works (Mr. Hervey).
The ordinarily loose notions as to the
exercise of patronage were entertained by
that gentleman, and, accordingly, jt was
thought that a woollen-draper would make
an efficient clel'k of works. The result
was a great mess, for which the country
had to suffer. As for Mr. Wardell, he, as
the head of the department, was indirectly
responsible, but he knew no more about
the work than any honorable member of
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the House. (Mr. Cope.-t'He ought to.")
But could a man be ubiquitous? Could
he attend to office business, supervising
plans of works in all parts of the country,
and yet be travelling about? The conduct of the honorable member for East
Bourke Boroughs had put the country to
an exp~nse of £14,000 or £15,000, and
if the honorable gentleman had the
slightest modesty, his voice would never
be heard in connexion with the Kew
Lunatic Asylum.
In conclusion, Mr.
Levey said he did not think the country
now required a department of Publio
Works. All that was needed was a
Government officer to see that Government works throughout the country were
carried out according to one system. He
was for reducing the expenditure in this
direction as much as any honorable member.
But it was evident that £13,984 did not
cover the working expenses of the departmen t, because the first item in the next
subdivision of the Estimates was £2,500 for
temporary assistance by clerks, draughtsmen, &c.
Mr. G. V. SMITH observed that the
honorable member for Normanby, having
delivered his lecture on retrenchment, failed
to take advantage of the opportunity to
give effect to his ideas. Instead of that he
referred to Mr. Hervey-a person absent
-as the person on whom the responsibility
of the mistakes in connexion with the Kew
Lunatic Asylum should be thrust. In fact
it always came to the same thing-no one
was responsible. If Mr. Hervey had been
in office, and there had been a probability
of sheeting home the responsibility to him,
there would have been a similar diversion.
They were never able to reach the really
guilty person. His own opinion was that,
until some members of the House moved
for a committee to ascertain what retrenchment could be made, and where reductions
would be justifiable, all the talk about
retrenchment was mere clap-trap and moonshine. There was no reality or earnestness
in it.
.
Mr. McLELLAN repeated his assertion that the proceedings in the Kew
asylum contract constituted a gross fraud
on the country. Until some explanation
was offered, he, for one, would not consent
to the vote for the Public Works department. He denied that he had imputed
motives to the late Minister of Justice,
as the Attorney-General had charged him
with doing. He had merely stated the
fact, that no sooner did that honorable gen-
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tleman resign his office than he became the
paid advocate of the Crown in two important cases, and received sums of money
which had not been accounted for up to
the present time. He did not think that
it was the duty of honorable members to
go poking about public buildings, but when
such a fraud as the Kew asylum case
presented itself, they. were bound to inquire into it, with a view of preventing a
recurrence of such practices in the future,
and certainly he was not to be put down
by the sneers of the Attorney-General. He
would not sit silent and see the people
heavily taxed, while money was squandered in every direction. Why the bread
tax would produce no more than had been
wasted over this very case of the Rew
asylum. No important public works were
going on; no large road improvements
were being made; neither the revenue nor
the population was increasing, and yet the
public expenditure was growing larger and
larger every year. Unless wiser men
undertook the management of the finances
of the colony they would soon find themselves in a state of insolvency.
Mr. JONES ridiculed the proposition
of the honorable member for South Bourke
(Mr. G. P. Smith), that professional business should be let by tender. As that
honorable member had signalized his presence in the House by attacking friend
and foe, his remarks that evening were not
to be wondered at; but it was to be regretted that the Attorney-General should
declare that the statements of the honorable member for Ararat (Mr. McLellan)
were dishonorable, for that was the direct
implication conveyed by the honorable
gentleman's remarks. As to the late
Minister of Justice, he certainly did not
think that it would be fair to attack the
absent, and he was ready to admit that,
since that honorable gentleman'R departure from the' House, the debates had lost
much of the brilliancy which that honorable
gentleman was wont to contribute-a bril.
liancy the most evil result of which was
that it had driven the honorable member
for Maldon to a part of the House where
his presence was sincerely regretted. The
Attorney-General, on the other hand, was
too apt to forget the dignity of his position. It· did not become the honorable
gentleman to enact the part of a male
termagant, nor yet to accept the rOle of
censor when It subject was not approached
in the manner most gratifying to his feelings. No one would deny the abilities of
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the honorable member, nor would anyone sands of pounds. Had there been proper
suppose that he was self-seeking in the management, the Government would have
emoluments of office; but, for all that, he saved money by an appeal to arbitration;
had been a most costly Attorney-General for, as he had said, any jury at that time
to the country, and it ill became him to would have cast them in heavy damages.
disparage honorable members who brought To show the wisdom of the course, it
forward questions which they believed to was only necessary to refer to the recent
be essential to the good government of the . arbitration in the case of Cornish and
country. He did not think that the Public Bruce, which had resulted in the findWorks department should be dealt with ing of the Supreme Court for £157,000
while the question as to who was to blame being reduced by £50,000. As to the
in the Kew asylum case remained unsettled. proposal of the honorable member for
In fact Ministers, in defence of ·their own Normanby, that the Public Works departreputation, ought not to press the vote ment, the Railway department, and the
until the evidence taken at the arbitration Waterworks department, should be comhad been printed and distributed. Some bined into one, the mere fact of the honorone must be to blame, either Mr. Wardell, able gentleman making the suggestion
the Ministry, or, as it had been said, the showed that he knew nothing at all about
honorable member for the East Bourke anv one of those departments. Whether
Boroughs. His own opinion was that the the vote could be cut down or not he
mischief had been occasioned by the rash could not say; but he was sure that the
and bungling action of the Chief Sec- public works carried out by the departretary and his colleagues. Pending in- ment would bear comparison with the
formation on this point, he maintained private work from any architect's office in
Melbourne.
that the vote ought to be postponed.
Mr. BUNNY said it must be admitted
Mr. KYTE expressed his belief that the
blame in connexion with the expense of the that the Kew asylum case was a great
Rew asylum arbitration was not laid on the public scandal. Something had gone
right shoulders. He did not see what else wrong, and, as a consequence, a burthen of
the Government could do than to refer the £20,000 was imposed on the taxpayers of
matter to arbitration, because, at the time the colony. The question was where the
in question, political feeling ran so high wrong originated. Probably it arose from
that any jury of twelve which could have something not having been looked after
been summoned at the Supreme Court by the department, and, that being the
would have gi ven immense damages against case, it was only reasonable that honorthe Government, whether they were in able members should ask where the
the right or in the wrong. His own fault lay, in order that steps might be
experience of litigation had shown him taken to prevent its recurrence again and
that arbitration was the fairest mode of again. The prover]) said that "in the
settling disputes, provided, of course, that multitude of counsellors there is wisdom ;"
the arbitration was carried on in a proper but perhaps this was a case of "too many
and business-like manner. In this in- cooks spoiling the broth." The salaries of
stance, however, the arbitrators appeared the department, which amounted to £9!324,
to have subordinated everything to the were divided amongst twenty-two officers.
con venience of the counsel engaged in Now, which of these twenty-two was to
the affair. They sat one day for an hour, be blamed for his conduct in the affair?
and another for half' an hour, just as The contract would not be set aside by the
counsel wished, and thereby extended the Government on their own responsibility.
hundred and one expenses of the proceed- It was not to be supposed that Ministers
ings over a term of from foul' to five would examine building work themselves.
months. The Government appointed gen- They obtained their information from some
tlemen from whom, no douLt, they ex- one, and honorable members were entitled
pected some modicum of business atten- to ask from whom. Whose fault was it
tion. Doubtless they expected that these that the State suffered a heavy loss, and
gentlemen would sit every day from ten that a grievous wrong was done to a
to four o'clock; and, had that been done, fellow-citizen? If no one could be found,
the matter could have been settled in four- there must be too many cooks-the conteen days, instead of occupying twenty struction of the department must be radiweeks, and the expenses would have been cally wrong. A smaller matter, which
represented by hundreds instead of thou- required explanation, was, why the ser-
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vices of an additional draughtsman were
required for three months, and why this
supernumerary was placed in the highest
class?
Ml:. VERDON said that he had always
admitted the perfect right of honorable
members to institute a rigid scrutiny of
the Estimates. It was equally the duty of
the Government to afford information to
honorable members, and to protect the
officers of their department when they
could justly do so. He would, therefore,
reply to two points which had been urged
against the vote. The first was the proposition of the honorable member for South
Bourke, that, instead of having a Public
Works department, architects should be
invited to send in designs, and the prize
design should be carried out by contract,
under the superintendence of the architect
in question. Now had the honorable member considered the cost of that plan? The
Estimates showed a total expenditure on
public works of £379,130, and the cost of
the working of' the department was less
than £14,000; so that the percentage was
not so great as would have to be paid to
architects on commission. The honorable member had referred to the new
Post-office in support of his proposition,
but it so happened that the design of that
building had to be altered to such an
extent, before it could be carried out, that
probably the architect would not recognize his design in the present handsome
and appropriate structure. When talking of competitive designs it was only
fair to remember that Mr. Wardell's appointment was the result of a competitive
examination; an examination in which
Mr. Wardell's peculiar fitness for the post
he now occupied was so generally admitted
that many gentlemen retired from the contest. On many occasions the House had
recognized this fitness on the part of Mr.
Wardell, and, on one occasion, it unanimously increased his salary from £1,000 to
£1,200 per annum, in recognition of his
efficiency and of the reforms he had
effected in his department. It must not be
overlooked that there was a great deal of
clerical work required from the department; that officers had to be kept at the
disposal of the Government to furnish the
returns and the information required by
the House. He was convinced that if
effect were given to the proposition of the
honorable member, the public works would
be carried out less satisfactorily, and would
be more costly than they were at preVOL. III.-2 X
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sent. The second point was with reference to the Kew asylum contract.
Now it would be remembered that statements were made in that House which,
in the first instance, the Government refused to act upon. For weeks the Government persistently refused to act upon what
they considered insufficient information.
It was not until Messrs. Lawrence and
Ramsden, two men well known in Melbourne as respectable contractors, reported
in the most decisive manner against the
contractor's work, that the Govel'llment
felt bound to interfere. The report, it
would be remembered, not only condemned
the work, but deliberately charged the
contractor with having failed to carry out
the specifications of the Public vVorks department. Having this evidence that the
contract had been deliberately violated, the
Government thought that the work ought
to be carried out by some one else, and
therefore they cancelled the contract, by
virtue of the powers the con tract i tself gave
them. At the arbitration the contractor
brought forward an immense amount of
evidence to show that the work was not
so bad as had been represented. -Had any
one suggested at the time that the contractor could do this it would have been
treated as an impertinence - honorable
members demanded that everything should
be done to save the country from imposition.
He admitted that the honorable member
for St. Kilda (Mr. Bunny) had struck the
main point of the case when he asked
where the responsibility rested. Of course,
generally, it rested with the members of
the Government, who had no right to
attempt to escape from it; but, as a professional matter, they were not responsible.
For a short time, at the period referred to,
he was at the head of the department, and
the first question he put was, "Who is
responsible for the works at the Kew
asylum?" Unfortunately, he could not
bring the responsibility home to anyone.
The Inspector-General said that it was
not his duty to inspect works-that, in
fact, his title was a misnomer; though, in
consequence of its having been placeu in
the schedule of the Civil Service Act, it
could not be changed without his risking
his position, and without other inconveniences. Finding that the responsibility was frittered away amongst several
officers, clerks of works, inspectors, &c.,
he took upon himself that some one should
be made responsible in future. A change
was then made, and the three best men
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in the service were appointed "superintending inspectors of works," under
which title they now appeared on the
Esti mates.
It was understood that
these gentleman would be directly responsible for whatever took place under
them, and they undertook that responsibility on the understanding that the foremen of the various works should. not be
appointed without their consent, in order
that they might have good faithful workmen, whom they could trust to superintend
the works. This was acceded to; the
su perintending inspectors received am pIe
power, and full responsibility was exacted
from them. The system had been in
operation since then, and it was believed
that the public works were better carried
out under it than they were before its
adoption. Therefore, though the experience had to be paid for, he trusted that the
result would be the better administration
of the department. He had endeavoured
to explain the circumstances of the case,
but if honorable members desired further
information he would be happy to afford
it. If they thought it necessary that the
evidence taken at the arbitration should
be prin.ted, which ,!,"ould be yery costly,
or should be laid on the table, it should be
done. At the same time he saw no
necessity for postponing the vote, because
honorable members would -have an opportunity of discussing the question when the
supplementary estimates, including the
expenses of the arbitration, were brought
down.
Mr. IRELAND expressed his pleasure
at hearing the Treasurer exonerate Mr.
Wardell. (Mr. Cope-" No.") Well, he
understood that the Government had
exonerated Mr. Wardell, by continuing
him in office. It was because he agreed
with the Treasurer, that the InspectorGeneral, and indeed all the officers of the
department, were free from blame, that he
rose to speak on the general subject, for,
having been professionally connected with
the arbitration, he felt bound to abstain
from entering into details. He would not
allude to the pressure brought to bear on
the department by certain political adherents of the Ministry; but there was
one circumstance of so monstrous a
character, that it required only to be
stated to be condemned. It was that, in
the face of a report from .the InspectorGeneral that between £200 and £300
would remedy all the faults in the work,
plant to the value of £14,000 was con6.s-
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cated, and a contract of £200,000 was
annulled. Two contractors were called in,
and the report of these two persons was
adopted in the teeth of that of the Inspector-General. At the arbitration, every
kind of corrllption and neglect was imputed to the officers of the department, so
that he had constantly to defend those
gentlemen, and to use against the Crown
the argument, "if your own officers are
corrupt, why do you not dismiss them? "
After this great scandal, it was desirable
that, prior to the vote for the department
being taken, there should be an inquiry
as to whether the officers of the department were guilty or not of the offences
publicly imputed to them. He did not
believe that they were, for the report of
the arbitration proceedings, if laid on the
table of the House, would show that their
advice had been entirely sct aside in, this
matter. At the same time it was due to
them that there should be an inquiry, and
it was due to honorable members that,
when voting money, they should have a full
knowledge of the fac~s of the case.
Mr. McKEAN moved that the salary of
the Inspector-General be reduced to £800
per annum. He did so with a view of
testing the feeling of honorable members
in favour of retrenchment. If the expenditure was to be cut down, as the honorable
member for N ormanby had proposed, it
should be done by reducing the large
salaries, and not by deducting 6d. per day
from the wages of railway labourers.
The CHAIRMAN said that, according
to an opinion of the Attorney-General
given last session, the amendment could not
be put, as it would be contrary to the pro":'
visions of the Civil Service Act.
Mr. GILLIES denied that the amendment ~ould violate any clause of the Civil
Service Act. He knew that the AttorneyGeneral and the late Minister of Justice
had asserted that that Act was an Appropriation Act, but he was not aware
of any decision that such was the case.
He did not intend to support the amendment, but he submitted that the House
had a perfect right to adopt it. According to Parliamentary rules, any reduction could be made in Committee of
Supply, though the effect of that reduction
would be a different matter. Why the
committee could refuse to vote a single
item, and surely, if they could do the
greater, by striking the vote out altogether,
they could do the lesser by reducing it.
Mr. McKEAN contended that the
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Chairman's ruling would make the proceedings of the committee a farce. If they
could not interfere with a single vote, what
was the use of discussion? The Estimates
might as well be passed in globo. If the
item could not be reduced, he would move
that it be struck out; but, in the first instance, he would like to know whether
the ruling was in accordance with Parliamentary practice.
Mr. LEVE Y remarked that the committee had no power to reduce the salary
of' the Inspector-General of Public Works,
because the 5th section of" the Civil Service Act provided that the officers mentioned in the first schedule of the A~t (of
whom Mr. Wardell was one) should have
the same salaries as they had in 1862,
unless an alteration was made in the mode
prescribed by the Act. If the committee
wished to retain control over the civil
service expenditure, they ought to insist
upon the Government bringing down a
resolution, in accordance with the 7th
section of the Act, to alter the maximum
and minimum salaries for each class.
Mr. VERDON" said he understood the
honorable member for Norman by to wish
to reduce the number of officers of the
civil service. If so, there was nothing to
prevent the honorable member moving
that the number of officers should be reduced by half. The intention of the Civil
Service Act undoubtedly was to prevent
the discussion of individual salaries in
Committee of Supply. He would not
venture to say whether, if the House
made any reductions, they would become
law by means of an Appropriation Act;
but he certainly thought that they ought
not deliberately to ignore the intentions of
the Civil Service Act without grave consideration.
Mr. McLELLAN thought it was time
that every member revolted against the
dictum of the Attorney-General that the
House had not the power to alter the
salaries of any of the officers of the civil
service. If the salary of any officer included in the schedule to the Civil Service
Act could not be touched, the sooner the
Act was altered the better. Many of the
civil servants had most extravagant salaries, and yet the Government were imposing fresh taxation on the people. If
they dealt justly with the civil servants
new taxation would be altogether unnecessary. This colony might appropriately
take a lesson from the neighbouring colonies with reference to the civil service ex2x2
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penditure, and make considerable reductions. The question was one which would
have to be grappled with at no distant
day.
Mr. JONES remarked that, if the Government refused to give any further information as to the Kew Lunatic Asylum,
it would be necessary for honorable members to avail themselves of the forms of
the House in order to procure that information.
Mr. McKEAN submitted that the ruling
of the Chairman was not in accordance
with the practice of Parliament.
The CHAIRMAN.-Nothing can be
more in accordance with the practice of
Parliament than to reduce salaries, or any
other item of expenditure which appears
on the Estimates; but, last session, when
it was proposed to make reductions, the
Attorney-General expressed an opinion
that it was contrary to the Civil Service
Act to make any alteration in the salary
of any officer of the service. As that is a
question of law, I will not venture to give
any opinion upon it ; but, if it is the wish
of the committee, I shall be very glad to
have it referred to the Speaker.
Mr. GILLIES.-How can the Speaker
settle a matter of law?
The CHAIRMAN.-A resolution of
the House can then be arrived at.
Mr. McKEAN moved that the Chairman report progress, with a view to ask
the opinion of the Speaker as to whether
the committee had any power to make
alterations in the salaries of civil servants)
notwithstanding the existence of the Civil
Service Act.
Mr. SNODGRASS hoped the committee
would proceed with the Estimates without
referring this question to the Speaker.
Mr. G. V. SMITH said he should be
sorry for it to go forth to the country that
honorable members were so ignorant as to
suppose that the Civil Service Act prevented them dealing with any item on the
Estimates as they thought fit. If, however, it was desired to reduce the expenditure of the civil service, that ought
to be done systematically, and after an
impartial inquiry by a committee selected
from members on both sides of the House.
Mr. DYTE spoke in favour of the
opinion of the Speaker being taken on the
question raised by the honorable member
for Maryborough. If the Speaker's ruling
was in accordance with the opinion of the
Attorney-General, it would be well for the
committee to take the initiative, either by
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instructing the Ministry to bring down a
message [i'om the Governor recommending
that the salaries of the civil servants
should be reduced, or to accept the onus
of making reductions themselves. If retrenchment was necessary in the public
service, he agreed with honorable members
that that retrenchment ought not to be
confined to railway porters, but should
commence at the fountain head.
Mr. VERDON observed that the question was one which ought not to be submittel'! to the Speaker, because it was obviously a matter of legal interpretation.
Probably the Speaker would himself say
that it was a question upon which his
opinion ought not to be asked. It would
be very inconvenient to have the question
determined either one way or the other.
If it were decided that the committee had
power to make alterations in the salaries,
that would lead to the discussion of the
salaries of individual officers, which was
very undesirable; and, on the other hand,
it would certainly be unwise to say that
the committee had not the power of making
alterations. It would be unwise to attempt
to restrict the powers of the Committee of
Supply. If honorable members wished to
reduce the amount for salaries and wages,
there was no question that they could reduce the number of officers; but it would
be difficult to reduce individual salaries,
even if it were perfectly plain that that
could be done.
Dr. EMBLING urged that the vote
ought to be withdrawn until honorable
members had fuller information as to
whether any of the officers of the department were to blame for what had occurred
in connexion with the contract for the
Kew Lunatic Asylum.
Captain MAC MAHON said he thought
it would be injudicious to refer the question
to the Speaker, particularly in the manner
in which the honorable member for Maryborough wished to refer it. There could
be no doubt that the committee had the
power to do just as they thought fit with
regard to the salary of any officer on the
Estimates. 'Vhether the individual concerned might not be entitled to compensation, in the event of' his salary being
reduced, on the ground that a breach of the
existing law was committed, was' another
matter.
As no resolutions had been
brought down under the 7th clause of the
Ciyil Hervice Act, the responsibility of
maintaining the salaries of the civil servants at the same rates as heretofore rested
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with the Government, and very properly
so. At the same time he thought they
would admit that there was some weight
in the suggestion which he made during
the debate 011 the Budget, that a committee, chosen from both sides of the House,
should be appointed to inquire whether
reductions could not be effected by a conInstead of
solidation of departments.
raising the principle as to the desirability
of making reductions on the salary of an
individual officer, against whom a good
deal of animosity seemed to exist, it would
be better to postpone the vote until an
inquiry was made as to whether the business of the department could not be conduct€!Ci more economically, by adopting the
system suggested by the honorable member
for South Bourke (Mr. G. P. Smith).
Mr. G. P. SMITH deprecated any attempt to reduce the salaries of individual
officers while the Estimates were under
consideration. It would be a great injustice to the members of the civil service
if their salaries depended upon a chance
majority which happened to be in the
House on any particular night. He did
not believe that the salaries of the officers
of the civil service were excessive, but ho
was in favour of economising the expenditure by an amalgamation of departments.
He objected to the question as to the
power of the committee to make reductions
in individual salaries being referred to the
Speaker, and suggested that the Government should consent to postpone the vote
for the Public Works department until
further inquiries were made in reference
to the conduct of the officers of the department in connexion with the contract for
the Kew Lunatic Asylum. He did not wish
to attack the Inspector-General of Public
Works or any other officer-he simply
wished to know who was to blame for
what had occurred at the: Kew Lunatic
Asylum.
Mr. VERDON expressed his willingness to postpone the vote until the evidence
taken in the Kew arbitration case was laid
on the table, if such was the desire of the
committee; but he would not consent to
progress being reported to ask the opinion
of the Speaker as to whether the committee had power to reduce the salal'ies of
indi vidual officers.
Mr. McKEAN said that he would press
his motion. He was not a.ctuated by any
hostile feeling towards Mr. Wardell, from
whom he hall always received the greatest
courtesy, but simply from a desire to effect
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retrenchment, and to ascertaiR. from the
Speaker whether the committee had power
to reduce individual salaries.
Mr. JONES submitted that, if the question was taken out of committee, it ought
to be referred to the House, and not to
Mr. Speaker.
Mr. LEVEY said that, if Mr. Wardell's
salary was reduced to £800, he could recover the difference between that amount
and £1,200 in a court of law. If honorable members wished to reduce salaries.
they ought to do so in the way provided
by the Civil Service Act. It was contrary
to the spirit of that Act to discuss individual salaries.
Dr. EMBLING remarked that, if the
question was not decided, the committee
would be precluded from making alterations in the salaries of any of the officers.
He thought that the sooner it was referred
to the Speaker, and, if necessary, to the
House, the better.
Mr. McLELLAN protested against the
question being referred to the Speaker.
The privileges of Parliament conferred on
the Committee of Supply the right of dealing with the Estimates in any way they
thought fit. If the Civil Service Act
clashed with the rights and privileges of
the Committee of Supply, the Act ought
to give way.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he hoped
that all members were equally interested
in maintaining the rights of the House;
but he apprehended that the question
which had been raised during this discussion was a question of legal interpret.ation,
and not a question of right or privilege.
What was the position of the civil servants under the Civil Service Act? Tlult
Act provided that the officers of the civil
service should be classified, that they
should receive a salary equal to that
which was given them in 1862, and that
the salaries of all officers, except officers
of the first class, should have an annual
increment. The salaries of all classified
officers were therefore secured by Act of
Parliament, and became as much special
appropriations as special appropriations
under any other Act, which might be paid
without reference to the House at all.
The policy of the Civil Service Act was
not now the question under consideration.
He agreed with the general policy of that
Act; but he believed that there were
parts of it which were not politic, and
which ought to be reconsidered. They
were not dealing with the policy of the
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Act, however, but with its legnl effect.
Looking at it from a legal point of view,
he submitted that .the salaries of civil
servants who were classified were (subject to the 7th clause of the Act) as
much fixed by Act of Parliament as any
other special appropriation, which might
be paid without any reference to the House.
The 7th clause provided that a resolution
might be brought down to reduce, not the
salary of individual officers, but the salary
of any class of officers. That was the only
provision established by law for regulating
the salaries from year to year. It had
been contended by some honorable members that the committee had the right to
reduce the salary of any officer; but he
ventured to say that, if the House parted
with its undoubted right of voting public
moneys by its own resolution-if it parted
with that power, and put its will into an
Act of Parliament, then that Act could·
only be altered by another Act, and not
by a resolution. It was perfectly competent for the House to insert, in an Appropriation Bill, a clause limiting, reducing,
01' cutting off altogether t.he salary of any
one or more officers of the civil service,
but it was by an Act that thnt was to be
carried out. The real power of the House
consisted in framing a Bill, which there
was no power to alter. Virtually, therefore, the House retained the power which
it formerly possessed, but he suumitted with
great confidence that, inasmuch as the
salaries of classifieu officers were fixed by
law, unless a resolution was brought down
to reduce those salaries, or unless the Appropriation Bill made express provision
for a reduction, they coulu not be reduced
by a mere resolution of the House.
Mr. IRELAND said he concurred with
what had fallen from the Attorney-General.
It appeared to him that, without discussing
the inherent powers of the I-louse, it was
perfectly plain that, by an Act of Parliament passed by both branches of the
Legislature, the salaries of ttte civil servants had been fixed at a certain rate, and
if it was desired to affect the amount in
any way, it must be done in the manner
prescribed by the 7th clause of that Act.
He agreed with the Attorney-General that
the House had thA power either to increase
or reduce any of the salaries, but the
mode of doing so was altered by Act of
Parliament, and they could only exercise
their power ill the mode prescribed by
that Act. If the committ,ee attempted
to make any alterations in the salaries in
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any other way, they virtually attempted
to repeal the 7th clause of the Civil
Service Act. By that Act a compact,
as it were, had been made with the
other branch of the Legislature to alter
the mode of dealing with the salaries of
the civil servants, and no alterations could
be made in those salaries, except by the
mode prescribed by the Act. Of course
it was in the power of the House to alter
the salaries in another way-it was in their
power to do a great many things contrary
to law-but the alteration would not be
effectual, even if it were made, and the
officers whose salaries were affected by
the alteration would be able to recover
the amount to which they were entitled by
the Civil Service Act. As to the argument
that that Act was a special appropriation
of the salaries of the civil servants, he did
not think that the salaries of those officers
stood precisely on all fours with special
appropriations, because, although the
amounts could not be altered (except in
the manner prescribed by the 7th clause),
yet the salaries required to be placed on the
Estimates, and voted year by year, whereas
the amounts for special appropriations
were voted once for all, and did not require to be placed on the Estimates again.
His wish for inquiry was based on a
different ground to that urged by several
honorable members, because he considered
the conduct of the officers connected with
the transaction in question to be perfectly
unimpeachable. However, he trusted, after
the assurance of the Treasurer that the
vote should be postponed with a view to
inquiry, that the discussion would be
brought to a termination.
Mr. G. V. SMITH observed that, no
doubt, if retrenchment were advi~able, the
Government could be compelled, under the
7th section of the Civil Service Act, to
bring down a measure accordingly. But
retrenchment could not be effected by
deciding-blindly and in utter ignorance
of the qualifications and duties of the
officers concerned - on individual cases
now. He considered that the night had
been absolutely wast.ed in the discussion.
Mr. LANGTON remarked that the
committee would be flying in the teeth
not only of the 7th section of the Civil
Service Act, but also of the Constitution
Act, if they were to increase or reduce the
salaries of civil servants without any message on the subject from the Governor.
Mr. VERDON said he believed it was
the desire of honorable members, on all
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sides of the House, to arrive at the true
state of the law. He was sorry that the
honorable member for the Ovens (Mr. G.
V. Smith) and other honorable members,
laboured underthe misapprehension that, by
an address to the Governor, a message could
be brought down proposing an alteration
in the' maximum and minimum rates,
thus enabling the House to do that
which it was contended could not be done
without a message. The 7th section of
the Civil Service Act provided that
"before the transmission of the message
accompanying the Estimates in any
financial year, the Governor may recommend, &c." But the Estimates for the
financial year 1867 had already been submitted; and as no message from the
Governor was previously brought down,
he did not think it now possible to comply
with the provisions of that section. (An
honorable member-" Have a new session.") He thought that would not remove the difficuIt.y. Therefore it was of
more importance that the committee should
consider fully what would be the effect of
an alteration in any individual salary, if
made upon the Estimates, which formed
the ground work of the Appropriation
Bill. He confessed that it was rather
against the position of the Government
that he urged this consideration; but it
was only fair, when discussing a question
without party feeling, that it should be regarded from all points of view. The Appropriation Bill, when it became an Act,
would probably be sufficient authority for
a departure from the provisions of the
Civil Service Act; but he apprehended
that, in such an event, damages for breach
of contract might be obtained by the civil
servants affected. He thought it only fair
to put this view, because he did not think
that anything could be done this session
under the 7th section of the Civil Service
Act.
Mr. LEVEY observed that, if the Government had now found, for the first
time during the many years they had held
office, that the House had determined upon
economy and retrenchment, they would
take every possible care that, before the
next Estimates were brought down, there
should be something like financial reform.
For that reason he did not think the time
occupied in the discussion had been wasted.
After remarks from Mr. WATKINS
and Mr. RICHARDSON,
Dr. HEATH said, apart from the fact
that it was beyond the po,~er of the com-
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mittee to entertain the amendment of the
honorable member for Maryborough, he
objected to the proposition as altogether
inequitable. If salaries were to be reduced,
the public servants should have some notice
of the proceeding, in order that they might
have time to regulate their expenditure
before the reduction -took place. Moreover,
he was opposed to reducing the salaries of
one individual while the salaries of others
remained undisturbed.
·Mr. McKEAN remarked that, after the
expression of feeling which had been manifested, he would withdraw his amendment.
At the same time he must say that he had
no intention to single ~)Ut Mr. Wardell.
He took that gentleman's salary simply
because it appeared first on the list.
The amendment was withdrawn accordingly.
Mr. COPE said he was sorry the discussion in reference to the Kew Lunatic
Asy lum had arisen. Had certain information, for which he called some time ago,
been in the possession of honorable members,
the discussion might have been prevented.
A·t all events, honorable members would
have been in possession of information to
enable them to arrive at a more just conclusion than they could under present
Some time ago he poscircumstances.
sessed certain information with regard to
the works at Kew, which he thought necessary to communicate to the Government.
He presumed it was not the intention of
the House to prohibit any member of Parliament from communicating information
to the Government, if that information was
calculated to prevent a serious outlay to
the country. At all events, if there was
any such intention, he should rebel against
it. The honor. t1le member for Normanby
had charged him with a want of modesty
in talking about the Kew contract. But
he was acquainted with matters pertaining
to contracts before the honorable member's
head was as large as a shirt-button. He
could not compliment the honorable member on the possession of any large amount of
modesty. The honorable member, if complimented at all, must be complimented on
being the personification of impudence
itself. The honorable member had stated
that it was impossible for the InspectorGeneral of Public Works to be ubiquitous
-that he could not be in two places at the
same time-that his duties confined him to
his office. But what had he to inspect
there? It was the duty of the InspectorGeneral to make himself acquainted with
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the specifications of the Kew contract, and
to see that his subordinates pel'formed
their duty in having those specifications
carried oat to the letter. The honorable
member for Kilmol'e had told the committee that the Government had exonerated
the Inspector-General from the performanc~ of this duty.
He (Mr. Cope) had yet
to learn that the Government had done
.
anything of the kind.
Mr. IRELAND.-I never said so.
What I said was, that the Government
had exonerated the Inspector-General
from the charge made against him by
retaining him in their employ.
Mr. COPE went on to observe that
when he communicated to the Governmentwhat he knew with respecttotheKew
contract, they thought that he was acting
upon false or imperfect information. He
then placed them in possession of information which showed that he was prepared
to prove every statement that he made.
The Government thereupon determined to
investigate the matter. They appointed
one gentleman to inspect the works, and
they allowed him (Mr. Cope) to appoint
another for the same purpose. He accordingly invited Mr. Ramsden, a gentleman
above all suspicion of collusion, to inspect
the works in connexion with the gentleman appointed by the Government. The
member for Kilmore had stated that these
two gentlemen reported in opposition to,
and in the face of, the report of the Inspector-General.
Now how far was this
a fair and correct statement? He (Mr.
Cope) held in his hand a copy of the·
"remarks of the Inspector-General of.,·
Public Works on the report of the board,
appointed to inquire into the chal·acter·o[
the works at the new hospital for th~ insane·
at Kew." The Inspector-Gen~r~Lg.ave al
general description of th~. wor.k executed!
by the contractor, and afwrr going through
the several portions of· i~:-the footing
courses, the t~undation w.aJJ.~, ,the mortar,
the rubble and dressed st9I)~, 't~e bricks,
and the timber-he stated"'"7." Tp .th~. ex....
tent stated in the preceding remarks, I;.
think the work unsatisfa<;tory." Subse.
quently the Inspector-G.en~r!ll observed"I have a deep sense of the blp,me that fairly
attaches to this department, from the fact that
the defects of this work hav~ been brought
under notice from outside."

But if the Inspector-Gen~ral and his sub ..
ordinates had done their dJ.lty in the position they occupied, it w:ou~d not ha.ve been
necessary for anyb.o.d~ ou~side. to have
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brought anything forward. The report
had been industriously circulated outside
the House, by interested parties, that the
Government had pandered to him (Mr.
Cope), in order to obtain his support. He
denied that the Government had done
anything of the kind. They had not descended to anything so mean and despicable. It had been said that the stoppage
of the Kew contract, and the proceedings
which had followed, would cost the country
a pretty .sum of money. But supposing
the cost had been some £9,000 or £10,000
-(An honorable Member-" £20,000")or even £20,000, how much had been
sayed to the country in consequence?
Why, up to the present time, more than
twice £20,000. He intended to take an
early opportunity of asking the Goyernment to consent to the appointment of a
select committee to inquire into the circumstances attending the Kew contract,
in order that all the facts might be brought
out and placed honestly and fairly before
the public.
Mr. LEVEY complained that the honorable member for East Bourke Boroughs
had quoted unfairly from the InspectorGeneral's report. The honorable member
quoted this passage :-" To the extent
stated in the preceding remarks, I think
the work unsatisfactory." But the statements which immediately followed in the
report were" The stone and materials used are good; but,
as I have said before, they are in many instances
put together in an unworkmanlike manner, and
I therefore recommend that all the dE:fcctive
work should be taken down; any defects in the
footing conrses could then be more easily seen
and remedied, and the whole rebuilt. I believe
all this could be done, and the work well carried
out according to the contract, at a cost to the
contractor of from £400 to £450."

And it was for this wretched mare's-nestin order to gratify the spleen and malice of
certain persons in and out of the Housethat the countl·y had been put to an expense of something like £20,000.
Mr. COPE observed that what he 'had
mentioned was not the only thing that the
Inspector-General had done by way of
condemning the works at Kew. After the
gentlemen appointed to report upon those
works had stated publicly that the foundations were not sufficient to carry the
superstructure, and that a building constructed under such circumstances would,
some day or other, come down about the
ears of the unfortunate inmates, the In-
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spector-General himself recommended the
cancellation of the contract.
Mr. IRELAND remarked that the
cancellation of the contract was an official
act, with respect to which not the
slightest responsibility attached to the
Inspector-General. It was done by the
Board of Land and Works (of which the
Inspector-General was a member), under
the provisions of an Act of Parliament.
When the cancellation was made the Inspector-General was pressed very hard to
say whether he concurred in the decision
of the board, but he declined to say.
Mr. VALE said the Government did
not object to comply with the generally
expre~sed wish of placing on the table all
the papers relating to this matter. Nor
would they object to the appointment of
a committee of investigation, if such
should be the desire of the IJouse.
Although the cancelling of the Kew contract, and the subsequent inquiry, might
have cost £20,000, he was not prepared
to say that it was not a cheap investment..
He did not think the actual loss was
£20,000. He believed it would be shown
to be materially less, and that, whatever
the amount, it might be regarded as a
cheap payment for advantages derivedad vantages in improved supervision, and in
a more distinct sense of responsibility in
connexion with public works. Had this
Kew contract gone on, there would probably have been ultimately not simply loss of
money but loss of life. An officer concerned in the matter had recently received
leave of absence for twelve months. The
leave was asked for, not under the ordinary
reO'ulations of the civil service but on acco~nt of sickness. It was promised by
the Governor in Council before he (Mr.
Vale) took office. He thought it proper to
ask for proofs that the state of health
of the officer in question required that
he should have leave of absence. These
having been furnished, there was no justification for withholding the leave which
had been granted at a previous date. In
conclusion, Mr. Vale observed that, while
the Government did not object to the
appointment of a special committee, if
such a committee should be desired, yet
he thought it better that the matter should
be dealt with by a committee of the whole
House after the papers were laid on the
table.
On the motion of Mr. VERDON, progress was then reported.
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many certificate-holders, rather than lose
the chance of selecting at all, selected land
which, if put up to auction, would not
have a bidder, little thinking at the time
that they would be called upon to cultivate
or fence the land, or build a habitable
dwelling upon it. I must also remind
the House that these certificates wero
assignable. Many holders of certificates,
after the statement made in this House
TITLES UNDER CERTIFICATES
as to their value, were glad to get
BILL.
rid of them at whatever price they
SECOND READING.
might fetch. Some sold at lOs. per acre,
Mr. TUCKER.-In rising to move the and others at only 2s. per acre. Some
second reading of this Bill, I wish to state holders, knowing that the land law must
that this is no question of ousting the ultimately be altered, held on to their
Ministry. It will be remembered that the certificates, and, as I have already said, at
clauses, known as "Cummins's clauses," the last moment there was a great rush to
were inserted in the Land Act of 1862, take up land, inferior though it was. The
in order that people who had purchased leases were then issued, and these leases
land prior to the passing of that rneasure- provided that the annual payments should
many of them at exorbitantly high prices be instalments of the purchase-money.
-might receive some compensation for the They contained no other conditions or
depreciation which was t.hen expected to covenants; and yet regulations issued subtake place in the value of property, inas- sequently by the Minister of Lands remuch as the Act of 1862 contemplated the quired the performance of all kinds of conalienation of public la.nds at a lower rate ditions and covenants. These regulations
than £ 1 per acre. These clauses provided have prevented many persons who have
that all existing owners of property should recei ved leases from raising money on
have power to select lands to the extent their land, to enable them to make imof 320 acres, and that eight annual provements.
Now the object of the
payments of 2s. 6d. per acre should present Bill is "to quiet the titles of
be the purchase money, and entitle the selectors of land under certificates of purselectors to the fee-simple. Certificates chases made prior to the coming into
enablillg holJ.ers of land to exercise this operation of the Land Act 1862." It seeks
privilege were to be applied for and used. to prevent misunderstandings between the
within twelve months. But this was not Lands department and the owners of the
done, because, no sooner were the agricul- lands-it seeks, in fact, to carry out the intural areas opened than they were closed tentions of the Legislature. I hope the
again. Those who had obtained certificates House will agt'ee to the second reading,
could not use them, and many persons who and allow the Bill to pass through comwere entitled to certificates did not even mittee and become law as soon as possible.
attempt to apply for them. One reason for I presume the measure will not be strongly
this was that the late Mr. Heales stated opposed, because I believe it is only a
publicly in this House that the certificates question o( actual fair play. With these
were not worth the paper on which they remarks, I beg to move the second reading
were written. The Land Act of 1865 re- of the Bill.
Mr. GRANT.-I rise to oppose the
pealed the 23rd section of the Act of 1862,
and re-enacted it in a modified form. As second reading of this Bill. The honorable
it had been the fault of the Government, member tells us that this is not a political
and not of the parties, that certificates had question. It is not, but it is something
not been applied for and used, the new more. It is a social question of the highest
Act allowed three months for obtaining importance, and one which affects very
certificates, and twelve months· for ac- closely the members of this House. What
quiring land under them. Notwithstand- are the objects of the Bill? It is entitled
ing this, every obstacle was placed by the "a Bill to quiet the titles of selectors of
head of the Lands department in the way land under certificates," but I am not aware
of the use of these eertificates. Every that any question involving the title of
regulation that could possibly prevent the lessees under certificates has arisen which
use of the certificates was framed; and requires to be quieted. The true object

COLLECTORS OF CUSTOMS.
Mr. FRANCIS laid on the table, pursuant to an order of the House, dated
March 6, papers relating to the declarations
made under the 17th section of the Audit
Act by the collectors of customs at Melbourne and Geelong, in November and
December, 1865.
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of the measure is to relieve the members of
a small, but a very rich and powerful, class
from the obligations which the law has
imposed upon them-obligations which they
ought to respect, and which the highest
judicial tribunal in the colony has decided
they must fulfil. I might have understood
the measure had it proposed that some
compensation should be offered to the
State for nqt insisting on the improvements, concerning which it might be urged
that doubts have arisen; but this is not
done. I therefore oppose the Bill in limine.
The honorable member has alluded to the
way in which these certificates have arisen.
Clauses 23 and 24 of the Land Act of
1862 provided that owners of lands in
fee-simple could obtain certificates for 320
acres, on which they were to pay 2s. 6d.
for eight years, when they would obtain the
fee-simple of the same. Certificate-holders
were, however, subjected to several conditions. The 36th section declares that"Every selector of an allotment as aforesaid,
within one year after he becomes a selector,
shall cultivate at least one acre out of every ten
acres thereof, or shall erect thereon a habitable
dwelling, or shall enclose such allotment with a
substantial fence."

The certificate-holders were to be put on
the same footing as the selectors.
Mr.IRELAND.-No.
Mr. GRANT.-I challenge the honorable member to show that it was intended
to put them on a different footing. It has
been argued that these conditions only
attached to the selectors themselves, and
Dot to their assigns. Possibly that is so,
but certainly such was not the intention
of the Legislature. If the section had
nny meaning it was this, that the lands
alienated in this manner should be applied
to the settlement of the people. The
126th section of the Land Act of 1862
provides"If any selector of an allotment in any agricultural area, under this Act, shall not, within
one year from the time of his having become
the selector of the same, cultivate at least one
acre out of every ten thereof, erect thereon a
habitable dwelling, or enclose the said allotme,nt
with a substantial fence, he shall forfeit a
penalty of 5s. for every acre comprised in such
allotment,"

Now what is the meaning of that? Is it
not patent to everyone's common sense
that both certificate-holders and selectors
were to be placed in the same category?
And by naming a sum the Legislature
absolutely indicated its view that the
improvements made should be of a cer-
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tain value, namely 5s. per acre. We
arrive next at the Amending Land Act
of 1865. The honorable member was
pleased to say that the Government extended the time certificate-holders could
select in, but the fact is that the Government resisted that proposition, and it was
carried against them by a small majority.
The 7th clause of the Amending Land
Act dontinues, for a certain time, the rights
of persons entitled to select under the 23rd
and 24th sections of the Land Act of
1802, but this proviso was also inserted"Provided also that the Board of Land and
Works may from time to time make such regulations as may be thought necessary or expedient for the purpose of enforcing the conditions
and obligations aforesaid, or of preventing the
violation or evasion of any of the provisions of
the Land Act 1862."

This proviso, I maintain, required the Government to insert conditions in the leases
to carry out the spirit and intentions of the
Land Act of 1862. We did so, and what
was the resul t? In one case one' of the
applicants refused to sign the lease and
appealed to the Equity Court. The Master-in-Equity reported that the conditions
were illegal, and Mr. Justice Molesworth
. confirmed the report, but this decision was
afterwards reversed by the full court.
The Chief Justice expressly declared that
the conditions were not ultra vires. He
said that they were " wise and fair," that
they were" just to the State, and not unjust to the selector." Are we now to override this decision; are we to relieve these
interested persons from their obligations,
and this without the smallest equivalent
being offered to the State? The honorable
member has represented this matter as one
of hardship to the small selector; but no
one knows better than the honorable member how very few small selectors are concel'ned in it. If they exceed fifty, it is
beyond my knowledge. If there are any
small selectors, they have made ample improvements to satisfy the Act; it is those
gentlemen who have evaded every land
law Parliament has passed with the view
of settling the people who are now seeking to set aside the conditions. These
men obtained land under tha auction system by corrupt and unfair means. With
limited auction, under the Nicholson Act,
it was the same. The proceedings under
the Duffy Act are notorious; and under
the present Act they have done a great
deal, though every means has been taken
to defeat them. It is these men who, by
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every species of chicanery and fraud, have
endeavoured to prevent the people settling
on the land, and to tempt them to part
with it when they have got it, who now
come before us; and, as a class, I say that
they do !;lot deserve the smallest consideration when making such a proposition. To
show honorable members what course
some of these persons have been pursuing,
I will read a report sent in by an officer
of the Lands department, omitting, however, the names which are mentioned : "Jan. 26, 1867.
"Sir,-I have the honour to submit to' you
two or three matters brought under my notice
on my recent inspection of agricultural areas,
directed by your memo. of the lOth inst.
"In the area of--, the selected allotments
are held by the pastoral Crown tenants, and one
of them,Mr. - - , of - - , drew my attention
to the fences by which these allotments were,
with other unproclaimed Crown lands, enclosed.
He submits that these fences are a compliance
with the requirements of the certificate leases,
although they do not (with but one or two
trifling exceptions) touch the selected allotments ; yet, as the fences include these allotments, together with Crown lands, that, therefore, the selected allotments are fenced. A map
of the area of - - shows some of these fences,
which are of a permanent character, and were
erected prior to survey. Since selection no alteration of the fences has been made, as the
present disposition of them is considered by him
the best available plan for continuing his
pastoral occupancy of the ground.
"At Mr. --'s request I submit this matter
to you; and if you deem it desirable to express
an authoritative opinion, he would be obliged by
your informing him whether such enclosure is
considered a compliance with the conditions of
the certificate leases. If not, he would proceed
to the erection of a habitable dwelling on each
selected allotment.
" In the area of - - I came across two servants of Mr. - - , of - - , employed in the
erection of a habitable dwelling, and which Mr.
- - informed me was to be, or had been, placed
on every allotment which he held under certificate lease in - - , - - , - - , and - - , and
which, at the time of my inspection, had nearly
completed its rounds.
"Mr. - - informed me that, acting 'under
advice,' he was complying with the requirements
of the leases by "the erection of a 'habitable
dwelling' on each allotment. The modus operandi
of this compliance was as follows :-He had a
small moveable house, made of a light deal frame,
covered with galvanized iron, nine feet long,
seven feet wide, and six feet high to wall plates,
formed in six pieces, consisting of the two sides,
the two ends (with gables), and the two sides of
the roof. Taken to pieces, it was carried on a
dray to the allotment selected. Four blocks
were sunk in the ground about eight or nine
inches, and standing from three to five inches out
of the ground. The sides and ends of the house
were quickly fixed on the blocks, and fastened
together by screws; the two portions of the
roof were affixed in like manner j a small iron
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"
fire-place screwed on, a nail driven through the
foot-plates into each block, and the building was
then pronounced by the builders complete. It
had a door, and an aperture, covered with calico,
for a window. It took about twenty minutes to
erect, was at once taken down, put on the dray,
and removed to another allotment to undergo the
same operation. The builders make a note of
the erection of this' habitable dwelling' upon
each allotment, so as to be prepared to prove
that it had been erected upon the specific allotment on the day noted. This one 'dwelling' has
thus served to satisfy Mr. - - of his compliance
with the certificate leases of selections in the
four areas above-named.
" Amongst selectors and would-be selectors I
hear repeated complaints of the number of free
selections held in the· interests of the pastoral
Crown tenants. Many of these allotments would
be readily absorbed by bona fide applicants if
they knew of any way of reaching them. As a
rule, they are kept unimproved, and are selected
or kept paid on for the purpose of preventing
settlement.
"I have the honour to be, sir,
" Your most obedient servant,

"
That is a sample of the proceedings of the
gentlemen whose case we are now asked to
consider and relieve. A deputation waited
on me, some short time back, with reference to the case of Kettle v. the Queen,
and a proposition was then made, that the
certificate-holders should allow the Government (ld. per acre in lieu of their making
improvements.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-What for?
Mr. GRANT.-In lieu of their making
im provements.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-No.
Mr. GRANT.-Well, I will read the
memorandum : "Terms of Compromise.-Appeal Case With·
drawn and all Costs Paid.
"Leases to issue with right of re-entry on
non-payment of rent only, upon the payment
of 6d. per acre contained in eacl:). lease.
" Leases issued to be divested of right of reentry except for non-payment of rents, upon a
payment of 6d. per acre where no improvements
,
have been made.
" In the case of lands selected under certificate
where the improvements are incomplete or insufficient in the opinion of the Board of Land
and Works, t.he value of such unsatisfactory
improvements shall be allowed for and deducted
from the payment of 6d. per acre."
I told the deputation that I could not accept the offer, but that I would lay it before
my colleagues. The result was communicated to the honorable member for South
Gippsland, in the following letter : "Office of Lands and Survey,
"Melbourne, 2!)th February, 1867.
" Sir,-With reference to the interview the
deputation of certificate selectors had with the
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Commissioner of Crown Lands and Survey, on
the subject of the omission of certain conditions
in their leases, now in litigation in the case of
Kettle v. the Queen, I have the honour to inform
you that the Government is unable to consider
any application on the subject referred to, unless
the same be made in writing, and signed by at
least three·fourths of the certificate selectors.
"I have the honour to be, sir,
"Your most obedient servant,

"A. J.

SKENE,

"For the Assistant Commissioner
"of Lands and Survey.
" Peter Snodgrass, Esq., M.P., Melbourne."

Our object in sending this letter was to
intimate that, though we could not deal
with isolated cases, yet, if the whole body
of certificate-holders joined in a proposition
which we could entertain, we would bring
it before the Legislature. No such proposition-not even an offer of 6d. per acre
-is contained in the Bill, which, for the
reasons I have stated, I am bound to oppose.
Mr. IRELAND.-Having been intimately cOllnected with the passing of the
Land Act of 1862, I purpose addressing
the House at this stage, so as to give the
Attorney-General an opportunity of replying to my observations. With reference
to the Bill, it is properly entitled "A Bill
to quiet the titles of selectors of land under
certificates of purchase made prior to·the
coming into operation of the Land Act of
1862." It recites that-
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of appeal turned on a point provided for by
the sixth section of the Amending Land Act,
which section was not mentioned during any
of the proceedings. I will put it to honorable
members that, in reading this Bill a second
time, they are but doing a simple act of
justice. The mover has disclaimed party
motives; the only question is what is just
and fair between the Legislature and the
persons legislated for in 1862. From
personal knowledge I can speak with
authority on this point. The Nicholson
Land Act of 1860 contained provisions
which, for the first time, imposed conditions affecting the titles of the holders
of land. The 37th section declares"Every lease shall become void if the lessee or
his assigns shall not within one year from the
commencement of the term thereby created have
effected on the purchased subdivision or subdivisions of the same allotment improvements
of the value of one pound for every acre of such
purchased subdivision or subdivisions, or if he
or they shall use the land so rented, except for
pastoral purposes, or if he or they shall not
within one month after the commencement of
the second and every subsequent year of such
term pay such year's rent in advance, or if he or
t.hey shall not reside either on such rented land
or on the purchased subdivision of the same
allotment."

This' clause fastens the liability on the
lessee and on his assigns, but when the
Act came to be re-considered, it was urged
that nothing could be more objectionable
"Whereas doubts have arisen with respect to than these penalties of forfeiture. I found
the rights and obligations of persons entitled to in the works of Thomas Senior that the
allotments of Crown lands under the twentydepreciation of property in Great Britain,
third and twenty-fourth sections of the Land Act in consequence of the difficulties of titles,
1862, and under so much of the sixth and seventh
was equal to 18 per cent. ; and I pointed
sections of the Amending Land Act 1865 as
relates to the subject matter of the said firstout to the Legislature that it would be far
mentioned sections, and whereas it is expedient
wiser to impose personal penalties, rather
to remove such dOl'.bts and to quiet the titles of than create difficulties affecting titles. The
such persons as aforesaid."
result was the insertion of the "sheriff's
And then the enacting portion follows. clause," whereby the sheriff and assesThe title is a proper one, because whereas sors could be called in in case of dispute;
the judge in equity has given a decision and then, when the land was awarded, the
that the covenants and conditiQns imposed selector, but not his assigns, became liable
by the regulations of the Minister of to a personal penalty. The 36th clause of
Lands are illegal, the three judges of the the Land Act of 1862 provides thatSupreme Court have decided just the
"Every selector of an allotment as aforesaid,
reverse. The Bill does not say that the within
one year after he becomes a selector, shall
one court was right and the other wrong, cultivate at least one acre out of every ten acres
but it simply professes to declare the in- thereof, or shall erect thereon a habitable dwelltentions of the Legislature at the time the ing, or shall enclose such allotment with a subAct was passed. It would be unbecoming stantial fence."
in me to express an opinion as to which Now it will be noticed that the word "ascourt was right. All that I contend for signs" is dropped out of this clause, though
is, that thiR Bill does in truth declare the it was contained in the Act of 1860; and I
intention of Parliament when dealing with say that this was done purposely, in order to
the question; and all that I will say. on avoid depreciating the value of property.
the point is, that the decision of the court On reference to section 126 it will be seen
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that the penalty is a personal one, and applies only to the selector. It is perfectly
plain that the policy of the Act of 1862
was to relieve the land altogether from
penalties of forfeitures, and to impose penalties merely on the individual selectors. It
was considered monstrous to clog the title
of lands with conditions incapable of definition. Who can tell what "cultivation" is, what is a "habitable dwelling,"
and what a "substantial fence?" It was
felt that there was no title gi ven when an
estate was liable to forfeiture for the nonfulfilment of indefinite conditions. This
being the case, during the discussion on
the Land Act of 1862, Mr. Cummins suggested a clause provid ing that every man
who had purchased land prior to 1862
should be entitled to come in under the
new system of selection and deferred payments. The o~iect of the clause was to
meet the complaints of those who had
bought land at a high price at auction
for cash, and who saw that others were
about to be allowed to select land at £1
per acre, with the advantage of deferred
payments. The clause was intended, in
fact, as a sort of compensation to these
people. As a member of the Government.,
I opposed the clause, and I pointed out
that it was a most clumsy attempt at compensation, and that the tenant-farmers, who
had bled the most freely-some of them
having paid £ 1 per acre per annum for
land, the fee-simple of which did not cost
any more-would not be benefited in the
slightest. HoweveI~, the clause was passed
on the distinct understanding that it was
a compensation to freeholders for the high
.. cash prices they had paid for their freeholds. The land was not given to settle
upon; the people who acquired it were
settled already.
The clause provides
that"Every person, not being a mortgagee, seised
at law of, or seised of an equity of redemption
in lands in fee-simple within the colony of Victoria, purchased previously to the coming into
operation of this Act, shall be entitled to select
an allotment of crown lands in any agricultural
area, and to hold the same under lease on the
same terms and in the same manner as hereinbefore provided for selectors of lands in an agricultural area."

Now there is not a single word in the
Act concerning "selectors of lunds in an
agricultural area," a fact which plainly
illustrates how this section was dragged
into the measure. The section was merely
a reference clause. It referred to the
selection clauses-which did not come in
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until afterwards-and it placed the certificate-holders on the same terms as ordinary selectors. Now these tenDS did not
include any condition of forfeiture, but
merely imposed a penalty of 5s. per acre,
as stated in clause 126. Parliament may
deem it advisable to give a conditional
tenure, to prevent the operation of dummies, but surely it would not do so when
the land is granted as compensation to
men who have already settled aod have
already erected their homesteads. The
Minister of Lands is therefore entirely
wrong when he talks about carrying out
the spirit of the Land Act of 1862. The
Bill before the House does not take away
the penalties which the certificate··holders
are subject to; it leaves the liability to
pay 5s. per acre intact. The Amending
Act of 1865 reverses the policy of the
Act of 1862, inasmuch as it does not give
the settler a title in the first instance; but
with regard to certificate-holders under
the Land Act of 1862, it declares that
they may"Subject to all the limitations, conditions,
restrictions, and obligations, attached by the
said Act to such selection or purchase, exercise
the said right of selection or purchase."

Now this is a clear recognition of the
right of these selectors to get their lands,
subject only to the penalty of 5s. per acre,
and to the right of re-entry by the Government in case of the non-payment of rent.
But what does the Minister of Lands do?
He frames regulations which transfer the
obligations from the individual to the land;
he says, in fact, to the selector, "not only
shall you remain liable to the 5s. per acre
penalty, but I will render your grant void
if you do not put up a habita1:>le house or
cultivate your land." Is that dealing with
these people in the spirit of the Act of
1862? Nothing of the kind. It is new
legislation. It is a repeal of the policy ofthe Act of 1862, by adopting the principle
that the lalid is liable to be forfeited
through a non-compliance with undefinable conditions. The honorable gentlemen
states that this Bill will affect only a few
rich mell, but I say that it will relieve many
small selectors. There can scarcely be
an honorable member some of whose
constituents are not interested in the
matter.
I hold in my hand a return
which shows the runs on which new certificates have been used, and the number
is fifty-one.
The honorable gentleman
spoke of fifty cases; but surely he does not
proceed on the assumption that, in each
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case, the various certificates are in the
LEGISLA.TIVE COUNCIL.
hands of the pastoral tenant. At present
Wednesday, March 13, 1867.
there must be nearly half a million of
money locked up through the honorable
Public Health LaWB Amendment Bill-Disease in Sheep.
gentleman's regulatiops, and it is not
desirable that this state of things should
be continued. People who took the certiThe PRESIDENT took the chair at ten
ficates up did so openly, not for settlement minutes past four o'clock, and read the
but to sell them. The certificates became usual form of prayer.
.
a sort of scrip or land debenture, to be
hawked about, sold, or gambled with. PUBLIC HEALTH LA WS AMENDCapitalists said-" I will give you so much
MENT BILL.
for the certificate, and so much more when
The Hon. G. W. COLE moved that this
you get the title." It was notorious. that Bill be read a second time.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON seconded
this would be the case. Still the Bill does
not propose to relieve the purchaser from the motion.
the obligation of making improvements.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL.-It
It simply gets rid of this condition of for- is not my intention to oppose the second
feiture, and what use there can be in reading of this measure, but I desire to
hanging up the title, as is now done, I call attention to the 30th clause, which
cannot conceive. The banks tell the cer- confers most extraordinary powers upon
tificate-holder that his title is worthless, the Governor in Council. I cannot deand they will not advance on it. In fact scribe the clause better than by referring
there can be no security when the one to circumst.ances of recent occurrence. It
party can arbitrarily declare a forfeiture. was reported last week' that a disease had
As to the deputation which waited on the broken out in a flock of sheep, near Albury,
Minister of Lands, no doubt the parties so virulent in character as to occasion the
concerned do not desire to go back from '. death of a man who skinned one of the
their offer; but why should people be affected animals. A deputation at once
made to pay so much per acre when they waited on the Chief Secretary, and put the
are not bound to pay? Even 1s. per acre case in such a strong light that the Chief
would amount to a charge of £16 upon a Secretary appears only to have been able
man who has received his 320 acres as com- to gain time by the statement that the
pensation. The question is not a political law would not allow him to prevent sheep
one, and I will ask the House not to deal crossing the Murray. The inference to be
with it in a party spirit, but rather with a drawn is that, had this Bill been law, the
view to effecting some amicable arrange- Chief Secretary would have prohibited
ment. I shall not· discuss the decision the crossing of sheep over the Murray.
pronounced by the Chief Justice and that Now what would be the effect of an act
given by the Judge of the Court of Equity. like this on the community? I have no lI presume that both learned judges spoke hesitation in saying that, in one week, it
according to the lights they had, and with would raise the price of meat to Is. per lb.
a desire to keep within the four corners of And it must be remembered that, if the disthe Act; but that is not the question for ease were really in existence at the present
the Legislature. For years the judges in time, it would be no new thing. Diseases
England were at variance as ~o what con- as virulent as this one was reported to
stituted a libel, and at last Mr. Fox intro- be have been known in New South Wales
duced a Bill in the House of Commons for the last thirty years, and yet it has not
which defined what should constitute a been found necessary' to prohibit the crosslibel. And in this case the House is ing of sheep, nor has any inconvenience or
asked to decide what shall be the condi- loss resulted to this co~ony. In committee
tions under which certificate-holders shall I shall move that the provision in question
be entitled to select land. I trust that the be struck out, and I hope that honorable
question will be considered in a fair spirit, members will weigh seriously and calmly
the possibilities which may ensue if it be
without any political or party feeling.
On the motion of Mr. HIGINBOTHAM, allowed to beconie law.
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-I differ from
the debate was adjourned nntil the following day.
.
my honorable friend with regard to the
The House adjourned at twenty-eight clause to which he has called attention.
The powei- asked for is one which the
minutes to twelve o'clock.
Mr. Ireland.
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Government of a country like this ought
to possess. Cattle and sheep, and other
animals, are continually pouring in from
all parts, and it is necessary to arm the
Executive with such powers as may suffice
to prevent the entry of diseased animals.
In 1865, when the rinderpest was prevalent
in England, I repeatedly called attention
to the necessity of the Government doing
something to prevent the introduction of
that disease, and, after some delay, it was
stated that the Government had power to
prevent the importation of diseased animals.
I am surprised, therefore, that the Chief
Secretary should have stated that the Government had no power to deal with a
similar matter now. The 34th section of
the Customs Consolidation Act gives the
Government full control over the importation of stock into Victoria. The powers now
asked for are in excess, and very properly
so, of those of the Customs Act; but, at
the same time, I have known laws enforced
when there was less necessity than in the
instance in question, and when they were
far less applicable. I certainly t.hink the
means were there if there had been the will.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER.-I shall
vote for the clause, not because I favour
the Government, but because I think it is
for the good of the community at large.
By taking proper precautions the cattle
disease was kept out of Ireland, and the
same thing might be done here. No Government would prohibit thA importation of
sheep and cattle without good and sufficient
reasons, and, after all, the health of the
people is of more importance than the
price of meat.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD.-I find,
on reference to the Customs Consolidation
Act, that the Government already possess
ample powers to enable them to deal with
this matter. I do not, therefore, see the
necessity of inserting a new clause in the
Public Health Bill. Besides, the clause
confers a power so enormous that, in the
spirit of party, it might be exercised to the
detriment of the country; because it must
be remembered that the Governor in
Council means the Ministry of the day,
who are subject to the will of a Parliamentary majority. Again, there appears
to be no necessity for special legislation.
Some years ago great alarm was felt in
New South Wales on the very same
subject; but a committee was appointed
to inquire into the disease-splenetic
apoplexy, I think, it was called-and the
report of this committee, which appeared
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in a Sydney Gazette of 1851, speedily
quieted the alarm. We have the report
of the Government inspector that he can
discover no trace of the disease now, and
why should we legislate to protect ourselves from imaginary evils? If Parliament remains in session for some months,
as it must necessarily do, there will be
ample time to come down and ask for
powers when a single authenticated
case has been heard of. Dissatisfaction has been expressed here at the
course New South Wales has taken in
prohibiting Victorian sheep crossing the
borders into her territories, and I hope
honorable members will avoid the very
appearance of retaliation. Legislation has
already increased the price of one necessary of life on the seaboard, and now
we are asked to increase another by restrictions along our river frontier. If we
are to give protection to property, let us
do so openly, ann not by means of a false
cry like this. At present, all that we have
to act upon is the report of the inspector
which I have already alluded to. True,
the Chief Inspector recommends something, but, no doubt, he would recommend
anything to please his superiors. Honorable members can judge of the necessities
of the case as well as he can. The
Customs Act includes in its list of articles
absolutely prohibited to be imported, and
which may be forfeited or destroyed, as the
Commissioner may direct"Infected cattle, sheep, or other animals, and
hides, skins, horns, and hoofs, or any other part
of cattle or other animals which the Governor
in Council may prohibit, in order to prevent any
infectious or contagious distemper or disease."

While this clause is in existe'nce, I see no
necessity for arming the Executive with
increased powers, especially as it is the
weakness of popular Executives that they
are so easily operated upon by people
whose interests are not always in unison
with those 0'£ the community.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT.-I certainly thought that, if any question could
be discussed apart from political feeling,
it would be this one of protecting the
public health. I was very much surprised,
therefore, to hear the honorable member
who last addressed the House give a party
tone to his observations.
Mr. FITZG ERALD.-I must correct
the honorable member. The House, I am
sure, will understand that I spoke generally of Governments being subject to the
will of the majority, and not of any particular Government.
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Mr. A'BECKETT.-I apprehend that
what the Government would be subject to,
in such a case as this, would be, not the
will of a Parliamentary majority, but what
the good sense and interest of the population might demand. A great difference of
opinion prevailed in England as to the
means taken to crush out the rinderpest
disease there. Professor Gamgee incurred
considerable odinm by asserting that the
only cure was "to stamp it out," but even
his opponents at last fully adopted his
views. We have already had experience
of the devastation which disease may occasion in cattle, and we must remember that
the great and peculiar wealth of the colony
lies in its flocks and herds. The introduction of diseases amongst these flocks
and herds is like the commencem~mt of a
fire. While we are considering whether
there is any danger the time for su ppression has gone by. In like manner also the
persons immediately affected by the means
of suppression naturally object to them.
The man whose house is pulled down to
stay the progress of the flames does not
always see the necessity for the proceeding, and people interested in the free importation of cattle do not like Government
interference with their business.
Any
such restriction, however, could not be
continued much, if' any, longer than was
absolutely required, because the price of
meat would always induce immediate
action to remove any unnecessary interference. As to appealing to Parliament
if cases of necessity should arise, the mischief would be done before Parliament
could be called together. I admit that the
clause gives great power to the Government; but there are cases in which great
powers must be given, and, in this instance,
I do not think think that the powers are
likely to be abused.
Mr. COLE rose to address the House.
Mr. MITCHELL submitted that a
member moving the second reading of a
Bill was not ent.itled to the right of'reply.
The PRESIDENT said the honorable
member had not spoken when he submitted his motion.
Mr. SLADEN read the rule laid down
in May:"A reply is only allowed by courtesy to the
member who has proposed a distinct question to
.the House. It is not conceded to a member who
has moved any order of the day; as, that a Bill
be read a second time."

Mr. MITCHELL reminded the President also that, in the previous session, the
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Hon. H. Miller, under similar circumstances, had been denied the right to
reply.
The PRESIDENT said that the practice varied; but, in face of the precedent
which had been mentioned, he did not
think the honorable member ought to reply.
Mr. COLE mentioned that, in 1861, Mr.
Gladstone moved the second reading of the
Customs Bill without making a remark, but
replied in a speech of several hours' duration.
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY.-I should
have refrained from offering any observations, but for the unfounded imputation
thrown out by the honorable member (Mr.
a'Beckett), that preceding speakers were
animated by political hositility to the Government. The honorable gentleman, when
he sets himself up as an arbiter morum,
places himself in a very ridiculous position.
I do not oppose the second reading of the
Bill, but, in committee, I shall move that
two or three clauses be amended. J refer
more particularly' to those in which the
Chief Secretary is appointed to decide be
tween the local boards and the Central
Board of Health. Without desiring to cast
any personal imputation, I may say that
Chief Secretaries are just as likely to make
mistakes as other people, and that I am
opposed to giving arbitrary powers to any
Minister.
Mr. ANDERSON.-The fact that I
have seconded the motion shows how little
party feeling has to do with this Bill.
With reference to the clause to which
objection has been taken, it is said that such
a provision will create alarm. N ow I
think it will appease alarms. When the
community is aware that power exists, and
that the Government will, in the exercise
of that power, stop the importation of
diseased cattle, they will be satisfied that
they may consume the food offered for sale.
At present, I am informed that, for some
distance about Albury, people will not
purchase animal food. It is said that an
unpleasant feeling may be occasioned in
New South Wales if the clause is passed;
but I do not think that this can be, because
New South Wales has already taken act.ion
in the matter, and why should not we take
a similar course for similar reasons? As
to the price of meat being enhanced,
Mr. Curl' points out that, if the disease
be once introduced, it may sweep off
millions of sheep, and a calamity like
that would be far more likely to raise
prices than any temporary restriction of the
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import trade. It is objected, also, that we
shall be instituting a system of protection;
but I say that we are not aiming at protection-that the question is far removed from
any such consideration. I agree with tbe
honorable member (Mr. Murphy) in the
amendment which he suggests, but I can
give the Bill generally my hearty concurrence.
The Hon,.J. F. STRACHAN.-I am
always indisposed to extra legislation; and,
in this instance, as ample powers are conferred by the Customs Act, I do not see
why a clause to the same effect should be
embodied in another measure. Besides,
the panic to mf!et which this clause has
been framed appears to have been occasioned by intel'ested parties. A certain
disease has been known to exist on a certain
station in New South Wales for years, but
there is no evidence that that disease has
ever been detrimental to Victorian consumers, nor does there appear to have
been apy fresh outbreak. The Government has sent an inspector to the spot,
and all that he can say is :-" From information, I believe there are reasonable
grounds to feat' the existence of disease in
both sheep and cattle, bu t I have failed to
trace anything decisive." Now, is it reasonable that we should take action on no
better grounds than a statement like that?
The experience of the Land Actconvinces
me that we ought to be very careful before
we place powel's in the hands of the Governol' in Council without defining those
powers. At prescnt, so far as the lands
are concerned, the Minister of Lands is
the governor of the colony.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On the motion of Mr. MURPHY, clause
16 was amended by the insertion of words
providing that the "otncer of health"
shall be a legally qualified medical practitioner.
On clause 26, providing for the enforcement of the directions of the Central
Board of Health,
:vIr. MURP BY moved that the appeal
to the Chief Secretary be struck out., with
a view of inserting words providing that
the nppeal of the local boards should be
to the "chairman of the court of general
sest::ions of the district in which such
complaint shall arise." He moved also,
that the words, "the decision of the Chief
Secreta.ry shall be final," be expunged.
Mr. A'BECKETT contended that the
Chief Secretary was less liable to be subVOL. 111.-2 Y
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ject to local infillences than the chairman
of the local court of general sessions.
Mr. SLADEN· submitted that the chairmen of the courts of general ses:sions were
better qualified to exercise a pUI'ely judicial
function than any political Minister.
Mr. FITZGERALD pointed out that,
independently of the social position of the
chairmen of the courts of general sessions
placing them above the suspicion of local
influences, their districts were too extensive to permit such influences to be brought
to bea.r.
The amendments were agreed to.
On clause 32, providing that"Every distillery manufactory brewery
slaughter-house, and every establishment for the
boiling or preparing of any animal matter, shall
be provided with a pool or reservoir for receiving and depositing the refuse of snch works so
far liS the same is offensive or dangerous to the
health of persons living in the vicinity and such
pool or reservoir shall be periodically emptied of
its contents and kept in an inoffensi vo and cleanly
condition."

MI'. MGRPHY moved the addition of
the words-" And it shall not be lawful to
empty or suffer to flow into nny running
fl'esh water stream the cont.ents of such
pools or reservoirs aforesaid."
The amendment was agreed to.
Clauses 13, 30, and 31 were postponed.
The other clauses, up to and including
clause 37, wel'e adopted with amendments.
J.>rogress was then reported.
The House adjourned at five minutes
past six o'clock, until Wednesday, March
20.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, Marck 13, 1867.
Australian Allia.nce Assurance Company's Bill- Ballara.t
I I Smoking-out"
Cases-Mining on Publio ReservesTitles under Certificates Bill-Fraud Summonses-Land·
lord and Tellllont Law Amendment Bill-Charge against
a Mt:mber.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
AUSTRALIAN ALLIANCE ASSURANCE COMPANY'S BILL.
Mr. KYTE brought up the report from
the select committee on this Bill.
Ordered to lie on the table.
BALLARAT "S:\IOKING-OUT"
CASES.
Mr. DYTE called the attention of the
Attorney-General to the occurrences now
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taking place in the mines on Ballarat, tl'ict itself is needed, in order to maintain
known as "Smoking-out," whereby the the supremacy of the law. The difficulty
lives of the miners were endangered, and of bringing such cases to trial is often very
asked whet.her the Government intended considerable. When a, case has been preto adopt any means with a view to prevent pared, and sufficient evidence :given, the
their recurrence? The honorable member cordial assistance of the jurymen of ihe
pointed out that some 9f the latc occur- dist~ict is then necessary, in order to vinrences on Ballarat, of people tak ing the dicate the law, and prevent the recurrence
law into their own hands, were a disgrace of these offences. Therefore I hope the
to any civilized community. Some time honorable member, as the represent.ative
since there was a difference between the of the district, will be enabled to inform
Essex and Garibaldi companies, when the House that, at all events, in future,
weapons of a dangerous nature were used, the law will be co-operated with by the
and proceedings unworthy of anyone call- inhabitants of Ballarat. So far as the
ing himself an Englishman were indulged Executive are concerned, I can assure the
in. In that case loss of life was ·prevented honorable member and the House that they
only by the action of a magistrate, who will do all in their power to prevent a
expressed his determination to commit all repetition of these offences.
the parties concerned. In another case
-that of the Albion and Working Miners MINING ON PUBLIC RESERVES.
Mr. DAVIES asked the Minister of
-loss of life did occur; and although the
manager of the claim was committed for . Mines when the Government intended to
trial, yet, through 'Some informality, he was appoint the commission to inquire into the
acquitted.
Still more recently-indeed subject of mining on reserves on Ballarat,
only on the previous Saturday-there was and whether the names of the commisan outbreak between the Great Western sioners would be laid on the table? The
and Southern Freehold Mining companies, honorable member stated that it was the
resulting in serious injuries to three men, opinion of those interested in mining that
the life of one being absolutely despaired of. no member of the House should be placed
He was aware that, with regard to some on the commission.
Mr. MACGREGOR observed that all
mines, there was a means of preventing
this lawlessness; but with regard to others, the gen tlemen selected by the Governand particularly those on Ballarat, there ment had not yet accepted the appointwas a difficulty, owing to the fact of the ment, and therefore he would be unable to
machinery, and the means of access to the answer the honorahle member's question
mines, being on private property, and the until the close of the week.
police being, in consequence, prevented
TITLES UNDER CERTIFICATES
from descending the mines. By these
BILL.
proceedings, pt'operty was depreciated, the
ADJOURNED DEBATE.
great interest of the colony waa disturbed,
The debate on the order of the day for
the order of a locality was broken, and
human life was imperilled. Mr. Dyte the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
expressed his belief that the parties who
had the protection of the mines, more the honorable and learned membel' who
especially the underground miners, were addressed the I-louse last night (Mr. Irenot the parties to blame; and he concluded land) stated, in the course of' his speech,
by impressing upon the Attorney-General w hat, in his opinion, was the true purpose,
the desirabilit.y of adopting some means for object, and significance of this measure.
the prevention of the recurrence of such I trust that the House remarked the observations on that point which fell from the
proceedings.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I thank the honorable and learned member. They
honorable member for calling my attention appear to be of very great importance,
to the subject. I beg to inform him that and to deserve the atten tion of the
the atten Lion of the police will be directed House, in considering whether this ·BiIl
to it, and that instruction.s will he given should be read a second time or not.
them to take whatever steps may be neces- The honorable and learned member stated
sary, or possible, in order to prevent the that this Bill did not contain any proposa.l
recurrence of such proceedings. I wi 11 for a commutation of the liabilities of certisay, however, that, in cases of this kind, ficate-holders for a sum of money; because
the assistance of the inhabitants of the dis- the object of the Bill was to declare the
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rights of those persons under the Land
Acts of 1862 and 1865, and, being a Bill
to declare. rights, it would have been improper thu.t it should contain a proposal
for a commutation. We now know, therefore, that this is a Bill which claims to be
a Bill declaratory of the rights of certain
persons; and if not declaratory of rights
-if rights cannot be established to the
satisfaction of this House-it is admitted
that the persons who are interested in passing this Bill have no other claim on the
sympathy of the House. Now, sir, I think
that the argument of the honorable and
learned member was a very interesting one,
and would have been a very instructive one,
if it had been addressed to the House at the
time the Bill to which that argument referred was under consideration. But I never
heard observations which appeared to me
to be so del'ogatory to the character, not
only of the Bill referred to, hut even of
the Legislature that permitted that Bill to
become law, as the observations· of the
honorable and learned member last night.
The effect of his observations was, not that
the Land Act of 1862 had been evadedthat we all knew by sad experience-but
that it was the purpose of the Legislature, in
framing that Act, that it should be evaded,
The honorable and learned member stated
that the Nicholson Land Act of 1860 was
a failure, and that a Hill to amend that
Act was brought in; that the Nicholson
Land Act contained provisions by which
conditions of settlement were made compulsory, not merely upon the selector, but
upon his assigns, and that from the Land
Act of 1862 that provision was omitted,
and designedly omitted. The honorable
and learned member justified that omission
by saying that the~e conditions of settlement were merely absurd; that it was
ridiculous to require either the fencing of
the land, the cultivation of a part, or th~
erection thereon of a habitable dwelling.
H Indeed," said the' honorable and learned
member, "no one can tell what a habitable dwelling means," And, therefore,
beca.use these conditions were absurd, the
obligation on the assigns was deliberately,
and of set purpose, omitted from the Bill.
Well, I confess I cannot believe-that the
Legislature is open to the charge which
the honorable and learned member has
brought against it. I cannot believe that
a Legislature, professedly engaged in constructing an Act f01' the amendment of nn
Act that had previously been tded, and
had failed, would deliberately omit from
2y2
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the measure under its consideration provisions which had for theil' ohject the enforcement of conditions which the Legislature thought fit to re-enact. These conditions of settlement are repeated in the Act
of 1862; and the honorable and learned
member states that, because it was felt
by the Legislature that they would be
inoperative, the Legislature omitted the
provisions making those conditions obligatory on an assign as well as upon
a selector; and therefore the Act, in
its present state, is compulsory on the
selector, but not upon his assigns. I
cannot conceive that the Legislature had
such an object. Under the Act a selector
might, within twenty-four hours after
taking up his land, assign it. But if the
Legislature knew, as it no doubt did, the
effect of the law, can it be believed that it
would, with its eyes open, OIpit a provision
contained in a previous Act, making the
obligation of these conditions compulsory,
not merely upon the selector, who might be
the holder for twenty-four hours, but also
upon the assigns wllO might afterwards
come in? The honorable and learned
member did not point out, and I regret he
did not point out, that the Legislature was
in possession of all these facts at the time
of the passing of the Bill. He does
not say whether it was his own intention,
as one of the originators and promoters of
the Bill, to omit the provision necessllry to
give effect to the law. He· appears to
charge Parliament with an intention to
omit the provision; but I think he was
bound to state to this House whether Parliament knew this, anel, if it dill not, to
give some sufficient reaf'On why the fact
was not communicated to Parliament when
the measure was under its consideration.
If the honorable and learned member's
representations of his own Bill be correct,
there was never a greater fraud perpetrated than by the Land Act of 1862.
The honorable and learned gentleman
omitted to sta.te that even the evasions
committed under the Nicholson Land Act
were condoned by the Act of 1862. The
3rd section of the Act of 1862 is framed in
such language as to release the evaders of
the Nicholson Land Act from the penalties
imposed by that Act. And now, not only
are we told that Parliament made a mistake-that has been a subject' of regret
to the major.ity of persons in the colony
since the Act of 1862 was passed-but we
are insulted by the declarution that Parliament intended that the Act should be
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evaded. Now I dispute the accuracy of that
representation; and I will tell the honorable and learned member why. The intentions of Parliament are to be gathered,
I apprehend, not merely from the language
used by Parliament in a particular measure,
but also by the language which Parliament
may use in reference to that measure in
subsequent measures.
I find in the
Amending Land Act of 1865 an express
recognition of t.he obligation of these provisions; and I also find power given by
that Act to the Board of Land and Works
to take such steps as may be necessary to
prevent the further evasion of these same
obligations. I am referring to the proviso
in the A ct of I R65, upon which the Supreme
Court has arri ved at the conclusion that
these conditions and covenants of leases
are not merely legal but fair and equitable.
Mr. LEVEY.-The Land Act of 1862
was passed by n different Parliament to the
Land Act of 1865.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM. - Really the
honorable member for Normanby would
appear to be for continuing the sty Ie of
argument adopted by the honorable and
learned membel' for Kilmore last night.
He now cbarges a subsequent Parliament with misconduct somewhat similar
to that which the honorable and learned
member for Kilmore charged on a previous Parliament last night.
Let me
remind the honorable member that it
is under this Amending Land Act of
1865 that a large mnjority of these certificates hM'e been iStlued ; and will he get
up and assert that this Parliament, having
a di:;tinct responsibility, r.s he appears to
intimate, not only was not justified in endeavouring- to enforce the conditions of a
previou!; Land Act, but was justified in
giving increased and further opportunities
of evasion and violation to other persons.
whose rights had been forfeited under a
predous Act? The last line of t.he 6t.h
section of the Act of 1865 provides
that the " rights of selection'" with
the f' obligations of selectors" are confirmed. The word "obligat.ions" is here
used liS in the previous Act in reference
to these particular conditions. The 36th
section of the Act of 1862-the marginal
note to which is " obligations of selectors"
provides that" Every selector of an allotment, as aforesaid,
within one year after he becomes a selector,
shall elllti\'ate at least one acre out of CV('ry ten
acres thereof, or shall erect thereon a habitable
dwelling, or shall enclose such allotment with a
substantial fence."
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And the 126th section of the same Act
provides a penalty for a breach of the
selector's obligations. By the Land Act
of 186.5, the object of which was to amend
the previous Land Act, the obligations of
the selector are confirmed, and in the 7th
section there is this proviso" Provided that the Board of Land and Works
may from time to time make such reg-ulations
itS may be thought necessary or expedient for
the purpose of enforcing the conditions and obliga.tions aforesaid, or of preventing the violation
or evasion of any of the provisions of the Land
Act,1862."
Now if language has any meaning, I venture to say that the object of that provision in tIle Act of 1~65 was to prevent a
further evasion of their obligations by
selectors under the Act of 1862. I care
not whether the Act of 1865 was passed
by the same or a different Parliament to
that which passed the previous Act. Parliament announced, as di~tinctly as it could,
its opinion that the obligations imposed by
the Land Act of 1862 ought not to be
evaded or violated, and that the Government ought to take such steps as might
be expedient or necessary to compel the
fulfilment of those obligations. If that be
so, I ask what becomes of the argument of
the honorable and leamed member last
night? His whole argument was, that
the two Acts referred to in the recital
to this Bill are not, as is commonly supposed, to compel the fulfilment of those
obligations. The honorable and leamed
rnem bel' scou t.ed the idea. What the object was he did not inform u~. We were
led to conjecture-in fact, we were justified in conjecturing-from his speech, that
the ohject of t.he Legislature, in passing
the Act of 1865, was to enact a solemn
farce, in imposing obligations which it did
not intend should be complied with. But
I venture to assert, fl'om the language of
the Act of 1865, that it is perfectly plain
that the intention of Parliament was that
those obligntions should be fulfilled by the
selector, alld en forced by the Government.
If that be so, I venture to say that these
persons have no right what.ever-as a
matter ofright-to come to Parliament, and
ask to be absolved from engagements which
they themselves have voluntarily undel'taken. From the first, I apprehend, this
was an undue ad,"antage given to those
persons. It is a thing to be lamented, tha&
wise legislation, intended for the benefit of
a whole people, cannot be effected unless
you buy up the interests opposed to such
legislation that may have sprung up. I
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fear there is reason to suspect that what
arc called Cummins's clauses were nothing
more nor less than a bribe to the landed
interest to enable them to obtain a good
Land Act for the squatting interest. Howevel', without refelTing further to the object
of these clauses, we have now to deal only
with their effects, and the obligations which
persons have incurred under them, And
what is t.he position of these persons? The
honorable and learned membel' for Kilmol'e
did not tell us who were the persons making
these applications. I wish that some honorable member-perhaps the honorable member who has brought in this Bill-would
be good enough to inform the House who are
the persons to del"ive the benefit of this
measure? This Bill is brought forward
two years after the passage of the Amending Land Act, and long after the expiration of the time during which these certi·
ficates could be obtained. The persons
who originally had the benefit of the Actthe large proportion of them-have lost
their interest in the certificates, Their
interests have been assigned.
Perhaps
they might-I don't say they would-have
asked the favour of Parliament with some
show of reason, as compm'ed with those who
now make the application. I ask on what
ground or colour of justice the persons
who are to derive the benefit of this
measure can think of coming here? They
paid a reduced price for the certificates;
I suppose they bought them at the market
value, and that would be determined, I
apprehend, not merely by the supposed
value of the land represented by the
certificates, but also by the obligations
connected by law with that land; and,
therefore, if a person purchased one of
these certificates, or became the assign of
a selector, he ga,ve a reduced price fOl~ the
land-( ~1r. Snodgrass: ".No")-in consideration of the obligations that he was
incurring. Perhaps the honorable member
will also tell us whether it has not been
the invariable practice of assigns, under
this measure, to accept the obligations of
the persons fl'om whom they purchased?
I believe it has been. Now, if these
assigns have given a reduced price fOl' the
land under certificates, and accepted these
obligations, I repeat the question-" 'Vhat
colour of righ t ha,'e t.hey to come and ask t.he
inunlgence of this House?" Who are they?
Al'e there any banks intel'ested in this?
Are there any large squatters interesteu in
this? I wish the House would insist upon
the production of the names of the persons
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who want this indulgence. I nm afraid
that., in dealing with ihis question, we are
apt to do an injustice to a. large class of
persons, simply because of the action of :\
few only. Perhaps the general body of
squatters do not deserve the suspicion or
censure which has oft.en been attached to
them as a body. If we could only search
out the secrets of these proceeding5!, we
might find that some half-dozen or dozen
squatters-designing, intriguing, craft.y,
and unscrupulous men, and rich mcn also
-renlly desel've the censure which has
attached to the whole bony they misrepre·
sent. Well I should like to know ho,v
many squatters are interested in this proceeding? 'Who are they? What nre their
names? How many bank managers were
concerned last week in Melbourne in b~at
ing up recruits to vote for this measure?
That is information which the House has
a right to ask for. "Ve are asked to confer
a boon upon a large number of persons. Is
it unreasonable to ask who they are?
Mr. SNODGRASS.--I rise to order.
If the Attorney-General desires to know
who are the gentlemen interested in this
matter, he has only to refer to his colleague, the Minister of Lands, who has a
list of every selector and of every person
interested in this movement.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM,-But who are
the assigns? How many assignments
have there been of these cCl·tificates?
Does the honorable member mean to say
that the original selectors, who have parted
with their rights at rednced prices, are
concerning themselves in this matter? I
venture to think not. In my humble
judgment, . Parliament ought to pause
before it passes this Bill, or lends its sanction to a measure of the kind. There is a
question, of pulicy involved, although the
honorable and learned member for Kilmore
refuses to recognize it in t.his or any similar
Bill. The State, in this country, is placed
in a similar position to that which it holds
in other countries-in New South 'Vales
and America, for example-where it is a
large landlord. I think any man who
acquaints himself with the histOl'Y of the
mode of dealing wit.h the puLlic lands in
those countries will recognize~ without
going too far into particulars, the great
risk and danger of listening to applications
of this kind. I do not say that other ap·
plications could be placed on the same
footing or could demand the attention of
the House, but I say there is danger in
listening to applications of the kind-in
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doing anything that appears like a concession of public rights at the instance of
private persons, antI more especially if
those persons have gone to a COUl't of law,
or are at present in a court of law, disputing with the State as to what theit
rights are. If, sir, these persons had not
gone to law, but had asked the House to
determine their rights without resort to
law, their position would have been less
indefEmsiLle than it is. But they resorted
to law, and they have been told by the
law what their position is and what their
rights are. The highest tribunal in this
country has declared that the conditions
imposed in their leases are not only legal,
but equitable and fair; and it is these
conditions-which have been pronounced
legal, equitable, and fair by the Supreme
Court of this colony-that these persons
come to Parliament and ask to be relieved
from. I hope Parliament will not agree to
it. I rejoice that my honorable and learned
colleague (the Minister of Lands) has announced his determination to resist this
Bill in all its stages; and I believe I am
fulfilling his wish in moving, as a matter
of form-that which he· omitted to do at
the conclusion of his remarks last evening
-that this Bill be read a second time
this day six months.
Mr. BUNNY.-Mr. Speaker, the Minister of Lands informed the House last
night that this was not a political question-that it was a question of much
higher importance-that it was a social
question. The Att.orney-General has, however, treated the question in anything but
a social manner. The honorable and
learned gentleman seems to treat it as a
sort of class question. He seems to regard
the Bill as a measure for the benefit of a
certain class, and not for the general benefit of the community. I intend to address
myself to the questiorr what the law was
intended to be, and what the law is, and
not to the rights of the parties who bring
forward this Bill. I think the AttorneyGeneral misunderstood the arguments of
my honorable and learned friend, the member for Kilmore, when he stated that my
honorable and learn~d friend argued that
the Bill is for the purpose of declaring the
rights of certain people. If those right.s are
already established by law, there is no
occasion to come to this I-louse to have
them declared. I think the argument of
my honorable and learned friend wasdeclare the law as it was intended to be,
and alter the law which, by some inadver-
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tence or omission, was passed in a form
contrary to the intentions of the framers.
It is on this point that I intend to address
the House; and I hope I shall succeedas I have already succeeded in two instances, before parties fully competent to
understand the Jaw and the arguments
thereon-in satisfying the House, not only
that the Land Act never contemplated that
such onerous conditions and covenants
should be inserted in the leases issued in
respect to certiticates, but also that it
never contemplated the performance of any
such covenants, even on· the part of the
original selectors. If I do this, I say it. is
as much the function of the House to correct what must have been the result of
error, omission, or inadvertence, as it is
the function of a court of equity to rectify
any error which may have crept into a.
deed or settlement contrary to the- inten ..
tions of the parties. The Bill, I may observe,
is brought in not for the purpose of reversing or reviewing any decision of a
court of law. I bow to the decision of a
court of law until that decision is reversed
on appeal. I am not aware there is to be
any appeal in this case; but, until then·, the
decision of the Supreme Court is conclusive, final, and binding upon us. But there
is no law or spirit of etiquette which says
that the decision of the highest tribunal
is not open to be discussed and canvassed.
The bar generally have their own opinion
as to judicial decisions; and you may often
read in books that such and such a decision,
although given by such and such a jndge,
met with the disapprobation of the whole
bar at Westminster. I say, therefore, that
we may fairly criticise the decision of the
Supreme Court in the present case, and
especially as we have the previous decisions of a learned judge and the Masterin-Equity, both very conversant as to
questions of covenants in leases, that these
covenants are ultra vires, that they are
not within the clauses of the 'Act, and
that consequently they cannot be enforced
against selectors. Now, viewing the subject calmly, and as a question of dry law,
it seems almost absurd to introduce into
the debate anything· like class or party
politics, or any effervescence of feeling
to influence the House. The question
is one of rights given to the whole
community, by way of getting hold of
the public lands of the colony. These
rights are pointed out in a certain manner,
more or less distinct, by two Acts, which
are now the only Acts that regulate the
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disposition of the Crown lands. By the
Act of 1862 all previous Acts and orders
in Council were repealed, and all Hel'
Majesty's subjects, including the AttorneyGeneral, myself, and all those persons
whom the honorable and learned gentleman has denounced as bankers and squatters-aU who were interested in getting a
slice of the public lands-had then to look
only to that measure for gu idance. Well,
if we want any of the public land, we
read this Act and find that certain things
are to be done. These things are done,
and, having paid our money, we are
naturally very much aRtonished to find
that, by some arbitrary rule or regulation
of the Lands department, other ingredients
-ingredients very much of the kind introduced the other day into the conditions
of tender for iron piping-are to be introduced into the contract. The Government
are continually introducing ideas of their
own-covenants and condition::; which the
Act and the parties dealing with the Government never contemplated. The clauses
necessary' to be looked at for the purpose
of arriving at a correct' decision with
reference to this question, are the 17 th,
21st, 22nd, 36th, 126th, and 133rd sections of the Act of 1862. Section 17
descri bes the mode by which land can be
selected. It says"Where any person desires to select any allotment in any a~ricultural area, if he make a
written application, . . . • and if no prior
applicant • . .
such person shall be·
come the selector of such allotment."

Now here we have the introduction, for
the first time, of the term "selector."
And what are the rights given to a
selector? These are set forth in the 2 Jst
section"Every selector of any such allotment shall
be entitled either to purchase the fee of the
whole allotment at the prke of £ I fur every
acre, or fractional part of an acre, therein; or to
purchase in like manner, and at like price. the
.fee of one moiety thereof, and recei ve a lease of
the remaining moiety on the terms herein contained."

The 22nd section states the terms on
which the remaining moiety will be held.
Now this is the section on which the whole
case turns, and I am surprised it was not
alluded to by the Attorney-General. The
section says"Every such lease shall be for a term of eight
years at a rent- payable yearly in advance of
two shillings and sixpence for each acre, . .
• . and shall conta.in the usual covenant for
the payment of rent, and a condition for reentry on non-p::tyment thereof, and upon the
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payment of the last sum due on account of the
rent . . . . • the purchaser of the first
moiety, his heirs or assigns, shall be entitled to a
grant of the remaining or leased moiety as real
estate."

Now I want to know what possible right
there is on the part of the officers of the
Lands department to insert in a lease any
other covenants and conditions than those
pointed out in tho 22nd section? But it
may be urged that the 36th section says
that something or other shall be done.
I admit that. But it does not say that
the doing something or other shall be a
condition or covenant to be imported into
the lease. It does not say that these conditions as to cultivation, fencing, or building a habitable dwelling, shall form part
and parcel of the lease; or that such conditions shall bind the selector's executors
or assigns. But there is a provision in
the Act that, in default of compliance with
those conditions, certain penalties shaU be
imposed. This is in accordance with the
priuciple that, "whenever the law giveth
anything, it gives a remedy for the same."
It was upon that principle that Mr.
Justice Molesworth decided the case.
The plaintiffs argued that, because this
section provided for the doing of certain
things, and because another section imposed
a penalty for omitting to do those thingsthat as nothing else on the point appeared
in the Act, and tha.t, as the Act set forth
the covenants which should appear in the
lease-it might fairly· be presumed that
the framers of the Act never intended
that there should be any other remedy
than that. It is on this point, I am sorry
to say. that the' Supreme Court, on appeal,
decided against the parties. The de.cision
was, in fact, that the penalty clause did
not debar the Lands department from importing other covenan ts into the lease.
Now the 126th clause of the Act-the
penalty clause referred to-says" If any selector of an allotment in an agricultural area under this Act shall not, within one
year from the time of his having become the
selector of the same, cultivate at least one acre
out of every ten thereof, erect thereon a habitable dwelling, or enclose the said allotment with
a substautial fence, he shall forfeit a penalty at
the rate of 5s. for every acre comprised in such
allotment."

The position taken up by the Government
is not only that this penalty is enforcea.ble,
but that the parties to the lease are liable
to forfeiture. But, according to the Attorney-General, a selector might assign his
lease within twenty-foul' hours after taking
up his land. Therefore, if the improve~
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ments provided for were not effe~ted
wit,hin tweh'e months, one person mIght
be liaLle to the forfeiture and another to
the penalty. That is another argument
against the intention of the A~t. I don~t
go so far as to cont.end that, If ~he ordinary covenants of a ]~ase were lmp~r~ed
into a lease under thIS Act, the pOSItIOn
of the Government would not he to some
extent just.ified. But the Government are
not lessors; they are trustees to execute a
statutory power, and it is their business to
see that power st.rictly const.rued. Therefore it may fairly be contended that the Act
does not countenance or justify the insertion of some of 'the ordinary clauses of a
lease; much less does it justify the insertion of covenants to cultivate, to fence, or
to build a habitable dwelling. Putting
aside Cummins's clauses, as J have done
for the purposes of this discussion, I say
that the 36th section applies only to those
original selectors who came in to select
under the 21 st section, by which one-half
of an allotment was taken in fee, and the
other half on lease. Can it for a moment
be cont.ended that the 36th section must be
an addition to the 22nd section? Would
it be contended, if the penalty clause followed immediately on the clause imposing
the conditions, that it was intended that
the persons who obtained the land were
not only to be subject to the penult!, ?ut
were also to enter into covenants bmdmg
themselves and their representatives to
such and such things Leing done? According to the view I take of t~is Act, if this
thin~ could not be done wlth any degree
of fairness towards the original selectors,
how possibly could it be applied to those
who come under the 23rd and 24th sections? I have been arguing the case on
the supposed omission of' tho 23rd and 24t.h
sections (Cummins's chuses) fl'om the Act.
But when we look at the 23rd section,
we have I think our eyes opened to the
fact that ~,he conditions p~'ovided for by the
36th section were intended to apply only
to those selectors who bought half and
leased half of their allotmen ts. I think
there can hardly be a question that it
was never intended tha.t selectors under
the 23rd section should be burthened by
any sUI·h onerous conditions or obligations.
Therefore I say that the Bi!! now belore
the House is nothing more than u.n atten:pt
to bJ'inO' back the law to what It was 1Iltended to be and free it from the construc,
. d
tion which, through some mn verlence or
omission, was put upon it, contrary to the
Mr. Bunny.
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intentions of the Legislature. The 23rd
section says"Every person not being a mortgagee .seis~d
at law, or seised of an equity of redemp~)on !ll
lands in fce-simple within the colony of VICtOrIa,
purchased predou!;ly to the cO,ming into o~era
tion of this Act, shall be entItled to select an
allotment of Crown lands in any agricultural
area, and hold the same under lease on t!le same
terms and in the same manner as herembefore
provided for selectors of land in an agricultural
area."
What is meant by the words" as hereinbefore provided"? Why-in the terms of
the 22nd section-that the lease shall be
for eight years, that the rent shall be at
the rate of 2s. -6d. per acre, and that the
penalty for non-payment of rent shall be
forfeiture. The section does not say, "as
hereinafter provided."
There is no~ a
single syllable ahout covenants as to unprovements. The object and intention of
Cummins's clauses-as the honorable and
learned member for Kilmore has said-was
to give a benefit to those who, having
already acquired lands by pu~·chase. from
the Crown-probably at very high prlcesmight suffer by land being thrown open
for selection at £ 1 per acre. The clauses
were int.roduced in committee, and this
fact shows that they were introduced premeditately, on discussion, with the full
knowledfTe of the House, and after being
consider~d in all their bearings. The
clauses provided simply that persons who
were the bontL fide possessors of land, on
producing a certificate to that effect, w~re
entitled to a portion of land, not exceedmg
320 acres at the price at which the lands
were thr~wn open to ordinary selectors.
The Supl'eme Court could not go into the
intentions of the Legislature. It merely
declared what the law was; but if it
could have gone into the intentions of the
Legislature-as this House can do-I have
no hesitation in saying that the ~upreme
Court would have dpelared that It never
was the intention of the Legiiilature that
the selectors under certificates were to be
burthened with the onerous conditions
imposed upon original selectors of allotments under t.he Land Act of 1865. Mr.
Justice Molesworth, in his judgment in the
case of Kettle v. The Queen, said"I do not think that the power to frame
leases under 145. 133, or23i -iO, enables. ~he
Governor in Council to alter the legal poSItIOn
of the Crown and ~electors under the Acts. On
another point of the case, as to th~ clause of
forfeiture, I ha\'e no doubt 145-22 dIrects that
leases under it shall contain a clause of, re-ent~y
for non-payment; 51 makes an ObvlOt;tS diS·
tinction, directing re-entry for neglectlllg to
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improve; 126 provides a pecuniary penalty,
at discretion of Board of Land and Works,
quite inconsistent with the idea of another
penalty. amounting to total forfeiture, .not retrievable in equity. As to the words In 145133 I condition on which leases shall be issued,'
the;' relate, I think, to the mean!'! preliminary to
obtaining leases, not the contents of leases to be
issued."

The argument which I have endeavoured
to bring before the House is, that there is
no power under the Land Act ot' 1862 to
impose conditions on lessees, under the
23rt! section of the Act, except the power
contained in the 1~3rd section; and Mr.
Justice Molesworth, whose decision on
tll is point has not been appealed against
or contraverted, says that that power is
limited to the preliminary arrangements
for getting the lease, and does not extend
to including any conditions or obligations
in the lease. Power is given to the Governor in Council to impose conditions
upon persons taking up leases for other
than pastoral purposes, but there is no
power to impose any conditions in leases
issued under the 23rd section. If the
Board of Land and Works insert any new
terms in the lease, they act ultra vires.
The question then arises as to how the
rights of persons claiming to select laud
under the 23rd section of the Land Act of
1862 are affected by the Act of 1865?
The Minister of Lands and the AttorneyGeneral have referred to the 7th section
of that Act. We must also bear in mind
the circumstances under which the Act
was passed and the intentions of the
framers. We know that the privilege
given to certificate-holders by the Act of
1862 having, by some accident, ceased to
exist, it was intended to revive it by the
Amfnding Act of 1865. I will quote the·
words of that Act., to show that the privilege was intended to be continued precisely
the same as the certificate-holders had
previously enjoyed it. The 7th section of
the Act saysH Any person who had before the passing of
this Act become entitled, under the 23rd and
2-1th, or the :i3rd and 34th, sections respectively
of the Land Act of 1862. to select or purchase
land within twelve months from the date of the
said Act, and the executors, administrators, and
assigns of such person may, subject to all the
limitations, conditions, restrictions, and obligations attached by the saiJ Act to such sdectiou
or purchase,exercise the said right of selection
or purchase, upon making application to the
Board of Land and Works at any time within
twelve months after the passing of this Act."

If my argument is sound, the only con(litions imposed by the Act of 1862 were
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the covenant for payment of rent and forfeiLure for non-payment. It is contended
by the Ministry that there is a proviso in
the ith clause of the Act of 1865 which
gives the Board of Land and Works the
power to do that which it is the object of
this Bill to prevent them doing. That
proviso is as follows:" Provided that nothing herein contained shall
apply to any person who had, previollsly to the
passing of this Act, exercised the right of selection or purchase under the said sections or any
of them. Provided also that the Board of Land
and Works may, from time to time, make such
regulations as may be thought necessary or expedient for the purpose of enforcing the conditions and obligations aforesaid, or of preventing
the violation or evasion of any of the provisions
of the Land Act 1862."

The power given to the Board of Land
and Works, therefore, is nothing more
than to enable them to make regulations
" for the purpose of enforcing the conditions and obligations aforesaid," which are
the obligations mentioned in the Act of
1862. It was never intended by this
clause to add other obligations. I say
that this proviso, which has been so much
relied upon by the Government, does not
extend the power of the Board of Land
and Works in the slightest degree, or
authorize the insertion of any fresh covenants in the lease thon those authorized by
the Act of 1862. The Attorney-General
has talked about people endeavouring to
evade the law. I say that, if the law can
be evaded, it is the fault of the law-makers.
If by evading the law is me:mt breaking
the law, let the Government take measures
to punish the persons who are guilty of
evading the law. If a person breaks the
law, the law will not assist him; but I
apprehend that, if a person can drive a coach
and four through the law, there is no blame
attaching to him for doing so. Such a person
does not evade the law, but avoids it. It
is criminal to evade the law; but I apprehend that a person is entitled to avoid the
law. What is the use of' giving the Board
of Land and Works power to prevent the law
being evaded? If the law exists, it cannot
be evaded; if the law does not exist, how
. can the Board of Land and 'Yorks make
regulations to prevent t.he law being
evaded? If the things proposed to be
remedied hy this Bill Hre legal, there is no
necessity for the Board of Land and Vforks
to declare them.1egal, and, if they are no~
legal, the board cannot make them so. The
marginal note of the second clause of the
Bill is," Certificate-holders declared subject
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only to the covenants and conditions contained in Land Act 1862." That is a simple
declaration of what, by some accident or
other, is not specifically declared in the
Land Act of 1865. The clause asks us to
declare that certificate-holders are only
subject to the conditions which, according
to the whole tenor of the Act, it was only
intended by the Legislature that they should
be subject to. The Attorney-General has
asked, who the parties are who are interested
in this matter ?-are they assigns? -are they
bankers ?-are they squatters? What on
earth has that got to do with the question?
Why the Act of 1865 expressly includes
the" executors, administrators, and assigns"
of any person who was entitled to take out
a certificate under the Act of 1862. Is the
Act therefore to be ignored, because _the
persons who are seeking the benefit of it are
assigns? I do not understand the principle
upon which that argument is based. The Bill
does not seek to create any new rights, but
simply to bring back the law to the position
which it was intended to be in. The Bill is
simply to declare that persons claiming
under the 23rd section of the Act of 1H62
shall have the benefits which that section
was intended to confer on them. I shall
therefore support the second reading of
the Bill.
Mr. KYTE.-As I have assisted the
honorable member for Kyneton in introducing this Hill, it may reasonably be
expected that I should offer a few remarks
in regard to my action in the matt.er. I
remember the discussion on Cummins's
clause in this Hou~e, and, if honorable
members will excise all party feelings from
theil' consideration, they must come to the
rouclusion that this privilege was granted
to old farmers, in consjderation of the high
prices which they paid for their farms in
previous years. The first question which
occurs to me is-In what manner were
they required to make use of their boon?
It was not to be supposed that, except in
very rare cases, a farmer could occupy two
farms at the same time. It was unreasonable to expect, for instance, that a man could
occupy a farm at Thomastown and another
in the Western district. It was clearly
intended that the persons who were entitled to these certificates should make use
of them as it suited them at the time. It
is a question for the Government and the
House to consider, whether the Lanu Act
of 1865 places certificate-holders in the
same position as was intended by Cummins's clause? Honorable members who
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were members of the House during the dis~ssion of that clause will remember that
it was a common occurrence to hear stated
the amount of money-value which it was
supposed that the certificates would. give
the holders. It is within my memory
that that occurred during the time that
the clause was under consideration. Until
the Attorney-General rose this evening to
oppose the Bill now before the House, I
had not the most remote idea that the Government intended to oppose it in el'.rnest.
J did expect that, as a matter of course,
the Minister of Lands would oppose the Bill
in a dilletanti style; but I concluded, from
the remarks which the honorable gentleman made in reference to the deputation
which waited upon him, with a view to
compromise the matter, that it was his
intention, in any Bill to amend the Land
Act, to ask the House to consider the
position in which the· certificate-holders
are placed by the decision of the Supreme
Court. It is no light matter that would
induce me to oppose the Government upon
any question; but I feel that, on this
question, I am quite at home, and that I
am acting in an· equitable and honest
manner towards the holders of these certificates. Had· I known that the Government were in earnest in opposing this
measure, I am free to confess that I would
not have secondeu tho motion for the
second reading. (A laugh.) Honorable
members may laugh, but I trust that the
Government will not persist in opposing
the Bill, or, if they do, that they will
take care to protect the equities of innocent holders of certificates. The AttOl'ney-General has asked the honorable
member whom he represents-whom he
desires to benefit by this meRsure ? That
is a very fair question. As far as my
support of the measure is concerned, I
have no objection to state whom I desire
to benefit, and, I presume, the honorable
member for Kyncton has no objection to
state whom 11e has in view. I have utterly
refused to dabble in any transactions with
regard to land certificates. Not one has
passed into my hands or into the hands of
any individual I care a bawbee about. I
have, however, a list of about half-a-dozen
farmers whose interests I desire to protect,
and who are innocent holders of certificates.
I hope that the House will take their case
into consideration. From what I learn
out of doors, I believe that a large number
of these certificates are in the hanos of
speculators; but I apprehend that we have
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not come here to do injustice to individuals
by class legislation. Whatever conditions
required to be imported into Cummins's
clause ought to have been inserted when
that clause was under consideration.With these remarks, I will express a hope
that the honorable member for Kyneton
will give as substantial and honest reasons
why he has brought forward this Bill as I
have done for supporting it.
Mr. LEVEY.-The legal grounds in
favour of this Bill have been so fully
argued that I shall confine my remarks to
the equities of the case. After the observation of the Attorney-General, that this
measure is something like a fraud upo~
the Land Act of 1862, I think it only due
to myself, as a supporter of Cummins's
clause, to state briefly why I support the
present Bill. The Land Act of 1862
made very substantial concessions to the
squatting interest. It likewise made very
substantial concessions to the holders of
occupation licences, and to that class who
were supposed to be desirous of settling
on the public lands. During the debate on
the Bill, and during the discussions which
took place outside the House, at various
Ministerial "caucuses," Mr. Cummins,
who then represented South Grant, expressed great dissatisfaction, as a farmer
himself and as the representative of an
agricultural district, that nothing was done
for the holders of freeholds. He pointed
out that, in many instances, they had paid
£2, '£3, or £4 an acre for their landsthe average price being £2.9s.-and that
it would be a hard case if they received
no concession by the Act. Some of the
members of the O'Shanassy Ministry,
wh ich :\1inistry was in office at that time,
objected altogether to the insertion of
Cummins's clause, on the ground that it
would lead to an immense amount of
evasion, because it was understood from the
beginning that the certificates to be issued
under the clause were to be transferable.
Mr. Cummins and others pointed out that
it would be of no advantag·e to farmers at
Barl'abool Hills, or the Plenty, or in the
neighbourhood of Melbourne, to have certificates entit.ling them to the chance of
selecting land in the neighbourhood of
Hamilton, or some other district far removed from their place of residence; but
that they ought to have certificates which
they could either transfer to their sons or
sell to other persons. This view commended itself to Mr. Haines and Mr.
Nicholson, two of the members of, the
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Ministry, and was taken up ~armly by
members on the opposite side of the House.
:Mr. Cummins, in proposing the clause,
said" He considered that, while the Land Bill took
care of the existing-pastoral interest, and of the
future agriculturist, it ignored altogether the
present agricultural interest-men who had paid
the most fabulous prices for their land, under
the impression that no land would ever be sold
for less than £1 per acre, whereas, under the
Bill, people would be able to obtain land for
15s. 9d. per acre. Under these circumstances,
he thought that existing proprietors should
have the same privilege of selecting land, and
holdin./! it under lease at 2s. 6d. per acre."

Mr. Duffy, the then Minister of Lands,
gave a sort of general assent to the proposition. Mr. Ireland opposed the clause.
Mr. "Vilson Gray, who was at that time the
mouth-piece of the land reformers-who
had night after night given the most persistent opposition to any clause likely to
further the interests of capitalists-" hoped
the House would concede the boon, and
he wished it could also be extended to
tenant farmers." Mr. J. T. Smith spoke
in favour of the clause. Mr. Ramsay
said"He knew there were many farmers who only
possessed very small pieces of land, and were
anxious for the opportunity of increasing the
quantity. He thought the Honse was bound to
give this class of men the advantage proposed by
the clause, and he should support it, even though
it would enable a few individuals to obtain 320
acres of land who already had a superabund.
ance."

Mr. Graham Berry is reported to have said"He was not prepared to vote against the
clause, but he should like to have seen it framed
in a broader spirit, so as not to legislate for a
particular class but for the whole colony."

Mr. Heales also "supported the second
reading of the clause." The clause was
carried without a divi::;ion. It was carried,
however, not in consequence of any support it received from the Ministry of the
day, but because of the strong measure of
support it met with from the Opposition.
Having shown that Mr. vVilson Gray and
Mr. Heales supported the clause, I think
I am entitled to say that it met with the
unanimous support of those who were known
as land reformers. Without entering upon
the legal argument, I say that, when the
Legislature passed Cummins's clause, it
was intended to give a substantial boon to
the old class of freeholders. I would ask
the Minister of Lands, or anyone acquainted with the working of the Land
Act, whether that substantial boon has
been conceded? I do not deny that ther~
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has been a large traffic in certificates.
The certificates were regarded as equal to
a cash concession of 4s. an acre, and they
have been sold in large quantities at from
4s. to 15d. per acre, the average price
being 7s. or 8s. J do not think they
would have fetched that high price if it
had ever been supposed that selectors
under certificates were to be subject to the
same penal clauses as original selectors.
I do not think, however, that we have
anything to do with the traffic which has
taken place in these certificates. The
clause was intended to giv~ a boon to
farmers and small freeholders; and it was
intended that they should ha~e a transferable interest in their certificates, so that
they might either give them to members
of their family or sell them to other
persons. The Minister of Lands, from the
very time he commenced the administration of the Land Act, has adopted this
view-" The certificate-holders are not
poor men, but large capitalists, and I shall
therefore try every means in my powerhowever much I may strain the Act-to
prevent certificate-holders getting any but
land of a very inferior quality." That has
been the honorable gentleman's policy from
the beginning, and I believe he has so far
succeeded that the certificate-holders have
only obtained land of inferior quality. The
Minist.er of Lands has, by departmental
regulations, prevented any person taking
two small certificates and making use of
them as one large certificate.
He has
done more than that.
The large and
rich agricultural area of Hentyhurst, in
the Hamilton district., was originally proclaimed open for selection in allotments
varying from 80 to 320 acres, but
those subdivisions were afterwards withdrawn, and the land was subsequently
re-surveyed in allotments of more than
320 acres, so that certificate-holders were
shut out altogether from selecting land in
that agl'icultural area. I do not deny that
the Minister of Lands exercised a wise
discretion ill so doing, hut he acted in a
manner not contemplated by the framers
of the Land Act of 1862 or of the Act of
1865. It was not intended that certificateholders should be placed in a worse position
than original selectors; but, by the action
which the Minist.er of Lands took on this
and other occasions, he did the best he
could to compel certificate-holders to take
up inferior land or none at all. In other
districts the honorable gentleman divided
the land into small allotmen ts, on a sort
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of chess-board system-the black allotments, so to speak, being open for selection
at one land office, and the white ones at
another. Agaill the certificate-holders were
shut out, because by this means they were
prevented from selecting contiguous allotments. I do not deny that, perhaps, the
honorable gentleman acted wisely. Again,
land was purposely withheld from the market till the twelve months within which
certificate-holders were allowed to make
theil' selections had nearly expired, and the
result was that certificates became practically useless, or the holders had to take up
very inferior land. The substantial boon
which it was intended to give the certificate-holders has been taken from them,
and they now corne to t.he House and ask
that the penal clauses of the Act, which
were never intended to apply to them,
shall not be enforced. For the reasons I
have stated-apart from the legal arguments-I think that the certificate-holders
have a strong claim upon the consideration
of the House. I do not care who are the
present holders of the certificates-whether
they be the poor men referred to by the
honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
Kyte), or the terrible bank managers to
whom the Attorney-General has alluded.
I think that we should not legislate for
one class or the other. If tho certificateholders have a right to redress, let t.hem
have it, whether they be poor men or rich
men. We ought to deal with all classes
of the community alike. Whether the
original concession made by Cummins's
clause was a mistake or not, I think we
are bound to abide by it, and to carry it
out in a liberal and equitable spirit. I
shall, therefore, vote for the sel!ond reading
of the Bill.
Mr. CONNOR.-I intend to oppose the
second reading of this Bill. I think that
it is necessary ,to make other amendments
in the Land Act of 1865, and that the
amendment of the Act should be dealt
with as a whole. Free selectol's, who have
spent their all in making selections and
are unable to pay their rent, ought not to
be overlooked while certificate-holders are
legislated for. I hope the House will deal
with the question as a whole. I know
many selectors, who are residing on their
allotments, who are not able to continue to
pay 2s. per acre rent, unless it is reckoned
as pnrt of the purchase money. I think the
Laud Act should be amended, so as to
provide that, after a certain period-say
three yeard-the rent should be reckoned
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as part of the purchase money. If the
Government desire to attract population to
the colony, they ought to deal with the
land question in a liberal manner.
Mr. RIDDELL. - I feel very much
puzzled how to act in this matter. I
should like very much to vote for the
second reading of the Bill, yet, in face of
the decision of the Supreme Court, I
almost feel that I cannot do so. It looks
very much as if we had all been dupedas if we thought we had given a substantial
boon and benefit to old freeholders, and
. that we find they have got nothing. I feel
perfectly certain that, when Cummins's
clause was adopted, it was not intended
that any covenant or condition, except
payment of rent, should be attached to the
land taken up by certificate-holders. The
certificates were to be given entirely as
compensation, without any conditions whatever attached to them. I believe that
there was some distinction made in reference to certificate-holders under the Land
Act of 1865, but I feel perfectly I:!atisfied
that, under the Act of 1862, the intention
of this House was that there was not to be
a single condition attached to certificateholders. They were permitt.ed to do what
they liked with their certificates, and the
only penalty which could be incurred was
forfeiture for non-payment of rent. I feel
it right to vote for this measure, but, under
the circumstances, I do not know what to
do. I do not like to legislate for this particu lar class. If we do so, I feel that the
claims of other classes will be raised. I
think it is the business of the Government
-as they intend to amend the Land Actto take the claims of the certificate-holders
into their consideration, and suggest to the
House what compromise can be made in
t.he matter. They would do well if they
adopted that course. At present, I do not
feel justified in supporting the second reading of the measure, although, at the same
time, I alinost feel I am bound in honour
and justice to do ~o.
Mr. BURTT.-Nodoubt the certificates
were given as a sort of compensation to
fal'mers who had purchased land at high
prices, but a greater abuse of a kind act
I never witnessed. I suppose that a
greater abuse never occurred. It is said
that we have no right to sacrifice the
interests of those gentlemen who now hold
the certificates simply because they are
not the persons to whom the certificates
were originally issued; but, when they
purchased the certificates, they well knew
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their value and the conditions attached to
them. If we begin to legislate for the
certificate-holders, by-and-by we shall have
forced upon our attention claims from
other classes of tenants occupying public
lands-we shall have claims made by pastoral tenants, by the holders of occupation
licences, and by licensees under the 42nd
section of the Land Act of 1865. Where
is legislation to stop? Surely bona fide
applicants for land, who were prevented
from obtaining allotments by the action of
squatters and speculators, have as much
,right to have their claims considered as
certificate-holders? If we legislate for
certificate-holders, we must do the same
for other persons who hold Crown. lands,
and legislation on the land question will
uecome a mere plaything. I trust that
there will be a majority of the House in
favour of the amendment proposed by the
Attorney-General.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I believe that it
is the wish of the House to deal with this
question in a spirit of compromise. The
honorable member who introduced the
Bill has been unfortunate enough to injure
his position by making the measure declaratory of certain rights, the existence
of which many honorable members are
not disposed to admit. Had the Bill been
introduced in that spirit of arrangement
which marked the recent deputation to the
Minister of Lands, it would have been
much more favorably received. However,
I understand that, in the course of the
debate, a proposition will be made which
will have the effect of meeting the views
of those who desire' to steer a middle
course. We have been taunted that, if we
agree to any proposition for relieving the
occupiers under certificates from the forfeiture they are threatened with, under the
provisions of their leases, the free selectors,
and the holders under the 42nd clause of
the Amending Land Act, will desire to be
relieved from their obligations also. But
there is no parallel between the two cases.
The question at once arises, whether the
conditions contained in the leases issued
to the certificate-holders are imposed by
t.he Land Act of 1862 or not? and untll
that has been decided in the affirmative, no
parailel can exist. There is another aspect
to the question. The selectol's under the
Land Act of 1865 entered upon their
lands under certain expressed conditions,
and they know that, by compliance with
those conditions, they will receive the feesimple of their lands. Such has' not been
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the case with the certificate-holders. Laying aside the constl'uction of the Land Act
of 1862, it is a fact that, in the original
leases issued there is not a single word regarding any improvements. The covenant
is for the payment of rent, and for that
only. I put it confidently to the House
that this lease was likely to create misapprehensions in the minds of certificateholders. They had no reason to suppose,.
after the right of selection had been expressly renewed by the Amending Land
Act, that they would be presented with a
different lease from the one issued under
the Land Act of 1862. Here then is a
broad and valid difference between the
landowners under the Act of 1865 and the
landowners under the Act of 1862. Having
arrived at that point, what do we find?
Why that the Land Act of 1865, by its 7th
section, revives and continues the rights of
certificate-holders under the Act or 1862,
with' a proviso that the Board of Land
and Works shall make rules and regulations for the purpose of enforcing the conditions and obligations of the Act of 1862.
The Attorney-General, I presume, rests his
case upon that proviso, and the decision of
the Supreme COUl·t was also given upon it.
But admitting that the Government were
justified in' taking every precaution to prevent evasions of the Land Act of 1S62,
have they not gone further than this, and
inserted covenants in the leases which are
altogether ultra vires?
An HON.MEMBER.-The Supreme Court
says thnt they are not.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I submit that they
are ultra vires, though in a different sense.
All that the Supreme Court decided was
that the conditions were reasonable conditions to be inserted in the lease; and I
admit .that, if the Minister of Lands had
been content with inserting those conditions, and with imposing a penalty of 58.
per acre for non·compliance, he would
apparently have kept within the scope of
the Act. The question is, what is the
penalty imposed by the Act of 1862 ? and
the 126th clause clearly declares that the
penalty is 5s. per acre. But the :\'linister '
of Lands says, "I will not enforce this
penalty, but, under the impression that I
am complying with the Land Act of 1~62,
I will go upon an absolute forfeiture." I
respectfully submit that the Minister of
Lands was in error in doing this, that he
exceeded the prov isions of the Act, and
that he went outside the intentions this
House desired to express in passing the
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measure. Let us next consider how far
the honorable gelltlem~n has acted in a
proper spirit towards the persons who
have engaged in a traffic which, though
perhaps speculative and inj urious, is still
recognised by law. The Amending Land
Act was passed, months elapsed, and speculation went on. Certificate prices advanced from 4s. or 5s. per acre to 8s., 95.,
and lOs. per acre. Dummyism was introduced, and the squatters, who were placed
at the mercy of these third parties, had to
resort to dummyism themselves. Having,
in many instances, been forced to take
this course, they were then, for the first
time, confronted with this lease. It gives
me considerable pain to criticise the cqnduct of the Minister of Lands, to whom I
consider the country is under a great obligation; but still I will not conceal any
opinion I have deliberately arrived at cou~
cerning his actions. There is now £500,000
or £600,000 at stake; the time is rapidly
approaching when the penalty of forfeiture
may be enforced, and I ask the honoJ'able
gentleman to declare whether he is prepared to declare this amount of property
forfeited ? Unless he is prepared to tell'
the House boldly that he will do this; it
becomes necessary to effect some compromise, in order to place on a proper footing,
not only the selectors,~ bu t also the Government and this House. I do not believe
the assertion that this is a banking question. I do not believe that the banks have
ad vanced anything on these certificates.
The very reason that t·his Bill is brought
forward is, that the certificate·holders may
obtain some sort of a title on which the
banks will advance. A lease which can
be converted into a fee simple on the payment of 5s. per acre is a tangible security;
but where a risk of forfeiture impends,
there cau be no sec.urity at all. The question arises, how far the Government, by
its administration of the Land Act, has
brought about the present state of things?
In the first instance, serious mistakes were
The
made in carrying out the Act.
Minister of Lands was warned that, if he
threw open every acre ofa run for selection, he would bring down a horde of
speculators and. dummies. He persisted
in doing so; and the result was, not that
the squatters bought under certificates, but
that third persons st.epped in, took the land,
and sold it afterwards to the squatters.
Had the honorable gentleman put up not
more than the half of each run, such an
amoun~ of speculation would not have set
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in. Having dealt with that part of the
matter, let us see what position the Government are in to enforce any conditions
of improvement whatsoever. Have they
so far adhered to the provisions of the
Land Act of 1862 themselves that they
are in a position to turn round on the
certificate-holders and say, " Unless you
carry out the conditions of your lease, we
will work a forfeiture"? In this very 7th
section I see a proviso"Provided also that the person so entitled, and
the executors, administrators, and assigns of
such person, may, by endorsement on the certifie:ate, signed by such person and approved by the
board under its seal, wah·e his or their said
right of selection, and thereupon, in lieu of such
right, the certificate shall be treated as equivalent
to the sum of four shillings for each acre pf land
of which such person is or has been seised, and
which is set forth in the certificate towards the
purchase-money of any Crown land thereafter
purchased by such person or persons at any sale
by public auction of Crown lands."

Every certificate-holder, therefore, who
waives his right of selection is entitled to
an allowance of 4s. per acre, and can go in
and select some of those excellent lands
which have been put up to auction, ·and
purcbase them at the rate of 16s. per acre,
without being subject to any condition
whatever. Having created this altern ati ve, baving given the certificate-holders
the option of purchase at 16s. per acre,
without conditions, in the one case, how
can we insist on a forfeiture for noncompliance with conditions in the other?
I am prepared for a compromise. I do
not wish to see the law brought into contempt by this use of portable houses,
composed of a few sheets of corrugated
iron, and wheeled from one allotment to
another. The Minister of Lands will
have to prove in the Supreme Court
that t.hese houses are not "habitable
dwellings," and everyone of them will
be a monument to himself-Grant's
"iron pots." Rather than continue the
farce, it would be better to revert to the
penalty of 5s. per a.cre. This, I believe,
is the opinion of' the House, and I put it
to the Government that, unless they are
prepared, ·on the 18th of March, to forfeit
from 500,000 to 600,000 acres of land,
they must accept some compromise of this
nature. I understood, from the report of
the deputation which waited on the
Minister of Lands, that there was a
willingness to accept a compromise, and
that the question was merely one of
amount. I think that something should
be paid by the certificate-holders, but I am
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not particular as to the amount. What I
ask is that, in justice to all the classes intere·sted in the million of money absorbed
in the purchase of lands under certificates,
the titles to these lands should he rendered
indefeasible. I urge this the more strongly,
because we know that it is impossible now
to obtain advances on station property of
any sort, and that companies, who have
come here to invest their money in
pastoral property, are withdrawing those
funds. I would ask the Minister of Lands
also not to set himself up as a model
of perfection; not to suppose that he has
administered the Act in such a way that
he has not been guilty of any evasion himself. Let us have a fair, straightforward
bargain in the land for once, ·if we can. I
see no argument in the assertion that this
legislation will benefit a particular class.
It would he a monstrous doctrine that,
while good reasons could be shown on
behalf of the certificate-holders, nothing
should be done, because a similar advantage could not be ·given to the freeselectors.
Mr. CONNOR.-Do both.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-Then we will do
one at a time. Let us deal with the case
before us on its merits, and then, when
the case of the free-selectors is submitted,
I shall be prepared to deal with that on
its merits also.
. Mr. LONGMORE.-I regard this question as one of the greatest importance, and
I would like to know whether the Government have made it an open or a vital question? I have heard rumours that certain
members of the Government are anxious
that the Bill should be carried this evening.
Mr. G RANT.-The honorable member
will permit me to say that there is not
the slightest foundation for those rumours.
The Government, to a man, are opposed
to the Bill.
lVIr. LONGMORE.-The answer means
nothing, and I take it for what it is worth.
My own impression is that some members
of the Ministry desire the Bill to pass;
and even if they allow their supporters to
know that it is a matter of indifference to
them, they can vote against the measure
and yet secure a majority for it. I do not
understand a question of this sort being
allowed to remain an open one. I must SHY
that I think that these certificates were a
mistake from the first .. No purchaser ofland
prior to 1862 purchased with any expec~ation of receiving 320 acres; and as to
those purchasers having been injured by
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after legislation, they were all very well
aware of the agitation that was going on,
and could foresee its result; and, more~
over, I have yet to learn that land bought
prior to the passing of the Act of I A62 has
depreciated in value through the operation
of t.hat measure. The honorable member
for South Bourke (Mr. G. P. Smith) spoke
of the difference between the two leases;
but the fact is that the certificate-holders
were under the impression that certain improvements would be required from them,
and the mere fact of the circumstance not
being stated in the one lease had no effect
whatever upon them. The honorable member for KUmore stated, last night, that, in
consequence of the word" assigns" being
left ou t of the Act of 1862, the obligations
were imposed on the selectors only, and
not also on their assigns. I do not know
what the legal meaning of the provision
may be; but I do know ~hat it was understood by the country to mean that no man
could sell his land until he had fulfilled
the conditions of the Act. The honorable
member argues that such is not the casethat if a selector sells his land the next
hour the purchaser is freed from all obligations. If those are his views, I can only
say that he ought to have communicat.ed
them to the country when he was passing
the Act in question. I corne now to another feature in this case.
Honorable
members will remember that, in dealing
with these certificates in 1865, the privilege that they should be assignable was
conceded to owners, in order to legalize
the speculation which had already taken
place, but on the understanding that no
extension of time should be allowed for
taking out certificates. That agreement
was not given effect to, and the honorable
p;entlemen who ore now asking that certificate-holders should be relieved from their
obligations, are the very gentlemen who
voted for the three months' extension of
time.
That extension was obtained;
speculation took place, and the certificat.es·
were driven up far beyond their value;
but as this was done with a positive knowledge of the improvements the State would
require, it is a little LOO late to a:,k to be
relieved from t.hose obligations. It is well
known that this creation of a class with
special rights over a million of acres of
land interfered very seriously with the
selectors under the Land Act. This class
was largely represented at all the land
selections during the first twelve months,
and, by their operations, they disappointed
Mr. Longmore.
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many who desired to get homes for themselves and their familes. Those who were
successful have the serious responsibility
of making improvements of the value of
£1 per acre in two years; and with what
equity or justice can we insist on their
doing this, while the certificate-holders,
who have come so much into competition with them, and who can fulfil
the law at so much less cost, receive
the extra advantage of being relieved from
their obligations? I do not say that the
squatters, or bankers, or any class, have
dealt with these certificates exclusively.
I am aware that men of small capital
have speculated in them, and have taken
up second or third class grazing land,
provided that they could get it in blocks.
But I do say that all these classes should
be compelled to fulfil the conditions under
which they took the land; that, considering the liabilities the country has to meet,
we should not interfere with our land legislation in this manner, but should rather
endeavour to make it as permanent as possible. One argument used in favour of the
certificate-holders is, that the land sold prior
to 1862 was purchased at a very high price;
but the fact is that the best land in the
colony was bought at an average of £1 5s.
per acre, and that the greater part of it is
held uncultivated to this day. I do not
see any reason why we should give' this
class of purchasers the privilege now demanded. If any privileges are to be conceded it should be to the poor selectors, who
have had to contend against influences and
interests unknown in other countries, inasmuch as their lands are surrounded by
those who are determined to drive them off.
These people have not asked to be relieved
from their obligations, and even, if they
should do so, it woulll be a grave question
how far this House would be justified in
acceding to their request. Notwithstanding these considerations, I cannot shut my
eyes to the fact that, if the certificateholders were to effect improvements such
as the law would reco~nise, the State
would not be much ad\rantaged by them.
Reference has been made to moveable
houses, and it certainly is a disgraee to see
these little sheds standing upon allotments
in all directions. I do not think thel'e is
any other country in the world in which
such a sight can be witnessed. If any
composition can be arrived at which will
benefit the State, and will give the occupiers their titles, without causing them to
resort to these proceedings, it will be the
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duty of the Government, in the interests of
morality, to settle the matter. But I do
not see any proposal of the sort in the
Bill, which simply asks for full power to
take possession of the land, without any
conditions whatever.
I am conscious
also that, if the second reading can be
carried, the Bill can likewise be carried
through committee without material alteration. Under the~e circumstances, I shall
oppose the motion, but at the same time
I must express my hope that the Government will, at an early date, submit a
measure dealing with the question in a
diffe1'ent way to the one now proposed.
Mr. McLELLAN.-Having been a
member of the House when the Cummins's
clause was introduced, I can say that that
clause was supported by the farming interest, amI by Mr. "Vilson Gray and the
liberal members of the House, with a view
~f compensating, not the squatters, but
the farmers and landowners who had paid
from £ 12 to £ 15 per aC1'e for lands, the
value of which the new system, it was
supposed, would depreciate to £1 per acre.
In this spirit the clause was introduced; in
this spirit it was carried; and I unhesitatingly assert that no conditions whatever
wel'e intended to attach to it. Conditions
would have rendered the grant valueless,
because, as M1'. Macintosh, ·who then sat.
for East Bourke, put it, the iarmel's haeI
nIt'eady establ isheeI their homesteads, If
Mr. Macintosh had been required to go to
an expense of £1,500-fo1' it would have
taken him that to have put the land into
use and cultivation-when he had nn extensive homestead already established,
would he have regarded the grant as any
boon? I am aware that these certificates
have been trafficked in-that the small farmers have disposed of their rights to the
sql:latterl:!; but if Esau still sells his birthright for a mess of pottage, what is that
to us? I regret that the clause has been
abused; but, having voted for it as a
compensation, in the first instance, to be
granted without conditions, I do not see how
I can vote against the course I then took.
As for the Attorney-General's abuse and
his ch,arges of swindling, which would be
disgraceful from any other honorable member, I can only state that I am disgusted
with this line of argument. I am as
honest as most men, and I can say that, so
far as Land Acts are concerned, I have
never rtceived one single sixpence advantage from them. Time after time temptations have been held out to me to operate
VOL. llI.-2 Z
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under the various Land Acts, but time
after time I have refused, because I should
lose my self-respect for ever if I took advantage of a Jaw which I had assisted to
pass. I maintain that, in a spirit of equity,
we cannot compel the certificate-holders
to make the improvements the Government wish them to make. The grant
never was intended as anything else
than a boon; but it appears that, under
the present Minister of Lands, we
have arrived at such a state of chaos,
that no one can tell what the law is.
I am not going to take the part of the
squatters, or of those persons who have
purchased these certificates. I am indebted to them for nothing, And, when
a new Land Bill is before the House, I
will be one to insist that the squatters
shall give a fair and equitable rent for the
advantages which they rece-ive from the
State. I shall vote for the Bill now before
the House, op. the express understanding
that the farmers who have taken up land
under the present Land Act shall have
some concession made to them by honorable gentlemen on the Opposition side of
the House, who are usua.lly supposed to
represent the squatting interest. I say that
the present Land Act" like all the other
Acts that have preceded it., is nothing but
a gigantic swindle upon the people of this
country. Not one farmer in a hundred is
successful under it. The amount of money
which he has to pay, one way and another,
before he gets his land, is, in many CAses,
equal to the full value of' the land obtained.
Friends of my own, men who have worked
much harder than I have done, having
accumulated sums of money, took up land
under the existing Land Act, but the
expenses they had to incur, first in selecting, and then in fencing, building, and
stocking-in one thing and another-rendered them insolvent-left them penniless.
Unless the Government are prepared to
make concessions to the bona fide cultivators we have husbanded so much, it will
be impossible for them to retain possession
of the land; industrious men, with wives
and families, will be absolutely ruined.
And what, in such circumstances, will
they turn themselves to? I tell the
Minister of Lands, the Attorney-General,
and the Chief Secretary, that I know
hundreds of men who could never save
sixpence, but who, since the passing of
the Land Act, have taken up 640 acre
blocks under it, and have fenced in thoso
blocks, In this they have been mere
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tools in the hands, not only of adjoining I have found lately that the squatting party
squatters, but also of men who ought in this House has not, as a rule, been an
to know better; men who, from their enemy to the fa.rmer. But there are genposition, ought to think it a disgrace to be tlemen before me who would not support
parties to the practices which have taken the farming or any other interest in this
place throughout this country. It is not country, so long as the proceeding was
necessary for me to mention names; but calculated to displease or irritate the conI could mention the names of staunch science of the Attorney-General in the
supporters of the present Government- slightest degree. The country is at premen who stood by the Government through sent in a state of stagna~ion. We are fast
all theil' constitutional difficulties-·who approaching insolvency; and no men who
have indulged in these practices, and who have been in power ever hastened that
have also stirred up the working classes state more than the present Government.
for the express purpose of locking the I saw the country when there were not
Land-office, Rnd getting lands into their 40,000 people in it-when the streets of
own possession. And they have carried Melbourne were one pool of mud. I have
out their proceedings successfully. If a watched the progress of the place, and
committee of this Assembly were granted until recently we had men of intellect and
me, I would show them something in con- comprehensive views to deal with the
nexion with this Land Act which honor- affairs of the country, but now we have
able members have little dreamt of. I fallen into a state of political idiotcy; and,
·know t.hat the Minister of Lands has had unless some one comes to deliver us, we
experience of this difficulty. I know that shall go back day by day. On the one
he has had to grapple with fraud of every hand, we are frittering away the public
description; I know that he has grappled Jands, and, on the other, we are going into
with it, and, in some instances, checked it. the most extravagant expenditure-an exThe best thing for the honorable gentle- penditure not warranted by the present
man to do, at the present time, is to bring condition or prospects of the country. I
in a Bill of a comprehensive character, to would advise the Government to allow this
deal with rights that exist already, and to Bill to pass its second reading, and I have
place ·those who may come hereafter in a no doubt that, when the measure is in
position t.hat they will be able to acquire committee, I shall be able to support them
land on fair terms. Then we may expect in some amendments.
the country to be prosperous. But, coming
Mr. McCULLOCH. - In addressing
back to the subject immediately before the myself to this question, I don't intend to
House, I may observe that I was a mp.m- take up the time of the House at any
bel' of Parliament at the time that Cum- length, because I think the whole question
mins's clauses were proposed, and that, is embraced in very narrow limits. I
along with other land reformers, I ap- agree with the honorable member for Ripon
proved of their insertion in the Land Bill and Hampden that it is an important
of 1862. It was the desire of Mr. Wilson question; and, as the debate goes on, I am
Gray, and those who acted with him, that more and more convinced of that fact.
persons who had purchased land at a The honorable member who has just sat
high rate should be allowed to select down stated that he proposed to support
land up to 320 acres on the terms speci- the second reading of this Bill, on confied in the Bill, as compensation for the dition that certain other gentlemen will
depreciation which it was expected their give him their support, when another
property would undergo by the new land measure, affecting another class of selectors
system provided for by that measure. But under the Land Act, shall come before the
it was never intended that the parties who House. Therefore I say we cannot shut
acquired land in this manner should fence our eyes to the importance of this question.
it, or cultivate it, or build houses upon it. The honorable member who proposes the
They had their homes and homesteads sort of compromise that I refer to, charges
already, and this was an advantage given the Government with frittering away the
to them ·outside their homesteads. I shall public lands of the colony, and he charges
vote for the second reading of this Bill, on honorable members on this side of the
the express condition that honorable mem- House with inconsistency. But where is
bers who represent the squatting party the honorable member's consistency ill
will assist me when the question of the proposing to give rights not sanctioned or
farming interest comes. before this House. contemplated by law to speculators in land,
Mr. McLellan.
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on condition that a portion' of his constituents are to receive a quid pro quo in the
shape of an alteration of the present Land
Act to meet their particular circumstances?
I find the honorable member for South
Bourke (Mr. G. P. Smith) arguing that
the Government have no claim whatsoever
on the certificate-holders to comply with
anyone of the conditions contained in the
Land Acts of 1862 and 1865; and, at
the same time, going on to state that we
ought to have a compromise in the matter.
N ow there is, in this Bill, an entire absence
of any principle of compensation to the
State for the relief-which t.hese gentlemen
seek to obtain by the measure. If the Bill
be passed into law as it now stands, the·
land· system, which has been in force in
this colony for some years past, will
be entirely destroyed. There is no denying the fact that if, for the sake of
a particular class, you once begin to do
away with certain obligations and conditions on which the land is obtained,
you thereupon give up the present land
system. Now what are the facts connected with this case? The Government
believed that these gentlemen who took up
land under certificates were bound, with
all other selectors, to comply with certain
conditions. The certificate-holders resisted that. They applied to the courts of
law; and the decision of the Supreme
Court of this colony was to the effect that
these conditions are binding upon the
certificate-holders. The honorable and
learned member for St. Kilda, who seems
to some extent to have been mixed up with
the case elsewhere, appears thoroughly
confiuent in the soundness of his legal
view that the law is with the certificateholders. But if the certificate-holders
Bre confident of this, why do they come to
Parliament and ask for an alteration of the
law to be made in their favour? The
Supreme Court decided most distinctly
against them; but, if they desire to appeal
against that decision, let them carry the
case to the Privy Council. Let them not
come to the House, and ask us to alter the
law merely to suit their particular circumstances. With regard to Cummins's clause,
I believe the majority of the people were
in favour of the clause as it passed through
this House. But it passed with conuitions;
and the question arises whether it was the
intention of the Legislature that selectors
under certificates 'should be placed in the
same position as ordinary selectors under
the Land Act of 1862? Now what was
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the intention of that Act? It is clearly
shown in the preamble, which declares
that" It is expedient to amend and consolidate the
laws relating to Crown lands in Victoria, and to
give increased facilities for the sale and settlement of such lands, and otherwise to provide for
the good order and management of the same."

It was intended to provide one class of the
people with land by sale at auction, and to
give facilities to others for settlement on
the land. But it is shown clearly and unmistakeably throughout the measure that,
while the Bill gave the land away at prices
lower than its actual worth-in compliance
with the object of aU the land reformers of
the country, that a good set of agricultural
people should have facilities for settling
upon the public lands-this method of disposal was subject to certain conditions.
The 36th section of the Act provided
that"Every selector of an allotment as aforesaid,
within one year after he becomes a selector,
shall cultivate at least one acre out of every ten
acres thereof, or shall erect thereon a habitable
dwelling, or shall enclose such allotment with a
substantial fence,"

These conditions were imposed in order
that selectors should show their bona fides
-that they were really occupying the land
in the way in which it was intended by
the Legislature that it should be occupied.
The intention of the Legislature was, that
a person occupying lands to the extent
perhaps of 320 acres-whether an ordinary selector, or a selector under certificate
-should settle upon the land-should live
upon it. At that time it was thought that
those persons who were in possession of
purchased land previous to 1862 should
have certain privileges of selection in consiueration of the price paid for the land
which they had acquired; and, accordingly,
the 23rd section of the Act. of 1862 was
framed to meet the cases of those persons.
But those persons were to be placed precisely in the same position as the other
selectors. This is apparent from the language~ of the section, which says that every
such person shall hold' his land "under
lease on the same terms and in the same
manner as hereinbefore provided for selectors of land in an agricultural area." Now,
if the ordinary selectors are to comply with
the conditions referred to in the 36th
section, with what justice can it be asked
ihat this other class shall be exonerated from
those conditions? The honorable member
for South Bourke (Mr. G. P. Smith) has
.stated that it is desirable that parties hold~
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ing land under certificates should be put in
a position to make their titles marketablein n pusition to enable them to go to institutions in the city, and obtain advances
upon t.heir lanu. It is very easy for such
parties to place themselves in that position,
by complying with the condit.ions of the
Act. They have only to cultivate, to
fence, or to erect a habitable dwellingthough not such a dwelling as the moveable
hut referred to in the course of this debate,
because the Government would not be jus"
tified in toleratiug such an evasion of the
law. I can only say that, if these gentlemen desired to act fairly and properly by
the State, they would have come forward
with a very different Bill to that now submitted to the House. These gentlemen
submitted to my honorable colleague, the
Minister of' Lands, a propoRition that a
certain amount should be paid to the St.ate,
in order that they might be relieved from
these c011l1itions. And notwithstanding
that this was actually offered, they now
come down to this House, and attempt to
pass a Bill without any such consideration
as that which was proposed. The honorable member for Kyneton must have felt
that, at the time that proposal of something
like 6d. per acre was made, the Government were asked to give that which they
had no rlght to give. I say that, if the
honorable member desires to place these
persons in any different position to that in
which they are placed by law, let them sub.mit to the penalty provided by the Act of
1862. There is no difficulty about the
matter at all. If these persons ask for
the passage of a Bill for their especial
benefit, I cannot see how they can possibly
question the correctness and justice of the
House insisting that the penalty provided
by the Act of 1862 shou ld be paid to the
State. It must be well known to those
who took up land under certificates that
they were liable to a penalty of 5s. per
acre for non-compliance with the condit.ions of' the Act. The Government will
oppose the Bill most strenuously. At the
same time I must admit that un obstacle
to the passage of the Bill would be removed if the honorable member who has
charge of the measure would consent to
the insertion of' a clause providing for the
payment of this penalty.
Captain MAC MAHON.-Mr. Speaker,
I understand the whole gist of the remarks
of the Cldef Secretary to be that, if the
promoters of this Bill would consent to
·the insertion in the Bill of a provision imMr. McCulloch.
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posing a certain penalty, the Government
would then be prepared to agree with the
measure.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I stated that, if
the honorable member for Kyneton would
consent to place the matter as it stood
originally, and provide for the payment of
the penalty of 5s. per acre, the Government would be more disposed to entertain
the question.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I am prepared to accept that. The Bill does not
affect, in the slightest degree, any clause
in the Land Acts of 1862 and 1865 which
imposes penalties on those who fail to perform the improvements proviJed for by
those measures. But I would ask how is
it that the Attorney-General has never
prosecuted one of these cases, and endeavoured to recover the penalty? The
honorable and learned gentleman fails
to answer me.
A y~ar has elapsed
without improvements being effected,
and the Attorney-General has not endeavoured to recover the 5s. per acre.
Why? Because .he knew vel'y well that
the clause was a nullity.. The AttorneyGeneral knows very well that the arguments of the honorable and learned
members for Kilmore and St. Kilda-that
it was never intended that the penalty
clause should apply to this special class of
selectors - is perfectly correct.
The
Attorney-General has, this evening, stigmatized those that are opposed to him.
But any impartial person, listening to the
honorable and learned gentleman, would
almost be disposed to imagine that he wus
referring to the Government. He spoke
of some half-dozen men as being intriguers and everything else that was
vile. But I have an impression that, if the
honorable and learned gen tIe man had the
slightest opening for enforcing this penalty
of 5s. per acre, he would be glad to do it.
If the Attorney-General knew that he had
a good case, he has mistaken his duty in
not pressing for the penalty. The whole
of the argument appears to hinge on this
point-whether the original concession
granted by the Land Act of 1862 was
intended as a concession to the old proprietors of land, who bought their land at
high prices, at auction in former years.
Shortly before the passing of that Act I
contested a large agricultural district, and
other candidates, as well as myself, gave
assurances that any land measure that
passed would have the effect of throwing
open the public lands at a lower rate than.
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that paid by those persons who .had pre- years, at a rent, payable yearly in advance,
viously bought land from the Crown; of 2s. Gel. per acre, with the usual covenant
and that, therefore, some consideration for payment of rent, and condition for
should be made to those persons in conse- re-entry on non-payment thereof. Subse.quence of the change which would follow quently, on the passage of the Act of 1865,
in the value of property. The electors of the time for the taking out of certificates
the colony at large agreed in that view, enabling person::! to select under Cummins's
the only difficulty being to hit upon a clause was extended; and, although the
scheme which would compensate existing Minister of Lands has stated in his place
holders of land without any heavy call in this House that the GO\'ernment were
upon the Treasury. .Mr. Cummins, then opposed to that extension, I say, unhesitaone of the representatives for South Grant, tingly, that that opposition was a sham,
proposed a Clau'5e by which such persons, and that it was known by the honorable
wit.hout having to pay at once for a moiety member to be a sham.
of the land, should be able to select to the
Mr. GRANT.-The honorable member
extent of 320 acres, and hold the land on is quite mistaken.
the same terms of leasing as the other
Captain MAC MAHON.-I assert, sir,
selectors who paid £ 1 per acre. It was that it was the case.
particularly pointed out at the time-as
l\h. GRANT.-I must call the honorwill be seen by the reports in the press able member to order. The statement of
and in lIansard of the speeches made in the honorable member is not founded on
committee -that, if conditions were im- fact.
.
posed, the concession would, to a very
Captain MAC MAHON.-I will, prove
great extent, be valueless, as the farming it. Did the Government stake their posiclass, having already their homes estab- tion upon the ir,sue? Did they make it a
lished, would probably not have the means Government quest.ion? No, it was another
of fencing or otherwise improving the land thing altogether. It was generally underwithin the time prescribed by the Act. I stood by Government supporters that the
repeat that it was distinctly in the shape Government would divide against it, but
of compensation for loss which would be that it would not be a Government quessustained by holders of land, in consequence tion.
of an alteration of the land system, that
Mr. GRANT.-There was no such
this clause was proposed. Now I wouid understanding.
ask whether the expression which has been
Captain MAC MAHON.-The fact is
used over and over again on the other side that the Government were very glad of
of the House-that the present movemen t accepting anything that would induce both
is only by a limited class-is justifiable? branches of the Legislature to pass their
Supposing the whole of these certificates, Act. If they assert that it was not a sham
and the lands taken up under them, were eli vision, I ask how it was that they did
DOW in the hands of the farming class not declare that, if this matter-a matter
- who originally had the right, under of sueh importance, involving, as it did,
the Act of 1862, to take up lands in the the alienation of millions of acres of land
manner mentioned-would not the cer- -were carried a~ainst them, they would
tificates, and the lands taken up under them, retire? They did not do tllis, and therebe held by a large and influential class of fore I say their opposi tion was a sham,
the community? Would the Government
Mr. BI~DON.-That is logic.
of the day have presumed to oppose the
Captain MAC MAHO~.-I think the
views of such a class? And yet now
it is argued, forsooth, that, because these logic is very plain, and it would be plain
farmers and others to whom this right was to the honorable and learned gentleml:\.D, if
given, have thought fit to sell it, with all its hl3 sat ill Ids fOJ'mer position~
Mr. BINDON.-I voted for ~t.
advantages and disadvantages, to a more
Captain MAC .MAHO~.-Possibly;
limited class, the ad vantages which the
original certificate-holders wouid have pos- with what object?
Mr. BINDON.-A proper one,
sessed are not to be conceded to their
Captain MA.C MAHON.-And how is
assigns. I say that is a most unj ust prin ...
ciple. I think it must be appal'fmt, from it that the honorablo gentleman is opposed
the 22nd section of the Land Act of 1862, to it to-night?
that the lease to be issued to the holders of'
Mr. BINDON.-I will tell the honorcertificates was a lease for a term of eight able gentleman by-and-by.
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Captain MAC MAHON.-I shall be allotments of land held previous to 1862
glad to hear the honorable gentleman. He have been depreciated in value by the
voted for it then because he sat in a dif- passing of the Land Act adopted in that
ferent place, and he votes against it now year. It has been argued that the obligabecause he sits on the Treasury benches. tions attached to original selectors under.
I say that the extension of the clause on that Act were not intended to touch certhat occasion most undoubtedly did the tificate-holders; but the words of· the
great. portion of this mischief. Had that clause state, as distinctly as possible, that
extension not been made, many of the dif- they were to be subject to the same condificulties which the Minister of Lands has tions as original selectors under the Act.
since had to encounter would not have The fact of the quantity of land which
arisen. I understand the proposition con- certificate-holders were allowed to select
tained in the Bill now before the House to being limited to 320 acres explains a
be simply this. Certain leases were issued good deal. If the certificates were to
under the Act of 1862 to selectors, both be a compensation for loss, why did they
under Cummins's clause and under other stop at 320 acres? Simply because the
clauses of that measure; but, in conse- object of the Legislature was to create
quence of the wit.hdrawal of lands from workable farms, which should be cultiselection, certain persons were unable then vated. The conditions were, that· every
to exercise their rights. These persons selector should either cultivate one acre
now ask that they shall have issued to out of every ten, erect a habitable dwellthem leases similar to those which were ing, or enclose his allotment with a subissued under the clauses of the DufIY Land stantial fence. It has been contended that
Act during the period that that measure we ought to forego these conditions, bewas in operation. They do not seek in cause the certificate-holders never thought
any way to evade the penalty supposed to that the conditions would be enforced in
be enforceable against them under other their case. Why the great majority of
clauses of that Act. If the Bill be read the persons holding certificates took them
a second time to-night, it will still be up under the Act of 1865, with the most
within the power of the Government) stringent regulations staring them in the
when they think fit, to exercise the power face. Are we to allow land set apart for
-that is, if such fL power exists-of agricultural purposes to be selected in
enforcing the penalties provided by the thousands of acres for the purpose of
Acts of 1862 and 1865.
being turned into sheep farms? Are we
. Mr. RAM SA Y.-Sir, I thought we had to allow the intentions of the Land Act
got nearly to the end of contention on the to be violated, and keep the agricultural
land question. It has been carried on so lands out of the ha,nds of agriculturists?
many years that I am sure the House must Allow this IBill to be passed, and a large
be heartily sick of it. It is well to look portion of the land intended to be devoted
back and try 'and get at the intention of to agricultural purposes will be taken out
the Legislature in adopting Cummins's of the reach of agriculturists for the preclause. I took a Ii vely interest in the dis- sent generation. I hope that the Ministry
cussion of that clause, and I stated dis- . will stand firm on this question. I hope
tinctly that my view was, that farmers that they will not give way a single inch.
who had been unable to purchase anything 'I am sorry that the Chief Secretary inti. like a workable farm-say not more than mated his willingness to be satisfied with
from 60 to 150 acres-on account of the the 5s: penalty. I hope that the House
high price at which land had been sold, will insist upon the conditions and obligaought to be allowed to select a further tions imposed by the Act being strictly
quantity, in order that they might have a complied with, and prevent certificateworkable farm. The certificates were not holders devoting some of the best agriculgiven for any supposed depreciation which tural lands in the colony to the squatting
would be caused in the value of the lands interest. If we concede anything, how
then held by the farming class in conse- shall we be. able to resist the proposition
quence of the' passing of the Land Act of which will be made by another class who
1862. Instead of reducing their value, I are under far more sti-ingent regulations?
believe that the best thing to advance their It will be impossible.
Mr. LEVEY.-They knew what they
value was to settle a respectable, industrious population on the waste lands of the were doing.
Mr. RAMSA Y.-And so did those
Crown. It will be hard to prove that any
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gentlemen who have purchased certificates
know what they were dQing. They had
their eyes open, and they bought the
certificates, knowing all the conditions
attached to them; although they hoped to
set at defiance the provisions of the Act,
and rob the agricultural portion of the
community of their birthright, by laying
their hands on the best lands in the
colony, and confiscating them for the use
of the squatter. I do not say that those
gentlemen were wrong in looking after
their own interests; but I say it would he
very wrong for the State, with its eyes
open, to lend itself to an arrangement for
the benefit of 'a small clas's of individuals,
who have already, by intrigue and every
sort of chicanery, laid hold of a large portion of the most valuable lands of the'
colony. I hope that the House will stand
firm, and not allow this measure to be
carried.
Mr. LEVI.-Sir, I shall vote for the
second reading of this Bill, because I believe that, in so doing, I shall simply he
carrying out the spirit and intention of the
Land Act of 1862, which I assisted in
passing into law. With all due deference
to the opinion of other honorable members,
I most unhesitatingly declare that the intention of Mr. Cummins was that the
certificates should be a species of compensation to those persons who had purchased
land at fabulous prices previous to the
passing of the Land A.ct of 1862. It will
be in the recollection of honorable members that that clause was introduced after
the Bill had passed through committee.
Though I do not pretend to be able to
argue the legal aspects of the question, as
honorable gentlemen learned in the law
have - done, I maintain that it was never
intended that certificate-holders should be
compelled to carry out the conditions contained in the 36th clause. While Cummins's clause was under discussion, the
present Minister of Railways (Mr. Sullivan)
said he considered that the boon which the
clause would confer would be better than
any protection which could be afforded to
the farmer. In that light it was accepted
by honorable members representing agricultural districts, and likewise by all members who were of opinion that persons
who had previously purchased land at a
high price were entitled to some consideration, because the Land Act of 1862 would
enable others to obtain land at something like 15s. 9d. per acre. In moving
the second reading of the Land Bill of
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1865, the Minister of Lands said that
he sympathized considerably with those
gentlemen who held cert.ificates under
Cummins's clause; that he was prepared
to extend the privilege desired by many of
them; and that he was willing to place a
money value on the certificates. What
can be clearer than that the Government
felt that some compensat.ion or advantage
ought to be given to the holders of certificates? It is no matter to me whether the
certificates are in the hands of the original
holders or not. The Minister of Lands
knows that a large traffic has taken place
in certificates. Would a high price have
been paid for them if the purchasers had
believed that they would not be able to
make use of the certificates according to
the manner originally intended by the A.ct
of 1862? Conditions were subsequently
framed by the Lands department, out no
doubt an impression prevailed that, if ever
an appeal was made to the legal tribunals
of the country, they would be declared
ultra vires. It is. Dot for me to discuss
whether the decision of the judge in equity,
or the decision of the full court, is the
correct one; but the House has a right
to deal with the question in the spirit
intended when Cummins's clause was
adopted, which was that some compensation
should be given to persons who, before the
passing of the Land Act of 1862, had purchased land at fabulous prices. I recollect
one honorable member stating at the time
that he had paid as high as £20 an
acre for land. It was also understood
that certificate-holders would be able to
take up land contiguous to that which they
already held; and certainly it is absurd to
suppose that, if a man had 3 dwelling-house
upon his land, and selected an adjoining
allotment, he should be compelled to erect
a dwelling upon that also. As to the sale
of certificates, the late Minister of Justice
(Mr. Michie) made an observation to the
effect that he considered that the holders
of certificates had a right to traffic in them
if they thought fit-that no prohibition
was intended by-the Legislature. No doubt
that opinion was shared by the honorable
gentleman's colleagues at the time, yet they
now denounce those who have purchased
certificates. Unless we allow the certificates·
to be dealt with in the manner originally
intended by the Act, we shall be acting unfairly, inequitably, and entirely subverting
the intentions of the Legislature. If we
persist in this repudiation-if we continue
to allow departmental regulations and mani-
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festoes to override Acts of Parliament, the
sooner w~ do away with the farce of sending representatives to this Chamber, and
with the Legislature altogether, the better.
It would be far better to let the country be
entirely governed by departments. I hope
the House will agree to the second reading
of the Bill, in order that the spirit and intention of the Act of 1862 may be carried
into effect.
MI'. DYTE.--With respect to one remark made by the honorable member who
Ims just sat down, to the effect. that, unless
this Bill is passed, the rights of certificateholders will he repudiated, I ma.y point
out that repudiation is clearly intended by
the Bill, because t.he second clause provides
that even the penalty clause of the Act of
1 ~62 shall not be enforced against certificate-holders. The 36th clause of that Act
provides that evel'y selector must either
cultivate one aCl'e out of ten, erect a
llahitable dwelling on his allotment, or
fence his allotment. Another clanse fixes
a penalty of 5s. an acre for non-cultivation ; but the 2nd clause of this Bill provilles that a certificate-holder shall only
pay the rent, anLl that no penalty shall be
enforced against him.
Mr. IRELAND. - As regards the
penalty for non-cultivation, it is a personal
penalty attached to the individual, but that
is a very different thing from forfeiture of
his land. The 2nd clause of this Bill
does not take away the penalty for nonimprovement, but simply says that the
man's land shall not be forfeited on that
account. '1'0 fine a man 5s. for being
drunk is a very different thing to forfeiting his property for that offence.
Mr. DYTE.-At all events we may
look upon it in this light-that the Board
of Land and Works, whether legally or
illegally, framed certain conditions; if they
had no right to do so, they have forfeited
the confidence of this House. The passing
of the second reading of this Bill will be a
direct vote of censure on the administration of the Land Act. I think that we
ought befol'e now to have heard the last of
'these cel,tificates. It appears to me that
the holders have had ample opportunities
of making use of them in the manner intended by the Legislature. If the original
holders were now the persons asking for a
consideration of their claims, the case
might be different; but the traffic in the
certificates took place ill the face of the
regulations framed by the Board of Land
and Works; and, if those regulations are
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legal, we ought to insist upon their being
com plied with.
Mr. LANGTON.-The remarks of the
honorable member for Ballarat East (Mr.
Dyte) show how very crude are the notions which some honorable members
entertain as to the object and actual effect
of this Bill. The honorable member evidently rose with the impression that the
certificate-holders would be placed in a
different position, as regards the penalty of 58. per acre, from that which
they occupy at the present time. That
appeared to be his only argument ngainst
the measure, and, therefore, after the
explanation of the llOnorable meml/er
for Kilmore, I th ink that he cannot possibly vote against the Bill. Why did the
Attorney-General tell I1S that, if this Bill
passed, the Government would he placed
in a worse position, as far as this 5s. au
acre penalt.y is concerned, than they are
at the present time? I was very much
surprised at the speech of the honorable
and learned gentleman, because he has
credit fot' possessing no little mental acuteness and considerable legal knowledgp.,
and, on a question of this l{ind, he ought
to have fairly grappled with the arguments of the honorable member for Kitmore, and, if possible, have contradicted
them. I think that no honorable member,
on whatever side he may give his vote,
will hesitate to agree with me that, up to
the present time, 110t only has the weight
of the legal argument been on our side,
but that there has been no legal argument
from the other side at all. Supposing that
the conditions imposed by the 36th section
of the Act did actually apply to selectors
under certificates, I want to know whether
the penalty imposed for non-compliance
with those conditions involves forfeiture of
the leases? . That is a point to which the
Attorn.ey-General ought to have addressed
himself. Did the honorable and learned
gentleman contend that forfeiture was the
penalty? Is it not apparent that forfeiture
is not the penalty-that 5s. per acre is the
penalty? Yet., in the printed regulations
issued by the Board of Land and Works,
it is stated that the penalty for non-com'·
pliance with the conditions of the 36th section is forfeiture. of the land. The AttorneyGeneral ought to have shown that forfeiture was the penalty, but he avoided
that point altogether, and indulged in personalities against bankers and squatters.
If forfeiture is not the penalty prescribed
by the Act-and no honorable member has
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contended that it is-the obvious penalty public money to private interests? Suc.h
is a fine of 5s. per acre. The Attorney- accusations do not corrIe with good grace
General also avoided the question w\lether from honorable gentlemen who are prethis Bill relieves selectors under certificntes eminently distinguished by their disregard
of the oblig1tion which they are at present. of rights of all kinds, both public and
under, to pny 5s. all acre if they fail to prIvate. In using such terms as "crafty,"
apply the lands in the manner provided by "astute," "unscrupulous," the Attorneythe Act..
I am justified in assuming, General implied that we were acting in
therefore, that he felt that h is case was a cGlIusion with certificate-holders, and that
very bad one. Looking at the 23rd clause, our object was anything but as pure and
not with the eyes of' a lawyel', but simply incorrupt as it ought to be. The conduct
with the eyes of a man professing to be of the present Government in reference to
able to detel'mine the plain meaning of the imposition c.f wharfnge rateswords, what do we find? That a certifiThe SPEAKER:-The honorable memcate-holder is to have an allotment of Jand ber is not in order"
on the same terms, and in the same mannel'!
Mr. LANGTO~.-I cannot understand
as "hereinbefore provid.ed·' for original . upon what principle I should be prevented
selectors. The Attorney-General, and all from referring to this matter, after the rethe memLers . on h iil side, have con- marks which have f~tllen from the Attorneytenued that" hereinbefore" means the same General. The honorable gentleman was
thing as "hereinafter." I say it means allowed to impute motives to members on
nothing of the kind. Looking also at the this side, and to assert that they were
circumstances under which the 2.3rd clause acting in collusion with certain persons
was introduced, and remembering that it outside the House, who were unscrupulous
was inserted at the last moment, I main- -with persons who were acting in the
tain that the conditions referred to are inter.est of bankers, just as if the present
the conditions contained in the previous Government had never used bankers for
section, and the only condition there their own purposes.
]f the Attorneycontained is, that the certificate-holders General is allowed to indulge in such reshall pay rent for theil' allotments, and that, marks, other honorable members ought not
if they fail to do so, then the land shall be to be debarred from making similar
forfeited, but not otherwise. This view charges in self-defence. I will simply say,
is borne out by the best proof which the in conclusion, that., up to the present time,
House could have. The leases issued I have heard noth ing whatever to show
before the passing of the Land Act of either that any gain will accrue to the
1865 do not contain one word of'the con- public by r.esisting this Bill, or that any
ditions which the Minister of Lands has detriment will result to the Government
since inserted. As the object of Cum- by passing it. I say that the conditions
mins's clause was to give grazing lands to which have been imposed on certificatepersons who already possessed farms, so holderR are utterly valueless to the State,
that they might be able to graze cattle in and t.hat they are a hindrance and nuisance
addition to cultivating the land which they to occupiers. I shall vote for the second
already possessed, I say that there was no reading of the Bill, in order that the
necessity to require that the allotments matter may be settled, and that selectors
taken up under that clause should be cul- under certificates may be placed in the
tivated, or fenced in, or that habitaLle best possible position to make use of their
dwellings should be erected on them. I allotments.
Mr. BYRNE.-I have had some little
cannot see how the conclusion can be
arrived at that certificate-holders should experience in these certificates, and I
be subject to the same conditions as are believe that they were intended as someattached, by a subsequent part of the Act, thi::1g in the shape of a present to persons
to original selectors under the Act. The who had purchased land previous to the
Attorney-General has talked about the passing of the Act of 1862. I obtained
promoters of this Bill wishing to sacrifice a certificate myself, to which I was enpublic rights to private interests; but such titled, to the full extent of 320 acres; bu t
a charge appears to be singularly out of when I found the conditions with which
place coming from that honorable gentle- it was hampered, I hesitated to select land
man. Have not the Government sacrificed under it, as I did not feel that I cou ld
public rights to private interests? Did comply with the conditions. This Bill is
they not sacrifice some £64,00.0 of the introduced to effect a settlement of the
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matter, and I am prepared to vote for a
settlement of it. If a clause is introduced
to provide for a penalty of 5s. per acre
for non-cultivation or non-improvement, I
think that will meet the case. If that is
considered too large a sum, the amount
can be settled in committee. A sum of
5s. per acre on the quantity of land represented by certificates would amount to
something like £100,000, which would be
a very useful sum to be expended on roads
and bridges. The certificate-holders have
a right to have all the advantages which
it was intended to confer upon them, while,
at the same time, they ought not to escape
from the disadvantages of their position.
If the honorable member for Kyneton will
agree to the insertion of such a clause as
I have suggested, I will vote for the Bill.
If not, I will vote against it.
Mr. WILSON.-I am afraid that honorable members who argue that the conditions of the lease issued to certificateholders were not intended by the Land Act
of 1862 must have overlooked the decision
of the Supreme Court. However, it would
be dealing with the equities of the case if,
in lieu of insisting on the improvements, a
fine were imposed to the extent of the
value of a habitable dwelling. Otherwise,
there might be an appeal to the Privy
Council, and, in the meantime, many valuable properties would be locked up. I
trust that the honorable member for
Kyneton will accept the suggested amendment; and, on that understanding, I will
vote for the second reading of the Bill.
Mr. REEV.ES.-I would urge upon the
honorable member for Kyneton to declare,
before the division takes place, whether
he proposes to continue the penalty of 5s.
per acre or not. If that is his intention,
he can have no objection to state it.
Mr. MACPHERSON.-I propose voting for the second reading of this Bill.
My opinion is, that the certificates were
granted, not for the purpose of settlement,
but as a boon to prior purchasers of lands,
and that the object of the Bill was
merely to preserve that boon either to
the purchasers or their assigns. The
Chief Secretary has alluded to the absence from the Bill of any proposal for
compensation in lieu of improvements;
but, if the Land Act provides conditions
and penalties, there is no necessity for inset·ting anything of the kind in the Bill,
which simply repeals covenants founded on
the regulations of the Board of Land and
Works. If there is any condition in the
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Land Act, there is nothing in the Bill to
repeal it. I am willing to accept the marginal note as a basis for legislation in this
matter, and the note runs thus :-" Certificate-holders declared subject only to the
covenants and conditions contained in
Land Act 1862." I desire nothing more
and nothing less than that. The conditions and the penalties of the Land Act
ought to be preserved, but the Board
ought not to possess the power of forfeiture. The arguments used by the members of the Government have surprised
me. I do not believe that the AttorneyGeneral desires a division of property;
but, if the honorable gentleman continues
to make remarks in the spirit he displayed
this evening, he will give a handle to those
who have made that accusation against
him. Instead of addressing himself to the
legal aspect of the case, t.he honorable
gentleman made an appeal which he knew,
from experience, would have a certain
weight in the House. The honorable gentleman asked who would benefit under the
Bill-whether there were any banking institutions interested in the matter. Now,
it is immaterial who the holders of' the
certificates are. At any rate, they are the
assigns of the persons to whom the boon
was granted, and, having paid the full
value of the boon, they can demand to be
placed in the same position as the original
selectors. The Attorney-General states
that the purchases have been effected in
many instances at a reduced price; but
the fact is that prices ran up to lOs. per
acre, and that when 3s. 6d. per acre was
given, the certificates were not available
for selection, but only for payment of land
bought at auction. It is argued that, if
this concession, as it is termed, should be
made, the selectors under the Amending
Land Act will demand that their rent of
2s. per acre per annum should be taken as
part payment for the fee-simple of their
holdings. Now that is an extraordinary
proposition. These selectors knew their
obligations when they took up their lands;
but it was impossible that the selectors
under certificates could do so, because the
obligations now sought to be enforced did
not attach to the first selectors. No condition except that of the payment of rent
attached to the selectors under certificates
prior to 1865. Even then sufficient notice
was not given. It is true that the condition
of forfeiture appeared in the regulations
published in the Gazette, but not a tenth
of the selectors would see them there; and
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in like manner with the leases, people never
read such documents, but leave them to
their solicitors. If it is fair and right that
the Board should make such conditions as
the Supreme Court has decided is the case,
it is also fair that, for the non-fulfilment
of a condition which could be carried out
for £10, a money penalty not exceeding
that amount should be levied. I was
opposed 'to the certificates in the first
instance, because I was satisfied that they
would do more harm than good; but since
they are in existence~ I do not see why the
people who have selected under them
should be deprived of their rights. I
shall vote for the second reading, but in
committee I will support any reasonable
penalty for non-compliance with the conditions of the Act.
Mr. TUCKER. - Having heard the
arguments for and against the Bill, I must
say that nothing has been brought forward to alter my views. I remember the
intentions of the Legislature when Cummins's clauses were introduced, and I still
assert that it was, never intended that the
leases should give< the Board of Land and
Works the power of forfeiture, except for
the non-payment of the rent. I never was
more disappointed than when the AttorneyGeneral addressed the House this evening.
The honorable gentleman never attempted
to give his legal opinion, but abused the
holders of the certificates instead. N ow no
matter who holds those certificates, they
came lawfully by· them; and, moreover,
they have had every' possible obstacle
thrown in their way by the Minister of
Lands. Many of them have taken up land
which they would not have paid lOs. per
acre for. The Bill goes no further than
to prevent the selectors being compelled to
sign a lease which gives the Crown power
to re-enter on other grounds than the nonpayment of rent. It does not attempt to
do away with the penalties of the Act. I
state now that, if honorable members wish
it, I shall be prepared to accept a penalties
clause in committee.
Mr. McKEAN.-I desire to ask honorable members who support this Bill whether they are prepared to confer an equal
boon on the bona fide selectors and the
holders of land under the 42nd clause? Is
it intended to give those persons the benefit
of the rent they have paid by accepting it
as part payment of the purchase-money?
If the certificate-holders who purchased at
a low rate, but trammelled by certain
obligations, are to be relieved from those
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obligations, I do not see why the boon
should not be extended. It should be
fair ly stated also that some honorable members who are supporting this measure are
large holders of certificates, and are directly
voting money to themselves. They purchased at a low figureMr. KYTE.-Name.
Mr. McKEAN.-I will not name; but
I will ask the Speaker to rule whether or
not honorable members who hold certificates are entitled to vote on this question?
and, when the ruling has been given, I
will leave it to the consciences of honorable members whether they should vote or
not.
The SPEAKER.-The Parliamentary
rule is this, that no member having a
direct pecuniary interest in a question is
entitled to vote upon it.
Mr. BYRNE.-I may mention that I
hold a certificate, and I would like to
know whether I am entitled to vote?
The SPEAKER.-Honorable members
can apply the rule themselves. If they
have a direct pecuniary interest in a question they cannot vote upon it.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-I think, sir, that,
though your previous rulings have been to
the same effect, you have als() added that
the rule does not apply to questions of
public policy. Otherwise I might challenge
the vote of the honorable member· for
Maryborough (Mr. McKean) whenever a
question of law practice comes before the
House. The honorable member for Ararat
(Mr. Byrne) will be quite justified in
voting on the present occasion, as the
matter is one of public policy. As I have
risen, I may state that this mea.sure was
initiated with the consent of the Government. A deputati.on, which waited on the
Minister of Lands on the 7th of January
last, submitted a proposition concerning
which the honorable gentleman undertook
he would consult with his colleagues. No
counter proposition has been received from
the Government, but the honorable gentleman told me a short time back that he had
in his pocket a proposi tion, as prepared in
his department, for the payment of 2s. 6d.
per acre.
Mr. GRANT.-That was a proposition
made by an officer of the department to
me ; but I never, for one moment, accepted
it.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-I understood that
the honorable .member was overruled by
his colleagues. A clear understanding
was arrived at that some proposition should
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be made to the deputation; but these
gentlemen got tired of dancing attendance,
and, as the day was approachiug on which
the Minister of Lands asserts that he has
the right to forfeit the holdings, it became
necessat·y to take some other steps. The
Minister of Lands told us that no advantage would be taken of the delay, that he
was extremely desirous that the vexed
question should be settled, and that the
Government were prepared to effect a
settlement by a compromise.
Mr. GRANT.-It is imposing on the
common sense of the House to say that
the Bill is in any shape 01' form intended
as a compromise.
It is brought in
avowedly to declare the existence of
certain rights, and not with any intention
(Jf compromise.
The House dividedAyes
30
Noes
28
Majority for the Bill

2

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
Dr.
Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Aspinall,
Baillie,
Bayles.
Blackwood,
Bunny,
Byrne,
Davies,
Embliug,
Frazer,
Halfey,
Hanna,
Ireland,
Jones,
Kerferd,
Kyte,
Langton,

Mr. Levey,
" Levi,
Capt. Mac Mahon.
Mr. Macpherson,
" O'Grady,
Sands,
" G. P. Smith,
" J. T. Smith,
" Snodgrass,
" Tucker,
" ·Whiteman,
" Wilson.
Tellers.
Mr. Edwards,
" McLellan.
NOES.

Mr. Bindon,

" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Connor,
" Cope,
" Cunningham,
" Dyte,
" Farrell,
" Foott,
" Francis,
" Gillies,
" Grant,
" Higinbotham,
" King,
" Lalor,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Longmore,
Macgregor,
McCaw,
McCulloch,
McKean,
Ramsay,
G. V. Smith,
F. L. ~myth,
Vale,
Verdon,
Watkins.

Tellers.
Mr. Plummer,
" Bowman.

The Bill was read a second time, and
was committed pro forma.
FRAUD SUMMONSES.
Mr. DYTE moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the number of fraud summonses that have been issued by the various
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judges of the County Courts since the passing of
the Act abolishing imprisonment for debt, the
orders of committal, with the amount for which
the summonses were issued."

:\1 r. McKEAN seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
LANDLORD AND TENANT LAW
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH mm"'ed for leave to
bring in a Bill to amend the law of landlord and tenant in relation to the right of
distress by landlords.
Mr. BYRNE seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
CHARGE AGAINST A MEMBER.
Mr. JONES.-\Vith reference to the
following motion standing in my narne" That a select committee be appointed. consisting of nine members, to be elected by ballot,
to inquire into anel report to this House upon
certain charges which have been mane in public
meetings, and in the columns of the Kynetl.ln
Guardian, against the honorable member for
Dalhousie, Mr. Sands, J.P., in his character as a
member of this House; with power to call for
persons and papers; three to form a qllorum"-

I trust the House will credit me with not
desiring to injl1l'e the honorable member
for DIlJhousie. I would have withdmwn
the motion at once if I had not been well
aware that the appointment of a select committee cannot injure the honorable member
in bis pursuit of damages by an action at
law. The evidence given before a select
committee cannot be revealed without the
consent of the House, and, moreover, the
honorable member, if innocent, need not fear
that any evidence would be to his detriment.
The honorable member has informed me
that it is his intention to proceed to trial
at Sandhurst, on the 24t.h of April. Had
I known this before, I might not have
been so ready to place the motion on the
notice-paper; but I was informed, by an
honorable member of this House engaged
in the trial, that it was not likely to take
place at so early a date. Mr. Armstrong,
the gentleman concerned on the other side,
has also written to me, requesting me, in
his interests, not to press the motion.
Under these circumstances I will fisk the
permission of the House to withdraw it.
The. SPEAKER.-If the honorable
member intended to withdraw the motion,
he had no right to make a speech.
Mr. SAN DS.-The House will permit
me, perhaps, to say a few words in reply.
When the honorable member for Ballarat
East (Mr. Jones) gave notice of his motion,
he stated that he did so in consequence of
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his belief that I had allowed too much time
to elapse prior to my taking legal action.
Now the honorable member knew the case
from the beginning to the end. The
meeting at which the statements I complain of were made was held on t.he 30th
of October, and the report of the proceedings appeared on the 31st.
Early in
Noyember I took the advice of counsel,
and Mr. Armstong was served with a writ.
Since then I have endeavoured to push the
matter forward; and how far the other
side has tried to defeat me may be judged
of from the fact that they have obtained
forty-eight days in which to plead to the
declaration. They obtained sixteen days
by being two miles outside the ordinary
jurisdiction; they then asked for a further
sixteen days; and last week they made
another application, which I opposed. The
delays are not my fault. I am anxious
that the case should be proceeded with,
and I have given the fairest possible opportunity for the public to see what charges
can be substantiated against me. I have
taken the case to a legal tribunal in pre··
ference to bringing it before this House,
in order that I should not place my opponent at a disadvantage. I prefer to meet
him upon the same footing as myself. I
can go further and inform the House that
I have received a retraction of the statement made against me.
Mr. McLELLAN.-No.
Mr. SANDS.-I will read it to the
honorable member if he wishes it, or
rather, as my sight is somewhat failing, I
will ask the honorable memuer to read it
himself. (Mr. Sands handed the document
to Mr. McLellan, but the latter honomble
member declined it.) At any rate, I tell
the House that I hold in my hand a retraction of the charge made against me,
but as it is not in the form of an apology I
have not accepted it. I will accept not.hing
short of an apology; and the apology shall
be published in all the Melbourne newspapers, and in such other newspapers as I
may consider necessary for the vindication
of my character. More than that, I will
place myself in the hands of the House as
a court to inquire into the charges which
have been made against me; and if the
House should consider t.hat there is a scintilla of truth in the statement which has
been made against me, I will resign my
seat immediately. I am not going to
prejudice my case by any further remarks;
but I shall consider that I ha'fe not a
proper footing in this House until I have
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thoroughly cleared my character, both
before a jury of my countrymen and before
this House.
Mr. McKEAN.-I wish to say, on behalf of Mr. Armstrong-The SPEAKER.-There is no question
before the House.
Mr. McLELLAN. - The honorable
member for Ballarat East proposed a motion-The SPEAKER.-The honorable member will pardon me. The honorable member for Ballarat East .did not do so. There
is no question before the House.
Mr. McLELLAN.-May I ask you,
sir--(Cries of "Chair.")
The SP EAKER.-There is no question
before the House.
Mr. McLELLAN.-Then f will move
that the House do now adjourn. I do so
because I think it high t.ime that the honorable member for Dalhousie should clear
himself from the imputadons cast upon his
chal'acter six months since. I am not
going to say whether he is guilty of what
he has been charged with or not; but
I know that a gentleman with whom I am
pedectly well acquainted has charged him
with doing things that are dishonorable to
any man, no matter whether he be a member of this House or not; that he has had
plenty of opportunity to clear his character
of those imputations; and that he has not
done so. I want the full assurance of the
honorable member that he will clear his
character before a court of justice, in order
that he may establish before the people of
this counti·y that he is entitled to occupy
a seat in this House. Is it or is it not a
fact that he exercised his influence to get
a surveyor appointed under the Land Act?
Is it or is it not a fact that the honorable
mem bel' received a portion of the money
paid by the people of this country for surveys of land in his own and in the adjoining district?
The SPEAKER.-I must call the honorable member to order. I don't think he
can proceed in putting questions of this
nature, conveying, as they do, imputations
which he has no right to mention in this
House, unless with the object of bringing
a direct charge against an honorable
member.
Mr. McLELLAN.-I am only stating
these things in order that the honorable
member may have an opportunity of denying them.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I rise to order.
I submit, Mr. Speaker, that, after you have-
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ruled that the honorable member for Ararat
is out of order in addressing the House in
the strain which he is now pursuing, he
should bow to that ruling. If the honorable member reflects on the course he is now
taking, he must see that he is doing
that which cannot be justified. The honorable member for Dalhousie has already
stated that his case is about to be brought
before the civil courts, and therefore I
think it unwise to say anything that m.ay
preJudice the case one way or the other;
nor do I think that the time of honorable
members should be taken up, at so late a
period of the evening, in a discussion of
this kind. At all events, I trust the House
will insist upon upholding the ruling of
the SpeakQr.
Mr. McLELLAN.-I have no objection
to obey your ruling, Mr. Speaker; but I
say the time has come when the honorable
member concerned in this question should
clear himself of the stigma which has been
cast upon his character. I would be the
last man in this Assembly to prejudice a
case that may be coming before a court of
law. But, when I find that between six
and' eight months have elapsed without
action being taken, I think it high time
for honorable members of this Assembly
to speak out. I recollect when au honorable member of this House was expelled
for far less than what the honorable member for Dalhousie has been charged with.
Reveral members here left the House.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH then called attention
to the fact that there was not a quorum.
After the usual interval, the SPEAKER
counted the members present, and, finding
there was not a quorum, declared the House
adjourned.
The" count-ollt" took place at twenty
minutes to twelve o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE

ASSEMBLY.

Thursday, March 14, 1867.
Stawell Shire Council-Land Advertisements-Privileges of
Members-Strangers in the Lobbies-Rew Asylum Arbitr:l.tion Case-Landlord and Tenant Law Amendment
Bill-Lunacy Laws Consolidation and Amendment BillEast Collingwood Drainage.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
STAWELL SHIRE COUNCIL.
Mr. BYRNE asked the Minister of
Public Works if it was his intention to
place on the Supplementary Estimates the
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sum of £500, which amount was to be paid
to the Stawell Shire Council last year on
account of the £50,000 vote for roads and
bridges, but lapsed in consequence of an
omission on the part of an official of the
Stawell Shire Council when forwarding
documents to the department of Public
Works?
The honorable member explained that the application for the £500
ought to have been sent in not late'r than
the 15th December last, but, by a mistake on the part of the secretary of the
shire council, the letter making the application was not posted till the 28th of that
month. In the expectation of receiving
the money, the shire council had previously entered into certain contracts.
Mr. VALE said that, in the event of the
Stawell Shire Council, and one or two
other local bodies which were in a similar
position, proving that the proportion of
the £50,000 to which they were entitled
lapsed through accident on their part, and
not intentionally, provision would be made
on the Supplementary Estimates to pay
them the money.
PETITIONS.
Mr. LEVEY presented a petition from
J ames ~loffatt, of Melbourne, labourer,
praying the House to institute an inquiry
into the circumstances of his case, as set
forth in the petition, and to afford him
such relief as the House should consider
to bejust.
Mr. LANGTON presented a petition
from the Corporation of Melbourne, praying the House to reject the Bill to legalize
the pollution of the Yarra.
ADVERTISEMENTS UNDER THE
LAND ACT.
Mr. DAVIES asked the Minister of
Lands if, by law or by any regulation made
in the Lands department, there was any
nece"ssity for inserting separate ad vertisements in the newspapers when applications
were made for two, three, or four twentyacre allotments of land, under the 42nd
clause of the Amending Land Act?
Mr. GRANT stated that one advertisement was sufficient, if it specified the
number of allotments applieil for. He had
noticed in some of the country papers
instances in which a single advertisement
had included more applications than one;
and he thought that the same practice
might be applied to insolvency advertisements, and some other classes of ad vertisements.
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MR. MORRIS LEE'S CASE.
Mr. GRANT, pursuant to an order of
the House, dated February 12th, laid on
the table copies of the papers connected
with Mr. Morris Lee's case.
PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERS.
STRANGERS IN THE LOBBIES.

Mr. LANGTON called attention to what
he said was a most objectionable practice
. obtaining amongst honorable members,
namely, the removal of books of reference
from the library, and without the knowledge of the librarian or his assistants.
On the previous evening, during the discussion on the Titles under Certificates
Bill, he wished to refer to the volume of
Wyatt and Webb's Reports, containing
the judgment of the Supreme Court in
Kettle v. The Queen, but he found that it
had been removed. If there was no rule
on the subject, he would suggest that the
Library Committee should consider the
propriety of adopting a rule to prevent
the removal of works of reference from
the library, when there was only one copy.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that, in
connexion wi th this matter, he would also
call attention to a most objectionable practice, which was on the increase, of strangers
frequenting the immediate vicinity of the
Chamber during important debates. If a
system of" lobbying" was to be established,
attention should at least be called to it
before it became an established practice.
The presence of strangers in the lobbies
of the House was a matter to which it
would be weH for the atten tion of the
Speaker and the officers of the House to
be directed.
Mr. GILLIES observed that the feeling
of the Attorney-General would be shared
in by all members on the Opposition side
of the House. Some years ago the Speaker
ruled that the privileges of Parliameut did
not protect members outside the Cham bel'.
If such were the case, a member might be
attacked or accosted in a most offensive
manner in the lobbies of the House or in
the library, and he would have no r~dress
except by a resort to the police court. He
believed that protection was given to the
members of the House of Commons within
the precincts of tl;te House, and beyond the
mere Chamber in which they met.
The SPEAKER.-No doubt an honorable member is protected from annoyance
by strangers either in this Chamber or in
any of the lobbies connected with it; but
it is difficult to exercise a jurisdiction in
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those rooms and lobbies which are common
to members of both Houses.
Mr. GILLIES said he could see no
reason why protection should not also extend to the library and to the lobbies which
pertained to members of both Houses.
Honorable members could not discharge
their duties properly if they were s~bject
to attacks or. improper comments by
strangers frequenting the library or any of
the lobbies .
The SPEAKER.-The Speaker has
no authority beyond what is conferred
by the rules of Parliament and the
standing orders. It is the duty of the
officers of the House to prevent strangers
frequenting any place which is open to
members only, such as the lobby behind
the. Speaker's chair, for instance. The attention of the officers was cal:ed some time
ago to the presence of strangers there. It
will be' difficult to interfere with regard to
the rooms and lobbies common to members
of both Houses, as strangers may be introduced there by members of the other House.
Mr. LAI.OR said that the practice of
strangers frequenting the lobbies of the
House during important debates ought to
be met by some decided action. In the
lobbies which appertained to the Legislative Assembly the Speaker"s authority
was sufficient to have honorable members
protected from improper intl:usion. The
officers in charge of the House ought to be
instructed to strictly prevent the ingress of
strangers into the lobbies. Honorable members were sometimes accosted by strangers,
and asked very impertinent questions as to
how they intended to vote. Such a thing
ought not to be tolerated for a moment.
With regard to the lobbies common to both
Houses, the difficulty might be met by
framing ajoint standing order. It was most
desirable that honorable members should
be protected from the intrusions of a disagreeable and impertinent ch~racter to
which they were sometimes subjected. It
was also desirable that some steps should
be taken to prevent the improper removal
of books of reference and magazines from
the library. No member ought to remove
a book from the library without having it
properly entered in his name in the book
provided for that purpose.
Mr. McLELLAN said he was very
glad that the subject of the intrusion of
strangers had been brought under the
notice of the House, not on his own
account, because he was prepared to defend
himself, but on account of other honorable
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members who were perhaps not so well
able to defend themselves. He had seen
a gentleman upwards of seventy years of
age insulted and assaulted by a crowd of
Government supporters, in Parliamentyard, as he was proceeding to his legislative duties. He (Mr. McLellan) had had
the h.onour of being followed and hissed by
a number of scoundrels as he came up
Bourke-street to the House. If members
were to discharge their legislative duties,
they ought at all events to be allowed free
ingress and egress, without interference or
molestation. If they were to be liable to
insults and assaults, it would almost be
requisite to have an armed escort to protect those members on their way to the
discharge of their public duties who were
not able to protect themsel ves. If necessary, he would get arms and be prepared
to defend himself against any individual
or any number of inuividuals. It was not
to be tolerated that honorable members
should be intimidat.ed and sul~jected to
gross insults, as he had been. He did not
blame the Government fOl' this-ba.d as he
believed them to be-and he hoped that,
as public attention llad now been called to
the matter, there would be no occasion for
any further action to be taken.
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked that the
matter was one which ought to be dealtwith
entirely independent of party feeling. As
regarded the lobbies immediately connected
with that Chamber, strangers had no right
to be in them, auu the House could prevent
such intrusion, As regarded the lobbies
common to both Houses, the best way to
remedy the evil which had been complained of would be by calling the
attention of the Parliamentary Builuings
Committee to it. As to the library, the
librarian and his assistants were bound to
see that the rules were carried out. It
would be· well for both the Library
Committee and the Parliament Buildings
Committee to see if they could take any
steps to ·put down the irregularities which
had been complained of.
Mr. LEVEY said that the Opposition
were equally as anxious as the Ministry
that these irregularities should be put a
stop to. The members of the Opposition
had good reason to complain of' the annoyance which they had had to submit to
within the last few weeks from Ministerial
supporters congregating in the lobbies.
On one occasion, during the Tariff debate,
he saw a money-lender in one of the
lobbies, and, on inquiring his business, he
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was informed, by one of the messengoers,
that he was waiting to see the Chief
S(~cretary and the Minister of Justice.
It was notorious that, during the debate on
the Border Customs Duties, a member of
the Upper House was regularly in the
lobbies canvassing for votes. Both sides
of the House were probably somewhat to
blame for attempts being made in the
lobbies to canvas and talk over honorable
members during important debates. The
only way to prevent this in future was by
restricting strangers exclusively to those
portions of the House provided for their
accommodation.
Captain MAC MAHO~ mentioned that,
uUl'ing the discLlssion on the Border Customs Duties Treaty, the honorable member for North Melbourne (Mr. Burtt) was
insulted in a most disgraceful manner by a
stranger in the House, and threatened with
violence out of doors if he voted against
the Government. He regretted that the
honorable member did not bring the matter
under the notice of the House. If, on a
future occasion, any person committed such
a disgraceful insult., or intimidated a member in. any way, he trusted that, to whatever polit.ical pnrty the individual might
belong, both sides of the House would
unite in punishing him with the utmost
severity.
Mr. BURTT gave a fuller explanation
of the circumstance referred to by the
honorable member f01' W· est Melbourne
(Captain Mac Mahon). During the debate
on the Border Customs Duties Treaty, an
individual sitting in the Speaker'S gallery,
who pretty well knew that he intended to
oppose the Government on that question,
called him a traitor, and maue use of other
offensive remarks towards him. Theprompt
interference of the Serjeant-at-Arms saved
him from further annoyance. The Serjeantat-Arms also offered to take the man into
custody, but he (Mr. Burtt) did not wish
to resort to that extreme. Being a new
member, he was reluctant to bring the
case under the notice of the House; but,
had he known what he knew now, he
would have done so, in order that an example might have been made of the person.
Mr. G. P. SMITH said that, ill reference to the removal of books from the
library and the introduction of strangers,
a great deal depended on members themselves, who ought to obey the rules. It
was unfair to throw the whole of the
blame on the officials. On one occasion he
was insulted in the library, in consequence
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of a vote which he had given in the House.
The person who insulted him introduced
two others into the library, one of whom
was evidently worse for drink. Even for
such treatment as the honorable member
for North Melbourne had referred to, honorable members were themselves, in a
large measure, to blame. If, when a member chose to exercise his independence in
the House, the strangers in the galleries
heard other members impute to him all
sorts of impure and corrupt motives, was
it to be wondered that the public out of
doors should be guilty of similar discourtesy?
Mr. McKEAN remarked that the state
of t&ings referred to by the honorable
member for Ararat (Mr. McLellan) existed
solely in his own imagination. Since he
(Mr. McKean) had been a member of the
House no one had dared to insult him.
With reference to Mr. Elliott's presence
in the lobby, that gentleman had filed his
schednle, and, although some of the members of the House appeared amongst his
creditors, there was not any member on
the Ministerial side.
Mr. G. V. HMITH observed that the
librarian could not be responsible for the
removal of books from the library" when
members sometimes took them away in
their pockets. With reference to the other
matter to which allusion had been made,
he thought that, if allY person interrupted
or insulted a member in nny way, he ought
instantly to be secured and brought before
the House.
The SPEAKER.-I understand honorable members desire that no strangers shall
be allowed in any portion of the House
appropriated for members only. The Serjeant-at-Arms, whose duty it is to attend
to this matter, and who is bound to do so
by the standing orders, will therefore understand what the wish of the House isthat, during the debates, no strangers are
to be permitted either in the committee
rooms, the lobbies, or any portion of the
building appertaining to members of the
House. I trust that honorable members
themselves will not insist upon bringing
strangers into the lobbies against the wish
of the House.
Mr. LEVEY thought it would be well if
strangers were allowed in the north lobby.
Mr. DAVIES asked if the prohibition
extended to the library during the sittings
of the House?
The SPEAKER.-The library belongs
to both Houses, and, if strangers are introVOL. 111.-3 A
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duced by members of the other House, we
cannot interfere with them. That is a
matter for the Library Committee to deal
with.
Mr. McCULLOCH suggested that, as
persons sometimes wished to see members
on public business, strangers should be
allowed in the north lobby.
The SPEAKER. - The SeIjeaut·at.
Arms will understand that strangers may
be admitted into the north lobby, but into
no other part appertaining to members.
Mr. McCULLOCH also suggested that,
as the Ministers had a private room, a
room should be set apart in which the
leaders of the Opposition could meet aud
consult together. Probably the Parliament Buildings Committee could point
out a room which might be used for that
purpose.
The subject then dropped.
KEW ASYLUM ARBITRATION.
Mr. JONES asked the Government
whether they intended to print the evidence taken in the Kew Asylum arbitration case? Although it would be expensive, he thought it desirable that the
evidence should be printed and circulated
amongst honorable members.
Mr. VERDON laid iL bulky packnge on
the table, containing the papers referred to
by the honoraUIe member for Ballarat East,
which he stated ,yere very voluminous.
If the papers were to be printed before the
Est.imates for Public Works werecoosidered,
it would be a long time before those E8ti·
mates could be proceeded with. A catalogue of the papers had been prepared, and
if honorable members pointed out any
portions of the documents which they
desired to have printed, and which could
be printed in a reasonable time, the Government would be glad to give the necessary instruct.ions for printing tllose portions.
Mr. JONES said his object was to prevent the Estimates being delayed. He
suggested that the Government should
make a selection of the principal parts of
the evidence, and have it printed. Unless
something of the kind was done, it would
be next to impossible to proceed with
the Estimates for the Public Works department.
Mr. VALE said it was altogether out of
the question for the Government to make
a selection, because whatever selection
they made would be deemed an unfair one
by some members. He suggested that the
evidence should be placed in a room at the
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Public Works-office, or in tbe Ps.trliament Library, for a week, for the convenience of honorable members.
Mr. DA VIE~ t.hought that the whole
of the evidence might be printed in the
course of a week.
LANDLORD AND TENANT LAW
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. F. L. ~MYTH, in pursuance of the
:resolution passed by the House, the previous evening, brought in a Bill to amend
the law relating to landlords and tenants.
On the motion of the honorable member, the Bill was read a first time.
LUNACY LAWS CONSOLIDATION
AND AMENDMENT BILL.
The order of the day for considering
tbe report on this Bill was discharged
from the paper, and the measure was recommitted.
On clause 6, which relates to the treatment of' criminal lunatics,
Mr. LEVEY objected to the power
which the clause gave to the Chief Secretary with reference to prisoners sentenced to death who might become insane
before the time appointed for their execution.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM apprehended
that a person sentenced to deat.h and becoming insane after the passing of sentence
would no more be sent to execution than
·would a pregnant woman, without examination, and time being allowed for recovery.
The clause corre~ponded with a clause in
the Criminal Law and Practice Statute,
a.nd~save that the ·word "may" was substituted for "shall," in reference to the
appointment of medical practitioners to
inquit'e into the insanity of a prisoner-it
also corresponded with the English law.
The power contained in the clause already
virtually existed under the power of the
prerogati vee
On clause 25, which relates to licensed
houses for the reception of lunatics,
Mr. J. T. SMITH proposed an amendment to the effect that "every such House
containing more than one hundred patients,
shall have, at all times, a medical practitioner, who shall not be the licensee or
proprietor thereof, resig.ent therein;" that
"every such house containing over fifty
and less than one hundred patients shall
be visited daily by a medical practitioner;"
and that "every such house containing
less than fifty patients shaH be visited
three times a week."
The amendment was agreed to.

Amendment Bill.

On clause 48, which provides for the
appointment of an inspector or a deputy~
inspector of lunatic asylums and licensed
houses, "who may also be t.he superintendent of a lunatic asylum,"
Dr. HEATH objected to the retention
of the words quoted. If, said he, the
superintendents of asylums were appointed
inspectors, they must necessarily be inspectors of their own work. That would be
objectionable. Inspectors should be independent of everybody and everything, save
and except the Government, by whom they
were appointed, MId to whom alone they
should be responsible. The superintendent
of a lunatic asylum should be, like C~sar's
wife, above suspicion; b~t, if superintendents were inspectors of their own work,
enormities might be perpetrated, and
nothing would be known of them. Dr.
Heatl.l concluded by proposing the omission of the words "who may also."
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM admitted that
the arguments of the honorable member
had considerable force, but they were
fully considered by the Chief Secretary
when the Bill was being prepared. No
dou bt in England it was necessary that
there should be persons whose sole duty it
should be to visi t and inspect lunatio
asylums; but, in this country, where there
would be only three public asylums and only
one private asylum-and, in all probability,
there would be no more for several years
to come-it would be an unnecessary expense to appoint an officer whose sole duty
would be that of visiting these institutions,
more especially as the Government had iu
its service a gentleman of considerable
eminence in his profession, who would be
able both to superintend the Yarra Bend
and to inspect the other asylums, provided
that those asylums were also visited by
official visitors in the same way that the
Yarra Bend was at present. The Yarra
Bend institution was dependent at present
on the inspection of the official visitors,
and he had heard no complaints of its condition. A great demand had been made
for retrenchment, and it became, therefore,
a matter for consideration whether an extra
officer should be appointed.
Dr. EMBLING said that this was 8
case in which the country would willingl'y
agree to a little extra expense. Nothing
was of more importance than a proper inspection of asylums.· Honorable members
might not believe that the locking up of
sane persons, either by mistake or design,
could possibly occur. in this age and in this
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country, but he, could Dame an instance in
which a public officer had the most extreme difficulty in extracting a sane man
from a madhouse. It was not possible
that any gentleman who had charge of the
Yarra Bend could also inspect other institutions. He could not believe that Dr.
Paley was able to control liis own institution. Honorable members should visit the
wards of a lunatic asylum, and hear the
appeals made in almost every case for
protection, and then they would understand the difficulties of a proper visitation.
The salary paid need not be very high,
because a stipendiary magistr~te, or some
other officer not connected with any lunacy
establishment, might be appointed. The
'Attorney-General had remarked that there
were only two or three institutions to inspect, but he believed that inebriates' homes
would be established all over the colony.
Dr. HEATH contended that it would
be impossible for Dr. Paley to inspect the
various asylums and to discharge his own
duties as well. It had been shown in
England that no man could efficiently look
after 1,000 patients. Besides, if the
superintendent of Yarra Bend was also
to be the inspector of Yarra Bend, why
should not the other superintendents be
their own inspectors? What was wanted
was some officer in no way connected with
any lunacy establishment. Thousands of
pounds were spent in the inspection of
sheep, and yet the pay of one lunacy
inspector was grudged. Even if the
amount was £1,OUO per annum, he believed
the country would rather pay it than run
the risk of any sane person being CODfined.
Mr. McCULLOCH submitted that the
provisions of the Bill were sufficient for
all practical purposes. The appointment
of an inspector would result in this, that
either a less efficient man must be placed
over Dr, Paley, or Dr. Paley must be
appointed inspector himself, and the
country would receive less of his time
and his services than at present. As
to the suggestion that stipendiary magistI'ates should be appointed inspectors,
the Bill already provided for official
visitors, who were to be professional
and non-professional men. The system
had been found to work well at the Yarra
Bend, where the visitors had displayed the
most praiseworthy zeal. There was nothing in the Bill to prevent the Govern~
ment appointing an inspector any time it
was found necessary to do so; but, in the
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first instance, it was desirable to see whe ..
ther Dr. Paley could discharge the duties
of the office.
Mr. KERFERD said he was satisfied
that Dr. Paley could not perform the duties it was proposed to impose upon him.
At the present time Dr. Paley was not
personally acquainted with all the cases
under his care. The office work alone,
-the voluminous accounts, &c.- must
necessarily occupy a great part of his time.
These institutions were virtually large
towns in themselves, and their economical
manngement might save an inspector's
salary, even at £1,000 per annum, ten
times over. If some such check were
not imposed, it would be found by-andby that mismanagement and plundering
were going on, and the Government would
then have to apply for larger powers.
But was it fair to Dr. Paley, to the
inmates, or to the public to wait until
then? Dr. Paley could Dot be expected
to do more work than common sense
showed a man could do. How was he to
superintend at Yarra Bend, when his time
would be occupied travelling between
Melbourne and Beechworltl in one direc ..
tion, and Melbourne and Ararat in the
other?
Mr. J. T. SMITH said it would be a vast
advantage if one man could do the whole
work. He was satisfied of one thing.
namely, that, if Dr. Paley found the duties
of inspector and superintendent clash, he
would not continue to undertake them.
At any rate the Government were acting
wisely in economising for the present, because, until the new asylums were established, there could be little need of an
inspector. As to the office work, of course
Dr. Paley had not to keep the accounts
himself; and as to his not having a personal
knowledge of his patients, it could scarcely
was the case
be expected, that, when,
that day, he had 1,249 patients under his
care, he could remember any individual
case he might be asked about. A full and
complete record was kept, however, of the
details of each case.
A more worthy
and a better qualified man than Dr. Paley
could not be appointed. The only thing
to be regretted was that hi~ zeal was
checked by the limited means placed at his
disposal.
Mr. LEVEY maintained that the distance between the asylums would prevent
their proper inspection by any Melbourne
officer; and, besides, if Dr. Paley were
appointed, a natural esprit de corps would
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bad him to protect his subordinates. A
board of visitors would probably do better.
If competent resident surgeons were appointed to the country asylums, he did
not see what advantage would be gained
by the visits of Dr. Paley, compared whh
the disadvantage which would result from
his leaving his own asylum.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
Government had power to appoint an
inspector, if necessary; but they desired, in
the first instance, to see whether the
offices of inspector and superintendent
could not be combined. He could not but
remark that, though honorable members
attacked the Estimates as a whole in a
harsh spirit, and complained greatly of
their amount, yet, when details came to
be considered, they uniformly advocated
liberality.
Dr. EMBLING submitted that the
present case was an exceptional one. The
additional expense need not be heavy,
because the duties would not absorb the
whole of a mnn's time. The important
point was to obtain an inspector who
would be free from professional bias. If
the superinten~ent of one institution were
appointed, he would naturally like to see
his own system enforced everywhere, and
the climatic influences of the colony were
so great, that remedies which were proper
in Melbourne might not be suitable for
Ararat or Beechworth. Dr. Paley had a
noble work at the Yarra Beno, to which he
could not dojustice ifhewere meddled with.
Dr. HEATH expressed the hope that it
would not be supposed that he was objecting to Dr. Paley. A better officer, he
believed, could not be selected. What he
contended for was that inspection was
necessary, and that the appointment of a
superintendent as inspector was impolitic.
It was strange that the Government should
have copied the English Act in all particulars except this, perhaps its most impOltant part.
The amendment was negatived without
a division, anJ the clause was adopted.
Progress was then reported.
EAST COLLINGWOOD DRAINAGE.
The House resolved itself into committee to consider a motion affirming the
desirability of voting £10,000 towards the
drainage of East Collingwood.
Mr·. REEVES moved"That an address be presented to His Excellency the Governor, requesting that His
Excellency will cause to be placed on an·additional estimate for 1867 the sum of £10,000, as

Drainage.

a grant-in-aid to assist the borough council of
East Collingwood in carrying out a proper
system of drdinage for sanitary purposes."

The honorable member explained the reasons why he had brought forward the
motion, and why he belie"ed that East
Collingwood was fairly and honestly entitled to a large sum of money to assist
it in carrying out a large and comprehensive system of drainage. He referred
to an Act passed in 1853, by which a
sum of £50,000 was granted to Fitzroy, to
be expended in permanent improvements
in that borough. He believed that that
sum of money was wisely and judiciously
expended, as was also the money raised by
local rates. While Fitzroy-the upper
and more favoured portion of the distHct
of Collingwood-was enabled to kerb nnd
channel its streets, the effect was to render
the drainage of East Collingwood more
necessary than it had previously been, because the water ran down into, and accumulated on, the low-lying lands of the eastern
portion of the district. At the time he
refened to, Ea~t Collingwood offered many
facilities as a place of' residence for the
working classes. Lands were low-priced
and rents cheap; and consequently the
population rapidly increased. The want
of drainage soon became seriously felt;
the people agitated; deputations waited
on the Ministry of the day, and eventually
a definite promise was obtained from the
late Mr. Beales, when Chief Secretary,
that a sum of £21,000 should be placed
on the Estimates for the drainage of the
district, to be paid at the rate of £7,000
per annum, in three successive years.
Unfortunately for Collingwood, Mr. Heales
ceased to hold office before that promise
could he fulfilled. He was succeeded by
Mr. O'Shanassy, A deputation waited
upon that gentleman, who, after going
carefully into the subject, declared his
conviction that East Collingwood was fully
entitled to some consideration at the hands
of the State. Before it could receive any
assistance, however, Mr. O'Shanassy's
Government retired from office, and was
succeeded by the present Ministry. About
two months before the last general
election, a large and influential deputation
waited upon the Treasurer, who was then
acting as Commissioner of Public Works,
and, after hearing the representations
which were made to him, he promised that
he would lay the matter before his colleagues, and ask them to agree to a vote
being placed on the Estimates. After-
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wards £7,500 was placed on the Estimates. undertaken in Victoria. It bad been comThat sum was looked up9n by the inhabi- menced with a view to make the district,
tants of the district as an instalment of the which had hitherto been considered an
amount to which East Collingwood was unhealthy district, fit for people to live in.
justly entitled. Some time after that sum He regarded the question as one of more
was voted, he had an interview with the than a mere local character. East CollingTreasurer, for the purpose of ascertaining wood was unfortunately situated on lowwhen the money would be available. lying land, and the water from the upper
Subsequently he received a note from the portion of Collingwood settled on it, formMayor of East Collingwood, stating that ing pools of water, for which there was no
the money was under the control of the outlet, and which lay until they became
Public Works department. He made ap- stagnant, causing miasma, and in many
plication there, and was informed that, inst.ances death. If any malignant conbefore the money could be granted, the tagious disease broke out in the district,
plans and specifications for the proposed it would in all probability rapidly extend
dminage would have to be submittell for to Melbourne, and perhaps decimate that
the approval of the department. Up to city. The inhabitants of Melbourne and
that time he never heard any other borough the visitors to the city were, therefore, to
than East Collingwood mentioned ill con- a certain extent, interested in having East
nexion wit.h the grant. But East Colling- Collingwood properly drained ami made a
wood, which had been disappointed hither- healthy locality. As promises of assistance
to, was doomed to serious disappointment had been made by previous Governments,
a.gain. It was subsequently found that the East Collingwood had a stronger claim fo~
Minister of Customs ha.d obtftined £2,500 of such a \'ote as he asked for than any other
the amount for his constituents at Richmond, district. He hoped the Government would
leaving East Collingwood with £2,500 less not oppose the motion, but would be prethan any honorable member believed it had pared to ratify the promises made by their
a right to have when the vote was passed. predecessors.
It was true that the letter " s" was introDr. EMBLING seconded the motion.
duced, the terms in which the· money was
Mr. VALE congratulated the honorable
voted stating that it was for" the borough member for Collingwood on the temperate
councils of the district ;" but there never manner in which he had brought this
was a doubt in his mind that the whole subject und~r the notice of the comsum was placed on the Estimates for the mittee. From various inquiries which
benefit of East Collingwood. This, how- had been made, there was no denying
ever, had not the effect of inducing the the fact that an efficient scheme of drainpeople of East Collingwood to depart from age was necessary for the protection
the line of policy which they had intended of the health of the inhabitants of
to adopt in reference to the drainage of East Collingwood, and there were circumthe district. Although the district was a stances which entitled the district to a convery poor one, the inhabitants had raised siderable amount of public sympathy. At
£15,000 towards carrying out a proper the same time, it ought not to be forgotten
system of drainage; the contracts at the that other districts were urging their claims
present time, the plans of which had been upon the State, and that the tendency of
approved by the Government, amounted recent legislation had been to cast upon the
to nearly £20,000, and the whole scheme, local bodies the responsibility of carrying
when carried out, would involve an outlay out local improvements. No doubt there
of £42,.')05 13s. lId., leaving (after the were exceptional cases in which assistance
expendi ture of £ 15,000 raised by the dis- from the State might fairly be expected,
trict, and the £5,000 already obtained .and virtually it had been admitted that
from the Government) a deficit of £22,505 East Collingwood was one of the excep13s. lId. But, if the committee would tions. He would inform honorable memgrant to East Collingwood the amount for bers, however, that, from 1857 to 1866 inwhich he now asked, the local authorities clusive, East Collingwood had received
would take upon themselves the whole .£15,496 from the State for drainage,
responsibility of carrying out this scheme £10,496 of which had been expended on
of drainage. He ventured to say that the Reilly-street drain. The £2,500 on
a portion of the work which was now being the Estimates this year would make a total
proceeded with exceeded in importance of £18,000 giYen from the public treasury
any drainage work which had ever been for the benefit of East Collingwood during
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the last ten years. The neighbouring
borough of Richmond stood in an analogous position to East Collingwood, both
as to the character of its populationwhich consisted principally of the poorer
classes-and the necessity of drainage for
the health of the district; but, up to the
end of the year 1866, the amount contributed by the State towards the drainage of the borough of Richmond was
only £4,599. There was a sum of
£2,500 on the Estimates this year, which
would make the total amount granted to
Richmond £7,100, as against the £18,000
recei ved by East Collingwood. As the
honorable member for Collingwood had
stated, a deputation from the borough
of East Collingwood, which was introduced
by Mr. Harker, waited upon the Acting
Commissioner of Public vVorks about two
months before the last general election.
The interview took place on the 21st of
~ovember, 1865, and, from a record kept
in the department, it appeared that the
object of the deputation was "to represent the necessity of providing on the
Estimates of 1865 a sum of £5,000 in
aid of the drainage of the district." According to a minute, which was also made
at the time, the Acting Commissioner of
Public Works made this reply:-" The
Acting Commissioner of Public Works
requested to be furnished with a statement
in writing of the case submitted by the
deputation, which Mr. Verdon promised
to lay before his colleagues. He further
stated that he would personally urge the
claims of East Collingwood in the matter,
with a view to a sum of money being
placed on the Estimates for 1866 in aid
of the drainage of the district." This
resulted in a sum of £7,500 being placed
on the Estimates, which, in the terms of
the Appropriation Act, was" to assist the
borough councils of the district in surface
drainage for sanitary purposes, from East
Collingwood towards the Yarra." Here
was a distinct admission that more than
one borough council was intended to
be benefited by the vote. Virtually,
the northern portion of the borough of
Richmond, bounded by Victoria-street,
was, to all intents and purposes, a portion
of the district of East Collingwood for
sanitary and drainage purposes; and, after.
the passing of the Appropriation Act, the
borough council of Richmond naturally
claimed to be entitled to have a share of
the vote. It fell to his lot to decide the
matter. A number of deputations waited
Mr. Vale.
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upon him, and, after carefully considering
the contending claims of the borough
councils of East' Collingwood and Richmond, he came to a conclusion as to how
the money should be appropriated, which
was aft.erwards very slightly altered, upon
consultation with his colleagues. He felt,
however, tbat., to relieve the matter of any
appearance of injustice to East Collingwood, a further sum of money should be
placed on the Estimates for 1867 for that
borough, eq:lal to the amount which the
inhabitants imagined that they were deprived of out of the vote for 1866. If
East Collingwood had received the whole
of the £7,500 last year, Richmond would
have had a preferential claim for £5,000 this
year, which amount the Government now
recommended should be divided between
the 'two boroughs in equal proportions.
He had considerable difficulty in deciding
how the vote last year should be divided,
from the fact of East Collingwood being
mentioned distinctly ·in the Appropriation
Act, and the borough of Richmond not
being mentioned, and he offered East
Collingwood the option of having the
whole question as to the division of
the money referred to the decision of
the House this session; but that option
was declined. He, therefore, did not
think that East Collingwood had any reason to complain.
The Government had
not felt justified in providing for more than
£2,500 for East Collingwood this year,
and, if the amount was increased, as the
motion of the honorable member for Collingwood proposed, it would be the forerunner of a series of other applications.
Under the circumstances, he must oppoao
the motion.
Mr. KYTE said that, if the motion were
carried, he would move, at the proper time,
that half the amount should be given to
the borough of Richmond.
Mr. BURTT urged that Hotham would
be entitled to a share of any such vote,
inasmuch as that borough had commenced
the construction of a drain which would cost
£7,000, and had only received £1,500 from
the Government towards the cost of it.
Mr. ED WARDS said it appeared to
him that the Government would only give
to East Collingwood the sum of which it
was robbed out of the vote of last session.
For years past the inhabitants of East
Collingwood had endeavoured to obtain a
proper system of dminage, not only for
the benefit of their own district, but
for the prevention of disease, which, if
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it broke out there, might spread to ment, the necessity, for the health of the
other districts, and even ravage the whole community, of these drainage works was
colony. The large amount of money which officially recognized. Sir Charles Hotham
had been expended out of' the national ordered a survey to be made, and a large
exchequer for the benefit of Fitzroy had map to be prepared; and, had he lived,
increased the surface water of East Colling- no doubt the works would have been
wood; and the latter borough drained carried out. The subject had been beportions of Government land, the northern fore every Government since then. The
part of Carlton,' the whole of Fitzroy, £2:500 placed on the Estimates for 1857
part of the electoral districl. of Richmond, was merely what East Collingwood ought
and the eastern portion of Melbourne. It to have had last veal'; and he cO'nsidered
therefore had a strong claim for assistance that now they ouWght to have something in
from the Government to enable it to carry addition. They asked for £7,500, making
out an efficient system of drainage. For in all £10,000, and he did not think they
years East ColI ingwood had been working were asking too much. It was said that
to get a sum of money granted towards the East Collingwood had received for draincost of carrying out a system of draiuage. age from the Government as much as
Deputation after deputation waited upon . £15,496; but, deducting the money exthe Ministry of the day, and at last, in pended on the Reilly-street drain, there
1866, a sum of £7,500 was placed on the was only £5,000 left for East Collingwood.
Estimates. The members of the district It should also be remembered- that, while
were deceived by the terms in which the Fitzroy, and that portion of East Melmoney was voted. He did not say that bourne included in the Richmond electoral"
had been intentionally done; but certainly dis,trict, participated in the Gabrielli loan,
they imagined, and very naturally so, that and while Fitzroy got £50,000 as well,
the whole sum would be appropriated not one halfpenny of the money was exfor the benefit of East Collingwood. The pended in East Collingwood. And yet
moment that the A.ppropriation Bill was the poor people of that district taxed thempassed, however, the borough of Richmond selves to the extent of £15,000 per annum.
-which had never given any assistance, He trusted the House would unite in sayeither by deputation or otherwise, dur- ing that the amoun t asked for was not too
ing all the years that East Collingwood large to be expellde,d in East Collingwood,
had been stri "ing to get a grant from the particularly as the expenditure might save
State-put in a claim for a share of the the whole coulJtry from the ravages or
vote' of £7,500. If there had not been a disease.
change of Minister in the Public Works
Mr. VERDON regretted that the honordepartment, he believed that the unfair able member who had just spoken had
decision aE! to the division of the money thought it necessary to adopt a different
would not have been given. The Chief line of argument and style of observation
Secretary said that the people of Richmond to that pursued by his honorable colleague
ought, at all events, to subscribe something on the Ministerial side of the House. He
to entitle them to any share in the money, regretted to hear the honorable member
but they had not contributed a farthing; commence his speech with words to the
while East Collingwood, which had been effect that East Collingwood bad been
working hard in the matter for so many swindled out of this sum of money. (Mr.
years, and which had raised £15,000, was Ed wards-" I repeat it.") He was sorry
robbed of a third of the money voted. to hear the honorable member repeat it, beThe people of East Collingwood, although cause he did not think the accusation could
of the poorer class, had taxed themselves be substantiated. The honorable member
higher than any other district in Victoria. had not done justice to the Government in
They had taxed themselves to th,e extent this matter. The honorable member had
of 2s. in the pound, which was higher than altogether overlooked that the present
the Melbourne rating, for the purpose of Government was the first practically to
effectually securing the drainage of their acknowledge the claims of East Collingdistrict; and they now asked only that wood on the House for a vote of money for
justice should be done them, and that the drainage purposes. The Minister of Public
promises made by successive Governments 'Yorks bad stated fairly and justly the case
ever since East Collingwood had been a as it had occurred. He (Mr. Verdon)
district should be carried out. Long before remembered distinctly a deputation from
the inauguration Qf responsible govern- East Collingwood coming to him, and
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asking for a specific sum (£5,000) to be sheet had just been handed to him, and
placed on the Estimates for this purpose. there he found "contracts accepted" put
He promised that deputation that, although down as expenditure. (Mr. Edwardshe could not state that the amount would "The council are liable.") A liability
be placed on the Estimates, he would do was, of course, a liability; but, because it
his best to have it placed there, be- was a liability, was it therefore necessary
cause, although the Government were that the money should be spent this year?
not actually bound by promises given be- . The balance-sheet was not worth the
fore the Municipal and Local Government paper on which it was printed, for the
Acts became law, he considered that purposes of the argument of the honorable
this was one of the few remaining old member. (Mr. Edwards-" You may say
At all
claims which it would be well to get rid the same of the Estimates.")
of, if this could be done without too events, the Estimates were worth £2,500
greatly interfering with the provisions of to East Collingwood at present. He felt
those two Acts. Another reason why he bound to repel the attack of the honorable
gave the promise was, that he felt the member, who accused the Government of
force of the argument used by several swindling the district. The Government
members of the deputation, that the city had not done that. On the contrary, they
of Melbourne was almost as much inte- had recognized the equity of the claim of
rested in the matter as East Collingwood the district, and had proposed to grant as
itself. and UIat, for the sake of the capitnl, much as was necessary to keep the works
More than that, in
as well as the district immediately affected, going this year.
it was necessary that something should be justice to ot.hel" districts, they could not do.
Mr. LEVI supported the motion. He
done in the way of assisting the local
council. Accordingly, he urged on his believed, notwithstanding the sta,tement of
colleagues the expediency of placing on the Treasurer, that contracts had been
the Estimates the sum of £5,.000 for this actually accepted, and were in course of
work. Then it was said that Richmond progress, and that the money asked for
was in a similar condition; that Hichmond would positively be expended during the
made a claim years before for assistance current year. If any epidemic should
in a like work, and had never recei ved break out in consequence of this want of
any money; and that, if East Collingwood drainage, there was no knowing what
received £:>,000, a sum should also be ravages might take place. Any honorable
given to Hichmond. It was in conse- member who visited the -locality must be
quence of this representation that the form impressed with the stern and strong
of the vote was altered, and £2,500 was necessity for the immediate prosecution of
added to the amount. He admitted that these works. He considered that, notthe alteration was not sufficiently explicit; withstanding the general desire to limit
but, no matter how the vote might be the expenditure of the year as much as
worded, his intention was to put on the possible, this one special object ought to
Estimates, for East Collingwood, £5,000- receive every attention.
Mr. J. T. SMITH said he would rather
the sum asked by the deputation-and for
Richmond, £2,500. He hoped the honor- that £:5,000 should go to East Collingwood
able members for Collingwood would do than that £2,500 should go to Richmond,
him the justice to believe the statement because works were urgently required in
which he made. With regard to the pre- the former district, which had to take a.
sent state of the case, he had ascertained great deal more drainage than its own,
that the East Collingwood Council had and because the latter had made no effort
actually not expended the sum at its dis- to help itself. But, if the Collingwood vote
posal for these works. He believed it were to be increased,. and the Richmond
would be found that the sum of £2,500 vote retained, he would ask the House to
was still in hand; and that in all look to the north of the city-to Hotham
probability that sum, in addition to the -where people were" stunk out" by the
£2,500 proposed to be voted, would be as act, not of the residents themselves, but of
much as could be spent this year. Now ot,hers. He was surprised that the claims
was it reasonable that the House should of that district had escaped the attention
vote more than could be spent this year? of the Ministry, and he hoped that they
The presence of the vote on the Estimates would yet be recognized.
Mr. FRANCIS considered it necessary
showed that the Government recognized
this as a continuing claim. A balance- to offer some explanation in reply to the
Mr. Verdon.
I
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denunciation made by the honorable member for Collingwood (Mr. Edwards), in
unmeasured and wholly unjustifiable terms,
with respect to the claim put forward on
behalf of Richmond to a part of the vote
for 1866. The first assistance which
Richmond received fr6m the Government
for drainage purposes was in 1864. In
1865, the Treasurer brought before the
Cabinet the claims for assistance which
had been made by various municipalities.
These were erased from the rough Estimates, on die ground that all such claims
had been effectually and finally wiped off
in 1864. However, at the end of 1865,
a deputation from East Collingwood, introduced by Mr. Harker, then one of the
members of the district, succeeded in impressing upon the Treasurer the claims
of East Collingwood for assistance in
the matter of drainage, to such an
extent as to induce that gentleman to
submit to his colleagues an estimate in
this form-" To assist the borough council
of East Collingwood in surface drainage
for sanitary purposes, £5,000." He (Mr.
Francis) then submitted that equal justice
should be done to Richmond, which was
similarly circumstanced to East Collingwood, and the result of his representations
was that the estimate was altered so as to
stand thus-" To assist the borough councils of the district in surface drainage for
sanitary purposes, from East Collingwood
In the
towards the Yarra, £7,500."
passage of the Estimates through the
House there was no discussion on this item,
and he regretted it, because, if discussion
had arisen, facts would have been disclosed
to show that there was no warrant whatever for the observations made by the
honorable member for Collingwood (Mr.
Edwards) on this occasion.
Dr. EMBLING said he approved of the
strong words which his honorable colleague
(Mr. Edwards) had used, and used advisedly. Honorable members conversant
with Lindley Murray must at once apprehend the language on the Estimates of last
year :-" To assist the borough councils of
the district in surface drainage for sanitary
purposes, from East Collingwood towards
the Yarra." No distance was stated, and
the water was to be drained as direct as
possible from East Collingwood. And it so
happened that, in the Collingwood district,
there were two borough councils. Nothing
was said about the drainage of Richmond,
and yet the wording of that item was
the especial ·inspiration of the Minister
VOL. III.-3 B
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of Customs. Before the vote was submitted, one of the members for Collingwood (Mr. Reeves) contemplated taking
action in the matter; but the Minister of
Customs told him not to trouble himself,
as the Government had considered the
subject, and were prepared to deal with
it. This information was communicated
by Mr. Reeves to him (Dr. Embling) and
to their honorable colleague (Mr. Ed wards) ;
and, on the faith of that representation, and
the language of the item on the Estimates,
they were content. And the sum of £7,500
having been voted by Parliament for a
certain purpose, were certain members of
the Government to conspire together
during the recess to alter the destination
of that vote? He contended that the act
was one without parallel in a British
Government. The Minister of Customs
could not come with any grace to the
House and ask for this £2,500, and, therefore, words were twisted in order that the
grant might be obtained surreptitiously.
It appeared to him to be one of the
greatest swindles ever perpetrated.
Mr. FRANCIS called the honorable
member for Collingwood (Dr. Embling)
to order. The honorable member had
used expressions unbecoming a member of
the House and a gentleman.
Mr. COPE expressed his sorrow at the
use of rash language by the honorable
members for Collingwood. Nevertheless,
he considered the claims of the Collingwood district on Government assistance
were great. It ought not to be said
that, during a course of years, as much as
£18,000 had been contributed by the
State to the drainage of that district,
because, in his opinion, the Reilly-street
drain, upon which £10,000 had been expended, would never be of any benefit
whatever. The inhabitants of East Collingwood were devoting something like
12k per cent. of their revenue to sanitary
works, and therefore, he considered, were
deserving of Government assistance. He
would suggest that, for drainage purposes,
£5,000 should be voted to East Collingwood, £2,500 to Richmond, and £ 1,500 to
Hotham.
Mr. McKEAN concurred in the suggestion of the honorable member for East
Bourke Boroughs. It was clear that there
was a mistake in the wording of the vote
of £7,500 last year, and, under the circumstances, he thought the Governmentshould
be somewhat liberal to the people of
Collingwood. He was satisfied that, if a
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Minister were to live one week in East
Collingwood, he would be prepared to
advocate that the sum now asked for be
doubled.
Mr. SNODGRASS urged that the
further consideration of the question should
be postponed until a much more important
question on the paper-namely, the proposal of the honorable member for Evelyn
for the grant of £50,000 for main roads
outside local jurisdiction-had been disposed of.
. Mr. VALE suggested that the motion
should be withdrawn on the understanding
that the Government would reconsider the
matter with a view to an increase of the
amount on the Estimates, and, possibly, to
a grant to meet the wants of some other
districts. He admitted that a case of
greater necessity than perhaps the Government were cognizant of had been
made out.
Mr. EDWARDS said he should like to
have a more distinct understanding on the
question. With reference to the rebuke
of the Minister of Customs, it reminded
him of Satan reproving sin. As to the
statement that the deputation that waited
on the Treasurer asked for only £5,000,
he was given to understand, by the town
clerk, that the application was for £15,000,
and that the deputation subsequently congratulated themselves that they were able
to get half the amount asked for.
Mr. J. T. SMITH considered that a
liberal offer had been made by the Government to the representatives of Collingwood,
and that, if it were not accepted, he should
be inclined, on a future occasion, to vote
the other way.
Mr. JONES said he would like to know
whether the Governm~nt proposed to make
the vote for Collingwood £5,000 instead
of £2,500? He added that the wording of
the vote of last year did not by any means
favour the idea that Richmond was to have
any portion of the £7,500.
Dr. HEATH did not for one moment
dispute the claims of Collingwood, nor of
any other locality where the public. health
was affected by a want of' drainage; but
he would like to know how, when the
country was in such a state of insolvency
that it could not afford to pay £500 or
£600 per annum for the inspection of
lunatic asylums, it was to provide £5,000
or £6,000 for local drainage purposes'?
Mr. REEVES said that, having full
confidence in· the statement of the Minister
of Public Works, and feeling satisfied that
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Collingwood would not be placed in a
worse position than it would were the
vote of the House taken that evening, he
would withdraw his motion, leaving the
Minister of Public Works to fulfil what
he was sure the honorable gentleman had
stated in all honesty. He desired to make
one statement with reference to a misconception on the part of the Public Works
department, and that was that the sum
named by the deputation was, as he was
informed, £15,000, and not £5,000.
With the leave of the House the motion
was withdrawn.
LUNACY LAWS CONSOLIDATION
AND AMENDMENT BILL.
The House again went into committee
on this Bill.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM moved the insertion of three new clauses after clause
183. The honorable member explained
that the object of these clauses was to
provide the superintendents and the officers
of lunatic asylums with retiring and superannuation allowances, such as the members
of' the civil service now enjoyed, and also
to provide compensation for the injuries
which these officers were liable to receive
in the discharge of their duties. Officers
of lunatic asylums ran many special risks,
and they were not included under the Civil
Service Act.
The clauses were agreed to, and the Bill
was reported to the House with further
amendments.
The House adjourned, at two minutes
past eleven o'clock, until Tuesday, March
19.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, March 19, 1867.
Education Bill-Wine, Beer, and Spirits Sale BtatutePrince's.bridge Industrial Schools-Mandurang Election
-Customs Duties Bill-Capital Punishment.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
EDUCATION BILL.
Mr. LOVE asked t.he Attorney-General
when it was the intention of the Government to lay the new Education Bill before
the House; and if the Government were
willing to allow the country sufficient time
to express its sentiments on the Bill between the first and second readings?
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Mr. RIG INBOTHAM.-In the present
state of public business it is not
my
power to inform the honorable member
when the Government will be prepared to
bring in a Bill dealing with the subject of
education. With regard to the second
question, the Government have already
taken steps to circulate the report of the
Education Commission, by sending copies
to the correspondents of the local committees and to the clergymen of the various
denominations. By these meaus it is hoped
the country will be enabled to form and express an opinion on the subject.
Mr. McCANN asked if the Government intended to adopt the Bill recommended by the Royal Commission?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I am not prepared to answer the question. Before a
Bill is introduced the subject will be considered by the Government, who will then
be prepared to state their views.

in

WINE, BEER, AND SPIRITS SALE
STATUTE.
Mr. McKEAN asked the Chief Secretary when the report of the Wine, Beer,
and Spirits Sale Statute Commission wouJd
be laid on the table of the House; and
whether or not the Government intended
this Session to introduce a measure to
amend the said Statute?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I have been informed by the chairman of the commission
that the report will be ready in two or
three weeks. It is the intention of the
Government to introduce a Bill' dealing
with the subject during the present session.
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fortunates who are placed in the care of the
State: One of the girls-otherwise a very
good-lookin~ child-is disfigured, it is feared for
life, by the loss qf the sight of one eye, the eye
being covered with a film, which the doctors
pronounce irremovable. Besides this fearful
disfigurement and injury, the girl is covered
from head to foot with large sores, or rather
blotches, which cause her incessant irritation.
Her sister is apparently not injured in the eyes,
but her body is also covered with sores, and she
also is incessantly tearing at her skin in consequence of the irritation which these sores
occasion. On the girls being questioned, they
informed the writer of this that a large number
of children in the institution were in a similar
state to themselves; and, moreover, that until
very recently the prevalent belief was that the
medical attendance was not such as to ep.able
the diseases to be checked. We pass over, of
course, many minor complaints made, which
may only arise from ordinary childish dissatisfaction-such as the food being distasteful and
small in quantity-to come to another matter,
which seems to us to demand strict investigation. The writer was shown letters written by
the girl who has lost the sight of one eye to her
mother, which letters stated that her eyes were
getting quite well, and that she and her sister
were quite happy and comfortable. A letter to
the same effect from an officer of the institution
was also shown to the writer. On asking the
girl how it was that she had said that her eyes
were well, when in fact she had lost the sight of
one, she replied that any letter which contained
any complaint of illness or dissatisfaction was
kept back, and the girls were compelled to write
that they were well and happy, or their letters
were never sent. It is also stated that the girls
are frequently very harshly punished for very
trivial faults."

I must confess (said the honorable member) that when I placed this notice on the
business paper I believed the statements
made in this article could be easily contradicted, more especially as a para-graph
denying their accuracy appeared in a folPRINCE'S BRIDGE INDUSTRIAL lowing number of the Age. Since that timfl,
SCHOOLS.
however, I have made myself acquainted
Mr. DYTE rose" to call the attention with the facts of the case, and I find that
of the Chief Secretary to an article that in no one instance does the tale increase
appeared in the Ballarat Star of Monday,' the horrors it portrays. The children
11 th March, containing charges against alluded to were sent to the Prince's-bridge
the management of the Industrial Rchools school in April last. About November,
near Prince's-bridge, and more especially the mother, whose means had improved,
alluding to the case of two girls who left was desirous of getting them back again;
that institution; and to ask, if true, but, from her first application, there apwhether the Government would consent pears to have been a systematic attempt on
to a commission being appointed to inquire the part of the authorities to prevent her
into the case and the general management obtaining them f:1$ speedily as she desired.
of the institution?" The honorable mem- I hold in my hand the originals of the
letters sent by the children to their mother.
ber read the paragraph as follows : The Age denies that any letters have been
"Within the last few days a poor woman residing at Ballarat has, after some difficulty, got suppressed, excepting one kept back on
back two daughters from the school at Prince'saccount of bad spelling; though even then
bridge; and a sight of these children will, we
venture to say, arouse in the most callous mind it tells very much against the school,that
a girl of thirteen should have been there so
a feeling of indignation against that system
which results in so fearful an injury to the un··
many months and not be able to write
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English sufficiently well to send a letter. In
these letters, commencing as far back as the
20th of December, I find that the greatest
care is taken to impress upon the mother
that the children are well, and that their eyes
are much better. The first letter, which,
I presume, was written by the matron, as
it is evidently from a person of superior
education, states, "I am thankful to say
that my sister is quite well, and so am I."
Another letter says, "I am happy to say
that my eyes are quite well, and my sister's
too." And so they go on. Another strange
circumstance is, that the money sent to
take the children home never reached the
institution. It is said by one of the masters that the woman who came for them
was in a drunken state, and he suggests
that she may have got drunk with the
money; but this woman, though not connected with the institution, was in the
employment of the Government at the
time. The elder girl is now blind with one
eye, and can scarcely see with the other;
and both are very much disfigured by
some skin disease. It does seem surprising
that these children should be writing to
their mother in February that they are
quite well, and yet that in March they
should be in the condition which I have
described, and which I have seen them
in. Then I am sure that the Chief Secretary is not aware of the system of
punishment adopted in this institution. I
am not prepared to question the dietary
scale, but I am told that it is mainly composed of dry bread and tea, and that the
mode of punishment adopted is to change
the bread and tea for dry bread and water,
and to administer a whipping with a good
strong horsewhip. (Mr. McCulloch dissented. ) Well, I have my information
from the best authority, and the sooner the
truth is known the better for the credit of
the institution. I am told that the whip
is unsparingly used-that the children are
depri ved of a greater part of their clothing,
and are confined in a dark room from one
to seven days. The names of several
children, who make similar complaints,
have been given me. The Chief Secretary
can have no objection to my request for
the appointment of a committee or a commission to inquire into the general management of these institutions. I will amend
my question, by asking that the commission
may inquire also into "kindred institutions," because I am informed that the first
intimation that a miner at Ballarat received
of the death of his children at one of them
Mr. DlJte.

Industrial Schools.

was not until nine months after the event
occurred.
The SPEAKER said that the honorable
member was exceeding the limits usually
accorded in like cases.
Mr. DYTE.-I thought, sir, that in this
matter I might be allowed some latitude.
Weare spending large sums of money in
endeavouring to ameliorate the condition
of these children; and, when we find them
systematically instructed in one of the
greatest of crimes-namely, writing false
letters to their parents-I say that if, by
appointing a committee, we can fix the
guilt upon any officer paid by the State,
the sooner we do so, and the sooner that
officer is removed, the better. If I do not
obtain a committee, it will be DO fault of
mine, but it will be because I have Dot
been able to plead the cause of these
unfortunates as fully as I desired.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I am obliged to
the honorable member for calling my
attention to the notice in the Ballarat
Star. I desire to investigate thoroughly
all charges against the management of
these institutions, but in this instance I
have no hesitation in saying that the
statements made in the Ballarat Star are
most exaggerated. The honorable member has stated what he calls facts; but, after
Why, that the
all, what are they?
honorable member has been informed by
certain persons-Mr. DY'fE.-The Chief Secretary will
excuse me. I did not say that I had been
informed. I have visited the children, and
I speak from actual observation.
.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I have no wish
to quarrel with the honorable member on
the subject, because I have nothing to
conceal. My desire is to have these institutions placed on the best possible footing.
I have paid every possible attention to
them, with a view of securing proper persons to manage them. There is now a
commission which reports weekly on the
schools, and which consists of Mr. George
Harker and other gentlemen, who devote
a great deal of their time to the duty. I
have already told the House that there
has been a great deal to contend against
in the initiation of these schools. Honorable members must bear in mind that the
class of children we have to deal with
inherit diseases which are most difficult to
eradicate; and, no matter what care they
receive, it is impossible they can be brought
up as well as children in small households
are. Ophthalmia is, the only disease the
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children are now suffering from, and it is
a disease which is prevalent in similar
institution!l in 'England. A gentleman
who has been in England some years, acquiring a knowledge of the diseases of the
eye, told me distinctly that, if ophthalmia
was once introduced into large institutions
of this class, it was almost impossible to
get rid of it. The great evil is that the
buildings at Prince's-bridge are disgraceThey ought to be removed as
ful.
speedily as possible. If I could obtain
the sanction of the House, I would erect
temporary buildings for a portion of the
inmates-buildings which wou1d cost but a
moderate sum, and which would last many
years. If this were done, we should soon
have the children in a very different condition. I would like honorable members,
who visited the Sunbury schools six or
seven months ago, to inspect them now.
They would find that a great change has
been made-that the present condition of
the schools is creditable to the country.
But we must have time, and we must have
proper means. With regard to the case
referred to, I can assure the honorable
member r have no desire to detain the
children at these schools; but not unfrequently children, and especially girls, are
applied for by persons who ought not to be
entrusted with the management of girls.
Those applications are made almost daily,
and we invariably decline to give up the
children to persons of such a class. In
the case alluded to, an application was
made for the children some time prior to
their discharge. A woman in a state of
intoxication called for them, and the
officers of the school properly refused to
give them up to her. If they had done
otherwise I should have dealt very severely
with them. I have obtained a report from
the officer in charge of the Prince's-bridge
school, and I have also made inquiries
from gentlemen who are in the habit of
visiting the institution, and more than this
I cannot do. Mr. McFarlane, the superintendent, writes"With reference to the paragraph in to-day's
Age (copied from the Ballarat Star), regarding
some children discharged from this establishment
last week, I have the honour to inform you that
the children referred to, Isabella and Georgina
Buckle, were discharged on Thursday, the 7th
inst. These children, with their two brothers,
were admitted 21st April, 1866; Isabella was
sent into the ophthalmic hospital on the 14th of
May, 1866, and discharged on the 29th August;
sight of one eye entirely gone. The opacity on
the cornea of the eye has since that time altered
in appearance, so much so that the medical officer
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had strong hopes of her ultimately recovering the
sight of her eye. With reference to the blotches
and sores with which she is said to be covered, I
beg to inform you that she had no sore whatever
on any part of her body excepting one small scab
on her left arm, close to the elbow-joint, and for
which I refused to deliver her up, after being
discharged, until the doctor had seen her. She
had a few blotches, but no sores, on her back,
being the scars of boils, which broke out upon
her within a month from her admission. Both
children declared to me that they had no sore of
any kind on any part of their bodies, with the
exception of the one already referred to. With
reference to the suppression of the children's
letters, I beg to inform you that there is not the
least particle of truth in this assertion. The
children are allowed paper, pen, and ink even, ad
libitum. There is no restriction, and certainly
no dictation, as to what they are to write, and
their letters are invariably forwarded. In one
instance only have I departed from this rule, and
that was on account of glaring orthographical
errors, sent back for correction. Regarding the
harsh punishment of children, I need scarcely
answer you that this charge is utterly false.
Such a thing has not been done since I have
been in charge of this establishment. I have
now alluded to all the charges made against the
institution and its management, and, in conclusion, I beg to suggest that you appoint some one
to see the children referred to, and examine them
carefully, when I think you will find that the
writer of the sensational paragraph has either
been misinformed, or has wilfully misrepresented
the matter."

Dr. McCrae has sent me in a report, which
fully confirms the superintendent's statements. I find, also, that no punishment
can be inflicted on the children which is
not duly recorded in the books. As to
the horsewhipping, there is not the slightest foundation for the statement which has
been made. On that point, the honorable
member is altogether misinformed. Dr.
McCrae reports"I have the honour to enclose a copy of a.
letter from the re~ident medical officer at
Prince's Bridge Industrial School in reference
to an article in the Ballarat Star of Monday.
the 11th instant. I may at the same time inform you that I have been all this forenoon
minutely inspecting the state of the sick in
that establishment. There is doubtless a very
large amount of sickness at that establishment,
principally ophthalmia, but I am satisfied it is
under thorough control, and that the most
efficient means are adopted for the treatment of
the sick. The medical officer, Mr. McGauran, is
skilful, efficient, and enthusiastic in the performance of his duties, and already" (the officer
has only recently been appointed) "a marked
change for the better has taken place amongst
a great number of the cases of sickness."

The enclosed letter from Mr. McGauran
is as follows : " In answer to your query respecting the two
children to whom reference has been .made in
the Ballarat Star, I have the honour to inform
you that they were examined by IDlself previous
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to their discharge from this institution on the
7th instant. Isabella Buckle had lost the sight
?f one e~e. the result of a previous acute

mfiammatlOn of that organ. With reference to
the sores with which she was said to have been

covered, I beg to state that such was not the
case. I .observed one spot, however, on her left
arm, WhICh was of a very trifling character."

No doubt it is desirable to obtain information from other sources than I can refer
to; but I say that the appointment of a
commission, or of a committee, would not
help ~s'. T~le executive management of
such InstitutIOns must be left in the hands
of persons in whom confidence can be
placed; and then, when charges of mismanagement are brought forward, the
Government will be found as ready to
deal with them as any honorable member
can Le. We now have a commission reporting weekly, and I am prepared to lay
their r~ports befor~ the House. I may
take thIS opportulllty of saying that the
co?duct of many of the parents of the
chIldren sent to the schools is disgraceful.
We see men in this colony de:;erting their
families, and acting in a way the lowest
brutes would not do towards their offspring.
Even people who are in a fair position
shirk their duties, and allow their children
to be sent to these institutions. We are
doing all we can to trace these persons
out; aUll, for my part, I would not only
recover the maintenance of the children
from them, but I would also prosecute
them.
Mr. LEVEY.-I may inform the Chief
Secretary that, last week, as I am told, the
w hole of the children suffering from oph thalmia in its various stages were obliged to
wash in the same basin. While this want
of accommodation continues, the adoption
of remedial measures is an absolute impossibility. The Chief Secretary should make
inquiries on this point. What is wanted
· not the supervision of an'
h owever, IS
inspector, but the unpaid supervision of
charitable persons.
NEW MEMBER.
The SPEAKER announced that he had
received a return to the writ issued for the
electi.on of a ~ember for Mandurang,
showmg that Mr. James Forrester Sullivan,
whose seat had become vacant, by his acceptance of the office of Minister of Railways and Roads, had been re-elected.
At a subsequent period of the sitting,
Mr. Sullivan, having been introduced and
swornJ took his seat.

the Tariff.

REVISION OF THE TARIFF.
CUSTOMS DUTIES BILL.

. Mr. FRANCIS moved that this Bill be
read a second time.
Mr. MOORE.-I do not rise to oppose
the second reading of the Bill; but I
desire to point out that it will be necessary
for honorable members to consider certain
of its peculiarities in committee. I shall
feel it my duty to call attention to several
points. In the first place, there are some
arbitrary regulations concerning imposition of duties and' the appraisement and
sale of goods supposed to be undervalued
by the importer, inasmuch as, in addition
to the cost of realization, a fine of 10 per
cent. is to be levied, to be divided between
the officer of Customs and the department
itself. Again, although the list of dutiable
goods is greatly extended, there are no
facilities granted for the opening of bonded
stores. Traders are still under the necessity of paying the lockers connected therewith, at a cost of some £250 per annum
each, and, as the Minister of Customs
promised that every facility should be given
to sell goods in bond for export, I think
some modification should be made in this
direction. In the matter of drawbacks, I
shall also propose an amendment. Other
questions will likewise require consideration. I merely mention these few lest it
should be considered that I endorsed the
provisions of a Bill which I really object to.
Mr. LANGTON.-I desire to remind the
House that though we were promised the importand export returns for 1866twomonths
ago, so that we might be able to consider
them in connexion with the Tariff, and
though we have now passed the middle of
March, yet these returns have not yet been
lai~ on the table. If there had been any
deSIre to supply the House with the information, I cannot conceive but what it
could have been done. Upwards of a.
month ago, by the courtesy of the Chief
Secretary of South Australia, I was furnished with the custom-house accounts of
SO:1th Australia, in detail, for the whole
year. It may be said that the trade of
that colony is small; but I find also, on
reference to the Economist of the 5th of
January, 1867, that the whole accounts of
the trade and navigation of the United
Kingdom, up to the month of November,
are given in the paper of that da.te. If
the accounts of a small colony like South
Australia, and an enormous kinO'dom like
Great Britain, can be prepared in this
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way, surely our accounts could have been to accept anything the Ministry may thrust
furnished before this, more especially when upon us. Circumstances occurring from
they are nee~ed to consider a matter closely day to day fully warrant my former stateaffecting the trade of the community and ment, that the Bill is a most iniquitous and
the well-being of the manufacturing and dangerous measure, calculated to destroy
labouring classes? I cannot regard the not only our external trade, but also our
circumstance in any other light than internal commerce. 'What do our railway
this, that the returns are most damaging returns show? Standing still in this
to the measure which is now being matter is equivalent to retrograding, bepalmed upon an infatuated people. They cause, unless we increase our rail way
will show that, during 1866, the de- revenue, we must go on losing large sums
crease in the intercolonial trade went of the public money. Looking at the railon at an accelerated rate-that it was way returns, I find that, during the first
greater during the latter half-year than eleven weeks of this year, the revenue has
in the former; and doubtless, if the figures fallen off, as compared with the returns of
were available, they would show that, under the same eleven weeks last year,at the rate of
the operation of the p~esent Tariff, the £300 per week, the decline already amountdecrease has been greater still. Every ing to £3,300. So that the policy which is
mail from Tasmania, New Zealand, and to destroy our small traders is also damagSouth Australia brings something to tell ing our national prosperity and rendering
us that we are deliberately destroying our our railways less efficient than they would
intercolonial trade-a trade which benefits otherwise be. On a former occasion I
not only the merchants and traders of objected to this measure, because it imMelbourne, but upon which a large por- posed a most inequitable system of taxtion of the labouring classes about Mel- ation, pressing with peculiar weight on the
bourne depend for their living. This is poor man, and allowing the rich man to
not merely a question of the intercolonial escape almost scot-free. In one of those
trade; 'it is not merely a merchant's statistical tables which our indefatigable
question. Upwards of 100,000 people, or Registrar-General supplies us with, there
one-sixth of the population of the colony, is a statement of the cost of living of a
depend for their daily bread on those labouring man with a wife and three
callings which the Attorney-General says children. I have taken out the various
he would deliberately extinguish. ,This is items subject to duty under this Tariff,
a fact the House should bear in mind. and have endeavoured to arrive at the
When that honorable gentleman and other actual amount of taxation such a man will
. honorable members declare that, unless the have to bear. Allowing him seven 41b .
Legislature steps in to regulate trade, and loaves per week, 51b. of flour, half a
impose burthens and restrictions, we shall gallon of kerosene, and sugar, vinegar,
have a monopoly, I would ask them what pepper, salt, &c'., in proportion, I find that
a monopoly is? Is not monopoly the pos- he would be subject to a tax of Is. 4d. per
session of exclusive privileges? Can it week, or £3 9s. 4d. per annum. That
exist where perfect freedom exists? Can excludes clothing. Mr. Archer calculates
there be monopoly where everyone, is at that the man would spend 6s. per week on
liberty to trade as much as he pleases? It c10thillg, and I add 6d. per week for furis a contradiction in terms; and it ill be- niture and crockeryware, making a total
comes an honorable and learned member to of £16 18s. per annum. I find that the
abuse the powers he possesses by mislead- duty, and the profit on duty, on these items,
ing the House in an endeavour to prove will be 15 per_cent., or equal to £2 lOs. 6d.
that the two things are identical. How per annum; so that the total taxation of a
can we reconcile the honorable gentle- man under this Tariff will be £5 198. 10d.,
man's view with the statement made by or within a fraction of £6 per annum. I ask
the Minister of Customs, that it is a part of this House, which professes especially to
his settled plan to create a monopoly-th~t protect the rights of the labouring classes,
is, to extinguish the small traders, because 'to show me that these calculations are
they are small traders, and to throw the wrong; to prove that the Tariff will not tax
trade into the hands of the wealthy and the man earning 30s. per week to the
more powerful dealers ? We have heard extent of £6 per annum? I call upon
that avowal from the Ministerial benches, honorable members to delly my statements
and yet we are to allow this Bill to pass its if they can. Up to the present time they
second reading without protest; we are have done nothing of the kind; no one
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honorable member has ventured to dispute
the correctness of my former arguments.
No honorable member has denied that the
rich man, with £10,000 per annum, will
pay no more than the poor man earning
30s. per week. It is a fact. I have told
the House so, and I wish the public outside
to know that those who profess to be their
friends are imposing on them a system of
taxation altogether indefensible, contrary
to all one's notions of justice, and worthy,
not of a free country and the nineteenth
century, but of Russia two centuries ago.
Honorable gentlemen occupying the Treasury benches, and drawing large salaries,
smile at my statement. Taking £6 per
annum out of the pockets of the man who
earns but £78 per annum, is considered by
the Attorney-General a fit subject for
laughter. The time will come when the
honorable gentleman will take a different
view. This measure, which I regard as most
infamous in character, will seal the fate of
his Administration. It will be associated
with the history of the worst Administration
this colony has ever possessed. We hear
every day of the failure of the system the
Ministry is bent on introducing here. By
the last mail we find that, in America, the
Secretary to the Treasury, Mr. McCulloch,
has been pointing out to the House of
Representatives that the States are being
beaten in their own markets by the English manufacturer, and more especially in
the matter of ship-building. Now, honorable members will recollect that, when the
Navigation Laws were repealed in England,
it was said that the Americans, having
more enterprise and better supplies of iron
and timber than England possesses, would
acquire the entire carrying trade. We
now learn that, under their protective
system, the American mercantile marine
has gradually fallen off, until it threatens
to become a thing of the past.
Mr. KYTE.-The Alabama.
Mr. LANGTON.-Mr. McCulloch says
nothing about the Alabama, and can it be
supposed that a gentleman in his position
would have overlooked the Alabama and
similar causes, if these could have been
accepted as an explanation of the decline,
rather than the fiscal policy which has
been in force in the States during the past
ten or twenty years? I find it stated that"According to Mr. McCulloch's statement, at
the present rate of decrease, not only is America
giving way to England, but is rapidly ceasing to
be a commercial power of any importance. The
decrease is exhibited in the most striking form,
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by a comparison of the quantity of American
shipping now afloat with that which the country
possessed six years ago. In 1860 the tonnage
of American vessels entered inwards was
5,921,285 tons. In 1866 it was 3,372,060 tons.
The tonnage of foreign ships entered inwards
had increased in the same period from 2,353,911
tons to 4,410,424. This extraordinary fall in
one of the chief elements of national wealth is
attributed by Mr. McCulloch directly to the
influence of the protective system, which places
the American shipowners at a disadvantage, by
increasing the price of native labour, native
material, native tools, and implements. The
American labourer, we are told, is subject to a
Tariff which taxes heavily every article of his
trade, while it professes to give him protection.
His iron, brass, steel, wood, coals, and tools, are
all made artificially dearer to him than the
same articles in England. In spite of her natural
advantages, therefore, America is being beaten
in the competition with free-trade England. As
a proof of the extent to which she has suffered
already, it is mentioned that the last of the two
remaining ocean steamers between New York
and any European port were sold by auction
recently, as being too expensive to work; so
that now the whole of this important branch of
trade. which once threatened to be monopolized
by the Americans, is restored to English industry."

If there is any disposition on the part of
the majority here to learn from what is
transpiring in connexion with our own
trade and from events in other countries,
they will hesitate before committing us to
this measure. It is not a mere question
of trade.
I have already. said that
100,000 people in this community are
dependent on the trades which the Attorney-General says are to be extinguished,
and I ask the House if it will endorse this .
proceeding? Do honorable members suppose that, if they drive away trade by one
Act, they can call it back again by another?
If so, they are mistaken. When trade
once runs in certain channels it objects to
leave them. Let the Nelson, Wellington,
and Otago merchants commence dealing
with Sydney, or commence direct importations for themselves, and it is improbable
that they would return to us even when
this mad course of protection has had its
day. I say protection, but the system is
worse than protection. It does not give protection, but it does destroy trade. I could
understand a distinct proposition to select
certain articles we could produce and
manufacture here, with a view of encouraging their production. I do not
approve of the plan, but I can underst~nd
it, and I cannot understand the present
proposal. I protest against a system which
will destroy trade, and which imposes a
tax on the main necessary of life. As
one of the representatives of the city of
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. Melbourne, I am bound to protest against
a system which will destroy that class
which is so disreputable in the eyes of the
Attorney-General; but, at the same time,
I feel that I am pleading less for trade
than for labour. It is for the working
man, and for the widow and orphan, from
whose pittance this measure will filch
something every day and every week, that
I plead. Honorable members do not see
the full force of what they are doing. I
wish I had eloquence sufficient to induce
. them to refrain from all attempts to raise
revenue, not for revenue purposes, but to
benefit one section of the producing classes.
Sir, it is plain, looking at the numbers that
support me in this House-at the numbers
on this side of the House-that we are in
a minority on this question, and that all I
can do is to protest against it. I enter my
protest here to-night; and I tell this House,
and through this House the country, that
the indictment which I have brought has
not been answered. I charge honorable
members who are supporting this Bill with
a deliberate, wilful, and wanton attempt to
ruin the trade of this place, and to destroy
the livelihoods of a large section of this
community.
Mr. KYTE.-Mr. Speaker, it does appear to me, from the attitude which the
honorable member for East Melbourne
{Mr. Langton) has taken upon this occasion, and from the prominence of his
opposition, that the passage of this measure is a matter of some anxiety to him.
The honorable member tells us that
100,000 people will .be affected by the
Bill. Now it strikes me that the honorable member feels that, with the passage
of this measure-a measure which will
have the effect of quieting the minds of
the people at large, and of giving employment to many who have hithertq been idle
-there will be no further need for the
display of his virtuous indignation; that
the vexed question about which he has
discoursed so much, and over which he
has exhibited so vindictive a spirit, will
be settled; and that, in short, the honorable member's occupation will be gone.
Mr. KERFERD intimated that, when
the Bill was in committee, he would propose an amendment in the 9th clause, with
a view to permit the establishment of
bonded warehouses in inland towns.
The Bill was then read a second time
and committed.
Mr. FRANCIS explained to the committee the ameudments which the Goveru-
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ment proposed to make in the Bill, pursuant to the suggestions which had come
from certain honorable members and from
other quarters. In the first place, the
Government proposed that the alteration
with respect to the spirit duty should come
into force, not on the 1st of July, as
originally intended, but on the 1st October.
This alteration had been made in compliance with the representations of the
Consul-General of France, the ConsulGeneral of the Netherlands, and a deputation representing the importers of spirits
in Melbourne. A further alteration which
the Government contemplated was with
the view of bringing about a rectification
of the definition of contents of cases, so
that a case of spirits should really contain
the quantity that it purported to contain.
He therefore intended to propose the insertion in the first schedule, after the
words" lOs. per gallon," of the words, "or
40s. for each reputed four-gallon case, or
20s. for each reputed two-gallon case."
Coming to the articles liable to a 10 per
cent.. ad valorem duty, he proposed to
attach to the item "building material."
the words, "except timber otherwise
dutiable." This was to prevent confusion.
He proposed to insert among the list of
exemptions - " Copper, in ingot; felt
hoods used by hatters; silk mixed doeskins, or tweed trouserings and coatings
not containing more than 2 per cent. of
silk ; silicate of soda and potash; wire,
No. 12 and upwards; yellow metal bolts;
sewing machines; metal work, and the
minor materials used in the manufacture of
pianofortes." None of these things could
be manufactured here, and their exemption
from duty was necessary for the promotion
ofrnanufactures in the colony.
Captain MAC MAHON asked whether
the Bill would have a retrospective effect
-whether the operation of the duties
. would date from the 6th February, when
the first Tariff resolutions were passedand what arrangement was to be made
with regard to certain articles, such as
sheet lead and corrugated iron, which, at first
included in the list of exemptions, were
now to be subjected to duty?
Mr. FRANCIS observed that it was
intended from the first that sheet lead,
galvanized iron, and corrugated iron
should be included in the list of dutiable
articles, but, owing to some mistake in the
schedules furnished by the Customs department, "metals of all sorts in the ore,
and in pig, bar, sheet, or plate," appeared
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in the original list of exemptions sq.bmitted to the House on the 5th February.
The consequence was that, from the 6Lh
February until the 5th March, when the
amended list of exemptions was agreed to,
the articles he had named came in free.
Mr. MOORE said he was under the
impression, from the answer to a question
which he addressed to the Minister of
Customs a few weeks ago, that corrugated
iron was distinctly included among the
dutiable articles.
.
Mr. FRANCIS observed that he was
under that impression himself, and justifiably so, as the papers in the custom-house
would show; but, owing to a difference
between two schedules prepared at the
custom-house, the article in question was
supposed to come within the definition of
"metals of all sorts." The same thing
occurred with regard to sheet lead. Importers of that article applied for it to be
admitted free, and, under the circumstances,
he had to let the article pass, on payment
of deposit, with the distinct lmderstauding
that it should abide the decision of the
lIouse.
.
Captain MAC MAHON said he understood the explanation .of the Minister of
Customs to be, that the duties were taken
only on deposit, and that they were subsequently returned. This being so, he
would ask how was it that they were now
called upon ,to pass au Act which insisted
on the collection of those duties from the
6th February?
Mr. FRANCIS referred the honorable
member to the second schedule to the Bill.
Mr. MOORE stated that, on a former
occasion, he asked the Minister of .Customs
whether "iron in plate"-which was among
the exemptions-included corrugated iron.
The answer was distinctly in the affirmative. It now appeared that it would be
liable to duty, and yet, during the discussions on the Tariff resolutions, certain
importers managed to introduce to the
country several hundred tons of corrugated
iron without payment of any duty at all.
One importer passed in this way no less
than 160 tons.
Mr. FRANCIS explained that the circumstance arose through the discrepancy
which had arisen in certain schedules from
the Customs department, caused to some
extent by the difficulty of effecting a discriminating definition of details. Thus,
while one schedule included the articles
referred to, the exemptions included "metal
of all sorts in the ore, and in pig, bar,
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sheet, or plate." Under these circumstances, the importers of certain metalsviz., sheet lead, galvanized iron, and corrugated iron-raised the point at the custom-house whether they were or were not
dntiable. The question being remitted to
him, he stated that it would be better to
accept payment on these items, not as
revenue, but as deposit, until the discrepancy was explained to the House. Mr.
Francis concluded by complaining of the
animus exhibited by the honorable member
for Sandridge, in selecting the case of one
importer named Jenner, when, between
the 6th of February and the 5th of March,
Messrs. Dalgety and Co., and other respectable importers, passed entries of a similar
character.
.
Mr. MOORE said he was not disposed
to single out any particular individual.
He was for taking the whole return as to
these imports which had been laid on
the table. But the Minister of Customs,
in seeking to mystify the House with the
suggestion of animus, failed to explain
how it was that, several weeks ago, he
announced that corrugated iron would be
included in the exemptions.
Mr. LANGTON asked whether the
Minister of Customs intended to take
steps for the recovery of duty on corrugated iron and sheet lead which had
been cleared out of bond since the 6th
February; or were the parties concerned
to escape scot-free?
Mr. FRANCIS observed that the discrepancy, mistake, or blunder-whatever
it might be called-which had occured in·
the Customs department, would not affect
the right of obedience which the resolution ot' the House exacted. "Metals of
all sorts" were clearly exempted from the
6th February to the 5th March, and therefore it was not competent for the Minister
of Customs, or any other officer, to demand payment of duty on goods passed
before the latter date.
Mr. LEVEY remarked that, according
to the Bill, the Minister of Customs must
enforce the duties on corrugated iron and
sheet lead. lIe would have no alternative.
Mr. VERDON said if it should be
necessary to insert in the Bill words exempting the articles named from duty
before the 5th March, words would be
inserted accordingly.
Captain MAC MAllON asked where,
among the dutiable articles, did corrugated
iron now appear?
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Mr. FRANCIS explained that the exemptions included-" Iron in ore, scrap,
pig, bar, rod, pipes, and plain sheet." All
other iron was liable to a duty of' 5 per
cent. ad valorem.
Mr. LEVI remarked that the one item
of corrugated iron, which had been referred to as having been passed duty free,
was positively in excess of the total passed
by other importers during the month.
That item-161 tons, Mr. C. J. Jennerwas not passed until the day (March 5) on
the evening of which corrugated iron was
made dutiable, although the Ardbeg, the
vessel which brought t.he corrugated iron,
arrived in Hobson's Bay on the 11 th of
February. The same day, Dalgety and
Co. pas,sed 9 tons, and James Henty and
Co. passed 29 tons, free of duty. The
next day corrugated iron had to pay duty.
Mr. FRANCIS st'ated that, on the 5th
March, the importer named, Mr. Jenner,
attended at the custom-house, with a view
to ascertain whether this metal was dutiable or not. He had ascertained from what
had transpired in the House that there was
some doubt on the subject, and he wanted
the question decided. It was there and
then decided that, although there was an
inconsistency, the department must obey
the resolution of the House. Mr. Jenner
had previously been under the impression
that he would be subjected to a 5 per
cent. duty, but, finding that the Government intended to introduce an amended
resolution, he determined upon making
himself safe. The claim was made
publicly, and without any misunderstanding on either side.
Mr. LEVEY.-What did Mr. Jenner
save by this?
Mr. FRANCIS.-He might have saved
from £100 to £150, according to the value
of the article at the port of export.
Mr. WHITEMAN urged that nails of
all sorts should be exempted from duty.
N ails were not manufactured in the colony,
and would not be manufactured here for
some time.
On clause 2, which provides for the
collection of the duties imposed by the
Bill on "goods, wares, and merchandise
imported whether by land or sea into
Victoria," in lieu and instead of all other
duties of customs heretofore levied, and
"suqject to the exemptions in the first
schedule hereto annexed,"
Mr. JONES asked whether there was a
special proviso in this or some other clause
to protect the Border Customs Treaty re-
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cently entered into between New South
Wales and Victoria?
Mr. FRANCIS said he had not the
treaty before bim, but he distinctly recollected that there was something in it to
prevent the imposition of a duty on the
importation from Riverina of any article
the duty on' which was higher in Victoria
than in New South Wales. Such a case
would form. matter for arrangement and
computation.
Mr. JONES pointed out that the clause
provided for uniform duties upon all goods
imported into the colony" whether by land
or sea," and suggested that the clause
should be made to tally with the Border
Customs Treaty, unless the Minister of
Customs intended that the treaty should be
thrown overboard.
Mr. VERDON, in order to meet the
objection raised by the honorable member
for Ballarat East (Mr. Jones), moved that
the following words should be inserted
after the word "annexed" :-"and to any
other exemptions allowed by law in the
colony."
Mr. JONES observed that, if it were
necessa,ry to amend the clause, some other
amendment ought to be introduced, because
the one proposed would leave a loophole
through which the Minister of Customs
could easily drive the statutory coach-andfour. By the Border Customs Treaty the
Government agreed to pay New South
Wales £6,800 on or before the 1st of February. As the money had not been paid,
it was supposed that the Government had
not the power of paying it. If they had
not lawful authority for carrying out the
arrangement, it would be better to reconsider the clause rather than adopt the
amendment which had been proposed.
Mr. VERDON explained that the
amendment had been framed in view of
the 236th clause of the Customs and
Excise Statute, which gave, the Governor
in Council power to make regulations and
arrangements with the Governors of New
South Wales and South Australia respectively, in reference to the importation of
goods by or across the river Murray. The
"other exemptions" referred to in the
amendment, meant exemptions which could
be made under this clause. In reference
to the £6,800, unquest.ionably a vote would
have to be taken for that money. He informed honorable members, the last time
the subject was under discussion, that it
would be necessary to take a vote for it;
and the representatives of New South
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Wales were informed at the conference
that the Government might not be able to
pay the money at the stipulated time, if it
were necessary to take a vote for it.
Mr. JONES intimated that, in his
opinion, it would be better to specify the
clause of the Act under which lawful
authority to make other exemptions was
claimed rather than adopt the vague
amendment which had been proposed.
Mr. VERDON altered the amendment
so as to make it read as follows :-" and
to any other exemptions allowed or to be
allowed under or by virtue of the authority contained in the Customs and Excise
Act of 1857."
This amendment was agreed to, as was
also another amendment, proposed by Mr.
VERDON, providing that the duties on
goods and merchandise mentioned in the
third schedule-galvanized iron, &c.should be considered payable on and after
the 6th day of March, and not before.
The clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 3 was as follows : "In all cases where any duty is imposed on
any goods imported ad valorem, or according to
the true and real value of such goods, such value
shall be understood to be the fair market value
thereof in the principal markets of the country
whence the same were exported, with 10 per
cent. added."

Mr. MOORE remarked that, if the
duty was levied on a sum 10 per cent.
above the invoice price of the goods, practically 11 per cent. duty would be imposed
on goods which were liable to a duty of 10
per cent., and 6 per cent. on those which
were liable to a dULy of 5 per cent. He
did not see why 10 per cent. should be
added to the invoice price if the Legislature intended that ad valorem duties
should be levied.
Mr. FRANCIS stated that the Customs
Act of 1866 contained a similar clause.
A different system of computing the value
was adopted in different countries. In
some the duties were assessed on the
value at the port of export; in others, on
the value at the port of import; and in
others, as in Victoria and at Adelaide, the
practice was to add 10 per cent. to the
value at the port of export, and assess the
duty on the total amount. He was satisfied that, on the whole, the latter was the
most just system.
Mr. McKEAN moved the following as
an addition to the clause : "The following quantities and capacities shall
be used and applied in the collection of duties
for spirits under this Act, and the words repre-
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senting such quantities and capacities shall have
the meaning hereby assigned to them respectively, and no others; that is to say:, Gallon' shall mean and be taken to be four
reputed quart bottles, or eight reputed pint
bottles, or sixteen reputed half-pint bottles,
or the contents of bottles holding, or reputed
to hold, the said quantities respectively. 'Quart
bottle' shall mean and be taken to be two imperial pints, or any quantity more than one imperial pint and not exceeding two imperial pints.
, Pint bottle' shall mean and be taken to be any
quantity more than two imperial gills and not
exceeding an imperial pint. 'Half-pint bottle'
shall mean and be taken to be two imperial gills,
or any less quantity."

The honorable member said that his object
was to guard the public against fraud.
The Legislature passed an Act some time
ago to protect the public against fraud by
the adulteration of articles of food or
drink, and had also found it advisable
to pass an Act requiring the imperial
standard of weights and measures to be
It was
used in the sale of goods.
equally desirable that the public should
be protected by the adoption of the imperial standard of measurement in the sale of
spirits, and the present seemed to be an
opportune time for endeavouring to effect
that object. If the provision which he
proposed was adopted, importers of spirits
would very soon tell their consignors that
the reputed pint and quart bottles must
actually contain the quantity which they
were reputed to contain, because they
would have to pay duty on them as if
they really contained the imperial measure. The result would be, either that
spirits would be imported in bottles of
imperial measurement, or that they would
be imported in bulk, which would give
employment to bottlers in the colony.
The quantity of spirits constituting a
reputed gallon had been gradually diminishing for some years. In 1860, a case of
gin, purporting to contain four gallons,
really did contain about that quantity; but
the size of the bottles had gradually diminished until the case now only contained
about two gallons and three-quarters. He
would read an extract from an article
which appeared in the London Economist,
on the 1st of December, 1866 : "But, as part of the legislation, quite feasible
at present, is an Act which should put an end
to the present exasperating practice of selling
liquids by' reputed' instead of imperial measure.
Everybody knows, to his cost and mortification,
that between a pint of draught beer, which must
be sold by imperial measure, and a (reputed)
'pint bottle' of precisely the same beverage,
there is a difference of some 30 per cent. The
present state of things arose, we believe, in this
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way. When the Bill for establishing imperial
weights and measures was in discussion, it was
drawn to include all fluids, whether sold by
draught or in bottle. Against the clause so
drawn, the wine merchants and victuallers of
the time remonstrated, on the ground that the
stocks of wine in their possession were in bottles
of the reputed measure-that to. transfer the
wine to new bottles would destroy it-and that
a long time would elapse before the quantity on
hand would be used up. The opposition prevailed, and the Act was so passed as to permit
the sale of liquids in bottles not of the standard
capacity. There was, doubtless, some force in
the representation made; but the proper remedy
would have been a clause postponing for, say,
four or five years, the application of the imperial
measure to liquids sold in bottle. Such a delay
would have permitted the old stocks to be used
up, and have given fair notice to everybody;
and this is the remedy now required."

If it were found necessary to require
bottled liquors to be sold by imperial
measure in Great Britain, it was more
necessary that there should be such a provision in this colony. This amendment
would tend to give the public the protection
which he desired. Honorable members
might suppose that the Weights and
Measures Statute would meet the case, but
unfortunately it did not. It defined what
should constitute a gallon or any less
quantity down to a gill; but it did not provide that a reputed quart bottle or a reputed pint bottle should actually contain
imperial measurement.
On the suggestion of the Chairman,
the honorable member withdrew his amendment, with a view of subsequently proposing it as a new clause.
Clause 3 was then agreed to.
On clause 4, requiring that, in the case
of all goods liable to ad valorem duties, the
importer, or his authorized agent, shall produce the invoice of such goods, and m~ke
a declaration that the value mentioned in
the invoice was the fair market value of
such goods in the principal markets of the
country whence the same were exported,
Mr. LANGTON objected to the principle of requiring importers to make oaths
or declarations at the custom-house. Such
declarations did not protect the revenue,
while they offered an inducement to dishonest men to make false declarations, and,
in this respect, placed honest merchants
at a disadvantage.
Mr. FRANCIS said that a similar declaration was required in nearly every
country, and the clause was identical with
a clause in the English Customs Act. He
admitted that custom-house declarations
were not so strictly observed as they ought
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to be, but he pointed out that a penalty
was imposed for making a false declaration.
Mr. DYTE supported the ·clause as it
stood.
Mr. LANGTON referred to the declaration required by the English Customs Act,
for the purpose of showing that no declaration as to value was required.
Mr. VERDON said he could not understand the distinction drawn by the honorable member for East Melbourne.
Dr. EMBLING complained that honorable members were unable to hear the
discussion, as it was carried on in a conversational style across the table.
After some remarks from Mr. BYRNE,
the clause was agreed to.
On clause 5, providing that, if g.oods appear to the proper officer not to be valued
according to their true and real value, he
may detain the goods and assess the value
thereof; and if the importer object to pay
the duty on such assessment, or in case
the value of such goods is unknown or
uncertain, then the value shall be ascertained according to such rules and regulations as the Governor in Council may
make, and the duty shall be paid accordingly,
Mr. LANGTON moved the omission of
that portion of the clause providing that
the value should be ascertained according
to regulations made by the Governor in
Council, in the event of the importer objecting to pay the duty on the assessment
made by the proper officer, or in case of
the value of the goods being unknown or
uncertain. The effect of the amendment,
he said, would be that, if the valuation of
the importer was not accepted, the Customhouse could take the goods at that value.
This would prevent goods being invoiced
very far below their value, or being assessed
much above their value. The adoption of
this principle would, therefore, be a security to both parties, and simplify the transaction.
Mr. FRANCIS said that, unless some
such clause were introduced, a door would
be opened for conspiracies. Instances had
been known elsewhere of right~hand gloves
having been imported in the first instance,
and the left-hand gloves some time afterwards. Watches, also, had been got up for
the express purpose of deceiving the Custom"house authorities. No harm could result
under the clause to the importer. According to the regulations which had been in
force for the past year, the goods would be
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valued-if necessary, by valuators called in
for the purpose-and, ifit should be thought
that their declared value was under their
actual worth, they would be put up to auction, and, the duty having been deducted,
the balance would be handed to the importer. If the Custom-house was wrong,
however, and the goods sold for less than
their declared value, the expense fell on the
department.
Mr. LANGTON remarked that, in such
a case as that of the gloves, all that the
department would have to do would be to
wait until the second consignment arrived.
The regulations might make the clause
more equitable, but it appeared to him that
ample powers were taken to protect the
Custom-house, and none to protect the importer.
Mr. MOORE pointed out that the honorable member would best effect his purpose
by proposing the amendment on the 7th
clause.
Mr. LANGTON withdrew his amendment, and the clause was agreed to.
On the 6th clause, providing that "the
collector may, if he shall think fit, dispense
with the production of the genuine invoice
aforesaid; and in such case, and in all
other cases when he shall think fit, he
shall examine any importer or his agent
upon oath as to the value of any goods
liable to duty according to the value
thereof,"
Mr. LANGTON asked the committee
to omit this section. Honorable members
must be well aware that the effect of
custom-house oaths had been to multiply
perjuries wholesale. The Imperial Customs Act of 1857 declared that the defendant or importer should not be called as
a witness. Indeed, the aim of recent
legislation had been to do away with a
class of oaths which were a scandal to the
community, and which did not protect the
revenue. The small class who would take
an unfair advantage of the regulations
would do so, no matter what oaths might
be imposed.
Mr. FRANCIS said the same provision
was contained in the Customs Act of 1857,
which received the Imperial consent.
Mr. LANGTON replied that his reference was to the 14th clause of the Imperial
Customs Act of 1857.
Mr. FRANCIS mentioned that the test
had not hitherto been imposed once in six
months, but it was necessary that the
department should possess the power of
making any flagrant attempt to defraud by
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false declara.tions an act of perjury. Unless such a power existed, some men would
not hesitate to violate the truth to any
extent.
Mr. VERDON pointed out that the
Imperial Cpstoms Consolidation Act provided for the taking of evidence on oath.
Mr. KERFERD said that no doubt
some persons would always endeavour to
evade an oath by kissing their thumb or
by some other pretence. Still the test was
the final one, -and, if the Act was to be
enforced, the authorities ought to have the
power of applying it.
Mr. ORR remarked that the objections
taken to the clause applied to every case
in which oaths were used. A man who
would kiss his thumb on a question of
valuation would endeavour to evade the
oath on any other occasion. If the question
was to be raised, let the broad issue be
submitted, whether oaths should be continued or not. For his part, he thought
justice would be just as well administered
without them.
Mr. McKEAN reminded honorable
members that from forty to fifty commissioners were empowered to administer
oaths in Melbourne, and that the sanctity
and the consequences of these oaths were
as great as any taken before the Supreme
Court. People might try to evade the
oath by questionable tricks; but the law
still held them liable to the penalties of
perjury.
Mr. JONE~ remarked that it was
acknowledged that an oath would not keep
a rogue from endeavouring to gain a point
dishonestly, and, as the test could not be
required to keep an honest man,from telling
an untruth, which he would not tell under
any circumstances, the swearing would be
useless. He objected to useless swearing,
and therefore he would vote against the
clause.
Dr. EMBLING alluded to the numberless police-court cases in which it was evident that either the defend~nt or the plantiff
must have committed perjury. Yet it was
but rarely that a charge of perjury could
be sheeted home. Swearing on the book
would afford the Custolli-house no guarantee,
and a multiplicity of oaths would not improve the morality of the colony. Besides,
the less frequently oaths were administered,
the more solemn they became.
Mr. LANGTON submitted that the
other clauses of the Bill provided ample
security for the publiQ revenue. He
repeated his assertion that the aim of re..
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cent British legislation was to dispense
with these oaths. The Act he had referred
to was a subsequent Act to that quoted
by the Treasurer.
Mr. COPE asserted that oaths were
still administered at the custom-houses in
England when fraud was suspected; and,
moreover, if people made false returns in
reference to the income tax, they were
examined on oath. His agent had been
so examined with reference to his property in England during the last nine
months. It was not the legitimate importer the Custom-house had to fear, but
the agents for consignors at home.
Mr. BUNNY urged that, considering
the circumstan.ces of the case, it would be
impossible to obtain a conviction for perjury under these oaths, and he submitted
that it would be beneath the dignity of
the House to insist upon oaths, the truth
or untruth of which there was no means
of proving.
Mr. KYTE said he believed that the
clause could not be made too stringent.
He would like it amended so as to give
.the Government the option of fining the
offender three times the value of his goods,
or of prosecuting him for felony.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH said that, on reference to the Imperial Acts, he had at
once found two of subsequent date to that
cited by the honorable member .for East
Melbourne (Mr. Langton), requiring solemn
declarations to be made before justices of
the peace, which declarations were only
another form. of administering an oath.
The one was an Act of J861, referring to
excise duty on paper; and the other was
a still later Act, referring to hops. No
doubt a similar provision occurred in other
Acts.
Mr. BURROWES expressed his opinion
that the clause could not be made too
stringent to protect the honest importer.
He was aware that the practice of requiring an oath to be taken, as a test, was in
- force in Canada, and he felt convinced that
the existence of the power would have an
excellent effect here.
Mr. MOORE said he thought it would
be better to omit the clause, because he
was afraid that it would encourage the
dishonest importer to make false declarations, by offering him an easy waY' of disposing of his goods. The dishonest importer was certainly placed in a better
position under this section than he would
be under the 5th and 7th clauses.
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After some further discussion, the committee divided on the question that the
clause stand part of the Bill.
Ayes
44
Noes
15
Majority for the clause

29

AYES.

Mr. Balfour,
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Mr.
"
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"

Bayles,
Bindon,
Bowman,
Burrowes,
Burtt,
Byrne,
Casey,
Connor,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Evans,
Farrell,
Foott,
Francis,
Grant,
Halfey,
Hanna,
Harbison,
H.Henty,
Higinbotham,
King,
Kyte,

Macgregor,
McCaw,
McCulloch,
McKean,
Orr,
Pearson,
Plummer,
Reeves,
Riddell,
Sands,
G. P. Smith,
G. V. Smith,
F. L. Smyth,
Sullivan,
Vale,
Verdon,
Watkins,
Wheeler,
Wilson.

Tellers.
Mr. Baillie,
" Dyte.
NOES.

Mr. Blackwood,
" Bunny,
Dr. Embling,
Mr. Gillies,
" Ireland,
" Jones,
" Levi,
" Longmore,
Capt. Mac Mahon,

Mr. Macpherson,
" Moore,
" O'Grady,
" J. T. Smith.
Tellers.
Mr. Langton,
" McLellan.

On clause 7, which provides that, in the
event of proof of the undervaluation of
goods, such goods may be seized and
publicly sold by auction, and the proceeds
-after payment of the duties upon such
goods, and the costs and charges connected
with the examination and sale-paid to the
importer or his agent, less 10 per cent.,
one moiety of which shall be paid to the
officer who shall have detained and secured
the goods, and the other moiety to the account 'Of customs duties,
Mr. MOORE said he considered the
powers hereby sought to be given to the
Minister of Customs to be excessive. The
reward proposed to be given to customs
officers might have the effect of making
them behave in such a way as to bring
about great practical inconvenience. And
while all sorts of provisions were made for
the protection of the revenue against undervaluation, not the slightest protection was
afforded to the importer, in the event of
the goods failing to reali~e the (i,mOllut put
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upon them by the valuators appointed by
the customs authorities. Did the law provide any redress in a case of that kind?
Mr. VERDON observed that this clause
formed a portion of the existing law, and,
during the eighteen months that it had
been the law, it had not been found necessary to put it in operation. He presumed
it was only in very exceptional cases that
the clause would be enforced. If the
opinion of the expert employed should bA
against the Custom-house officer, and if
the goods fetched less than the amount declared by the importer, the duty imposed
would be only on the amount realized at
sale.
Mr. MOORE said that would be no
satisfaction to the importer, if the goods
were sold at a sacrifice.
Mr. FRANCIS inquired what possible
wrong could be done to any importer, who
had the opportunity of attending the public
sale, and protecting his own interest? The
sale must take place within twenty days
from the time of seizure; and, if the importer's valuation was confirmed, the whole
expenses would be borne by the Government. The sale might be a desirable mode
for the importer to dispose of his goods,
because customs sales in some parts of the
world were better attended, and caused
more excitement and rivalry, than auctions
under ordinary circumstances.
Mr. MOORE said the representation of
the Minister of Customs, as to the probable
results of a customs sale, would be no
satisfaction to an importer who had to
submit to a mode of realization which he
never contemplated-a mode so contrary
to the ordinary and regular operations of
trade. He contended that there ought to
be some provision for compensating the
importer in a case of the kind, where it
could be shown that the action of the
customs authorities was without justification.
Mr. BYRNE spoke of the keen competition manifested at customs sales in New
York.
Mr. LEVI said, in the event of a dispute as to the full value of the goods, the
Government should take upon themselves
the ownership of the goods, and pay to the
importer the amount of his valuation. To
keep an importer out of his own goods for
twenty-one days, and then to compel him
to go to a customs sale to bid for them,
was an act of tyranny which ought not to
be permitted.
But, judging from the
customs legislation of the present Govern-

tke Tariff.

ment, the desire of the Government was
to squelch the importer.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 9, empowering the Governor
in Council to "appoint private warehouses for the bonding of all goods subject
to ad valorem duties," and to "determine
the fee, or the proportion thereof, payable
therefor by any proprietor of such private
warehouse,"
Mr. MOORE called attention to the
necessity for reducing the fees.
At
present a bonded storekeeper had to provide his own locker, at a cost of £250 per
annum. But if, owing' to the imposition
of these new duties, a multiplicity of
bonded warehouses were to be opened,
could not a system be adopted by which
one locker could attend to several warehouses? If that were done, the fee in
respect to each warehouse would be materially reduced.
Mr. FRANCIS observed that there was
but a limited number of bonded warehouses-warehouses where goods, the property of different importers, were received
-for the reason that, since the Tariff of
1865 had been in operation, bonds had
been formed in thewarehouses of importers,
especially and exclusively for ad valorem
and low-duty goods, and the importers
were charged only for the measure of the
time occupied with their business by the
custom-house lockers. For the last two or
three years it had been the practice for
the attention of the locker to- be devoted
to more than one warehouse, and for his
expenses to be divided between the warehouses which he had to attend.
Mr. KERFERD said he desired to have
effect given to the promise made by the
Minister of Customs, a short time ago,
with respect to bonded warehouses in
He would therefore
inland towns.
move the addition to the clause of words
empowering the Governor in Council to
"appoint, by proclamation, any inland
town as a place where bonded warehouses
for the bonding of dutiable goods may
be established." He conceived that, by
taking this power, the Government would
be enabled to do an act of justice to the
large inland towns of the colony. The
merchants in those towns were placed,
under the existing arrangemen t, at a disadvantage. They were compelled to sell
to the retail tra.der and storekeeper goods
duty paid ; and this, taken in connexion
with the cost of carriage from the metropolis, was a great burthen upon them.
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He simply asked that the Government
should take powers, leaving it to them to
select what towns they pleased.
Mr. ORR thought there could be no
objection to the amendment. The want
of these bonds in inland towns had long
been felt. But there was one matter which
deserved some attention, namely, the fees
which the Government proposed to charge
for lockers. Hitherto, at Echuca, Wahgunyah, and other places on the Murray,
the collectors of customs had officiated as
lockers; but he apprehended that, under
the Border Customs Treaty, the necessity
of customs officers at those places would
be done away with.
Mr. FRANCIS accepted the amendment on the understanding that, if it were
found to contain words antagonistic to, or
inconsistent with, any clause in the Bill,
an alteration would be made on the third
reading. Economy and safety, he observed,
were difficulties to be provided for in connexion with the carrying out of the matter.
At places on the coast, such as Belfast and
Portland, where there was little to do, the
customs officers acted as lockers, and no
charge was made on the warehouse-keepers
for their attendance. The chief difficulty
with respect to inland bonding warehouses
was the necessity of having custom-house
officers, who would be receiving large
salaries for a comparatively small amount
of duty.
Mr. ORR said there was another matter
to which he desired to call attention. Inland bonds, in his district, would not be of
much advantage unless accompanied with
the permission to carry goods in bond overland. The practice had been sanctioned
in New South Wales, and he did not see
why there should not be, in this colony,
licensed carriers to convey bonded goods
overland. He also thought that police
officers might be employed as lockers, and
to supervise the charges made at inland
bonded stores. Mr. Orr concluded by
complaining of the high charges made at
Echuca for bonding goods. There they
were not at the expense of a locker, and
yet the charges were as high as if £250 a
year were paid for a locker. In fact, they
amounted to a heavy tax. Bonded charges
were even made on goods which never left
the railway trucks at all.
Mr. FRANCIS promised to make inquiry into the practice pursued, and the
scale of charges imposed at Echuca and
elsewhere. He remembered that, the first
YOLo III.-3 C
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time application was made for a bond at
Echuca, there was only one building in the
place suitable for the purpose; but certainly
the maximum rate of charge was not to
exceed the charge in Melbourne.
The amendment was adopted.
On clause 13, which empowers the
Commissioner of Customs to make regulations as to the minimum quantity of goods
which may be delivered at one time from
a bonded warehouse,
Mr. MOORE suggested that the regulation of the 31st May, 1866, on this sub- ject, was open to considerable modifications,
without any inconvenience to the department.
Mr. FRANCIS said a regulation, issued
subsequently to the one referred to, provided for the taking out of any single
package of anything.
On the first schedule,
Mr. FRANCIS proposed that the time
for bringing into operation thenew arrangement as to the spirit duty should be the
1st October, instead of the 1st July.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MOORE expressed his satisfaction that the Minister of Customs had
consented to this alteration, although the
concession had been made in consequence
of the representations, not of members
of the House, who originally called
atten tion to the matter f but of certain
foreiO'n consuls. At the same time he
obje;ted altogether to the alteration of the
duty. He saw no earthly reason for the
Government to interfere with the character and class of a spirit distilled in Holland
and elsewhere, which was generally consumed and generally approved in this
country. The proceeding would not be
attended by any increase of revenue; it
would be harassing to the importers; and
it might result in the tot.al loss of our
intercolonial trade in this particular article,
because the neighbouring colonies had not
yet come to the conclusion that it was
desirable to have proof rather than diluted
spirits. He also objected to the proposed
alteration in the gauge. Gin was sold, not
by the gallon, but the case; there was a
regular graduated scale with regard both
to strength and gauge; and there was no
possibility of fraud on the consumer. He
considered this proposal of the Government to be a gratuitous, uncalled for, and
unnecessary attempt to regulate the
character of the spirits imported.
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Mr. BAYLES said that he should be
very loath to do anything which would
interfere with the colonial trade, but the
commission appointed to inquire into the
working of the public-house system found
that under-proof spirit from Holland and
elsewhere contained a large quantity of
fusel oil, which was highly deleterious to
health. For this reason he was in favour
of spirits being imported at proof, and he
also thought it desirable that a case should
contain the quantity which it was reputed
to contain.
Mr. McKEAN remarked that the argument of the honorable member for Sandridge amounted to this-that, if spirits were
imported at proof, the consumers would
have to drink them at proof. There would,
however, be not.hing to prevent a· person
diluting the spirits which he consumed to
any extent he liked. He did not see why
spirits should be imported 20 or 30 per
cent. under proof, when they could be imported at proof. It would encourage native
industry, in the shape of bottling, if all
spirits were imported in bulk. He moved
that after the words" lOs. per gallon," in
reference to the duty on spirits, the following words should be added. :-" or 40s. for
each reputed four-gallon case, or 20s~ for
each reputed two-gallon case, when the
said cases respectively do not contain more
than the reputed contents, and so on for
each reputed gallon or part of a gallono"
Mr. BYRNE said he was satisfied that
it was fair and just that spirits under
proof should be charged the same duty as
proof spirits. If all spirits were imported
in bulk, employment would be afforded to
the rising generation in bottling, labelling,
c~psuling, &c. He also thought that a
standard measure ought to be insisted on
in bottled spirits,
There were many
things in England which the colony ought
not to take example from. What was good
for an old country was not always good
for a new country, and vice versb-. They
must deal with the colony as its circum
stances required.
Dr. EMBLING, as a medical man, said
that alcohol was a poisonous drink, and
that he would be glad if the Government
would initiate legislation which would
induce the people to drink something
better than ardent spirits. He should be
sorry to see legislation adopted for the
purpose of employing young people in
bottling spirits.
Mr. DYTE observed that some persons
D
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considered smoking as deleterious as others
regarded the drinking of spirits; and, on
that ground, the employment of young
persons in making cigars might be objected
to.
Mr. JONES said that a remark of the
honorable member for Villiers and Heytesbury (Mr. Bayles) almost implied that a
progress report had been presented by the
commission appointed to inquire into the
working of the Wine, Spirits, and Beer
Sale Statute, but no such report had been
recei ved. He could see no reason why the
practice of assessing duty on .spirits according to their strength should be altered.
It was no part of the duty of the Customhouse to teach morality.
The amendment was carried.
Dr. EMBLING suggested that all spirits
recognized by the London Pharmacopaia
as medicinal agents should be exempt from
duty.
.
Mr. VERDON said that would include
brandy.
The suggestion was not pressed.
Dr. EMBLING also objected to the duty
on chicory being the same as the duty on
coffee and cocoa. He moved that it be
increased from 2cl. to 6<1. per lb.
The CHAIRMAN ruled that it was too
late to propose an increase.
Mr. MOORE suggested that it was not
wise to impose a duty of 10 per cent. on
all "building material."
Mr. VERDON proposed the addition of
the words "except timber otherwise dutiable."
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MOORE, referring to the item of
" agricultural implements," upon which a
duty of 10 per cent. was proposed, observed
that many agricultural implements were
made both in America and England which
would never be produced in this country.
Not only were seeds of all sorts taxed, but
agricultural implements were taxed. He
felt it his duty to point out the absurdly
restrictive and harassing character of the
Tariff-how it would interfere with trade
in many respects-but, seeing that the Government and their supporterR had taken
their cue from the Attorney-General, who
said "Perish the importers," he felt that
it was useless to waste the time of the
committee by calling for a division on any
particular items.
Dr. EMBLING urged that the duty of
10 per cent. on machinery would operate
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injuriously in some cases. As an instance,
he mentioned that a mining company at
Tarrengower had sent to Great Britain for
a machine, which would probably revolutionize the system of gold mining, and yet
a machine which was likely to do so much
good to the colony would have to pay a
duty of 10 per cent.
Mr. LEVEY said he thought it was
almost useless to attempt to discuss the
Tariff any further.
, Mr. COPE was about to propose the
motion of which he had given notice, in
favour of .the duty on grain being suspended or levied, according to the price
ruling in the market, whenOn the motion of Mr.·JONES, progress
was reported.
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of order'raised at a former meeting. The
honorable member should have made his
remarks at the' time. If he desires to
proceed further in the matter, he must do
so by a substantive motion, of which notice
must be given.

PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The House then. went into committee
on this Bill.
On clause 45, providing that "no person
shall keep any swine or pig-stye in the
city of Melbourne, the town of Geeloug,
or in any borough within forty feet of any
d welling place,"
The Hon. T. H. :FELLOWS said that he
was not aware whether it was intended to
prohibit absolutely the keeping of pigs in
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT LAW
Melbourne and Geelong, or whether it was
AMENDMENT BILL.
merely proposed that the restriction stated
Mr. LEVEY moved for leave to bring with regard to boroughs should apply.
in a Bill to amend the law relating to The wording of the clause made the procapital punishment. He explained that hibition absolute with regard to both places
the object of the Bill was to alter the named, in consequence of the repetition of
definition of what constituted the crime of the word" in" before" any borough." If
murder, so as to require malice to be it was not intended to do this, the word in
proved, and not simply implied; and also question should be struck out.
to make some alterations in the law reThe clause was amended by striking out
specting infanticide.
the word "in."
Mr. MOORE seconded the motion,
On clause 52, provi~ing that the local
which was agreed to.
board may order works to be done by the
The Bill was brought in, and read a owner, by his agent, or by the occupier of
first time.
any premises,
The House adjourned at eighteen
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT said it
minutes past eleven o'clock.
would be a great hardship to compel an
agent to execute works when his appointment might be given one day and revoked
the next. As soon as he ceased to be
LEGISLATIVE COVNCIL.
agent he had no authority to enter the
premises, as the clause required he should
Wednesday, March 20, 1867.
do. The provision that the owner or the
occupier should perform the work was all
Rules of Deba.te-Public Hea.lth Laws Amendment Billthat the local boards could need.
Disease in Sheep.
The passages regarding agents were
The PRESIDENT took the chair at a struck out, and a similar amendment was
quarter past four o'clock, and read the made in clause 56.
On the motion of the Hon. G. W.
usual form of prayer.
COLE, clause 63, providing that offences
RULES OF DEBATE.
under the Act shall be heard and deterThe Hon. G. W. COLE.-I have to mined before two or more justices of the
call attention to the fact that, at our peace, was amended by striking out the
last sitting, I was ruled out of order when proviso that no justice, a member of the
proceeding to address myself in reply on local board, should hear or determine any
the second reading of the Public Health such case.
.
Bill. Now I consi~er that this was a
The Bill having been gone through, the
great breach of privilege.
postponed clauses were taken.
The PRESIDENT.-I cannot allow
On clause 13, providing for the appoint
the honorable member to speak to a point ment of a Central Board of Health, to
3c2
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execute its powers under 'the direction of
the Chief Secretary,
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL obj ected that this clause in troduced a new
element. Hitherto the central board had
exercised complete and independent powers,
but now it was to be placed under the control of the Chief Secretary. Many honorable members considered it unwise that the
Chief Secretary should interfere at all.
The Hon. C. SLADEN said that, as the
board must exercise its powers under some
one member of the Government, he did
not see the impropriety of introducing the
Chief Secretary's name in this instance.
Mr. FELLOWS submitted that the
board ought to be composed of independent persons, and not of mere tools of
the Ministry of the day. If the members
of the board failed to discharge their duty,
the remedy was to remove them.
The clause was amended, by striking out
the words "under the direction of the
Chief Secretary."
Clause 30, authorizing the Governor in
Council to make orders for enforcing the
provisions of the Act regarding disease in
cattle, and containing, also, the following
provision, was next discussed:" The Governor in Council may also from time
to time make such orders as may seem to be
necessary for the 'purpose of prohibiting or
regulating the introduction into Victoria, or the
removal to or from such parts or places within
Victoria as may be designated in any such
order, of all sheep, cattle, horses, swine, or other
animals of the same or any other kind or kinds
whatsoever; or of meat, skins, hides, horns,
hoofs, or other parts of any animals; or of hay,
straw, fodder, or other articles likely to propagate amongst men or other animals any infectious or contagious disease whatsoever; and
may from time to time revoke, alter, or vary,
any such order."
Mr. MITCHELL said that he had suggested that the one portion of this clause
should be omitted, because, under the
Customs Act, the Government already
had power to prohibit the introduction of
diseased sheep and cattle into the colony.
The clause under consideration would
gi ve power to stop clean sheep also, and
the effect of any such proceeding would
be disastrous in the extreme to the
people on both sides of the Murray.
There ought to be satisfactory proof that
disease existed before trade was stopped.
As the clause stood, any Ministry .that
thought it desirable to stay the introduction
of sheep from a neighbouring colony could
do so at once. He did not think that this
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was the wish of the country, nor of the promoters of the Bill. All that was required
was, that the introduction of diseased sheep,
cattle, &c., should be stopped. This end
would be obtained by the insertion of the
following paragraph immediately before the
provision he alluded to:" The Governor in Council may from time to
time make such orders as may seem to be necessary for the purpose of prohibiting or regUlating
the introduction into Victoria from any country
or colony, or part of a country or colony, in
which respectively any disease in sheep, or cattle,
horses, swine, or other animals, of the same or
any other kind or kinds whatsoever, is known
to exist; of all sheep, cattle, horses, swine, or
other animals, of the same or any other kind or
kinds whatsoever; or of meat, skins, hides, horns,
hoofs, or other parts of any animals; or of hay,
straw, fodder, or other articles likely to propagate
amongst men or other animals any infectious or
contagious disease whatsoever."
Mr. A'BECKETT expressed the hope
that the clause would not be amended.
The power which it conferred was one the
Executive ought to possess. No doubt it
was a great power, and, if unwisely used,
would cause much temporary inconvenience; but still the inconvenience would
be only temporary. It would not be so
serious a matter as if, from the want of such
a power, some contagious disease should be
introduced into the colony. The Customs
Act merely gave the Government power to
prohibit cattle and sheep actually diseased.
However vehement the suspicion might
be that the animals were infected, unless
it could be shown that they were actually
diseased, they could be brought across the
border. Now, honorable members would
be aware that the diseases which had recently broken out in cattle were of a very
subtle character. Animals might have the
germs of disease latent in their system,
and yet not develop the disorder until
after communication with other cattle. In
England, when the rinderpest was raging,
cordons were established round the infected districts, and this plan was found
to be the most effectual means of checking
the disease. No doubt, many persons
were injuriously affected by the regulation,
but they yielded to the general interests of
the community. The Customs Act merely
related to the importation of cattle; but
disease might develop itself in the colony,
and it might become necessary to prevent
the removal of cattle from one district to
another. Again, cattle might be sent here,
and it might neither be desirable to say
that they should not enter, nor yet to
permit them to come in, until it had been
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ascertained that they did not carry with
them the germs of disease. Under the
clause suspected cattle could be detained
for a reasonable time; in fact, the quarantine laws could be applied to them the same
as was now done to men. He could not
believe that, whatever political feeling
might exist, the Executive would use the
power other than for the benefit ot the
country. Even if the power were improperly exercised, the public would be so
immediately affected that a pressure from
without would speedily cause the removal
of unnecessary restrictions.
Ml'. SLADEN said he was sure that, if
the honorable member read the amendment,
he would withdraw his opposition. The
clause, as it stood, enabled the Governor in
Council to prohibit the introduction of
sheep and cattle from any country. The
amendment merely provided that, before
this was done, the existence of disease in
that country must be established. The
proposal was, that the clause should stand
as it was, with the addition of this new
paragraph.
Mr. A'BECKETT remarked that, in that
case, he could only say that the amendment
was not at all in accordance with the observations of its mover.
Mr. MITCHELL explained that all he
desired was that the prohibition should
not extend to clean sheep. All the sheep
brought across the Murray were fat stock,
and he certainly would not approve of their
being detained and knocked about in yards,
so that they could not be brought to market
fat. Prices must rise at once if this were
done.
Mr. A'BECKETT urged that the honorable member was only considering the
interests of the owner of fat cattle. What
if all the cattle sought to be crossed over
had disease in them ?
Mr. COLE expressed his surprise that
honorable members should assume that the
Government would exercise the power
conferred by the clause in an improper
spirit. If honorable members opposite
him took office to-morrow, he would have
no fear with regard to placing the power
in their hands.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN considered that the amendment met the whole
question. As soon as it was known that
the rinderpest, or any other contagious
disorder, existed in any country, the Government could take such restrictive
action as might be deemed necessary. The
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Cumberland disease had existed for many
years, but it was confined to a particular
locality; and to prohibit sound sheep from
entering the colony on account of it would
be unwise.
The Hon. W. DEGRAVES asked if
something was not due to the squatters
who had imported superior stock into
Victoria.
At present the neighbouring colonies would not permit them to
send any cattle, whether clean or diseased, across the border.
Within the
last few weeks Mr. Learmonth had had to
send sound sheep to Sydney, to be put in
quarantine there, before he could introduce them to New South Wales. His
own pure rams, which had never been
diseased, had been prohibited from crossing the Murray. He had offered to cart
them in waggons to the station, and to pay
a penalty of £5 per head and slaughter
the animals if they should prove to be
diseased; but without avail. With South
Australia it was the same; and yet these
colonies so inundated the Victorian market
with store sheep, that the squatters here
were ruined one after the other. He was
a New South Wales man himself, but he
'put the question as one of fair play between
man and man. When the recent deputation ask.ed the Government to issue a proclamation regarding the crossing of sheep
over the Murray, they had good cause for
doing so. The inquiries since ordered had
been made by a man who did not understand
the Cumberland disease. Mr. Curr would
tell a very different tale about it. Why,
Dr. Rowe, when bringing 25,000 sheep
from Queensland, lost 15,000 through
their being attacked by that disorder.
Protection ought to be given to the
Victorian squatter against infected sheep
-the same protection which the other
colonies demanded against them.
At
present they were legislating for other
colonies instead of for Victoria. They
did nothing to protect· or encourage the
men who had spent money and taken
pains in producing pure stock here. An
honorable member said that the price of
meat might go up. Well, suppose it did.
Why should not the squatters be benefited
as well as any other class?
Mr. FELLOWS was afraid that the
amendment was misunderstood. Its effect
was this, that, when it was ascertained
that disease existed in any country, the
importation of sheep from that country
could be stopped. The fact that New
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South Wales prohibited the crossing of
sheep from Victoria had been referred to,
but the case did not apply. Scab was
known to exist in Victoria, and therefore
New South Wales said, "As you have the
scab, we will not take your sheep." If
any particular disease broke out in New
South Wales, then, according to the
amendment, Victoria would say to New
South Wales, " We will not take your
sheep."
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MITCHELL said that, before progress was reported, he would record his
protest against the assertions often made
by the representative of the Government in
that Chamber, that honorable members were
actuated by a jealousy of the Chief Secre- .
tary and of the Government. Now, he
stated distinctly that, in all these matters, he
never considered who the Chief Secretary
was. As a· member of former Governments, he knew, however, that any Chief
Secretary ought to be grateful if laws
were ·shaped in such a way that Parliamentary influence could not be brought to
bear on the Government when carrying
them out.
Mr. COLE said· he regretted that a
great deal of jealousy regarding the Chief
Secretary, and a great deal of party
feeling, were displayed in the Council.
No one could deny the fact. The Council
was a house of parties, instead of a house
for reviewing the legislation sent up from
another place. The way in which the
small minority in the Council was treated
showed how much party feeling existed
there. He disclaimed all party feeling
himself. All that he desired was to discharge his duty, but he certainly would
not seek to ascertain what that duty was
from honorable members, whose sole object
appeared to be to get the Government out
and put themselves in.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL confessed
that he was sorry to hear the honorable
member give such an account of the
House. For his part, he thought that the
character of the Council had improved
very much within the last few years. He
believed it stood well with the country,
and he was sure that the stand it made
last year was a credit to it.
The Bill was then reported to the
House, with amendments.
The House adjourned at six o'clock,
until Tuesday, March 26.
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Wednesday, March 20, 1867.
Lapsed Votes-Colae and Cape Otway Forests-Melbourne
Gas Company-Imprisonment for Debt Law-Common
School Regulations-Unopposed Motions-Lunacy Laws
Consolidation a.nd Amendment Bill-Main Roads.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
LAPSED VOTES.
Mr. KERFERD asked the Treasurer
when the return showing the votes which
had lapsed under the Appropriation Act
of 1866 would be laid on the table?
Mr. VERDON.-It is irripossible to furnish a return of the lapsed votes on account
of 1866 until the end of 1867;
Mr. KERFERD.-The House has already passed a motion ordering that the
return shall be produced.
COLAC AND CAPE OTWAY
FORESTS.
Mr. CONNOR asked the Minister of
Lands if he was prepared to deal with the
Crown lands in the Colac and Cape Otway
Forests, so as to secure speedy and satisfactory settlement?
Mr. GRANT read the following reply,
with which he had been furnished by Mr.
Skene, one of the officers of the Lands
department : "The Shire Council of Hampden having cleared
a main line of road from Camperdown to the
mouth of the river Gellibrand, by which these
two points have been brought within a. drive of
seven hours, numerous applications have been
received by the Lands department for leases or
licences to occupy for pastoral purposes the
vacant Crown lands intersected by this line of
road, and by another line of road which is now
being reconnoitred by the Colac Shire Council
from the township of Colac also towards the
mouth of the Gellibrand. One licence only
under the 39th section was issued, authorizing
the licensee to occupy 640 acres for one year for
grazing purposes. Applications became so
numerous that the department, in order to encourage permanent settlement, determined to
have this vacant country surveyed· into small
runs, not exceeding two square miles each. It
is intended that these small runs shall be exposed to auction at a nominal rent, under the
98th section of the Land Act, 1862, with the
privilege of purchasing at 20s. per acre a portion
of the land leased, not exceeding 320 acres in
extent, on which the homestead improvements
may be erected, in accordance with the III th
section of the Land Act 1862. Arrangements
are now made for despatching two salaried
officers, who will carry out the necessary surveys with all expedition. The vacant country
in the Cape Otway Ranges may be taken at
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280,000 acres. It is so densely timbered and
scrubby that it will not be occupied under the
ordinary selection clauses of the Amending Act
at a rent of 28. per acre; but if offered in small
runs, at auction, with an upset price, say, of ld.
per acre, encouragement would be given to clear
and improve. The climate in this tract of
country is eminently adapted to the introduction and growth of artificial grasses suited to a
moist and temperate climate."

MELBOURNE GAS COMPANY.
Mr. KERFERD asked the Minister of
Lands the nature of the tenure under
which the Melbourne Gas Company
occupy the site of their works, and the
rental, if any, payable for the same?
Mr. GRANT. - On inquiry, I find
that the tenure is a lease of twenty-two
years, from the 1st of January, 1854, at a
nominal rent, if demanded, of Is. per
annum.
IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT.
Mr. FRAZER.-I beg to draw the
attention of the Attorney-General to the
unsatisfactory working of the Act passed
"To amend the law for the imprisonment
for deht;" and to ask if it is his intention
to take any proceedings for the purpose of
remedying existing evils caused by the
present state of the law and its administration? It will be in the recollection of
most honorable members that the Bill to
amend the law relating to imprisonment for
debt was brought in for the purpose of
providing that, before any debtor was committed to prison, a thorough search and investigation should be made into his circumstances, in order to ascertain whether he was
without the means of payment, or possessed
the means, and was attempting to evade
payment, or whether he had contracted the
debt by fraud or otherwise. It was almost .
the unanimous wish of the House that such
a search and inquiry should be made before'
a person was committed to prison for debt.
Two Bills were introduced, one by the
Attorney-General, and one by myself.
They were afterwards amalgamated, some
clauses being taken out of each Bill, and
the measure so framed was passed into law.
It was thought that the judges and magistrates throughout the country, in dealing
with what is popularly known as a "fraud
summons "-although that is not the correct title-would exercise every precaution
before they would send a debtor to prison.
It was perfectly understood that a fresh
summons should issue, and a new hearing
take place, before a debtor's liberty was
taken away. Although a number of
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magistrates have acted with great caution
in administering the Act, I regret to say
that the general rule has been, if the debtor
did not appear before the court when he
was first summoned for payment of the
debt, to make an order for the payment
of the whole amount of the debt, with the
option of so many days' imprisonment.
And 'even some of the judges have not
taken the precautions which the House
considered to be necessary in dealing with
cases in which the liberty of the subject
was involved. I find also that, although
the 36th, 37th, and 3Rth sections of the
Insolvent Act distinctly state that, after a
person becomes insolvent, he shall be released from prison, if he happen to be in
prison at the time of his insolvency-that
all actions against him shall cease-according to the interpretation put upon this
Act by the Attorney-General and others,
he is liable to remain in prison during the
whole time that his estate is being wound
up in the Insolvent Court. The 38th section of the Insolvent Act states that"Any insolvent who, at the time any order
for the sequestration of his estate is lodged with
the sheriff for registration, shall be in custody
of the said sheriff or of any gaoler or officer,
either under mesne process, or in execution on
any judgment for any debt or demand provable
under this Act, shall be entitled to be, on the
order of any judge, and shall be. forthwith discharged out of custody in respect thereof, either
absolutely, or on such condition or conditions as
such judge shall think fit to impose."

And the 36th section says"Further execution of any judgment or process against the person or estate of any insolvent shall, after any order for sequestration of
such estate is lodged with the sheriff for registration, be stayed; and the person having right
to such judgment may prove his debt and costs
against the sequestrated estate, and take the
benefit thereof upon distribution of the said
estate, rateably with the other creditors; and
where any property has been attached by legal
process for the satisfaction of any judgment,
and has not been sold, such property shall be
placed under sequestration in the same manner
as any other part of the insolvent estate."

It appears, therefore, that, by the Insolvency Act, after an order for the sequestration of an insolvent estate is lodged with
the sheriff, the insolvent, if in prison, may
immediately get out; but, according to
the construction which has been put upon
the Act by the Attorney-General, there
are some ineolvents in gaol now, upon
fraud summonses for ordinary debts, who
are com pelled to remain there in face of
the Insolvency Law. That is not the worst
feature of the case; because I find that, by
the construction put upon the law, either
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rightly o~ wrongly, by the AttorneyGeneral, these men are imprisoned, not as
debtors, but are put in the same wards as
those who have been convicted of felony
or misdemeanour. The action of the
Attorney-General has had the effect of
completely upsetting the intention of the
Act for amending the law relating to imprisonment for debt. Keeping persons in
gaol as debtors in this manner has done
away with the operation of that Act.
Hitherto, according to the regulations of
the judges, debtors in gaol were allowed
to be visited by persons every day, within
certain hours; but, according to the present regulations, debtors are now treated
as felons-they may have their hair cut,
their beards shaved, or even be compelled
to wear the prison dress. While previously a debtor in gaol could be visited
by his friends every day, according to
the new system he is only allowed to
communicate with people outside once in
three months. In fact, a debtor may be
in gaol two or three months before any of
his friends even know that he has been
taken there. He may be there for the
whole time for which he is committed
under a fraud summons, without being
able to communicate with his friends, his
attorney, or with anyone else. I am able to
state that this is actually the position of a
debtor at the present time. He cannot
take advantage of the clause in ·the Act
relating to imprisonment for debt, which
provides that"Any judgment debtor or defendant aggrieved
by any order of commitment made under the
preceding sections may, upon entering into such
recognisance and subject to such terms and
conditions as the judge or justices shall think
fit, appeal against such order to the Supreme
Court where the order has been made by a judge
of the said court, or to the nearest county court
where the order has been made by justices; and
such courts respectively shall have power to
review the same, and to confirm, vary, annul, or
discharge the same, and to make such order as
to the costs of such appeal as shall appear fit to
such courts respectively."

I have visited the gaol myself, and seen
there a gentleman who is in this position.
He is an old colonist of nearly thirty
years' standing-a man who has been in a
good posi tion, against whom not a word of
disparagement can be said, and a man who
always paid his debts until overtaken by
poverty-and yet he has been dragged to
prison, put into a felon's ward, and not
allowed any communication with people
outside, for no other reason than that
he is unable to pay his debts. The
.Mr. Frazer.
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Insolvent Court cannot relieve him, in
consequence of the interpretation which
has been put on the Act. Such a system is thoroughly barbarous, and ought
at once to be discontinl;led. I will only
add one other remark. The AttorneyGeneral stated, on a previous occasion, that
the judges have power to make rules and
regulations in regard to the imprisonment
of debtors; but the honorable gentleman
has taken these persons out of the category
of debtors, and the judges are utterly
powerless in the matter. These prisoners
are now treated, not on the authority of
the judges, but on the authority of the
Attorney-General, who, I believe, has
written some minute stating that they
should be treated as criminals.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
I am glad that the honorable member has
brought this question under the notice of
the House, because I believe with him that
the administration of this law, by some of
the inferior courts, in the country districts
at all events, is open to great objections.
This law was, I believe, passecl by Parliament for the purpose, not merely, as the
honorable member says, of requiring strict
investigation into the circumstances of each
case before a person is imprisoned, but
also - as I think he will admit - for
the purpose of relieving persons who
were only indebted in sums of money
from all liability to imprisonment, and,
at the same time, of inflicting imprisonment
as a punishment for debt which was contracted under circumstances indicating
fraud, or where, with means to discharge
the debt, a person fraudulently refuses to
discharge it. I regret that the Act does
not carryon the face of it a statement or
assertion of this intention; but I believe
I am speaking in the recollection of the
House when I say that, from all sides of
the House, opinions to this effect were
expressed with respect to the intention of
the measure, at the time it was under the
consideration of Parliament. If this be
the intention of the measure, I think the
honorable member will see, upon reflection,
that the comment which he has made in
reference to the inability of debtors to obtain release under the insolvency laws is
not a tenable objection, because at present
there are many debts for which a person
cannot obtain his release from gaol by
becoming insolvent. It is only in the
case of debts provable in the Court of Insolvency, or in insolvency proceedings,
that a person can obtain his release from
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to ask directions of the head of his department-the Chief Secretary-as to the
treatment which these persons should receive.
Mr. FRAZER.-But they were not
treated as debtors.
Mr. HIG INBOTHAM. - That may
have been the reason why the Chief Jus··
tice declined to give directions. If these
persons were debtors in the ordinary sense
of the word, the judges of the Supreme
Court would have power to make regulations respecting their imprisonment; and,
therefore, it is a fair inference that, inasmuch as they have declined to interfere in
the case of these person!:!, or to give any
directions as to their treatment, the judges
are of opinion that they are not ordinary
debtors, but that they are imprisoned
under circumstances in which a distinction
should be made between them and ordinary debtors. However, this is merely
a matter of inference; but I mention it
to show that I have not interfered for
the purpose of inducing 'the sheriff to
treat these persons in a particular way.
I have been asked by an officer of the
Government a legal question, and I
have given an answer to the best of my
judgment; and that is all that I have
done. Then, sir, if that be the intention
of the Act, I think it will be seen that no
objection can be taken to the treatment of
"I am of opinion that the Act No. 284 has these persons under the Insolvency Law,
abolished imprisonment for debt, except in cases nor under the law relating to debtors. If
where the debt is connected with a fraud, committed or designed, for which imprisonment is any person is disposed to dispute this legal
provided as a punishment. If this view be cor- view of the operation of the Act, he can,
rect, these prisoners cannot be treated as debtors. at any time, have his remedy, by causing
As the regulations for the control and mll-nage- himself to be brought before the judges,
ment of debtors in gaols are made by the judges
of the Supreme Court, it would be proper that and having the question decided judicially.
the sheriff should consult the judges before
Mr. FRAZER.-They have not the
issuing instructions to gaolers on the subject."
means.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM. - UnfortuThe sheriff acted upon that suggestion,
and, since this matter has been mentioned nately there are many persons confined in
in the House, he has forwarded to me the gaol who have no means; but I believe
correspondence which took place between that means could be found by their friends
himself and His Honour the Chief Justice if there really existed a belief that these
on the subject. The sheriff wrote to the. persons were being treated illegally or
Chief Justice, and the Chief Justice sent improperly. I think, however, that the
honorable member is justified in mentionthis reply:ing this subject, because I believe it is a
"I fully acknowledge the courtesy of the
sheriffs. I think it would be improper for the fact that a large number of be~ches of
judges to express any extra-judicial opinion on magistrates throughout the country regard
the legal question involved; and I do not under- thisAct as substantially re-enacting the law
stand that any alteration of the rules relating to of imprisonment for debt, and have been in
debtors is either desired or required."
the habit of sentencing persons to imprisonThe judges, having expressed an unwil- ment because they owed a debt, rather than
lingness to give an extra-judicial opinion because they had committed an offence,
on the subject, the sheriff was compelled either in the mode of contracting the debt,

prison by becoming insolvent. For what
are called torts-for damages awarded in
actions for libel or malicious prosecution,
and in many other cases-insolvency is
no discharge. A person in prison, in
consequence of the non-payment. of
damaCTes awarded in these cases, is not released from prison on becoming insolvent.
Therefore, if the object of this Act was to
make imprisonment a punishment for debt
fraudulently contracted, it is not unreasonable that a person imprisoned under
the Act should not be released from gaol,
by means of insolvency, any more than he
should be released from imprisonment for
non-payment of damages awarded in the
case of an action for libel, or in any other
case partaking of the nature of a tort. In
reference to the treatment in gaol of the
persons to whom the honorable member
for Creswick has referred, I can assure the
honorable member and the House that I
have not interfered in any manner for the
purpose of causing these persons to be im·
prisoned in any particular way, or to be
subject to any particular treatment. The
sheriff addressed a question to me-as, I
presume, he thought he was fairly entitled
to do-for the purpose of ascertaining how
these persons were to be treated in gaol. I
answered that question to the best of my
power, and the answer I gave was to this
effect : -
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or in refusing to discharge it. I was
gratified to observe that, since this question
was last men tioned in the House, a magistrate-t.he mayor of one of the country
towns-has announced from the bench his
intention to require far stricter proof and
stronger evidence of the criminal character
of the charge before he would again sign
an order for the imprisonment of any
person under this Act. I think it would
be desirable, when this Act is re-enactedif it be re-enacted-by Parliament, that it
should contain a recital of the purpose of
the Legislature in reference to this class of
cases; and also that power should be given
to the judges of the Supreme Court to lay
down some rules for the regulation of the
practice of the country benches in dealing
with cases of this kind. In the Insolvency
Bill it will be proposed to re-enact this
law, and Parliament will then have an
opportunity, in dealing with this measure,
of introducing whatever alterations it may
think fit into the law itself. A Bill, which
was introduced in the English Parliament
last session, for the purpose of amending the
law of insolvency, contains provisions for
the purpose of abolishing imprisonment for
debt. Upon that model it is proposed to
introduce into the Insolvency Bill the
provisions of the existing law, which terminate by efHuxion of time at the end of
this session. Parliament will have the
opportunity, in the course of ~ short time,
of considering this and other subjects
which are legitimately brought within the
purview of the insolvency measure. It
may be convenient that I should now lay
on the table the papers connected with
this subject, which I observe the honorable
member for Creswick has given notice of'
his intention to move for.
COMMON SCHOOLS.
Mr. McKEAN asked the AttorneyGeneral if, under the Common Schools
Act, or their own regulations, the Board
of Education had power to inflict fines
upon schools, by withholding the Government grant for certain periods?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-This is rather
an unusual question. I am not sure that
I am justified in answering it; but, as it
has been put, I will simply say that, in my
humble opinion, the Board of Education
have no power to inflict fines; but it is
perfectly plain that if, for the purpose of
reducing the number of schools, or for any
purpose of policy connected with the administration of the Common Schools Act,
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they wish to withdraw grants from any
schools, they have the power to do 80.
Mr. McKEAN asked the Chief Secretary if he had an interview in Mayor
June, 1865, with the Inspector-General of
Schools, on the subject of the withdrawal
of aid from Common School No. 450, and
if he had any minute of that interview?
Mr. McCULLOCH, in reply, said he had
no recollection of such an interview, nor
had he any means of tracing out the particular minute referred to. If the honorable
member could give him anything which
would lead him up to the document, he
should be glad to produce it.
CUSTOM-HOUSE DECLARATIONS.
Mr. LANGTON observed that he moved
some time ago for a copy of the declarations
made under the 17th section of the Audit
Act in November and December, 1865.
There had been laid on the table a copy of
declarations made in D,ecember, 1865, and
January, 1866, but no copy of those made
in November, 1865.
Mr. FRANCIS said he thought that the
honorable member was mistaken, and that
the return embraced the declarations made
in November, 1865, as well as those made
in December.
Mr. LAN G TON repeated that his motion
asked for declarations made in November
and December, 1865, but that those which
had been furnished were declarations made
in December, 1865, and January, 1866.
BATMAN'S HILL SWAMP.
MR. WILLIAMS'S LEASE.

Mr. MOORE moved" That there be laid on the table of this House
a copy of the lease or licence, by Mr. Williams,
of land occupied by him near Batman's Hill, and
the correspondence connected therewith."
The honorable member remarked that the
land in question, after being proclaimed
for sale by public auction, had been
temporarily withdrawn from sale by the
Minister of Lands. He moved for this
return with a view of convincing the Government of the propriety of not merely
temporarily, but absolutely withdrawing
the land from sale. He understood that,
although the Minister of Lands had had
some negotiation and correspondence with
Mr. Williams upon the subject of a valuation for the improvements on the land, the
lease or licence contained no co-renant or
promise on the part of the Government to
guarantee any such compensation. When
the return was furnished, he hoped either
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to obtain a promise from the Government
that the land would be absolutely withdrawn from sale, or to obtain an expression of opinion, on the part of the House,
as to the policy of alienating any portion
of the land in question.
Mr. BLACKWOOD seconded the
motion.
Mr. GRANT said there was no objection on the part of the Government to the
production of the papers, but the honorable
member for Sandridge had acted unfairly
in making any observations on an unopposed motion. It was a well understood
rule that, when motions appeared on the
notice-paper as unopposed by the Government, they should be moved without
observation.
Captain MAC MAHON said he should
like to hear the Speaker's ruling as to
whether a member had not a right to
explain the reason which induced him to
ask the House to assent to a motion of
this character, even though it appeared
on the notice-paper as unopposed by the
Government?
Mr. McCULLOCH intimated that there
was a general understanding that an
honorable member should not state any
reason in proposing a motion if it appeared on the paper as unopposed by the
Government. If honorable members would
not agree to this arrangement, all motions
would have to appear on the paper
together, whether opposed or not.
Mr. JONES denied that the Government had any right to make such an
arrangement as the Chief Secretary had
referred to.
Mr. McCANN hoped the arrangement
would be adhered to, as it was one very
convenient for country memhers.
Mr. MOORE said he was not previously
aware of the arrangement, but he could recognize the advantage of it. In offering
the few remarks which he made, however,
he had no intention to discuss the subject
referred to in the motion, but simply to explain briefly the reasons why he asked for
the production of the papers.
The motion was then agreed to.
INFANTICIDE.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM, in compliance
with an order of the House, made on the
5th of March, presented a return of the
prosecutions and convictions for infanticide, &c.
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SUPREME COURT JUDGMENTS.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM, pursuant to an
order of the House, dated March 5th, laid
on ,the table a return 'relating to reserved
judgments by the Supreme Court.
LUNACY LAWS CONSOLIDATION
AND AMENDMENT BILL.
The order of the day for the consideration of the report of the committee on this
Bill was discharged from the paper, and
the Bill was recommitted.
On clause 48,
Dr. EMBLING invited the committee
to reconsider the decision in reference to
the subject of visiting and inspecting
lunatic asylums. The Bill proposed that
this duty should be discharged by Dr.
Paley, the superintend,ent of the YaTI'a
Bend Asylum. On making inquiry, he
found that Dr. Paley was appointed solely
for the purpose of acting as medical officer
at Yarra Bend. For some time previous
to his appointment there was considerable discussion as to the condition of
that institution, and it was determined
to send to England for a thoroughly
qualified medical man to take charge of
it. The result was, that Dr. Paley
came out to the colony to take charge of
the asylum, and since that time the institution had been managed exceedingly
well. But this Bill proposed that Dr.
Paley should be appointed visitor to every
institution in the colony containing lunatics; in other words, it was proposed that,
after sending to Europe for a thoroughly
competent medical man to take charge
of the Yarra Bend Asylum, he should
be appointed to visit every lunatic asylum
in the colony. The English Act relating to lunatic asylums required that
those institutions should be carefully and
rigidly visited-that the visitors should
visit every ward, inquire carefully as to
the diet of the inmates and the general
conduct of the asylums, and furnish
periodical reports as to the results of their
visits; but they were in no wise to interfere with the medical department. It
appeared to him that it would be exceedingly improper to appoint Dr. Paley to do
this work, because he was fully occupied
with his duties at the Yarra Bend Asylum,
and his constant attendance was necessary
there in order to ensure the proper management of the institution. It was true that there
were two other medical gentlemen at that
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asylum'; but it was necessary to have one
gentleman of superior qualifications and
great experience, as was the case in England, to exercise a general supervision over
the establishment. It was also necessary,
in a large institution of that character, that
the medical superintendent should be in
constant attendance, so that he might be
consulted by the other medical officers,
whenever a consultation was necessary.
If honorable members would take the
trouble to read the English Act, they
would find that any persons interested in
any house licensed for the reception of'
lunatics, or any medical attendants at such
establishments, were actually precluded
from acting as visitors to lunatic asylums.
Dr. Paley, however, who would have
under his charge two-thirds of the lunatics in the colony, would himself be his
own visitor, scrutinize his own conduct,
and report on his own proceedings.
(Mr. Higinbotham-" There are other
visitors.") Medically and scientifically,
Dr. Paley was the head of the Yarra
Bend Asylum; and he (Dr. Embling)
could assure the Government that such
an officer was essentially necessary. He
was advised that Dr. Paley's time was occupied to a great extent in the performance of what might be called clerical duties,
whereas the object of that gentleman's appointment was to place the management
of Yarra Bend beyond all cavil or dispute.
If Dr. Paley were to be visiting superintendent at Beechworth and Ararat, and
anywhere else where there might be a
lunatic asylum, his duties at Yarra Bend,
for aU beneficial purposes, would be null
and void. It was not out of disrespect to
the Government or to Dr. Paley, but on
behalf of lunatic patients generally, that
he (Dr. Embling) asked the Government
to pause before appointing to this office of
inspector a gentleman connected with any
lunatic asylum.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
this subject had already been fully discussed. The honorable member for Collingwood had stated that Dr. Paley's time
was occupied with clerical work. Provision
was ma~e in the Bill for the appointment
of a clerk to relieve Dr. Paley from that
kind of duty. Again, it had been pointed
out that, as soon as the lunatic asylums at
Ararat and Beechworth were completed,
the number of patients at Yarra Bend
would be considerably reduced. It had
also been mentioned that the arrangement
proposed was merely experimental. If Dr.
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Paley was not able to discharge the duties
of superintendent of Yarra Bend as well as
the duties of visiting inspector of asylums,
a change would have to be made. But"
until this was shown, he hoped the committee would not force the Government to
incur unnecessary expense.
The discussion then terminated.
Several verbal amendments having bee1;l
made in the measure, the Bill was again
reported, with further amendments.
MAIN ROADS.
Mr. WATKINS moved"That this House will, to-morrow, resolve
itself into a committee of the whole. to consider
the propriety of presenting an address to His
Excellency the Governor, requesting His Excellency to cause the sum of £50,000 to be placed
upon an Additional Estimate for 1867, to provide for making main roads in such parts of the
colony as cannot be brought under the jurisdiction of any district road board, shire, or
borough."

A vote of this kind was necessary (observed the honorable member) to utilize
much of the expenditure already incurred
in road-making in the colony. A large
sum of money had been expended on the
Wood's Point road, but there must be a
further expenditure before the road would
be thoroughly available. At a place on
the Melbourne side of Healesville, where
a swamp had to be crossed, the road was
quite impassable in winter; and yet a slight
expenditure would make the road from Melbourne nearly to Wood's Point passable all
the year round. Again, £500 had been
spent in cutting down Box-hill, which was
situated between N unawading and the
Upper Yarra district; but that money
would be thrown away unless some provision was made for putting metal on the
road~ The Upper Yarra district teemed
with wealth, and good roads only were
needed to develop that wealth. Some portion of the £3,300,000 which formed the
annual expenditure of the country could
surely be devoted to the formation of roads,
which would be the means of opening up
districts that promised to contribute materially to the national wealth.
Mr. McLELLAN seconded the motion.
Mr. VALE suggested that the further
consideration of the question should be
postponed until the Estimates for road
works and bridges came on for discussion.
There was on the Estimates an item of
£50,000 I' for the construction of bridges
outside the boundaries of shires, boroughs,
and road districts." This was proposed,
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no doubt, under the feeling that communication by road was frequently altogether
interrupted through lack of bridges; but,
if the House thought it desirable to change
the direction of a certain portion of that
£50,000 to meet the cases indicated in the
present motion, he presumed there would
be no 0 bj ection.
Mr. McLELLAN expressed the hope
that the honorable member for Evelyn
would press his motion. The first time
he made a journey to Wood's Point,
the road was a very bad track over
a large number of mountains. Since
then the Government had expended
between £40,000 and £50,000 in constructing a road from Healesville into the
Wood's Point district. Still the expenditure of a few hundred pounds in some
places was necessary to make the road
passable for drays. Several obstructions
between Matlock aud the Springs-left
there at the time the road was cut, because
the vote ran out-and some blocks of
granite which had broken away from the
face of Mount Grant, and lay in the road
between Marysville and Mount Arthur,
must be removed before the road could be
made useful. He trusted this would be
done during the present summer. He did
not see the utility of constructing a road
at a large expense, and, when it was almost finished, to keep it shut to traffic for
want of the removal of a few obstacles.
Mr. SULLIVAN said no member of the
House could be more impressed than he
was with the importance of the object of
the motion; but the question was, where
was the money to come from? He thought
it would be better to adjourn the debate
until the item of £50,000 on the Estimates, to which reference had already
been made, came on for consideration.
Dr. EMBLING observed that he was for
supporting the Government in their desire
to protect the finances of the country. He
should be glad to see every road in the
country properly made, and every valley
well bridged, but it would be impossible
to comply, this session, with one-half of the
demands made on the Government.
Mr. G. P. SMITH called attention to
the fact that there was not a quorum.
After the usual interval, the SPEAKER
counted the members present, and, finding
there was not a quorum, declared the House
adjourned.
The "count-out" took place at six
o'clock.
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Prince's-bridge Industrial Schools - Custom-house Decla.rations - Anderson's Creek Court-house-Telegraph Communica.tion to Majorca-Revision of the Tariff-Customs
Duties Bill-Titles under Certificates Bill-Imprisonment
of Debtorll.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock.
PRINCE'S BRIDGE INDUSTRIAL
SCHOOLS.
Mr. JONES inquired whether the Chief
Secretary would be prepared on an early
day to ask the House for a vote to enable
him to afford suitable accommodation for
the inmates of the Industrial Schools at
Prince's-bridge, who were subject to disgusting and dangerous diseases, which
might render many of their numbers permanent burthens upon the community,
unless proper means were used for their
relief?
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that the
circumstances of the case did not justify
the use of the words "disgusting and
dangerous diseases," as the honorable member for Ballarat East would find if he
visited the institution. However, as he
intimated the other evening, it was his intention to ask the House to vote a sum of
money for temporary buildings, which
could be erected at small cost and without
any delay.
Mr. JONES said he believed it was
patent to the Chief Secretary and to other
persons that cancer of the eye had deprived
many children in the depot at Prince'sbridge of their sight; and be considered
such a disease to be at once "dangerous
and disgusting."
Mr. LOVE remarked that, induced by
the statements made in the House on
Tuesday evening, he had visited the depi>t
at Prince's-bridge in company with other
honorable members. He noticed that some
of the children were seriously affected with
eye disease, which he suspected was the
result, in many instances, of the measles;
but he did not observe any cases of cancer
of the eye, and he went through the entire
establishment. He was perfectly satisfied
with the way in which the place was conducted, and with the cleanliness and order
He
which marked the arrangements.
might add that the visit was unexpected
by the management, and that he believed
any other honorable member who chose to
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visit the establishment would come away
equally satisfied. At the same time, he
considered the buildings a disgrace to the
country, and he would readily support any
proposition that might be made to the
House for the erection of new buildings.
CUSTOM-HOUSE DECLARATIONS.
Mr. FRANCIS offered an explanation
with reference to the complaint made the
previous evening by the honorable member for East Melbourne (Mr. Langton),
that the order of the House, of the 6th
March, for copies of "the declarations
made, under the 17th section of the Audit
Act, by the collectors of customs at Melbourne and Geelong, in November and
December, 1865," had not been correctly
complied with. The papers laid on the
table were those which were furnished by
the Audit Commissioners to the Customs
department, in pursuance of the resolution
of the House. It appeared that the returns for one month were signed by the
collectors of customs early in the following
month, and therefore, according to the
strict reading of the resolution, the returns
required were those for October and November, instead of November and December, 1865. However, there was no objection to add the returns for October, 1865,
to those which were already on the table.
ANDERSON'S CREEK COURTHOUSE.
Mr. WATKINS called the attention of
the Minister of Justice to an application
made by the inhabitants of Anderson's
Creek for the use of the court-house at
that place for Sunday-school purposes,
and asked whether the Government would
accede to the application? The honorable member expressed his regret at
troubling the House with so small a
matter, and explained that his reason for
so doing was that, when he made a private
application on the subject to the Minister
of Justice, the previous evening, t~at
honorable and learned gentleman gave
what he (Mr. Watkins) considered a curt
and evasive answer.
Mr. BINDON stated that he was· not
aware that he had been curt to the honorable member, and that he would have
apologized to the- honorable member if the
fact had been mentioned at the time. His
desire was to be as courteous as possible
to honorable members. But he objected
to receive and deal with memorials in the
House; the proceeding was inconvenient,

tke Tari.ff.

and he held that such matters should be
submitted to him at his office. He communicated this to the honorable member
for Evelyn, but without any desire to be
otherwise than courteous. With regard
to the question of the honorable member,
he would promise that it should be considered, and that an answer should be
given on a future day.
TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATION.
Mr. WHEELER asked the Chief Secretary if the Government intended to extend
telegraph communication to Majorca?
Mr. McCULLOCH said the Government intended to do so as soon as the local
authorities were prepared to comply with
the undertaking which they had given, to
provide the necessary accommodation, and
guarantee a certain amount of business.
REAL PROPERTY CERTIFICATES.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM laid on the
table, pursuant to an order of the House,
dated February 7, 1867, "a return showing
the average time occupied in the issue of
transfer certificates, under the Real Property Act, during the quarters ending
respectively the 30th September and the
31st December, 1866." .
REVISION OF THE TARIFF.
CUSTOMS DUTIES BILL.

The House then went into committee
for the further consideration of this Bil1.
On the item in the first schedule"Grain and pulse of every kind not otherwise enumerated, 9d. per cwt."Mr. COPE moved the following amendment:"Provided that, when and so often as the
market value of wheat in Melbourne shall exceed
six shillings per bushel of sixty pounds, and the
market value of flour in Melbourne shall exceed
fourteen pounds per ton of two thousand pounds,
wheat and flour shall from time to time, by order
of the Governor in Council, be imported free of
duty; and when and so often as the market
value of wheat and flour respectively shall fall
below the prices aforesaid, the duties by this Act
imposed on wheat and flour respectively shall
from time to time, by the like order, be levied
until further order in that behalf."

Mr. LONGMORE opposed the amendment. At present, he said, wheat was
selling in some parts of the country at
2s. 6d., and in Mel bourne at 4s. 6d. per
bushel, and to take off this paltry duty of
4!d. or 5d. per bushel, when the price of
wheat reached 6s., would be to take it off
just when wheat was beginning to pay the
farmer for growing. There would be
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nothing easier, in the event of wheat rising present, there appeared difficulties, which
to 5s. 6d. or 5s. 9d., than for the millers ought to be overcome before the committee
of Melbourne to push up prices to 6s. per were asked to adopt the clause.
Mr. COPE admitted that, in a new
bushel for wheat, and £14 per ton for
fiour, and to maintain those prices while country, there was some little difficulty in
they obtained supplies from Adelaide, and carrying out a proposal such as that which
then to let prices fall, so that importations he had made; but he thought that, by the
coming immediately afterwards would use of proper machinery, the difficulty
have to pay duty. The amendment would might be overcome. It was quite as posjust prepare the way for speculation, which sible to strike the averages of the different
would have a most injurious effect on .the markets in this colony as it was to accomtr::tde of the colony, and also on the farm- plish that work in England. For instance,
ing interest. It was well known that the why should not one of the police be apoperation of the sliding scale in the mother pointed to take the average of the different
country had been the means. of securing markets throughout the colony? The prices
large fortunes to those who watched the ruJing at Sandhurst, Geelong, Ballarat,
market. The same thing would occur and Melbourne could be ascertained and
here, at the expense of the growers and the forwarded to the chief police office in Melconsumers. He was quite astonished that bourne, and the Government would then be
the honorable member for East Bourke able to arrive at a just conclusion. SpecuBoroughs should make such a proposition, lation could not be stopped in this or any
and especially when the duty on wheat other market by a fixed duty, a sliding
proposed by the Government would be no scale, or having no duty at all. But if
more than 5d. per bushel.
.
a fixed duty were continued, and seasons
Mr. LANGTON presumed that the of adversity arrived, that fixed duty
honorable member for East Bourke would prove a tax to the consumer,
Boroughs had some object in moving the while, at the same time, it would be no
amendment, and suggested that the honor- benefit to the farmer. Now, it was to
able member should communicate his views prevent this that he moved the amendto the committee. He also considered that ment. He desired that the farmer should
the Government should intimate whether be protected at a price at which it would
they intended to support or oppose the pay him to grow his corn; not that
amendment.
he should be protected so as to give
Mr. VERDON apprehended that the him a prohibitory power over the markets
object of the honorable member for East of the colony. The honorable member' for
Bourke Boroughs was, that the duty on Ripon and Hampden had mentioned that
grain should not be imposed at a time speculators had made large fortunes in
when it would be peculiarly severe upon England under the operation of a sliding
the great majority of the people. It ap- scale; but statistics showed that, under a
peared that the honorable member was not sliding scale, prices were steadier than
for adopting the plan of the sliding scale they were for twenty years before, or had
formerly in force in England, but for fixing been since. At the present time, corn. was
one particular value for wheat and flour, selling in the mother country at prices that
and he proposed to provide that, when diu not pay the farmer, and yet bread was
either of these commodities reached a 50 per cent. higher in free-trade Engcertain price, the duty should not be im- land than it was in protected Victoria.
posed. Now, there would be very great Six shillings per bushel would pay the
uncertainty and di.fficulty in determining farmer to grow corn on ordinary land in
when the market value of wheat and flour Victoria; but a duty on that amount
respectively should exceed £14 per ton in would prove a tax to the consumer.
the one case, and 6s. per bushel in the
Mr. McCANN characterized the sugother. To impose tbis function of deter- gestion as to the striking of averages as
mining the market value on the Governor the most extraordinary proposition that
in Council· would be to cast a great re- . could be made by an honorable member
sponsibility on the Governor in Council, who advocated protection to agriculture.
and lead, if not to abuses, to the suspicion A proposition to the effect that a policeof abuses, which was worse than abuses man should tell them what should be the
themselves. He should be glad to hear amount of duty to be fixed upon corn,
how the honorable member proposed to was calculated to throw ridicule and concarry his views into practical.effect. At tempt upon the principle which the honor-
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able member for East Bourke Boroughs
professed to hold. Protectionists generally
would repudiate such a proposition. With
regard to the amendment, no doubt, in a
season when the price of wheat was high,
even the small duty of 4~d. per bushel
might be something extremely unpopular.
That was a difficulty which might be met
by a sliding scale, but the honorable
member for East Bourke Boroughs had
submitted, not a sliding scale, but a proposition which, it was plain, he had not
fairly considered. It was also plain that
the honorable member was not prepared
to suggest how his scheme should be carried (,mt. The Treasurer had asked the
honorable member to suggest some machinery, and the machinery suggested was
the astonishing one of a policeman. It
would be better for the protectionists to
accept the small and miserable duty proposed by the Government, than to accept
a proposition" so unintelligible as that of
the honorable member for East Bourke
Boroughs.
Mr. LANGTON said he did not understand, from the remarks of the Treasurer,
whether the Government approved of a
sliding scale or not. He understood the
Treasurer to state, when the Tariff resolutions were first submitted to the House,
that the duties on grain and flour were
proposed merely for revenue purposes; but
how could any revenue be expected from
this source in the event of the adoption of
such an amendment as that of the honorable member for East Bourke Boroughs?
Not only would there be no revenue, but
both the producer and the consumer would
be injured by the proceeding. Instead of
the price of bread and flour being steady,
it would fluctuate in a far greater degree
than at present. Until prices reached the
limits named in the clause, no corn or flour
would be imported; but, directly prices
reached those limits, large quantities would
be imported, the market would be glutted,
and prices would as suddenly fall. In fact,
there would be an uninterrupted history of
sudden rises and equally sudden falls. That
had been the experience of Great Britain.
Indeed, so unpopular did the system of a
sliding scale become, so mischievous was
it in its operations, and so completely did
it enable shrewd gambling spirits to rule
the corn market as they liked, that Lord
John Russell described it, in the House of
Commons, as a means for facilitating the
proceedings of gamblers on the largest
scale.
'

the Tariff.

Mr. KYTE observed that, judging from
the remarks of the honorable member for
East Melbourne, that honorable member
had ceased to be the oracle of free trade,
and had become the ad vocate of protection
to an extreme extent in breadstuffs. He
regarded the opposition of the honorable
member as an argument in favour of the
amendment. He could not see that there
wonld be any difficulty in the way of the
Governor in Council assessing what was
the market value either of flour or wheat.
A small mistake might be made now and
then, but that would be a minor matter
compared with the general benefit which
might be expected to attend the adoption
of the amendment.
Mr. FRANCIS remarked that the proposition of the honorable member for East
Bourke Boroughs was not a novel one;
because, on the 14th February, 1865, the
honorable membe.r for Sandhurst (Mr.
Halfey) moved a resolution for the imposition of a duty of 6d. per bushel on
grain, and £1 per ton on flour, save when
the market value reached a certain amount,
and that then the articles should be admitted free-the market value to be
declared by the Commissioner of Customs.
The honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden had contended that a similar
system to that proposed by the amendment had failed in Great Britain; or, at
all events, that the only advantage attending its operation had been to make the
fortunes of certain large importers. But
the honorable member had endeavoured
rather to show the weak side of the
opposite party than to deal with the real
merits of the case. The honorable member
forgot to state that the duty of 20s. per
quarter commenced when wheat was at
64s., and ceased when it was at 83s.; and
that there was thus a margin of 20s. per
quarter to operate upon-a temptation to
speculators altogether out of comparison
with the system proposed by the honorable
member for East Bourke Boroughs.
Speaking individually, and without pledging the Government in any way on the
subject, his objection to the amendment
was as to the difficulty of caITying it into
practice rather than as to the principle.
Certainly he objected to a duty on wheat
and flour, when the duty would operate as
a considerable addition to the cost of those
articles to the consumer.
Mr. LONGMORE said the Minister of
Customs spoke exactly like a free-trader
in breadswffs. It was quite clear that
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the honorable member would like tosee even
the duty of 4~d. per bushel swept away.
As to the amendment, it was one of the
crudest things ever submitted to the House.
Mr. BURTT quoted figures to show
that, according to the prices which wheat
had commanded during the past ten years,
Government must not expect to receive a
fraction in the shape of revenue, in the
event of the amendment being carried.
Mr. JONES said he was under the impression, from the first, that the amendment tabled by the honorable member for
East Bourke Boroughs was not an amendment of his at all, butan amendment brought
forward at the suggestion of the Government. The fact that the honorable member
had failed to adduce any reason or argument
in favour of the amendment was tolerably
good evidence that it belonged not to him,
but to the Government. He would prefer
the omission of breadstuffs from the Tariff
rather than retain the miserable duty proposed by the Government. The proposition that breadstuffs shou Id be free was
intelligible; but a proposal to tax breadstuffs for revenue purposes, and then to
strike off the duty whenever it was likely
to be productive, was so very like the
Government, that it was impossible to
suppose that the honorable member originated it. All that the amendment would
do would be to encourage rogues in grain,
in the shape of speculators in corn. He
trusted that the honorable member would
be left in a minority of one; that he would
not even be supported by the Government,
which had induced him to hring the proposition forward.
Mr. COPE observed that the fact that he
had always been- opposed to a fixed duty
on corn was perfectly well known to the
honorable member for Ballarat East (Mr.
Jones). The honorable member knew also
that the Pl'oposition was part and parcel of
the policy advocated by the Australasian
Reform League. In that respect it was
not his own individual proposal; but he
distinctly denied that the Government had
anything to do with it. Honorable members had ridiculed the idea that the averages should be left to common policemen.
Now, he had not proposed anything of the
sort. The police, he had said, might be
im.tructed to ascertain the price of corn in
their respective districts; their reports to be
sent to the Chief Commissioner of Police,
and an average to be struck from them.
He put it to business men, whether that
was not a business proposition?
VOL. IIl.-3 D
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Mr. VERDO N said that he had hoped
that the honorable member for East Bourke
Boroughs would have suggested some way
of meeting the difficulties of his proposition.
As the clause stood, the average of country
prices would be of no assistance; the aver-.
age must be determined in Melbourne, and,
he presumed, by the Minister of Customs.
Now, the Minister of Customs, if he had
not the information in his own possession,
must seek it outside from the millers and
dealers, and, in that case, great difficulties
would arise.
However honorable the
Minister might be, he would be open to
so much suspicion -there would be so
many delicate considerations - that the
thing could not be done. Perhaps it would
be better for the honorable member to
withdraw his amendment, with a view of
submitting it at a later stage, if he could see
his way to overcome these difficulties.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. MOORE suggested that, in order to
make the Tariff as workable as possible,
the duty on flour, grain, &c., should be
levied per 1001bs. instead of per cwt.
Computation would be rendered much
more simple, because bran was sold by the
bushel of 201bs.; oats by the bushel of
401bs. ; wheat by the bushel of 60lbs. ;
and flour by the ton of 2,0001b6.
Mr. McKEAN remarked that it would
be well if the law relating to weights and
measures could be amended, with a view
to introduce the decimal system.
Mr. FRANCIS said that, on running
through the items included under the head
of breadstuffs, it would be found that
there were as many bearing a proportion
to the cwt. of 1121bs. as there were to a
standard of 1001bs. Moreover, the cwt.
was the measure adopted under the wharfage rate, and, in cases of dispu te on the
wharf, the weighing machines were at
hand, and afforded an easy check, without
cost to the importer. He was surprised
also that the proposition should originate
with the honorable member for Sandridge,
inasmuch as its direct effect would be to
increase the rate of duty 10 per cent.
Mr. MOORE replied that he had never
proposed anything so barbarous as a duty
on corn; and he was not at all likely to be
guilty of such an absurdity as to suggest
its increase. His suggestion was, that an
alteration should be made in the mode of
computation, with a view of rendering a
troublesome and harassing Tariff as little
troublesome and harassing as possible.
Mr. VERDON said it was a pity that
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the honorable member did not submit his
proposition when the House was in committee of the whole, for, as it involved an
increase of duty, it could not be entertained in the pres en t commi ttee.
In reply to Mr. LANGTON,
The CHAIRMAN ruled that an amendmentincreasingduties would be out of order.
Mr. JONES moved that the item of 3d.
per gallon on all oils save cocoanut and
palm oil be strike out. As the matter had
been fully debated, he would only remark
that the remission would be a great boon
to the pu bHc.
Mr.VERDON reminded honorable members that the original proposal was 6d. per
gallon. Threepence per gallon was adopted
as a compromise.· The Government were
bound to adhere to that compromise, and,
besides, they required the money.
Mr. JONES said that, so far as honorable members about him were concerned,
there had been no compromise. The duty
was struck out on the motion of the honor. able member for Ripon and Hampden;
and the Government, on the motion of the
honorable member for Maldon, afterwards
obtained its reinstatement at a lesser sum.
The committee divided.
Ayes
34
Noes
23
Majority for the duty...

11

AYES.

Mr. Balfour,
" Bindon,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Byrne,
" Casey,
" Cunningham,
" Dyte,
" ]'arrell,
" Francis,
" Grant,
" Higinbotham,
" King,
" Kyte,
" Macgregor,
" McCaw,
" McCulloch,
" McKean,

Mr. Macpherson,
" Pearson,
" Plummer,
" Reeves,
" Sands,
" G. P. Smith,
" J. T. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Sullivan,
" Tucker,
" Vale,
" Verdon,
" Wheeler,
" Wilson.
Tellers.

Mr. Baillie,
" Bayles.
NOES,

Mr. Blackwood,
Dr. Embling,
Mr. Gillies,
" Halfey,
" Hanna,
" Harbison,
" Jones,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
" Levi,
" Love,
" McCann,
" McLellan,

Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Moore,
" O'Grady,
" Orr,
" Richardson,
" G. V. Smith,
" Snodgrass,
" Watkins.
Tellers.

Mr. Whiteman,
" Longmore.

the Tariff.

On the motion of Mr. VERDON, the
following additions were made to the list
of exemptions :-Hatter's felt hoods; silkmixed doeskins or tweed trouserings, CODtaining not more than 2 per cent. of silk;
wire, No. 12 and upwards; bolts (yellow
metal); copper in ingot; silicate of soda
and potash; sewing machines; metal work,
and minor articles used in manufacturing
pianofortes.
Mr. MOORE moved the introduction of
the following clause:"When other goods imported into Victoria, on
or after the sixth day of February, 1867, shall,
after propel' identification and notice, have been
exported therefrom for drawback, if proof be
made to the satisfaction of the collector of customs
that the full duties due on importation have been
paid, and that such goods have been duly landed
at the port for which the same have been cleared,
a drawback of the duty paid thereon shall be
allowed, but the amount of such drawback shall
not be greater than the duty imposed on such
goods under this Act."
The honorable member remarked that drawbacks were now allowed on coffee, tea,
sugar, rice, and hops, which, with beer and
spirits, were, up to a certain period, the
main articles of the Tariff; but, now that
the list of dutiable goods had been so
largely increased, it must be obvious that,
if a serious injury was not to be inflicted
on the export trade, increased facilities in
this direction must be given. He would
probably be met by the difficulty that the
drawback might be claimed on goods manufactured in the colony, and which, therefore,
had llot paid duty; but he had guarded
himself against this by the use of the words
"after proper identification and notice."
The Bill gave the Minister of Customs ample
power to issue regulations which would
protect the department in this respect. It
would be easy to provide that the trader
should give notice of his intention to ship
certain goods, that an officer should then
attend, and that satisfactory evidence
should be given that officer that the packages on which the drawback was claimed
had never been opened, but were as they
were imported. He was quite willing to
leave the conservancy of the revenue to
the Minister of Customs; but, while drawbacks were allowed on the articles he had
named, he could not see why the same
facilities shoula not be extended to the
new articles of taxation. With regard to
wine and beer, difficulties might arise, and
therefore he would, with the leave of the
committee, amend the clause so that it
would apply to "other goods except wine
and beer." However desirous honorable
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members might be to recognise the principle the theory was, it was sure to be abused
of protection, they could not wish to utterly in practice. For instance, when a drawdestroy the intercolonial trade, and he as- back on wine was allowed, the quantity of
serted that, unless drawbacks were allowed, wine re-exported was something extrathe intercolonial trade of the port would ordinary. The department could not obmaterially suffer. It might be said that tain legal proof of the fact, but still it was
. the goods could be bonded, but the same well known that the wine on which the
argument applied to those articles on which drawback was obtained was not always
drawbacks were now allowed. In practice the wine on which duty had been paid,
it was most inconvenient to compel traders and the result was, that the revenue was
to p~t their goods into bond instead of defrauded to a large extent. Unless goods
their occupying their own warehouses. were to be re-packed-and he appreciated
He did not ask that the system should the honorable member's forbearance in not
be extended so as to meet every petty ex- asking for that-the merchant would not
port, thus entailing great expense on the be more convenienced than he was now,
department, for he presumed that the exist- when he could take any single package
ing provision, that the minimum drawback out of bond, and could have any secure
allowed should be £5, would apply to all compartment of his store converted into a
cases. A cumbersome system of custom- bond for goods subject to the lower scale
house taxation was now being introduced, of duties, and this with no further expense
and it was their duty to render that system than the payment of Is. 6d. per hour to a
as free from detrimental effects as possible. locker while goods were being taken out.
Mr. FRANCIS admitted that the clause The proposal would involve an enormous
was prepared in a spirit which commended amount of extra book-keeping, and even at
it to the serious consideration of honor- present, the work in this respect at the
able members; and he was only sorry that custom-house was very great. In conthe interests of the public revenue, and nexion with this matter, he might refer
the great expense these matters of detail to the complaint made by the honorable
would entail on the department, compelled member for East Melbourne (Mr. Langhim to oppose it. The clause, in fact, ton), that the import and export returns
would be found to be inoperative, except for 1866 had not yet been presented. No
at a cost which would render it highly one regretted the fact more than himself.
objectionable. The facilities which the He had pressed for them with such urghonorable member suggested recommended ency that, if there was any truth in the
themselves; the difficulty lay in dealing assertion that those under him had not
with the details. In fact, the case was an easy time, it must be with regard to
one in which the theory was good, but the this matter. Another objection, which he
practice was altogether different. If honor- admitted was but a temporary one, was
able members would go through the list of the impossibility of saying whether the
articles dealt with under the Tariff, they articles on which drawback would be
would find many difficulties spring up. claimed had not been admitted prior to the
The smallness of the quantities exported introduction of the Tariff, and therefore
would be a great obstacle. The honorable had paid but a small duty, or had passed
member referred to a minimum drawback duty free. If a merchant, for instance,
of £5 ; but, by a Gazette notice of October, paid duty on 500 boxes of candles, what
1866, he would perceive that, with regard mark would there be on those boxes to
to the ad valorem duties, single packages show that duty was paid in January,
could be taken out of bond, whether the February, or March?
value was 5s. or £500. So long as that
Mr. MOORE remarked that any diffifacility was allowed, it must be admitted culty of this kind, at the commencement,
that the Custom-house had .really gone as would be of little consequence. . If drawfar as any reasonable man, having a know- backs were allowed on certain articles
ledge of the export trade, would require. now, surely the principle could be exThe practice with regard to shipments of tended.
any considerable extent was to put them
Mr. FRANCIS said the difference was
in bond. For instance, the department this, that the articles in question could not
had considered the advisability of al- be produced, or never had been produced,
lowing a drawback on candles ; but, as in the colony. At all events, he did not
candles were always bonded, there was no see how the proposition could be enternecessity for the privilege. Excellent as tained, until the stock on hand prior to
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the imposition of the new and the increased
duties had been consumed.
Mr. LEVI supported the proposed clause,
and urged that, if the Government desired
to make any reparation for the wrong which
the Tariff would inflict upon the mercantile
classes and the community at large, they
would permit the clause to be embodied in
the Bill. The Minister of Customs had
objected to it, on the ground that it would
have an injurious effect upon the revenue,
but the honorable gentleman had not maintained that objection by arguments. On
five articles-coffee, tea, sugar, rice, and
hops-a drawback would be allowed, as
heretofore, on re-exportation; and he could
see no reason why a drawback should not
be allowed on all other articles of merchandise upon which a duty was imposed
by the Tariff, except wine, beer, and spirits,
which the honorable member for Sandridge did not wish to include. The duty
on sugar was only a trifle over a farthing
per lb., and the duty on rice was under a
farthing per lb., yet a drawback was to be
allowed on these articles, but no drawback
was to be allowed on dried and preserved
fruits, biscuits, candles, butter, and various
other articles, which were subject to a duty
of ld. per lb. The items on which drawbacks were allowed applied specially to
one branch of trade-the East India
and China trade. He did not see why
the persons engaged in that branch of
trade should be the only persons to
whom drawbacks should be allowed. He
would go further than the honorable
member for Sandridge. The honorable
member proposed that drawbacks should
only be allowed on unbroken packages;
but he (Mr. Levi) could see no reason why
the same privilege should not be extended
to broken packages. Unless some facilities
were given for obtaining drawbacks on
goods re-exported from the colony, the
intercolonial trade which Melbourne at
present possessed would be entirely
smothered. ~tatistics proved beyond the
slightest doubt that that trade had fallen
off under the operation of the late Tariff.
(Mr. Francis-" Nothing of the kind.")
The Minister of Customs was continually
making that assertion, but he could not
prove his position. He (Mr. Levi) had
learned from several mercantile firms that
their business with some of the adjoining colonies had been almost entirely suspended, in consequence of the operation
of that Tariff and the non-granting of
drawbacks. He might mention one trade
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-that of watchmakers and jewellerswhich had been very seriously affected.
Adelaide and Tasmania had hitherto been
large buyers, in the Melbourne market, of
watches and jewellery; but the pel'sons
engaged in this branch of business had
assured him that the bulk of their intercolonial trade had fallen off, and that
it would be perfectly impossible for
them to continue their operations under
the present Tariff. He could adduce evidence of a similar character with respect
to several other trades. The trade carried
on by one of the largest warehouses in Melbourne-that of Messrs. W m. Watson and
Sons-would be considerably affected· by
the new duties. The only salvation that
the head of the establishment could hope
for was, that facilities would be given to
them to continue their trade with the adjoining colonies by extending to them the
advantage of drawbacks. It would be far
better to allow drawbacks on all goods
rather than that the intercolonial trade
should be destroyed, even if it were
necessary to fall back upon the obnoxious
system of requiring a declaration to be
made that the goods upon which a drawback was claimed had been imported and
had paid duty. The 4th clause provided
for a declaration being made as to the
value of goods imported, and he did not
see why a similar course might not be
adopted on the exportation of goods. He
repeated that, unless facilities were gi ven to
merchants for the re-exportation of goods,
the intercolonial trade would be driven
from Melbourne altogether.
He was
aware that even a single package of goods
might be taken out of bond, but he did
not see why a small importer should be
compelled to place goods in bond at all in
order to be able to export them without
sacrificing the import· duty which had
been paid upon them. Why, for instance,
should a man who imported 100 or 500
boxes of candles be obliged to place them
in a bonded store-be compelled to pay
the cost of housing, marking, receiving,
and delivering them-when he had his
own warehouse in which he could store
them, and his own staff of men to convey
He was sure that many
them there?
members supported the Tariff against
their own convictions, simply for the purpose of keeping the Ministry in office; and
they would violate their conscien.ces if they
voted against the clause proposed by the
honorable member for Sandridge. Drawbacks had been permitted in England and
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in other countries without being attended
with the great evil with which the
Minister of Customs supposed they would
be attended here. The honorable gentleman steadfastly adhered to his opinion
that, if drawbacks were allowed, the rev.enue
would suffer. The Ministry would, however, admit that,. if the people of South
Australia and New South Wales required
merchandise which could be obtained
from this colony, they would rather
import it direct than obtain it from Melbourne, if they had to pay the import
duties imposed in this colony as well as in
their own colonies. Surely those persons
who had embarked their capital in carrying
on trade with the neighbouring colonies
were entitled to some consideration. Notwithstanding the obstinacy, perverseness,
and stubbornness of the Ministry, he hoped
that this slight concession, at all events,
would be allowed to those engaged in the
intercolonial trade, and that the Legislature would not drive away altogether a
trade which was the mainstay to some
thousands of persons in the colony. He
hoped that the Government would at least
make this redeeming feature in their fiscal
policy-that they would give facilities for
obtaining draw~acks on all descriptions of
merchandise, so that the intercolonial trade
might not be completely destroyed.
Mr. HALFEY suggested that a general
power should be gi ven to enable the Minister
of Customs to frame regulations for allowing drawbacks in any case in which he considered it expedient or desirable.
Mr. FRANCIS observed that the adoption of the suggestion of the honorable
member for Sandhurst (Mr. Halfey) would
throw upon the Minister of Customs a
power which should not be departmental,
but legislative. He appealed to the honorable member for Sandridge whether every
facility was not given to merchants and
traders, by allowing a drawback upon
even a single package of goods taken
out of bond for the purpose of exportation ? If that were so, there was no
practical necessity for the clause which
had been proposed. Honorable members
seemed to be at variance as to what they
wanted. The honorable member for East
Melbourne (Mr. Levi) had gone further
than the honorable member for Sandridge,
and had suggested that drawbacks should
be allowed on broken packages. He had
also referred to the trade in watches and
jewellery. Now, how was it possible to
give effect to the hon.orable member's
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idea? How could the collector of customs
identify a number of watches and chains
upon which a drawback might be claimed?
How did the honorable member propose
that such articles should be identified on
exportation?
Mr. LEVI.-Take a declaration from
the exporter.
Mr. FRANCIS said that, in 1865 and
1866, no one was more strongly opposed to
oaths or declarations being required at the
custom-house than the honorable memuer
for East Melbourne. It was patent to
everyone that it would be impossible to
identify the contents of a case of jewellery.
Undoubtedly there had apparently been a
great falling off in jewellery under the
late Tariff; but that was easily accounted
for. Whenever jewellery was liable to
duty, there was a temptation to persons to
defraud the revenue, because jewellery
was portable and easily concealed. It
would be necessary for the custom-house
officers to search every traveller's portmanteau, in order to prevent the smuggling
of watches and articles of jewellery. It
was for this reason that he had advocated
a duty of only 5 per cent. on watches and
jewellery, and not because he thought
that such articles ought not fairly to
be subject to a higher duty. The difficulty of collecting the duty on watches
and jewellery would be increased if a
drawback was to be allowed on such
articles on re-exportation, particularly, as
the honorable member for East Melbourne
suggested, if a package was allowed to be
broken. The honorable member thought
that, if a drawback was allowed on five
articles, a drawback ought to be allowed
on 500 articles. But could not the honorable member see the difference between
one article and another? Could he not
see the difference, for instance, between
a chest of tea and a pair of moleskin
trousers? Moleskin trousers were made
in the colony, but tea was not produced
here. If a drawback were to be allowed
on every article coming into the port, who
would pay the expense of housing all the
merchandise and marking every package;
for, unless the packages were marked, it
would be impossible to itlenti(y them?
Mr. BAYLES stated that the question
of allowing drawbacks was one of vital
importance to the intercolonial trade, and
that it would be well for the Minister of
Customs to consent to some arrangement
whereby a general system of drawbacks
could be allowed. Noone knew better
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than the honorable gentleman that, with
such duties as were imposed by the present
Tariff, unless drawbacks were allowed, the
effect would be the stoppage of the intercolonial trade. He would go further than
the honorable member for Sandridge, and
suggest that drawbacks should be allowed
even when the duty on the goods on which
a drawback was claimed was less than £5.
Mr. HALFEY urged that, if the Minister
of Customs had a discretionary power to
allow drawbacks, it would have a beneficial
effect on trade.
Mr. MOORE said he would rather that
the clause which he had proposed should
be rejected altogether than accept the
modification suggested by the honorable
member for Sandhurst. It would be most
ohjectionable to vest in the Minister of
Customs a discretionary power of allowing
drawbacks, which he might or might
not use in an arbitrary manner. Traders
ought to be in a position to know clearly
what the law was, and what facilities
were given to them to enable them to
carryon their trade.
Although the
honorable member for East Melbourne
wished drawbacks to be allowed on unbroken packages, he was not at variance
with him (Mr. Moore) as to the propriety
of adopting this clause. The honorable
member only wished to go a little further,
bu t would, no doubt, be glad to get a
portion of what he desired if he could not
get the whole. He (Mr. Moore) suggested that drawbacks should merely apply
to unbroken packages, the contents of
which could be easily proved.
The
Minister of Customs had said that facilities were given for taking even a single
package out of bond for exportation; but
every importer could not be expected to
incur the cost of converting a portion of
his warehouse into a bonding-store, and
bear the expense of a custom-house officer
supervising the receipt and removal of his
goods. The Minister of Customs had
challenged him to state whether facilities
had not been given for the prosecution of
trade; but he (Mr. Moore) unhesitatingly
stated that, under the late Tariff, there had
been a multiplicity of officers and expenses. The expenses of the Customs
department had not necessarily been added
to; but the necessity for additional
officers had been created, and they
had been employed and paid for by
the importers of goods. On behalf of
those whose interests would be seriously
affected, if facilities were not given them
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for carrying on their trade, he earnestly
pressed his proposition on the attention of
the Government and the committee.
Mr. VERDON admitted that the Government and honorable members generally ought, by every means in their
power, to assist merchants in carrying on
the intercolonial trade. The proposition
of the honorable member for Sandridge,
however, was not acceptable to the Minister of Customs, who had given good
reasons why he could not agree with it.
He (Mr. Verdon) concurred with the
honorable member for Sandridge that it
would be most ohjectionable to give the
Minister of Custpms, or any other person,
authority to say, in any individual case,
whether a drawback should be allowed or
not; but, if that obviously sound objection
could be got over by the Governor in
Council framing general regulations as to
drawbacks, which should be submitted to
the House before. they were acted upon, so
that the importers would see how they
were affected by them, he did not think
that the Government ought to object to
the adoption of such a course. He asked
if the honorable member for Sandridge
would accept this suggestion, and alter
.
his clause accordingly?
Mr. MOORE expressed his willingness
to do so.
Mr. FRANCIS said he was willing to
consent to the clause if it were amended
so as to make it read as follows : "When other goods (except tobacco, cigars,
snuff, opium, spirits, wines; beer, vinegar, and
confectionery), on or after the 6th day of February, 1867, shall, after proper identification and
notice, have been exported therefrom for drawback, on original packages, and under regulations to be approved of by the Governor in
Council, and to be laid before both Houses of
Parliament, if proof be made to the satisfaction
of the collector of customs that the full duties
due on importation have been paid, and that
such goods have been duly landed at the port
for which the same have been cleared, a drawback of the duty paid thereon shall be allowed;
but the amount of such drawback shall not be
greater than the duty imposed on such goods
under this Act."

Mr. MOORE said he was quite willing
to accept the clause as amended.
.
Mr. LEVI and Mr. DYTE urged that
drawbacks ought to be allowed on broken
packa/2:es.
After some further discussion,
Mr. FRANCIS suggested that, as there
were more difficulties in the way of carry·
ing out the proposition than appeared at
first sight, the honorable member for
Sandridge should withdraw the clause, on
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the understanding that the Government
would bring down a new clause in the
spirit of the clause as amended.
,
Mr. MOORE consented; and the clause
was withdrawn.
Mr. ~cKEAN proposed the following as
a new clause : "The following quantities and capacities shall
be used and applied in the collection of duties
for spirits under this Act, and the words representing such quantities and capacities shall have
the meaning hereby assigned to them respectively and no others j that is to say :-' Gallon'
shall mean and be taken to be four reputed quart
bottles, or eight reputed pint bottles, or sixteen
reputed half-pint bottles, or the contents of bottles holding or reputed to hold the said quantities
respectively. ' Quart bottle' shall mean and be
taken to be any quantity more than one imperial
pint and not exceeding two imperial pints.
•Pint bottle' shall mean and be taken to be any
quantity more than two imperial gills and not
exceeding an imperial pint. • Half-pint bottle'
shall mean and be taken to be any less quantity
than two imperial gills."

Captain MAC MAHON stated that the
clause would prove most disadvantageous
to the colony, unless the other Australian
colonies united in adopting a similar provision. Moreover, it would bring nothing
additional to the revenue.
Mr. FRANCIS observed that he had
been under the impression that the definition, as to two and four gallon cases,
accepted by the committee and embodied in the first schedule, was accepted as a compromise, and that therefore the present amendment would not be
pressed. It appeared, however, that he
was mistaken. He would state, as the
result of his mercantile experience, that
while, with regard to bottles of beer and
wine, there had been an approach to
equability of measurement, nothing of the
kind had arisen with respect to spirits.
A quart bottle in connexion with spirits
was unknown. It was generally understood that six reputed quart bottles made
a gallon, and the amendment, if carried,
would practically be an increase of 50 per
cent. on existing duties; It would also
lead to confusion, disorder, and misunderstanding, for which there would be no
commensurate advantage.
Mr. McKEAN. stated that it was in no
spirit of compromise that he accepted the
amendment which had been made in the
schedule. In fact, he considered that amendment necessary in conj unction with his own.
His desire was that the imperi~l standard
should be established in this colony in the
vending of all spirits. When he first
framed the clause, he intended to apply it
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to wine and beer as well as spirits, but, at
the solicitation of the Minister of Customs,
he confined it to spirits. He believed that
one effect of the clause would be to induce
shippers, instead of blending and bottling
brandy at home, to send out brandy in
bulk, and have it blended and bottled here.
There would then be some guarantee as to
the strength of the article.
Mr. LEVEY remarked that he would
readily support a clause which would make
it penal for a man to sell spirits of bad
quality-to sell, for instance, fusel oil instead of gin-but the present clause had
not his sympathy, and he believed, if
passed, it would be quite inoperative.
Moreover, he thought it better for people
to have their whiskey in small bottles than
in large ones.
:rhe committee divided on the question
that the clause stand part of the Bill.
Ayes
13
Noes
46
Majority against the clause

33

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Mr. F. L. Smyth,
" Tucker,
" Wheelel'.

Baillie,.
Byrne,
Cunningham,
Farrell,
King,
Reeves,
G. P. Smith,
G. V. Smith,

Tellers.
Mr. Bowman,
" McKean.
NOES.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Bindon,
" Blackwood,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Casey,
" Edwards,
Dr. Embling,
Mr. Evans,
" Francis,
" Gillies,
" Grant,
" Halfey,
" Hanna,
" Harbison,
" H. Henty,
" Higinbotham,
" Jones,
" Kerferd,
" Kyte,
" Langton
" I,evey,
" Levi,
" Longmore,

Mr. Love,
" Macgregor,
" McCann,
" McCulloch,.
" McLellan,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Macpherson,
" Moore,
" Orr,
" Pearson,
" Plummer,
" Richardson,
" J. T. Smith,
" Snodgrass,
" Snowball,
" Sullivan,
" Vale,
" Verdon,
" Watkins,
" Whiteman.

Tellers.
Mr. Bayles,
" Dyte.

The preamble was then proposed as
follows : "Most Gracious Sovereign, Whereas we your
Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects the
Legislative Assembly of Victoria in Parliament
assembled did, on the fifth day of February, in
the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
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and sixty-seven, freely and voluntarily vote measure may be cited as "The Certi:6.catethat a supply be granted to your Majesty; and holders' Titles Act 1867,"
whereas towards raising'such supply we did, on
Mr. GRANT said, as the Government
the 5th day of February aforesaid, vote that the
several duties hereinafter mentioned be charged; were opposed to the Bill, and considered it
we do therefore most humbly beseech your , well that the discussion should proceed on
Majesty that it may be enacted, and be it enacted that understanding, he would move an
by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and amendment to this clause. He did not
with the advice and consent of the Legislative
Council and the Legislative Assembly of Victoria wish to repeat in committee the various
in this present Parliament assembled, and by arguments used during the debate on the
the authority of the same as follows."
second reading of the measure. He desired
Mr. GILLIES observed that, as far as simply to observe that the concession asked
he could understand, there was not another for by the Bill could not in, any way be
case on record of such a preamble being recognized. He saw no reason why geninserted in a Bill founded upon resolutions tlemen who voluntarily, with their eyes
passed in committee of the whole House. open, and after due consideration, entered
Probably it had been copied from the into a solemn covenant and engagement
practice of the House of Commons with with the State to make certain improveregard to Money Bills; but no preamble ments, should, without rhyme or reason, be
'Of the kind was ever inserted in a EilJ, discharged from their obligations. It was
unless a Bill founded upon resolutions argued the other night that these gentlepassed in Committee of Ways and Means.
men entered into their obligations inadMr. VERDON said the Bill was in- vertently. Now, he would call attention to
troduced, in th~ first instance, in Com- the fact that, nearly a month before the
mittee of Ways and Means, but, at the :6.rst selections under the Land Act of
request of honorable members, the Govern- 1865, the Governor in Council issued
ment consented to reintroduce it in com- cei'·tain regUlations prescribing the terms
mittee of the whole I-louse. The question and conditions of the leases which should
had not been satisfactorily decided as to be executed by the selectors under cel·tifiwhether this was or was not a Bill of Aid cates. These regulations were very precise.
and Supply; and he admitted that there They were issued on the 3rd May, 1865,
were no precedents for tp,e use in a Bill, and were published in the Government
introduced in committee of the whole, of Gazette. One of the regulations was to this
the usual preamble to a Bill of Aid and effectSupply. If he thought the matter one of
"AU leases granted under the 22nd section of
sufficient importance to warrant a change the Land Act 1862 to persons entitled to select
in the preamble, he would readily make it; an allotment of Crown lands under the 23rd and
24th sections of the said Act, and the 7th secbut as the preamble was the one which tion of the Amending Land Act 1865, shall be
had been adopted in Bills of this sort since in the form in the schedule hereto."
the settlement of the differences between That was specific and precise enough ;
the two Houses, he submitted that it was and, before these gentlemen had any of
not necessary to make any change.
their assignments acknowledged, they took
Mr. GILLIES considered the proper upon themselves the obligations- provided
practice should be adhered to. For a pre- for in the following acknowledgment,
amble of this kind, in a Bill originated in which was signed by the President of the
committee of the whole, there was no pre- Board of Land and Works : cedent.
"I acknowledge that A. B. has made applicaMr. VERDON ~aid, in order to meet tion to the Board of Land and Works, in accordance with the 7th section of the Amending Land
the honorable member's objection, he would Act
1865, and that he is entitled, as the holder
move that all the words before "be it of a solicitor's certificate under the 23rd and
enacted" be struck out.
24th sections of the Land Act 1862 [or, if appliThe motion was agreed" to, and the cant be an assign 'of a certificate, as the assign
of the certificate of C. D.] subject to the conprea.mble, as amended, was adopted.
ditions and obligations of the said Acts respecThe Bill was then reported, with amend- tively, and the directions and regulations made
ments.
under the said Acts, or either of them. to select
an allotment of land not exceeding
acres in
TITLES UNDER CERTIFICATES
an agricultural area."
BILL.
On those conditions the certificate-holders
The House went into committee on this selected, deposited their money, and exeBill.
cuted their leases; and under what sort of
On the 1st clause, providing that ,the pretence could they now come and ask to
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be discharged from their obligations? It Taking this fact in connexion wi th the
was an insult to the House. It was an wording df the Act, did it not follow that,
insult to the honesty of the people of unless the lessee made one or other of the
this country. It had been argue"d on the improvements prescribed, or paid the penalty
other side that these conditions were of' 5s. per acre, there must be forfeiture?
illegal. At the time the regulations were The Government had no other resource
issued, several learned counsel gave an than to keep these people to their engageopinion to the effect that the regulations ments-than to see that the obligations
were illegal. Upon -that opinion, legal prescribed were carried out. It had been
proceedings against the Board of Land suggested, in the course of debate-and
and Works were instituted in the Supreme he believed that this really lay at the
Court, and with what result? Defeat. foundation of this proceeding-that these
( " No.") W ell, if the parties had not parties wanted to make use of their leases
been defeated in the Supreme Court, why as securities on which to raise money. But
did they come to the House for relief? could not every licensee and lessee put for'What use was there in having conditions ward the same argument? Why should
if they were not to have the slightest not a person who took up land under the
force? All that the Government desired 42nd section of the Land Act, at a rental
was that the law should be carried out. of 2s. per acre, and who had to make his
They intended to have the law carried improvements, come to the Legisla.ture
out. They intended that every person and ask, on similar grounds, for the same
who acquired land under certificates should concession? The erection of a habitable
either cultivate one-tenth of his land, dwelling was an improvement within the
He begged to submit to the
fence his allotment, erect a habitable conditions.
dwelling, or pay the sum prescribed by committee photographs of some of the" hathe Act. That was the position which bitable dwellings" that had been erected.
the Government took up, and which they [Photographs exhibited.] He was satisfied
would not abate one jot. Even admitting that, even if the Government had to go to
the argnment so naively put forward the ajury, no jury would declare that such erecother evening by the honorable and learned tions were habitable dwellings. But the
member for Kilmore-that the penalty Government had only to take possession
clause of 1862 was repealed-the repeal of the land, and the selectors themselves
would not affect the class of selectors would have to go into court and try the
sought to be provided for in the Bill now question. The Government were now in
before the House. But the clause was possession of nearly all the allotments,
not at all interfered with. It was in and nothing but a tender consideration
full force.
The intention was, that that an appeal case was pending prevented
the conditions of settlement prescribed them from offering the allotments for
should be carried out, and that, if they selection. It was a scandal and disgrace
were not carried out, a certain amerce- that the wealthy classes-the so-called lawment should follow. Now that-according abiding classes-should insult the comto the argument of the honorable and munity by calling such erections as he had
learned member for Kilmore, the other alluded to habitable dwellings. All he
night-ought to have been included in the asked, however, was that the law should
covenants and conditions of the leases. remain as it was. Let the certificateBut would the member for Kilmore show holders go to the Supreme Court, and if
any instance in the books of such a they could satisfy a jury that they had
covenant being enforced as against an fulfilled the requirements of the Act by
assign? Why, it was talking utter non- , the erection of "habitable dwellings,"
sense and rubbish. A. condition in a lease which did not cost them three half-pence
to the effect that, instead of forfeiture, the an acre, well and good; but let them not
lessee - his executors, administrators, or insult the House by asking to be relieved
assigns-should pay a penalty of 5s. per from their obligations without any reason
acre, would not be worth a straw; it whatever. The honorable member conwould not be worth the paper on which it cluded by proposing the following clause
was written. Everyone knew that every as a substantive clause in the Bill : well-drawn lease contained conditions of
"If any person, being at the time of the passforfeiture in the event of non-payment of ing of this Act the selector or lessee of an allotrent, and the non-performance of any of' ment selected under the said recited sections or
the covenants contained in the lease. any of them, in right of a previous seisin of
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land in fee-simple,or the executor, administrator,
or assign of any such selector or les~, or being
at the time aforesaid the holder of a certificate
under the said sections, or any of them, 'shall,
within three months after the passing hereof,
pay to the Treasurer of Victoria the sum of 5s.
for and in respect of each and every acre of the
land contained in such allotment, or referred to
in such certificate, such person shall thereupon
be relieved from all obligations created by or'
under the authority of the said Acts, or either of
them, save and except the obligation of the usual
covenant for the payment of the rent, and of the
condition for re-entry on non-payment thereof;
and all the sections following of this Act, except
the last, shall, upon payment of the amount
aforesaid, apply to such allotment and to such
person, his executors,administrators, and assigns,
in respect to such allotment, or land so selected,
or leased, or referred to in such certificate, but
not further or otherwise."
Mr. LONGMORE said that the Government had promised to introduce an
amending Land Bill during the present
session. It was their duty to do so at
once; and, if any thing was to be done to
quiet the title of these certificate-holders,
it should be done in the amending Hill.
Piecemeal legislation of the sort before
them was only a waste of time. He
moved that progress be reported, and leave
given to sit again that day week.
Mr. SNODGRASS pointed out that
the statement made by the Minister of
Lands, with reference to the forfeiture of
the allotments, showed that there was a
necessity for prompt legislation. He reminded honorable members of the circumstances attending the negotiations with the
Minister of Lands prior to the introduction of the Bill. The first offer was made
on the 7th of January, and was to give up
the appeal now pending and to pay all
costs, provided that the condition of forfeiture was not insisted upon. The honorable gentleman invited some further offer.
A meeting was then held of honest farmers,
who had kept their certificates, and had'
taken up land. These men, in company with
the squatters and other purchasers of certificates, met to consider what they should
pay to get rid of the covenant of forfeiture,
and he asserted again t.hat nothing had
ever been contemplated beyond doing away
with this penalty of forfeiture. The articles declaring the contrary, which had appeared in the Age, and also in the Argusa paper hitherto independent of the Government-must have had some Ministerial inspiration. The fact was that the
Bill did not raise a single question but
this one of doing away with the forfeiture
clause in the leases. All the conditions of
the Land Act of 1862 were retained, but
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the Minister of Lands was not satisfied
with that, because, as he said, that Act had
been evaded. A compromise was nothing
new, because the honorable gentleman had
himself invited an offer, and, after an inexplicable delay, had said that the Government would entertain one coming from
three-fourths of the selectors. The honorable gentleman, no doubt, had some ulterior
object in his tardy action, which kept the
gentlemen interested waiting about the
town for months; he had a little Bill of
his own to introduce, and he wished to
use the case of the certificate~holders as a
lever to pass it. There would be nothing
objectionable in a compromise now, because, as he had said, the Government had
already invited one.
Mr. IRELAND said there was a vast
deal of misconception with regard to the
question really at issue. The certificateholders were entirely an exceptional class.
Certain privileges had been given them,
not with a view of promoting settlement,
but in consideration of their having purchased laods by auction at high cash
prices. He resisted the granting of the
certificates at the time, because he regarded them as' no better than gambling
scrip. He considered the original proposition as a humbug, wholly inconsistent
with its avowed objects; but, at the same
time, it was agreed to by the Parliament
of the day, and, that being the case, there
was no doubt that, whether it was the
bankers or the squatters who had purchased
the certificates, they had purchased them
in reliance on the good faith of Parliament. Was it fair, then, that when, in the
case of the original selector, one rule would
have applied, another rule was to be enforced now that the certificates had changed
hands? Was it right that a distinction
should be drawn because the interests of
capital were involved? What did it
matter whether the certificates were in
the hands of bankers or of beggars? He
would call attention to one fact not
hitherto mentioned, which would show
that the policy of the Land Act of 1862
was to, rid the land of all conditions of
forfeiture imposed by the Nicholson
Act. Under the Act of 1862 the moiety
of every allotment was to be paid for at
the rate of £1 per acre, and the other
moiety was to be leased with the advantage
of deferred payments. But, then, clause
21 also said that-" Every selector of any
such allotment shall be entitled to purchase
the fee-simple of the whole allotment at the
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price of £ 1 for each acre or fractional part
of an acre." According to this clause,
therefore, any selector could buy the whole
allotment for cash. It was open to any
one, whether a certificate-holder or not, to
pay cash and to get his Crown grant, and
then he could say, " You may summons
ine for any improvements I ought to make;
you may make me liable for the 5s. per
acre; but you cannot interfere with my
Crown grant." How, when this could be
done, could it be said that it was ever intended that any penalty of forfeiture should
attach under the Act? It was said that
the Act of 1865 altered all that. He did
not desire, however, to discuss this legal
question, because the matter was still sub
judice. Besides, the real question was,
what were the intentions of Parliament in
granting the certificates? and no one who
looked impartially at the matter could
deny that, whether the penalty of forfeiture was legal or not, it was never contemplated when the Act of 1862 was
paesed. A wrong conclusion had been
formed by the public and the press regarding the Bill. If the measure passed
into law, it would guarantee the selector
his title, but it by no means relieved him
from the penalty of 5s. per acre. It might
be said that the clause imposing that penalty
was inoperative, because it did not apply
to assigns. Be it so; he could only say
that that was the avowed object of the
Land Act of 1R62.
Mr. BURTT rose to order. He asked
if the honorable member was speaking to
the question, which was, that progress be
reported?
The CHAIRMAN said the point was a
very difficult one for any chairman to decide. Honorable members were scarcely
justified in entering upon the merits of the
question when discussing a motion for
reporting progress; but the matter must be
left to their discretion.
Mr. IRELAND submitted that, as
570,000 acres of land were now locked up
in consequence of the titles to the same
being in abeyance, there was good reason
why the matter should be decided without
delay, and therefore good reason why the
Chairman should not report progress. The
question had been reduced to this-how
much was to be paid? The Minister of
Lands insisted on the penalty of 55. per acre;
but that was ridiculous-it would put an
end to the measure. The honorable gentleman would assume, as a fact, that all
the certificate-holders had incurred the
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penalty. Besides, why should the penalties clause be re-enacted? The Bill did
not touch it. It remained as it was, and
as the Act intended.- It might be 'inoperative; but, if so, they had no right to
legislate retrospectively. The Bill was
simply declaratory; honorable members
must not confound it with a change of the
law. He cared not whether the primary
Judge in Equity, or the Supreme Court in its
appellate jurisdiction, was right. The Bill
had nothing to do with legal distinctions.
It merely proposed to quiet the titles of
_the holders under certificates, by declaring
the intentions of the Parliament in granting those certificates; and no honorable
member would say that the men to whom
these certificates were given as a boon,
and who resided perhaps at Hawthorn or
St. Kilda, were bound to reside on or to culti vate the lands which they might select
at Hamilton or Echuca. The Minister of
Lands remarked that it would be a question for a jury what was a habitable
dwelling, or what a substantial fence.
That was the very objection. Fancy a
man holding his house in town on the
condition that he went before a jury to
decide whether he had made it habitable,
or whether he had cultivated or fenced in
his garden! Such a theory struck at the
root of all property. Conditions of forfeiture ought not to depend on the haphazard verdicts of juries, but should be
strictly defined. The honorable member
had stated that every lease contained a
condition of forfeiture, in case of nonfulfilment of the covenants. He knew
that that was the case, but he knew
also that these leases were drawn up in
the interests of the landlord. He remembered a case in Geelong, where a man had
spent £11,000 on a leasehold property, and
because, contrary to the conditions of the
lease, he thoughtlessly sub-let a small outbuilding, an action for ejectment was
brought, and the jury, under the direction
of the court, were compelled to give the
plaintiff their verdict. But could there be
a more outrageous or a more harsh and
cruel doctrine? The law was said to
abhor forfeiture, and yet the system was
to be introduced here. It was a painful
thing that the State should attempt to interfere in matters of this nature-should
attempt to regulate the use of the lands it
parted with. He had said from the first
that, no matter under what conditions the
land passed into the hands of the people,
no Government co~ld eject a whole popu-
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lation. It was convenient to attack the
certificate-holders; but he would remind
honorable members who adopted that line
of action, that the small owners of
land who took out certificates were
waiting to receive the balance of their
money, because, at present, they had
only been paid in part, the purchasers
holding back a portion of the mouey until
the title was given. Honorable members
who indulged in, class antipathies should
remember that the small owners were unpaid, and would remain so until a satisfactory title could be obtained. However,
he would not enter upon this part of the
subject, because it was not for the House
to consider who would be affected. The
Minister of Lands had declared that these
selectors under certificates ought to be
put in the same category as the other
selectors. N ow, he denied this; because,
as he had stated, the certificates were
granted as a boon, and not to settle people
upon the lands. Seeing that the question
was become one of pounds, shillings, and
pence, he trusted that no further opposition would be offered to the Bill. In
order to quiet their titles the certificate-holders were willing to pay a sum
of £30,000; and would it not be better
to accept that sum than to insist on a
system of compulsory improvement, the
lamentable result of which was shown in
the photographs of "habitable dwellings"
they had before them ? Not in the bags of
Ireland, nor yet in the lowlands of Scotlanu, could such ludicrous absurdities be
found as the Minister of Lands' demand
for improvements had placed on the soil.
He objected to the solemn farce of mounting these erections on wheels, and making
them do duty on several allotments. Was
the country to be turned into a laughingstock by an attempt to make people become farmers by Act of Parliament?
There seemed to be a desire that the certificate-holders should pay for justice being
done them; but, at aU events, let justice
be done, even if it had to be paid for.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
honorable and learned member for Kilrnore
had repeated his former argument, which
was entirely based upon the supposed
meaning and effect of the Land Act of
1862. The honorable mem ber had repeated
his charges against that Act, and against
the Legislature which passed it ; he had
held up to ridicule the photographs of the
"habitable dwellings" erected under it,
and he had denounced its conditions as
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striking at the root of property, and as
absurd and worthless; and yet the honorable
gentleman asked the House to pass a Bill
on the understanding that these ridiculous
and worthless conditions would not be
affected, but would still remain in full
force.
Mr. IRELAN D.-No.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he had certainly understood the honorable member
to urge that the conditions would still be
applicable if the Bill were passed.
Mr. IRELAND pointed out there were
no conditions in the Act of 1862 affecting
the land for not improving it. The penalty
was a personal one, and it was that which
was not set aside.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM replied that the
misapprehension was one of words. He
had been referring to the penalty under
clause 126. The honorable member did
not say t!lat that penalty was only applicable to· the original selector, and that
the persons whose interests he was ad voeating were not the original selectors at
all. The honorable member asked the
committee to deal with the question, in
order to decide the rights of persons
under the Act of 1862, and he stated
that the Bill was merely declaratory
of those rights. But he would ask the
honorable member upon what intelligible
principle he put out of view the intentions
of the Legislature as expressed in the Land
Act of 1865? There was a clause in that
Act which appeared to, and whicb, in the
opinion of the Supreme Court, actually did
enable the Board of Land and Works to
enforce the penalty of the Land Act of
1862, not only against the original selector
himself, but also against th!3 assigns of
the selector. The Supreme Court said that
that was the intention of the Act of 1865,
and why did the honorable member ignore
the intentions of the Legislature, as expressed by a court of competent jurisdiction? What claim had he to pass by the
Act of 1865 in favour of a prior Act, the
abuse of which the latter Act was intended
to guard against? Why should he desire
to carry out intentions which, he said, were
absurd and ridiculous? The honorable
member for Kilmore had stated no reason
for this. The 7th clause of the Act
of 1865 subjected the selector under
Cummins's clause to such restrictions
and regulations as would carry out the
known intention ·of the Legislature, that
the penalty should be applicable both
to the selector of to-day and to his assign
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of to-morrow. Unless they were prepared
to ignore thia intention, they were bound
to accept the interpretation of the Supreme
Court, which was, that the conditions of
the leases virtually carried it out. The
selectors under both Acts ought not to be
released from the legal obligations they
had voluntarily accepteu, unless good
cause could be shown for doing so. Up to
then he had heard no reason adduced why
any favour should be shown to the certificate-holdet·s. It would be remembered
that the Act of 1865 gave certain advantages to these persons. Many of them,
in despair of being able to select land, had
neglected to take out their certificates, and·
had therefore forfeited their rights. (Mr.
Macpherson - "The Board interrupted
their rights.") They had never been prevented taking out certificates. The Act
of 1865 restored those rights by allowing
them to take out certificates; but, while
giving this extension of rights,· it imposed further conditions, and empowered
the Board of Lands at!tl Works to
frame regulations to enforce them. For
whom did the honorable member for
Kilmore appear? Not for the original
selector, because the land had passed
into the hands of capitalists, who were
the persons now interested. The honorable
member for South Gippsland spoke of
a meeting of honest Collins-street farmers.
(Mr. Snodgrass-"No.") Well, then, of
honest farmers in Collins-street.
Mr. SNODGRASS said his allusion was
to a meeting of farmers, speculators, and
squatters. He had not spoken of honest
farmers, nor of Collins-street. The meeting was held in Lonsdale-street.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said his ears
must have deceived him. However, a
meeting was held, consisting of capitalists,
or at which capitalists were represented. Inasmuch as they had not been favoured with
the names of the persons who were interested in them, they might give some credit
to the statements which were very generally made, that the banks of Melbourne,
or some of them, were very largely interested in the certificates, and that certain
large mercantile houses accustomed to make
advances to squatters were also interested
in them. Why should the Legislature give
those persons a large sum ofmoney, which the
Supreme Court said they were not entitled
to exact if they did not perform the conditions imposed on them? (Mr. Levey"They ask for justice.") How could they
have justice if they repudiated the law?
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(Mr. Levey-" Are law and justice convertible terms ?") The question of justice,
he apprehended, would turn upon the intention of the Legislature, as expressed,
not in the first Act, but in both Acts; and
he repeated that the Supreme Court had
placed this interpretation upon the second
Act-that the regulation which imposed
forfeiture in case of the non-performance
of the conditions of the first Act was not
merely a legal, but a fair and equitable
condition. If that were so, the question
of justice was settled by the Supreme
Court; and, as a matter of' policy or expediency, why should they give up a large
sum of money to a number of persons,
when (assuming the decision of the Supreme Court to be sound in law) they
could exact the money from those persons,
or compel thp,m to perform the conditions,
which, whatever might be thought of them
by the honorable and learned member for
Kilmore, were considered by Parliament
to be reasonable and politic conditions?
The honorable and learned gentleman
would not be able to make much of the
photograph which had been exhibited. That
was a sort of "habitable dwelling" which
the squatters would not be permitted to
put up. A jury would have to decide
whether that was a habitable dwelling
within the meaning of the clause in the Act
of 1862; and perhaps the persons who
endeavoured to evade the law by putting
up a shanty like that would find that, instead of having complied with the condition
of the Land Act of 1862, they had exposed
themselves to the condition of forfeiture,
and would lose the land altogether. (Mr.
Ireland-" It may be otherwise.") The honorable and learned member was perfectly
willing to accept the decision of a jury, anel
that seemed to be a special reason why the
Legislature should not voluntarily make a
gift to the capitalists of Melbourne. (Mr.
Ireland-"I don't ask for it.") Practically
the honorable member asked for it. I-Ie
asked for it by this Bill, because, ·if they got
the amount of penalty--(An honorable
member-" If.") He assumed that they
would get the penalty; and if they did, the
State would be richer by some £ lOO,OOO.
Let it be recollected that the class of capitalists who were now asking this indulg!3nce
-though they did not like to call it an
indulgence, they were ready enough to ask
for it-were persons who, all through the
course of land legislation in this colony,
had shown a great jealousy of the several
Lllnd Acts and attempts to initiate a
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sound system of land legislation. No
persons knew better than they did-no
one knew better than the honorable and
learned member-the dangers which attended the application, according to its
original intention, of a land law, artificial,
to some extent, as that of this country
necessarily was; and no one knew better
than the honorable and learned member,
and those for whom he appeared that
night, the danger of making the smallest
concession to persons in the position of
those capitalists, when it was remembered
what effect such a proceeding would have,
as a precedent, upon those who were
tenants of the State in another position.
He did not know whether it was intended;
but he looked upon it that the' certain
effect of this"measure, if carried into law,
would be, that a deadly blow would be
struck at t.he Land Act at present in force.
He believed that that effect was well
known to the capitalists who were asking
this favour. (Mr. McCann-"How ?") He
thought that the honorable member for
South Grant would perceive that, if they
voluntarily made a free gift to the capitalists and squatters-for that was what it
amounted to-it would be very difficult to
find sufficient and valid reasons for resisting
similar claims on behalf of persons who had
taken up land on more onerous conditions,
and who, from their position as tenantfarmers of the State, were undoubtedly entitled to more indulgent consideration. That
was the danger he saw. (Mr. McCann"They will get it.") They would not get
it by an Act of his, at all events. (Mr.
McCann-" They will get it nevertheless.")
The House would see. It was quite possible
for Parliament, if it liked, to throwaway
the public money. There were a great
many members, he feared, in both Houses
of Parliament who were willing to give
public property in various shapes, at
various times, and under various influences,
to different factions in the State. The
squatters and capitalists now asked to have
this concession made to them; others
might afterwards make similar demands.
He could only say that all persons in both
Houses who desired to keep the public
property for the public benefit, and not to
squander it on any class, or recklessly
throw it away, were bound, upon an occasion of -this kind, to consider, not merely
the particular proposition before the House,
but also the effect of carrying that propo ..
sition as a precedent. He could not shut
his eyes to the fact that, if those on whose
Mr. Higinbotka.m.
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behalf this measure was advocated succeeded in their design of robbing the
Treasury-for it came to that--(Mr.
Levey-" No.") Robbing the Treasury;
for at present, if they did not put up, not
a shanty, but a real habitable dwelling,
they would forfeit their land. ( " No.") The
Supreme Court said so. (Mr. Ireland" There is an appeal.") And the Crown
was perfectly willing to abide by that
appeal. That was what the honorable
and learned member was not willing to
abide by. The honorable and learned
member said that these parties ran a risk
if they appeaJE;ld home-that they would
very much rather get this advantage conferred upon them by Parliament than run
the risk of getting it from the Privy
Council. He was afraid of the Privy
Council. (Mr. Ireland-" No.") If thePrivy Council supported the decision of
the Supreme Court, those persons for
whom the honorable and learned member
appeared tha~ night would either have to
erect a habitable dwelling, or cultivate
the land, or fence it, or pay a penalty of
5s. per acre; but this Bill, by seeking to
relieve them from the conditions of the
lease, virtually asked the House to make a
present to those persons of the penalty
which they would be compelled to pay in
the event of their not fulfilling the conditions. He hoped that the House would
strenuously resist the measure. The Government would certainly resist it to the
utmost, and, whatever might be the impression or hopes of the honorable member for South Grant (Mr. McCann), he
believed that the great bulk of public
opinion would be on the side of those who
endeavoured to protect the public property
from these nefarious attempts.
Mr. IRELAND said he desired to point
out that, although much had been said and
written on the subject, a vast deal of confusion existed in the public mind as to the
penalty of 5s. per acre for non-improvement of the lands held by certificate-holders, and the liability of forfeiture. The
A ttorney-General admitted that, by the
Act of 1862, it was never intended that
these conditions should be attached; but,
he contended, that they were imposed by
the Act of 1865. The honorable and
learned gentleman said that, by a piece of
ex post facto legislation-by an obscure
clause empowering the Minister of Lands
to make regulations-it was intended to
destroy titles to land which had been
acquired under the Act of 1862, and which
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had been assigned and passed through
many hands for valuable consideration.
With all the Attorney-General's antipathy
against bankers, squatters, and capitalists,
he could not understand how the honorable and learned gentleman could contend
that it was the declared intention of the
Legislature, in 1865, to rob-to adopt the
honorable gentleman's own language-those
who had acquired property for valuable.
consideration under the Act of 1862, by
imposing a clause of forfeitu~e. He trusted
that these communistic theories would not
be broached without reprobation. He was
sorry that the honorable and learned
gentleman had such a violent antipathy
against every class except that with which
he professed to be identified himself. He
(Mr. Ireland) denied that, by the Act of
. ] 865, the Legislature ever intended to rob
of their rights men who had acquired
property under the Act of 1862. He felt
bound to reprobate such a doctrine as that
laid down by the Attorney-General. It
was a most iniquitous doctrine, and was
not to be tolerated for an instant. The
Act of 1865 expressely conserved the
rights of persons who had acquired rights
by virtue of the Act of 1862, and it was
by a mere side-wind-by a vague clause
as to regulations-that the attempt was
made to cut down those rights. It had
been said that the Act of 1865 only extended to certificate-holders the right of
selecting land which would otherwise have
been forfeited under the Act of 1862 for
non-selection. It was perfectly notorious,
however, that the extension of the right
of selection by the Act of 1865 was made
in consequence of the Board of Land and
Works having failed to put sufficient land
in the market for selection under the Act
of 1862. It was said that the passing of
this Bill would be a deadly blow to the
revenue of the country. He did not see
how that could be. Why was not the
clause referring to the penalty of 5s. an
acre enforced against those certificateholders who had not improved their land?
It might be said that it could not be. If
it could not be, then it stood as a dead
letter. The Bill did not seek to attack
the decision of the Supreme Court in its
appellate jurisdiction, as compared with
the decision of the primary Judge in
Equity, but to effect the intention of the
Legislature-in other words, to get rid of
the illegal conditions which had been imported into the leases issued to certificateholders under the regulations fl;amed by
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the President of the Board of Land and
Works. Bankers, squatters, and speculators, who had purchased certificates on
the faith of the intentions of the Legislature, had their money locked up-th~y
were unable to make use of the land in
the face of these conditions. He did not
wish again to discuss the legal aspects of
the question. It was not, however, from
any fear or apprehension as to what the
result of an appeal to the Privy Council
would be, that the parties interested in the
question did not wish to appeal to that
tribunal; but becaus~, by appealing, their
money would be locked up, and they would
be kept out of their rights, probably, for a
period of three years. It was to obviate
this that the Bill had been introduced.
He denied that it would be a deadly blow
to the revenue. It might be a deadly blow
to the views of those persons who wanted
to obtain what was not legally available
for revenue-to the views of those who
impos~d conditions of forfeiture for the
purpose of extorting money to which they
were not entitled. He wished now to say,
having heard the views of the AttorneyGeneral as to what might befall the
revenue if this Bill passed, that, when
the measure recognizing the right of free
selection and deferred payments was before
Parliament, he (Mr. Ireland) pointed out
most distinctly that, when once the Legislature allowed persons to get possession of
the public territory, it could not turn them
off, whether they paid or did not pay. In
no country-not even in the United States
-had it ever been contemplated by the
Government to turn people off the land
which they had got on. The original
selectors under the Act of 1R65 having
been placed on the lands, he, for one, would
be no party to put them out. He would
endeavour to make the humbug of the Act
patent before the country. Any measure
calculated to disturb those in possession of
land under the Acts of ] 860, 1862, or
1865-any attempt to dislodge the people
from the territory-should be resisted by
him, whatever the consequences to the
revenue might be. This Bill, however,
had nothing to do with that matter. It
dealt with an exceptional case, resting on
its own basis. It was a case in which the
policy of the Legislature with regard to
settlement was departed from, and the
principle of compensation adopted. The
certificates were allowed as a compensation
to persons who had previously paid high
cash prices for land. As a challenge h~d
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been thrown out that other settlers would
have to be compensated if this Bill were
passed, he had no hesitation in saying that,
if the Legislature had been hoodwinked
into inducing people to become farmers and
settle on the lands of the country, with the
knowledge that the expedient was a temporary one, for political purposes, he-even
if he stood alone-would ];e~ist any attempt to remove those persons. This was
no novel theory,with him. He was simply
stating what he stated five years ago. That
had now been realized, according to the
admission of the Attorney-=General. He
foresaw it, and he believed that the Attorney-General and his colleagues foresaw
it.
The two questions, however, were'
quite distinct. This Bill dealt with the
case of exceptional selectors, to whom land
was given, not for settlement, but for compensation. He hoped the committee would
do justice to them; and he, for one, would
be prepared to do justice to any other class,
when the time arrived for their rights to
be considered.
Mr. GRANT, while admitting that any
honorable member had a perfect right to
, address the committee as often as he liked,
complained that it was an inconvenient
practice for an honorable member, after
speaking at length, to again address the
committee in reply to the observations of
another honorable member. As the honorable and learned member for Kilmore had
replied to the Attorney-General, he (Mr.
Grant) felt compelled to offer a few further
remarks. The honorable and learned member had said that the Land Act of 1865
was a species of ex post facto legislation,
affecting rights which had occurred
under the Land Act of 1862. That was
not the case. The very persons who
were interested in the passing of the Bill
now under consideration were persons
whose rights had accrued under the Land
Act of 1865. He said this unhesitatingly,
and without the slightest fear of contradiction. Those persons were divided into
two classes. The first class consisted of
those who got certificates under the Land
Act of 1802, before the Land Act of 1865
was passed, and who had not by law any
right of assignment. The right of assignment was conceded by the Act of 1865.
The persons who actually obtained their
certificates under the Act of 1862 were
not, to any appreciable extent, involved in
the discussion of the question, because
most of them made their selections under
that Act, and it did not give them the
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right of assignment. (Mr. Ireland-HI
deny that they had not the right of assignment.") It was a most melancholy thing
to listen to the observations of the honorable member. His remarks were a very
pretty commentary on the Land Act of
1862. The honorable member said that
his intention, and the intention of his colleagues, who introduced the Land Act,
was, not to clog the alienation of land
under that Act with any conditions of
settlement whatever, but that, five minutes
after selecting land, the selector might
pass it over to the squatter. The liberal
' members of the House, who then sat in
Opposition, had often charged the framers
of the Land Act of 1862 with that intention, and now it was unblushingly revealed
to the country that such was the intention
of that Administration. He hoped the
country would thoroughly, appreciate that
avowal, and would recognize the fact that
the observations levelled against that Administration and its Land Act by the liberal
party, were founded in truth and justice.
He left the honorable and learned member to
settle that question between himself and his
colleagues, M''I'. Duffy and Mr. Wood. But
he asked honorable members, if that was
not a thorough imposition upon the House
and the country? The Opposition were
powerless to attempt any amendment of
that measure, such as the conditions of settlement which were provided for in the
Act of 1865 ; but did the honorable member or his colleagues ever inform the
House or the country that it was no't their
intention Lo provide in any shape or form
for the settlement of the people, but that
it was their intention that, the instant
the land was selected, it should pass into
the hands of speculators and squatters?
They had accomplished their purpose.
Honorable members who 'travelled the
country, particularly to the westward,
must return with a melancholy feeling that
thousands-even hundreds of thousandsof acres had passed into the hands of a
few, under the selecting clauses of the Duffy
Land Act, at a comparatively nominal
price. He could not understand how the
honorable and learned member could assert
that the penalty clause was still to be left
to its operation. The promoters of this
Bill proposed that the State should get Is.
per acre of compensation; and did they
intend that the 5s. per acre should also be
obtained? Were they willing to give 6s.
pel' acre? The honorable and learned
member, however, knew well that the 5s.
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penalty only attached to the unfortunate of habitable dwellings on the lands taken
selector-the tool of the squatter and up under certificates, he thought it would
speculator-and that, if this Bill were be far better to accept the 1s. per acre.
carried, the squatter and speculator could
The motion for reporting progress was
get his title free. The honorable and then agreed to, and progress was repo.rted
learned member, and some other members, accordingly.
Leave was given to the committee to sit
were extremely fond of referring to the
decision of' the primary Judge in Equity, again on Tuesday, March 26.
Mr. Justice Molesworth. No member had
DEBTORS.
a higher opinion of the learning and ability
Mr. FRAZER moved-.
of that learned judge than he (Mr. Grant)
"That there be laid upon the table of this
had.
Without mentioning names, he
House a copy of the opinion which the honormight refer to a case in which a squatter able the Attorney-General gave the sheriff as to
filed a bill in Equity to compel his dummy .placing debtors on the felons' side of the gaol,
selector under certificate to convey to him and other papers relating thereto."
The motion was agreed to.
the land which he had selected. In that
The House adjourned at seventeen
case, Mr. Justice Molesworth delivered a
dictum to this effl;3ct-that the parties were minutes past eleven o'clock, until Tuesday,
a lot of conspirators, and that, if they came March 26.
before him as a criminal judge, he would
deal with them as criminals.
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Mr. LEVEY remarked that, although
the Government professed to be bound by
Tuesday, Marclt 26, 1867.
the intentions of the Legislature, it could
not be forgotten that the Chief Secretary The Hon. W. J. T. Clarke-Immigration Returns-Publio
Health La.ws Amendment Bill-Sale of Fish-Southand his colleagues obtained office by voting
Western Province Election-The Hon. Neil Black.
against the O'Shllnassy Mi~istry when
they attempted to carry out the intention
The PRESIDENT took the chair at twenty
of the Land Act of 1862 by increasing
the squatters' rents beyond the amount at minutes past four o'clock, and read the
which they had been assessed by arbi- usual form of prayer.
trators, and that they also resisted another
THE HON. W. J. '1'. CLARKE.
attempt which was subsequently made to
The PRESIDENT intimated that he
effect the same object. He (Mr. Levey)
had received a letter from the Hon. W. J.
bitterly regretted the results of the Land
'1'. Clarke, stating that his medical adviEers
Act of. 1862; but he believed that, if
recommended him a change of climate, and
the Ministry who introduced that Act
applying for leave of absence. The Presi··
had been allowed to amend it, those
dent added that the honorable member did
results would not have happened. He
not specify the term during which he desired
regretted that extraneous topics had been
the leave of absence to extend.
introduced into this discussion; and he
The Hon. W. H . .F. MITCHELL moved
had no sympathy with the remarks of the
that leave of absence be granted to the
honorable and learned member for KilHon. W. J. '1'. Clarke for the remainder of
more when he said that he was prepared
the session.
to make concessions to other classes. He
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL seconded
(Mr. Levey) supported the Bill; but in
the motion, which was agreed to.
doing so he did not feel himself bound to
make any further concession to any other
IMMIG RATION.
class. He strongly objected to the lands
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON movedbeing handed over to dummies; but he
"That there be laid on the table of this
believed that this Bill was simply carrying House a return showing the amount expended
out the intentions of the Legislature. He by the Government towards the introduction
hoped the question would be decided with- into this colony of the 3,610 passage-warrant
who arrived during last year, and the
out any party feeling. He could scarcely holders
amount expended in the introduction of the
consider the photograph which had been 584 immigrants who came out entirely at the
exhibited the photograph of a " habitable expense of the Government during the same
,
dwelling," although, no doubt, such a period."
structure would cost more than the dwell- My intention (said the honorable member)
ings occupied by half the bush population. is, at a future day, to ask for further inInstead of seeking to compel the erection formation, that the countl'y and the ParliaVOL. IlI.-3 E
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ment may see the amount available for
immigration which has not been expended,
with the view of asking this House to take
ulterior action in the matter.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER seconded
the motion, which was agreed to.
The Hon. G. W. COLE laid the return
asked for on the table.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. SHERWIN moved that
this Bill be re-committed.
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY intimated
that, at the proper stage, he would move an
amendment to prevent town drainage being
run into rivers. A scheme of great magnitude was now in contemplation to drain
Collingwood into the Yarra, and this proceeding would altogether set aside the
decision of the Legislature that the Yarm
should be preserved as pure as possible.
If the drainage of a large district like
Collingwood were allowed to flow into the
stream, slaughter-houses and boiling-down
establishments might also use the river to
get rid of their refuse.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was re-committed.
On the motion of Mr. SHERWIN,
clause 14, providing that the Governor in
Council may appoint the officers of the
Central Board, was amended, so as to
provide that the appointment shall lie wit~
the Central Board, subject to the approval
of the Governor in Council.
The Hon. J~ P. FA WKNER moved the
insertion of the following new clause : "From and after the passing of this Act it
shall not be lawful to establish or carryon the
business of exposing or keeping for sale, or selling, any fresh fish, other than shell-fish, in any
house, shop, or premises in the city of Melbourne,
except in the fish market at the intersection of
Flinders-street and Swanston-street, or some
other public market in the city, or in premises
wherein the said business shall have been actually established and in operation on the 1st day
day of March, 1867. And in respect to such
premises wherein the said business shall have
been so established and in operation, it shall be
lawful for the Local Board of Health for the
said city to cause to be fixed, in manner prescribed by the 54th section of the Act of the
Governor and Legislative Council of New South
Wales, made and passed in the thirteenth year
of the reign of her present Majesty, and intituled, 'An Act for Regulating Buildings and
Party WaIls, and for Preventing Mischiefs by
Fire in the City of Melbourne,' the amount of
compensatfon which should be paid to the persons so carrying on the ~aid business for the removal thereof, and to the owner.of the premises
for the restriction of the use of his building for
such purpose; and the local board may pay the
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am~unt of such compensation out of the town
fund of the said city; and upon payment or ten~
der of such compensation it shall not be lawful
to continue to carryon such business in the premises in respect to which such compensation
shall have been so fixed."

The honorable member remarked that the
clause had been prepared at the instance
of the City Council. At present there
were only four fish shops in the town.
These shops were already a great social
annoyance, and, in process of time, the
small interest they now represented might
become an important one, which it would
be difficult to deal with. The City Council
would be prepared to pay any compensation which might be awarded to the fishmongers.
The Hon. G. W. COLE said that, as the
clause referred to compensation, it was a
money clause, and therefore he questioned
the right of the Council to deal with it.
Moreover, he thought it would be impolitic
to remove the fish shops. It would be a
very great inconvenience if every person
who wanted fish was compelled to go to
Prince's-bridge for it.' The effect of such
a provision would be to encourage the sale
of fish by hawkers, the fish vended by
whom was often putrid from exposure to
the sun.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT contended
that it would be a stretch of authority to
drive the citizens to one particular market.
. There was no city in the world in which
such a restriction was imposed. Ample
power was given to local boards to prevent
any trade being carried on in an offensive
manner. In fact fish shops were specially
mentioned.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON submitted
that it would be pushing special legislation
to a ridiculous extent to pass a clause to.
deal with a business carried on by four
men. The shops in question had been in
existence from ten to fourteen years, and,
during that time, none of the occupiers
had been summoned for a nuisance. Since
notice had been given of the clause, the
fishmongers had informed him that they
were prepared to submit to such regulations as the City Council might frame;
but, in case of removal, any compensation
they might receive would be wholly insufficient for the damage they would
sustain through the loss of their regular
customers. The residents in the neighbom'hood of the shops had petitioned the
House, stating that the carrying on of the
trade was a public convenience. Why
then should they do an act which would
i
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be a public discomfort and a private injury? In London there were fish shops
in Bond-street; and, at Brighton, which
possessed one of the finest fish markets in
the world, there were shops for the sale of
fish in all parts of the town.
Mr. FAWKNER maintained that the
removal of the shops would benefit the
community at large, while the fishmongers
would not be injured, because they would
receive fair compensation.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL submitted
that, if the shops were nuisances, the law
as it stood would provide for their removal. For his part, he did not regard a
fish shop as a greater nuisance than a
butcher's shop.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL said
that, as the charge of the city had been
entrusted to a body like the City Council,
the Legislature ought not to cripple that
body by denying it the powers it asked
for. If the members of the City Council
were not acting in accordance with the
wishes of the citizens in this matter, the
citizens had the remedy in their own
hands. At any rate, it would be well to
give the Lower House an opportunity of
discussing the matter, because localities
were better represented there.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN asked if
the last speaker would allow the City
Council to veto any trade? The corporation had ample powers to deal with all
nuisances; the fault was that they did not
exercise those powers. Otherwise there
were some nuisances which would have
been removed long ago. So long as fish
shops were kept clean, they were a great
benefit to the community; and, instead of
being put down, it would be better to extend them throughout the city, that the
poorer classes might obtain cheap and
wholesome food. Oyster shops ought certainly to be prohibited if fish shops were.
Mr. MURPHY expressed his surprise
that honorable members should be willing
to countenance a nuisance. The smell
caused by the offal of fish was peculiarly
offensive. Both London and Brighton
possessed good underground drainage systems, by means of which the refuse from
the fish shops was at once swept away;
but here the offal must either be kept in a
tub all day, or must be thrown into an open
street channel. He failed to understand
how honorable members could have over
looked what an abomination the shops in
question were in hot weather.
Sir JAMES PALMER remarked that
4
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there was great force in the argument
adduced by the Hon. Mr. Mitchell, that
the City Council, being the constituted
guardians of Melbourne, the Legislature
ought not to interfere with their jurisdic
tion. If the members of the City Council
did wrong, they were amenable to their
constituents; they were responsible, and
it was only right that the matter should
be left in their hands. The preservation of
the public health was a subject of the first
importance. Besides this, the question
had another aspect. The corporation had
gone to a great expense in building a
handsome fish market-a better one than
Billingsgate-and, according to the principle adopted in legislation here, the corporation, unless there were overpowering
reasons to the contrary, ought to receive
some indemnification for its outlay. The
citizens were compelled to pay for the
Yan Yean water supply, whether they
used it or not, because it was thought
right to indemnify the Government for its
undertaking. The same rule applied to
abattoirs. In London, the butchers, if
they liked, could use their own shambles
in the middle of the city, but here, where
ever abattoirs were erected, the butchers
were not allowed to kill anywhere else.
In this instance the corporation had built
a handsome and suitable fish, hall, and why
should they not be indemnified? The
market was in the centre of the town,
within a stone's throw of the shops; the
public could send to the Olie as readily as
to the other, and, as to the suburbs, the
hawkers, if the clause were adopted, would
be placed under proper regulations, and
would supply those districts on better
terms than before.
Mr. A'BECKETT pointed out that the
clause was prohibitory; it took away from
the City Council all power of saying that
fish shops should or should not be carried
on. No matter what opinion the citizens
might entertain, the shops would have to
be suppressed until there was fresh legislation on the subject. The fact that the.
shops had been so long in existence, and
that they held their own against the
market, proved that they were a convenience to'the public. He had been to the
market on a hot day, and gone away in
disgust to the shops, where every precaution was taken to keep the fi!:jh clean and
sweet by the employment of ice, and by a
proper flow of water, and where, as a rule,
better fish could be obtained. In fact the
shops offered finer fish and in a better state
4

4
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of preservation. Personally it would suit
him to have the trade carried on at the
market, but he was bound to consider the

public convenience.
Mr. FAWKNER observed that an
abundant supply of water was laid on at
the fish market, and there were greater
facilities for keeping the fish in good condition than the shops could possess.
Mr. MITCHELL said the objection
raised, that the clause left the corporation
no option in the matter, could be met by
an amendment to provide that no fish shop
should be carried on without the consent
of the City Council.
Mr. FA WKNER accepted the amendment.
Mr. STRACHAN remarked that the
amendment would give the City Council
power to license an offensive trade, on
condition of receiving a certain consideration. The object in view appeared to be
to let aU the stalls in the fish market, in
order to increase the corporate revenues.
The clause was then negatived.
On clause 36, providing that the local
boards may cause sewers "to communicate
with and be emptied into such places as
they may deem 'fit or necessary,"
Mr. MURPHY moved the addition,
after the word places, of the words "the
same not being a fresh water running
stream."
Mr. COLE expressed his belief that it
would not take a very clever lawyer to
upset the amendment, so far as it applied
to the Yarra. The river ought, in fact, to
be navigable up to Dight's falls. Mr.
Blackburn, who planned the Yarra waterworks, had shown that, if the falls below
Prince's-bridge were removed, fresh water
would still be obtained above the bridge at
half-ebb.
The amendment was adopted.
The Bill was reported to the House,
and, the report having been adopted, the
Bill was read a third time and passed.
SOUTH-WESTERN PROVINCE
ELECTION.
The PRESIDENT.-I feel it my duty
to call attention to the absence of the Hon.
T. Learmonth. That gentleman has been
returned for two seats, and he has not yet
declared which he intends to hold. As no
writ for the election of another member
can be issued until he has done this, I would
like to know if any honorable member is
authorized to state which of the seats
Mr. Learmonth intends to retain, or when
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he is likely to take his place? Until he
does this he is keeping one of the seats
open, inasmuch as I am unable to notify
to His Excellency which seat is vacant.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL.-I
was informed that Mr. Learmonth had left
home to be present at the House this
sitting. It must be owing to some accident that he is not here. No doubt he
will attend the next sitting.
The Hon. J .. F. STRACHAN.-I will
undertake to communicate the President's
statement to Mr. Learmonth.
THE HON. NEIL BLACK.
The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER.-I would
like to ask the President if the Hon. Neil
Black has applied for leave of absence?
The honorable member has not been here
this session.
The PRERIDENT.-I have received
one or two communications from the Hon.
Neil Black, stating that he is detained in
the country, but that he is prepared to
attend whenever important business comes
on, or whenever the Council desires him to
do so.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL.-It
is well known ihat the Hon. Neil Black
has recently had a severe fire on his
property, and that he has been compelled
to remove a large quantity of stock from
one district to another. Under these circumstances the honorable member has
found it necessary to give more personal
supervision to his affairs than he anticipated he would have to do. I expect, however, that he will be in his place next week.
Mr. FA WKNER.-If he is not, I will
again call attention to his absence.
The House adjourned at ten minutes to
six o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, March 26, 1867.
Common Schools-l\Iillar, the Fraudulent Insolvent-Imports
and Exports-Mining on Public Reserves-Colac Ra.ilway
Committee-Customs Duties Bill-Lunacy La.ws Amend·
ment and Consolida.tion Bill-Titles under Certificates
Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
PETITION.
Mr. LOVE presented a pet,ition from
stockholders in the Western district, praying for the promulgation of Dr. W.
Stewart's work on pleuro-pneumonia.
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by the Crown in order to shape the case
COMMON SCHOOLS.
Mr. LOVE called the attention of the in snch a way as to meet the evidence as
Chief Secretary to a circular issued by it arose. It was believed by the counsel
the Board of Education in December last, engaged for the prisoner that the sentence
intimating to the teachers employed in was illegal; but, owing to a defect in
common schools that their fees, in respect the Criminal Law Procedure Act, no questo deserted and destitute children, would tion could be reserved for the opinion of
thenceforward be paid half-yearly instead the full comt, unless it arose upon the
of monthly. He considered this proceed- . trial. Accordingly the prisoner Millar was
ing was exceedingly unwise, and was likely sent to gaol. There was no mea,ns known
to be attended by great hardship, because to the law by which that sentence could
the last report of the Board of Education be reviewed. It had been held repeatedly
showed that the deserted and destitute by the judges that there was no court of
children in common schools amounted, on error in this colony-no court by which a
an average, to 29 per cent. of the en tire proceeding of that kind might be reviewednumber. He begged to ask the Chief and, unless the Executive interfered, there
Secretary whether the circular was sub- was no means by which a person suffering .
mitted for the consideration and approval from a sentence illegally imposed might
of the Executive, in conformity with be relieved. After the incarceration of the
section 8 of the Common Sehools Act, insolvent, the opinions of eminent legal
which provided that all general regula- counsel in this colony were taken. Two
tions framed by the Board of Education of those gentlemen held that the sentence
should be laid before the Governor in was illegal; but an opinion adverse to the
Council, and, if approved by him, should case of the prisoner was given by Mr.
Fellows. This was about eighteen months
be published in the Government Gazette?
Mr. McCULLOCH stated, in reply, ago. A case was then transmi tted to the
that the regulation was merely a depart- mother country for the opinion of the
mental regulation of the Board of Educa- Attorney-General of England; but the
tion, and did not require the sanction of Attorney-General of England being an
equity lawyer, the case was submitted to
the Governor in Council.
Mr. James lianeen, whoso opinion was
MILLAR, THE FRAUDULENT
that the sentence was not justifiable in law.
INSOLVENT.
Upon the receipt of that opinion, an appliMr. G. P. SMITH called the attention cation was made to the Attorney-General
of the Attorney-General to the case of a of Victoria, in order to ascertain what
person named Millar, at present suffering really could be done. It was then sugimprisonment for fraudulent insolvency, gested that a lwbeas should be moved for
presumedly under a sentence not in ac- before the full court. The writ was apcordance with law. He observed that plied for and granted; but, after the lapse
Millar was convicted, about two years of a aay, the court expressed its opinion
ago, of the crime of fraudulent insolvency. that it should not be taken out, on the
There were fifteen counts in the informa- ground that the court could not review the
tion. The jury returned a verdict of judgment, or go behind the warrant of
guilty. The judge asked upon what counts detention-that being the function of a
they found the prisoner guilty. The jury court of error. Mr. Fellows was appealed
replied the first four counts; and there- to in reference to the opinion which he
upon the judge sentenced the insol ven t to had previously given; and he then named
four cumulative periods of imprisonment two eminent counsel in England, stating
of eighteen months each. Now these four that, if an opinion were obtained from
counts were substantially for the same either of those gentlemen adverse to his,
offence. They charged the prisoner with he would withdraw the opinion which he
embezzling the property of his creditors, to had given. At a very great expense to
the amount of 40s., before his insolvency, the friends of this unfortunate man, another
and to the same amount after his insol- case was sent to England, and the opinion
vency; and also with embezzling the pro- of Mr. Lloyd was obtained. That opinion
perty of his creditors to the amount of confirmed the opinion of Mr. Haneen,
£10, both before and after his insolvency. that the sentence was illegal. Fortified
But only one case was presented, and any- by these opinions, the case was again
one who knew anything of pleading must presented to the Attorney-General. As
be aware that this was only a mode adopted far back as October 1865, a petition was
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presented to the Governor, setting out the of one and the same offence. He was
facts.
The answer received from His found guilty on four different counts. The
Excellency was that the Crown could not sentence which might have been awarded
interfere; if the sentence were substan- on anyone count alone was fifteen years'
tially just, the Crown could not entertain transportation, or ten years' imprisonment.
conflicting questions of law. But he de- Instead of that, the learned judge who
murred altogether to there being any jus- tried the case divided the sentence into
tice apart from the law. During the period four terms of imprisonment of eighteen
that the opinion was being obtained from months' each. Two of the counsel for the
Mr. Lloyd, the friends of the insolvent in prisoner expressed the opinion that this
England presented a petition to the Queen was an illegal sentence; but one of his
praying for his release. That petition, he counsel thought it was a legal sentence.
understood, had been transmitted to this The subject was referred to counsel in
colony, and was now in the possession of the England, and Mr. Haneen expressed the
Governor. At an interview which took opinion that the sentence was illegal. For
place very recently between the Attorney- all I know the Attorney-General of EngGeneral and the solicitor to the insolvent, ·land might have been perfectly willing to
the former undertook to refer the case endorse that opinion. Application was
again to the judge who tried it. That made to the Crown to reverse the sentence.
course was adopted two yenrs ago. Mr. In due course that application was referred
Justice Williams then held that the con- to the learned judge who tried the case,
viction was right, and that he was right and he reported that, in his opinion, the
in awarding this cumulative sentence. On sentence was legal, and that, as the case
the recent occasion Mr. Justice Williams presented no features of merit upon which
returned the same reply. No doubt the a remission could be asked for, he declined
learned judge believed this sentence was to recommend that effect should be given
properly imposed. Indeed it would be to the application. Thereupon the friends
improper to suppose otherwise. But he of the prisoner applied to the Supreme
apprehended that, in the absence of a court Court for a habeas. They found that a.
of error, it was necessary by some means to habeas would not lie; and then they wrote
go beyond the opinion of the judge who to England for the opinion of another
tried the case. He begged to ask the At- counsel, Mr. Lloyd, who also expressed a
torney-General what remedy the laws of very confident opinion that the senthe colony afford for cases su·ch as that tence was illegal.
I submitted that
under notice; and whether he would take opinion to the learned judge, and asked
steps to have the papers connected with him to state, for the information of the
the case laid on the table?
Crown, after reading Mr. Lloyd's opinion,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I have asked whether his opinion was altered. The
permission of the Governor to answer the learned judge has lately reported that his
question of the honorable and learned mem- opinion remains unaltered; and he has
ber, and His Excellency has authorized me pointed out that the prisoner might have
to answer it. The honorable member has had the opportunity, if he had thought
stated that this prisoner is now suffering proper to avail himself of it, of raising
imprisonment which must be presumed .to this question when the application was
be under a sentence not in accordance with made on his behalf for a new trial, or
the law; that he was convicted on four upon the entering of the finding of the
different charges for s.ubstantially the same jury. The prisoner failed to make use of
offence. Now I think that the honorable those opportunities; and now the question
member is not justified in presuming the arises whether it is the duty of the Crown,
facts which form the basis of this question. in the exercise of the prerogative of mercy,
I have abstained, and shall continue to not merely to judge of the facts which
abstain, from expressing an opinion on the may entitle a prisoner to mercy, but also
legal merits of this question; but the facts to judge of the grounds upon which So
of the case may be very shortly stated. question may be raised as to whether a
The charge against this person was sentence is legal or illegal? I don't think
brought under a particular section of the any such function belongs to the Crown.
Insolvent Act; and the information con- And if not merely two counsel, but if the
tained a great number of counts, charging whole of the counsel of the Victorian bar,
him either with different offences, or with and the whole of the counsel of the bar of
different overt acts constituting evidence England at their back, were to express an
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opinion that the sentence was illegal, I
should feel very great difficulty-seeing
that the judge who tried the case expresses
th.e opinion that the sentence was legal,
and seeing also that no attempt was made
on the part of the prisoner to set aside
that sentence-I should feel very great
difficulty in advising the Crown to step in,
and, in the exercise of the prer'ogative of
mercy, decide that the sentence was illegal.
Mr. G. P. SMITH said it had been
decided that the point could not be raised
on the motion for a new trial; that a new
trial,could be granted only on account of
matters arising during the trial.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Upon that, as
on the main question, I decline to offer any
opinion. I have only informed the House
what the learned judge stated when the
case was last sent back to him. He said
that this question might have been raised,
and was not. I confess, seeing that there
are no merits at all in this case-seeing
that this man is justly suffering imprisonment, and not excessive imprisonment, for
a very grave offence-seeing too that, if
the objection had been anticipated, the
learned judge might, without dispute, instead of taking the trouble to divide the
sentence, have inflicted a sentence of ten
years' imprisonment on one of these counts,
I do not consider that the opinions of barristers, to the effect that the sentence is
illegal, ought to weigh for one moment, in
the estimatioc of the Crown, in opposition
to the opinion of the learned judge who
tried the case. After giving the fullest
consideration to the question, I am unprepared to advise the Crown to exercise the
prerogative of mercy in favour of the
prisoner. I shall have no 'objection to
allow the honorable member, or any honorable member, to see all the papers bearing
on the case; and I shall bring them down
to the House to-morrow for that purpose.
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
Mr. FRANCIS said he bad been in
hopes that he should be able to produce
that night the return moved for by the
honorable member for East Melbourne
(Mr. Langton), of the imports and exports
for 1866. He regretted to announce that
the detailed returns were not yet in a form
to be laid on the table, but he was in a
position to submit a return showing 'the
gross results, which, he presumed, would
be sufficient for present purposes. This
I'eturn, which showed the imports and
exports from 1860 to 1866, he begged now
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to lay upon the table. Honorable members, on com parin~ the operations of 1866
with those of the previous year, would see
that there had really been no falling off in
the trade of the port.
MINING ON PUBLIC RESERVES.
Mr. DYTE asked the names of the
gentlemen who would form the commission
to inquire into the subject of mining on
reserves on Ballarat?
Mr. MACGREGOR stated that the
gentleman were-Mr. J. F. Sullivan (chairman), the Hon. T. T. a'Beckett, Mr. George
Harker, Mr. W. B. Noel, and Mr. R. H.
Bland.
Mr. DAVIES inquired whether these
gentlemen had been appointed, because he
thought that, before appointment, the names
should have been submitted to the House?
Mr. MACGREGOR said the gentlemen
named had virtually accepted the position,
and therefore 'must be regarded as appointed.
RAILWAY TO COLAC.
Mr. CONNOR moved that Mr. Francis
be discharged from attendance on the Colae
Railway Committee, and that Mr. Sullivan
be appointed in his stead.
Mr. McCANN suggested that Mr. Love
should be added to the committee.
Mr. CONNOR said he had no objection.
The motion was amended accordingly,
and then agreed to.
REVISION OF THE TARIFF.
CUSTOl\IS DUTIES BILL.

The report on this Bill was considered
and adopted.
Mr. FRANCIS moved the addition to
clause 10 of the following words,. Provided, nevertheless, that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council at any time
to add to the list of articles entitled to drawback, on such terms as he may think fit, and
such alterations and additions shall be presented
to Parliament, if then in session, or, if not, as
soon after its assembling as practicable."
He submitted this proposition in compliance with a promise which he made
last week. He had received from officers
,of the Customs department a report on
this subject, which showed that the difficulties he had set forth were by no means
exaggerated. The repoi't was as follows : [MEl\lO.]

"Department of Trade and Customs,
Melbourne, March 23, 1867.
"After careful consideration of the subject,
we are of opinion that the only articles which
may with safety be added to the list of goods
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entitled to drawback, under the new Customs
Duties Act, are dried fruits."With reference to the proposition for allowing drawback of duty on the exportation of
goods subject to ad valorem duties, we beg respectfully to submit that it would be inexpedient
to legalize such a proposition, for the following
reasons:"1. There are at present large quantities of
goods in the colony similar to those which are
now subject to an ad valorem duty upon importation, which have paid no duty at all, and which
it would be impossible to identify. It is to be
feared that such goods might be entered out for
drawback of duty, to the serious injury of the
revenue.
"2. Most of the articles liable to specific
duties, such as malt, salt, doors and window
sashes, salted provisions, varnish, vinegar, bacon,
confectionery, &c., as well as goods subject to
the 10 per cent. ad lJalorem duties, are produced
in the colony, and it would be difficult, if not
impossible, to distinguish the home-made from
the imported articles, for which we have reason
to apprehend they would be substituted, and
entered out for drawback, thus virtually exacting a bonus by way of drawback from the public
revenue to the extent of duty to which similar
articles are liable on importation.
"3. To add to the existing list of goods entitled
to a drawback of duty will necessarily entail a
more particular entry of the goods, in the first
instance, by the owner, and a more minute and
particular examination of goods by the officers
of this department on landing, than is the case
at present. Goods entered out for drawback of
duty would require to undergo a similar special
examination, which, we need not observe, would
be productive of great inconvenience, detention,
and annoyance to the shipper, and at the same
time necessarily add materially to the expenses
of this department. This perhaps will be better
illustrated by supposing the following case, viz.,
that fifty packages of brass or copper ware, or
any other goods miscellaneously packed, are
entered to be landed and duty paid. These, at
present, may be entered in a line or two, according to the invoice value of the whole; but, in
the event of a drawback being allowed, each
package will not only necessarily have to be
entered by the owner in detail, and the value
affixed thereto, but each package will have to
be specially examined in detail also by the
officers of this department, and so entered in
their books. Unless this is done, it will obviously be impossible for the owner to enter for
drawback any smaller portion of the fifty packages of goods referred to than the whole, as no
proportionate value of any smaller quantity of
such goods could be otherwise ascertained.
But even this, we believe, would not prevent
fraud under a system of ad valorem duties; for
nothing, after all, would be easier than for the
owners of goods so disposed to substitute inferior and lower value goods for those of a
higher value, and thus claim and obtain a larger
amount of drawback than that to which they
would be justly entitled. It is unfortunately a
fact that there are some who consider it a very
venial offence to defraud this department by any
means in their power, and we confess that we
are unable to devise any scheme of allowing a
more extended system of drawback of duty
that would prevent people so disposed from at
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once defrauding the revenue and injuring the
fair dealer.
"It has been suggested that a system of
marking the packages of dutiable goods on
landing would meet the difficulties we have referred to; but we believe that no system of
marking goods could be adopted which would
not be liable to the same objections to which we
have referred, in addition· to entailing on the
owners thereof the expense and trouble of
marking the same after examination by the
officers of this department.
" We have to observe that it is not the general
practice to allow the bonding of 'low-duty'
goods. We respectfully venture to submit that
it is better for the interests of this revenue and
the trade of the colony to permit the bonding of
, low-duty' goods, on the favourable conditions
at present in force, than to legalize a system of
drawbacks that would be productive of annoyance and detention to the public, and be attended.
beyond all doubt, with risk to the revenue and
serious additional cost to this department.
" J. GUTHRIE, Inspector-General of Customs.
"J. CHATFIELD TYLER, Collector of Customs."

Under these circumstances (said Mr.
Francis) it had not been considered desirable to ask for more than a permissive
clause to enable the Commissioner of Customs to add to the list of drawbacks, from
time to time, as the condition of stocks and
circumstances might render reasonable and
practicable. Of course the regulations
giving permission to take out of bond a
single package, no matter how small its
value, would apply to the new duties.
Mr. MOORE said he was utterly
astounded at the proposition of the
Minister of Customs, after the promise
which the honorable gentleman made
when the clause was discussed in committee on the previous Thursday evening.
It would be remembered that, when it was
suggested that the Minister of Customs
should have a discretionary power to make
additions to the list of articles on which
drawbacks should be allowed, the honorable gentleman and his colleague, the
Treasurer, both said that such a power
ought not to be conferred on any Minister,
but that it would be better for the Legislature to define the descriptions of goods
on which drawbacks should be allowed.
The amended clause which he (Mr. Moore)
accepted, which provided that drawbacks
should be allowed on certain articles, was
withdrawn on the distinct promise by the
~iinister of Customs that the Government
would bring down another clause framed
in the same spirit. Instead of carrying
out his promise, however, an addition to
clause 10 had been proposed, which was
virtually the same as the suggestion to
which the Minister of Customs and the
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Treasurer previously objected, because in
a matter of this kind the Governor in
Council would be guided by the Minister
of Customs. A mere permissive power
of this kind-which probably would never
be exercised-did not give effect to the
principle for which he and other members
who wished facilities to be given for the
carrying on of the intercolonial trade had
contended the other evening, and which
the Government then assented to. He
would rather t.hat the Bill should pass as
it Wl1S than consent to this sham. He regarded this proposal as utterly at variance
with the understanding arrived at on
Thnrsday evening, and as a thorough
breach of faith.
Mr. VERDON expressed surprise at the
last statement made by. the honorable
member for Sandridge, and said that it
was unwarranted. The clause referred to
was withdrawn in order that more time
might be afforded for its consideration by
the Government, and it had since been
found, upon careful consideration at the
custom-house, that it was impossible to
give full effect to the wishes of honorable
members opposite, for the reasons stated
in the document which had been read by
the Minister of Customs. If the honorable .member for Sandridge supposed that
the House would agree with the clause
which he proposed, after the reasons urged
against it in the report of the two officers
at the head of the Customs department,
the Government would give him an opportunity of testing the feeling of the House,
by consenting to the re-committal of the

Bill.
Mr. MOORE intimated that he considered that he had done his duty in the
matter, and that he did not care now what
course the Government adopted. It appeared to him that they were determined
to stifle the intercolonial trade.
The
report of the Inspector and Collector of
Customs was a mere repetition of the objections which were fully discussed the
other evening.
Mr. VERDON denied that the Government had been guilty of any breach of
faith, and repeated that the Government
were willing to allow the Bill to be recommitted, if the honorable member for
Sandridge desired it.
Mr. LEVI observed that the clause
proposed by the honorable member for
Sandridge would have been adopted, with
some slight alterations, and embodied in
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the Bill, had not the Minister of Customs
requested that it should be withdrawn, on
the promise that he would bring down
another clause framed in the same spirit.
That promise had not Leen fulfilled; and,
in justification of his non-fulfilment of the
promise, the Minister of Customs had laid
on the table a document signed by the
Inspector and Collector of Customs. He
(Mr. Levi) would suggest that the honorable member for Sandridge should .accept
the proposal of the Treasurer for the recommittal of the Bill, and that the debate
should be adjourned, to allow the document to be printed and circulated amongst
honorable members. He believed that
there would be no difficul ty in showing
that the object of the honorable memher
for Sandridge might be effected. The
report of the Inspector and Collector of
Customs stated that it would be inexpedient to make any addition to the list of
articles on which drawbacks might be
allowed, except dried fruits. It was a
most extraordinary thing that they should
have selected that particular article,
because the preparation of dried fruits
was an industry carried on in tho colony
to a considerable extent. If the Inspector
and Collector of Customs admitted that
dl'awbacks might be safely allowed on
dried fruits, they must admit that drawbacks could also be allowed on almost
every other description of merchandise.
The Bill provided that a declaration should
be made at the custom-house, in order to
ascertain the value of goods imported
which were liable to ad valorem duties,
and why should not the same course be
adopted on the exportation of goods, in
order to ascertain whether they were
goods upon which duty had been paid?
Were the mercantile community unworthy
of being believed on their oath? Were
they not to have an opportunity afforded
them of continuing to carryon their trade
with the neighbouring colonies ? Were
merchants, who had goods to the value of
hundreds of thousands of pounds on the
water at the present time, on their way to
Melbourne, to be prevented from disposing
of their merchandise to the neighbouring
colonies? He admitted that a little extra
work might be thrown on the Customs
department if drawbacks were allowed;
but there could be no more difficulty in
carrying out such a system sati.sfactorily
than there would be in collecting import
duties on the declared value of goods
imported. Even if extra assistance were
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required at the custom-house, it would be
well to incur the expense, in order to gi ve
facilities for the carrying on of a branch
of trade which would afford employment to
a large number of persons. If a merchant
imported fifty cases of goods, why should
he be deprived of the opportunity of selling half of them to a customer in New
Ze~land? Such, however, would be the
case unless drawbacks were alJowed. He
hoped the Government would not be so
wilfully blirid to the interests of the colony
8S not to consent to this one redeeming
feature of the most obnoxious measure
which had ever passed the Legislature of
Victoria. If the debate were adjoul'lled,
and the Bill re-committed on the following
evening, he would be prepared to show
that drawbacks were permitted in England without the inconvenience which the
Ministry anticipated.
Mr. GILLIES said that the principle of
the amendment which the Government
proposed was altogether at variance with
the report of the Inspector and Collector of
Customs, because that report urged that it
was impossible satisfactorily to make any
additions to the list of articles on which
drawbacks were allowed. If additions
could be made, it would be just as easy to
enumerate in an Act of Parliament the
articles upon which drawbacks should be
allowed as to enumerate them in an order
of the Governor in Council. Moreover,
there was this objection· against leaving
the matter in the hand of the Governor in
Council- that the Governor in Council
might issue an order permitting drawbacks
on certain articles and the following week
might abolish it.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the Government were quite as anxious as any
members of the Opposition to meet the requirements of trade, but, in doing so, they
must see that the revenue of the country
was protected. There were difficulties in
the way of allowing drawbacks. At the
present time there were large stocks of
goods on hand-sufficient to supply the
wants of the colony for twelve months.
These goods had paid no duty. This was
a difficulty in the way of allowing drawbacks. Notwithstanding what the honorable member for East Melbourne (Mr.
Levi) had said as to the honesty of merchants, there were parties quite prepared
to take advantage by obtaining drawbacks
on goods on which they had paid no duty.
Many descriptions of goods which were
imported-indeed nearly all the articles
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subject to a 10 per cent. duty-were also
made in the colony; and how could imported goods and goods made in the colony
be distinguished? He would remind honorable members that great facilities were
given to merchants by the bonding system.
He admitted that it was not a wise plan
to give the Governor in Council power to
alter from time to time' the articles on
which drawbacks should be allowed. He
would rather have adhered to the original
proposition; but, after giving the matter
their earnest consideration, the Government found that it would be impossible to
adopt a general system of drawbacks, and
at the same time to prevent persons obtaining money by false pretences.
Mr. LANGTON pointed out that there
was a substantial difference between the
clause submitted by the honorable member
for Sandridge, and assented to at the time
by the Minister of Customs, and the proviso now proposed. In the former case
it was proposed that the articles on which
drawbacks should be allowed should be
absolutely fixed by Act of Parliament,
but the present proposition was that the
Governor in Council, which virtually
meant the Minister of Customs, should
say on what articles drawbacks should be
allowed. It seemed to him (Mr. Langton)
that the matter really lay in "a nutshell.
The House had adopted a Tariff under
which it was absolutely impossible to consult both the interests of the revenue and
the interests of the trade of the port. He
could only say that the Government, and
those who supported them, were responsible for" the consequences. The return
which the Minister of Customs had laid
on the table that evening showed that the
exports of the colony were less in 1866
by £1,000,000 than they were in 1864,
before the first of these experimental Tariffs
was adopted. (Mr. Francis-" No.") The
return showed that the exports had fallen
from £13,889,000 in 1864 to £12,889,000
in' 1866. If that was not a falling off of
£1,000,000, he should like to know what
was? The return did not even furnish
all the information· for which the House
had asked. The motion which the House
adopted asked for a return which, if it
had been furnished, would have shown what
effect the several Tariffs had had upon the
intercolonial trade; but the Bill would be
passed before the House would obtain the
information.
Captain MAC MAHON urged that it
was very objectionable to allow regula-
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tions framed by the Governor in Council,
The House dividedas to drawbacks, to come into force before
Ayes
21
they were submitted to the Legislature.
Noes
41
Mr. VERDON moved the addition of
Majority against, the ad-} 20
words to provide that the regulations
journment of the debate
should not have force until they were subAYES.
mitted to Parliament.
Mr. Longmore,
Mr.
Aspinall,
The proviso, with this amendment, was
" Blackwood,
" Love,
then put and agreed to.
" McLellan
" Bunny,
On the motion that the Bill be read a
Capt. Mac Mahon,
" Edwards,
third time,
Mr. Moore,
" Gillies,
" O'Grady,
" Hanna,
Mr. GILLIES submitted that, as a sub" Snodgrass.
" Hopkins,
stantial amendment had b~en made in the
" Ireland,
Tellers.
Bill, it could not be read a third time that
" Jones,
Mr. Langton,
" Kerierd,
evening.
" Whiteman.
" Levey,
Mr. MOORE took the same view.
" Levi,
The SPEAKER.-It is the usual pracNOES.
tice when a Bill has been reported and
Mr. Balfour,
Mr. McCaw,
" McCulloch,
adopted to read it a third time, unless some
" Bindon,
" Macpherson,
" Bowman,
substantial alteration has been made in it.
" Plummer,
" Burrowes,
If' it is desired to make a substantial alte" Reeves,
" Burtt,
ration in a Bill, in my opinion the measure
" Richardson,
" Byrne,
ought to be l'e-committed.
" Riddell,
" Casey,
" G. P. Smith,
" Connor,
Mr. FRANCIS contended that no sub" J. T. Smith,
" Cunningham,
stan,tial amendment had been made.
F. L. Smyth,
"
" Dyte,
" Sullivan,
" Evans,
The SPEAKER.-I cannot allow any
" Tucker,
" Farrell,
discussion on an amendment which has
" Francis,
" Vale,
already been disposed of.
" Verdon,
" Grant,
" Watkins,
" Halfey,
Mr. SNODGRASS remarked that,
" Wheeler,
" Harbison,
where a substantial amendment was made
" H. Henty,
" Wilson.
in a Bill, as reported by the committee,
" Higinbotham,
the practice of Parliament was not to read
Tellers.
" King,
Mr. Sands,
" Kyte,
the Bill a third time during the same
" Lalor,
" Baillie.
sitting.
" Macgregor,
Mr. McCULLOCH said there would be
The House then divided on the question.
no desire on the part of the Government to
press the Bill to a third reading if any sub- that the Bill be read a third timeAyes
39
stantial amendment had ,been made iu it,
Noes
24
but no substantial amendment had been
made. It was desirable that the measure
Majority for the third reading
15
should be passed through the House as soon
AYES.
as possible, especially as the mail would
Mr. Baillie,
Mr. McCulloch,
leave in a day or two.
" Macpherson,
" Balfour,
Mr. RICHARDSON said he would vote
" Plummer,
" Bindon,
" Burrowes,
" Reeves,
against the third reading of the Bill, as he
" Burtt,
" Riddell,
did not approve of the Tariff, but he
" Byrne,
" Sands,
thought it was unnecessary to postpone the
" G.,P. Smith,
" Casey,
matter.
" J. T. Smith,
" Connor,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Cope,
Mr. JONES observed that he was at a
" Cunningham,
" Sullivan,
loss to understand what good purpose could
" Tucker,
" Evans,
be served by reading the Bill a third time
" Francis,
" Vale,
" Verdon,
" Grant,
that night. It was only fair that, before
" Watkins,
"
Harbison,
the third reading, the Bill should be
" H. Henty,
" Wheeler,
printed as amended, in order that honor" Higinbotham,
" :VVilson .
able members might see what the amend" King,
Tellers.
ment really was.
" Kyte,
Mr. Farrell,
" Lalor,
Mr. LANGTON moved that the debate
" Macgregor,
" Dyte.
be adjourned.
" McCaw,
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NOES.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Blackwood,

" Bunny,
" Edwards,
"
"
"
"

Gillies,
Halfey,
Hanna,
Hopkins,

" Ireland,
" Jones,
"
"

Kerferd,
Levey,

"

Levi,

Mr. Longmore,
" Love,

" McCann,
" McLellan,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Moore,

" O'Grady,

"

Richardson,

" Snodgrass.
Tellers.
Mr. Langton,

"

Whiteman.

The Bill was accordingly read a third
time and passed.
PUBLIC HEAL TH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Council with an intimation that it
had been agreed to with amendments.
LUNACY LAWS CONSOLIDATION
AND AMENDMENT BILL.
The report of the committee on this
Bill was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. HIGINBOTHAM,
the Bill was then read a third time and
passed.
TITLES UNDER CERTIFICATES
BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Mr. TUCKER said that the long
speeches made when the Bill was lust
under consideration were out of place.
They should have been made at the second
reading. The amendment proposed by
the Minister of Lands was also ou t of
place. The honorable gentleman was in
too great a hurry. He had intended to
show the fallacies of the honorable gentleman's argument, but probably the best
course would be to proceed with the consideration of the first clause (declaring the
title of the Bill), the adoption of which
he begged to move.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM intimated that
the provision submitted by the Minister of
Lands, when the Bill was last under consideration [to the effect that, on payment
of 5s. per acre, within three months of the
passing of the Act, holders of land under
certificates should be released from their
obligations, other than the payment of
ren t], was proposed as an addition to the
first clause.
Mr. SNODGRASS asserted that the
provision was submitted as a new clause.
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Mr. HIGINBOTHAM assured the
honorable member that he was mistaken
on this point.
Mr. LONGMORE said that on the
last occasion he moved that progress be
be reported. He had now to submit the
same motion, with the addition that leave
be asked to sit again that day month.
His object was to give the Government
an opportunity of dealing with the question in the Amending Land Bill. The
Governor's speech contained a notice that
it was intended to introduce a Bill dealing
with the question of free selection before
survey, or rather the extension of the
42nd clause of the existing Land Act over
the entire colony, and the Government
ought to be prepared to introduce this
measure within a month. If the ccrtificateholders did not wish to get rid of their
liabilities, they would admit that the proper time to deal with the question was
when the whole subject would be before
the House. Piecemeal legislation of the
class now proposed could only lead to
serious error.
1\'11'. GRANT said that, to set honorable
members at rest, once for all, on the point
just raised, he would state that no Bill of
the nature of the one before the House
would be included in the Government
land scheme. The Government would
have nothing to do with the measure.
Mr. MACPHERSON remarked that
the Government appeared to have a great
deal to do with the Bill. They proposed
to introduce a clause more stringent than
any contained in previous Acts. He would
like to know whether, in the event of the
amendment being carried, the occupier~
would be compelled to pay the 5s. per
acre within the three months, under penalty
of ejection, or whether they would have
the option of making their improvements
within t1)at period?
Mr. GRANT.-As far as the Government are concerned, the law must take its
course.
Mr. LEVEY urged that, as the question
had been brought forward, it ought to be
definitely decided one way or the other.
Unless a decision. should be arrived at, a
large number of the certificate-holders
would be left in a serious and embarrassing
predicament.
Mr. SNODGRASS called attention to
the position in which the Minister of
Lands had placed himself by his statements that any amending Land Bill he
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might introduce would not include a settlement of this particular question, ann also
that he had covertly made entr~nce on
some of the lands held under certificates.
He could not imagine a more flagrant
abuse of power. Such conduct might
please a section of the community; but
the honorable gentleman should take warning from Mr. Brooke, the author of
all the liberal land legislation of the
colony, and should remember tlmt popularity was but fleeting. The AttorneyGeneral spoke of the designs' of unscrupulous squatters and bankers; but
did that honorable gentleman know that,
before the Bill was introduced, the Minister of Lands had attempted to compromi'se
the matter, with the sanction, as it was
understood, of all his colleagues? Perhaps if he was wrong the honorable gentleman would correct him. If honorable
members would only reflect that the legal
action the Minister of Lands now referred
to would cost the country an enormous
sum, and that the object of the Bill was
merely to quiet the titles of selectors, by
making one small alteration, he was sure
they would not consent to the matter being
further postponed.
Honorable members
ought now to consider what compromise
could be effected. The Minister of Lands
proposed that 5s. per acre should be paid,
and another honorable member had proposed Is., and surely some decision could
be arrived at on the point.
Mr. WATKINS remarked that, after
listening with attention to the various
arguments which had been adduced, he
failed to perceive that the Land Acts
of 1862 and 1865 intended that there
should be any difference between the
certificate-holders Hnd the general selectors. Allusion had been made to the
class which had purchased certificates on
speculation, not with the intention of complying with the conditions, but rather of
going upon runs, and selecting the best
portions, in order to extort money from
the squatters. Now if these gentlemen
bad been disappointed, if the squatters had
not bled so freely as they had expected,
was that any reason that the House should
relieve them? He could understand the
House taking the part of the actual settler
against the squatter, but it was not to their
interest to support one pastoral tenant
against another. Why should they interfere with the pastoral tenant until the land
was required for settlement; and why
should they assist speculators to get the
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land at 12s. per acre? He did not believe
in the argument that the conditions named
in the Act did not attach to assigns; that
the certificate-holders sold their advantages, but not their obligations. It would
be more correct to say that the conditions
did not attach to the certificate-holders at
all, for he had come to the conclusion that
the 23rd clause was introduced with a view
of evading those obligations. Anyone,
however, reading the Act of 1862, must see
that it was not the intention of the Legislature to recognise any distinction between
the two classes of selectors. As the
preamble stated, the Act of 1862 was
an Act "to give increased facilities for
the sale and settlement of the lands."
How did the Government wish to do that?
By making" homes for the people," as Mr.
Duffy had it. By offering land at half-acrown per acre, on the understanding that
the condi tions of the 36th clause were complied with. Then, again, it was provided
that certificate-holders should have land
on the same terms as those mentioned in
the 22nd clause. Indeed both t.he Act of
1862 and the Act of I 865 showed clearly
that the certificate-holders were to be
treated in the same way as selectors.
Notwithstanding the opinion of the honorable and learned member for Kilmore, he
did not believe that the authors of the Act
of 1862 intended that the certificate-holders
should be treated otherwise. He had been
told that, unless he gave hrs vote for the
Bill now before the House, he must not
expect to receive any assistance in the
passage of measures which might be for
the benefit of the district which he represented. If that was to be the price, he would
rather forego the benefit of his distl'ict. He
should vote, on this as on other questions,
as he considered right, irrespective of the
consequences. He maintained that the Government would be wanting in their duty
if they gave way in this matter. He hoped
they would make this a vital question. If
they were defeated, their defeat would virtually be the greatest victory they had ever
obtained.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that there
were many reasons why the discussion
should not be continued. In the first
place, two or three Government nights
had already been lost in connexion with
the matter; and, in the next, the Government did not intend, as had already been
distinctly stated, to bring forward any
measure to deal with this particular part
of the land question. This being so, the
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honorable member for Ripon and Hampden would not gain anything by having
the discussion adjourned until another
night. It was desirable on every ground
that a decision, one way or the other,
should be come to on this occasion. With
regard to the remark of the honorable
member for South Gippsland, that the
Government had induced a certain section
to expect from them a measure like this,
he begged to say that the Government had
done nothing of the kind. A certain section of the community did apply to the
Government to consider a certain proposition, and the Government considered that
proposition, as they were bound to consider
any proposition coming from a large section
of the community. But beyond that the
Government had not gone; and it was
their determination to oppose this measure.
Mr. McCANN remarked that, never
since he had been a member of the House,
had he witnessed a question which, in
itself, was an exceedingly small one, converted into a matter of the greatest importance to the State. He considered that
a matter of this kind should be discussed
without any party feeling. Under the
Land Act, certificate-holders were compelled to make certain improvements.
They had the option of three. They
could either cultivate to the extent of one
acre in ten, or fence their land, or erect
thereon a habitable dwell~ng. As a habitable dwelling happened t6 be the cheapest,
that was the improvement generally
adopted; and the question simply was
whether persons who had possession of
certificate land should be compelled to
erect these -habitable dwellings or, in lieu
thereof, pay-as it"was proposed to provide
in the Bill-the sum of Is. per acre .
That was the question involved in this
Bill. Now, he would ask, what possible
advantage would be gained by the State
compelling people to erect these senseless
and st'upid huts? The other day, when
driving through the country with friends,
the remark made, on seeing some huts
erected on lands which had been selected
under' certificates, was-" These are Mr.
Grant's habitable dwellings." He main..
tained that, if persons were compelled by
the State to spend money unproductively,
the proceeding would be an injury not
only to those persons but the country
generally. It was stupid folly. The only
reason he could assign for the importance
given to this subject was that, at present,
they were somewhat hard up for political
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difficulties. The Tariff had been got rid
of; and the Government would not go
A great
on with their Land Bill.
deal had been said as to what was
the object in view when Cummins's
clause was introduced into the Land
Act of 1862. Now there was hardly a
member of the House more conversant
with the history of that clause than he
was. The clause was suggested at a
dinner of his constituents five years ago.
Mr. Duffy, who was present at that dinner,
pointed out that, whereas the old occupiers
had to pay cash for their land, it was proposed by the Bill which he was about
to initiate to give persons credit to the
extent of one-half their purchase-money;
and he said that if he could induce his
colleagues to give the same advantages to
those persons who had already purchased
land at high prices, he would do 80 ; because he considered that if, in such cases,
the land already taken up were regarded
as the half for which cash had been paid,
and the land to be taken up as the half to
be leased, it would be only some compensation to perso,ns for the prices they had
paid for their land, and the depreciation in
value which land might undergo by the
operation of the Act. There was no intention-as had been stated by the honorable and learned member for Kilmore-to
get rid of the conditions as to improvements. Had there been any such intention
he (Mr. McCann) would not have voted
for the clause. The a vowal made by the
honorable and learned member for Kilmore
was one that ought not to have been made
openly in the House. It was never intended by the author of the Act of 1862, or
by many of those who supported him, that
the conditions should not be enforced. It
was always intended that they should be
enforced, and the Supreme Court had decided that they could be enforced. But was
it desirable to enforce conditions which
had turned out to be very stupid ?-to
compel persons to spend money in a
manner that would not be productive to
the State? The sum of 1s. per acre had
been proposed, and he thought that would
be adequate compensation. The average
value of the shepherds' huts in this
country did not exceed £10 per hut.
This being so, honorable members could
easily ascertain what would be given up
for the £30,000 or £40,000 which the payment of 1s. per acre would produce. When
the Land Act of 1865 was introduced, the
certificate-holders were not able to transfer
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their certificates; and, at the suggestion of
the honorable member for East Geelong,
the Attorney-General put into the 7th clause
the word" assigns." (Mr. Higinbotham" With a proviso.") Before the proviso
was put in, the Attorney-General assented
to the insertion of the word" assigns." This
being so, the honorable and learned gentleman was responsible for all the proceedings which he described the other night.
The Attorney-General spoke of bankers,
merchants, and others, being interested in
these certificates, and yet he put into the
Act the very words which enabled those
persons to get possession of them. It was
urged in the House at the time that these
certificates would be of no use to farmers,
if they were compelled to give up present
homes, and go up country to select land;
nnd that the advantage should be one of
a transferable kind. It was in compliance
with that suggestion, and in order that
these certificates should be marketable
commodities, that the Attorney-General
put in this word "assigns." Allusion had
been made to the value of the land which
had been taken up under these certificates.
But the fact was that, up to within six
weeks or two months of the expiration
of the term during which they could be
used, hardly any of the certificates 4ad
been worked off. It rarely happened for
more than two or three certificate··holders
to be successful at a selection. And, while
so many certificates were on hand, the
Minister of Lands caused the survey of
land which, if he had intended it for bona
fide settlement, would be a disgrace to his
department. But it was surveyed and put
up for selection for the purpose of getting
rid of a portion of these certificates. The
certificates had been described as a great
advantage to the squatter, but never was
there a system which fleeced the squatter
of so much money in return for such little
consideration. Squatters, instead of paying 12s. an acre, as represented by the.
honorable member for Evelyn, paid as
much as £1 per acre for the certificates.
Certainly the average price was not less
than lOs. per acre. Then they had to go
and select, and pay £1 per acre before they
could get any land. And, in many cases,
the expense of manipulating these documents was not less than 2s. per acre.
Altogether, the land obtained under certi.
ficates cost-irrespective of the improvements sought to be dealt with by the Billon an average, 30s. per acre. And a great
portion of this land in the Echuca and the
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Wimmera districts was inferior to land
which the Minister of Lands could not
get rid of at£l per acre.' How then could
the certificates be a great advantage to the
squatter? He sympathized very much
with the view expressed the other evening
by the honorable member for Ararat (Mr.
McLellan), and if the free-selectors could
gain any advantage in return for the con"cession which the Bill made to the certificate-holders, he would be very glad. He
ven tured to assert that the time' would come
when the rent paid by the free-selectors
would be reckoned as a portion of the purchase-money. He trusted that point would
never be conceded until the improvements
required by law were effected. But, the
improvements effected, the rent would
necessarily have to be reckoned as part of
the purchase-money, and this notwithstanding the declaration of the AttorneyGeneral that it would never be done by
any act of his. He ventured to assert that,
within three years, the free-selectors would
become such a power in the country that
not even the strong will of the AttorneyGeneral would venture to resist them. The
Minister of Lands knew that, in trying to
exact 2s. per acre as rent, he was exacting
that which people could not possibly pay;
and that, however desirable it might be
to do so in the first instance, in order to
compel improvements, the fee-simple never
would be acquired unless the rent were
taken as a portion of it. The first question
was to get the people on the land; the
next was to keep them there; but, if 28.
per acre rent were to be exacted from
every selector, he would never have an
opportunity to raise money, if need be, on
his land, to aid and assist him in stocking
it, and dealing with it as to him might seem
best. The result would be that the people
now settling on the land would abandon it.
He ventured to say this from an intimate
knowledge of the subject. Honorable members had seen what the squatters could do
in this colony. Their number at no period
ever exceeded 1,100 or 1,200. And, if
1,100 or 1,200 squatters could rule the
colony for so long a period, and could still
exercise so large a control in the functions
of legislation, how much more likely were
the free-selectors to be successful? He
believed that the selectors under the freeselection clauses of the present Land Act
numbered something like 8,000, and there
was as large a number of selectors under
the 42nd clause. Therefore about 16,000
selec'tors were directly interested in this
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question, and this number was increasing which was to give the public lands to
daily. Now, if 1,100 squatters could rule selectors on certain conditions. Those conthe country for so many years, and could ditions were perfectly well understood at
still exercise a large influence on legisla- the time. There was no question as to
tion, how much more likely were these their validity. On those conditions selecselectors to do the same thing ? Under tors went into possession of the land, but,
these circumstances, was it unreasonable before they had time to fulfil those con·
to suppose that the time would come when ditions, honorable members, who were
the rent would be reckoned as part of the instrumental in carrying that measure,
purchase-money? At the same time, he turned round and made the suggestion
sympathized with the view of the honor- that they should unite in ousting the
able member for Ripon and Hampden. He Government that insisted on the leases
considered that the land question should being complied with. It was monstrous
be dealt with as a whole. The Minister that honorable members who assisted in
of Lands was pledged to introduce, this framing the 4.ct of 1865 should propose
session, a Bill to make land more ac- to carry out this system of repudiation.
cessible to the bontz .fide applicant; and He believed that the certificate-holders
the Government ought to introduce that would have been in a very much better
Bill at the earliest possible opportunity. position in the House but for the unforBut as it might be a great hardship to the tunate statements made by the honorable
certificate-holders, who were anxious to and learned member for Kilmore, and
know, without further delay, what their other honorable members, as to the defate was to be, perhaps it would be as well liberate intention of the promoters of the
to dispose of this branch of the subject at Bill, namely, that, if the certificate-holders
once.
were permitted to escape the penalties
Mr. G. P. SMITH said the speech attaching to them, they would in turn aid
which had just been delivered would have the free-selectors in doing something simitaken him very much by surprise had he lar. He was not prepared to be a party
not been aware of the inconstancy and to such a compact. If it were a fact
inconsistency which had marked the poli- that 8,000 free-selectors were, at that
tical career of the honorable member for moment, prepared to repudiate the conSouth Grant (Mr. McCann). That hon- ditions of their leases, that was an aporable member was now co-operating with palling danger. He would rather see the
honorable members supposed to represent Land Act suspended, and come back to
the squatting interest to throw out the auction, than in any way countenance a
bait to the free-selectors to repudiate the system which would end in the repUdiation
conditions of their leases, because they suggested by the honorable member for
might look for friends. It was said that, South Grant. Now, if it were so easy to
in a short time, these free-selectors would erect these habitable dwellings, why were
be strong enough to oust the Government, they not erected? (Mr. Levey-"Because
and, probably, to unseat every honorable it is waste of money.") This was the first
member who insisted upon the carrying time he had learned that squatters, or
out of the conditions of their leases. If bankers, or anyone connected with that
that time should arrive, and if the free- class, were at all concerned abou t the waste
selectors should look to the honorable of money. He had yet to learn that they
member for South Grant (Mr. McCann), came forward voluntarily to put money
and the honorable member for Ripon and • into the pockets of the State when it did
Hampden, as friends, what state would not serve their own interest. He was
political Government in this country be in? perfectly convinced that, if there were
What would be the state of public morality? not some adequate reason, one shilling
There was it broad distinction between the per acre would not be offered in exposition of the certificate-holders and the change for the conditions of improvement
position of the selectors under the Land prescribed by the Act. They were told
Act of 1865. Those honorable members that these "habitable dwellings" existed
who suggested that the free-selectors should in large numbers over the country. Now,
repudiate their leases, stood in a very pecu- if it were so easy for some certificateliar position, because it was they who, on holders to put up these buildings, why did
behalf of the people of this country, assisted not the rest follow the example? Why
to frame the condi tions of those leases. should the House be troubled night after
They assisted in framing a Land Act night with this disquieting Bill of the
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honorable member for Kyneton? He was
prepared to support the proposition of the
Government to impose a penalty of 5s.
per acre, subject to certain conditions; but
he was not prepared altogether to adopt the
clause moved by the Minister of Lands.
As he stated the other night, he believed
it was a very doubtful question whether
the selectors under certificates were
bound by the obligations of the Duffy
Act of 1892. But that was a question
to be determined, not by the House, but
before those tribunals to which resort
had been had already. By this clause
the Government refused to the certificate-holders the opportunity to which
they were entitled, of appealing against
the decision of the' Supreme Court to the
Pri vy Council. (Mr. Higin botham-" No.")
He apprehended that, if the Bill was to be
operative, the certificate-holders ought 1\0
be entitled first of all to their legal remedies; and he .maintained that they ought
not to be forced into the position of having,
within three months, and before any such
appeal could be heard, to accept the alternative-to abandon their legal rights, if
they had any, or take such consequences
as might ensue. There was another reason why, he thought, that the provision
proposed by the Government should be
modified. He believed that a large number
of individuals who had taken up certificated land were not in a position to pay
5s. per acre within three months; and
that, so far as that point was concerned,
the case would be fairly met by providing
that notice should be given, within three
months, requiring payment of the money,
and that, if it were not paid by the end of
the year, the law should take its course.
Until opportunity was afforded for deciding
the question, the certificate· holders should
be left in statu quo. If the certificate"
holders were liable, he was not disposed
to assent to a less sum than 5s. per acre.
In conclusion, he would suggest to the
Minister of Lands, that it was very desirable in legislation-and more particularly
in legislation on the land question-to keep
within the scope of the law. The little
sharp practice in which that honorable
gentleman had indulged, and which was
peculiar to the branch of the legal profession to which he belonged, was calculated
to produce corresponding mischief; and if
the Minister of Lands had not been quite
so sharp-not quite so resolved to bring the
certificate-holders to terms-and had he
inserted in each lease a provision that the
VOL. 111.-3 1<'
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lease would be void unless the conditions
of improvement were complied with, or 5s.
per acre paid, the House would ha.ve stood
in a more dignified position, and would not
have been troubled with all t.he disquietude
which had followed the introduction of·the
Bill of the honorable member for Kyneton.
Mr. KYTE considered that, if the Bill
were rejected, the victory which the Government would thereby gain would be a
barren one. He did not believe that one
person in a hundred understood the full
force of the Bill. The object of the measure was to prevent a large class becoming
demoralized. He had been told that the
Government4.ntended to make this a matter
of policy. If so, there was an end to the
matter; because, although he assisted in
bringing in the Bill, he would rather have
it withdrawn than that the Government
should go out on the question. He considered that, taking all the surroundings of
the case into consideration, a much smaller
sum than 5s. per acre ought to be sufficient
to satis(y the Crown.
Mr. LEVEY said he trusted that the
Government would not make the question
one of want of confidence, as honorable
members had already sufficient difficulty
in knowing how to vote. He regarded
the Bill as one of the fairest and most
eq uitable compromises which had ever
been brought before Parliament, and he
was astonished at the opposition which it
had met with both in the House and in
the press. The Attorney-General had
asserted that persons who took out certificates under the Act of 1 R62 were bound
by the Act of 1865. He (Mr. Levey)
altogether dissented from that doctrine. It
was a monstrous doctrine that certificates
taken out under the Act of 1862 should
be affected by an Act passed three years
afterwards. The certificates were granted,
in the first instance, as a compensation
to persons who had purchased land prior
to the passing of the Act of 1862 at prices
varying from £1 to £20 an acre, and the
value of whose land would be materially
diminished by that Act. The ~gricultural
areas, however, were withdrawn from
selection under that Act before the certificate-holders could make use of their
certificates. For that reason, the time
within which the certificate.. holders were
entitled to make their selections was extended by the Act of 1865; but it could
never be imagined that persons who had
taken out certificates under the Act of
1862 could be bound by an Act passed
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three years afterwards. The utmost that
could be expected was that they should
comply with the provisions of the 126th
clause of the Act of 1862, which required them to erect a habitable dwelling, cultivate one acre in every ten, or
fence in their allotments. The majority
of the certificates were for 320 acres.
Now a "habitable dwelling"-a dwelling
superior to the dwellings occupied by the
majority of the bush population-could be
erected for £15 or £20, or something like
Is. per acre, which was the sum which
the certificate-holders were willing to pay.
They asked the House to relieve them
from the necessity of erecting a habitable
dwelling, because, in many instances, it
would be a waste of money to erect a
habitable dwelling. By the Land Act
of 1862 it was intended that the land
taken up under certificates should be cultivated, but the circumstances had very
materially changed since that time. For a
long period the certificates were tied up
altogether, and the Minister of Lands had
endeavoured so to administer the Act of
1865 as to prevent the certificate-holders
Relecting good agricultural land, and compel
them to take up inferior land. He might
say that that had been the avowed object
of the honorable gentleman. Although he
might have acted in the interests of the
country in throwing impediments in the
way of certificate-holders, his action had
prevented some persons from making use
of certificates in the way in which the
Legislature contemplated. Many of his
(Mr. Levey's) constituents-farmers in the
county of Normanby-had been desirous
to select land under certificates for bonb.
fide settlement, but had been unable to do
so. In consequence of the course adopted
by the Minister of Lands, a large number
of certificates had eventually passed into
the hands of squatters, to be used for the
purpose of taking up inferior lands on the
other side of the Dividing Range. These
certificates having been converted, by the
force of circumstances and the action of the
Governme~t themselves, from the purpose
for which they were originally granted, it
was only fair that, as the Government did
not carry out their part of the bargain,
some consideration should be shown to the
certificate-holders. The certificates not
having been made use of for the rich
agricultural lands, but for the poor pastoral lands, was it not monstrous that the
holders should be compelled to make improvements on such lands, which it would
Mr. Levey.
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have been quite right to exact if the lands
selected had been adapted for agricultural
purposes? If it were possible to introduce a sliding scale, to make the penalty
correspond with the quality of the landif, for instance, it were proposed that, in
the case of rich agricultural lands, a
penalty of lOs. an acre should be imposed
if the improvements were not made, and
6d. or 1s. an acre in the case of poor pastoral lands-he would be willing to accept
such a proposition. As, however, the
Government had kept the promise to the
ear, but broken it to the hope, it would be
monstrous that the certificate-holders should
be bound by the hard bargain made under
the Act of 1865. He believed that the
passage of the Bill had been much impeded by the injudicious remarks which
had been made as to what would have to
be done in reference to what were called
free-selectors and the selectors under the
42nd clause. Those persons were in a
totally different position to the certificateholders. It was never intended to give
persons who took up land under the 42nd
clause any more than a permissive occupancy of the land -; and, as to the freeselectors, anyone who had watcl1ed the
manipulation of the Land Acts in this
country, must know that, if the rent of the
free-selectors was made part of the purchase-money, it would not be the poor
agriculturist, but the rich speculator and
squatter, who would get the benefit of any
legislation of that kind. The only prospect of getting rid of dummies who now
occupied land, and of preventing future
evasions of the Land Act, was by carrying
out -the Acts of .1862 and 1865 in their
spirit and .integrity.
Mr. BURTT urged that, although the
word "assigns" appeared in the clause
relating to certificates, it was never the
intention of the Act that the certificates
should be converted into "greenbacks,"
or scrip, and sold publicly in the market.
Such, however, had been the case. The
certificates had been eagerly sought after,
and the parties who had bought them
ought to be compelled to carry out the
conditions attached to them. The squatters
already monopolized a very large portion
of the public territory, at a most inadequate
rental, and yet they were now moaning,
lamenting, and complaining that it was a
hardship that they should have to pay a
penalty of 5s. an acre for the lands which
they had obtained under certificates if they
did not make the improvements which were
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required of them. As to the honft fide
agriculturists, he might state that he was
at Kyneton the other day, and saw a large
number of farmers, who were in favour
of this Bill being rejected in toto. The
parties who had purchased certificates
knew perfectly well what they were doing,
and, if they now found that they had paid
too dear for their whistle, that was no
reason why a title should be given to them
without their fulfilling the conditions which
had been honorably and faithfully fulfilled
by other persons.
Mr. IRELAND referred to some remarks which 'had been made in the course
of the debate, which he thought implied that
there had been some clandestine action on
the part of himself, or of his honorable colleagues who were associated with him in the
passing of the Land Act of 1862; and he
read the following extract from the speech
which he made on the second reading of
that measure, for the purpose of showing
that the opinions which he held then were
quite consistent with the views which he
expressed in reference to the Bill now
under consideration : "Under the present system (i.e., the Nicholson
Land Act of 1860) certain conditions were imposed on the settler, the leading idea of which
was, no doubt, to secure bona fide settlement.
For himself, he thought any departure from the
auction system a mistake. Concessions had,
however, been made in this matter. There was
no receding, and the best plan was to go on in
the most rational way possible. . . . . In
consequence of this defect, the law became truly
unworkable; if not unmanageable. Conditions
suiting only the whims of honorable members
were dragged into it, until they almost invalidated the titles conferred under it, and certainly
made its proper carrying out impossible. ]!"or
instance, among those conditions was residence.
What was residence? Was it a continuous
d welling under one roof, or a visit of a few days
every now and then? What were improvements? Who could define them? What was
the effect of all these conditions? Why, that
there was no certainty in the administration of
a. land law, and lands were rendered unprofitable
in the hands of purchasers. Now, the Government proposed to settle this by the introduction
of what was called the •sheriff's clause.' They
said that, within a certain area, no man should
acquire more than 640 acres, and required him
to perform certain conditions with respect to it.
If these conditions were evaded or violated, or
if the persons who wished to take up an allotment were hindered from doing so by some one
who had violated the conditions of the Act, all
that had to be done was to empanel a sheriff's
jury to try the case, and it was settled forthwith, in the old Anglo-Saxon fashion, on the
spot. When the Crown grant had once issued,
however, there was an end to the conditions,
which no longer pressed upon the purchaser, to
render his land and his rights comparatively
valueless."
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It would, therefore, be seen that every
word which he had uttered in the course
of the present discussion he uttered five
years ago, during the debate on the second
reading of the Land Act of 1862. Nobody
could say that there was anything private
in the matter; the statement was made
openly and clearly before the House. He
repelled with indignation the insinuation
that there had been anything clandestine
in connexion with the Land Act of 1862,
either on his part or on the part of his
honorable colleagues who were associated
with him in the Government at that time.
The gentlemen with whom he had the
honour to be associated were incapable of
perpetrating a fraud on the country. Of
course the Land Act of 1862 was a compromise. He had no particular faith in
the departure from auction. He thought
at the time that it was a mistake, but it
was considered that, on the whole, it would
be desirable to depart from that system,
and that the obligations and penalties imposed by the Act would be effectual in
carrying out the object of the measure.
The expectations which were entertained,
however, were not realized, and he ventured to say that the corresponding clauses
imported into the Bill of 1865 would prove
a similar failure. Already selectors were
beginning to clamour to get rid of their
obligations. It' was perfectly consistent
with the remarks which he made on the
second reading of the Land Act of 1862 to
repeat what he stated the other night, but
he disapproved of all these kinds of conditions-clauses of penalty and forfeiture
-and he believed that the sooner persons
who had selected land, either under one
Act or the other, got their titles quieted
the better.
Mr. MACPHERSON said he felt it his
duty to explain his reasons for supporting
the Bill. The Minister of Lands stated
. the other evening that the matter had been
decided by a competent tribunal; but the
Attorney-General had taken considerable
pains to induce honorable members to
doubt the competency of that tribunal.
The honorable and learned gentleman apparently wished the House to believe that,
when the judges and he disagreed, he was
right, and that when the judges agreed
with him they were right. Although the
Supreme Court, in its appellate jurisdiction, had decided in favour of the view
taken by the Attorney-General, the chief
judge in Equity had ruled that the covenants and conditions which had been im-
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posed by the Board of Land and Works
were ultra vires; and, therefore, with
this show of reason on their side, the certificate-holders were perfectly justified in
asking the House to decide whether those
conditions were fair and equitable. He
must take exception to the term which had
been applied to the Bill by the AttorneyGeneral. The honorable and learned
gentleman had characterized it as a nefarious raid upon the Treasury. He (Mr.
Macpherson) would be sorry to lend his
countenance to anything of the sort, but
be did not believe that the expression was
justified. If this was a raid upon the
Treasury, the Government had assisted in
other raids. He might refer to a case
in which the Government remitted a
fine of something like £1,000 for the
benefit of one individual; and was there
not something like a raid upon the Treasury in the non-collection of the tea and
sugar duties for which bonds were given,
to say nothing about the non-collection of
those for which no bonds were given?
He admitted that the Government had
endeavoured to enforce the bonds; but,
if they had been anxious to prevent a
raid on the Treasury, they ought, in the
first instance, to have insisted on the bonds
being enforced, and not have appointed a
commission to inquire as to the desirability
of enforcing them. He could not shut his
eyes to the distinction that the persons
who gave bonds for tea and sugar duties
were supporters of the Government, and
that the certificate-holders were those
horrible men the squatters. It was unfair
to call this Bill a swindle. In his opinion
there had been stronger arguments adduced
in favour of the measure than against it.
There could be no doubt that it would be
a waste of money to erect habitable dwellings on many of the lands which had been
taken up under certificates. It would be
far better for the money to go into the
Treasury. If the' Government, instead of
opposing the Bill, had endeavoured to ascertain what would be a fair moneyequivalent for the erection of habitable dwellings,
they would have acted more equitably.
The promoters of the Bill believed that
the amount which they proposed was a
fair and legitimate sum. It would be
no profit to the State to compel the erection of habitable dwellings on these lands,
while, if it was referred to a jury to decide
what was a habitable dwelling, great injustice would be done to individuals, because some juries would decide that a
Mr. Macpherson.
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structure was not a habitable dwelling
which another jury would decide was a
habitable dwelling; or, in some cases, the
jury might not arrive at any decision at
all. He could not understand why the
Attorney-General and the Minister of
Lands should be anxious to submit a question of this kind to a jury. He wished
to know why the penalties clause, which
had been inserted in the lease, was not
inserted in the Amending Act of 1865 ?
If it was the intention of the Minister of
Lands, at the time of the passing of that
Act, to insert a clause in the leases issued
to certificate-holders, imposing conditions
and penalties, he ought to have had the
clause inserted in the Act itself. Clauses
of far less importance were inserted in the
Act. There was another question to be
considered. There was no opportunity of
selecting land under some of the certificates which were taken out under the
Land Act of 1862 until after the passing
of the Act of 1865. Was there to be
no distinction made between those who
made use of their certificates in the first
instance, and obtained good land, and
those who were prevented from doing so?
He gave the Minister of Lands credit for
endeavouring to prevent evasions of the
Act; but, at the same time, he submitted
that the rules and regulations framed by
the board should be in conformity with
the Act, and should not inflict penalties
never contemplated by the measure. As
to the argument that, if the Bill were
passed, the payments due from the general
selectors must also be remitted, he could
see no analogy between the two cases.
He would always oppose the selectors
being allowed any remission of rent, because that rent was a legitimate obligation,
legitimately incurred; but, if the selectors
desired to be freed from any excessive
regulations imposed by the Board of Land
and Works, he would willingly assist them.
No one knew better than the Minister of
Lands that most of the certificates had
been satisfied with inferior lands, for which
£1 per acre would not have been obtained
by auction; and no one knew better also
that, for Is. per acre, improvements could
be made which the honorable member would
hesitate to question in the Sup~eme Court.
Why then should a larger sum be demanded?
The Is. per acre would be obtained without
trouble, but the 5s. per acre would never
be paid. Were the clause agreed to, the
holders would make their improvements
within the three months, and then no Go-
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vernment would venture to eject them.
It was said the certificate-holders were
well aware of the covenants in the lease.
He denied this. Even the case of Kettle
v. the Queen was regarded as an exceptional instance. It was reported that
Kettle had interfered with an intimate
friend of the Minister of Lands, and that
he was being punished for so doing. For
his own part he had always imagined that
the certificate-holders were to be placed in
the same position as the selectors under
the Land Act of 1862, and he would vote
for any proposition which would place
them in that position.
The committee divided on the motion
for reporting progressAyes
32
Noes
34
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Mr. SNODGR.ASS said, before the
amendment proposed by the Minister of
Lands was put, he would like to know
upon what basis the honorable gentleman
founded his calculation of 5s. per acre?
He was not prepared to accept the fact
that the penalty named in the Act was 5s.

shown that the required improvements
could be effected for Is. per acre.
Mr. GRANT remarked on the extraordinary conduct of honorable members
who supported the Bill, in first speaking
against the motion for reporting progress
and then voting for it. With regard to the
question put to him, he had already stated
the position the Government had taken up.
They were simply carrying out the law,
which provided that the selectors should
do one of three things, or should pay 58.
per acre. If they argued the question for
six months it would remain in the same
position.
Mr. SNODGRASS asked the honorable
gentleman whether he had not compounded
with some of the certificate-holders, by
taking payment in full from them?
.
Mr. GRANT replied that he was not
aware that payment in full had been received in any instance. It was possible
that some persons might have paid up
under the Act of 1862, but certainly
nothing of the sort had been done under
the Act of 1865.
Mr. LONGMORE complained that the
honorable member's answer evaded the
question. The honorable member must
be aware whether payments had been made
in full or not.
Mr. GRANT said that he 'had already
stated that ·he did not know of any case of
the kind.
Mr. JONES remarked that there could
be no hope of terminating the discussion
that evening. He moved that the first
word of the clause be struck out, and he
did this to give honorable members time
for consideration, and to afford the Ministry an opportunity of definitely making
known their in ten tions wi th regard to the
land question. If a committee were appointed, they would .find abuses in the
Land-office which would justify the House
in taking strong action, to mark its sense
of conduct adopted under the immediate
surveillance, or what should have been the
immediate suveillance, of the Minister of
Lands. The land question should be dealt
with as a whole.
Mr. MACPHERSON said he would be
sorry to use the forms of the House to delay
the settlement ofthe question, but any action
of the sort would be owing to the conduct
of the Minister of Lands, in proposing an
extraordinary amendment, instead of allowing the Bill to stand or fall upon its merits.
If he was in order, he would move that the

as a sufficient reason, because it had been

first clause be postponed.

Majority against the motion

2
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"
"
"

Aspinall,
Blackwood,
Bunny,
Burtt,
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Edwards,

Mr. Levey,
" Longmore,

" Love,

" McCann,
" McLellan,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Macpherson,
" O'Grady,
" Richardson,
" J. T. Smith,
" Snodgrass,
" Snowball,
" Tucker.

" Evans,

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Frazer,
Gillies,
Hal£ey,
Hanna,
Hopkins,
Ireland,
Jones,
Kerferd,
Kyte,

Tellel·s.
Mr. Whiteman,
" Sands.

Langton~

NOES.

Mr. Baillie,
" Balfour,
" Bindon,
" Burrowes,
" Byrne,
" Casey,
" Cope,
" Cunningham,
" ]'arrell,
" Foott,
" Francis,
" Grant,
" Harbison,
" H.Henty,
" Higinbotham,
" King,
" Macgregor,
" McCaw,

Mr. McCulloch,
" McKean,
" Plummer,
" Reeves,
" Riddell,
" G. P. Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Sullivan,
" Vale,
" Verdon,
" Watkins,
" Wheeler,
" Wilson.
Tellers.
Mr. Bowman,
" Dyte.
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The CHAIRMAN ruled that, as an
amendment had been proposed on the last
part of the clause, the amendment suggested by the honorable member for
Ballarat East (Mr. Jones) was out of'
order. With regard to the last proposal,
no clause could be postponed after an
amendment had been proposed on it.
Mr. HOPKINS moved that the Chairman do now leave the chair.
Mr. ED WARDS asked whether the
Bill would lapse if the motion were carried?
The CHAIRMAN said that it could be
renewed by notice.
Mr. G. P. SMITH said that, as it was
evident no compromise could be arrived at,
it would be better to leave the certificateholders to their legal remedy. If their
lands were entered upon, any court of
equity would relieve them upon their paying the penalty of 5s. per acre. It was not
foJ' honorable members who did not desire
that any such Bill should be brought forward to frame a measure for the honorable
mem ber for Kyneton.
Mr. SNODGRASS reminded the honorable member that he had voted for the Bill.
Mr. G. P. SMITH said that he voted
for the measure on the distinct understanding that a penalties clause should be introduced. The Government, in fact, were
carrying out his suggestion.
In reply to Captain MAC MAHON,
The CHAIRMAN read the rule in May
as to the effect of the Chairman leaving
the chair:"Sometimes, however, the proceedings of a
committee on a Bill are brought abruptly to a
close by an order 'that the Chairman do now
leave the chair,' in which case the Chairman,
being without instructions from the committee,
makes no report to the House. A Bill disposed
of in this manner disappears from the Order
Book, and is generally regarded as defunct; but,
as the House cannot be bound by the decision of
a committee, and has not itself agreed to any
vote by which the Bill has been postponed for
the session, it is competent for the House to
appoint another day for the committee to proceed with the Bill."

Mr. FRAZER urged that the motion
was not a fair way of meeting the question. The whole discussion would have
to be renewed again. He would like to
know if the Government supported the
motion?
Mr. GRANT said that the Government
would not do so, provided it was understood that no other proposition for reporting
progress was submitted, with a view of
preventing a decision being arrived at on
his amendment.

Debate.

Mr. EVANS stated that, though he
supported the Bill, he would vote for the
motion, in order to give the Minister of
Lands an opportunity of introducing his
Amending Land Act, and redeeming his
promise of sanctioning free selectioll before
survey over the entire colony.
The motion was carried without a division, and the Chairman accordingly left
the chair.
The House adjourned at seventeen
minutes past eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNOIL.
Wednesday, March 27, 1867.
South-Westem Province Election-Rules of Debate-Immigration Returns-Customs Duties Bill-Lunacy Laws
Consolidation and Amendment Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at a
quarter past four O'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
SOUTH-WESTERN PROVINCE
ELECTION.
The PRESIDENT intimated that he had
received a letter from the Hon. Thomas
Learmonth, stating that he elected to
retain that seat for the South-Western
Province which the Elections and Qualifications Committee had decided he was
duly elected to fill on the 11 th of October,
1866.
Mr. Learmonth was then introduced,
and took the oath and his seat.
RULES OF DEBATE.
The Hon. G. W. COLE moved"That the Standing Order No. 11 .shall be
construed to mean, that a member moving an
order of the day without remark may reserve
his speech for a later period of the debate, as
laid down in May's Parliamentary Practice on
'Reply.'''

The House will remember (said the honorable member) that, on the 13th of March
last, I was ruled out of order when I rose
to speak on the second reading of the
Health Bill. I then pointed out an English precedent for my conduct, and I have
since found that this House has been in
the habit of breaking any rule to the contrary. I find that, on May 3, 1860, Mr.
Fellows moved the second reading of the
Customs Act Amendment B~ll, and, after
giving his reasons, and after some discussion, he briefly replied. On May 11,
1862, Mr. Mitchell moved the second
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reading of the Customs Law Amendment
Bill, and explained its objects. A debate
ensued, and Mr. Mitchell replied. On
May 9, 1860, Mr. Fellows, when dealing
with the Crown Land ~ales Bill, endeavoured to meet the difficulty, and obtain
the right of reply, by moving that the Bill
be read a second time the following day,
but the honorable member was unsuccessful. On April 2, 1862, Mr. Mitchell
moved the second reading of the Gold
Export Duty Act Amendment Bill, and,
after a long debate, the honorable member
addressed the House a second time. The
English precedent, which I mentioned
before, is suflicien t itself to settle· the
practice. On May 13, 1861, the Chancellor of the Exchequer moved the second
reading of the Customs and Inland Revenue
Bill, and, after thirteen speakers had addressed the House, the honorable gentlemen again spoke, and was followed by ten
other members. Apart from these precedents, I consider that the difficulty Mr.
Fellows laboured under, in not being able
to reply on the occasion referred to, is a
sufficient reason that the practice recently
adopted should be altered. I was much
surprised at the action taken by the honorable member (Mr. Sladen) on the occasion
of the debate on the Health Bill. No
doubt. the rule quoted by the honorable
member from May is imperative, "that a
, reply is only allowed by courtesy to the
member who has moved any order of the
day, as that a Bill be read a second time;"
but the honorable member omitted to point
out that half-a-dozen lines further on this
paSBage occurs" Under these circumstances it is not uncom··
mon for a member to move an order of the day,
or second a motion, without remark, and to reserve his speech for a later period in the debate."

It is quite clear that a reply is not permitted except by the courtesy of the House,
but, after the instances I have cited, I
think it will be seen that the same courtesy
has not been extended to me as has hitherto
been accorded to honorable gentlemen,
whose office required at their hands the
discharge of similar duties to my own.
The Hon. W. H. PETTETT seconded
the motion.
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-The honorable
member has given no reasons why the stanuing order he refei's to should be expunged
or altered. He has merely cited a number
of cases which show that great irregularity
has prevailed here. The pains the honor-
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able member has bestowed in reading old
debates would have been better spent in
furnishing this House with information
regarding the various subjects which come
before it. I raised the point of order the
honorable member objects to because I expected, in the first instance, that he _would
take the course he did, namely, that, having
introduced the Health Bill without remark,
he would rise to criticise the speeches delivered by other members. The honorable member says that he has not been
treated with the same courtesy which Mr.
Gladstone is in the habit of receiving.
But does the honorable member treat this
House with the courtesy Mr. Gladstone
exhibits towards the House of Commons?
Does the honorable member ever afford us
any information when he brings a measure
before the House? In the instance alluded
to, the Chief Secretary had expressed a
hope to a deputation, regarding the Cumberland disease in sheep, that the Council
would pass the Health Bill at one sitting;
but the honorable member did not say a
word as to the necessity for this. As long
as the business is of .no great importance
we are willing to allow the honorable
member to go on in his own particular
way; but we are not playing at Parliament,
and, when important business is brought
forward, we do expect such information
as will enable us to deal with that business.
The honorable member has been very
courteously treated. Does the honorable
member think he is respectful to the House
when he leaves honorable members to
grope their way through a measure, and
then rises to pick their speeches to pieces?
With regard to our standing orders, it is
certain that, whether rightly or wrongly,
they do not allow the right of reply to an
honorable member who moves an order of
the day. At present I think that we
should preserve that standing order. U ntH
the Government is represented here by a
Cabinet Minister it is the only guarantee
we have that the House shall receive the
information it is entitled to require. However, this may be a fair subject for discussion; but, instead of dealing with one
standing order at a time, I would prefer to
remit the whole question to the Standing
Orders Committee, in order that, if they
consider any of our rules defective or not
explicit, they may suggest additions and
alterations to the same. I therefore propose as an amendment" That the Standing Orders Committee take
the whole subject of the standing orders into
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consideration, and report to the Council what
revision, alteration, or addition, if any, is, in
their opinion, necessary."
The' Hon. R. S. ANDERSON. - I
second the amendment, because I think
it clear that the statement in May, that
"it is not uncommon for an honorable
member to move an order of the day without remark, and to reserve his speech for
a later period," shows that the preceding
statement that" a reply is not conceded to
a member who has moved any order of the
day," applies only to cases in which the
honorable member has mad~ a speech in
the first instance. Our standing orders,
therefore, clash with the practice as laid
down by May, and I think we should have
a distinct understanding on the point.
The PRESIDENT. - The standing
orders of the Council are the same as the
standing orders of the House of Commons.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER.-I was
almost prepared to vote in favour of the
l'ight of reply. The opportunity would
be useful to an intelligent man, who had
omitted to say something when explaining
a Bill; but I see that it would be taken
advantage of by incompetent men, who
throw their Bills down, and wait to pick
honorable members' brains out.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL.-I think
that the mover of a motion should have
every latitude allowed him. The honorable
member (Mr. Cole), moreover, is placf\d at
a great disadvantage, in having to discuss
a question against so many opponents.
Mr. COLE.-It is certain that, if I am
to be of any use in the House, I must be
allowed to speak. Mr. Miaer was stopped
in the same way as I have been, and sat
down, declaring that he was gagged. As
to my not speaking on the second reading
of Bills, I am ashamed of the rubbish
. which is often spoken on these occasions
by honorable members who undertake to
explain measures. Besides, explanations
regarding such measures as Customs Bills
are useless, because they state themselves
what they propose to do. I give honorable members the credit of understanding
them better than I do. These Bills come
to us from the Lower House, not from the
Government, and it is competent for any
honorable member to go on with them.
Two Bills will be sent to us this evening,
and I would like to know at what stage I
shall be allowed to speak to them without
meeting with unseemly and insulting interruptions ?
The amendment was then agreed to.

Debate.

IMMIGRATION.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON moved" That there be laid on the table of this Honse
a return showing the gross amount received by
Government from the sale or leasing of Crown
lands. or from licences for the use thereof,
during the year 1866; the deductions made in
respect of the fourth of such amount, available
for immigration purposes, giving such deductions in detail, and showing the net amount
available for immigration purposes in 1866."
We have already (said the honorable membel') obtained a return showing the amount
expended during the year 1866 on immigration, and the return I now ask for, by
showing us the amount available, will
enable us to ascertain what sum has lapsed
into the general revenue. Should the sum
prove to be a considerable one, I will submit a proposition to have the money
actually available for immigration purposes expended for those purposes in
future.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER seconded
the motion.
In reply to the Hon. W. CAMPBELL,
Mr. ANDERSON said. - I desire a
statement of "deductions in detail," because
I am informed that a larger proportion
than is right is charged against the immigration fund. This statement will allow
the country to see the cost of the Land
department, inasmuch as the deductions
should, of course, be precisely one-fourth of
that cost. To make the motion more explicit, I will add, after "giving such deductions in detail," the worns "under the
different heads of expenditure."
The motion, as amended, was agreed to.
CUSTOMS DUTIES BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly .
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-Before I
move that the Bill be J'ead a first time, I
would like to know whether I shall be
allowed to speak after I have moved the
second reading, or whether I am to hold
my tongue?
The PRESIDENT.-I must be guided
in this matter by our standing orders.
Until those standing orders are altered,
or until a different interpretation is put
upon them, I am bound to decide that, if
the honorable member moves the second
reading of a Bill, and fails to speak on that
occasion, he will not be entitled to speak
afterwards.
On the motion of Mr. COLE, the Bill
was read a first time.
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LUNACY LAWS CONSOLIDATION
AND AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. G. W. COLE, was read a :first time.
The House adjourned at five minutes
past five o'clock, until Tuesday, April 2.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, March 27, 1867.
Yan Yean Water Supply-Volunteers' Land CertificatesBenevolent Societies - Australian Alliance Assurance
Company's Bill-Contract for Iron Pipes-Supply-Cole's
a.nd Raleigh's Wharfs - Wharfs and Jetties - Dock
Accommodation-Court Houses-Electric TelegraphsParliament House,Government Printing-office -Roads
and Bridges.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
PETITION.
Mr. CASEY presented a petition from
certain woodsplitters, carters, and others,
praying that the House would take immediate steps to reduce the woodsplitters'
licence from £5 to a uniform licence of £ 1
per annum.
YAN YEAN WATER SUPPLY.
Mr. WHITEMAN called the attention
of the Commissioner of Public Works to
the present unsatisfactory mode of supplying the Y an Yean water by meter; and
asked whether the Government would, at
an early date, amend the present Public
Works Statute, so as to enable the Board
of Land and Works to supply water (not
for domestic purposes) otherwise than by
measure? The honorable member stated
that notice had been given by the Public
Works department to a large number of
his constituents who used water for other
than domestic purposes that they must
provide meters for the purpose of measuring the quantity of water which they used.
As a meter cost about £10, it would be a
great hardship upon many persons, such
as cabmen, who used water for other than
domestic purposes, if they were compelled
to have meters. IJe might also mention
that the meters were found to work badly.
Mr. VALE, in reply to the honorable
member's question, said such a large quantity of water had been wasted by persons
who merely paid for it at the rate at which
it was supplied for domestic purposes only,
that it had been found necessary for the
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Water Supply department to take some
steps to check the waste. When the proposed new main was laid on, there would
be a larger supply of water at the disposal
of the department. There was no disposition to deal harshly with persons who used
a small quantity of water in excess of what
the required for domestic purposes, but
quite the contrary. In many cases, however, it was imperative to insist upon the
use of a meter-in fact, there was no other
means of testing the quantity consumed.
With respect to the defect in the meters,
he might state that some improvements in
meters had recently been maue in England,
which, perhaps, it would be desirable to
introduce here.
RAILWAY ACCOUNTS.
In reply to Mr. ORR,
Mr. SULLIVAN intimated that the
accounts of the Railway department for
1866 would be appended to the annual
report of the department, which would be
laid on the table in a few days.
VOLUNTEERS' LAND CERTIFICATES.
Mr. LEVEY asked the Treasurer when
the land certificates to which volunteers
were entitled would be issued?
Mr. VERDON said that a board had
been appointed in accordance with the
regulations, and had been instructed that
it was the desire of the Government that
they should proceed to deal with the applications without delay.
BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
Mr. DAVIES asked the Treasurer if it
was his intention to place a sum of money
on the Supplementary Estimates for 1867
in aid of benevolent .societies in country
districts? He said he believed that the
money voted last year to these societies
had been very judiciously expended.
Mr. VERDON said he had not yet prepared the schedule for the distribution of
the £75,000 whieh was placed on the
Estimates for charitable institutions,
because all the returns necessary to enable
him to do so had not yet been sent in. If
he found from those returns that the money
voted last year for benevolent societies in
country districts had been beneficially and
wisely expended in districts where there
were no other char.itable institutions, he
would be prepared to set apart a portion
of the £75,000 for those societies, or to
add a small sum for them.
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AUSTRALIAN ALLIANCE ASSURANCE COMPANY'S BILL.
On the motion of Mr. KYTE, the
amendments made by the select committee to which this Bill was referred
were read and agreed to.
WATER SUPPLY.
IRON PIPES.

On the order of the day for the House
resolving itself into Committee of Supply,
Mr. LEVI moved the following amendment, of which he had given notice:" That the course adopted by the Government
with reference to the contracts entered into by
them for iron pipes in November last for the
water supply, as disclosed by the documents
laid upon the table of this House, is calculated
to destroy the confidence of bona fide contractors
in tendering for extensive contracts, and is prejudicial to the true interests of the country; and
this House is of opinion that the lowest tender
was improperly refused."
The honorable member said that the motion
referred to a great public grievance, and
one in which he felt fully justified in
bringing under the notice of the House,
especially as the subject had been alluded
to in the public press, and no satisfactory
explanation had been afforded by the
Government, which the House and the
country were entitled to receive. It was
a subject of great importance, involving
the expenditure of many thousands of
pounds, and affecting the future expenditure of large sums of money. In November last the Board of Land and Works
advertised in the Government Gazette for
tenders for the supply of water pipes to
the following extent :-3,970 tons straight
water pi pes; 1,983 tons ditto; about
1,657 tons straight water pipes, as-well as
irregular pipes, valves, fire-plugs, stopcocks, &c. Printed copies of the specifications and of the contract which the successful tenderer or tenderers would be required
to enter into were supplied to the parties who
applied for them, on payment of something
like £5 ; and, in accordance with advertisement, the tenders were sent in on or
before the 21 8t of November. He might
here remark that he had moved for the
production of the documents relating to
the matter; but there seemed to be some
slight informality in the documents which
had been laid on the table. This, however, would not affect his argument. It
appeared that a form of contract was duly
prepared, and supplied to persons who
intended to send in tenders; but, after the
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tenders were received, a new clause was
inserted in the form of contract, which
did not appear in the original document.
The remarks which he was about to make
would more particularly apply to the insertion of that new clause. The lowest
tenderers for the supply of the whole of
the pipes were MessI's. Bright Brothers
and Co.-a firm of very high staniling in
the colony and in the commercial world,
and of unimpeachable honour and integrity. The amount of their tender was
£68,731 14s. 1d. .AIthough the advertisement said "the lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted," yet it
was understood that the lowest tender
was invariably accepted, unless there was
some reason to doubt that the tenderer
would faithfully carry out his contract.
That could not be the case with respect to
Messrs. Bright Brothers, for they had
carried out previous similar contracts in a
manner which had earned for them the
highest encomiums. Messrs. Bright understood that their tender would be accepted;
in point of fact they were informed that it
would be accepted, and, on the same daythe 22nd of November-they wrote a letter,
which was dispatched by the Panama route,
to their correspondents in England, stating
that they were the successful tenderers,
and requesting them to make arrangements
as to freight, &c. They heard nothing
further of the matter until the 26th of
November,' when they received a letter
from Mr. Christopherson,' the Chief Engineer for Water Supply, stating that their
tender would be accepted, "subject to the
condition that you will have to bear the
cost of all duties, wharfage rates, and
charges to which such goods may be
liable on their arrival in this colony,"
and that these terms should be embodied
in the contract. This was a most extraordinary proceeding, because the 9th clause
of the form of contract with which the
tenderers were supplied was supposed to
cover all the charges which it would be
possible to levy on the pipes, on their
arrival in the colony. That clause was
as follows : "This contract shall include the costs of
freight, insurance, other charges incurred in
carrying to, delivering, and landing at the
wharfs, or railway station, Geelong, of all pipes,
as also the cost of proving and testing by
hydrostatic pressure, drilling for testing, and
weighing and stacking, all the pipes as delivered."
Messrs. Bright Brothers had take,n into
consideration this clause in making their
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est.imate prior to sending in their tender,
and had calculated that the pipes would
be subject to the wharfage rate of 58. per
ton on their arrival in the colony. He
had himself had an opportunity of seeing
the details of the calculation. They
therefore stated, in reply to Mr. Christopherson's letter, "We cannot accede to
. these terms, our tenders having been based
on the existing state of the law." Notwithstanding that the tender of Messrs. Bright
Brothers was £1,780 5s. 4d. less than the
next lowest tender, Mr. Christopherson, on
behalf of the Government, had had ~he
audacity to state that, if their tender had
been accepted without the stipulation that
wharfage rates should be paid, a loss of
£97 l4s. 8d. would have been sustained
by the Government. Why the 9th clause
of the original form of contract was clearly
understood by Messrs. Bright Brothers to
require the payment of wharfage rates, as
the law then existed. It appeared, however, as if the Government, by requiring
a fresh clause to be inserted, wished to
wriggle out of the transaction, and prevent
Messrs. Bright Brothers having a contract
which would have left them a large profit.
The affair certainly had a nasty appearance.
If the original form of contract did not
provide for the payment of wharfage rates,
it must h~ve been drawn up in a very
bungling way. He would read Mr. Ohristopherson's letter, addressed to Messrs.
Bright Brothers on the 26th of November,
in full:"I have the honour to inform you that your
tenders for contracts Nos. 18, 19,20, being for
the supply of cast-iron pipes, irregular pipes,
bends, &c., opened at the Board of Land and
Works on the 21st instant, will be accepted by
the Board of Land and Works on Wednesday
next, subject to the condition that you will have
to bear the cost of all duties, wharfage rates,
and charges to which such goods may be liable
on their" arrival in this colony, and that the
terms of such agreement are embodied in such
contracts."

He would ask the Government whether a
document of a SImilar nature was forwarded
to any other tenderer? If there was, that
fact might remove some of the blame from
the Government for the manner in which
Messrs. Bright Brothers had been treated;
but the correspondence which had been laid
on the table did not show that such a document had been sent to any other tenderer.
The facts, as they at present appeared, were
of a most flagrant character. A more scandalous case had never come under the
notice of the House than this appeared to
be. Such proceedings were calculated to
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compel respectable firms to refrain from
entering into contracts with the Government, and the result might be a serious
annual loss to the colony. He trusted that
the Government would be able to give some
explanation of the matter which would be
sufficient to remove the impression, naturally created on some minds, that political
influence had been brought to bear. The
Ministry of the day were entitled to make
"J.P.'s," and to dispense other patronage
as they thought fit; but he trusted that
the House would set its face against allowing anything like political contractors. It
was a singular coincidence that the firm
which had been deprived of the contract
in the present case were well known to be
politically opposed to the present Government, and that the firm to which the contract was eventually given were equally
well known to be supporters of the Government. He hoped that such a system
as having political contractors would be
avoided. A system of that kind had
existed in other countries, to. the degradation of the State and the serious loss
of the revenue. When Messrs. Bright
Brothers found that it was intended to
insert another clause in the contract, in
addition to the 9th clause, they were jus.
tified in believing that it; was impossible
to tell what interpretation would be put
upon the clause. It was evident to him
that, on reading Mr. Christopherson's
letter, Messrs. Bright Brothers said to
themselves-" This letter does not ask us
whether we will pay the wharfage rate on
the pipes, but whether we are prepared to
pay any duties that the Government may
see fit to levy on them." He believed that
about that time meetings of ironfounders
were held with a view of getting, on any re
vision of the Tariff, an ipcreased duty placed
on water pipes, in order to give protection
which would enable such articles to be
made in the colony. Messrs. Bright Brothers, therefore, had reason to think that it
might be contemplated to increase the existing duties, and that, by the time the pipes
arrived in the colony, they might be subject to a duty of 20s., 30s., or 40s. per ton,
which, of course, would have deprived
them of any profit on the contract. In
connexion with this matter, a question
might arise whether goods imported for
the Government ought not always to
be exempt from duty. This subject,
however, was only indirectly connected
with the question at present before the
House.
He contended that Messrs.
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Bright Brothers were called upon to bind think they ought to do so; but he
themselves to a condition which was not thought the country ought to stamp the
included in the original form of contract. proceedings of the Government in this
If the Government were dissatisfied with matter as perfectly unjustifiable and unthe original conditions, and wished to im- warrantable, and as likely to bring the
pose new ones, they ought to have ad- colony into disgrace. If the question were
vertised for fresh tenders. Messrs. Bright looked at in an impartial manner, without
Brothers, in effect, said to the Government, any political feeling whatever-if honor" We based our tender on the existing able members on both sides of the House
state of the law, but you now ask us to would deal with the question as they would
pay any duties you may think proper to deal with a transaction of their own-if
impose. We cannot accept the contract on they looked to the terms of the contract,
those terms." On the day on which the which embodied everything that skill, intenders were finally disposed of a proviso geI¥lity, and, he was almost going to say,
was added to the new clause, to the effect craft and cunning could devise-the conthat the amount of duty to be paid on the clusion must be that, if such proceedings
pipes should not exceed the amount of the were to be continued, every description of
wharfage rates imposed by the existing jobbery possible to be conceived would atlaw. Messrs. Bright Brothers did not . tend the making of Government contracts,
attend the meeting of the Board at which and that no respectable firm would venture
to tender for con tracts under an Administrathis took place.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-They did attend. tion that could be guilty of such flagrant
Mr. LEVI repeated that they did not proceedings. He was quite prepared to
attend, nor anybody on their behalt'. Nor hear statements to the effect that all the
were they aware that it was intended to fault in connexion with the matter was
make this stipulation. He did not know attributable to Messrs. Bright Brothers.
whether Messrs. Macfarlan and Co., to Probably an attempt would be made
whom the contract was afterwards given, to show that it was through their own
were informed that this condition would be inattention-through their own neglect in
embodied. It appeared to him that Messrs. failing to attend the meeting of the Board
Bright Brothers had been dealt with in a of Land and Works on the 28th November,
surreptitious manner, and that a scandalous when the new clause was announced-that
piece of jobbery had been perpetrated. the firm lost the contract. But on that day
Some time ago the Government made a the mail via Marseilles was leaving, and itclaim on Messrs. Bright Brothers in con- would have been, comparatively speaking,
nexion with a ship chartered by that firm almost an impossibility for any members
which was about to sail for England from of the firm to have attended on that occaHobson's Bay with a number of sick and sion, had they so desired. At all events,
wounded soldiers on board. Rather than Messrs. Bright Brothers ought to have
the vessel should be detained, Messrs. been apprized of this new clause, because,
Bright paid the demand under protest, but if they had accepted it, the Government
afterwards recovered the money from the could not have given the contract to any
Government in a court of law. That was other firm, inasmuch as their tender was
no reason, however, why they should £1,780 below any other. He was not
have been dealt with, in reference to the desirous of impeding the proceedings of
contract for water pipes, in the manner in the House, but he was anxious that the
which they had been dealt with. As a subject should have a fair discussion, and
mere matter of pounds, shillings, and he found that the only way of securing
pence, he might here mention that he could this was by bringing forward his proposipoint out, from a correspondence which tion, not as a substantive motion-because,
had been shown to him by a member of in that shape, it might have remained on
the New South Wales Legislature-the the paper for an indefinite period-but as
member for West Maitland-that, if the an amendment on the motion for the House
Government had adopted a different mode to resolve itself into Committee of Supply.
in dealing with a contract of this magni- In conr,lusion, he must repeat the exprestude, they might have saved the country sion of his belief that the conduct of the
something . like £15,000. He was not Government in this matter was, to use the
aware whether Messrs. Bright Brothers language of the amendment, "calculated
were likely to take any proceedings to destroy the confidence of bona fide conagainst the Government. He did not tractors in tendering for extensive con-
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tracts," and was "prejudicial to the true
interests of the country."
Mr. LANGTON seconded the amendment.
Mr. MACGREGOR observed that the
honorable member for East Melbourne
(Mr. Levi) had intimated that he was perfectly satisfied with the papers which had
been laid on the table. He was prepared
to say the same, and, if the honorable
member had not addressed the House at
such length, he should have been willing to
have rested the case of the Government on
the papers, and to have gone to a division
on the amendment without any remark.
But the course taken by the honorable
member for East Melbourne rendered some
observations necessary. Towards the close
of last year tenders were invited in the
usual way, by advertisement in the
Government Gazette and the public journals, for the supply of the iron pipes
referred to in the amendment, the ad vertisement containing the usual stipulation that
the Government did not bind themselves
to accept the lowest or any tender. The
tenders were opened at a meeting of the
Board of Land and Works on the 21 st of
November.
That of Messrs. Bright
Brothers and Co. was the lowest. That
of Messrs. Macfarlan and Co. was the
next lowest. The decision on the tenders
was postponed until the next meeting of
the Board on the 28th November. In the
meantime, he received a communication
from the Customs department to the effect
that, on a previous occasion, when Messrs.
Bright Brothers and Co. agreed to import
pipes for the Government, under similar
conditions, that firm succeeded in resisting
the claim of wharfage rates on those pipes.
(Mr. Levi: "The rates did not exist.")
The rates did exist. Messrs. Bright Brothers and Co. paid them under protest, and
afterwards brought an action against the
Government, and recovered the money.
In view of the decision of the Supreme
Court in that matter, it was felt by him,
and by other members of the Government,
that the 9th clause would not be sufficient
to secure the payment by the contractors
of wharfage rates. Under these circumstances, a communication was addressed
to Messrs. Bright Brothers and Co., to
the effect that their tender would be
accepted on condition that the usual duties
would be paid. They wrote in reply,
declining to take the contract under
such conditions, adding that their tender
was based "on the existing st.~te of the
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law." But, according to the Supreme
Court, Messrs. Bright Brothers and Co.
were not liable to wharfage rates; and, as
that firm resisted the payment of wharfage
rates in a former case, it was not unfair to
presume that they would do so in this, unless a condition making the payment imperative were inserted in the contract. All
the tenderers were expected to be present
at the adjourned meeting of the Board of
Land and Works; and, in order that there
might be no excuse, Messrs. Bright Brothers and Co. were waited upon and informed that the tenders would be finally
considered on the 28th November. They
were also asked distinctly whether they
regarded themselves as bound to pay
wharfage rates according to the existing
state of the law. Messrs. Bright Brothers
and Co. would give no answer whatever
to this. The Chief-Engineer of the Water
Supply department (Mr. Christopherson),
who saw the members of the firm, observed
in his memorandum"I requested them to state whether, in the event
of the Government offering them the contracts,
they distinctly understood they were liable to
pay all wharfage rates under the terms of the
9th clause of the specification. This they absolutely refused to answer. I was informed that
they were willing to take up the contracts as the
specification stood, but would not express any
opinion upon whether they were liable to pay
the wharfage rates or not."

At the meeting of the Board of Land and
Works on the 28th November, Messrs.
Bright' Brothers and Co. were declared t.o
be the lowest tenderers, and the Minister
of Public Works asked whether they were
prepared to accept the contracts subject to
the payment of "all wharfage rates, import
duties, or other dues," which might
be in force at the time of the delivery
of the pipes-" the amount not to exceed the amount which would be paid
for wharfage rates on such pipes at
the time of the signing of the contract."
There was no answer to the question,
although it was repeated two or three
times. The Minister of Public Works
then called for Messrs. Macfarlan and Co.,
and asked whether they were prepared to
enter into the contract subject to the condition which he had named. Messrs.
Macfarlan and Co., with whom there had
been no previous communication on the
subject, replied in the affirmative, and their
tender was then accepted. According to
the Chief Engineer" The gentleman who had conducted the previous correspondence with this office in connexion
with Messrs. Bright Brothers and Co.'s tenders
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was present at the board meeting at the time
when the above questions were being put, but
whether acting for the :firm or not I am not

aware."

Under these circumstances, seeing that
Messrs. Bright Brothers and Co. had every
opportunity of entering into the contract
if they pleased, and that they declined to
do so, the only course open to the Government was to accept the next lowest tender.
He, for one, did not see anything so monstrous as the honorable mover of the
amendment represented, in the correction
of any errors or omissions in the condition
of contract. The people of this colony
had paid dearly for contracts; and he
thought the Government would be remiss
in its duties if it did not take steps to
rectify errors when discovered, particularly
when action on those errors might lead to
litigation. The honorable member for
East Melbourne (Mr. Levi) had stated that
Messrs. Bright Brothers and Co. were
willing to pay the wharfage rates of 5s.
per ton. But why was not that submitted
to the department? Had that been done,
Messrs. Bright Brothers and Co. would
have had the contract. With regard to
the insinuations thrown out that the successful tenderers were supporters of the
Government, he did not know whether
they were supporters of the Government or
not. All that he knew was that they were
importers, and that fact was prima facie
evidence that they wore opposed to the
Government. Mr. Macgregor added that
he was quite satisfied to leave honorable
members to come to their own conclusions
from the papers which had been laid before
the House.
Mr. LANGTON said, if he understood
aright the defence of the Minister of
Mines, it was that the specifications for
contracts involving an expenditure of
something like £70,000 were found, some
weeks after they were issued, so far
faulty that it became necessary to alter
them altogether and impose new con.
ditions. The particular fault, it appeared,
was one of a legal character, although the
head of the department was a lawyer, and
had lawyers as colleagues. It was pleaded,
as a reason for altering the conditions of
contract, that, on a previous occasion,
Messrs. Bright Brothers and Co. successfully resisted the payment of wharfage
rates. But did the Minister of Mines
mean to say that Messrs. Bright Brothers
and Co. ever agreed to pay wha~age
rates? Why. the wharfage rates were
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not in existence at the time that contract
was entered into. Were the Government, after entering into a contract with a
man for the supply of certain goods at a
certain price, to be allowed, by means
of new duties, to plunder that contractor
to any extent they pleased? That would
be flagrant immorality.
And yet the
Minister of Mines stood up and told the
House that Messrs. Bright Brothers and
Co. succeeded in resisting payment of
the wharfags rates, leaving it to be inferred that, at one time, they agreed to
payment of those rates, and that subsequently they sought to evade their
obligations.
It was to be regretted
that the Minister of Mines had such a
case to defend that. he was compelled
to resort to such an argument. The present case lay in a nutshell. Messrs.
Bright Brothers and Co. tendered to supply the pipes on the specifications issued
by the Government. Even, according to
the statement of the Chief-Engineer (Mr.
Christopherson), they said they were willing to take up the contract on the specifications as they stood. Well, what else ha<1
the Government a right to expect? The
calculations necessary before making tenders of this kind involved no little trouble
and expense; and the fa ct that there was
a margin of only £4,000 between the
highest and the lowest tender, although
the total sum involved was £68,000 or
£70,000, was very creditable to the parties
concerned. The gravamen of the charge
appeared to lie in the letter from Mr.
Christopherson to Messrs. Bright Brothers
and Co., dated 26th November, in which
they were asked, not whether they would
pay the wharfage rates, but whether they
would "bear the cost of all duties, wharfage
rates, and charges to which such goods may
be liable on their arrival in this colony."
N ow would the Chief Secretary or his firm
ever agree to any such proposition as that,
after tendering on such a specification?
Why not a merchant in the place, who had
his wits about him, or who cared for his
reputation, would agree to such a proposition. What reason had Messrs. Bright
Brothers and Co.-looking back upon what
the Government had done in the way not
only of legislation but of law breakingto suppose that they would be tenderly
treated if they thus placed themselves in
the power of the Government? The condition supplemented. would have committed them to pay any duty or duties
imposed by the Tariff which had just
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left the House. Possibly the fact that
Messrs. Bright Brothers and Co. had obtained a large contract for the supply of
iron .pipes would have been an extreme
inducement to some persons to advocate
the imposition of a rate of £1 per ton on
the article. But, having made this demand
on Messrs. Bright Brothers and Co., did
the Government ask the other tenderers
whether they wonld undertake to "bear
the cost of all duties, wharfage rates, and
charges to which such goods may be
liable on their arrival in this colony?"
No. Those persons were simply asked
whether they would pay the wharfage
rates. This proved conclusively that
there had been either a blunder or an
attempt at fraud. Either it was intended
to impose on Messrs. Bright Brothers and
Co. conditions which it was not intended
to impose on the other tenderers, or some
one who had the conduct of the business
committed a blunder, which, if committed
by a merchant's clerk receiving £150
a-year, would lead to his instant discharge.
He contended that this was one of the
most serious charges that could be made
against the Government. It affected the
honour and credit not merely of the Government "but of the colony. If the
Government were not prepared to act up
to the spirit of contracts into which they
entered, what possible inducement could
there be for respectable persons to enter
into contracts with them at all ?
Mr. VALE observed that both the firm
of Messrs. Bright Brothers and Co. and
the firm that became the contractors for
the supply of these iron pipes stood equal
before the Government with regard to
commercial credit and worth. But in the
matter of public contracts, the declaration
of the lowest tender involved the consideration, after the declaration, of all the
facts and circumstances in connexion with
that tender. In this case the tenders were
opened on the 21st November, and it was
publicly stated that the decision of the
Board of Land and Works would be given
on the following Wednesday, the 28th. In
the interval the discovery was made, that,
if one clause in the contract went unaltered,
there was a possibility of the Government
sustaining a loss of £1,800. Were the
Government, in the face of that knowledge, to accept the tender declared to be
the lowest, but which in the end might have
proved to be not the lowest? This was
the first contract of the kind entered into
by the Water Supply department. Pre-
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vious contracts of a like character had
been entered into by another department,
and it was important that a department
entering into a" first series of contracts of
this kind should take care that, if there
were any omissions in the' conditions of
contract, those omissions should be supplied before the contracts were entered
into. It was important to do this, not
only to save the country from unnecessary
expenditure, but also to teach contracting
firms, however lofty their position in the
mercantile world, that they could not trifle
with the conditions of contracts, and that
contracts between the Government and
mercantile firms were to be read as strictly
as contracts between private individuals.
With regard to the statements made as"
to the contract of' 1863, he had only to
observe that, had that contract been between Messrs. Br:ght Brothers and Co.
and the Bendigo Water Works Company,
or the Ballarat Water Commission, Messrs.
Bright Brothers and Co. would have been
distinctly liable to the wharfage rates.
"Why, then, should the Government be
made a sacrifice for Messrs. Bright Brothers and Co.? But mercantile firms"
in Melbourne had not been slow in their
endeavours to evade the wharfage rates.
On one occasion, a mercantile firm passed
transhipping entries for a large quantity
of coals, and placed those coals on board
"a "hulk in Hobson's Bay, for the purpose,
not of re-exportation, but of evading the
wharfage rates. This was the act of a
firm of' great commercial morality. On
the 21 st November, Messrs. Brigh t Brothers and Co. were told that their tender
was the lowest, and that on the 28th
they would be informed whether it was
accepted. During the interval Messrs.
Bright Brothers and Co. endeavoured to
ascertain the decision of the Government,
in order that they might communicate
with their correspondents by the out-going
mail, and they were distinctly informed
that the successful tenderer would have to
submit to a charge equal to the existing
wharfage rates.
Had Messrs. Bright
Brothers and Co. felt themsel ves aggrieved,
they had ample opportunity of laying
their case before the Board of Land and
Works. The time came for declaring
which tender was accepted, and he (Mr.
Vale) had it on the most undoubted authority that the same gentleman who had
been in communication on behalf of Messrs.
Bright Brothers and Co. with the Water
Supply department, in reference to these
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contracts, was in the room, and that,
having heard the declaration that the tender of his firm would be accepted on condition that the current wharfage rates
were paid, he walked out at the door.
His (Mr. Vale's) duty at the board was
simply clerical, nnder the direction of his
colleague, the Minister of Mines, who, not
being at that time a member of the Board
of Land and Works, needed the assistance.
A statement had been made with reference
to Messrs. Bright Brothers taking legal
proceeding~; but the fact was that they
possessed no legal rights, inasmuch as the
Board was not bound to accept the lowest
nor any_tender. There was one part of
the correspondence to which he desired to
call attention. On November 27, Messrs.
Bright Brothers wrote"We have the honour to acknowledge receipt

of your communication of yesterday'S date, informing us that our tenders for contracts 18, 19,
20, for the supply of cast-iron pipes, irregular
pipes, bends, &c., would be accepted on Wednesday next, subject to the conditions that we
should have to bear the cost of all duties,
wharfage rates, and charges to which such goods
may be liable on their arrival in this colony.
"In reply, we beg to state that we cannot
accede to these terms, our tenders having been
based on the existing state of the law.
"Our tenders having been declined, we request a return of our deposit."

It would appear as if, from this time,
Messrs. Bright Brothers resigned all pretensions to the contract, which probably
was a matter of no small moment even to a
firm of their standing. They knew that
there would be the fullest opportunity for
making inquiries at the Board meeting on
November.28th, but they asked for no
consideration or delay; the only show
their representative made in the room was
that of going out of it. (Mr. Levey"They deny being there.") Well, the representative might have been present as a
matter of curiosity, but that he was present in the first instance they had the
statement of the Chief Engineer to prove.
At any rate the representative could have
been there, the firm having received both
ordinary and special notification of the
meeting. It almost appeared as if the firm
had tendered at low prices, expecting to
get some' one of the items, and that they
did not care to go on when they found that
their offer would be accepted for the whole.
Perhaps the topic was only raked up, after
five months had elapsed, to provide the
honorable member for East Melbourne
with another grievance. The £60,000
uncollected duties business was becoming
M1·. Vale.
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stale, and this was to take its place. As to
the liability of the firm under the contract
of 1863, he would like to know whether, if
they had contracted with the honorable
member, Mr. Langton, or any other private individual, they would not have had
to deliver the goods free of wharfage rate?
Mr. LEVEY.-But private individuals
would not have known that the rates were
to be levied.
Mr. V ALE replied that the Government did not know either. Government
contractors ought not to evade any charge
which they would be liable to under
a private contract. He did not believe
that either of the honorable members for
East Melbourne were of opinion that the
Government had either committed a fraud
in this matter, or d~)lle anything they were
not bound to do. The fact of a contractor
having evaded the full and fair responsibility of his contract by mea.ns of a technicality in the Supreme Court - a point
whether the wharfage charge was a rate
or a duty-would have justified the department in setting that contractor aside
for the future. This was not done; but in
the interests of the State, the Minister was
bound to change a clause which he saw was
sufficiently defective to enable the evasion
to be practised again. If Messrs. Bright
Brothers intended to pay the 5s. rate, why
did they not say so? If they did not, then
the acceptance of the next tender had
saved the country £100. Instead of saying that they did intend to pay, they stated
that their terms were "the existing state
of the law," and the department could only
arrive at the conclusion that the" existing
state of the law" meant the law as established by the Supreme Court, by means
of which payment of the rate might be
evaded. Perhaps, in using these words,
Messrs. Bright Brothers were acting under
legal advice; were not quoting a commercial phrase. Perhaps they obtained them
from Chancery-lane, and used them with
a purpose that their one advocate might
say that they did mean to pay, and their
other advocate that they did not. The
Board, however, could only put one interpretation on the words. As to any political
favour having been shown, the Board
neither knew nor cared what politics the
tenderers professed. The probability was
that both the firms in question were opposed to the Government. He was sure that
no honorable member believed that this
transaction afforded the slightest ground
for any charge of fraud or malversation.
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Mr. LEVEY said that, not being in the
confidence either of the Board of Land
and Works or of Messrs. Bright Brothers,
he could only deal with the case as set
forth by the papers before the House and
the letter written to the Argus by Messrs.
Bright Brothers, the latter being just as
much entitled to respect as the official
documents. The Minister of Public Works,
with the coolest audacity, had set up a
doctrine subversive of all commercial
morality, namely, that the Government
could enter into a contract, and then, after
making what change they pleased in the
customs duties or wharfage rates, could
enforce the carrying out of the contract.
In his calmer moments the honorable
gentleman would regret his statements.
The honorable member instanced the case
of a. contract between two private persons;
but there was this difference, that both
those persons would be equally ignorant of
the intentions of the Government. When
one of the parties to the contract was the
Government, which possessed the power of
imposing duties, the case was altered. If
the doctrine were carried out, the Government might get all its contracts for nothing.
After certain confiding individuals had
taken up the annual contracts for stationery, hardware, &c., duties might be
imposed which would repay the State.
The proper doctrine was this, that a Government coming into office, and finding
certain contracts in existence, was bound
not to apply any change in the law to those
contracts. What were the circumstances
of the case? On the 21st of November,
1866, Messrs. Bright Brothers put in a
tender for iron piping which proved the
lowest. Five days afterwards they received a letter couched in the most extraordinary terms, stating that "your tender
will be accepted by the Board of Land and
Works on Wednesday next, subject to the
condition that you will have to bear the
cost of all duties, wharfage rates, and
charges to which such goods may be liable
on their arrival in this colony, and that the
terms of such agreement are embodied in
such contracts." Now if that letter was
intended to convey the meaning which the
Ministers who had addressed the House
contended that it was meant to do, namely,
to ascertain whether Bright Brothers purposed paying the existing wharfage rates, or
sheltering themselves behind the decision
of the Supreme Court, it was, to say the
least of it, most unhappily expressed. The
use of the words "all duties and charges
VOL. IlI.-3 G
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to which such goods may be liable" would
cause any man of common sense to smell
a rat-to imagine that the Government
were in league with the iron moulders, and
intended to impose perhaps a prohibitory
duty on water pipes.
The deduction
which he drew upon reading the letter
was, that it was intended to propose a
higher rate on pipes, and apparently
Messrs. Bright Brothers adopted the same
view. Whether the firm intended to pay
the wharfage rates or not he could not
tell, but certainly their statement, that they
would be bound by the "existing state of
the law," whether suggested by their
solicitors, or framed in their own office,
was a sound, shrewd, and sagacious determination. Whatever conversations might
have taken place between irresponsible
clerks, it was certain that the first time
the Government officially stated that no
new charges would be imposed on iron
piping was when Messrs. Bright Brothers
were not present and when Messrs. Macfarlan and Co. were. Mr. Christopherson's
statement that they were represented
was met by a distinct contradiction from
Messrs. Bright Brothers, who were not
likely, any more than Mr. Christopherson,
either to state or to imply a falsehood. It
was impossible to explain away a written
document by conversations, and he was
astonished that the legal gentleman at the
head of the Mining department should
have permitted his officer to attempt to do
anything of the kind. He did not impute
fraud to the Government, nor yet any intention of "working a point" to favour their
political supporters, for he did not know
which side Messrs. Macfarlan took in
politics; but he did think that a bitter feeling existed towards Bright Brothers, unworthy of the Government, and which that
firm had done nothing to deserve. The
action they had taken to protect themselves under a previous contract was what
any other firm placed in the same position
would have adopted. It had been insinuated that the same firm had evaded
payment of rates due on coal-they were
gibbeted, in fact, as political outlaws,
always endeavouring to take advantage of
the Government. Now honorable members, who possessed the privilege of being
protected in everything they said, should
be most careful how they abused that
privilege, and a Minister of the Crown,
more especially, should hesitate long before giving vent to scandals affecting the
social and political position of any pri-
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vate firm. He was told a very different
tale about these coals, namely, that they
were intended for the use of the steamship Great B1'itain, and that, as soon as it
was found they would not be so used, the
firm tendered a cheque for the amount due
on them, which cheque the Minister of
Customs had admitted to him he had received. He congratulated the honorable
mem bel' for East Melbourne on the
studiously mild terms of the resolution.
He did not believe that the Government
really intended to oppose it. It was impossible to deny its statement, that the
course the Government had adopted was
calculated to destroy the confidence of
bona fide contractors, and was prejudicial
to the true interests of the colony. The
Government would do well to consent to
it sub silentio, glad that one' of their
grossest bungles and blunders should receive no harsher censure.
Mr. KYTE pointed out that, if anyone
was to blame for the present ventilation of
the commercial credit of Messrs. Bright
Brothers, it was not the Governmeot, but
the honorable members who had brought
That firm might
the subject forward.
well exclaim, "Save us from our friends,"
since it would now go to the world that
they had not only 'been guilty of sharp
practice towards the Government, but
that they had also endeavoured to circumvent their fellow-tenderers. An examination of the figures would show that the.
totals of the tenders were as follows:Messrs. Smith, Strachan, and Co.,£71,193;
McEwan and Co., £71,678; Bright
Brothers, £68,739; Macfarlan and Co.,
£70,681 and J. McIlwraith, £71,359.
All the tenders, with the exception of
Bright Brothers', were within a few hundred pounds of each other; and it was a
singular fact that the addition of the
wharfage rate. would bring the Messrs.
Bright's tender up to Messrs. Macfarlan's,
which was the' medium tender, just exceeding it by £97. It appeared as if the
firm had said, "There will be a close run
for the contract, it will cause some thirty
or forty ships to be consigned to us, let us
Bee if we cannot best the Government out
of the wharfage rate, and best our fellow-tenderers out of the contract." For
this exposure Messrs. Bright Brothers had
to thank their friends. The firm had been
treated with a courtesy which was most
unusual and, as it turned out, most unwise.
The Government stepped out of their way,
and sent an officer to inquire whether it
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was proposed to pay the wharfage rates or
not, and the answer returned was an
evasive one. He had recently voted once
or twice with the Opposition-he had
been surprised to find himself so much in
their company-but the connexion was
now dissolved. He could assure those
honorable members that, if they desired
the support of independent· members, they
must bring forward bona fide charges
against the Government, and not resort to
mean, dirty, little dodges.
Mr. LANGTON asked if it was in
order to charge members of the Opposition
with resorting to dil,ty dodges?
The SPEAKER.-Hard language I am
. afraid is used by both sides unworthy of
the House, but it is only when it is applied
personally that I can interfere. I would
remind honorable members, however, that
such language is equally offensive whether
applied to a party or to an individual, and
should be suppressed by the House.
Mr. KYTE said that he carefully
avoided personalities, but he found it
impossible sometimes to do otherwise than
stigmatize certain acts in the broadest
language he could' make use of.
Dr. EMBLING remarked that the extraordinary zeal displayed by the honorable
member for Richmond was not to be wondered at, when it was remembered that,
during the proceedings on the Quieting of
Titles Bill, he had thought it his duty to
make two or three apologies for venturing
to 'oppose the Government. The honorable member must have suffered, as he
had, from such" mean, dirty, little dodges"
as public bodies receiving their tenders,
and then altering the terms of the contract. But public bodies had not the power
to inflict the material injuries which the
Government had. Judging from what he
had heard in the House-and he knew no
more-the Government appeared to have
no excuse for their condu(lt in altering the
conditions of the contract in question.
The Minister of Mines spoke wisely when
he spoke little, while his rasher colleague
had done the Government a large amount
of harm.
Mr. MeKE.AN pointed out that, according to the wording of the motion which
referred to the course adopted by the
Government, "as disclosed by the documents laid upon the table of this House,"
honorable members had nothing to do with
the letters in the A.rgus. The documents
in question showed that the Government
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were willing to place Messrs. Bright Brothers on the same footing as the other
tenderers, and that, as this offer was declined, they accepted the next tender.
Not the slightest preference was shown to
the successful tenderer. As to favour
having been shown to political partizans,
the fact was that, like many other firms,
Messrs. Macfarlan and Co. were divided
in their politics. However, that was a
matter the House had nothing to do with.
The letter from the Chief Engineer, dated
November 26, disclosed the terms on which
the tenders would be received-the Government in fact virtually exercised their
right of calling for new tenders-and as
Messrs. Bl'ight Brothers would not accept
the contract on those conditions, the next
lowest offer was accepted, the result being
a saving of £97 14s. 8d. The latter portion of the motion certainly could not be
sustained. It could not be said that
Messrs. Bright's tender was "improperly
refused," because the advertisement calling
for tenders distinctly stated that the lowest
or any tender would not necessarily be
accepted.
The House then divided on the question
that the Speaker do leave the chair.
Ayes
34
Noes
15
Majority against Mr. Levi's} 19
•••
amendment •••
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Balfour,
Bayles,
Bindon,
Burrowes,
Burtt,
Byrne,
Cope,
Davies,
Evans,

Mr. McCulloch,
" McKean,
" Plummer,
" Reeves,
" G. V. Smith,
" J. T. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Sullivan,
" Tucker,
" Vale,
" Verdon,
" Watkins,
" Wheeler.

Francis~

Grant,
Halfey,
Harbison,
H. Henty,.
Higinbotham,
King,
Kyte,
Macgregor,
McCaw,

Tellers.
Mr. Farrell,
" Baillie.
NOES.

Mr. Blackwood,
Dr. Embling,
Mr. Gillies,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
" Levey,
" Longmore,
" McLellan,
Capt. Mac Mahon,

3G2

Mr.
"
"
"

O'Grady,
Snodgrass,
Snowball,
Whiteman.

Tellers.
Mr. Jones,

" Levi.
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SUPPLY.
The House then resolved itself into
Committee of Supply, for the further consideration of the Estimates for public
works, and proceeded to discuss a proposed vote of £74,150 for wharfs, jetties,
harbours, rivers, &c., consisting of the
following items : For the purchase of Cole's and Ra£
leigh's wharfs and premises
35,000
For dredging operations and other
river and harbour improvements,
including maintenance and repairs
of steam dredges and vessels in connection therewith and landing the
silt
18,500
Repairs and additions to wharfs, sheds,
&c., including new gauging sheds,
Melbourne
3,000
Repairs and additions to jetty and
sheds, Sandridge, including new
gauging shed ...
2,500
Repairs and additions to wharfs, sheds,
and jetties, Geelong
2,500
Repairs and additions to wharfs, sheds,
1,500
and jetties, throughout the colony
Extension and other works at jetty,
1,250
St. Kilda
...
...
500
Towards jetty at Mordiailoc
400
Jetty at Balnarring, Western Port •••
3,000
Harbour improvements, Belfast
Harbour improvements, Williamstown 2,000
Repairs, &c., to machinery, founda·
tions, &c., of patent slip, Williamstown ...
500
Harbour improvements, Warrnambool 3,000
Removing rocks at Arthur's Seat, provided Dromana Road Board contribute a further sum of £250 .
500

COLE'S AND RALEIGH'S WHARFS.
Mr. LEVI moved that the item of
£35,000 for the purchase of Cole's and
Raleigh's wharfs be omitted. He said he
doubted whether the same necessity now
existed for the purchase of these wharfs
as existed when the question of their purchase was originally discussed. The trade
of the port had greatly fallen off, in consequence of the alterations made in the
Tariff, and. it would still further decrease.
The consideration of this item ought, at
. all events, to be postponed until the evidence given before the arbitrators who
fixed the amount of the purchase-money
was laid on the table.
Mr. VALE reminded honorable members that, during the various discussions
which had taken place as to the desirability of purchasing Cole's and Raleigh's
wharfs, a very general opinion was expressed that the Government ought to
purchase them, in order that there might
be a distinct and continuous wharf-way
along the whole of that portion of the
Yarra. At present these wharfs were an
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obstruction to the trade of Melbourne. No
doubt it was a fair question to consider
whether the removal of these obstructions,
and the prospective advantages to be obtained, were worth the expenditure. He
was not disposed to take that doleful view
of the future of the colony which the
honorable member for East Melbourne
(Mr. Levi) took. He was glad to find
that the results of the last Tariff had been
favorable to the development of local industries; and he believed that, in time,
the manufacturing resources of the colony
would create a large trade from the port.
If the present opportunity of purchasing
these wharfs was allowed to pass by, the
country would have to pay an advanced
price if it wished to purchase them at
any future time. In reference to the sum
to be paid for Cole's wharf, the arbitrators could not agree, and the umpire fixed
the amOlmt at £19,100. In the case
of Raleigh's wharf, the arbitrators fixed
the purchase-money at £16,250. Cole's
wharf was considered the more valuable,
because it occupied a corner allotment.
Some years ago, when Melbourne was a
much smaller place than it now was, a
sum equal to the amount proposed to be
paid for Cole's wharf was paid for the resumption of a temporary lease of what
was known as Hughes's wharf. The sum
proposed for the absolute purchase of these
wharfs could not therefore be considered
excessive.
Mr. LEVEY remarked that, at the time
Hughes's wharf was purchased, the colony
was in a state of unexampled prosperity,
and money was only about half its present
value. He suggested that the vote for
Cole's and Raleigh's wharf should be postponed. There was no immediate necessity
for it, and it would be well to wait and see
what effect the recent changes in the Tariff
would have on the trade of the port.
Under the circumstances, the committee
would be justified in not voting the money
this year, and twelve months hence the
Government might be able to make a better
bargain.
Captain MAC MAHON said he had no
intention of opposing the purchase of these
wharfs, because he believed that it would
be a public benefit to purchase them; but
he thought it was only fair that the vote
should be postponed until all the papers
connected with the matter were laid on the
table, especially as there was an extraordinary discrepancy between the award
of the arbitrators and the amount originally
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estimated by the Government. During
the inquiry of a committee which sat on
the subject, the Minister of Customs estimated the value of Cole's wharf at £5,500,
and at that time property in Melbourne
was more valuable than it was now.
Mr. VERDON said it was distinctly
understood that the Government would
not be absolutely bound by the award of
the arbitrators, but that that award would
have to be submitted to the approval of
the House. The Government had been
careful to insert a clause in the terms of
arbitration to protect the rights of the"
House. His colleague, the Minister of
Public Works, was not previously aware
that honorable members desired to see the
papers, but it was quite right that they
should have the opportunity of seeing them,
if they desired. The Government were,
therefore, willing that the vote should be
postponed until all the papers relating to
the subject were laid on the table.
The item of £35,000 was accordingly
postponed.
WHARFS, JETTIES, &0.
Mr. SNODGRASS drew attention to
the proposed expenditure for wharfs and
jetties in the county of Mornington. He
thought that district received too large a
share of the expenditure for wharfs and
jetties, simply because it had the good
fortune to be represented by the Chief Secretary. Every year there was a considerable expenditure there.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that a less
amount of public money had been expended in the county of Mornington than
in almost any other county. To some
parts of the district there was no communication by road; the only means by which
produce could be conveyed to Melbourne
was by water; and hence the necessity for
proper wharfs and jetties.
In reply to a question,.
Mr. VERDON explained that th~ £500
towards removing rocks at Arthur's Seat
was really for removing obstructions to the
making of a road.
Mr. LEVEY said he had never seen
produce shipped at the Balnarring jetty.
He had frequently paid a visit to the district for the pu"rpos,e of kangaroo hunting,
but he was not aware of any necessity for
a jetty. He also objected to the proposed
subsidy to the Dromana Road Board.
Mr. HARBISON urged that it was
necessary, even in the interests of the inhabitants of Melbourne, that ther.e should
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be proper wharfage and jetty accommoda- cently been taken up in that district under
tion in the Western Port district, because the 42nd clause of the Land Act. The
in future the metropolis would have to look jetty at Mordialloc ought to have been
to that district for the supply of a large commenced seven or eight years ago.
portion of its firewood. If the Chief There was no doubt that the jetty would
Secretary had done his duty to the district be a great saving to the road. With rewhich he represented he would have ob- gard to public expenditure on local works,
tained larger sums for wharfs and jetties. he was afraid that a district was more
Mr. O'GRADY expressed a hope that likely to lose than to gain in that regard
the vote of £500 for the jetty at Mor- when represented by a Cabinet Minister.
dialloc would not be a final vote for that In support of his view he cited the case of
Sandridge, when represented by a Chief
jetty.
Mr. VALE intimated that, if it were Secretary in the person of the late Mr.
fouud necessary, a further vote for the Nicholson.
Mr. LEVEY said he did not object to
jetty at Mordialloc would be submitted
the two items referred to, but he considered
next year.
Mr. REEVES said he hoped that a that Mornington was as well off for roads
portion of the vote of £ 18, 500 for dredg- as many other counties.
Mr. J. T. SMITH called attention to
ing operations would be expended in clearing the upper part of the river Yarra of the fact that a great quantity of the silt
snags, which at present were dangerous removed from the Yarm was not taken far
obstructions to pleasure-boats going up enough out into the Bay, and was, in
consequence, driven back into the river.
the river.
Mr. VALE stated that a contract had Owing to these defective operations, not
been entered into by the Public Works only was the money voted for dredging
department-which really involved no ex- wasted, but the fishing ground at Wilpenditure beyond the time occupied by liamstown was likely to be destroyed.
Mr. HARBISON observed that Morone of the officers of the department in
nington
had as large a seaboard as Belfast,
the supervision of the work-whereby a
Warrnamboo],
and Portland together, and
large portion of the Yarra was being
cleared. If the result was successful, the he was surprised that the Chief Secretary
work would be continued in a similar did not try to obtain something like
£20,000 instead of £900 for works in that
manner.
county.
In reply to Mr. EVANS,
Captain MAC MAHON mentioned that
Mr. VERDON intimated that the £3,000 large cranes were wanted at the Melbourne
for harbour improvements at Belfast was wharf. There was only one crane at that
not intended as a final expenditure for wharf-near the gas works-and it was
that work.
too small to lift any considerable weight.
Mr. LANGTON observed that, altoMr. VERDON stated that, if a large
gether, £3,300 was voted last year for the crane could not be provided for out of the
purpose of improving the wharfage accom- vote of £1,500 for repairs and additions
modation in the county of Mornington.
to wharfs, sheds, and jetties throughout
Mr. McCULLOCH pointed out that the colony, he would bring down a special
only £900 was proposed this year for vote for the purpose.
Mr. BYRNE suggested the desirability
wharfage accommodation in the county of
Mornington. That sum was very reason- of depositing the silt obtained from the
able. If he ha.d been a private member Yarra, not outside Gellibrand's point, but
of the House he believed he would have on the lowlands lying between Emerald
got a larger amount. A portion of the Hill and the mouth of the river. The
money voted last year consisted of re- proceeding would enhance the value os
votes.
those lands, which were now liable to
Mr. J. T. SMITH considered the ex.;. floods, but which, at a future day, might
penditure necessary, and said it was unfair be the seat of a great many manufactures.
Mr. LOVE called attention to the nefor any member to raise an objection to it
simply because the district happened to be cessity for some dredging operations in
Geelong harbour. Owing to the accumularepresented by the Chief Secretary.
Mr. BYRNE, in urging the· necessity tions of silt near the wharfs, vessels went
for the vote for the jetty at Balnarring, aground while loading, and were obliged
stated that a large quantity of land had re- to go outside to take in cargo.

-.
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Electric Telegraphs.

The whol~ of the items in the vote (except those for the purchase of Cole's and
Raleigh's wharfs, and for the works at
Arthur's Seat, .which were postponed)
were then agreed to.

The votes of £3,000 for repairs and
additions to penal buildings and hulks;
and £86,500 for the lunatic asylums at
Rew, Beech worth, and Ararat, were also
agreed to.

POLICE BUILDINGS.

COURT-HOUSES.
On the vote of £8,000 towards the
erection or completion of court-houses,
Mr. TUCKER asked whether any portion of this vote would be devoted to the
erection of the long promised court-houses
at Malmsbury and W oodend ? A large
amount of business was done at these
places, and yet the accommodation at one
of them was merely that of a shelter shed.
Mr. VALE said the disposal of the vote
rested with the Crown Law officers, who,
no doubt, would do what they could towards. meeting the requirements of the
places named.
The item was passed, as also were those
of £4,500 for lighthouses and lightships;
£3,000 for powder magazines; £2,000 for
survey offices; and £2,000 for gold offices
and other works and buildings under the
Treasurer.

On the votes of £15,000 for police
buildings and £10,000 for additions and
repairs to gaols,
Mr. BAYLES urged that the Government should erect stone and not iron
buildings. Some iron buildings were put
up last year, but he held that the buildings should be substantial.
Mr. McCULLOCH said, if stone buildings were to be erected, a much larger
vote would be required.
The votes were agreed to.
DOCK ACCOMMODATION.
On the vote of £30,000 towards the
graving-dock at Williamstown,
Mr. GILLIES asked how much the
departure from the original designs had
cost?
Mr. VERDON said the increased cost
might, perhaps, be £30,000. Within the
last two or three years it had become
evident that ships of much larger burthen
than had been anticipated would probably
arrive in this port, and need repair here;
and it was considered that, on the construction of a work of this character,
which was likely to last for centuries, care
should be taken that it was of sufficient
size to recei ve the largest war vessels and
mel'chant ships. Orders were accordingly
given to extend the size of the dock.
Captain MAC MAHON asked whether
blame attached to any of the officials concerned in the preparation of the original
plans?
Mr. VERDON replied in the negative.
The alteration arose through representations wl.ich were made to him when
Acting-Minister of Public Works. He
obtained a statement of the dimensions of
different docks ill Europe, and the result
of the deliberations on the subject was a
determination to make the dock sufficiently
large to receive any ship that might arrive
in Hobson's Bay.
Mr. HANNA considered the Government had acted wisely in enlarging the
dock, and that it would be well to ask for
sufficient money to allow the work to be
finished at once.
The vote was agreed to.

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS.
On the vote of £8,700 for extensions of
and repairs to telegraph lines,
Mr. OAVIES urged that telegraphic
communication should be extended to
Bealiba.
Mr. J. T. SMITH suggested that the
same benefit should be conferred on
Bacchus Marsh.
Mr. McCULLOCH said there was no
objection to carry the telegraph to any
place which could afford some evidence
that the work would pay.
Mr. WHEELER referred to the want
of the telegraph at Majorca, and asked
what was the nature of the guarantee
which the Government required before
extending telegraphic communication to
that place?
Mr. McCULLOCH said that it would
be unwise to expend money in extending
telegraph communication to small places,
the returns from which would not amount
to more than £40 or £50 per annum. If
the people of a place wanted the telegraph
they must guarantee a moderate amount,
so that the Government should not expend
money uselessly.
Mr. LONGMORE thought that view of
the case ought to have been taken before
or not at all. He submitted that the extension of the telegraph should depend not
'f
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so much upon its pecuniary success as upon
its utility to the country.
Mr. WHEELER observed that, if any
security were given, it must be given by
private individuals. Local bodies had no
authority, under the Municipal Act, to give
security in such cases. Supposing the
opening of a station at Majorca was attended at first by a loss of £20 or £30 a
year, the work might eventually be made
reproducti vee
Mr. LE VI suggested that the lines of
telegraph should be leased. Were this
done, there would be probably a reduction of charges, and this would lead to a
large increase of business.
Mr. LEVEY said that one result of
that arrangement would be that all the
small offices which did not pay would be
shut up. He hoped the Chief Secretary
would not look to the electric telegraph
merely as a means of raising revenue.
Mr. McKEAN called attention to the
inadequate accommodation afforded to the
puhlic at the telegraph-office in Collingwoou, and asked what steps were being
taken to erect suitable buildings?
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that many
months ago he decided upon the place
where the buildings should be erected, and
the money was available for the purpose.
Mr. REEVES explained that there
was some dispute in reference to the site,
which was vested in trustees, who were
not disposed to conform to the wishes of
the Government.
The vote was agreed to, as was also a
vote of £1,000 for buildings, fences, raising footpaths, and other works at the Botanic-gardens and the Government-house
reserve.
PARLIAMENT HOUSE.
On the vote of £ 1,000 for repairs, ventilation, &c., at Parliament-house, and fittings
and furniture,
Mr. LEVEY asked when the Parliament
buildings would be finished? The present
condition of the buildings was a disgrace
to the city. All that could be seen of
them from one of the principal streets was
a lot of broken bricks and hoop-iron. Any
stranger visiting Melbourne, and ~n being
told that those were the Parliamen t buildings, without taking the opportunity of
inspecting the interior, would go away
with a most wretched notion of the prospects and prosperity of the colony. Perbaps the original design was somewhat too
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extensive; but, however that might be,
something should be done towards completing the structure. A screen, if only
of canvas, might surely be erected to hide
the deformities of the Bourke-street front.
Mr. VERDON said he should like to see
the building finished, but, if it were done
properly, it would cost a very large sum
of money. There was a difficulty in the
way of a large departure from the
original design, owing to the completion
of the librl;lry front. If the main front
were built in a different style to the
library front, there would be such an
awkwardness in the appearance of the
whole building as would make it discreditable to the country. There was a vote on
the Estimates for the approaches to the
Ti'easmy, and he was afraid that that was
all that could be done in the way of completing public buildings in Melbourne this
year.
Mr. McLELLAN trusted that no more
money would be expended in the ventilation of the House without consulting competent parties.
Mr. LANGTON complained that, under
the present ventilating arrangements, honorable members could choose only between
being stifled with heat or being chilled with
draught.
Mr. LONGMORE proposed, as an
amendment, that the item be reduced to
£500.
Mr. J. T. SMITH suggested that the
word" ventilation" should be struck out.
All the money would be required for furniture, fittings, and repairs.
Mr. GILLIES complained that, in one
part of the library, a disagreeable smell
was perceived from the kitchen.
Mr. VERDON remarked that, in addition to this, the atmosphere in the upper
part of the rooms was scarcely endurable,
and would certainly injure the books. It
would be well if the new gasaliers which
created their own system of ventilation
were introduced throughout the Houses.
Mr. LEVEY said that, on visiting the
House during the recess, he found it in a
disgraceful state of dust and dirt. Either
the Parliamentary-buildings Committee
should be appointed a royal commission,
or the building should be placed under the
permanent control of the Minister of Pu blic
Works. Under the present divided responsibility of a joint committee, no one
took any interest in the matter. Everyone agreed that baths were required; but,
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though he had made the suggestion five
years ago, nothing had been done in the
matter.
Mr. VALE said the joint committee
had only to state what they desired done,
and the Public Works department would
carry the work out during the recess.
With regard to the suggestion that baths
should be const.ructed, he might mention
that members of Parliament from the
other colonies had remarked on the poorness of the present lavatory accommodation. He trusted that, before the next
recess, the committee would give the
Public Works department some basis of
operation. There was no doubt that the
state of the Houses during the recess was
disgraceful.
Mr. BYRNE expressed his opinion that
something should be done to render the
front of the building less unsightly. One
of his constituents had mistaken the place
for a gaol.
The amendment was negatived, and the
vote was agreed to.
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE.
On the item of £10,000 for a new
Government Printing-office,
Mr. VERDON said that he had before
explained that the existing building was
unsuitable for its present purpose. Ten
thousand pounds would erect a suitable
building of one story, by means of which
the printing could be done at very much
less cost; as the great expense involved
in lifting the various forms used, up and
down stairs, would be saved. The Government Printer had urged these views for
many years. He had also pointed out thaf
the upper room in which the compositors
worked was so ill-arranged that it was impossible to prevent the health of the men
being affected. Men had died from being
kept there. If the printing-office was to
be maintained at all, a new building was
necessary; but, of course, if honorable
mem bel'S desired to raise the issue whether
a Government Printing-office should be
maintained or not, they could do so on this
vote. The Go\"ernment was now paying
£ 12,500 per annum in rent for public
offices, a portion of which would be saved
if the printing-office were made available
for other departments. In fact a great
deal more would be saved than the interest
of the £10,000 proposed to be spent.
Under any circumstances the present
building could not be used as a printingoffice much longer.
.

Printing Office.

Mr. LEVEY pointed out that a worse
site than the printing building could not be
found for public offices, which ought to be
centrally situated. The building was specially built for a printing-office, and what
guarantee was there that a better one
would be erected now? As to the ventilation, the room alluded -to was better ventilated than any other composing room in
Melbourne. Certainly it was better ventilated than the chamber in which honorable
members had to spend many hours without
receiving any remuneration. He did not
remember an instance of any large printing
establishment being conducted on one floor.
When the printing vote came on he would
move that the estimate be reduced one-half.
Under these circumstances, he would certainly vote for the striking out of the item
now proposed.
Mr. LANGTON remarked that the Sydney Government were trying the experiment of doing their printing by contract.
It would be worth while to wait and see
what result was arrived at. It might be
found profitable to put the larger part of
the work here out to contract, and in that
case the present building would be amply
sufficient for all requirements.
Mr. DAVIES said that he was convinced that the Government work was
better done now than it would be in any
private office in Melbourne. It was a fact
that the present building was prejudicial
to the health of the 'workmen. Men had
been thrown on a sick-bed through working in the heated atmosphere of the upper
room. The honorable member for Nor·
manby could certainly not have been in
the new composing room at the Argus
office, for that was a far better apartment
than the one at the Government office.
Re trusted that the printing establishment
would be maintained, if only in the interests of an important trade.
Mr. McKEAN expressed his belief that
fully one-third of the printing vote might
be saved by contracting for the work. It
would be necessary to maintain a certain
staff for special work requiring secresy
and dispatch, but a large proportion might
be let out by tender. As to the quality
of type and paper, the work could be as
well don~ at private establishments, and
the cost would be very much less. The
Government had promised that, in future,
the number of returns printed, as well as
the cost, should be stated on the face of
the document, and he was sure that, if the
particulars regarding some of these returns
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-the evidence taken by royal commissions, &c.-were known, honorable members would be surprised at the extravagance
which was taking place. As to using the
building for Government offices, such an
arrangement would only inconvenience the
public.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that, if the
Government were to do any printing at
all, it would be absolutely necessary to
erect a new building. The present building was not only inconvenient but absolutely nnsafe. A large crack was running
through it, and, though it had been braced
up, the vibration caused by the engines
rendered it a continual element of danger.
He would like to see the £10,000 spent on
a new Supreme Court-house, but still he
regarded this as a more urgent want. The
question whether the Government should
continue to do its own printing was only
indirectly connected with this vote. So far
as it was connected, however, it must be
borne in mind that, not only was the public
work more efficiently and rapidly performed
than it could possibly be if it were divided
among private offices, but he could say
with confidence that it could not be better
or more efficiently performed in any office.
The printing of the Parliamentary documents was a credit to all who had anything to do with the work. He ventured
to entertain a strong doubt, also, whether
the work could be more cheaply done elsewhere. Many charges would apply to all
establishments, no matter whether little or
much work was done in them; for instance,
a superintending staff must be maintained.
The Government must do some printing,
and probably, if they did any, it would be
found more economical to confine it all to
one office. There were other reasons why
the work should be confined to one office.
Many documents required to be printed
with expedition, and more rapidity could
be obtained where there was a large staff
under direct control than could be in a
private office. Secresy was also often
required, and could not be secured in a
private office. He regretted that the expense of the department was eo great. It
was possible that a stricter economy might
be exercised, but he did not think that the
distribution of the work would' conduce
either to efficiency or economy.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that the English G9vernment had no printer, though
the work there must be something extraordinary compared with what was required
here. The wor~ in England was done by
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contract, and certainly it was done as well
as·it was here. A strong impression had
prevailed .for some time past that the
Government printing was conducted at an
extravagant rate. A committee had heen
suggested to inquire into the case, but
there were few members who had practical acquaintance with the subject, and
few who cared about the trouble. Still the
sooner an inquiry was made to see whether
or not the establishment was economically
managed the better. He certainly did not
believe in the argument that the establishment should be continued in the interests
of an important trade. Moreover, when
the Government assigned, as a reaso~ for
the vote, that the present building was
unsafe, some report should have been presented to show that that statement was
accurate. If the question was pressed
when so few members were present, it was
sure to be reopened on the resolutions
being reported to the House.
Mr. BYRNE urged that the vote should
be postponed. He was told that, even
now, Government printing was done outside the Government Printing-office, and,
if that was the case, he did not see why
the principle should not be extended.
Mr. VALE stated that the InspectorGeneral had inspected the printing-office,
and had pronounced it unsafe.
The
building was erected eleven years ago,
when it was not expected that the requirements of the office would be so great as
was the case now, and, consequently, it
was not fitted for the immense weights and
the wear and tear of the steam power it
had to sustain.
Mr. VERDON consented to postpone
the item. He would take the vote for the
maintenance of the printing-ofiice before
bringing it on again.
ROADS AND BRIDGES.
Mr. SULLIVAN said that, before progress was reported, he would ask honor·
able members to pass the item of £50,000
for roads and bridges outside the boundaries of shires, boroughs, and road districts.
The summer was rapidly passing away,
and, unless the money could be obtained at
once, certain very necessary works would
have to be postponed until another season.
Mr. VERDON, in deference to the wish
of-his colleague, proposed the vote.
Mr. JONES remarked that he had not
the slightest doubt that the Minister of
Railways would distribute the vote properly ; but still honorable members were
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entitled to some explanation as to how the
money was to be spent, and what districts
were to be benefited.
Mr. SULLIVAN said that so many new
claims were constantly springing up that
it was impossible for him to bring down a
schedule of works. On previous occasions
honorable members had done him the
honour of leaving the distribution entirely
in his hands, and not a single complaint
had been made against the division he
had adopted.
Mr. LEVEY reminded the honorable
gentleman that, on previous occasions, he
had al ways stated w~ether he had any
particularly large works in view. In fact
he had given an idea as to the direction in
which the money would. be spent.
Mr. SULLIVAN replied that the special
object of the vote was the opening up of
roads to new places. He would endeavour
to distribute it all through the colony as
these new places came into existence.
Mr. WATKINS referred to the great
benefi t which had resulted from the previous
year's expenditure on the Wood's Point
road. He was quite content to leave the
distribution in the hands of the Minister.
Mr. JONES contended that no harm
could follow the postponement of the vote
for one night. At the next sitting honorable members could have a detailed statement, so far as the Minister of Railways
might cOlldescend to give one.
Mr. SULLIVAN said that he would
have no further iuformation the next day,
or the next week.
Mr. KYTE asked how information
could be expected regarding tracks not
yet in existence? Contracts could be let
now 40 per cent. below the prices which
would have to be paid as winter set in.
Mr. LEVI presumed that, if the tracks
were not in existence, the money could
not be urgently required. Now that the
vote had been proposed, applications would
be sent in from all parts of the country,
and an estimate could be framed on those
applications.
Mr. J. T. SMITH presumed that the
vote was taken for unforeseen expenditure.
Should a new gold-field be discovered anywhere, a hue and cry would be raised if
communication were not opened to it.
Mr. WHEELER referred to the course
adopted when, on his motion, a vote for
£50,000 was taken for special works within
shires, road districts, &c. The distribution
was left to the Minister, who received
applications for five times the amount of
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the grant. He regretted that the vote in
question had not been placed on the Estimates this year, but he trusted that it
would be again renewed by the House.
Captain MAC MAHON said that
though a detailed statement might not be
possible, yet it was only reasonable that
some idea should be given of the direction
in which the money would be spent, that
the minority might see whether they were
to receive the same treatment as Government supporters.
Mr. SULLIVAN pointed out that he
was making no unprecedented demand on
the committee. The vote had been taken
during several years on the general statement which he had made that evening.
Last year the only information he was able
to give was in reply to a question, whether
anything would be done for the Wood's
Point road.
Mr. O'GRADY remarked that the
£50,000 now asked for was four times
the amount proposed to be given to'
boroughs in 1867, and nearly equal to the
proposed expenditure on main roads. People in those districts taxed themselves for·
their roads and bridges, and they naturally
wished to know on what works this large
sum was to be expended in districts where
the people did not tax themselves. He
had heard that expenditure of a very
curious character had taken place in Gippsland and elsewhere. If no information
could be afforded, the Estimates for each
department might as well be passed in globo,
leaving the distribution to the Minist6r.
Mr. BINDON urged t.hat, if a schedule
were brought down, it would necessarily
have to be set aside as new and more
pressing claims sprang up.
Mr. O'GRADY remarked that the vote
agreed to on the motion of Mr. Wheeler
was for bridges within road board districts
and shires, but the vote now asked for
was for roads and bridges outside road
board districts and shires.
Mr. LEVEY said there was this further
difference between the two votes-the other
vote was proposed by a private member,
and carried against the Government, but
the vote now submitted was brought down
by the Government.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that, if honorable members opposite desired that the
vote should be postponed, the Government
would offer no objection; but it would be
impossible to give any information on the
next night as to the particular works
on which the money would be expended.
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Mr. GILLIES admitted that no advantage would be gained by postponing
the vote, unless some information was
obtained as to its expenditure; but he
contended that it was not a Parliamentary
or constitutional mode to vote large sums
of money for public works in globo.
Before the passing of the Local Government Act, the practice was, not only to
place on the Estimates the amount proposed to be expended on roads and bridges,
but also the particular works proposed to
be executed, and the amount to be voted
for each. The House was not asked to
vote a single penny without good and
sufficient reasons for the expenditure being
shown. He thought that the money ought
not to be voted until the Minister of Roads
was in a position to give some information
as to the specific works for which it would
be applied. If he could not gi v..e that
information, it was reasonable to conclude
that no specific applications had yet been
'made to his department requiring such a
vote to be passed.
Mr. MACGREGOR said that the
objection of the honorable member for
Ballarat West would equally apply in
favour of the rejection of the vote altogether as for its postponement.
Such
votes had previously been granted, and
why should objection be raised now?
Mr. McLELLAN intimated that he
would support the vote, in order tha.t
something might be done towards the construction of the Wood's Point road before
the win tel' set in.
Progress was then reported.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
to twelve o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, March 28, 1867.
Transfer of Land Statute-Ra.ilway Loan-Telegraphic Communication with Parliament-House-Officials at Hamilton-l\fining on Public Reserves-Public Health Laws
Amendment Bill-Insolvency Law Amendment BillSupply-Treasury Reserve-Governor's Residence-Military Buildings-Post and Telegraph Offices-FencesOffices Rented-National Museum-Intercolonial E1thibition - Equatorial Telescope - The Aborigines - Y an
Yean Water Supply.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
TRANSFER OF LAND STATUTE.
Mr. BYRNE asked the Attorneym
General whether there would be any
objection to publish th~ Commissioner of

Land Statute.
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Titles' advice, contained in an appendix
to the Transfer of Lanet Statute, in a
separate form, at a moderate price? The
honorable member remarked that the directions formerly published had become
obsolete. If the public were once acquainted with the operation of the measure, there would be no more difficulty in
transferring a piece of land than there
was with regard to any ordinary piece of
merchandise.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-There can be
no objection to the advice which is inserted
in the new volume of statutes being published in a separate form, at a moderate
price. I will see that copies are prepared,
and are kept on sale at the Government
Printing-office.
RAILWAY LOAN.
Mr. LANGTON asked the Treasurer
how much of the railway loan of £250,000,
negotiated in November last, had been expended, and for what purposes?
_
Mr. VERDON.-I presume the honorable member desires to know whether there
is money available to meet the claims made
by the contractors. I find that the balance
of the loan in question is £87,423, but this
is irrespective ofa small balance which
still remains to the credit of the old loan, of
the reserved percentages which are under .
arbitration, and of the sums which the Government contend are owing to them by
the contractors. I believe there will not
be much difference between the amount of
the balance and the claims to be met by it.
TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION
WITH PARLIAMENT HOUSE.
Mr. ORR called the attention of the
Chief Secretary to the fact that telegraphic
communication had not been extended to
the Houses of Parliament, and asked when
the Government intend to fulfil the promise made some time ago to establish
such communication? The subject (said
the honorable member) was first mooted
some three years ago, and the Government
then promised that the work should be
undertaken at the same time that local
communication with the Government offices
was established.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-There was not a
sufficient sum available for the work last
session, but I intend to carry it out during
the Easter recess.
OFFICIALS AT HAMILTON.
Mr. EVANS asked the Attorl;leyGeneral whether, in consequence of the
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circuit court being now held at Belfast, it

On the motion of Mr . HIGINBOTHAM,

was the intention of the Government to
remove the head-quarters of the sheriff and

the amendment in clause 13, leaving out

officials from Hamilton to that township?
. The honorable member remarked that the
removal of the circuit court from Portland

the words that the Central Board should
exercise its powers "under the direction
of the Chief Secretary" was disagreed
with. The amendment in the 14th clause,

to Belfast appeared to have given satisfac-

transferring the appointment of officers

tion to everyone but the honorable member
for Portland.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-The sheriff's
arrangements are not affected by the removal of the circuit court. The sheriff is
in charge, not only of the southern, but
also of the north-western district, and he
finds it convenient to reside in a central
position. The reasons which rendered it
expedient to fix his residence at Hamilton
in the first instance still exist.

from the Governor in Council to the
Central Board, was also disagreed with.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM moved that the
amendment in clause 26, providing that
the appeal from the orders of the Central
Board should be to the "chairman of the
court of general sessions of the district in
which such complaint shall arise" instead
of to the Chief Secretary, be disagreed with.
The House dividedAyes
27
Noes
17

PETITION.
Mr. CONNOR presented a petition from
certain selectors and residents on lands in
the parishes of Pomborneet, Burrumbeet,
and Carpendeit, praying the House to
cause the rents paid by those selectors who
are residing on their land to go towards
payment of their purchase-money. The
honorable member said he wished it distinctly understood that he did not desire
the remission to apply to any other selectors
than those who actually resided on their
lands and made the required improvements.
On the motion of Mr. McCANN, the
petition was read by the Clerk.
The SPEAKER.-I perceive that the
petition is for a remission of debts owing
to the Crown. Under our standing orders
no petition of that kind can be received.
It is out of order.

Majority for the motion

10

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Bayles,
Bindon,
Byrne,
Connor,
Cope,
Davies,
Dyte,
Francis,
Frazer,
Harbison,
Higinbotham,
King,
Kyte,
Macgregor,
McCulloch,

Mr.
"
"
.,
"
"
"
"
"
"

McKean,
Plummer,
Reeves,
Richardson,
Sullivan,
Tucker,
Vale,
Verdon,
Watkins,
Wheeler.

Tellers.
Mr. Farrell,
" Sands.
NOES.

Mr. Bunny,
Dr. Embling,
Mr. Halfey,
" Hanna,
" Jones,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
" Love,
" McCann,
Capt. Mac Mahon,

Mr.
"
"
"
"

Macpherson,
Moore,
O'Grady,
Orr,
Snodgrass.

Tellers.
Mr. Blackwood,
" Longmore.

MINING ON PUBLIC RESERVES.
Mr. EVANS, without notice, asked the
Minister of Mines whether any of the gentlemen composing the board of inquiry
with regard to mining on the cricket
reserve, Ballarat, were directly or indirectly interested in any company claiming
a right to mine on public reserves?
Mr. MACGREGOR.-At the time the
board was being appointed I made the
strictest inquiry on this point, and I feel
certain that none of the gentlemen appointed are so interested.

"The Governor in Council may from time to
time make such orders as may seem to be necessary for the purpose of prohibiting or regulating
the introduction into Victoria from any country
or colony or part of a country or colony (in
which respectively any disease in sheep cattle
horses swine or other animals of the same or
any other kind or kinds whatsoever is known to
exist) of all sheep cattle horses swine or other
animals," &c., &c.-

PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The amendments made by the Legislative Council in this measure were taken
into consideration.

Mr. HIGINBOTHAM moved the insertion, after the word "make," of the
words "alter or vary and may revoke."
The new provision would then correspond
with the power given in the subsequent
part of the clause. .

On the amendment in clause 30 providing that-
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Captain MAC MAHON presumed that
the object of the Legislative Council was
to prevent the Governor in Council having
absolute and arbitrary power to stop the
introduction of sheep and cattle into the
colony. The provision was originally
proposed to prevent the introduction of
disease from England; but on a recent
occasion that the Cumberland disease had
infected sheep across the Murray, when
a panic existed, fomented, he believed,
by interested parties, the Chief Secretary
stated to a deputation which waited on
him, that, had the powers in question been
in existence, he would immediately have
stopped the passage of sheep across the
border. Now, in that instance, great
hardships would have been inflicted, and
the cost of meat would have been enormously raised to the consumer. Would
the introduction of the words proposed
lessen the effect of the Council's amendment?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM did not think
that the Council's amendment could have
been intended for the purpose stated. The
only difference the amendment made in the
legal effect of the clause was to render it
more distinct that the Governor in Council
should have power, not only to regulate the
removal of infected animals from one part
of the colony to another, but also-to prohibit the introduction of infected animals
from places outside the colony. The two
powers were formerly contained in one provision; they were now stated separately.
Captain MAC MAHON said he nnderstood that the distinction made by the
Council was that, before an Order in
Council was made· prohibiting the introduction of sheep from any place, it should
be notorious that disease existed in that
place.
.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM saw that the
clause provided that disease must be
"known to exist." He would ask the
House, however, to substitute the word
" believed" for "known." There might
be every reason for positive belief that a
disease existed and yet an absence of
legal proof. The honorable gentleman
would see that the other amendment he
had moved was necessary, because, if an
order should be hastily issued, it might
require to be altered or revoked.
Mr. SNODGRASS urged that great
power should be given to the Governor in
Council to deal with these cases. It should
be quite sufficient to know that sheep or
cattle were dying under suspicious circum-
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stances. New South Wales had taken
care to protect itself against the introduction of all diseases.
The Council's amendment was amended
as proposed, and was then agreed to.
On the amendment in clause 32, in the
section regarding refuse pools and reservoirs, and providing that "it shall not be
lawful to empty or suffer to flow into any
runniFlg fresh-water stream the contents
of such pools or reservoirs aforesaid,"
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that a
similar amendment had been brought forward in the Assembly, and had been
negatived, because, by common consent, the
whole question of pollution of streams had
been excluded from the Bill, to avoid the
disputes which proved fatal to the measure
last year. On this account, though personally he approved of the amendment, he
must ask the House to disagree with it.
The amendment was disagreed with,
as was also a similar amendment in clause
36.
Mr. WATKINS moved that the amendment in clause 52, releasing "the agent
receiving the rent" from the liability of
being called upon by the local board to
construct works, abate nuisances, &c., be disagreed with. It often happened that the
local authorities did not know the owners,
but they did the agents. Besides, in
many instances, the owner would be able
to evade his obligations, by placing his
property in the hands of nn agent.
Mr. McKEAN agreed that, if the liability of agents was not retained, this part
of the Bill would be inoperative. The
liability, however, had not been done
away with. The Council appeared to
have overlooked the following portion of
the interpretation clause : "The word' owner' shall mean the person for
the time being entitled to receive the rent of
the land or premises in connexion with which
the word is used, whether on his own account
or as the agent of or as trustee for any other
person, or who would be entitled to receive the
same if the lands or premises were let at a
rent."

The words struck out of clam;e 52 were
surplusage. Still, as it might be argued
that, having been there, and having been
struck out, it was not intended that the
clause should apply to agents, it would be
safer to restore them.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM agreed with the
honorable member that the legal effect of
the Bill was not altered by the amendment. The clause, however, dealt with
general powers; and it was thought ad-
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visable to make the responsibility of
agents appear distinctly on its fuce.
Mr. REEVES and Mr. WHITEMAN
supported the retention of the words.
The amendment was disagreed wit~.
The other amendments made by the
Legislative Council were adopted without
discussion.
SUPPLY.
The resolutions passed in Committee of
Supply the previous evening were considered and adopted.
INSOLVENCY LAW AMENDMENT
BILL.
The House went into committee to consider the message of His Excellency the
Governor (dated January 22) recommending an amendment in the insolvency law.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Mr. Lalor, I
beg to move"That it is expedient that the law relating to
insolvent debtors be amended; and that a Bill
be brought in for that purpose."
The time has arrived, I "think, when the
Legislature is enabled to deal with the
question of the amendment of the law of
insolvency. For a 10ng time past it has
been felt that great abuses exist in connexion with the law of insolvency, not
merely in this but in the mother country;
and the length of time that has elapsed
since the necessity for an amendment of
the law first arose, and the long delay
which has taken place in effecting the
amendment desired, have, as it seems to
me, interposed a certain difficulty in the"
way of amendment, by causing the public
to believe that the subject is one of greater
practical difficulty than it really is. I
believe that, when the insolvency law is
examined, it will be found that the principles of that law are clearly set forth,
are well understood,' and are generally
appreciated. It is only in reference to the
practice of insolvency, and not in reference
to the principles of the law of insolvency,
that doubt exists, and that abuses have
crept in. The policy of the insolvency
law has been always established, and has
been always perfectly plain. The principles upon which an insolvent's property
is divided in the court of insolvency have
always been settled; and, in the latest Acts,
they assume a very slightly different form
to that which they bore in the earlier Acts
on this subject. But it cannot be doubted
that, in the practice of insolvency, very
great evils exist. In the mother country
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the causes of the delay in the aniendment of the law have been different to the
causes which have existed here. When
Lord Westbury introduced his Bill for the
amendment of the bankruptcy law, in 1860,
he attributed the long delay in the bringing
forward of measures for the amendment of
the law to the opposition of the legal profession ; and when that measure was subsequently fuund, after considerable amendment and alteration in its passage ~hrough
Parliament, to be comparatively a failure,
he attributed the failure in the operation
of that Act, not merely to the alterations
that had been made in Parliament, but
also to the systematic opposition which the
application of the Act had received from
the legal profession. I do not believe that,
in this colony, the same causes have been
in operation, but political affairs have, from
time to time, caused this subject to be
delayed, and the attention of the Legislature to be withdrawn from it. Now there
is very little difference of opinion among
those who are engaged in the administration of the Insolvent Act as to the extent
and character of the evils existing under
it. It is admitted, not merely by those
who have to exercise judicial functions,
but also by practitioners, by creditors, and
by all other persons who have had occasion
to acquaint themselves with the fact, that
there is hardly a department of practice connected with the insolvency law into which
great and serious abuses have not crept.
Under the present insolvency law, a debtor
is enabled, by a great variety of devices,
completely to evade and defeat the operation of that law; and it is said, and I fear
with a great amount of truth, that it is
not merely an insolvent debtor who sometimes uses the means at his disposal for
the purpose of evading the law, and defrauding his creditors, but that it will be
found, in many cases, that creditors, still
more than the insoivent, are engaged in
schemes for the purpose of defeating other
creditors, and sometimes for the purpose
of enabling the insolvent to escape from
the provisions of the law. The administration of the law, in the hands of official
assignees, has certainly not proved satisfactory. The official assignees are appointed by the Chief Justice, and certain
very limited powers of control are given
to the Supreme Court over those persons;
but the official assignees are connected
with a department of the Supreme Court
which is virtually outside the immediate
supervision and control of that court.
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Official assignees, in the performance of
their duties in connexion with the insol veney law, are virtually beyond any
effective control whatever. The Commissioner of Insolvency has no jurisdiction
over them. The Judges of the Supreme
Court are only remotely connected with
them, and can only exercise their authority
in certain cases. The creditors are absolutely and totally powerless. In fact
there is no existing means by which these
officers can be placed under the obligation
of effectually, diligently, and faithfully
performing the very important duties
cast upon them.
I should be very
sorry to be supposed to insinuate any
doubt whatever on the integrity or upright conduct of these gentlemen. I have
no reason to entertain the slightest, suspicion on the subject. I am merely stating
the fact that the law is practically powerless; and, whether that state of things be
abused or not, it is a state of things which,
I think, ought not to be allowed to continue. I find by a retul'll, which the
official assignees were good enough to
favour me with some time ago, that the
greatest uncertainty of practice exists
among them in reference to the manner
in which the funds of insolvent estates are
disposed of. In some cases the funds are
deposited in a bank at interest. In other
cases no interest is allowed. In some
cases plans of distribution are filed at an
early date after proof by the creditors. In
other cases a very considerable delay
occurs, and in some the funds do not
appear to be wholly accounted for. All
these evils in the practice of the insolvency
law are traceable to one single cause: the
want of sufficient power on the part of the
administmtors of the insolvency law to
deal with all parties whatsoever-whether
creditors, debtors, or assignees-and to
compel them to perform their duties and
fulfil their obligations in connexion with
the insolvent. At present the Insolvency
Commissioner is only at the head of a
department of the Supreme Court. Most'
of his judicial acts may be resiste'd and
overridden by an appeal to the Supreme
Court; and he has no effective power
whatever over either debtors, creditors, or
assignees. In point of fact, in some instances, the position of that judicial officer
is most humiliating. He has absolutely
been subjected to actual insult, at the door
of his own court, by insolvent debtors,
known to be absent lest they should be
brought into court, and, once within the
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court, within the scope of the Commissioner's authority. The basis of the measure which the Government propose to
submit for the consideration of the House,
is the establishment of a separate and independent court of insolvency, with an appeal
upon questions of law - as in the case
of the County Courts and other inferior
courts-to the Sl:lpreme Court; with large
powers of jurisdiction, and with independent powers over all the parties who are
connected with the administration of the
law. The Bill, I should state to the
House, is based upon. a measure introduced into the Imperial Parliament, last
session, by Sir Roundell Palmer, the Attorney-General of the late Government. It
agrees, in its principal provisions, with an
Act which I am informed is working with
very great success in a neighbouring
colony, namely the South Australian Insolvency Act. Most of its provisions
have been suggested and approved of by
a committee of the House of Commons,
which sat for a considerable time in
investigating very fully the operation, of
Lord Westbury'S Bankruptcy Law of 1860.
The Bill also proposes to enable insolvencies taking place in different parts of
the country to be administered by the
County Courts, which will be invested with
a jurisdiction in insolvency for the 'purpose
of' dealing with these cases. I believe
this isa part of the subject in which great
interest is felt by many honorable members connected with ,country districts. I
confess it is a part of the subject on
which I feel considerable doubt. I believe it may be found to be extremely
difficult to get efficiently to work the
insolvency law in those cases in which
official assignees will have the control of
estates in remote parts of the country.
At the same time, I have no hesitation
in saying that I· think the claim of the
country districts to an insolvency law
locally administered is very just and
reasonable; and that it should be complied
with, if it be found to be practicable. It
is proposed by the Bill which I ask leave
to introduce to give power to the Judge of
the Court of Insolvency, at the time that a
petition for adjudication in insol vency is
presented to him-if it be made to appear
that an estate can be more conveniently
administered in the country-to transfer
that estate to the County Court Judge for
the district where the creditors desire the
estate to be administered; and also, if a
majority of the creditors, in number and
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value, should, at any time during the administration of all estate, pass a resolution
in meeting that the estate should be transferred to a local insolvency court, that
resolution should have effect given to it.
By that means the creditors will be able
in all cases, if they think fit, to say that it
is expedient to transfer the estate, in order
that it might be locally administered. At
the same time, by making it only optional
with the creditors, and not compulsory,
the creditors will be able to learn by experience how far, and to what extent, they
should use the local insolvency jurisdiction,
or the jurisdiction of the central court.. It
is also proposed to give large powers to
the creditors, enabling them to administer
all or any of the estates by assignees appointed by themselves.
Hitherto the
creditors have been empowered to appoint
a trade assignee, who co-operates with the
official assignee, but practically, it is said,
the trade assignee is a nonentity, and that,
in all cases, the official assignee is the only
assignee of the estate. Now it is reasonable that, if creditors think fit, estates
should be administered entirely by assignees
appointed by themselves, and responsible
to themselves. Following the provision of
the English Bill, framed at the suggestion
of the committee of the House of Commons, it is proposed that creditors shall
have the power to appoint a trade assignee,
and also inspectors of the assignee, by
means of whom exclusively, and under the
direction of the creditors themselves, an
estate shall be administered. By the English Bill, the provision is for creditors'
assignees, but I believe there are many
cases in which that would be found
wholly inappli'cable to the circumstances
of this country. I believe it will be
necessary, in some cases at all events, to
provide for the assistance of an official
assignee. There are many cases in which
an insolvent seeks, on his own account,
the protection of the Insolvency Court.
Sir Roundell Palmer proposed to take
this means of self-protection from the insolven~, and not to allow an insolvency in
any case unless a petition for adjudication
was presented by creditors. I think that
is a provision we ought not to attempt to
make; and, if you allow insolvents to
present petitions of insolvency for the protection of themselves, necessarily there will
be many cases in which the intervention of
an 'Official assignee will be absolutely required. Accordingly, it is provided that,
in those cases where creditors do not apMr. Higinbotham.
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point an assignee of their own, the official
assignee will act on behalf of the creditors.
It is proposed that the official assignee shall
be appointed by the Governor in Council,
that he shall be paid by salary, that he
shall be prohibited from taking part in
any other business or employment whatever, and that he shall be an officer of the
Court of Insolvency, subject to the directions of the court, and always amenable
to its jurisdiction. It is also provided
that his accounts shall be audited by the
Commissioners of Audit; and that, at
stated times, he shall attend the Commissioners, for the purpose of satisfying them
that the accounts of estates are properly
kept, and that payments have been properly
made. These are the principal provisions
of this Bill, so far as it is distinguished
from the existing insolvency law. There
are some minor provisions with which I
need not trouble the committee. There is
a prOVISIOn for summoning judgment
debtors before the Court of Insolvency.
That is a provision about which considerable doubt existed when it was first proposed; but I believe it has gained in favour,
and is now generally approved of. There
is also a provision for the re-enactment of
the law, which will expire at the end of
this session, abolishing imprisonment for
debt except in cases where the debtor has
been guilty of fraudulent conduct, or of
making a fraudulent attempt to deprive
creditors of the payment of their claims.
The Bill will be distributed immediately.
I hope it will receive the candid attention
of honorable members, and that, at no distant day, we shall proceed to the consideration of the details of the measure.
After a remark from Mr. BURTT, the
motion was agreed to.
The House having resumed, the resolution was reported and· adopted.
A Bill founded on the resolution was
brought in, and, on the motion of Mr.
HIGINBOTHAM, was read a first time.
SUPPLY.
The House then went into Committee
of Supply, when the consideration of the
Estimates for Public Works was resumed.
On the vote of £5,000 for approaches
to the Treasury buildings,
Mr. VERDON stated (in reply to Mr.
GILLIES) that these approaches formed
part of the original design, and that they
would give to the Treasury-buildings a
handsome front to Collins-street.
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Mr. LONGMORE submitted that these
works might be postponed, seeing that
money was urgently required for other
purposes.
Dr. EMBLING considered that there
were certain places in the city which should
be made presentable to the passer by, and
that the beau·tifying of the city was a
benefit to the colony. He considered the
wooden steps, which formed the present
approach to the Treasury, a disgrace to the
whole colony.
Mr. MOORE expressed the hope that
the stone used in the approaches would be
of a durable character, and that the Government would not fall into the error
committed in former years, with the desire
to develop the resources of the colony, of
selecting freestone, like that used in the
construction of the Custom-house, which
was literally rubbing away under the
action of the air and the weather.
Captain MAC MAHON called attention
to the state of the reserve in the rear of
the Treasury. He considered the un-"
sightly state of that reserve was a matter
deserving more attention than the approaches to the Treasury. He submitted
that the best course would be to close
Lansdown-street, to which he believed the
Corporation of Melbourne would have no
objection, and to make the reserve a part
of the Fitzroy gardens. He also suggested
the speedy removal of the disreputable
looking buildings at the rear of the
Treasury.
Mr. McKEAN contended that it would
be impolitic to do anything towards shutting up Lansdown-street. He considered
that prison labour might be employed-as
in the case of the County Court reserveto bring the Treasury reserve into cultivation, and to free it from the nuisances
now existing.
Mr. VERDON promised that, at the
proper season, he would take care that
something should be done to the Treasury
reserve. With regard to the suggestion
of the honorable member for Maryborough,
the employment of prison labour for such
a purpose would be extremely inconvenient,
and would cost more than ordinary labour.
The vote was agreed to.
GOVERNOR'S RESIDENCE.
On the vote of £9,570 for works at the
Victoria barracks, &c.,
Mr. LEVEY called attention to the
item of £2,500 for the residence of the
officer commanding the troops, and subYOLo llI.-3 H
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mitted that this accommodation was not
a matter of such pressing necessity as a
residence for the Governor of Victoria.
This was the only colony in the Australian
group which had not a Government house.
The Government paid a large rent for a
house which was unfit for a Governor's
residence, and was too far away from the
centre of the city. There was a large
reserve, on the south side of the Yarra, set
apart for the Governor's house; a portion
of it could be reserved as the site of the
residence and the rest might be offered for
sale. No doubt it would command high
prices, and the proceeds could be devoted
to the building of the Governor's residence.
He was in favour of the Governor having
two residences, as in the neighbouring
colonies - the one official and the other
private.
Mr. VERDON said it was a matter for
consideration whether it would be well to
erect a Governor's house on the reserve
which had always been looked upon as the
site for a Governor's house, or whether
they should accept a proposition made by
the trustees of the late Mr. Jackson, and
purchase Toorak upon what were thought
to be reasonable terms. The idea of the
Governor having official chambers in or
near Melbourne, and a house at some distance from the city, was the idea of the
O'Shanassy Government, when it was proposed to build the Chief Secretary's offices
in the rear of the Treasury buildings.
The intention was to have a suite of rooms
in that building set apart as the official
residence of the Governor, where His
Excellency might receive and entertain.
But to build the Chief Secretary's offices,
including those rooms, would be a very
costly undertaking; and the Government
felt scarcely justified in proposing it to
Parliament this year, and particularly
as the Treasury buildings accommodated
not only th~ department of the Treasury,
but also the Governor and his staff, and
the departments of the Chief Secretary
and the Registrar-General. The Government were not prepared to state what
course they were prepared to recommend,
especially as the lease for Toorak had some
little time to run, as that place was under
offer to them, and as a Governor's resi..
dence could not be erected for much less
than £60,000.
Dr. EMBLING observed that every
session a Governor's house was tallted of,
but nothing was done, and yet it should be
remembered that to build a suitable resi-
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dence would occupy more than one or two
years. If the Government were willing
1.0 entertain the question, they could save
enough money for the purpose out of the
present Estimates. He was of opinion
that the Governor's house should be on
the hill on the south side of the Yarra, and
that it was not fair to His Excellency to
banish him so far from the city as Toorak.
MILITARY BUILDINGS.
Mr. HALFEY called attention to the
item of £7,000 for additions, repairs, and
other works at the Victoria Barracks, &c.
He complained that the wording of the
vote was indefinite, and suggested that it
should be postponed, in order' to enable the
Treasurer to bring up information on the
subject.
Mr. VERDON said he was ready to
give all the information in his power,
without postponing the vote. The barracks were deficient in many things which
were absolutely necessary for the comfort,
health, and proper control of the troops.
Among the things urgently needed were
cells for military prisoners. Heretofore,
when soldiers committed any offence
against military discipline, they had to
be sent to the common gaol, and the
effect of that system upon the force
had been very bad; and, therefore, it
was asked that there should be, at the
barracks, cells in which soldiers merely
committed for military offences should be
confined. That was one of the principal
matters included in the vote. Honorable
members were aware that the barracks
had never been completed. It was not
proposed, by this vote, to complete the
barracks, because they were capable of
considerable extension, but it. was necessary
to provide further accommodation for the
troops already here, and a portion of the
vote would go for that purpose. It was
also necessary to add some offices which
had not yet been erected, but which ought
to be added, seeing that the troops now in
Melbourne were likely to be stationed here
for some time.
Mr. HALFEY thought it necessary to
consider whether it was desirable that
troops should be stationed here at all.
Mr. McLELLAN considered the time
had come when the empty military display,
which had been kept up for some time at
an enormous cost to the country, should
be di~continued. He admitted that it
was well to take precautions against the
attacks of an enemy, although he thought
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they were not likely to be troubled with
anything of that sort for some time to
come. At a time when the revenue was
not flourishing it was worth considering,
with respect to this military vote, whether
the colony was getting worth for its
money. There were certain gentlemen
who connected themselves with the military, and who encouraged this course of
expenditure, for no other purpose than
self-glorification. He looked with contempt at all the efforts which had been
made to defend the colony. He admitted
that the volunteers, in themselves, were a
noble body of men, and that, under proper
training, they would be a credit to the
colony. But they were a pampered and
expensive lot, and he questioned the efficiency of a body of men trained by persons
who pretended to be military authorities.
He considered that the whole of the money
expended on defences had been absolutely
wasted.
Mr. LONGMORE remarked that at
least £76,000 per annum was expended on
the military and volunteers, but from the
form in which the Estimates were presented
-large sums being placed under the head
of "contingencies," and some items appearing on one page and other items for the same
purpose on another-it was impossible for
honorable members to ~ell exactly what
was the amount expended on the military
and volunteers, or on any other branch of
the public service. An alteration ought to
be made in the mode of submitting the
Estimates, so that honorable members could
see at a glance the whole of the expenditure
proposed for any particular object. The
amount of the expenditure for the military
and volunteers was altogether unreasonable
in a time of profound peace. He did not
see the necessity of having a large number
of Her Majesty's troops in addition to the
volunteers; and he believed that the expenses of the volunteer force were far
higher than they need be. The volunteers
were an efficient body of men, but there
were gentlemen paid in connexion with
the volunteer force who ought not to be
paid. Some of those gentlemen were not
qualified to fill the position which they
held. If the colony kept up a military as
well as a volunteer force, he did not see
why some of the military should not drill
the volunteers, and save a portion of the expenditure at present incurred. In addition
to the cost of the military and the volunteers, two ships of war were coming out,
and sums of money were constantly being
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expended in harbour defences. If economy
was not exercised, the colony would suffer
more from its defenders than it could
possibly do from invaders.
Mr. EVANS said he should be compelled to vote against the item of £7,000
for additions and repairs at the Victoria
Barracks, &c. The barracks were capable
of holding a regiment 800 strong, and, as
there were only between 300 and 400
troops there, he did not see any necessity
for increasing the accommodation. It was
preposterous to expend £7,000 in building
cells for prisoners. The volunteer force,
which was a well disciplined, well drilled
body of men, imbued with a strong martial spirit, would, he believed, be perfectly
able'to defend the colony in case of necessity. Military were therefore not required
here at all. It was a perfect farce to have
soldiers here. They had no work whatever to do. As to the proposed residence
for the officer commanding the troops, there
might not be a general officer stationed in
the colony twelve months hence. He
thought it improbable that there would be.
The palace might be erected, and it would
be found that there was no general to
occupy it. He considered that great retrenchment might be made in the expenditure on the volunteer force. It was monstrous to pay £800 a year for the maintenance of the head-quarters band. He
objected to the practice of placing civilians
in positions which ought to be filled by
military officers, and condemned the recent
appointment of the sheriff of Geelong to
the position of brigade-major. He believed
that the whole of the volunteer force could
be properly managed with one officer and
drill instructor, obtained from the military.
He did not see the necessity for retaining
both military and volunteers. Either one
or the other ought to be dispensed with,
and, if it were a question which should be
retained, he would say, retain the volunteers.
Mr. SNODGRASS asked the honorable
member for Belfast (Mr. Evans), as one
who had been in the service himself,
whether soldiers were supposed to have
anything to do? He thought that they
were kept ready for employment whenever
they were required. As to the volunteers,
he believed that the number of paid officers
was too largoe, and might be reduced. He
was also of opinion that some further explanation ought to be given of the necessity
of such a large vote as £7,000 for additions and repairs at the barracks.
3rr2
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Dr. EMBLING said it was incredible
that £7,000 should be required for additions to that magnificent bluestone building known as the Victoria Barracks. It
would be far better to expend a portion
of the money in improving the miserable
building in the vicinity of the barracks,
which was used as a home for a number
of poor, unfortunate children. As to cells
being required for prisoners, he did not
suppose there were more than a dozen
military prisoners in a year, and probably never more than one at a time.
He believed that the volunteer force was
a very deserving body of men, and he
regretted that those volunteers who were
entitled to land certificates should have
been so long kept out of possession of
them.
Some of the officers, however,
were unfit for their position, and were
continually making mistakes when giving
orders on parade.
Mr. REEVES observed that the highest
military authorities in the colony had frequently certified to the efficiency of the
volunteer force. He believed that that
force was a credit tc? the colony, and would
be a credit to any other country; but he
was of opinion that considerable saving
might be effected in the expenses, particularly in the expenditure for the headquarters' staff. The staff officers were
paid out of all proportion to the duties
which they had to perform.
Mr. LANGTON reminded the committee that the vote for the volunteer
force was not at present before them.
Mr. McKEAN said that the barracks
afforded ample room for the troops which
were quartered there, and for the volunteer staff also, if the officers were content
with a reasonable amount of accommodation. Of course if the officers were to
have ante-rooms, waiting-rooms, dressingrooms, and retiring-rooms, for themselves
and their friends, it would be necessary to
make additions to the premises.
Mr. WHITEMAN said he would rather
take the opinion of' the Treasurer, and of
those on whose authority this vote had
been placed on the Estimates, as to the
necessity of this expenditure, than the
opinion of the honorable member for Maryborough. From having visited the barracks,
he was aware that the accommodation for
military prisoners was very inefficient and
incomplete, and that there was a necessity
for an armorer's shop. As to the volunteer
force, they had had the testimony of commanding officers of the garrison that it was
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very efficient and well disciplined. To
run down the staff officers was virtually to
say that the force was inefficient. The
colony had reason to be proud of its volunteer corps.
Mr. McLELLAN remarked that he
believed the volunteers to be an able and
efficient body of men, and he would not
object to a reasonable expenditure in order
to make them still more efficient; but what
he objected to was, that a large sum of
mon,ey was squandered every year on a
namby-pamby lot of individuals, who had
been placed over the heads of more qualified men. It was a disgrace to the colony
that such large sums of money should be
expended by the State merely to provide
situations for persons who found favour
with those at whose disposal the distribution of the money was placed. He had
been at a review, and seen a gentleman
who had been foisted into the position of
major: who actually could not ride a horse.
He objected to these drawing-room military nobodies. He also complained that
thousands of pounds had been wasted in
erecting useless fortifications and in purchasing old guns at which military authorities merely laughed.
The battery at
Williamstown, for example, was unworthy
of being called a fortification-it was a
useless pile of stuff. It was high time
that this useless expenditure was checked,
and that the money expended for defences.
was laid out in a way which would really
tend to place the colony in a state of
defence.
Mr. KYTE said that, while a very large
annual expenditure was being incurred in
connexion with the defences of the colony,
the Government seemed to overlook the
fact that, from the want of a proper system
of sewerage in Melbourne, there was a danger of the population of the city being
decimated by disease. It would be well
for the Government to attend to the sewerage of the city before expending a larg'e
sum on military buildings. He desired
also to call attention to the fact that, though
great expense had been incurred in procuring Armstrong guns and other pieces of
artillery for the volunteers, there was
no artillerist to give the men proper instructions how to use them. He believed
that Lieutenant-Colonel Anderson and
Major Hall were as efficient as any officers
of the line, but officers of the line were
not supposed to be qualified for the duties
of artillerist. He would suggest that a
field-officer of high standing should be
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procured from home, even at a very liberal
salary, to teach the volunteers a perfect
system of artillery; and that the Imperial
troops should be dispensed with.
Mr. JONES urged that, before dealing
with a large vote for military purposes, the
committee ought to have before them the
whole of the proposed expenditure both for
the military and the' volunteers. He believed that that expenditure would not be
less than £100,000 in the current year. It
was admitted on all hands that the volunteer force was an efficient one; but, in the
mode in which it was dealt with, all the
evils of the English military system seemed
to have been imported. No man, not even
the most able man in the ranks, had a
chance of rising to a position of honour or
emolument in the force unless he was a
clerk in the Treasury or in some other
Government department. It was desirable
and necessary that there should be some
other principle of promotion in the volunteer force than that which now obtained.
It would act as a great incentive, and tend
to the increased efficiency of the force, if
it were understood that any member of the
corps who devoted himself to the acquirement of military knowledge, and made
himself thoroughly qualified, should have
a chance of attaining not merely honorary
distinction, but also advantageous employment in connexion with the force. He
hoped that the Government would consent
to withdraw the vote now under consideration, in order that the whole of the expenditure for military purposes might be considered together.
The committee divided on the questionAyes
34
Noes
16
Majority for the vote
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G. V. Smith,
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Mr. Burtt,
Dr. Embling,
Mr. Evans,
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" Halfey,
" Hanna,
" Jones,
'" Kerferd,
" McKean,

Capt. MacMahon,
Mr. Moore,
" O'Grady,
" Plummer,
" Watkins,
Tellers.
Mr. McLellan,
" Longmore.

The vote of £9,570 was then agreed to.
POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES.
On the vote of £20,200 for Post-offices
and Telegraph stations,
Mr. KERFERD called attention to the
fact that the post-office at Beechworth
had been destroyed by fire. He suggested
that the vote should be withdrawn, with a
view of increasing it.
Mr. VALE said the fire occurred on
Saturday night, and the post-office was in
operation on Monday morning, so that
there had been very little to complain of.
New arrangements would be made as soon
as possible.
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that it would
be his duty to include any sum which might
be required for the Beechworth post-office,
in a supplementary estimate.
In reply to Mr. LONGMORE,
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the vote
for a post-office at Avoca had lapsed last
year, because the residents could not agree
as to a site.
Mr. LONGMORE expressed the hope
that the vote would not he allowed to lapse
this year. The business population were
unanimous in their opinion as to the site
on which the office should be erected.
Mr. EVANS asked whether the Government desired to make the telegraph department self-supporting? If so, it would
be well to encourage business by allowing
a rebate to persons who paid say more than
£100 per annum. The Government, he
regretted to say, had rejected a proposition
of this nature without assigning any reason
for doing so.
Mr. McCULLOCH replied that the
Government did not decline to make the
concession until after due consideration.
No doubt it would be an advantage to a
certain class, but it would be no advantage
to the public.
In reply to Mr. McKEAN,
Mr. VALE said that, if any colonial
manufacturer could show that he could
supply insulators as good and as cheap as
the imported article, the department would
be happy to give him the preference.
The vote was agreed to.
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FENCES.
On the vote of £6,500 for fences and
repairs to fences,
Mr. LONGMORE asked if the fencing
vote, which altogether amounted to.£10,000,
could not be curtailed? He alluded particularly to the largeness of the sum, £2,500,
asked for on account of the Old Cemetery
at Melbourne.
Mr. VALE said that the state of the
fence round the Old Cemetery was so disgraceful that he had not spent the small
sum voted last year for repairs, preferring
to ask for a sum which would provide in a
creditable manner for the protection of the
ground containing the remains of the fathers
of the colony.
Captain MAC MAHON urged that respect for the dead-the consideration that
the cemetery was the original burial place
for the city-should induce honorable
members to accede to the vote.
The vote was agreed to.
RENTING OF PUBLIC OFFICES.
On the vote of £15,500 for rents and
furniture,
Mr. MOORE called attention to the necessity for curtailing the enormous expense
incurred on account of public offices. A
return which he had moved for showed
that the Government paid, principally in
Melbourne, rentals amounting to £12,500
per annum, a sum which represented a
capital of over £200,000; and he must
say that, looking at the class of buildings
taken up, the conduct of the Government
was, in many instances, open to serious
question. A building had been leased in
Collins-street for a new Insolvent Court,
and no one could say that it was fit for so
large a department. It was true that a
desire had been expressed that the courts
of justice should be removed to that part
of the city, but honorable members would
be astonished to learn that the building had
been taken for five years, at a rent of £650
per annum, an amount the extravagance of
which was absurd. Why, at the very time
the Government were entering into the
agreement, the owner was recovering £30
in the County Court for a month's occup,ancy of the building. The premises were
not worth more than £300 per annum.
However, not only were the Government
paying twice this rent, but they had actually spent £872 in the conversion of the
inconvenient edifice. He did not know
what peculiar motive the Government had
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for their liberality in this matter. The
return showed that a Mr. Bigwood was the
landlord, but it was a notorious fact that
the late member for Richmond had an interest in the premises. Whether there
was any significance in that circumstance
he was not aware. He had made the
return as comprehensive as possible, to
ascertain whether that gentleman had not
received a considerable and substantial
advantage. In this instance the sum paid
for the transfer of the lease waS returned
as nil, but still a considerable advantage
had been given in the leasing of the premises at double their ordinary rate of occupation. Another extravagance was the
leasing of the present offices of the Mining
department, for three years, at a rental
of £550 per annum.
The premises
were ridiculously ineligible for public
officeR; but then the lucky possessor of
this absurd three-story castle in Queenstreet was the honorable member for West
Bourke (Mr. J. T. Smith). Instead of
continuing so extravagant an outlay, why
not include in one of our loans a small
sum to complete the public buildings in
Melbourne, and render them contiguous
and accessible. He had hoped that the
completion of the Post-office, with which
he had understood the Telegraph-office
was to be combined, would have diepensed
with some of the rented buildings, or, at
all events, would have rendered long leases
unwise. As to the country buildings
rented, he could not speak from personal
knowledge of them, but he was informed
that, in some instances, the annual rentals
represented mote than the value of the
premises themselves. He trusted that, in
succeeding years, this extravagant vote
would be largely reduced-that a great
deal would be saved in this direction.
Mr. J. T. SMITH said there was something else which might be saved in future,
and that was personal and obvious attempts
to stigmatize honorable members. The
honorable member had alluded to two properties. The one he knew nothing about;
but the honorable member might have
informed himself about the other without
indulging in sneering remarks upon himself (Mr. Smith). The honorable member
might have ascertained that the Queenstreet building was formerly let at £900 per
annum, and was now reduced to £550. He
might have cleared up his total ignorance
as to the fitness of the premises, by finding
that one portion of them was erected under
the direction of the Public Works depart-
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ment for a gold office, and was necessarily
adapted for a public office and for that
alone. No property in Melbourne of the
same accommodation and extent was let
for a like sum. Moreover, the offer did
not come from him. A communication
was made to him that the Mining department was seeking for premises, and the
question was put whether his were to let.
He replied in the affirmative, and, when an
officer was sent to inspect the premises, he
was content to take what that officer valued
them at. More than that, the value put
upon them was more than the Government
were paying. He knew that these sneers
would not have been uttered had he been
in the habit of voting with the Opposition.
The honorable member, when he was in
office himself, could spend the public money
to improve roads for his own benefit. In
this' instance, however, which the honorable member so loudly condemned, he would
throw up the lease, or make the honorable
member a present of it, if a competent
valuator 'could be got to say that the rental
was more than the adequate value of the
building. Insinuations so unfounded and
unjust could only proceed from a desire to
have a fling at the Government and their
supporters.
For his part, during the
twenty-eight years he had been in the
colony, he had given no one the opportunity of imputing a dishonorable action
to him.
Mr . HANNA remarked that, if the
Queen-street property had been his, he
certainly would not have let it for the rent
at which the Government had obtained it.
Mr. WATKINS said that he was aware
that the previous occupants of the Queenstreet property left it with regret, so that
the honorable member could have acquired
no very great advantage. It was a decided
advantage sometimes to have a Minister in
a district. It was felt to be a sad loss
when the honorable member for Sandridge
left the Mel'l'i Creek.
Mr. McKEAN expressed his opinion
that the honorable member for Sandridge
was entitled to credit for bringing this
matter before the committee, for it wl(ts
very desirable that the Government should
possess suitable and central offices. The
honorable member might have alluded
to other buildings included in his return.
It was very odd that the offices of the
Master-in-Equity should be removed ,from
central premises, in close proximity to
the Supreme Court, to the premises of
the Melbourne Banking Company, two of
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the principal proprietors of which were
parliamentary opponents of the Government. As to the new Insolvent Court, he
felt that there was a gross job somewhere,
but whether the Government were guilty
of it remained to be seen. An extravagant rent was being paid for ao incommodious building. Only the other day, going
down the passage to the Chief Commissioner's room, he struck his head against
the ceiling. The Government would, perhaps, have done bettfr had they given more
consideration to the bluestone store, opposite St. Patrick's Hall, in which the honorable member for Sandridge was interested.
At all events, he regarded the late arrangements with reference to the Insolvent
Court and the Master-in-Equity's office
as a complete failure, for now, instead of
being on the direct road to the law courts,
they were scattered far and wide.
Mr. LEVEY suggested that the removal
of the Insolvent Court was done to bring
it nearer to the traders who would be
ruined 'by the Tariff. He called attention
to the large rentals paid for country policeoffices. It would be a wise economy to
get rid of the present inefficient buildings,
because they involved the employment of
an unnecessary number of police. In
many places, on account of the want of a
lock-up, an extra constable was required
to watch any prisoner who might be apprehended.
Mr. VALE pointed out that, when the
honorable member for Sandridge assumed
that the rentals paid represented a capital
of £200,000, he allowed very little for
repairs. No less than £9,000 of the expenditure was for offices in Melbourne.
The Government were fully sensible of
the importance of possessing offices of
their own, but he did not think it desirable
that money should be borrowed to erect
those offices. Borrowing money for reproductive works was a very different
matter. As to the annual rent paid for
police stations being greater than their
value, the honorable member had been
misled by a misprint, £ 15 having been
substituted for 15s. The average rent
paid for the country police stations
was £25 per annum, and, as the owners
generally kept the buildings in repair, this
amount could not be considered excessive.
With reference to the offices taken within
the last twelve months, it was notorious
that central city property had greatly increased in value of late. The very moment
that the leasing of the building owned by
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the honorable member for West Bourke
(Mr. J. T. Smith) was mentioned to him,
he foresaw that the bitterness of political
feeling would cause any contract which
might be entered into to become a matter
of controversy, and, therefore, he took
special care to establish, by competent
valuation, that the building could really be
secured on moderate terms. When that
fact was established, he did not feel justified in refusing suitable premises, simply
because they happened to belong to a
member of that House. The other offices,
for which £550 per annum was paid-those
of the Master-in-Equity-were under offer
for some months. He was not desirous of
paying the rent demanded, but, as the
Melbourne Banking Company reduced their
terms, and as he found no better arrangement could be made, he just as readily, as
in the other instance, took the premises
from two political opponents. As to the new
Insolvent Court, he did not know where
a better building could be obtained in
that part of the town, and there had been
a continued agitation to get it established
there. It was easy to comment on the
rental given; but, when it was remembered
that £350 per annum was paid for the
Lonsdale-street building five years ago,
when rentals in the city were nothing like
as high as they were now-eMr. Levey" Nonsense." )-he repeated that rents in the
city in 1861 were nothing like as high as
they were now-it could not be said that
the amount in question was extravagant for
a court in the centre of the city, with suitable accommodation, and near the spot indicated by the profession. The total rent, if
the repairs were spread over the fi ve years,
would be £800 per annum, and they were
paying within £300 per annum of that
amount for an upper story in Queenstreet. If there was a job, he could not
see where it was. He could only see a
desire to obtain a suitable building. He
defied honorable members who had criticised the action of the Government to
point out where better accommodation
could have been obtained, with regard to
position, suitability, and cost. The department was negotiating in this matter for
six months, and at last made the best bargain it could. He admitted the desirability of consolidating the public offices
and of securing buildings of their own, and
he trusted that the completion this year of
one or two large public works would
enable steps to be taken in this direction
in the future.
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Mr. BYRNE expressed his satisfaction
with the statement that the public offices
would be consolidated. The present arrangements entailed a great waste of time.
He was bound to corroborate the statement made by the Minister of Public
Works, that rents had risen in the city
since 1861. He instanced a case in which
£1,300 per annum was being paid for
premises in Collins-street which were
formerly let for £600 per annum. As to
the new Insolvent Court, it appeared as if
the official assignees had take~ a prominent
stand, in order to increase their business,
which he was glad to say had been rather
dull of late.
Mr. LANGTON considered the discussion must have convinced honorable
members that this method of renting property for the use of the Government ought
to be discouraged. He did not think the
honorable member for West Bourke (Mr.
J. T. Smith) need have been very much
surprised at the remarks of the honorable
member for Sandridge, because the honQrable member for West Bourke had always
supported the Government of the day until
the time came for the dispatch of the Government, and then he as readily bowed to
the rising sun. The Minister of Public
Works had gi ven pretty full information as
to the properties rented for the use of the.
Mining department and the Master-inEquity, but he had not stated any of the
circumstances connected with the property
in Collins-street used as the Insolvent
Court. Before that property was converted into the Insolvent Court, the proprietor was unable to obtain for it more
than £30 per month, 01' £360 per year.
It was now let to the Government for
£650 a year. If the Minister of Public
Works were to tell all the circumstances
under which the lease was entered into,
and what connexion a certain former member of the House had with the transaction,
the information might be both interesting
and instructive. As an instance of the
uneconomical character of these arrangements, he might mention that rent was
being paid for two Insolvent Courts. The
lease of one did not expire until the 24th
of June, 1867, and the lease of the other
commenced on the 1st June, 1866. Therefore, during the current year, they were
paying not £650, but £1,000 for an Insolvent Court; and the Government had
spent on one building £1,100, and on the
other £900, in repairs and alterations.
The rent paid for buildings in Mel-
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bourne for the service of the Government (exclusive of Toorak) amounted to
£7,572 per annum. That representea a
capital (at 6 per cent.) of £126,000.
Now if something like £100,000 were
borrowed for the purpose of constructing
the buildings necessary to supply the
place of these offices, there would be
a considerable saving to the country,
the country would be better served, and
the continual repairs which rented buildings needed would not be required. A
substantial benefit would arise from the
diSCUSSIon if the Government would take
the whole matter into consideration, and
see whether they could not hit upon some
plan of grouping offices together, and of
erecting a building to cost say £20,000
or £30,000 to begin with.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said if the Government accepted the suggestion of the
honorable members for East Melbourne and
Sandridge, to take this subject into consideration, he thought they would be entitled to ask those honorable members to
suggest how the means were to be obtained for carrying out this comprehensive
plan. He also thought that the Government were entitled to expect that, wheu
a comprehensive or any other plan was
considered, the discussion of it should
be divested of all the elements which
formed the basis of the consideration of
that subject as it now presented itself
to the minds of those honorable members. In discussing this subject honorable members ought to leave out of consideration those two honorable memberstheir views, their wishes, their inquiries.
At the time the removal of the Insolvency
Court from Lonsdale-street was contemplated, a very general desire was expressed,
not merely by the mercantile community,
but also by the legal profession, that the
court should be removed to a more central
situation at the west end of Melbourne.
Inquiries as to a suitable building were set
on foot, both through the officers of the
Public Works department, and by advertisements in the public papers. Several
applications were sent in, and these were
referred to the Master-in-Equity and the
Chief Commissioner of Insolvent Estates.
Both these gentlemen agreed that the
present Insolvent Court and the present
offices of the Master-in-Equity were the
only two buildings suitable for the purposes among all those that were offered.
If it were believed that the rent paid for
the Insolvent Court was excessive, because,
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apparently, some member of the Assembly
was in some way or other connected with
the property-he knew not how-he had
only.to say that it would bear comparison
with the rent paid for other buildings in
the immediate neighbourhood. If £550
were a moderate rent for the Master-inEquity's office, which occupied only the
part of one building, £650 was a very low
rent for the building now occupied as an
Insolvent Court. He might state further,
that those who were interested in the offices
occupied by the Master-in-Equity were
under the impression that £550 was far
too low a rent for those offices. The
amount asked for a considerable time was
£800, and it was only after considerable
delay and long negotiations that the rent
was fixed at £550. Now if that were
a fair rent-and he did not say that it
was excessive-the rent for the Insolvent
Court was not excessive. That building
was the only place that could be found,
and the Government were asked to take it,
not merely by the merchants, but also by
a large number of gentlemen connected
with both branches of the legal profession.
He thought, therefore, that the committee
would be of opinion that the Government
had not acted improperly or without due
regard to economy in renting both these
offices. True, they were both in the west
end of Melbourne; and t.hat fact, he
thought, would be rather opposed to the
wishes of honorable members who had
spoken on the subject of the consolidation
of offices, because he took it that, if
offices were consolidated, they would be
situate not in that part of Melbourne where
the merchants desired them to be.
Captain MAC MAHON observed that
the Attorney-General constantly took to
himself the credit of behaving generously
to his political opponents, and yet the
address just delivered was one tissue of
insinuations, contemptible both to the
House and to the man. Because he (Captain Mac Mahon) was interested in the
company that owned the offices nowoccupied by the Master-in-Equity, the AttorneyGeneral sought to contrast those offices, in
the matter of rent, unfavorably with certain
other offices, the taking of which had been
referred to by the honorable and learned
gentleman elsewhere as being as big a job
as ever was perpetrated. (Mr. Higinbotham-" That is absolutely untrue.") If
the Attorney-General would produce all
the correspondence, and allow the calling
of witnesses, he would prove that the
VOL. 111.-3 I
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honorable and learned gentleman hesitated
very much over this matter. And yet the
Attorney-General compared an empty
building, which was lying idle - which
could have been rented for a far less sum,
and which had to be fitted up at Government expense-with other premises
in which he (Captain Mac Mahon) was
concerned. Throughou t his speech the
Attorney-General was indirectly referring to him. (Mr. Higinbotham-" I did
not; I deny it.") He would leave honorable members to say whether the whole
tenor of the Attorney-General's speech
was not as he had represented. The
honorable and learned gentleman only
followed in the wake of the honorable
member for Maryborough, who stigmatized this as a job. (Mr. McKean-" Not
on the part of the Government.") He
thought it right to explain the circumstances under which he happened to be
connected with the transaction. When
the premises of the Melbourne Banking
Corporation were in course of erection, a
letter was received from the Public Works
department, asking whether any of the
offices could be placed at their disposal ?
A reply was sent to the effect that certain
of the offices could be had on certain terms;
but months passed before any decisive
arrangement was come to. No offer was
made of the premises to the Government
until the Government made overtures.
Therefore he could not understand why the
Attorney-General should have indulged in
such an insinuation. rrhe architect who
superintended the erection of the premises
could testify that the Government had
them at something like 4 per cent. on the
cost; and that no comparison was to be
made between those premises and a trumpery shell, which had to be made habitable
at the expense of the Government.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he must
declare, in the most distinct and positive
language which he could employ, that, in
the observations which he addressed to the
committee, he did not refer, Dor did he
intend to refer, to the honorable member
for West Melbourne (Captain Mac Mahon).
If his language conveyed a different impression to the committee, he very much
regretted it. All that he intended to do
was to compare two items, which followed
one another in the return of buildings
rented by the Government, for the purpose
of showing that the rent paid in one case,
when measured by the rent paid in another
was not excessive.
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Mr. SNODGRASS remarked that he
did not understand the Attorney-General
to make any reference to the honorable
member for West Melbourne (Captain
Mac Mahon). With regard to the insinuation of the honorable member for Sandridge, that the honorable member for West
Bourke (Mr. J. T. Smith) was in'receipt
of an outrageous rent from the Government, it so happened that, at the time the
house referred to was under offer, he (Mr.
Snodgrass) was acting as the agent for a
property in the neighbourhood, and the
lowest price he was instructed to take was
£600 a year, although the accommodation
was less than that of the house belonging
to the honorable memher for West Bourke.
Mr. KYTE asked why -honorable members had not referred to other buildings
mentioned in the return before the House
-for instance, the premises in Elizabethstreet, rented for Post-office purposes, at
£1,500 per annum; and the Telegraphoffices, 'W hich were rented at £800 per
annum? He regretted _the melancholy
waste of time which the discussion had
involved.
Mr. MACGREGOR remarked that the
house rented from the honorable member
for West Bourke afforded twice the accommodation furnished by the offices rented
from the Melbourne Banking Corporation.
After some observations from Mr. HARBISON, the vote was agreed to.
NATIONAL MUSEUM.
On the vote of £1,000 for glass cases,
&c., for the collections in the National
Museum,
Mr. VERDON explained (in reply to a
question put by Mr. LANGTON) that this
expenditure was necessary for the preservation of specimens of natural history.
The House had already resolved that the
-National Museum should be transferred
from the University to the new buildings
in Swanston-street, and the Government
intended to carry out that desire. It had
been suggested that a portion of those
buildings should be devoted to a Museum
of Industry; but, as soon as reliable information on this subject was in the possession
of the Government, it would ue communicated to the House.
The vote was agreed to.
INTERCOLONIAL EXHIBITION.
On the vote of £1,000 for repairs to
buildings, furniture, &c., for the Public
Library,

Intercolonial Exhibition.

Mr. GILLIES asked for some information as to the manner in which the money
voted last year for the building for the
Intercolonial Exhibition was expended?
A large portion of that building was permanent, and the rest was temporary, and
he desired to know how much each portion
had cost? He believed that a number of
architects of high standing in the city had
expressed the opinion that a large sum of
money had absolutely been thrown- away
on the building. The cost of the temporary portion, he was told, was altogether
beyond what it ought to have been.
Mr. VALE said the Public Works department was not in any way responsible
for the building referred to. That building
was carried out under the supervision and
direction of the trustees of the Public
Library. Architects, like doctors, were
prone ,to differ; but his own opinion was
that the expenditure in this case had been
a very great success. The temporary
roof did not cost more than £5,000, and
it was calculated to last probably ten years.
He believed that the space furnished by
the present ground floor and the annexes
would be sufficient to meet the req uirements of the Industrial Museum. He
conceived that it would be difficult to
design a building that would please everybody ; and he held that, considering the
results of the Intercolonial Exhibition,
there was not much to complain of in the
conduct of the trustees of the Public Library
or their architect.
Mr. GILLIES observed that his question had not been answered. He desired
to know if a return of the cost of constructing the building could be laid on the table?
Mr. VALE said he should be delighted to
procure this information from the trustees
of the Public Library. The information
which he had just imparted had casually
,come to him as a commissioner of the
Intercolonial Exhibition.
Mr. BINDON remarked that the sum
of £23,000 was voted last year for purposes that were set out in the Appropriation
Act. The expenditure of that money was
en trusted to the trustees of the Public
Library. The commissioners of the Intercolonial Exhibition had nothing whatever
to do with it. The sum of £ 18,000 was
expended in what might be called permanent buildings. The waggon roof cost
£5,000, and was so constructed that a
permanent roof could be placed over it
without interfering with the uses to which
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the hall might be put. The annexes cost
between £4,000 and £5,000, and were
paid for out of the Exhibition receipts.
Mr. GILLIES thought the result
showed that it was not desirable to entrust
the expenditure of large sums of money to
irresponsible bodies. He considered that,
when such works were undertaken, there
ought to be· some person responsible to
Government for the proper construction of
the works. Supposing these buildings had
been a grand failure, who would have been
responsible? Nobody.
The vote was agreed to, as was also a
vote of £5,000 for repairs and additions to
public works and buildings, including laying on gas and water.
EQUATORIAL TELESCOPE.
On the vote of £500 for works necessary for the erection and protection of the
" great southern equatorial telescope,"
Mr. McLELLAN asked what was to be
done with this telescope after it arrived
in the colony, and was erected? The
telescope had cost the colony £3,000, and
he hoped that, when it arrived, the
southern heavens would be explored, and
some result given to the world by the
Government astronomer and his assistants.
He had searched the astronomical works
in the library, but, while those works contained everything with respect to the
Northern hemisphere, they gave no positive or useful information with respect to
the Southern hemisphere. The results of
the labours of the Government Astronomer,
so far-judging by the pile of papers which
had issued from his department-were no
more than might have been accomplished
by a parcel of idiots. They were not
valuable to anyone who knew anything of
the rudiments of astronomy. He hoped
that, with the arrival of this £3,500 telescope, there would be an altered state of
things.
Mr. VERDON said he was sure that
the committee would be glad to learn that
the honorable member for Ararat had been
studying astronomy. In former times it
was the custom to call a new constellation
after the astronomer who discovered it; and
he (Mr. Verdon) hoped that the first new
constellation discovered in the southern
hemisphere would, in honour of the honorable member for Ararat, be called-after a
constellation in the northern hemispherethe Great Bear.
Mr. McLELLAN said he was not sur312
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prised not to receive any information from
the Treasurer on the subject on which he
desired to receive information.
The vote was then agreed to, a~ was
also a vote of £ 1,500 for additions, fencing,
&c., at the Sanatory Station, Point N epean.
THE ABORIGINES.
On the next vote, £1,000 for buildings,
repairs, fencing, furniture, &c., for the
aborigines,
Mr. McLELLAN complained that the
money expended on the aborigines was not
properly expended. He had visited the
establishment provided for the care of the
aborigines, and he saw many half-caste
children. This state of things was a dis,·
grace to the colony. These children were
running about in a savage state, though
they had phrenological developments superior to those of some Ministers of the
Crown. Many of the children, both boys
and girls, ought to be drafted from the
establishment, and put to some useful employment, in ord(3r that they might grow
up respectable members of society.
Mr. WATKINS said he had visited the
establishment alluded to, in company with
the 'honorable member for Ararat, and he
must admit that every attention was paid
to the comfort of the aborigines. No
doubt many of the -children were halfcastes, but it was better that they should
be taken care of than be turned loose on
the world. He complained, however, that
no pains were taken to provide employment for the children when they arrived
at a proper age for employment, but that
they were allowed to remain about the
station. '
The vote was agreed to, as were also
the following votes :-£500 for the extension of, and repairs to, immigration
depots; and £1,500 for the erection of
strong rooms for mining registrars' offices.
EMERALD HILL SWAMP.
On a vote of £500 for drainage of the
swamp at Emerald Hill,
Mr. VALE stated (in reply to Mr.
WHITEMAN) that he hoped this sum would
carry the drain as Jar as Park-street.
Mr. WHITEMAN said he was informed that it' would not complete the
drain as far as Park-street, but only to its
present length. If so, he hoped that a sum
would be placed on the Supplementary
Estimates for carrying the drain to Parkstreet.
The vote was agreed to.
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The next vote submitted was £6,000
for" other public works, &c."
. Mr. LONGMORE and Mr. JONES
asked for some explanation as to the works
for which the vote was required?
Mr. McCULLOCH said that one reason
why such a vote was required was in order
that the Government might be in a position
to replace public buildings which might be
accidentally destroyed by fire at a time
when the House was not in session.
The vote was agreed to.
YAN YEAN WATER SUPPLY.
The next vote asked for was £25,000
for water supply, consisting of these
itemsExtensions to suburbs at present un£
supplied, and additional reticulation
in the city and boroughs...
5,000
Towards a new main pipe from Preston 20,000

In reply to Captain MAC MAHON,
Mr. VALE said it was intended to provide a special main for St. Kilda, so as
to give that district an ample supply of
water.
Mr. JONES asked the Commissioner of
Public Works whether he had considered
the probability of the Yan Yean being
purchased, either by the city council and
the borough councils in the immediate
neighbourhood of Melbourne, or by a private company; and whether he thought
that a corresponding addition to the purchase would be obtained if the expenditure
now proposed were incurred ?
Mr. VALE replied that he was satisfied
that the works proposed to be carried out
would pay good interest on the expenditure, which would, therefore, properly be
taken into account if the Y an Yean was
disposed of.
Mr. GILLIES observed that, in the
Act passed for the purpose of extending
water supply to the country districts, it
was laid down as a principle that no
locality should be supplied unless there
was a reasonable guarantee that the State
would derive 6 per cent. interest on the
outlay. He did not see why Melbqurne
and its suburbs should be placed in a better
position in this respect than the country
districts; yet the interest which had
hitherto been obtained on the expenditure
in connexion with the Yan Yean works
was only about 41 per cent.
Mr. VALE said that, at present, the
Y an Yean was returning rather more than
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6 per cent. interest on the original cost
and the cost of all mains; but he admitted
that, on the total cost, reckoning the
amount of accumulated compound interest,
the net return was scarcely 5 per cent.
There was not the slightest doubt that the
proposed extensions would materially increase the average rate of interest derived
from the Yan Yean works.
Mr. KYTE complained that the residents of St. Kilda had to pay for the
water, although, during the summer
months, they did not get a supply for
more than two days in a wesk.
Mt·. GILLIES said that a return, which
was prepared two years ago, showed that
the Y an Yean had not produced more than
4i per cent. interest on the expenditure.
(Mr. Vale-" And accumulated .interest.")
No satisfactory reason had been shown
why the m~mey now asked for should be
expended without the Government exacting the same guarantee as was required
from country districts before they were
furnished with water supply.
Mr. BAYLES stated that he paid £18
a year for the supply of water to his premises in Melbourne, and he frequently
could not get a bucketful, and he waS as
badly off at his private residence. A
second main to St. KiMa was absolutely
required for the supply of that district.
Mr. LONGMORE remarked that the
reduction in the rate of insurance for
buildings in Melbourne, consequent upon
the supply of water from the Yan Yean,
was, of itself, more than an equivalent
for the amount which the inhabitants of
the city were called upon to contribute
towards the cost of the waterworks.
He objected to water being wasted in
the streets of Melbourne while people
were deprived of it at their private
residences. It was only fair that the
same guarantee should be required from
the inhabitants of Melbourne and the
suburb~, before any further expenditure
was incurred for water supply, as was required from country districts.
Mr. WHITEMAN said that, if all persons who used water paid for it by measurement, the revenue would be 10 per cent.
instead of 6 per cent., because, by the
present defective meters, the persons using
them paid for air as well as for water.
He would suggest that persons using
water for other than domestic purposes
should not be charged by meter, but by
some different system. There might be a
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certain scale of charges to meet the cases
of persons who required water for their
horses or for their gardens.
Mr. REEVES remarked that, under the
new arrangement, the revenue from water
used for manufacturing purposes would be
largely increased. Last summer many
manufacturers who wanted the water
could not get it.
Mr. DAVIES expressed a hope that, in
future, the public fountains, and especially
the two in the .Parliamentary reserve,
would be better supplied.
Mr. HARBISON said it was obvious,
if money was not granted to extend the
pipes, so that more customers might be
supplied, the works could not be rendered
reproductive.
Mr. JONES pointed out that, in order
to make it appear that the Y an Yean
paid 6 per cent. per annum, the Minister
of Public Works had omitted all cost of
management from his calculation. He had
not the slightest objection to Melbourne
being copiously supplied with water, but
honorable members were too ready to forget their own districts and stand up and
advocate the claims of the city.
The vote ~as agreed to, and progress
was then reported.
THE CASE OF JAMES MOFFAT.
Mr. LEVEY moved"That the petition of James Moffat, of Melbourne, presented to this House on the 14th
March, be printed."

Captain MAC MAHON seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
MAIN ROADS.
Mr. WATKINS, with the leave of the
House, withdrew a motion (first debated on
the 20th March) asking that a sum of
£50,000 should be expended on main roads,
outside the jurisdiction of road boards
shires, &c. The honorable member ex~
plained that, since tabling the motion the
.
'
vote .
III questIOn had been placed on the
Estimates.
RAILWAY LOAN.
The order of the day for the resumption
of the debate on Mr. Langton's motion
for a return with respect to the Railwa;
Loan of £250,000 (adjourned from February 27), was discharged from the paper.
The House adjourned at eighteen minutes
to twelve o'clock until Tuesday, April 2.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, April 2, 1867.
Volunteers' Land Certificates-Amendment of the Land ActSouth-Western Province Election-Customs Duties BillLunacy Laws Consolidation and Amendment Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at a
quarter past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
VOLUNTEERS' LAND CERTIFICATES.
The Hon. J. McCRAE asked the honorable member representing the Government
when it was the intention of the Government to issue land certificates to those
members of the volunteer force entitled to
such certificates by length of service, in
conformity with the AmendinK Land Act
1865, sec. 5, and also an Act to Remove
Doubts concerning the Law relating to the
granting of Land Certificates to Volunteers?
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-Rules and
regulations have been framed regarding
these certificates, and have been laid on
the table of this House. A board has
also been appointed to inquire into the
matter.
Mr. McCRAE.-As the subject is one
of some importance, I will, with the leave
of the House, move that the rules and
reguladons in question be printed.
The motion was agreed to.
AMENDMENT OF .THE LAND ACT.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON asked
the honorable member representing the
Government if it was the intention of the
Government to introduce a. Bill to amend
the existing Land Act during the present
session, in accordance with the intimation
to that effect contained in the Speech of
His Excellency the Governor, when opening Parliament. The ~onorable gentleman
stated that he desired to explain the reasons which, in his opinion, rendered an
amending Land Act necessary.
The PRESIDENT ruled that such a
course would be out of order.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-An amending
Land Bill will be introduced as soon as the
state of public business will allow.
SOUTH·WESTERN PROVINCE
ELECTION.
The PRESIDENT informed t.he Council of the receipt of a letter from the
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Governor's private secretary intimating
that His Excellency had that day issued a
writ for the return of a member for the
South-Western Province.
REVISION OF THE TARIFF.
CUSTOMS DUTIES BILL.

On the order of the day for the second
reading of this Bill"
The Hon. H. M.. MURPHY said-Mr.
Presiden t, before proceeding further I
would like your ruling, whether the Bill
before the House is a Money Bill or a Bill
involving administrative policy, or whether
it is not two such Bills rolled into one, and
whether in your opinion this Bill is placed
before the House in a manner conformable
with the practice and usage of Parliament.
A notice of motion has been given with
reference to this measure, and I think that
that motion. should be disposed of before
the Bill itself is proceeded with. I therefore move that the order of the day be
postponed untH to-morrow.
The PRESIDENT.-Perhaps the honOI'able member will allow me to postpone
my answer to his question until to-morrow
also?
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON.-In
seconding the motion, I desire to call attention to the fact that this Bill originated in
committee of the whole House, and not in
Committee of Ways and Means, making,
as I conceive, a substantial difference with
reference to the powers of this House to
deal with and amend the Bill, instead of
rejecting it, in case of our not assenting to
it as a whole. This House, I take it, has
full power to alter Or amend any Bill
originating in committee of the whole
House; whereas we have no power to interfere with a Bill originating in Committee of Ways and Means.
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-I desire to
point out for the President's consideration
that, under the 15th section of the Bill
before us, there is tI. constructive repeal of
certain of the sections of the Customs Act
of 1857. N ow there is no doubt that that
Act is one which this House would have
full power to deal with, both in and out of
committee.
The Hon. A. FRASER.-I submit that,
in the first instance, the honorable member
representing the Government should have
been allowed to move the second reaaing
of the Bill. Any proposal for a postponement should have come as an amendment.
Mr. SLADEN.-The course taken appears to me quite consistent with propriety.

for Bridges.

I can assure the House there was no intention of slighting the honorable member representing the Government.
Mr. ANDERSON.-It is very desirable
to know whether this Bill is to be thrust
down our throats or not. Honorable members will be guided by the President's
ruling as to how we can deal with the
measure, and I seconded the motion with
a view of obtaining that ruling before considering the Bill.
The Hon. G. W. COL E.-So far from
there being any wish to thrust the Bill
down honorable member's throats, I have
not the slightest objection to its being
postponed to any period the House pleases.
The motion was carried.
LUNACY LAWS CONSOLIDATION
AND AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT.-I have
been asked by the honorable member representing the Government to take charge
of this Bill; because, as it is a legal
measure, questions may arise during its
discussion which it is not to be expected
a non-professional gentleman could reply
to. In the interests of legislation I have
consented to do so ; but, as I have not yet
thoroughly mastered the contents of the
measure, I will ask the House to postpone
the second reading until to-morrow.
The order of the day for the second
reading of the Bill was postponed accordingly.
The House adjourned at half-past four
o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
- Tuesday, April 2, 1867.
Lapsed Votes for Bridges-Corangamite Land Area-Coliban
Water Works-Privilege-Supply-Roads and Bridges.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
LAPSED VOTES FOR BRIDGES.
Mr. WHEELER called the attention
of the Minister of Railways and Roads to
the amounts that lapsed out of the vote
of £50,000 last year for bridges within
boroughs, shires, and road districts; and
asked if it was the intention of the Government to bring down a sum upon an
Additional Estimate to enable local bodies
to avail themselves of the amounts so apportioned in the schedule to carry out the
works during this year? The honorable
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member said that some of the amounts,
lapsed from informalities, such as the contracts not being entered into before the
end of the year. He instanced specially
the case of the Yandoit and Frankland
Road Board, and stated that that board
was not in a position to avail itself of the
amount apportioned to it, but that it had
made application for the sum this year.
The money was required towards the erection of a bridge on the main line of· road
between Ballarat and Daylesford. If that
bridge were not built, two other bridges
which had been erected on the same road
would be comparatively useless.
Mr. SULLIVAN intimated that there
were a few cases in which the amounts
apportioned out of the vote of £50,000
had lapsed which were deserving of
favorable consideration, with a view to
the sums being re-voted this year; but he
had not yet been able to consider them. ,
CORANGAMITE LAND AREA.
Mr. LONGMORE, pursuant to a notification standing on the notice-paper in his
name, rose to draw the attention of the
Mini~ter of Lands to the fact that the
selection of the area of Corangamite had
been removed from Camperdown to Colac,
and to certain circumstances connected
therewith; and to ask the honorable gentleman whether he would give instructions
to have the selection held at Camperdown?
Observing that the Minister of Lands was
not in the House, the honorable member
expressed an opinion that he ought to have
been present, as the matter was one of
considerable importance, and the area referred to was announced to be open for
selection on the following day. Notwithstanding the absence of the Minister of
Lands, he felt it his duty to call attention to
the matter, and he asked the indulgence of
the House while he offered a few remarks
in reference to it. Corangamite was in
the survey district of Camperdown, but
the place of s.electing the area had been
removed from Oamperdown to Oolae. It
was a most unusual thing to remove the
place of selection from the district in
which the agricultural area was situated
to another district.
The SPEAKER. - The honorable
member is not entitled to express any
opinions, but only to state facts.
Mr. LONGMORE said that he was calling attention to a most important matter,
and he intended not only to express an
opinion about it, but a very strong opinioD:.
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The SPEAKER.-Then the honorable
member will be out of order.
Mr. LONGMORE said he would put
himself in order, by moving the adjournment of the House.
The SPEAKER. - The honorable
member will still not be in order.
Mr. McCANN remarked that, as the area
in question was to be thrown open for selection on the following day, the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden would be
precluded from bringing the matter under
the notice of the House until it was too
late, unless he were able to do so by availing himself of a motion for adjournment.
The SPEAKER.-N0 honorable member is justified in evading the rules of
the House. It is a rule that, in asking a
question, an honorable member must confine his remarks to a statement of facts.
He is not allowed to express any opinions
in reference thereto. If an honorable
member seeks to evade this rule, by moving
an adjournment of the House, he is not in
order.
Mr.SNODGRAS~ said he must protest
against the Speaker's ruling if it went so
far as to prevent the honorable member
for Ripon and Hampden from making the
statement which he desired to make. Ever
since he had been a member of the House,
it had been usual to allow an honorable
member to make a speech on any subject
he liked on moving an adjournment.
The SPEAKER.-I have simply laid
down what is the rule in reference. to the
remarks which an honorable member may
make in asking a question. If an honorable member moves an adjournment of the
. House to evade that rule, he is out of
order. Of course, if an honorable member
desires to argue a question, it is only fair
and reasonable that he should have an
opportunity of doing so; but the mode
which the honorable member for Ripon
and Hampden now proposes to adopt seems
to be taken virtually for i the purpose of
, evading the rule to which I have alluded.
If, however, the House desires that the
question should be discussed, I have no
objection.
Mr. JONES observed that, when an
honorable member gave notice of his intention to call attention to a subject, he
was usually allowed a greater latitude than
when he simply gave notice of his intention to ask a qaestion. He thought that,
in this case, the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden was fully justified in
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making use of the forms of the House, in
order to bring under its notice what the
honorable member believed to be a serious
grievance to his constituents.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the agricultural area of' Corangamite had been
open for selection for a month, and the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden had had ample opportunity of bringing
the subject under the notice of the House
by giving notice of a motion, which was
the ordinary and proper course, if an honorable member desired a question to be discussed. He trusted that, in this case, the
House would not allow its rules to be
evaded.
Mr. McLELLAN expressed a hope that
the same latitude would be allowed to the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden as had frequently been allowed to
other honorable members.
Mr. LONGMORE moved that the
House do now adjourn, and was about to
proceed with his remarks relative to the
Corangamite land area, when
The SPEAKER said-I trust that the
honorable member will avail himself of the
opportuni ty of addressing himself to the
subject which he desires to bring under the
notice of the House which will be afforded
him when the motion for going into
Committee of Supply, which appears on the
notice-paper, is proposed. When a motion
for going into Committee of Supply is proposed, any honorable member has the
opportunity of proposing any amendment
he thinks fit, and creating a debate on any
subject. That is the usual course adopted
in the House of Commons. The honorable
member will not be justified in moving the
adjournment of the House for the purpose
which he desires; but, if the House wishes
to permit him to discuss his question, I
have no objection.
Mr. JONES moved that the honorable
member should be permitted to proceed
with his remarks.
Dr. EMBLING seconded the motion.
Mr. LONGMORE said it was not his
fault that he had not previously brought the
matter under the notice of the House. He
had been endeavouring for nearly a fortnight
to obtain certain information at the Landoffice, but he had not been able to get it
until within the -last day or two. The
area of Corangamite was-situated between
eight and ten miles from Camperdown, in
the survey district of Camperdown, and
about twenty-one miles from Colac. The
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.first notice that the people of Camperdown
received of the area being open for selection at Colac set them all astir. A public
meeting was held, and a memorial, to
which about 150 signatures were appended,
was adopted, requesting that the unusual
course of taking an area for selection out
of the district in which it was situated
should not be adopted in this instance.
He left that memorial at the Land-office
on Friday, the 22nd of March, and, though
he attended at the Land-office daily, he
did not succeed in getting an answer to it
until Thursday, March 28th. He at once
gave notice of his intention to draw the
attention of the Minister of Lands to the
subject of the removal of the place of
selection to Colae; and he thought it
would be most unfair if he were prevented
by any technicalities from making some
observations on. this very important question.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM submitted that
the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden was not obeying the Speaker's
ruling.
The SPEAKER. - If the honorable
member limits himself to a statement of
facts, he will be in order in proceed~ng.
Captain MAC MAHON said he considered that the question was one which
affected the privileges of the House. He
had over and over again heard the Speaker
lay down a rule to the effect that if anything was going to take place, of which it
was necessary that the House should at
once be informed, an honorable member
was justified in so far straining the rules
of the House as to move an adjournment,
in order to bring the subject under consideration. Though the Speaker had said
that the honomble member for Ripon and
Hampden might bring forward the subject
on the motion for going into Committee
of Supply, yet it might happen, on other
similar occasions, that no such motion
would be on the paper. It was desirable
that the House should not yield one of its
most important rights.
Dr. EMBLING said there had been
numberless instances in which an honorable member had moved the adjournment
of the House for the purpose of bringing
forward some subject which he desired to
lay before the House. He had never
before heard that an honorable member
was precluded from doing so, and he must
protest against the ruling in the present
case.
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Mr. MACGREGOR observed that the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden,
in asking this question, was bound to confine his remarks to a statement of facts.
If the answer were not satisfactory, it
was competent for him, or any other mem~
bel', to move the adjournment of the House.
The question, however, had not yet been
asked.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that the general rule was well understood. It was this
-that an honorable member, in asking a
question, should not express any opinion on
the subject to which the question referred.
The rule of the House of Commons was
followed in this respect, but it was a
rule which was not always strictly adhered to either by this House or by the
House of Commons. Ft'equently, if the
question was one of great importance, the
honorable member who asked it was permitted to discuss the merits of it; and
sometimes he moved the adjournment of
the House, with a view of placing himself
more strictly in order in discussing the
subject which he wished to bring forward.
He (Mr. Gillies) thought the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden ought
to be permitted to proceed with his
remarks.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the Government did not wish to conceal anything
in relation to the matter to which the
question of the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden referred, but they
desired that the Speaker's ruling should be
adhered to on a question of this kind. If
they gave way on this occasion, they must
give way on others. The honorable member might have given notice of a motion
on the subject, which would have enabled
the question to be fully discussed. He
hoped the House would support the ruling
of the Speaker.
Mr. LANGTON directed attention to the
following passage in May'S Parliamentary

Practice:"Considerable laxity has prevailed in allowing irrelevant speeches upon questions of adjournment, which are regarded as exceptions to
the general rule. In 1849 the Speaker endeavoured to enforce a stricter practice, and
called upon members' to confine their observations upon such motions to the question properly
before the House, viz., whether the House should
adjourn or not. But the House has not since
acquiesced in any limitation of the supposed
privilege of members to speak upon every sub··
ject but that of the colourable question of
adjournment."

After some further discussion,
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Mr. McLELLAN moved that the honOI'able member for Ripon and Hampden
should be heard.
The SPEAKER.-I would suggest, if
that be the desire, that the honorable
member should have permission to go on
with his question, or that he bi'mself should
postpone it until the motion for going into
Committee of Supply is before the House.
Mr. VERDON said.that, as the Government now understood that the Speaker
ruled that the honorable member for Ripon
and Hampden might be permitted to proceed with his remarks, they would offer no
further objection. Their only desire was
to support the ruling of the Speaker.
Mr. LONGMORE then proceeded with
his remarks. He said that, when the area
of Corangamite was about to be thrown
open for selection, a, question arose-he
did not know how-as to where it should
be selected. The question was referred to
the district surveyor for his opinion, and
He gave it as his opinion that the farmers
in the neighbourhood of the Barrabool
Hills and Geelong had not had sufficient
opportunity for selecting land at previous
land selections, and that, therefore, the
selection should be removed from Camperdown to Colac. The case was then referred to two gentlemen in the Land-office,
and they agreed to the suggestion of the
district surveyor, upon the principle that
the district surveyors were the best persons to know where selections should take
place. He (Mr. Longmore) succeeded, however, without much difficulty, in convincing both those gentlemen that the selection
should have been held at Camperdownj
but, as they got that information rather
late, they could not recommend that the
selection should be changed back again to
Camperdown. He believed those gentlemen acted to the best of their judgment,
and with a desire to benefit the community
at large; but it was necessary to inquire
why the district surveyor, in the first
instance, recommended that the land selection should be taken out of his own district
to another, and why his advice should be
asked upon the question at all, when it was
a most unusual course to remove the selection from the district in which the land was
situated to another? The reason assigned
by Mr. Scott, the district surveyor, was
that the people in the neighbourhood of
Camperdown, Terang, Belfast, and Warrnambool, had got plenty of land, and did
not wish to select this area. He (Mr.

Longmore) denied that statement in toto.
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He held in his hand .a document containing a list of selectors who took up land in
the neighbourhood of Camperdown, and
whose rates had been paid to the shire
council of Warrnambool. He had only to
draw attention to this to show that the
district surveyor knew very well that
there had not been sufficient land open in
the Camperdown district-which was
eminently an agricultural district-in order
to satisfy the wants of the people. On
the contrary, not one individual in a
hunilred who had been anxious to settle
on the land had been able to get land.
Under the circumstances, therefore, it was
a deliberate insult on the part of the district surveyor to recommend that the area
of Corangamite should be selected out of
the district. Moreover, he believed that
it was intended for an insult. This district
surveyor had earned for himself a most
memorable reputation in his district. He
had done things which, if they came before
the House, would, perhaps, receive a certain
amount of attention, which might prove
very unpalatable to the gentleman himself
and to others. This district surveyor,
inste~d of being removed from one district to another, in accordance with the
general practice which was recommended
by a motion adopted by the House last
session, had not only been retained in
the district of Camperdown, but the
Minister of Lands had given him control over 200 acres of land which had
been proclaimed open for selection in the
neighbourhood of 'Camperdown, in addition to his salary. This gentleman also
got many other privileges which were not
known to the House, and which were not
intended to be known. People were 'victimized to allow this gentleman to carry
out his spleen, and for other purposes.
He would not have taken any action in
the matter but for information which
reached his ears when he was pressing
the Minister of Lands for an answer to
the memorial to which he had referred.
The honorable member for Grenville was
sent to him to ask him not to press the
matter. Had he (Mr. Longmore) sat and
voted as the honorable member for Grenville had done, he believed that the place
of selection would not have been removed.
He regretted exceedingly to have to take
this view, but circumstances had compelled him to do so; and his constituents
took the same view. He believed that
the land was removed for a purpose, and
that a very unworthy purpose. The disMr. Longmore.
.
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trict surveyor was merely a tool in the
hands of others. The Minister of Lands
ought to have been in his place that
evening to answer the question, when he
knew that the land would be selected at
Colac on the following day unless the
present arrangement was countermanded.
The Government were bound to give
the matter consideration before the land
was selected. It had been said that,
if the selection took place at Colac, the
people of Geelong would have to travel So
much less distance to attend the Landoffice than if the selection took place at
Camperdown. Any person, however, who
wished to get land for a home would
examine every allotment, and to do this
would bring him within eight miles of
Camperdown. If the Government wished
dummies to get possession of the land, they
could not take a better course to accomplish
that object than to remove the land fro!ll the
district in which it ought to be selected,
and in which there were hundreds of tenant
farmers anxious to get a piece of land who
had hitherto been denied that privilege.
He hoped that the Government would
withdraw the land from selection atColac,
and allow it to be selected at the proper
place.
.
Mr. REEVES remarked that Mr. Scott,
the district surveyor at Camperdown, was
a gentleman of high character, and quite
.incapable of being influenced by improper
moti ves in the discharge of the duties of
his office.
Mr. VALE said that, in the absence of
the Minister of Lands, the House would
agree with him that the honorable member
for Ripon and Hampden had answered
himself: If previous land selections had
been so unsatisfactory' that the right
people did not get the land, that was a
reason' for chaHging the place of selection.
There was no doubt that ample notice was
given to the inhabitants of Camperdown
and other parts of the colony that the
selection of this particular area would take
place at Colac. The distance between
Camperdown and Colac was not very
great-probably not more than twenty or
twenty-five miles. The honorable member for Ripon and Hampden seemed to be
getting into a state of chronic suspicion.
He seemed to think that political reasons
had to do with the removal of the selection
to Colac; but, in fact, the recommendation
was made by officers of the department,
purely for departmental considerations.
A very large-indeed, an' enormous-
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quantity of land had been thrown open for
selection at Camperdown, and a very small
portion at Colac. With a view of giving
a chance to the residents of Colac, it was
decided-certainly for no political reasons,
but on the representation of certain gentlemen connected with the permanent staff
of the department-that the selection of
the area of Corangamite should take place
at Colac. As to the honorable member for
Grenville having spoken to the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden on the subject, surely there was nothing improper in
that? There was nothing improper in
two members of Parliament privately discussing a question of this sort.
The
honorable member had not shown that
any injury would be done to his constituents to justify the removal of the
selection to Camperdown. With reference
to the district surveyor, he (Mr. Vale)
was. informed that that gentleman never
reported on the matter at all; and therefore, however unfavorable the honorable
member's opinion of the district surveyor
might be, at least in this matter he owed
him an apology. If the district surveyor
at Camperdown was really so unfit for his
post as the honorable member appeared
to think he was, surely it would be an
advantage to have the land selected under
the superintendence of another land officer
in another district? At all events, the
fact of Colac being a distance of twentyfive or thirty miles from Camperdown was
not a sufficient reason why the selection
should be removed to the latter place. A
far greater inj ury would be done to those"
who intended to select at Colac next day,
by removing the place of selection, than
any boon which would be given to the
people of Camperdown. If the Minister
of Lands had been present he would have
"stated that he had no intention of altering
the place of selection from Colac.
Mr. McCANN rose to address the
House, but was called to order.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I have one word
to say in explanation. A report was made
by the district surveyor, but it was made
verbally.
COLIBAN WATER WORKS.
In reply to Mr. SANDS,
Mr. MACGREGOR said-It is not the
intention of the Government to take up
the land marked off for the upper reservoir
of the Coli ban Water-works, until either,
by an amendment of the law, the Government is enabled to resume land required
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for public purposes without submitting to
exorbitant claims, or until landowners are
prepared to deal on some equitable system.
MINING ON PUBLIC RESERVES.
Mr. GILLIES, without notice, asked
the Minister of MineEr whether he had
any objection to lay on the table of the
House, the following day, a copy of the
royal commission issued with refere!ce
to mining ou the Ballarat reserves ?
Mr. MACGREGOR.-Not the slightest.
PRIVILEGE.
Mr. McCANN said-Mr. Speaker, I
regret that I feel it my duty, as a public
man, to bring before your notice, and that
of honorable members, a scandalous breach
of the privileges of this House. I refer to
an article which has appeared in a weekly
journal in this city, called the Leader,
and to a paragraph which I will ask the
Clerk to read. The honorable member
then handed to the Clerk a copy of the
Leader newspaper of Saturday, March 30,
1867.
The CLERK read the imprint of the
paper, which was in these words : "Printed and published by Ebenezer and
David Syme, proprietors of The Age Newspaper
and General Printing Office, Elizabeth-street,
Melbourne, Victoria."
.

He also read the portion of the article
complained of, as follows : " That Mr. McCann and his friends are ready
and willing to perpetrate a fraud of this sort,
there is no room for doubting, since we have their
own avowal. The suggestion of repudiation has
come from them, and they are prepared to carry
it out. Having conspired at the commencement
of the session to fill their own pockets from the
Treasury, they generously desire that the class
to whom they are indebted for their seats should
share in the plunder."

MI'. McCANN.-Upon that I propose
to found a motion, and to adopt precisely
the precedent established in the case in
which the Chief Secretary recently moved
against the publisher of the Argus. I do
this, not in any party spirit-not because I
have the support of honorable members on
my own side of the House-but in full reliance that the Government, and especially
the Chief Secretary and the AttorneyGeneral, meant what they said on the
former occasion I have referred to-namely,
that any member bringing forward a clear
case of libel would be supported, irrespective of any consideration as to the side
he sat on. That statement did the Chief
Secretary credit, and it is because I believe
he is faithfully and honorably prepared to
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fulfil his promise, that I now ask the pro·
tection of the House. The Chief Secretary said on that occasion" When the press condescends to abuse-when
the press condescends to a course of action which
is calculated to deter men from coming forward
and taking part in public proceedings-then I
think it is the duty of this House to come forward and put a stop to such a course of action."
NWV, I think that referring to such language as "r~ady and willing to perpetrate a fraud'" as abuse, is characterizing
it very mildly indeed. Moreover, I would
ask, if charging honorable members with
fraud, with conspiring to fill their own
pockets from the Treasury, and with being
ready to share the plunder, is not calculated to deter every honorable and sensitive
man from taking part in the proceedings
of this House? The Chief Secretary also
said"All honorable members, whether sitting on
this side of the House or on that side of the
House, have been subject to much abuse by the
press of this country, I care not for one portion
of the press or another, but I am perfectly willing to support honorable members on either side
of the House, if they come forward and make
out a case in which the House ought to support
them in dealing with the press, no matter what
particular portion of the press the charge may
affect."
If the charge against me had been founded
on a correct report of any statement made
by me, I am not sure that I would have
moved in the matter; but, in everyone of
the particulars referred to, the paper proceeds to say that I have taken a line of conduct directly opposite to that which I really
did. This is the point I wish honorable
members to direct their serious attention to,
because we an know its mischievous effect;
how easy it is for a hue-and-cry to be
raised against a man in this manner, and
how difficult it is for him to do away with
it by subsequent explanations. The assertion that I am "ready and willing to
perpetrate a fraud" is founded, I presume
-although it is not distinctly statedupon a statement in the same journal that
I have declared myself ready and willing
to allow the rents paid by the free
selectors to go towards the purchasemoney of their lands. Now the views I
expressed were directly opposite to that.
What I did say is stated in H ansard"He trusted that point would never be conceded until the improvements required by law
were effected."
I am not ready and willing to make the
concession. A considerable time must
elapse before the improvements can be
made, and, until they are made, I would
Mr. J[cCann.
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grant nothing. I have, therefore, been
grossly misrepresented, and on this misrepresentation a charge has been founded,
expressed in language which, I am sure,
honorable members must consider a breach
of the privileges of this House. Moreover, if I did honestly hold that the rents
paid by the selectors should go towards
their purchase-money, ought that view,
honestly held, to be characterized as a
fraud-and characterized, it may he, by an
honorable member who himself voted for
the measure which I was supporting? And,
then, what are the facts with regard to the
second charge, that I conspired with certain persons to fill my own pockets from the
public purse-alluding, I suppose-though,
again, it is not stated in distinct terms-to
the attempt made shortly after Parliament
assembled this session to obtain payment
of members? Why, that I took no part in
the so-called conspiracy. If the writ~r of
the article had desired to make himself
acquainted with the facts of the case before
levelling his wholesale charges, he would
have found that I was not present in the
House at the time, but was ill at home.
He could have learned from the fountainhead of the movement-the honorable
member °for the Ovens-that I wrote a
letter stating, not only that I could not
be in this House, but that I would never
again be a party to any private arrangement of the kind; that the question must
be brought forward as a matter of State
policy-must be introduced by a Government-before it could claim my vote. Now,
are public men to be treated in this fashion?
Are their views to be totally misrepresented
in the first instance, and are they then to
be charged with conspiracy, and fraud, and
plunder? An authority before me defines
"plunder" to be "that which is taken by
theft, by robbery, by fraud." Now, the
press, I contend, has no right to use such
language, especially when it founds them
on statements which are untrue. Knowing
something of the press, I am not particularly sensitive on these matters. I do not
desire to interfere with its freedom, and so
far as it truly sets forth my statements, I
care little for its comments on those statements; but, in the interests of my constituents, I am bound to see that my public
acts are fairly represented, and that I am
not. accused of things which, if true, would
unfit me to be a member of the House.
Were I capable of such conduct-of deliberately entering into a fraud, and of
conspiring to share in plunder-would I
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be fit to occupy my seat? I think not.
As a press man myself, all that I claim
for the press is, that, after it has fairly
Bnd honestly set forth the views held by
public men,. it should exercise its own
discretion in a fair and reasonable criticism
of those views. An opposite system is
carried out by a portion of the press of
this colony, and it is a system which ought
to be put a stop to. I feel that I shall
have the support of the Government on
this occasion; for, if our privileges are only
to be an engine in the hands of the
majority-if a helpless minority are to be
excluded from them-the sooner we do
Bway with them the better. The same
measure of justice should be dealt out to
any member of the minority as to the
Chief Secretary with a large majority at
his back. Under these circumstances, I
move, in accordance with the precedent I
have. alluded to"That the article contained in the Leader
newspaper of Saturday, 30th March, in reference to Mr. McCann, is a scandalous breach of
the privileges of this House."

Mr. LONGMORE seconded the motion.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I hold the same
opinion with regard to this question of
privilege as I held on the last occasion the
su bject was before the House. I said then
that honorable members ought to be protected' from these attacks in the newsp~pers. But, while I adhere to that view,
nothing the press may say of me in future
will induce me to bring the case before the
House. They may charge me with anything, up to murder, if they like; but, if I
cannot deal with the assertion in another
court, I will leave it alone. For the sake
of our public men, I think it is a pity that
such articles should be written. I regret,
also, that occasionally language is used in
this House which gives a colour to the
employment of these strong expressions.
I am desirous of refi'aining from imputing
unworthy motives to the honorable members opposite me; and if honorable members generally would agree in heartily
repudiating such conduct, and would
consider the various important subjects
brought before us, irrespective of any
personal matters, we should be in a very
much better position for dealing with the
press when it does make these attacks.
As I said on a former occasion, I think
that these attacks, and the language used
in the House, have the effect of deterring
the best men in the country from coming
forward to take part in public life. All
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that I desire to remark now is, that such
language as that complained of should not
be applied, and such charges should not
be made, unless the paper is prepared to
prove them; and if it can prove them,
then the honorable member who is affected
must abide the consequences. I shall support the motion, as I did the motion on
the former occasion when the question of
privilege was before us.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-In rising to address myself to the question, I am told by
one honorable member that I am the prisoner at the bar. It is a fortunate circumstance, if I am the prisoner at the bar,
that I am in a position in my place in this
House to defend myself. It has hitherto
been the custom of this House, in accordance with its privileges, to vote whatsoever it pleased, whether abuse or fair
criticism, a scandalous libel in the absence of the person accused, and then
to bring that person to the bar and to
punish him; but, for once, the House
has got a person who is capable of defending himself. Many articles have been
attributed to me of which I was innocent,
while perhaps I have been guilty of others
-if there was any guilt-not so attributed.
I am bound by the rules of the press to
protect its anonymity; but, I may say
here in my own person, as a member of
this House, and as a journalist, that, without betraying in any way the anonymity
of the press, I shall take upon myself, in
my place in this House, all' the personal
responsibility which attaches to those expressions. It shall never be said that, in
this case, an innocent publisher was brought
to the bar.
Mr. McCANN.-I move that the words
used by the honorable member be taken
down. The honorable member has taken
upon himself the personal responsibility of
the passage which I ask the House to declare a scandalous libel.
Mr. McLELLAN seconded the motion.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I submit that
the words used by the honorable member
-that he would be prepared, without sacrificing the anonymity of the press, to accept
the responsibility of these charges-could
not be made the basis of any proceedings
by the House, and, if not, it would be improper to take them down. The honorable
member for South Grant (Mr. McCann) in
the first instance took a course in which
he is likely to receive support; but he is
now submitting a motion which not only
goes beyond the protection of his character,
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but also beyond the rules of the House, demand is, that the Government should
for those rules provide that words shall look this question fairly and honestly in
only be taken down when something per- the face, and should assist, not only in demanding that the words should be taken
sonally injurious has been said.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-If the words are down, but also in sheeting them home to
taken down, the honorable member who the honorable member for South Bourke,
used them may be required to apologize. who has ventured to apply the terms "deAs to the original motion, I need not re- frauder," "conspirator," and "plunderer,"
mind the House of my opinion that such . to a person equally as honorable as himself.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-If it is the desire
motions ought not to be entertained. The
last case showed their utter absurdity. of the House to prevent me making my
They end by bringing this House into statement-if the House would rather deal
contempt and inflicting injury on an inno- with an innocent publisher at the ba1'-I
will submit. What I said was, that I was
cent :person.
Mr. SULLIVAN.-The House should prepared to take personally the responsiremember that no man is bound to crimi- bility of those statements-that is, to the
nate himself. (Mr. McCann-" He has extent that I agree with them generally.
Mr. McCANN.-I rise to order. Is
done so.") These words, if taken down,
will simply be the foundation of a charge. the· honorable member entitled to say in
As I understood the honorable member's express words that he undertakes the
admission, it was that, when the proper responsibility of a statement which the
time arrived, he would be prepared to take House is asked to declare a· breach of
upon himself the responsibility of the privilege?
The SPEAKER.-The honorable memarticle complained of. Words are only
taken down when an honorable member ber has a right to reply, and if, as I think,
violates the dictum of the House, or uses he has placed himself in rather a peculiar
language offensive to any honorable mem- and novel position, of course every indulgence will be allowed him.
ber.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-The novelty of
Mr. GILLIES.-As I understand the
question, the honorable member for South the position is this, that the honorable
Bourke takes upon himself the l esponsi- member who appears as prosecutor perbility of the slander complained of. This sistently denies me every opportunity of
is simply an attempt to repeat in this defending myself. I submit that the first
Chamber language which is characterized portion of the passage complained of was
in the motion before us as gross and scan- fully justified by the honorable member's
dalous. I apprehend that the House will own statement, that he was prepared to
not permit any honorable member to cha- assist in the work of repudiation-by his
racterize the acts of another honorable avowal of his intention to assist persons
member in such terms as these. If alJy- engaged in a fraud.
thing of the kind is permitted, honorable
The SPEAKER.-I must remind the
members will cease to bring forward mo- honorable member that the immediate
tions, but will treat the honorable member question is whether his words shall be
concerned elsewhere according to his taken down, and not whether they shall
be justified.
deserts.
Mr. LANGTON.-I suhmit that this is
Mr. McLELLAN.-Now that we have
an honorable member assuming the respon- not a case in which words should be taken
sibility of calling another honorable mem- down ; because the words used are not
ber the perpetrator of a fraud and the plun- disorderly in themselves, nor are they
derer of the revenue of the country, I think uttered in heat. The honorable member
it high time that the House preserved its should make his avowal, and the House
honour by dealing with that persc;m. If should afterwards decide as to the course
such a statement be allowed to go un- it ought to take.
Mr. McCANN (who rose amid cries of
punished, it will be time for honorable
members to protect their characters by " Withdraw").--:One consideration induces
measures which will not reflect credit me to withdraw the motion that the words
upon the reputation of the House. When be taken down.
I frankly admit the
another newspaper asserted that the state- manner in which the Chief Secretary has
ment of a certain honorable member stated he will support the action I have
"bristled with falsehood," it was dealt taken, and, as I desire to place myself comwith in a very different spirit. All that I pletely in accord with him, I will accept
o
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his ad vice in this matter. At the same
time, I do not think such statements should
be tolerated.
The motion, "That the words used by
the honorable member for South Bourke be
taken down," was, by leave, of the House,
withdrawn.
Mr. G.P. SMITH.-Sincethe "prisoner
at the bar" is to be permitted to speak, I
will say that it appears to me that, because
the Chief Secretary, in a previous session,
committed an act which I then denounced
as a wrong ; bec~use, in order to salve his
wounded feelings or his wounded vanity,
he incarcerated a publisher in the walls
of this House, he holds himself bound to
incarcerate every publisher who may be
guilty, not of a libel, but of what he may
consider abuse. A buse was his own
word at the time, and it is the meaning sought to be put on the alleged libel
now. Every publisher who says a word
which the one side of the House may
construe into abuse is to be placed on
the tenter-hooks; and every publisher
who says a word which the other side may
regard in the same light is to be placed
on the tenter-hooks also. And this is
the mode in which this House proposes
to defend its privileges! The first vote
which I gave in this House, and the one
which, h.owever long I remain, I shall
value most, was given in defence of the
liberty of' the press, when the publisher
of the Argus was brought to the bar. I
voted in the face of the House, of the
Government, and of my honorable friend
the Chief Secretary; and, under these circumstances, I can consider this question
without the suspicion of being actuated
by personal motives. What is the state
of the case? Why, just as once a session
a Bill is brought down to assert the privileges of this House, so once a session
a publisher is to be mad(:l a victim.
(" No.") I challenge honorable members to deny that, once in every session,
the question of privilege is not raised with
regard to the press; and if the publisher is
not in every instance brought to the bar,
it is because honorable members become
ashamed of the whole proceeding. I object to a privilege under which, because
the House may vote' that a certain article
contains abuse, a publisher may be brought
to the bar of this House, and dragged unheard to gaol. I apprehend the House
will pause before voting the words complained of a scandalous libel, and will
ascertain how far those words were justi-
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fied by the honorable member's own speech,
and by his own conduct in this Chamber.
If the honorable member for South Grant
has taken a certain action with regard to
a question of public policy, then, as a journalist, I claim from this House that right
of fair criticism, however severe, which
is conceded to the press by the courts of
justice. I would remind the occupants
of the Treasury benches that they could
applaud me loudly when I described the
attempt of the free selectors to escape from
their obligations as repudiation, and did
so in language not very dissimilar to that
which they are now prepared to vote a
scandalous libel. The honorable member
for South Grant said that the free 'selectors
numbered 8,000, and that presently they
would number 16,000, and would be strong
enough to oust any Government which
would not comply with their demands.
Mr. McOANN.-I must again refer the
honorable member to my statement, which
is reported in Hansard, and which is, that
I would concede nothing until the improvements required by law have been
effected. It will be' four or five years
before that can be done, and yet the paper
says that I am ready and willing to make
the concession now.
Mr. G.P. SMITH.-It was not a question
of improvement, but one of payment, and I
care not whether the honorable member
said presently or in four or five years time.
I equally maintain that any section of
this community, seeking to gain pecuniary
advantages by political action, and in defiance of a contract solemnly and deliberately
entered into, commits a fraud. It may
not be a fraud in the opinion of the honorable member for South Grant or of the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden, but I am warranted in stating my
opinion that it is one. In that view the
honorable member, by his speech the other
evening-a speech which I venture to say
appalled the House-endorsed a movement
for repudiation, and justified the press in
referring to him in the strongest terms.
The honorable member says that he knows
something of the press. Has the honorable member the courage to avow that he
is connected with a journal which is
violent in its tone and untruthful in its
statements; which has libelled me and
other honorable members; and which,
under cover of supporting the Government, has insidiously endeavour~d to cut
the ground from under them? Has the
honorable member himself not communi-
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cated paragraphs to that paper far Rtronger
than any which have appeared in any
Melbourne journal?
The SPEAKER called the honorable
member to order.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I do not say that,
because one journal is guilty of misconduct,
another should also err; but I do maintain
that, in a case of this sort, the House is
bound by the strict letter of the law. Talk
of the privileges of this House, and of the
dignity of the Treasury benches, indeed!
why, one of the-motions in this case has
been seconded by an honorable mem berthe honorable member for Ararat (Mr.
McLellan)-who is in the habit of using
expressions with regard to other members,
which, if the House were at all careful of
its privileges, it would never tolerate.
Mr. McLELLAN.-I submit that the
honorable member has no right to apply
such language to me. If I am ever out of
order, Mr. Speaker, it is your duty to call
me to order.
The SPEAKER.-I trust the honorable
member, in conducting his own defence,
will refrain from attacking other honorable
members.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I must dissent from
the ruling that I am on my defence. If the
Speaker joins in putting me on my defence,
I shall have but a very small chance of
mercy.
The SP EAKER.-I beg the honorable
member's pardon.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I must still assert
that honorable members,and particularly the
honorable member for Ararat, are continually guilty of using expressions which are
not consistent with the dignity of this House.
I think it might very safely be laid down,
as a canon of journalism, that expressions
and language which honorable members
may use towards each other in this House
with impunity may as fairly be used by
public newspapers outside. If I understand aright the privileges of this House,
they mean the protection of this House from
assaults from outside. But, if honorable
members indulge in extreme latitude of
language-if they freely bandy charges
from one side of the House to the other-if
they use expressions improper for them to
use, they cannot complain if very free
criticism on their conduct is indulged in
by journalists. If this House can't impart
a tone to the public journals, and to the
political opinion of this country, it is too
much to expect that journals should impart a tone to the House, or that journals
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should be responsible to the House for any
slip of a newspaper-writer's pen. Suppose
an honorable member should refer to a man
of science, an estimable individual, outside
the House, with having attainments no
better than those of an idiot, could that
honorable member 'complain if his behaviour were freely criticised? How is
such an honorable member qualified to
second a motion that the words of another
honorable member be taken down. I have
always noticed that those honorable members who are the freest in their language
are the most thin-skinned. I have also
noticed, during my career as a journalist,
that such a man is exceedingly glad to see
a political adversary scathed. That which
is a "smart article," when applied to
somebody else, is a gross libel when
applied to himself. These are the ethics
of politics; and so they will be as long as
political warfare is carried on in this way.
I repeat that I do not think that the article
now complained of exceeds the limits of
fair criticism. I do not believe that it
imputes any personal dishonesty whatever
to the honorable member for South Grant
(Mr. McCann). I am not going to follow
the example of the Chief Secretary, and say
that abuse is a libel; but I say that many
freer criticisms have been used in reference
to this very Quieting of Titles Bill, and
have been passed unnoticed. I read in a
newspaper the assertion that those who
voted in the minority on the second reading of that Bill honestly endeavoured to
defeat the proceedings of a dishonest
thirty-two. I happened to vote on that
occasion with the majority; if I had
voted with the Government, sides would
have been balanced, and the Bill would
have been lost. I took the imputation on
my personal honesty with great good
humour. Men .. should appeal to their
lives, and not to what a newspaper says,
for their character. And if the honorable
member is so sensitive as to what a newspaper may say when indulging in that
strain, there must be some. reason for this
sensitiveness. Could it not be said, without imputation of fraud, that the honorable
member had some personal interest in this
Quieting of Titles Bill ?
Mr. McCANN.-No.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-Will the honorable
member deny that he is a free selector?
One question involved in the discussion of
the Bill was the giving up of the rents;
and I say that, when the honorable member
used his position in this House to urge
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upon the Government a course of repudiation, he laid himself open to criticism
much more severe than what appears in
the article complained of. Returning to
the reasons why I consider the House
ought not to interpose, but ought to leave
the honorable member for South Grant to
his remedy in the courts of law, if he
should think fit to seek it, I will mention
that a threat was conveyed to a newspaper
that, if it was not careful on a question
which is now before this House-if it was
not careful in reference to Dr. Beaney and
his case-it would be prosecuted for libel,
and be brought to the bar of this House.
Mr. DAVIES.-By whom?
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-Not the honorable
member. It was no honorable member of
this House who conveyed the threat. But,
I ask, what will be the state of things
when individual interests- whether the
case of Dr. Beaney, or Mr. Williams, or the
free selectors, or any other of the thousand
and one cases which appear on the noticepaper, and in which honorable members
set themselves to work to advocate personal interests - are brought forward in
the House, if the press be not free to
discuss and criticise the acts of honorable
members? The breach of privilege of
which the honorable member for South
Grant complains is simply a criticism on his
public conduct in advocating a measure
which a public journal chooses to pronounce
a fraud.
I apprehend that a journal is
justified in pronouncing any suggestion
whatever affecting the public interest to
be a fraud.
Mr. McCANN. - What about "the
plunder" ?
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-If the honorable
member has not been privy to any suggestion for placing payment of members
on the Estimates, then I say this charge
is altogether without foundation. But if
honorable members combine together for
the purpose of voting themselves salaries
on the Estimates, with an intention to
coerce the other House out of independent
political action, I say that is a species of
political plunder, and that a journalist is
justified.in denouncing it to be so if he
pleases. I say there was nothing but fair
criticism in the statement that the honorable member, in his action in reference to
the Quieting of Titles Bill, was prepared
to assist a party who had avowed their
intention to have payment of members, in
the face of any Government that might be
in office. I say that a journalist was war- .
VOL. III.-3 K
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ranted, on public grounds-not on personal
grounds-in saying that that would be an
act of plunder. I say that a journalist
would be justified in expressing the
opinion that, if any attempt had been
made upon the public Treasury by honorable members of this House, for the purpose of voting themselves salaries, that
that would be an act of plunder. No one
would presume to say that the honorable
member for South Grant (Mr. McCann)
attempted to rob the Treasury. No one
would suppose that he was 'attempting anything like personal fraud or robbery.
Mr. MoCANN.-The article says so.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-The honorable
member was very careful, in quoting the
passage, not to quote it according to its
reading. The paragraph says" That Mr. McCann and his friends are ready
and willing to perpetrate a fraud of this sort,
there is no rQom for doubting, since we have
their own avowal."

Now, what is the avowal? Why, an
avowal made by the honorable member
himself.
Mr. McCANN.-I rise to order. The
honorable member is repeating what I
have already denied. I have quoted from
Hansard a passage to show that I was not
ready to perpetrate anything of the sort
until the conditions as to residence and
cultivation were complied with.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-Judging the honorable member by his own observations, he
was ready to perpetrate a fraud as soon as
the conditions of improvement were complied with. The honorable member is not
warranted in going beyond what he did
say. The article did not imply that the
honorable member intended to commit
fraud, as ordinarily understood-that he
intended literally to rob the Treasurywhen it said"Having conspired, at the commencement of
the session, to fill their own pockets from the
Treasury, they generously desire that the class
to whom they are indebted for their seats should
share in the plunder."

Mr. McCANN.-I was not here at all.
Mr. G.P. SMITH.-Butthe party with
whom the honorable member is identified
were here. If the honorable member took
no part in this matter, h~ would certainly
have occupied a more dignified position,
and have done a more proper act, if he had
written to the paper and stated, "I was not
one of these." When certain members of
this House meet together privately, for the
purpose of discussing a matter of this kind,
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with closed doors-for the purpose of fixing
a policy which shall determine the existence of a Government-is a journalist to be
pulled up because, by accident, the honorable
member, who happened to be ill, was not one
of the party? How would it be possible
to criticise public men, if this nicety were
to be observed? The honorable member,
it appears, complains of the words" conspired" and "plunder;" but be knows
quite well the sense in which those words
were used. The words were used in reference to an attempt, on the part of certain honorable 'members, to extort from the
Treasury, under the pressure of party on
the Government, payment for themselves.
Now, I unhesitatingly say that that is a
species of plunder. I say that any proposition by members of this House to procure payment to themselves-by diminishing the rights of the Upper House-by
throwing this country into political turmoil-by creating chaos-I' say that is
plunder. And it was in that sense that the
journal used the term. If, sir, I can utter
these words with impunity here, how
comes it that a publisher, for committing
no graver offence, is to be brought to that
bar, and to be condemned unheard? I
should have thought that the House had
had enough of this; that the lesson which
was taught the Chief Secretary, when he
took upon himself the imprisonment of
Mr. George, would have taught this House
that it had had quite enough of establishing its privileges. I am glad to learn that
the Chief Secretary is now quite prepared
to be charged by any newspaper with
making statements "bristling with falsehoods "-with committing political suicide
-without taking any notice of the attacks.
One portion of the article-that alleging
that honorable members, in undertaking to
pay themselves, were guilty of a species of
plunder-the honorable member for South
Grant has himself justified.
Mr. McCANN.-Mr. Speaker, the honorable gentleman is' again misrepresenting
me. What I said was, that I was not
present at the commencement of the session, and that, so far from being prepared
to support the proposal for payment of
members, as submitted at that time, I
wrote to the honorable member for the
Ovens (Mr. G. V. Smith), stating that I
would not vote for a private arrangement
of the kind; that I would only vote for
payment of members as a question of State
policy. I may add that I was actually ill
in my bed at the time.
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Mr. G. P. SMITH.- I admit that, if the
honorable member was not personally concerned in the matter, the article is wrong
to that extent. But, seeing the relations
of the honorable member-seeing his conduct in reference to this question of payment of members on former occasions-is
this so gross a libel as to render justifiable the invoking of the powers of this
House against the publisher? This
House has the power to make the fortune
of any newspaper. The House of Commons has learned that the very worst weapon it can use against itself is to bring a
newspaper publislter to its bar. If the
honorable member for South Grant has a
grievance against this j o.urnal-if he wishes
to proceed with an action for libel-if, in
the opinion of the Attorney-General, there
is a libel which can be prosecuted in a
court of law-and if it be the opinion
of the House that the honorable member should prosecute his suit in a court
of law with the aid of the AttorneyGeneral, and under the direction of this
House, I have no objection to such a
course. But I do protest against persons being brought to the bar of this
House in a cowardly fashion-against
persons being adjudged, behind their
backs, as guilty of libel for indulging in
the abuse which public men use towards
each other, and being brought up here
and put in gaol, there to remain as long
as the vindictive spirit of honorable members shall think fit. Is not this a question of party ?-of mere majority? Who
cares whether it be a newspaper libel
or not, provided it libels the other side?
As I have said before, the imprisonment
of Mr. George, at the instance of the
Chief Secretary, was carried by the force
of a majority which cared not how far
the action of this House was warranted or
not. I say that, in these matters, honorable members are warped in their opinions
according to the side of the House on
which they sit, and the politics of the
newspaper under discussion. I now leave
the matter in the hands of the House. I
have already said that there is nothing in
the paragraph of which I am not prepared
to take the full responsibility. I say it is
a fair and just criticism, which I would
use on the honorable member in my place
in Parliament.. If that be not gainsaid, I
hold that this House has no case against
the newspaper in question, and that the
sooner the previous question is moved the
better.
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Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I apprehend
that the question which the House has
now to decide is, not what punishment shall
be inflicted upon the publisher of the newspaper which contains the article complained
of, but whether the article is or is not a
libel. There are two parts of the article
to which the honorable and learned member who has just addressed the House has
referred. The first, as I understand, imputes to the honorable member for South
Grant the perpetration of a fraud in ad voeating the remission of conditions imposed
upon selectors of land under the Land
Act. That subject came under discussion
in connexion with a question raised by a
Bill before the House; and the two subjects are necessarily connected, the one
with the other.
No doubt very great
latitude of expression, during that discussion, was not merely permitted by the
House, but justified by the circumstances
of the case. I confess that I felt myself
at liberty to use perfect freedom of speech
upon that question, as indeed upon all
others; and I will further admit that I
believe I used expressions fully as strong
as those contained in this article with
reference to the scheme then before the
H,ouse. But there is one point in which
this portion of the article now under
consideration differs from the expressions
that were used in the course of that
debate. We may call a project placed
before the public or discussed in this
House as a fraud, or a robbery, or we
may use any other term which may seem
applicable to it; but, when we name a
particular member as connected with expressions of that kind, the word acquires
a totally different meaning.
The expression appears to be, not only an opinion
delivered with respect to the project
itself, but it appears to be the fastening
of a charge of personal dishonesty upon
the person in connexion with whose name
t.he expression is used. In that respect, it seems to me, this part of the
article complained of is undoubtedly libellous on the honorable member for South
Grant, although the use of the word
fraud might be an expression perfectly
applicable and strictly within the bounds
of Parliamentary usage, and a just expression of opinion in reference to the
measure that the honorable member was
supposed to be advocating at the time.
But there is another part of this article
which appears to me to be more strictly
personal and injurious in its reference to
3K2
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the honorable member for South Grant.
It is the statement that, at the beginning
of this session, the honorable member, and
others with whom he was in conjunction, conspired to plunder the public p~'o
perty, and that afterwards they desired to
give their constituents a share of the
plunder. Now, it is perfectly justifiable,
as the honorable and learned member for
South Bourke has contended, for the
public press to call the voting of payment
of members plunder. I apprehend, too,
that it is perfectly justifiable for an honorable member who conceives that the expression is applied to him in his personal
capacity-that it charges him personally
with a desire to defraud the State for his
own private advantage-it is justifiable
for him to complain of the expression.
And, in connexion with the explanation
which has been given by the honorable
member for South Grant to-night, I
cannot but believe that the publisher
of this paper, and the writer of the
article, whoever he might be, would most
assuredly, after hearing that explanation,
admit, as any man would admit, if the
explanation be true-and I accept it as
such-that the language cannot be justified
or even excused; because, as I underst.and, the honorable member for South
Grant now asserts that, so far from participating in what is called the plunder, he
not only was not present in the House, but
he did not join in the attempt, and actually
communicated to a member of the House
his determination not to join in any such
project in the manner in which it was
then brought forward. For my own part,
I hope that the honorable member will, on
some future occasion, combine with a
majority of honorable members for the
purpose of effecting public plunder of that
kind. I do not believe that a majority of
members, so acting, will do that which
will involve them in imputations of
personal dishonesty or reflections injurious
to their own private conduct and character.
I cannot help believing that this part of
the article complained of is undoubtedly
a libel; but I firmly believe that, if the
publisher of the paper heard the explanation which has been made by the honorable member for South Grant, he would
cheerfully express his regret at the expression used; and I am equally confident that
the honorable member, in bringing forwar(l
this question, is not disposed to demand
more than a frank expression of regret
from anyone who had improperly or hastily
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used an expression of the kind. But, in
connexion with this matter, we are confronted once more with the right and duty
of the House to deal with questions of this
nature. Now, there are some considerations
which should influence honorable members
in deliberating very seriously before submitting a motion of this kind to the House.
I rejoiced to hear my honorable friend the
Chief Secretary state, this evening, that
his experience has led him to the conclusion
that these motions are, for the most part,
motions which it is not desirable to make,
which it is by no means necessary to make
for the vindication of personal character,
and which, in some respects, are not creditable or beneficial to the character of the
House. I believe that the experience of
my honorable friend is the experience of
most honorable members who have observed many cases of the same kind.
There is another consideration which, I
think, should influence the House. It
must be recollected that the tone of the
press never rises above the tone of this
House. In this House all political discussions are conducted; and it is the tone
that prevails and exists in this House with
respect to political questions that gives the
tone to the press and the public opinion of
the colony. The press of the colony never
rises above the level of the Legislative
Assembly, any more than the English press
rises above the level of the House of Commons; and I hope I may be permitted, without offence, to say that I think it is desirable that we should sometimes pause to
consider whether the tone of our own discussions is such as befits the honour and
dignity of this House. Sometimes I fear that
it does not. If that be so, it is a reason, I
think, why we should be careful, at least,
in interfering in this way for the purpose
of punishing, even justly and righteously,
offences committed by the press. The ex- '"
tracting of motes and beams from the eyes
of opponents is of necessity a very delicate
anatomical operation; and it may be that the
press and the Legislati ve Assembly, in endeavouring to correct each other with measures of this kind, may, in the end, deprive
one another of their eyesight, and render
themselves helpless victims of the interests
which are continually plotting against the
power-the just power-both of the Leg~s
lative Assembly and the press. But willIe
these considerations should, as it appears to
me, make us careful in interfering with
questions of this kind, we still come back,
on every particular occasion, to this pointMr. Higinbotham.
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does the honorable member really believe
that it COBcerns his honour that a charge
of this kind, publicly brought, should be
punished or not? My honorable friend the
Chief Secretary, when the question came
before the House Jast session, put it on that
ground, and the House, by a large majority,
accepted the motion on that ground, He
said-" I feel my honour is involved in
this question, and I ask protection."
Mr. GILLIES.-No.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-With all respect for the honorable member for Ballarat
West, I beg to say that was so. I recollect
distinctly advocating it on that ground,
and hearing it so asserted by my honorable colleague; and I say, if the ~ous~,
on that occasion, accepted that motIOn, It
is bound to extend now to the honorable
member for South Grant-an honorable
member sittiug on the opposite side of the
House-the protection which it has already
extended to an honorable member on this
side of the House. I don't think that, on
a question of this kind, there. should be
any distinction between the SIdes of the
House. While I deeply deplore that any
question of this kind should be raise~,
still, when an honorable member says hiS
personal honour is affected by a libel of
the kind, I think the House may venture
to interfere. We should act as a body,
and not simply by parties. I am sorry to
say that the question, .last session, ,,:"as
treated as a party questIOn; and I deSire
that the House now should not follow the
example set on that occasion. We should
either act as one body or we should not
act at all. In this particular case the
honorable member for South' Grant feels
himself aggrieved, and asks the protection
of the House; and, without expressing
any opinion as to the course which ultimately shoul<1 1:>e taken-which, perhaps,
the honorable member is not prepared to
do-I really do not see how, after reading
this article, any honorable member of this
House can refuse to say that it is a libel
on the character of the honorable member
for South Grant.
The motion, declaring the article to be a
scandalous breach of the pri vileges of the
House, was carried without a division.
Mr. McCANN then moved"That Mr. David Syme, one of the proprietors
of the Leader, be called to the bar of this House

to-morrow, Wednesday, 3rd April instant."
In this matter he entertained feelings identical with those described by the Attorney-
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General. It might be that the publisher
of the Leader was altogether ignorant of
this article until his attention was called
to it, and probably he had no feeling whatever with regard to this particular matter.
But it was due, both to himself (Mr.
McCann) and his constituents, that the
publisher of the Leader should have the
opportunity that was afforded Mr. Georg~,
in the case of the Chief Secretary, of making a public retractation. He felt bound in
honour, both to himself and his constituents,
to take notice of this matter. He found
that, owing to such statements, an erroneous
belief had grown up with regard to himself
in the minds of the public, and this could
not be dispelled unless by some such oppOl·tunity as that which he now asked for.
He should have sat down without further
remark, but that he thought it necessary
to reply to some of the observations of
the honorable member for South Bourke
(Mr. G. P. Smith). That honorable member had referred to his (Mr. McCann's) relations with a certain journal, which, he
alleged, "pretended to support the Government, and yet was constantly endeavouring
to cut the gJ;ound from under them." He
unhesitatingly declared that no journal
with which he was connected occupied
such a position. The journal with which
he was connected acted for itself on certain independent principles.
It chose
to support the Government when it believed them right, and it chose to oppose
them when it believed them wrong. He
cOllsidered a journal was degraded when
it became a mere party machine. He
should be sorry to be connected with
a journal which abdicated its personal
independence-which abdicated the functions that properly belonged to the press.
His'relations with the press were of a
more responsible character than those of
the honorable member for South Bourke.
That honorable member had paraded his
connexion with journalism, but not on his
head rested the responsibility of what
he wrote. He (Mr. McCann) was connected with It public journal, but in a
different position; and, if that journal
overstepped the bounds of decency, he
was personally responsible. He did not
wish to shrink from that responsibility.
He did not claim the right of publishing
articles of the sort now complained of.
He did not believe that a journal exercised
the power that properly belonged to it
when it wrote in that way; and he expressly objected to a journal attributing
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to any man views aud a course of action
the opposite of what he took.
Mr. McLELLAN seconded the motion.
Mr. SULLIVAN said he had no desire
to defend the article complained of.
Though he did not endorse all the sentiments which had fallen from the honorable
member for South Grant (Mr. McCann), he
considered the language of the article indefensible. The expression " plunder"
might as well have been applied to him.
He had always advocated the principle of
payment of members, and he felt that any
efforts at "plunder" in that direction were
perfectly justified. But, while he did not
defend the language of the article, he
thought it would be wise for the House
to allow the matter to drop. He was
opposed to motions of this kind. What
good had the House ever done in attempting to deal with the press? Did
the imprisonment of Mr. Dill make
the Argus more mannerly ? No. In
a few years it was repeating the same
kind of language for which its publisher
was punished. And, if the present case
were dealt with in a similar way, there
would be something akin to the present
subject of complaint a few months hence.
What was the House to the press, or the
press to the House? The members of
the press laboured in their vocation; and
it should be remembered that it was much
easier to criticise and abuse· than to write
a dissertation. In the course of his life he
had said many harsh words which he
afterwards regretted; and he believed
that men, taking the first word that came
to the lips, frequently said more spiteful
things than they actually meant. But life
was so short that really men could not
afford to quarrel. He admitted that abuse,
although it might not be libellous, was
very ungentlemanly, uncourteous, and unmannerly. ·People, therefore, had a right
to object to it; but it would be waste of
time to seek to punish the press for abuse;
and he would ask the honorable member
for South Grant, seeing that the House
had thoroughly cl~ared his character by
pronouncing the art.icle "a scandalous
libel," to proceed no further in this business. He had no doubt that the publisher
of the journal in question would readily
admit the wrong which had been done to
the honorable member, and that a statement to that effect would appear in the
next number of the newspaper.
Mr. McLELLAN observed that, as an
individual reflected upon in the article
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complained of, he would most generously
have forgiven the publisher of the paper,
if he had not attempted, through the honorable member for South Bourke (Mr. G.
P. Smith), to justify, in the House, the
language complained of.
Mr. G. P. SMITH rose to order. He
had had no communication with the publisher.
Mr. McLELLAN said the honorable
member for South Bourke took upon himself the responsibility of calling him a
plunderer, and charging him with a design
to rob the Treasury. The honorable member might do that with safety on the floor
of the House; but in many parts of the
world - perhaps in some parts of this
country-the honorable gentleman could
not take upon himself such a responsibility.
The journalist having been pronounced a
scandalous libeller, it did not become the
honorable member for South Bourke-he
being a member of the bar-to rise in the
House and seek to justify such conduct.
Why, the whole object and scope of the
article complained of was to do personal
injury to himself (Mr. McLellan), the
honorable member for South Grant (Mr.
McCann), the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden, and some others. 1t·
was high time for something to be
done to put a stop to this sort of thing.
'1'he honorable member for South Bourke
had thought fit to call attention to his
(Mr. McLellan'S) conduct in the House.
If he had said anything offensive to the
honorable member, or to any other member,
he would humbly apologize. If he had
become demoralized, it was in consequence
of reading the very papers 'with which the
honorable member for South Bourke was
connected-the Leader and the Age. It
was high time that an end was put to these
scandalous libels. Only on the previous
day a greater libel than that of which the
honorable member for South Grant complained was published in the Age in
reference to him (Mr. McLellan). Words
which he had uttered in the House were
manipulated in such a way as to reflect
seriously upon his personal character. He
did not complain of this-he never had
complained of these libels-because he had
always enjoyed a fiendish satisfaction in
seeing that journal abuse him. He knew
perfectly well that, unless he had done
something to annoy that journal, it would
not have taken any notice of him ; and that
was the reason why he enjoyed a certain
degree of satisfaction when it abused him.
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Mr. McCANN said that, as he understood Mr. Syme was not in good health,
he would substitute "Thursday" for
" to-morrow" in the motion.
Mr. G. P. SMITH observed that the
Attorney-General had already stated that
he had no doubt that, after the statement
that the honorable member for South
Grant was not present at, and took no
part in, any arrangement for ousting the
Government in order to secure payment of
members, the proprietor of the newspaper
concerned would be prepared to admit
that the statement was made erroneously;
and what more did honorable members
want?
Mr. McCANN.-He has not done so.
Mr. G. P. SMITH said that there had
not yet been another issue of the paper.
The honorable member wished to have the
gratification of bringing up to the bar of
the House a publisher, who, he said he
was informed, was in ill health. If the
honorable member had had the spirit of a
journalist, he would not have been concerned in this business. If other honorable members had been as sensitive, they
might have brought up to the bar of the
. House the publish6r of the paper with
which the honorable member for South
Grant had avowed his connexion, for misrepresentation. The honorable member
was free to take his own course, as far as
he was concerned; but he wished the
House to bear in mind that what he (Mr.
G. P. Smith) had said he had said personally, without concert with publisher or
proprietor. So far as the paragraph in
question was concerned, he had taken the
personal responsibility upon himself; and
if the House, in the face of t.hat avowal,
refused to deal with him, by what authority
co·uld the House deal with the publisher
of the paper? If he, on the floor of that
House, said he regarded a scheme for
placing a sum for the payment of members
on the Estimates, in oruer to force the
other House to accede to it, as an attempt
at plunder, and the House refused to deal
with him for saying so, by what pretence
of authority could it drag a publisher to
the bar? He challenged the House to
show that-except as regarded the latter
portion, which, after the explanation, appeared to be untrue, as far as the honorable
member was concerned-the article was a
gross anli scandalous libel. If the House
so ruleu it, let them rule it so; and he was
prepared to take the consequences. He
had' no wish to prevent the honorable
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member for South Grant from taking his
course; hut let there be at least a semblance
of fair dealing, and let it not be said that
an honorable member dare say that on the
floor of the House which, as a journalist,
he dare not say outside.
Mr. SNODGRASS remarked that, if
nothing else had been gained by the debate,
at all events an admission had been obtained from the Chief Secretary that,
whatever libel might be published against
him in future, he would take no notice of
it.. He (Mr. Snodgrass) thought that that
statement reflected credit upon the Chief
Secretary. It would have been better if
the same course had been adopted by the
honorable member for South Grant. He
did not regard the libel as a reflection upon
the character of the honorable member.
An honorable member's character was in
his own keeping. Nothing the press could
say could affect the character of an honorable member, unless the charge was wellfounded. The kind of libels of which the
honorable member had complaintd carried
their own refutation, and were entirely
beneath the notice of the House. The
House had declared the paragraph to be a
gross libel upon the honorable member,
and, having attained that object, it would
be better that the motion should be withdrawn.
Mr. McCANN said that he would be
simply stulti(ying himself and his constituents if be were to stop at this stage.
When Mr. Syme stated that he regretted
the publication of the paragraph, he would
be prepared to act in the spirit of the remarks made by the Attorney-General.
Mr. FRAZER intimated that he would
not have addressed the House upon the
subject but for a remark which fell from
the honorable member for South Bourke
(Mr. G. P. Smith). The honorable member prefaced his speech by statirig that, for
the first time, the press could now congratulate itself upon having a member in
the House who was able to defend it on
occasions of this kind. How far the honorable member had been able to realize
that position, it would be for the House to
judge; but it should not be forgotten that,
at other times, there had been members of
the House who had been intimately connected with some of the best journals in
England and Ireland. The observation of
the honorable member for South Bourke
was not very complimentary to those gentlemen. He regarded the honorable member's speech as a most lame and impotent
o
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defence of the libel complained of. The
honorable member, in attempting to j usti~y
the use of the word "fraud," said that, if
the members of the House allowed the rent
of the selectors under the Land Act to be
part of the purchase-money, they would
commit a fraud upon the revenue of the
country. H~ would ask the honorablemember whether, if a contracting party, finding
the conditions imposed upon him were too
heavy to carry out, asked the other party to
the contract to modify the conditions, he
would be guilty of a fraud? It was never
contemplated that the free selectors should
do anything more than come to the House,
as contractors, and ask that the conditions
of their contract should be lightened. He
could not see how the word fraud could be
applied to such a proceeding. But, assuming that the honorable member had justified that portion of the article, what had
he to say to that part of it in which he
accused a number of members of conspiring to plunder the Treasury in order to
put money into their own pockets? If the
statement had been made by a journalist
outside the House, who was not acquainted
with the particulars of this combination, and
of every~hing that had passed in connexion
therewith, there might have been some
excuse for it; but this matter was urged
in the House, and was spoken of in the Library and in the lobbies. The honorable
member knew every step which was taken;
and, if he had the honesty to speak his
mind, he would say that there was nothing
done in connexion with this matter which
was not constantly done in every deliberative assembly. Every party, and the promoters of every question, must necessarily
have private meetings in order to arrange
their proceedings. If there had 0; been a
conspiracy on the question of payment
of members, not a division took place in
the House but which was also the result of a conspiracy.
The honorable
member knew that this was the case, and
he knew also that, so far from there
being any conspiracy, many members were
pledged to their constituents to secure payment of members. Yet the honorable
member asserted that there was a conspiracy to plunder the public property;
and he attempted to justify his assertion on
the floor of the House. His remarks were
an aggravation of the offence, and not a
justification. It was true that the honorable member might be allowed to use language on the floor of the House which,
perhaps, other members wol'ld not use;
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but that was no justification for his making
use of his position as the editor of a
journal-Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I am not the editor
of any journal.
Mr. FRAZER said it was nojustification
for the honorable member making use of
his position as a contributor to or writer
for a journal for the purpose of circulating
statements which he must have known to
be totally without foundation. He was
afraid it was the custom of some gentlemen
writing for the newspapers to slander every
one with whom they did not agree. The
other day he placed a notice of motion on
the paper, on behalf of another member,
and without any communication with anybody outside the House; and next morning
there appeared in a journal, to which reference had been made during this debate,
a statement to the effect that the notice
had been given by a member who had
done eVel'ything he could to support every
attempt to filch the public Treasury. A
number of members had been libelled by
the same journal. Some of the foulest
libels had been published while the proprietor of the paper was absent from the
colony; and, probably, he was an innocent
party. Instead of punishing innocent persons, it would be far better if the House
could punish the persons who really wrote
the libels.
Mr. ASPINALL expressed his regret
that the time of the House should have
been occupied with a debate on such an
unprofitable subject; but, as' the House
had affirmed unanimously that the publication complained of was a libel, they would
be stultifying themselves if they stopped
there. Having gone so far, without a
single dissentient voice, they would be
placing the:nselves in a preposterous position. They would be barking without
attempting to bite, in the very least.
Moreover, it was only due to the publisher
of this periodical that he should have an
opportunity of fully withdrawing the statement which the House had pronounced to
be a libel. If he did not do so, he must
take the consequences. Honorable members all knew that newspapers were to a
certain extent-in fact, almost entirelycommercial speculations, and that a certain
amount of-he would not say libel, butthe very severest criticism, and the most
spicy writing, was part of their stock-intrade. If the publisher of a paper reaped
the advantage of this kind of writing,
why should he not take his chance of the
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disadvantage? It was said that a member
might proceed against a paper for libel in
a court of justice. He did not mean to
reflect upon this particular paper, but he
believed that there were a pretty largoe
number of newspapers in the colony-and,
generally speaking, the most libellous-to
bring an action against which would be a
most expensive and a still more unprofitable proceeding. After a verdict was
given against the paper, it would be
found that it had disappeared-proprietor,
type, and all. It might be said that, if an
honorable member did not wish to incur
the delay or the risk of commencing an
action against a newspaper, the case
might be treated criminally. But, to ask
any Attorney-General to file a criminal
information against the publisher of a
newspaper for an alleged libel upon a
member of the House, would be to place
the honorable member in a false position;
because, if he filed an information against
an Opposition paper, or refused to do so
in the case of a journal which supported
the Government, he would be accused of
acting from political motives. He maintained that, when the Househad pronounced
a certain publication to be a libel, it was
not enough to stop there. It might be
enough, if the House were a mere club, to
say that every member was satisfied that
the honorable member who had complained
of the libel had done nothing unworthy of
the conduct and position of' a gentleman;
but it was not enough to set him right before all the readers of the paper and before
his constituents. Was the House simply to
say that the paragraph was a gross libel?
If so, the publisher of the newspaper might
snap his fingers at the House. It would
be offering a premium for libel. If the
House spent a night in advertising a paper,
and then contented itself with simply declaring that the paper had published a libel,
it would be offering a premium for the paper
to libel members all the year round.
Mr. VERDON said he understood that
all the honorable member for South Grant
wished was an expression of regret on the
part of the proprietor of this newspaper.
If so-especially as the proprietor was in
bad health, and as it might seriously injure his health to bring him to the bar of
the House to undergo further penaltieshe would suggest that the honorable member should amend his motion by the addition of the following words : "Provided that if, in the meantime, the said

publisher shall express to this House, through
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in the same paper. He hoped the present
debate would act as a caution to the
writers of such articles; and he trusted
that, in future, honorable members would
Mr. MACGREGOR seconded the seek their remedy against libellous publiamendment.
cations by action in a court of law. He
Mr. McCANN said that his objection regretted that the honorable member for
to this amendment was, that Mr. Syme South Bourke (Mr. G. P. Smith) had
might express his regret in a form which boldly stated that he was prepared to take
the House would not be disposed to accept. the responsibility of the article complained
~t would be remembered that, when Mr.
of by the honorable member for South
George was at the bar of the House, he Grant. Such an avowal would, whenever
stated that, in the libel then complained of, an article libelling a member of the House
nothing personal was meant, but that the appeared in that paper, afford the member
Chief Secretary had stated what was not libelled an excuse for laying his finger on
true. The Attorney-General very properly the member for South Bourke and chargsaid that such a statement made the matter ing him with being the writer.
worse. It might happen that Mr. Syme,
Mr. ORR regretted that so much time
in a letter to the Speaker, would retract should have been wasted over this subject.
the libel in a form which would make it He intended to vote against the motion.
worse than it was at present. He hoped He thought it would have been more conthe Treasurer would not press this proviso, sistent with the general statement made by
as it was not the course adopted in the the honorable member for South Bourke
case of the libel on the Chief Secretary. (Mr. G. P. Smith), that he took upon
He (Mr. McCann) had endeavoured strictly himself the personal responsibility of this
to follow the precedent laid down by that paragraph, if, after the House had decided
case. He believed that it would be no that a scandalous libel had been perpeinconvenience to Mr. Syme to appear at trated, he were prepared to give an explathe bar, as he understood that his indis- nation sufficient to satisfy the House.
position was not serious, and that he had This would be a proper finish to the disbeen in the precincts of that House during cussion, and would save a great deal of time.
the day.
Captain MAC MAHON observed that
Mr. KYTE said he thought that the the matter was now entirely in the hands
House had gone too far already, and that of the House. The House had pronounced
it would be well for the honorable member the article complained of to be a scandafor South Grant to accept the amendment lous libel, and it would be for the House
offered by the Treasurer. He hoped the to deal with the subject in whatever manHouse would not make a mountain out of ner it thought proper. He had little doubt,
a molehill. The honorable member for if the motion before the chair were carried,
Portland (Mr. Aspinall) was inconsistent and after the remarks which had' been
in the views which he had just expressed, made, that, when the publisher of the
because he voted against Mr. George being newspaper appeared at the bar, such an
brought to the bar of the House. In the explanation would be afforded as would
present case, however, it happened that satisfy all sides of the House, and would
the paper complained of was obnoxious to probably, for the future, induce both memthe honorable member.
bers of the House and the press to reMr. LEVI said he regretted that the frain as much as possible from language
matter had been brought under the con- so violen t as to cause these discussions.
sideration of the House. He had inva- He therefore trusted that the House would
riably recorded his vote against any such allow the motion to go on.
proceedings as it was now proposed to
Mr. ,BALFOUR said he was not inadopt, because he thought that the press clined to support the motion. He conwas entitled freely to criticise the action of sidered that, as the House had declared
members of the Legislature. But he must unanimously that the article complained of
freely confess that none of the public was libellous, and a breach of the privijournals in the colony had exhibited more leges of the House, the dignity of the
scurrility towards members of the Legisla- House had been satisfied, and the character
ture than this particular paper. He him- of the honorable member for South Grant
self brought under the notice of the House, (Mr. McCann) had been vindicated. If,
last session, a vile article which appeared as the Attorney-General had said, the
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press really took its tone from the House, ought to command the sympathy of the
he was afraid that the tone of the press honorable member for South Bourke that
was not very high. If it were true, as ought, particularly as the honorable memalleged in the course of debate, that cer- ber had taken such a prominent part in
tain honorable members were actuated by the debate, and in defending the article
a fiendish spirit, the press was not likely complained of. It would be a very simple
to be actuated by a much higher spirit. matter for the honorable member to rise
He trusted that, for the future, the debates in his place and make, on behalf of the
of the House would be free from the re- publisher, a statement which would be accriminations and attacks which had be- ceptable to the House. If the honorable
member did not do that, he ( Mr. Byrne)
come so common.
Mr. LONGMORE urged that the hon- would be compelled, for the sake of conour of the House was involved in the sistency, to vote as he did on a former
prosecution of this matter. It was the occasion-namely, for the motion that the
duty of the House to insist that the pub- publisher be brought to the bar.
Mr. J. T. SMITH said he would act on
lisher of the newspaper should be brought
to the bar, and there retract the statement this as on former occasions of a similar
or bear the penalty. It would appear that character, and decline to vote. He did
certain honorable gentlemen had come not understand the House asserting its priinto the House under the impression that vileges only in casual cases. Of all the
they would be burning and shining lights members of the House, the Chief Secrein it, but they found that they were non- retaryand the honorable member for South
entities or thereabouts, and so they were Grant were the only two who, it appeared,
determined to take their revenge out of had suffered from the attacks of the press
doors. That, he thought, accounted for during the last two years. Now, if the
the spirit in which certain articles were House were to direct the Standing Orders
written; but the spirit was one which Committee to consider and declare what
should be put dow!l. As to plundering or should or should not be considered, in the
filching fl'om the Treasury, the honorable way of newspaper attacks, a breach of
member for South Bourke should be the the privileges of the House, and to deterlast to say anything on that subject. The mine, upon the report of that committee,
House had stultified itself on former . to take action, he should be able to
occasions by dropping ma.tters when it understand the reason for the time of
had proceeded some distance with them; the House now and again being taken
but he hoped that would not be the case up with subjects of this character. But,
until some general rule was adopted, he
on this occasion.
Mr. GILLIES considered that the could not understand the course of proceamendment proposed by the Treasurer dure now pursued. His own opinion was,
was altogether unprecedented. He did that the press were pleased rather than
not believe there was a single case on provoked by such proceedings. He had
record of a person being able to get free been subjected to newspaper attacks for
from the responsibilities of a gross and many years; he had borne them patiently;
scandalous libel by means of a written and therefore he could hardly sympathise
apology through the Speaker. He thought with those who were so quickly irritated
it would be altogether an improper course by such attacks, and came to the House
to pursue to invite the newspaper pub- for redress. He considered that the
lisher to address a written communication character of the honorable member for
to the Speaker for the purpose of explain- South Grant had been fully vindicated
ing away this attack. He would rather before the House, and that it would be
that the matter should drop altogether at only generous on his part to be content
this stage than that such a course should with the resolution which the House had
be pursued. The amendment sought to adopted; but, if the honorable member
commit the House to a course at once chose to go further, he did not see why
the carrying out of the matter to its
undignified and unparliamentary.
Mr. BYRNE expressed his surprise natural conclusion should be interfered
that the suggestion of the honorable mem- with by an amendment like that proposed
ber for the Murray had not been accepted by the Treasurer.
Mr. G. P. SMITH observed, with reby the honorable member for South Bourke
(Mr. G. P. Smith). The newspaper pub- gard to the appeal which had been made,
lisher was in ill health, and if anything that he was not in a position to respond
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to it. He was convinced that there never honorable member for South Bourke (Mr.
was, from the beginning, an intention to G. P. Smith) seemed to consider that he
impute personal dishonesty to the honor- could laugh the whole case out of courtable member for South Grant. The House that he could deal with the feelings of the
would see that there was a difficulty with honorable member for South Grant (Mr.
regard to the first portion of the statement McCann) as a flippant something of no
The honorable
complained of, inasmuch as a number of importance whatever.
honorable members regarded it as fair and member generously took upon himself the
legitimate criticism. Whatever could be full responsibility of the article in quessaid of the individuals concerned in the tion; and it was for that honorable member
movement referred to, of course the re- now to do the generous part, and state to
presentation of the honorable member, that the House that he was really in a position
he was not concerned in the movement, to express regret for any such article
got rid of the statement as it affected having appeared. If any honorable memhim. He (Mr. Smith) had no wish to ber used, in the course of debate, an exinfluence the House in any step it might pression pronounced by the Speaker and
take. He was not in a position to make the House to be disorderly, it would by no
an apology on behalf of the proprietor of means derogate from the character of that
the Leader. Indeed he knew nothing of honorable member as a gentleman for him
this matter more than a few minutes before to withdraw the expression, and state his
the meeting of the House. But he would regret for having used it. That course
suggest that the debate should stand ad- was now fairly open to the honorable
JOUl'ned until Tuesday. That would allow member for South Bourke. It would be
sufficient time to the paper itself and its pro- altogether below the House to accept the
prietor to make the required explanation; amendment proposed by the Treasurer,
and honorable members would be able to . that a letter-apparently an evasive letter
say whether the explanation offered by the -should be sent to the Speaker, and be
paper was satisfactory or not.
communicated by him to the House, as a
Mr. McCULLOCH said the Treasurer quasi apology for a charge which should
had proposed the addition to the motion never have been made. Did the Treasurer
simply with the desire that the House propose any such amendment in the case
should not take a course of action which of the Chief Secretary, who was accused,
might be injurious to Mr. Syme. He ad- not of plundering the Treasury, nor of
mitted that, as a general rule, when the fraud, but simply of "bristling"? What
House came to a certain decision, it should could not be accepted in the case of the
endeavour to have the decision cUlTied out. Chief Secretary, could not be accepted in
But the honorable member for South the case of the honorable member for
Grant (Mr. McCann) had stated that all he South Grant.
The amendment proposed by Mr. Verdon
wished for was a retractation of the statement complained of. The amendment of was negatived without a division.
the Treasurer was that this should be obMr. BAYLES suggested that the debate
tained; that the resolution passed by the should be adjourned. He did not consider
House should be communicated to the news- that the whole of the matters alluded to
paper publisher, that his answer should be were an offence to the House-only a part.
submitted to the House, and tha.t, if the This being so, he considered that time
retractation were not satisfactory, it would should be granted the newspaper proprietor
be for the House to take such action as it to communicate with the honorable memmight think fit. All that was asked was, ber for South Bourke, or some other honorthat an opportunity should be afforded to able member, in order that an apology
the newspaper publisher to state that he might be submitted on his behalf.
withdrew the statement, and that he reMr. ORR asked whether the Governgretted such language should have been ment intended to oppose the motion in its
used in reference to a member of the House. present shape? If so, the debate had
Re was sure that the House did not wish to better be adjourned. He thought it most
carry out its resolution in a vindictive spirit. undesirable that there should be any diviMr. JONES believed the House would sion on a question of this kind. Enterbe very sorry to put pain and suffering, and taining that opinion, and also believing
possibly severe injury, upon the proprietor that the House was not in a temper proof the Leader newspaper; but, when this perly to deal with the question, he' would
matter first came to be dealt with, the move that the d~bate be adjourned.
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Mr. RIDDELL seconded the motion.
He did so, because -he conceived the
House was not in a temper to go on with
the case. Honorable gentlemen appeared
so vindictively disposed, that he was
afraid they were not fit to judge in the
matter; and therefore they would be
only acting wisely in assenting to the adjournment.
Mr. McLELLAN thought the Chief
Secretary and the Attorney-General had
already promised that this question should
be dealt with in the same spirit as was
the case of the Chief Secretary and Mr.
George; and honorable members were entitled to ask that the promise should be
fulfilled. If the question were adjourned
for one moment, far better would it have
been for the subject not to have been
brought under the notice of the House at
all. He was ashamed that the whole
evening had been spent in bringing the
subject to an issue. To adjourn the debate
would be to insult the honorable member
for South Grant, who brought forward the
question. He (Mr. McLellan) had been
branded by the newspaper complained of
as a plunderer and a rogue. He demanded
that he should be placed by the House in
the position he deserved, and that these
aspersions should be apologized for, or
that the promulgators of them should
receive the consequences. He totally
objected to an adjournment of the debate.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he also objected
to the adjournment of the debate. He did
not see what good would be gained by
adjournment. He begged to add, that the
Government intended to abide by what
they stated in the earlier part of the
evening.
The House divided on the question of
adjournmentAyes
Noes

21
36

Majority against adjournment

15

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Balfour,
Bowman,
Burrowes,
Burtt,
Byrne,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Evans,
Foott,
Francis,
Harbison,
King,

Mr. Kyte,

"
"
"
"

McCaw,
McKean,
Reeves,
Riddell,
" G. P. Smith,
" Sullivan.
Tellers.
Mr. Orr,

" Bayles.
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NOES.

Mr. Aspinall,
Mr. Love,
" Bindon,
" McCann,
" Blackwood,
" McCulloch,
" McLellan,
" Bunny,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
" Davies,
Mr. Macpherson,
" Dyte,
" Edwards,
" l\loore,
Dr. Embling,
" O'Grady,
Mr. Farrell,
" Plummer,
" J. T. Smith,
" Frazer,
" Snodgrass,
" Gillies,
" Tucker,
" Grant,
" Halfey,
" Verdon,
" Watkins,
" Hanna,
Dr. Heath,
" Wheeler.
Mr. Higinbotham,
" Kerferd,
Tellers.
" Langton,
Mr. Jones,
" Levi,
" Longmore.
The motion, "That Mr. David Syme,
one of the proprietors of the Leader, be
called to the bar of this House on Thursday, 4th April instant," was carried without a division.
SUP.PLY.
The resolutions passed in Committee of
Supply on the 28th March were considered.
Mr. FRAZER called attention to a vote
of £5,000 in connexion with the Yan
Yean Water Supply, and asked whether it
was proposed to expend that money in extending the Yan Yean to metropolitan
suburbs which were at present without
water supply.
Mr. VALE intimated that the item referred to was for the extension of the Yan
Yean in the direction indicated, which
could not be served before, owing to the
want of an additional main from Preston.
That would be furnished by means of the
£20,000 voted in Committee of Supply,
and the result of laying down that main
would be to double the supply of water to
Melbourne and its suburbs.
The resolutions were adopted.
The House then went into Committee
of Supply.
ROADS AND BRIDGES.
On the vote of £50,000 for the construction of bridges outside the boundaries
of shires, boroughs, and road districtsthe discussion on which was resumed by
adjournment from March 27.
Mr. VERDON stated, in reply to Mr.
LONGMORE, that the Minister of Railways
and Roads could not bring down a schedule
of the proposed distribution of the vote.
Mr. SNODGRA~S said that the vote
ought not to be passed without some
information, and it was desirable that a
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schedule showing an approximation of the
Mr. WATKINS expressed a belief that'
proposed distribution of the money should if a schedule of works was submitted, there
be laid before the House. He thought would be so much discussion upon it that
that the Minister would have been glad to it would never be settled. He thought it
have been relieved of the responsibility of better to leave the distribution of the vote
distributing the vote.
in the hands of the Minister of the departMr. SULLIVAN observed that, when ment. He also advocated a more liberal
the vote was postponed the other night, he expenditure on roads and bridges, believing
told the committee that it was no use that, if the Government expended money
postponing it, as it would be impossible in this direction in a district before the
for him to bring down a schedule of the lands were sold, they would be amply reproposed distribution. Applications were paid by the enhanced price which they
continually being sent in, and he must would receive for the lands.
know the real wants of the country before
Mr. RIDDELL said he did not object
he could decide how he should spend the to the vote, but he hoped that the Minister
money. If honorable members waited of Railways and Roads would bring down
until he brought down a schedule of a small vote towards the cost of reconthe distribution, they would have to wait structing a bridge within a road board
until the end of the year, and, in the district. He referred to the bridge at
meantime, the season for carrying out such Keilor, over the Saltwater river. The
works as the vote was intended for was Keilor Road Board were willing to expend
fast advancing. Honorable members could nearly £4,000 in reconstructing that
see how the last vote had been expended. bridge-or about one year's revenue-but
It had been expended mainly on the the work would cost £6,000. He asked
Sydney road, the road to Gippsland, and if the Minister of Railways and Roads
the YaITa track. The unsettled parts of would bring down a vote to meet this
the country, such as the Ovens district, case?
Mr. SULLIVAN replied that he would
Gippsland, the Yarra track, and the main
Sydney road, would absorb most of the have to consult his colleagues before he
vote this year. He admitted that, as a could promise to comply with the honorgeneral rule, the committee ought not to able member's wishes.
be asked to vote a large sum of money
Mr. WHEELER suggested that the
without knowing the precise works for vote should be withdrawn, in order that,
which it was asked; but this was a case if the Government intended to bring down
in which it was absolutely necessary to a vote for bridges within shires and roadgive a discretion to the head of the de- board districts, the two votes might be
partment. He could readily spend four discussed together.
times the amount. £50,000 was a mere
Mr. SULLIVAN said he did not see
bagatelle to meet the wants of the country. how this vote could be affected by any
Mr. LANGTON remarked that, if a other.
portion of the money was required for
Mr. MOORE observed that honorable
works of pressing necessity, surely the members fully recognized the necessity of
Minister of Railways and Roads could expenditure for the construction of roads
inform the committee what those works and bridges, but they would scarcely be
were, and the amount of money which justified in placing £50,000 at the absolute
they were likely to absorb.
disposal of the Minister of Railways and
Mr. SULLIVAN said that the Sydney Roads without any information as to its
road, the Gippsland road, and the Yarra proposed application. If the honorable
track, 'were the principal directions in gentleman could not furnish an exact
which the money would be expended. statement of the proposed distribution, at
There was an immense variety of small . aU events he could furnish an approximate
works to be executed out of the vote.
statement, or a statement of the works of
Mr. ORR stated that nearly the whole pressing necessity, and the sums which
of the money might be expended on the they would absorb.
main Sydney road. He thought that that
Mr. LANGTON thought that the vote
road did not get a sufficient share of the ought to be postponed until a schedule was
vote last year.
submitted, showing what works of pressing
On the motion of Mr. VERDON, the necessity it was proposed to carry out.
words "road works and" were inserted
Mr. McCULLOCH deprecated any furbefore the word "bridges."
ther delay.
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Mr. SULLIVAN said it was not an
uncommon occurrence for the Committee
of Supply to vote sums of money without
the actual works for which they were required being specified, and, as an instance,
he referred to a vote of £50,000 for rebuilding bridges destroyed by floods.
Mr. GILLIES said it was a recognized
principle that the Committee of Supply
refused to vote money unless it knew for
what purpose the money was to be expended. If the practice had been departed
from on any previous occasions, that was
no argument why it should be departed
from again. It was one of the functions
of the Committee of Supply to carefully
overlook every portion of the expenditure.
Mr. SNODGRASS moved that progress
be reported.
The committee dividedAyes
17
NOM
35
Majority against reporting} 18
progress
•••
•••
AYES.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Blackwood,
Dr. Embling,
Mr. Gillies,
Dr. Heath,
Mr. Jones,
" Langton:
" Levi,
" Longmore,
" Love,

Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Moore,
" O'Grady,
" Snodgrass,
" Snowball.
Tellers.
Mr. Edwards,
" Whiteman.
NOES.

Mr. Balfour,
." Bindon,
" Bowman,

" Burrowes,
" Burtt,

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Byrne,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Davies,
Farrell,
Foott,
Francis,
Frazer,
Grant,
Hanna,
Higinbotham,
King,
Kyte,
Macgregor,

Mr. McCann,
" McCaw,
" McCulloch,
" McLellan,
" Plummer,
" Riddell,
" Sands,
" G. V. Smith,
" Sullivan,
" Vale,
" Verdo~1,
" Watkins,
" Wheeler,
" Wilson.
Tellers.
Mr. Dyte,
" McKean.

Mr. LANGTON moved that the Chairman do leave the chair.
Mr. SULLIVAN expressed a hope that
the minority would not resort to these
tactics, which were only justifiable in extreme cases. There could be no doubt that
a majority of members were in favour of
the vote, and why, therefore, should there
be any further waste of time?
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Mr. DYTE said that the committee
plight fairly leave the distribution of the
vote in the hands of the Minister of the
department.
Mr. LONGMORE was astonished that
the Minister could not indicate some of the
pressing wants for which the vote was required.
Mr. LOVE said he was perfectly convinced that the minority on this question
were right, and that a schedule of the
works proposed should be laid on the table.
The committee ought to know where the
money would be spent. Better this should
be done than that honorable members
should be introducing deputations week
after week to the Minister of Roads. He
complained that £700, which had been set
apart, through his representations, for the
Wattle Creek bridge, and placed in the
hands of the Avoca Shire Council, had
not been expended on that work. He
also called attention to the difficulty which
he had to overcome before he could induce
the Government to divide the £700, appropriated to the shire of Bannockburn for
bridges, between three bridges, instead of
giving the whole sum to one bridge, and
that a structure only in contemplation.
Mr. WHEELER observed that he had
suggested the withdrawal of the vote, not
that a schedule of distribution should be
brought down, but that the vote should be
increased, in order that certain works
within shires, boroughs: and road districts
might be accomplished.
Mr. McLELLAN called attention to
the necessity for completing tbe Wood's
Point road as speedily as possible, in order
that the mines of that district might be
developed. There was no doubt that
Wood's Point, although it had acquired a
bad character from the many fraudulent
speculations which had arisen in connexion
with it, was one of the most important
gold fields in the colony. He knew dozens
of mines which would yield from 20z. to
30z. per ton, and which therefore could
be worked at a profit, if machinery could
be conveyed to the place on anything like
. reasonable terms.
The motion for the Chairman to leave
the chair was negatived without a division.
Mr. SANDS mentioned the importance
of doing something in the shape of repail's
to the Sydney road before the approach of
winter. At present that road was in a
frightful state, although there was more
traffic on it than on any other road in the
colony. If the whole £50,000 were spent
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upon thAt road, a further expenditure
would still be needed.
Mr. VALE said there was a large number of applications for assistance in road
works. in the department of Roads and
Bridges; but the moment the Government
sent surveyors and engineers into a particular locality, from that moment the district considered it had a claim on the department. Under these circumstances, the
Government were not disposed to do
anything with regard to those works until
they knew what means would be placed at
their disposal hy Parliament. That was
one reason why a schedule could not be
brought down.
After some further discussion, the vote
of £50,000 for road works and bridges
was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
The House adjourned at ten minutes to
twelve o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE· COUNOIL.
Wednesday, April 3,1867.
Territorial Revenue-Revision of the Tariff-Customs Duties
Bill-Lunacy Laws Consolidation and Amendment BillPublic Health Laws Amendment Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair a t twenty
minutes past ·four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
TERRITORIAL REVENUE.
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-I rise to
move" That, should the Council assent to the second
reading of the Customs Duties Bill, such assent
shall not be considered to be a waiver of the objection heretofore urged by the Council to the
inclusion of matters appertaining to the Territorial Revenue in a 13m dealing also with other
matters."

Under the Statute 18th and 19th Vic.
chap. 55-the Imperial Act in which Her
Majesty assented to the Constitution of
this colony -it is provided, in the second
section, that" The entire management and control of the
waste lands belonging to the Crown in the said
colony of Victoria, and of the proceeds thereof,
including all royalties, mines, and minerals,
shall be vested in the Legislature of the said
colony."

This Council, therefore, claims equal rights
with the Legislative Assembly to deal
with all matters affecting the Crown lands,
and all matters connected with the disposition of the revenue ari"sing therefrom,
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whether arising from gold or any other
source. We have always been very jealous
in guarding our rights on this point. In
the session 1864-65 one of the grounds
on which objection was taken to the Customs Duties Bill was, that the subject of
the gold duty was mixed up with it,
whereas it should have formed a separate
measure, in order to permit us to express
a free and unbiassed opinion on its policy.
Eventually we gave way upon that point,
but on the distinct understanding, on the
part of the Assembly, that the duty was
not introduced by way of a tack, or with
a view of compelling the Council to adopt
a policy under pressure. Arrangements
regarding the gold duty are included again
in the Customs.Bill sent up to us this ses-·
sion, and though there is no desire to urge
the. former objection, still I think it desirable some action should be taken to
secure our privileges, in order that it may
not be supposed we have waived that
objection. I do not propose to enter into
the question as to whether the gold duty
is or is not a tax. It is sufficient for us
to say that the matter is one which more
or less affects the policy of the Crown
lands of the colony, and as such it ought
to be included in a separate measure.
Inasmuch, however, as the arrangement
now proposed is merely a repetition of
that included in the Act of the session
1865-66, I presume no opposition will be
raised to it. Still I will ask the House to
place on record the fact that we do not
waive our former objection.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL seconded the motion.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I shall certainly vote for the motion, and I must congratulate the honorable member upon his
good judgment in adopting such a method
for setting aside any scruples which may
exist as to the presence of the gold duty
in the Customs Bill. I hope that he will
display the same wisdom in dealing with
the Bill itself.
The motion was agreed to.
REVISION OF THE TARIFF.
CUSTOMS DUTIES BILL.

The PRESIDENT said-An honorable
member yesterday submitted certain questions to the chair in order to obtain a ruling
thereon. I will now give my replyQuestion. Whether the Bill before the
House is a Money Bill involving administrative policy, or whether it is not two
Bills rolled into one?
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Answer. The Bill now before the House
is a Bill for granting to Her Majesty certain duties of customs, and therefore a
Money Bill, and incidentally it involves
an administrati ve policy.
Question. Whether, in your oplDlOn,
this Bill is placed before the House in a
manner conformable with the usages and
practice of Parliament?
Answer. The Bill before the House is
substantially in accordance with Parliamentary usage, so far as the same was
settled last year by a committee of the two
Houses, and subsequently affirmed by both
branches of the Legislature.

I would observe, however, (the President
added) that the power of this House to
amend Money Bills is governed by the
56th clause of the Constitution Act, which
overrides all considerations of Parliamentary usage, and extends to all matters
included in such Bills. There are clauses,
for example, in this Bill, providing for the
collection, recovery, and management of
customs duties, which might be amended
by the House of Lords, but which may
Dot be amended by this House; and the
same observation applies to the 15th
clause, which constructively repeals certain
portions of the Customs Act· of 1857, over
which this House claims concurrent power
with the Assembly. It will be, therefore,
for the Council to consider the desirableness of establishing the practice that
Money Bills should be Money Bills only,
and should not include, extraneous matters,
which, from the circumstances which I
have mentioned, must unavoidably partake
of the nature of a tack.
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-In view of
the nnswer, sir, which you have just given,
and in which the Council must thoroughly
concur, and in view of the circumstance
that there is an express desire on the part .
of many members to amend one or two of
the clauses of this Bill-clauses which in
DO way touch on the question of duty, but
which merely refer to the administration
of customs reglllations-I think it desirable
that the order of the day for the second
reading of the Bill should be postponed
until to-morrow, that honorable members
may have an opportunity of considering, out
of the House, what course they should take,
with a view of attaining the end they
desire. Two or three courses are open to
us. No doubt there is an absence of any
wish on the part of the other Chamber to
interfere with our expressing any opinion,
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making any amendment in matters
within our jurisdiction, such as customs
regulations undoubtedly are; and therefore
it will be by inad vertence that these clauses
have been included in the Bill. The great
difficulty is, that the Customs Act of 186566 contains, seriatim, the same clauses as
are contained in the present measure. No
alteration in the customs regulations was
deemed necessary at the time, and therefore it did not occur to us that the greater
part of the clauses of the Bill ought to have
been in a separate measure. Possibly, it
would be well for us to ask for a conference with the other House, to see if the
Bill could not be divided. Under these
circumstances, I move that the order of
the day for the second reading of the Bill
be postponed until to-morrow.
The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER seconded
the motion, which was agreed to.
01'

LUNACY LAWS CONSOLIDATION
AND AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT.-I rise
to move the second reading of this Bill.
I am quite sure that it is a measure which
will receive the best attention of the
House, affecting, as it does, a class who
are unable to protect their own persons
and their own property, and who are,
therefore, entitled to the greatest sympathy
from the Legislature. The law regarding
lunatics, as it now stands, is singularly defective and meagre, as a reference to our
Every
collected Statutes will show.
one who has had to interest himself on
behalf of any insane person will know that
the law requires both amplification and
amendment. At present the only summary way of placing insane persons under
restraint applies merely to such as are
dangerous lunatics, or ar~ supposed to be
dangerou s. When the insane person is
harmless, an application of an expensive
character must be made by some relative
or friend. The provision for managing the
property of lunatics is also most unsatisfactory. Unless a commission de lunatico
inquirendo is instituted, at a great expense,
the property is entirely at the mercy of
the persons in whose hands it may
happen to fall. All these, and many
other defects are remedied by the Bill
before us, to the main provisions of which
I propose briefly to allude. The Bill is
divided into seven parts. The first relates
to proceedings by which lunatics can be
placed under restraint, and the very first
clause contains a valuable improvement in
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the existing law. It is well known that
lunatics are at present distributed about
the colony in gaols and elsewhere; but
this clause requires that they shall be removed to places where they can be properly . dealt with. It requires that any
person in custody as a lunatic shall be
visited by two medical men, and, if found
to be insane, shall be transferred at once
to a proper asylum. If not insane, he
will, of course, be released. The 7th
clause also effects an important improvement. In consequence of action being
required on the part of relatives and
friends in other than cases of dangerous
lunacy, many unfortunates have been
allowed to wander about, and thus to
present a spectacle discredttahle to our
common humanity. Under this clause,
whenever two magistrates are informed
that a person is wandering about unable to
take care of himself, or, even if any insane
person is not being properly taken care of,
they can, after proper medical examination, step in and protect these unhappy
persons. The 17th clause is altogether a
new feature in legislation, so far as regards
both the colony and the mother country.
It refers to the treatment of inebriates as
insane persons-as people unable to take
care of themselves. The experiment, I
believe, has been made in the United
States, and, at all events, there appears to
have been a feeling springing up here for
some time past that-having regard to the
peculiar effect of this climate upon persons
addicted to intemperance, and also to the
distressing examples daily witnessed of
people struggling' in vain against the infirmity of drink-some definite mode of
treatment should be authorized. Under
this clause the inebriate himself, if he
thinks proper, can present himself to the
Master in Lunacy and declare his desire to
submit himself to curative treatment, upon
which declaration he may be confined for
a period not exceeding twelve months.
Of course no man will be at liberty to recall his determination, but must remain
either for the whole term, or until he is
cured. Then poweris given to the relatives
of these unhappy persons to procure their
being placed under treatment if they can
satisfy the Master in Lunacy that such person, "within a period of one year immediately before the application, shall have had
an attack of delirium tremens, or, within the
period aforesaid, and by and through the
excessive use of intoxicating drinks, shall
have either squandered his means and
VOL. lII.-3 L
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neglected to maintain and support his
family, or shall have habitually or frequently threatened or used violence towards any member of his family." No
doubt this is a strong measure, and no
doubt it has not hitherto been resorted to
because it interferes with the personal
liberty of the s~bject. I know myself,
however-and so must all of us-of cases
in which, had such a power existed, it
would have been the saving of many
families. The second part of the Bill
refers to public asylums and hospitals.
One important and valuable provision
enables the Governor in Council to call
upon the managers of hospitals to set apart
a particular portion of their buildings for
the reception of insane patients. Lunatic
asylums all over the country would cost
an enormous sum-I see the amount on
the Estimates this year is £80,OOO-and in
. outlying districts there may be hospitals
not full, which would well accommodate
the local cases. The provision is not absolutely binding on the managers of the
hospitals, but, in 6Q:se of non-compliance,
"the Governor in C~ncil may order that
the moneys voted in any year in aid of
such public hospital shall revert to and be
paid into the consolidated revenue, or that
such deductioi'J. shall be made therefrom as
to the Governor in Council shall seem just
and reasonable." The clause refers to
public hospitals, and I do not know any
class more entitled to the assistance those
institutions can afford than lunatics are.
Then comes a new feature, in part 3,
relating to the establishment of private
asylums. Hitherto, the one or two private
asylums in existence have rested upon the
l1uthority of a clause which enables the
Governor in Council to authorize the detention of lunatics in suitable places. Here
ample power is taken that the licensed
houses shall be properly constructed, and
shall be suitable for the purpose. These,
and many other clauses, I may mention,
are merely adaptations to this colony of the
legislation now in force in the mother
country. Ample provision is made for the
visitation of these houses, and for the protection of the inmates. Power is also
given to enable families to receive and
take charge of a single lunatic, there being
many cases in which this arrangement iR
preferred. I will not trouble the House
with the details of the fourth portion of
the Bill, relating, as it does, only to the
transfer of lunatics. The fifth portion,
however, is of great importance, and refers
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. to commissions de lunatico inquirendo.
It adopts the great improvements which
have been made in England in this direction. Formerly the machinery was so
cumbersome, and the expenses so great,
that the issue of a lunacy commission was
tantamount to . confiscation unless the
property at stake was very large. A
standing commission is now to be appointed
to make all inquiries, and great facilities
for carrying on the inquiries are given.
The alleged lunatic is also himself entitled
to demand a jury. The sixth part relates to the management of the estates
of lunatics, and certainly new regulations
are much required. Instead of the property of insane persons being at the mercy
of those who have possessed themselves of
it the Mastel' in Lunacy is charged with
the responsibility of looking after it, and is
empowered to take summary steps for its
recovery, and also to call for propel' ac·
counts. Power is likewise given to apply
the property to the maintenance of its
owner; and it is believed that in many instances the estates of lunatics who are now
a charge on the State will prove sufficient
for their support. I have briefly referred
to the main principles of the Bill, and I
trust I have said enough to justify its
second reading.
•
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER.-I feel
great pleasure in supporting this Bill. I
am convinced that the power it confers in
dealing with inebriates will be the means
of saving many families from ruin. I am
glad also to find that the Government have
a "second fiddle" in the House.
Mr. A'BECKETT.-I must complain of
the honorable member's last observation.
I have taken charge of this measure because it is one a non-professional gentle·
man could not be expected to conduct.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I do not
think the honorable member should be
allowed to make offensive remarks. I only
undertake to deal with matters I understand, and· I would not profess to treat a
legal Bill in the manner we have had the
one before us treated.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN.-Before
the second reading takes place, I would
call attention to the 48th clause, which provides that the visiting inspector may also
be a superintendent. Now, it has been
pointed out to me that it would be more in
accordance with the English practice if
the inspection was made totally irrespective of the officers of the institutions.
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The Bill was then read a second time
and was committed.
On clause 7, providing . that alleged
lunatics may be brought for inquiry before two justices of the peace,
The Hon. C. SLADEN suggested that
the inquiry should be by "justices in petty
session." Otherwise justices sitting in a
parlour might deal with cases, and it was
not desirable that there should be any
privacy in these matters.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 18, containing a provision
empowering the Governor in Council to
call upon the managers of public hospitals
to provide wards for the temporaryaccommodation of lunatics,
Sir JAMES PALMER stated his strong
objection to managers of public hospitals
being required to set apart wards for the
reception of lunatics. Male and female
wards would have to be provided, and also
experienced attendants, at a .great cost.
Considering that large lunatIC asylums
were being erected in various parts of the
country he could not think the provision
was re~uired, and he moved that it be
struck out.
Mr. A'BECKETT pointed out that the
maintenance of the lunatics at hospitals
was to be only temporary. In many
instances a temporary arrangement of the
kind would save great inconvenience. Of
course, where there was no accommodation,
or where the ordinary patients would be
interfered with, the request would not be
made.
Mr. STRACHAN said he objected to
hospitals, erected partly?! the publi?,
being subject to the prOVISIOn, though It
might very well be made to apply to purely
Government institutions.
Mr. SLADEN alluded to the prej udicial influence the inere presence of lunatics
would in many cases have upon sick persons.
The motion for striking out the clause
was agreed to, and progress was then reported.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
A message was received from the Legislative Assembly, requesting the concurrence of the Council in the amendments
made by the Assembly on the Council's
amendments in this Bil1.
The House adjourned at a quarter to
six o'clock.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, April 3, 1867.
Grants - Immigration - Post-office - Clearing the
Murray-New South Wales pebt-Scab Act-Australian
Alliance Assurance Company's Bill-Supply-Drafting
Bills-Agricultural Statis~ics - Prison Discipline - Railway Returns-Seymour Bridge-Tobin Yallock SwampIndustrial and Reformatory Schools-Conveyance of Gold
-Payment of Members-Common Schools-Kew Lunatic
Asylum-Discoverers of Gold Fields.

Crown

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
SUBDIVISIONS OF LANDS.
Mr. GRANT presented a return to an
order of the House, dated March 5, of
information with respect to the subdivisions granted under the Land Act of 1865.
MINING ON PUBLIC RESERVES.
Mr. MACGREGOR laid on the table a
copy of the royal commission issued in
reference to the disputes on the reserves,
residence areas, and roads at Ballarat.
SUSPENSION OF A VOLUNTEER.
J\ir. CASEY called the attention of the
Treasurer to the matter of the .suspension
of Private Charles Mackenzie from the
Sandhurst Volunteer corps, and inquired
when the Volunteer department would
decide on his case ?
Mr. VERDON stated that the memorial which Mr. Mackenzie addressed to the
Governor was forwarded directly to His
Excellency, contrary to the practice and
regulations of the service; and His Excellency had thought fit to return the memorial, in order that it might be sent in
regular course. It had not yet been so
sent.
Mr. CASEY subsequently presented a
petition from Mr. Mackenzie, praying to
be released fi'om arrest, and to be restored
to his position in the local volunteer corps.
ISSUE OF CROWN GRANTS.
Mr. BYRNE asked the Minister of
Lands if he was aware that Crown grants
were delayed in their issue, after payment
in full had been made in several instances,
to periods exceeding three months; and,
if so, whether he would cause greater expedition to be made in their delivery for
the future?
Mr. GRANT thanked the honorable
member for calling his attention to the
subject. He was not aware that the delay
in issuing the Crown grants was so great.
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He had been informed by the officer in
charge of that branch of the department
that the delay had been caused to some
extent by the Transfer of Land Statute,
which required grants to be in duplicate,
anu to bear plans of the property. Another
cause of the delay was the d~fective accommodation at the Lands-office;' but he
hoped to be able to make such arrangements as would allow of the issue of the
grants within a month after payment of the
purchase-money.
IMMIGRATION.
Mr. LANGTON inquired of the Minister of Customs whether the Government
had appointed, or intended to appoint, any
immigration agent or agents under the 9th
section of the Act 27th Vict. No. 195?
Mr. FRANCIS replied that the Government had no such agency in England, and
that the question was not under their consideration. The only arrangement which
had been made was that with Miss Ry~,
who had volunteered to supervise and
scrutinize the selection of single females
coming out to this colony. The cost of
this arrangement to the colony did not exceed £100 per year. It was limited to a
contribution to the expense of Miss Rye's
oflice, and some clerical assistance.
THE POST OFFICE.
In reply to Mr. LANGTON,
Mr. McCULLOCH said the report of
the Post-office department would not be
presented to Parliament until after the
Easter recess. The delay was caused to
some extent by the Deputy PostmasterGeneral having to be in attendance at the
recent Postal Conference.
CLEARING THE MURRAY.
Mr. G. V. SMITH called the attention of
the Minister of Public \Vorks to the suspension of clearing operations on the river
Murray. He observed that there were
many snags which could not be removed at
high water, and any endea~ours made to
remove them at that time would most probably result in the creation of new obstructions. If the expenditure already incurred
was to be of any benefit, the works should
be prosecuted without delay. Mr. Smith
concluded by asking whether the Government intended to place a sum on the Estimates with a view to the resumption of .
orJerations ?
Mr. V.ALE observed that the Government were fully alive to the importance of
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so prosecuting the works that the community might enjoy the full benefit of the
money already expended. At the same
time they were of opinion that, as the
clearing of the Murray was a work for the
benefit as much of New South Wales as of
this colony, it was only fair and equitable that
New South Wales should bear one-half the
cost; and, entertaining this view, they had
hesitated appealing to the House for a
further vote until some arrangement with
New South Wales was come to. Tl:te
amount of business under consideration
during the recent intercolonial conferences
prevented this matter being' brought to a
distinct conclusion, although it was repeatedly a subject of conversation between
members of this Government and the representatives of New So~th Wales. The
Chief Secretary proposed to put himself
in communication, by telegram, with the
Sydney Government, in order to ascertain
whether they were prepared to pay half
the cost-amounting, perhaps, to £5,000
or £6,000. If so, steps would be taken
for the resum.rtion of the works.
NEW SOUTH WALES.
Captain MAC MAHON asked if there
was any official record of any debt due by
New South Wales to this colony at the
time of separation?
Mr. VERDON.-The only records of
the kind referred to are contained in the
"Votes and Pro~eedings of the Legislative
Council for the session 1853,.4." I find
there a statement of account between New
South Wales and Victoria. It is an alternative statement. There are two distinct
sets of figures under two distinct headsthe one "general revenue," the other
" Crown revenue." The figures represent
respectively those which were submitted
according to a minute prepared by the
Executive Council of New South Wales,
and those arrived at by Mr. La Trobe, the
superintendent of the Port Phillip district.
The whole matter, I find, was referred to
the Colonial-office, and the Duke of N ewcastle, in a dispatch dated the 22nd April,
1853, instructed Governor Sir Charles
Fitzroy that the amount determined in
accordance with the principles laid down
in the minute of the Executive Council
of New Sou th Wales should be regarded as the amount respectively due by
the two colonies. It seems that there was
due, under the head of general revenue,
to Victoria, the sum of £33,452 Is. 2d. ;
and to N ewSouth Wales, £33,688 3s. 3d.,
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showing a balance in favour of New South
Wales of £236 2s. I d., which was paid ...
In the other account-under the head of
Crown revenue-the amount determined
by Mr. La Trobe as due to Victoria was
£61,544 17s., and the amount determined
by the Executive Council of New South
as due to that colony was £72,699 lIs. 8d.
showing a balance of £11,124 14s. 8d.,
which was paid by the colony of Victoria
to New South Wales. There is, of course,
nothing due, nor is there a record of anything due, from this colony to New South
Wales.
SCAB ACT.
In reply to Mr. SNODGRASS,
Mr. McCULLOCH said a Bill to
amend the Scab Act would probably be
introduced after the Easter recess.
AUSTRALIAN ASSURANCE COMP ANY'S BILL.
On the motion of Mr. KYTE, this Bill
was read a third time and passed.
SUPPLY.
The resolution passed the previous evening in Committee of Supply was reported
and adopted.
The House then went into Committee
of Supply, and proceeded with the consideration of the Estimates for salaries,
wages, and departmental contingencies.
The vote of £1,400 for the Legislative
Council was passed without discussion.
On the vote of £9,950 lOs. lId. for the
Legislative Assembly,
Mr. GILLIES called attention. to the
item of £800 for the services of a Parlia·
mentary draftsman, and asked whether
this officer was appointed, and whether
his services were available?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said the appointment had not been made, because it was
believed that the amount of private business
likely to be brought before the House this
session would not require the services of a
draftsman. As soon as there was an indication that the services of a Parliamentary
draftsman were required, the appointment
would be made.
Mr. KER~~ERD asked how the public
Bills were drafted-whether in the Law
department, or by members of the profession outside?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said the majority
of the Bills now before the House had
been prepared for more than a year past.
Those newly prepared were drafted by the
Minister of Justice and himself.
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Dr. EMBLING suggested that the item
for a Parliamentary draftsman should be
£600 instead of £800, as one-fourth of the
year had passed and no appointment had
yet been made.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
the services of a. Parliamentary draftsman,
if required at all, would be required in
the latter part of the year, when honorable
members might be disposed to consider
the measures which they might desire to
introduce during the next session. If
honorable members required the services
of a draftsman, a draftsman could then be
appointed. But it was necessary to vote
the salary, or it would be impossible to
appoint a draftsman when his services
were needed.
Mr. G. P. SMITH said he did not
believe in multiplying offices, and he
thought it would be better that this work
of drafting Bills should be distributed, at
the discretion of the Attorney-General,
among members of the bar. That was
the course adopted with regard to the
consolidation of the Statutes, and that
work, notwithstanding all the outcry made
about it, was most creditably done. At
the same time, he was aware that the success of that, which the profession and the
country now admitted to be a great step in
law reform, was due in a large measure to
the Attorney-General. With regard to
the statement of the Attorney-General,
that the Bills now before the House had
been drafted by the Minister of Justice
and himself, he was aware that the Attorney-General, with that modesty which
characterized him, had given credit to
some one else for work which he had done
himself. (Mr. Higinbotham-" No.") If
he (Mr. Smith) was not mistaken, the
whole of the labour of drafting these Bills
had fallen upon the Attorney-General.
(Mr. Higinbotham-" No.") If that were
not so, some of them must be in an imperfect condition, because he did not believe the Minister of Justice capable of
drafting Bills. (Cries of "Shame" and
" Withdraw.")
Mr. GRANT rose to order. He protested against such remarks.
Mr. BINDON begged that the honorable member for South Bourke (Mr. G. P.
Smith) might have full liberty to go on.
The CHAIRMAN informed the honorable member for South Bourke that his
expressions were offensive, and should be
withdrawn.
Mr. G. P. SMITH said he must repeat
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that he believed the whole of the Bills
before the House were drawn by the Attorney-General.
Mr. DYTE observed that he understood,
from the Attorney-General, that this appointmentof a Parliamentary draftsman was
to be for the benefit of private members;
but, if the suggestion of the honorable
member for South Bourke were adopted,
honorable members would be subjected to
the importunities of every briefless barrister who thought himself qualified to
draft Bills, and there would be a scramble
for this kind of employment.
Mr. HIG INBOTHAM said he could
not agree with the remarks of the last
speaker, and still less could he agree with
some of the observations of the honorable
member for South Bourke (Mr. G. P.
Smith). That honorable member had done
very great injustice, although he might
not have intended it, when making his remarks. This question of drafting Bills
was fully discussed on a former occasion.
He submitted that there was great advantage in Bills being prepared by one single
mind. He was very much impressed with
that fact during the preparation of the Consolidation Bills. Great credit was due to the
members of the profession who prepared
those measures, and who, he believed,. did
their work with fidelity, skill, and ability.
But, without the smallest intention to disparage their ability, there was a diversity
in the mode in which those Bills were prepared; and he believed it was for the advantage of the public, in studying Acts of
Parliament, that those Acts should be prepared on one plan and by one mind. He believed that there would be more difficulty for
honorable members to communicate with a
large number of barristers than with one
barrister, who would be, in some sense, an
officer of the House, or, at all events, would
be paid by salary voted by the House.
Highly as he respected his profession, and
desiring, as he did, that any patronage which
the Crown might have should be given to
the younger members of that profession who
might be sufficiently qualified, he did not
think that any public money should be
distributed for the purpose, and with the
object, of assisting the members of any profession. This money was voted not for
the benefit of the legal profession, but for
the preparation of Bills, and honorable
members should only consider how those
Bills could best be prepared. The House,
on a former occasion, was of opinion that
Bills should be prepared by AI single mind,
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and he believed that it arrived at a wise
judgment in the matter.
The vote of £9,950 lOs. lld. for the
Legislative Assembly was agreed to, as
were also the votes of £3,400 8s. 6d. for
the Parliament Library, £1,000 for the
Refreshment-rooms, and £6,835 for the
Ohief Secretary's office.
AGRIOULTURAL STATISTICS.
On the vote of £19,638 6s. 8d. for the
department of the Registrar-General,
Mr. McCANN called attention to the
item of £2,500 for collecting and compiling agricultural statistics, and asked if
the publication of these statistics could not
take place at a much earlier period than
at present? The harvest had been over
several months, and yet, as he understood,
the collectors of agricultural statistics had
only within the last week or two been set
to work, and probably it would be a considerable time before the public were made
acquainted with the results of their labours.
In South Australia the statistics were published within three months from the gathering of the harvest. He also considered
that the system under which collectors
were appointed should be altered. The
present system was certainly a very bad
one. Some persons appointed were persons
who had no previous knowledge of the
work, and, in consequence, the returns
were not at all reliable. Sometimes the
most absurd answers were given to the
questions put by collectors. For instance,
a person who considered it desirable that
the price of wheat should be kept up
would represent that his stacks were twice
as large as they really were; while another,
who thought the inquiries might have
something to do with the road rates, would
represent his stacks to be smaller than
they were. But a collector who really
knew his business, on going into a stackyard, could tell for himself how many
bushels there were to a stack; and, on
ascertaining the number ~f acres under
cultivation, could form an approximate
idea of the produce of the farm. So long
as the present system of semi-tendering
was adopted-of appointing each· year
those men who tendered for the work at
the lowest rate-it was hopeless to expect
that the returns would be reliable.
Mr. McCULLOCH admitted the desirability of having the agricultural statistics
published as quickly as possible. He
believed that, in many instances, the delay
which occurred in their publication was too
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long. With regard to the collectors, they
were appointed two months ago, and they
were at work one month ago. They could
not have commenced earlier, because the
harvest had not been gathered in. With
regard to the competency of the collectors,
there was difficulty in obtaining the services of a superior class of men at the remuneration offered by the Government.
But he thought the business might be done
more satisfactorily by some arrangement .
with road boards and shire councils. Why
should not the clerk, or some other officer
connected with those bodies, ·who knew
the country, and was well up in such matters, undertake the work for a small remuneration? He proposed putting himself
in communication with the local bodies, in
order to see whether they could aid the
Government in the matter. He should
also consult the Registrar-General on the
subject. He might add, that no person was
removed from the office of collector if it
was found that he did his work well.
Mr. LONGMORE believed that, if the
shire councils would appoint to undertake
this duty, not a clerk, but a rate collector,
or some other competent person, a far
truer report would be obtained than could
be had under present circumstances. Such
persons would be able to detect any mischief that might be going on. Many of
the agricultural statistics were collected in
public-houses, by persons who never went
out of the public-houses, and did not see
the men whose statistics they were collecting.
Dr. EMBLING considereu that £20,000
for the Registrar-General's department was
too much. He believed that, if the employes were reduced in number, and better
looked after, there would be better returns.
He could not understand why twelve
months must elapse· before the statistics
for anyone year could be presented to the
public. He thought it utterly unreasonable to suppose that, what a mercantile
establishment could accomplish, a Government department could not do. He considered that this department wanted a
complete overhauling. With so many
clerks, he did not understand why the
items of £500 for clerical assistance, and
£100 for incidental expenses, should be
needed, and he would move that those
items be struck out.
Mr. LANGTON agreed with many of
the remarks which had been made relative
to the necessity for procur.ing the statistics
at an earlier period; but he did not think
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that the amendment of the last· speaker
was likely to accomplish that end. He
had a strong opinion that as much work
was done in the department of the Registrar-General as in any department of the
public service. But there was some want
The statistics of South
somewhere.
Australia were published long before those
of this colony. The mere printing of the
Victorian blue-book cost something like
£500, and he thought it ought to be out
within nine months from the end of the
period to which it referred.
Then it
would be of some practical value. But,
when nearly fifteen months elapsed, it was
only of use to the statistician and the
actuary.
.
Mr. KERFERD said he understood that,
until the blue-book was laid on the table
of the House, it could not be circulated,
and that sometimes the publicatiqn was
delayed, simply because the House was
not sitting.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that that
was so. The last blue-book was ready a
month before it was presented to Parliament.
He intended to call the attention of the
Registrar-General tothe necessity for securing earlier publication, if it were possible
to do so.
Mr. LONGMORE supported Dr. Embling's amendment. He did not see the
necessity for the items named while there
were twenty-two clerks in the department.,
Mr. McCULLOCH opposed the amendment. As to the number of clerks, he saw
no objection to the employment of twentytwo, so long as there was work for them to
do. If honorable members would go to
the department, they would see that there
was no lost time among the clerks. The
item for "clerical assistance" was to meet
occasional cases of pressure, for which
additions to the permanent staff could not
be made; and as to "incidental expenses,"
why, in every department small sums were
required for some purpose or other in the
course of a year. Honorable members
would accomplish very little in the shape
of national retrenchment by " cheese-paring" of the kind proposed.
Dr. EMBLING expressed an opinion
that, if there was a more judicious arrangement of the business in the RegistrarGeneral's office, and more direct supervision
by the head of the department, double or
treble the work might be done by the same
number of clerks. At present the work
of the office was not properly divided, and
the more able and competent men had to
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do the work of the others. If the department were more carefully looked after, the
work might be done far better than it was
at present with less than the present staff,
and the blue-books might be laid on the
table by the end of the month of May
following the year to which they referred.
The item of £500 was only a small one;
but a number of small savings would
amount to a very considerable sum. He
had no wish to cut down the salary of any
deserving officer; but, in any department
in which there was an excess of officers,
or unnecessary expenses proposed, the
committee had a right even to cheese-pare.
He thought that striking 6d. per day off
the wages of the railway servants was
cheese-paring with a vengeance.
Mr. KYTE said that the honorable
member for Collingwood (Dr. Embling),
and the honorable member for Ripon and
trampden must be entirely ignorant of the
work done in the Registrar-General's office.
Of all the Government departments, there
was the most work done for the expenditure in the Registrar-General's department.
Mr. CASEY observed that honorable
members ought not to object to Estimates
which had been carefully prepared by the
Government, unless they advanced some
reason for their objections. No reason had
been offered why the two items to which
exceptions had been taken in this instance
should be struck out.. No department was
really more useful than that of the Registrar-General; but undoubtedly the statistics were not published as early as they
ought to be. It would be desirable to
know who was to blame for the delay.
He had inquired privately; and some
persons said the Government printer was
in fault, and others that it was the Registrar-General who was to blame. It was
important that the public should have the
statistics as soon as possible, and he was
sure that the committee would increase
the item for clerical assistance from £500
to £1,000, if it was necessary to do so to
effect that object.
Mr. JONES expressed surprise that the
Chief Secretary had referre:l to the motion
to strike out the items of £500 and £100
as an attempt at cheese-paring, because the
honorable gentleman had been a consenting
party to striking 6d. per day off the salaries
of the railway porters, which was sufficient
to deprive them of cheese altogether. He
would,however, suggest that the amendment
should be withdrawn, on the understanding
that the Chief Secretary wo\!ld endeavour
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to get the statistics compiled more expeditiously.
Mr. LANGTON suggested that the
statistics should be published and circulated
as soon as possible after they were prepared,
even though Parliament was not sitting at
the time. He oid not know whether it
would be necessary to alter an Act of
Parliament to accomplish this object, or
whether a resolution of the House would
be sufficient.
Mr. McCULLOCH considered it desirable that there should be no delay in circulating the statistics, and said he would
make inquiries, with a view to give effect
to the honorable member's suggestion. He
did not think there was anything in the
Act of Parliament to prevent the statistics
being circulated as soon as they were ready,
even if Parliament was not sitting at the
time.
Mr. G. P. SMITH said he concurred in
the remarks which had been made both as
to the delay in publishing the statistics
and the expense of preparing them. It
was also a matter of regret that they were
not published in a compendious form, so
as to be useful to the community at large.
Very few persons perused the statistical
returns issued from the Registrar-General's
department. The newspapers made extracts from them, for the purpose of supporting conflicting opinions, and the public
gathered all they knew of the statistics
from those sources. A practice adopted
in the United States might be followed
with great advantage, both in point of
economy and public convenience. The
statistical information in that country, after
being collected and compiled by officers of
the Government, was disposed of to a
publisher, and published in a compendious
form, and sold for-Is. or Is. 6d. per volume.
The same practice was adopted with regard to Acts of Parl,iament. At the end
of every session the Acts passed during
the session were published in a pamphlet
form, and sold for about Is. 6d. He hoped
that the Government would consider
whether some plan could not be adopted
by which the statistics could be published
more expeditiously and cheaply, as well as
in a more compendious form, in order that
they might be really of service to the
public. At present the statistical tables
were not seen by the great majority of the
population.
Mr. LANG TON said that the statistics
compiled in this colony were far more
complete, and required far more labour to
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compile, 'than the statistics published in
the United States; but he thought it was
worth while to consider whether a digest
of the statistical returns ought not to be
published in a cheap form.
The amendment to strike out the items
of £500 and £100 was negatived without
a division, and the vote of £19,638 6s.8d.
was agreed to.
POLICE.
On the next vote, £217,559, for salaries
and wages, &c., for the department of the
police,
Mr. WATKINS moved that the item of
£600 for the salary 'of the paymaster bo
struck out. He thought that such an
officer might be dispensed with.
Mr. McCULLOCH said it would be
unwise to dispense with such an officer.
A large amount of money passed through
the hands of the paymaster, and it was
very important to have a good office,r to
fill the post.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. CASEY said he thought that the
time had arrived when a considerable portion of the expense of the maintenance of
the police force might fairly be borne by
some of the boroughs, if not also by some
of the shires. He did not see why the
cost of the police should be a charge upon
the general revenue for ever. Such was
not the case in England, and there was no
special reason why it should be so in this
country. As the Government intended to
submit a Bill to provide for the regulation
of the police force, he suggested that the
vote should be postponed until that measure
was introduced. The number of officers
in the police force seemed to be very large.
Besides other officers, there were no less
than ninety-six sergeants, or about one
sergeant to every nine constables. Without having any special knowledge on the
subject, the number of sergeants appeared
to him to be too large in proportion to the
number of men employed. Again, in some
places there were more police stationed
than were required, and in other places
there were not sufficient.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the Bill
for the regulation of the police force would
not affect this vote. At present it would
be premature-whatever courso might be
adopted at some future time-to require
boroughs or shires to contribute towards
the cost of their police protection. If
they were called upon to do so, they would
certainly insist upon having the control of
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the police in their own district; and, seeing
that the colony possessed an admirable
police force, it would be unwise in any
way to impair its efficiency.
Dr. EMBLING asked· if there were any
regulations to prevent members of the
police force being mixed up with gambling
t.ransactions? He was anxious that they
should be freed from any suspicion of
being connected with gambling transactions, either on the turf or elsewhere, but
he was informed that some of the officers
were mixed up with such transactions.
Mr. LANGTON suggested that there
should be mounted patrols in the suburbs,
for the better prote~tion of property and
the prevention of robberies, as was the
practice in the suburbs of London.
Mr. MOORE thought that the item for
forage-£20,000-was too large.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that, since the
Estimates were prepared, he had received
information which would justify him in
reducing this amount by £3,000. He
moved that £ 17,000 be substituted for
£20,000.
The amendment was adopted.
Mr. McCULLOCH intimated that, if
necessary; he would consider the suggestion of the honorable member for East
Melbourne as to mounted patrols.
Mr. BAYLES contended that mounted
patrols were fully as much required in the
country districts as in the suburbs of Melbourne.
Dr. HEATH concurred in this opinion,
and stated that there were no mounted
patrols in the immediate vicinity of London, but only in districts situated ten,
fifteen, or twenty miles from the city.
Mr. McCULLOCH statec.l that, if the
honorable member for Villiers and Heytesbury (Mr. Bayles) would point out any particular district in which more police were
required, he would inquire into the matter.
Mr. DYTE regretted that the return
for which he had moved, showing the
number of police stationed in the different
districts, had not yet been laid on the.
table, as it would have been useful during
this discussion.
Mr. WHITEMAN observed that burglars congregated mostly in thickly popula.ted neighbourhoods, and, therefore, mounted
patrols were only required in the suburbs
of Melbourne and the large towns of' the
colony.
The vote for police purposes (less
£3,000) was then agreed to.
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GAOLS.
On the vote of £34,188 17s. 6d. for gaols,
Mr. DYTE remarked that in some of
the gaols there were no female searchers,
the want of whom sometimes prevented
the ends of justice being carried out. At
the gaol at Ballarat there was no female
searcher.
Mr. MOORE drew attention to an item
of £7,000 for provisions, which, he thought,
was too large. The amount voted last
year was only £7,500, and the cost of provisions was much dearer than it was now.
Mr. VERDON said that the amount
voted last year was found to be insufficient
by about £900.
Mr. LONG:\iORE moved that an item
of £500, for incidental expenses, be struck
out.
The amendment was negatived without
a division, and the vote was agreed to.
PENAL DISCIPLINE.
On the vote of £45,666 3s. 4d. for the
Penal department,
Mr. HALFEY said he found, from the
last statistical returns issued from the
Registrar-General's department, that the
number of prisoners confined in the Pentridge stockade during the year was 724.
He believed that since that time the number had rather decreased than otherwise.
Taking the number at 724, it appeared
that the average cost of the prisoners confined in that establishment amounted to
about £63 per annum. It would be admitted that this was an enormous sum,
especially as a man could be provided with
food for less than lOs. a week. He believed that the average cost of rations for
a station was about 8s. per head per week.
He was anxious that the consideration of
the item should be postponed, in order
that the Government might consider the
propriety of reducing it. The number of
prisoners confined in the Melbourne gaol,
during the year, was 1,172, and the cost
of provisions for them did not amount to
more than £7,000; while, with an average
of 700 prisoners in the Pentridge stockade,
£B,OOO was asked for provisions. He was
aware that the numbers were swollen by
the prisoners who were committed to the
hulks in Hobson's Hay for a few days,
but he did not think that materially
affected the expenditure. He hoped that
the committee would hesitate before voting
such a large sum as £63 per annum for the
cost of each of the prisonel'S in the Penal
department. This sum did not take into
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account what was received from the prisoners'labour. Last year great stress was
laid by the Chief Secretary upon the fact
that a considerable sum of money was
earned by the prisoners; but, although
£6,500 appeared on the Estimates for the
purchase of raw material for the prisoners
to manufacture articles of clothing and
other goods, there was no reduction made
in the cost of maintaining the prisoners.
It was a singular fact that double the
number of prisoners were kept in gaol at
about the same cost as the prisoners at
Pentridge stockade. It was no wonder
that prisoners applied at the police court
to be sent back again to that establishment
when they were so well fed there. One
cause of the large expenditure was the
excessive cost of the officers of the department. There was an inspector-general
at a salary of £900; a clerk at a salary of
£485; another clerk at a salary of £350 ;
a storekeeper at a salary of £325; and so
forth. Although the number of prisoners
had diminished, and the cost of provisions
was less, and a considerable sum had been
expended in making the stockade more
secure, the expenditure in connexion with
the establishment had not decreased, but,
on the contrary, had increased. He hoped
the Government would withdraw the vote,
for the purpose of remodelling it.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that no doubt
the establishment was a very expensive one,
but he was quite sure that it was impossible to reduce the expenditure. The
honorable member had stated figures which
were not correct.
Mr. HALFEY said that his figures
were given on the authority of the Registrar-General's statistics.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that the
honorable member had referred to the
statistics for 1865, but he (Mr. McCulloch)
was speaking of the actual state of the case.
At the present time, there were 1,085
prisoners in connexion with the penal establishment, and the actual cost was £42 per
head per annum. It was impossible to
reduce the expense of management if the
establishment was to be kept as a place of
safety. As regarded the earnings of the
prisoners in the Penal department, a revenue of £3,000 was derived from their
labour last year. No doubt it was desirable that the expenditure in connexion
with the establishment should be reduced
if possible, but he did Dot see how that
could be done unless some other system
was adopted.
Long-sentence prisoners
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were very difficult to deal with. It would
be worth the consideration of the House,
at some future time, whether it would not
be desirable to make arrangements with
some of the neighbouring colonies to secure
an island to which the long-sentence prisoners could be sent. That would be
a means of reducing the expenditure,
and would give a better chance of dealing with the short-sentence prisoners.
The number of men sentenced for life, or
for long periods of imprisonment, was
increasing. They were generally a very
hopeless class to deal with, and, when
thev came into contact with the shortersentence class, it ljild to a dangerous
state of matters. It would become a question of serious consideration in a short
time whether some other measures ought
not to be adopted with regard to the longsentence prisoners than those employed at
present. Under existing circumstances,
however, he was satisfied that it was impossible, consistent with safety, to· reduce
the expenditure in connexion with the
penal establishment. He would remind
honorable members that an outbreak
amongst the prisoners had taken place
on two occasions. It would be impossible
to prevent a recurrence of such outbreaks
if the staff of officials were reduced. The
duties of the warders were very onerous,
and he thought that the number of those
officers ought to be increased, in order
that their hours of employment might be
reduced.
Mr. MOORE said he thought that the
gentleman at the head of the Penal department managed and supervised it in a
most efficient manner. He could endorse
the remarks of the Chief Secretary as to
the difficulty of dealing with 1,000 or
1,100 prisoners, and the necessity of having
an efficient staff for their supervision ; but
he thought that the committee might, with
propriety, consider whether the expenditure for provisions was not on too liberal
a scale - whether, in fact, the rations
allowed to the prffioners were not altogether
. of too large and luxurious a character for
persons who were suffering imprisonment
for having violated the laws of the country? The prisoners in the Penal departI}1en t were well fed, and careful attention
was paid to the temperature of their cells,
and to their being provided with baths and
so forth. Were they not, in fact, better
cared for, and better fed, than many hardworking, honest men, who had to labour
for the maintenance of themselves and
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their families? He hoped the Chief . the produce was brought into Melbourne
Secretary would ask the opinion of those and sold. He thought the suggestion of the
practically acquainted with the subject, honorable member for Sandridge worthy
with a view of ascertaining whether it of consideration. Seeing the amount of
was not necessary that the rations of the dissatisfaction which prevailed throughout
prisoners should be reduced-whether, for the country at the cost which these priinstance, instead of their daily allowance of soners entailed, it was the duty of the Goanimal food, there ought not to be substi- vernment to make a searching inquiry,
tuted a less expensive and less nutritious with a view to ascertain whether any new
diet? He believed it was a notorious fact system could be initiated by which this
that old offenders, directly they were dis- expenditure could be cut down.
charged, committed fresh offences in order
Mr. JONES expressed the hope that
that they might be sent back again to the discussion might lead to an abridgprison, to be well fed and well clothed. ment of the comforts enjoyed by the "PentIn connexion with this matter, it would ridge pets." The national hotel at Pentbe well to consider the policy of the system ridge appeared to be intended as a place
of commuting the sentences passed on of special reward for those who, by their
prisoners. At present criminals, by ap- misconduct, could show that they had a
parent contrition and simulated reform, claim upon society. He was certain that
could get the sentence which had been pauperism would never be pampered as
passed upon them materially shortened. crime was pampered in this country. The
He thought that this practice was mistaken Chief Secretary had asserted that the
leniency, and that the sentence passed upon cost of each prisoner was only about £42
a prisoner should always be strictly carried per annum, or less than £ 1 per week.
out.
But it should be borne in mind that the
Mr. RICHA.RDSON suggested that the Pentridge stockade contained machinery
troops stationed at Melbourne should be of a great many kinds; that tailors, shoeemployed as guards. He might be met by makers, smiths, carpenters, cloth-weavers,
the objection that the proceeding would and others had there machinery at their
be infra dig. but he believed it was cus- disposal; and that, if these men were kept
tomary, in some British colonies, for the busily at work under vigilant superintentroops to act as guards to the penal estab- dence, they could scarcely, by any possible
lishments. He begged also to call at- ingenuity, escape earning at least lOs. per
tention to the fact that the charges on week. A.dd that to the cost of each priaccount of the Penal department remained soner, as stated by the Chief Secretary,
as they were five or six years ago, although and allowing £32 for cell accommodation,
the cost of the necessaries of life had since it would be found that the prisoners at
then been considerably reduced.
Pentridge and elsewhere cost the colony
Mr. EVANS observed that it would be something like £100 per annum. Now, he
contrary to the regulations of Her Ma- had yet to learn that the colony could afford
jesty's army for troops to be employed to pay £100 per annum for each of her
in the manner suggested. At the same criminals. He knew very well that criminals
time, he was of opinion that it would be at large would cost a great deal more; but
advisable to employ the prisoners -at some he thought some means should be devised
work that might be for the benefit of the whereby these men should be made to work
country, instead of keeping them in com- and be kept on short commons-means by
parative idleness at so enormous an ex- which they would be much more easily
pense.
kept in subjection than by the present sysMr. ORR said, notwithstanding the re- tem of over-feeding. The present system
marks of the Chief Secretary, he thought required to be altogether revised, and he
he was only echoing the general opinion thought the Government would do well to
when he asserted that a great deal of money allow the vote to be withdrawn for the prewas wasted in this department. The vote sent. He was by no means inclined to asincluded an item of £300 for forage, but sume that the superintendent of Pentridge
he was informed by parties who lived in stockade was anything but a most compethe immediate vicinity, that actually more tent officer; but it must be apparent tOil
forage was grown around Pentridge stock- every honorable member that it was desirade than could be consumed; that, in able that so large an expenditure should be
fact, something like a dairy farm was kept well considered before committing the
there by the chief superintendent, and that country to it another year.
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Mr. G. V. SMITH agreed with much included the labour, not only of the
that had fallen from honorable members on prisoners at Pentridge stockade, but also
this subject, t.hough he did not agree with of the casual prisoners in the Melbourne
That seemed to him altogether
the suggestion as to the alteration of diet. gaol.
He did not think the diet too good if the inadequate. He found, on referring to
proper amount of work were extracted an American work, that prison discipline
from the prisoners. He had been over was so complete in that country that the
Pentridge stockade once or twice, and he prisons were almost self-supporting. The
had paid some little attention to these mat- State prison of Massachueets, in 1863,
ters, both here and elsewhere, and he be- contained 699 prisoners; the total expense
lieved that a sufficiency of work was not of the prison was 117,000 dollars, and the
obtained from the prisoners, nor did he be- earnings of the prisoners amounted to
lieve that it could be obtained under the 107,000 dollars, making the actual charge
present system. He should like to hear on the State only 10,000 dollars. Each
from the Government an assurance that convict in that prison earned £36 towards
some efficient police magistrates and other his maintenance. And Massachusets was
gentlemen who knew something of the no exception. The earnings of the prisoners
statistics of crime would be appointed to in Charleston gaol, taking the average of
inquire and report whether there was not fifteen years, amounted to £24 each per
some means of making these men work annum. With these facts in existence,
harder. These men owed. work to the there really ought to be some inquiry as to
country. They had done all they could whether it was not possible to economize
against the laws of society, and they were the scoundrels of whom Mr. Champ had
now entitled to give society some compen- charge. No doubt there was riothing so
sation. He had no doubt that the penal well calculated to tame a man, and keep
establishments of the colony were some- him from evil, as keeping him to work.
what of a temptation to crime, because He believed in the power of work as a
men were continually going back to them. reforming agency. He thought it would
When they came out, they did not mean be almost worth while to appoint a comto remain out more than a few months. mission to inquire into the subject, because
Now, a penal establishment should be of the facts which he had mentioned would
a deterring nature, and two things were warrant the Government in going to some
necessary for this-hard work, and the considerable expense, if there was any
power to obtain this hard work. These prospect of obtaining. as the result of that
men were morally insane, and tyranny was expense, anything like the return which
needed to make them do an amount of was obtained from the prisons in America.
work that could be obtained only by The Cllief Secretary had stated that the
Government had been considering the protyranny.
Dr. HEATH called attention to the priety of obtaining an island in the neighitem of £280, "allowance to the visiting bourhood of the colony, and sending the
jURtice." He understood that this visiting long-sentence men there. But there was
justice was already in the pay of the another suggestion which might be enterGovernment, and therefore he thought tained. When the people of the eastern
the item of. £280 might very well be colonies of Australia moved the Imperial
struck out. Seeing that there were three Government to discontinue transportation,
or .four stipendiary magistrates in the the people of Western Australia appeared
metropolis, he cop-sidered that the duty of anxious that transportation should be convisiting Pentridge might very well be per- tinued. Now, perhaps the Government could
formed by them. He would move that make a bargain with the West Australians
to take the worst of the convicts of Victoria
the item be struck out.
Mr. LANGTON considered that the at so much per head. It seemed that the
honorable member for the Ovens (Mr. main difficulty was with the long-sentence
G. V. Smith) had mooted avery im- men. The longer they were in confineportant matter in connexion with this ment, the worse they became; and it apquestion. He thought there must be peaI'ed that nothing but punishment,jSomething radically wrong in the prison nothing but one dead-level monotony of
discipline of th~ colony, inasmuch as the work-would keep them in subjection.
labour of prisoners during the current And, as the West Australians did not object
year was estimated to realize no more to, but rather liked to have convicts,
than £3,000, and this, he presumed, especially if a bonus were given them,
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perhaps it would be· as well for the Government to enter into negotiations on the
subject; and thus one of the difficulties in
the way of improved convict discipline
might be removed.
Dr. EMBLING remarked that, if the
Government adopted the suggestion of the
last speaker, they would be only following,
to some extent, the example set by the
Imperial Government, anterior to the
American revolution, of selling convicts
to the planters at the rate of £20 per man.
He considered that the whole system of
convictism here was a system of encouragement to crime. Convicts had a great
objection to washing and to work; and, in
the treatment of convicts, the sentiment of
Dr. Watts, that" Satan finds some mischief still
}'or idle hands to do,"

should always be borne in mind. He held'
that the State committed a great mistake
in preparing every possible- comfort for
men who had forfeited all rights of citizenship, and were the greatest nuisances under
the sun. The State had no right simply to
send these men to gaol, there to herd together, and be the means of rendering the
comparatively innocent much more criminal
than they would otherwise be. He repeated that these men should be made to
work as convicts were made to work in
America, and on the European continent,
and be prevented from communicating by
word of mouth with each other. The
system of sentencing prisoners was a
solemn farce. A man was sentenced to
three years' imprisonment, but that man
knew that, after all, the sentence meant
only two years. He trusted the Government would act upon the suggestion which
had been thrown out, and appoint a commission thoroughly to investigate the
matter.
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that, before
the Estimates were framed, he had long
and earnest conversations with Mr. Champ,
with the view, if possible, of reducing the
expenditure of the Penal department, but
Mr. Champ, who was a most efficient
officer, and most anxious to assist the
Government in every way, could not see
his way to recommend a reduction of the
sum now on the Estimates. He (Mr.
McCulloch) intended to obtain the best
information he could as to the present
working of penal establishments in the
mother country, and also to adopt the suggestion which had been thrown out of ap~
pointing a commission. He believed they
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had all one object in view, namely, to turn
the labour of these convicts to the best advantage. With regard to the cost of these
men to the State, it did not amount, after
deducting the value of their labour, to more
than £40 per man per annum. The Treasurer proposed that a large number of the
men should be employed in connexion with
the defence works. It would not be desirable to employ them on the public roads,
because they would thereby be brought
into contact with the free people of the
colony. But, employed about the Bay and
in the harbours, they would be removed
from the general public, and their labour
would be turned to the best possible account. With regard to the rations, he
could make no arbitrary alteration. The
present rations were fixed according to
the recommendations of a board of medical
men; but the commission which he proposed to appoint would have power to
inquire into this as into all other subjects
connected with convict discipline. There
was no desire, on the part of the Government, to make Pentridge, as suggested by
the honorable member for Ballarat East
(Mr. Jones), a comfortable hotel. He
thought it would be unwise to strike out
the item for the visiting justice's allowance, as suggested by the honorable member for Geelong East (Dr. Heath). It was
absolutely necessary that some gentleman,
altogether independent of Mr. Champ,
should regularly visit Pentridge, to hear
complaints, and report to the Government
as to the state of the establishment and
the condition of the prisoners. The gentleman who performed t~e duty (Dr. Youl),
no dou bt was paid for performing other
duties, but inadequately, and he was fairly
entitled to the sum which appeared on the
Estimates for his visits to Pentridge.
Mr. COPE called attention to the item
of £1,000, "allowance to chaplains," and
suggested that a re-distribution of ·the
amount should be made. He was told
that a clergyman, who lived out of the
district, received £400 a year for a single
service on the Sabbath, and an occasional
visit during the week, while the resident
clergyma~ at Pentridge, who did a great
deal of work in connexion with the Penal
department, received nothing whatever for
his services. Other gentlemen who attended the prison for the purpose of rendering aid and assistance in a spiritual point
of view received very little remuneration.
He submitted that only the gentlemen who
did the work should be paid.
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Mr. McCULLOCH observed that the
practice formerly was to vote £400 for a
clergyman of the Church of England, and
£300 for a Roman Catholic clergyman; but,
last year, application was made to him for
an allowance to ministers of other denominations, who were in the habit of visiting
Pentridge. He considered the application
perfectly reasonable, and he increased the
vote for this purpose accordingly.
Mr. DYTE said he did not object to the
item, but he thought that, if ministers who
visited Pentridge were paid, an allowance
should also be made to ministers who
visited up-country prisons.
His own
opinion was that, if there were no such
allowance at all, a sufficient number of
charitable people would be found ready to
perform this duty without fee or reward.
Mr. ORR suggested that the allowance
should be distributed in the same proportion as the State grant in aid of religious
purposes, with the provision that no minister should receive any portion of the
money unless he resided within the bounds
of the district, and was thereby able to
give constant personal supervision at the
prison.
Mr. J. T. SMITH protested against the
Chief Secretary being drawn into a pledge
that those ministers who attended most at
the institution should receive the largest
share of the grant.
Captain MAC MAHON expressed the
hope that the Chief Secretary would not
be guided in the distribution of this money
by the suggestions of the honorable members for East Bourke Boroughs and the
Murray. It was absolutely necessary that
ministers of religion should attend Pentridge stockade at stated times, and that
they should be salaried officers, so as to
be under the control of the Government
to a certain extent. The duty of the
chaplains was most arduous. Both in the
mother country and in this colony, prisoners were frequently making use of the
chaplains, and affecting piety and contrition, for the purpose of obtaining advantages to which, in reality, they were
not entitled, and which often formed
the stepping-stone to further crime.
Under these circumstances, it was important that the gentlemen who visited the
prison as chaplains should be gentlemen of
some experience in connexion with gaol
visitation. With regard to the Church of
England clergyman who visited the gaol,
be was, to all intents and purposes, a resident of the district, inasmuch as he lived
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at Brunswick.
But the' question was
whether he performed hi~ duty properly
or not. If the allowance to chaplains were
re-distributed on the principle of the grant
in aid of religion, the salary of this gentleman would be increased, because the prisoners in Pentridge supposed to belong to the
Church of England were more than the
number claimed by any other denomination. And after the Church of England
came the Roman Catholic Church. Under
these circumstances, he held that, if any
other ministers were to be paid, separate
provision should he made for them.
Mr. McKEAN said he was in favour of
the voluntary principle in religious matters,
but, so long as there was State aid to religion in the colony, he held that the principle which guided the distribution of that
aid should also guide the distribution of
the aU<;>wances to chaplains. He objected
to the allowance of £280 for the visiting
He understood that it was in
justice.
contemplation to remove one of the police
He would
magistrates of Melbourne.
suggest that, instead of taking that course,
the Government should require the gentleman, whose removal was contemplated, to
visit the Pentridge stockade; or, if they
were not inclined to adopt that course, to
impose this duty of visitation on the stipendiary magistrate stationed at Heidelberg.
Mr. ORR inquired the total amount
which the gentleman who held the office
of visiting justice drew from the Treasury?
He understood that the gentleman held a
number of petty appointments, the salaries and fees from which amounted altogether to a sum not far below the salary of
the Chief Secretary.
Mr. BIND ON observed that a return
which had been furnished to the House, at
the instance of the honorable member for
East Melbourne (Mr. Langton), wouldgive
the information asked for. With regard
to the ohseryations of the honorable
member for West Melbourne (Captain
Mac Mahon), as to chaplains being instrumental in obtaining certain considerations
for prisoners, he could only say that all
memorials and petitions from prisoners
did not know of
came before him, and
a case in which a chaplain had interfered
either directly or indirectly.
Mr. JONES urged that, if it were conceded by the House that there should be
a visiting justice-that there should be
supervision of the prison altogether independent of the governor of that prison-
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the supervision should be paid supervision.
He, therefore, objected to the striking out
of the item.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he was not
aware that Dr. Youl held any other office,
in addition to the office of visiting justice,
for which he received fees, except that of
coroner.
Mr. J. T. SMITH hoped the House
would not strike out this item. The office
of visiting justice was a very important
one, as he was the only person to whom
the prisoners could make any complaint,
or through whom they could hope to obtain
redress for any grievance under which
they might suffer. If the office of visiting
justice were abolished, prisoners would be
entirely at the mercy of the warders and
others who had control over them in the
gaol. The Chief Secretary was mistaken
in supposing that Dr. Y oul did not receive
fees for any other office excep,t those which
had been named, as he also received £100
as one of the members of the Central
Board of Health. Dr. Y oul was thoroughly
competent to perform the duties of visiting
justice, and performed them impartially.
Mr. McKEAN said the honorable mem·
ber for West Bourke had mistaken the
object of his motion. He did not wish
that the office of visiting justice should be
dispensed with, but he believed that the
du ties of the office might be performed hy
some other gentleman in the Government
service whose time was at present not
fully occupied, and a saving of £280 a year
be effected thereby. He had no personal
feeling against Dr. Youl. He thought
honorable members were in favour of retrenchment, but it appeared that they were
not disposed to retrench even to the extent
of £280.
Mr. McLELLAN supported the item,
and spoke in favour of the visitors to all
public institutions being paid officers, and
not honorary visitors. He gave full credit
to those gentlemen who visited charitable
and other institutions from, benevolent nnd
philanthropic motives, but he was convinced that it was necessary to have paid
visitors in order to detect and prevent
abuses. He need only refer to the mismanagement which had occurred at the
Sunbury Industrial School, and at the
institution at Prince's-bridge, to show the
necessity of having paid visitors for all
public institutions.
The motion to strike out the item of
£280 for the visiting justice was then
negatived without a division.
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Dr. EMBLING, referring to the item of
"allowances to chaplains," said he thought
it time that such a vote was abolished.
It appeared that the prisoners belonging
to those religious bodies-the Church of
England and the Roman Catholic bodies
-which favoured the country with the
most criminals, were to be provided with
spiritual consolation at the expense of the
State. He did not see why such a vote
should be passed, when no State Church
was acknowledged in this country. It
was a violation of the voluntary principle.
He was sorry to hear the idea suggested
that any man being a minister of religion
should be acknowledged as a salaried
officer of the Crown. The whole thing
was wrong and rotten in princi pIe. If
religious denominations were not sufficiently in earnest to send ministers to
visit the prisoners, the State had no obligation laid upon it to do so. Prisoners
were not sent to gaol to be taught hymns,
but for punishment, and, if possible, for
compulsory reformation. They should be
recognized only as violators of the law.
Mr. COPE asked the Chief Secretary
what were his intentions with respect to
the distribution of this item?
Mr. McCULLOCH said he thought the
vote was a very necessary one, but he would
promise the committee to make special
inquiries into the whole subject.
Mr. COPE said he was prepared to
affirm that the chaplains did not do any
work in proportion to the mOll'ey which
they received.
Mr. McCULLOCH repeated that he
would make inquiries into the matter., He
also thought it desirable that a small amount
should be voted for chaplains for gaols in
the country districts, and also that some
provision should be made in the way of
school-masters.
He might have to ask
the committee to vote a small sum for
these purposes.
Mr. MOORE urged that the class of
gentlemen selected as chaplains for gaols
should not be men overflowing with the
milk of human kindness, and having implicit confidence in the professions of the
particular class with which they had to
deal, but men who, while earnest in
their desire to effect the reformation of
criminals, were also qualified by experience to minister to them. The fearful
outrage which occurred some years ago
amongst the prisoners in the Penal department, and which resulted in the death of
Captain Price, the superintendent, was
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traceable to misdirected sympathy with persons who had to pay taxes for their supthose confined in prison, and mistaken port. He thought that the Government
philanthropy, which produced insubor- might learn a lesson fl'om the prison disdination amongst the prisoners~ and cipline of the United States, to which the
eventually led to the outbreak. It came honorable member for East Me:bourne (Mr.
specially within the province of the Chief Langton) had referred. In that country the
Secretary to estimate the character and maintenance of the prisoners cost almost
value of the men appointed as chaplains to nothing; but here the cost was so heavy as
gaols. As to the times of visiting and so to be a serious burthen on the community.
forth, the chaplains ought also to be under He would indicate one direction in which
the direction of the Chief Secretary. Care economy might be effected. The clerical
should be taken that those who were work in connexion with the Penal departappointed to give spiritual advice to the ment might, he thought, be performed in
prisoners did not, in the discharge of their the Chief Secretary's office, by which the
duties, in any way interfere with strict expense of having a special staff for the
prison discipline.
work would be saved. A great deal had
Mr. BURTT thought it very strange been said about a vote for clergymen to
that, in a country which did not recognize give spiritual advice and comfort to the
any State Church, a sum of money should prisoners.
When they found that the
be voted chiefly for the benefit of two vote for State aid to religion (which, he
denominations. If this vote were abolished, maintained, ought not to be given) was
there were clergymen in the colony who had about Is. 6d. per head per annum from the
sufficient interest in the work of criminal free, and that at least 30s. per head was paid
reformation to render their services volun- for the bond, it was time that the matter
tarily. He trusted that the day would, was looked at from a different point of view
come when the onus of providing for the to that in which it was at present regarded.
spiritual teaching of prisoners would be He maintained that this expenditure of
cast upon those denominations to which 30s. per head made the prisoners worse.
they belonged. He objected to a sort of At all events, it had not been proved that
spiritual police, as suggested by the honor- the clergy did any great good in the
able mem ber for Sandridge.
prisons. The present monstrous expendiMr. LONGMORE observed that the ture, both for the spiritual and bodily comcost of the penal establishment and gaols fort of the prisoners, ought to be curtailed.
was too expensive, and far more than it
Mr. WATKINS said the last speaker
would be with ordinary care. He was had failed to suggest any better plan for
glad to find that the view which he ex- the reformation of prisoners. It was very
pressed last session, that prisoners should short-sighted policy to look at penal discipbe made to work, was beginning to be line merely as .a question of expense.
generally adopted. The criminal records The question was, whether a prison could
showed that certain characters were con- be made to be so detested by the prisoners
tinually being committed to prison. No that they would not like to be sent there
sooner were they discharged than they again? He had· visited the Pentridge
perpetrated some fresh offence, in order stockade, and he must confess that every
that they might again be sent to gaol. It care and attention was bestowed upon the
was the duty of the Government to prisoners-so much so that, instead of
give these gentlemen plenty of work, and being glad to get out, they felt a reluctance
to knock a trifle off their provisions, in leaving, and were glad to get back again.
so that they might feel their imprison- A prison ought to be made a place which
ment to be really a punishment for vio- would be feared and dreaded. If flogging
• lating the law. According to the Chief were made part of the punishment for such
Secretary, the prisoners in the Penal de- offences as burglary, he believed that it
partment cost the State £42 each per would have a wholesome effect in checking
annum-according to the honorable mem- crime.
ber for Sandhurst (Mr. Halfey), £63.
Mr. McCAW requested the Chief SecreThat was about four times the amount tary to inform him what portion of the
which honest labour had to live upon. item of £6,500 for stores was required
It was high time that the committee in- for raw material? He had visited the
sisted upon retrenchment in this matter. Pentridge stockade lately, and had seen
It was notorious that prisoners were better cloth which had been manufactured by the
provided with food and clothing than many prisoners; also boots and shoes, including
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fancy boots, for which a long price was to the House on the 'following evening,
asked; cabbage-~ree hats, for which 30s. or that he should move that the item of
each was asked; and fancy mats, for which £8,000 for provisions should be struck out,
£1 and 25s. each was asked.
with a view of testing the feeling of the
Mr. McCULLOCH regretted that he committee as to whether the expenditure
could not give the information which the should be reduced. Of course, if the
honorable member desired. He believed amendment was adopted, it would be
that only a small portion of the amount necessary for the Government to remodel
the estimates for the Penal department.
was required for raw material.
Mr. JONES said he had been informed The Government, however, were convinced
that Mr. Champ, the Inspector-General of that the establishment could not be conPrisons, was in a position three years ago ducted efficiently if the expenditure were
to tender for iron castings and other iron reduced.
Mr. LONGMORE said there was plenty
work, in competition with the ironworkers in the city of Melbourne. He of room' for retrenchment. There were
did not know whether such was the case 700 criminals at Pentridge, and 163 men
or not, but the matter was worth inquiring were employed to watch them.
into; and, taken in connexion with the
Mr. COPE said a number of the men
facts to which the honorable member for were employed to take care of the prisoners
East Bourke (Mr. McCaw) had alluded, it at the hulks in Hobson's Bay. The warders
suggested that, when the proposed com- at Pentridge were the hardest-worked men
mission was appointed, it would have in the Government service.
something to do to discover whether the
Mr. HALFEY moved that the item of
Treasury had always received all the ad- £8,000 for provisions be struck out, in
vantage which might have been received order to test the feeling of the commit teo
from the labours of the prisoners at Pent- as to whether the general expenditure for
ridge. As to the £1,000 for spiritual con- the penal establishment should be reduced.
solation for prisoners, the proper way to
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the Goexpend that money would be to distribute vernment could not reduce the expenditure.
it as premiums to those denominations The honorable member had not pointed out
which succeeded in keeping their congre- any items which could be reduced. It was
gations outside Pentridge, instead of giving quite impossible to do the clerical work of
it to those which succeeded in filling the the Penal department in the Chief Secreprisons. It was only fair, however, to bear tary's office, as suggested by the honorable
in mind, that those men who knew nothing member for Ripon and Hampden.
of religion un til they got inside the gaol
Captain MAC MAHON reminded the
were put down as being members of the honorable member for Sandhurst that he
Church of England, or members of the was undertaking a vast responsibility in
Roman Catholic Church; so that, although proposing that the expenditure for the
those two bodies got a large share of the penal establishment should be reduced.
emolument, they got all the blame for a A reduction in the staff of officers might
large class of criminals. It would be lead to serious consequences. He suggested
absurd to endow a priest for every man that the honorable member should be conwho chose to set up a fancy theology on tent with the promise of the Government
entering Pentridge. The theology taught to appoint a commission to ascertain wheat Pentridge should be a plain, wholesome, ther the expenditure could be reduced and
Government theology-" He who will eat, . the prisoners employed more profitably.
must work." It was necessary, above and
Mr. RICHARDSON hoped the honorbefore everything else, that work should able member would not press his amendbe got out of the prisoners committed ~to ment to a division.
the Pentridge stockade.
Mr. LANGTON pointed out the necesMr. HALFEY said that, as it was evi- sity of having an adequate and efficient
dent that the expenditure for the penal staff at such an establishment as the Pentestablishment was excessive, he would ridge stockade, and advised the honorable
move that }! be reduced by £10,000.
member for Sandhurst to withdraw his
The CHAIRMAN said the motion motion, as the only effect of it, if carried,
would not be in order.
would be to reduce the wages of the
Mr. VERDON suggested that the honor- officers.
able member should either raise the quesMr. LONGMORE suggested that, after
tion when the resolutions were reported the ventilation which the subject had reVOL. 111.-3 M
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ceived, and the promise of the Government to appoint a commission to inquire
into the matter, the honorable member
should accept the proposal and withdraw
the amendment. He hoped that the commission would not be a dilettanti commission, but would be composed principally
of members of the House.
In reply to Mr. HALFEY,
Mr. McCULLOCH said his intention
was to place on the commission the men
most fitted for the work. He believed
there were members of the House well
fitted for it, and of COluse he would invite
them to take part in it.
Mr. HALFEY withdrew his amendment, and the vote was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.

Seymour Bridge.

and the lessee had not been able to come
to terms.
Mr. TUCKER seconded the motion.
Mr. SULLIVAN stated that he would
consent to an amended motion as follows : cc That a select committee be appointed to
inquire into the terms upon which the bridge
crossing the Goulburn river at Seymour is held
by the present lessee, to ascertain what would
be a fair and reasonable price to be paid by the
Board of Land and Works for the said bridge,
under the terms of the lease, and to report
thereon; such committee to consist of Mr. Verdon, Mr. Tucker, Mr. Snodgrass, Mr. Kerferd,
Mr. Snowball. Mr. Wheeler, Mr. Henty, Mr.
Riddell, Mr. Gillies, Mr. G. V. Smith, Mr. King,
and the mover; five to form a quorum; with
power to call for persons and papers."
Mr. SANDS said he was ready to accept
the Government proposal, but, at the same
time, he w:ould like to see the quorum
RAILWAY RETURNS.
reduced, and the name of the honorable
Mr. JO NES (in the absence of Mr.
member (Mr. Sullivan) included on the
LEVI) movedcommittee.
"That there be laid upon the table of this
Mr. SULLIVAN replied that the GoHouse a return, showing the total cost of the
lines of railway between Geelong and Ballarat, vernment would be represented by the
between Melbourne and Sandhurst, between Treasurer. His own time was fully occuSandhurst and Echuca, from the commencement . pied on a mining commission.
of their construction to their opening for traffic,
The motion was agreed to.
separating the amounts under the following
heads :-General works account; permanent
TOBIN YALLOCK SWAMP.
way; rolling stock; stations; workshops, &c.;
engineering expenses, separating preliminary
Mr. LONGMORE movedoperations from supervision during construction,
"That. in the opinion of this House, the lease
and showing proportion of expenses of Engineer- of the Tobin Yallock swamp should not be
in ·Chief's office chargeable to each line; cost of granted to Mr. Lyall."
maintenance and working during each year since
the lines have been open for traffic; total amount When (said the honorable member) I menof interest per annum now payable on the rail- tioned this matter to the House before, I
way debt; total amount of income derived per showed that, on Mr. Lyall first sending in
annum since their construction."
au application, he stated to the commission
Mr. LANGTON seconded the motion.
that he would not accept a lease, unless it
Mr. SULLIVAN said he presumed that was granted to him in perpetuity, or a
the returns from 1865, up to which date right of purchase, at £1 per acre, were
they had beeu already laid on the table, given him at the end of some fixed time. He
would satisfy the honorable memher.
absolutely refused a lease for twenty-one
Mr. JONES acquiesced.
years, although the board was anxious to
The motion was agreed to.
give him one. Under these circumstances,
. I did not think that his. application would
SEYMOUR BRIDGE.
be reconsidered, either by the board or by
Mr. SANDS moverlhimself. I am informed, however, that
"That a select committee be appointed to the local road board has recently made a
inquire into the terms upon which the bridge road through part of the swamp; has concrossing the Goulburn river at Seymour is held
by the present lessee, to ascertain the annual structed a bridge, and has cut a drain, 20
receipts from the same, and to report thereon feet wide and 5 feet deep, by which a large
and upon the value of the lessee's interest in portion of the swamp has been drained ;
the same; such committee to consist of Mr.
Verdon, Mr. Tucker, Mr. Snodgrass, Mr.Kerferd, and that, this having been done, Mr. Lyall
Mr. Snowball, Mr. Wheeler, and the mover; has applied again for a lease, and has
with power to call for persons and papers; three promised to compeusate the board for its
to form a quorum."
outlay. I am informed, moreover, that
The honorable member explained that the much of this land, which Mr. Lyall
House, last session, assented to the pur- proposes to pay £10 or £20 per annum
chase of this bridge, but the Government for, is superior grazing land, much better
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than that which has been taken up in
the neighbourhood under the Land Act,
at a rental of 2s. per acre. If that is the
case, it is easy to see. why Mr. Lyall has
renewed his application. I look at the
matter, however, from a broader point of
view. I believe that, when the general
subject of swamps was discussed in this
House, the majority of honorable ·members
considered that it was not advisable that
enormous areas of what, in many instances, are the most valuable lands in the
colony, should be leased to individuals at
nominal rentals; and it has been my intention to bring forward a motion requesting
the Minister of Lands to frame regulations
for leasing swamps by sections. Plans could
be prepared showing the drainage required,
and the blocks could then be put up to
competition. In this way a revenue of,
perhaps, £50,000 per annum might be obtained, and the public would have a chance
of acquiring lands which, in many cases, are
of the richest class, and, at the same time,
do not require a tithe of the expense incm'red in clearing land taken up at a rental
of 2s. per acre under the Land Act. Under
these circumstances I do not think I am
unreasonable in asking the Government not
to grant a lease of 4,000 acres to Mr. Lyall
at a nominal rent until fresh regulations
have been issued.
Mr. JONES seconded the motion.
Mr. GRANT.-The information the
honorable member has received as to the
grazing capabilities of the Tobin Yallock
swamp is quite unfounded. I do not know
what occurred at the meeting of the professional board, but I do know that a personal
inspection of the swamp was made, and that
a report was forwarded to me recommending that large concessions should be given
to anyone taking up and reclaiming it.
The conditions of the lease are, I think,
sufficiently stringent and favorable to the
State; so much so, that I doubt whether
Mr. Lyall will agree to them. The principal conditions are these : " The lease to be for a period of twenty-one
(21) years. The operations for the reclamation
of the portion of the swamp to be held under
lease to be completed within a period of five (5)
years from the date of execution of the lease,
and to be carried on in such a manner as to
secure the completion to the satisfaction of the
Board of Land and Works of at least one-fifth
of the work of reclamation in each year, in
accordance with plans and specifications deposited
with the Board. The rent to be ten pounds
(£10) per annum, payable half-yearly in advance. The Board of Land and Works shall
have full power to resume, on behalf of the
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Government, at any time during the currency
of the lease, any portion or portions of the land
to be held under such lease that may be required
for any public purpose, subject to payment to
the lessees of such sum as the said Board may
determine as compensation for any improvements effected or erected on the land so resumed.
The lessee shall not sublet the whole or any
portion of the land to be held under the proposed
lease, without the consent of the Governor in
Council."

The professional board reported, generally,
that it was not advisable that inland
swamps should be leased, but that it was
desirable that swamps on the seacoast
should be reclaimed; and, upon this ground
they recommended the leasing of the Tobin
Yallock swamp, which is situated on the
confines of Western Port Bay, and which
contains about 4,000 acres. A.s to the
road board, I may mention that they have
always strongly recommended Mr. Lyall's
application, and that, as late as October
last, they solicited favorable consideration for it, stating that it would greatly
facilitate the operations of the board in
road making, and would be of great
benefit to the surrounding lands, particularly to the new agricultural areas. Mr.
Hodgkinson, in his report, pronounced the
swamp a morass; but, after the honorable
member's statement on a previous occasion, I deemed it my duty to despatch
Mr. Skene to the spot, and his report I
will now read"I have the honour to report that, in compliance with your instructions, I have visited the
swamp between the Yallock and Tobin creeks, on
the shores of Western Port Bay, with the view
of examining and reporting on the character and
capabilities of the portion of country for which
it is proposed that a lease shall issue to Mr.
William Lyall, under which he may undertake
its reclamation.
"The swamp in question embraces an area of
about four thousand acres, three-fifths of which
are covered by dense scrub. the remaining twofifths being more or less open, and producing a
rough aquatic vegetation, which appears to be
untouched by the stock that wander over i~
during a small portion of the summer months.
"The swamp appears to me to have formed
part of the bed of Western Port Bay at no
very remote period of time, and is now annually
submerged by the flood waters of the Lang-Lang
or Tobin Yallock Creek, which enter the swamp
at the north-eas~ern extremity ,and spread southward and westward, almost to the mouth of the
Yallock Creek.
"For the prompt discharge of this water,
Mr. Lyall proposes to cut a channel dil:ect to the
nearest point of the shore of Western Port,
which lies at the south-eastern end of the swamp,
the. stuff excavated being thrown up as a bank
to the westward of the channel, so as to prevent
the discharge in that direction of any extraordinary floods, which the proposed channel
might prove insufficient to carry off.
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c. On the north-west side of the swamp a minor
flow of water passes out of a channel known as
the Gum Scrub, crossing the main line of road,
and rendering it, for a space of about 20 chains,
almost impracticable during many months in the
year.
"The Cranbourne Road Board, having determined to improve this portion of the road, found,
on a survey being made with that object, that
the waters of the Gum Scrub could not be
diverted from flowing over a large extent of the
road, unless an outlet were cut for them from
the road down to the shore of Western Port, and
that such outlet must follow the line of one of
the drains proposed to be cut by Mr. Lyall in
the reclamation of the swamp. An arrangement
was consequently entered into between the road
board and Mr. Lyall, in which that gentleman
undertakes to repay to the board the cost of
cutting the outfall drain, from the Gum Scrub
down to the Bay, on the assurance that no objection existed to the issue of the lease.
e. The completion of this drain, contracted for
nominally by the road board, forms, however,
but an insignificant portion of the works required for the reclamation of this swamp, a
project which, in my opinion, comes legitimately
within the provisions of the Act, and must be
regarded in every respect as immediately advantageous to the district and ultimately to the
State."

I ask why, in the face of these reports, we
should be required to delay the lease?
The honorable member speaks of cutting
the swamps up into sections, but common
sense will tell the House that, in nine cases
out often, nothing of the sort could be done.
Mr. BURTT expressed the hope that
some plan for the systematic leasing of
swamps, on favorable terms to the State,
would be submitted to the House. At
present the most favorable terms possible
were not obtained. He instanced a case
in Gippsland, where a person paid only
£11 per annum for a large territory, including a swamp, while £25 per annum
had been offered for the swamp alone.
Mr. SNODGRASS said the honorable
member had omitted to mention that the
case he had referred to had been fully considered by the professional board. As to
Mr. Lyall's application, he could not see
how it could be refused, when not only
had no objection been taken to it, but it
was actually recommended by the local
road board.
Mr. JONES remarked that neither the
mover of the motion nor' himself could
have the slightest personal interest in the
matter of this lease. Their only desire
was that these swamps should be leased
under regulations which would secure to
the State such terms as a liberal landlord
ought to be satisfied with.
The motion was negatived without a
division.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.
Mr. JONES moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House returns showing what moneys have been
expended upon industrial schools, training ships,
and reformatories, in this colony, and in what
years such moneys have been respectivelyexpended, together with the names of the establishments sustained by such means, and their
proportionate cost."

Mr. EVANS seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
CONVEYANCE OF GOLD.
Mr. DYTE moved" That there be laid on the table of this House
a copy of any agreement that may be in existence relating to the conveyance of gold on
the railways."

Mr. WATKINS seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
PAYMENT OF MEMBERS.
Mr. KYTE'moved,~<

"That this House will, to-morrow, resolve
itself into a committee of the whole, to consider
the following resolutions :-That it is expedient
that members of the Legislative Council and
the Legislative Assembly should be reimbursed
such expenses as are attendant on their public
duties. That an address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor, requesting him to take
such steps as may be necessary to effect this
purpose."

It has been stated (said the honorable
member) that J have submitted this motion
really with a view of defeating its avowed
object. Now, I deny that assertion. On
no question have I been more entirely
honest than that of payment of members.
When I first entered this House, some six
or seven years ago, I was opposed to the
principle of payment of members. I considered it inconsistent with the dignity of
Parliament, and derogatory to the character
of a representative of the people. But, to
oblige a friend, who was then a member
of the House, and who knew the course of
reasoning within me-I refer to Mr. Wilson
Gray-I was induced to enter upon a particular study of the question in all its
bearings. That study, coupled with a
short experience in this Chamber, convinced me that it was necessary, in order
to secure a full and fair representation of
the people, that members should be repaid,
in some measure, for the trouble and expense to which they were put in attending
to their legislative duties. I felt that the
question of dignity did not apply to this
colony as it did to the mother country.
With the wealthy people of Great Britain,
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it is a treat, a luxury, to be returned to the
Imperial Parliament, even though the return may be attended by considerable cost.
Here, however, Government is in its infancy, and no comparison can be made
between the class of men who aspire to
seats in the Colonial Legislature, and the
class of men who aspire to become members of the House of Commons. I may
observe that the expenses attaching to the
position of a member of the Legislative
Assembly are something more than what the
public at large would be ready to suppose.
In the first place, the expense of contesting
an election is something considerable, as I
can speak from my own personal knowledge. Then there are the subscriptions to
churches, hospitals, and private charities,
which a member of Parliament is expected
to give; the expenses of driving home at
late hours of the night after attending
legislative duties; and there are a dozen or
two other items which help to make a total
that would astonish people who have given
no consideration to these matters. I contend that our political institutions are a
failure, unless every class in the colony be
represented; but how can farmers, miners,
and artizans have men to represent them
honestly and faithfully, unless some provision is made for the expenses of those
men? I object to what is vulgarly called
"sending the hat round" among a constituencyon behalf of its member. That
I consider an undignified, if not an indecent way of compensating members for
services faithfully and duly rendered, as
compared with a fixed allowance from the
State. Another reason why I think there
should be payment of members is that,
under present circumstances, a Government
may, by promises and other considerations,
be able to operate upon a sufficient number
of poorer members, and thus be able to retain office in an unconstitutional manner.
( " No.") I say " Yes." If the Government of the day obtain support, not by the
free will of honorable members, but by
some foreign influence, I say the country
is not being governed in a constitutional
manner. It is not necessary for me to
mention that poverty renders a man liable
to great temptations. I assure the House
I am making no invidious remarks. I am
simply stating what might take place; I
might add what, on a certain occasion, not
many years ago, did take place. I trust
that, when this. question comes to be
thoroughly ventilated, it will be fully
understood, because I am satisfied that,
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when once fully understood, it will become
part and parcel of the policy of this country. In support of that assertion, I may
state that many of the most obstillate
opponents to the measure in former days
are now in favour of it, and are now members of the House. I may refer, as an instance in point, to the Attorney-General and
other honorable members who occupy seats
on the Treasury benches. With regard to
the Government, I believe that seven members are in favour of payment of members,
and only two are opposed to the principle.
I believe that, before long, the two will be
reduced to one. I am happy to say that
my views on this question have been
shared by some of the ablest men who
have occupied seats in this Legislature.
When the subject was discussed in the
House in a former session, Mr.O'Shanassy
said"His opinions on the subject were well
known, as he had stated them at one of the
largest meetings held in the city, and also frequently in addressing his constituents, to whom
he stood pledged to support the principle of
payment of members. He was still of opinion
that, taking into consideration the peculiar circumstances of this country, it would be utterly
impossible to secure a good Parliament, fairly
representing all parts of the colony, unless
members were indemnified for the losses they
sustained in serving the public. It was clear
to him that. unless representatives were secured
against loss, the Reform Bill, good as it was,
could not have its full force and effect. Let
them'take any country or mining constituency,
and see whether there was any class of men, with
talents to be useful to their fellow ·men, and
with the means to enable them to go down to
town, and stay there, for six or nine months in
the year. There was no such class, and therefore, to secure local representatives, he considered it necessary to indemnify members for
loss."

That, I believe, was the deliberate opinion
of as able a member as ever sat in this
House. In support of that opinion, I will
read extracts from the speeches of other
gentlemen who have been members of this
Legislature. I find, in 1858, when the
late Dr. Owens brought forward a motion
for payment of members, Mr. H. S. Chapman (now Mr. Justice Chapman) speaking
in support of the principle, and, in the
course of his remarks, quoting the following argument by Mr. John Stuart Mill:"In nearly all ages and countries, popular
governments have found it for their interest that
all the functionaries whom they employ should
be paid. The unpaid is apt to become the selfpaid, and to cost dearest of aU j his work at the
best is dilettanti work, and is put aside from the
smallest call of business or pleasure. Moreover,
an unpaid legislature, and an unpaid magistracy,
are institutions essentially aristocratic-contri-
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vances for keeping legislation and judicature in
the hands exclusively of those who can afford to
serve without pay. This, in itself, may seem but
a small consideration. The important matter is,
not by whom we are governed, but how. With
due securities for their being properly qualified,
we should not complain, although the whole
Legislature were composed of millionaires; but
those securities are themselves weakened by
narrowing the range of the people's choice. It
is matter of general remark how few able men
have appeared of late years in Parliament. What
~onder? when, of the able men the country
produces, nine-tenths, at least, are of the class
who cannot serve without pay; and, for the
first time since the Constitution assumed its
modern form, the members of the House of
Commons are now practically unpaid. The rich
have advantages in their leisure and command
of the means of instruction which will render it
easy for them, whenever they exert themselves,
to be the ablest men in the community."
In the course of the same debate, Mr.
Duffy said"If it were possible to do without the payment of members, he considered it would be
preferable. He would not put it on the same
ground as the honorable member for St. Kilda
(Mr. Chapman) did; but he would put it on the
ground that a different class of men were now
enjoying the franchise; and he trusted that, in
the new Parliament, every class would be
thoroughly represented. He would like to see
diggers come from their work to the House. In
Belgium, every member not resident in the city
was paid, and he would be quite content with
that. There, about £1 per day was allowed,
and that, at Brussels, was about four times the
value it would be in Melbourne."
I now come to the speech of the honorable and learned member for KiImore.
Mr. Ireland, on that occasion, remarked" With regard to the principle of the payment
of members, he could find no objection, as he
looked upon it as merely being a reward for
services rendered. Up to that very moment,
according to the opinion of the Lord Chief
Justice of England, there was nothing to prevent a member of the House of Commons from
enforcing a claim for payment. He, for his own
part, was desirous of seeing that principle carried out in the colony, as he considered it was
very much required. Now that there was to be
increased representation in that House, he would
like to know where the gentlemen were to be
found who would be willing to come forward ?"
My last extract shall be from the speech of
certainly the greatest aristocrat who ever
happened to be a representative of the
people in this country. In the course of
the same debate, Captain Andrew Clarke
observed" He had looked on this principle in action in
Canada and the United States, and had noticed
that, after its introduction, the characters of the
representatives had greatly improved, and that
the proportion of working men among them was
very low indeed. Of the 128 members of the
State Legislature of New York in 1854, he
fouud that 54 were representatives of agricultu-
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ral districts, 26 were lawyers, 19 merchants, 9
physicians, 6 annuitants and persons of property,
5 manufacturers, and only 9 tradesmen. He
asked if the two great interests of the colony
were properly represented in that House? He
believed the agricultural and mining interests
were not f~lly represented there; and, considering that the principle contained in the
motion would have the effect of distributing the
representation more fairly than it was at present, he would support the motion."
These remarks, by men whose opinions
ought to be worth something, should command a large amount of attention from the
opponents of this question both in this
Chamber and in another place. I trust
that, if my motion be carried, and that, if
the Bill which I propose to found upon it
goes to another place, the measure will
there receive the consideration which the
importance of the subject uemands. We
have been told over and over again, by the
opponents of the question, that it will be,
undignified for honorable members to receive payment for the services they perform
for the country. I am afraid that these
gentlemen have not given the subject the
consideration which it requires, or they
would not be so obstinate and perverse in
their opposition. The nine gentlemen who
form the Government receive large sums
by way of salary; and the highest and
most hCmorable functionary in the land is
remunerated for his services. Why, then,
should not members of the Legislature be
paid? I believe that, with the exception
of England, there is no other country enjoying representative institutions, where
the members of the Legislature are not
paid. Payment of members prevails in
France, Belgium, Prussia, America, and
Canada.
In America, each "senator,
representative, or delegate," i~ paid 3,000
dollars per annum (equal to £600) and
mileage, and yet the remuneration to high
ministerial functionaries is there immeasurably below what Ministers are paid
here. I am not going in for the mock
delicacy which honorable members who
have submitted similar motions on former
occasions have exhibited. I am not going
to propose that payment of members, if
agreed to, shall commence with the next
Parliament. I intend to make it retrospecti ve ; to make it date from the return of
the last writ to the present Parliament.
But, if legal difficulties to the adoption
of that course should arise,· there would
be no legal difficulty to the measure
operating from the day. on which it is
passed. I propose that the amount shall
be £500 per annum. The mode of pay-
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ment-whether it should be according to
the attendances of members, or whether it
should be so much per annum-has frequently been a subject of controversY'. I
am in favour of members receiving so
much per annum; but I consider that, at
the termination of each session, the Clerk
should publish the number of attendances
of each member, so that, in every case of
shortcoming, the member concerned may
be dealt with by his constituents. I am
persuaded that we cannot have a full and
fair representation of the people without
payment of members. I am also persuaded
ihat, if payment of members be not secured
now, ·it will shortly become part and parcel
of the constitution of this country. I
therefore hope the Government will regard "the signs of the times," and give a
cordial assent to my motion. It is perhaps
scarcely delicate for me to say whether,
personally, I care for payment of members
or not. Probably I do not care for it; but
I do care for the honour of assisting in
carrying into effect what I consider a most
vital feature in the representative policy
of this country.
Mr. DYTE seconded the motion.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Ml'. Speaker, I
do not propose to enter into any lengthy
discussion on this subject. As honorable
members are aware, this question is, as it
always has been, an open question with
the Government. I am opposed to the
principle of payment of members, but
several of my colleagues are
favour of
it. I sympathize deeply with many of
the views which have been expressed.
I feel that hardships are ilJ:fiicted upon
many honorable members who have to
come from distant parts of the country,
at their own expense, to attend to their
legislative duties, while honorable members
who live in Melbourne and its neighbourhood are put to no such expense; but,
although I have given as un biassed a consideration to the whole subject as I possibly
could, I have been unable to arrive at the
conclusion that it would be to the advantage or interest of the country for the
principle of payment of members to be
adopted at the present time. I am fortified
in my position by the fact that the country
has not expressed itself at all strongly on
the subject. If.the country would declare,
either at a general election or otherwise,
that it was the wish of the people that
members of Parliament should be paid for
their services, such a declaration, I think,
would have more weight with me than
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almost anything else. In such an event,
I shall be ready to make up my mind fairly
as to the proper course to be adopted. But,
at present, I cannot see the propriety of
voting payment to ourselves-for a measure
of the kind contemplated by the honorable
member for Richmond (Mr. Kyte) comes
to that; although, I think, honorable members do not at all deserve the attacks which
have been made on them outside the House
with regard to this subject. I consider that
any honorable member who believes that
payment of members will secure a better
class of representatives is entitled to come
forward, and endeavour to secure the passage of such a measure, without having
improper imputations cast upon him. At
the same time, I claim the privilege of
taking an independent course in the matter. I regret that I should have to act
differently to so many honorable members
on this question; but, holding the views I
do, I am bound to oppose the present motion.
Mr. SNODGRASK - I quite concur
with the Chief Secretary that, if honorable
members think the adoption of the principle advocated by the honorahle member
for Richmond (Mr. Kyte) will be the
means of securing a better class of representatives, they are fully justified in voting
for it. But I question whether the modest
bait now proposed will have that effect.
I believe that one result of the adoption
of the proposal would be that very few of
the present members of the House would
return to their seats; and therefore I think
the honorable member should have included, in his retrospective arrangements,
such members as the honorable the Speaker
and myself, who have been some sixteen
years in Parliament, and have borne "the
burthen and heat of the day."
Mr. McKEAN.-Mr. Speaker, I stated
during my election that I would not vote
for payment of members; but, since I came
into this House, I hM-e had occasion to
think differently of the matter; not that I
require it-because my profession enables
me to be independent of that source of
income-but because there are, in the
House, gentlemen not in the same position.
Were I going before my constituents again,
I would say that I would support payment
of members. I think the question is one
which requires the serious consideration of
Parliament. Country constituencies should
have for their representatives gentlemen
conversant with the requirements of the district-local men, if possible; and, in order
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that such men may be secured, I hold that
a certain amount should be appropriated
for payment of members. It might be
well that the provision should be made in
such a way as to leave it optional with a
member whether he would receive payment or not. For myself, I can say
that the expenses of my election (which
amounted to nearly £800), and the expenses to which I am put as a member of
Parliament, make up a total equivalent to
£ 1 per day, if my term of office should
extend over the full period of three years.
I will support any scheme for the payment
of members, provided it is not of a retrospective character, and does not apply to
the present session.
Mr. V ALE.-I submit that, if the principle of payment of members be recognized
at all, it should be without conditions that
may render it at all discreditable or unpalatable for honorable members to accept
it. If the measure be carried at all, it
should be with the view of raising the
tone and character of this House. On no
other grounds would it be justifiable. I
have always been in favour ~f the principle, because I know the difficulty, in
many portions of the country, to obtain
candidates calculated fairly and honestly
to represent the opinions and the necessities of the various constituencies; and
because I know the charge which is entailed upon an honorable member in
coming from his pI.'ofession or business
in the country to discharge his duties
in this Chamber during the weary
months of a long session. There is a
growing tendency, in all civilized countries, to accept this principle. Even in
England, though members are not paid,
there are many circumstances in connexion
with public and political life there, many
indirect advantages, which render the obtainment of a seat in Parliament a matter
of considerable satisfaction, if not of profit.
I support the principle, not simply out of
consideration for other honorable members,
but because, in the natural course of events,
I shall be, at some future day, a private
member of the House, and because I have
found already that the position of a private
member, under present circumstances, is a
source of loss. I regard the principle as
a recognition of the right of those who
labour to their hire. Although the country may not have given a distinct and
decided expression of opinion on the question of payment of members, it is notorious
that almost all the representatives of the
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very large constituences have been returned with a distinct and definite avowal
that they were in favour of payment of
members; nay more, two-thirds of the
electors who polled at the last general
election polled in favour of candidates
pledged to the principle of payment of
members. I am quite prepared to accept
the position that, in legislating on a question like this, we should legislate not
for our own personal benefit; and therefore I say that, if the principle be adopted,
it should not come in force until the next
election. To deal with the subject in
that spirit would be to remove from the
measure much of the odium sought to be
cast upon it.
Mr. MACPHERSON.-Mr. Speaker, I
rise to move that this debate be now adjourned. I admit that the subject has
been discussed before, and that almost
everything has been said upon it that can·
be said. At the same time it is a question
of a very peculiar nature, and I object to
a division being taken upon it at flO late
an hour, and when there is but a limited
number of members present. In fact, I
think the principle sought to be adopted so
peculiar as to warrant a call of the House
before coming to a division. I protest
against a division at this late hour, and
particularly as there are many young members who have not yet had an opportunity
of expressing their views upon the ques.
tion.
Mr. BAYLES.-I beg to second the
motion for the adjournment of the debate.
The honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
Kyte) holds that the placing of this paltry
sum on the Estimates will be the means of
keeping poorer members of the Assembly,
as he calls them, out of temptation. I say
that no amount of money will keep persons
willing to be tempted out of temptation.
The honorable member has argued that, by
the adoption of payment of members, there
will be a larger number of local men returned to the House. But the present
members include gentlemen from all parts
of the country. For myself, I happen
to have a greater interest in the district which I represent than I have in
Melbourne, and therefore I have the welfare of that district at heart. With regard
to the statement of the Minister of Public
Works as to the pledge given at the last
general election, I have only to say that I
was asked whether I was in favour of
payment of members, and I said I decidedly objected to it. I believe that payment
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of members is calculated to lower the tone,
rather than add to the character, of the
House.
Mr. W ATKINS.-I shall support the
motion for adjournment. I very much
regret that this discussion has arisen tonight. I hope no division will take place,
because, if the question be decided now, it
will not be regarded as a fair expression of
opinion on the part of the representatives
of the people.
Mr. DYTE.-Mr. Speaker, I trust the
House will not agree to the proposition for
adjournment, but will come to a decision
on the motion of the honorable member for
Richmond (Mr. Kyte). There will be
plenty of opportunity, at subsequent stages
of the matter, for a full discussion. If we
have to wait for a full House before we
can advance this question a stage, we may
have to wait an indefinite period. Personally, I do not care whether we have
payment of members or not; but I am persuaded that the measure will be necessary
if we desire to secure a fair amount of
representation for the up-country districts.
There can be no better proof of this than
the statement of the honorable member
for Maryborough (Mr. McKean), that his
election cost him-a Melbourne manat the rate of £1 per vote. The honorable gentleman who seconded the amendment has stated that he is peculiarly interested in the district which he represents;
but, although that may be, the honorable
member is a Melbourne man, and, therefore, suffers no inconvenience or loss of
time in attending to his duties in this House.
That honorable gentleman objects to payment of members, but he does not object
to payment of mayors. With regard to the
remarks of the Chief Secretary, I do not
think it possible for this question of payment of members to be placed as a distinct
issue before the country. It is a question
that can only be engrafted upon others, on
the occasion of a general election. The
safety of the State does not depend upon
it. At the same time, I think the subject
is one that candidates for the representation
of up-country constituencies have always
been questioned about.
The House divided on the question that
the debate be adjourned.
Ayes
7
Noes
36
Majority against adjourn- } 29
ment ...

.0.

...
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Members.
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"

Balfour,
Cunningham,
Tucker,
Watkins,

Mr. Wilson.
Tellers.
Mr. Macpherson,
" Bayles.
NOES.

Mr. Bindon,
" Blackwood,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Byrne,
" Casey,
" Cope,
" Dyte,
Evans,
" Farrell,
" Foott,
" Francis,
" Gillies,
" Grant,
" Halfey,
Dr. Heath,
Mr. Higinbotham,
" Jones,
" King,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
.,
"
"
"
"
"

Kyte,
Longmore,
Macgregor,
McCaw,
McCulloch,
McKean,
McLellan,
O'Grady,
Orr,
Richardson,
F. L. Smyth,
Sullivan,
Vale,
Verdon,
Whiteman.

Tellers.
Mr. Bowman,
" Love.

Mr. MACPHERSON was about to
.
address the House, hut
The SPEAKER ruled that he had
already spoken. to the main question.
The House then divided on Mr. Kyte's
motionAyes
27
Noes
15
Majority for the motion

12

AYES.

Mr. Macgregor,
" McKean,
" McLellan
" O'Grady,
" Orr,
" Richardson,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Sullivan,
" Vale,
" Verdon.

Mr. Bindon,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Byrne,
" Casey,
" Cope,
" ]'arrell,
" Foott,
" Grant,
" Halfey,
Dr. Heath,
Mr. Higinbotham,
" Kyte,
" Longmore,
" Love,

Tellers.
Mr. Jones,
" Dyte.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Balfour,
Bayles,
Blackwood,
Cunningham,
Evans,
Francis,
King,
McCaw,
McCulloch,

Mr.
"
"
"

Macpherson,
Tucker,
Watkins,
Wilson.

Tellers.
Mr. Bowman,
" Whiteman.

COMMON SCHOOLS.
Mr. McKEAN moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House-( 1.) Copies of all the correspondence
between the Board of Education and the local
committee of Common School No. 450, relating
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to the withdrawal of aid from the said school in
February, 1865, together with all reports made
by the Inspector-General and other officers of
the board, and all the minutes of the board's
proceedings bearing on the subject. (2.) Copies
of all the correspondence which passed between
the Chief Secretary and the Board of Education
and the local committee on the same subject.
(3.) The names of the commissioners present at
the board meeting at which it was decided to
withdraw the aid fro'm the said school."

Mr. McCULLOCH suggested that the
honorable member should peruse the cor-

respondence at his (Mr. McCulloch's)
office, and copy any portions of it he
thought fit.
Mr. McKEAN accepted the suggestion.
The motion was accordingly withdrawn.
Mr. LOVE moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of all schools from which salary .
has been withdrawn under the twentieth clause
of the Common Schools Act; such return to
contain the roll numbers, the names of the
schools, the deficiency of average attendance,
the amount of salary deducted, the length of
time elapsing before the teachers received payment of salary after such stoppage of payment
to them individually, and the names of the
teachers so subjected to deprivation of salary."

Mr. McLELLAN seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
CLASSIFIED TEACHERS.
Mr. LOVE moved-·
" That there be laid on the table of this House
a return of all teachers, whether male or female,
who have received certificates of classification
under rule fi7 of the regulations of the present
Board of Education; the return to contain the
names of the teachers so classified, names, and
numbers of their schools, their previous classification, and the names of the inspec;ors by
whom the reports were given."

Mr. McLELLAN seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
KEW LUNATIC ASYLUM.
Mr. COPE moved"That a select committee be appointed by
ballot to inquire into and report upon the subject of the contract for the erection of the hospital for the insane at Kew; with power to call
for persons and papers, and to sit upon days when
the House does not meet; such committee to
consist of Mr. Balfour, Mr. Edwards, Mr. Gillies,
Mr. Burtt, Mr. McKean, Mr. Orr, Mr. G. V.
Smith, Mr. Vale, and the mover j three to form
a quorum."

Mr. JONES seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
DISCOVERERS OF GOLD FIELDS.
The debate on Mr. Farrell's .motion
for going into committee to consider the
propriety of passing a resolution in favour
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of £750 being voted as rewards to the
discoverers of the Alma, Stringer's Creek,
and Steiglitz gold fields-adjourned from
January 31-was resumed.
Mr. MACGREGOR said he had no
objection to the House going into committee on the Rubject.
The motion was then agreed to, and
reported.
The House adjourned at eight minutes
to twelve o'clock. .

LEGISLArfIVE COUNCIL.
TltUrsday, April 4, 1867.
Customs Duties Bill-Lunacy L"ws Consclidation and
Amendment Bill-Australian Alliance Assurance Company's Bill-Public He:11th Laws Amendment Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at a
quarter past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
CUSTOMS DUTIES BILL.
The Hon. C. SLADEN moved that the
order of the day for the second reading of
this Bill be postponed until Wednesday,
April 10, in order that the House might,
in the first instance, consider a motion for
a conference with the Lower House, of
. which he gave notice.
The Hon. G. W. COLE seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
LUNACY LAWS CONSOLIDATION
AND AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
On clause 48, provirling that "it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council from
time to time to appoint an inspector or a
deputy inspector of asylums, hospitals, and
licensed houses in Victoria, who may also
be the superintendent of a public asylum,
and also one or more official visitors of
particular asylums, hospitals, or licensed
houses in Victoria, who shall be justices of
the peace,"
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN said he
objected to the superintendent of one
asylum being appointed to inspect other
asylums. In England the work of inspection devolved on twelve commissioners,
who were, of course, thoroughly independent. He moved that the words "may
also" be struck out, and the words" shall
not" substituted.

Public Bealtl" Laws
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The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT said that
the object of the provision was to secure
the services of an officer in whom the
public would have confidence, and who
would be thoroughly conversant with the
treatment and management of lunatics.
The superintendent of the Yarra Bend
Asylum, for instance, might very well
be asked to inspect the various country and private institutions. Of course, it .
would not do to appoint as inspector any
person connected with a private institution; but superintendents of public
asylums could have no personal interests
to serve, and, if they were excluded, it
might be difficult to find competent men.
The official visitors corresponded with the
English commissioners who had been
alluded to.
The Hon. H. M.MURPHY pointed out
that the clause contained the paramount
absurdity of sanctioning the appointment
of a superintendent to inspect his own
asyfum.
Sir JAMES PALMER said he agreed
with the principle enunciated by the honorable membeJ' (Mr. Strachan); but it must
be borne in mind that there were not a
sufficient number of asylums here to employ an inspector, who must be a professional man, of considerable· knowledge
and experience, and who must be paid a
high salary, because, by the latter part of
the clause, he was expressly forbidden
from engaging in any business or profession. It might be well, therefore, at the
present incipient stage to make use of the
services of the superintendent of the Yarra
Bend Asylum, a gentleman who had been
brought out to the colony expressly in consequence of his acquirements, rather than
run the risk of appointing an inferior
man.
The Hon. C. SLADEN moved that the
words "who may also be the superintendent
of a public asylum" be struck out. The
Government would then still have power
to appoint a superintendent if they found it
necessary to do so, but a direct statutory
sanction would not be given to such an
appointment.
The Hon. T. H. FELLOWS remarked
that the latter part of the clause carried
out the Government principle of bringing
the public service into contempt. It was
an absurdity to say, as the clause did, that
an inspector should not be the father, SOll,
or brother of any physician or surgeon
practising in Victoria, and yet that he
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might be one of the superintendents who
were to be inspected.
Mr. A'BECKETT admitted that the
provision alluded to appeared somewhat
stringent, and, under the circumstances, he
would postpone the clause.
The clause was postponed. The other
clauses, up to and including clause 150,
were agreeJ. to, with amendments.
Progress was then reported.
AUSTRALIAN ALLIANCE ASSURANCE COMPANY'S BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly.
On the motion of the Hon. T. T.
A' BECKETT, a message was sent to the
Legislative Assembly, requesting copies of
the proceedings of the select committee of
that House on the Bill.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The amendments made by the Assembly
on the Council's amendments in this Bill
were taken into consideration.
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY moved
that the Council do insist on its amendment in clauae 26, striking out the words
" the decision of the Chief Secretary shall
be absolutely final." If these words were
retained, not only would an arbitrary
power be placed in the hands of the Chief
Secretary, but the public would be deprived of their common law rights.
The motion was agreed. to.
The Hon. C. SLADEN called attention
to an amendment made by the Assembly
in the 30th clause, authorizing the Governor in Council to prohibit the introduction of cattle from any country in
which disease was "believed," instead ot
was " known," to exist. "Believed" was
a very indefinite term, and would leave a
great power in the hands of the Governor
in Council. He suggested that the word
" ascertained" should be employed.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT remarked
that, whatever word was u~ed, no one could
dispute the validity of an order after it
was once issued.
The PRESIDENT ruled that :Mr.
Sladen's suggestion involved the introduction of new matter, and could not be
acted upon.
M~ SLADEN said, in that case, he
would move that the Council's amendment
be insisted upon, and the word "known"
retained.
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The House divided.
Contents •••
Not-Contents

10
7

Majority for the motion

3

CONTENTS.

Mr. Anderson,
" Bear,
" Black,
" Fawkner,
" Fellows,
" Righett,

Mr. Sladen,
" Strachan,
Dr. Wilkie.
Teller.

Mr.

Murphy.

NOT-CONTENTS.

Cole,
Mr. Turnbull.
" Degraves,
Teller.
" Fraser,
Mr. a'Beckett.
" Graham,
" Mcqrae,
Mr. MURPHY moved that the Council
do insist on its amendment in clause 32,
to the effect that reservoirs of noxious
matters should not be allowed to overflow
into running streams. He did not think
that the retention of the provision would
imperil the Bill, because the honorable
gentleman who, in another place, moved
that it should be expunged stated that he
agreed with it.
Mr. A'BECKETT said that the honn
orable gentleman referred to gave also
a substantial reason for not agreeing to
the Council's amendment-namely, that it
was understood that the question as to the
pollution of the Yarra would be the subject
of special legislation. The honorable member had only the Yarra in view; but the
provision would .apply to all rivers throughout the colony, and in some instances it
might occasion great inconvenience.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON maintained that the few fresh-water streams
the colony possessed ought to be carefully
guarded from pollution. The Council, at
all events, was not bound by any consideration that the pollution of the Yarra
was to be the subject of special legislation.
He complained of the off-hand and dictatorial manner in which the Council's
amendment was treated in the Legislative
Assembly.
The Hon. T. H. FELLOWS pointed
out that, while sewers and drains, if not
properly constructed, were liable to be
treated as nuisances, reservoirs containing
matters offensive to public health were to
.' be allowed to flow into running streams.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER remarked
that in England they were taking ~very
precaution to keep the streams pure, while
here some people were anxious to destroy
the few rivers the country possessed.
Mr.

Treaty.

The motion insisting on the amendment
was agreed to.
Mr. A'BECKETT moved that the Council do insist on its amendment in clause 52,
leaving out the words, "or agent receiving
rent for the same." He was sure that, if
the reasons for the alteration were stated,
the Assembly would agree to it. An agent
was a person who might be deprived of his
position at any time, and who would then
be without the power of entering on the
premises in which he was required to execute works. Moreover, as the expenses
could not be recovered from the owner,
when" any nuisance so removed or abated
has been caused or created by or by the
default of such occupier," the agent would,
in such cases, be left without any remedy
whatever for recovering the expense he
would be put to.
The amendment was insisted upon, as
were also the consequent amendments in
the same clause, and in clause 56.
The other amendments disagreed with
by the Assembly were not insisted upon.
The House adjourned at ten minutes to
six O'clock, until Tuesday, April 9.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, April 4, 1867.
P ~stal Conference - Border Customs Treaty - Wants of
Steiglitz-Acclimatisation Society-Privilege -The Leader
-Supply.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
POSTAL CONFERENCE.
Mr. HALFEY asked the Chief Secretary when the Government proposed to
give effect to the 5th clause of the resolutions agreed to by the Postal Conference?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Honorable members will be afforded an opportunity of expressing their views upon the result of the
recent Postal Conference at an early date.
BORDER CUSTOMS TREATY.
Mr. McCANN asked the AttorneyGeneral by what legal authority duties
were being remitted upon goods imported
across the Murray into Victoria; and by
what legal authority it was intended to
pay to New South Wales, out of the consolidated revenue, the sum of £60,000 per
annum, provided by the recent treaty?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Goods were
admitted free across the river Murray after
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Mr. McCULLOCH, in reply, said that
the year 1855 until the year 1857, with
the knowledge and consent of the Parlia- some time ago a deputation, consisting of
ment of Victoria. In the year 1857, and Mr. Levey, Dr. Black, and Professor
from that time until a few weeks ago, McCoy, vice-president of the association,
goods were exempted from duty by such waited upon him to ask that a portion of
au thori ty as may be inferred by an Act of the funds of the society might be devoted
the Parliament of Victoria-the Customs to the purpose referred to by the honorAct, section 236. Within the last four or able member, but he made no promise on
five weeks, in addition to the authority the subject. The question would be a
conferred by that Act, the duties have proper one for consideration when the vote
been remitted by authority of resolutions for the Acclimatisation Society was under
of this House, which has the power to consideration in Committee of Supply.
Mr. LALOR said he believed that the
impose taxes, and which, therefore, in my
opinion, has also the power to remit them. original grant was for zoological purposes,
With respect to the honorable member's and not for acclimatisation purposes. He
second question, I have to say that the understood that there was a difference of
subject is under the consideration of my opinion amongst the members of the
honorable colleague, the Treasurer, who society as to whether any portion of the
will bring it before the House before any funds should be devoted to purely zoologipayment is made on account of the £60,000. cal purposes, but it was scarcely reasonable to expect the Government to decide
WANTS OF STEIGLITZ.
between them.
Mr. McCANN asked the Chief SecreMr. CASEY remarked that a majority
tary when telegraphic communication to of the members objected to the funds of
Steiglitz would be carried out?
the society being devoted to purely zoologiMr. McCULLOCH stated that some cal purposes. A considerable amount was
time ago he determined to open telegraphic subscribed for the society by the public,
communication with Steiglitz, but subse- for acclimatisation purposes, and not for a
quently representations were made to him ,collection of animals merely for exhibition.
that it was not required. Unless, therefore, it could be shown that it would be
PRIVILEGE.-THE LEADER.
remunerati ve, he was not prepared to
The order of the day for the attendance
carry it out at present. He was now of Mr. David Syme, the printer and pubopening a station at Meredith, within lisher of the Leader newspaper, having
seven miles of Steiglitz.
been read,
Mr. LALOR asked the Minister of
The SPEAKER inquired if Mr. Syme
Mines if any steps had been taken to was in attendance?
supply Steiglitz with water?
The SERJEANT-AT-ARMS replied in the
Mr. MACGREGOR said that a survey affirmative.
was in progress, with a view of supplying
Mr. McCANN movedSteiglitz with water from the Geelong
" That Mr. David Syrne be called to the bar
scheme.
of the House."
ACCLIMATISATION SOCIETY.
The motion was agreed to, and Mr.
Mr. CASEY asked the Chief Secretary Syme was accordingly brought to the bar
the following questions:-Whether a re- by the Serjeant-at-Arms.
quest had been made by any persons, on
The SPEAKER.-Are you Mr. David
behalf of the Acclimatisation Society,
Syme?
that some portion of its funds should be
Mr. SYME.-Yes.
expended for the establishment at the
The
SPEAKER.-Are you the pubRoyal Park of a collection of a purely
zoological nature; if so, who were the lisher of the Leader newspaper?
Mr. SYME.-I am.
persons who made the request, and did
The SPEAKER.-An article appeared
they claim to make it on behalf of the
society or its council; what amount was in that paper on Saturday, March 30th,
proposed to be expended for that purpose; which the House has held to be a reflecand did the Government intend to give tion upon a member of this House, and
effect to their recommendations before an to be'a breach of its privileges. You are
expression of opinion on this matter had asked to appear at the bar, in order to hear
been given by the Acclimatisation Society the expression of the opinion of the House;
or its council?
and I have now to ask you whether you
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have anything to say in reference to that
article?
Mr. SYME.-I am prepared to make a
statement.
The SPEAKER.-You are debarred
from, in any way, justifying what the
House has already held to be a breach of
its privileges.
Mr. SYME proceeded to read, from a
document which he held in his hand as
follows :-I appear at this bar to ackn~w
ledge myself responsible for the publication of the article complained of, a few
isolated expressions contained in which
you have declared to be a breach of privilege. I submit that the article, in its
unmutilated state, is a fair comment on the
public conduct of public men.
The SPEAKER.-You are not permitted to make any statement of that kind.
As I have already told you, you cannot
enter into a justification of an article which
the House has condemned. You are here
merely to state any circumstances which
may extenuate the offence, but not to
justify it.
.
.Mr. Snm.-If you will allow me, I
WIll explain how far the article is libellous
or not libellous.
The SPEAKER. - The! House has
already decided that.
Mr. SYME (continuing to read from the
same document).-I consider it but reasonable for me to ask that the whole
article should be read, in order that the
expressions to which exception has been
taken may have their' precise meaning
made clear. I contend that I am not
responsible for any forced construction
that may be put upon an isolated passage,
separateq. from its context. If, by such
separation, an imputation appears to be
cast upon the private character of any
member of this House, I unhesitatingly
declare that no such imputation was
intended to be conveyed. Exception has
been taken to the word "fraud" in one of
the two sentences selected. There can be
no difficulty in ascertaining the meaning
of the word as it was used. It is not a
personal fraud that is meant, for it is
distinctly specified as a "fraud of this
sort;" that is to say, the sort of fraud
avowed by Mr. McCann in his speech
of the 26th of March, wherein occurs
the following expressions (I quote from

Hansard):"He sympathized very much with the view
expressed the other evening by the honorable
member for Ararat (Mr. McLellan), and if the

The Leader.
free selectors c?uld gain any advantage in return
for the conceSSIOn which the Bill made to certificate-holders, he would be very glad. '.' .
. . . . He ventured to assert that within
three years the free selectors would become
such a power in the country that not even
the strong will of the Attorney-General would
venture to resist them. . . . . . . About
16:000 sel~ctors were directly interested in
thIS questIOn, and this number was increasing
daily. Now, if 1,110 squatters could rule the
count.ry for so many years, and could still
exerCIse a large influence on legIslation how
much more likely were these selectors to do the
same thing? Under these circumstances was
it unreasonable to suppose that the time ~ould
come when the ren t would be reckoned as part
of the purchase-money? .,
To understand this reference to Mr.
McLellan's views, I quote again from
Hansard. Mr. McLellan said-The SPEAKER.-I do not think you
can enter into this line of defence. In the
defence you are called upon to make at
the bar, ~he House will hear anything you
may say III extenuation and mitigation of
the punishment the House may inflict upon
you.
Mr. McCANN rose to address the
House.
Mr. SYME having retired, by direction of
the Speaker,
Mr. McCANN said-It is with extreme
reluctance that I rise to interfere in any
way with the statement which Mr. Syme
has to make. So far as regards me· personally, I do not care what the statement
may be; but I think, Mr. Speaker, the
House will see that your ruling is bound
to be supported in this matter, as it was in
the case of Mr. George. You have ruled
that Mr. Syme is not entitled to come here
and justify what has been declared unanimously by this Honse to be a broach of its
privileges and a gross libel. Mr. Syme is
now endeavouring, as far as he possibly
can.' to ~ompletely justify the language
WhICh thIS House has characterized as a
scandalous libel. I do not desire, from
any party feeling, to interfere with the
statement being made; but I think it is
departing altogether from the usage and
practice of this House in such cases. It
is certainly departing from the cl~ar line
of argument which the Attorney-General
used when the previous case was before
the House, in reference to the Chief SeCl'etary. The Attorney-General then nl'O'ued
that it would not be right for Mr. Ge~rge
to enter upon any justification of what the
House had already declared to be a libel.
Mr. Syme is doing that in clearer and
stronger terms than Mr. George attempted
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to use. We are bound to uphold the
Speaker's ruling, that Mr. Syrne is not
entitled to enter upon an attempted justification of the article.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-The House
will see that it is almost impossible-at
least it is very difficult-to draw a clear
line of distinction between language of
justification and language of extenuation,
and that a person in the position of Mr.
Syme ought not to be interrupted, without
very clear reason, in a statement which
may, perhaps, approach closely-I do not
say it does-upon the plain rule of this
House as regards what a person in his
position is entitled to say. If a person
is asked at the bar of a criminal court why
sentence should not be passed upon him,
the same rule applies to that person as
applies to a person in Mr. Syme's present
position. I venture to say the court would
be very slow indeed to interrupt a person
charged with a serious offence, and to take
objection that he was attempting to defend
rather than extenuate his offence. And I
do not think the court would at any time
listen to a prosecutor, if he attempted to
get up and interpose an objection of that
kind. I am willing to give the honorable
member credit for a desire to enforce the
rules of this House; but I would ask him
and the House not, by enforcing the rule
too strictly, to prevent a person in Mr.
Syme's position saying what he can to
show why a severe sentence should not be
passed upon him.
Mr. EDWARDS. - The AttorneyGeneral must know that there are some
defences made which aggravate the crime
with which a prisoner is charged. There
are many persons who care nothing for the
position in which they are placed so long
as they can make their defence-so long as
they can further annoy the persons they
originally injured. I stated, in the case of
Mr. George, and in the case of Mr. Dill,
that we were punishing the wrong man.
I believe that we are now punishing the
wrong man; but, at the same time, I
believe th~ Speaker is perfectly right in
saying that we ought to keep the defendant
. now at the bar strictly within the rules of
Parliament, as laid down on the two former
occasions, because the defence now being
made may have been penned by the same
person who originally wrote the libellous
article. I do not believe that Mr. David
Syme wrote the article. I believe that he
is the victim of another, and that the
writer of the article has not had the
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courage to avow his name, and take the
resIfonsibility upon himself. Who he is I
do not know. (A laugh from Mr. G. P.
Smith.) I do not. When a similar article
appeared in the same paper, and when I
endeavoured to extort the name of the
writer in this House, the honorable gentleman who has just interrupted me stated
that he was bound to preserve the anonymity of the press, and he refused to answer
me. He may be the author, for aught I
know. If he is, more shame for him that
his employer is brought to the bar of the
House.
The SPEAKER called the honorable
member to order.
Mr. EDWARDS.-Mr. Syme was in
the course of rflading from a paper, when
you, Mr. Speaker, stopped him, as I think,
consistently with the rules of the House.
I say that defence may have been penned
by the person who wrote the original libel,
and therefore I. call the attention of the
Attorney-General to this fact, that there
may be defences which aggravate the original crime. In the Age, of which newspaper the gentleman called to the bar is also
part proprietor, as well as of the Leader,
the article complained of has been repeated
to-day. The Age has been looked upon
as the Ministerial organ, and has, generally
speaking, until a portion of its staff seceded
to another paper, given the most authoritative statements with reference to the intentions of the Ministry. It is stated in
that paper that Mr. Syrne would be called
to the bar, would make a statement, and
would then be allowed to retire. I should
be glad, as an individual member, ifhe were
allowed to retire, because I don't believe
that we are punishing the right man. We
are attempting to impose a penalty upon
a man who merely attends to the mechanical part of the business, and who has no
more to do with the literary part of it than
the Attorney- General or myself. I think
the Speaker is perfectly right in jealously
guarding the privileges of the House ; and
.when the Speaker finds that a gentleman
has been cautioned at the bar that he must
not go into a justification of the article
which has been declared to be a scandalous
libel-that he must merely state what he
has to say in extenuation - we ought
unanimously to support the Speaker ill
carrying out his ruling. Then, if Mr.
Syrne comes to the bar, and says, "I did
not write the article: I did not see it,"
we ought at once to allow Mr. Syme to
retire, and place no punishment upon him.
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Let the gentleman-if he is a gentlemanwho wrote this article-let him, if he ts in
the House, get up and say, "I wrote it." We
will then know him, and we will know how
to treat him. But don't let us punish the
innocent for the guilty. Don't let us
punish Mr. Syme for an article which he
did not write. I trust that the House will
allow the Speaker to examine Mr. Syme at
the bar, and that, in dealing with this case,
they will put aside all party feeling. I
hope that the members of the Government
will recollect the manner in which this
side of the House treated them when the
head of the Ministry was attacked, and
that they will act in the same way, and
allow the matter to go on without interruption-that they will allow. the Speaker to
carry out the rule that he will hear anything in extenuation, but nothing in
justification-after which the friends of
Mr. Syme, or the author of the article
himself, may rise and address the House.
The SPEAKER.-I wish to remind
honorable members that, up to the present
time, there is no question before the House.
I asked Mr. Syme to withdraw, to get the
ad vice of the House as to the course to be
pursued.
Mr. McCULLOCH.,-I remember very
well the course taken by members sitting in
Opposition on a former occasion; and I am
quite sure that the honorable member for
Collingwood (Mr. Edwards) will recollect
that the Opposition members did not see it
to be their duty to support the Government
in that case. I perfectly agree with the
honorable member that we should deal with
this case, if it is possible to do so, altogether apart from party or political feeling.
The Government supported the honorable
member for South Grant when he brought
forward this question, but what is the position of the matter now? The House has
arrived at a decision that this article is
libellous, and that Mr. Syme ought to be
called to the bar of the House, in order
that he may state what he has to say on
the matter. Surely, in justice and in all
fairness, he ought to be allowed to make a
statement of his case. If he aggravates
the case by any remarks he makes, this
House will take that fact into consideration in determining the punishment it
may think fit to award; but I must say I
think it is unfair on the part of the
House that they should prevent a gentleman placed in the position of Mr. Syme
from doing the best he can to extenuate
the circumstances connected with this par-
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ticular article. After he has made his
statement, the House will decide what to
do in the matter. I think we should allow
this gentleman-as all other persons similarly placed would be allowed-to have full
opportunity of making out the best case
he can for himself. Upon a former occasion, when Mr. George was before the
House, that gentleman was allowed to make
a statement; and I am not aware that he
was interrupted. (" Yes.") I will read
from Hansard the remarks which Mr.
George made"As t~e publisher of the Argus, I hold myself directly responsible for everything which
appears in its columns; and am here to-day, in
obedience to your summons, to avow that the
expression complained of in the first leading
article in Friday's issue was published by me.
I further declare that, in the expression employed
it was not intended to reflect upon the personal
honour of the honorable the Chief Secretary,
but simply to assert that the statement made by
that honorable gentleman was not consistent
with truth."
If this is not a justification, I really don't
know what is. Well, he was allowed to go
on, without interruption from the chair or
elsewhere, to state" And I respectfully submit that, if the statement referred to be read in its connexion with
that which follows, this will appear to be the
case. And I further declare, in vindication of
the liberty which the press of right enjoys, that,
as thus understood, the article referred to is no
more than a fair criticism upon a statement
made by a servant of the Crown in his public
capacity, and in a public place."
This is a justification-a thorough justification-of the article complained of at
that time, yet there was no interruption on
that particular occasion. The gentlemen
sitting opposite even went the length of
proposing that Mr. George should be
heard by counsel at the bar of the House.
If counsel had been permitted to appear, he
certainly must have been allowed to enter
into a defence of the position taken up,
or otherwise what would have been the use
of his attending at the bar of the House?
While we desire to maintain the privileges
of the House, and while I will uphold
members in doing so, as far as it can be done,
I say that, if we strain matters too far,'
and show anything like a vindictive feeling-if we pursue it in a vindictive spirit,
from whatever motives it may arise (even
for the purpose of attempting to justify the
privileges of the House), we shall injure
the privileges of the House rather than
otherwise.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-Mr. Speaker, I
rise for the purpose of taking exception
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to your ruling. I should have thought
that, from the number of cases of this description which at one time or other have
been before the House, there could have
been no doubt as to the proper form of
proceeding. The House of Commons is
less frequent in matters of this sort than
this House, and, if I recollect rightly, the
last case of breach of privilege brought
before the House of Commons is the one
referred to in the English Hansard, May
28th, 1858.
In that case Mr. Clive
brought forward a charge of breach of
privilege against the editor or proprietor
of the Carlisle Examiner and J!.."Tortlt·
Western Advertiser. I presume that this
House assumes to follow the model of the
House of Commons. I believe that the
only gl'ound of privilege which this House
possesses is the practice of the House of
Commons. I would have you and this
House, whilst engaged in the very solemn
proceeding of condemning a gentleman
unheard, to know how the House of Commons, and the Speaker of the House of
Commons, acted when a similar case was
under discussion. I trust that I make
this observation with all due respect, because I should be sorry in any way to outrage the privileges of this House or say
anything which would. be indecorous. Mr.
Clive moved the customary resolution,
that the pu blisher be called to the bar of
the House, and, upon the publisher ap·
pearing at the bar, this is what occurred : "Mr. SPEAKER.-Are you the proprietor of
the Carlisle Examiner and North- Western Advertiser ?-I am.
"Q. Are you also the publisher of that
paper ?-I am.
" Q. Did you publish, or cause to be published, the paper of the 15th 'May ?-I did."

Then followed a very material question
from the Speaker-a question which, in
an inquiry of this sort, is, I think, a very
proper question to be put from the chair:"Were you cognizant of the substance of
the article of that date, under the heading of
, Hawick and Carlisle Railway' ?-I was."

I apprehend that, up to this moment, no
such question has been put to the gentleman who has been brought to the bar of
the House. He has not been asked
whether he was cognizant of the substance
of the article complained of; but that
question should have been asked of him.
The next question put by the Speaker of
the House of Commons was" Are you aware that that article reflects on
the character of a member of this House who
was chairman of the committee on that rail~ay?
VOL. I1I.-3 N
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- I was aware that it made certain imputations
upon, and addressed certain inquiries to, the
member for Hereford (Mr. Clive), who was
chairman of that committee."

There was an avowal,. not only of the
knowledge of the publication, but also
that the article injuriously affected Mr.
Clive. There was a distinct question, and
a distinct answer. I respectfully submit
that no parallel course has been adopted
here-that there has been no such laying
of the foundation of the punishment which
is to follow anything short of a complete
and thorough admission by the gentleman
placed at the bar. Then, Mr. Speaker, I
would respectfully call your attention, and
the attention of the House, to what followed ? Not that the person at the bar
was to offer nothing short of an abject
~pology ; n?t that he was to say nothing
m extenuatIOn; not that he was not to
justify anything; but, if this be rightly
reported, the next thing was. that the
Speaker asked him-" Have you any explanation of those imputations to offer ?"
That was the language of the Speaker
of the House of Commons.
The gentleman standing at the bar of the House
of Commons was not precluded, before
he had well opened his mouth, from
proceeding to explain, as in th is case;
but he was asked whether, in' his own
defence, he had any explanation to offer.
Then, sir, the person at the bar havinO'
made that explanation, another questio~
followed. And now, sir, if the honorable
~em?er for Collingwood (Mr. Edwards)
ImagmeR that I, as a member of this House
or as a journalist, am prepared to shrink
from any position which any act of mine
may cast upon me, he is mistaken. He has
only to ask when he wants an avowal
made, and, as soon as the proper moment
arrives-whether it be before Mr. Syme is
dealt with or not-he shall-have it, because
. as I said on a previous night, by the rul~
common to journalists, my mouth was
shut; and it is shut now.
When the
moment arrives which shall be a proper
~oment f?r doing so, I shall be prepared,
1Il no Spll'lt of defiance, and in no wish to
beard this House, to make such an avowal
as I trust will put this House in a position
of dealing with an individual who shall not
stand at this bar to be told, before he has
well uttered a word, that he is there for
punishment and not to explain.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I think this
matter has entered upon a different aspect
because, if I may judge from the remark~
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which have fallen from the honorable member for South Bourke (Mr. G. P. Smith)
he is prepared to take upon himself, I
presume, the responsibility of having
written the article complained of.
An HON. MEl\'[BER.-Does he say so ?
Captain MAC MAHON.-He says that,
w hen the proper time arrives, he will be
prepared to do so; but it is most unfair
to us that the honorable member should
be the judge when the proper time arrives.
It is putting us in a most unfair position, to ask us to deal with a gentleman
brought before the bar of the House,
when an honorable member is prepared
to admit that he wrote the article complained of himself. On the last occasion
when a gentleman was brought before
the bar of the House, I advocated that
he should be heard by counsel; and I
thoroughly agree with every word the
Attorney-General has said to-night, that
it is only fair that, when the House is
prepared to award punishment, it should
also be prepared "to receive every explanation, and, if necessary, justification.
But the remarks which the AttorneyGeneral made to-night are totally different to what he said on the last occasion.
He then, in the early part of the debate,
deprecated Mr. George being allowed to
make any justification, although all the
members on this side believed it was only
right that Mr. George should be allowed to endeavour to justify the article
which the House had declared to be libellous. The Attorney-General then stated
that it was perfectly right Mr. George
should make any explanation of his conduct, but not a justification of the article.
I understand the Attorney-General to say,
to-night, that the line is exceedingly fine
between an explanation andajustificationthat it is very hard to. draw the distinction.
But how much finer the line has become
on this occasion! It was not so fine on
the Jast occasion. rrhe w hole tone of the
remarks of the Attorney-General, and the
great temper displayed by him on that
occasion, was to prevent Mr. George justifying himself, though subsequently the
remarks which that gentleman had to make
were received by the House. I think that
the honorable and learned member for
South Bourke having stated that he is
prepared at a certain point to take a
certain amount of responsibility upon himself-which, I presume, amounts to saying
that the gentleman who has been Brought
to the bar is not guilty-it is scarcely fair
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for the honorable member' now to leave
us in the position of dealing with the man
whom we know not to be guilty, when
another is now before us who admits that
he is the guilty party. I trust that the
honorable member may be allowed another
opportunity of addressing the House, and
explaining what he believes to be the
proper time for taking the responsibility
'of the article upon himself.
Mr. SULLIVAN.-I think that the
proper time for the honorable member for
South Bourke to be called upon is when
the House has heard what Mr. Syme has
got to say.
The SPEAKER.-Do I understand it
to be the desire of the House that Mr.
Syme should be heard?
Mr. EDWARDS.-The honorable member for South Bourke said if I asked him
to avow whether he was the author of the
article, he would do so. I call upon him
to do so now.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I told the honorable member that I would make the avowal
at the proper time.
The SPEAKER directed the Serjeantat-Arms to desire Mr. Syme to again attend
at the bar of the House.
Mr. Syme having appeared at the bar,
The ~;PEAKER said-I have to acquaint you, Mr. Syme, that the House
will permit you to proceed with your
statement.
Mr. SYME proceeded to read as follows:
-To understand this reference to Mr.
McLellan's views, I quote again from
Hansard. Mr. McLellan said"I shall vote for the Bill now before the
House (the Bill to Quiet 'ritles) on the express
understanding that the farmers who have taken
up land under the present Land Act shall have
some concession made to them by honorable
gentlemen on the Opposition side of the House,
who are usually supposed to represent the squatting interest. I say that the present Land Act,
like all the other Acts that have preceded it, is
nothing but a gigantic swindle upon the people
of this country."

Having given the exact words of Mr.
McCann and Mr. McLellan, there is distinct evidence as to the "sort of fraud"
referred to in the article. It is suggested
by the declarations and avow3tls of honorable members themselves. Their names
are mentioned in connexion with it simply
because they have themselves avowed the
connexion. Exception has also been taken
to the words" conspire" and" plunder,"
in the second sentence selected from the
article. It is singular that these words
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should have been taken as referring to
payment of members. Nowhere throughout the article is payment of members
referred to as "plunder," nor a legitimate
attempt to procure payment as "conspiracy." The words are used solely to
describe the peculiar mode resorted to by
certain honorable members in order to
procure payment. I regard the lauguage
complained of as a legitimate comment on
the conduct of those honorable members
who have attempted to coerce the Government into making payment to themselves
a Ministerial question, and who, knowing
they could not get the assent of the other
branch of the Legislature, were determined
to extort payment from the Treasury by
making their Ministerial support dependent upon Ministerial compliance with
their demands. It is unnecessary for me
to refer to Mr. McCann's declaration that
he was not in the House at the time, as
the letter which lle avows having written
suggested the very plan stigmatized in the
at'ticle as a consph>acy. I have nowexplained what was intended to be conveyed
by the paragraph complained of. So far
from del'ogating from the honour of this
House, it was intended to vindicate it, and
to assert its legislative authority. Law is
daily being broken, evaded, or defied. The
evil, instead of diminishing, now threatens
us with more appalling force than ever, if
this doctrine of' repudiation be reduced to
practice. Honorable members have complained of the paragraph beiug a breach
of privilege, but its object was to avert a
danger which threatens your very existence.
The SPEAKER.-Has any honorable
member any questions to ask Mr. Syme?
Mr. EDWARDS.-Mr. Speaker, I will
ask Mr. Syme, through you, this question
-Do you avow yourself the writer of the
article in question?
Mr. SYME ....,-I avow :o;1y responsibility.
I should think that is swfficient.
Mr. EDWARDS.-I want a~ answer,
yes or no. I ask Mr. Syme, through you,
sir, whether he avows himself the writer
of the article in question?
The question was not answered.
Mr. JONES.-I would like to ask the
gentleman at the bar, Mr, Syme, whether
or not, he was cognizant of' the contents
of the article in question prior to its pubilcation ?
Mr. EDWARDS. - I have put a
question, and I want an answer.
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The SPEAKER.-If a person at the bar
declines to answer a question, that will, of
course, be taken into consideration by the
House.
Mr. EDWARDS.-I have not heard
you ask the question, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER.-I did not understand
the honorable member to ask me to put the
question?
Mr. EDW ARDS.-I wish you to ask
the gentleman at the bar if he avows himself to be the author of the article in
question.
The SPEAKER-eto Mr. Syme).-Do
you hear the question?
Mr. SYME.-I do, Mr. Speaker. I repeat that I hold myself responsible for the
article in question.
.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I beg, sir, to ask
through you of the gentleman at the bar
whether he intended the passage complained of to have anything beyond a
political application?
Mr. SnlE.-I have already stated that
no personal imputation was intended to be.
cast upon any honorable member.
Mr. JONES.-I have now to cal1;your'
attention, sir, to the fact that the qllestion,
put by me through you. has- not been.
answered. The question put by me, 1
think, will touch the: Ij~t of- the matter;
and will enable this. House, I think, to
relieve Mr. 8yme A'O,'m. the unpleasant
position in which he is now,;,placed. I now
repeat my question. f. w~sh to know
whether Mr. Syme was cognizant of the
contents of the article in .question. prim; to.
its publication?
.
.
The SPEAKER ~to· M,·. 8yme ).-You'
hear the question pqt by th~ honorable
.
member?
'
Mr. S~E.-l do,. Ml·., Speaker, and I
repeat that I am here· to-avow my responsibility for the a~,ticle· in q~estion.
Ml\ McLELLAN.-May I: ask, sir,
through you, what meaning Mr. Syme
attributes to the word" plunder "~?
The question was not answere¢~
Mr. MACPHERSON.-I wish to ask
the gentleman at the bar whether he supposes that, in the statement he has made,
he ha.3 apolgized for what this House has
decided to be a gross and scandalous libel?
The question was not answered.
The SPEAKER (to Mr. Syme).-Do I
understand you to make no repiy to that
question?
The question was not answered.
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Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-There are two declared" a scandalous libel;" he has clearly
questions put, and I think the House will refused to apologize; and I say that, if we
be of opinion that the gentleman at the accept the present position, and proceed to
bar should either answer them or to decline the orders of the day, we shall be stultifyto answer them. One question has been ing ourselves ill this matter. I think it
put hy the honorable member for Colling- must be clear to the House that Mr. Syme
wood (Mr. Edwards) - does Mr. Syme came to the bar predetermined not to
avow himself the author of this article? apologize, and to deny the right of the
I think the House will be glad to get an House to declare the article a libel. I take
answer to that question, or a statement exception to his right in any way to justify
from the person at the bar that he declines the libel. I say that, after the House
has declared the article a libel, notwithto answer that question.
The SPEAKER (to Mr. Syme).-You standing the opinion of the Attorneyhear the question that has been put by the General, and the opinion of the honorable
member for South Bourke (Mr. G. P.
Attorney-General?
Mr. SYl\IE.-I decline to answer it, Mr. Smith)-that Mr. Syme should be per ..
mit ted to justify it, and that a crimiSpeaker.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Another ques- nal is permitted to offer justification tion has been put by the honorable mem- he is not in a position to justify it. The
ber for Ballarat East-namely, whether House has declared its verdict that the
lVIr. Syme was cognizant or not of the article is a gross and scandalous libel, and
contents of that article before its publica- Mr. Syme comes here either to apologize
tion?
or take the consequences, as they were
The SPEAKER (to Mr. Syme).-You taken on former occasions by Mr. George
hear the question of the Attorney-General? and Mr. Dill.
Mr. KYTE.-It appears to me quite
Mr. SYME.-I decline also to answer
clear that Mr. Syme has already admitted
that question.
Mr. McCANN.-I should like to ask that he did not mean to use the words
Mr. Syme a question. He has read from complained of offensively; and I would
Hansard remarks· purporting to be mine, like to know what more honorable memand I wish to know if he did not observe bers require? Have they not had sufficient
the further statement made by me, which badger-bating? Do they want to lock up
he omitted to quote, that "I trusted that this unfortunate printer in a cell? I am
the point would never be conceded until afraid honorable members want to make a
the improvements required by law were mountain out of a mole-hill. Has not Mr.
effected"? .
Syme already stated plainly enough that
The question was not answered.
he did not mean to apply the offensive
Mr. JONES.-Seeing that Mr. Syme, words personally to the honorable member
standing at the bar of the House, declines who complains of them? I. should be one
to answer what I assume to be questions of the last members of the House to stand
bearing upon the matter now under con- up and vindicate the publication of a libel
upon any honorable member. But really
sideration, I think that the House-The SPEAKER.-The honorable mem- there are some honorable members who are
ber will pardon me. Unless he is going too thin-skinned, who are ready at any
to put a question, it would be better for moment's notice to vote anything a libel.
I trust the House will resolve to let this
Mr. Syme to withdraw.
Mr. Syme was then requested to with- publisher go about his business, in order
draw, but not to leave the building; and that we may go on with our own.
Dr. HEATH.-Mr. Speaker, I must
Mr. Syme withdrew accordingly.
take exception to the expressions used by
Mr. F. L. SMYTH.-Mr. Speaker, hav- the honorable member who has just sat
ing heard Mr. Syme's statement, I beg to
down. I do not believe that a vindictive
moveOn the
feeling pervades this House.
" That the House do pass to the orders of the contrary, I believe that this question might
day."
have been settled in five minutes, if Mr.
Mr. TUCKER seconded the motion.
Syme, when called to the bar, had so far
Mr. MACPHERSON.-Mr. Speaker, I humbled himself as to say that he regretted
decidedly obJect to any such thing. The that these expressions had appeared in his
gentleman who. has just left the bar has paper. Now, I cannot gather that he
defended the article which the House has expresses the slightest sorrow or regret
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for the expressions which have been made
use of. He declines to answer questions
which are put to him, and seems to justify
that which he has done. I think matters
would be very much simplified, and much
time would be saved, if Mr. Syme were
again called to the bar, and the plain
question put to him whether he was SUpe
posed to apologize for the words complained
of. If he should decline to answer that
question, we shall know exactly how to
proceed.
Mr. J. T. SMITH.-It appears to be
the desire of the House that this gentleman
shall be called to the bar for no other
purpose than to apologize. I am afraid
that this prosecution, as I may term it,
arises from party and political motives;
that it arises from the fact that the gentleman concerned is connected with a journal
which is understood to support the present
Government. I shall not vote for the
punishment of this Ol' any other newspaper
publisher until the House adopts a. rule
and principle of action which shall apply
generally. I object to the House seeking
to catch cases here and there. I admit
that it would have been better if the
gentleman at the bar had candidly stated
that he regretted that he shou ld have
published the words complained of; bu t I
could not help feeling humiliated that,
although living in a British colony, and
under British laws I should be compelled
to sit here while efforts were being made
to extort from this gentleman such an
answer as would induce the House to
order his discharge from custody. The
discussion, so far as it has gone, shows
that the sooner the House rids itself of
proceedings of this kind the better. It
must be patent to everyone who looks the
thing fairly in the face, that this House is
not a fair jury to try a case of the kind.
It cannot, from the nature of things, be
an impartial jury in such a case. In this
instance it wants Mr. Syme to apologize,
but not in his own way; it wants to
extort from him an answer which he is
not willing to give. And the HO,use afterwards feels its impotence. Why should
not the House allow the gentleman to
make his statement, and then, if the statement prove unsatisfactory, deal with him
accoruingly ? I consider it a most singular, unhappy, and unfortunate thing
that an honorable member of this House
should avow himself the author of the
language which has been complained of,
while another man has to stand 'at the bar
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and answer for that language. Under
these circumstances, when honorable members feel that they have the criminal in
their midst-that he is one of their own
household-can they, with any conscience,
seek to punish a stranger? I hope the
House will discountenance this kind of
thing altogether.
Captain MAC l\iAHON.-Mr. SpeakerJ
it appears to me that this question has
now assumed a much larger aspect than it
wore before Mr. Syme's explanation was
gi ven; and I say that, on the decision
now come to-irrespective altogether of
any party feeling which mayor may not
have originated the case-the whole question of the privileges of the House depends. There is one point conspicuously
prominent. A gentleman standing at the
bar of this House is asked a question, and
he positively declines to answer it. Now,
if a committee of this House have the right
to summon witnesses for the purpose of
inquiring into the management of public
affairs, and to elieit evidence from those
witnesses, am I to be told that the whole
of this House has not the power to demand
a reply to a very simple question? I consider that every possible latitude was allowed the gentleman at. the bar. There is
no trace of personal .feeling towards him
on the part of members on one side of the
House or the other. And yet, when Mr.
Syme was asked whether he considered
his explanation was in the light of an
apology, he declined to answer that question. If it be possible for a direct challenge to be thrown at the House, to test
its authority, I think that refusal might
be regarded as a direct challenge. On the
last occasion, I objected to such proceedings as these. But, on this occasion, the
House unanimously resolved that the
matter complained of was a libel. Possibly, by others-perhaps by the majority
out of doors-the thing may not be regarded
in the same light; but, the House having
come to that resolution, and the gentleman
called to the bar having declined in any
way to apologize, the question arises,
whether we have any such privileges as
those we claim. I say that question
should be definitely settled on this occasion. To proceed in the manner proposed
by the honorable member for Villiers
and Heytesbury (Mr. Smyth) would be a
perfect farce. I have already expressed
the wish that the honorable member of
this Bouse who almost took upon himself
the responsibility of the article in ques-
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tion, should take that responsibility completely upon himself. If this had been
done before, the present difficulty would
not have arisen. But, even if he does not
take upon himself that responsibility, a
direct challenge has been given to the
House, by Mr. Syme, in declining to
answer the questions put to him. He accepts t.he total responsibility of the article,
and he declines to admit that his explanation is an apology. That, I say, is a direct
challenge to our privileges. I submit that
it is the duty of the head of the Governme,nt, and the chief law officer of the Crown,
as the leaders of the House and the custodians of its privileges, to say what is the
course that should be taken on this occasion. On the last occasion, when the Chief
Secretary was assailed, the AttorneyGeneral took action. On a previous occasion, when Mr. Dill was brought before
the House, the Attorney-General of the
day assumed the same position. And I
say that, as the Attorney-General was prepared, on the occasion of a collision, not
between the House and an individual, but
between the House and the other branch
of the Legislature, to go any length-even
though it might bring about social disturbances, and perhaps lead to revolution
-to defend the privileges of this House,
he is bound to point out what is the course
to be adopted in this case, or admit that
we are now and for ever giving up those
privileges.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
I am not prepared to accept the advice of
the honorable and gallant member for
West Melbourne, or instruction from him
as to what my duty may be in a'matter of
this kind, connected, as it is truly alleged
by him, with the privileges of this House.
The honorable and gallant member, on the
last occasion when a question of the kind
was before this House, and on many other
occasions-indeed, on all during the last
two years-when the question of the privileges of this House has arisen, has pursued
a course which, in my opinion, disentitles
him from offering any advice, or expressing any opinion in t,his I-louse, on any
subject connected with its rights and
pri vileges. It appears to me that, so far
as I am acquainted with the duties of a
law officer of the Crown, in connexion
with a question of this kind, he has no
duties in connexion with it, as a law
officer, until and unless he receives the
commands of the House to take proceedings in the matter. That course has been
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observed in previous cases; it has been
observed in many cases in England; and
if the House should be of opinion that the
law officers should be commanded to take
any proceedings that the House may think
proper, the commands of the House shall
be duly attended to. I speak now simply
as a private member of this House, and in
that capacity I must say-and I say it
with very deep regret-that I do not think
the explanation which has been offered
by Mr. Syme at the bar can properly be
designated by that term at all. Mr. Syme
has, indeed, stated that he disavows any
personal imputation upon the character of
the honorable member for South Grant, or
of any other honorable member of this
House. The House has already judged
that question, and decided it. The House
has passed a judgment upon it, which, I
think, would be justified by the language
of the article, and which, for my part, I
am unable to see any possible grounds
for dissenting from.
But Mr. Syme
has also proceeded to say that he regards
the language complained of as "a fair comment on the public conduct of public
men "-as a legitimate comment on the
conduct of honorable members who (as I
think Mr. Syme proceeded to say) have
failed to coerce the Government into a
certain course of conduct, and who, believing that they would not be able to coerce
another branch of the Legislature, thought
this a proper mode of advocating their
own policy. I must say that, when I consider the discussion which has already
taken place on this question, the so-called
explanation of Mr. Syme, and the refusal
of that gentleman to answer questionsfair and reasonable questions, to a person
standing in the position in which he stood
- I cannot help regarding his explanation
as nothing but an aggravation of the
original charge. I believe this proceeding
will be instructive to us in the future. It
will show us that, until all the members,
or a large majority of the members of this
House, acquire a sense of corporate honour
-a regard for our honour as a body-and
a determination, as soon as we take the
position of asserting the rights of this
House, to carry that assertion to its full
and legitimate limits, it is expedient t.o
postpone and keep out of view all discussions of this kind. The House has
decided that a gross and scandalous libel
has been committed on the character of one
member. I care not myself where he sits,
or on which side he votes. I very much
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regret that the honorable member thought
proper to bring forward the matter
at all; but havmg done so, and the
House having come to this decision,
I cannot see any way of escape from the
natural consequences of this proceeding
until an explanation satisfactory to the
honorable member, or a frank withdrawal
of the words which have been written, or
a frank ex·pression of regret has been
offered in atonement for the wounded
honour of this House. Sir, I repeat, as a
law officer of the Crown, it is not my
duty, so far as I know, to take any proceedings in this matter; but I am compelled
to say, as a private member, that, if the
honorable member for South Grant thinks
fit to move a motion in pursuance of the
resolution passed on Tuesday evening, I
shall feel it my duty to support it.
Mr. McKEAN.-Mr. Speaker,Ifeelthat,
in this matter, we are proceeding in a somewhat irregular manner. If an individual
. were charged in the Supreme Court of the
colony with having been guily of libel, the
language attributed to him would be set
out, with a statement showing the meaning
which the prosecutor, or the person libelled,
attached to it, and the defendant would be
called upon to say whether or not that was
the meaning which he attached to it. Now
in this court, which is regarded as the
highest in the colony, the rules and procedure in such cases are those of the
House of Commons. And here I wish to
call attention to the course of procedure
adopted by the House of Commons in a
libel case in 1858. The publisher of a
certain journal was called upon to appear
at the bar of the House, to answer a complaint as to what was considered an improper article, reflecting upon Mr. Clive,
the chairman of the committee on the
North British and Caledonian Railway
Bill. The procedure in that case was as
follows. In the first place, the article was
read in the House, and a motion was
agreed to-" That Mr. Washington Wilks
do attend the House on Friday next." He
attended accordingly, and he was then
questioned in this manner : "Q. Are you prepared to state to the House
who was the author of that article?-With all
respect, I am not.
"Q. Are you prepared to state from whom
you received the information on which you
made these charges ?-I am not.
"Q. I now ask you, are you prepared to withdraw them?-I am very sorry to say I cannot.
" Q. Are you prepared to withdraw the
article?-I cannot withdraw it."
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But what is the position of this House at
the present time? Why, that it has acted
contrary to the practice of the House of
Commons; that it has found Mr. Syme
guilty of a scandalous breach of the privileges of the House, without giving him
the opportunity of making the slightest
explanation. The House did not wait
to question him as to the authorship
of the article complained of, or the
interpretation which was to be put upon
certain expressions. Unless we ar.e to
place ourselves in the humiliating position
in which a local bench of magistrates
found themselves recently, through passing sentence upon a gentleman for uttering.
certain remarks in another place, simply
on the faith of an article in a local newspaper, and without any communication
with the gentleman concerned, we should
admit at once that our proceedings have
been irregular, and that we should commence de novo. The House ought, in the
first place, to have passed a resolution
requiring the attendance of Mr. Syme at
the bar. On his appearance at tqe bar, he
should have been subjected to the questions which have been put to him to-night,
and any other questions which might have
occurred to honorable members. The
House should then proceed to consider his
answers to the questions, and any explanation which he might have had to make,
and then decide whether the article complained of was or was not a libel on any
honorable member, and a scandalous breach
of the privileges of the House. The House
has not taken that course. I apprehend,
therefore, that it will have to undo what
it has done, by adopting the motion of the
honorable member for Villiers and Heytesbury, and proceeding to the next order of
the day.
Mr. McCANN.-Mr. Speaker, I may
state, in response to the appeal which
has been made to me indirectly by honorable mem bet's on different sides of the
House, and directly by the AttorneyGeneral, that I desire to follow exactly
the same course that was taken on a
former occasion. The Attorney-General
alluded to me early in the evening
as the prosec~tor in this case; but I
have no desire to occupy that position
longer than is necessary to bring the
matter fairly before the House. In Mr.
Frazer's case, it was not until the House
had declared the article reflecting upon
him to be a libel, and until Mr. Dill was
brought to the bar, that the Attorney-
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General of the day was requested to
take charge of the case. I understand
that the Attorney-General is willing to
act in this instance, provided that a motion
to that effect be submitted to the House
ann carried. I think honorable members
will agree with me that, as this is a matter
which concerns not only myself but the
House, the House has a right to request
that its chief law officer should have the
conduct of these proceedings. Entertaining that view, I beg to move, as an amendment to the motion of the honorable member for Villiers and Heytesbury : "That the Attorney-General be requested to
assume the general conduct of the proceedings,
on behalf of this House, in the matter of the
complaint against Mr. Syme."
Mr. LONGMORE seconded the amendment.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I cannot agree
with the amendment which has just been
moved. The proposition is not in accordance with the proceedings of this House
on former occasions. In the case which
has been referred to (that of Mr. Frazer),
I observe feom Hansard, which is before
me, that Mr. Frazer conducted his case
until the passage of the following resolution : "That George Dill having been ordered to
attend the House this day, and not attending in
obedience to such order, is guilty of contempt,
and that he be sent for in the custody of the
Serjeant-at-Arms, and that Mr. Speaker do issue
his warrant accordingly."
I say that, in that case, the House did not
request the Attorney-General to take
action in the matter until it had gone the
length of placing Mr. Dill in custody.
Now the House has not gone that length,
and I say that it devolves upon the honorable member for South Grant to take
action. If any further proceedings are
necessary it will be the business of the
House to ask the Attorney-General to
conduct those proceedings. It should be
recollected that the case of Mr. Dill was
different from any other privilege case
that has been brought under the notice of
the House. It formed the subject of an
appeal to the Pri vy Council, and therefore
assumed a complexion which made it
necessary for the Attorney-General of the
. day to act in the matter. While I desire,
as the leader of the House, to bear my fair
responsibility in the matter, I cannot
consent to take up the case as it now
stands. But should the House go further,
should it order Mr. Syme to be taken into
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custody; it will then be for the Government to take such furthet: steps as may be
necessary to maintain the privileges of the
House.
Mr. QILLIES.-Sir, although I am
very much opposed to the taking of proceedings of this character, I think the
position now assumed by the Chief Secretary is hardly consistent with the dignity
of the House. The House has already
passed a resolution affirming that a certain
statement in a leading article is a gross
breach of the privileges of the House. I
apprehend there is no doubt whatever that
the head of the Government, the leader of
this branch of the Legislature, is the
proper person to defend the privileges of
this House when they are attacked. Although the case of Mr. Dill was th~ first
in which the I-louse was asked to consider
a question of the kind, it should be remembered that, at that time, the publisher
of the Argus newspaper refused absolutely
to acknowledge the jurisdiction of this
House by declining to attend at the bar.
The jurisdiction of the House being
established beyond all doubt, it is only in
accordance with the practice in such cases
-in f\ccordance with the practice of the
House of Commons-for the leader of this
Chamber to assert the privileges of the
House when a gross breach of those pri vileges has, according to the resolution of
the House, been committed. I think, so
far as we have gone, we have had abundant illustration of the unhappy character
of the proceeding which the Government
took last year. Every person, whether in
or out of this Chamber, who looks dispassionately at the subject, must admit
that one of the grossest blunders ever
committed by a Government having a large
majority was that of taking up the case
of Mr. Geoqre in the way this Government did. There is a considerable difference between that case and the present.
In the case of Mr. George, it was contended by a considerable number of honorable members that the words complaiued
of could not be properly construed to be a
libel, and that really there was no breach
of privilege at all. I have not heard the
same thing contended for in this case.
On the contrary, it has been acknowledged that this is unmi.stakeably a gross
and outrageous libel. Many honorable
members consider that it was not desirable, either for the dignity of the House
or the defence of its privileges, that this
matter should have been taken up at all ..
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I submit that, when the question of the
privileges of Parliament was put beyond
all dispute by the decision of the Privy
Council, that ought to have been quite
satisfactory to this Chamber. l do not
think it, the duty of Parliament to raise up
the question of its privileges the moment
that it conceives the action of an honorable member is attacked by a portion of
the press. The mere fact that the House
possesses privileges to such an extent as
is admitted, and that those privileges can
be exercised whenever the dignity of the
Chamber demands such exercise, ought
to be sufficient without the House seeking
to exert supreme control on every petty
occasion. I think it beneath the dignity
of the Chamber to assert every case of
commentary, in indecent language, on the
conduct of honorable members, to be a
breach of privilege. Whenever any real
occasion arises, demanding the exercise of
1b:privileges of the House, then honorable
members on both sides of the House should
be prepared to stand up for those privileges.
I concur with the Attorney-General that
the House ought to be very careful in
exercising its powers in that respect. But
whenever the House conceives that there
is an improper infringement of its privileges-an infringement that is likely to
impair its usefulness-then, I think, it is
time for the Chamber to interfere, and not
otherwise. If any action be taken in the
present matter, I think it is the duty of
the head of the Government to take that
action; but I altogether object to the way
in which this case has been prosecuted, and
I am prepared to vote against its being
carried further.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH.-Withreference to
the question which has arisen, whether the
explanat.ion made by Mr. Syme at the "bar
is a sufficient apology to the honorable
member for South Grant and to this House,
I may perhaps be allowed to call attention
. to a passage in that explanation. It is
this : "I contend that I am not responsible for any
forced construction that may be put upon an
isolated passage, separated from its context. If,
by such separation, an imputation appears to be
cast upon the private character of any member
of this House, I unhesitatingly declare that no
such imputation was intended to be conveyed."

Now, I ask whether, in a conflict between
two individuals outside the House-much
less such a conflict as that between the
House and the person who has appeared at
the bar-could anyone desire a clearer
"apology? At the same time, I venture to
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say that, if any further explanation be
required, Mr. Syme will readily give it.
Mr. SNODG RASS.-Mr. Speaker, on
the occasion of ]\Ill'. George being brought
to the bar of the House, I expressed
myself strongly against the policy of the
proceeding. I am still of opinion that
action of this kind is neither creditable to
the House nor calculated to add to its
usefulness. I think the House is placed
in a most unfortunate position. It has
asserted that its privileges have been infringed, and yet there appears a desire
that nothing shall be done beyond th~t
assertion. I cannot see, after the House
has declared the article in question to be a
libel of the character described, how it can
possibly stop short. To adopt the motion
of the honorable member for ViUiers and
Heytesbury will be only to enact a solemn
farce. If that course be taken, not only
the Age and the Leader, but the whole
press, will join in a chorus of derision with
regard to our privileges. I object to the
course of proceeding in the first place-of
finding a man guilty without allowing him
the opportunity of explanation; and I
object to his being called to the bar, and
not being allowed to offer any justification.
The whole proceeding is opposed to any
man's sense of justice. At the same time,
I say that, if an offence has been committed, the explanation read at the bar is
an aggravation of that offence; and I
maintain that the House having gone so
far, unless it goes further, its privileges
will be gone.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-Mr. Speaker, I
think an error has been committed in this
business, and that, I submit, is a reason
why we should adopt the motion of the
honorable member for Villiers l\.nd Heytesbury, and pass to the orders of the day.
The practice of the House of Commons is
that, when an honorable member feels
himself aggrieved by newspaper comments,
the publisher is summoned to appear at
the bar, and thus, before the House declares whether the article is a libel or not,
the publisher has an opportunity, if' he
can, of showing that it is not a libel. This"
has not been done in the present case.
The article was declared, almost immediately after it was read, to be a scandalous
libel; and I say the House ought not to
pursue a course wrong in its inception.
The staying of proceedings will not affect
the privileges of the House any more than
the failul'e of a suit affects the rights of
the Supreme Court. I submit that it is
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better for the House to admit that it has
taken a false step than that it should commit an act of injustice, by punishing a man
who has had no opportunity of showing
cause against the charge raised with respect to him. Moreover, I am altogether
opposed to these proceedings.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-With regard to
what has fallen from the honorable member for Villiers and Heytesbury, I do not
think that the statement which has been
made at the bar is an apology that we can
accept. I admit there may have been
something wrong in the proceedings.
Captain MAC MAHON.-They are the
same as in Mr. George's case.
Mr. McCULLOCH.- It is disputed
whether those proceedings were right.
But I say that, having gone so fa.r, we
must do something more. I am sure
that, if we have an apology or an expression of regret from Mr. Syme, honorable
members will not desire anything more.
If Mr. Syme will now come to the bar,
and will state that he regrets that any
expression contained in the article should
be construed by the Honse to be a personal
insult to a member of the House, and that
he intended no reflection whatever on any
honorable member, and no desire to interfere with the privileges of the House, I
think the House ought to accept such an
explanation. I beg to suggest that Mr.
Syme be called to the bar, in order that I
may put a question to him.
Mr. LANGTON.-I was about to observe that, if the Chief Secretary took
that view, it was his duty, as leader of the
House, to submit a motion on the subject.
The practice of the House of Commons
in such cases is, that the honorable member
aggrieved makes his complaint, and that,
directly the House determines the article
complained of to be false and scandalous,
the leader of the House moves resolutions
to give effect to that declaration. This
was done by the Chancellor of the Exchequer in the case of Mr. Washington
Wilks; and if the Chief Secretary wishes
to help us out of the difficulty in which
we appear to be, he should submit a resolution in the terms which he has indicated.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I beg to move
that Mr. Syme be called to the bar.
Mr. JONES.-Ml'. Speaker, before this
House decides that Mr. Syme be called to
the bar, I trust the House ,will also decide
so to uphold its privileges that it shall be
entitled to obtain an answer to a question
which is not intended to criminate the
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person who is called to the bar. If a committee of this House were to call upon a.
witness to answer any question, and that
witness declined, the committee, on reporting the fact to this House, would be entitled to inflict a certain punishment upon
the person who so refused to answer. And
is the House to allow itself to be merely
played with by a person who is brought to
the bar declining to answer every question
pertinent to the matter at issue, and offering
an explanation which is an aggl'avation of
the original offence ? ("No.") I contend that
the article, as it originally appeared in the
Leader, was a mild affair compared with
the explanation which has been offered at
the bar; and I am astonished that a member of the Ministry should rise, as the
Minister of Mines has done, and attempt,
by a bit of special pleading, to juggle the
House out of its privileges. If the House
were to decide that these pri vileges should
not be exercised, the House would possibly
exercise a wise discretion. But, as long as
we exercise these privileges, I say it is an
insult to the Honse to allow a person who
stands at that bar, apparently to answer for
an insult passed upon a member of this
House, and upon this House in the person
of that me.m ber-to allow him to make a
written speech, which was a punishment
to the House, and to allow him to come to
the bar a second time, and make some
other plausible statement, perhaps conveying a covert insult to the House, without first vindicating the right of the House
to have the questions of its members
answered. I am quite sure that the
House would not allow any member to
abuse his position so far as to put an
improper question; but a proper answer
to the question put by the honorable
member for Collingwood (Mr. Edwards)
or to the question ,put by myself, would
have furnished to an honorable member
of this House an opportunity to appear as
a man generous and brave-an opportunity
to assume the position into which his own
fault has put another man. I trust, sir,
that this House will not again call Mr.
Syme to the bar unless it is prepared to
insist on a proper demeanour from Mr.
Syme. Seeing that th~ House is committed to a certain line of conduct, I think
it ill becomes the honorable member for
Villiers and Heytesbury to propose-while
the insult cast upon the House is yet
rankling-that the House should pass to
the orders of the day. It was evident
that the honorable member had been
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set up to move that proposition; and
now it is quite evident that the Chief
Secretary believes that he can, by a sidewind, let off Mr. Syme, and at the same
time put a slight upon this Assembly.
Had the honorable member for South
Bourke made the distinct avowal to this
House, which I believed at one time he
was about to make, Mr. Syme would never
have stood at the bar; but it looks very
much as if there had been a deliberate
intention to appeal to the sympathies of
honorable members, by bringing a sick
man to the bar, in the hope that his weakness and suffering might be taken as some
sort of palliation of the offence. Until
Mr. Syme stood at the bar he was personally innocent of any offence against the
privileges of the House, but be bas
offended more distinctly tban does the
article itself, by stating that the course of
action taken by certain honorable members
was a conspiracy to extort money from
the Treasury. It is not an answer to the
charge against him that he states he has
no personal imputation to make against
the honorable member for South Grant.
Mr. George stated-
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us to discuss whether we should or should
not abandon our privileges. That should
have been done when our abortive prosecution of Mr. George was allowed to drop
through. In this instance we have declared
certain charges to be a false and scandalous libel; and are we to abandon that
position because the proprietor and the editor
of the paper concerned chance to be Government supporters? As we have committed
ourselves, with the consent of the Chief
Secretary, to a distinct course of action,
the Government have no right to humiliate
the Assembly by rendering the process
abortive. The Assembly has taken up
the quarrel. It has adopted the usual
form of procedure, and the only irregularity
as yet has been the proposition of the honorable member for Villiers and Heytesbury
(Mr. F. L. Smyth), that we should pass on
to the next order of the day-a proposition
which every honorable member except,
perhaps, the honorable member for South
Bourke felt at the time was a greater insult
than the article itself. I would be very
glad to hear that Mr. Syme is ready to
make an apology. I do not suppose that
the House wants anything more than that,
"I further declare that, in the expression as insolent language has been made use of,
employed, it was not intended to reflect on the and as false and slanderous charges have
personal honour of the honorable the Chief
Secretary, but simply to assert that the state- been made, the person who has avowed his
ment made by that honorable gentleman was responsibility-not the person who has
nearly avowed his responsibility, but wbose
not consistent with truth."
Mr. Syme has said nothing more; his courage has failed him-should come to
explanation was less satisfactory. Mr. the bar and make a proper, frank, and
George did not attempt to intensify the manly apology for that language and those
insult already conveyed, but Mr. Syme, in charges. If we recall Mr. Syme on any
charging honorable members with con- other conditions, we acknowledge that we
spiring to defraud the public treasury and are impotent to deal with him, and we do
the public estate, has offered a greater so simply because he has friends amongst
insult than 'the columns of the Leader have those who should be foremost in defence of
ever contained; and I am free'to state that the privileges of this Chamber.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-Mr. Speaker, I
more insults have appeared i~ the Leader
than in all the other newspapers of the colony have a statement which I desire to make,
put together. The honorable member for with all due regard to this House, to its
South Bourke has taken a long time to privileges, and to yourself; in no offensive
screw his courage to the sticking point. I tone, no mere spirit of bravado, and with
firmly believe that, but for the fear of in- no wish to insult any honorable member.
culpating that honorable member, Mr. Syme On previous occasions my tongue has been
would have stated that he was not cogni- tied. On two occasions on a previous
zant of the contents of the article com- night I sought permission to avow myself
plained of before it was published. Editors the author of the article complained of.
are not in the habit of' submitting their That permission was refused me; but I
copy to their proprietors before publication. intended, without consultation with any
I must say that I think it would be well if one, and it was an intention which I
this question of privilege could be definitely avowed in this House to several honorable
got rid of. Honorable members are more members yesterday, to assume, this afterthin-skinned than they need be. It would noon, the personal responsibility of that
be well to make this case the last; but, so article. However, an indiscreet friendlong as we have a case before us, it is not for a member of this House-by stating what
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my intention was, sealed my lips. The
time has npw come when I will no longer
be restrained by such considerations. I
shall not enter into any defence; but I will
ask this much from the consideration of
the House, that my statement shall not be
allowed to influence in any way the position of the gentleman who has been placed
at the bar; that any expressions of mine
shall not be referred to in dealing with him.
I have now to say that I accept all the
personal responsibility attaching to th,e
writing of the article which has occasioned
the appearance of Mr. David Syme at the
bar of this House.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member, having made that statement, will have
the goodness to withdraw.
The honorable member withdrew accordingly.
Mr. BALFOUR.-I quite agree with
the Attorney-General that, as a corporate
body, we ought to maintain the privileges
ofPal;liament without party considerations;
but I do not agree with him that Mr.
Syme has in any way aggravated the case
against him by declining to reply to certain
questions. If that declinature, involved
any contempt of the House, or the withholding of any information desired by the
House, it might be an aggravatioH; but I
have to recollect that, though Mr. Syme
declined to answer certain questions in the
exact form put to him, yet he answered
them substantially, by accepting the responsibility of the article before the House.
A certain amount of secrecy is' maintained
by those connected with the press; anonymity is held to be a part and parcel of the
privileges of journalism. For my part, I
would like, instead of this, that the public
should know regularly who are the writers
of the articles wbich appear in the press;
but, while tho contrary is the case, it is
competent for a gentleman in Mr. Syme's
position to decline to ,reveal the writer of
an article, while he accepts the responsibility of it. I would refer to the proceedings which took place last sessio,n : " Mr. BINDON.-Might I ask Mr. George if he
has any control over the language of the leading
articles in the Argus?
" Mr. George.-My answer to that is, that I
am responsible for all that is published in the
Argus.

"Mr. HARBISON.-I beg to ask by whom that
statement, read by Mr. George, was dictated?
" The question was not answered."
The Attorney-General and others considered that Mr. George's general statement added to the original offence; but it
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was never contended tbat his indirect
reply in the one case, and his silence in the
other, were in any degree an aggravation.
I think, therefore, that the statement that
there has been an aggravation in the present instance is a mistake. I claim a right
to speak on this question, because I might
have raised it myself had there been any
desire on my part to do so. My honorable fi'iend, the member for North Grenville (Mr. Henty), and myself have been
accused of entering this House with no
other intention than that of lootiug the
Treasury. But statements like this carry
with them their own refutation. I would
be quite content at the present moment to
appeal to honorable members opposite me,
as to whether they believe the honorable
member for North Grenville and myself
were ever actuated by such motives. These
matters, I take it, do not involve either
our honour or out" privilege, while their
discussion occupies useful time. In this
instance I trust that we shall come to a
speedy decision. I trust that the, apology
made at the bar-(" No.")-well, the explanation made at the bar-will show the
honorable member for South Grant that
no attack on his personal character was
intended. To most honorable members
such an explanation would be satisfactory.
I would prefer a further apology; but
still, as regarded myself, I would willingly
accept the statement which has been made,
in order to save time, and to terminate a
proceeding which is lowering instead of
preserving the digni ty of this House.
l\fr. McLELLAN.-I shall be satisfied
with any course the House, in its wisdom,
may take; but I shall watch curiously to
see if a House, elected for the purpose of
maintaining the privileges of Parliament,
will be the House to destroy any privileges
it may possess. The only question put to
me at my election was, whether I would
maintain the privileges of Parliament? and
I am aware, Mr. Speaker, that you ad·
dressed the electors of North GrenvHIe on
the subject of those privileges, and showed
that they must be maintained at all risks.
Is this the House then-when an individua1
has avowed the responsibility of a scandalous libel, and has declined to retract itthe House that should beg that individual
to come back and make an apology? If
that is the way we are to treat our privileges, it would be better to be without
privileges at all. As to the honorable
member for South Bourke, I am satisfied
he was assured of the favour of the Go-
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vernment before he took any responsibility
in the matter. Had the honorable member, on a previous occasion, expressed his
regret that such an article should have
been penned, I would have been the ·last
to wish to proceed in the matter; but now,
we have gone so far that, in justice to ourselves, we must proceed a little further.
This debate has afforded an opportunity
of testing the sincerity of the professions
indulged in, on the former occasion,by the
Chief Secretary and the Attorney-General;
and it has confirmed me in my opinion,
that no question which may come before
us will receive any consideration unless it
serves the interests of the party in power.
That is my opinion, and I shall hold it
until I see honorable members acting disinterestedly in such cases as these. For
myself, I have no feeling in the matter. I
have been abused in many articles, and I
do not care a snap for it. I know, moreover, that, whatever regret may be expressed at the bar, the offenders will return
to their former practices, like the dog to
his vomit and the sow to her wallowing in
the mire.
In reply to Mr. WILSON,
The SPEAKER said-I requested the
honorable member for South Bourke to
withdraw, under the impression that the
House would proceed to deal with his
statement. That not having been done, I
do not see any necessity why the honorable member should remain out.
The honorable member for South
Bourke shortly afterwards resumed his
seat in the Chamber.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-After the avowal
made by the honorable member for South
Bourke, it would be improper to proceed'
further against Mr. Syme. Whatever
action we take must be in a different
direction. I would suggest, therefore, that
both the motion and the amendment be
withdrawn, and I will then move that Mr.
Syme be called. to the bar of the House
and be discharged.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH.-The amendment
must be withdrawn first.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I think it would
be unwise, despite the acknowledgment of
the authorship of the article by the honorable member for South Bourke, for us to
depart from the proceedings already commenced. If we adopt such a system we
shall never be able to get at the proper
persons. Mr. Syme has admitted that he
is responsible, and we must still proceed
against him. I have already stated that I
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am not satisfied with Mr. Syme's statement; but I think that, if we cau obtain
from that gentleman not only a statement
that he meant no disrespect in his replies,
but also an expression of regret for the
article complained of, the House ought to
consent to his release.
Dr. EMBLING.-We shall adopt a
most unbecoming course, if we invite Mr.
Syme to the bar and ask him for an
apology. The proposition ought to come
from Mr. Syme, through one of' his friends
in the House. I think honorable members
regret that the question ever came before
them; but as the House has declared, by
its unanimous action, that its privileges
have been invaded, we cannot go back.
Nor can we forget that when Mr. Syme
had the opportunity of clearing himself, he,
according to the dictum of the AttorneyGeneral, aggravated the first offence.
One honorable member has told us we are
too thin-skinned in this matter; but I do
not think we can be too thin-skinned
when our honour is affected. More than
that, I think that, when an honorable member is unjustly assailed, there should be
sufficient esprit de corps in this House to
induce us to rally round that honorable
mem bel'. As to the statement of the
Minister of Mines, that our procedure
has been irregular, and that, therefore, the
whole matter ought to be abandoned, that
is a mere pettifogging nisi prius argument.
I am very sorry, and yet I am very glad,
that we have unearthed the author of this
article, because I have had reason to believe, from the use of my eyes on the
blotting-paper in the Library, that some of
the vilest articles ever penned have been
written in that Library by a member of
this House. I think it is well we should
know that we have one member in
our midst who has ventured, under cover
of the secrecy of the press, to abuse his
fellow-members. .A. difficulty now arises,
because we have two persons criminated,
and I confess I do not see how to avoid it.
The honorable member for East Bourke
(Mr. Balfour) has mentioned that both he
and his honorable friend have been abused;
but, really, to be abused is one of the
privileges of a member of Parliament.
The majority of us treat abuse as a matter
of indifference; and though, in this instance, we are committed to a certain
course, yet I trust that the question of
pri vilege will not be raised again, unless
a case arises of a flagrant nature, and requiring peremptory punishment.
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Mr. LANGTON.-I wish the jealousy
entertained by the Attorney-General for
the corporate honour of this House had
induced him to prevent the House drifting
into the deplorable position it now finds
itself. Had there been any disposition on
the Treasury benches in that direction, we
might now have been engaged with the
proper business of the House. We have
determined that a certain statement is a
false and scandalous libel; the publisher has
been called to the bar, and has avowed
that he is the publisher; the explanation
he has offered is one which the House is
not disposed to accept; he has declared that
he had nothing to add to it, and yet it is
now suggested that he should be asked to
come back and make an apology, in order
to help the House out of its difficulty.
That, I contend, would be a most undignified proceeding. It would be better to
drop the matter altogether; to let Mr.
Syme go about his business and everyone
of us go about ours, than to accept the
Chief Secretary's suggestion. The Chief
Secretary would have shown more regard
for that corporate honour his honorable and
learned colleague talked of if he had not
made it. If Mr. Syme desires to make an
apology, he has only to communicate the fact
through some honorable member, and he
can be at once recalled for that purpose. I
do not approve of these proceedings, but I
find myself in this difficulty, that it was
impossible to deny that the statements
complained of were libe.llous, and, when
once brought before the House, it was
impossible for the House to pass them
over. Weare in a difficulty out of which
no honorable member suggests a way.
The Chief Secretary's suggestion cannot
be accepted. I am not sure whether
the House of Commons would not order
him to withdraw, and would not consider
whether some reprimand should not be
administered to him for showing so little
regard for the honour of the House. We
ought to determine at once whether Mr.
Syme is to be punished or not; and when
we proceed to consider that question, I
have a proposition to submit, which I
think the House can adopt, and which
will facilitate any future proceedings of
this nature.
Mr. V ALE.-One remark made in this
debate must have caused a feeling of regret on all sides. I refer to the admission
coolly made by the honorable member for
Collingwood (Dr. Embling), that he has
made it his business to go through the
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Library to discover what honorable members have been writing. I think that statement requires an apology. I never was
more astonished than when I heard it
made by a member of a learned profession.
Dr. EMBLING.-I made no such statement. I did not say that I have made it
my business to search through the Library,
but that on one or two occasions I have
found on the large sheets of blotting paper
there the bl()tting marks of articles intended for the press.
Mr. V ALE.-The re-statement is; in
fact, what I originally said. The honorable
member, if he chanced to see any paper
which would place him in possession of
the pri vate affairs of another honorable
member, should have destroyed it, and if
any matter was forced on his cognizance
he should have regarded it as a secret he
was bound to keep sacred.
Dr. EMBLING.-I did destroy it.
Mr. V ALE.-But the honorable member has not kept secret that which he
discovered by accident. The honorable
member has no right to talk of the privileges of this Chamber; he cannot with
any sellse of common decency.
The SPEAKER called the honorable
member to order.
Mr. EDWARDS submitted that such
language was not to be tolerated from a
Minister of the Crown.
Mr. McCULLOCH asked if such conduct as that the honorable member for
Collingwood had admitted was to be tolerated?
The SPEAKER.-An expression has
fallen from the honorable member for
Ballarat West, which the honorable member will admit himself he should not have
used. When an honorable member is informed that any expression he has used
is unparliamentary, he cannot have the
slightest hesitation in admitting that he has
offended against the rules of Parliament.
Mr. V ALE.-I bow, Mr. Speaker, as I
always do, to your ruling, and withdraw
the expression. My excuse for using it is,
that I was surprised into doing so by a
statement which must be a cause for regret
and shame to all honorable members.
Coming back to the question before us,
and without inquiring whether 01' not the
coUrse we have taken is in accordance
with the later practice of the House of
Commons, I submit that, if Mr. Syrne is
desirous of making some further explanation, he should be allowed to do so. I
have been informed that during this dis-
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cussion Mr. Syme has been suffering
great agony, and that, indeed, when he
stood at the bar he was almost incapable
of discharging the task which fell to
him. Honorable members must have
remarked the feebleness and the evident
effort with which he replied to the
questions put to him. I have reason to
believe that Mr. Syme is now desirous of
making a statement which will be satisfactory to the honorable member for South
Grant, and will remove any difficulty in
which honorable members may feel themselves placed. Many honorable members
on the Opposition benches must find themselves in a difficulty, because, as they voted
in opposition to the Government on a
former occasion, they cannot feel themselves
justified in altering their vote now. I
think, therefore, that honorable members
will be glad if, by adopting the course I
have suggested, we enable Mr. Syme to
remove the libel. I do not desire to
sacrifice the dignity of this Chamber. Mr.
Syme, if he does. attend, will do so by
the direction of the Speaker, the officer
in charge of the privileges of the House.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I never heard a
more ad misericordiam appeal than that
made by the Minister of Public Works.
What can that House think now of the
courage of that honorable member who
acknowledges that he is the author of the
article, and who allowed a gentle..man in
the state just described to us to come
forward in his stead, when he should have
been at home enjoying that ease so necessary to him? I estimate the courage of
the honorable member at its proper value;
but there must be a new coin to represent it.
Mr. G. P. SMITH rose to order.
The SPEAKER.-I trust these personal allusions will not be indulged in.
They are clearly out of order.
Mr. LANGTON suggested that the
honorable member for South Bourke
should again retire.
The SPEAKER.-There is no question
affecting the honorable member before the
House. Honorable members are only
required to withdraw when their personal
conduct comes under the notice of the
chair.
Mr. JONES submitted that the House
was not cognizant of any imputation
having been cast upon the honorable
member for South Bourke. The honorable member for Ripon and Hampden
might have meant that there was a
difficulty in 'procuring a coin sufficiently
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large to represent the honorable gentleman's courage.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I can well afford
to leave the honorable member. (Cries of
" Withdraw.")
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I believe it is
in accordance with the rules of this House
that the honorable member should not be
heard until he has withdrawn the offensive
expression.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is clearly out of order. I think' the
honorable member can have no difficulty in
withdrawing the expression.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I have no hesitation in withdrawing it so far as to express
my belief that there actually is a coin
which will represent the honorable member's courage.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member has apparently made an imputation
upon the courage of an honorable member,
which is clearly out of order. I am sure
the honorable member will have no hesitation in saying that he did not mean to
make any imputation.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I was quoting-Mr. McKEAN.-Mr. Speaker, I ask
whether you are to be supported by the
House in your ruling?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-If an honorable member refuses to obey the ruling of
the chair, it is competent for an honorable
member to move that he be not heard. I
move that, sir.
The SPEAKER.-I am sure the honorable member will accept the position, that
when an expression is out of order it must
be withdrawn.
Mr. McLELLAN.-When the Minister
of Public Works was ruled out of order, a
few minutes ago, I believe it was insisted
that he should have his own time and
mode for withdrawing the expression
which was ruled out of order. I think
that the Attorney-General was somewhat
premature in making the motion which he
did ; at all events he did not display the
same degree of alacrity with respect to his
honorable colleague.
I think that the
same leniency ought to be shown towards
members on both sides of the House; and
the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden has not had half the time to
withdraw his remark as the Minister of
Public Works had when he was called to
order. I have no doubt that the honorable member will retract what he has said,
but I hope that he will be allowed to do
so in his own way, and in his own language.
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Mr. LONGMORE.-As there are more
important matters before the House than
any statement I have made, and as the
honorable member seems to be affected by
it, I beg leave to withdraw anything that
may be deemed objectionable. In speaking
to the question, I must state that I could
not help admiring the position taken by
the Attorney-General this evening. I
hold in my hand a speech which he made
on the occasion of Mr. George being
brought to the bar of the House, and I
find that the sentiments which the honorable gentleman expressed to-night are so
much like those he expressed on that
occasion, so much in consonance with
them, and so much in favour of keeping up
the privileges of the House, that I regret
very much he has not been able to inoculate his colleagues, one and all, with the
same sentiments. I feel that is our duty to
uphold the privileges of the House from the
slanderous attacks of anonymous writers.
The press is, I am confident, a very great
power in the State; but those who write
for the press are not responsible. They
are not in the position of representatives
of the people, nor do we know whether
they are even respectable individuals or
not. Therefore, the threats held out that
the press will show up what is done in
this House, and will defeat it, are merely
empty boasts. I have yet to learn that
the people selld us into this House to be
made the butts of every anonymous writer.
I, for one, am not afraid, in the slightest
degree, of what appears in the press, nor
do I consider that the press can do me any
injury whatever; but that is no reason why
I should not defend the privileges of this
House to the very uttermost, while I have
the honour of having a seat in the House.
I was quite astonished at the line of argument advanced by the honorable member
for East Bourke (Mr. Balfour). He stated
that he was satisfied with Mr. Syme's
explanation, but he wished it had been
different-he wished it had been fuller.
I, for one, am not satisfied with the explanation given by that gentleman. I -saw
nothing in it but an aggravation of the
offence. Mr. Syme did not for a moment
express regret that he had interfered with
the privileges of the House, but he even
repeated with intensity the words complained of, and which have been declared
by the House to be a scandalous libel.
Under the circumstances, I think that we
should not be justified before our constituents, and before the world, in calling
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upon that gentleman again to come forward. I don't know where such an idea
emanated from; but, wherever it emanated
from, the gentleman who conceived the
idea has not thought of conserving the
pri vileges of the House. I hope that the
members of this House will not degrade
themselves by sending for Mr. Syme once
more-perhaps once more to be insulted.
If Mr. Syme is in such a condition of illhealth as stated by the Minister of Public
Works, why could he not make a reasonable statement when he appeared at the
bar, instead of aggravating what he had
done before-instead of reading us a leading a~ticle which all Melbourne has read
before now? I think that, under the
circumstances, we are not justified in
allowing this matter to drop, or in calling
upon Mr. Syme. If Mr. Syme wishes to
come forward and make a statement, there
are plenty of fi'iends in the House who can
state that he is willing to do so. I never
was more astonished than to hear the special
pleading of the Minister of Mines. It
was utterly unworthy of any member of
the House, much less a Cabinet Minister.
The honorable gentleman did not speak in
that way when the Chief Secretary was
attacked in a similar manner. Now that
this House has taken cognizance of the
charge, I think it should abide by the
decision already arrived at, that the article
is a scandalous libel; and that, before Mr.
Syme be heard again, he should move
himself for leave t.o be heard. I am sure
that the House will be quite willing to
receive any reasonable explanation from
him. I would rejoice to see the matter
settled without further delay.
Mr. G. V. SMITH.-I am sure that the
House will give me credit for being as
anxious to maintain i~s privileges as any
member. The privileges of this House
must always depend upon its members.
The privileges of the House I wish to
conserve for the interests of the public;
and it is plainly in the interests of the
public that an answer should be given to
a question put by the House, if it be of
importance to the public. It is for us to
say whether it is of importance or not.
If it be not, it is for us to waive the
answer, if the person who has refused
to give it thinks that, in giving it, he
would be criminating himself. Privilege
is a sword which should be very carefully
handled. It is one of' those swords which
should never be drawn without reason and
never sheathed without honour. In this
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case we did draw it without reason and
we cannot sheath it in honour. The statement made by the honorable member for
South Bourke removes, in a great measure,
the difficulty which has arisen; and
another statement which has subsequently
been made, that Mr. Syme is suffering
under severe indisposition-and I have
made inquiries, and find that such is the
case-must greatly tend to modify the
view we took before we heard those statements. It rests with us to direct that
Mr. Syme should come before us. Let us
understand whether we are labouring under
a misapprehension-whether Mr. Syme is
really defying the House, or whether he
is prepared to apologize and say he did nOL
intend to defy the powers of the House.
That is all that we are required to do in the
public interests. Any more than that we
cannot demand.
The SPEAKER.-I may inform the
House that a communication has been
made to me from Mr. Syme, that he is
desirous of making a statement, with the
leave of the House.
Mr. LALOR.-It appears to me that
the admission made by the honorable member for South Bourke relieves Mr. Syme .
altogether. Mr. Syme is now exactly in
the position in which a publisher of a libel
against a private individual would be if he
gave up the name of the author of the
libel-he is entirely removed from responsibility. C" No.") My impression is that,
if the name of the person who writes a
libel in a newspaper is given up-if, ill
other words, the principal is disclosedthe publisher is relieved from all pains and
penalties, provided that the person who
wrote the libel is responsible. If that be
so, why should we punish Mr. Syme, who
is altogether innocent, if the honorable
member for South Bourke takes the whole
responsibility upon himself and is willing
to bear the pains and penalties which
may be inflicted? It must be notorious to
every member of the House that the proprietor of a newspaper cannot be cognizant of everything which appears in the
columns of his journal. If the honorable
member for South Bourke has been guilty
of an impropriety in writing the article
which the House has declared to be a
scandalous libel, why should we proceed
further against Mr. Syme? I really think
that, as a matter of common justice, Mr.
Syme shpuld be called to the bar and informed that an honorable member has
avowed himself to be the writer of the
VOL. III.-3 0
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article, and that we will proceed against
him.
Mr. EDWARDS.-I think there is a
difference between this case and the cases
of Mr. Dill and Mr. George.
Those
gentlemen were both employes and not
proprietors of the paper, and they, of
course, in order to retain their situations,
were compelled to obey the orders of the
proprietors. But Mr. Syme is the proprietor of the journal now complained
against; and, when he appeared at the
bar, he might have said "I did not write
the article; I was not cognizant of its
publication; I did not supervise it." If
he had done so, I believe this House would
unanimously have declared that was all
they wanted. But Mr. Syme refused to
do that; and, when asked if he avowed
himself to be the author of the article, he
declined to give an answer. He read
from a brief, which, I apprehend, was
penned by the same hand that wrote the
original libel.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I beg to contradict
the honorable member.
Mr. EDWARDS.-At any rate by some
other person. If Mr. Syme had disavowed the authorship of the article, he
would have been allowed to go away, and
then we should have dealt with the honorable member, who ought to have avowed
the authorship two or three nights ag~. I
apprehend the House will deal with him
when they have done with Mr. Syme.
Mr. Syme did not disavow the authorship
of the article, and it is only after the lapse
of the refreshment hour that it is now first
suggested by members on the Ministerial
side that Mr. Syme should be· sent for
again. I think it is rather derogatory to
the House to send for Mr. Syme after he
has refused to answer questions which we
had a right to ask him. I only rise for
the purpose of giving the Ministry an
opportunity of contradicting the report,
which is current in the Library, that, since
the adjournment, Mr. Syme has been in the
Ministers' room. C" Shame, shame.") I
gi ve the Ministry an opportunity of contradicting the rumour. I do not know
whether it is correct or not. If Mr. Syme
comes to the bar to disavow all knowledge
of that article, we ought to accept that
statement. He has had that opportunity,
and has not availed himself of it. If
another opportunity of coming here is
afforded to him, I trust he will understand
that it is not a favour to us, but that we
are extending great courtesy to him, in
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allowing him to withdraw the article and with this breach of privilege at all; but,
apologize for it.
whether we did or not, the matter is now
The SPEAKER.-Jf it be the desire of placed in a very different position, in conthe House that Mr. Syme should again sequence of the sta.tement made by the
attend, the Serjeant-at-Arms will direct honorable member for South Bourke. The
him to appear at the bar.
honorable member, after the House deMr. SYME having again appeared at the clared that certain expressions used iu an
article published in a newspaper are a
bar,
The SPEAKER said.-Mr. Syme, it gross and scandalous libel, has assumed
has been communicated to me that you are the responsibility of writing the arti~le.
desirous of making a statement to the I apprehend that, as he has assumed the
House. If that be -the case, you are now responsibility of those expressions, he is
prepared to take the consequences. I beg
at liberty to do so.
.
Mr. SYME.:-Yes, Mr. Speaker. I wish to moveto take the sole responsibility of the pub"That the member for South Bourke, Mr.
lication of this article. I have no hesita- G. P. Smith, having assumed the responsibility
the expressions contained in the Leader newstion in expressing my regret that the words of
paper of Saturday last, which have been deused in the article should have been sus- clared by this House' a scandalous breach of the
ceptible of the interpretation put upon privileges of this House,' has been guilty of a
them by this House, as reflecting upon the breach of the privileges of this House."
The SPEAKER.-The honorable mempersonal character of any member of it.
The SPEAKER.-I understand you are ber for South Bourke will be good enough
also desirous of making a further statement, to retire, unless he desires first to make
in regard to your refusing to answer some some observation.
questions that were put to you by some
Mr. G. P. Smith at once withdrew from
members of this House. You are desirous, the Chamber.
I understand, from the statement made to
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I hope that
me, to explain that you did not mean any the House will not adopt this motion. We
disrespect to this House by refusing to . have had at the bar of the House a person
answer those questions?
who is legally responsible for the article
Mr. SYl\m.-Yes, Mr. Speaker. Iwish complained of. I understand that the
to state it was from no disrespect to this honorable member for South Grant and
House that I declined to answer those the House have expressed themselves conquestions.
,
tent with the explanation which that perMr. Syme was then directed by the son has given at the bar; and I submit
Speaker to withdraw, and he withdrew that we ought not further to prosecute this
accordingly.
case because an honorable member has
Mr. McCANN.-At the commencement thought proper to offer himself in place of,
of these proceedings, I stated that my only or in addition to, the person who has been
desire was that Mr. Syme should express already dealt with for the same offence. I
his regret for what has occurred. The think that the House has already had
Attorney-General pointed out the feeling enough of the discussion on this question.
which ought to actuate me in regard to the We must endeavour not to convert this from
matter, and I reciprocated the honorable an attempt to vindicate the rights of this
and learned gentleman's suggestion. All I House into any question that may be made
desired was that Mr. Syme should express or converted into a party question. If that
~is regret.
I think he has done so in is the desire of the honorable member for
language sufficiently satisfactory to me and Ballarat West, I think that a majority of
to the House; and, so far as I am per- the House will be prepared to affirm that
sonally concerned, I have only to say that that shall not be done, and that, as the
I am satisfied.
House has vindicated its privileges, by the
The amendment upon the motion to pro- acceptance of an explanation from the
ceed to the orders of the day, and the publisher of this paper, it will not permit
motion itself, were then withdrawn.
, the time of the House to be further occuOn the order of the day for reporting pied, or its proceedings furtber degraded,
resolutions passed in Committee of Supply, by discussing the >conduct of a member of
Mr. GILLIES said.-I do not think it this House, in accordance with the motion
is possible for the House to pass on to the of the honorable member. I trust that
orders of the day. I think that we made the House will give the motion a pointed,
a great mistake in having anything to do speedy, and decisive refusal.
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Captain MAC MAHON.-I think that
the House is placed in a somewhat difficult
position in this matter. The AttorneyGeneral was not in the House when
several members explained that their
reason' for adopting a different course to
that which they had originally intended
was because the honorable member for
South Bourke had taken upon himself the
reJponsibility of the article in question
Now the House has already pronounced
that article to be a gross and scandalous
libel. Whether it was judicious in coming
to that decision or not, it is not for
us now to discuss; but is it to be
said by-and-by that we allow a member of this House to assume the responsibility of what the House itself
says is a gross and scandalous libel, and
that, although we can punish some one
outside the House for the libel, we cannot
punish the honorable member himself? I
feel certain, sir, that the House will place
itself in a very unfortunate position in this
matter if it does not insist on the honorable
member who has assumed the responsibility
of this language doing that which an honorable member would have to do in the
event of his saying anything offensive to
another member in the House, and which
has already been insisted upon on two
occasions this evening. I think, sir, that
the House should insist upon the honorable
member for South Bourke withdrawing
any expression which is offensive either to
the House as a whole or to any individual
member of it; and that, if that view is
taken tolerably unanimously, we should
have nothing further to do with the subject. I trust the honorable member himself will see the necessity of communicating
to some of his friends that he is prepared,
if allowed an opportunity, to withdraw any
expression, of which he has taken the responsibility, which is offensive to the House
or to any individual me~ber. I think that
will be the simplest way of getting out of
the matter, and one to which nobody could
object.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH.-I think that, when
the honorable member for South Bourke
avowed that he was the writer of the
article, it was the duty of the House to
have abandoned the proceedings against
the publisher of the paper, and to have
accepted the honorable member as the responsible person. I do not think, however, that we should now proceed to punish
the writer. This is not in the nature of a
criminal proceeding, in which two or three
302
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persons may be held to be guilty of the same
offence. Having chosen to deal with the
publisher of the paper, instead of the honorable member for South Bourke, we ought
not now to re-open the discussion. We
might as well bring everybody connected
with the paper, down to the printer's
"devil," before the House. I submit that
we have had enough of the matter. Having
received an apology from the gentleman
whom we accepted as the responsible individual, that may be taken as an apology,
indirectly, from the writer of the article.
I trust that the House will allow the
matter to drop.
Mr. McCANN.-I think that the House
is hardly in a temper to-night to discuss
this matter. The amount of feeling which
has been displayed will, I think, prevent
the matter being ended 'to-night if we
attempt to go on with the discussion. If
we allow the question to stand over till tomorrow evening, we can consult together
as to the best course to be taken. I think
we shall get rid of the matter much more
easily if we adopt that course than if we
proceed to discuss the question to-night.
I therefore move that the debate be
adjourned.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-I beg to second
the amendment. I think it will be better
that honorable members, especially members of the Government, should take time
to consider whether this matter should be
disposed of in the off-handed manner which
has been suggested, or whether it should
be taken into serious consideration. Is it
to be said that, when a printer and publisher is brought to the bar of the House
for a libel, and an honorable member avows
himself as the author of the libel, that the
ends of justice are to be defeated-that
the printer and publisher is to be dismissed, and that the gentleman who avows
himself the author is also to get off free?
Mr. ASPINALL.-I must say that I
am inclined on this occasion to agree entirely with what has fallen from the Attorney-General. After having pronounced
the article complained of to be a libel, I
think it was only right that the publisher
should be called before the House. He
has been so called, and, to my mind, has
given as satisfactory an explanation of his
part of the transaction as possibly could
be expected of him. I confess I cannot
see that the generosity of the writer in
avowing himself ought to alter the circumstances of the case. If the gentleman
who has avowed himself to be the writer
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had been a private individual this motion the character of an individual member.
would not have been proposed, and to The honorable member for Ripon and
proceed in the matter because he happens Hampden was compelled to do the same.
to be a member of the House would look And is it to be said that, if an honorable
very like partizan feeling. Without dis- member writes that which, if he spoke it,
respect to the honorable member who he would be compelled to withdraw, he
wrote the article, or to the honorable can avow the authorship and not be commember who complained of it, I think pelled to withdraw it? Is it to be said
that ample reparation has been made, by that a person is not to be compelled to
the person principally responsible for the withdraw that which the House has voted
publication of the paper coming forward to be a gross and scandalous libel, merely
and stating what he has done. All asser- hecause he happens to be a member of the
tion of privilege on the part of the House House? If the honorable member for
is admitted; all the rights of the honor- South Bourke will, from his place in the
able member who complained of the article House, state that which Mr. Syme has done,
are admitted, as the case now stands. The I believe that the House will be perfectly
dignity of the House being maintained, satisfied. If he refuses to do so, I think
and the character of the honorable mem- he is expecting too much-he is expecting
ber who made the complaint being satis- the VeI'Y thing which the honorable memfied, by what has fallen from the pub- ber for Portland expects-that the matter
lisher, I think that to proceed further, will be made a party question, and that a
and take action against the gentleman who Government majority will stand behind
has said that he wrote the article, must him and carry him through. I trust the
necessarily make it a party question, or a honorable member will have the good
question of personal friendship, or, at any sense to retract the imputations contained
rate, a difficult question for us to know in the article. If he will not do so, the
how we are to vote. And, indeed, I would House, to be consistent and logical, ought
respectfully submit-and without offence to carry out the punishment on the writer
to the honorable member for South Bourke of the article.
Mr. MACPHERSON.-It seems to me
-that it is attaching undue importance to
the particular fact which he has admitted. rather late for the House to call upon the
If the newspaper has rendered an apology honorable member who took the respon-the newspaper and its proprietary being sibility of the article upon himself to
the offending parties-why should we go apologize, after the publisher, who was
any further than we would if the person originally summoned to the bar, has come
who wrote the article had no personal con- forward and, in a manly tone, apologized
nexion with this House, if his name were for the reflection cast upon the honorable
unknown to us, and his politics unknown member for South Grant. I quite agree
to us? If we do not take any further with the remarks of the honorable member
proceedings, it may be said that we did for Portland, that, as we would not pursue
not do towards a member of the House the writer, if he were a private individual,
what we did towards a private individual; after the publisher had apologized, we
but, on the other hand, if we do take fur· have no right to pursue him because he
ther proceedings, people might say, with happens to be a member of the House.
equal tru th, that we took action against The honorable member for South Bourke
the writer simply because he was a mem- avowed the authorship of the article in
ber of the House. That would probably strong terms; the debate conti.nued for a
be the more correct imputation. The best considerable time after the avowal was
thing we can do for the dignity of the made, and the House decided to deal with
House, and for our own vindication, is to the publisher. By dealing with the pubshow that this is no personal quarrel, but lisher, I think the House went by its action
an assertion of the rights of the House. -whatever action it might have takenAn apology having been made, we shall against the honorable member for South
best consult the dignity of the House by Bourke. I think that the privileges of the
taking no further proceedings.
House have been substantially maintained,
Mr. ED W ARDS.-The honorable mem- and that we have asserted the position we
ber for Portland (Mr. Aspinall) was not in uptook in the first instance. I trust, therethe House at the time that the Minister of fore, that the House will not spend another
Public Works was compelled to withdraw evening in so futile, if I may not say so
remarks which he had made derogatory to discreditable, a manner.
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Mr. WHITEMAN.-I think this case
should not be disposed of without the
honorable member for South Bourke
apologizing in the same way that Mr.
Syme has done, because the honorable
member has avowed himself to be the
author of what the House has deemed a
scandalous libel. I can easily understand
that professional courtesy and etiquette
ha\re induced the Attorney-General and
the honorable member for Portland to
attempt to excuse the honorable member for South Bourke from apologizing,
after an apology has been received from
Mr. Syme; but I agree with the honorable
member for Collingwood that the honorable member for .South Bourke oUf}:ht, in
his place in the House, to withdraw the
imputation, as he would have been compelled to have done if he had spoken the
words in the House, instead of writing
them. Probably the honorable member,
in making the avowal, was not aware of
the penalty to which he has rendered himself liable. It is in the power of the
House to inflict a penalty which would
entail very serious consequences upon the
honorable member. I have no desire that
the penalty should be enforced, but I contend that the honorable member should,
from his place in the House, withdraw the
libel.
Mr. JONES.-When the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden made use
of an expression which was considered
to he derogatory to the reputation, for
courage, of the honorable member for
South Bourke, the Attorney-General
moved that, unless the honorable member
would withdraw the expression, the House
should refuse to hear him. Now, sir, the
honorable member for South Bourke has
taken upon himself the whole responsibility of the article which this House has
declared to be a scandalous libel. The
honorable member for South Bourke has
not done anything in the nature of an
expression of regret; but, by avowing himself the author of the article. he has, by implication, repeated the offensive expressions
contained in the article. I cannot understand by what rule honorable members can
arrive at the conclusion that it was right
to compel the Minister of Public Works
to withdraw a very improper expression, or
to compel the honorable mem bel' for Ripon
and Hampden to withdraw an expression
which was taken exception to, if we are,
at the same time, to welcome the honorable
member for South Bourke back to his
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place, and allow it to be understood that
an honorable member has only to rise in
his place and avow the authorship of certain articles, and he shall be enabled in that
way to make use of expressions in this
Chamber which you, Mr. Speaker, would
declare to be disorderly in the extreme, if
used under any other circumstances. I
think that the honorable member for South
Bourke should be as ready to submit to
your ruling as any other honorable member; and, after the House has declared the
expressions complained of to be utterly
unjustifiable, I think it should show some
regard for its own dignity, by insisting
that there shaH be, in some form, a retractation from the honorable member for
South Bourke.
Mr. CASEY.-When this question was
brought before the House last evening, it
was then determined that the printer and
publisher of the Leader should be the
person who should be brought to the bar,
to give an explanation of the article which
the House, in its wisdom, thought fit to
declare to be a breach of privilege. After
the dignified apology which has been made
by the printer and publisher of the paperan apology sufficient to satisfy the honorable member who has most right to complain-surely the House ought to be
satisfied, and not proceed with the matter
any further. The honorable member for
South Bourke was taunted with being the
writer of the article and afraid to avow it.
The honorable member for Collingwood
(Mr. Edwards) forced him to make the
avowal. He did not make the avowal
out of mere bravado, and with a wish
to shirk the responsibility; but, in a
manly way, he said that he could not hold
his tongue while the House was proceeding against an innocent person; but
that, if they wished to inflict any punishment, he was prepared to take the responsibility. The House did not accept that
proposal. When the honorable member
for South Bourke made this avowal, the
House deliberately passed him by. You,
Mr. Speaker, directed the honorable.member to withdraw when he made the avowal,
and the honorable member did withdraw.
He was away some time, until your attention was called to the fact that the House
did not take the matter up ; and, as no one
took it up, you stated that the honorable
member might return to the Chamber, and
the llOnorable member did return. The
House, having accepted an apology from
Mr. Syme, it would not be conserving its
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own dignity, or acting fairly towards the
honorable member for South Bourke, if it
pressed the matter further. The less the
House .interferes with these breaches of
privilege, the more it will maintain its own
dignity and promote the interests of the
country.
Mr. LEVI.-I quite concur with the
remarks of the last speaker. I think that
the fewer of these cases of breach of
privilege there are brought under our consideration the better it will be for the
dignity of the House; but, at the· same
time, I cannot help feeling that the course
which it is now proposed to pursue is the
very course which has been recommended
by honorable members on previous occasions. I recollect a most able speech made
by the honorable member for South Bourke,
when the publisher of the Argus was
brought before the bar of the House. The
honorable member, on that occasion, taunted
the Attorney-General with being capable
of reaching the real offender and of taking
advantage of the publisher. In the course
o~ his speech, the honorable member said"If I recollect rightly, there is a case which
goes directly to this point. I refer to the case
of the John Bull, which occurred in 1821. In
that case the printer of the paper was called to
the bar of the House of Commons. It was
extracted from him that certain persons were
the editors and proprietors of the paper; and
they, on a subsequent occasion, were brought to
the bar and committed to prison."

The honorable member concluded his
speech as follows :-:" I say the House is in a position, if it choose,
to reach those proprietors; and therefore I
protest against the House-to save itself the
trouble, as it were-accepting the statement of
Mr. George's responsibility, and making him a
sacrifice for his employers."

In this instance-though I am no party
to the proceedings, and upon all occasions
have opposed any interference with the
liberty of the press-I think that, after the
honorable member has avowed that he
accepts the responsibility of the article
complained of, it is due to the dignity of
the House that he should, in his place in
the House, make a withdrawal or retractation of the objectionable imputations.
I am sure it would not degrade him, but
would raise him in the estimation of the
members of the House. I hope tltis is the
last of the cases of breach of privilege
which will be brought under the notice of
the House.
The amendment for the adjournment of
the debate, and the original motion pro-

Conference.

posed by Mr. Gillies, were both negatived
without a division.
The honorable member for South Bourke
(Mr. G. P. Smith) afterwards re-entered
the House and resumed his seat, and the
House proceeded with the next business.
CASE OF MR. G. J. FORSTER.
Mr. CASEY brought up the report of
the select committee appointed on the 6th
March, to inquire into the claims of Mr.
G. J. Forster against the late National
Board of Education.
SUPPLY.
The resolutions passed in Committee of
Supply the previous evening were considered and adopted.
The House adjourned at twenty-five
minutes .to ten o'clock until Tuesday,
April 9.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, April 9, 1867.
Customs Duties Bill-Conference.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at a
quarter past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
PETITION.
The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER presented
a petition from James L. Burke and others,
styling themselves members of the Victorian
Shipowners Association, praying that the
recommendations of the late Postal Conference may not be sanctioned, but that a fortnightly mail, via Suez, may be insisted on.
CUSTOMS DUTIES BILL.
CONFERENCE.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON (in the
absence of the Hon. C. SLADEN) moved"That seven members of this Council be appointed to meet and confer with a like number
of members of the Legislative Assembly in relation to the course of proceeding generally with
Bills, the primary but not the only object of
which is the imposition of any duty, rate, tax,
rent, return, or impost, and particularly with
the Bill intituled, ' An Act for granting to Her
Majesty certain Duties of Customs and for altering certain other Duties.' "

It would be very inconvenient (observed
the honorable member) if any difficulty
were to arise with regard to the Customs
Bill before the House, and as, at the same
time, it is desirable to ascertain how far
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the Legislative Council is empowered to
deal with such provisions in Money Bills
as do not strictly relate to money matters,
I trust the motion for a conference will be
assented to. We shall then be able to
arrive at a definite understanding as to
what our powers and privileges are, so as
to avoid misunderstandings and aggressions
in future.
The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER.-I second
the motion. It was my intention to move
that the Customs Bill be read a second time
this day six months; but I am now content to await the result of the conference.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-Had the
HOft. Mr. Sladen been here, I would
have asked him to amend his motion, so
that, without setting aside a conference,
we might deal with the important Bill
before us without delay and on its merits.
The Bill, in point of fact, differs but little
from the measure we assented to last
session. Clause 1 provides that the regulations made under the former Act shall
remain in force; clause 10 allows the
Governor in Council to add to the list of
articles entitled to drawbacks-a provision
which will give additional facilities to
commerce; and clause 12 allows the Commissioner of Trade and Customs to determine, in case of doubt or dispute, the
denominations to which any goods shall be
considered to belong for revenue purposes.
As these amendments are very necessary;
I think that we might accept them and
pass the Bill at once. Honorable members
should bear in mind that much mercantile inconvenience is occasioned by the
delay, and that it is very desirable that
the Bill should become law before the
Easter holidays, and also prior to the
departure of the English mail. If this
should be done, I will heartily su pport the
~otion, because it is identical in spirit with
a proposition I submitted to the House
myself in May, 1861.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN.-I do
not desire to debate the Customs Bill, with
regard to which I shall have something to
say when the motion for the second reading comes on. As the 10th clause has
been referred to, I may say,· however, that
I shall always oppose any power being
given to the Governor in Council, or to the
Minister in charge of a department, unless
that power be strictly defined in the Act.
If there are to be drawbacks, let them
be scheduled. I quite admit that the
Bill ought to be disposed of as speedily as
possible, and I shall be inclined to accept
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the decision of our representatives at the
conference, in whom I have every confidence.
In rep1y to the Hon. W. CAl\IPBELL,
Mr. COLE said~I cannot say whether
the Assembly will be disposed to meet
this House in conference or not. Doubtless honorable members there will be sufficiently courteous to send a reply to our
message, and no doubt both Houses will
deal with the matter in the same spirit.
The Hon. A. FRASER.-The motion
is a step in the right direction. It will
tend to unite both Houses more closely
than they have been united during the last
two or three years, and, instead of delaying
the Customs Bill, I believe it will facilitate
its passage. It will be quite possible for
the measure to become law before the
Easter holidays.
The motion was carried.
Mr. ANDERSON then moved"That the following members be the members
of the committee, viz. :-The Honorables T. T.
a'Beckett, R. S. Anderson, G. W. Cole, T. H.
Fellows, A. Fraser, H. M. Murphy, and C.
Sladen."
The motion was agreed to, and also a
motion giving the committee power to sit
on days on which the Council does not sit.
A message was ordered to be sent to
the Legislative Assembly, acquainting that
House that the Council had appointed a
committee to confer with a like committee
of the Assembly on the Customs Duties
Bill.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
past five o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, April 9, 1867.
Privilege-Water Supply-Spring Gully Reserve-Seymour
Bridge-Sale of J~ands by Auction-Mining on Publio
Reserves - Supply - Medical Department - Lunatio
Asylums-Public Library-Hansard-Botanic GardenBNational Museum-Legislative Conference.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
PRIVILEGE.
Mr. MOORE.-Mr. Speaker, I desire to
ask you, for the \nformation of the House,
whether the recent proceedings taken at
the instance of the honorable member for
South Grant (Mr. McCann), in defence of
his privileges as a member of the House,
were in accordance with Parliamentary
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usage and practice; and, if not, what, in
your opinion, is the proper mode which an
honorable member should pursue, in order
to vindicate his position, and the privileges
of this House? It has been asserted out
of doors that the course pursued last week
was entirely at variance with the practice
of the House of Commons in such cases.
If this be so, I think it would be convenient-in order that the time of the
House may not be occupied unnecessarily
with complaints of this character-for the
House to know what, in your opinjon, is
the proper and constitutional mode for an
honorable member to bring under the
notice of the House the fact that he has
been subjected to such an attack as warrants him in seeking the protection of the
House.
The SPEAKER.-As far as I am aware
there was no irregularity whatever in any
of the proceedings which took place last
week. The question was one which fell
entirely within the judgment and the discretion of the House itself, and was not
a question of order or of form. It is undoubtedly the right of any honorable member to bring under the notice of the House
any question affecting the privileges of the
House, or affecting his individual character
as a member of the House; and it is his
right to propose any resolution which he
may deem expedient, or which he may
think acceptable to the House. If the
facts and circumstances of the case-for
every case has its peculiarities-stated by
an honorable member, are of such a nature
as to fall within the observation and come
under the cognizance of honorable members generally, they can, of course, corne
to whatever resolution they may think fit.
If, on the other hand, the matters complained of cannot possibly come within
their immediate knowledge-if, for instance, they occur outside the Housesome other course must be taken. In such
a case, inquiry and examination will perhaps be necessary before coming to any
decision. I understand the honorable
member alludes more especially to the
statement made, in the course of debate last
week, that it is necessary, in such proceedings, for a person to be brought to the bar
of this House before any resolution is
come to. Now it is not absolutely necessary to call anyone to the bar, either before
or after the passage of a resolution by the
House. The House may come to a resolution declaring that the complaint made
by an honorable member is one that he

has a right to make-or that he has been
unjustly accused or not. But it does not
follow as a necessary consequence that it
should resolve that somebody shall be
brought to the bar. That is quite a distinct and different proceeding. It mayor
may not be requisite. The declaratory
resolution which the House may adopt,
may be a sufficient vindication without
The House, and the
going further.
honorable member chiefly concerned, may
be content to leave the matter there. But
to say that somebody must be brought to
the bar, either before or after the adoption
of a resolution, is to assert that which
certainly is not required by Parliamentary
practice. It is, as I have said before, a.
question entirely for the judgment and
consideration of the House, and is not a
question of order or of form.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The SPEAKER announced the receipt
of a message from the Legislative Council,
intimating that they did not insist on some
of the amendments which they had made
in this Bill, and that they insisted on others.
The message was ordered to be considered the following day.
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
Mr. FRANCIS presented a return to an
order of the House, dated January 2·1,
showing the value of the imports and
exports during 1866.
CONVEYANCE OF GOLD.
Mr. Sli"LLIVAN laid on the table a
return to an order of the House, dated
April 3, for "a copy of any agreement
that may be in existence relating to the
conveyance of gold on the railways."
COMPLAINTS BEFORE WARDENS.
Mr. BINDON presented, pursuant to an
order of the House, dated February 6, a
return of the number of complaints made
to and heard before each warden of the
gold fields during 1865 and 186(i, the
aggregate amount of damages claimed and
recovered, and the amount of costs awarded.
o

MINING COMPANIES.
Mr. BINDON laid on the table a return
to an order of the House, dated January 24,
giving particulars relative to the mining
companies placed in the hands of the official
agent for each mining district during 1865
and 1866.
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WATER ~UPPLY.
Mr. DAVIES called the attention of the
Minister of Mines to the necessity for immediately proceeding with the scheme of
water supply for the eleetoral districts of
Avoca, Maryborough, and Creswick. He
observed that the preliminary survey for
these works was of a very crude character,
and that the miners of the districts named
were anxiously awaiting action on the part
of the Government. He regretted that no
active measures were being taken for
carrying out the Mount Greenock scheme.
The importance of that scheme .might
be understood when he stated that the
principal reservoir was estimated to hold
12,000,000 gallons of water, and that the
entire length of the aqueducts, water races,
and other means for supply, would be between 400 and 500 miles. During the last
season but one, nearly the whole of the
farmers in that part of the country had
their crops entirely destroyed by drought;
and almost all the crushing machines in the
Avoca district were at a stand-still for want
of water. Although the scheme contemplated the supply of water to Talbot,
Amherst, Maryborough, Dunolly, Inglewood, and Tarnagulla, he was given to understand that only one surveyor and an
assistant were at present engaged on the
work, and at that rate the survey would
not be completed for ten or twelve years.
Mr. Davies concluded by asking what
steps were being taken by the Government towards carrying out so important
an undertaking.
Mr. MACGREGOR observed that the
subject was under the consideration of the
Government; that the surveyors would be
appointed as early as possible; and that
as soon as the survey was completed,
and the necessary monetary arrangements
made, the works would be commenced.
Mr. FRAZER asked when the water
supply for Clunes would be proceeded
with?
.
Mr. MACGREGOR said the case of
Clunes was among the claims now under
the consideration of the Government, and
he hoped that the works, would be commenced without delay.
SPRING GULLY RESERVE.
Mr. BURRO'YES asked the Minister
of Mines when he intended to call for
tenders for clearing the Spring Gully reserve, in order to render it available for
conserving the coming winter's rain ready
for reticulation during the next summer.?
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A very small outlay, he observed, in clearing the reserve of timber, would allow of
the storage of a large quantity of water.
Mr. MACGREGOR said that tenders
for the works referred to would be called
for immediately.
DEBTORS.
Mr. RIG INBOTRAM laid on the table,
pursuant to an order of the House, dated
March 21, papers relating to the placing
of debtors on the felons' side of the gaol.
SEYMOUR BRIDGE.
Mr. SANDS moved"That a message be sent to the Legislative
Council, requesting that permission be given to
the Hon. W. H. F. Mitchell and the Hon. R. S.
Anderson to attend and give evidence before a
select committee of the Legislative Assembly on
the Seymour Bridge."

The motion was agreed to.
SALES OF LAND BY AUCTION.
Mr. LONGMORE asked the Minister
of Lands when the estimate of the quantities of land proposed to be sold by auction during the current year would be laid
on the table, in compliance with the terms
of the 68th section of the Land Act of
1865 ?
Mr. GRANT said that the Act provided
that the estimate referred to should be
produced during the session. It would be
ready in the course of a few days.
MINING ON PUBLIC RESERVES.
On the order of the day for the House
resolving itself into Committee of Supply,
Mr. GILLIES moved the following, as
an amendment : "That, in the opinion of this House, the appointment of the royal commission to inquire
into and report upon the subject of the disputes
in relation to public reserves at Ballarat, affords
no assurance of a speedy and satisfactory solution of the existing complications on that question."

The honorable member stated that he considered the subject of sufficient importance to warrant him in taking this opportunityof bringing it under the notice of
the House. He conceived it would be
supposed that he had no political motive
in thus appealing to the House, because
the subject was one sufficiently removed
from party politics. The question was a
very complicated one. A large sum of
money had been invested in the mines
affected by this matter, and to the persons
thus interested the subject was one of very
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great importance. Some months ago:..-he
believed as far back as October last-the
judge of the Ballarat Court of Mines
gave a decision which rather took by surprise a great many persons interested in
mining in Ballarat West. That decision
was to the effect that, in consequence of
the proclamation of certain lands as public
reserves, the Court of Mines had no power
to give redress to mining companies who
had felt aggrieved by a certain decision
of the warden's court. On the 31st of
October, a deputation waited upon the
Government for the purpose of drawing
attention to the state of. the law on the
subject. The matter was very fully gone
into, and the difficulties and grievances
which these companies had to submit to
were fully set forth. The Government
refused to take any action in the matter
until the subject had been finally disposed
of, one way or the other, by the Chief
Judge of the Court of Mines. The decision of the Chief Judge was given on
the 20th of December last. It affirmed
the view taken by the Ballarat Court of
Mines; and yet, from the 20th December
last until the commencement of the present month, the Government-although
aware of the whole difficulties of the case,
and the nature of those difficulties-practically took no action or step in the
matter, beyond permitting the warden of
the district to take evidence and report
upon applications for leases for any portion
of the land in question. It was only
within the last few days that the Government had appointed a commission to inquire into the subject. Now he had a
very strong objection to the appointment
of any commission at all. He believed
that it was primarily the duty of the
Government to have considered the
question, and taken upon their own
shoulders the responsibility of settling
it. He· did not believe in a subject of
the kind being referred to a commission. The question was, after all, either
an administrative one, which could be
settled by the Government themselves, or
a question which required to be settled by
Act of Parliament. If the former were the
case, the Government ought to take upon
themselves the responsibility of settling the
matter. What had the Government to
fear? He considered it discreditable to
constitutional government that a question
which ought to be settled by the Government should be referred practically for
settlement to a number of gentlemen comHr. Gillies.
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posing a royal commmission. He was
aware that it had been said out of doors
that the Government were afraid to settle
the question, because it might be asserted
that they had been improperly influenced
or biassed on the subject, and that, therefore, they had selected a number of
gentlemen against whom no such charge
could be made. But he trusted, for the
credit of constitutional government-for
the credit of Ministers themselves-that
they would not give any person the opportunity of making such charges against
them. He would like to know on whose
ad vice the Government had been induced
to appoint a commission. He believed
that no person who knew anything of the
suhject would have advised the Government to refer it to a commission. He
believed that all the parties interested
would have preferred the Government
taking upon themselves the responsibility
of settling the question months ago; because, if they had acted wrongly, Parliament would have had an opportunity of
calling them to account. He objected to the
constitution of this commission. He had no
objection to offer to the gentlemen composing it on the ground of character or general ability. He believed that, if the subject
to be inquired into were of a general character, gentlemen more capable of dealing
with it could not be selected; at the same
time he did not believe that they were
gentlemen capable of satisfactorily settling
this question. The commission was composed of the Minister of Railways and
Roads, who was the chairman; the Hon. T.
T. a'Beckett, the Hon. George Harker, Mr.
W. B. Noel, and Mr. R. H. Bland. Of these
gentlemen, three knew nothing whatever
of the subject which they were asked to
inquire into. And yet, in the commission
addressed to them, it was said that" great
trust and confidence" was reposed in their
"knowledge and ability" with regard to
this particular subject. Was not that an
abuse of terms? He protested against an
inquiry into a subject of this importance,
involving such a large sum of money,
being entrusted to a number of gentlemen,
the majority of whom knew no more about
the matters that would be brought und~r
their attention than "the man in the
moon." For instance, what would they
know about frontage claims, block claims,
or conflicting questions of registration?
The subject, as he had said, was of a very
complicated character, involving the interests of a large number of companies,
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each of whom would make great efforts to would have decided what those rights
make its claims appear stronger than those were, and the Government would not
of its neighbour; and, beyond all doubt, have been asked to enter into a considthe members of a commission appointed eration of that portion of the question,
to deal with such a complicated subject -or to appoint a commission to investigate
should be possessed of some knowledge on it. Another question largely involv~d
the subject. He admitted that character· in the disputes at Ballarat connected
beyond suspicion of doubt was a requisite with this subject was the state of the law
for the members of such a c()mmission; but with reference to residence areas. And
he believed gentlemen could be found pos- yet into that question-a question almost
sessing this requisite who were not igno- as important as the other-the commisrant of questions of mining. He also had sion would not have power to inquire.
to complain of the delay in appointing the Whether the Government intended to apcommission--a delay that he could not point another commission to deal with
account for. He could not understand that subject he did not know, but it apwhy the Government were not in as good peared to him that the one question was
a position to settle this question a month as necessary a subject for inquiry by a
or two months ago as they would be within commission as the other. It was generally
the next three months, because all the believed that the Government had apevidence necessary could have been taken pointed the present commission for -the
through their own officers. Probably the purpose of shirking their own proper
commission would not be able to report responsibility. But what reliance was to
until the present session had closed, and be placed upon the report of a commission
then the Government would be in a posi- composed of gentlemen who knew nothing
tion to come to a conclusion on the subject of the subject? He believed that the
without Parliament having an opportunity report of the commission would practically
to review their decision. That he thought be the report of the Minister of Railways
a gTeat objection to the appointment of and Roads. If gentlemen who knew
the commission under present circum- not,hing about the subject were associated
stances. He considered that the public with a gentleman who, it might be preinterested in this question would have sumed, knew something of the subject,
been much more satisfied with the com- they would be guided by and controlled by
mission if the judge of the Court of Mines the gentleman who knew something, and
at Ballarat had been appointed a member. practically the report would be his report.
That gentleman had special knowledge on But he th{)Ught it would have been far
the question, and he had expressed no better and more creditable to the Governopinion upon it; he had simply asserted ment if they had appointed the Minister
that the question was beyond his j ul'isdic- of Rail ways and Roads to report by himtion. Another circumstance to which at- self, because persons interested would then
tention should be drawn was the nature of know that it was his report and the report
the inquiry referred to the commission. of nobody else. However, there was no
These gentlemen had to inquire into and doubt that the Government ought, in the
report as "to the rights, if any, of persons first instance, to have assumed the responclaiming to occupy any of the said lands sibility of dealing with the question; and
under the laws relating to the gold fields it was improper for them to refuse to
of our said colony." But had not the accept that responsibility. In conclusion,
courts decided already that these persons he expressed the belief that the report of
had no legal standing in a court of law the commission would be of no value; and
with reference to these reserves; that the that nothing would be gained by the profact of these lands being created reserves ceeding, although the settlement of the
by the Government prevented the courts question would be delayed.
of law taking any cognizance of the rights
Mr. EDWARDS seconded the amendof these parties at all? In fact they pos- ment.
sessed no legal rights whatever. The
Mr. MACGREGOR considered that the
rights they possessed were altogether arguments brought forward by the honorequitable rights. And yet the commission able member for Ballarat West (Mr. Gillies),
were asked to consider the very question in support of the amendment, were not such
which the courts of law had already con- as to command the suppo~·t of the House.
sidered. If these parties had been pos# It 'was well known that, by a recent judgsessed of legal rights, the courts of law ment, the Co~rt of Mines had no jurisdic-
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tion in this matter of public reserves, and
hence the decision of the question was
thrown unexpectedly on the shoulders of
the Government. He contended that this
was a case-inasmuch as it involved a
very large amount of money-in which
the Government were justified in appointing a commission. Had they decided on
the subject according to the best of their
judgment, and with the utmost impartiality,
the decision would have been objected to
by a large number of persons, who would
have been ready to impute every sort of
motive to the Government, and to have
declared that they had been subjected to
all kinds of influences. Under these circumstances, the Government decided, after
most anxious consideration, that the question was of such importance that it ought
to be inquired into by a commission, consisting of persons who, from their position
and ability, would be beyond objection.
The gentlemen appointed on this commission occupied such a position in the community that he believed their decision
would be generally satisfactory. Among
the members was, first of all, his colleague,
the Minister of Railways and Roads. That
gentleman occupied the position of Minister
of Mines for about three years; and so
satisfactorily did he administer the department during that tirue, that no serious
complaint was ever brought against him.
He had also been connected with mining
ever since he arrived in the colony, and
before that time he gave considerable attention to and was practically engaged
in mining. As a member of the Assembly had been chosen, it was thought
only right that a member of the Upper
House should be appointed on the commission, and accordingly Mr. a'Beckett
was selected. (Mr. Gillies-" What does
he know about it ?") Mr. a'Beckett was
engaged in business as a solicitor during
the early days of the gold discoveries; he
had the first practice in Melbourne; and
he was in every way capable of forming
a judgment upon such facts as might be
presented to him. The next member of
the commission was Mr. Harker, formerly
a member of the House and a Minister
of the Crown-a gentleman whose business capacity no one doubted, and who
would be able to form a correct and business-like· opinion upon matters of fact.
It was not necessary that all the members of the commission should be practically acquainted with mining, because
every professional assistance necessary
Mr. Macgregor.
.
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to enable them to come to a correct conclusion would be furnished. Was it not
a fact that, in mining disputes, the judge
of the Court of Mines had the assistance of· assessors, who perhaps might
never have paid any attention to practical
mining? and surely, in a commission like
this, there ought to be men of practical
business habits, without any reference to
the fact that they had or had not a
practical knowledge of mining. Another
member of the commission was Mr. Noel,
the Chief Commissioner of Insolvent
Estates, who was formerly a Crown
prosecutor, who was considered to be a
very good lawyer, and a man able to
give a sound opinion upon any case that
might be brought before' him. Why all
the judges of the Court of Mines commenced their duties with no knowledge
whatever of practical mining; but no one
had ever raised an objection to them on
that ground. The last member of the
commission was Mr. Bland. No one, at
all events, would dispute that that gentleman had very good knowledge of mining
matters. (Mr. Halfey-" Too much.")
That insinuation was perfectly unfounded.
At any rate Mr. Bland had a sufficient
knowledge of mining; he had been engaged in mining for many years, he had
managed some of the most important companies in the colony, and he had been
concerned in most important mining operations. Mr. Bland had distinctly given the
assurance that he was not in any way interested, directly or indirectly, in the disputes
regarding the reserves on Ballarat, and had
expressed his willingness to retire from
the commission if the fact of his being
a member of it would cause the slightest
difficulty. But he (Mr. Macgregor) would
be no party to the removal of Mr. Bland.
He would not. yield to clamour raised without cause. Objection had been taken to
the delay in appointing the commission,
but this had arisen from the anxiety of the'
Government to deal satisfactorily with the
question. A large number of applications
had been made for leases of these reserves;
the wardens declined to recommend that
the applications should be granted ; and,
under these circumstances, the matter was
thrown unexpectedly upon the Government.
The Government considered that a searching inquiry into the subject should be
instituted; they accordingly appointed a
commission; and, when that commission
submitted a report, the Government would
be prepared to act. In conclusion, he
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must express the opinion that itwas scarcely
fair. for every· act of the Administration to
be reviewed by the House. Scarcely a
thing out of the ordinary way was done
by the Government that was not brought
forward in the House, to the interruption
of public business. Such proceedings
were calculated to paralyze the functions
of this branch of the Legislature. And
he warned honorable members on the
opposite side of the House that, as they
hoped some day to occupy seats on the
Treasury bench, they should be careful
that precedents of this kind were not
established. He repeated that the Government, in this matter, had acted to the
best of their judgment-they had done
the best under the circumstances-and
that their action, however much it might
be opposed to the opinions of certain
parties, would command the confidence of
the great body of the community.
Mr. DAVIES said he was sorry to
find, from observations made around him,
that this matter was to be treated as a
question of want of confidence in the
Ministry. But he thought that game had
been played out. He did not object to the
appointment of a commission, but he considered that there had been a most unnecessary delay in making the appointment.
With regard to the qualifications of the
gentlemen, he submitted that they were
not such as were needed in an inquiry of
this kind-an inquiry involving specific
and particular knowledge, not only of mining generally, but of the operation of the
frontage system-a system peculiar to
Ballarat, and to Ballarat only. With
every respect for the Minister of Railways
and Roads, he must say that mining, as a
science, was a subject upon which the
honorable gentleman was worse informed
than upon any other; and, therefore, if the
commission were to be guided by his experience, they would have a very bad
leader indeed. The report would be the
report of the Secretary for Mines, Mr.
Brough Smyth, and not the report of the
commission. He (Mr. Davies) considered
that, as the Ministry did not wish to take
upon themselves the responsibility of deciding this question, the proper course was to
appoint a commission; but he thought
that Mr. J. B. Humffray, formerly a member of the House, and the first Minister of
Mines, should have been a member of the
commission. He believed Mr. Humffray's
character as a man of honour stood as
high as those of the gentlemen whose
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biographies had been given by the Minister of Mines. Then there was another
ex-member of Parliament-a gentleman
who first proposed this system of parallels on Ballarat-who would have made
a desirable member of the commission.
Another gentleman, who was a member of
a local court of mines and an ex-member
of the House, might have been appointed
on the commission. If the Government,
previolls to making the appointments, had
consulted the mining members of the
House, he believed that a far better commission might have been selected-a commission composed of practical, commonsense men, who would have possessed the
confidence of the entire mining community.
Another gentleman - Mr. ,John Yates,
sheriff of Ararat - would have made a.
most excellent member of the commission.
He was totally unconnected with politics;
had been for many years a member of the
local court and Court of Mines at Ballarat;
and had a thorough practical knowledge
of mining. If he were in order, he would
move that Mr. J. B. Humffray and Mr.
Yates be added to the commission.
Mr. BUNNY said he thought that the
course which had been pursued by the
Government was one contrary to constitutional practice, because they had deputed
to a number of gentlemen a responsibility
which belonged to the Government themselves. It was certainly most unusual to
depute to any body of gentlemen-however respect{).ble, scientific, or cognizant
with the subject-matter they might bea responsibility which was vested in the
Government.
Many other matters of
equal importance with this mining question had been dealt with by the Government, without their deeming it necessary
to appoint a royal commission to express
an opinion thereon. The rights of the
squatters, as to leases and so forth, had
been a subject of litigation for many
years, and the Government had grappled
with that matter without assistance from
the report of any commission. Even on a.
question which came before the Legislature
this session-a question affecting the rights
of the squatters in Riverina-no commission was appointed. The Government,
whether rightly or wrongly, grappled with
that question, and entered into an agreement which they thought justifiable and
beneficial. The subject-matter in the present case certainly did not exceed in value
or importance the subject-matter in the
cases to which he had alluded. The sub-
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ject which the commission, in the present
case, was appointed to investigate, was
one involving certain reserves of land,
which the miners of Ballarat had hitherto
considered that they W€lre entitled to mine
upon under miners' rights. The portion
of ground to which the inquiry of the
commission seemed to be specially limited
was represented as being of great value.
No doubt it was of great value; but the
question was whether there was any;reason
to appoint a commission to inquire into the
matter, or whether the facts were not
already sufficiently before the Government?
The honorable member for Ballarat West
(Mr. Gillies) had stated that the question
had already been submitted to two courts
of law, by which it had been decided that
ground which had been applied for public
purposes or public uses was exempted
from being taken up by miners under
miners' rights, and consequently could not
be looked upon as unoccupied lands of the
Crown, which were open to miners. But
the honorable member did not inform the
House that the Mining Statute provided
for a means by which ground, if once exempted or excepted from mining, could be
released from that exemption or exception.
The 13th section of the Mining Statute
provided that all Crown lands which had
been applied to any public use or purpose
should be exempted from occupation for
mining purposes. The 14th section gave
the Governor in Council power to except
from occupation for mining purposes" any
specific portion of Crown lands or any
class of Crown lands ;" the 15th section,
after reciting that no person should mine
on any land so exempted or excepted as
aforesaid, provided _that"Nevertheless, it shall be lawful for the
Governor in Council, upon application to him
for that purpose, to authorize anyone, or more
than one, holder of a miner's right, or the
holders generally of miners' rights, to occupy
under the same any Crown lands which may
have been so excepted as aforesaid."

The 54th section of the Constitution Act
provided that" Subject to the provisions herein contained,
it shall be lawful for the Legislature of Victoria
to ma.ke laws for regulating the sale, letting,
disposal, and occupation of the waste lands of
the Crown within the said colony, and of all
mines and minerals therein."

With all these powers in the hands of the
Government and the Legislature, what possible object could there be in appointing
a commission for the purpose for which the
commission in question had been appointed?
Mr. BUrln!!_
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If the law had been doubtful, and the object
of the commission had been- to collect information, with a view of ascertaining the
best mode in which to amend the law, its
appointment might have been advisable.
But the commission had no such object.
Its object was to inquire into and report
"upon the applications made for authority
to mine within and under certain reserved
lands at Ballarat, and to the rights, if any,
of persons claiming to occupy any of the
said lands under the law relating to gold
fields." It had been decided that they
had no legal rights at all. No doubt several
mining companies had invested large sums
of money under the impression that they
were entitled to mine on reserves; but, if
so, they had made a mistake. If, on the
other hand, they knew that the land was
not open to them, they had been endeavouring to get that which they knew
they could not have. The matter simply
amounted to this, that persons-either the
companies who had already sunk shafts,
or any other persons-who wished to mine
on these valuable reserves, could make
application for permission to do so to the
Governor in Council, who had power to receive their a,pplications, to investigate them,
and to act upon them. This commission was
appointed not _only to investigate the legal
rights of the parties, but to give an opinion
upon them. What did that amount to?
It simply amounted to the Government
saying-, " We will commit the whole of
this judicial inquiry into the hands of a
commission, and whatever the commission
recommend we will act upon." 'Vere not
the Government shirking their own responsibility? (" No.") He apprehended that
the Government intended to act upon the
report of the commission. If so, they
were deputing to others what they ought
to do themselves. They were shirking their responsibility; and, if anything
afterwards went wrong, they would say
that, having placed the matter in the hands
of a commission, and acted upon the report
of the commission, they were perfectly
free from blame. Was that the responsibility of responsible government? The
courts of law had already decided that the
parties in possession of these reserves had
no legal claims, and the question now was,
what other claims had they, and how should
they be decided-whether by the amount
of money which one company had invested,
the depth of the shaft of another company, or the length of time which another
company had been working, and so forth?
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Instead of investigating these claims themselves, the Government said, "We will
have nothing to do with them, but we will
appoint Mr. A, B, 0, D, and F, to inquire
into the matter, and say what should be
done." Who were the gentlemen who had
been appointed to inquire into this important question? He did not wish to say
one word in disparagement of any of them.
He believed that, in their several professions, they stood in the highest position;
but an inquiry of this character required
to be conducted by gentlemen who had
some special knowledge of mining. The
Chief Commissioner of Insolvent Estates
was a most able lawyer and an excellent
man; but did he know anything of mining
pursuits or of mining by-laws? Mr.
Bland, no doubt, was a practical miner,
but he was a manager of mining works,
and had a large interest in mining. He,
therefore, was one of the last men who
ought to have been appointed upon a commission of this kind. In fact, the Government were bound to take upon themselves
the duty which they had appointed this
commission to discharge. The Minister
of Mines had endeavoured to justi(y the
appointment of the commission by stating
that a large sum of money was involved
in the settlement of the question; but,
after all, that was only a matter of speculation. There might be a great deal of
gold in this ten or twelve acres of ground,
and, if there was, the sooner it was got
out the better. Appointing a commission
was not the way to get it out in the
quickest possible time. The Government ought to have grappled with the
qnestion two months ago. If they had
done so, possibly a vast amount of gold
might have been circulated which was
now lying buried in the depths of the
earth. The arguments of the Minister of
Mines were simply in vindication of the
character of the gentlemen composing the
commission; but the great objection to
the appointment of the commission was,
that the Government ought to have undertaken the responsibility of deciding the
matter themselves. They had the legal
and constitutional power to do so. When
persons applied, in the ordinary course,
for leases of land for mining purposes, the
applications were referred by the Mining
department to the warden in the district
in which the land was situated; the
wardens investigated the matter, and reported to the department, who, if the
report was favorable, granted the leases.
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Why could not something of the same
kind be done with respect to the applications for mining on reserved lands? Let
each of the companies and other parties
who claimed any right to mine on these
reserves send in their applications, and
state the grounds on which they based
their claim, and let the Government decide
upon them. They had the power of doing
so in their own hands; no legislation or
commission was necessary.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
this commission appeared to stand in a
very unfortunate position. The members
of it were met with objections of the very
opposite character. The chairman was
objected to by one honorable member on
the ground that he knew nothing about
the subject of inquiry; and another member of the commission was objected to
because he kn~w too much. Assuming
that a commission ought to be appointed,
it would be apparent to the House that it
was extremely difficult to get gentlemen
to act upon a commission of this kind who
possessed the technical knowledge peculiar
to dealing with the subject, and who also
held a position which placed them beyond
all suspicion of having any interest in the
matter; because he looked upon it that
almost all gentlemen who had a practical
knowledge of mining, acquired that knowledge, for the most part, by having an
interest in mining.
Such gentlemen,
although their characters might be irreproachable, would scarcely be believed to
be above suspicion. The Government
were, therefore, in this difficulty-they
must either appoint gentlemen who would
be above all suspicion of being influenced
by interested motives, though they might
not possess the technical know ledge to
fit them to deal with a matter of this
kind, or take gentlemen who,. having the
technical knowledge, would not be above
suspicion (even though of a character
which deserved to be above suspicion),
and who, therefore, would not possess the
confidence of the community. If the honOl'able member for Ballarat West (Mr.
Gillies) were asked to name five gentlemen to sit on the commission, who possessed technical knowledge on the subject
of mining, and who would also be above,
not merely reasonable ground for suspicion,
but above all suspicion of being affected in
their decision by any illtere.st which they
might have in mining, he would be unable
to do so. The honorable and learned member for St. Kilda (Mr. Bunny) objected to
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a commission of this kind altogether, and
said it was contrary to constitutional practice. He (Mr. Higinbotham) thought that
the course adopted by the Government
was a usual, and a very proper, and even
necessary course, in a case of this kind.
The commission was appointed, not to perform a function of the Government, as the
honorable and learned member seemed to
suppose, but to inquire into facts which
might enable the Government to do that
which, unfortunately, they were compelled
to do. He said, "unfortunately," because
there never was an act which the Government were called upon to do which was a
more difficult, unfortunate, or invidious act,
than to decide upon a question affecting
property amounting to £1,000,000, and by
virtue of their own fiat only. That was
the position in which the decision of a
court of law had placed t~e Government.
The court of law had decided that certain
persons had no legal rights to land known
to be auriferous.
The Governor in
Council had the power to give that land
to certain persons; that was to say, to
give a large sum of money to certain persons. It was a most unusual and unfortunate position for any Government to be
placed in; and he submitted that it was a
most reasonable course to appoint a commission, composed of gentlemen of high
character, for the purpose of investigating.
the facts which might enable the Government to justify its decision in the face of
the world. The commission was not appointed to inquire into legal rights. After
the decision of the Chief Judge of the
Court of Mines, it must be held that no
person had any legal rights, or even equitable rights, to mine over the ground in
question-so far as equity could be decided by the Court of Mines-but the
honorable and learned member for St.
Rilda well knew that persons might have
claims of various kinds, which, though not
amounting to legal or even equitable claims,
would still entitle them, when it was a
matter of mere favour, to prior consideration over others. The object of the commission, as he understood, was to inquire what
claims different persons might have to
entitle them rather than others to the
ground in question, and upon what terms.
The number of the applicants was, he believeu, very large. Their arguments were
very numerous and voluminous, if not
complicated; and it would hardly be possible, he thought, for the Government
deliberately to investigate them without
Mr •. Higinbotham.
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the assistance of some independent body.
The body appointed to investigate them
would hold their inquiry in public; everything they did would be known; all persons having claims would be enabled to
submit them to the commissi<?n ; and, upon
receiving the report of the commission, the
Minister of Mines would be enabled to
take such a course as he would feel himl!elf justified in taking upon a consideration of the report. If the Government
had adopted any other course, he believed
that objections stronger, more forcible, and
more numerous, would have been urged
than had been urged by the honorable member for Ballarat West against the appointment of a commission. Did the honorable
member really believe that, if the Government had dealt with this question themselves, and upon their own responsibility,
they would have been assailed, not merely
with objections directed against their resolution, but even with imputations of
a different kind? It was unfortunate that
the Government could not be exempted
from these things. Even this very session
a public act of the Government, unconnected apparently in any way with the
interests of the members of the Government, had been made the foundation of
perRonal imputations upon the personal
integrity of members of the Government.
(" No.") He referred to the agreement
with the New South Wales Government
in relation to the Border duties. If the
Government had adopted any other course
in reference to the subject under discussion than that which they had adopted,
they would have been exposed to charges
which, personally, they might disregard,
but charges which it was discreditable
should be made against any Government.
His honorable colleague, the Minister of
Mines, was therefore not only justified
but bound, in defence of himself and in
defence of the character and integrity of
the Government as a whole, to take a
course which would be beyond suspicion.
He thought the House would be of opinion
that, in the selection of the gentlemen
composing this commission, the Minister
of Mines-although, perhaps, he had failed
to select gentlemen who possessed the
necessary technical knowledge for dealing
with the subject as satisfactorily as might
be the case-had at least succeeded in
obtaining that which was of more importance than technical knowledge in a case of
this kind, namely, high and unimpeachable character.
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Mr. FRAZER remarked that the At- tigate. There were matters of law and
torney- General had admitted that the fact in connexion with the case which
gentlemen composing the commission had extended over a period of ten or twelve
not the technical knowledge necessary to years. To decide those matters, the memdecide the question, and had stated that bers of the commission would require to
the honorable member for Ballarat West obtain a thorough knowledge of mining;
would be unable to name fi ve gentlemen they would have to study the whole of the
who possessed the requisite technical _mining laws which had been in operation
knowledge and who would also be above during that time, the various changes
suspicion. That was certainly a great which had been made in those laws, and
compliment to the large number of persons the circumstances which had induced the
engaged in mining thoughout the country. changes. He might mention that a great
However, as one having a much more ex- deal of the mining legislation during that
tensive acquaintance with that class of the period was of an experimen tal character, and
community than the Attorney-General, he the law was often changed. Were the gentledid riot hesitate to say that, not merely men composing the commission capable of
five but 500 men could be found who had studying and mastering the whole of these
a thoroughly practical knowledge of min- matters, so as to bring up a report in sufing, who were able to deCide a question of ficient time to enable the House to give a
this kind, and who would also be above decision upon it this session? The Minister
suspicion as to being influenced by personal of Mines had stated that those members of
considerations in any 'decision whjch they the commission who were not acquainted
might arrive at. He was one of those who with mining laws would have assistance.
believed that the Government ought to What was the assistance which they
have taken upon themselves the responsi- would have? The assistance of the Secrebility of deciding this matter. The At- tary of Mines and of the Chief Mining
torney-General had said that all sorts of Surveyor. The latter gentleman had only
imputations would have been made against recently been appointed, and he (Mr.
them if they had done so; but the Go,:, Frazer) did not hesitate to say that he
vernment ought to be able to treat such knew nothing whatever of mining, and had
charges with contempt. He did not think never been connected with mining pursuits,
that a charge of being influenced in their either in this or in any other country. The
public actions by motives of personal gain Minister of Mines had stated th,at the
had ever been seriously made against the judges of' the Courts of Mines had gained
Government by any member of the House. their experience of mining since their apThe Government certainly ought to be pointment to the position which they now
above taking notice of any such charges. held; but what had been the cost of that
He held that the Government would lay experience? It had cost the community
themselves open to a much more serious hundreds of thousands of pounds. The
charge if they acted upon the report of the judges of the Courts of Mines might now
commission, if it happened to be contrary to have mastered the subject of mining; but,
the justice of the case and the opinions of previously, cases were delayed for months,
practical men. If the amendment of the and some cases were delayed for years, in
honorable member for Ballarat West were consequence of these gentlemen not having
carried, he intended to move an addition then mastered the subject. The conseto the effect that two additional mem- quence of those delays had been very
bers, having more extensive and practical serious to the mining community. The
knowledge of mining than the majority of Minister of Mines had stated that judges
the members composing the commission in the Courts of Mines had had the assi~
should be appointed. He did not make tance of assessors who were not practiany charge against the gentlemen who cally acquainted with mining; but the
were already on the commission.
He honorable gentleman seemed to be ignorant
believed that they would give a decision of the fact that the law had been altered
conscientiously, and to the best of their to prevent gentlemen unacquainted with
ability. But it was notorious that the mining acting as assessors in mining dismajority of the members-the gentlemen putes. Whatever might be the result of
themselves would admit it-had not the the motion of the honorable member for
practical knowledge necessary to enable Ballarat West, he hoped that, at all events,
them to decide the very intricate question the Government would add to the commiswhich they had been appointed to inves- sion two or three gentlemen who had some
VOL. 111.-3 P
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knowledge of the subject which the com- as the course which had been chosen by
the Minister of Mines. The remarks of
mission was appointed to investigate.
Mr. J. T. SMITH stated that, if the the Attorney-General as to the difficulty
principle enunciated by the honorable of obtaining suitable gentlemen to commember for Creswick-that none but gen- pose the commission might be strained to
tlemen practically acquainted with mining meau what they did not mean. It was,
should be appointed to inquire into this no doubt, perfectly true that there were
question-were carried out, all honorable hundreds of persons connected with mining
members who did not possess a knowledge matters whose character and veracity were
of mining ought to refrain from voting on unimpeachable; but, at the same time,
the motion now under consideration. He, those gentlemen might not be in so promihowever, did not think that persons con- nent a position as to justify the Government
versant with mining pursuits were neces- in appointing them members of a commissarily the best persons who could be sion to deal with a matter involving such
appointed to conduct an inquiry of this large interests as this. The question was
kind, and to sift the conflicting evidence one which affected interests amounting
which would be brought before the com- probably in the whole to £1,000,000, bemission. The cardinal point to bear in cause it was not limited, as the honorable
mind in selecting a commission on a ques- and learned member for St. Kilda (Mr.
tion of this character was to obtain hon- Bunny) supposed, to ten or twelve acres
orable and conscientious men, and men of of ground, but really involved the whole
intelligence. Regarded from this point of of the reserves at Ballarat, and the prinview, he did not think the Minister of Mines ciple upon which they should be dealt
could have made a better selection than he with. The decision arrived at would
had done, although he might not have guide the action which would be taken
chosen precisely the five gentlemen which in relation to any future cases of a like
character which might arise. There could
any other member would have chosen.
Mr. VALE said he thought it would be no doubt that the 'Government would
be admitted that he was some judge of still have to bear the responsibility of
the pu hlic opinion of the persons mainly whatever action was taken, notwithstandinterested in this question, namely, the ing that they had appointed a commission
population of' Ballarat acquainted with to inv~stigate the matter. Before the
mining matters. The general opinion Governor in Council exercised the power
which he had heard expressed amongst which was vested in them to allow mining
that class of the community was favor- on these reserves, there must be a full and
able to the appointment of the commis- complete investigation into all the facts and
sion, and favorable to the character of into the various interests involved. The
the gentlemen composing it. He had cer- • best way of making that investigation was
tainly not bee.n made aware of any general by the appointment of a commission; and
or wide-spread feeling of dissatisfaction he believed that the mining community,
with the selection which had been made. who were the persons chiefly interested in
His honorable colleague in the represen- the matter, were satisfied with the selectation of Ballarat West (Mr. Gillies) had tion which had been made. Possibly some
asserted that the question was purely a members of Parliament were dissatisfied
matter of administration; but, before it that they had not had some influence in
could become a subject of administration, thes election of the gentlemen to form the
it was surely right and proper that the commission. If their wishes, had been
Government should place themselves in a gr!'.tnted, this debate might not have arisen;
position of being able to deal with it but it would have been most improper for
justly, by obtaining the fullest evidence the Minister of MineR to have allowed any
which could be gathered of all the relative such influence to have affected his decision.
:Mr. HALFEY considered that the Gomerits of the alleged claims of the various
persons interested in the matter. It was vernment ought to have dealt with this
necessary, in order that there should be a question themselves, and not appointed a
careful. and right decision, and also for the commission. In the remark.which he injustification of the Government, that the terjected during the speech of the Minister
evidence should be obtained in the most of Mines, he did not intend to make any
public manner, and by the most competent , reflection upon the personal honour of the
tribunal. There was no other course so gentleman to whom he alluded. That
well calculated to bring about that result gentleman, however, was interested in a
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large mining company, whose claim spread
over sixteen square miles of country, and
abutted upon some of the reserves; so that
it was almost impossible for him to enter
upon this inquiry, and proceed with it,
altogether independent and unbiassed. He
(Mr. Halfey) thought that the Government ought to have dealt with the matter
in the first instance. They might have
instructed the wardens to obtain information and report upon the applications sent
in for the differen t reserves. He believed
that the wardens were well qualified to
obtain the necessary information. They
were acquainted with the mining bylaws, and had a personal knowledge of
almost every claim in their respective districts. He had had a conversation with
two members of the commission, who admitted to him that they were totally ignorant of the subject which they had been
appointed to inquire into.
Mr. DYTE said he laboured under some
difficulty in speaking to the question, in
consequence of not having heard the remarks of the honorable member who submitted the amendment. As to any complaint that the gentlemen composing the
commission were not men of practical mining experience, he must say that, according to the terms of the commission, practical
experience was not required. The commission was not appointed to investigate
mining matters, but to act as a court of
equity-to adjudicate on the applications
made to mine under certain reserves, and
the rights of persons claiming to occupy
the said land under the laws relating to the
gold fields. The judges had decided that
no persons had any legal right to mine
under the reserves, and it was now to be
seen whether any rights in equity existed.
This· question the commissioners appeared
very competent to decide. It was a matter
of surprise to him that any honorable
member should find fault with the composition of the commission, when, at
.Ballarat, the place most interested, but
one opinion prevailed, namely, that the
Government had acted wisely in their selection. If legal ability was required, that
ability was present on the commission; if a
knowledge of mining laws was necessary,
the late Minister of Mines was present;
and, if practical experience was needed, a
practical miner was there. (Mr. Davies
- " No.") W ell, if Mr. Bland, who had
been so long connected with mining matters, . was not a practical man, he would
not know where to look for one. It was
3p2
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not at all necessary that a man should
descend shafts to obtain a knowledge of
mining matters. Many men who did descend knew much less, in many respects,
than the legal managers of companies,
who had never been underground at all.
Whether it was advisable or not for honorable members to have private conversations with members of commissions he
would not say; but, certainly, the honorable
gentleman who had just resumed his seat
gave an excellent reason why the House
should not disturb the composition of the
commission. Two of its members, it appeared, told the honorable gentleman that
they were quite ignorant of the question
at issue; and was it not a first principle
of English jurisprudence that the judges
of any case should be ignorant of it until
it was' brought before them? The fact
of the question remaining unsettled had
been the cause of great depression at
Ballarat and elsewhere; and it was most
advisable that the commissioners should
proceed ~\'ith . their business, and that
prompt action should be taken upon their
decision. The commission had been well
selected. Besides the late Minister' of
Mines, it included the Hon. T. T.
a'Beckett, a gentleman who had held the
highest position in his profession when he
was practising; Mr. George Harker, upon
whom, in that House, it was unnecessary
to pass any eulogium; Mr. Baptist Noel,
whose position was next to that of the
judges; and Mr. R. H. Bland, whose long
connexion, as manager, with one of the
largest claims in Victoria, and whose possession of the respect and confidence both
of English and Victorian shareholders,
justified his appointment, even if there
was, as it was said, some little dissatisfaction expressed in consequence of his being
a shareholder in a claim. He spoke with
confidence when he said that the people at
Ballarat were well satisfied with the appointment of gentlemen who could not be
supposed to be personally interested, and
whose position was a guarantee that their
conclusion would be arrived at honestly
and after due consideration. Under these
circumstances, he trusted that the amendment would be negatived.
The House divided on the question that
the Speaker do leave the chairAyes
32
Noes
15
, Majority against Mr. Gillies' } 17
amendment...
...
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SUPPLY.·
The House then went into Committee
of Supply.
On the vote of £9,372 5s. for salaries
and contingencies in connexion with the
medical division,
Mr. LEVEY said he' could not refrain
from calling attention to the numerous complaints made concerning the Chief Medica]
Officer. No doubt that gentleman was a
most energetic officer, but he was wanting
in that tenderness which should be characteristic of a medical man. Acts of cruelty
had been committed by the Chief Medical
Officer, within a few hundred yards of the
Parliament Houses, to which history could
scarcely find a parallel. He had found it
necessary to call the attention of the Chief
Secretary to a case in which a man suspected of simulating lunacy was sent to
the Collingwood stockade for medical
treatment, and was experimented on, and
was actually kept in a state of starvation,
being allowed but 20z. of riceand.a very
small modicum of sugar per diem. He
saw the man himself, and could scarcely
believe that he stood in the presence of a
human being. There was absolutely no
flesh on the man's bones, and the pulse
was scarcely perceptible. This, he was
told, was the punishment ordered by the
chief medical officer for "malingering."
The Chief Secretary directed a board of
inquiry, and that board, without expressing an opinion on the particular case he
was referring to, came to the conclusion
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that there was an undue authority exercised by the Chief Medical Officer. The
fact was that that officer was an irresponsible despot. He was afraid that many of
the complaints regarding the Industrial
Schools were attributable to the one
source, and that unless there was some
change in the officer, or until the present
officer was more interfered with than he
had been hitherto, these scandals would
continually arise.
Mr. BURTT expressed a hope that
the visitation and inspection of the various
gaols and stockades would soon be entrusted to an independent commission.
H.e could mention several cases similar to
the one the honorable member for Norman by had referred to. Prisoners charged
with simulating insanity were so treated
that, if they were not insane, they were
speedily rendered insane. He submitted
that it ought not to be left to any medical
officer, or indeed to any man, to subject
prisoners to torture. At all events, if
there was to be punishment, let it have
the character of Christianity, and not
savour so much of the barbarous ages.
Mr. SNODGRASS said he must deprecate the practice of attacking absent individuals. In this instance he could say,
from his personal knowledge of the gentleman referred to, that the Chief Medical
Officer was perfectly incapable of the conduct attributed to him. No doubt cases
arose in which great caution was required
in pronouncing a man insane, because prisoners simulated disease in order to avoid
labour; but that the Chief Medical Officer
resorted to cruelty in making an experiment was what he could not believe. He
did know, however, that the gentleman referred to, devoted his time from morning
to night to the discharge of his duties.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he was aware
of a prejudice against the Chief Medical
Officer, the true grounds for which he had
been unable to discover. There was no
better nor more zealous officer in the pu bliq
service. As to the cha.rge made by the
honorable member for Normanby, if the
honorable member would refresh his memory he would admit that he had greatly
exaggerated the facts of the case. Dealing
with prisoners was a very difficult matter;
it was absolutely nece~sary, in some cases,
to treat them with strictness and severity.
When the honorable member called his
attention to the case alluded to-which
was more than twelve months ago-he
appointed a board to inquire into the
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matter, and he had now made arrangements that, when any prisoner was suspected of malingering, a report should be
made to him, so that he might appoint a
board to deal with the case.
Mr. LEVEY remarked that his object
in calling attention to the matter had been
that some such precaution as that mentioned by the Chief Secretary should be
taken. He admitted the zeal of the Chief
Medical Officer; but, at present, that gentleman's position was that of an irresponsible despot, and his acts, in too many cases,
were independent of the law. In the case
he had referred to, a man, on the suspicion
that he was shamming lunacy, was subjected to punishment which the law would
not have ordered for any crime short of
murder.
Mr. J. T. SMITH observed that it was
only those who had had to deal with prisoners who could know the difficulties met
with in doing so. He was able to bear
testimony to the thorough efficiency of the
Chief Medical Officer, who displayed great.
energy and zeal, as well as a determination
most necessary for his position.
The vote was agreed to.
LUNATIC ASYLUMS.
On the vote of £61,174 lOs. for salaries
and contingencies in connexion with hospitals for the insane,
Mr. LONGMORE called attention to
the fact that the resident medical officers
had not been brought under the Civil
Service Act, and were thus placed in an
inferior position to the subordinate officers,
who had been duly scheduled. The gentlemen he referred to held responsible
positions, they were well qualified to perform their duties, and it was bad policy, in
the face of the possibility of their i'eceiving
better offers from the sister colonies, to
-leave them' at a low salary and with no
special advantages.
Mr. McCULLOCH said it was impossible for him to bring the officers alluded
to under the Civil Service Act, because
they had been excluded from it by the
Government which passed the measure.
A clause, however, had been inserted in
the Lunacy Bill now before the Legislature
conferring upon these officers equal advantages, in most respects, to those given by
the Civil Service Act.
Mr. MOORE remarked that, though he
was aware that provision was made for
the first time for the new asylums-the
need for which he fully admitted-yet, as
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the aggregate number of patients would
not be increased, he was surprised to find
that the items for the care and supervision of the inmates had risen from £14,400
last year to £18,314 for 1867.
Mr. McCULLOCH pointed out that the
Beechworth and Ararat asylums involved
an additional expenditure in salaries for
superintendence, and that there was also a
large increase in the number of luna.tics.
At the commencement of 1866 there were
1,010 patients to be provided for, and at
the commencement of 1867 there were
1,182. If the ordinary increase continued,
there would be 1,400 lunatics in the asylums
at the close of the year.
Mr. J. T. SMITH called attention to
the low salaries paid to the resident
medical officers at the Yarra Bend; in two
cases £300 and in one case £200 per
annum. He expressed a hope that the
Government would increase the allowances
made to all the medical officers, both at
the Melbourne and the country institutions. Unless the superintendent was
able to secure first-class talent, the result
would be that fewer cures would be
effected, and a great expense would be
entailed on the State.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the salaries
adopted were those recommended by Dr.
Paley. He was prepared to deaL liberally
with gentlemen occupying. such important
positions, but he did not desire to force
larger amounts on the Estimates than the
chief officer thought was necessary to
secure competent men.
The country
superintendents would receive £500 per
annum; and, in all cases, these amounts
were exclusive of rations, quarters, fuel,
light, and water.
Mr. LEVEY contrasted the salary of
£200 per annum paid to a medical officer
with the wages of the attendants, £120
per annum. The one was too little or the
other too much. When he remembered that
the police received only 78. 6d. per diem,
and were not allowed rations and quart.ers,
and that the warders in the gaols obtained
no more, he was afraid that the latter was
the case.
Mr. McKEAN also called attention to
the salaries of the resident medical officers.
Surely the Chief Secretary could not consider it fair that professional gentlemen,
whose education cost something considerable, should be so poorly paid. Why the
steward received £250 per annum, and
that officer, valuable as he might be, did
not require professional knowledge.
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Mr. JONES mentioned that thee'dispenser at the lunatic asylum-a gentle- .
man with the education of a medical manreceived only £120 per annum, or about
6s. 6d. per day, which was 2s. per day less
than was received by one of the crew of
the health officer's boat. The dispenser
had been a long time in the Government
service, and was certainly entitled to a
larger remuneration than the storeman.
Mr. J. T. SMITH spoke of the dispenser
as a very active and intelligent officer.
With respect to the remark of the honorable member for Normanby, he considered
that the warders should receive a larger
remuneration than the police, because they
had to exercise a greater amount of forbearance. It was not an unfrequent thing
for warders to be assaulted by patients,
and those assaults had to be endured. He
expressed the hopo that the Chief Secretary would make some regulations, with
the view to an. allowance to officers of
the asylum when suffering from sickness
brought about by the discharge of their
duties.
Mr. WATKINS observed that the committee of the Melbourne Hospital gave
only £150 per annum to a resident medical
officer. The reason for these small salaries
was that the offices were offices of probation, and were the means of securing for
medical gentlemen other and better appointments. One of the resident medical officers
at the lunatic asylum (Dr. Paterson)
had recently received a much superior appointment at Adelaide. But these superior
appointments could not be obtained unless
gentlemen had had experience in subordinate offices. Moreover, he considered
that a salary of £300 a year, with quarters,
rations, fuel, light, and water, was not to
be despised.
Mr. KERFERD urged that the Government should be prepared to deal liberally with professional. gentlemen, so that
first-class talent might be retained in the
colony. Dr. Paterson was a very efficient
officer, and was thought highly of by Dr.
. Paley, and his departure to Adelaide ~ight
be looked upon as a loss to the colony. He
consider~d that the Government should
have.endeavoured to retain Dr. Paterson's
sEft"vices.
Mr. McCULLOCH concurred with the
honorable member for West Bourke (Mr.
J. T. Smith), that it would be unwise to
seek to reduce the salaries of the warders,
who were brought into constant contact
with the lunatics, and who, from the risks
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they ran, were entitled to liberal remuneration.
With respect to the resident
medical officers, if the committee were of
opinion that it was desirable that the
salaries of those gentlemen should be
increased, he would place a sum for
the purpose on the Supplementary Estimates. If Dr. Paterson had remained
in the colony he would have been promoted to the charge of one of the upcountry asylums, but an appointment in
a neighbouring colony was offered him,
and he accepted it. With reference to
the dispenser, he considered there was
some mistake, as the allowance for the
dispensers at Beechworth and Ararat were
pu t down at £200 each. This, he promised the honorable member for Ballarat
East (Mr. Jones), should be inquired into.
Mr. BUNNY called attention to the
item of £600 "fees to official visitors."
He understood that this would be divided
among three gentlemen, giving £200 to
each; but hitherto there had been only
.two official visitors, each receiving £250
a year.
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that the
visitors were Dr. Eades, Dr. Barker, Dr.
Greeves, and Mr. J. T. Smith. The
amount referred to was divided among the
first three gentlemen. Mr. J. '1'. Smith
did not receive any fees; nor did Dr.
Greeves while a member of the House.
Mr. WILSON inql1ired when the asylum
at Ararat would be opened?
Mr. McCULLOCH said he hoped to be
able to send 150 or 200 patients to Ararat
at the end of June or early in July. He
proposed to appropriate the buildings at
Yarra Bend, which would thus be vacated,
to the use of a number of children in the
Industrial School.
Mr. JONES begged to enter his protest
against the suggestion of the honorable
member for Evelyn that the Government
should engage the services of tyros, who
should learn, while in the service of the
Govel'l1ment, how to deal with the sick or
lunatic portion of the population, and who,
when they had acquired sufficient knowledge, should be drafted off to the employment of a more liberal Government in
another colony.
The vote was then agreed to.
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
On the vote of £6,425 for the Public
Library,
Mr. McKEAN said he considered the
expenditure in this department extra va-
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ganL Ten officers, he thought, were more
than the institution needed. To test the
opinion of the committee, he would move
that the item of £3·15, the salary of the
sub-librarian, be struck out.
Mr. LANGTON submitted that, if any
reduction were to be made in the staff
of so important an institution as the
Public Library, some reasons should be
submitted beyond the opinion of the honorable member for Maryborough (Mr.
McKean), who did not profess to have
any special knowledge on th~ subject.
Here was an officer of admitted ability,
proved to be competent for the position in
which he was placed, who, alternately
with the librarian, took charge of the institution-one or other being always on
the' premises-and this officer's salary was
to be reduced to a lower rate, or he was to
be dismissed altogether. But this was not
the way to make savings. If reductions
were to be effected, they must be made on
some intelligible principle.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. WATKINS called attention to the
fact that the librarian, in addition to a
salary of £600 a year, received an allowance of £1-50 a year for house rent. He
begged to move that the item for house
rent be struck out.
Mr. McCULLOCH expressed the hope
that honorable members would refrain
from seeking to strike out any item in this
vote unless they had good and sufficient
reasons for so doing. The Public Library
was an institution creditable to the country,
and nothing should be done to impair the
efficiency of the management. The allowance to the librarian for house rent was
made pursuant to an arrangement entered
into with him by the trustees of the Public
Library. The allowance would cease as
soon as the necessary accommodation
could be provided for the librarian on the
premises.
Mr. LEVEY considered that, next session, the salaries of the whole of the Government officers should come within the
purview of the House, by means of resolutions provided for by the Civil Service
Act, so that the maximum and minimum
of each class might be rigidly dealt with.
He thought that there ought to be an alteration throughout the entire civil service.
He believed that considerable reductions
might be made, not so much in the amount
of salaries as in the number of officers.
But, under present circumstances, he was·
compelled to adhere to the Estimates, lest
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he should be guilty of exceptional harshness.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. LONGMORE proposed that the
allowance for house rent to the librarian
should be reduced to £75.
Mr. SNODGRASS objected to the
amendment.
Mr. McKEAN said it was evident that
honorable members of the Opposition had
not the slightest disposition to apply the
pruning-knife to the Estimates, although,
since the commencement of the session,
they had been loud in their cries for
economy. Fol' instance, the votes of the
honorable member for N ormanby were in
support of the Estimates, while his speeches
were for cutting them down.
Mr. MOORE observed that he was opposed to "cutting down" of the character
indicated by the amendment before the
committee. Honorable members, instead
of seeing whether they could reduce an
allowance here or an allowance there,
should endeavour to propound a general
scheme of reduction, by which, probably,
an expenditure of a quarter of a million
of money could be saved. He should be
ready, next session, to join other honorable
members in the endeavour to accomplish a
substantial saving in reference to the cost
of government generally.
Mr. G. V. SMITH contended that it
was waste of time to seek to make reductions in particular cases, unless some
abuse existed; and that no real reduction
. would be accomplished until an inquiry
was made into the working of the public
service, with the view of ascertaining
what civil servants were over-paid, and
what could be dispensed with.
Mr. McKEAN said the discussion would
have done good, if it only drew from
the Ministry a promise that they would
come down next year with a general
scheme of reduction. The Ministry must
be in earnest in this matter. He did not
understand why many of the Government
offices should not be consolidated. He had
frequently seen civil servants no better
engaged than, with their feet on a desk,
reading the Argus.
Mr. SNODGRASS urged that, if the
honorable member for Maryborough (Mr.
McKean) was serious in his notions as to
a reduction of expenditure, he should sit
with the Opposition.
Mr. BYRNE stated that he was prepared to join any side of the House in
making reductions which he believed to be
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fair, right, and just to the country. He
knew, for a positive fact, that many of the
civil servants were thoroughly incompetent
for the posts which they occupied; and
that much of the work could be done for
half the money paid at present, and in a
more efficient manner.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. LONGMORE moved the omission of
the item £400 for" incidental expenses."
Mr. McCULLOCH objected to the
amendment. Some little confidence must
be placed in the trustees of the Public
Library that they would not expend the
money wastefully. He should be happy to
assist honorable members generally in reducing the expenditure; but he had received very little encouragement, that
evening, in an economical direction. When
the last vote was under discussion he was
told that several of the salaries were too
small. He admitted that something might
perhaps be done in the way of consolidating offices; but he heJd that, as in ordinary
business matters so in public life, good servants should be well paid.
Mr. WATKINS advocated the appoint~
ment of a committee to investigate the
civil service with a view to retrenchment.
Mr. LEVEY said he did not think the
salaries of Government officers were, on
the whole, higher than the salaries of
similar persons in private employment;
and he held that, after passing twenty or
thirty salaries without comment, any discussion with regard to salaries became
practically useless. Under the present
arrangement, he considered that, but for
the votes for contingencies and public
works, the Estimates might be passed sub
silentio.
Mr. G. V. SMITH expressed a hope
that the amendment would be withdrawn.
He believed that there was no other institution in the world of a similar character
which was doing the same amount of good
as the Melbourne Public Library.
Mr. JONES said that the only way in
which any real economy in the expenditure
for the Government service could be
effected would be by the appointment of a
committee, or commission, to inquire how
a consolidation of various departments
might be best carried out.
The amendment was negatived, and the
vote was agreed to.
On the vote of £1,965 for the Shorthand
Writer's department,
Mr. JONES remarked that the Government Shorthand Writer was placed in the
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second class of the civil service, and asked
the Chief Secretary whether, as the head
of a department, he ought not to be in the
first cJ ass?
Mr. McCULLOCH requested the committee to postpone the vote, in order that
he might consider the question.
The vote was accordingly postponed.
HANSARD.
On the vote of £1,550 for the reporting
staff of the Victorian Hansard,
Mr. LANGTON asked the Chief Secretary what was the total cost of this publication?
Mr. McCULLOCH said he could not
inform the honorable member, but, if it
were desired, he could get an estimate of
the printing expense.
Mr. McKEAN contended that many of
the publications issued from the Government Printing-office (and he referred to
Hansard as an example) could be printed
at considerably less than the present cost
if they were printed at a private printingoffice.
Mr. LANGTON inquired whether any
and what instructions were given to the
reporters as to the mode in which the
debates should be reported; and also
whether any instructions had been given
as to whether honorable members should
or should not be at liberty to correct the
reports of their speeches, if they desired to
do so? The honorable member likewise
asked who was responsible for the length
of the reports?
Mr. VERDON replied that no instructions whatever had been given on the
subject. When the matter was under
consideration before, the expediency of
allowing honorable members to correct the
reports of their speeches was very fully
discussed, and the general opinion was,
that it would not be wise to allow all the
speeches -to be circulated for correction, as
a matter of course, though he was not
aware that the House decided absolutely
that there should never be any correction.
As to the length of the reports, that was a
matter left to the discretion of the reporters.. It was thought better to leave
them to form their own estimate of what
was worth reporting and what was not.
Mr. LANGTON said he was glad to
have an assurance from the Government
that no instructions were given to the
repol'ters as to how the debates should be
reported. He thought it was better that
the reporters should be unfettered.
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Mr. LONGMORE said there was no
Mr. LEVEY objected to Dr. Mueller
vote on the Estimates which the House being the "Government Botanist and
would be more unwilling to alter than Director of the Botanic Gardens," and
this. He thought Hansard had given suggested that his duties should be convery general satisfaction since it was made fined to those of "Government Botanist"
an institution of the House. He believed only. He had the highest opinion of that
that, before that time, the general impres- gentleman's abilities as a botanist, but he
sion of members was that their speeches thought that the curator of the Botanic
were sometimes not represented as they Gardens ought to be a landscape gardener
ought to be, in consequence of the political rather than a botanist. Considering the
bias of certain newspapers. Under the amount of money expended on the Melcircumstances, it was very valuable to bourne Botanic Gardens, they were by no
members to have their speeches reported means as good as they ought to be. Five
by gentlemen who had no political bias.
times the money was spent on them than
Mr. LEVEY expressed a belief that was spent on the Geelong Botanic Garthe expense of printing Hansard at the dens, which were in beautiful order, full of
Government Printing-office would be found flowers, and afforded a delightful place of
to be very great, and complained generally recreation to the inhabitants of that town.
of the work executed at the Government If the Melbourne Botanic Gardens were
Printing-office costingan excessive amount, placed under the control of Mr. Hodgkinand that a separate account was not kept son, who had done so much to improve
of the actual cost of printing the various the appearance of Fitzroy Gardens and
documents at that establishment.
other reserves, he believed that, with a.
Mr. DAVIES mentioned that, in 1858, smaller expenditure, very much better
the printing of the electoral lists was let results would be obtained. He moved
by contract, and that the following year that the words "and Director of the Botathey were printed at the Government nic Gardens" be omitted.
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that,in future,
Printing-office, at a cost of £8,000 less
the Botanic Gardens, instead of being in
than the contract price.
Mr. McKEAN, in explanation of the the d.epartment or the Chief Secretary, as
fact mentioned by the honorable member they had hitherto been, would be placed
for Avoca, stated that, after the electoral under the head of the Lands department,
lists were printed in 185~, the forms were to which they more properly belonged.
Mr. 'MOORE said he was glad. to hear
materially altered, and hence the reduction in the cost. 'He characterized the that it was intended to transfer the Botanic
Government Printing-office as an asylum Gardens from the department of the Chief
for inefficient workmen, who received Secretary to the Lands department. He
large salaries, and expressed his conviction could not, however, agree with the amendthat much of the work don~ there might ment of the honorable member for N 01'be executed at private printing-offices, and manby, nor could he endorse the opinion
a great saving of mouey be effected by the of the honorable member that the Botanic
alteration.
Gardens should be placed under the care
Mr. LANGTON said he understood, of a mere landscape gardener. He refrom the remarks of the Treasurer, that, if garded the Melbourne Botanic Gardens as
any honorable member wished to correct something more than simply a place of rehis speech, or to correct quotations, no in- creation. They were also a scientific instistructions had been given to the reporters tution, where experiments were made to
to preclude him from doing so, subject ascertain what valuable plants and other
always to this provision-that the re- products which were not indigenous to
porters were responsible for the form in Victoria could be grown here with advantage. Dr. Mueller, he believed, had diswhich the reports were published.
Mr. VERDON stated that it always played great research in conducting inhad been, and always would be, left to the quiries of that character, and successful
discretion of the reporters to determine experiments had already been made in the
cultivation of plants which might hereafter
what their reports should be.
be of great benefit to the colony. Amongst
The vote was then agreed to.
the plants which had been the subject of
BOTANIC GARDENS.
experiments were the coffee plant and the
On the vote of £6,535 for the Mel- plant from which quinine was obtained.
bourne Botanic Gardens,
The Botanic Gardens were also useful as
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a sort of nursery for supplying the various
public reserves throughout the colony with
plants and shrubs. Since the gardens
were established, he believed that they
had produced and distributed, amongst
the various recreation reserves, cemeteries,
&c., throughout the colony, about 500,000
useful plants and shrubs, or at the rate
of between 60,000 or 80,000 per year.
The fact that many of the public reserves had a very attractive appearance
was, in a great measure, due to the labours
of Dr. Mueller, who had been able to
supply them largely with plants and shrubs
from the Botanic Gardens. Compared
with the Sydney Botanic Gardens-the
beautiful appearance of which was the resuit of sixty or seventy years culture-the
Melbourne Botanic Gardens did not present any inauequate return for the money
which had been expended upon them,
considering the length of time which they
had been under cultivation. Dr. Mueller
was entitled to great credit for having
recently converted what was previously a
swamp into a very pretty and ornamental
feature of the gardens. He objected to the
omission of the words which the honorable
member proposed to omit, because he considered it desirable that Dr. Mueller's
authority and control should not be weakened so long as he remained the responsible
head of the department.
Mr. WATKINS suggested that the vote
should be postponed, in order that it might
be considered when the Estimates for the
Lands department were before the committee.
He agreed with the honorable
member for Normanby that, if a practical
gardener like Mr. Hodgkinson had the
control of the Botanic Gardens, great improvements might be effected.
Mr. BUNNY said he thought the
colony might congratulate itself upon
having, as the director of the Melbourne
Botanic Gardens, a gentleman who had a
European reputation. In his opinion it
was necessary that the gentleman presiding over such an establishment should
be a thorough botanist. At all events; as
long as the Government Botanist was
allowed to have his quarters at the Botanic
Gardens, his present duties should not be
interfered with.
Mr. SNODGRASS expressed an opinion in favour of a small charge being
made for the plants and shrubs distributed
from the Melbourne Botanic Gardens.
Mr. VERDON intimated that it was
not considered expedient to make any
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charge, as the plants were distributed to
public institutions.
Mr. LEVEY withdrew his amendment,
in consequence of the statement of the
Chief Secretary that it was intended to
place the Botanic Gardens under the
Lands department.
Mr. DAVIES observed that Dr. Mueller
was a botanist whose work.s were quoted
by learned and scientific men in Europe.
He had devoted some of the best years of
his life to the interests of the colony, and
his services were worthy of a better recog ..
nition than they had hitherto received.
Mr. VERDON stated that Dr. Mueller,
anticipating that the vote might give rise
to some discussion, had submitted some
recommendations to the Government, one
of which was that his own salary should
be reduced £110 per annum. He (Mr.
Verdon) did not think the committee would
be disposed to make any reduction in Dr.
Mueller's salary. No one was more anxious
to do his wOl'k thoroughly than Dr. Mueller.
He was convinced that Dr. Mueller, rather
than notgo on with-what he had commenced,
would work for nothing, as he once did.
In transferring the Botanic Gardens to the
Lands department, care would be taken that
Dr. Mueller did not suffer by the transfer.
The change was merely one of convenience,
and would be made without Dr. Mueller in
any way giving up his present position.
Mr. LEVEY observed that, after the
statement just made by the Treasurer, he regretted that he had withdrawn his amendment. He believed Dr. Mueller to be orie
of the first botanists of the age, but a very
bad gardener. He had no hesitation in
saying that the Melbourne Botanic Gardens
compared unfavorably with those of either
Sydney or Adelaide. He thought Dr.
Mueller's services would be more valuable
to the colony if the whole of his time
were devoted to botanical researches and
experiments, leaving the gardens to be
managed by a landscape gardener.
Mr. LONGMORE said that the greater
portion of the soil of the Melbourne
Botanic Gardens wasof a very poor quality,
and, consequently, the gardens would never
exhibit the result which they ought to
do for the amount of labour expended
upon them. The soil of the Geelong
Botanic Gardens, on the contrary, was extremely rich. He regarded Dr. Mueller
as an enthusiast in his profession, and
considered that he had exhibited great
skill and ability in his mapagement of the
gardens under his control. He hoped that
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Dr. Mueller's present position would not
be in any way interfered with.
Mr. BAYLES said he had no wish to
interfere with Dr. Mueller's present position, but he considered that the amount
expended on the Melbourne Botanic Gardens was out of all proportion to the
amount expended on other botanic gardens
in the colony. The sum on the Estimates
for the botanic gardens at Geelong and in
the country districts was only £4,000,
which was no more than the amount expended for "wages of gardeners, botanical
collector, artizans, laborer.:;, &c ," at the
Melbourne Botanic Gardens.
Dr. HEATH also urged that the vote
for the Geelong and country districts'
botanic gardens was not as !arge as it
ought to be.
Mr. J. T. BMITH remarked that the
botanic gardens at Geelong and in the
country districts obtained considerable
benefit from the money expended on the
Melbourne Botanic Gardens, by the seeds,
plants, and shrubs which they received
therefrom. He thought that Dr. Mueller
would be far better and more congenially
employed if his attention were devoted
exclusively to botanical researches.
Dr. HEATH said that the Geelong
Botanic Gardens, as well as the Melbourne
Botanic Gardens, supplied plants and
shrubs for other public reserves.
Mr. HARBISON suggested that Dr.
Mueller might be authorized to display a
little more liberality in one direction. In
America, members of Congress were supplied with seeds to distribute among their
constituents. As to curtailing Dr. Mueller's
salary, that gentleman was certainly not
less useful than the Parliamentary Librarian, whose remuneration it was held ridiculous to reduce.
The vote was agreed to.
NATIONAL MUSEUM.
On the vote of £3,955 for salaries
and contingencies in connexion with the
National Museum,
Mr. McLELLAN asked whether the
decades illustrating the natural history
and palreontology of Victoria had b6en
published? Last year a vote of £2,500
was passed for that and similar purposes,
and this year a like amount was proposed.
He certainly could find no copies of the
work, either in the Parliamentary or the
Public Libraries; and though he did not
grudge the large expenditure which was
taking place on account of the numerous
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philosophers here, yet it was very hard
that the results of their labours were not
made available.
Mr. VERDON remarked that, last year,
the House decided that the National
Museum should be removed to the site
adjacent to the Public Library, and the
building used for the Intercolonial Exhibition was erected for that purpose. It would
have been the duty of the Government to
see that the museum was so removed, now
that the Exhibition was closed, if another
question had not arisen-namely, that of
the establishment of an industrial museum.
There would not be room for both collections in the new building, and, therefore,
it would be necessary to decide, before
moving the National Museum, whether
there should be an industrial collection or
not. If an industrial collection were
established, the models and implements in
the National Museum could be sent there
at once, but the natural history collection
would have to remain where it was. Of
course the House must be consulted before
any decision was arrived at. He might
add that a Bill was now being prepared,
under the direction of Sir Redmond Barry
and the oth~ trustees of the Public.
Library, for the consolidation of these institutions and their management under one
head. As to the publication of the decades,
the question put by the honorable member
for Ararat was a very justifiable one. He
had put it himself some years ago; and he
had also asked why a descriptive catalogue.
was not prepared, in order that the mining
models might be understood by the visitors.
No doubt the Chief Secretary would now
make inquiries, and would give honorable
members a full explanation.
Mr. JONES asked what had become of
last year's vote? The c0untry was entitled either to the publication or the money.
Mr. VERDON pointed out that the vote
included several items, such as specimens,
models, books, &c. Specimens had been
obtained, and he was aware also that
several admi~able plates had been made.
The original intention was that the decades should be published in the same
manner as Dr. Mueller's" Fragmenta Phytographire Australire" was.
Mr. JONES expressed a hope that the
decades, when they were published, would
be in the English language, so that they
might be of some service to the public
.
generally.
Mr. KERFERD inquired upon what
authority contributions were being received
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towards an industrial museum? It seemed
to him that a foregone conclusion had been
arrived at that an industrial museum would
be established.
Mr. VERDON replied that, as some of
the exhibitors in the late Exhibition wished
to contribute their articles towards an
industrial collection, the Chief Secretary
had authorized the Exhibition Commissioners to take charge of such articles
until the House could be consulted on the
point. The proposal did not originate with
the Government, and that was all that had
been done wi th regard to it.
Mr. KERFERD pointed out that, if the
Exhibition building was diverted from its
original purpose, the House would be as
far as ever from a settlement of the difficulty that the National Museum was on a
site to which the House could have no
title, no matter what expenditure took
place on it.
Mr. VERDON said the Government
were prepared to carry out the decision of
the House. If the House was of opinion
that there should not be a permanent
industrial collection, then the National
Museum would be removed to the new
building.
Mr. LEVEY remarked that it looked
like a breach of faith to apply the Exhibition building to a different purpose than
that of the National Museum. Unless
prompt action were taken, it would be too
late to interfere, because goods were being·
obtained from the adjacent colonies for the
industrial collection. The way in which
the Exhibition Commissioners had behaved
towards honorable members could give the
House little confidence in their management of any other institution; still he
could not say whether or not he would
support the new scheme until it was
brought forward.
Mr. VERDON said he would like an
expression of opinion on the question as
to the proposed industrial collection.
Mr. KERFERD said there was nothing
on the Estimates to raise the question.
He presumed that, if no action was taken
with regard to an industrial collection, it
would be competent for the Government to
remove the National Museum with the
money now being voted.
Mr. VERDON replied that he should
certainly say so.
'
The vote was agreed to. .,
On the vote £6,766 13s. 4d. for salaries
and contingencies in connexion with the
Audit-office,

the Council.

Mr. LONGMORE asked for an explanation of the items "clerical assistance £650"
and" travelling expenses £375 "?
Mr. VERDON said that the Audit
Commissioners were constantly travelling.
One of them was always out. As to the
clerical assistance, there was occasionally a
great pressure of business in the office, and,
unless a larger regular staff was kept up
than was required all the year round, temporary assistance had to be obtained.
The vote was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
CUSTOMS DUTIES BILL.
The following message was received
from the LegIslative Council : " The Legislative Council acquaint the Legislative Assembly that they have appointed a
committee, consisting of seven members of the
Council, to meet and confer with a like number
of members of the Legislative Assembly, in
relation to the course of proceeding generally
with Bills, the primary but not the only object
of which is the imposition of any duty, rate,
tax, rent, return, or impost, and particularly
with the Bill intituled, 'An Act for granting to
Her Majesty certain Duties of Customs, and for
altering certain other Duties'; and further
acquaint the Legislative Assembly that they
have empowered the said committee to sit on
days on which the Council do not sit."

The House adjourned at five minutes to
eleven o'clock.

LEGISL.A.TIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, April 10, 1867.
Reform of Legislative Council-Australian Alliance Assurance Company's Bill-Seymour Bridge.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twentyfive minutes past four O'clock, and read the
usual for en of prayer.
PETITION.
The Hon. R. TURNBULL presented a
petition from the Melbourne Chamber of
Commerce, praying the Council to refuse
its sanction to the recommendations of the
late Postal Conference, and to recommend
a fortnightly mail via Suez, with Melbourne as the depot port.
REFORM OF THE COUNCIL.
The Hon. C. SLADEN brought up a
progress report from the committee appointed'to consider the subject of altering
and amending the constitution of the
Legislative Council.
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AUSTRALIAN ALLIANCE ASSURANCE COMPANY'S BILL.
On the motion of the Hon. A. FRASER,
this Bill was read a first time.
SEYMOUR BRIDGE.
A message was received from the Legislative Assembly, requesting the Council to
give permission to the Hon. W. H. F.
Mitchell and the Hon. R. S. Anderson,
members of the Council, to attend and give
evidence before the select committee appointed to inquire into the value of the
Seymour Bridge.
On the motion of the Hon. T. H. FELLOWS, leave was given to the honorable
members named to attend the committee.
The House adjourned at five minutes to
five o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, April 10, 1867.
Distillation Act - Steiglitz Water Supply-Abattoirs Law
Amendment Bill-Customs Duties Bill-Conference with
the Legislative Council-Postal Conference-SupplyIndustrial and Reformatory Schools - Scab in SheepProtection of the Aborigines - Board of AgricultureAcclimatisation Society - Lands Titles Office - Cape
Patterson Coal Fields-Payment of Members-Discoverers
of GQld Fields.

The .SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
DISTILLATION ACT.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH drew the attention
of the Attorney-General to the Distillation Act 1862 (Customs and Excise), No.
147, sections 113 and 115, and also to the
judgment of the Supreme Court in the
case of Ryan v. Moody and others, reported in the Melbourne daily journals of
Monday, 8th April; and asked if it was
the intention of the Attorney-General to
bring in any Act to repeal so much of the
said Act as confiscated all the property of
the persons upon whose premises any utensil or appa.ratus of distillation was found?
The honorable member remarked that the
113th 'section of the Act ill question
authorized any inspector of distilleries, or
other person appointed by the Governor,
to seize any still-head, worm, or other
apparatus used for illicit distillation,
"found in any house, building, premises,
or place whatsoever," and also "to seize
all materials capable of fermentation, and
all works, wash, wines, spirits, and other
chattel property of every kind whatsoever
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found in any such house, building, place,
or premises;" and all such articles so
seized were forfeited. The 115th section
was to the same effect. The facts of the
case of Ryan v. Moody and others were
briefly these :-Ryan was a small farmer,
farming ] 3 or 14 acres of land, about 20'
miles from Melbourne. In one of the
outbuildings on his farm the revenue
officers found an illicit still, which they
took possession of. They also seized all
the cattle on the farm. The Supreme
Court had decided that they were only
entitled to seize the property contained'
in the building in which the still was
If, however, the still had been
found.
outside instead of inside the building,
the seizure of the cattle would have
been justifiable, as being on the premises where the still was found. 'As the
law at present stooo, if an illicit still, or
any portion of one, were found on any
premises, whether inside or outside a
building, all the goods and chattels of the
premises were liable to be seized and forfeited, although the occupier might not be
aware that the still was there. The result
was that, if any person clandestinely put
any portion of a still on the premises of
another person, the whole of the property
on the premises, however valuable it might
be, was liable to be seized and confiscated.
If, for instance, an illicit still were found
on a run on which there were 30,000 or
40,000 sheep, the whole of them would
be liable to seizure and confiscation. If a
still were found in a store or a bank, the
whole of the property therein would be
seized. Even if a still-head, or worm,
were clandestinely put inside a bank, the
whole of the contents of the bank might
be seized and confiscated to the Crown.
The words of these clauses could never
have been intended to give the power
which they conferred, or the Legislature
would have omitted them, and been content with the penalty imposed by a subsequent clause, which rendered any person
on whose premises an illicit still was
found liable to a fine of £500 or six
months' imprisonment. He thought that
was adequate punishment.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he might
venture to express a hope that the next
person who intended to violate the law
would erect a still in a place where its
seizure would be attended with results as
profitable to the Crown as the honorable
and learned member seemed to anticipate.
The power contained in the portion of the
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Act alluded to-the power of confiscating
the property found in a place where means
of illicit distillation existed-was absoJutely necessary for the purpose of enforcing the law. The recent decision of
the Supreme Court limited considerably
the power of confiscation uuder this clause,
and although it might become necessary
to extend and increase the' force of the
language employed, he did not think there
was any probability of Parliament reducing the stringency of it ; and certainly
he had no intention of asking Parliament
to do so.
STEIGLITZ WATER SUPPLY.
Mr. LALOR asked the Minister of
Mines whether there was any objection
to supply Steiglitz with water from the
reservoir now being constructed at Stony
Creek?
Mr. MACGREGOR said that the
surveys were not completed. Until they
were completed the Government'would not
be in a position to say whether Steiglitz
should be supplied from the Stony Creek
reservoir or ftom independent sources.
The most practical and economical course
would be adopted.
PETITIONS.
Petitions were presented . as follows,
praying the House not to sanction the
recommendations of the late Postal Conference, but to insist upon a fortnightly
mail service via Suez, making Melbourne
the terminus for Australia:By Mr. BLACKWOOD, from the Victorian Shipowners' Association, and also a
petition, bearing 1,000 signatures, from
members of the Melbourne Chamber of
Commerce, and from merchants, bankers,
and others interested in the trade of Melbourne; by Mr. VERDON, from certain
inhabitants of Williamstown; and by Mr.
MOORE, from inhabitants of Sandridge
and others connected with its shipping
trade. The petition from the Victorian
Shipowners' Association also prayed the
House to have the Williamstown graving
dock completed previous to the termination of the present mail contract with the
Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation
Company.
ABATTOIRS LAWS AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM, with permission
of the House, moved, without notice, for
leave to bring in a Bill to amena the laws
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relating to abattoirs and the slaughtering
of cattle. The honorable member explained that this subject was included
amongst the subjects dealt with by the
Municipal Corporations Bill, now before
a select committee of the House. The
committee were of opinion that it was
desirable that it should be dealt with
as a separate Bill. The object of the
Bill was to embody the provisions of the
existing law and ~lso to correct an error in
the Melbourne and Geelong Corporations
Amendment Act, passed about two years
ago, by which Geelong was deprived of
the advantage of abattoirs within the limits
of the town. The select committee desired
that it should be submitted to them along
with the Municipal Corporations Bill, so
that they might deal with both Bills together.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was brought in and read a first time.
CUSTOMS DUTIES BILL.
CONFERENCE.

The House proceeded to consider the
message of the Legislative Council acquainting the House that they had appointed
a committee of seven members "to meet
and confer with a like number of members
of the Legislative Assembly, in relation to
the course of proceeding generally with
Bills, the primary but not the only object
of which is the imposition of any duty,
rate, tax, rent, return, or impost, and particularly with the Bill intituled 'An Act
for granting to Her Majesty certain duties
of customs, and for altering certain other
duties.' "
Mr. FRANCIS.-I beg to move"That a committee, consisting of Mr. McCulloch, Mr. Verdon, Mr. Higinbotham, Mr. J. T.
Smith, Mr. Riddell, Mr. G. V. Smith, and the
mover, be appointed to meet and confer with
the committee appointed by the Legislative
Council, in relation to the course of proceeding
generally with Bills for imposing any duty, rate,
tax, rent, return, or impost, and particularly
with the Bill intituled 'An Act for granting to
Her Majesty certain duties of customs, and for
altering certain other duties.' "

The only difference between the· form of
this motion and that of the Legislative
Council is, that we follow the exact words
of the 6th clause of the Constitution Act,
instead of words very nearly assimilating
thereto, as used by the Council.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM seconded the
motion.
Captain MAC MAHON.-Before the
question is put, may I ask if there is any
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precedent for a committee being selected
entirely from one side of the House? It
is true that the Attorney-General has
given an opinion that this side of the
House is debarred from expressing any
opinion upon the subject of the privileges
of this House. I, however, do not agree
with him on that point. When we considered that it was right to ad vocate the
pri vileges of another branch of the Legislature, we believed that we were at the
same time advocating the privileges of this
branch of the Legislature, and that, by
an observance of the privileges of both
Houses, we were best carrying out the
Parliamentary system of government. I
do not believe that a single instance ever
occurred in this Legislature, or in the
Legislature of any of the Australian
colonies, of such an ungenerous attempt
being made as to prevent a single member
of the Opposition being appointed on an
important committee of this character. I
could unders'tand there being a majority
of the supporters of the Ministry on the
committee, but it would only have been
eq uitable if the Government had proposed
that some members on this side of the
House should also be placed on the
committee. I and the gentlemen sitting
alongside me would be submitting to an
unnecessary indignity if we did not call
attention to the fact that it is proposed that
the committee shall consist exclusively of
members on the Government side of the
House.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I can assure the
honorable member that there is not the
slightest intention to throw any indignity
upon the members of the Opposition; but,
on a former occasion-and it was not objected to by the Opposition-a committee
appointed to confer with a committee of
the Council was composed of members on
this side of the House. Another reason
why this committee should be composed
principally of honorable members sitting
on the Government side-Mr. LEVEY.-Exclusively.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Well, exclusively.
Another reason why the committee should
be composed exclusively of members sitting on the Government side of the House
is because honorable members sitting opposite opposed this Bill in all its stages in
this House. Therefore I am sure it would
be unwi~e on the part of the supporters of
the measure to appoint members of the
Opposition on a committee to attend a
conference to discuss questions arising out
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of this Bill. I am sure that honorable
gentlemen of the Opposition would themselves not feel quite free to act in a matter
of this kind as they would do on any other
matt~r, seeing that they gave the Bill a
consistent opposition from beginning to
end. The Government have therefore
selected .the committee in th~ way adopted
by them and approved by this House on a
former occasion.
Mr. KERltERD.-I understand that
the conference is asked for, not with regard
to the Customs Bill, but to consider the
powers of another place in dealing with
all Bills imposing any rate, duty, or tax.
As I understand, the Legislative Council
desire to settle the practice as to whether
they shall have the power of altering any
Bills which impose a rate, duty, or tax, if
that rate, duty, or tax is merely an incident of the Bill and not the primary object
of the measure. The object of the conference is, in fact, to define the powers of
the Upper House with regard to Bills of
this character. I agree with the honorable
member for West Melbourne that it is not
treating a large section of this House with
that respect to which they are entitled to
virtually ignore the members of the Opposition in the appointment of a committee to
attend the conference. It is an invidious
thing to do, and it is one unworthy of the
Government.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I think, sir,
the honorable member for the Ovens very
much mistakes the purpose of this conference, if he supposes that the object of
it is to determine the rights of the other
House. That may be the object of others,
but I can assure the honorable member it
is not the object of my honorable colleague
in proposing this motion. We have nothing
to do with the rights of the other branch
of the Legislature. We have only to do
with our own. Sir, the practice appears
to be, upon conferences of this kind, when
the House must act as a body, and cannot
act as it does in its own internal de1ibera~
tions-by party, or by another name by
which party may be called-that the conference should be composed of members 01
the House who agree in opinion with the
main purposes of the conference. This is
clearly stated to be the case in May"The managers for the House which desires
the conference are the members of the committee
who drew up the reasons, to whom others are
frequently added; and, on the part of the other
House, they are usually selected from those
members who have taken an active part in the
discussions on the Bill, if present."
.
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Honorable members of the Opposition certainly fulfil that condition. The passage
proceeds"Or otherwise, any members are named who
happen to be in their places, But it is not customary, nor consistent with the principles of a
conference, to appoint any members as managers
unless their opinions coincide with the objects
for which the conference is held."
I apprehend, sir, that the objects for which
this conference is appointed are objects intimately connected with the preservation
of the rights of this House as asserted by
this House; and I am perfectly certain that
there are very few honorable members on
the other side of the House who have not
expressly dissented from the view adopted
by the House as to its rights in a matter of
this kind. Therefore, sir, I think honorable
members will see that, unless it were the
design to introduce into this conference
elements or dissension, not merely between
the two Houses-which cannot be the
object of anyone-but between members
of the conference who represent this House,
it would be absolutely impossible to propose, as members of the committee, any
member who has taken an active part in opposing this Bill or in discussing questions
raised upon a similar conference last year.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-I would remind
the Attorney-General that the result of the
last conference of this kind was that this
House abandoned every point it had
taken up. I do not see why this side
of the House should be charged more
particularly than the other with any intention or desire to give up the privileges
of this House. I am sure that the House
might, with the greatest confidence, place
some members on the committee from this
side. However, I would suggest that in
the selection of a committee of this kind,
the ordinary course of choosing it by
ballot should be adopted, and then, perhaps, the House will arrive at a proper
conclusion as to the fittest persons to attend
the conference. I ask upon what plea the
Attorney-General justifies the omission of
the Chairman of Committees, who is a
gentleman of great experience in Parliamentary practice, and possesses the confidence of the House? 1 might refer to
other members, who have not been named
on the committee, who have beeu many
years in Parliament, and are supposed to
know ,as much of the privileges of the
House as even the Attorney-General.
Mr. JONES.-I find that another place
has named the' Hon. T. T. a'Beckett, the
Hon. A. Fraser, and the Hon. G. W. Cole,
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as members of its committee. Now, sir,
if the members of the other House were
inclined to insist upon putting on only
members of a certain shade of opinion,
they would have done so-they would not
have 'named these honorable gentlemen as
members of the committee of conference.
I believe that, if the committee of conference appointed by this House act as liberally towards another place as this colony
has acted towards New South Wales in a
recent arrangement, thi~ Chamber will very
soon have nothing to get rid of-nothing
to give away.
The Attorney-General,
however, has no right to assume that honOI'able members on this side of the House
will be more inclined to abandon the rights
and privileges of this Chamber than he
would be himself. I believe there are honorable members sitting on this side who
will defend this Chamber as much as the
Attorney-General. I don't think the Attorney-General properly weighed his words
before he threw out the insinuation against
honorable members sitting on this side.
I think it now becomes the duty of this
Chamber to demand that the election of the
committee shall be by ballot. I, sir, now
use my privilege to demand that the election of the committee shall be by ballot.
I have not the slightest doubt.that the Government are strong enough to carry the
committee they have named; but I think
this side of the Chamber should not mutely
allow the committee named by the Government to be carried without having the
election by ballot. I therefore ask that
the election shall be by ballot.
The SPEAKER.-It is necessary that
six members should demand a ballot.
Six members having demanded a ballot,
the House proceeded to ballot for the committee; and Mr. Kerferd and Mr. Francis
were appointed scrutineers by the Speaker.
The ballot resulted in the election of
Mr. McCulloch, Mr. Higinbotham, Mr. J.
T. Smith, Mr. Verdon, Mr. Riddell, Mr.
G. V. Smith, and Mr. Francis, as the
committee.
On the motion of Mr. FRANCIS, permission was given to the committee to sit
on days on which the House did not sit.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The message of the Legislative Council,
on the subject of the amendments made
by the Assembly on the Council's amendments in this Bill, was taken into consideration.
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Mr. BIG I~BOTHAM said he thought
some of the amendments on which the
Legislative Council insisted might be
yielded by the House. One case was that
of the amendment made in the 30th clause,
the only difference with regard to which
was whether the word" believed" should
be substituted, as suggested by the Assembly, for the word "known." In that
matter-although he thought the former
the more desirable word-he considered
the Assembly might give way. Then
there were the amendments in the 52nd
clause, upon which the Council insisted,
a·s he understood, not for the purpose of
preventing an agent being held liable for
the execution of the work referred to in
the clause, but to enable the clause to be
amended in such a way as to enable the
agent to enter on the property for the
purpose of making the improvements required. If that were the purpose of the
amendments, no doubt they might be
accepted by the House. But there were
two other amendments which he trusted
the House would not, under any circumstances, assent to. One of them proposed
to make the decision of the Chief Secretary, in cases of dispute between the
Central Board of Health and local boards,
not final, by leaving out of the 26th
clause the words, "and the decision of the
Chief Secretary shall be absolutely final."
The other was the amendment for the
insertion of a provision relative to the pollution of fresh-water streams, a subject
which the House appeared to consider, on
a former occasion, ought not to be dealt
with by this Bill. He believed that the
House would not be disposed, under any
circumstances, to assent to those amendments. He should very much regret if the
Bill did not pass into law; but he scarcely
anticipated any other result. The message
informed the House that the Council insisted upon those amendments; and it was
not for the Assembly to take any further
steps in the matter. But, in order that an
opportunity might be given for the removal
of the difficulty-if steps could be taken
with that end-he would move that the
further consideration of the amendments
be postponed for one month.
Mr. LEVEY submitted that the differences between the two Houses with regard
to the Bill would not warrant the course
proposed by the Attorney-General. When
the Bill was brought before the House, he
understood that the Government insisted
upon it, as necessary for the conservation of
VOL III.-3 Q
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the public health; and, for several nights,
business of great importance had to give
way in order that the Bill might be dealt
with. He contended that a measure of
such importance should not be endangered
merely for the sake of carrying out the
crotchets of the Government. The difference of opinion as to whether the decision
of the Chief Secretary should be final was
certainly not such a difference as to warrant the postponement of the order of the
day for a month, because he recollected
that the Assembly was not by any
means unanimous on that question. He
hoped that the Government would go
on with the measure, and that such concessions as the House might fairly be
asked to make would be made; and he
trusted to the good sense and conciliatory
spirit of the other branch of the Legislature to meet the Assembly half-way in the
matter. He hoped that the House would
not, like spoiled children, because they
could not get all they required in a moment
of petulance, throw overboard a very
useful measure.
Mr. WATKINS suggested the expediency of a conference with the other
branch of the Legislature. It was most
desirable that the measure should become
law this session. Its passage was a matter
of great importance to the municipalities
around Melbourne.
Mr. LANGTON urged that a measure
of such great importance ought not to be
imperilled because of a difference between
the Houses of Legislature on the two
points referred to by the· AttorneyGeneral. If the Assembly yielded on
those two points, the Bill would at once
become law; and the advantages which
would follow the immediate passage of the
measure would far outweigh any inconvenience which the amendments might
cause, even if they were as vicious in their
tendency as was alleged. But, as far as
the Attorney-General was concerned, the
House was in this difficulty. While the
honorable and learned gentleman disapproved of the amendment made by the
Legislati ve Council on the 26th clause,
with the view that "the decision of the
Chief Secretary" should not be "absolutely final," he did not disapprove of
the amendments in the 32nd and 36th
clauses. The Attorney-General had repeatedly told the House that he approved
of the spirit of those provisions, and desired to see them enforced. Indeed, had
he insisted on his own views in this
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matter, instead of yielding to the opmlOn
of the honorable member for Ballarat
West (Mr. Vale), the Bill would have
become law last session. The Bill provided that every establishment in which
an offensive or noxious trade was carried
on, should have a cesspit for its refuse;
and, under the measure as it left the Assembly, the proprietor of such an establishment might adopt the summary and
dangerous method of getting rid of the
~ontents of his cesspit, by turning them
into the nearest stream, even if thatstream
were the only source of domestic water
supply. The amendments of the Legislative Council provid~d that the filth of
these cesspits should not be emptied into
any "running fresh-water stream." He
submitted that that proposition was a most
desirable one, and that the House ought
to entertain it. He appealed to honorable
members not to vote against a provision so
reasonable and necessary.
Mr. McCULLOCH concurred with
honorable members who had spoken in the
hope that the Bill would not be lost. At
the same time he considered that the
House ought not tamely to yield up points
which it had affirmed after long and
patient discussion. It was the opinion of
the Attorney-General and himself that
the provision as to the pollution of streams
would be more properly dealt with in
another measure. Several of the amendments made and insisted upon by the
Council would, no doubt, have to form the
subject of a conference between the two
Houses, but it would be impossible for a
conference to take place before the Easter
holidays. It was under these circ\lmstances that the postponement was asked for.
The order of the day for the consideration of the message of the Legislative
Council was then postponed until Tuesday,
the 30th April.
SUPPLY.
The resolutions passed the previous
evening, in Committee of Supply, were
considered and adopted.
POSTAL CONFERENCE.
On the order of the day for the House
resolving itself into Committee of Supply,
Mr. VERDON called attention to the
fact that there appeared on the noticepaper for that evening a motion in the
name of the honorable member for West
Melbourne (Captain Mac Mahon), on the
subject of the results of the recent Postal
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Conference, and expressed his readiness
to postpone the Government business, in
order that the matter might be brought
forward and discussed. There were many
reasons why the matter should be disposed
of without delay. Perhaps the most important was that, according to the understanding entered into between the representatives of the various colonies, the
memorial adopted by the conference would
have to be despatched to Englana by the
next mail. To carry out that arrangement, it
was obvious that honorable members would
have to discuss this question before the
Easter holidays, or change the arrangement
contemplated by the Government, which
was that those holidays should commence
on the adjournment of the House the following evening. He believed that it was quite
understood that the discussion would take
place on this occasion, because the honorable and gallant member for West Melbourne asked the previous day for the
production of certain papers, and this
without notice, on the plea that he had
not time to move for their production in
the ordinary way. The Government were
prepared to give the question precedence
that night, and also, if necessary, on the
following night.
Captain MAC MAHON observed that
no proposition had been made to him on
the part of the Government on the subject of giving precedence to his motion.
Had there been any arrangement of the
kind, he should feel bound to carry it out.
It so happened that, through carelessly
writing his notice, it was at first supposed
that the motion would not be brought forward until next week, and, in consequence
of that supposition, several honorable
members who desired to be present at the
debate on the motion were now away. He
did not see, so long as honorable members
had a fortnight's holiday, that it mattered
much whether the holiday commenced the
following evening or next week. He had
mentioned this view to the Treasurer, and,
under all the circumstances, he had had no
reason to expect that the motion would
come on before Tuesday; and this be'was
not dissatisfied with, because he felt there
would be ample opportunity in the interim
for the Government to receive from the
Governments of the neighbouring colonies
replies to any questions which they might
ask as to the interpretation by those Governments of certain passages in the treaty.
Moreover, any explanation which the Government, thought the public entitled to
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could be made in the other branch of the only two members from the Opposition
Legislature, where a motion in reference to benches.
the treaty would be brought forward the
Mr. LEVEY suggested that, if the Gofollowing evening.· Therefore, so far as vernment were particularly anxious to
public convenience was concerned, the have the question discussed, they should
delay which he (Captain Mac Mahon) table a motion accordingly. He did not
proposed would not make the slightest see the necessity for adjourning so long
difference.
before Easter. Last year the House sat
Mr. McCULLOCH objected to the post- until the very night before Good Friday.
ponement of the commen~ement of the He saw by the newspapers that day that
Easter holidays, on the ground that several it was reported in Sydney that the Chief
honorable members were desirous of leav- Secretary of that colony had expressed an
ing ·town on Thursday evening, and that it opinion different to that of the Chief
was not usual for the House to sit in Secretary of Victoria as to the results of
Passion-week. If the House sat next week the conference. Perhaps a day or two
it would be impossible for some honorable might bring similar notifications from
members to reach their homes before Good South Australia, Tasmania, and QueensFriday. He did not see any reason why land. And, under these circumstances, it
the discussion of the motion of the honor- was quite as well that the discussion of
able member for West Melbourne (Captain the question should be postponed.
Mac Mahon) should be postponed. From
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that it
some cause or other, a wrong impression was not the duty of the Government to
had got abroad with regard to the results bring this business before the House. It
of the Postal Conference. The honorable was in the power of any honorable member
member for West Melbourne had referred who objected to the resolutions of the
to the Government communicating with
conference to submit the subject to the
the Governments of the neighbouring
cons.ideration of the House, and obtain its
colonies as to the bearings of the treaty. opinion thereon.
There was no necessity for him to adopt
Captain MAC MAHON.-Look at the
such a course; and there had been no communication with the Governments of the fifth resolution.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he was
neighbouring colonies, beyond a private
note written by the Treasurer to one of aware of the fifth resolution. That resothe delegates. He was confident that he lution providedshould be able to satisfy the House and
"That the Governments of the colonies rethe country as to the correctness of the presented at this conference adopt such measures
decision arrived at by the conference; and as may be necessary, as early as may be conhe thought that a motion like that now re- venient after the assembling of Parliament in
ferred to, reflecting as it did most distinctly each case, to give !egislative sanction to the
on the conduct of the Government, ~hould agreements of this conference."
be discussed and disposed of at the earliest He hoped the honorable and gallant member was aware that, by the terms of Vicpossible moment.
Mr. JONES remarked that, if the Go- torian law, this resolution did not apply to
vernment wanted the results of the Postal this colony. (Captain Mac M~hon-"The
Conference discussed, they were not Customs Act.") The honorable and galobliged to depend upon the Opposition to lant member would have to read some
bring forward the subject. Rut the Chief other literature besides this treaty and the
Secretary found that he had a majority Customs Act. He would have to refer to
present, and therefore thought he could the Post-office Act, which provided' that
take the Opposition at a disadvantage. the Governor in Council might make arHe (Mr. Jones) objected to the House rangements for various postal matters, and,
being called upon to decide upon the amongst others, for the establishment of
results of the Postal Conference without mail communication, not less than once a
being in possession of the information month, between Victoria and the United
. necessary to enable honorable members to Kingdom, and the payment of the expenses
arrive at a correct conclusion as to the thereof. If the honorable and gallant
value of the treaty.
.member did not accept the offer of the GoMr. G. P. SMITH said he saw no reason vernment, and bring forward his motion
for postponing the discussion. All parts on that or the following night, he could
of the House were well filled. He missed not expect the House to consent to the
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unusual course of sitting during Passionweek.
Mr. BUNNY remarked that honorable
members on the other side had argued as
if the honorable and gallant member for
West Melbourne had brought forward his
motion and asked that the debate might
be postponed. But this was not the case.
The fact was that the Government wished
the motion advanced from its proper place
on the notice-paper. There was no doubt
that the Government could have brought
forward the question had they been so disposed; but he apprehended that, as in the
case of the Border Customs Treaty-which
would not have been discussed but for the
action of a private member-the Government would have preferred the results of
the Postal Conference to have passed sub
silentio.
Mr. VALE said that he could not understand the reluctance exhibited to debate
the question, unless it arose from a desire
to hear a moderate defence made on behalf
of the Government in another place before
making the attack in the Assembly. The
Government had expected that the debate
would be proceeded with that evening,
and honorable members opposite must
have expected the same, inasmuch as that
afternoon they had presented the petitions
which had been in hand for several days,
and the practice was to reserve petitions
until the eve of the debate. If the question were postponed until after the Easter
recess, the Government would be entitled
to assume that honorable members opposite
had no case, and wished the matter to drop
through. At all events, if the Govern~
ment went on with the ordinary business
of the House, there should be a tlistinct
understanding that the debate would be
proceeded with the following evening,
and would· be continued until it was
ended.
Mr. MOORE denied the statement that
the petitions presented that evening had
been in· the hands of honorable members
for several days. He was aware that, 'in
each case, they were received just prior to
the commencement of the sitting. He
could see no urgent necessity f~r transmitting the memorial by the outgoing mail,
considering that the new arrangement was
not proposed to come into force for two
years. On the other hand, it was very
desirable that an opportunity should be
afforded of hearing how far the delegates
of the other colonies were disposed to
accept the statement made within the last
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few days by a journal in the confidence or
the Ministry, that the right of Melbourne
to be the terminus of one of the lines had
not been relinquished, but was to be admitted after a certain period. The journal
in question could not have reached the
other colonies until that day, and it would
not be advisable to come to a decision until
all doubt on the point in question had been
cleared up.
Mr. BINDON pointed out that the best
way to remove any doubts on the subject
was to proceed with the debate, by which
means both the House and the country
would become possessed of the facts of
the case. As to time being required, the
honorable member for West Melbourne
(Captain Mac Mahon) had chosen his own
time. When the honorable member found
the motion was wrongly set down he
altered it to that day.
Mr. LANGTON remarked that the
mistake alluded to had led two members
of the Opposition to leave town, under the
impression that the debate would not take
place until the following week, and therefore the error was a reagon why the discussion should be postponed. The Opposition could not be expected to prejudice their
case by proceeding in the absence of honorable members who desired to express
an opinion on the subject. As to its being
unusual for the House to sit in the week
before Easter, he found, on reference, that,
during the last six years, the House had
sat thrice in that week, and had thrice
adjourned before it. In fact there was no
rule on the subject; the House adjourned
to suit its own convenience. It would be
only fair that an opportunity should be
afforded the delegates of the other colonies
of saying how far they approved of the
statement made in a public jourr;tal, apparently on Ministerial authority, as to the
proceedings of the conference, and the
journal in question had probably not been
received in South Australia that day.
Moreover, voluminous papers had been
laid on the table that evening-papers
which honorable members ought to have
time to consider. It must be borne in
mind also that it was competent for the
Chief Secretary to make a statement on
the subject any time he pleased. Under
all the circumstances, he could see no
reason why the debate should not be
taken on the following Tuesday and
Wednesday.
The subject then dropped, and the House
went into Committee of Supply.
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INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.
A vote of £36,282 lOs. 6d., for salaries
and contingencies in connexion with the
Industrial and Reformatory Schools, was
proposed.
In reply to Mr. KERFERD,
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the Ballarat school would be ·opened about the
middle of June, but the Beechworth school
would not be ready until much later in the
year.
Mr. McLELLAN stated that he had
visited the Sunbury school once, and that
he saw a most heartrending scene there.
He found some sixty or seventy boys sitting round a table with their eyes bandaged, and amongst them a fine lau, one of
two children who, he was aware, had been
admitted but three weeks before. Some
better treatment than that of keeping the
boys sitting round a table in the cold
might certainly have been adopted. In
fact, instead of keeping a nursery of
disease; instead of allowing the diseased
boys to remain with five or six hundred
others, they should be removed to some
other place. Although it was late in the
day when he visited the institution, the
children had not been washed, and the lad
he alluded to had actually to tear his
bandage away in order to show his eyes.
If he had possessed authority over the institution, he would, that day, have dismissed all the officers in it for their heartless conduct to these children. Amongst
other things, he noticed that the leather
supplied for the boots was so inferior that
the rain soaked through them at once,
whereupon the lads kicked them off and
went without any. A wrong system had
been adopted in selecting officers, by sending men to the institution because they
were Government supporters, and not because they possessed the necessary qualifications for their posts. He did not know
whether the schools were better conducted
now, and he would like to have some information on the point.
Mr. McCULLOCH said it must have
been a considerable time since the honorable member visited the Sunbury schools.
If he went there now he would find a
marked improvement. In spite of all that
had been done, ophthalmia still lingered in
the school, but not to such an extent as
before; and he believed, from the reports
furnished by the Chief Medical Officer,
that, in a short time, the disease, to a considerable extent, would be overcome. He
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quite agreed with the honorable member
in the necessity for removing the diseased
children. He was now making arrangements which would permit this to be done.
It was the more necessary to do so, because
medical men told him that it was almost
impossible to eradicate the disease when it
had hung about a building as long as it
had about the Prince's-bridge schools. It
was his intention, therefore, to transfer the
children to the Yarra Band Asylum so
soon as a portion of the buildings there
were vacated by the lunatics. It must not
be forgotten that there was a great difficulty in dealing with this class of children,
because they were weakly.and diseased from
their birth, and, in many cases, remained
so even in manhood. The same difficulty
was met with in England. To show honorable members this, he would read a report
entitled a "visit to the Central· London
District School." The report stated"At the Central London School disease and suffering are written in unmistakeable characters in
nearly every face. Health and vigour are the exception, not the rule. The countenances are pitted
with small-pox, and disfigured by ophthalmia.
The hair is cropped from the scaldhead and ringworm, and the marks of scrofula and hereditary
disease are everywhere apparent to the practised
eye. Noone would guess the ages of the children-they look so small, and yet so old. More
than the tenth of the whole are constantly in
hospital, a considerable number being detained
in the convalescent wards, because they are to
be sent to school. Deformity and rickets are
seen encased in irons, the cost of which is put
down in the abstract of accounts at £27 16s.-8d.
for a single year. The doctor expressed it as
his opinion that the whole school is simply rescued from certain death by the extraordinary
precautions taken to improve their health and
stamina. The diet is splendid and expensive.
The meat cost £2,605 a year, and the porter
and ale £325. Every child costs lOs. 7!d.
per week, or £27 13s. a year, which is
more than a respectable tradesman has occasion to pay for the maintenance and education
of his son. It is really interesting to observe
the numerous and expensive arrangements
necessary to rear these feeble organizations
to what is, after all, but moderate health.
The managers have covered part of the playgrounds for bad weather; and, because the dust
of snmmer hurts their bleary eyes, it has cost
£400 to pave their playground with Yorkshire
flag. The circulation of the children is so
feeble that cold is not permitted to approach
them. The bedrooms and corridors are all
warmed, and the lavatories are supplied with
warm water. If such precautions were not
observed, the school would lose its character,
the schoolmasters their occupation, and the
whole establishment be converted immediately
into a gigantic hospital. On inspecting the
books, we found that about half the children
are admitted in a state noted of positive disease,
whilst· many others are as feeble, or pale, or
thin. As a rule, the girls look better than
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the boys. The diseases are those of povertywant of food, hereditary debility, and filth.
Ophthalmia is common, and very hard to cure;
as also is ringworm and scrofula in various
forms. Rickets are extremely common. There
are at present thirty-five children who are
wearing irons for deformity. The low physical
condition of the children is shown by the state
of their teeth. There are many of four and
five years old who have no sound teeth left;
and nearly half the present number of patients
are suffering from skin disease. The doctor
relies chiefly on good diet, warmth, and restorative treatment, for the successful management
of disease. He finds that there has been less
ophthalmia since the diet of the establishment
was improved, some year or two ago."

He read the statement to show honorable
members.the difficulty there always was jn
dealing with children of this particular
class. The officers of the schools and the
gentlemen who had consented to act as
visitors were most anxious to place the
institution in a better position; the House
h~d been liberal in its grants; and he had
spared no expense in endeavouring to meet
the wants of the case. Nothing connected
with his duties had caused him more
anxiety than this matter, because he felt
that it was a cruel thing to place the children in such a position if it could be
avoided. He trusted that, within the
year, the schools would be in a very different condition. The Sunbury schools
were now in a much better state. In the
course of two or three months the Ballarat
school would be opened; the Beechworth
school would be ready towards the close of
the year; and then, when possession of
the Yarra Bend was obtained, most of
the difficulties in the way of treating
the children properly would be removed.
The condition of the children themselves
would always be a drawback; but the
main point would be to keep them separate, when admitted, from those who had
been brought into a healthy state. A great
deal had been done at Sunbury in the way
of .teaching the children trades, and in
making use of their labour out of school
hours. The estimated value of their labour
Juring the last six months of 1866 was
£1,804 8s. 6d., or at the rate of £3,600
per annum. This was a return for 700 or
800 children, many of whom were under
six or eight years of age. The return of
farm and dairy produce for the year credited the institution with 33,986 quarts of
milk, valued at £495 12s. 7d.; 1,370Ibs.
butter, valued at £137; and mixed vegetables, 7,120 lbs., valued at £74 3s. 4d.
Altogether, however unsatisfactory the
past might have been, the schools were in a
Mr. McCulloch.
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fair way of getting into a good position.
In connexion with this subject he must
say that, if there was one thing more disgraceful than another to the colony, it was
the way in which some parents treated
their offspring. They did not display the
common regard exhibited by the lowest
animals. He had endeavoured to make
these parents pay, whenever possible, and
last year a sum of £600 was recovered
from them. It was impossible to follow
men to the other colonies, as should be
done; but he had suggested at the late
conference that an Imperial Act., giving
power in this direction, should be applied
for.
Mr. RICHARDSON expressed an
opinion that both the press and Parliament expected too much from these institutions; they forgot the class of child·ren
who had to be dealt with. On visiting
·the Prince's-bridge schools, he was agreeably surprised by the cheerful and cleanly
appearance of the children, who appea.red
'to be quite contented. The only drawback
was the presence of ophthalmia, and he
believed that, until the children were removed, that disease would not be got rid of.
Mr. LONGMORE moved that the item
of £350 for the salary of the superintendent of the Sunbury school be withdrawn,
with a view to its increase by £50. The
Chief Secretary had referred to the poor
condition of the children admitted to the
London Central School, but the fact was
t.hat the state of the children here was
exactly opposite to that described by the
report from which the honorable gentleman had quoted. Having spent two days
at Sunbury inspecting the schools, he
could say that the children were as fine
and healthy a lot as could be well
brought together. He saw some of the
finest little fellows he had met with
in the colony there-strong, healthy, and
active lads. Perhaps the cause of the
great amount of disease in the London
institution was the splendid diet in force
there-the wine and ale given to children
whose proper food was milk and vegetables. The officer whose salary he desired raised had gone through a course
of training for the express purpose of
enabling him to take charge of an industrial school, and could hold the
plough, mend a boot, and do tailoring and
carpentering-q ualifications of the first importance to a man in his position. Moreover he left as good a position in order totake charge of the school. He did not
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know how far he was justified in going
into detail; but, when he was at the
school, he asked to see the books, and,
every facility being afforded him, he obtained much information he would like to
submit to honorable members. When the
officer he alluded to first went to the
institution, he found that twelve children,
with their teacher, made .56 pairs of boots
in three months; but, under his direction,
240 pairs were made by the same labour in
the like period, besides 20 pairs per week
being repaired. Again, during the previous
year, the result of the gardening, and of an
expenditure of £250, exclusive of the
labour of the children-many of whom
were well able to work-was two pumpkins. Four acres were ploughed, seven
rods were trenched, and twenty rods of
fencing were put up. In 1866, under the
control of the present superintendent, and
at an expense of only £180, thirty- nine
acres had been ploughed, five and threequarter acres had been trenched, and 100
rods of fencing had been erected. The institution also was now not only self-supporting as regards vegetables and dairy
}>roduce, but large supplies had been sent to
the Melbourne schools. Since the children
had been more regularly emp~oyed at suitable work, and since they had been better
supplied with food natural for children,
their health had greatly improved. Only
three deaths amongst 600 children had
occurred during one half-year, and from
the 8th of September to the 15th of December last there was not one death. (An
Honorable Member-" How many cases
of ophthalmia ?") There were not more
than nine or ten cases of ophthalmia. He
believed, however, that the institution was
still not nearly so well managed ,as it
might be if the superintendent had more
power in the appointment of the subordinate officers, and if they were more
directly responsible to him for the proper
performance of their duties. U nfortunately, however, appointments were obtained by political influence. A gardener
had been appointed who, he (Mr. Longmore) did not hesitate to say, was not
worth his food. The superintendent had
to some extent the control of the farming
operations, and what he wanted was a
good ploughman or two, and a good farm
servant to be employed under his direction.
Far more power ought to be placed in his
hands, to enable him to manage the institution properly.
The appointments
which had been made in Melbourne had
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not been beneficial to the establishment.
The report of the institution showed
that there was nothing done at the
place during the year 1865.
There
were not even any records kept. The
only information which could be arrived
at with. any degree of certainty was the
number of deaths which occurred at the
institution, which was lamentably large,
being, in 186.5, 117, or above 11 per cent.
of the number of children in the establishment. That proportion had been reduced
to half per cent. during six months in
1866, and in three subsequent months
there was not a single death. He would
mention a few things to which he must
take exception. He found that the children had been employed in, planting mulb~rry trees, and that 30,000 vines had
been planted, to be transplanted at some,
future period. He thought these were,
misdirected efforts, and that it would have,been more profitable to have employed the"
children in planting fruit trees which would'~
have borne fruit, or nearly so, by this ti1De•.
There was extensive gardening grou~d in .
connexion with the institution, a larg.e por- ,
tion of which was at present unc,ultivated.
He thought there was good reason, to com- .
plain of the dilettanti style of, garden~1;lg ~
which had been followed at;tq...J~stab.Ii,~h-:j'
ment costing the country< ,£36,o.PO ;p~~'r
annum. Before the pre~~~t superintendent!
was appointed, cows ;in full milk were
brought on to the place ;. ~4.ey were neglected
and milk dried, and afts!:1fards were sent
away to be sold for wh.a,~t4(jly would bring.
At present there was,. a )lourJ~h.i.ng dairy"
which not only supplied m~lk .and1:>u~ter fori:
the establishment, and, ,.c~eese if required"
but also sent large qUl:!.ntities of butter:.
to the industrial school.itt Melbourne. IT
D;lore power were pl~~~d. jn the' ha~4s of
the superintendent th~ institution would
produce still more profi:~able results. At
present it cost £60: p~r. month to supply
the establishment wfth water, and the
superintendent had,applied for two or three
horses and a water car.t, in order that this
expense might be saved. There were
boys in the institqtion quite capable of
taking care of th~ horses and cart, and if
they were furni,slled-the cost of them
would probably n,ot be much more than
the cost of one w,onth's supply of watera very large expenditure would be saved.
All the cattle killed for food were brought
to the institution fat, ready for the butcher,
although there were 1,100 acres of grass
land belonging to the establishment, which
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might be turned to profitable use for
fattening cattle. Another matter to which
attention ought to be drawn was the fact
that these children, who were supposed to
be the children of the poorest people,
were allowed to go about till eight or nine
o'clock in the morning before they were
required to do any work, although persons
who had to pay taxes to support the institution were compelled to send their children out at five o'clock in the morning to
work. He thought that the children at
Sunbury ought to be at work at six o'clock
in the morning in summer, and at seven in
winter. There was plenty of land belonging to the institution; it was rich volcanic
soil; and the children ought to be employed
in converting it into orchards, and in planting vegetables, which might be grown in
any quantity, and used for feeding pigs and
cows. In fact every kind of farming operation might be carried on there, and ought
to be. He did not think that the Sunbury
Industrial School ought to cost the State
£2,000 a year. He believed it would not
do so if it were properly managed; and
it was the duty of the Government to give
their careful attention to the matter. Considerable alterations were required. His
attention was drawn to the dairy. It was
built by somebody who evidently never
saw a, dairy before. The only use of it
was to destroy the milk put into it. It
was a pent-up, little crib, without any ventilation. The Government might easily
get it altered. He would also suggest
that they should supply the establishment
with half-a-dozen horses and a team of
bullocks, to be used for ploughing. He
knew lads younger than some of the lads
at Sunbury who ploughed every day during
the season. The boys were clever, intelligent, and willing to work, and abundance
of work ought to be provided for them.
It was only during the past year that the
clothing for the establishment was made
there. Now every article of the children's
clothing was made on the premises; and
the carpentering work done was most
creditable. He believed that the cost of
the institution might be reduced by at
least half this year. He would again urge
that the superintendent ought not to be
interfered with in his management of the
institution, unless things were actually
found to be going wrong. The s~perin
tendent had saved thousands of pounds by
his management during the past year, and
it was only fair that he should receive
some encouragement in the shape of an
Mr. Longmore.
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increase or his salary. He left a situation
worth £350 a year, and a life' of comparative ease, in order to accept his present
responsible position; and he was fairly
entitled to an increase of salary.
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked that the
committee. would probably be very willing
to increase the superintendent's salary, even
beyond the amount named by the honorable member for Ripon and Hampden, if
he was so well skilled in such numerous
trades and occupations as the honorable
member represented him to he. The honOI'able member, however, claimed too much
credit for the superintendent. He (Mr.
McCulloch) did not wish to refer to the
individual capabilities of the officers at the
Sunbury Industrial School; but he wished
that the superintendent had communicated
to him what he had communicated to the
honorable member. He found that the
other day the same gentleman addressed
a letter to a member of the House, recommending that certain changes should be
carried out at the institution. He took the
opportunity of reprimanding him, because
he conceived it was the duty of any servant of the Government, when he had
any improvements to suggest in connexion
with the institution of which he had the
management, to communicate them to the
head of his department. He informed the
superintendent of this institution that, if
he again communicated with members of
the House, and asked them to use their
influence with him to get certain things
done, instead of communicating' directly
with himself, he would dismiss him. Allusion had been made to what was done at
the institution before the present superintendent was appointed. On one occasion,
after his appointment, he (Mr. McCulloch)
visited the institution, and was utterly
disgusted at the way in which matters
were going on. There was nothing doing
in the way of gardening-there was
nothing but a few pumpkins growing.
He called the attention of the superintendent to the want of better management
in the employment of the boys, and told
him that, unless he employed himself more
actively, and devoted himself more thoroughly to the general affairs of the institution, he would require to deal with
him in another way. He believed that
since that time the management had been
better, although the institution was not
yet in the state in which he wished to see
it.
There were many defects, even in
connexion with the department of the
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Buperintendent, who had in a great measure the entire charge of the institution.
He was prepared to consider
every suggestion to effect improvements,
whether lI,lade in that House or by any
servant of the G'overnment in a regular
way; but he deprecated honorable members putting themselves in close communication with members of the civil
service, especially when the civil servants
knew that he was at all times ready to
listen to any statements they had to make
with regard to their particular departments.
The salary proposed for the superintendent
of the Sunbury Industrial School this year
was £50 more than last year. He thought
that was a sufficient increase for one year.
I£' the superintendent went on improving
as he had done during the past twelve
months, the Government and the House
might next year consider whether his
salary should be still further increased.
Mr. RIDDELL concurred with the
remarks of the Chief Secretary, and expressed his opinion that, in some instances,
the visit.s of members of Parliament to
public institutions were productive of injury rather than good.
Mr. LEVEY dissented from the views
of the last speaker, and contended that, if
members of Parliament and other persons
holding respectable positions in society
would oftener visit such institutions as
reformatory and industrial schools, the
result wou Id be for the public good. He
did not approve, however, of members getting information which ought to be given
to the Chief Secretary. He did not believe
that the Sunbury institution was in anything
like the satisfactory condition represented
by the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden. He was informed that 70 or
80 of the children were suffering from
ophthalmia, and that 100 of the children
in the iU!~titution at Prince's-bridge were
also suffering from ophthalmia, and 50
from cutaneous disease.
These facts
showed that there must be something
faulty in the arrangements at both institutions, because, as a rule, ophthalmia did
not prevail to any great extent in the
settled districts of the colony.. He had
been told that the whitewash used on the
walls affectE:d tie children's eyes. I£' so,
some other material should be substituted
for whitewash.
Mr. SNODGRASS suggested that
change of air would be found a very
simple and effective remedy for children
suffering from ophthalmia.
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Mr. McCULLOCH intimated that he
had made arrangemen ts for sending the
children at the Industrial Schools who
were suffering from ophthalmia to the
Sanatory Station. In the event of any
ship arriving' which required to be placed
in quarantine, the children could easily be
removed back again.
Mr. JONES said he was surprised that
the Chief Secretary appeared to disagree
with the practice of members of the House
visiting such institutions as the Sunbury
Industrial Schools.
Mr. McCULLOCH explained that he
desired that members of Parliament and
other persons should visit these institutions;
but he did not wish them to come into
contact with the officers employed there in
such a way as to cause insubordination, or
to interfere with the proper management of
any of the institutions.
Mr. JONES expresse<il his pleasure at
hearing the statement just made, as he was
sure that the practice of visiting such institutions must conduce to their more efficient
management. He protested against members of the House visiting them merely
for the purpose of casting their eyes
heaven-ward, in wonder at the marvels
which benevolence had achieved. In his
opinion, members should avail themselves
of the facts brought under their notice for
the purpose of offering suggestions for the
better management of the institutions, if
necessary. The Chief Secretary had assumed that the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden had been in closer
conference than he ought to have been
with the superintendent of the Sunbury
institution. He, however, understood him
to say that he had examined the books for
himself and gathered certain facts; and he
thought the honorable member had done
well to bring those facts before the House.
He agreed with the honorable member's
remarks as to the dietary scale, and very
strongly objected to wine, ale, or any other
alcoholic drinks being given to children.
In his opinion all healthy children over
ten years of age should be made to contribute as much labour as would pay for
their maintenance; and, if this were done,
the cost of the institution would be very
considerably decreased. He was not able
to say whether the superintendent was
worthy or unworthy of another £50 a year;
but he thought that the amount of £200 for
"allowance to inspector, in lieu of house
rent, &c.," was excessive, especially as that
officer received a salary of £61 0 per annum.
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He moved that the item be reduced to
£100.

Mr. FRAZER considered that the statement made by the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden contained a great deal
of very useful information, bu t the honorable member had given too much credit to
the preRent superintendent for the improvements which had taken place at the Sun bury
Industrial School. A comparison of the
results from the time that the present
superintendent took office with what took
place under previous superintendenc~ was
not a fair comparison, because it, to some
extent, reflected upon the former superintendent. He was glad to have the opportunityofbringing forward the claims of that
gentleman, because he believed him to be
an ill-used man. A man ought not to suffer
injustice merely because he was an exmember of the House. When that gentleman-Mr. Weekes-took office, 300 or 400
of the children were more or less diseased,
and ophthalmia raged to a considerable
extent. The medical officer-a gentleman
respected by all who knew him-was unfortunately an old man, in ill-bealth, and
incapable of grappling with the difficulties
which beset him. The children were in a
filthy state; there was no fence round the
place; the buildings were insufficient;
there were no baths in which the children
could be washed; and the persons em'ployed as attendants were only paid 6s. a
week, some of them being amongst the
worst characters that could be dragged
from the streets of Melbourne. The evils
existing at the establishment when Mr.
Weekes took charge of it were not
even known to the heads of the department; and, after that gentlentan brought
them under the notice of the Government,
and had succeeded in removing nearly all
the evils, he was superseded on the report
of a board, which certainly did not justify
his dismissal. He did not wish to disparage the exertions of the present· superintendent, who, he believed, should have a
higher salary, and be made responsible for
the whole management of the institution;
but he objected to credit being given to
him for a system which was initiated
before his appointment. There was no
question that the present system was
initiated by Mr. Weekes, and that the present superintendent had derived the credit
He was informed
and benefit of it.
that the land at the Sunbury Industrial
School was of an inferior description
(Mr. Longruore-" Rich volcanic soil.")
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He was told that a large portion of it was
of an inferior description. He had noticed
that, in the selection of the sites for some
of the new institutions, the Government
had not chosen places where there was the
best soil. The Ballarat Orphan Asylum'
was given, as a site for the institution,
500 or 600 acres of fine land, covered with
timber of good quality, which would have
paid the expense of clearing. The land
might have been converted into a model
farm, wit.h an agricultural college, but it was
given up, with all its advantages, in order
that the institution might be nearer town.
He believed that, if good land had been
occupied as a site for the institution, and
an agricultural college established, such as
existed at Dublin, a va.st amount of benefit
would have accrued to the whole colony.
With respect to the general management
of industrial schools, he thought it was
very difficult to properly superintend and
take care of a large number of children.
The system was at present only a mere
experiment, and, required to be constantly
watched by persons visiting the institutions and looking round them with a
practical eye. A cursory glance did not
do any good. He was informed that, at
the time that disease was carrying off
many of the children at the Sunbury
school-at the time when complaints of the
want of cleanliness were loudest-an entry
was made by one of the visitors in the
visitors' book passing the highest compliments upon the management, and stating
that the children appeared both cheerful
and cleanly. If a board of competent
gentlemen were appointed to visit these
institutions whenever they desired to do
so, and to report the results of their visits
to the Government, he thought it would
be attended with a very beneficial result.
Mr. LONGMORE mentioned that the
first day he visited the Sunbury Industrial
School the superintendent was not there.
On the second day the superintendent was
with him for some time, but he examined
the books for himself; and a great many of
the remarks which he made were the result 'ofhis own observations. He spent two
whole days in going over the establishment.
He did not think there had been any breach
of duty on the part of ~e officials. He
asked a number of questions of the superintendent, and he received answers, but
there was no desire manifested to give him
any special information.
The amendments proposed by Mr. Longmore and Mr. Jones were both negatived
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without a division; and the vote of
£36,282 lOs. 6d. was agreed to.
SCAB PREVENTION.
On the vote of £6,250 for scab inspectors,
Mr. MOORE called the attention of the
Chief Secretary to the extremely stringent
regulations which prevailed in New South
Wales as to the importation of sheep from
Victoria to that colony compared with the
regulations for the importation of sheep
from New South Wales into Victoria; and
suggested the desirability of some arrangement being come to between the Governments of the two colonies on the subject,
especially as there seemed to be a disposition towards federal action between
the two colonies. The Government of
Victoria ought to ta.ke the opportunity of
pointing out how unfair and stringent the
conditions of the New South Wales Act
were relative to the importation of sheep
compared with the Act in force here. He
was informed that, under the Scab Act of
New South Wales, the passage of sheep
from Victoria into that colony was rendered
practically impossible. It was impossible
to transmit across the Murray even purebred first-class merino rams the produce
of Victorian flocks. A few weeks ago, a
gentleman having a station in Victoria
wished to transport 300 pure merino rams to
another station of his in New South Wales,
and he was utterly prevented from doing
so by the operation of the Scab Act of that
colony. Although the sheep -might be
perfectly free fr~m disease, it was only
necessary for a flockowner in New South
Wales-who might perhaps be afraid of
competition- to give notice to the inspector
that he suspected them of being diseased,
in order to prevent their being allowed to
travel in New South Wales territory.
Even a suspicion of disease, or a report to
that effect, was sufficient to prevent sheep
travelling in that colony. Not only were
the sheep to which he referred perfectly
free from disease, but the owner was prepared to transport them in waggons,
lime washed, and furnished with aU
the appliances and precautions against
disease. In another case, a gentleman
who wished to send 500 rams into Riverina was compelled to send them by
steamer to Sydney in the first instance,
paying heavy freight and other expenses,
and then convey them hundreds of miles
overland. The excessive stringency of the
Act was a monstrous inj ustice to persons
who resided in Victoria and had stations
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in the adjoining colony of New South
Wales, and it greatly depreciated the value
of the sheep which they owned in this
colony, because, instead of being able to
transport sheep across the Murray as occasion required, they were compelled to sell
their surplus stock to the butcher at a
price much below their real value. Seeing
that they were legislating and conferring
with neighbouring colonies on the basis of
federal and united action in other matters,
he thought the Government of Victoria
should bring under the notice of the Government of New South Wales the unfair
and stringent nature of this enactment,
and the prohibitory spirit with which the
regulations were carried out.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that no doubt
it was right that the authorities of New
South Wales should endeavour, as strictly
as possible, to prevent the introduction of
scab into their colony. They had freed
the country of that disease, and it was a
disgrace to all parties having sheep in
Victoria that this colony had not also been
freed from it many years ago. But he
fully admitted all that was said by the
honorable member for Sandridge as to the
hardship inflicted on this colony by the
action adopted by New South Wales in
reference to the importation of sheep from
Victoria. He was himself a sufferer, to a
considerable extent, from their stringent
regulations. He wished to introduce some
fresh stock on to his station on the other
side of the Murray. They were clean
sheep, had never been diseased, and he
offered to take them up to Echuca in new
trucks; but he was refused the opportunity
of sending his sheep into the New South
Wales territory. He thought this was a
. great hardshi p. Representations had been
made to him by many gentlemen interested
in stations in New South Wales of the injustice done them by the regulations in force
in that colony for the prevention of scab.
As facilities were given for the introduction
of stock from New South Wales into this
colony, it was only fair ~hat-with proper
precautions for the prevention of scabsheep should be allowed to be sent from
Victoria into New South Wales. Onmore
than one occasion, when gentlemen representing New South Wales were in Melbourne, he took the opportunity of calling
their attention to the subject, pointing out
that, if the Government of New South
Wales persisted in maintaining the present
restrictive regulations, the authorities in
Victoria would be compelled to take similar
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measures to protect this colony. He would
call the attention of the New South Wales
Government to the matter in writing, in
order to ascertain what their intentions
were on the subject, before a measure was
passed for continuing the Scab Act at
present in force in this colony. If they
would not ameliorate the present course o(
action, and allow sheep to be sent from this
colony into New South Wales when the
owners could prove that the sheep were
clean, it would be the duty of the Legislature of this colony to deal with the
question of the importation of sheep from
New South Wales when that measure was
,
under consideration.
Mr. LEVEY thought that, if the Government of New South Wales allowed sheep
to be transported into their territory after
they were examined by an inspector and
pronounced to be clean, that precaution
would be sufficient to prevent the introduction of scab. A similar plan was
adopted in the case of Victorian sheep
travelling over to South Australia, and
South Australia was perfectly free from
scab.
Mr. LONGMORE comp1ained that the
operation of the Scab Act of Victoria was
very tyrannical on the small owners of
sheep, while the large owners were not
affected by it. He hoped that the Government would introduce a measure which
would place all owners of sheep on a level
in this respect. Many parties had been
unjustly ruined by the operation of the
Sca,b Act, and the Government ought to
meet the difficulty at the earliest possible
moment.
Mr. BURTT called attention to a case
reported in the newspapers of several
hundred sheep, recently purchased by a
settler, being brought under the notice of a
scab inspector, being pronounced diseased,
and ordered to be burnt, and the owner
.. being sent to gaol in consequence of his
inability to pay the fines. The scab was
not visible in the sheep, and, therefore,
the inspector whose opinion was taken on
t~e case must have been Argus-eyed.
Two or three squatters of the district
were on the bench at the time of the adjudication; and he submitted that a proceeding of that kind should not be allowed.
Mr. LANGTON said he knew something of the case referred to, because he
was in the district where it occurred at
the time. The person who owned these
sheep took up an allotment of land selected
at Hamilton. The allotment, which was
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in the middle of a run, would no more pay
a man to cultivate than the carpet of the
Chamber. The man placed upon the allot·
ment twice as many sheep as it would
carry; and this was an allotment, not
fenced, in the middle of a run upon which
one of the finest flocks of sheep in the
colony-sheep clean and sound-were depastured. The sheep of this man appeared to be scabby, and the holder
of the run was obliged, in self-defence,
to keep mounted shepherds riding around
the allotment, in order to prevent his
own sheep being infected. This continued
for months. And when the man found
that he could not induce the squatter to
buy him off-which was his sole object in
taking up the allotment-he turned his
sheep out on the road, and travelled them
up and down between Cavendish and Balmoral until the attention of the scab inspector was called to the fact that they
were not properly marked for travelling,
and then it was discovered that they were
scabby. The sheep were burnt, and the
owner, in default of paying a fine of Is.
for every sheep, was sent to gaol; and
that was a proper end to such a proceeding.
Mr. LONGMORE observed that he
also knew something of the case. He believed the man lived formerly at Geelong;
he was a most energetic man, and, when
he took up his allotment, the squatter
sought to starve him out. Water could
not be obtained neal' the allotment at certain seasons of the year, and it was to
prevent the sheep getting to water that the
horsemen referred to by the honorable
member for East Melbourne (Mr. Langton)
were employed.
The vote was then agreed to.
THE ABORIGINES.
On the vote of £8,500 for the protection of the aborigines,
Mr. LONGMORE said he considered
that, by the efforts of the State, the condition of the aborigines had been greatly
ameliorated; but he feared that they would
never be civilized, and that they were
quickly dying out. He observed that the
vote did not include a salary for any correspondent or secretary in this work of
protecting the aborigines. He begged to
ask whether there was any salaried officer
connected with the institution, and what
his duties were?
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that the
management of this vote was under the
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charge of a committee of gentlemen,
known as the central board for the protection of the aborigines. These gentlemen
were Messrs. James MacBain, T. J.
Sumner, S. G. Henty, W. Macredie, H.
Jennings, T. Embling, John Mackenzie,
and R. Brough Smyth. Two of them
,were members of the Assembly, and he
should like to see more members of the
House superintending this work. He
could not say whether there was a paid
official in connexion with the central
board; the distribution of the money
voted by the House was placed entirely in
their hands. A report furnished to him
of the results of the labours of that body
was very satisfactory as far as it went. It
stated-
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be done with the half-caste children was
one that deserved the consideration of the
Government. He felt certain that the
half-castes were easily amenable to the
influences of civilization, and mentioned
the case of a half-caste girl, who was
employed in domestic service in Melbourne, who was earning good wages,
and who conducted herself as well as the
average of domestic servants. He considered it monstrous that. children very
nearly white should be trained to all
manner of profligacy, and he held that the
State should have power to take them
from their parents, in order to save them
from such a fate, even though the parents
might not be disposed to give them up.
Had some such course been adopted ten
or twelve years ago, the aboriginal race
"There are, about 1,900 aborigines in the
colony, and they are distributed thus :-Coranwould have been in a different position to
derrk, Upper Yarra, 110; Lake Wellington,
what it was in at present.
Gippsland, 103 ; Lake Tyers, Gippsland, 106 ;
Mr. KYTE observed that all the work
Lake Hindmarsh. 82; Framlingham, near Warrin connexion with the central board for
nambool, 40; at various stations along the
Murray. about 680; at various stations in the the protection of the aborigines was done
western and north-western districts, 780.
gratuitously by the Secretary for Mines.
"The blacks are being gradually brought
Such a proceeding on the part of a civil
under control, and will, ere long, be confined, if
servant was not often heard of in the
practicable, to the reserves.
colony, and he thought it ought to be
, " A new station is projected at Lake Condah.
"The reserves are as follows :-Coranderrk, mentioned to Mr. Brough Smyth's credit.
Upper Yarra, about 4,500 acres; Lake WelMr. WATKINS suggested the adoption
lington, 2,356 acres i Lake Tyers, 2,000 acres;
Framlingham, 3,500 acres; Lake Hindmarsh, . of some means to make the young aborigines and half-castes of service to the
1,897 acres; and other small reserves, not exceeding altogether 2,000 acres.
country, and independent of the stations
"At Coranderrk the blacks have about 60
which were maintained at the cost of the
acres of land under cultivation. They have put
Government. Persons willing to employ
up fences, built houses, &c. 'l'hey raised 30 tons
them frequently made overtnres for their
of potatoes last year, besides a great quantity
of wheat, &c. They have stock, and I hope the
services at the stations, but the elder
place will soon be self-supporting. The children
blacks persuaded them not to go. He
and adults are carefully taught; and a case of
considered that it would be advantageous,
drunkenness is never heard of now.
both for the aboriginal race and the
"At other stations they have worked' hard,
and a good deal of land has been brought under
country, if the young people, when they
cultivation."
arrived at a proper age, were removed
Mr. LEVEY said he understood last from the stations, and placed out in posisession that the Government contemplated tions where they could earn their' living
introducing a Bill to deal with the abori- in a respectable way-proper security for
gines, and that the measure was in course their care and maintenance being taken in
of preparation by the central board. every case. This would be far better than
From what he knew, the aborigines were allowing them to remain the associates of
now much better cared for than ever they the elder aborigines, and to acquire slothwere before. One great evil to which the ful and vicious habits, and thus to be of
aborigines were exposed was the impossi- no service to the country. He also subbility of preventing people !:mpplying them mitted that this work of looking after the
with intoxicating drinks. The offence was aborigines should not be delegated to an
punishable with fine, but it was almo~t irresponsible body. He thought it absurd
impossible to secure convictions, because that large portions of the country should
the aborigines managed to obtain their be allowed to lie waste, merely that the
bottles of rum through third parties. He aborigines might have hunting or fishing
,considered that every person procuring grounds, as they were called.
liquor for aborigines should be subjected
Mr. McLELLAN expressed his fear
to a penalty. The question of what should that abuses existed at all the aboriginal
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stations. He was satisfied that not a single
member of the central board ever visited
the stations. He could say, from his own
-experience, that the aborigines did not get
the full benefit of the money voted by the
House. A great deal of it was squandered in correspondence, and in other
ways. As to the state of the aborigines
at the present time, it was truly deplorable. Anyone visiting the stations would
there see fine poys, who might be employed
in any capacity whatever, brought up as
savages, and yet half of the blood in their
veins was European. There was not one
child ·in a dozen born that was not halfcaste. If he were to describe he scenes
he had witnessed, honorable members
would not believe them. He trusted that
the Government ·would dispense with the
services of the central board, and appoint
gentlemen living in the neighbourhood of
the stations and acquainted with the habits
of the aborigines to look after these people.
The work of protection would then be performed much more efficiently than by a
number of gentlemen sitting in Melbourne.
He considered that the children should be
so brought up that, when they arrived at a
proper age, they could be put out to some
useful employment. Unless a course of
that kind were adopted, in a few years the
Government would have stations for the
shelter not of aborigines but of white
savages. If a remedy could not be applied to the state of things he had described, it would be better not to vote any
further money, but to let the aborigines
die out in the ordinary course of nature.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that Mr.
Brough Smyth, the honorary secretary to
the central board, had been in communication with the Attorney-General, and had
furnished information on which to found a
Bill relating to the aborigines. The Government intended to introduce that Bill,
if possible, before the" session terminated.
He considered that honorable members
should not shrink from stating what they
knew of the ma,nagement a,nd treatment of
the aborigines, because, if there was anything wrong, it was the duty of the House
to provide a remedy. A proposition had
been made to take a number of aborigines
to England. He thought it unwise to
allow aborigines to be taken to England
to be made a show of; but, under the
present state of the law, the Government
had no power to interfere. He, therefore,
considered it desirable that any Bill dealing with the aborigines should give power
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to the Government to prevent aborigines
being taken away to another country,
there to Qe left-when the purpose of those
who took them had been accomplishedpossibly to starve. He agreed that those
who supplied drink to the aborigines behaved most disgracefully; and that the
offence was difficult of detection. The
Bill relating to the sale -of spirits which
the Government proposed shortly to introduce would contain a clause having for
its object the prevention of the aborigines
receiving drink from any quarter whatsoever.
Mr. LEVEY remarked that, in dealing
with these children, some attention must
be paid to their phisique. In every instance of attempting to civilize the young
aborigines, and make them acquainted
with useful trades, matters had gone
on satisfactorily until the poor fellows
reached the age of seventeen or eighteen,
and then they suddenly died. He might
refer, as a case in point, to a youth who
was for a time a messenger in the Lands
office, who was afterwards placed on
board the Victoria, and who, as soon as
he began to exhibit an aptitude for seamanship, fell sick and died. The result
of the experiment at Coranderrk, of keeping the aborigines in a half-ci vilized state,
was that two or three generations were in
existence, and that the number of pure-bred
savages had increased. No doubt there
had been shortcomings at Coranderrk, but
he thought the person in charge of that
establishment had done a great deal. He
should be sorry to see the management at
that place very much altered; at the same
time' he thought the sug~estions of the
honorable member for Evelyn might be
adopted to some extent with regard to the
half-caste children.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM desired to Bay
one word on behalf of the central board.
The board was an honorary board, and its
members could not be more attentive to
their duties if they were paid. They had
long been anxious for the passing of a law
to give them powers which would enable
them to distribute the State aid in a more
efficient manner to the aborigines. Some
time since Mr. Brough Smyth, the honorary secretary, who took a very warm in
terest in the welfare of the aborigines,
supplied him with materials suggested by
the board for a measure on the subject.
Mr. Brough Smyth had personally visited
some of the aboriginal settlements, and,
from the accounts which that gentleman
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had furnished, he (Mr. Higinbotham)
found that the aborigines at the Moravian
settlement in the Wimmera district were
all married, that they were industrious,
that they had cultivated a considerable
space of ground under the immediate
direction and assistance of the Moravian
missionaries, and that a· marked improvement had taken place in their habits and
in the appearance of their dwellings. He
mentioned this for the purpose of asking
the committee not hastily to express an
unfavorable opinion upon the conduct
of the board. He believed that the board
had done all it could in the matter.
With respect to the supply of intoxicating
drinks to the aborigines, no doubt that
was a very great abuse. He had received
a representation on the subject from the
magistrates of Swan Hill, who expressed
their belief that, in that respect, the aborigines in that dis~rict were worse treated
than in any other district, and their desire
that magistrates should have larger powers
for the purpose of punishing publicans who
indirectly supplied drink to the aborigines.
That was an alteration of the law which
undoubtedly should be made, and which
he hoped would be made by the Bill which
it was proposed to introduce this session
to amend the law relating to the sale of
spirituous liquors. As the Chief Secretary
had stated, the Government intended to
submit to Parliament this session, if possible, a Bill to carry out the suggestions
made by the central board with- a view to
enable the protection of these indi viduals
to be conducted on a more efficient and
systematic mode.
The vote was then agreed to, as was
also a vote of £6,000 for electoral purposes.
BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
On the vote of £6,000 "to be dispensed
by the Board of Agriculture,"
Mr. ORR reminded the Chief Secretary
of his promise, last session, to introduce a
Bill to amend the constitution of the Board
of Agriculture, and asked that the vote
should be postponed until the Bill was
before the House?
Mr. BINDON admitted that there was
a general opinion, in which he shared, that
the constitution of the Board of Agriculture was utterly inadequate to the requirements of the country. He had been a
member of the board from the time he
entered Parliament, but he had never been
able to take part in its delibera~ions. He
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saw by the newspapers that two or three
meetings of the board were called in the
course of a year, at which no quorum was
present; and that, in consequence, all the
duties of the board were performed by
the council. In fact the board seemed to
have no function whatever beyond electing
the council. He thought that the council
should be abolished, and that every member of the board should have an opportu ..
nity of expressing an opinion on the subjects which the board was called upon to
consider. He hoped that, when the Bill
was brought in, honorable members on both
sides of the House would take the opportunity of discussing it, and would do so
free from party consideration, and with the
desire to pass a purely industrial measure
having for its object the advancement of
the best interests of the country.
Mr. ORR agreed with the Minister of
Justice that it was indispensable that
something of the kind indicated should be
done, but stated that his question, whether
the vote would be postponed until the Bill
had been introduced, had not been answered.
He objecte~ to the Board of Agriculture
dispensing this vote. The chief business
of the board was to meet once a year in
order that its members might have a
scramble for this money. He had been a
member of the board three or four years,
but he might as well attempt to fly to the
moon as to say a word in favour of an outlying agricultural district. A few mem·
bers went to the meetings with a plan of
distribution cut and dried, and it was hopeless to attempt to alter it. He was disgusted with the whole proceeding.
Mr. McCULLOCH said, as a Bill was
about to be brought in, it would be as well
to postpone the vote.
The vo~e was postponed accordingly.
MECHA~"1:CS'

INSTITUTES AND
FREE LIBRARIES.
On the vote of £3,000 for the purchase
of books for mechanics' institutes or public.
libraries in country districts on certain
conditions,
Mr. JONES urged that free libraries
should be dealt with more liberally than
mechanics' institutes. The latter were
established, as it were, by proprietary
companies, the members of which paid for
ad van tages which they themsel ves received.
Free libraries, on the other hand, were
established in poorer neighbourhoods by
gentlemen of limited means, who desired
the advantages of book reading a~d Iq~~t",l
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culture to be extended to a still poorer class
of the population. In Ballarat East there
was a free library, which had to depend
entirely upon donations obtained from the
more wealthy portion of a poor population,
while the mechanics' institute in the
neighbouring borough (Ballarat West) had
a considerable income from rents of premises and other sources, and was consequently able to draw more extensively
from the Government than the free library
of Ballarat East could do, and yet the
necessities of the one were nothing like
so considerable as the necessities of the
other. If the Chief Secretary would
undertake to consider this matter in the
distribution of the vote, he would be more
likely to do good in the way of distributing
useful informatiou through the country
than by continuing the system hitherto
pursued.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he should be
glad to meet the views of the honorable
member for Ballarat East, but under the
present conditions-that grants should be
made in proportion to the sums collected
by private subscription or local rates-he
could scarcely see how to draw a distinction between mechanics' institutes and free
libraries.
Mr. JONES suggested that, in that
case, the vote should be postponed, in order
that some new conditions might be framed.
Mr. RICHARDSON urged that, as the
whole amount was small, no alteration
should be made in the conditions.
Mr. McCULLOCH declined to postpone
the vote, but intimated that, on the reporting of the resolutions passed in Committee
of Supply, it would be competent for the
honorable member for Ballarat East to
propose an amendment. In the meantime
he would look into the matter, and see how
the vote of last year was distributed.
Mr. O'GRADY thought it would be
advisable to continue the present system.
The vote was then agreed to.
ACCLIMATISATION.
On the vote of £2,950 in aid of the
Acclimatisation Society, on condition that
an amount equal to one-fourth of the
grant be raised by private contribution,
Mr. FRAZER moved the insertion of
words providing that the mOlley should
be "expended for acclimatisation and
zoological purposes." He considered that,
as there were no zoological gardens, in the
hands either of the State or of private
individuals, some of the public money
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should be devoted to the purpose of
forming a zoological collection.
The amendment was adopted.
Mr. LEVEY suggested that the proviso
as to the amount to be raised by private
contributions should be struck out, or that
the proportion should be reduced from
one-fourth to one-sixth.
The vote was agreed to.
On the vote of £500 to aid industrial
and reformatory schools supported by private contributions,
Mr. O'GR.ADY remarked that the institutions at Abbotsford and Geelong maintained 125 children, and the grant-in-aid
was only equal to the salary of a third-class
clerk. He asked if the Chief Secretary
had considered an application to increase
the allowance?
Mr. McCULLOCH replied that the
Government would be very glad to make
proper provision for the children in question, but the difficulty was that the allowance in such cases was fixed by Act of
Parliament at 5s. for each child per week.
. Mr. JONES said that, if the children
were well provided for, and if private
benevolence were brought into play, it
might be worth while to amend the Act,
so as to enable the necessary assistance to
be voted.
The vote was agreed to, as were
also the following :-£1,000 towards a
National Gallery; £200, rewards for apprehension of offenders; £200, expenses
of board of examiners under the Civil
Service Act, including allowance of £50
to the secretary; £1,000, maintenance of
deserted children and children temporarily
maintained outside the Industrial Schools;
£1,000, commissions of inquiry.
The following votes in the department
of the Attorney-General were next agreed
to :-£2,200 for expenses of the judges of
the Supreme Court; £12,171 13s. 4d. for
salaries and contingencies in the division
" Law Officers of the Crown ;" and £4,8~5
for the Crown Solicitor's division.
On the vote of £7,713 6s. 8d. for
salaries and contingencies in connexion
with the Prothonotary's oftice,
Mr. McKEAN called attention to the
circumstance that, though the Prothonotary's staff generally was most efficient,
yet the negligence of two clerks, who were
kept to discharge duties which a smart lad
could perform, caused a great deal of inconvenience and delay.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM promised to inquire into the matter.
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The vote was agreed to, as were also
the following :-£2, 185, M aster-in-Equity's
office, and £3,163 6s. 8d. for the division
of the Chief Commissioner of Insolvent
Estates.
LANDS TITLES OFFICE.
On the vote of £9,710 for salaries and
cuntingencies in connexion with the Office
of Titles,
Mr. BYRNE said that he intended to
propose a reduction in this department, on
the ground that, if' there were fewer
officers, there would be more work done.
The committee appointed, at his request,
the previous session, found the department
in a most unsatisfactory state, and, though
an alteration had since been made, a
feeling of antagonism still existed, and until
some of the officers had been removed, .he
was sure that no good would be done. To
use a homely phrase, ." a good team was
being spoilt by one or two jibbers." The
proceedings of the office were very well
illustrated by the return made to an order
of the House, and professing to show the
average time occupied in the issue of
transfer certificates under the Act. Such
an unintelligible document was never
before submitted to Parliament. It was a
mere delusion, the object of which appeared to be to deceive honorable members. If the public were satisfied with
the statements it contained he would be
surprised. The return was for the months
of ,T uly, August, September, October,
November, and December, 1~66, and it
showed that the average time occupied in
preparing and delivering the deeds was
three days; but then the figures were completely contradictory. A deed, the application for which was said to have been
received on the 1st of August, and which
was entered as ready for delivery on the
10th, was then returned as havillg occupied one day. Every honorable member
he had shown the return to had agreed
that it was a mockery. While the change
which had been made, namely, the division
of the department into professional and
non-professional branches, had, perhaps,
done good in one direction, it had occasioned
inconvenience in another. The officer
formerly in charge of the department discharged his duties con amore; but now
that the Attorney-General had to be seen
when any difficulty arose, the public, of
course, could not readily prefer complaints,
and there was consequently a disposition
on the part of some of the officers to
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ride the high-horse. He observed that
there were two examiners-one at £700
per annum performing the same work as
one at £1,200, if not more. The one
examiner, with an assistant at £200 per
annum, would be quite able to discharge
all the duties of the office. The same was
the case as regarded the assistant-registrar.
Moreover, until the recent decision of the
Supreme Court, that the titles ~nder the
Act were no Letter than those under the
old system, was reversed by an appeal to
the Privy Council, or until the Act was
amended, it was likely that there would
be a falling off in business. Under these
circumstances he moved that the item of
an examiner at £ I ,200 per annum be struck
out.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he admitted
that differences existed among the officers
of the department, and that business had,
in consequence, been delayed; but he failed
to see how it would be possible to effect a
reform by reducing the staff. He believed
that a considerable improvement had recently taken place in the department. He
said so for two reasons. In the first place,
he had asked for complaints whenever
specific grievances existed, and fewer complaints were now sent in to him. In the
second place, the monthly business returns
he had ordered showed an improvement
in the rapidity with which business was
despatched. Striking off the one examiner
would not only be inexpedient, bu.t unjust,
because the officei' referred to was appointed under special circumstances. The
office was receiving his best attention, and
he believed that, in a short time, the arrangements would be so perfected as to
admit transfers being effected in three
days.
Mr. McKEAN remarked that much inconvenience was occasioned by the applications for deeds being dealt with in
chronological order, instead of' their being
classified, and then dealt with. A deed
which would not take'half a day to complete was frequently detained for weeks,
while a complicated title was being investigated. There were first-class men in the
department, but 'some of the clerks were
as inefficient as possibly could be. For
instance, the other day he had found one
of the offices empty, and the counter
strewn with important papers. If the
A ttorney-General were to visit the department e.nannounced he would do more good
than all his minutes had effected. Up to
a recent date the clerical labour connected
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with these minutes, through one officer
constantly complaining of another, had
cost the country £500 per annum. The
return furnished to the House was nothing
but an imposition. The department was
still in a bad state, and he regretted the
fact the more beca.use it brought discredit
upon a good system, for such, contrary to
the general practice of his profession, he
admitted the Torrens system to be. As to
the examiners, he regretted that two gentlemen of equal abilities should be placed
in such an invidious position.
Mr. BYRNE said that he proposed to
take the course which would be adopted in
any private establishment. In no private
office would personal contentions be permitted, nor would a full staff be retained
when business was falling off. Business
was falling off now in this department.
Whether the circumstance was to be attributed in part to the bad management of
the office he could not say, but he was
aware of one instance in which a bonus
of £50 was allowed to avoid the delay
which would have resulted from bringing
a title under the Act. He felt bound to
press his amendment.
The amendment was negatived, and the
vote was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
CAPE PATTERSON COAL FIELDS.
Mr. McKEAN moved"That there be laid upon the table of the
House copies of all the p:tpers and correspondence which have passed between the Government
and Mr. Thomas Bury, relating to a lease of
coal fields at Cape Patterson; copies of all
papers and documents placed in the hands of J.
Ramsay, Esq., M.P., at the request of the honorable the Minister of Mines, for a precis to be
made for the purpose of adjudication; and the
precis so prepared and now in the custody of the
Mining department.'l

Mr. BYRNE seconded the motion.
Mr. MACGREGOR remarked that Mr.
Ramsay had prepared the precis, not for
the Government, but for his own satisfaction. He suggested that, as the papers
were very vol uminous, the honorable member should select such as he required.
The motion was agreed to.
PAYMENT OF MEMBERS.
The House went into committee to consider this subject.
Ml'~.KYTE movedR That it is expedient ~t members of the
Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly should be reimbursed such expenses as are
attendant on their public duties.

Gold .Fields.

"That an address be presented to His Excellency the Governor, requesting him to take
such steps as may be necessary to effect this
purpose."

The resolutions were agreed to, and
were reported to the House.
.
DISCOVERERS OF GOLD FIELDS.
The House having gone into committee,
Mr. FARRELL moved"That an address be presented to His Excellency the Governor, requesting His Excellency
to place upon the Estimates for 1867 a sum not
exceeding £750, as rewards to be paid to the discoverers of the Alma, Stringer's Creek, and
Steiglitz gold fields, in accordance with the recommendations contained in a report from a
committee of this House appointed during the
last session, viz.-£150 to James Smith, one of
the discoverers of the Alma gold field j £ 150
each to A. Love and the heir of the late Geo.
Morton, the joint discoverers of the Steiglitz
gold field j and £100 each to Messrs. McGregor
and Griffiths, and the heirs of the late Mr.
Stringer, the joint discoverers of the Stringer's
Creek gold fields."

Mr. LONGMORE pointed out that the
report of the committee stated that two
men, named Williams and Pierce, had
already received rewards for the discovery
of the Alma gold field, while the evidence
showed that the name, William Pierce,
referred to one man.
Mr. FARRELL said the whole case
was explained in the answer to the third
question in the printed evidence. The gold
field was discovered by four men, William
Pierce, George Young, James Smith, aud
an elderly man named Crisp. Pierce and
Young had been rewarded, and now Smi th,
whom these men had represented as dead,
but who had been satisfactorily identified,
claimed his share.
Mr. McKEAN stated that, before any
more money was voted on account of the
discovery of this gold field, he had a claim
to prefer on behalf of one of his constituents, a Mr. Thomas Rice.
Mr. ORR remarked that the mistake
was made in the first instance, when the
reward was allotted to Pierce and Young,
though, as he stated at the time, he had
then received a letter from Smith, who
was alleged to he dead. As the claim put
forward by Smith's mates had been recognized, the man's own rights could not be
disputed.
Mr. BURTT characterized the report as
the most ~xtraordinary document he bad
ever met with. The report itself spoke" of
two men as having been rewarded, namely,
Pierce and Williams, while the evidence
showed that the. two names applied to one
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person. If anything more was done in
the matter, it would be necessary to commence de novo, to make sure that the
right person was dealt with. Was it at
"all likely that a man entitled to a share in
a grant would quietly sleep while a committee was investigating all claims, and
was rewarding his mates?
Mr. ORR remarked that there must
be some clerical error in the report of
the committee. At" all events the two
men who got rewarded were William
Pierce and George Young, and, as they
had got rewards, no member would be
so unjust as to say that a third man,
who was equally entitled to a reward, but
who was erroneously supposed to be dead
at the time the committee presented their
report, should not receive some consideration. If other persons had claims for
rewards ill connexion with the discovery
of these or other gold fields, their claims
ought to be dealt with upon their individual merits.
After some further discussion,
Mr. FARRELL consented to progress
being reported.
Progress was reported accordingly.
The House adjourned at four minutes
past twelve o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE

COUNCIL.

Tllursday, April 11, 1867.
Postal Conference - Customs Duties Bill - Legisla.tive
Conference - Pa.rliament Buildings.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at a
quarter past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of, prayer.
POSTAL CONFERENCE.
The Hon. C. J. JENNER moved"That, in the opinion of this House, the agreement entered into by the delegates at the Postal
Conference is not satisfactory, or calculated to
advance the interest of this colony."

I desire it distinctly understood (observed
the honorable member) that I am bringing
this mot.ion forward with no intention of
damaging the present Administration, but
merely to discuss the question on its merits,
as presented to us by the report of the
proceedings of the Postal Conference. Honorable members are expected to protect
the interest.s of -.the colony, to watch the
various events which take place, and to
reject any measures which may be detrimental to its welfare; and I think I shall
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be able to show that the agreement entered
into by our delegates at the Postal Conference is opposed to the interests of the
colony, and does not in fact possess a single
redeeming feature. I do not believe a.
single honorable member will be found
prepared to do the colony such an injustice
as to give the recommendations of the conference his sanction. Honorable members
are aware that upwards of £1 00,000 is now
being expended at Williamstown on a new
graving dock, designed for the accommodation of the mail steamers. If Melbourne
should be made the terminus, the dock
would be a reproductive work; but, if it
is merely to be a port of call, then the dock
will not pay expenses, but will be a drag
on the country. As it is very desirable to
encourage our shipping interest and to increase our trade, we must not overlook the
consideration that, if Melbourne were made
the terminus for the three lines, we should
reap the advantage of an annual expenditure of £400,000 which would be brought
to the port; and if New South Wales
objected to this arrangement, then, making
the port the depot for the Peninsular and
Oriental Company alone, would bring us
an expenditure of £150,000 per annum.
On reference to the report, it will be seen
that Mr. Verdon accepted an amended
resolution which is entirely opposed to our
shipping interest. It is this : "That the rate of speed to be maintained on
the main lines be not less than ten knots per
hour, exclusi ve of stoppages; and that the
tonnage of the vessels to be employed on the
King George's Sound and Panama routes be not
less than 1,500, and on the Torres Straits route
not less than 1,000 tons."

Now, even the Peninsular and Oriental
Company have only one steamer on the "
line-the Geelong-which fulfils these conditions; and, if they are carried into effect,
they will completely shut out our own
shipping firms. We have steamers belonging to the colony able to perform the
service at a less cost, and within the
specified time. Although tenders were
not called for, yet the following letter from
Mr. F. H. Trowton, the manager of the
Australian Steam Navigation Company,
came before the conference : "I do myself the honour to inform you that
this company will be prepared to tender for the
, mail service to and from Galle' at a less rate
than is now paid, and will undertake to perform
it in the same time as the present service is
limited to; or, if deemed preferable, would
unite with owners of steamers in the sister
colonies for the performance 'of the service."

This letter clearly shows that 1he colonies
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South Australia, £964,397; Queensland,
£885,299; and Tasmania, £381,625.
Then, if we turn to the population returns,
conference. Mr. Verdon moved a resolu- we find that the figures are:-Victoria,
630,000; New South 'Vales, 430,000;
tion"That, in the opinion of this conference, it is South Australia, 165,000; New Zealand,
desirable that direct steam communication 220,000; Queensland, 100,000; and Tasshould be established by way of the Cape of mania, 100,000 also. All the statistics
Good Hope, by means oflarge steamers carrying
mails and passengers cheaply, quickly, and prove that Melbourne ought to be accepted
regularly between Great Britain and Austra- as the terminus. Why then should Viclasia"toria give up her rights and privileges,
which was seconded by Mr. Parkes, but and pay £21,000 per annum more, while
was not pressed to a division: why, I am New South Wales pays £21,000 per
at a loss to understand, considering that annum less? A fact showing which
the matter is one of the first import- line the public most appreciates is that,
ance to this colony. Our old friend the last year, 3,000,000 of letters were conGreat Britain can bring us mails in less veyed via Suez, at a cost of 1s. 2d. per
time than they can be delivered by either letter; and by the other two lines 500,000
the Panama or the Torres Straits routes, letters were conveyed, at a cost of 6s. 8d.
and she can also bring from 500 to 600 per letter. The Torres S.traits route has
people. This is a great point in favour of already been abandoned, because the
that route. I would like to see a thou- Queensland Government cannot afford to
sand people per week coming in, for there pay the subsidy required; and, as it appears
is work for all, and they would assist in that the Panama line is being carried on
developing our resources. I have always at a loss, while New Zealand is complainadvocated immigration, nnd, when the ing of the amount she has to pay, it is
Tariff has been passed, I will table a probably only a question of time how long
motion to give effect to my views in this that line is continued. I would regret if
direction. To return, however, to the the sister colonies should imagine that we
question before us, I find that three routes are actuated by motives of' jealousy, or
are proposed by the conference; and that that our views are contracted and narrow.
the three mails would be due here on the I scorn the idea. I would rejoice to see
29th, the 2nd, and the 13th days of the a federal council established; but I am sure
month. All the mails would come in in a that, if our delegates had done their duty,
fortnight and there would be none during they would have convinced the other
the remainder of the month. In fact, though· colonies that Melbou1'lle is entitled to
there would be three routes, there would be the terminus. \Vestern Australia and
be only a fortnightly mail. Again, the South Australia lie to the west of
mail leaving Melbourne via Torres Straits, Victoria, Tasmania to the south, New
on the 16th of the month, and the mail Zealand to the south~east, and New
leaving via King George's Sound on the South "Vales and Queensland to the north.
28th, would be placed on board the same We are therefore in a central position.
steamer at Galle. If a merchant posted a Why was the conference held in Melletter on the 16th, and posted again on the bourne if not on account of the geographical
28th, both letters would be conveyed to advantages of the place? If we should
England, from Point de Galle, in the same undertake a fortnightly mail via Suez,
steamer. Victoria is entitled to be the the other colonies would be bound to
terminal point of the various routes, both support us, because we could supply them
as regards her population, her commerce, with letters and telegrams in less time than
Bnd her geographical position. Accord- they could receive them by any other
ing to the returns before the conference, route. We can do so without taking upon
the imports into the respective colonies ourselves any great responsibility. The
were valued, in 1865, as follows :-Vic- Peninsular and Oriental Company will
toria, £13,257,537; New South Wales, perform a fortni~htly service for £ 170,000
£9,928,595; New Zealand, £5,594,977; per annum, half of which the Imperial
South Australia, £2,927,596; Queensland, Government is prepared to pay, leaving
£2,505,559; and Tasmania, £762,375. £85,000 to be paid by the colonies here.
The exports of wool during 1865 were : - According to the scheme put forward by
Victoria, £3,315,109; New South Wales, the conference, Victoria is to contribute
£1,624,114; New Zealand, £1,1.41,761; £50,000; Sout.h Australia, £15,500; TasHon. C. Jennel'.
are in a position to undertake the work
themselves. The Cape of Good Hope
route appears to have been ignored by the
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mania, £4,000; and Western Australia,
£1,000; making a total of £70,500, and
leaving a balance of £14,500 to be made
up for the fortnightly Suez service. This
balance could be obtained without difficulty.
We should bring many letters for the other
colonies, which they would have to pay
for, and doubtless, as the steamers would
not have to go on to Sydney, and would
save the wharfage dues and lighting rates
at present paid there, the Peninsular and
Oriental Company would take the contract
on lower terms. But supposing that we
had· to pay more, the treasury would still
be benefited, because, as we should supply
all the steamers with goods, and as an
extra number of people would be employed,
we should obtain an increased amount of
revenue. We shall not be doing our duty
to ourselves nor to our constituents unless
we condemn the arrangements suggested
by the conference, and insist on a fortnightly communication via Suez. Honorable members have had ample time for the
consideration of the subject, and it is impOl·tant that they should express their
opinion upon it without delay.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER.-I rise
to second the proposition. I am in favour
of the Suez route. Everything tends to
show that that is the route for us. The
Panama line will throw ·the trade of the
colonies into the hands of the Americans.
It is sought to give America the first news,
so that she may best be able to supply ollr
markets. Now I am an Anglo-Saxon,
born in England, proud of my country,
glad to see her advance, and I will always
be in favour of the most rapid communication with her. The Panama route is the
longest, and there is the least likelihood of
letters being sent by it. I am not able to
do more to-day than to express my con\'iction that the adoption of any other route
than that via Suez would be inj urious to
the country, and would teud to ruin our
trade with Great Britain.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-As this is a
very important question, I will move that
the debate be adjourned until the 1st of
May. The two Ministers who were present at the conference will doubtless make
a full explauation in the lower House, and
I think we should have the benefit of that
information before coming to a decision.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was not seconded.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN.- We
must all agree with the remarks of the
hoporable member who has submitted
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the motion; but I wish be had gone
further. I think that, besides declaring
that the agreement entered into by
the Postal Conference is unsatisfactory, he
should have shadowed forth some definite
scheme. We may declare our views in
our speeches, but it would be better to set
them forward more distinctly in resolutions.
The policy of this Government
has always been to annihilate the trade of
the port, and the agreement they have now
consented to is likely to do as much harm
as possible. There can be no doubt that
our position entitles Melbourne to be the
emporium of all the Australian colonies, the
terminus of all the great lines of postal
and shipping communication with the
mother country. Most honorable members
have had some experience of the Suez route,
and they must know that a fortnightly mail
in that direction would best serve Victorian
interests. We should not lose even if we
did have to pay £100,000 per annum for
that route, or for the one via the Cape of
Good Hope. Of the latter route I have'a
very high opinion. I am informed that,
if the Government would grant a subsidy
of £100,000 pel' annum, a company could
be formed which would guarantee to land
themailsin44daysviatheCape..Ve
should get our mails more rapidly, and we
should also have a large immigration, concerning the importance of which I fully
agree with the mover of the motion. If
we took the whole responsibility of the
mail contract on ourselves, the other
colonies would be glad to come in. On
reading the report of the Postal Conference,
I am astonished at the harmony which
appears to have characterized the proceedings. The delegates from New South
Wales had. everyth ing their own way; we
are to give up our position for the benefit
of their colony. On the other band, most
of us remember how loath New South
Wales was, when she had the advantage
of position, to gi ve us the least assistance.
It waS only by resorting to strong measures
that separation was at last attained. I do
not desire to be selfish in this matter; I
would like the colonies to be mutually
benefited; but I am not prepared to sacrifice
our advantages for their benefit; and I am
satisfied that we are justified in taking the
whole responsibility of a bi-monthly mail,
either via the Cape of Good Hope or via
Suez, inasmuch a~, if we had an increased
subsidy to pay, the additional trade brought
to the port would more than recoup the
state. J am extremely glad that the motion
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originated on the Government side of the
House, because it cannot now be said that
we are treating the subject as a party
question, nor can we be charged with obstructiveness in dealing with it.
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-It may be a
disadvantage to the speakers that the debate is so one-sided; but it is very satisfactory to find that honorable members are
unanimous in their opinion on this question.
It would have been very desirable if the
honorable member (Mr. Cole), instead of
endeavouring to postpone the consideration
of the motion, had taken the trouble to
acquire some of that information which he
says the two Ministers present at the Postal
Conference will give the other House. I
must say that we are very curiously situated
in the Council this session. The honorable
member takes charge of the Government
business, and appears to represent the
Government, and yet he is never prepared
to give us any information. We are proceeding in the dark to-day, though the
honorable member has attended cabinet
councils, and must know what is going on.
I have little to add to the statements which
have been made. The general feeling of
all I have spoken to appears to be that the
arrangement entered into at the Postal
Conference is so exc.essively unsatisfactory
to this colony that the public cannot
acquiesce in it. I should not have risen
but that the motion appears to me too
indefinite. I think we should place on record on what points we think the arr~nge
ment unsatisfactory. The mere fact of its
not being satisfactory is nothing, because, in
these days of compromise, what agreement
can be satisfactory to all? I would suggest the additions of three propositions to
the motion. The first would be-" That no
scheme for postal communication with the
United Kingdom via Suez will be satisfactory which does not contemplate Melbourne as the terminus for the mail steamers." That, at all events, is a definite point
on which we can express our opinion.
The other propositions would be-" That
very little advantage will accrue to
Victoria from the line of communication via Panama or that via Torres
Straits, and that it is not desirable to
subsidize either of those lines at present."
It appears to me that our delegates were
led into the scheme adopted by the conference by a desire to do hospitality to our
visitors. They were so amiable that they
gave way on points which they would have
adhered to had the conference been held
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in Sydney or Adelaide. However, we
cannot sanction the arrangement; and, by
assenting to the three points I have suggested, we shall place on record the reasons
why we dissent from it.
Mr. JENNER consented to adopt the
honorable member's suggestion.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I regret
that I have no information to give honorable members. My own impression is
that, whatever may appear in the minutes
of the conference, it was always intended
that Melbourne should be the terminus of
the Suez line. As far back as ] 858 I
advocated, in a speech to the Chamber of
Commerce, that Melbourne should be the
term inus-the mails being transhipped here
for Sydney and Adelaide; and I see no
reason to change my views. Sydney was
made head-quarters in the first instance,
when the line was an experiment, because
we had no accommodation for large vessels
here; but, when we have that accommodation, the mail company will have no interest to run their boats the extra distance.
I think, moreover, that we may safely leave
this matter in the hands of the Lords of
the Treasury. They know that a fortnightly mail on the Suez line can be
maintained at a low cost, and they will not
spend a shilling more than they can avoid.
I have no desire to shirk this question;
but I think it would have been better to
have waited the explanation which Ministers will give in another place.
The motion was amended to read as
follows, and was then agreed to : "That, in the opinion of this House, the
agreement entered into by the delegates at the
Postal Conference is not satisfactory, or calculated to advance the interest of this colony;
that no scheme for postal communication with
the United Kingdom, via Suez, will be satisfactory that does not contemplate Melbourne as
the terminus for the mail steamers; that very
little advantage will accrue to Victoria from
either of the lines of communication with the
United Kingdom via Panama and via Torres
Straits; that it is not desirable to subsidize
either of those lines at present."
,
CUSTOMS DUTIES BILL.
CONFERENCE.

A message was received from the
Legislative Assembly intimating that that
House had appointed a committee to
confer with the committee of the Council
on the Customs Duties Bill.
The PRESIDE~T mentioned that he
had received an intimation that the conference would meet for the first time on
Tuesday, April 30th, in the Library.
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PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON brought
up a report from the Parliament Buildings
(Joint) Committee recommending" That the committee-room, now temporarily
used as a room for newspaper volumes, be given
up temporarily, to be used as a telegraph office,
subject to resumption, if the Council at any time
require the use thereof.
U That the estimate now produced for fitting
division bells with electrical apparatus be recommended for adoption."

The honorable member moved that the
report be adopted.
The motion was agreed to.
The Council adjourned at five minutes
past five o'clock until Tuesday, April 30.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, April 11, 1867.
Sl'les of La.nd by Auction-Inspection of Mines-Clearing
the Murray-Local Government-Clerks of Petty Sessions
-Easter Holidl'ys-Postl'l Conference-Supply-Police
Magistrates-Chinese Interpreters-Intestate EstatesCoroners-Volunteer Force-The Victoria.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
SALES OF LAND BY AUCTION.
Mr. LONGMORE called the attention
of the Minister of Lands to the 68th clause
of the Land Act of 1865, which is as
follows : "The Commissioner of Crown Lands and
Survey shall lay before Parliament in the session
next after the passing of this Act, and in every
following year, an estimate of the quantities of
land which it is proposed to sell by auction
during the ensuing year; and such estimate
shall specify, as far as may be practicable, the
quantities of each description of land proposed
to be so sold."

The attention of the Minister of Lands had
been called to this clause several times,
both in the House and out of it, and he
was astonished that the requirements of
the clause had not yet been complied with.
The Minister of Lands seemed to determine
not to commit himself to anything with
regard to the sale of lands by auction; and
the consequence was that, last year, double
the quantity of land necessary to be disposed of in that way was sold by auction.
According to the revenue estimates, the
amount to be realised by the sale of lands
by auction during the current year was
.£ 120,000; but, according to the revenue
returns, the amount obtained from that
source, during the past quarter of the pre-
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sent year, was £71,000. Not only was
this the case, but a very large quantity of
land was already gazetted for sale by auction, thus showing that the Government
intended to dispose, in this manner, of a
much larger extent of land than was estimated. He considered that, judging by
the clause he had q noted, all these sales
were illegal. And he begged to ask the
Minister of Lands when the estimate required by the clause would be laid on the
table?
Mr. GRANT.-Mr. Speaker, the statement just made by the honorable member
is like aU the other statements which he
has made in reference to the administration of the Land Act. It has not the
slightest foundation in fact. The honorable member has stated that, on several
occasions, I have been asked to lay this
estimate on the table. Now only on one
occasion have I been asked to do this, and
on that occasion I stated that the estimate
would be produced without delay. The
honorable member alleges that I have
obtained, during the first quarter of the
present year, the sum of £71,000 from the
sale of lands by auction. If the honorable
member, before making his assertions, had
taken the trouble to inquire at the ~ands
department, he would have found that,
instead of obtaining, during the first
quarter of this year, the sum of £71,000
from the sale of lands by auction, the total
amount realized by the alienation and
selection of' land from the commencement
of the year to the 10th of April was
only £27,000, of which no more than
£16,000 was obtained from the sale of
lands by auction; the difference being
obtained from selectors under the 42nd
section of the Land Act. The honorable member, no doubt, may say that
his statement is founded on the revenue
returns; but, before putting forward such
a statement, he ought to make himself
acquainted with the law which guides my
honorable colleague, the Treasurer, in
making up those returns-the Public
Moneys and Audit Act, and the Land Act.
Had he done this, he would have found
that most of the money which he supposed
had been realized this year from the sale
of lands by auction consisted of balances
from last year.
Mr. JONES.-But the honorable member has not complied with the 68th clause .
Mr. GRANT.-I can read that clause
as well as the honorable member, and I
say that I should be complying with its
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provisions if I did not lay this estimate
before the House until the "last day of
the session. The clause states "in the
session," not "at the commencement of
the session."
Mr. JONES.-But it is an estimate of
the land to be sold "during the ensuing
year."
Mr. GRANT.-I am amazed at the
honorable member's interruptions, and I
have only to state that the estimate will
be laid before the House in due time, but
not on the compulsion of any honorable
member.
The honorable member subsequently
laid upon the table the estimate in question.
INSPECTION OF MINES.
Mr. DAVIES asked the Minister of
Mines whether the Government intended
to appoint inspectors of mines, in accordance with the requirements of the Mining
Statute; and, if so, when?
Mr. MACGREGOR stated that, before he took office, the appointment of inspectors of mines was determined upon,
and it wa.s resolved that the qualifications
of candidates for the office should" be
ascertained by examination. The examination was held, and certain gentlemen
were reported to be qualified; but it was
found that there was no power under the
Mining Statute to enable inspectors to
perform their duties. Under these circumstances it was resolved to prepare a
Bill to meet the difficulty. A Bill had
been prepared, and would be introduced
as soon as the state of business would
permit; and, when the measure received
the sanction of the Legislature, the inspectors would be appointed.
CLEARING THE MURRAY.
Mr. G. V. SMITH called attention to
the immediate necessity for a further
expenditure on the work of clearing the
Murray river. If any action were taken,
it should be taken at once. Weeks of the
utmost value were passing away; and,
unless the colony spent £4,000 or £5,000
more, no advantage would be derived
from the £35,000 already expended.
Since he mentioned the subject a week
ago, no communication had been received
from the Sydney Government, nor was
there likely to be any. At the same time
he might mention that the Sydney Government had spent a large sum in clearing
portions of the Murray, and also the Murrumbidgee, the trade of which necessarily
came to Victoria.
"

Local Government.

Mr. VALE stated that the Government
were favorable to a further expenditure in
the direction indicated; at the same time
they considered that, in this work of
clearing the Murray, the Government of
New South Wales should accept an equal
bUl'then to that undertaken by Victoria.
This New South Wales had not yet done.
Should New South Wales communicate,
within a reasonable period, its intention to
Jay out money in improving the navigation
of the Murray, the Government would
also incur an expenditure in that direction,
and trust to the House passing a vote for
the purpose when brought down on the
Supplementary Estimates.
KEW LUNATIC ASYLUM.
Mr. COPE moved"That permission be granted to the committee
on the Kew Lunatic Asylum to hold a meeting
or meetings at Kew."
Mr. LOVE seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
In reply to Mr. DAVIES,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM stated that the
Government intended to proceed this
session with the Bill to amend the Local
Government Act. The Bill had already
been read a first time, and was' awaiting
reference to a select committee. But he
did not think it wise to refer it to a select
committee until the report of the select
committee on the Municipal Act Amendment Bill had been brought up. That
report, he believed, would be submitted
to the House soon after Easter.
VOLUNTEER OFFICERS.
Mr. LEVEY moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the names of all officers holding commissions in the volunteer force, together
with the dates of their respective commissions."
Captain MAC MAHON seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
DR. MUELLER.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH (in the absence of .
Mr. G. P. SMITH) moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the expense to the
country of the preparation, printing, and publication of the five volumes of the Fragmenta
Phytographice Australice, by Dr. Mueller; the
number of copies sold, given away, and remaining on hand; and also to whom presentations
have been made."
The motion was seconded by Mr. KING,
and agreed to.
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CLERKS OF PETTY SESSIONS.
:\1r. F. L. SMYTH (in the absence of
Mr. G. P. Sl\UTH) moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the number of appointments to clerkships of petty sessions made by
the .Minister of Justice, whether acting or permanent, distinguishing each class; the salaries
attached to such appointments; whether the
appointees, or any of them, have complied with
the ci vil service regulations; and the number
of transfers of such officers. and for what reasons, and whether any officers have been displaced to make room for them."

Mr. KING seconded the motion, which
was adopted.
THE EASTER HOLIDAYS.
POSTAL CONFERENCE.'

1\1:r. McCULLOCH moved"That this House, at its rising this day, do
adjourn until Tuesday, 30th April."

Mr. HIGINBOTHAM seconded the
motion.
Captain MAC MAHON observed that
the Opposition had no objection to the
motion, if the Ministry and their supporter,s
desired to adjourn thus early before Easter;
but they were prepared to sit on the following week, and then to debate the
results of the Postal Conference.
Mr. SNODGRASS submitted that there
was DO reason why the House should not
sit on the following Tuesday and Wednesday, for the first of which days the motion
of the honorable member for West Melbourne (Captain Mac Mahon), on the
subject of' the Postal Conference, was set
down. The decision of that conference
had been condemned by the other House,
and it was important that the Assembly
should express its opinion on the snbject
before the Easter recess.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that, ten
days before, he stated, in reply to the
honorable member for South Gippsland,
when the Government proposed to adjourn
the House for the Easter holidays, and
ther~fore honorable members could not
possibly have been taken unawares. With
regard to the proposed debate on the results of the Postal Conference, it was DO
fault of the Government that that debate
had not come on. The previous evening,
an offer was made to postpone the important
Government business then awaiting discussion, and also to set apart this evening
for the discussion of the motion of the
honorable memher for West Melbourne
(Captain MacMahon), but the offer was
.cleclined. It should be remembered that
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it was not necessary for the Government
to bring the matter forward for the approval and confirmation of the House,
because the Government had authority,
under the Post-office Act, to make such
an arrangement without appealing to the
House on the subject. At the same time
the Government did not wish to shrink
from any consideration which the House
migh.t desire to give to the results of the
conference. The honorable member for
Sandhurst (Mr._ Halfey) put a question
on the subject recently, and he was informed thatnn opportunity would be given
the House for expressing an opinion 011 the
results of the conference on an early day;
whereupon, the leader of the Oppositionthe honorable member for West Melbourne
(Captain Mac Mahon)-gave notice of a
motion of want of confidence in the Government. (Captain Mac Mahon-UNo.") Such
was the fact. The language of the motion
was"That, in the opinion of this House, the agreement entered into by the delegates at the Postal
Conference is not saLisfactory, nor calculated to
advance the interest of this colony."

He would tell honorable members frankly
that, if the House expressed an opinion
adverse to the administrative and executive
management of the Government-as would
be the case if this motion were adoptedit would be the duty of the Government
to make way for gentlemen in whom the
House had confidence. The Government
had offered two nights for the full and fair
discussion of the question. The Government had nothing to fear from such a discussion. The two members of the Government who acted as the delegates for
Victoria at the conference were prepared
to make the results of the conference clear
to the House and to the country. The
Government had nothing to do with newspaper paragraphs or with the rumours.
which were floating about. They were to
be judged, Dot by such things. Seeing
that the Government were prepared to go
on with the discussion, that ample notice
was given of the intention to adjourn this
week, and that many members had made
arrangements for leaving town, it seemed
strange that the matter should be postponed simply because one or two members
of the Opposition were absent.
Mr. LEVEY said he believed there
was not on record a precedent for the
Government adjourning the House for
holiday purposes while a want of confidence
motion was on the notice-paper. He had
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not the slightest idea that the Government
were going to treat the motion of the
honorable member for West Melbourne
(Captain MacMahon) as a vote of want of
confidence. Only a few minutes ago he
heard a similar motion brought forward
in another Chamber, and the honorable
gentleman who represented the Government in that House had not a word to say.
He thought it somewhat ungenerous and
uncandid on the part of the Chief Secretary, now that he had counted heads and
found that he had a majority, to seek to
turn this matter into a vote of want of
confidence.
Mr. JONES remarked that, as the
postal arrangement was not to take effect
for two years, there would be time enough
to discuss it after the Easter holidays.
Mr. LANGTON believed that the
Government had no desire whatever that
the propositions of the conference should
be carried into effect, or they would not
allow the memorial agreed to by the
conference to be forwarded to England
accompanied by the information that, in
one branch of the Legislature, the arrangement had been unanimously condemned,
and that, in the other branch of the Legislature, the Government had succeeded in
escaping nearly a condemnation, by postponing the discussion for a month. Inasmuch as the opinion of Victoria would have
more weight with the Imperial Government than that of any other individual
Australian colony, the decision of the
home authorities, with these circumstances
before them, would be, in all probability,
that they would have nothing whatever to
do with the matter.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that,
when the memorial reached England, it
would probably meet the eyes of persons
who understood that the fate of Ministries
in this country was not determined
by votE'S in another place; and, in
that respect, persons who read the memorial in the mother country would probably be in a position to judge of the
matter more justly than honorable members
on the other side of the House were able
to do. The honorable member for East
Melbourne (Mr. Langton) might take, if
he pleased, whatever amount of gratification he could derive from the fact that
the Government had not resisted the
motion made in another place, in consequence of the inability of the delegates
present on behalf of Victoria 'at the conference to offer the explanations which they
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were prepared and anxious to give, and
which they were resolved should be given
in the body by which the fate or existence
of Governments was determined. He was
perfectly satisfied that the honorable and
gallant member for West Melbourne and
his friends were those who were afraid to
bring forward the question. He thought
the honorable and gallant member would
not be able to mention a single instance of
a member of the House assuming to himself the responsibility of moving a resolution tantamount to a vote of no confidence in the Government, and, after being
offered on two successive evenings the
opportunity of bringing forward the motion, shrinking from doing so.
Mr. MOORE proposed, as an amendment"That this House, at its rising thfs day, do
adjourn until Tuesday next, the 16th April."
Mr. BLACKWOOD, in seconding the
amendment, said he believed the debate on
this question would prove one of the most
important for the interests of the colony that
had ever taken place in the House. The
only reason that he could conceive the Government desired the matter postponed was,
that they wished to come to something like
unanimity upon it among themselves. He
believed that members of the Government
were not at one on this matter. Indeed, one
member of the Government, when chairman of the Melbourne Chamber of Commerce, declared, in a report which he submitted to a general meeting of that body"That no company shall have the confidence or recommendation of this chamber
which does not make the trunk line come
direct to Melbourne, as its terminus."
Mr. FRANCIS remarked that it appeared, from the attitude which the Opposition had taken up, that they were not
willing to have, as early as possible, a full
and frank exposition of the reasons which
induced the Victorian delegates at the
conference to assent to the conclusions
embodied in the minutes which had been
laid on the table. He was free to admit
that those minutes required certain explanation. If honorable members in Opposition were imbued with a proper feeling, they would endeavour so to act that a
matter which, in many respects, was misunderstood, should be understood by the
country. The Government were not desh'ous that there thould be the delay of a
fortnight to increase the prejudices and
exaggerate the mistakes fomen ted by certain journals. Perhaps there was in some
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minds an undigested idea, which might
grow until it became conviction, that Victoria had been overreached in the conference. If so, all doubt upon the subject
ought to be removed with the least
possible delay. However, if honorable
members opposite declined to bring on the
discussion at once, the country would be
forced to the conclusion that they were
afraid of the matter.
Mr. McCANN said he saw no sufficient
reason why the discussion should not be
proceeded with at once; but, if it were
proceeded with at once, he did not know
how the intentions of the Government as
to adjournment would be carried out. He
. had never known a vote of want of
confidence motion disposed of in one
night.
Mr. JONES thought it might be understood, from the statement. made by the
Minister of Customs, that the Government
were anxious to submit an explanation of
the facts arising out of the Postal Conference. The Government appeared to
believe that a wrong impression would be
entertained by the country as to the results
of the conference unless that explanation
were made. Under these circumstances,
he thought it would be wrong on the part
of the House to prevent the explanation
being made. The Government would not
be breaking through the forms of the
House in making such an explanation as
they might consider necessary on this
motion for adjournment. It did not matter
whether the discussion took place now or
a month hence. But the Government had
the opportunity, if they desired it, to give
an explanation at once; and it would 'be
their fault if, by omitting to give it, any
wrong impression as to the Postal Conference prevailed in the country.
Captain MAC MAHON considered it
curious that the Government had not announced before that they intended to regard his motion as a motion of no confidence. The Government had adopted
their usual tactics of coercing their supporters, by threatening resignation in the
event of the House adopting a motion adverse to them on a question which ought
to be divested of party spirit. He protested against the House adjourning for
two or three weeks when a motion of such
importance was waiting to be discussed.
(An Honorable Member-"You have had
the opportunity to bring it on.") The opportunity WitS never given him in the
usual way. Had it been stated to him, on
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the previous Tuesday night, that the Government were willing to give up any day
for the discussion of the subject, he should
have felt hound to accept the offer. But
he did not ask for it; he did not want "it;
and he was perfectly willing to take
his chance as to the time for bringing
forward the motion. He had promised
several honorable members that the discussion would not take place until the
following Tuesday, and he would not
be acting fairly by them if he did not
abide by the arrangement. He had based
his motion upon certain printed documents
which were laid upon the table by the
Government. He now found that certain
facts which should have been disclosed in
those documents had not been disclosed;
and, therefore, he was placed in an entirely
different position. It must be admitted
that, with the fact that there was an explanation behind of which the House was
totally ignorant, he was placed in a somewhat difficult position. He contended that,
if there was an understanding, as had been
represented, that, after a certain period,
Melbourne should be the terminus of the
Suez line, that fact ought to have been mentioned in the records placed before theHouse.
The Attorney-General had said that it was
not the duty of the Government to ask the
approval of the House for the results of the
Postal Conference, but it was the duty of
the Opposition to bring forward the question. Now the Opposition had brought
forward the question. ( " No," from the
Ministerial bench.) Well, they had given
notice in all requisite form for bringing
forward the question. The AttorneyGeneral had frequently stated that he
would choose his own time for doing a
thing, and he (Captain Mac Mahon) would
answer the honorable and learned gentleman by saying that he would choose his
own time. for proposing his motion. If the
Government, after the result of the Postal
Conference had been uni versall y condemned
in another Chamber, did not choose to meet
next week, but preferred taking their
holiday, he had no objection; but, as a
matter of form, the Opposition would vote
in favour of the amendment.
.Mr. McCULLOCH asked why the honorable member would not go on with his
motion that night? The honorable member requested him the other evening to lay
certain information on the table, in relation
to the conference, because there was not
time to move for it in the ordinary course
of business.
Was not that a distinct
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intimation that the question was to be discussed last night? (Captain Mac Mahon"No.") The honorable member said there
was not time to give notice of motion in
the ordinary way, and asked him if he
would submit any information which he
had to the House. He promised to do so,
and he gave the honorable member his own
copy of the Treasury minute. The honorable member was now acting as if he
was afraid to discuss this question. Why
did he not bring it forward? Why should
he keep a question of this,kind hanging on
the notice-paper? What better position
would the honorable member be in on
Tuesday? The honorable member for
Sandridge let out that something was expected before Tuesday. The honorable
member expected that some despatch or
communication would be received from
Borne of the adjacent colonies. He dare
Bay the honorable member was in communication with some parties in the adjoiuing colonies, in order, if possible, to extract
information and get at the views of the
gentlemen who were present at the conference. Did the honorable member pretend
to say that he refused to receive the statements made by the Ministers of the Crown
in this colony who were present at the
conference? Honorable members had had
a full week to consider the question: The
honorable member for West Melbourne
(Mr. Blackwood), though not much in the
habit of addressing the House, had thought
much upon this subject. Why was he not
prepared to go on that evening, and give
the House the benefit of his views? The
honorable gentleman was a member of the
Chamber of Commerce, which took such
an interest in the matter; and he was
present when they drew up the memorial.
Surely he was prepared to give the House
the benefit of his views.
Mr. BLACKWOOD.-! am quite prepared.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that, in that
case, the whole difficulty would be ~ot
over by the honorable member commg
forward and proposing the motion of
which notice had been given. It was
quite evident that the Opposition were
afraid to deal with the question. They
thought that there was something in it
from what appeared in certain of the Melbourne newspapers. This was very much a
question of Sandridge, and Williamstown,
and Melbourne, against the whole country.
Certain Melbourne, newspapers were
against the Government, but most of the
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country papers were in favour of the
Government upon this question. The
Government cared very little about the
resolution passed in the other House,
because, on all matters affecting the money
and expenditure of the country, the
decisions of that House would have very
little effect upon the Government. It would,
perhaps, have been more prudent for
another place, on a matter of this kind,
affecting the executive management of the
Government and the pecuniary interests
of the country, to have delayed action.
until the gentlemen who attended the
conference had had an opportunity of explaining and putting before the country
their view of the subject. He believed
that, if the question was looked at fairly,
and altogether independently of any party
feeling, there would really be no opposition, to it after all. He believed that
even the honorable member for West
Melbourne would be found voting for
the proposition of the Government. He
was sure that if a fair statement of the
case-, Mr. JONES.-Give it.
Mr. McCULLOCH said the Government were p'repared to do so. It was a
statement which, he believed, would not in
the slightest degree compromise any of the
gentlemen who were present at the conference; for the members of the Government still adhered to the result of the
conference-they had no desire to shrink
from it-but they said that a wrong interpretation had been put upon it from
interested motives, not by members of the
House, but by persons outside.
He
thought they were justified in arriving at
that conclusion, when they found memorials presented to the House from such
places as Williamstown and Sandridge
upon a delicate question of this character
-a question which could not be dealt with
as having reference exclusively to those
villages or even the city of Melbourne
itself, but one which must be dealt with
as having reference to the general interests
of the country. Those memorials asked
that two particular postal routes should be
adopted, to fit in exactly to Melbourne;
and, moreover, it was asked that Melbourne
should be the port of Australia. (Captain
MacMahon-" Hear, hear.") When that
question came on, he would be prepared
to meet the honorable member.
The
honorable member had given notice of a
motion, but he dare not proceed with it.
The honorable member bad an opportunity
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of bringing on his motion, but he (Mr.
McCulloch) defied him to bring it on. He
dare not proceed with it, because he knew
he could not succeed in carrying it. N otwithstanding the action taken in another
Chamber, the majority of' this House were
prepared to support the Government in
the matter.
Mr. LEVI submitted that, as the Chief
Secretary had predicted with a triumphant
air that the motion of the honorable member for West Melbourne would be rejected,
an opportunity should be given of testing
the question by adjourning until Tuesday.
Notwithstanding the remarks of the Chief
Secretary as to the "villages" of Williamstown and Sandridge, the question
. upon which the petitions had been presented was one of the most vital importance which had ever been brought under
the consideration of the Legislature. The
Minister of Customs had stated that the
minutes of the conference had to be supplemented-that an explanation had to be
made. But why had not the Chief Secretary taken that opportunity-the most
proper one that could be afforded him-of
making the explanation, in order that the
country might know the true merits and
position of the question? The Chief Secretary was the chairman of the delegates;
he attached his signature to the minutes
as being a faithful record of the proceedings; and now the House was informed that the minutes required to be
supplemented, anu that an explanation
could be afforded which would, in all probability, give a very different aspect to the
case. To withhold the explanation was
to treat the House with an amount of contumely and obRtinacy that ought not to be
persisted in. He was surprised at the statement that the unanimous vote which had
been gi veIl by the other branch of the Legislature, condemning the result of the
conference, ought to have no weight with
the country, and that it would not have
any weight with the Ministry of the day.
He remembered that, a few months back,
a vote of the Legislative Council did have
weight with the Ministry of the day, and
caused them to resign. To say now that
a vote of the other House should not have
any weight with the Government was
simply playing with the matter, trifling
with the best interests of the country, and
endeavouring to cast a slur upon one branch
of the Legislature which ought not to be
thrown upon it.
The House divided on the question that
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all the words after " That," in the original
motion, stand part of the questionAyes
39
Noes
18
Majority against 1\.1:••r. Moore.'.B. } 21
amendment
AYES.

Mr. Balfour,
" Bayles,
" Bindon,
" Bowman,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Byrne,
" Cope,
" Cunningham,
" Davies,
" Foott,

Mr. McCaw,
" McCulloch,
" Pearson,
" Plummer,
" Reeves,
" Riddell,
" Sands,
" G. V. Smith,
" J. T. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Tucker,
" Vale,
" Verdon,
" Watkins,
" Wheeler,
" Wilson.

" Francis,

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Frazer,
Grant,
Harbison,
H.Henty,
Higinbotham,
King,
Kyte,
Lalor,
Macgregor,

Tellers.
Mr. McKean,
" ]'arrell.
NOES.

Mr. Blackwood,
" Edwards,
Dr. Embling,
Mr. Hal£ey,
Dr. Heath,
Mr. Jones,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
" Levey,
" Levi,

Mr. McCann,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Moore,
" O'Grady.
" Snodgrass,
" Snowball.

Tellers.
Mr. McLellan,
" Longmore.

The motion proposed by the Chief
Secretary, that the House, at its rising,
do adjourn until Tuesday, the 30th of
April, was then agreed to.
ABATTOIRS LAWS AMENDMENT
BILL.
On the motion of Mr. HIGINBOTHAM,
this Bill was read a second time, and was
referred to the select committee on the
Municipal Act Amendment Bill.
SUPPLY.
On the question that the resolutions
agreed to in Committee of Supply on the
previous day be adopted,
Mr. LEVEY asked the Attorney-General if it was the intention of the Government to make any alteration in the arrangements for holding the Circuit Courts? A
portion of' his constituents suffered great inconvenience in consequence of the Circuit
Court, formerly held at Portland, having
been removed to Belfast. And in the whole
of the Western district, and likewise in the
Geelong district, a great deal of unneces-
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sary harshness was inflicted upon prisoners
awaiting their trial, by the alteration of the
time of holding the Circuit Courts. At
Geelong there was formerly a Circuit
Court held every three months, but now
only two courts were held during the year;
and, as a person accused of a grave offence
could only be tried at the Circuit Court,
the result was that prisoners committed for trial in that district for such
offences had sometimes to remain in gaol
awaiting their trial for as long a period
as six months. If the exigencies of
the public service, and the increasing
work of the judges, rendered it necessary
to hold fewer Circuit Courts than formerly,
it was a question whether it would not be
desirable to bring prisoners to Melbourne
for trial. He had been led to make these
remarks in consequence of- his attention
having been called to a prisoner who had
been committed for trial at Geelong on a
capital offence-against whom there was a
very doubtful case-who would have to
remain in gaol awaiting his trial for six
months. If it were necessary to hold
fewer courts than formerly, perhaps it
might be well to go a little further, and
have prisoners committed for trial in the
country districts tried at Melbourne.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he appreciated the feeling which had induced the
honorable member for Normanby to take
up this question. It must be apparent
that a great wron'g was done to a prisoner
every hour he was unnecessarily kept in
gaol before hi~ trial. There was a difficulty at present in changing the venue for
the tria.l of prisoners. The venue could
be changed either by the law officers of
the Crown or by the Supreme Court; but
if it wel'e changed, either by the AttorneyGeneral or by the Supreme Court, the
~ecognizances of the witnesses could not be
The witnesses would consealtered.
quently have to be subprened, and it was
not possi ble to hold the same power over,
witnesses by means of subprena as by
recognizances. The subject was a very
important one; it was engaging the attention of the Government; and it was his
intention, during the present session, to
ask for an alteration of the law, by which
the Crown might be entitled to take
prisoners for trial at any Circuit Court
which might be convenient, and by which
the object of bringing prisoners to trial
speedily might be effected, and, at the
Bame time, to alter the recognizances, so
that they might be equally binding on a
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witness after the change of venue as in
the first instance.
Mr. JONES intimated that it was his
intention to ask the Government to recommit the vote of £3,000 for the purchase
of books for mechanics' institutes and
public libraries in country districts, with
a view to its increase, in order that larger
assistance might be given to free libraries.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that, if in the
distribution of the vote, the amount was
found to be too small to meet the case of
free libraries, an additional vote might be
brought down. There was, however, no
necessity to re-commit the vote already
passed.
Mr. JONES acquiesced in the suggestion of the Chief Secretary.
The resolutions were then adopted.
The House afterwards resolved itself
into Committee of Supply for the further
consideration of the Estimates, and proceeded to deal with the salaries, wages, and
contingencies in the department of the
Minister of Justice.
The vote of £28,300 for County Courts,
Courts of Mines, and General Sessions was
agreed to wit~out discussion.
POLICE MAGISTRATES.
On the vote of £33,300 for Police Magistrates and Wardens,
Mr. McCANN observed that, though
the Minister of Justice had, to some extent,
carried out a wish expressed by honorable
members on previous occasions, that police
magistrates should be removed periodically
to different districts, he had not done so to
the extent that he might have done, and that
it was desirable he should do. He would
suggest that regulationR should be framed
to provide that the distri~ts of the police
magistrates should be changed once in
five years.
Mr. BINDON intimated that it was his
intention, as far as practicable, to carry out
the principle of changing the districts of
the police magistrates periodically.
Mr. LEVEY asked for information with
respect to the item of £1,000 for" salaries
for magistrates under special circumstances."
Mr. BINDON said it was for the payment of magistrates in remote and isolated
districts, where the business was not
sufficient to justify the appointment' of a
police magistrate with an ordinary salary.
Mr. McCANN suggested that each
police magistrate should 'have a circuit of
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his own, extending over a radius say of
20 or 30 miles.
Mr. BINDON stated that that was done.
Mr. McCANN said it was not done to
the extent it might be. There were several
courts wi thin 20 or 30 miles of Ararat,
for instance, which were not visited by
the police magistrate of that district.
There was an item of £4,600 for forage
~nd travelling expenses, which, although
It appeared to he a considerable sum, he
would increase, if it were necessary, to
enable effect to be given to his suggestion.
Mr. BINDON remarked that, substantially, there were circuits for every police
magistrate, and he made such alterations
from time to time as were found practicable
and desirable. A week ago he extended
the services of the police magistrate in the
honorable member's own district to places
which were not visited before.
The vote was then agreed to.
On the vote of £30,141 13s. 4d. for
clerks of courts and interpreters,
Mr. SNODGRASS was understood to
suggest that, in scattered and thinly populated districts, the clerks of the courts
should be authorized to issue summonses
without the intervention of a magistrate.
Mr. BINDON said an Act of Parliament
would be necessary to effect the honorable
member's object.
Mr. KERFERD, referdng to the item
of £ 1,170 for Chinese interpreters and
scribes, expressed an opinion that the
evidence of Chinese interpl'eters often
tended to defeat instead of promote the
ends of justiee; and he suggested that
some inducement should bo held out to the
youth of the colony to acquire the Chinese
language and qualify themselves for interpreters. Provision might be made either
for teaching the language at the University
or sending students to Canton.
Mr. BINDON said that the suggestion
was worthy of consideration. The question of engaging the services of some
Europeans conversant with the Chinese
language was brought under the notice
of the Attorney-General and himself a
few days ago. He could not, however,
endorse the statement of the honorable
member that the Chinese interpreters were
always unreliable. The other day he appointed a Chinese interpreter at Ballarat,
almost European in his habits, and highly
recommended by a number of clergymen
and naval officers.
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Mr. LEVEY ~ommented UpOll the great
expense of administering justice in the
inferior courts, which amounted to something like £64,000-namely, £33,350 for
police magistrates and wardens, and
£30,141 13s. 4d. for clerks of courts and
interpreters. He suggested a reduction in
the number of clerks of courts, whose
offices, in some of the country districts,
were, in his opinion, virtually sinecures.
The duties in those cases might be discharged at much less cost to the country
either by a local practitioner or by a sergeant of police.
Mr, BINDON expressed his desire to
retrench the expenditure as much as possible, and stated that tbree vacancies,
worth £400 per annum each, had occurred
during the last four months, and he bad
not filled one of them up. The savings
which had been effected in salaries during
the last nine months, by not filling up
vacancies, amounted to about £2,000, but
the increments in his department were no
less than £1,700, which was sufficient to
eat up any economy he could effect. He
would remind the honorable member, however, that the inferior courts were not tbe
most expensive courts. The cost of the
litigation in the police courts was 75 per
cent. to the public at large and 25 per
cent. to the litigants; but the cost of the
litigation in the Supreme Court was· 92
per cent. to the public and only 8 per cent.
to the suitors.
The vote was agreed to.
On the vote of £1,305' for the Curator
of Intestate Estates,
Mr. ORR asked for some information
relative to the fees paid for the administration of intestate estates?
Mr. BINDON said a document relating
to this department had been prepared,
which the honorable member could examine, and which would give him the information he required.
Mr. MOORE inquired whether the
money which came into the hands of the
Curator of Intestate Estates was retained
by him for any length of time?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that this
officer, like other collectors of public
money, was required by the Audit Act to
pay into a bank, to the credit of the public
account, the moneys which he received,
within one month after receiving them.
Mr. BINDON read, from a document
to which he had already alluded, a statement to the effect that the amount collected
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by the Curator of Intestate Estates for the
year ending the 30th of June, 1865, was
£38,742, and for the year ending the 30th
of June, 1866, £44,395.
Mr. MOORE suggested the desirableness of having some further information
than the document furnished.
After some discussion, the vote was
postponed.
CORONERS.
On the vote of £8,650 for remuneration to coroners and expenses attending
coroners' inquests,
Mr. WATKINS called a,ttention to the
fact that inquests were held very unnecessarily in country districts, more especially in cases of the death of children
from measles and similar disorders. There
might be no suspicion whatever of unfair
play, and yet the police posted off to town,
and the coroner was brought out at a great
expense. He did not say that the police
exceeded their duty. but still their conduct
in this respect was often commented upon.
He suggested that some regulation should
be issued allowing the registrars to receive
a declaration, signed by three householders
and the local police officer, as a sufficient
certificate of death in such cases as he had
alluded to.
Mr. J. T. SMITH inquired if the Minister of Justice had forwarded any general
instructions to coroners with regard to the
manner in which inquests were to be conducted? It appeared from the reports in
the public press, that a very extraordinary
course was adopted in an important inquiry
recently, the coroner declining to do more
than hear one side of the case. Some
time ago instructions were issued to magistrates, requesting them, as a rule, to take
evidence on both sides, because the Crown
was then provided with better materials
to proceed upon; and, if it was competent
for the law department to make suggestions to magistrates, ad vice might also be
given to coroners. It was only fair that
the accused or implicated person should
be allowed to produce evidence to rebut
any case against him, as otherwise his reputation might be ruined before he could
vindicate himself. A coroner might have
no option but to commit; still, in all
cases, the defence should be allowed to go
forth wit.h the accusation. If not, sooner
or later a grievous wrong would be committed, which the House would have to
repair by a money compensation.
Mr. ORR reminded honorable members
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that considerable discussion had taken
place in previous sessions as to whether
the present system of coroners' inquests
should not be abandoned. His own impression was that an inquest should be
held with regard to every death in the
colony; but that, instead of the present
expensive coroners' inquests, a system of
magisterial inquiries should be instituted.
Considerable discussion had t.aken place
also with regard to the remuneration of the
jurors summoned to attend the Yarra Bend
inquests. It seemed preposterous to spend
a sum of £400 per annum in this direction,
when the public would be better satisfied
with magisterial inquiries. At all events,
if the system of coroners' inquests were
continued, an important improvement
might be made in one respect. The vote'
for the remuneration of surgeons performing post mortem examinations was no less
than £3,900; and much of this sum
might be saved if the coroners who were
surgeons-as most of them were-were
required to perform the post mortem examinations themselves. It was stated that
the allowance to jurors at the Yarra Bend
was 5s. each; so that, according to the
vote, there must be nearly 140 inquests
held in that instit,ution during the year.
There ought to be no difficulty in holding
magisterial inquiries at the Yarra Bend,
considering the large number of justices of
the peace resident in the neighbourhood
and the many police magistrates stationed
in and about Melbourne.
Mr. BINDON pointed out that the
remuneration of the jurors at the Yarra
Bend inquests was no new arrangement.
He freely admitted that it was desirable to
decrease the expenses of this department,
and that magisterial inquiries were advisable when it was pm:;sible to hold them. In
many cases, however, magistrates would
find it inconvenient to attend these inquiries, an4 they could not be compelled
to do so, because they acted voluntarily.
On the ot4er hand it would not be rightin fact it would not be possible-either
to delay the burial of a corpse, or yet to
resort to exhumation. In two or three
instances coroners had been i'emoved, and,
with a view to effect economy, he had not
filled up these appointments, but was
endeavouring to get the duties discharged
by police magistrates. The alteration or
reform, however, was one which must be
carried out gradually, or a public scandal
As to the unnecessary
might result.
holding of inquests, every precaution was
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taken to prevent cases of that nature
occurring. In each instance the depositions were carefully read over by an officer
in his department, who endorsed them with
his opinion, whether or not it was necessary
for the inquest to have been held. With
regard to the remarks of the honorable
member for 'Vest Bourke (Mr. J. T. Smith),
he must remind the honorable gentleman
that, though every man charged with a
crime had a right to be heard, yet inquests
were frequently held when there was no
charge against anyone. In such instances
the difficulty the honorable member had
alluded to might occur, because it was not
the guilt of any person which was being
inquired into, but the cause of the death
of the deceased person. Ooroners were
judicial officers, and could not be told to do
this or that. They must be left to act
upon their judgments, and must be held
responsible for their actions, including such
omissions as that of refusing to receive
proper evidence. At the same time there
were printed instructions in the department for the guidance of coroners, and,
without the slightest wish to dictate to
these officers, a revised edition, giviug an
outline of the law from authorities cited,
had been prepared for issue.
Mr. KERFERD pointed out that at
present magisterial inquiries were illegal,
and he suggested that the necessary
powers for holding them should be taken,
inasmuch as, in many cases, in country
districts, it was very inconvenient to find a
jury of twelve persons. Still he would
not do away with coroners' inquests
altogether, because, in numerous instances,
the verdict of a jury would be more satisfactory than the decision of a magistrate.
As to the point raised by the honorable
member for West Bourke, it must be
remembered that, until the jury had returned their verdict, no one was accused
-the coroner could not issue his warrant
of arrest until then.
Mr. BINDON promised to give the
question of magisterial inquiries his best
attention. He was aware that such inquiries were frequently held in Englandbefore two magistrates, he believed-and
he would see if the system could not be
more worked here.
Mr. LANGTON asked what were the
difficulties in the way of adopting a plan
of magisterial inquiries?
Mr. BINDON replied that many cases
might arise in which magistrates might
VOL. 111.-3
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not wish to attend. If a body were discovered some distance away, a magistrate
might not care about leaving his business
to ride over to the place. On the other
hand, a coroner must go.
Mr. KERFERD understood that the
legal difficulty was that a magistrate had
no power to administer an oath in such
cases.
Mr. LANGTON suggested that coroners should content themselves with inquiring into the cause of the death of. the
deceased person, and that any proceedmgs
against a person implicated by the verdict
should be taken in the police courts.
Mr. BIND ON remarked that the practice
would be a most dangerous one, because,
when a man discovered that there was
evidence against him, he would escape. In
England the finding of a coroner's jury
was ranked so high, that a man could be
bi'ought to trial upon it, even though the
grand jury should not find a true bill
against him.
The vote was agreed to.
The Treasurer's department was next
proceeded with.
On the vote of £29,083 6s. Sd., for
salaries and contingencies in connexioll
with the Treasurer's office and the Receipt
and Pay offices,
Mr. LANGTON called attention to the
lowness of the salary paid to the accountant to the Treasury, namely, £625 per
annum. The officer in question was one of
the best accountants in the city, and it was
only right that he should be remunerated on
the same scale as accountants in banking
institutions were, namely, from £800 to
£1,000 per annum.
Mr. VERDON admitted that the accountant was a first-class officer, who performed his duties most satisfactorily. He
would willingly increase the salary if it
was competent for him to do so, but he
was afraid he could not, inasmuch as the
officer had been classified, and received a
specified increase.
Mr. LANGTON expressed his belief
that the salaries of officers in the civil
service had been increased in Committee
of Supply.
Mr. VERDON stated that he did not
remember a case of the kind. He was
afraid that, if one officer was dealt with,
the whole question of individual salaries
might be opened. However, he would
consult his legal colleagues on the point.
The vote was agreed to.
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VOLUNTEER FORCE.
On the vote of £33,125 17s. 6d. for
salaries and contingencies in connexion
with the Volunteer force,
Mr. LONGMORE called attention to
the fact that it was proposed to vote £900
as salary for the Colonel-Commandant, and
£2,200 in salaries for four other staff
officers, while, at the same time, the officers
of the 14th. were being maintained here,
and £40 per man was being paid for 500
rank and file of that regiment. It really
seemed as if there was a .desire to lavish
money in certain directions. As the
Colonel-Commandant had very few duties
to discharge, his salary might very well be
fixed at £600 per annum, and two staff
officers would be sufficient to assist him.
In fact one good acting adjutant, at £400,
would do the work. The money voted per
annum for the volunteers was being
sq uandered upon the staff officers. While
the volunteers were working for nothing,
the officers who took charge of them came
to the House for £3,100. He was convinced that, in the vote of £4,075 for the
local staff, a saving of £3,000 might be
effected without the efficacy of the force
being at all impaired. In the force itself
there was nothing but discontent with
regard to this vote. The volunteers, almost to a man, complained of the way in
which the money was being squandered.
As no less a sum than £76,000 was proposed this year for defences, it was certainly high time for the Government to
come down with some scheme of retrenchment. He did not expect to succeed, because honorable members would
not assist in reducing the expenditure;
but, to put the question to the test, he
would move that the salary of the ColonelCommandant be fixed at £600 per annl:lm.
it was well known that the perquisites
that officer received made his salary equal
to £1,600 or £1,700 per annum.
Mr. McKEAN expressed his desire to
reduce the total vote by £5,000, leaving it
for the Government to say in what manner
the reduction should be effected.
In reply to Mr. HALFEY,
The CHAIRMAN ruled that no amendment could be moved on the sum total of
the vote if any amendments were first
made in the detailed items.
Mr. HALFEY moved that the total
vote of £33,125 be reduced by one-third.
Although this might appear a large reduction, still there was plenty of room for it.
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The present expenditure was most lavish,
and, of course, so long as these extravagant sums were voted, means would be
The total
found . for spending them.
amount proposed to be expended for military purposes was £78,332 4s. 2d., including a sum of £18,000 for maintaining
troops of the line. Now it was high time
that the country either adopted the one
principle of the people defending themselves, or the other of paying Imperial
troops.
The troops were sent here,
not at the wish of the colony, but merely
for the convenience of the Home Government, who had nowhere else to send them.
If the country were prepared to pay £40
per annum for troops of the line, considering that, though expensive articles, yet
they were ready made, then let the volunteer force be abandoned. At the same
time let it be borne in mind that the other
colonies declined to pay the £40 per annum, and yet they obtained the troops all
the same. He was convinced that the
country was paying too much for what it
got, and but little information could be
obtained from the Estimates, when large
items were grouped together in the manner
of the vote of £16,000 for" maintenance,
training, incidental expenses, and allowances." He suggested that the Treasurer
should withdraw the vote, with a view of
proposing a decreased amount.
Mr. LEVEY suggested that, as there
appeared to be a desire to discuss the
whole question, the Treasurer should make
his promised statement in connexion with
the defences of the colo.ny.
Captain MAC MAHON submitted that
the large reduction proposed might tend to
interfere with the efficiency of the force,
more especially if made in a hasty manner.
If any honorable member believed that
economy could be wisely exercised in this
department, he should ask for acommittee to
inquire into the matter. The country would
then learn whether or not there was an
injudicious or careless expenditure upon a
force which, he understood, numbered over
3,000 men. He was sure that the volunteers
would object to the matter being dealt with
in any less deliberate manner, and he was
equally sure that no honorable member
would desire to take summary action
against any particular class.
Mr. VERDON informed honorable members that he was quite prepared to answer
any questions, and he would not be in any
better position even if the vote were postponed.
If honorable members really
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desired to inquire into this matter, before
hastily cu tting down the vote, he could
only say that nothing would give the
department and himself gl'eater pleasure
than that such an inquiry should be made.
They were quite persuaded that the force
was in an efficient condition, and that
condition he believed to be due to the
regulations under which the force was
organized, and the administration'of those
regulations by the officers, whose du.ty it
was to carry them out. He only wished
that honorable members would undertake
an earnest and a searchiug inquiry. He
was prepared to discuss each item, and to
give every explanation which might be
desired. He was ready also to accept any
test to determine whether or not the force
was in a satisfactory state, He was willing,
therefore, to withdraw the vote, on the clear
understanding that some honorable member
would undertake the responsibility of nominating a committee to inquire into the
force, with a real intention of ascertaining
the truth, and not in any party spirit
towards an exceptional class of officers.
Mr. LEVEY deprecated the withdrawal
of the vote. The Estimates had been before
honorable members for nearly three months,
and, if honorable members had strong ob. jections to the vote, they might have given
notice of motion on the subject. He did
not believe that the volunteers desired that
the salaries of their officers should be diminished. It must be remembered that the
force numbered upwards of 3,000 men,
and the administration of the affairs of so
large n body involved a considerable amount
of work. The Colonel-Commandant was
not paid a higher salary than the head of
any other department-the Chief Com:'
missioner of Police for instance. A constant desire to interfere with this vote
and to criticise the officers, must tend to
demoralize the force.
Mr. ORR denied that the statements
which had been made applied to the acting
members of the force. In fact the criticism
emanated from the volunteers themselves.
The subject was one which was freely
discussed outside the House, even by hon..
orable members; but honorable members
were afraid to say, on the floor of that
Chamber, what they would say outside the
House; and a shame it was that such should
be the case. So far as his experience
went, he had never met with a volunteer
who had a word to say in commendation of
the paid staff. The actual work of the
force was done by the un paid officers.
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Mr. VERDON could only say that
better judges than either himself or most
honorable members-the genel'al officers
who from time to time had commanded
Her Majesty's forces here-had expressed,
in the strongest terms, not merely here, but
to the Horse Guards, their high opinion
of the management and condition ,of the
volunteer force. Moreover, he faIled to
see how it could be logically said that~
while the force was admittedly in a high
state of discipline and efficiency, the paid
staff who controlled the force were altogether inefficient.. It was denying to these
officers what was conceded to all other
officers, namely, the credit of the efficiency
of their department. Honorable members
would surely admit the justice of the position, that some credit for the military
fitness and the organization of the force
was due to the officers who had framed the
existing regulations, had administered
those regulations, and had controlled the
force for years. He could not allow these
gentlemen to be attacked without defending them in his place in the House, as it
was his duty to do, especially as he felii
that anything he could say in their favour
was perfectly warranted by circumstances
familiar to the public. At the same time
he would not press the vote forward in a.
small committee, if any honorable members
thought that an inquiry would show that
there had been anything improper in
conn ex ion with the management of th&
force.
Mr. BALFOUR said, as one who had
been connected with the volunteers, though
not now connected with them, he could
not allow such imputations as those which
had been cast upon the officers connected
with the management of the force to pass
unnoticed. From his knowledge of the
working of the force, he did not think it
could be placeu under better management.
The officers of the paid staff with whom
he had been brought in contact had always
exhibited great efficiency, zeal, and energy;
and, as the Treasurer had stated, the best
answer that could be given to the charges
which had been made was the efficiency
of the force. He believed that a more
efficient force of volunteerR could not be
found. Whatever the result of the discussion might be-whether the yote was
post.poned or not-he objected to such
charges going forth as if they were endorsed by the committee; and he was
glad to have the opporLunity of stati'ng,
from personal knowledge, that the volun-
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teer officers desen'ed every credit that
could be bestowed upon them.
Mr. McKEAN observed that no one
was more disposed to acknowledge the
general efficiency of the volunteer force
than he was; but he altogether differed
from the last speaker as to the cause of that
efficiency. He thought the efficiency was
to be attributed to the spirit with which
the volunteers themselves entered upon the
performance of their self-imposed duties.
He supposed that, taking the volunteers as
a whole, it would not be possible to find a
finer or more energetic body of men. The
same might be said of the unpaid officers;
and, if the volunteers were called upon for
active service under any of those officers,
he had no doubt they would acquit themselves creditably. But he could not speak
so favorably of the paid staff. He considered that an expenditure of £9,440 for
drilling 3,000 men, and enabling them to
earn from £3 to £5 each per annumwhich was the minimum and maximum
allowance for effecti ves - was extra vagant. If the amount were expended only
in instruction, he should not so much
object; but a great portion of it was
expended in the maintenance of a local
staff, consisting of officers of whom he
did not approve. He was glad that the
Treasurer had consented to withdraw the
vote, and allow the appointment of a committee to investigate the matter. He repeated that the efficiency of the force was
due to the unpaid .and not to the paid
officers. He had had ocular demonstration
that the Colonel-Commandant was not the
most efficient officer to put a company
through its facings. Whenever a fieldday took place, officers met at the volunteer office to discuss the arrangements,
and plans and charts of the movements
were drawn out; but even then the ColonelCommandant and the officers immediately
connected with him made such egregious
blunders, that they were the laughing-stock
of the force. It might be asserted that he
had a little personal feeling against the
Colonel-Commandant. He admitted that
he did not regard the Colonel-Commandant
with any degree of favour, and therefore
his remarks must be taken cum grana

salis.
Mr. McLELLAN said he had had conversations with members of the volunteer
force, and, from these conversations, he
gathered that the volunteers had very little
corrfidence in their officers. They seemed to
believe that political influence had too much
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to do with promotions. He had been present at several reviews, and had obsen'ed,
on horseback, officers who could scarcely
sit in the saddle; in fact, he was sure
that, if they had had to draw swords, they
would have toppled off. He did not think
that men so badly trained could be fit to
be at the head of such a fine body of men
as the volunteers.
Mr. VERDON remarked that he would
rather withdraw the vote for the present
than pass it with the feeling, on the part
of some persons, that it was passed because
the Government chose to press it, and not
on its merits. He did not wish that opinion
to prevail, because it would be unjust and
inj urious to the force. And, as accusations had been made, he thought honorable
members should have the opportunity of
satisfying themselves on the subject.
The vote was accordingly withdrawn.
H.M.C.S. VICTORIA.
On the vote of £10,878 for the steamship Victoria,
Mr. MOORE pronounced this vote
extravagant. Session after session had
the cost of this vessel been the subject of
animadversion; and he should like to know
whether it was desirable that she should
be retained in the service of the Government? He would call attention to several
items of the vote which he considered
excessive. In the first place, the commander was paid at the rate of £600 per
annum, and, in addition, was provided with
quarters, fuel, light, and water. That
amount seemed to be very great when
compal'od with the emoluments of officers
in Her Majesty's navy. The first engineer
recei ved a salary of £400 a year; bu t the
most efficient engineers employed on board
the large steamers trading to this port, and
owned by private individuals, did not
receive more t.han £20 per month, or £240
a year. Then there was a "clerk in
charge of stores "-a novel kind of officer
-to whom it was proposed to pay £225 a
year; and yet the value of' the stores, as set
forth in the contingencies, was no more
than £1,200. The same extravagance
appeared to prevail all through the vessel's
complement. The seamen were paid 5s.
per day, or £7 lOs. per month, for constant, regular labour; but the ordinary
rate of pay for merchant seamen frequenting this port was £5 per month.
Then there was an item of' £655 for
the salaries of 25 boys. Now, considering
that the colony had a sort of nursery for
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seamen, he did not see why that item had heard before the circumstances under
should not be dispensed with, and the which Captain Norman was induced by
older lads on board the' naval training Governor Sir Charles Hotham to relinquish
. ship, when taught the tudiments of sea- a more lucrative appointment, and take
manship, drafted on board the Victoria. the command of this ship. Captain NorIt might be said that this arrangement man was promised that he Rhould be
was already in force. If so, he had only provided for, and that promise-if there
to say that, considering the costly provision was nothing else-ought to be regarded
which the State had to make for the care by the House with some degree of respect.
and training of the destitute youth of tne But, putting the promise out of the ques. country, it ought not to be called upon to tion, Captain Norman had al ways comdo more, in such a case as this, than find manded the vessel in a thoroughly efficient
food and clothing, and perhaps a small way; whenever called upon topel'form any
amount as a sort of good service money. hazardous service, he was always ready
He considered that the principle of paying to do it in a quiet, unostentatious, and
the boys regular wages ought not to be business-like way; and he had never
any way
recognized. Several years since, the Chief sought, by political influence,
Secretary entertained the same opinion as to advance his position. Therefore it was
himself with regard to the extravagant not to be supposed that he would be guilty,
character of the Victoria; on one occasion as suggested, of the deceit of making his
the honorable gentleman proposed that the vessel very active just about the time that
services of the vessel should be altogether the Estimates came on. The fact was
dispensed with; and he presumed it was that the Victoria had been busily engaged,
because the subject had become so distaste- ever since last June, in carrying the
ful to the honorable gentleman that the Imperial survey party about.
In that
vote had been removed from the Chief way she was now employed, and usefully
Secretary's department to that of the employed.
Honorable members would
Treasurer. He should like to know what probably recollect that the colony underwere the peculiar duties of the vessel. Was took, in the event of the marine survey
it intended to keep her on a warlike foot- being instituted by the Imperial Governing? If so, was there a sufficiency of ment, that, when it became necessary to
hands to work the guns in the event of the employ an efficient steamer to carry the
vessel being required to assist in the survey officers about, it would provide
defence of the place? Or was she to be that steamer. That time having arrived,
employed only for survey purposes? If the the Victoria was used for the purpose. If it
latter, he considered a complement of were not for this work of the marine sursixty-one men and boys for a vessel vey, he did not think the Government would
of a few hundred tons as something be justified in asking the House to vote any
outrageous. He observed that, while there sum at all for the Vict01'ia. But this emwas such a number of hands, there were ployment being found for her, it was well
no officers. There was no chief mate. that it should be continued, because the
He presumed there was a second in com- arrangement would result in the complemand, but he could not recognize such an tion of the survey in a much shorter period
officer in the list. It seemed a remarkable than under other circumstances, and thus
coincidence that, about the time that there would be a saving both of expense
these Estimates came under the con- and time.
With regard to the chief
sideration of the House, the Victoria engineer and his salary, that officer came
emerged from her usual state of inacti vity out to the colony with Captain Norman;
into vigorous employment, and frequent and he and the other officers had to pay for
chronicles appeared of the departure of the their own mess, while the officers with
vessel to the Heads, and her arrival from whom they were compal'ed by the honorthe Heads. In fact, the Heads and Cape able member for Sandridge were provided
Otway seemed to be about the limit of her by the ship. With regard to the "clerk
voyaging. In conclusion, he trusted that in charge of stores," it was necessary,
the vote would be considerably reduced where accounts had to be kept in the way
or that it would be withdrawn.
required by the Audit Act, and where
Mr. VERDON said he would reply to accounts of the Imperial Government were
the objections of the honorable member for mixed up with those of the colony, that
Sandridge in the order in which they were there should be a clerk for this purpose,
raised. No doubt the honorable member and this officer, on board the Victo1'ia, also

in
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acted as a sort of purser. Then it was
complained that the seamen employed on
board were paid too much as compared
with ordinary seamen who frequented the
But the duty these men had to
port.
perform was not that of seamen, as ordinarily understood. They had to do the
work of boatmen. Their principal work
was literally to pull about the boats in
which the survey officers were, and therefore they had to undergo much more severe
labour than sailors in ordinary sea-going
ships •. It would be seen, by reference to
other portions of the Estimates, that boatmen in the servic~ of the Governmen t
were paid, some 7s. 6d., and some 8s. 6d.
per day. The honorable member for Sandridge then contended that boys from the
naval training ship should be transferred
to the Victoria. It so happened that there
were on board 20 boys from the training
ship, 10 of whom were paid Is., and
the rest Is. 6d. each per day. They had
proved themselves as useful and efficient
as ordinary seamen, and it was felt to be
wise to let them feel the advantage and
necessity of earning, in some degree, their
own support. They would not be here
always; they would pass in time into the
mercantile marine, or some other employment; and it was considered that, while
they did good service on board the Victoria, some consideration for that service
should be gi ven them. The honorable
member for Sandridge complained that
the Victoria was short of officers, which
seemed inconsistent after his complaint of
her costly character. The gunner, who
was brought out from England, was competent to act· as second in command, and
did so act. He was the only officer that
Captain Norman considered necessary;
and, while the commander was so content,
the Government did not think it necessary
to give him more. The honorable member for Sandridge complained that the
Victoria was not fit to be used as a ship of
war. He (Mr. Verdon) did not think she
was entirely fit for that purpose. She
might be used to resist a wooden ship, and
in that case her crew would be augmented
from the Naval Reserve, and guns would
be placed on board. But her primary use
at present was to assist in carrying out the
marine survey of the coast.
Mr. McCULLOCH admitted that on
many occasions he opposed the vote for the
Fictoria, and that, if she were now only
employed as an arm of defence, he should
be for getting rid of her. But the vessel
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was now in altogether a different position
to that which she occupied on the occasions
referred to by the honorable member for
Sandridge.
Wliereas formerly she was
frequently lying in the Bay, and but occasionally going out of port, during the last
twelve months she had been actively
employed, and had only come into port
for necessary purposes in connexion with
th·e marine survey party. The other day
he saw a letter from the hydrographer
to the Admiralty, in which he complimented the cqlony on placing the Victoria
at the disposal of Captain Wilkinson; by
which means the marine survey of the
colony was being actively, prosecuted,
and would be accomplished .much more
quickly than it would be by a sailing vessel. More work had been done in that
direction during the past twelve months
than in the previous three or four years,
when the schooner Ladia was employed.
The coast had been thoroughly surveyed
as far as Cape Otway. The survey party
had now gone to the other side of Cape
Otway, and, in the course of a few weeks,
they intended to transfer their operations
to Wilson's Promontory and the coast beyond. With regard to the expenditure on
the Victoria, the amount of the vote in
1861 and 1862, when he opposed it, and
when the vessel was doing no work, was
£14,000. Now, only £11,000 was asked,
the ship was actively employed, and
the services of the Lmiia had been dispensed with. He thought it would be
ad visable to continue the Victoria in the
same service until the marine survey was
completed. With regard to the boys
drafted from the naval training ship to
the Victoria, they behaved very well, and
did their work most efficiently; and he
thought they were entitled to some small
remuneration.
Mr. BLACKWOOD considered that the
Victoria was extravagantly managed. He
objected to boys, brought up at the expense
of the State, receiving 30s. and 45s. per
month, wllile the wages of able-bodied
seamen were no more than £:1 lOs. and £4
per month, if for foreign voyages, and
£5 per month for intercolonial vessels,
which were constantly receiving and discharging cargo. He considered that the
Government, in paying these high rates,
did harm to eommerce, because men and
boys employed by private shipowners expected to be remunerated according to the
scale paid by the Government. He had
listened with satisfaction to the statement
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of the Chief Secretary as to the progress of
the marine survey, but he feared that the
return was Dot in proportion to the expense
incurred. He should like some information as to the latest charts. He should also
like to know whether the Government
intended to include in the survey the entire
seaboard of the colony. That portion of
the coast extending from Portland to Cape
Northumberland was comparatively unknown, and yet it was reported that several
good harbours of refuge existed there. It
was also said that the Glenelg river was
navigable for a considerable distance from
its mouth. It was important for the interests of the colony that reliable information
on these points should be in the possession
of the Government.
Mr. McCULLOCH said the Government intended that the entire coast, from
one end to the other, should be surveyed,
and it was with the view of expediting the
survey that the Victoria was employed.
As to the charts, they were not ~nder the
control of the Government; they had to
be approved of by the Admiralty.
Captain MAC MAHON asked to what
use the Pharos was applied, and whether
she would not be a more suitable and less
expensive vessel for survey purposes than
the Victoria? Certainly, the Victoria
was not an economical vessel for survey
work, and she was totally unfit for warlike
purposes, because she was unable to fight
or run. He submitted that, if a favorable
opportunity occurred of disposing of the
Victoria, the Government should take advantage of it, and obtain a vessel which
would do the survey work in a more economical manner. He thought the majority
of honorable members would sympathize
with the remarks made by the Treasurer
with respect to Captain Norman. That
gentleman was brought out here under
certaiu promises. It was generally understood that provision would be made for
him; and certainly Captain Norman was
in every way worthy the consideration of
the House.
Mr. VERDON stated that, if an opportunity occurred of getting rid of the
Victoria on fair terms, and of obtaining a
vessel that would do the survey work as
well or better, it should not be missed.
But he believed that the Victoria was
fit for the work, and that a smaller steamer
would be scarcely so fit. The Pharos was
built to take the place, not of the Victoria,
but of the buoy schooner Empire. If any
more economical arrangements could be
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made for carrying on the survey work, the
Government would be only too glad to
adopt them.
Mr. LANGTON, referring to the items
- " Two boys at 2s. 6d. per day, three
boys at 2s. per day, ten boys at 1s. 6d. per
day, and ten boys at Is. per day," proposed that in each case the word "week"
should be substituted for" day." As many
boys as anyone desired, he remarked, could
be had at 7s. per week, without provisions.
Some boys were earning only 6s. per week.
In the face of that it seemed preposterous
for the Government to give, as their
lowest rate, 1s. per day to boys, who were
both housed and fed. He could not understand on what principle the payment was .
made. One of the most injurious influences
on the rising generation of the colony had
been the large amount of money remuneration which they had been able to
obtain. Such remuneration as that proposed by the Government was calculated
to demoralize the boys of the country.
Mr. VERDON observed that, if the
Government were to advertise for persons
willing to do any of the services required
by the State, persons would be obtained at
anything the Government chose to give,
because it so happened that in a new
country there was always a certain amount
of labour which could not immediately be
employed, and which, in order to be
employed, would take any remuneration
it could get.· It behoved the Government to be very careful in determining
the rate of wages it could give, because
the Government, being a large employer
of labour, necessarily determined the rate
of wages. If the Government were to
decide that the rate of wages in any
particular department should be 3s. 6d.
per day, men, he believed, would be found
to work for it, and the effect would be,
probably, to affect wages outside. (An
Honorable Member.-" You would get bad
men.") That was very likely, and therefore the Government ought to be very
careful how it reduced the wages of the
lower class of public servants. There was
no fair competition between the Government and employers outside. If the wages
rate paid by the Government was low,
the wages rate in private employments was
also affected. The ordinary laws of supply
and demand could not be applied in a new
country. With regard to the particular
case before the committee, if the committee
thought the amount set down for these
boys too much, they could reduce it;
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but he thought the proceeding would be
scarcely wise. ·It would be better to let the
boys feel that they were earning something
-that they were commencing a course
of independence-than to let t.hem feel
that they were earning nothing, although
they did a large amount of useful work.
Mr. LONGMORE said it should be remembered that these boys, in being fitted
for their present work, had cost the
country at the rate of £ 134 lOs. each per
annum. Even now, boys on board the
training ship cost at least £72 each per
annum.
Many respectable taxpayers
would. be glad to have t,heir children put
into a position similar to that which these
deserted boys were put into by the State.
He did not understand these boys being
provided for, and also receiving wages
ranging fl'om 7s. to 17s. 6d. per week.
Why, good strong agricultural laborers
could be had for 15s. per week. The
Treasurer spoke as if the Government, in
employing labour, found it necessary to
keep up the price; but in this case the
Government had no choice. Their selection was limited to the boys of the naval
training ship, and, under these circumstances, he held that from 1s. to 2s. 6d. per
week would be ample remuneration.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the argument of the honorable member for Ripon
amounted to this - that if these lads
were the children of respectable parents it
would be quite right to employ them at
the wages which they were receiving, but
that the country ought to take advantage
of the fact that they were unfortunate
children' and deserted by their parents.
Now he (Mr. McCulloch) contended that
the country ought to look after these
children-that it ought to stand towards
them in the position of a parent, see that
they were put into the way of earning
a livelihood for themselves, and let them
feel, as soon as possible, a spirit of inde··
pendence. He did not think that they
were paid extravagantly, considering the
work they had to do, and the fact that they
had to provide their own clothing.
Mr. MOORE remarked that, as it was
admitted that the Victoria was not valuable
for defensive purposes, but only for the
marine survey, the vessel was extravagantly manned. He was sure that naval
men would bear him out in the assertion,
that 61 men and boys was an extravagant equipment for a vessel of about 600
tons burthen. He therefore moved that
£8,000 be Bubstituted for £10,878.
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Mr. VERDON said it was his duty to
inform the committee, before they decided
whether to reduce the vote, that, in the
prosecution of the marine survey, the vessel
required a larger number of hands than an
ordinary sea-going steamer, as men left
the ship in boats to make the surveys, and
it was necessary to leave others on board
to take care of the vessel.
Mr. BLACKWOOD observed that,
with a reduction of 20 hands, the Victoria
would be fuller manned than any vessel
visiting the port.
Mr. VERDON stated that the mailsteamer Bombay had between 70 and 80
men.
Mr. MOORE.-That is a vessel of 1,500
tons burthen.
Mr. VERDON.-About l,100 tons.
Mr. LONGMORE thought that about
15 hands were ordinarily employed for
manning a vessel of 600 tons burthen.
Mr. LE VE Y believed that, if the crew
was much diminished, it would be impossible to carryon the marine survey. He
considered, however, that the wages paid
to the boys were excessive, and ought to
be somewhat reduced.
Mr. BYRNE complained that the whole
of the discussion for the last hour or more
had been upon items which did not amount
to more than £600 or £700. The other
evening tIre honorable member for Sandridge deprecated the discussion of small
items, and urged that there should be a
large and comprehensive reduction of the
expenses of the civil service. He (Mr.
Byrne) was prepared to join with the other
side in effecting such a reduction, in a proper way; but, after a considerable portion
of the year had passed, and the servants
of the Government had made arrangements
for getting their salaries as they appeared
on the Estimates, it was only a waste of
time to discuss small votes now.
Mr. VERDON intimated that, in deference to the opinion expressed by the committee, he would consult his colleagues,
and also Captain Norman, relative to a
reduction of the wages paid to the boys.
If he found that the amount could be reduced justly, he would reduce it.
Mr. LANGTON, upon this understanding, withdrew his amendment.
Mr. Moore's amendment, to substitute
£8,000 for £10,878, was negatived, and
the vote was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
The House adjourned at sixteen minutes
to ten o'clock until Tuesday, April 30.
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